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6 Appointed October 9, 1991
7 Appointed October 23, 1991
8 Resigned March 4, 1992.
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STANDING SUBCOMMITTEES
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Pat Williams, Chairman
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Major R. Owens Steve Bartlett 1
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Matthew G. Martinez, Chairman

Dale E. Kildee Harris W. Fawell
Nita M. Lowey E. Thomas Coleman
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William D. Ford,

 Ex Officio
Eric Jensen, Staff Director

1 Resigned March 11, 1991
2 Appointed April 16, 1991
3 Resigned June 27, 1991
4 Appointed June 27, 1991
5 Resigned from the Subcommittee on Labor-Management Relations

on June 18, 1991
6 Appointed October 9, 1991
7 Appointed October 23, 1991
8 Resigned March 4, 1992
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Major R. Owens, Chairman
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 Ex Officio
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EXTRACT FROM RULE X, RULES OF THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

RULE X

Establishment and Jurisdiction of Standing Committees

The Committees and Their Jurisdiction

1. There shall be in the House the following standing committees, each of which shall have the jurisdiction and related functions
assigned to it by this clause and clauses 2, 3, and 4; and all bills, resolutions, and other matters relating to subjects within the ju-
risdiction of any standing committee as listed in this clause shall (in accordance with and subject to clause 5) be referred to such
committees, as follows:

* * * * * * *
(g) Committee on Education and Labor.
(1) Measures relating to education or labor generally.
(2) Child labor.
(3) Columbia Institution for the Deaf, Dumb, andBlind; HowardUniversity; Freedmen'sHospital.
(4) Convict labor and the entry of goods made by convicts into interstate commerce.
(5) Labor standards.
(6) Labor statistics.
(7) Mediation and arbitration of labor disputes.
(8) Regulation or prevention of importationof foreign laborersundercontract.
(9) Food programs for children in schools.
(10) United States Employees' Compensation Commission.
(11) Vocational rehabilitation.
(12) Wages and hours of labor.
(13) Welfare of miners.
(14) Work incentive programs.

In addition to its legislative jurisdiction under the preceding provisions of this paragraph (and its general oversight function under
clause 2(b)(1)), the committee shall have the special oversight function provided for in clause 3(c) with respect to domestic educa-
tional programs and institutions, and programs of student assistance, which are within the jurisdiction of other committees.
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HEARINGS BY FULL COMMITTEE

FIRST SESSION

H.R. 1, Mr. Brooks, for himself and others.

Civil Rights Act of 1991.

February 27; March 5, 1991. (PRINTED, Serial No. 102-2)

H.R. 3160, Mr. Ford of Michigan, for himself and others.

Comprehensive Occupational Safety and Health Reform Act; and the
fire at the Imperial Food Products plant in Hamlet, North Carolina.

September 12; November 21, 1991. (PRINTED, Serial Nos. 102-47,
102-99)

Oversight hearing on the use of Department of Education funds to
produce a video tape of President Bush's speech at Alice Deal Junior
High School, Washington, D.C.

October 17, 1991. (PRINTED, Serial No. 102-80)

SECOND SESSION

H.R. 3878, Mr. Ford of Michigan, for himself and others.

The American Jobs Protection Act, and the Mexico Free Trade
Agreement and its impact on American jobs and the American
workplace.

January 17 (in Westland, Michigan); March 28 (in Flint, Michigan),
30 (in Columbus, Ohio); April 24 (Jointly with the Committee In-
terior and Insular Affairs in San Francisco, California), 1992.
(PRINTED, Serial Nos. 102-109, 102-129)

H.R. 3160, Mr. Ford of Michigan, for himself and others.

Comprehensive Occupational Safety and Health Reform Act.

February 26; March 5; April 2, 8, 29, 1992. (PRINTED, Serial Nos.
102-99, 102-100)

Oversight hearing on science, mathematics and engineering education.

February 27, 1992 (Jointly with the Committee on Science, Space and
Technology). (PRINTED, Serial No. 102-94)

Oversight hearing on National Health Reform: “From an Education
and Labor Perspective.”

May 7, 1992. (PRINTED, Serial No. 102-104)
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HEARINGS BY SUBCOMMITTEE ON
POSTSECONDARY EDUCATION

FIRST SESSION

Oversight hearings on the reauthorization of the Higher Education Act.

March 18 (Jointly with the Senate Subcommittee on Education, Arts,
and Humanities of the Committee on Labor and Human Resources)
(PRINTED, Serial No. 102-42); April 15 (in Providence, Rhode Is-
land, jointly with the Senate Subcommittee on Education, Arts and
Humanities of the Committee on Labor and Human Resources)
(PRINTED, Serial No. 102-42), April 16 (PRINTED, Serial No.
102-35); May 2 (PRINTED, Serial No. 102-22), May 6 (in Kansas
City, Missouri) (PRINTED, Serial No. 102-26), May 8 (PRINTED,
Serial No. 102-71, May 9 (PRINTED, Serial No. 102-30), May 13
(in Vancouver, Washington) (PRINTED, Serial No. 102-25), May
14 (PRINTED, Serial No. 102-30), May 15 (PRINTED, Serial No.
102-37), May 21 (PRINTED, Serial No. 102-39), May 24 (in
Chicago, Illinois) (PRINTED, Serial No. 102-49), May 29
(PRINTED, Serial No. 102-39), May 30 (PRINTED, Serial No.
102-39); June 3 (in Carlisle, Pennsylvania) (PRINTED, Serial No.
102-36), June 4 (PRINTED, Serial No. 102-34), June 5 (PRINTED,
Serial No. 102-34), June 6 (PRINTED, Serial No. 102-43), June 10
(in Akron, Ohio) (PRINTED, Serial No. 102-44), June 12
(PRINTED, Serial No. 102-43), June 13 (PRINTED, Serial No.
102-48), June 14 (in Pleasant Hill, California) (PRINTED, Serial
No. 102-56), June 17 (in Ann Arbor, Michigan) (PRINTED, Serial
No. 102-65), June 18 (PRINTED, Serial No. 102-48), June 19
(PRINTED, Serial No. 102-45), June 21 (in New Brunswick, New
Jersey) (PRINTED, Serial No. 102-63), June 24 (in New York, New
York) (PRINTED, Serial No. 102-64), June 26 (PRINTED, Serial
No. 102-48), June 28 (in Raleigh, North Carolina) (PRINTED, Serial
No. 102-72); July 1 (in Hilo, Hawaii) (PRINTED, Serial No.
102-67), July 2 (in Maui, Hawaii) (PRINTED, Serial No. 102-68),
July 10 (PRINTED, Serial No. 102-50), July 11 (PRINTED, Serial
No. 102-53), July 13 (in Great Falls, Montana) (PRINTED, Serial
No. 102-52), July 15 (in Kearney, Nebraska) (PRINTED, Serial No.
102-58), July 16 (PRINTED, Serial No. 102-53), July 19 (in
Madison, Wisconsin) (PRINTED, Serial No. 102-69), July 22 (in
Houston, Texas) (PRINTED, Serial No. 102-76), July 24
(PRINTED, Serial No. 102-55), July 25 (PRINTED, Serial No.
102-54), July 26 (in South Bend, Indiana) (PRINTED, Serial No.
102-78), July 27 (in New Orleans, Louisiana) (PRINTED, Serial
No. 102-79), July 31 (PRINTED, Serial No. 102-73); August 1
(PRINTED, Serial No. 102-73), 1991.

H.R. 2336, Mr. Petri, for himself and others; H.R. 3050, Mr. Miller
of California, for himself and others.

The Income-Dependent Education Assistance Act of 1991, and the
Self-Reliance Scholarship Act of 1991.

November 14, 1991.

SECOND SESSION

H.R. 2336, Mr. Petri, for himself and others; H.R. 3050, Mr. Miller
of California, for himself and others.

The Income-Dependent Education Assistance Act of 1991, and the
Self-Reliance Scholarship Act of 1991.

February 6, 1992. (PRINTED, Serial No. 102-90)
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HEARINGS BY SUBCOMMITTEE ON
HEALTH AND SAFETY

FIRST SESSION

Oversight hearing on the Mine Safety and Health Administration
(MSHA), coal mine dust sample tampering.

April 15, 1991. (PRINTED, Serial No. 102-21)

H.R. 1063, Mr. Gaydos, for himself and others.

Construction Safety, Health, and Education Improvement Act of 1991.

April 17, 24, 30; May 1, 9, 1991. (PRINTED, Serial No. 102-15)

H.R. 1066, Mr. Kennedy, for himself and others.

Indoor Air Quality Act of 1991.

June 26; July 10, 17, 24, 31, 1991. (PRINTED, Serial No. 102-41)

SECOND SESSION

Oversight hearing on the Occupational Safety and Health Adminis-
tration's (OSHA) ability to enforce worker safety on bridges.

October 16, 1992 (in Gloucester City, New Jersey). (PRINTED, Serial
No. 102-130)
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HEARINGS BY SUBCOMMITTEE ON
LABOR STANDARDS

FIRST SESSION

H.R. 115, Mr. Kanjorski; H.R. 451, Mr. McCloskey, for himself and
others; H.R. 694, Mr. Rahall, for himself and others; H.R. 799, Mr.
Dwyer of New Jersey, for himself and others; H.R. 1116, Mr. Miller
of California, for himself and others; H.R. 1637, Mr. Murphy, for
himself and others.

Legislation to amend the Federal Black Lung Benefits Program.

April 24; May 14, 1991. (PRINTED, Serial No. 102-7)

Oversight hearing on the Federal Employees Compensation Act
(FECA).

April 30, 1991. (PRINTED, Serial No. 102-14)

H.R. 1126, Mr. Clay, for himself and others.

To extend the coverage of certain Federal labor laws to foreign
flagships.

October 10, 1991. (PRINTED, Serial No. 102-70)

SECOND SESSION

H.R. 4011, Mr. Murphy.

To amend the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 to bring the minimum
wage in American Samoa up to the wage in effect in the United
States.

June 3, 1992. (PRINTED, Serial No. 102-128)

H.R. 1987, Mr. Murphy, for himself and others.

To amend the Act of March 3, 1931 (known as the Davis-Bacon Act),
to revise the standard for coverage under that Act, and for other
purposes.

June 16, 1992. (PRINTED, Serial No. 102-112)

Oversight hearing on the application of the overtime provisions of the
Fair Labor Standards Act to certain executive, managerial and pro-
fessional employees who are subject to deduction from pay or ben-
efits for absences from work less than a day in duration.

September 16, 1992. (PRINTED, Serial No. 102-122)
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HEARINGS BY SUBCOMMITTEE ON
ELEMENTARY, SECONDARY, AND VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

FIRST SESSION

Oversight hearing on dropout prevention and workplace literacy.

February 11, 1991 (in Flint, Michigan). (PRINTED, Serial No. 102-1)

Oversight hearing on the National School Lunch and Breakfast Pro-
grams.

February 26, 1991. (PRINTED, Serial No. 102-16)

Oversight hearing on the National Assessment of Education Progress
(NAEP).

March 13, 1991. (PRINTED, Serial No. 102-8)

Oversight hearing on National Testing: The Pros and Cons.

March 14, 1991. (PRINTED, Serial No. 102-8)

Oversight hearing on the “State of Education”.

May 1, 2; July 18, 1991. (PRINTED, Serial No. 102-28)

Oversight hearing on Choice in Schools.

May 21, 1991. (PRINTED, Serial No. 102-27)

H.R. 2460, Mr. Michel, for himself and others.

America 2000 Excellence in Education Act.

June 18, 27; July 11, 1991. (PRINTED, Serial No. 102-33)

Oversight hearing on perspectives on extending the school year.

July 25, 1991. (PRINTED, Serial No. 102-31)

Oversight hearing on system-wide education reform.

September 17, 1991. (PRINTED, Serial No. 102-86)

Oversight hearing on school financing.

November 7, 1991. (PRINTED, Serial No. 102-82)

Oversight hearing on challenges facing urban and rural schools.

November 14, 1991. (PRINTED, Serial No. 102-85)

SECOND SESSION

Oversight hearing on the report of the National Council on Education
Standards and Testing entitled, “Raising Standards for American
Education.”

February 4, 19; March 18, 1992. (PRINTED, Serial No. 102-105)

Oversight hearing on education reform, school financing, dropout pre-
vention, gang activities, and school violence.

March 21, 1992 (in Phoenix, Arizona). (PRINTED, Serial No.
102-106)

Oversight hearing on School-to-Work Transition.

March 25, 1992. (PRINTED, Serial No. 102-126)

Oversight hearing on Violence Inside our Nation's Schools.

May 4, 1992 (in Bronx, New York). (PRINTED, Serial No. 102-107)

Oversight hearing on budgeting for the Indian School Equalization
Program, 1991 to 1993.
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HEARINGS BY SUBCOMMITTEE ON
ELEMENTARY, SECONDARY, AND VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

SECOND SESSION—Continued

May 13, 1992 (Jointly with the Senate Select Committee on Indian
Affairs). (PRINTED, Serial No. 102-118)

Oversight hearing on the Even Start Program.

July 28, 1992. (PRINTED, Serial No. 102-136)

Oversight hearing on Innovative Approaches to Disadvantaged Chil-
dren.

August 4, 1992. (PRINTED, Serial No. 102-137)

H.R. 5730, Mr. Swift, for himself and Mr. Waxman.

Lead Exposure Reduction Act of 1992.

September 10, 1992. (PRINTED, Serial No. 102-116)
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HEARINGS BY SUBCOMMITTEE ON
LABOR-MANAGEMENT RELATIONS

FIRST SESSION

H.R. 2, Mr. Clay, for himself and others.

Family and Medical Leave Act of 1991.

February 28, 1991. (PRINTED, Serial No. 102-13)

H.R. 5, Mr. Clay, for himself and others.

To amend the National Labor Relations Act and the Railway Labor
Act to prevent discrimination based on participation in labor dis-
putes.

March 6, 13, 1991. (PRINTED, Serial No. 102-19)

Oversight hearing on the implication for workers of the fast track
process and the Mexican Free Trade Agreement.

April 30, 1991 (Jointly with Subcommittee on Employment Opportu-
nities). (PRINTED, Serial No. 102-12)

Oversight hearing on the Effect of Proposals to Reform Federal Deposit
Insurance Pension Funds.

May 2, 1991. (PRINTED, Serial No. 102-40)

H.R. 1218, Mr. Williams, for himself and others.

Privacy for Consumers and Workers Act.

June 11; July 23, 1991. (PRINTED, Serial No. 102-57)

Oversight hearing on library and information services for literacy,
productivity and democracy.

July 11, 1991 (Jointly with the Senate Subcommittee on Education,
Arts and Humanities of the Committee on Labor and Human Re-
sources). (PRINTED, Serial No. 102-59)

H.R. 1602, Mr. Berman, for himself and others; H.R. 2782, Mr.
Berman, for himself and others.

Legislation relating to ERISA's preemption of certain State laws.

July 18, 1991. (PRINTED, Serial No. 102-38)

Oversight hearing on the effect of insurance company insolvency on
pension plan participants.

July 25, 1991. (PRINTED, Serial No. 102-77)

Oversight hearing on health care access issues.

November 2, 1991 (in Great Falls, Montana). (PRINTED, Serial No.
102-83)

Oversight hearing on access to affordable and adequate health care.

November 16, 1991 (in Chicago, Illinois). (PRINTED, Serial No.
102-84)

SECOND SESSION

Oversight hearing on the impact of bankruptcy on employee and retiree
benefits.

March 9, 1992 (Jointly with the Subcommittee on Human Services of
the Select Committee on Aging in Jamaica, New York).
(PRINTED, Serial No. 102-92)

H.R. 4443, Mr. Williams.

To amend the United States Institute of Peace Act to establish the
Spark M. Matsunaga Scholars Program, and for other purposes.

March 25, 1992. (PRINTED, Serial No. 102-95)
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HEARINGS BY SUBCOMMITTEE ON LABOR-MANAGEMENT RELATIONS

Oversight hearing on small business health insurance problems.

April 30, 1992. (PRINTED, Serial No. 102-110)

H.R. 2773, Mr. Petri, for himself and others; H.R. 4919, Mr. Hughes,
for himself and others; H.R. 5386, Mr. Petri (by request).

Multiple Employer Health Benefits Protection Act of 1991; Multiple
Employer Self-Insurance Enforcement Act of 1992; and Multiple
Employer Welfare Arrangements Enforcement Improvements Act
of 1992.

June 16, 1992. (PRINTED, Serial No. 102-115)

H.R. 1664, Mrs. Boxer, for herself and others.

To protect employees who report violations of Federal laws and regu-
lations.

August 5, 1992. (PRINTED, Serial No. 102-135)

Oversight hearing on the Employee Retirement Income Security Act
(ERISA) and cutbacks in health benefits.

December 1, 1992. (PRINTED, Serial No. 102-138)
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HEARINGS BY SUBCOMMITTEE ON
HUMAN RESOURCES

FIRST SESSION

Oversight hearings on the reauthorization of the Older Americans Act
of 1965 and the Native Americans Act of 1974.

March 20; April 10, 11, 17, 19 (in Commerce, California), 25 (jointly
with the Select Committee on Aging), 27 (in Taylor, Michigan), 29
(in New Rochelle, New York); May 4 (in Yakima, Washington,
jointly with the Senate Subcommittee on Aging of the Committee
on Labor and Human Resources), May 23, 1991. (PRINTED, Serial
Nos. 102-9, 102-10, 102-11, 102-23)

Oversight hearings on the reauthorization of Title 3(b) of the Anti-Drug
Abuse Act of 1988: Drug Abuse Education and Prevention Pro-
grams for Runaway and Homeless Youth and Youth Gangs.

July 18, 1991. (PRINTED, Serial No. 102-32)

Oversight hearings on the reauthorization of the Drug Abuse and Pre-
vention Program for Runaway and Homeless Youth and the Youth
Gang Drug Prevention Program.

August 2, 1991 (in Downey, California). (PRINTED, Serial No.
102-32)

Oversight hearing on the Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention
Act.

September 27, 1991 (in Santa Fe, New Mexico). (PRINTED, Serial
No. 102-75)

Oversight hearing on child care regulations.

October 31, 1991. (PRINTED, Serial No. 102-87)

SECOND SESSION

Oversight hearings on the reauthorization of the Juvenile Justice and
Delinquency Prevention Act of 1974.

February 5, 11; March 9 (in Portland, Oregon), 16 (in Downey,
California), 30 (in Grand Island, Nebraska); April 7, 1992.
(PRINTED, Serial Nos. 102-120, 102-121, 102-125, 102-134)

Oversight hearing on GAO's findings on the reorganization of the Ad-
ministration on Aging.

June 11, 1992. (PRINTED, Serial No. 102-124)

Oversight hearing on the Community Development Corporation.

September 16, 1992. (PRINTED, Serial No. 102-133)
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HEARINGS BY SUBCOMMITTEE ON
SELECT EDUCATION

FIRST SESSION

Oversight hearing on the Office of Educational Research and Im-
provement (OERI).

March 20; April 23, 25; May 8; September 25, 1991. (PRINTED,
Serial Nos. 102-5, 102-18, 102-29, 102-60, 102-62)

Oversight hearings on the reauthorization of the Early Intervention and
Preschool Programs under the Individuals with Disabilities Educa-
tion Act (IDEA).

April 11, 12; May 6 (in Brooklyn, New York), 1991. (PRINTED,
Serial Nos. 102-6, 102-17)

Oversight hearing on the reauthorization of the Child Abuse Pre-
vention, Adoption, and Family Services Act of 1988.

May 9, 1991. (PRINTED, Serial No. 102-51)

Oversight hearing on the Abandoned Infants Assistance Act.

May 10, 1991 (in Newark, New Jersey). (PRINTED, Serial No.
102-20)

Oversight hearing on the drug education program.

May 17, 1991 (in Bronx, New York). (PRINTED, Serial No. 102-46)

Oversight hearing on Children with Disabilities Temporary Care Re-
authorization Act of 1989 (Respite Care).

May 22, 1991. (PRINTED, Serial No. 102-61)

Oversight hearings on the reauthorization of the Rehabilitation Act of
1973, as amended.

September 26; November 11 and 12 (in Santa Fe, New Mexico), 1991.
(PRINTED, Serial Nos. 102-74, 102-88)

Oversight hearing on the Randolph-Sheppard Act.

October 31, 1991. (PRINTED, Serial No. 102-81)

SECOND SESSION

Oversight hearing on the reauthorization of the Rehabilitation Act of
1973, as amended.

February 20; March 6 (in New York, New York), 1992. (PRINTED,
Serial Nos. 102-89, 102-102)

Oversight hearing on the reauthorization of the Education of the Deaf
Act of 1986.

February 25; March 10, 27 (in Morgantown, North Carolina), 1992.
(PRINTED, Serial Nos. 102-91, 102-103, 102-113)

Oversight hearing on the Child Abuse Prevention, Adoption, and
Family Services Act.

February 27; April 20 (in New York, New York), 1992. (PRINTED,
Serial Nos. 102-96, 102-119)

Oversight hearings on the Office of Education Research Institute
(OERI).

March 17, 18, 1992. (PRINTED, Serial No. 102-114)

Oversight hearing on Rehabilitation Services and Education of the Deaf
programs.

May 11, 1992 (in Phoenix, Arizona). (PRINTED, Serial No. 102-123)

Oversight hearing on “Babies Without Homes: Babies Abandoned at
Birth”.

May 28, 1992. (PRINTED, Serial No. 102-132)
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HEARINGS BY SUBCOMMITTEE ON SELECT EDUCATION

H.R. 1522, Mr. Owens, for himself and others.

To deny funds to educational programs that allow corporal punishment.

June 18, 1992. (PRINTED, Serial No. 102-131)
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HEARINGS BY SUBCOMMITTEE ON
EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES

FIRST SESSION

Oversight hearing on business opportunities for Americans in Kuwait.

April 5, 1991 (in Prestonsburg, Kentucky). (PRINTED, Serial No.
102-3)

Oversight hearing on the implication for workers of the fast track
process and the Mexican Free Trade Agreement.

April 30, 1991 (Jointly with Subcommittee on Labor-Management
Relations). (PRINTED, Serial No. 102-12)

Oversight hearing on the Job Corps 50-50 Plan.

May 7, 1991. (PRINTED, Serial No. 102-4)

Oversight hearing on proposals to amend the Job Training Partnership
Act (JTPA).

May 9, 21; June 17 (in Bellmawr, New Jersey), 1991. (PRINTED,
Serial No. 102-24)

Oversight hearing on the Equal Employment Opportunity Commis-
sion's implementation of the Americans with Disabilities Act, Title
I and V.

October 30, 1991. (PRINTED, Serial No. 102-66)

Oversight hearing on casualties of the Federal Equal Employment Op-
portunity complaint process.

November 20, 1991 (Jointly with the Subcommittee on Civil Service
of the Committee on Post Office and Civil Service) (PRINTED,
Serial No. 102-98)

Oversight hearings on job services for dislocated workers.

December 6, 1991 (in North Adams, Massachusetts).(PRINTED, Se-
rial No. 102-97)

SECOND SESSION

H.R. 4122, Mr. Hayes of Illinois, for himself and others.

Infrastructure Improvement and Job Opportunity Act of 1992.

March 2, 1992 (in Chicago, Illinois). (PRINTED, Serial No. 102-93)

Oversight hearings on job services for dislocated workers.

March 13; April 6, 1992 (in Eau Clair, Wisconsin). (PRINTED, Serial
Nos. 102- , 102-97)

H.R. 3613, Mr. Martinez, for himself and others.

The Federal Employee Fairness Act of 1991.

April 9, 1992 (Jointly with the Subcommittee on Civil Service of the
Committee on Post Office and Civil Service). (PRINTED, Serial
No. 102-108)

Oversight hearings on School-to-Work Transition programs.

May 6; June 17, 1992. (PRINTED, Serial No. 102-111)

H.R. 4376, Mr. Andrews of New Jersey, for himself and Mr. Jontz.

The OPIC Abolition and Domestic Employment Opportunity Act.

May 27, 1992. (PRINTED, Serial No. 102-101)

Oversight hearing on sexual harassment in nontraditional occupations.

June 25, 1992. (PRINTED, Serial No. 102-117)
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HEARINGS BY SUBCOMMITTEE ON EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES

Oversight hearing on the expansion of the Job Corps program.

August 21, 1992 (in Fresno, California). (PRINTED, Serial No.
102-127)
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HOUSE BILLS REFERRED TO COMMITTEE

H.R. 1 Jan. 3, 1991

Mr. Brooks (for himself), Mr. Edwards of California, Mr.
Fish, Mr. Gephardt, Mr. Gray, Mr. Hoyer, Mr. Fazio,
Mrs. Schroeder, Ms. Snowe, Mr. Towns, Mr. Ortiz, Mr.
Mineta, Mr. Matsui, Mr. Ford of Michigan, Mr. Clay,
Mrs. Collins of Michigan, Mrs. Collins of Illinois, Mr.
Conyers, Mr. Dellums, Mr. Dixon, Mr. Dymally, Mr.
Espy, Mr. Flake, Mr. Ford of Tennessee, Mr. Hayes of
Illinois, Mr. Jefferson, Mr. Lewis of Georgia, Mr.
Mfume, Ms. Norton, Mr. Owens of New York, Mr.
Payne of New Jersey, Mr. Rangel, Mr. Savage, Mr.
Stokes, Mr. Washington, Ms. Waters, Mr. Wheat, Mr.
Abercrombie, Mr. Andrews of Texas, Mr. Andrews of
New Jersey, Mr. Andrews of Maine, Mr. Atkins, Mr.
AuCoin, Mr. Bacchus, Mr. Berman, Mr. Bilbray, Mrs.
Boxer, Mr. Brown, Mr. Bryant, Mr. Bustamante, Mr.
Cardin, Mr. Carper, Mr. Coleman of Texas, Mr. Condit,
Mr. Coyne, Mr. de Lugo, Mr. DeFazio, Ms. DeLauro,
Mr. Dicks, Mr. Dingell, Mr. Downey, Mr. Durbin, Mr.
Dwyer of New Jersey, Mr. Faleomavaega, Mr. Fascell,
Mr. Feighan, Mr. Foglietta, Mr. Frank of Massachusetts,
Mr. Frost, Mr. Fuster, Mr. Gejdenson, Mr. Gibbons,
Mr. Glickman, Mr. Green of New York, Mr. Hall of
Ohio, Mr. Hamilton, Mr. Hoagland, Ms. Horn, Mr.
Jacobs, Mr. Johnson of South Dakota, Mr. Jontz, Ms.
Kaptur, Mrs. Kennelly, Mr. Kildee, Mr. Kleczka, Mr.
Lantos, Mr. Lehman of Florida, Mr. Levin of Michigan,
Mr. Levine of California, Mrs. Lowey of New York,
Mr. Markey, Mr. Martinez, Mr. Mavroules, Mr.
Mazzoli, Mr. McCloskey, Mr. McDermott, Mr.
McHugh, Mr. McMillen of Maryland, Mr. McNulty,
Mr. Miller of California, Mrs. Mink, Mr. Moody, Mrs.
Morella, Mr. Mrazek, Mr. Murphy, Mr. Nagle, Mr. Neal
of Massachusetts, Ms. Oakar, Mr. Oberstar, Mr. Owens
of Utah, Mr. Pallone, Mr. Panetta, Mr. Pease, Ms.
Pelosi, Mr. Penny, Mr. Peterson of Minnesota, Mr.
Peterson of Florida, Mr. Poshard, Mr. Price, Mr. Rahall,
Mr. Reed, Mr. Richardson, Mr. Roybal, Mr. Sabo, Mr.
Sanders, Mr. Sawyer, Mr. Scheuer, Mr. Schumer, Mr.
Serrano, Mr. Sharp, Mr. Shays, Mr. Sikorski, Mr.
Slattery, Ms. Slaughter, Mr. Stark, Mr. Studds, Mr.
Swift, Mr. Tallon, Mr. Torres, Mr. Torricelli, Mr.
Traficant, Mr. Traxler, Mr. Udall, Mr. Vento, Mr.
Visclosky, Mr. Waxman, Mr. Weiss, Mr. Williams, Mr.

Wolpe, Mr. Wyden, Mr. Yates, Mr. Hughes, Mr.
Kopetski, Mr. Sangmeister, Mr. Staggers, Mr. Synar,
Mr. Beilenson, Mr. Engel, Mr. Gonzalez, Mr. Guarini,
Mr. Hochbrueckner, Mr. Kennedy, Mr. Kostmayer, Mr.
Lehman of California, Mr. Moran, Mr. Rinaldo, Mr.
Roe, Mr. Smith of Florida, Mr. Solarz, Mrs. Unsoeld,
Mr. Boehlert, Mr. Bonior, Mr. Evans, Mr. Gilman, Mr.
Roemer, and Mr. Wise

To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to restore and strengthen civil
rights laws that ban discrimination in employment, and for other pur-
poses (Jointly referred to the Committees on Education and Labor, and
the Judiciary).

February 8, 1991. Held at Full Committee.
February 21, 1991. Reports requested from Department of Labor, and

the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission.
February 27; March 5, 1991. Hearings held.
March 12, 1991. Considered in open legislative session and ordered

reported with an amendment in the nature of a substitute, amended
(voice vote).

March 19, 1991. Report received from Department of Labor.
April  24, 1991. Reported by Committee on Education and Labor

(House Report 102-40, Part 1).
April 24, 1991. Rule requested.
May 17, 1991. Reported by Committee on the Judiciary (House Report

102-40, Part 2).
May 30, 1991. Rule reported.
June 4, 1991. Rule adopted.
June 4, 5, 1991. Debated on House Floor.
June 5, 1991. Passed House with an amendment in the nature of a

substitute (273-158).

(For further action see S. 1745 under section entitled, Other Bills
Containing Education and Labor Provisions)
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HOUSE BILLS

H.R. 2 Jan. 3, 1991

Mr. Clay (for himself), Mrs. Roukema, Mrs. Schroeder,
Mr. Weldon, Mr. Gordon, Mr. Ford of Michigan, Mr.
Williams, Mr. Gaydos, Mr. Kildee, Mr. Miller of
California, Mr. Hayes of Illinois, Mr. Owens of New
York, Mr. Sawyer, Mr. Ackerman, Mr. Annunzio, Mr.
Atkins, Mr. AuCoin, Mr. Beilenson, Mr. Bennett, Mr.
Berman, Mr. Boehlert, Mr. Bonior, Mrs. Boxer, Mr.
Brown, Mr. Bruce, Mr. Bryant, Mr. Campbell of
California, Mr. Carper, Mr. Coleman of Texas, Mrs.
Collins of Illinois, Mrs. Collins of Michigan, Mr.
Conyers, Mr. Davis, Mr. DeFazio, Ms. DeLauro, Mr.
Dellums, Mr. Downey, Mr. Durbin, Mr. Dwyer of New
Jersey, Mr. Dymally, Mr. Engel, Mr. Espy, Mr. Evans,
Mr. Fascell, Mr. Fazio, Mr. Feighan, Mr. Fish, Mr.
Flake, Mr. Foglietta, Mr. Ford of Tennessee, Mr. Frank
of Massachusetts, Mr. Frost, Mr. Gejdenson, Mr.
Gephardt, Mr. Gilman, Mr. Gonzalez, Mr. Gray, Mr.
Green of New York, Mr. Guarini, Mr. Hertel, Mr.
Hochbrueckner, Mr. Hoyer, Mr. Jefferson, Mr. Jontz,
Mr. Kennedy, Mrs. Kennelly, Mr. Kleczka, Mr. Kolter,
Mr. Kopetski, Mr. Kostmayer, Mr. Lantos, Mr. Lehman
of Florida, Mr. Levine of California, Mr. Levin of
Michigan, Mr. Lewis of Georgia, Mr. Manton, Mr.
Markey, Mr. Martin, Mr. Martinez, Mr. Matsui, Mr.
McCloskey, Mr. McDermott, Mr. McGrath, Mr.
McHugh, Mr. McNulty, Mr. Mineta, Mrs. Mink, Ms.
Molinari, Mr. Moody, Mrs. Morella, Mr. Murtha, Mr.
Neal of Massachusetts, Mr. Oberstar, Mr. Payne of New
Jersey, Ms. Pelosi, Mr. Poshard, Mr. Rahall, Mr. Reed,
Mr. Roe, Mr. Roybal, Mr. Sabo, Mr. Scheuer, Mr.
Schumer, Mr. Shays, Ms. Slaughter, Mr. Smith of New
Jersey, Ms. Snowe, Mr. Solarz, Mr. Staggers, Mr.
Studds, Mr. Swett, Mr. Swift, Mr. Torres, Mr. Towns,
Mr. Udall, Mrs. Unsoeld, Ms. Waters, Mr. Waxman,
Mr. Weiss, Mr. Wheat, Mr. Wilson, Mr. Wise, Mr.
Wolpe, Mr. Yates, Mr. Edwards of California, Mr.
Lipinski, Mr. Perkins, Mr. Dixon, Mr. Murphy, Mr.
Sangmeister, Mr. Abercrombie, Mr. Moran, Ms. Kaptur,
Ms. Oakar, Mr. Peterson of Florida, Mr. Johnston of
Florida, Mr. Mfume, Mr. Washington, Mr. Vento, Mr.
Ravenel, Mr. Sanders, Mr. Stokes, Mr. Stark, Mr.
Serrano, Mr. Owens of Utah, Ms. Horn, Mr. Smith of
Florida, Mr. Hyde, Mr. Traxler, Mr. Richardson, Mr.
Sikorski, Mr. Bilbray, Mr. Rinaldo, Mr. Borski, Mr.
Andrews of New Jersey, Mrs. Lowey of New York,
Mr. Roemer, Mr. Bacchus, Mr. Mavroules, Mr. Rangel,
Ms. Norton, Mr. Machtley, Mr. Peterson of Minnesota,
Mr. Torricelli, Mr. Wyden, Mr. Cox of Illinois, Mr.
Coyne, Mr. Cardin, Mr. Andrews of Maine, Mr. Synar,
Mr. Pease, Mr. de Lugo, Mr. Klug, Mr. McMillen of
Maryland, Mr. Lehman of California, Mr. Pallone, Mr.

Traficant, Mrs. Johnson of Connecticut, Mr. Savage,
Mr. Dooley, and Mr. Olver

To entitle employees to family leave in certain cases involving a birth,
an adoption, or a serious health condition and to temporary medical
leave in certain cases involving a serious health condition, with ade-
quate protection of the employees employment and benefit rights, and
to establish a commission to study ways of providing salary replace-
ment for employees who take any such leave (Jointly referred to the
Committees on Education and Labor, Post Office and Civil Service,
and House Administration).

February 8, 1991. Jointly referred to Subcommittees on Labor Stand-
ards, and Labor-Management Relations.

February 21, 1991. Report requested from Department of Labor.
February 28, 1991. Hearings held by Subcommittee on Labor-

Management Relations.
March 7, 1991. Considered in open legislative session by Subcom-

mittee on Labor-Management Relations, and ordered reported to Full
Committee without amendment (16-7).

March 19, 1991. Report received from Department of Labor.
March 20, 1991. Considered in open legislative session and ordered

reported with an amendment (voice vote).
June 27, 1991. Reported by the Committee on Education and Labor

(House Report 102-135, Part 1).
June 27, 1991. Reported by the Committee on Post Office and Civil

Service (House Report 102-135, Part 2).
October 24, 1991. Rule requested.
November 12, 1991. Rule reported.
November 13, 1991. Rule adopted.
November 13, 1991. Passed House, amended (253-177). Subsequently

S. 5, a similar Senate-passed bill, passed in lieu after being amended
to contain the language of the House bill as passed.

July 28, 1992. Senate disagreed to House amendment, requested a
conference with the House and appointed conferees.

August 4, 1992. House insisted on its amendment, agreed to a con-
ference requested by Senate and appointed conferees.

August 5, 1992. Conferees met and agreed.
August 10, 1992. Conference report filed in House (House Report

102-816).
August 11, 1992. Conference report adopted in Senate (by unanimous

consent).
September 9, 1992. Rule reported.
September 10, 1992. Rule adopted.
September 10, 1992. Conference report adopted in House (241-161).
September 22, 1992. Vetoed by President.
September 24, 1992. Veto override passed Senate (68-31).
September 30, 1992. Veto override failed to pass House (258-169).
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HOUSE BILLS

H.R. 5 Jan. 3, 1991

Mr. Clay (for himself), Mr. Ford of Michigan, Mr.
Dingell, Mr. Roe, Mr. Abercrombie, Mr. Annunzio,
Mr. Applegate, Mr. Aspin, Mr. AuCoin, Mr. Bacchus,
Mr. Berman, Mr. Bonior, Mrs. Boxer, Mr. Brown, Mr.
Campbell of Colorado, Mr. Carper, Mr. Carr, Mrs.
Collins of Michigan, Mr. Condit, Mr. Conyers, Mr.
Costello, Mr. Coyne, Mr. Davis, Mr. DeFazio, Mr.
Dellums, Mr. Dicks, Mr. Donnelly, Mr. Dorgan of
North Dakota, Mr. Downey, Mr. Durbin, Mr. Dymally,
Mr. Engel, Mr. Espy, Mr. Evans, Mr. Fascell, Mr.
Fazio, Mr. Feighan, Mr. Flake, Mr. Foglietta, Mr. Ford
of Tennessee, Mr. Frank of Massachusetts, Mr. Frost,
Mr. Gejdenson, Mr. Gilman, Mr. Glickman, Mr.
Gonzalez, Mr. Guarini, Mr. Hayes of Illinois, Mr.
Hertel, Mr. Hoagland, Mr. Hochbrueckner, Mr. Horton,
Mr. Hoyer, Mr. Jefferson, Mr. Jontz, Mr. Kanjorski,
Ms. Kaptur, Mr. Kennedy, Mrs. Kennelly, Mr. Kildee,
Mr. Kleczka, Mr. Kolter, Mr. Kopetski, Mr. Lantos,
Mr. Lehman of California, Mr. Levine of California,
Mr. Lipinski, Ms. Long, Mrs. Lowey of New York,
Mr. Manton, Mr. Markey, Mr. Martinez, Mr.
Mavroules, Mr. McCloskey, Mr. McDermott, Mr.
McHugh, Mr. McNulty, Mr. Mfume, Mr. Miller of
California, Mr. Mineta, Mrs. Mink, Mr. Moakley, Mr.
Mollohan, Mr. Moody, Mr. Mrazek, Mr. Murtha, Mr.
Nagle, Ms. Oakar, Mr. Oberstar, Mr. Obey, Mr. Owens
of New York, Mr. Owens of Utah, Mr. Pallone, Mr.
Pease, Ms. Pelosi, Mr. Penny, Mr. Perkins, Mr. Poshard,
Mr. Rangel, Mr. Roybal, Mr. Russo, Mr. Sabo, Mr.
Savage, Mr. Scheuer, Mrs. Schroeder, Mr. Schumer,
Mr. Serrano, Mr. Skaggs, Mr. Skelton, Mr. Slattery,
Ms. Slaughter, Mr. Smith of Florida, Mr. Staggers, Mr.
Stark, Mr. Stokes, Mr. Studds, Mr. Torres, Mr.
Torricelli, Mr. Towns, Mr. Traficant, Mr. Traxler, Mr.
Vento, Mr. Visclosky, Mr. Weiss, Mr. Wheat, Mr.
Williams, Mr. Wilson, Mr. Wise, Mr. Wolpe, Mr.
Wyden, Mr. Matsui, Mr. Swift, Ms. Norton, Mr. Levin
of Michigan, Mrs. Unsoeld, Mr. Coleman of Texas,
Mr. Clement, Mr. Bruce, Mr. Solarz, Mr. Sikorski, Mr.
Eckart, Mr. Hall of Ohio, Mrs. Collins of Illinois, Mr.
Smith of Iowa, Mr. Washington, Ms. DeLauro, Mr.
Borski, Mr. Atkins, Mr. Sawyer, Mr. Edwards of
California, Mr. Peterson of Florida, Mr. Peterson of
Minnesota, Mr. Nowak, Mr. Rahall, Mr. Dwyer of New
Jersey, Mr. Payne of New Jersey, Mr. Sanders, Mr.
Swett, Mr. Ackerman, Mr. Hughes, Mr. Dixon, Mr.
Neal of Massachusetts, Mr. Andrews of New Jersey,
Mr. Murphy, Mr. Faleomavaega, Mr. Stallings, Ms.
Horn, Mr. Johnson of South Dakota, Mr. Udall, Mr.
Luken, Mr. Early, Mr. Jones of Georgia, Mr. Rinaldo,
Mr. Dooley, Mr. Lewis of Georgia, Mr. Andrews of

Maine, Mr. McMillen of Maryland, Mr. de Lugo, Ms.
Waters, Mr. Beilenson, Mr. LaRocco, Mr. Waxman,
Mr. LaFalce, Mr. Yates, Mr. Bryant, Mr. Bilbray, Mr.
Richardson, Mr. Cox of Illinois, Mr. Sharp, Mr.
Hubbard, Mr. Sangmeister, Mr. Cardin, Mr. Kostmayer,
Mr. Jacobs, Mr. Moran, Mr. Gephardt, Mr. Gaydos,
Mr. Gray, Mr. Reed, Mr. Bustamante, Mr. Anderson,
Mr. Brooks, Mr. Yatron, Mr. Bevill, Mr. Volkmer, Mr.
Smith of New Jersey, Mr. McGrath, Mr. Roemer, Mr.
Hamilton, Mr. Gordon, and Mr. Olver

To amend the National Labor Relations Act and the Railway Labor
Act to prevent discrimination based on participation in labor disputes
(Jointly referred to the Committees on Education and Labor, Energy
and Commerce, and Public Works and Transportation).

February 8, 1991. Referred to Subcommittee on Labor-Management
Relations.

February 28, 1991. Report requested from Department of Labor.
March 6, 13, 1991. Hearings held.
March 13, 1991. Considered in open legislative session and ordered

reported to Full Committee without amendment (15-7).
March 21, 1991. Report received from Department of Labor.
April 18, 1991. Considered in open legislative session and ordered

reported, amended (25-14).
May 10, 1991. Reported by Committee on Public Works and Trans-

portation (House Report 102-57, Part 1).
June 3, 1991. Reported by Committee on Energy and Commerce

(House Report 102-57, Part 2).
June 27, 1991. Reported by Commitee on Education and Labor (House

Report 102-57, Part 3).
July 9, 1991. Rule requested.
July 16, 1991. Rule reported.
July 17, 1991. Rule adopted.
July 17, 1991. Passed House with an amendment in the nature of a

substitute (247-182).

H.R. 41 Jan. 3, 1991

Mr. Bennett

To establish an employment program to make grants available to the
States to provide employment to physically and mentally impaired in-
dividuals, and for other purposes.

February 8, 1991. Jointly referred to Subcommittees on Select Edu-
cation, and Employment Opportunities.

March 28, 1991. Reports requested from Department of Labor, and
Department of Health and Human Services.
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HOUSE BILLS

H.R. 81 Jan. 7, 1991

Mr. Carr (for himself), Mr. AuCoin, Mrs. Unsoeld, Mr.
Frank of Massachusetts, Mr. de Lugo, Mr. Hyde, Mr.
Rangel, Mr. Dellums, Mr. Dwyer of New Jersey, Mr.
Kildee, Mr. Synar, Mr. Emerson, Mr. Bereuter, Mr.
Lipinski, Mr. Sikorski, Mr. Penny, Mrs. Lowey of New
York, Mr. Jefferson, Mr. Abercrombie, Mr. Brown, Mr.
Hall of Ohio, Mr. Weiss, Mr. Hertel, Mr. Scheuer, Mr.
Engel, Ms. Norton, Mr. Ackerman, Mr. Espy, Mr.
Downey, Mr. Hastert, Mr. Horton, Mr. Martinez, Mr.
Mfume, Mr. Slattery, Mr. Rose, Mr. Vento, Mr. Bryant,
Mr. Towns, Mr. Hayes of Illinois, Mr. Frost, and Mrs.
Collins of Michigan

To amend the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 to allow individuals to
direct that part or all of their income tax refunds be contributed to a
trust fund established for the relief of domestic and international hun-
ger, and to establish a commission to oversee the distribution of such
contributions (Jointly referred to the Committees on Ways and Means,
and Education and Labor).

February 8, 1991. Jointly referred to Subcommittees on Elementary,
Secondary, and Vocational Education, and Human Resources.

H.R. 95 Jan. 3, 1991

Mr. Gingrich

To amend the Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965 to
authorize the use of funds provided under part A of chapter 1 of title
I of such Act for programs to provide monetary compensation to stu-
dents for reading and reporting on books.

February 8, 1991. Referred to Subcommittee on Elementary, Second-
ary, and Vocational Education.

H.R. 115 Jan. 3, 1991

Mr. Kanjorski

To amend the Federal Coal Mine Health and Safety Act of 1969 to
establish a presumption of eligibility for disability benefits in the case
of certain coal miners who filed claims under Part C of such Act be-
tween July 1, 1973, and April 1, 1980.

February 8, 1991. Referred to Subcommittee on Labor Standards.
April 19, 1991. Report requested from Department of Labor.
April 24; May 14, 1991. Hearings held.

H.R. 123 Jan. 3, 1991

Mr. Emerson (for himself), Mr. Skelton, Mr. Dickinson,
Mr. Myers of Indiana, Mr. Ireland, Mr. Montgomery,
Mr. Hyde, Mr. Dannemeyer, Mr. Hastert, Mr. Hutto,
Mr. Bliley, Mr. Wylie, Mr. Ravenel, Mr. Callahan, Mr.
Inhofe, Mr. Duncan, Mr. Lowery of California, Mr.
Herger, Mr. Broomfield, Mr. Bevill, Mr. Gallo, Mr.
Roberts, Mr. Moorhead, Mr. Slaughter of Virginia, Mr.
Lipinski, Mr. Pickett, Mr. Petri, Mr. Armey, Mr.
Bereuter, Mr. Spence, Mr. Upton, Mr. McCandless, Mr.
Kasich, Mr. Bateman, Mr. Miller of Ohio, Mr. Lewis
of California, Mr. Porter, Mr. Hancock, Mr. Clement,
Mr. Hansen, Mr. Madigan, Mr. Solomon, Mr. Rogers,
Mr. Coughlin, Mr. Stump, Mr. Archer, Mr. Fawell, Mr.
Wilson, Mr. Paxon, Mr. Barrett, Mr. Quillen, Mr.
Holloway, Mr. Barton of Texas, Mr. Stenholm, Mr.
Zeliff, Mr. Packard, Mr. Taylor of Mississippi, Mr.
Rowland, Mr. Valentine, Mr. Doolittle, Mr. Hall of
Texas, Mr. Cox of California, Mr. Penny, Mr. Hubbard,
Mr. Luken, Mr. Browder, Mr. Ritter, Mrs. Bentley, Mr.
Weldon, Mr. Huckaby, Mr. Tauzin, Mr. Gallegly, Mr.
Jones of North Carolina, Mr. Sensenbrenner, Mr. Oxley,
Mr. Erdreich, Mr. Parker, Mr. McCrery, Mr. Dornan
of California, Mr. Regula, Mr. Murphy, Mr. Aspin, Mr.
Baker, Mr. Shuster, Mr. Cramer, Mrs. Byron, Mr.
DeLay, Mr. Bilirakis, Mr. Sisisky, Mr. Walsh, Mrs.
Johnson of Connecticut, Mr. Bennett, Mr. Roth, Mr.
Burton of Indiana, Mr. Clinger, Mr. Swett, Mr.
Sundquist, Mr. Edwards of Oklahoma, Mr. Gilchrest,
Mr. Camp, Mr. Applegate, Mr. Bunning, Mr. Payne of
Virginia, Mr. Taylor of North Carolina, Mr. Yatron,
Mr. Shays, Mr. Ballenger, Mr. Henry, Mr. Lewis of
Florida, Mr. Thomas of Georgia, Mr. Anderson, Mr.
Livingston, Mrs. Roukema, Mr. Tallon, Mr. Saxton,
Mr. McEwen, Mr. Santorum, Mr. Coble, Mr. Crane,
Mr. Derrick, Mr. Ramstad, Mr. Young of Alaska, Mr.
Combest, Mr. Schulze, Mr. Boehner, Mrs. Meyers of
Kansas, Mr. Whitten, Mr. Barnard, Mr. James, Mr.
Lent, Mr. Stearns, Mr. Kolter, Mr. Marlenee, Mr.
Vander Jagt, Mr. Allen, Mr. Rahall, Mr. Nichols, Mrs.
Patterson, Mr. Hobson, and Mr. McMillen of Maryland

To amend title 4, United States Code, to declare English as the official
language of the United States.

February 8, 1991. Jointly referred to the Subcommittees on
Postsecondary Education, Elementary, Secondary, and Vocational
Education, and Employment Opportunities.
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HOUSE BILLS

H.R. 128 Jan. 3, 1991

Mr. Conte

To amend the National Labor Relations Act to provide that the duty
to bargain collectively includes bargaining with respect to retirement
benefits for retired employees.

February 8, 1991. Referred to Subcommittee on Labor-Management
Relations.

H.R. 179 Jan. 3, 1991

Mr. Penny (for himself), Mr. Callahan, Mr. Towns, Mr.
McNulty, Mr. Coleman of Texas, Mr. Lancaster, Mr.
Wolpe, Mrs. Schroeder, Mr. Olin, Mr. Frank of
Massachusetts, Mr. Payne of Virginia, Mr. Vander Jagt,
Mr. Bereuter, Mr. McGrath, Mr. Vento, Mr. Wise, Mr.
Ravenel, Mr. Kleczka, Mr. McDermott, Mr. Erdreich,
Mr. DeFazio, Mr. Machtley, Mr. Johnson of South
Dakota, Mr. Frost, Mr. Henry, Ms. Pelosi, Mr. Poshard,
Mr. Miller of Washington, Mr. Roe, Mr. Pallone, Ms.
Kaptur, Mr. Gunderson, Mr. Paxon, Mr. Mrazek, Mr.
Hatcher, Mr. Madigan, Mr. Oberstar, Mr. Skeen, Mr.
Emerson, Mr. Quillen, Mrs. Johnson of Connecticut,
Mr. Porter, Mr. Fuster, Mr. Lightfoot, Mr. Lipinski,
Mr. Rahall, Mr. Rose, Mr. Foglietta, Mr. Bryant, Mr.
Klug, Mr. Hansen, Mr. English, Ms. Slaughter, Mr.
Chapman, Mr. Payne of New Jersey, Mr. Costello, Mr.
Sangmeister, Mr. Walsh, Mr. Burton of Indiana, Mrs.
Morella, Mr. McMillen of Maryland, Mr. Owens of
Utah, Mr. Staggers, Mr. Abercrombie, Mr. Baker, Mrs.
Meyers of Kansas, Mr. Gillmor, Mr. Peterson of
Minnesota, Mr. Markey, Mr. Dymally, Mr. Fish, Mr.
Jefferson, Mr. Engel, Mr. Scheuer, Mr. Pursell, Mr.
Brown, Mr. Johnston of Florida, Mr. Lewis of Georgia,
Ms. Molinari, Mr. Horton, Mr. Gejdenson, Mr. Jones
of North Carolina, Mr. Bruce, Mr. Mollohan, Mr.
Peterson of Florida, Mr. Price, Mr. Packard, Mr.
Volkmer, Mr. Nowak, Mr. Ramstad, Mr. Kopetski, Mr.
Bliley, Mrs. Byron, Mr. Schaefer, Mr. Roybal, Mr.
Jacobs, Mr. Sikorski, Mr. Upton, Mr. Hughes, Mr. Neal
of Massachusetts, Mr. Schiff, Mr. Barnard, Mr. Wilson,
Mr. LaFalce, Mr. Serrano, Mr. Torres, Mrs. Bentley,
Mr. Ackerman, Mr. Ford of Tennessee, Mr. Kennedy,
Mr. Evans, Mr. Sanders, Mr. Rowland, Mr. Dwyer of
New Jersey, Mr. Gordon, Mr. Stearns, Mr. Stallings,
Ms. DeLauro, Mr. Sundquist, Mr. Carr, Mr. Anderson,
Mr. McCloskey, Mr. Hochbrueckner, Mrs. Mink, Mr.
Miller  of Ohio, Mr. Pickett, Mr. Boucher, Mr. Huckaby,
Mr. Jones of Georgia, Mr. Dixon, Mr. Fazio, Mr. Clay,
Mr. Weber, Mr. Murphy, Mr. Weiss, Mr. Mavroules,
Mr. Atkins, and Mr. Stokes

To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to permit the deferral of
payments on student loans during professional internships, regardless
of duration.

February 8, 1991. Referred to Subcommittee on Postsecondary Edu-
cation.
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HOUSE BILLS

H.R. 190 Jan. 3, 1991

Mr. Roe

To amend section 411 of the Higher Education Act of 1965 to exclude
from eligibility  calculations for basic grants the value of a family's
residence.

February 8, 1991. Referred to Subcommittee on Postsecondary Edu-
cation.

H.R. 196 Jan. 3, 1991

Mr. Owens of New York (for himself), Mr. Serrano, Mr.
Dellums, Mr. Mfume, Mr. Rangel, Mr. Towns, Mr.
Savage, Mr. Dymally, Mr. Jefferson, Mr. Dixon, Mr.
Payne of New Jersey, Ms. Norton, Mr. Clay, Mr. Espy,
and Mr. Mineta

To amend the Job Training Partnership Act to establish a Youth Op-
portunities Unlimited Program.

February 8, 1991. Referred to Subcommittee on Employment Oppor-
tunities.

H.R. 218 Jan. 3, 1991

Mr. Schumer

To amend the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 to increase the pen-
alties for employers who violate such Act, and for other purposes.

February 8, 1991. Referred to Subcommittee on Labor Standards.

H.R. 224 Jan. 3, 1991

Mr. Smith of Iowa

To authorize loans for study at nonprofit institutions of higher educa-
tion.

January 30, 1991. Report requested from Department of Education.
February 8, 1991. Referred to Subcommittee on Postsecondary Edu-

cation.

H.R. 250 Jan. 3, 1991

Mr. Bennett

To authorize the Secretary of Labor to issue exemplary rehabilitation
certificates for certain individuals discharged from the Armed Forces
(Jointly referred to the Committees on Education and Labor, and
Armed Services).

February 8, 1991. Referred to Subcommittee on Employment Oppor-
tunities.

March 28, 1991. Report requested from Department of Labor.

H.R. 260 Jan. 3, 1991

Mrs. Boxer (for herself), Ms. Pelosi, Mr. Ravenel, Mr.
Jontz, Mr. Dellums, Mr. Scheuer, Mr. Moran, Mr.
Rangel, Mr. Ford of Tennessee, Mr. Jefferson, Mr.
Martinez, Mr. Sanders, and Mr. Weiss

To establish a program of grants to local educational agencies for
purposes of conducting after-school activities designed to promote
learning and finishing high school.

February 8, 1991. Referred to Subcommittee on Elementary, Second-
ary, and Vocational Education.

H.R. 275 Jan. 3, 1991

Mrs. Collins of Illinois (for herself) and Mr. Serrano

To amend the Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965 to
authorize programs of child abuse education and prevention, and to
establish a demonstration project relating to child abuse education and
prevention.

February 8, 1991. Jointly referred to Subcommittees on Elementary,
Secondary, and Vocational Education, and Select Education.

H.R. 284 Jan. 3, 1991

Mrs. Collins of Illinois

To establish requirements relating to Federally funded child care ser-
vices (Jointly referred to the Committees on Education and Labor, and
Ways and Means).

February 8, 1991. Jointly referred to Subcommittees on Human Re-
sources, and Select Education.
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H.R. 292 Jan. 3, 1991

Mrs. Collins of Illinois (for herself), Mr. Jacobs, Mr.
Serrano, Mr. Frost, Mr. Wheat, Mr. Abercrombie, Mr.
Torres, Mr. Sanders, Mr. Kostmayer, and Ms. Waters

To strengthen the authority of the Equal Employment Opportunity
Commission to enforce nondiscrimination policies in Federal employ-
ment (Jointly referred to the Committees on Education and Labor, and
Post Office and Civil Service).

February 8, 1991. Referred to Subcommittee on Employment Oppor-
tunities.

H.R. 299 Jan. 3, 1991

Mr. Crane (for himself), Mr. Armey, Mr. Rohrabacher,
Mr. Hancock, Mr. Dannemeyer, Mr. Stump, Mr.
Bennett, Mr. DeLay, Mr. Sensenbrenner, Mr. Hunter,
Mr. Doolittle, Mr. Dornan of California, Mr.
McCandless, Mr. Herger, Mr. Sundquist, Mr. Burton
of Indiana, Mr. Packard, Mr. Taylor of Mississippi, Mr.
Stearns, Mr. Campbell of California, Mr. Barton of
Texas, Mr. Livingston, Mr. Holloway, Mr. Johnson of
Texas, Mr. Inhofe, Mr. Edwards of Oklahoma, Mr.
Duncan, Mr. James, Mr. Lewis of Florida, and Mr.
Hastert

To amend the National Foundation of the Arts and the Humanities Act
of 1965 to abolish the National Endowment for the Arts and the Na-
tional Council on the Arts.

February 8, 1991. Referred to Subcommittee on Postsecondary
Educaion.

H.R. 323 Jan. 3, 1991

Mr. Feighan (for himself), Mr. Sangmeister, Mr. Manton,
Mr. Martinez, Mr. Wise, Mr. Coble, Mr. Fascell, Mr.
Bacchus, and Mr. Johnston of Florida

To authorize the Assistant Attorney General of the Office of Justice
Programs to enhance law enforcement by providing financial assistance
to law enforcement personnel who seek to further their professional
education (Jointly referred to the Committees on the Judiciary, and
Education and Labor).

February 8, 1991. Referred to Subcommittee on Postsecondary Edu-
cation.

H.R. 326 Jan. 3, 1991

Mr. Gingrich

To provide for mandatory educaton for incarcerated adults.

February 8, 1991. Referred to Subcommittee on Elemenary, Second-
ary, and Vocational Education.

H.R. 327 Jan. 3, 1991

Mr. Gordon (for himself), Mr. Lipinski, Mr. Ravenel, Mr.
Olin, Mr. Nagle, Mr. Guarini, Mr. Henry, Mr. Rogers,
Mr. Johnston of Florida, Mrs. Lloyd, Mr. Bacchus, Mr.
Zeliff, Mr. Lancaster, Mr. LaRocco, Ms. Kaptur, Mrs.
Roukema, Mr. Kanjorski, Mr. Roe, Mr. Abercrombie,
Mr. Fish, Mr. Emerson, Mr. Peterson of Florida, Mr.
Stenholm, Mr. Cox of Illinois, Mr. Santorum, Mr.
Packard, Mr. Zimmer, and Mr. Johnson of South
Dakota

To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to delay the disbursement
of Pell Grants to first-year students, to make ineligible for participation
in the Pell Grant program any institution with a high default rate on
student loans, and for other purposes.

February 8, 1991. Referred to Subcommittee on Postsecondary Edu-
cation.

H.R. 337 Jan. 3, 1991

Mr. Henry

To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to require a high school
diploma or recognized equivalent as a prerequisite for Federal student
financial assistance.

February 8, 1991. Referred to Subcommittee on Postsecondary Edu-
cation.
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H.R. 338 Jan. 3, 1991

Mr. Henry (for himself), Mr. Upton, Mr. Cox of
California, and Mrs. Mink

To amend the Internal Revenue Code of 1986, the Employment Re-
tirement Income Security Act of 1974, and the Public Health Service
Act with respect to continuation of health care coverage (Jointly re-
ferred to the Committees on Ways and Means, Education and Labor,
and Energy and Commerce).

February 8, 1991. Referred to Subcommittee on Labor-Management
Relations.

H.R. 345 Jan. 3, 1991

Mr. Ireland

To raise the status of the Administrator of the Small Business Admin-
istration, to athorize judicial review of actions under chapter 6 of Title
5, United States Code, relating to regulatory analyses, to direct a study
of the impact of the Federal Government on small business, to amend
the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 to prohibit the retroactive applica-
tion of Treasury Department regulations and rulings, to increase the
amount of deduction for health insurance costs of self-employed indi-
viduals, to increase the allowable number of S corporation shareholders
to 50, and to amend the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 to clarify
the application of such Act, and for other purposes (Jointly referred to
the Committees on Small Business, the Judiciary, Ways and Means,
and Education and Labor).

February 8, 1991. Referred to Subcommittee on Labor Standards.

H.R. 349 Jan. 3, 1991

Mr. Kyl

To amend the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 to make certain pro-
visions of section 7 of such Act applicable to Indian tribal governments
and their employees.

February 8, 1991. Referred to Subcommittee on Labor Standards.

H.R. 350 Jan. 3, 1991

Mr. Lagomarsino (for himself), Mr. Wilson, Mr. Serrano,
Mrs. Kennelly, and Mr. Fish

To establish a demonstration block grant program to increase the
quality and availability of child care.

February 8, 1991. Jointly referred to Subcommittees on Elementary,
Secondary, and Vocational Education, Human Resources, and Select
Education.

H.R. 356 Jan. 3, 1991

Mrs. Lloyd

To require that certain Federal entities and certain non-Federal entities
receiving Federal financial assistance provide television sets capable
of displaying closed-captioning, to prohibit Federal funding of confer-
ences held at certarin places of public accomodation which do not
provide guests with guest rooms furnished with televisions capable of
displaying closed-captioning, and for other purposes (Jointly referred
to the Committees on Ways and Means, Energy and Commerce, Vet-
erans' Affairs, Education and Labor, and Government Operations).

February 8, 1991. Jointly referred to Subcommittees on Postsecondary
Education, Elementary, Secondary, and Vocational Education, and
Select Education.

H.R. 375 Jan. 3, 1991

Mr. Mollohan (for himself), Mr. Rahall, Mr. Serrano, Mr.
Hall of Ohio, Mr. Valentine, Mr. Jontz, Mr. Lancaster,
Mr. Levin of Michigan, Mr. de Lugo, Mr. Andrews of
Texas, Mr. Sanders, and Mr. Penny

To amend the National School Lunch Act to extend eligibility for the
child care food program to children receiving day care services pursu-
ant to a State's job opportunities and basic skills training program.

February 8, 1991. Referred to Subcommittee on Elementary, Second-
ary, and Vocational Education.
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H.R. 385 Jan. 3, 1991

Ms. Oakar (for herself), Mr. Martinez, Mr. Wyden, Mr.
Lipinski, Mr. Bacchus, Mr. Blaz, Mr. Roe, Mr. Lewis
of California, Mr. Yates, Mr. Foglietta, Mr. Neal of
Massachusetts, Mr. Roybal, Mr. Staggers, Mr. Rangel,
Mr. Serrano, Mr. Fazio, Mrs. Collins of Illinois, Mr.
Abercrombie, Mr. Fascell, Mr. Quillen, Mr.
Lagomarsino, Mr. Evans, Mr. Richardson, Mr. Dellums,
Mr. Dwyer of New Jersey, Mrs. Lowey of New York,
Mrs. Boxer, Mr. Scheuer, Mr. Kolter, Mr. Ford of
Tennessee, Ms. Kaptur, Mr. Smith of Florida, Mr.
Bonior, Mr. Kostmayer, Mr. Gonzalez, Mr. Payne of
New Jersey, Mr. Kennedy, Mr. Fish, Mr. Weiss, Mr.
Mollohan, Mr. Engel, and Mr. Johnson of South Dakota

To provide financial assistance for programs for the prevention, iden-
tification, and treatment of elder abuse, neglect, and exploitation, to
establish a National Center on Elder Abuse, and for other purposes
(Jointly referred to the Committees on Education and Labor, and En-
ergy and Commerce).

February 8, 1991. Referred to Subcommittee on Human Resources.

H.R. 386 Jan. 3, 1991

Ms. Oakar (for herself), Mr. Nagle, Mr. Manton, Ms.
Norton, Mr. Towns, Mr. Studds, Mr. AuCoin, Mr.
Owens of New York, Mr. Matsui, Mr. Oberstar, Mr.
Solarz, Mr. Dellums, Mr. Owens of Utah, Mr. Edwards
of California, Mr. Mfume, Ms. Pelosi, Mr. Jontz, Mr.
Durbin, Mrs. Morella, Mr. Mavroules, Mr. Dwyer of
New Jersey, Mr. Mineta, Mrs. Schroeder, Mr. Williams,
Mr. Berman, Mr. Roybal, Mr. Dymally, Mr. Yates, Mr.
Rose, Ms. Kaptur, Mr. Miller of Washington, Ms.
Slaughter, Mr. de Lugo, Mr. Traficant, Mr. Bonior, Mr.
Frank of Massachusetts, Mr. Sikorski, Mr. Mrazek, Mr.
Derrick, Mr. Foglietta, Mr. Downey, Mr. Fazio, Mr.
Hoyer, and Mr. Sanders

To require the executive branch to gather and disseminate information
regarding, and to promote techniques to eliminate, discriminatory
wage-setting practices and discriminatory wage disparities which are
based on sex, race, or national origin (Jointly referred to the Commit-
tees on Education and Labor, and Post Office and Civil Service).

February 8, 1991. Referred to Subcommittee on Employment Oppor-
tunities.

H.R. 390 Jan. 3, 1991

Mr. Penny

To establish a program of voluntary domestic and international service,
to establish a Police Corps Program, to enhance benefits under the
all-volunteer force educational assistance program, and for other pur-
poses (Jointly referred to the Committees on Education and Labor,
Foreign Affairs, Judiciary, Veterans' Affairs, and Armed Services).

February 8, 1991. Jointly referred to Subcommittees on Postsecondary
Education, Elementary, Secondary, and Vocational Education, Hu-
man Resources, Select Education, and Employment Opportunities.

H.R. 391 Jan. 3, 1991

Mr. Penny (for himself) and Mr. Cooper

To provide unpaid leave to certain employees, and for other purposes
(Jointly referred to the Committees on Education and Labor, and House
Administration).

February 8, 1991. Jointly referred to Subcommittees on Labor Stand-
ards, and Labor-Management Relations.

H.R. 416 Jan. 3, 1991

Mr. Roe (for himself), Mr. Mrazek, Mr. Rangel, Mr.
Bilbray, Mr. de Lugo, Mr. Hertel, Mr. Engel, Mr.
Evans, Mr. Pallone, Mr. Dixon, Mr. Fish, Mr. Dellums,
Mr. Jontz, Mr. Saxton, and Mr. Dwyer of New Jersey

To amend the Older Americans Act and the Public Health Service Act
to provide expanded counseling assistance for the elderly, sick, and
disabled.

February 8, 1991. Referred to Subcommittee on Human Resources.
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H.R. 441 Jan. 3, 1991

Mr. Weiss (for himself), Ms. Waters, Mr. Fazio, Ms.
Pelosi, Mr. Owens of New York, Mr. Jontz, Mr. Swift,
Mr. Ackerman, Mr. Schumer, Mr. Engel, Mr. Wolpe,
Ms. Slaughter, Mr. Mineta, Mr. Stokes, Mr. Dwyer of
New Jersey, Mr. McDermott, Mr. Markey, Mr. Panetta,
Mr. Lewis of Georgia, Mr. Pallone, Mr. Nowak, Mr.
Hochbrueckner, Mr. Bruce, Mr. Campbell of Colorado,
Mr. Mfume, Mr. Kennedy, Mr. Scheuer, Mr. Oberstar,
Mr. Gejdenson, Mr. Dellums, Mr. Towns, Mr. Roybal,
Mr. Hayes of Illinois, Mr. Brown, Mr. Feighan, Mr.
AuCoin, Mr. Synar, Mr. Dymally, Mr. Berman, Mr.
Edwards of California, Mr. Payne of New Jersey, Mr.
Martinez, Mr. Roe, Mr. Waxman, Mr. Espy, Mrs.
Boxer, Mr. Gilman, Mr. Wyden, Mr. Wheat, Mr.
Foglietta, Mr. Sawyer, Mr. Torres, Mr. Kopetski, and
Mrs. Unsoeld

To facilitate the economic adjustment of communities, industries, and
workers to reductions or realignments in defense or aerospace con-
tracts, military facilities, and arms export, and for other purposes
(Jointly referred to the Committees on Armed Services, Banking, Fi-
nance and Urban Affairs, Education and Labor, Government Oper-
ations, and Ways and Means).

February 8, 1991. Jointly referred to Subcommittees on Labor-
Management Relations, and Employment Opportunities.

H.R. 451 Jan. 3, 1991

Mr. McCloskey (for himself), Mr. Frank of
Massachusetts, Mr. Miller of California, Mr. Jontz, Mr.
Murtha, Mr. Boucher, Mr. Bonior, Mr. Lipinski, Mr.
Bevill, Mrs. Lloyd, Mr. Harris, Mr. Staggers, Mr.
Poshard, Mr. McNulty, Mr. Mollohan, Mr. Hubbard,
Mr. Roe, Mr. Yatron, Mr. Bruce, Mr. Perkins, Mr.
Wise, Mr. Evans, Mr. Guarini, Mr. Hertel, Mr. Towns,
Mr. Campbell of Colorado, Mr. Thomas of Wyoming,
Mr. Costello, Mr. Rogers, and Mr. Serrano

To amend the Black Lung Benefits Act to provide that when benefits
are paid for at least two years after an intial determination of eligibility
for such benefits the benefits will not be required to be repaid upon a
final determination of ineligibility for benefits, and for other purposes.

February 8, 1991. Referred to Subcommittee on Labor Standards.
April 19, 1991. Report requested from Department of Labor.
April 24; May 14, 1991. Hearings held.
July 24, 1991. Report received from Department of Labor.

H.R. 500 Jan. 11, 1991

Mr. Annunzio (for himself), Mr. Blaz, Mr. Broomfield,
Mr. Conte, Mr. Frank of Massachusetts, Mr. Frost, Mr.
Hayes of Louisiana, Mr. Horton, Mr. Huckaby, Mrs.
Johnson of Connecticut, Mr. Jones of North Carolina,
Mr. Kleczka, Mr. LaFalce, Ms. Long, Mr. McGrath,
Mr. Markey, Mr. Martin, Ms. Molinari, Mr.
Montgomery, Mr. Natcher, Mr. Pallone, Mr. Rahall,
Mr. Richardson, Mr. Schumer, Mr. Slattery, Mr. Vander
Jagt, Mr. Whitten, Mr. Fascell, Mr. Guarini, Mr.
Ireland, Mr. Lent, Mr. Lipinski, Mr. McNulty, Mr.
Nowak, Mr. Roybal, Mr. Torres, Mrs. Vucanovich, Mr.
Waxman, Mr. Wilson, Mr. Ackerman, Mr. Alexander,
Mr. Applegate, Mr. Barnard, Mr. Bennett, Mr. Bevill,
Mr. Bliley, Mr. Carper, Mr. Clement, Mr. Dannemeyer,
Mr. DeFazio, Mr. de Lugo, Mr. Dicks, Mr. Fazio, Mr.
Foglietta, Mr. Gallo, Mr. Hammerschmidt, Mr. Harris,
Mr. Hayes of Illinois, Mr. Hertel, Mr. Hochbrueckner,
Mr. Hubbard, Mr. Hughes, Mr. Hutto, Mr. Jenkins, Ms.
Kaptur, Mr. Kennedy, Mr. Kildee, Mr. Kolter, Mr.
Lagomarsino, Mr. LaRocco, Mr. Leach, Mr. Lehman
of California, Mr. Lewis of California, Mr. McMillen
of Maryland, Mr. Machtley, Mr. Manton, Mr.
Mavroules, Mr. Mazzoli, Mr. Mineta, Mr. Moorhead,
Mr. Morrison, Mr. Murphy, Mr. Neal of Massachusetts,
Mr. Ortiz, Mr. Orton, Mr. Owens of Utah, Mr. Panetta,
Mr. Paxon, Mr. Payne of New Jersey, Mr. Quillen, Mr.
Rangel, Mr. Ravenel, Mr. Ray, Mr. Reed, Mr. Rinaldo,
Mr. Roberts, Mrs. Roukema, Mr. Savage, Mr. Saxton,
Mr. Scheuer, Mr. Serrano, Mr. Smith of Texas, Mr.
Smith of Florida, Mr. Solarz, Mr. Stokes, Mr. Stump,
Mr. Tauzin, Mr. Taylor of Mississippi, Mr. Traxler,
Mr. Valentine, Mr. Wheat, Mr. Wise, Mr. Wolpe, Mr.
Wylie, Mr. Yatron, Mr. Roe, Mr. Abercrombie, Mr.
Bacchus, Mr. Baker, Mrs. Bentley, Mr. Bilbray, Mr.
Boehlert, Mr. Bustamante, Mr. Costello, Mr. Downey,
Mr. Durbin, Mr. Engel, Mr. Espy, Mr. Gilman, Mr.
James, Mr. Jefferson, Mr. Jontz, Mr. Kanjorski, Mr.
Kolbe, Mr. Lehman of Florida, Mr. Levin of Michigan,
Mr. Lowery of California, Mr. McCollum, Mr.
McHugh, Mr. Mfume, Mr. Moran, Mrs. Morella, Ms.
Pelosi, Mr. Poshard, Mr. Ramstad, Mr. Regula, Mr.
Riggs, Mr. Sabo, Mr. Sanders, Mr. Sawyer, Mr. Skeen,
Mr. Smith of New Jersey, Mr. Solomon, Mr. Spence,
Mr. Stallings, Mr. Traficant, Mrs. Unsoeld, Mr. Vento,
Mr. Walsh, Mr. Washington, Mr. Yates, Mr. Bilirakis,
Mrs. Boxer, Mr. Bruce, Mrs. Byron, Mr. Carr, Mr.
Crane, Mr. Faleomavaega, Mr. Fish, Mr. Gekas, Mr.
Geren of Texas, Mr. Hoyer, Mr. Johnson of South
Dakota, Mr. Johnston of Florida, Mr. Kopetski, Mr.
Lancaster, Mrs. Lowey of New York, Mr. McEwen,
Mr. Miller of California, Mr. Neal of North Carolina,
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H.R. 500—Continued

Ms. Norton, Mr. Oberstar, Mrs. Patterson, Mr. Price,
Mr. Pursell, Mr. Ridge, Mr. Roth, Mr. Russo, Mr.
Schulze, Ms. Slaughter, Mr. Smith of Iowa, Mr. Smith
of Oregon, Mr. Spratt, Mr. Staggers, Mr. Volkmer, Mr.
Weiss, Mr. AuCoin, Mr. Clay, Mr. Coleman of Texas,
Mr. Cox of Illinois, Mr. Coyne, Mr. Flake, Mr. Gordon,
Mr. Henry, Mr. Hoagland, Mr. Hyde, Mr. Kasich, Mr.
Luken, Mr. Moakley, Ms. Oakar, Mr. Sarpalius, Mr.
Schaefer, Mr. Sikorski, Mr. Skaggs, Mr. Slaughter of
Virginia, Mr. Torricelli, Ms. Waters, Mr. Zeliff, Mr. de
la Garza, Mr. Emerson, Mr. Erdreich, Mr. Ritter, Mr.
Rostenkowski, Mr. Rowland, Mr. Bereuter, Mr. Bryant,
and Mr. Gillmor

To require the Secretary of the Treasury to mint coins in commem-
oration of the quincentenary of the discovery of America by
Christopher Columbus and to establish the Christopher Columbus Fel-
lowship Foundation (Jointly referred to the Committees on Banking,
Finance and Urban Affairs, Education and Labor, and Science, Space,
and Technology).

February 8, 1991. Referred to Subcommittee on Postsecondary Edu-
cation.

July 30, 1991. Considered by House under suspension of the rules.
July 31, 1991. Passed House under suspension of the rules, amended

(408-2).
August 2, 1991. Referred to the Senate Committee on Banking,

Housing, and Urban Affairs.

H.R. 501 Jan. 11, 1991

Mr. Owens of New York (for himself), Mr. Dellums, Mr.
Espy, Mr. Evans, Mr. Foglietta, Mr. Fuster, Mr.
Guarini, Mr. Horton, Mr. Kostmayer, Mr. Mfume, Mr.
Moran, Ms. Pelosi, Mr. Rangel, Mr. Serrano, Mr.
Slattery, Mr. Towns, Mr. Traficant, Mr. Weiss, Ms.
Slaughter, Mr. Payne of New Jersey, Mr. Fish, Mr.
Hertel, Mr. Hoagland, Ms. Oakar, Mr. Sanders, Mr.
Scheuer, Mr. Conyers, Mr. Flake, Mr. Levine of
California, Mr. Miller of California, Mr. Neal of
Massachusetts, Mr. Wilson, Mr. Owens of Utah, Mr.
Kennedy, Mr. Moakley, Mr. Frank of Massachusetts,
Mr. Mrazek, Mrs. Unsoeld, Mr. Frost, Mr. Berman, Mr.
Wheat, Mr. Jefferson, Mr. Roe, Mr. Roybal, Mrs.
Boxer, Mrs. Johnson of Connecticut, Mr. Bilbray, Mr.
Richardson, Mr. Erdreich, Mr. McNulty, Mr. Olver,
Mr. Eckart, Mr. Dymally, Mr. Mollohan, Mr. Borski,
Mr. Fazio, Mr. Markey, Mr. Martinez, Mr. Stark, Mr.
Waxman, Mr. Pastor, Mr. Jontz, Mr. Colorado, Mr.
Blackwell, Mr. Fascell, Mr. Rahall, Mrs. Collins of
Michigan, Mr. Coyne, Mr. Chapman, Mr. Schumer,
Mr. Bennett, Mr. Lehman of Florida, Mr. Engel, Mr.
Mavroules, Mr. Savage, and Ms. Kaptur

To authorize the Secretary of Housing and Urban Development to
provide grants to urban and rural communities for training econom-
ically disadvantaged youth in education and employment skills and to
expand the supply of housing for homeless and economically disad-
vantaged individuals and families (Jointly referred to the Committees
on Banking, Finance, and Urban Affairs, and Education and Labor).

February 8, 1991. Jointly referred to Subcommittees on Elementary,
Secondary, and Vocational Education, and Employment Opportu-
nities.

H.R. 502 Jan. 11, 1991

Mr. Owens of New York

To amend the National Labor Relations Act to improve the procedure
for appointing members to the National Labor Relations Board.

February 8, 1991. Referred to Subcommittee on Labor-Management
Relations.
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H.R. 503 Jan. 11, 1991

Mr. Owens of New York

To amend the National Labor Relations Act to provide for fair and
expeditious representation elections.

February 8, 1991. Referred to Subcommittee on Labor-Management
Relations.

H.R. 520 Jan. 12, 1991

Mr. Wheat (for himself), Mr. Callahan, Mr. Gephardt,
Mr. Serrano, Mr. Scheuer, Mr. Weiss, Mr. LaFalce, Mr.
Guarini, Mr. Ray, Mr. Frost, Mr. Abercrombie, Mr.
Hertel, Mr. Foglietta, Mr. Kopetski, Mr. de Lugo, Mr.
Lancaster, Mr. Erdreich, Mr. Towns, Ms. Norton, Mr.
Evans, Mr. Dixon, Mr. Jefferson, Ms. Horn, Mr. Jontz,
Mr. Lehman of Florida, Mr. Harris, Mr. English, Mr.
Johnson of South Dakota, Mr. McCurdy, Mr. Synar,
Mr. DeFazio, Mr. Moran, and Mr. Gejdenson

To encourage States to establish Parents as Teachers programs.

February 8, 1991. Referred to Subcommittee on Elementary, Second-
ary, and Vocational Education.

H.R. 544 Jan. 16, 1991

Mr. Owens of New York (for himself), Mr. Ackerman,
Mr. Bacchus, Mr. Boucher, Mrs. Boxer, Mr. Clay, Mr.
Conyers, Mr. Dellums, Mr. de Lugo, Mr. Dixon, Mr.
Dwyer of New Jersey, Mr. Espy, Mr. Evans, Mr. Ford
of Tennessee, Mr. Frost, Mr. Fuster, Mr. Hatcher, Mr.
Hayes of Illinois, Mr. Hyde, Ms. Kaptur, Mr. Kennedy,
Mr. McDermott, Mr. Mfume, Mr. Moody, Mr. Payne
of New Jersey, Ms. Pelosi, Mr. Rahall, Mr. Rangel,
Mr. Ravenel, Mr. Roe, Mr. Sanders, Mr. Serrano, Mr.
Towns, Mrs. Unsoeld, Mr. Wheat, Mr. Bilbray, Mr.
Dymally, Mr. Foglietta, Mr. Markey, Mr. Matsui, Mr.
Poshard, Mr. Savage, Mr. Scheuer, Mr. Davis, Mr.
Erdreich, Mr. Fazio, Mr. Guarini, Mr. Jefferson, Mr.
Levin of Michigan, Mr. Perkins, Mr. Machtley, Mr.
Mrazek, Mr. Weiss, Mr. Gejdenson, Mr. Slattery, Mr.
Jontz, Mr. Bryant, Mr. DeFazio, Mr. Hertel, Mr.
Valentine, Mr. Lewis of Georgia, Mr. Bruce, Mrs.
Lloyd, Mr. Solarz, Ms. Slaughter, Mr. Washington,
Mrs. Lowey of New York, Mrs. Mink, Mr. Atkins, and
Mr. Engel

To amend the National School Lunch Act to restore food supplement
benefits under the dependent care food program to adolescent youth.

February 8, 1991. Referred to Subcommittee on Elementary, Second-
ary, and Vocational Education.

H.R. 545 Jan. 16, 1991

Mr. Owens of New York

To amend the Domestic Volunteer Service Act to provide assistance
to projects which utilize volunteers to protect students and employees
of educational institutions from violence and criminal activity.

February 8, 1991. Referred to Subcommittee on Select Education.
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H.R. 553 Jan. 17, 1991

Mr. Coleman of Texas (for himself), Mr. Bustamante,
Mr. Bryant, Mr. Erdreich, Mr. Roybal, Mr. Torres, Mr.
Washington, Mr. Bruce, Mr. Stenholm, Mrs. Schroeder,
Mr. English, Mr. Towns, Mr. Penny, Mr. Frost, Mr.
Serrano, Ms. Kaptur, Mr. Jefferson, Mr. Jones of North
Carolina, Mr. Thomas of California, Mr. Horton, Mr.
Udall, Mr. Chapman, Mr. Hughes, and Mr.
Faleomavaega

To repeal the testing requirements imposed on ability-to-benefit stu-
dents by the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1990.

February 8, 1991. Referred to Subcommittee on Postsecondary Edu-
cation.

H.R. 557 Jan. 18, 1991

Mrs. Byron (for herself), Mr. Abercrombie, Mr. Fazio,
Mr. Sanders, Mrs. Lloyd, Mr. Montgomery, Mr.
Rowland, and Mr. Lantos

To provide additional support for the members of the Armed Forces
participating in operations in the Persian Gulf region by improving
military personnel policies and compensation, by extending the time
for performing certain acts under the internal revenue laws, and by
preserving the student loan repayment grace period (Jointly referred to
the Committees on Armed Services, Ways and Means, and Education
and Labor).

February 8, 1991. Referred to Subcommittees on Postsecondary Edu-
cation.

H.R. 577 Jan. 18, 1991

Mr. Owens of New York

To require the Bureau of Labor Statistics to collect and report unem-
ployment and related statistics by congressional districts.

February 8, 1991. Referred to Subcommittee on Labor-Management
Relations.

H.R. 593 Jan. 22, 1991

Mr. Bustamante

To amend Public Law 81-874 to provide for an increase in the mini-
mum local contributions rate for local educational agencies for which
the boundaries of the school districts are coterminous with the bound-
aries of military installations.

February 8, 1991. Referred to Subcommittee on Elementary, Second-
ary, and Vocational Education.

H.R. 594 Jan. 22, 1991

Mr. Bustamante

To create an interagency task force to review programs relating to the
education of students in certain school districts receiving assistance
under the Impact Aid Act.

February 8, 1991. Referred to Subcommittee on Elementary, Second-
ary, and Vocational Education.

H.R. 597 Jan. 22, 1991

Mr. Kildee

To amend the Older Americans Act of 1965 to improve the partic-
ipation of special populations of older individuals in activities under
title III of such Act and to provide supportive activities for individuals
who without compensation provide in-home services to frail older in-
dividuals.

February 8, 1991. Referred to Subcommittees on Human Resources.

H.R. 623 Jan. 23, 1991

Mr. Petri (for himself), Mr. Bliley, Mr. Whitten, Mr.
Armey, Mr. Jacobs, Mr. Hyde, Mr. Jones of North
Carolina, Mr. Ramstad, Mr. Livingston, Mr. Tallon,
Mr. Ireland, Mr. Smith of Texas, Mr. Sundquist, Mr.
Bateman, Mr. Ballenger, Mr. Burton of Indiana, Mr.
Henry, Mr. Stenholm, Mr. Gingrich, Mr. DeLay, Mr.
Fawell, Mr. Schaefer, Mr. Weber, Mrs. Meyers of
Kansas, Mr. Machtley, Mr. Bennett, and Mr. Boehner

To amend the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 to exempt employees
involved in certain model garment programs, and for other purposes.

February 8, 1991. Referred to Subcommittee on Labor Standards.
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H.R. 656 Jan. 28, 1991

Mr. Brown (for himself), Mr. Valentine, Mr. Boehlert,
Mr. Mineta, Mr. Browder, Mr. Boucher, Mr. Bruce,
Mr. Kopetski, Mr. Perkins, Mr. Nagle, Mr. Costello,
Mr. Thornton, Mr. Roemer, Mrs. Collins of Michigan,
Mr. Bacchus, Mr. Schiff, Mr. Gilchrest, Mr. Lantos,
Mrs. Unsoeld, and Mr. Swift

To provide for a coordinated Federal research program to ensure con-
tinued United States leadership in high-performance computing (Re-
ferred to the Committee on Science, Space, and Technology).

May 15, 1991. Reported by Committee on Science, Space, and Tech-
nology (House Report 102-66, Part 1).

May 15, 1991. Sequentially referred to the Committee on Education
and Labor for a period ending not later than May 23, 1991

May 16, 1991. Held at Full Committee.
May 16, 1991. Considered in open legislative session and ordered re-

ported, amended (voice vote).
May 22, 1991. Reported by Committee on Education and Labor

(House Report 102-66, Part 2).
June 11, 1991. Rule requested.
July 10, 1991. Rule reported.
July 11, 1991. Rule adopted.
July 11, 1991. Passed House, amended (voice vote).
July 15, 1991. Referred to Senate Committee on Commerce, Science,

and Transportation.
September 11, 1991. Senate Committee on Commerce, Science, and

Transportation discharged.
September 11, 1991. Passed Senate with an amendment in the nature

of a substitute (voice vote).

(For further action see S. 272 under section entitled, Other Bills Con-
taining Education and Labor Provisions)

H.R. 667 Jan. 28, 1991

Mr. Miller of California (for himself), Mr. Matsui, Mr.
Poshard, Mr. McDermott, Mr. Roe, Ms. Long, Mr.
Emerson, Mr. Lehman of Florida, Mr. Horton, Mrs.
Patterson, Mr. Foglietta, Mr. Gejdenson, Mr. Bryant,
Mr. Jenkins, Mr. Sharp, Mr. Roybal, Mr. Hansen, Mr.
Jontz, Ms. Pelosi, Mr. Brown, Mr. Murtha, Mr. Peterson
of Florida, Ms. Slaughter, Mr. Ravenel, Mr. Fazio, Mr.
Wise, Mrs. Boxer, Mr. Russo, Mr. Lancaster, Mr.
Mrazek, Mr. McCloskey, Mr. Serrano, Mr. Valentine,
Mr. Hatcher, Mr. Machtley, Mr. Hertel, Mr. AuCoin,
Mr. Frost, Mr. Kopetski, Mr. Taylor of Mississippi, Mr.
Kostmayer, Mr. Scheuer, Mr. Johnson of South Dakota,
Mr. Wolpe, Mr. Payne of Virginia, Mr. Thomas of
California, Mr. Costello, Mr. Evans, Mr. Dymally, Mr.
Engel, Mr. Dellums, Mr. Lowery of California, Mr.
Edwards of California, Mr. Boucher, Mr. Lehman of
California, Mr. Payne of New Jersey, Mr. Clay, Mr.
Rahall, Mr. Pickett, Mr. Mollohan, Mr. Shays, Mr.
Hamilton, Mr. Neal of North Carolina, Mr. Frank of
Massachusetts, Mr. Smith of Florida, Mr. Bennett, Mr.
Panetta, Mr. Olin, Mr. Mfume, Mrs. Lowey of New
York, Mr. Espy, Mrs. Morella, Mr. Whitten, Mr.
Dorgan of North Dakota, Mr. Coyne, Mrs. Unsoeld,
Mr. Montgomery, Mr. Bevill, Mr. Derrick, Mr. Miller
of Washington, Mr. Owens of Utah, Mr. Weiss, Mr.
Hayes of Louisiana, Mr. Schulze, Mr. Parker, Mr.
Murphy, Mr. Boehlert, Mr. Orton, Mr. Blaz, Mr. Borski,
Mr. Rose, Mr. McMillen of Maryland, Mr. Chapman,
Mr. Erdreich, Mr. DeFazio, Mr. McDade, Mr. Yates,
Mr. Mineta, Mr. Gordon, Mr. Browder, Mr. Clinger,
Mr. Lagomarsino, Mr. Ford of Tennessee, Mr. Jones
of North Carolina, Mr. Staggers, Mr. Wyden, Mr.
Owens of New York, Mr. Kanjorski, and Mr. Markey

To authorize a grant to the National Writing Project.

February 8, 1991. Jointly referred to Subcommittees on Postsecondary
Education, and Elementary, Secondary, and Vocational Education.

H.R. 678 Jan. 29, 1991

Mr. Clay (for himself) and Mrs. Schroeder

To guarantee the right of law enforcement officers to organize and
bargain collectively (Jointly referred to the Committees on Education
and Labor, and Post Office and Civil Service).

February 22, 1991. Referred to Subcommittee on Labor-Management
Relations.
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H.R. 694 Jan. 29, 1991

Mr. Rahall (for himself), Mr. McCloskey, Mr. Boucher,
Mr. Perkins, Mr. Wise, Mr. Lipinski, Mr. Poshard, and
Mr. Durbin

To amend the Black Lung Benefits Act to provide special procedures
for certain claims due to pneumoconiosis, and for other purposes.

February 22, 1991. Referred to Subcommittee on Labor Standards.
April 19, 1991. Reports requested from Department of Labor, and

Department of Health and Human Services.
April 24; May 14, 1991. Hearings held.

H.R. 709 Jan. 29, 1991

Mr. Shaw (for himself), Mr. Penny, Mr. Frank of
Massachusetts, Mr. Poshard, Ms. Ros-Lehtinen, Mr.
Paxon, Mr. Skeen, Mr. Horton, Mr. Moran, Mr. Stearns,
Mr. Towns, Mr. Roe, Mr. Dorgan of North Dakota, Mr.
Faleomavaega, Mr. Wolpe, Mr. Machtley, Mr. Porter,
Mrs. Collins of Illinois, Mr. Gallegly, Mr. Gejdenson,
Mr. Lipinski, Mr. Lagomarsino, Ms. Slaughter, Mr.
Johnston of Florida, Mr. Chapman, Mr. Smith of
Florida, Mr. Walsh, Mr. Pallone, Mr. Washington, Mrs.
Schroeder, Mr. Kostmayer, Mrs. Meyers of Kansas,
Mr. Solomon, Mr. Hertel, Mr. Frost, Mr. Campbell of
Colorado, Mr. Guarini, Mr. Lewis of Georgia, Mrs.
Vucanovich, Mr. Fish, Mrs. Boxer, Mrs. Unsoeld, Mr.
Dwyer of New Jersey, Mr. Brown, Mr. Inhofe, Mr.
Eckart, Mr. Miller of Washington, Mr. Engel, Mrs.
Mink, Mr. Fuster, Mr. de Lugo, Mr. Murphy, Mr.
Ramstad, Mr. McEwen, Mr. Weiss, Mr. Hyde, Mrs.
Johnson of Connecticut, Mr. Berman, Mr. Klug, Mr.
Evans, Mr. Serrano, Mr. Lancaster, Mr. LaFalce, Mr.
Emerson, Mr. Harris, Mr. Kopetski, Mr. Blaz, Mr.
Bacchus, Mr. Jefferson, Mr. Rogers, Ms. Molinari, Mr.
Conyers, Mr. Espy, Mr. Valentine, Mr. Jontz, Mr.
AuCoin, Mr. DeFazio, Mr. Santorum, Mr. Payne of
New Jersey, Mr. Bruce, Mr. Wilson, Mr. Coleman of
Texas, Mr. Hayes of Illinois, Mr. Miller of Ohio, Mr.
Parker, Mr. Atkins, Mr. Fazio, Mr. Oberstar, Ms.
DeLauro, Mr. Dymally, Mr. Rangel, Mr. Owens of
Utah, Mr. Cunningham, Mr. Sanders, Mr. Schiff, Mr.
McMillen of Maryland, Mr. Peterson of Florida, Mr.
Gilman, and Mr. Schumer

To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to provide reduced rates
of interest under the Guaranteed Student Loan Program to individuals
who enter the teaching profession.

February 22, 1991. Referred to Subcommittee on Postsecondary Edu-
cation.

H.R. 740 Jan. 30, 1991

Mr. Martinez

To amend the Job Training Partnership Act to improve the delivery of
services to hard-to-serve adults and to youth, and for other purposes.

February 22, 1991. Referred to Subcommittee on Employment Op-
portunities.
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H.R. 751 Jan. 30, 1991

Mr. Sawyer (for himself), Mr. Goodling, Mr. Ford of
Michigan, Mr. Kildee, Mr. Miller of California, Mr.
Martinez, Mr. Owens of New York, Mr. Hayes of
Illinois, Mr. Perkins, Mr. Payne of New Jersey, Mrs.
Lowey of New York, Mrs. Unsoeld, Mr. Washington,
Mr. Serrano, Mrs. Mink, Mr. Visclosky, Mr.
Gunderson, Mr. Klug, Mr. Shays, Mr. Fawell, Mr.
Bilirakis, Mr. Henry, Ms. Molinari, Mr. Towns, Mr.
Penny, Mr. Ravenel, Mr. Price, Mr. Mfume, Mrs.
Lloyd, Mr. Dellums, Mr. Guarini, Mr. Ackerman, Mr.
Valentine, Mr. Coleman of Missouri, Mr. Mollohan,
Mr. Solomon, Mr. Roe, Mr. Frost, Mr. Dreier of
California, Mr. Jontz, Mr. Lipinski, Mr. Neal of North
Carolina, Mr. Huckaby, Mr. Eckart, Mr. Udall, Mr.
Ridge, Mr. Boucher, Mr. Ballenger, Mr. Jefferson, Mr.
Gordon, Mr. Franks of Connecticut, Mr. Lancaster, Mr.
Ramstad, Mr. Hyde, Mr. Cooper, Mr. Gingrich, Mr.
Gejdenson, Mr. Emerson, Mr. Roemer, Mr. Wheat, Ms.
Snowe, Mr. Chapman, Mr. Condit, Mr. Hughes, Mr.
Upton, Ms. Horn, Ms. Norton, and Mr. Andrews of
Texas

To enhance the literacy and basic skills of adults, to ensure that all
adults in the United States acquire the basic skills necessary to function
effectively and achieve the greatest possible opportunity in their work
and in their lives, and to strengthen and coordinate adult literacy pro-
grams.

February 22, 1991. Jointly referred to Subcommittees on
Postsecondary Education, Elementary, Secondary, and Vocational
Education, Human Resources, and Select Education.

March 4, 1991. Reports requested from Department of Labor, De-
partment of Health and Human Services, ACTION Agency, and
Department of Education.

March 7, 1991. Considered in open legislative session by Subcom-
mittee on Elementary, Secondary, and Vocational Education, and
ordered reported to Full Committee with an amendment in the nature
of a substitute.

March 11, 1991. Report received from Department of Education.
March 12, 1991. Subcommittees on Postsecondary Education, Human

Resources, and Select Education discharged.
March 12, 1991. Considered in open legislative session and ordered

reported with an amendment in the nature of a substitute (35-1).
March 18, 1991. Reported to House (House Report 102-23).
March 19, 1991. Passed House under suspension of the rules (voice

vote).
June 26, 1991. Passed Senate, amended (voice vote).
July 11, 1991. House agreed to Senate amendments, with amendments

(voice vote).
July 15, 1991. Senate agreed to House amendments to Senate

amendments (voice vote).
July 25, 1991. Approved. Public Law 102-73.

H.R. 763 Jan. 31, 1991

Mr. Ford of Tennessee (for himself), Mr. Scheuer, Mr.
Miller  of California, Mrs. Collins of Illinois, Mr.
Rangel, Mr. Savage, Mr. McDermott, Mr. Towns, Mr.
Gordon, Mr. Washington, Mr. Jontz, Mr. Bryant, Ms.
Long, Mr. Clay, Mr. Lancaster, Mrs. Schroeder, Mr.
Serrano, Mr. Owens of New York, Mr. Wise, Mr.
Kolter, Mr. Hertel, Mr. Abercrombie, Mr. Evans, Mr.
Gonzalez, Mr. Guarini, Mr. Lewis of Georgia, Mr. Fish,
Mr. Engel, Mr. Conyers, Mr. Hayes of Illinois, Mr.
Bacchus, Mr. Ravenel, Mr. Flake, Mr. Rahall, Mr.
Martinez, Mrs. Johnson of Connecticut, Ms. Norton,
Mr. Dellums, Mr. Jefferson, Mr. Owens of Utah, Mr.
Staggers, Mr. Weiss, Mr. Sanders, Mr. Fuster, Mr.
Dymally, Mr. Berman, Mr. de Lugo, Mrs. Unsoeld, Mr.
Wolpe, Mr. Espy, and Mr. Foglietta

To establish a program to guarantee students from selected high
schools a chance to go to college, and for other purposes.

February 22, 1991. Referred to Subcommittee on Postsecondary Edu-
cation.

H.R. 775 Feb. 4, 1991

Mr. Stokes (for himself), Mr. Lewis of California, Mr.
Dymally, Mr. Mfume, Mr. Chapman, Mr. Clay, Mrs.
Collins of Illinois, Mr. Dellums, Mr. de Lugo, Mr.
Dixon, Mr. Espy, Mr. Ford of Tennessee, Mr. Frost,
Mr. Fuster, Mr. Gonzalez, Mr. Green of New York,
Mr. Hayes of Illinois, Mr. Horton, Mr. Jefferson, Mrs.
Johnson of Connecticut, Ms. Kaptur, Mr. Kennedy, Mr.
LaFalce, Mr. Markey, Mr. Martinez, Mr. Moran, Mr.
Owens of New York, Mr. Payne of New Jersey, Mr.
Rangel, Mr. Roe, Mr. Towns, Mr. Valentine, Mr.
Washington, and Mr. Wheat

To establish Summer Science Academies for talented students, partic-
ularly economically disadvantaged, minority participants, and for other
purposes (Jointly referred to the Committees on Science, Space, and
Technology, and Education and Labor).

February 22, 1991. Referred to Subcommittee on Elementary, Sec-
ondary, and Vocational Education.
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H.R. 795 Feb. 5, 1991

Mr. Conte

To establish programs to provide recognition to academic excellence;
to stimulate innovation in postsecondary education; to reduce unnec-
essary regulatory burdens of Federal higher education programs; and
to develop a diffusion network for information that will improve
postsecondary education programs in the United States.

February 22, 1991. Referred to Subcommittee on Postsecondary Edu-
cation.

H.R. 799 Feb. 5, 1991

Mr. Dwyer of New Jersey (for himself), Mr. Poshard, Mr.
Wilson, Mr. Foglietta, Mr. Kanjorski, Mr. Valentine,
Mr. Hansen, Mr. Smith of Florida, Mr. Erdreich, Mr.
Bilbray, Mr. Roe, Mr. Horton, Mr. Slattery, Mr.
Hughes, Mr. Boucher, Mr. Gaydos, Mr. Jefferson, Mr.
Hertel, Mr. Jontz, Mr. Guarini, Mr. Bevill, Mr. Stokes,
Mr. Lewis of Georgia, Mrs. Lloyd, Mrs. Boxer, Mr.
McMillen of Maryland, Mr. Abercrombie, Mr. Payne
of New Jersey, Mr. Martin, Mr. Bateman, Mrs.
Patterson, Mr. Eckart, Mr. Gonzalez, Mr. Owens of
Utah, Mr. Emerson, Mr. AuCoin, Mr. Weiss, Mr.
Machtley, Mr. Fazio, Mrs. Meyers of Kansas, and Mr.
Borski

To ensure that checks to pay benefits under title IV of the Federal Mine
Safety and Health Act of 1977 are delivered early if the usual delivery
date falls on a Saturday, Sunday, or holiday.

February 22, 1991. Referred to Subcommittee on Labor Standards.
April 19, 1991. Report requested from Department of Labor.
April 24; May 14, 1991. Hearings held.

H.R. 812 Feb. 5, 1991

Mrs. Lowey of New York (for herself), Mrs. Morella,
Mr. Andrews of New Jersey, Mr. Murphy, Mr.
Kostmayer, Mr. English, Mr. Hall of Ohio, Mr. Fish,
Mrs. Unsoeld, Mr. Gilman, Mr. Shays, Mr. Penny, Mr.
Roe, Mr. Bereuter, Mr. Towns, Mr. Miller of California,
Mr. Dickinson, Mr. Lehman of Florida, Mr. Rangel,
Mr. Lipinski, Mrs. Schroeder, Mr. Hoagland, Mr.
Mfume, Mr. Frost, Mr. Bevill, Mr. Gordon, Mr. Torres,
Mr. Ramstad, Mr. Wolpe, Mr. Weiss, Mr. Scheuer, Mr.
Brewster, Mr. Roemer, Mr. Jefferson, Mrs. Byron, Mr.
Gekas, Mr. Ravenel, Mr. de Lugo, Mr. Smith of Florida,
Mr. Hertel, Mr. Martin, Mr. LaFalce, Mr. Martinez,
Mr. Sanders, Mr. Evans, Ms. DeLauro, Mr. Fascell,
Mr. Ireland, Mr. Dorgan of North Dakota, Mr.
McDermott, Mr. Davis, Mr. Staggers, Mr. Dymally,
Mr. Boehlert, Mr. Sawyer, Mr. Borski, Mrs. Boxer, Mr.
Coleman of Texas, Mr. Clinger, Mr. Traxler, Mr.
Serrano, Mr. Emerson, Mr. Rhodes, Mr. Machtley, Mr.
Johnson of South Dakota, Mr. Valentine, Mr. Mrazek,
Mr. Bustamante, Mr. Stokes, Mr. Beilenson, Mr. Yates,
Mr. DeFazio, Mr. Durbin, Mr. Owens of New York,
Mr. Markey, Mr. Owens of Utah, Mr. Panetta, Mr.
Dellums, Mr. Peterson of Florida, Mr. McNulty, Mr.
Perkins, Mr. Bruce, Mr. Levine of California, Mrs.
Meyers of Kansas, Mr. Johnston of Florida, Mr. Jontz,
Mr. Payne of New Jersey, Mrs. Mink, Mr. Skaggs, Mr.
Browder, Mr. Bilbray, Mr. Upton, Mr. Fazio, Mr. Espy,
Mr. Mineta, Mr. Vento, Mr. Foglietta, Ms. Pelosi, Mr.
Brown, Mr. Stallings, Mr. Lewis of Florida, Mr.
Berman, Mr. Rowland, Mr. Boucher, Mr. Swift, Mr.
Dwyer of New Jersey, Mr. Gallo, Mr. Engel, Mr.
Poshard, Mr. Hughes, Mr. Anthony, Mr. Sangmeister,
Mr. Hyde, Mr. Gejdenson, Mr. Downey, Mr. Frank of
Massachusetts, Mr. Wise, Mr. Guarini, Mr. Eckart, Mr.
Lewis of Georgia, Mr. Kolter, Mr. Horton, Mr. Olver,
Mr. Reed, Mr. Bacchus, Mr. Pallone, Ms. Slaughter,
Ms. Long, Mr. Moody, Mr. Neal of North Carolina,
Mr. AuCoin, Mr. Weldon, Mr. Sabo, Mr. Erdreich, Mr.
Atkins, Mr. Glickman, Mr. Sikorski, Mr. Kopetski, Mr.
Matsui, Mr. Torricelli, and Mrs. Kennelly

To establish a program of grants for the provision of coordinated edu-
cational support services to at-risk youth.

February 22, 1991. Referred to Subcommittees on Elementary, Sec-
ondary, and Vocational Education.
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H.R. 821 Feb. 5, 1991

Mr. Richardson (for himself), Mr. Rangel, Mr.
Abercrombie, Mr. Coleman of Texas, Mr. Mrazek, Mr.
Ackerman, Mr. Dwyer of New Jersey, Mr. Gunderson,
Mr. Vento, Mr. Jefferson, Mr. Ford of Tennessee, Mr.
Skeen, Mr. Peterson of Minnesota, Mrs. Boxer, Mr.
Walsh, Mr. Engel, Mr. Upton, Mr. Frost, Mr. Hertel,
Mr. Martinez, Mrs. Mink, Mr. Hughes, Mr. Kopetski,
Mr. Costello, Mr. Stokes, Mr. Bliley, Mr. Gilchrest,
Mrs. Meyers of Kansas, Mr. LaFalce, Mr. Sanders, Mr.
Scheuer, Mr. Slattery, Mr. Dellums, and Mrs. Collins
of Michigan

To provide for the cancellation of a portion of the direct student loans
of members of the Armed Forces who serve in a combat zone in con-
nection with the Persian Gulf conflict and to require the restoration of
educational benefits and tuition reimbursement for those members of
the Armed Forces who are unable to pursue studies because of military
commitments (Jointly referred to the Committees on Education and
Labor, Armed Services, and Veterans' Affairs).

February 22, 1991. Referred to Subcommittee on Postsecondary Edu-
cation.

H.R. 824 Feb. 5, 1991

Mr. Sawyer (for himself), Mr. Clay, Mr. Roemer, Mr.
Wolpe, Mr. Markey, Mr. Scheuer, Mr. Stokes, Mr.
Oberstar, Mr. Horton, Mr. Lantos, Mr. Miller of
California, Mr. Stark, Mr. Moody, Mr. Jacobs, Ms.
Oakar, Mr. Owens of New York, Mr. Frank of
Massachusetts, Mr. Edwards of California, Mr.
Ackerman, Mr. Jefferson, Mr. Bonior, Mr. Eckart, Mr.
Hayes of Illinois, Mr. Hertel, Mr. Rahall, Mr. Lipinski,
and Mr. Jontz

To provide participants in private pension plans which were terminated
before September 1, 1974, the nonforfeitable pension benefits which
were lost by reason of the termination, and for other purposes (Jointly
referred to the Committees on Education and Labor, and Ways and
Means).

February 22, 1991. Referred to Subcommittee on Labor-Management
Relations.

H.R. 840 Feb. 6, 1991

Mr. Pursell (for himself), Mr. Henry, Mr. Wolpe, Mr.
Penny, Mr. Rahall, Mr. Towns, Mr. Scheuer, Mrs.
Unsoeld, Mrs. Mink, Mr. Ravenel, Mr. Parker, Mr.
Hyde, Mr. English, Mr. Jefferson, Mr. Johnson of South
Dakota, Mr. Camp, Mr. Lewis of Georgia, Mr.
Gunderson, Mr. Traficant, Mrs. Johnson of Connecticut,
Mr. Hansen, Mr. Upton, Mr. Stearns, Mr. Dorgan of
North Dakota, Mr. Sikorski, Mr. Rogers, Mr. Coble,
Mr. Kopetski, Ms. Norton, Mrs. Kennelly, Mr.
Lancaster, Mr. Derrick, Mr. Neal of Massachusetts, Mr.
Richardson, Mr. Staggers, Mrs. Lloyd, Mr. Vento, Mrs.
Byron, Mr. Durbin, Mr. Fish, Mr. Gejdenson, Mr.
Weiss, Mr. Smith of New Jersey, Mr. Glickman, Mr.
Emerson, Mr. McNulty, Mr. Carper, Mr. Oberstar, Mr.
Schiff, Mr. Gibbons, Mr. Espy, Mr. Taylor of
Mississippi, Mr. Peterson of Florida, Mr. Morrison, Mr.
Pickett, Mr. Brewster, Mr. Dicks, Mr. Rose, Mr. Wheat,
Mrs. Patterson, Mrs. Collins of Illinois, Mr. Wise, Mr.
Sawyer, Mr. Eckart, Mr. McEwen, Mr. AuCoin, Mr.
Gordon, Mr. Mollohan, Mr. Moran, Mr. Frost, Mr.
Wolf, Mr. Sisisky, Mr. Young of Florida, Mr. Barnard,
Ms. Snowe, Mr. DeFazio, Mr. Boucher, Mr. Payne of
Virginia, Mr. Bruce, Mr. Washington, Mr. Luken, Mr.
Rowland, Mr. Cramer, Ms. Kaptur, Mr. Murtha, Mr.
Jontz, Mr. Pickle, Mr. Wilson, Mr. Montgomery, Mr.
Machtley, Mr. Chapman, Mr. Gingrich, Mr. Jones of
Georgia, Mr. Olver, Mr. Hall of Texas, Mr. Nagle, Mr.
Bilbray, Mr. Darden, Mr. Mineta, Mr. Andrews of
Maine, Mr. Lagomarsino, Mr. Geren of Texas, Mr.
Studds, Mr. Bacchus, Mr. Swift, Mr. de Lugo, Mr.
Foglietta, Mr. Horton, Mr. Sarpalius, Mrs. Lowey of
New York, Mr. Sanders, Mr. Riggs, Mr. Hatcher, Mr.
Ford of Tennessee, Mr. Anthony, Mr. Thomas of
Georgia, Mr. Hochbrueckner, Mr. Matsui, Mr. Edwards
of Oklahoma, Mr. Roybal, Mr. Stallings, Mr.
McDermott, Mr. Shays, Mr. Fazio, Mr. Aspin, Mr.
Evans, Mr. Broomfield, Mr. Ray, Mr. Bunning, Mr.
Franks of Connecticut, Mr. Beilenson, Mr. Swett, Ms.
DeLauro, Mr. Synar, Mrs. Boxer, Mr. Klug, and Mr.
Hayes of Illinois

To improve counseling services for elementary school children.

February 22, 1991. Referred to Subcommittee on Elementary, Sec-
ondary, and Vocational Education.
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H.R. 845 Feb. 6, 1991

Mr. Ballenger (for himself), Mr. Goodling, Mr. Henry,
Mr. Petri, Mr. Gunderson, Mr. Gordon, Mrs. Lloyd,
Mr. Boehner, and Mr. Sikorski

To require the Director of the National Institute for Occupational
Safety and Health to conduct a study of the prevalence and issues re-
lated to contamination of workers' homes with hazardous chemicals
and substances transported from their workplace and to issue or report
on regulations to prevent or mitigate the future contamination of
workers' homes, and for other purposes.

February 22, 1991. Referred to Subcommittee on Health and Safety.

H.R. 859 Feb. 6, 1991

Mr. Goodling (for himself), Mr. Henry, Mr. Solomon,
Mr. Emerson, Mr. Zeliff, Mr. Fawell, Mr. Gunderson,
and Mr. Valentine

To assist schools in improving student performance through flexibility,
program accountability, and incentives.

March 21, 1991. Referred to Subcommittee on Elementary, Secondary,
and Vocational Education.

H.R. 895 Feb. 6, 1991

Mr. Jacobs (for himself), Mr. Zimmer, Ms. Long, Mr.
Johnson of South Dakota, and Mr. Allen

To eliminate the exemption for Congress or for the United States from
the application of certain provisions of Federal law relating to em-
ployment and privacy, and for other purposes (Jointly referred to the
Committees on Education and Labor, and Government Operations).

February 22, 1991. Jointly referred to Subcommittees on Health and
Safety, Labor Standards, Labor-Management Relations, and Em-
ployment Opportunities.

H.R. 906 Feb. 6, 1991

Mr. Miller  of California (for himself), Mrs. Morella, Mr.
Owens of Utah, Mr. Berman, Mr. Yates, Mr. LaFalce,
Mr. Rangel, Mr. Fuster, Mr. Foglietta, Ms. Pelosi, Mr.
Stokes, Mrs. Lloyd, Mr. Horton, Mrs. Schroeder, Mr.
Bryant, Mr. Scheuer, Mr. Abercrombie, Mr. Matsui,
Mr. Levine of California, Mr. Martinez, Mr. Edwards
of California, Mr. Fazio, Ms. Slaughter, Mrs. Unsoeld,
Mr. Washington, Mr. Jefferson, Mr. Sanders, Mr.
Campbell of Colorado, Mr. Dwyer of New Jersey, Mr.
Williams, Mr. Green of New York, Mr. Fish, Mr. Udall,
Mr. Gordon, Mr. Johnston of Florida, Mr. Studds, Mrs.
Lowey of New York, Mr. Owens of New York, Mr.
Hall of Ohio, Mr. Wise, Mr. Serrano, Mr. Lewis of
Georgia, Mr. Engel, Ms. Snowe, Mr. Stark, Mr. Mineta,
Mr. Johnson of South Dakota, and Mr. Condit

To amend the Job Training Partnership Act to encourage a broader
range of training and job placement for women and for other purposes.

February 22, 1991. Referred to Subcommittee on Employment Op-
portunities.

H.R. 907 Feb. 6, 1991

Mr. Miller of California (for himself), Mr. Martinez, Mrs.
Unsoeld, Mr. Serrano, Mr. de Lugo, Mr. Fuster, Mr.
Lewis of Georgia, Mr. Edwards of California, Mr.
Berman, Mr. Matsui, Ms. Pelosi, Mr. Dornan of
California, Mr. Dellums, Mr. Condit, Mr. Lagomarsino,
Mr. Fazio, Mr. Vento, Mr. Kostmayer, Mr. Towns, Mr.
Roybal, Mr. Bustamante, Ms. Ros-Lehtinen, Mr. Torres,
Mr. Richardson, Mr. Ortiz, Mr. Bacchus, Mr. Lewis of
California, Mr. Pickett, Mr. Gilman, Mr. Moran, Mr.
Rangel, Mr. Jones of North Carolina, Mr. Brown, Mrs.
Boxer, Mr. Mineta, Mr. Neal of North Carolina, Mr.
Doolittle, Mr. Dixon, Mr. Thomas of California, Mr.
Packard, Mr. Poshard, Mr. Rose, Mr. Cunningham, Mr.
Hefner, Mr. Wise, Mr. Obey, Mr. Bonior, Mr.
Moorhead, Mr. Abercrombie, Mr. Fish, Mr. Kopetski,
Mr. Dicks, Mr. Nagle, Mr. Horton, and Mr. Riggs

To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to permit alternative
methods for qualifying “ability-to-benefit” students for Federal student
financial aid.

February 22, 1991. Referred to Subcommittee on Postsecondary Edu-
cation.
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H.R. 908 Feb. 6, 1991

Mr. Montgomery (for himself), Mrs. Schroeder, Mr.
Abercrombie, Mr. Henry, Mr. Hutto, Mr. Pickett, Mr.
Edwards of Texas, Mr. Slattery, Mr. Bilbray, Mr.
Wilson, Ms. Molinari, Mr. Peterson of Minnesota, Mr.
Machtley, Mr. Owens of Utah, Mr. Evans, Mr.
Brewster, Mr. Annunzio, Mr. Richardson, Mr. Lent,
Mr. Frank of Massachusetts, Mr. Foglietta, Mr. Perkins,
Mr. Fascell, Mr. Petri, Mr. Ravenel, Mr. Jones of North
Carolina, Mrs. Lloyd, Mr. Horton, Mr. Synar, Mr. Roe,
Mr. Parker, Mr. Rangel, Mr. Thomas of Georgia, Mr.
Serrano, Mr. Vander Jagt, Mr. Ackerman, Mr. Thomas
of Wyoming, Mr. Geren of Texas, Mr. Rowland, Mr.
Erdreich, Mr. Dwyer of New Jersey, Mr. Bilirakis, Mr.
Santorum, Mr. Bustamante, Mr. Smith of New Jersey,
Mr. Frost, Mr. de Lugo, Mr. Traxler, Mr. Jenkins, Mr.
McNulty, Mr. Espy, Mr. Valentine, Mr. Wolpe, Mrs.
Boxer, Mr. Neal of Massachusetts, Mr. Lantos, Mr.
Staggers, Mr. LaFalce, Mr. Boehlert, Mr. Tauzin, Mr.
Rinaldo, Mr. Lipinski, Mr. McCloskey, Mr. Mfume,
Mrs. Patterson, Mr. Gilman, Mr. Kopetski, Mr.
Kennedy, Mr. Bevill, Mr. Inhofe, Mr. Hyde, Mr. Stokes,
Mr. Owens of New York, Mr. Gonzalez, Mr. Oberstar,
Mr. Martinez, Mr. Ireland, Mr. Brown, Mrs. Mink, Mr.
DeFazio, Mr. Kolter, Mr. Hayes of Louisiana, Mr.
Sanders, Mr. Quillen, Mr. Poshard, Mr. Engel, Mr.
Sarpalius, and Mr. Faleomavaega

To amend title 38, United States Code, and other provisions of law to
provide improved benefits and services for military personnel who
serve during the Persian Gulf War, including particularly benefits and
services for members of the National Guard and Reserve components,
and for other purposes (Jointly referred to the Committees on Veterans'
Affairs, Armed Services, Ways and Means, Small Business, and Edu-
cation and Labor).

March 21, 1991. Jointly referred to Subcommittees on Postsecondary
Education, and Labor Standards.

H.R. 933 Feb. 6, 1991

Mr. Solomon

To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to prevent double-
counting of income in the conduct of needs analysis for student as-
sistance under that Act.

February 22, 1991. Referred to Subcommittee on Postsecondary Edu-
cation.

H.R. 940 Feb. 6, 1991

Mr. Stark

To amend the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 and the Employee Re-
tirement Income Security Act of 1974 to modify the full-funding limi-
tation in the case of multiemployer plans (Jointly referred to the
Committees on Ways and Means, and Education and Labor).

February 22, 1991. Referred to Subcommittee on Labor-Management
Relations.

H.R. 995 Feb. 20, 1991

Mr. Ford of Tennessee (for himself), Mr. Payne of New
Jersey, Mr. Gordon, Mr. de Lugo, Mr. Rangel, Mr.
Serrano, Mr. Towns, Mr. Walsh, Mr. Espy, Mr.
Jefferson, Mr. Lancaster, Mr. Abercrombie, Mr. Hayes
of Illinois, Mr. Mfume, Mr. Owens of New York, Mr.
Dellums, Mr. Miller of California, Mr. Fuster, Mr.
Lewis of Georgia, Mrs. Kennelly, Mr. Washington, Mr.
Guarini, Mr. Wheat, and Ms. Norton

To authorize up to 5 States to conduct 2-year demonstration projects
to test the effectiveness of alternative methods for delivering services
and activities under the JOBS program to families at risk of entering
the AFDC program, and to amend part A of title IV of the Social Se-
curity Act to provide for the permanent use of such alternative methods
beginning in fiscal year 1995 (Jointly referred to the Committees on
Education and Labor, and Ways and Means).

March 21, 1991. Referred to Subcommittee on Employment Oppor-
tunities.
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H.R. 1048 Feb. 21, 1991

Mr. AuCoin (for himself), Mrs. Unsoeld, Mr. Kopetski,
Mr. DeFazio, Mr. Sangmeister, Mr. Durbin, Mr. Hyde,
Mr. Lancaster, Mr. Jones of North Carolina, Mr.
Valentine, Mr. Lewis of Georgia, Mr. Stokes, Mr.
Hefner, Mr. Price, Mr. Taylor of Mississippi, Mr. Rose,
Mr. Smith of Oregon, Mr. Bevill, Mr. Yatron, Mr.
Cramer, Mr. Dickinson, Mr. Hayes of Illinois, Mr.
Evans, Mr. Vander Jagt, Mr. Upton, Mr. Neal of
Massachusetts, Mr. Dwyer of New Jersey, Mr. Roberts,
Mr. Henry, Mr. Lagomarsino, Mr. Quillen, Mrs. Meyers
of Kansas, Mr. Wolpe, Mr. Markey, Mr. Espy, and Mr.
Neal of North Carolina

To establish within the Department of Education an Office of Com-
munity Colleges.

March 21, 1991. Referred to Subcommittee on Postsecondary Educa-
tion.

H.R. 1056 Feb. 21, 1991

Mr. Coleman of Texas

To rename the El Paso Job Corps Center.

March 21, 1991. Referred to Subcommittee on Employment Oppor-
tunities.

H.R. 1059 Feb. 21, 1991

Mr. Downey (for himself), Mrs. Lloyd, Mrs. Unsoeld,
Mr. Fascell, Mr. Hayes of Illinois, Mr. Richardson, Mr.
Yates, Mr. Frank of Massachusetts, Mr. Ackerman, Mr.
Horton, Ms. Slaughter, Mr. Foglietta, Mrs. Collins of
Illinois, Mr. Lipinski, Mr. Mrazek, Mr. Frost, Mr.
Dwyer of New Jersey, Mrs. Boxer, Mr. Roybal, Mr.
Kennedy, Mr. Anderson, Mr. Boucher, Mr. Dellums,
Mr. Markey, Mr. Mfume, Ms. Kaptur, Mr.
Lagomarsino, Mr. Roe, Mr. Waxman, Mr. Hoagland,
Mr. Weiss, Mr. DeFazio, Mr. Jefferson, Mr. Fish, Mr.
Jontz, Mr. Kolter, Ms. DeLauro, Mr. Engel, Mr.
Gonzalez, Mr. Eckart, Mr. Hertel, and Mr. Matsui

To amend section 311 of the Older Americans Act of 1965 to require
the Secretary of Agriculture to provide assistance for 2 meals served
daily per person.

March 21, 1991. Referred to Subcommittee on Human Resources.

H.R. 1061 Feb. 21, 1991

Mr. Flake (for himself) and Ms. Norton

To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to clarify the burden of proof
for unlawful employment practices in disparate impact cases, and for
other purposes.

March 21, 1991. Held at Full Committee.
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H.R. 1063 Feb. 21, 1991

Mr. Gaydos (for himself), Mr. Shays, Mr. Berman, Mr.
Clay, Mr. de Lugo, Mr. Dwyer of New Jersey, Mr. Ford
of Michigan, Mr. Gejdenson, Mr. Hayes of Illinois,
Mrs. Kennelly, Mr. Kildee, Mr. Kolter, Mr. Martinez,
Mr. Miller of California, Mr. Murphy, Mr. Murtha, Mr.
Owens of New York, Mr. Penny, Mr. Perkins, Mr.
Poshard, Mr. Roybal, Mrs. Schroeder, Mr. Towns, Mr.
Traxler, Mrs. Unsoeld, Mr. Visclosky, Mr. Washington,
Mr. Williams, Mrs. Johnson of Connecticut, Mr.
Lehman of Florida, Mr. Olin, Mr. Oberstar, Mr.
Serrano, Ms. Kaptur, Mr. Lantos, Mr. Dicks, Mr.
Bonior, Mr. Manton, Mr. Mineta, Ms. Slaughter, Mr.
Weiss, Mr. Mollohan, Mr. DeFazio, Mr. Kopetski, Mr.
Kleczka, Mr. Stark, Mr. Abercrombie, Mr. Savage, Mr.
Rahall, Mr. Feighan, Mr. Annunzio, Ms. DeLauro, Mr.
Gonzalez, Mr. Wise, Mr. Mfume, Mr. Sawyer, Mr.
Nagle, Mr. Owens of Utah, Mr. Pallone, Mr. Hubbard,
Mr. Lipinski, Mr. Matsui, Mr. Smith of Florida, Mr.
Borski, Mr. LaFalce, Ms. Oakar, Mr. Edwards of
California, Mrs. Mink, Mr. Scheuer, Mr. Jontz, Mr.
Sabo, Mr. Dellums, Mr. Hochbrueckner, Mr. Hertel,
Mr. Sikorski, Mr. Studds, Mr. Mrazek, Mr. Foglietta,
Mr. Ackerman, Mr. Sanders, Mr. Jefferson, Mr. Rangel,
Mr. Andrews of New Jersey, Mr. Torres, Mr. Pease,
Mr. Dixon, Mr. Dymally, Mr. Fazio, Mr. Russo, Mr.
Young of Alaska, Mr. Vento, Mr. Orton, Mr. Payne of
New Jersey, Mr. Fish, Mr. Markey, Mr. Nowak, Mr.
Neal of Massachusetts, Mr. Traficant, Ms. Norton, Mr.
Horton, Mr. Brown, Mr. Andrews of Maine, Mr.
Conyers, Mr. McCloskey, Mr. Frost, Mr. Moody, Mrs.
Lowey of New York, Mr. Peterson of Minnesota, Mr.
Richardson, Mr. Evans, Ms. Pelosi, Mr. Brooks, Mr.
Wilson, Mr. Dooley, Mr. Moakley, Mr. McDermott, and
Mrs. Boxer

To amend the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970 to establish
an Office of Construction Safety, Health, and Education, to improve
inspections, investigations, reporting, and recordkeeping on con-
struction sites, to require the appointment of project constructors to
monitor safety on construction sites, to require construction employers
to establish safety and health programs, and for other purposes.

March 21, 1991. Referred to Subcommittee on Health and Safety.
April 4, 1991. Report requested from Department of Labor.
April 17, 24, 30; May 1, 9, 1991. Hearings held.
July 23, 1991. Considered in open legislative session and ordered re-

ported to Full Committee, amended (5-3).
September 24, 1991. Considered in open legislative session and or-

dered reported with an amendment (24-14).
May 19, 1992. Report received from Department of Labor.
July 9, 1992. Reported to House (House Report 102-662).

H.R. 1066 Feb. 21, 1991

Mr. Kennedy (for himself), Mr. Roe, Mr. Brown, Mr.
Scheuer, Mr. Mineta, Mr. Yatron, Mr. Gordon, Mr.
DeFazio, Ms. Pelosi, Mr. Dwyer of New Jersey, Mr.
Atkins, Mr. Owens of New York, Mr. Owens of Utah,
Mrs. Morella, Mr. Eckart, Mr. Dellums, Mr. Jontz, Mr.
Pallone, Mr. Payne of New Jersey, Mr. Torres, Mr.
Wheat, Mr. Markey, Mrs. Collins of Illinois, Mr. Weiss,
Mr. Yates, Mr. Blaz, Mr. Edwards of California, Mr.
Kleczka, Mr. McDermott, Mr. Wise, Mr. Serrano, Mr.
Evans, Ms. Norton, Mr. Engel, Mr. Jacobs, Mr. Studds,
Mr. Bilbray, Ms. Kaptur, Mr. Hayes of Illinois, Mrs.
Unsoeld, Mrs. Collins of Michigan, Mr. Machtley, Mr.
Moran, Mr. Downey, Mr. Clay, and Mr. Hochbrueckner

To authorize a national program to reduce the threat to human health
posed by exposure to contaminants in the air indoors (Jointly referred
to the Committees on Energy and Commerce, Science, Space, and
Technology, and Education and Labor).

March 21, 1991. Referred to Subcommittee on Health and Safety.
June 21, 1991. Reports requested from Department of Labor and the

Environmental Protection Agency.
June 26; July 10, 17, 31, 1991. Hearings held.

H.R. 1083 Feb. 21, 1991

Mr. Shaw (for himself), Mr. James, Mr. McCollum, Ms.
Ros-Lehtinen, Mr. Lehman of Florida, Mr. Johnston of
Florida, Mr. Lewis of Florida, Mr. Bennett, Mr. Goss,
Mr. Young of Florida, Mr. Ireland, Mr. Bacchus, Mr.
Stearns, Mr. Hutto, Mr. Peterson of Florida, Mr. Fascell,
Mr. Smith of Florida, Mr. Bilirakis, and Mr. Gibbons

To authorize the Secretary of Education to make a grant to Stetson
University for the construction of library facilities.

March 21, 1991. Referred to the Subcommittee on Postsecondary Ed-
ucation.
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H.R. 1116 Feb. 26, 1991

Mr. Miller  of California (for himself), Ms. Pelosi, Mr.
Poshard, Mr. Berman, Mr. Yates, Mr. Stark, Mr. Frost,
Mr. Applegate, Mr. Rangel, Mr. Fazio, Mr. Towns, Mrs.
Boxer, Mr. Kopetski, Mr. Andrews of New Jersey, Mr.
Campbell of Colorado, Mr. Bonior, Mr. Lipinski, Mr.
Frank of Massachusetts, Mr. Jontz, Mr. Lancaster, Mr.
Murtha, Mr. Dellums, Mr. Vento, Mr. DeFazio, Mr.
Kolter, Mr. Owens of Utah, Mr. Kanjorski, Mr.
Faleomavaega, and Mr. Boucher

To permit certain coal miners and their survivors to have their claims
reviewed under the Black Lung Benefits Act.

March 21, 1991. Referred to Subcommittee on Labor Standards.
April 19, 1991. Report requested from Department of Labor.
April 24; May 14, 1991. Hearings held.

H.R. 1117 Feb. 26, 1991

Mrs. Roukema

To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to improve needs analysis
in the student aid programs under that Act.

March 21, 1991. Referred to Subcommittee on Postsecondary Educa-
tion.

H.R. 1118 Feb. 26, 1991

Mrs. Roukema (for herself), Mr. Gallo, Mr. Ravenel, Mr.
Rogers, Mr. Guarini, Mr. Zeliff, Mr. Walsh, Ms.
Kaptur, Mrs. Vucanovich, Mr. Fish, Mr. Dwyer of New
Jersey, Mr. Herger, Mr. Gilchrest, Mr. Murtha, Mr. Kyl,
Mr. Roe, Mr. Inhofe, Mrs. Meyers of Kansas, Mr.
Lipinski, Mr. Gordon, Mr. Owens of Utah, Mr.
Rohrabacher, and Mr. Santorum

To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to reduce student loan
defaults, and for other purposes.

March 21, 1991. Referred to Subcommittee on Postsecondary Educa-
tion.

H.R. 1126 Feb. 27, 1991

Mr. Clay (for himself), Mr. Ford of Michigan, Mr. Fields,
Mr. Murphy, Mrs. Bentley, Mr. Gaydos, Mr. Perkins,
Mr. Andrews of New Jersey, Mr. Ridge, Mr. Jones of
North Carolina, Mr. Davis, Mr. Williams, Mr. Studds,
Mr. Kolter, Mr. AuCoin, Ms. Norton, Mr. Campbell of
Colorado, Mr. Jefferson, Mr. Scheuer, Mrs. Lowey of
New York, Mr. Brown, Mr. Sanders, Mrs. Unsoeld,
Mr. Hubbard, Mr. Lipinski, Mr. Hochbrueckner, Mr.
Reed, Mr. Manton, Mr. Bateman, Mr. Young of Alaska,
Mr. Clement, Mr. Borski, Mr. de Lugo, Mr.
Bustamante, Mr. Hayes of Illinois, Mr. Martinez, Mr.
McGrath, Mr. Visclosky, Mr. Foglietta, Mr. Hertel, Mr.
Kildee, Mr. Miller of California, Mr. Abercrombie, Mr.
Machtley, Mr. Markey, Mr. Hoyer, Mr. Dymally, Mr.
Kostmayer, Mr. Cardin, Mr. Washington, Mr. Bennett,
Mr. Sawyer, Mr. Payne of New Jersey, Mrs. Kennelly,
Mrs. Mink, Mr. Murtha, Mr. Mfume, Mr. Dellums, Mr.
Conyers, Mr. Roemer, Mr. Olver, Mr. Kopetski, Mr.
Waxman, Mr. Matsui, Mrs. Boxer, Mr. Bonior, Mr.
Dingell, Ms. Pelosi, Mr. Pastor, Mr. Dwyer of New
Jersey, Mr. Traxler, Mr. Owens of New York, Mr.
Evans, Mr. Torres, and Mr. Ackerman

To extend the coverage of certain Federal labor laws to foreign
flagships. (Jointly referred to the Committees on Education and Labor,
and Merchant Marine and Fisheries).

March 21, 1991. Jointly referred to Subcommittees on Labor Stand-
ards, and Labor-Management Relations.

October 3, 1991. Report requested from Department of Labor.
October 10, 1991. Hearing held by Subcommittee on Labor Standards.
February 26, 1992. Considered in open legislative session by Sub-

committee on Labor Standards and ordered reported to Full Com-
mittee, with an amendment (voice vote).

June 10, 1992. Subcommittee on Labor-Management Relations dis-
charged.

June 10, 1992. Considered in open legislative session and ordered re-
ported with an amendment in the nature of a substitute (voice vote).

October 2, 1992. Reported to House (House Report 102-984, Part 1).
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H.R. 1134 Feb. 27, 1991

Mr. Green of New York (for himself), Mr. Frost, Mr.
Berman, Mr. Costello, Mr. Dwyer of New Jersey, Mr.
Traxler, Mr. Jefferson, Mr. Engel, Ms. Norton, Mr.
Hyde, Mr. Fish, Mr. Gordon, Mr. Schiff, Mr. Towns,
Mr. Chapman, Mr. Blackwell, and Mr. Bustamante

To amend the Age Discrimination in Employment Act of 1967 with
respect to administrative proceedings applicable to claims of discrimi-
nation in Federal employment.

March 21, 1991. Referred to Subcommittee on Employment Oppor-
tunities.

H.R. 1144 Feb. 27, 1991

Mr. Machtley (for himself), Mr. Emerson, Mr. Franks of
Connecticut, Mr. Scheuer, Mr. Ravenel, Mr. Chapman,
Mr. Rangel, Mr. Rogers, Mr. Lagomarsino, Mr.
Valentine, Mr. Fish, and Mr. Weiss

To establish a pilot program to encourage college students to serve as
mentors for disadvantaged youths.

March 21, 1991. Referred to Subcommittee on Postsecondary Educa-
tion.

H.R. 1149 Feb. 27, 1991

Ms. Molinari (for herself), Mr. Solomon, Ms. Ros-
Lehtinen, Mr. Gekas, Mr. Horton, Mrs. Meyers of
Kansas, Mr. Boehlert, Mr. Gillmor, Mr. Paxon, Mr.
Gunderson, Mr. Ramstad, Mr. Ravenel, Mr. Hobson,
Mr. Blaz, Mr. McGrath, Mr. Frost, Mr. Walsh, Mr.
Thomas of Wyoming, Mr. Roe, Mr. Engel, Mr. Owens
of Utah, and Mr. Fields

To secure the right of women to be free of sexual harassment and vi-
olence, to promote equal opportunity for women, and for other pur-
poses (Jointly referred to the Committees on the Judiciary, Education
and Labor, House Administration, and Energy and Commerce).

March 21, 1991. Jointly referred to Subcommittees on Postsecondary
Education, Select Education, and Employment Opportunities.

H.R. 1154 Feb. 27, 1991

Mr. Panetta (for himself), Mr. Sangmeister, Mr. Martinez,
Mr. Bonior, Mr. Richardson, Mr. McDermott, Mr.
Emerson, Mr. Annunzio, Mr. Lehman of Florida, Mr.
Dwyer of New Jersey, Mr. Bilbray, Mr. Myers of
Indiana, Mr. Towns, Mr. Lipinski, Mr. Wolf, Mr.
Stenholm, Mr. Sawyer, Mr. Sikorski, Mrs. Boxer, Mr.
Penny, Mr. Jones of Georgia, Mr. Frost, Mr. LaFalce,
Mr. Fuster, Mrs. Unsoeld, Mrs. Morella, Mr. Costello,
Mr. Walsh, Mr. Foglietta, Mr. Lantos, Ms. Long, Mr.
Dicks, Mr. McEwen, Mr. de Lugo, Mr. Engel, Mr.
Kopetski, Mr. Parker, Mr. Gillmor, Mr. Weiss, Mr.
Scheuer, Mr. Valentine, Mr. Serrano, Mr. Guarini, Mr.
Ackerman, Mr. Rangel, Mr. Feighan, Mr. Hamilton,
Mr. Lewis of Georgia, Mr. Waxman, Mr. Hertel, Mr.
Dorgan of North Dakota, Mr. Evans, Mr. Quillen, Mr.
Jefferson, Mr. Studds, Mr. Gonzalez, Mr. Bacchus, Mr.
Nowak, Mr. Durbin, Mr. English, Mr. Johnson of South
Dakota, Ms. Slaughter, Mr. Bruce, Mr. Moran, Mr. Neal
of Massachusetts, Mr. Regula, Mr. Kennedy, Mr.
Oberstar, Mr. Hoagland, Mr. Price, Mr. Darden, Mr.
Andrews of Maine, Mr. Hobson, Mr. Rahall, Mr.
Traficant, Mr. Roe, Mr. Mineta, Mr. McNulty, Mr.
Roemer, Mr. Poshard, Mr. Porter, Mr. Smith of New
Jersey, Mr. Hochbrueckner, Mr. Bilirakis, Mr. Nagle,
Mr. Sanders, Mr. Payne of New Jersey, Mr. Spratt, Mr.
Olver, Mr. DeFazio, Mr. Lancaster, Mr. Markey, Mr.
Klug, Mr. Moody, Mr. Luken, Mr. AuCoin, Mr.
Cunningham, Mr. Wyden, Mr. Owens of Utah, Mr.
Miller of Washington, and Mr. Hall of Texas

To establish programs to improve foreign language instruction and to
amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 in order to promote equal
access to opportunities to study abroad, and for other purposes.

March 21, 1991. Jointly referred to Subcommittees on Postsecondary
Education, and Elementary, Secondary, and Vocational Education.
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H.R. 1190 Feb. 28, 1991

Mr. Gaydos (for himself), Mr. Ackerman, Mr. Berman,
Mr. Bilbray, Mr. Bonior, Mr. Clay, Mr. Cooper, Mr.
Coyne, Mr. Dicks, Mr. Dwyer of New Jersey, Mr.
Engel, Mr. Espy, Mr. Evans, Mr. Fascell, Mr. Fazio,
Mr. Feighan, Mr. Frank of Massachusetts, Mr. Fuster,
Mr. Guarini, Mr. Jefferson, Mr. Jontz, Mr. Kolter, Mr.
Lantos, Mr. Levin of Michigan, Mr. McDermott, Mr.
Manton, Mr. Martinez, Mr. Mfume, Mr. Miller of
California, Mr. Mineta, Mr. Moakley, Mr. Mrazek, Mr.
Murphy, Mr. Obey, Ms. Pelosi, Mr. Penny, Mr.
Poshard, Mr. Roybal, Mr. Torres, Mrs. Unsoeld, Mr.
Williams, Mr. Pallone, Mr. Andrews of New Jersey,
Mr. Perkins, Mrs. Lowey of New York, Mr. Owens of
Utah, Mr. Kanjorski, Mr. Flake, Mr. Kildee, Mr. Lewis
of Georgia, Mr. Hall of Ohio, Mr. Rinaldo, Mr. Studds,
Mr. McCloskey, Mr. McGrath, Mr. Moody, and Mr.
Traficant

To establish a system for identifying, notifying, and preventing illness
and death among workers who are at increased or high risk of occu-
pational disease, and for other purposes.

March 21, 1991. Referred to Subcommittee on Health and Safety.

H.R. 1192 Feb. 28, 1991

Mr. Lantos (for himself), Mr. Frank of Massachusetts,
Ms. Pelosi, Mr. Towns, Mr. McDermott, Mr. Frost, Mr.
Owens of Utah, Mr. Wise, Mrs. Collins of Michigan,
Ms. DeLauro, Mr. Dellums, Mr. Dwyer of New Jersey,
Mr. Evans, Mr. Foglietta, Mr. Gonzalez, Mr. Sanders,
Mr. Scheuer, Mr. Shays, Mr. Stark, and Mr. Torres

To amend the provisions of the Occupational Safety and Health Act
of 1970 relating to criminal penalities, and for other purposes.

March 21, 1991. Referred to Subcommittee on Health and Safety.

H.R. 1209 Feb. 28, 1991

Mr. Serrano

To provide and restore certain education benefits to certain individuals
serving in the Persian Gulf War.

March 21, 1991. Referred to Subcommittee on Postsecondary Educa-
tion.

H.R. 1214 Feb. 28, 1991

Mr. Solomon (for himself), Mr. Tauzin, Mr. Walker, and
Mr. McEwen

To deny funds to programs that do not allow the Secretary of Defense
access to students on campuses or to certain student information for
recruiting purposes (Jointly referred to the Committees on Education
and Labor, and Armed Services).

March 21, 1991. Referred to Subcommittee on Postsecondary Educa-
tion.
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H.R. 1218 Feb. 28, 1991

Mr. Williams (for himself), Mr. Clay, Mr. Edwards of
California, Mr. Gunderson, Mr. Solomon, Mr. Miller
of California, Mr. Kildee, Mr. Owens of New York,
Mr. Hayes of Illinois, Mr. Perkins, Mr. Washington,
Mr. Derrick, Mr. Boehlert, Mr. Bereuter (withdrew on
Nov. 18, 1991), Mr. Shays, Mr. Udall, Mr. Berman,
Mr. Levine of California, Mr. Matsui, Ms. Pelosi, Mr.
Roybal, Mr. Campbell of Colorado, Ms. Long, Mr.
McCloskey, Mr. Slattery, Mr. McMillen of Maryland,
Mr. Bonior, Mr. Traxler, Mr. Penny, Mr. Price, Mr.
Feighan, Mr. Stokes, Mr. DeFazio, Mr. Bustamante,
Mr. Hertel, Mr. Bryant, Mrs. Patterson, Mr. Beilenson,
Mr. Wyden, Mrs. Unsoeld, Mr. Traficant, Mr. Wheat,
Mrs. Boxer, Mr. Oberstar, Mr. Hamilton, Mr. Glickman,
Mr. Abercrombie, Mr. McDermott, Mr. Mineta, Mr.
Sabo, Mr. Mrazek, Mr. Serrano, Mr. Torricelli, Mr.
Smith of Florida, Mr. Martinez, Mr. Stark, Mr.
Hochbrueckner, Mr. Owens of Utah, Mr. Studds, Mrs.
Johnson of Connecticut, Mr. Foglietta, Mrs. Schroeder,
Mr. Roe, Mr. Frost, Mr. Wilson, Mr. Towns, Ms.
Norton, Mr. Dixon, Mr. Dwyer of New Jersey, Mr. Ford
of Tennessee, Mr. Sangmeister, Mr. Borski, Mr. Moody,
Mr. Manton, Mr. Skaggs, Mr. Martin, Mr. Sawyer, Mr.
Parker, Mr. Weiss, Mr. Lehman of California, Mr.
Jefferson, Mr. Darden, Mr. Spratt, Mr. Hubbard, Mr.
Kolter, Mr. Gonzalez, Mrs. Mink, Mr. de Lugo, Mr.
Pallone, Ms. Kaptur, Mr. Lipinski, Mr. Dymally, Mr.
Dooley, Mr. Faleomavaega, Mr. Carr, Mr. Reed, Mr.
Jontz, Mr. Ray, Mr. Fish, Mr. Visclosky, Mr. Fuster,
Mr. Wolpe, Mr. English, Mr. Murphy, Mr. Ford of
Michigan, Mr. Payne of New Jersey, Mr. Dicks, Mr.
AuCoin, Ms. DeLauro, Mr. Alexander, Mr. Mollohan,
Mr. Torres, Mr. Evans, Mr. Sanders, Mr. Eckart, Mr.
Gejdenson, Mr. Davis, Mr. Horton, Mr. Kostmayer,
Mr. Dellums, Mr. Miller of Washington, Mr. Coyne,
Mr. Gephardt, Mr. Edwards of Oklahoma (withdrew on
July 23, 1992), Mr. Petri, Mr. Lantos, Mr. Olin, Mr.
Scheuer, Mr. Swett, Mr. Peterson of Florida, Mr. Vento,
Mr. Coleman of Texas, Mr. Olver, Mr. Pastor, Mr.
Markey, Mr. Yates, Mr. Downey, Mr. Schiff, Mr.
Mfume, Mr. Conyers, Mr. Guarini, Mr. Ackerman, Mr.
Gordon, Mr. Synar, Mr. Ravenel, Ms. Oakar, Mrs.
Lloyd, Mr. Luken, Ms. Horn, Mr. Bacchus, Mr. Fazio,
Mr. Brown, Mr. Peterson of Minnesota, Mr. Swift, Mr.
McCurdy, Mr. Schumer, Mr. Spence, Mr. Tallon, Mr.
Panetta, Mrs. Collins of Michigan, Mr. Andrews of
New Jersey, Mr. Nagle, Mr. Sikorski, Mr. Staggers,
Mrs. Lowey of New York, Mr. Kopetski, Mr. Browder,
Mr. Cramer, Mr. Colorado, Mr. Bennett, and Mr.
Campbell of California

To prevent potential abuses of electronic monitoring in the workplace.

March 21, 1991. Jointly referred to Subcommittees on Labor-
Management Relations, and Employment Opportunities.

June 5, 1991. Report requested from Department of Labor.
June 11; July 23, 1991. Hearings held by Subcommittee on Labor-

Management Relations.
November 20, 1991. Considered in open legislative session and or-

dered reported to Full Committee, with an amendment in the nature
of a substitute (17-6).

July 28, 1992. Report received from Department of Health and Human
Services.

July 29, 1992. Report received from Department of Justice.
July 30, 31, 1992. Considered in open legislative session.
July 31, 1992. Ordered reported with an amendment in the nature of

a substitute (27-12).
October 5, 1992. Reported to House (House Report 102-1024).

H.R. 1222 Mar. 4, 1991

Mr. Rangel (for himself), Mr. Berman, Mr. McDermott,
Mr. Lipinski, Mr. Jefferson, Mr. Payne of New Jersey,
Mrs. Boxer, Mr. Martinez, Mr. Towns, Mr. Lancaster,
Mr. de Lugo, Ms. Kaptur, Mr. Frost, Mr. Dwyer of New
Jersey, Mr. Serrano, Mr. Machtley, Ms. DeLauro, Mr.
Levine of California, Mr. Traficant, Mr. Coleman of
Texas, Mr. Roybal, Mr. Engel, Mr. Scheuer, Mr. Eckart,
Mrs. Lowey of New York, Mr. Brown, Mr.
Hochbrueckner, Mr. Mazzoli, and Mr. Owens of New
York

To enhance cooperation between the public and law enforcement per-
sonnel in controlling and preventing crime and drug abuse (Jointly re-
ferred to the Committees on the Judiciary, Education and Labor, and
Energy and Commerce).

March 21, 1991. Referred to Subcommittee on Select Education.

H.R. 1230 Mar. 5, 1991

Mr. Grandy (for himself), Mr. Goodling, Mr. Bunning,
Mr. Henry, Mr. Ireland, Mr. Goss, Mr. Cunningham,
Mr. Lagomarsino, Mr. Inhofe, Mr. Moorhead, and Mr.
Fish

To provide for universal access to basic group health benefits coverage
and to remove barriers and provide incentives in order to make such
coverage more affordable (Jointly referred to the Committees on Edu-
cation and Labor, Energy and Commerce, and Ways and Means).

March 21, 1991. Referred to Subcommittee on Labor-Management
Relations.
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H.R. 1237 Mar. 5, 1991

Mr. Espy (for himself), Mr. Ireland, Mr. Sisisky, Mr.
Allard, Mr. Armey, Mr. Anthony, Mr. Ballenger, Mr.
Bateman, Mr. Baker, Mr. Barton of Texas, Mr. Bilbray,
Mr. Boehner, Mr. Callahan, Mr. Campbell of Colorado,
Mr. Chapman, Mr. Coleman of Missouri, Mr. Crane,
Mr. Doolittle, Mr. Fawell, Mr. Goodling, Mr. Goss,
Mr. Gunderson, Mr. Emerson, Mr. Franks of
Connecticut, Mr. Hancock, Mr. Hansen, Mr. Hayes of
Louisiana, Mr. Hefley, Mr. Henry, Mr. Herger, Mr.
Hobson, Mr. Holloway, Mr. Inhofe, Mr. Jefferson, Mr.
Jenkins, Ms. Kaptur, Mr. Kleczka, Mr. Klug, Mr.
LaFalce, Mr. Lancaster, Mr. Livingston, Mr. McCrery,
Mr. McCurdy, Mr. McEwen, Mr. Moorhead, Mr.
Murphy, Mr. Oxley, Mr. Parker, Mr. Petri, Mr. Porter,
Mr. Rahall, Mr. Ramstad, Mr. Ray, Mr. Roberts, Mr.
Roth, Mr. Rowland, Mr. Santorum, Mr. Schaefer, Mr.
Skaggs, Mr. Skeen, Mr. Skelton, Mr. Slaughter of
Virginia, Mr. Spence, Mr. Stenholm, Mr. Stump, Mr.
Sundquist, Mr. Tallon, Mr. Tauzin, Mr. Thomas of
Georgia, Mr. Upton, Mr. Visclosky, Mrs. Vucanovich,
Mr. Walker, Mr. Weber, Mr. Wilson, Mr. Zeliff, Mr.
Alexander, Mr. Barnard, Mr. Barrett, Mr. Bereuter, Mr.
Brewster, Mr. Boucher, Mr. Burton of Indiana, Mr.
Camp, Mr. Coble, Mr. Combest, Mr. DeLay, Mr.
Dickinson, Mr. Dornan of California, Mr. Duncan, Mr.
English, Mr. Gallegly, Mr. Geren of Texas, Mr. Gordon,
Mr. Grandy, Mr. Hall of Texas, Mr. Hammerschmidt,
Mr. Hefner, Mr. Hughes, Mr. Hutto, Mr. Johnston of
Florida, Mr. Jones of Georgia, Mr. Laughlin, Mr. Lewis
of Florida, Ms. Molinari, Mr. Montgomery, Mr.
Nichols, Mr. Orton, Mr. Owens of New York, Mr.
Penny, Mr. Price, Mr. Quillen, Mr. Richardson, Mr.
Riggs, Mrs. Roukema, Mr. Sarpalius, Mr. Serrano, Mr.
Zimmer, Mr. Bustamante, Mr. Cox of California, Mr.
Gallo, Mr. Lagomarsino, Ms. Long, Mr. Luken, Mr.
Mazzoli, Mr. Owens of Utah, Mr. Poshard, Mr. Rhodes,
Mr. Tanner, Mr. Thomas of Wyoming, Mr. Volkmer,
Mrs. Byron, Mr. Gingrich, Mr. Kasich, Mr.
Rohrabacher, Mr. Taylor of Mississippi, Mr. Valentine,
Mr. Vander Jagt, Mr. Wise, Mr. Bliley, Mr. Chandler,
Mr. Clement, Mr. Darden, Mr. Fields, Mr. Hatcher, Mr.
Hyde, Mr. Peterson of Minnesota, Mr. Rogers, Mr.
Smith of Oregon, Mr. Whitten, Mr. Browder, Mr.
Gillmor, Mr. Shaw, Mr. Machtley, Mr. Thornton, Mr.
Miller  of Ohio, Mr. McMillan of North Carolina, Mr.
McCollum, Mr. Saxton, and Mr. Walsh

To amend the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 to clarify the appli-
cation of such Act, and for other purposes.

March 21, 1991. Referred to Subcommittee on Labor Standards.

H.R. 1254 Mar. 5, 1991

Mr. Parker (for himself), Mr. Espy, Mr. Lewis of Georgia,
Mr. Montgomery, Mr. Manton, Mr. Ford of Tennessee,
Mr. Neal of Massachusetts, Mr. Valentine, Mr. Whitten,
Mr. Jontz, Mr. Laughlin, Mr. Murphy, Ms. Pelosi, Mr.
Harris, Mr. Ray, Mr. Dellums, Mr. Owens of New
York, Mr. Towns, Mr. Horton, Mr. Mfume, Mr. Cooper,
Mr. Jones of Georgia, Mr. Taylor of Mississippi, Mr.
Poshard, Mr. Serrano, Mr. Scheuer, Mr. Erdreich, Ms.
Norton, Mrs. Collins of Illinois, Mr. Frost, Mr. Lipinski,
Mr. Walsh, Ms. Kaptur, Mr. Roe, Mr. Abercrombie,
Mr. McDermott, Mr. Stokes, Mr. Jefferson, Mr. Rose,
Mr. Browder, Mrs. Kennelly, Mr. Geren of Texas, Mr.
Engel, Mr. Savage, Mr. Fish, Mr. Jenkins, Mr.
Hochbrueckner, Mrs. Unsoeld, Mr. Payne of New
Jersey, Mr. Wyden, Mr. Huckaby, Mr. Evans, Mr.
Stenholm, Mr. Conyers, Mr. Johnston of Florida, Mr.
Bonior, Ms. Ros-Lehtinen, Mrs. Collins of Michigan,
Mr. McNulty, Mr. Hayes of Illinois, Mr. Fazio, Mr.
Weiss, Mr. Kennedy, Mr. Martinez, Mr. Guarini, Mr.
Kopetski, Ms. Waters, Mr. Wheat, Mr. Kildee, Mr.
Annunzio, Mr. Gordon, Mr. Rahall, Mr. Jones of North
Carolina, Mr. Moran, Mr. Santorum, Mr. de Lugo, Mr.
Lantos, Mr. Richardson, Mrs. Morella, Mr. Jacobs, Mr.
Feighan, Mr. Berman, Mr. Sisisky, Mr. Dymally, Mr.
Emerson, Mr. Matsui, Mr. Darden, Ms. DeLauro, and
Mr. Gonzalez

To provide for the establishment of the Margaret Walker Alexander
National African-American Research Center.

March 21, 1991. Referred to Subcommittee on Postsecondary Educa-
tion.
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H.R. 1270 Mar. 5, 1991

Mr. Stenholm (for himself), Mrs. Johnson of Connecticut,
Mr. Ray, Mr. Upton, Mr. Cooper, Mr. Emerson, Mr.
Smith of Texas, Mr. Hyde, Mr. Parker, Mrs.
Vucanovich, Mr. Sensenbrenner, Mr. Porter, Mr.
Tauzin, Mr. Taylor of Mississippi, Mr. Lightfoot, Mrs.
Lloyd, Mr. Payne of Virginia, Mr. Cramer, Mrs. Byron,
Mr. Petri, and Mr. Inhofe

To strengthen the family structure of the United States by providing
protection for eligible individuals who leave employment for a legiti-
mate family purpose, and for other purposes (Jointly referred to the
Committees on Education and Labor, and House Administration).

March 21, 1991. Jointly referred to Subcommittees on Labor Stand-
ards, and Labor-Management Relations.

H.R. 1285 Mar. 6, 1991

Mr. Ford of Michigan (for himself), Mr. Stark, Mr.
McCloskey, Mr. Henry, Mr. Penny, Mr. Horton, Mr.
Gaydos, Mr. Rahall, Mr. Coleman of Missouri, Mr.
Hayes of Illinois, Mr. Sawyer, Mr. Payne of New
Jersey, Mrs. Unsoeld, Mr. Washington, Mrs. Mink, Mr.
Kildee, Mrs. Lowey of New York, Mr. Serrano, Mr.
Miller  of California, Mr. Goodling, Mr. Reed, Mr.
Perkins, Mr. Petri, Mr. Barrett, Mr. Gordon, Mr.
Williams, Mr. Jefferson, Mr. Martinez, Ms. Molinari,
Mr. Gunderson, Mr. Roemer, Mr. Erdreich, Mr.
Andrews of New Jersey, Mr. Matsui, Mr. Chapman,
Mr. Edwards of California, Mr. Andrews of Texas, Mr.
Frost, Mr. Rangel, Mr. Evans, Ms. Horn, and Ms.
Norton

To resolve legal and technical issues relating to Federal postsecondary
student assistance programs and to prevent undue burdens on partic-
ipants in Operation Desert Storm, and for other purposes.

March 11, 1991. Held at Full Committee.
March 11, 1991. Report requested from Department of Education.
March 12, 1991. Considered in open legislative session and ordered

reported with an amendment in a nature of a substitute (unanimously
by voice vote).

March 19, 1991. Passed House under suspension of the rules (voice
vote).

March 21, 1991. Passed Senate.
April 9, 1991. Approved. Public Law 102-26.

H.R. 1302 Mar. 6, 1991

Mr. McCloskey (for himself), Mr. Ford of Michigan, Mr.
Visclosky, and Mr. Hayes of Illinois

To provide relief for military personnel serving in Operations Desert
Shield and Desert Storm who are participants in student financial as-
sistance programs.

March 21, 1991. Referred to Subcommittee on Postsecondary Educa-
tion.

H.R. 1327 Mar. 7, 1991

Mr. Downey

To amend the Older Americans Act of 1965 to require the Commis-
sioner to publish annually a report regarding projects completed under
title IV of such Act.

March 21, 1991. Referred to Subcommittee on Human Resources.

H.R. 1340 Mar. 7, 1991

Mr. Hughes (for himself) and Mr. Andrews of New Jersey

To authorize the Secretary of Education to make a grant to Glassboro
State College for the construction of library facilities.

March 21, 1991. Referred to Subcommittee on Postsecondary Educa-
tion.

H.R. 1342 Mar. 7, 1991

Mr. Lantos (for himself), Mrs. Schroeder, Mr. Frank of
Massachusetts, Mr. Martinez, Ms. Pelosi, Mr. Owens
of New York, and Mr. Weiss

To modify the authority of the Equal Employment Opportunity Com-
mission to investigate and determine discrimination claims made by
Federal employees against the Federal Government, and for other pur-
poses (Jointly referred to the Committees on Education and Labor, and
Post Office and Civil Service).

March 21, 1991. Referred to Subcommittee on Employment Oppor-
tunities.
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H.R. 1364 Mar. 7, 1991

Mr. Williams (for himself), Mr. Weiss, Mr. Coyne, Mr.
Guarini, Mrs. Unsoeld, Ms. Norton, Mr. Frank of
Massachusetts, Ms. Pelosi, Mr. Hochbrueckner, Mr.
Fuster, Mr. Rahall, Mr. Serrano, Mr. Torres, Mr.
Kleczka, Mr. Slattery, Mr. Neal of Massachusetts, Mr.
Espy, Mr. Peterson of Florida, Mr. Oberstar, Mr.
Rangel, Mr. Kanjorski, Mr. Mfume, Mr. de Lugo, Mr.
Hertel, Mr. Olin, Mr. Sabo, Mr. Dixon, Mr. Wise, Mr.
Lewis of Georgia, Ms. DeLauro, Mr. Wheat, Ms.
Slaughter, Mr. Wyden, Mr. Bonior, Mr. Matsui, Mr.
Owens of New York, Mrs. Mink, Mr. Eckart, Mr. Hayes
of Illinois, Mr. Berman, Mr. Levine of California, Mr.
Foglietta, Mr. Martinez, Mr. Faleomavaega, Mr.
Ackerman, Mr. Owens of Utah, Mr. Scheuer, Mr.
McMillen of Maryland, Mr. Bevill, Mr. Tallon, Mr.
Dicks, Mr. Murphy, Mr. Roybal, Mr. AuCoin, Ms.
Long, Mr. Yates, Mr. McNulty, Mr. Horton, Mr. Nagle,
Mr. Stark, Mr. Jontz, Mr. Fazio, Mr. Payne of New
Jersey, Mr. Kildee, Mr. Sawyer, Mr. Bacchus, Mr.
Hughes, Mr. Dorgan of North Dakota, Mr. Miller of
California, Ms. Kaptur, Mr. Brown, Mr. Coleman of
Texas, Mr. Reed, Mr. Wolpe, Mr. Valentine, Mr.
Conyers, Mr. Gray, Mr. Traxler, Mr. Hyde, Mr.
Dymally, Mr. Jefferson, Mr. Vento, Mr. Moody, Mr.
Clay, Mrs. Boxer, Mr. Kostmayer, Mr. Coleman of
Missouri, Mr. Mineta, Mr. Dellums, Mrs. Lowey of
New York, Mr. Lantos, Mr. Gejdenson, Mr. Engel, Mr.
Atkins, and Mr. Ford of Tennessee

To amend the Job Corps provisions of the Job Training Partnership
Act.

March 21, 1991. Referred to Subcommittee on Employment Oppor-
tunities.

H.R. 1365 Mar. 7, 1991

Mr. Williams (for himself), Ms. Long, Mr. Berman, Ms.
Norton, Mr. Fuster, Mr. Rahall, Mr. Weiss, Mr. Kolter,
Mr. Jefferson, Mr. Rangel, Mrs. Unsoeld, Mr. Towns,
Mr. Mfume, Mr. de Lugo, Mr. Engel, Mrs. Mink, Mr.
Eckart, Mr. Serrano, Mr. Martinez, Mr. Panetta, Mr.
Ackerman, Mr. Owens of Utah, Mr. Scheuer, Mr.
McMillen of Maryland, Mr. Murphy, Mr. Roybal, Mr.
McNulty, Mr. Horton, Mr. Stark, Mr. Fazio, Mr. Payne
of New Jersey, Mr. Kildee, Mr. Miller  of California,
Mr. Ravenel, Mr. Matsui, Mr. Moody, Mr. Clay, Mr.
Condit, Mrs. Boxer, Mr. Kostmayer, Mr. Hayes of
Illinois, Mr. Gejdenson, and Mr. Mineta

To amend the Job Training Partnership Act to provide for disaster relief
employment assistance.

March 21, 1991. Referred to Subcommittee on Employment Oppor-
tunities.

H.R. 1375 Mar. 12, 1991

Mr. Michel (for himself), Mr. Hyde, Mr. Gingrich, Mr.
Lewis of California, Mr. Edwards of Oklahoma, Mr.
Hunter, Mr. McCollum, Mr. Weber, Mr. Vander Jagt,
Mr. Archer, Mr. Gradison, Mr. Solomon, Mr. McDade,
Mr. Goodling, Mr. Gunderson, Mr. Fawell, Ms.
Molinari, Mr. Coble, Mr. Grandy, Mr. Franks of
Connecticut, Mr. Walker, Mr. Ireland, Mr. Gallo, Mr.
Clinger, Mr. Hastert, Mr. Lent, Mr. Zeliff, Mr. Rhodes,
Mr. Hammerschmidt, Mr. Gallegly, Mr. Kyl, Mr.
Gekas, Mr. Sensenbrenner, Mr. Ramstad, Mr. Stearns,
Mr. Gillmor, Mr. Ridge, Mr. Inhofe, Mr. Barrett, Mr.
Porter, Mr. Boehner, Mr. Sundquist, Mr. Ravenel, Mr.
Lagomarsino, Mr. Thomas of Wyoming, Mrs. Bentley,
Mr. Camp, Mr. Santorum, Mrs. Vucanovich, Mr.
Weldon, Mr. Coughlin, Mr. McGrath, Mr. Fields, Mr.
Rogers, Mr. Miller of Washington, Mr. Emerson, Mr.
James, Mr. Shaw, Mr. Hancock, Mr. Broomfield, Mr.
McEwen, Mr. Baker, Mr. Bunning, Mr. Kolbe, Mr.
McMillan of North Carolina, Mrs. Roukema, Mr.
Schiff, Mr. Moorhead, Mr. Schaefer, Mr. Upton, Mr.
Ballenger, Mr. Lewis of Florida, Mr. Wylie, Mr. Dreier
of California, Mr. Cunningham, Mr. Young of Alaska,
Mr. Smith of New Jersey, and Mr. Blaz

To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to strengthen protections
against discrimination in employment, and for other purposes (Jointly
referred to the Committees on the Judiciary, and Education and Labor).

April 15, 1991. Held at Full Committee.
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H.R. 1388 Mar. 12, 1991

Mr. Sikorski (for himself), Mr. Miller of California, Mr.
Scheuer, Mr. Lipinski, Mr. Hochbrueckner, Mr. Perkins,
Mr. Towns, Mr. Gejdenson, Mr. Owens of Utah, Mrs.
Unsoeld, Mr. Abercrombie, Ms. Pelosi, Mr. Bilbray,
Mrs. Boxer, Mr. Evans, Mr. Faleomavaega, Mr.
Kopetski, Ms. Norton, Mr. Peterson of Minnesota, Mr.
Rahall, Mr. Wolpe, Mr. Yates, Mr. DeFazio, Mr.
Foglietta, Mr. Ford of Tennessee, Mr. Hertel, Mr.
Jefferson, Mr. Markey, Mr. Murphy, Mr. Rangel, Mr.
Roe, Mr. Sabo, Mr. Sanders, Mr. Serrano, Mr. Vento,
Mr. Wheat, Mr. Mineta, and Mr. Moran

To entitle employees to family leave for attending school activities
(Jointly referred to the Committees on Education and Labor, and Ways
and Means).

March 21, 1991. Jointly referred to the Committees on Elementary,
Secondary, and Vocational Education, and Labor-Management Re-
lations.

H.R. 1430 Mar. 13, 1991

Mr. Weiss (for himself), Mr. Waxman, Mr. Shays, Mr.
Atkins, Mr. Yates, Ms. Pelosi, Mr. Berman, Mr. Moody,
Mrs. Schroeder, Mr. McDermott, Mr. Lehman of
Florida, Mr. Matsui, Mr. Edwards of California, Mr.
Udall, Mr. Roybal, Mr. Green of New York, Mr. Frank
of Massachusetts, Mr. Miller of California, Mr. Mrazek,
Mr. Rangel, Mr. Dellums, Mr. Gejdenson, Mr. Studds,
Mrs. Collins of Illinois, Mr. Levine of California, Mrs.
Unsoeld, Mr. Schumer, Mr. Clay, Mr. Lewis of
Georgia, Mrs. Morella, Mrs. Boxer, Mr. Kostmayer,
Mr. Dixon, Mr. Washington, Mr. Stark, Mr. Kennedy,
Mr. Hayes of Illinois, Mr. Beilenson, Mr. Wheat, Mr.
Evans, Mr. DeFazio, Mr. Foglietta, Mr. AuCoin, Mr.
Towns, Mr. Owens of New York, Mr. Conyers, Mr.
Cardin, Mr. Fazio, Mr. Mfume, Mr. Ackerman, Mr.
Ford of Tennessee, Mr. Scheuer, Ms. Norton, Mr.
Dymally, Mr. Engel, Mr. Hoyer, Mrs. Lowey of New
York, Mr. Serrano, Mr. Brown, Mrs. Mink, Mrs.
Kennelly, Mr. Abercrombie, Mr. Martinez, Ms. Waters,
Mr. Miller of Washington, Mr. Sabo, Mr. Andrews of
Maine, Mr. Campbell of California, Mr. Coyne, Mr.
Torricelli, Ms. DeLauro, Mr. Stokes, Mrs. Collins of
Michigan, Ms. Slaughter, Mr. Sikorski, Mr. Solarz, Mr.
Markey, Mr. Payne of New Jersey, Mr. Feighan, Mr.
Panetta, Mr. Andrews of New Jersey, Mr. Kopetski,
Mr. Vento, Mr. Gray, Mr. Sanders, Mr. Torres, Mr.
Dwyer of New Jersey, Mr. Lantos, Mr. Wyden, Mr.
Hochbrueckner, Mr. Traficant, Mr. Moran, Mr. Olver,
Mr. Mineta, Mr. Cox of Illinois, Mr. Jones of Georgia,
Mr. Bonior, Mr. Gonzalez, Mr. Johnston of Florida,
Mr. Richardson, Mr. Bustamante, Mr. Pastor, Mr.
Mavroules, Ms. Oakar, Mr. Owens of Utah, Mr.
Pallone, Mr. Blackwell, Mr. Machtley, Mr. Campbell
of Colorado, Mr. Skaggs, and Mr. Jefferson

To amend the Civil  Rights Act of 1964 and the Fair Housing Act to
prohibit discrimination on the basis of affectional or sexual orientation,
and for other purposes (Jointly referred to the Committees on Educa-
tion and Labor, and the Judiciary).

April 15, 1991. Held at Full Committee.
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H.R. 1441 Mar. 14, 1991

Mr. Wyden

To amend the Child Nutrition Act of 1966 to provide for more com-
petitive pricing of infant formula for the special supplemental food
program for women, infants, and children (WIC), and for other pur-
poses.

April 15, 1991. Referred to Subcommittee on Elementary, Secondary,
and Vocational Education.

H.R. 1459 Mar. 18, 1991

Mr. McDade (for himself), Mr. Ravenel, Mr. McGrath,
Mr. de Lugo, Mr. Bereuter, Mr. Serrano, Mr. Santorum,
and Mr. Emerson

To establish the National Commission on Entrepreneurial Education.

April 15, 1991. Referred to Subcommittee on Elementary, Secondary,
and Vocational Education.

H.R. 1460 Mar. 18, 1991

Mr. Moody (for himself), Mr. Hall of Ohio, Mr. Horton,
Mr. Owens of New York, Mr. Payne of New Jersey,
Mr. Poshard, Ms. Slaughter, Mr. Lehman of Florida,
Mr. Sanders, Mrs. Boxer, Mr. Guarini, Mr. Rangel, Mrs.
Johnson of Connecticut, Mr. Johnston of Florida, Mr.
Roe, Mr. LaFalce, Mr. Levin of Michigan, Mr. Bilbray,
Mr. Gilchrest, Mr. Kennedy, Mr. Dellums, Mr. Ravenel,
Mr. Mfume, Mr. Frost, Mr. de Lugo, Mr. Bacchus, Mr.
Jefferson, Mr. Hughes, Mr. Espy, Mr. Evans, Mr.
Kopetski, Mr. Bonior, Mr. Eckart, Ms. Pelosi, Mr.
Weiss, Mr. Condit, Mr. Dixon, Mr. Hayes of Illinois,
Mr. Kleczka, Mr. Neal of Massachusetts, Mr. Serrano,
Mr. Slattery, Mr. AuCoin, Mr. Bruce, Ms. DeLauro,
Mr. Hefner, Mr. Hertel, Mr. Yates, Mr. Atkins, Mr.
Engel, Mr. Rose, and Mr. Durbin

Entitled “The Food For Young Children Act”.

April 15, 1991. Referred to Subcommittee on Elementary, Secondary,
and Vocational Education.

H.R. 1482 Mar. 19, 1991

Mr. Murphy (for himself), Mr. Horton, Mr. Coleman of
Texas, Mr. Yatron, Mr. Bereuter, Mr. Penny, Mr. Lent,
Mr. Evans, Mr. Towns, Mr. Hyde, Mr. Derrick, Mr.
Frost, Mr. Lancaster, Mr. Ramstad, Mr. Bruce, Mr.
Lagomarsino, Mr. Roe, Mr. Owens of Utah, Mr.
Erdreich, Mr. Chapman, Ms. Norton, Mrs. Unsoeld,
Mr. LaFalce, Mr. Mollohan, Mr. Ford of Tennessee,
Mr. Pickett, Mr. Staggers, Mr. Klug, Mr. Mfume, Mr.
Frank of Massachusetts, Mr. Solomon, Mr. Huckaby,
Mr. Hopkins, Mr. Wise, Ms. Long, Mr. Volkmer, Mr.
Dooley, Mr. Fuster, Mr. Washington, Mr. Walsh, Mr.
Bacchus, Mr. Scheuer, Mr. Bliley, Mr. Fish, Mr.
Feighan, Mr. Poshard, Mr. Miller of Washington, Mr.
Peterson of Florida, Mr. Roybal, Mr. Slattery, Mr.
Bryant, Mr. Boehner, Mr. Hayes of Illinois, Mr. Jones
of North Carolina, Mr. Serrano, Mr. Rahall, Mr.
Johnson of South Dakota, Mr. Markey, Mr. Fazio, Mr.
Anthony, Mr. Combest, Mr. McEwen, Ms. Slaughter,
Mr. Miller of Ohio, Mr. Spratt, Mr. Jefferson, Mrs.
Mink, Mr. Nussle, Mr. Lewis of Florida, Mr. Valentine,
Mr. Yates, Mr. Mineta, Mr. Gordon, Mr. Quillen, Mrs.
Morella, Mr. Darden, and Mr. Stokes

To amend title IV of the Higher Education Act of 1965 to allow resi-
dent physicians to defer repayment of title IV student loans while
completing accredited resident training programs.

April 15, 1991. Referred to Subcommittee on Postsecondary Educa-
tion.
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H.R. 1502 Mar. 20, 1991

Mrs. Boxer (for herself), Mrs. Morella, Mrs. Collins of
Illinois, Mrs. Kennelly, Mrs. Mink, Ms. Norton, Ms.
Pelosi, Mrs. Schroeder, Ms. Snowe, Mr. Bryant, Mr.
Carper, Mr. Dymally, Mr. Fascell, Mr. Fuster, Mr.
Kopetski, Mr. Lipinski, Mr. Oberstar, Mr. Olin, Mr.
Rahall, Mr. Staggers, Mr. Wolpe, Mr. Wyden, Mr.
Yates, Mr. Nagle, Mr. Boucher, Mr. Hochbrueckner,
Mr. Ravenel, Mr. Stark, Mr. Berman, Mr. Smith of
Florida, Mr. McDermott, Mr. Udall, Ms. Waters, Mr.
LaFalce, Mr. Costello, Mr. Panetta, Mr. Lehman of
Florida, Mr. Washington, Mr. Owens of Utah, Mr.
Levine of California, Mr. Owens of New York, Mr.
Frost, Mr. Frank of Massachusetts, Mr. Lewis of
Georgia, Mr. Flake, Mr. Jefferson, Mr. Studds, Mr. Neal
of Massachusetts, Mr. Dellums, Ms. Slaughter, Mr.
Johnson of South Dakota, Mr. Serrano, Mr. Bilbray,
Mr. Markey, Mr. Andrews of Maine, Mr. Torricelli,
Mrs. Meyers of Kansas, Mr. de Lugo, Mr. Richardson,
Mr. Slattery, Mr. AuCoin, Mr. Hertel, Mr. DeFazio,
Mr. Levin of Michigan, Mr. Ford of Tennessee, Mr.
Sikorski, Mr. Hamilton, Mr. Wise, Mrs. Lowey of New
York, Mr. Sanders, Mr. Dwyer of New Jersey, Mr.
Poshard, Mr. Engel, Mrs. Unsoeld, Mr. Durbin, Mr.
Hoagland, Mr. Foglietta, Mr. Atkins, Mr. Reed, Mr.
Mrazek, Mr. Eckart, Mr. Moran, Mr. Gallo, Mr.
Gejdenson, Mr. Gaydos, Mr. Abercrombie, Mr. Moody,
Mr. Rangel, Mr. Brown, Mr. Dixon, Mr. Wheat, Mr.
Wilson, Mr. Payne of New Jersey, Mr. Ackerman, Mr.
Ramstad, Mr. Swett, Ms. DeLauro, Mr. Martinez, Mr.
Gonzalez, Mr. Erdreich, Mr. Bustamante, Mr. Kildee,
Mr. Bonior, Mr. Conyers, Mr. Espy, Mr. Mfume, Mr.
Shays, Mr. Stokes, Mr. Hayes of Illinois, Ms. Oakar,
Mr. Weiss, Mrs. Patterson, Mr. Anderson, Mr. Matsui,
Mr. Pallone, Mr. Bilirakis, Mr. Coyne, Mr. Fawell, Mr.
Towns, Mr. Horton, Mr. Sabo, Mrs. Collins of
Michigan, Mr. Fazio, Mr. Feighan, Mr. Vento, Mr.
Faleomavaega, Mr. Kasich, Mr. Visclosky, Mr. Evans,
Mr. Sangmeister, Mr. Porter, Mr. Lantos, Mr. Mollohan,
Mr. Downey, Mr. Cunningham, Mr. Swift, Mr. Scheuer,
Mr. Gilman, Mr. Nowak, Mr. Mineta, Mr. Manton, Mr.
Savage, Mr. Dooley, Mr. Clement, Mrs. Johnson of
Connecticut, Mr. Jacobs, Mr. Traxler, Mr. Torres, Mr.
Edwards of California, Mr. Dorgan of North Dakota,
Mr. Guarini, Ms. Horn, Mr. Jontz, Mr. Sarpalius, Mr.
Dicks, Mr. Machtley, Mr. Mavroules, Mr. McHugh,
Mr. Harris, Mr. Geren of Texas, Mr. Johnston of
Florida, Mr. Rose, Mr. Coleman of Texas, Mr. Mazzoli,
Mr. Davis, Mr. Olver, Mr. Murtha, Mr. Kolter, Mr.
Rinaldo, Mr. Leach, Mr. Franks of Connecticut, Mr.
McMillen of Maryland, Mr. McCloskey, Mr. Hoyer,
Mr. Roe, Mr. Green of New York, Mr. Blackwell, Mr.

Russo, Mr. Sisisky, Mr. Gunderson, Mr. Andrews of
New Jersey, Mr. Waxman, Mr. Lehman of California,
Mr. Stallings, Ms. Kaptur, Mr. Andrews of Texas, Mr.
Kostmayer, Mr. Cardin, Mr. Murphy, Mr. Gilchrest,
Mr. Cramer, Mr. Pastor, Mr. Traficant, Mr. Solarz, Mr.
Campbell of Colorado, Mr. Peterson of Minnesota, Mr.
Clay, Mr. Beilenson, Mr. Spence, Mr. Morrison, Mr.
Gibbons, Mr. Campbell of California, Mr. Kennedy,
Ms. Molinari, Mr. Henry, Mr. English, Mr. Borski, Mr.
Upton, Mr. Hyde, Mr. Smith of New Jersey, Mr.
Moakley, and Mr. Glickman

To combat violence and crimes against women on the streets and in
homes (Jointly referred to the Committees on the Judiciary, Public
Works and Transportation, Interior and Insular Affairs, Energy and
Commerce, and Education and Labor).

April 15, 1991. Jointly referred to Subcommittees on Posecondary
Education, and Select Education.

H.R. 1503 Mar. 20, 1991

Mr. Clay (for himself), Mr. Wheat, Mr. Wolpe, Mr.
Gordon, Mr. Dellums, Mr. Foglietta, Mr. Espy, Mr.
Roe, Mr. Rangel, Mr. Hayes of Illinois, Mr. Ford of
Tennessee, Mr. Lehman of Florida, Mr. Martinez, Mr.
Rose, Mr. Frost, Mr. de Lugo, Ms. Norton, Mr.
Valentine, Mr. Dymally, Mr. Owens of New York, Mr.
Parker, Mr. Bliley, Mr. Mfume, Mr. Brown, Mr.
Serrano, Mr. Pickett, Mr. Rahall, Mr. Jefferson, Mr.
Dixon, Mr. Wise, Mr. Evans, Mr. McMillen of
Maryland, Mr. Sisisky, Mr. Jones of North Carolina,
Mr. Perkins, Mr. Spence, Mr. Studds, Mr. Frank of
Massachusetts, Mr. Kildee, Mrs. Collins of Michigan,
Mr. Miller of California, Mr. Lewis of Georgia, Mr.
Dickinson, Mr. Holloway, Mr. Skelton, Mr. Stokes, Mr.
Walker, Mr. Bennett, Mrs. Unsoeld, Mr. Savage, Mr.
Ray, Mr. Towns, Ms. Pelosi, Mr. Bryant, Mr. Huckaby,
Mr. Bonior, Mr. Staggers, Mr. Laughlin, Mr. Spratt,
Mr. Hall of Texas, Mr. Clement, Mr. Price, Mr. Jones
of Georgia, Mr. James, Mr. Washington, Mr. Traficant,
Mr. Derrick, Mrs. Boxer, Mr. Erdreich, Mr. Neal of
Massachusetts, Mr. Tallon, Mr. Hall of Ohio, Mr. Payne
of New Jersey, Mrs. Patterson, Mr. Yates, Mr. Hefner,
Ms. Slaughter, Mr. Conyers, Mr. Wilson, and Mr.
Moody

To facilitate capital financing for historically Black colleges and uni-
versities.

April 15, 1991. Referred to Subcommittee on Postsecondary Educa-
tion.
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H.R. 1504 Mar. 20, 1991

Mr. Downey (for himself), Mr. Owens of Utah, Mr.
Matsui, Mr. Ackerman, Mr. Manton, Mr. Rangel, Mr.
Mazzoli, Mr. Hertel, Mr. de Lugo, Mr. Serrano, Mr.
Yates, Ms. Norton, Mr. Mrazek, Mr. Bilbray, Mr.
Abercrombie, Mr. AuCoin, Mr. Stark, Ms. Pelosi, Mr.
Engel, Mr. Evans, Mr. Dwyer of New Jersey, Mr.
Lagomarsino, Ms. DeLauro, Mr. Roe, Mr. Gonzalez,
Ms. Slaughter, Mr. Frank of Massachusetts, Mr.
Foglietta, Mr. Swift, Mr. Jefferson, Mr. Bruce, Mr.
Lancaster, Mr. Reed, Mrs. Lowey of New York, Mr.
Dellums, Mr. McMillen of Maryland, Mrs. Lloyd, Mr.
Swett, Mr. Kanjorski, Mr. English, and Mr. Borski

To authorize a National Conference on Aging.

April 15, 1991. Referred to Subcommittee on Human Resources.

H.R. 1507 Mar. 20, 1991

Mr. Gekas

To require as a condition of receiving funds under the Older Americans
Act of 1965 that States require that, not later than 60 days after com-
mencing any proceeding to compel the sale of a residence occupied
by an older individual or to evict such individual from such residence,
notice of such proceeding be given to such individual and to the ap-
propriate area agency on aging if such proceeding is based on the
failure of such individual to pay a debt; and for other purposes.

April 15, 1991. Referred to Subcommittee on Human Resources.

H.R. 1517 Mar. 20, 1991

Mr. Mineta

To provide for a critical industries study and report (Jointly referred to
the Committees on Banking, Finance and Urban Affairs, Energy and
Commerce, Education and Labor, Foreign Affairs, the Judiciary, and
Ways and Means).

April 15, 1991. Referred to Subcommittee on Employment Opportu-
nities.

H.R. 1522 Mar. 20, 1991

Mr. Owens of New York (for himself), Mrs. Vucanovich,
Mr. Bonior, Mr. Hayes of Illinois, Mr. Guarini, Mr.
Washington, Mr. Dellums, Mr. Clay, Mr. Owens of
Utah, Mr. Evans, Mr. Dymally, Mr. Oberstar, Mr.
Rangel, Mr. Towns, Mr. Serrano, Mr. Hertel, Mr.
Mrazek, Mr. Espy, Ms. Norton, Mrs. Collins of Illinois,
Mr. Mineta, Mr. Johnston of Florida, Ms. Pelosi, Mr.
Lewis of Georgia, Mr. Martinez, Mrs. Morella, Mr.
Spence, Mr. Andrews of New Jersey, Mr. Pastor, Mr.
DeFazio, and Mr. Andrews of Maine

To deny funds to educational programs that allow corporal punishment.

April 15, 1991. Jointly referred to Subcommittees on Elementary,
Secondary, and Vocational Education, and Select Education.

June 11, 1992. Report requested from Department of Education.
June 18, 1992. Hearings held by Subcommittee on Select Education.

H.R. 1524 Mar. 20, 1991

Mr. Sawyer (for himself), Mr. Abercrombie, Mr. Rose,
Mr. Foglietta, Mrs. Lowey of New York, Mr. Towns,
Mrs. Mink, Mr. Miller of California, Mr. Hughes, Mr.
de Lugo, Mr. Bilbray, Mr. Neal of Massachusetts, Mr.
Horton, Mr. Dixon, Mr. Frank of Massachusetts, Mr.
Roe, Mrs. Unsoeld, Mrs. Lloyd, Mr. Rangel, Ms. Long,
Mr. Yates, Mr. Sikorski, Mr. Sangmeister, Mr. Vento,
Mrs. Collins of Illinois, Mr. Rogers, Mr. Payne of New
Jersey, Mr. Jontz, Mr. Smith of Oregon, Mr. Solomon,
Mr. Andrews of New Jersey, Mr. Nagle, Mr. Rowland,
Mr. Reed, Mr. English, Mr. Rahall, Mr. Wise, Mr.
McCloskey, Mr. Hayes of Illinois, Mr. Kopetski, Mr.
Price, Mr. AuCoin, Mr. Mineta, Mr. Coyne, Mr. Smith
of New Jersey, Mr. Gordon, Mr. Borski, Mr. Studds,
Mr. Kanjorski, Mr. Shays, Mr. Perkins, Mr. Swett, Mr.
Durbin, Mr. Moran, Mr. Spratt, and Mr. Serrano

To establish programs to promote increased access to higher education
through early intervention counseling and financial aid information.

April 15, 1991. Referred to Subcommittee on Postsecondary Educa-
tion.
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H.R. 1533 Mar. 20, 1991

Mr. Bilirakis (for himself), Mr. Ravenel, Mr. Hyde, Mr.
Dwyer of New Jersey, Mr. Horton, Mr. Machtley, and
Mr. James

To amend the Older Americans Act of 1965 to require that the number
of individuals who are 85 years of age and older be taken into con-
sideration by States for purposes of designating planning and service
areas and of distributing funds under such Act.

April 15, 1991. Referred to Subcommittee on Human Resources.

H.R. 1565 Mar. 21, 1991

Mrs. Johnson of Connecticut (for herself), Mr. Chandler,
Mr. Goss, Mr. Shays, Mr. Thomas of Wyoming, Mr.
Henry, Mr. Fish, Ms. Snowe, Ms. Molinari, Mr. Stearns,
Mr. Machtley, Mr. Young of Florida, and Mr.
Gunderson

To increase access to health care and affordable health insurance, to
contain costs of health care in a manner that improves health care, and
for other purposes (Jointly referred to the Committees on Energy and
Commerce, Ways and Means, Education and Labor, and the Judiciary).

April 15, 1991. Referred to Subcommittee on Labor-Management
Relations.

H.R. 1573 Mar. 21, 1991

Mr. Owens of Utah (for himself), Mr. Orton, Mr. Hansen,
Mr. Bereuter, Mr. Valentine, Mr. English, Mr. Staggers,
Mr. Dickinson, Mr. Abercrombie, Mr. Jenkins, Mr.
Lancaster, Mr. Huckaby, Mr. Dymally, Mr. Bacchus,
Mr. Johnston of Florida, Mr. Rogers, Mr. Espy, Mr.
Myers of Indiana, Mrs. Lloyd, Mr. Jones of Georgia,
Mr. Jones of North Carolina, Mr. Cox of California,
Mr. Berman, Ms. Long, Mr. Ravenel, Mr. Taylor of
Mississippi, Mr. Peterson of Florida, Mr. Hayes of
Louisiana, Ms. Horn, Mr. Mollohan, Mr. Jontz, Mr.
Coleman of Texas, Mr. de la Garza, Mr. Bustamante,
Mr. Bryant, Mr. Price, Mr. Chapman, Mr. Hall of
Texas, Mr. Geren of Texas, Mr. Stenholm, Mr. Ortiz,
Mr. McCollum, Mr. Stallings, Mr. Campbell of
Colorado, Mr. Nagle, Mr. Hefner, Mr. Wise, Mr. Lewis
of Georgia, Mr. Laughlin, Mr. Rose, Mr. Darden, Mr.
Andrews of Texas, Mrs. Boxer, Mr. Ray, Mr.
Hammerschmidt, Mr. Pickle, Mr. Thomas of Georgia,
Mr. Baker, Mr. Barnard, Mr. Frost, Mr. McCrery, Mr.
Neal of North Carolina, Mr. Richardson, Mr. Spence,
Mr. Hatcher, Mr. Gonzalez, Mr. Martinez, Mr.
Gingrich, Mr. Emerson, Mr. Gordon, Mr. Jacobs, Mr.
Johnson of South Dakota, and Mr. Thornton

To amend the amount of grants received under chapter 1 of title I of
the Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965.

April 15, 1991. Referred to Subcommittee on Elementary, Secondary,
and Vocational Education.

H.R. 1577 Mar. 21, 1991

Mr. Penny

To amend the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 to permit nurses to
make additional arragements respecting the overtime requirement of
such Act.

April 15, 1991. Referred to Subcommittee on Labor Standards.
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H.R. 1590 Mar. 21, 1991

Mr. Vento (for himself), Mr. Udall, Mr. Kostmayer, Mr.
de Lugo, Mr. Rahall, Mrs. Byron, Mr. Darden, Mr.
Visclosky, Mr. Owens of Utah, Mr. Lewis of Georgia,
Mr. Hoagland, Mr. Blaz, Mr. McDermott, Mr. Bonior,
Mr. Beilenson, Mr. Pease, Ms. Norton, Mr. Lancaster,
Mr. Guarini, Mr. Weiss, Mr. Bereuter, Mr. Traficant,
Mr. Williams, Mr. Hertel, and Mr. Kanjorski

To provide for designation by the Secretary of the Interior and the
Secretary of Agriculture of an ancient forest reserve system, including
lands managed by the Bureau of Land Management and portions of
national forests established by reservations from the public domain; to
require the Secretary of the Interior and the Secretary of Agriculture
to enhance economic stability in the Pacific Northwest, and for other
purposes (Jointly referred to the Committees on Agriculture, Interior
and Insular Affairs, and Education and Labor).

October 24, 1991. Referred to Subcommittee on Employment Oppor-
tunities.

H.R. 1602 Mar. 22, 1991

Mr. Berman (for himself), Mr. Clay, Mr. Miller of
California, Mr. Stark, Mr. Waxman, Ms. Norton, Mr.
Levine of California, Mr. Brown, Mrs. Boxer, Mr.
Durbin, Mr. Sarpalius, Ms. Pelosi, Mr. Dellums, Mr.
Evans, Mr. Kopetski, Mr. Towns, Mr. Eckart, Mr.
Dixon, Mr. Torres, Ms. Slaughter, Mr. Vento, Mr.
Hayes of Illinois, Mr. Condit, and Mr. Andrews of New
Jersey

To amend title I of the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of
1974 to provide that such Act does not preempt actions under State law
against persons who engage in unfair insurance claims practices.

April 15, 1991. Referred to Subcommittee on Labor-Management
Relations.

July 16, 1991. Report requested from Department of Labor.
July 18, 1991. Hearings held.
September 25, 1991. Considered in open legislative session and or-

dered reported to Full Committee without amendment (15-7).
July 29, 30, 1992. Considered in open legislative session.
July 30, 1992. Ordered reported with an amendment in the nature of

a substitute (24-15).
October 5, 1992. Reported to House (House Report 102-1023)

H.R. 1626 Mar. 22, 1991

Mr. LaFalce

To entitle employees to family leave in certain cases involving a birth,
an adoption, or a serious health condition of a child and to temporary
medical leave in certain cases involving a serious health condition, with
adequate protection of the employees' employment and benefit rights
(Jointly referred to the Committees on Education and Labor, Post Of-
fice and Civil Service, and House Administration).

April 15, 1991. Jointly referred to Subcommittees on Labor Standards,
and Labor-Management Relations.
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H.R. 1633 Mar. 22, 1991

Mr. McHugh (for himself), Mr. Green of New York, Mr.
Hall of Ohio, Mr. Emerson, Mr. Berman, Mr. Bereuter,
Mr. Feighan, Mr. Smith of New Jersey, Mr. Levine of
California, Mr. Miller of Washington, Mr. Orton, Mr.
Lewis of California, Mr. Skaggs, Mr. AuCoin, Mr.
Boehlert, Mr. Dellums, Mr. Wyden, Mr. McNulty, Mr.
McCloskey, Mrs. Unsoeld, Mr. McDermott, Mr.
Rangel, Mr. Penny, Mr. Fuster, Mr. Dicks, Mr. Weiss,
Ms. Molinari, Mr. Riggs, Mrs. Mink, Mr. Gejdenson,
Mr. Serrano, Mr. Martinez, Mr. Dixon, Mrs. Kennelly,
Mr. Sikorski, Mr. Frank of Massachusetts, Mrs.
Schroeder, Mr. Henry, Mr. Horton, Mr. Schiff, Mr.
Mrazek, Mr. Coleman of Texas, Mr. Walsh, Mrs.
Johnson of Connecticut, Mr. Miller of California, Mrs.
Byron, Mr. Bilbray, Mr. Bonior, Mr. Sawyer, Mr. de
Lugo, Mr. Evans, Ms. Slaughter, Mr. Hughes, Mr.
Frost, Mr. Owens of Utah, Mr. Rinaldo, Mr. Klug, Mr.
Espy, Mr. Wilson, Mr. Panetta, Mr. Mineta, Mr.
Spence, Mr. Roe, Mrs. Morella, Mr. Mazzoli, Mr.
Hochbrueckner, Mr. Mfume, Mr. Pease, Mr. Peterson
of Florida, Mr. Moorhead, Mr. Stark, Mr. Kopetski,
Mr. Jontz, Mr. Gilchrest, Mr. Ramstad, Mr. Torres, Mr.
Engel, Mr. Roybal, Mr. Smith of Florida, Mrs. Boxer,
Mr. Moody, Mr. Cramer, Mrs. Lowey of New York,
Mr. Gunderson, Mr. LaFalce, Mr. Traxler, Mr. Manton,
Mr. Wolpe, Mr. Swett, Mr. Flake, Mr. Wheat, Mr.
Solarz, Mr. Jones of Georgia, Mr. Gilman, Mr.
McMillen of Maryland, Mr. Fish, Mr. Richardson, Mr.
Cardin, Mr. Johnson of South Dakota, Ms. Pelosi, Mr.
Kolbe, Mr. Johnston of Florida, Mr. Abercrombie, Mr.
Ackerman, Mr. Dwyer of New Jersey, Mr. Fazio, Mr.
Oberstar, Mr. Payne of New Jersey, Mr. Ravenel, Mr.
Reed, Mr. Rose, Mr. Matsui, Mr. Dorgan of North
Dakota, Mr. Foglietta, Mr. Sanders, Mr. Campbell of
California, Mr. Vento, Mr. Ford of Tennessee, Mr.
Andrews of Maine, Ms. Norton, Mr. Payne of Virginia,
Mr. Dymally, Mr. Markey, Mr. Jacobs, Mr. Lancaster,
Mr. Spratt, Mr. Staggers, Mr. Edwards of California,
Mr. Wolf, Mr. Swift, Mr. Kostmayer, Mr. Lewis of
Georgia, Mr. Olin, Mr. Williams, Mr. Mollohan, Mr.
Machtley, Mr. Atkins, Mr. Gephardt, Ms. Horn, Mr.
Faleomavaega, Ms. DeLauro, Mr. Coyne, Mr. Waxman,
Mr. Jefferson, Mr. Durbin, Mr. Hayes of Illinois, Mrs.
Patterson, Mr. Synar, Mr. Towns, Mr. Valentine, Ms.
Waters, Mr. Kleczka, Mr. Moran, Mr. Peterson of
Minnesota, Mr. Sabo, Mr. Dreier of California, Mr.
Jones of North Carolina, Mr. Stallings, Mr. Shays, Mr.
Rahall, Mr. Boucher, Mr. Kolter, Mr. Borski, Mr.
Sarpalius, Mr. Mavroules, Mr. Inhofe, Mr. McCollum,
Mr. Levin of Michigan, Mr. English, Mr. Bacchus, Mrs.

Roukema, Mr. Glickman, Mr. Torricelli, Mr. McCurdy,
Mr. Morrison, and Mr. Pastor

To assist in implementing the Plan of Action adopted by the World
Summit for Children (Jointly referred to the Committees on Foreign
Affairs, Education and Labor, and Energy and Commerce).

April 15, 1991. Jointly referred to Subcommittees on Elementary,
Secondary, and Vocational Education, and Human Resources.

H.R. 1637 Mar. 22, 1991

Mr. Murphy (for himself), Mr. Perkins, Mr. Kolter, Mr.
Applegate, Mr. Gaydos, Mr. Yatron, Mr. Poshard, Mr.
Wise, Mr. McCloskey, Mr. Bevill, Mr. Staggers, Mr.
Boucher, Mr. Williams, Mr. Miller  of California, Mr.
Kanjorski, Mr. Murtha, Mr. Feighan, Mr. Jontz, Mr.
Rangel, Mr. Ford of Tennessee, Mr. Serrano, Mr.
Jefferson, Mr. Owens of Utah, Mr. Espy, Mr. Lipinski,
Mr. Traficant, Mr. Evans, Mr. Yates, Mr. Rogers, Mr.
Abercrombie, Mr. Sanders, Mrs. Collins of Illinois, Mr.
Kopetski, Mr. Hayes of Illinois, Mr. Rahall, Mr.
Costello, and Mr. Durbin

To make improvements in the Black Lung Benefits Act.

April 15, 1991. Referred to Subcommittee on Labor Standards.
April 19, 1991. Report requested from Department of Labor.
April 24; May 14, 1991. Hearings held.
July 24, 1991. Report received from Department of Labor.
July 24, 1991. Considered in open legislative session and ordered re-

ported to Full Committee, amended (4-3).
July 29, 1992. Considered in open legislative session and ordered re-

ported with an amendment (voice vote).
September 21, 1992. Reported to House (House Report 102-882).
September 30, 1992. Rule reported.
October 1, 1992. Rule adopted.
October 1, 1992. Passed House, amended (voice vote).
October 8, 1992. Referred to the Senate Committee on Labor and

Human Resources.

H.R. 1645 Mar. 22, 1991

Ms. Pelosi (for herself), Mr. Stark, Mr. Waxman, Mr.
McDermott, Mr. Sikorski, Mrs. Unsoeld, Mr. Feighan,
and Mr. Frank of Massachusetts

To amend the provisons of law relating to continuation of health care
benefits in the case of certain family members, and for other purposes
(Jointly referred to the Committees on Ways and Means, Energy and
Commerce, and Education and Labor).

April  15, 1991. Referred to Subcommittee on Labor-Management
Relations.
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H.R. 1651 Mar. 22, 1991

Mr. Solomon (for himself), Mr. Tauzin, Mr. Walker, Mr.
McEwen, Mr. Traficant, Mr. Hefley, Mr. Santorum,
Mrs. Vucanovich, Mr. Dornan of California, Mr. Kyl,
Mr. Skeen, Ms. Molinari, Mr. Baker, Mr. Gilman, Mr.
Hyde, and Mr. Dickinson

To deny funds to programs that do not allow the Secretary of Defense
access to students on campuses or to certain student information for
recruiting purposes (Jointly referred to the Committees on Education
and Labor, and Armed Services).

April 15, 1991. Referred to Subcommittee on Postsecondary Educa-
tion.

H.R. 1664 Apr. 9, 1991

Mrs. Boxer (for herself), Mrs. Mink, Mr. McDermott, Mr.
Dellums, Mr. Lewis of Georgia, Mr. Poshard, Mr. Jontz,
Mr. Scheuer, Mr. Jacobs, Mr. Roybal, Mr. Penny, Mr.
Taylor of Mississippi, Mr. Bryant, Mr. Kostmayer, Mr.
Eckart, Mr. Rangel, Mr. Frost, Mr. Foglietta, Mr.
Perkins, Mr. Edwards of California, Mr. Johnston of
Florida, Mrs. Unsoeld, Mrs. Lowey of New York, Mr.
Torres, Mr. Miller  of California, Ms. Norton, Mr.
Owens of New York, Mr. Sanders, and Mr. Hayes of
Illinois

To protect employees who report violations of Federal laws and regu-
lations.

May 10, 1991. Jointly referred to Subcommittees on Health and
Safety, Labor Standards, Labor-Management Relations.

August 4, 1992. Report requested from Department of Labor.
August 5, 1992. Hearing held.

H.R. 1668 Apr. 9, 1991

Mr. Frank of Massachusetts

To provide for the partial cancellation or repayment of Perkins and
Stafford loans for student borrowers who perform a year or more of
full-time, low-paid service as Peace Corps and VISTA volunteers, and
comparable full-time, low-paid service with a tax-exempt community
service organization in the private sector.

May 10, 1991. Referred to Subcommittee on Postsecondary Education.

H.R. 1669 Apr. 9, 1991

Mr. Gray (for himself), Mr. Clay, Mr. Martinez, Mr.
Owens of New York, Mrs. Schroeder, Mr. Hayes of
Illinois, Mr. Payne of New Jersey, Mr. Washington,
Mr. Serrano, Mr. Conyers, Mr. Dellums, Mr. LaFalce,
Mr. Roybal, Mr. Rangel, Mr. Coyne, Mr. Foglietta, Mr.
Kopetski, Mr. Ford of Tennessee, Mr. McDermott, Mr.
Lewis of Georgia, Mr. Moody, Mr. Scheuer, Mr.
AuCoin, Mr. Wyden, Mr. Lehman of Florida, Mr.
Dymally, Mr. Dixon, Ms. Pelosi, Mr. Fascell, Mr. Smith
of Florida, Mr. Solarz, Mr. Nowak, Mr. Manton, Mr.
Pickett, Mrs. Lloyd, Mr. Towns, Ms. Kaptur, Mr. Jones
of Georgia, Mr. Hoagland, Mr. Mfume, Mr. Coleman
of Texas, Mr. Weiss, Mr. Ackerman, Ms. Norton, Mr.
Dicks, Mr. Schumer, Mr. Jefferson, Mr. Matsui, Mr.
Mazzoli, Mr. Laughlin, Mr. Bonior, Mr. Stokes, Mr.
Flake, Mr. Borski, Mrs. Collins of Illinois, Mr. Sawyer,
Mr. Fuster, Mrs. Kennelly, Mr. Lipinski, Mr. Frank of
Massachusetts, Mr. Abercrombie, Mr. Mineta, Mr.
Edwards of California, Ms. Slaughter, Ms. Waters, Mr.
Roe, Mr. Eckart, Ms. DeLauro, Mr. Anderson, Ms.
Ros-Lehtinen, Mr. Savage, Mr. Wolpe, Mr. Frost, Mr.
Yates, Mr. Russo, Mr. Wheat, Mr. Campbell of
Colorado, Mr. Oberstar, Mr. Berman, Mr. Sanders, Mr.
English, Mr. Perkins, Mr. Studds, Mrs. Collins of
Michigan, Mr. Hertel, and Mr. Zeliff

To provide financial assistance to eligible local educational agencies
to improve urban education, and for other purposes.

May 10, 1991. Referred to Subcommittee on Elementary, Secondary,
and Vocational Education.

H.R. 1690 Apr. 10, 1991

Mr. Faleomavaega

To establish a Native American University, and for other purposes.

May 10, 1991. Referred to Subcommittee on Postsecondary Education.
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H.R. 1692 Apr. 10, 1991

Mr. Goodling (for himself), Mr. Quillen, Mr. Doolittle
(withdrew on Sept. 18, 1992), Mr. Savage, Mr.
Emerson, Mr. Smith of New Jersey, Mr. Blaz, Mr.
Solomon, and Mr. Hayes of Illinois

To amend title XVIII of the Social Security Act to provide for ex-
panded long term care services under the medicare program, to amend
the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 to provide a credit for taxpayers
with certain elderly dependents in their households, and for other pur-
poses (Jointly referred to the Committees on Ways and Means, Energy
and Commerce, and Education and Labor).

May 10, 1991. Referred to Subcommittee on Human Resources.

H.R. 1694 Apr. 10, 1991

Mr. Jefferson (for himself), Mr. Penny, Mr. Owens of
New York, Mr. Moody, Mr. Abercrombie, Mr. Ford of
Tennessee, Mr. Frank of Massachusetts, Mr. Martinez,
Mr. Ackerman, Mr. Dymally, Mr. Clay, Mrs. Unsoeld,
Mr. Dwyer of New Jersey, Mr. Towns, Mr. Kennedy,
Mr. Berman, Mr. Espy, Mr. Lipinski, Mr. Johnson of
South Dakota, Ms. DeLauro, Mr. Feighan, Ms. Waters,
Mr. Wheat, Mr. Conyers, Mr. Payne of New Jersey,
Mr. Rangel, Mr. Jontz, Mr. Traficant, Mr.
Hochbrueckner, Mr. Andrews of New Jersey, Mr.
Sanders, Ms. Norton, Mr. Frost, Ms. Kaptur, Mr. Hayes
of Illinois, and Mr. Engel

To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to ensure that title VII of such
Act applies to the employment of United States citizens by certain
employers in foreign nations.

May 10, 1991. Referred to Subcommittee on Employment Opportu-
nities.

H.R. 1714 Apr. 10, 1991

Mr. Traficant

To amend the National School Lunch Act to extend benefits under the
child care food program to children aged 13 to 15.

May 10, 1991. Referred to Subcommittee on Elementary, Secondary,
and Vocational Education.

H.R. 1735 Apr. 11, 1991

Mrs. Kennelly

To amend the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 and title I of the Em-
ployee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974 with regard to pension
integration, participation, and vesting requirements, to provide for
studies relating to cost-of-living adjustments and pension portability,
and to clarify the continued availability, under provisions governing
domestic relations orders, of remedies relating to matters treated in
such orders entered before 1985 (Jointly referred to the Committees
on Ways and Means, and Education and Labor).

May 10, 1991. Referred to Subcommittee on Labor-Management Re-
lations.

H.R. 1737 Apr. 11, 1991

Mrs. Lloyd (for herself), Mrs. Unsoeld, Mr. Gordon, Mrs.
Collins of Illinois, Mr. McDermott, Mr. Feighan, Mr.
Huckaby, Mrs. Mink, Mr. Rangel, Mr. Roe, Mr. Frost,
Mr. Hayes of Illinois, Mr. de Lugo, and Mr. Espy

To amend the Older Americans Act of 1965 to provide congregate
nutrition services and intergenerational activities in elementary and
secondary school facilities.

May 10, 1991. Referred to Subcommittee on Human Resources.

H.R. 1739 Apr. 11, 1991

Mrs. Lowey of New York (for herself), Mr. Murphy, Mr.
Owens of New York, Mrs. Mink, Mr. de Lugo, Mr.
Owens of Utah, Mr. Bilbray, Mr. Engel, Mr. Wilson,
Mr. Evans, Mr. Dwyer of New Jersey, Mr. Payne of
New Jersey, Mr. Ford of Tennessee, Mr. Wise, Mr.
Rangel, Ms. DeLauro, Mr. Mrazek, Mr. Hertel, Mr.
Serrano, Mr. Jefferson, Ms. Pelosi, Mr. Eckart, Mr.
Bereuter, Mr. Williams, Mr. Jontz, Mr. Reed, and Mr.
Fish

To amend the Older Americans Act of 1965 to expand the preventive
health services program to include disease prevention and health pro-
motion services, and for other purposes.

May 10, 1991. Referred to Subcommittee on Human Resources.
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H.R. 1741 Apr. 11, 1991

Mr. Mfume

To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to reaffirm that title VII of such
Act applies with respect to the extraterritorial employment of United
States citizens by certain employers.

May 10, 1991. Referred to Subcommittee on Employment Opportu-
nities.

H.R. 1753 Apr. 11, 1991

Mr. Smith of New Jersey (for himself), Mr. Lehman of
Florida, Mr. Wolf, Mr. Penny, Mr. Bliley, Mr. Lantos,
Mr. Mollohan, Mr. Bacchus, Mr. Bilirakis, Mr.
Combest, Mr. Cox of California, Mr. Dornan of
California, Mr. Duncan, Mr. Emerson, Mr. Gilman, Mr.
Hall of Ohio, Mr. Henry, Mr. Herger, Mr. Hertel, Mr.
Holloway, Mr. Hutto, Mr. Hyde, Mr. Inhofe, Mr.
LaFalce, Mr. Lancaster, Mr. Lightfoot, Mrs. Lloyd, Mr.
Machtley, Mr. Manton, Mr. McCollum, Mr. Mazzoli,
Mr. McEwen, Mr. McNulty, Mr. Miller of Washington,
Ms. Norton, Ms. Oakar, Mr. Oberstar, Mr. Owens of
Utah, Mr. Paxon, Mr. Ramstad, Mr. Rangel, Ms. Ros-
Lehtinen, Mr. Schiff, Mr. Smith of Florida, Mr.
Solomon, Mr. Stallings, Mr. Upton, Mr. Vander Jagt,
Mrs. Vucanovich, Mr. Zimmer, Mr. Weber, Mr.
Rinaldo, Mr. Roe, Mr. Porter, Mr. Wise, Mr. Armey,
Ms. Kaptur, Mr. Camp, Mr. Saxton, Mr. Stearns, Mr.
Walsh, Mr. Jefferson, Mr. Borski, Mr. Eckart, Mr.
Fascell, Mr. Geren of Texas, Mr. Lipinski, Mr.
Santorum, Mr. Tauzin, Mr. Weldon, Mr. Doolittle, Mr.
Frank of Massachusetts, Mr. Kyl, Mr. Lowery of
California, Mr. Bonior, Mr. Grandy, Mr. Mfume, Mr.
Nagle, Mr. Peterson of Florida, Mr. Miller of Ohio,
Mr. Payne of New Jersey, Mr. Riggs, Mr. Oxley, Mr.
Hochbrueckner, Mrs. Meyers of Kansas, Mr. Evans,
Mr. Sarpalius, Mr. Horton, Mr. Barton of Texas, Mr.
Brown, Mr. Costello, Mr. Crane, Mr. Hunter, Mr.
Lagomarsino, Mr. McDade, Mr. McGrath, Mr. Packard,
Mr. Peterson of Minnesota, Mr. Shuster, Mr. Stenholm,
Mr. Gallegly, Mr. Dwyer of New Jersey, Mr. Engel,
Mr. Gibbons, Ms. Horn, Mr. Rahall, and Mr. Visclosky

To establish grant programs and provide other forms of Federal as-
sistance to pregnant women, children in need of adoptive families, and
individuals and families adopting children (Jointly referred to the
Committees on Energy and Commerce, Education and Labor, Post
Office and Civil Service, Armed Services, Ways and Means, Banking,
Finance and Urban Affairs, and the Judiciary).

May 10, 1991. Jointly referred to Subcommittees on Postsecondary
Education, and Select Education.

H.R. 1755 Apr. 11, 1991

Mr. Stenholm (for himself), Mr. Valentine, Mr. DeLay,
Mr. Archer, Mr. Ballenger, Mr. Barton of Texas, Mr.
Bereuter, Mr. Blaz, Mr. Bliley, Mr. Boehner, Mr. Coble,
Mr. Dannemeyer, Mr. Dickinson, Mr. Doolittle, Mr.
Dornan of California, Mr. Emerson, Mr. Fawell, Mr.
Gallegly, Mr. Hammerschmidt, Mr. Hancock, Mr.
Hefner, Mr. Huckaby, Mr. Ireland, Mr. Kyl, Mr.
Lagomarsino, Mr. Lancaster, Mr. Livingston, Mr.
Lowery of California, Mr. McCurdy (withdrew on Mar.
11, 1992), Mr. Packard, Mr. Ray, Mr. Roberts, Mr.
Rohrabacher, Mr. Slaughter of Virginia, Mr. Smith of
Texas, Mr. Smith of Oregon, Mr. Stump, Mr. Vander
Jagt, Mrs. Vucanovich, Mr. Walker, Mr. Weber, Mr.
Bateman, Mr. Lightfoot, Mr. Kolbe, Mr. Spence, Mr.
Armey, Mr. Camp, Mr. Hansen, Mr. Shaw, Mr.
Sundquist, Mr. Porter, Mr. Barnard, Mr. Rhodes, Mr.
Goodling, Mr. Cox of California, Mr. Sensenbrenner,
Mr. Lewis of Florida, Mr. Combest, Mr. Tauzin, Mr.
Oxley, Mr. Ramstad, Mr. Herger, Mr. Fields, Mr.
Nichols, Mr. Riggs, Mr. Allard, Mr. Barrett, Mr.
Edwards of Oklahoma, Mr. Taylor of North Carolina,
Mr. Hunter, Mr. Johnson of Texas, Mr. Bilirakis, Mr.
McMillan of North Carolina, Mr. Baker, Mr. Young of
Florida, Mr. McCandless, Mr. Allen, Mr. Cunningham,
Mr. Inhofe, and Mr. Goss

To repeal the Act of March 3, 1931 (known as the Davis-Bacon Act).

May 10, 1991. Referred to Subcommittee on Labor Standards.
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H.R. 1822 Apr. 16, 1991

Mr. Guarini (for himself), Mrs. Schroeder, Mr. Hughes,
Mr. Martinez, Mr. Fuster, Mr. Bustamante, Mr.
McDermott, Mr. Frost, Mr. Valentine, Ms. Pelosi, Mr.
Lipinski, Mr. Rangel, Mr. Dwyer of New Jersey, Mr.
Berman, Mr. Serrano, Mr. Levine of California, Mr.
Kopetski, Mr. Smith of Florida, Mr. Klug, Mr. Roe,
Mr. Jefferson, Mr. Peterson of Florida, Mr. McCloskey,
Mr. Hayes of Illinois, Mrs. Meyers of Kansas, Mr.
Wolpe, Mr. Hertel, Mr. Johnston of Florida, Mr.
Murphy, Mr. Fish, and Mr. Jones of Georgia

To amend the Older Americans Community Service Employment Act
to authorize grants for the employment of older Americans in providing
child care for families with low income; and to amend title II of the
Social Security Act to exempt from the earnings test amounts earned
for child care services. (Jointly referred to the Committees on Educa-
tion and Labor, and Ways and Means).

May 10, 1991. Referred to Subcommittee on Human Resources.

H.R. 1960 Apr. 18, 1991

Mr. Stokes (for himself), Mr. de Lugo, Mr. Foglietta, Mr.
Mfume, Ms. Kaptur, Mr. Towns, Mr. Serrano, Mr.
Jefferson, Mr. Kennedy, Mr. LaFalce, Mr. Dymally,
Mr. Dellums, Mrs. Kennelly, Mr. Rangel, Mr. Wheat,
Ms. Norton, Mr. Hobson, Mr. Lewis of Georgia, Mr.
Feighan, Mr. Barnard, Mr. Roe, Mr. Sawyer, Mr.
Traficant, Mr. Blaz, Mr. Frost, Mr. Pease, Mr. Horton,
Mr. Ford of Tennessee, Mrs. Collins of Michigan, Mr.
Flake, Mr. Espy, Mr. Hayes of Illinois, Mr. Savage,
Mr. Washington, Mr. Clay, Mr. Dixon, Mr. McEwen,
Mr. Hall of Ohio, Mr. Owens of New York, Mr. Owens
of Utah, Mr. Gillmor, Mrs. Boxer, Mr. Staggers, Mr.
Roybal, Mr. Bilbray, Mr. Borski, Mr. Miller of Ohio,
Mr. Faleomavaega, Mr. Payne of New Jersey, Mr.
Conyers, Mr. Parker, Mr. Downey, Mr. Regula, Mr.
Bustamante, Mr. Evans, Mr. Engel, and Mr. Luken

To direct the Secretary of the Interior to construct a National Training
Center at the National Afro-American Museum and Cultural Center and
for other purposes (Jointly referred to the Committees on Interior and
Insular Affairs, and Education and Labor).

May 10, 1991. Referred to Subcommittee on Labor-Management Re-
lations.

H.R. 1987 Apr. 23, 1991

Mr. Murphy (for himself), Mr. Ford of Michigan, Mr.
Hayes of Illinois, Mr. Berman, Mr. Mineta, Mrs.
Unsoeld, Mr. Jontz, Mr. Towns, Mr. Hughes, Mr.
Ackerman, Mr. Dellums, Mr. AuCoin, Mr. Visclosky,
Mr. Edwards of California, Mr. Slattery, Mr. Kildee,
Mr. Martinez, Mr. Sanders, Mr. Lantos, Mr. Kopetski,
Mr. Owens of New York, Mrs. Schroeder, Mr.
Stallings, Mr. Mrazek, Mr. Brown, Mr. Stokes, Mr.
Lehman of California, Mr. Luken, Mr. Applegate, Mr.
Miller of California, Mrs. Lowey of New York, Mr.
Vento, Mr. Weiss, Mr. Stark, Mr. Waxman, Mr. Wilson,
Mr. Gordon, Mr. Annunzio, Mr. Flake, Mr. Levine of
California, Mr. Foglietta, Mr. Rahall, Mr. Pastor, Mr.
LaRocco, Mr. Andrews of New Jersey, Ms. Pelosi, Mr.
Perkins, Mr. Frank of Massachusetts, Mr. McCloskey,
Mr. Staggers, Ms. DeLauro, Mr. Hochbrueckner, Mr.
Andrews of Maine, Mr. Abercrombie, Mr. Torres, Mr.
LaFalce, Mr. Evans, Mr. Fazio, Mr. Rangel, Mr. Dwyer
of New Jersey, Mr. Jefferson, Mr. Nowak, Mr. Cox of
Illinois, Mr. Engel, Mrs. Collins of Michigan, Mr.
Traficant, Mr. Wise, Mr. McDermott, Mr. Bacchus, Ms.
Oakar, Mr. Richardson, Ms. Kaptur, Mr. Gilman, Ms.
Norton, Mr. Kostmayer, Mr. Lipinski, Mr. Kennedy,
Mr. Neal of Massachusetts, Mr. Peterson of Minnesota,
Mr. Ridge, Ms. Long, Mr. Dixon, Mr. Sharp, Mr.
Oberstar, Mr. Levin of Michigan, Mr. Mollohan, Mr.
Olver, Mr. Durbin, Mr. Pallone, Mr. Atkins, Mr.
Traxler, Mr. Downey, Mr. Matsui, Mr. Moran, Mr.
Campbell of Colorado, Mr. Hoagland, Mr. Markey, Mr.
Borski, Mr. Bruce, Mr. Fish, Mr. Sangmeister, Mr.
Murtha, Mrs. Mink, Mr. Young of Alaska, and Mr.
Bustamante

To amend the Act of March 3, 1931 (known as the Davis-Bacon Act),
to revise the standard for coverage under that Act, and for other pur-
poses.

May 10, 1991. Referred to Subcommittee on Labor Standards.
June 11, 1992. Report requested from Department of Labor.
June 16, 1992. Hearings held.
August 4, 1992. Considered in open legislative session and ordered

reported to Full Committee (5-1).
September 21, 1992. Report received from Department of Labor.
September 23, 1992. Considered in open legislative session and or-

dered reported without amendment (voice vote).
September 29, 1992. Reported to House (House Report 102-956).
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H.R. 2009 Apr. 23, 1991

Mr. Richardson (for himself), Mrs. Unsoeld, and Mr.
Jefferson

To establish a mechanism for making grants to tribes to administer a
postsecondary grant program for Indian students, and for other pur-
poses (Referred to the Committee on Interior and Insular Affairs).

June 10, 1991. Rereferred to the Committee on Education and Labor.
July 11, 1991. Referred to Subcommittee on Postsecondary Education.

H.R. 2018 Apr. 23, 1991

Ms. Snowe (for herself), Mrs. Mink, Mr. Frank of
Massachusetts, Mr. McNulty, Mr. Owens of Utah, Mr.
Jefferson, Mr. DeFazio, Mr. Yates, Mr. Roe, Mr. Frost,
Ms. Norton, Mr. Dwyer of New Jersey, Mr. Bereuter,
Mr. Huckaby, Mr. Wilson, Mr. McGrath, Mrs. Johnson
of Connecticut, Mr. Bacchus, Mr. Lewis of Georgia,
Mr. Espy, and Ms. DeLauro

To amend the Older Americans Act of 1965 to require uniform tele-
phone listing of area agencies on aging.

May 10, 1991. Referred to Subcommittee on Human Resources.

H.R. 2019 Apr. 23, 1991

Ms. Snowe (for herself), Mrs. Mink, Mr. Frank of
Massachusetts, Mr. McNulty, Mr. Owens of Utah, Mr.
Jefferson, Mr. DeFazio, Mr. Yates, Mr. Roe, Mr. Frost,
Ms. Norton, Mr. Dwyer of New Jersey, Mr. Huckaby,
Mr. Ackerman, Mrs. Unsoeld, Mr. Bacchus, Mr. Lewis
of Georgia, Mr. Espy, Ms. DeLauro, and Mr. Bereuter

To amend the Older Americans Act of 1965 to assist older individuals
to avoid falling and to prevent incorrect medication and adverse drug
reactions.

May 10, 1991. Referred to Subcommittee on Human Resources.

H.R. 2020 Apr. 23, 1991

Ms. Snowe (for herself), Mrs. Mink, Mr. Frank of
Massachusetts, Mr. McNulty, Mr. Owens of Utah, Mr.
Jefferson, Mr. DeFazio, Mr. Yates, Mr. Roe, Mr. Frost,
Ms. Norton, Mr. Dwyer of New Jersey, Mr. Bereuter,
Mr. Huckaby, Mr. Wilson, Mrs. Unsoeld, Mr. Thomas
of Wyoming, Mr. Bacchus, Mr. Lewis of Georgia, Mr.
Espy, and Ms. DeLauro

To amend title III  of the Older Americans Act of 1965 with respect to
assistance to older individuals who reside in rural areas.

May 10, 1991. Referred to Subcommittee on Human Resources.

H.R. 2021 Apr. 23, 1991

Ms. Snowe (for herself), Mrs. Mink, Mr. Frank of
Massachusetts, Mr. McNulty, Mr. Owens of Utah, Mr.
Jefferson, Mr. DeFazio, Mr. Yates, Mr. Roe, Mr. Frost,
Ms. Norton, Mr. Dwyer of New Jersey, Mr. Bereuter,
Mr. Wilson, Mr. McGrath, Mrs. Johnson of
Connecticut, Mr. Ackerman, Mrs. Unsoeld, Mr. Borski,
Mr. Bacchus, Mr. Lewis of Georgia, Mr. Espy, and Ms.
DeLauro

To amend the Older Americans Act of 1965 to require States to appoint
a State advisory body to make recommendations regarding transporta-
tion services that affect older individuals; to provide for coordination
of such services; and to require the Commissioner on Aging to submit
a report regarding transportation services provided under such Act.

May 10, 1991. Referred to Subcommittee on Human Resources.

H.R. 2022 Apr. 23, 1991

Ms. Snowe (for herself), Mrs. Mink, Mr. Frank of
Massachusetts, Mr. McNulty, Mr. Owens of Utah, Mr.
Jefferson, Mr. DeFazio, Mr. Yates, Mr. Roe, Mr. Frost,
Ms. Norton, Mr. Dwyer of New Jersey, Mr. Ackerman,
Mr. Levine of California, Mr. Johnston of Florida, Mr.
Bereuter, Mr. Wilson, Mr. McGrath, Mrs. Johnson of
Connecticut, Mr. Bacchus, Mr. Lewis of Georgia, Mr.
Espy, and Ms. DeLauro

To amend the Older Americans Act of 1965 to increase efforts to in-
form isolated older individuals, and older individuals who are victims
of Alzheimer's disease and related disorders, of the availability of as-
sistance under title III of such Act.

May 10, 1991. Referred to Subcommittee on Human Resources.
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H.R. 2023 Apr. 23, 1991

Ms. Snowe (for herself), Mrs. Mink, Mr. Frank of
Massachusetts, Mr. McNulty, Mr. Owens of Utah, Mr.
Jefferson, Mr. DeFazio, Mr. Yates, Mr. Roe, Mr. Frost,
Ms. Norton, Mr. Dwyer of New Jersey, Mr. Ackerman,
Mr. Bacchus, Mr. Lewis of Georgia, Mr. Espy, and Ms.
DeLauro

To amend the Older Americans Act of 1965 to authorize services re-
lating to the appointment and monitoring of guardians, and of repre-
sentative payees, of older individuals.

May 10, 1991. Referred to Subcommittee on Human Resources.

H.R. 2024 Apr. 23, 1991

Ms. Snowe (for herself), Mrs. Mink, Mr. Frank of
Massachusetts, Mr. McNulty, Mr. Owens of Utah, Mr.
Jefferson, Mr. DeFazio, Mr. Yates, Mr. Roe, Mr. Frost,
Ms. Norton, Mr. Dwyer of New Jersey, Mr. McGrath,
Mrs. Unsoeld, Mr. Ackerman, Mr. Hammerschmidt,
Mr. Johnston of Florida, Mr. Bacchus, Mr. Lewis of
Georgia, Mr. Espy, and Mrs. Byron

To require the President to call a White House Conference on Aging
in 1993.

May 10, 1991. Referred to Subcommittee on Human Resources.

H.R. 2025 Apr. 23, 1991

Ms. Snowe (for herself), Mrs. Mink, Mr. Frank of
Massachusetts, Mr. McNulty, Mr. Owens of Utah, Mr.
Jefferson, Mr. DeFazio, Mr. Yates, Mr. Roe, Mr. Frost,
Ms. Norton, Mr. Dwyer of New Jersey, Mr. Wilson,
Mr. Ackerman, Mr. Bacchus, Mr. Lewis of Georgia,
Mr. Espy, and Ms. DeLauro

To amend the Older Americans Act of 1965 to require States to expand
State and community involvement in order to promote cooperative ef-
forts to provide community-based long-term care services to older in-
dividuals, including related services for their caregivers.

May 10, 1991. Referred to Subcommittee on Human Resources.

H.R. 2026 Apr. 23, 1991

Ms. Snowe (for herself), Mrs. Mink, Mr. Frank of
Massachusetts, Mr. McNulty, Mr. Owens of Utah, Mr.
Jefferson, Mr. DeFazio, Mr. Yates, Mr. Roe, Mr. Frost,
Ms. Norton, Mr. Dwyer of New Jersey, Mr. Bereuter,
Mr. Wilson, Mr. Ackerman, Mr. Borski, Mr. Bacchus,
Mr. Lewis of Georgia, Mr. Espy, and Ms. DeLauro

To amend the Older Americans Act of 1965 to provide supportive
services to strengthen informal caregivers who assist older individuals
in need of long-term care, to remain in private residences.

May 10, 1991. Referred to Subcommittee on Human Resources.

H.R. 2031 Apr. 23, 1991

Mr. Williams (for himself), Mr. Gordon, Mr. Gunderson,
Mr. Lancaster, Mr. Owens of Utah, Mr. Jontz, Mr.
Chapman, Mr. Klug, Mr. Bereuter, Mr. Hall of Texas,
Mr. Hayes of Illinois, Mr. Swift, Mr. Perkins, Mr.
Barrett, and Mrs. Unsoeld

To amend title I of the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of
1974 to provide for equal treatment of telephone and electric cooper-
ative welfare plans for the purposes of preemption.

May 10, 1991. Referred to Subcommittee on Labor-Management Re-
lations.

June 17, 1991. Report requested from Department of Labor.
June 20, 1991. Considered in open legislative session and ordered re-

ported to Full Committee without amendment (voice vote).
June 25, 1991. Considered in open legislative session and ordered re-

ported without amendment (voice vote).
July 15, 1991. Reported to House (House Report 102-150).
July 16, 1991. Passed House under suspension of the rules (voice

vote).
July 24, 1991. Passed Senate (voice vote).
August 14, 1991. Approved. Public Law 102-89.
May 19, 1992. Report received from Department of Labor.
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H.R. 2040 Apr. 24, 1991

Mr. Armey (for himself), Mr. Dornan of California, Mr.
Dannemeyer, Mr. Riggs, Mr. Hyde, Mr. Wilson, Mr.
Rangel, Mr. Fawell, Mr. Emerson, Mr. Roe, Mr. Paxon,
Mr. Doolittle, Mr. Jefferson, Mr. Santorum, Mr.
Holloway, Mr. Miller of Washington, and Mr. DeLay

To establish certain programs regarding adoption, and for other pur-
poses (Jointly referred to the Committees on Energy and Commerce,
Ways and Means, Education and Labor, and Armed Services).

May 10, 1991. Jointly referred to Subcommittees on Postsecondary
Education, Elementary, Secondary and Vocational Education, and
Select Education.

H.R. 2065 Apr. 24, 1991

Mrs. Lowey of New York (for herself), Mr. Matsui, Mrs.
Unsoeld, Mr. Serrano, Mr. Roe, Mr. Wolpe, and Mr.
Dwyer of New Jersey

To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to require institutions of
higher education to disclose foreign gifts.

May 10, 1991. Referred to Subcommittee on Postsecondary Education.

H.R. 2076 Apr. 24, 1991

Mr. Pease (for himself), Mr. Schumer, Mr. Lantos, Mr.
Ackerman, Mr. Stark, Ms. Kaptur, Mr. Espy, Mr.
Boehner (withdrew on Nov. 22, 1991), Mr. Torres, Mr.
Serrano, Mr. Frost, Mr. Dwyer of New Jersey, Mr.
McGrath, Mr. Oberstar, Mr. Miller of California, Mr.
Flake, Mr. Gonzalez, and Mr. Hall of Ohio

To amend the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 to reform the pro-
visions relating to child labor.

May 10, 1991. Referred to Subcommittee on Labor Standards.

H.R. 2098 Apr. 25, 1991

Mr. Gaydos (for himself), Mr. Andrews of New Jersey,
Mr. Hayes of Illinois, Ms. Kaptur, Mr. Kildee, Mr.
Kopetski, Mr. McDermott, Mr. Murphy, Ms. Oakar,
Mr. Oberstar, Mr. Owens of New York, Mr. Owens of
Utah, Mr. Payne of New Jersey, Mr. Penny, Mr.
Perkins, Mr. Poshard, Mrs. Schroeder, Mr. Williams,
Mr. Wyden, Mr. Eckart, Mr. Torres, Mr. de Lugo, Mr.
Skaggs, Mrs. Unsoeld, and Mr. Feighan

To amend the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970 to improve
and enforce standards for employee health and safety at Department
of Energy nuclear facilities, and for other purposes (Jointly referred to
the Committees on Education and Labor, and Energy and Commerce).

May 10, 1991. Referred to Subcommittee on Health and Safety.

H.R. 2116 Apr. 25, 1991

Mr. Solomon (for himself), Mr. Ritter, Mr. Paxon, Mr.
Stump, Mr. Livingston, Mr. Fields, Mr. Armey, and
Mr. Duncan

To suspend Federal education benefits to individuals convicted of drug
offenses.

May 10, 1991. Referred to Subcommittee on Postsecondary Education.

H.R. 2125 Apr. 29, 1991

Mr. Hall of Ohio (for himself), Mr. Borski, Mr. de Lugo,
Mr. Doolittle, Mr. Gordon, Mr. Hall of Texas, Mr.
Henry, Mr. Hutto, Mr. Jenkins, Ms. Kaptur, Mr.
Lancaster, Mr. McEwen, Mr. McMillen of Maryland,
Mr. Mavroules, Mr. Miller of Ohio, Mr. Moorhead, Mr.
Moakley, Mr. Murphy, Mr. Skeen, Mr. Staggers, Mr.
Solomon, Mr. Tallon, Mr. Wolf, Mr. Bonior, Mr.
Lagomarsino, Mr. Lipinski, Mr. Owens of Utah, Mr.
Roe, Mr. Smith of Texas, Mr. Rangel, Mr. Towns, Mr.
Walsh, and Mr. Hughes

To establish a commission to examine the issues associated with the
teaching of values in elementary and secondary schools and to amend
the Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965 to establish a
demonstration program of grants to innovative projects relating to civ-
ics and character values in education (Jointly referred to the Commit-
tees on Education and Labor, and Rules).

June 17, 1991. Referred to Subcommittee on Elementary, Secondary,
and Vocational Education.
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H.R. 2127 Apr. 29, 1991

Mr. Owens of New York (for himself), Mr. Payne of New
Jersey, Mr. Serrano, Mr. Jefferson, Mr. Williams, Mr.
Ballenger, Mr. Klug, and Mr. Goodling

To amend the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 to extend the programs of
such Act, and for other purposes.

May 13, 1991. Report requested from Department of Health and Hu-
man Services.

May 16, 1991. Held at Full Committee.
May 16, 1991. Considered in open legislative session and ordered re-

ported with an amendment in the nature of a substitute (voice vote).
May 20, 1991. Passed House under suspension of the rules (voice

vote).
May 21, 1991. Passed Senate (voice vote).
June 6, 1991. Approved. Public Law 102-52.

H.R. 2142 Apr. 30, 1991

Mrs. Lowey of New York (for herself), Ms. Molinari,
Mr. Towns, Mrs. Lloyd, Mr. Horton, Mr.
Hochbrueckner, Mr. Dellums, Ms. Norton, Mr.
Martinez, Mr. Brown, Mr. Jontz, Mr. Roe, Mr.
Jefferson, and Mr. Fish

To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 in order to increase
postsecondary educational opportunities for women and minorities, and
for other purposes.

June 17, 1991. Referred to Subcommittee on Postsecondary Education.

H.R. 2157  May 1, 1991

Mr. Towns (for himself), Mr. Bilbray, Mr. McMillen of
Maryland, Mr. Flake, Mrs. Vucanovich, Mr. Dixon,
Mr. Wheat, Mr. Espy, Mr. Coleman of Texas, Mr.
Martinez, Mr. Chapman, Mr. Owens of New York, Mr.
Dymally, Mr. Mfume, Mr. Lewis of Georgia, Mr. Levin
of Michigan, Mr. McCloskey, Mr. Dellums, Mr.
Kennedy, Mr. Alexander, Mr. Torres, Mr. Hubbard,
Mr. Levine of California, Mr. Durbin, Mr. Lehman of
California, Mr. Campbell of Colorado, Mr. Berman,
Mr. Mineta, Mr. Roybal, Mr. Jacobs, Mrs. Patterson,
Mr. Fazio, Mr. Walsh, Mr. Gordon, Mr. Skelton, Mr.
Serrano, Mr. Ackerman, Mr. Evans, Mr. Nowak, Mr.
Smith of Florida, Mr. Bonior, Mr. Dooley, Mr. Bruce,
Mr. Ramstad, Mr. Peterson of Minnesota, Mr.
Bustamante, Mr. Annunzio, Mr. Lewis of California,
Mr. Weber, Mr. Hayes of Illinois, Mr. Volkmer, Mr.
Clay, Mr. Russo, Ms. Waters, Mr. Downey, Ms. Norton,
Mr. Erdreich, Mr. Manton, Mr. Sikorski, Mr. Yatron,
Mr. Traficant, Mr. Tallon, Mr. Washington, Mr.
Poshard, Mr. Parker, Mr. Stallings, Mr. Obey, and Mr.
Franks of Connecticut

To require the National Collegiate Athletic Association to provide due
process in connection with its regulatory activities affecting coaches,
players, and institutions engaged in sports in interstate commerce.

October 24, 1991. Referred to Subcommittee on Postsecondary Edu-
cation.

H.R. 2171  May 1, 1991

Mr. Frank of Massachusetts

To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to require lenders of stu-
dent loans to notify borrowers of any assignment or transfer of their
loans, and for other purposes.

June 17, 1991. Referred to Subcommittee on Postsecondary Education.

H.R. 2204  May 2, 1991

Mr. Hammerschmidt

To amend the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 to clarify the appli-
cation of such Act, and for other purposes.

June 17, 1991. Referred to Subcommittee on Labor Standards.
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H.R. 2211  May 2, 1991

Mr. Pallone

To amend the Act of March 3, 1931 (known as the Davis-Bacon Act)
to provide that the requirements of that Act shall apply to contracts for
construction, alteration, repair, renovation, rehabilitation, or recon-
struction of a facility under lease to the United States or the District
of Columbia.

June 17, 1991. Referred to Subcommittee on Labor Standards.

H.R. 2223  May 2, 1991

Mr. Kildee (for himself), Mr. Clay, Mr. Vento, Mr.
AuCoin, Mr. Williams, Mr. Oberstar, Mr. Frank of
Massachusetts, Mr. Rahall, Mr. Rangel, Mrs. Unsoeld,
Mr. Jontz, Mr. Mrazek, Mr. Conyers, Mr. Ackerman,
Ms. Kaptur, Mr. Gejdenson, Mr. Dwyer of New Jersey,
Mr. Penny, Ms. Norton, Mr. Frost, Mr. Wise, Mr.
Foglietta, Mr. Sanders, Mr. Staggers, Mr. Martinez, Mr.
Mollohan, Mr. de Lugo, Mr. Geren of Texas, Mr.
Durbin, Mr. Sikorski, Mr. Sabo, Mr. Kanjorski, Mr.
Smith of New Jersey, Mr. Peterson of Minnesota, Mr.
Swett, Mr. Ramstad (withdrew on Apr. 1, 1992), Mr.
Lehman of California, Mr. Stokes, Mr. Shays, Mr.
Boehlert, Mr. Jacobs, Mr. Wyden, Mr. Moody, Mr.
McHugh, Mr. Pallone, Ms. Pelosi, Mr. Brown, and Mr.
Kostmayer

To amend the National Labor Relations Act to give employers and
performers in the live performing arts, rights given by section 8(e) of
such Act to employers and employees in similarly situated industries,
to give such employers and performers the same rights given by section
8(f) of such Act to employers and employees in the construction in-
dustry, and for other purposes.

June 17, 1991. Referred to Subcommittee on Labor-Management Re-
lations.

H.R. 2230  May 7, 1991

Mr. Rowland (for himself), Mr. Stenholm, Mr. Roberts,
Mr. Penny, Mr. English, Mr. Slattery, Mr. Poshard, Mr.
Gunderson, Mr. Synar, Mr. McCloskey, Mr. Klug, Mr.
Bruce, Mr. Johnson of South Dakota, Mr. Evans, Mrs.
Vucanovich, Mr. Boucher, Mr. Barrett, Mr. Ortiz, Mr.
Bereuter, Mr. Emerson, Mr. Skelton, Mr. Wilson, Mr.
Kopetski, Mr. Swett, Mr. Alexander, Mr. Hall of Texas,
Mr. Rogers, Mrs. Byron, Mr. Thomas of Wyoming,
Mr. Dorgan of North Dakota, Mr. Lancaster, Mr. Smith
of Texas, Mr. Nussle, Mr. Combest, Mr. Williams, Mr.
Payne of Virginia, Mr. Harris, Mr. Upton, Mr.
Morrison, Mr. Rahall, Mr. Sarpalius, Mr. Laughlin, Mr.
Chapman, Mr. Jontz, Mr. Rose, Mr. Volkmer, Mr.
Gillmor, Mr. Weber, Mr. AuCoin, Mr. Perkins, Mr.
Espy, Mr. Herger, Mr. Sundquist, Mr. Brewster, Mr.
Camp, Mr. Neal of North Carolina, Mr. Campbell of
Colorado, Mr. Cox of Illinois, Mr. Stallings, Mr. Oxley,
Mr. Anthony, Mr. Mollohan, and Mr. McMillen of
Maryland

To provide incentives for physicians to practice in rural areas and in
rural medically underserved areas (Jointly referred to the Committees
on Ways and Means, Energy and Commerce, and Education and La-
bor).

June 17, 1991. Referred to Subcommittee on Postsecondary Education.

H.R. 2243  May 7, 1991

Mr. Dymally (for himself), Mr. Jefferson, Mr. Towns,
Mr. Dellums, Mr. Flake, Mr. Rangel, Mr. Lewis of
Georgia, and Mr. Frost

To establish the National Commission on Intercollegiate Athletics.

June 17, 1991. Referred to Subcommittee on Postsecondary Education.

H.R. 2246  May 7, 1991

Mr. Gordon (for himself), Mr. Penny, Mrs. Lloyd, Mr.
Coleman of Texas, Mrs. Boxer, Mr. Frost, Mr. Johnston
of Florida, Mr. Myers of Indiana, and Mr. Cox of
Illinois

To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to strengthen the oversight
by the Secretary of Education of the functioning of college accrediting
agencies, and for other purposes.

June 17, 1991. Referred to Subcommittee on Postsecondary Education.
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H.R. 2256  May 8, 1991

Mr. Crane (for himself) and Mr. McCollum

To amend the National Labor Relations Act to remove the requirement
that individual employees join and pay dues and fees to labor organ-
izations and for other purposes.

June 17, 1991. Referred to Subcommittee on Labor-Management Re-
lations.

H.R. 2258  May 8, 1991

Mr. Hall of Ohio (for himself), Mr. Emerson, Mr.
Ackerman, Mrs. Boxer, Mr. Dellums, Mr. Dwyer of
New Jersey, Mr. Espy, Mr. Fazio, Mr. Frost, Mr.
Gordon, Mr. Johnson of South Dakota, Mr. Kennedy,
Mrs. Kennelly, Mr. Kopetski, Mr. McNulty, Mrs. Mink,
Mr. Moakley, Mrs. Morella, Ms. Norton, Mr. Oberstar,
Mr. Owens of Utah, Mr. Panetta, Mr. Payne of New
Jersey, Mr. Penny, Mr. Peterson of Florida, Mr.
Sanders, Mr. Shays, Mr. Sikorski, Mr. Stark, Mr.
Stokes, Mr. Traficant, Mrs. Unsoeld, Mr. Upton, Mr.
Weiss, Mr. Wheat, Mr. Wolpe, Mr. AuCoin, Mr.
Beilenson, Mr. Gilman, Mr. Guarini, Mr. Hyde, Mr.
LaFalce, Mr. Neal of Massachusetts, Mr. Nowak, Mr.
Roybal, Mr. Engel, Mr. Morrison, Ms. Pelosi, Mr.
Serrano, Mr. Hertel, Mr. Jontz, Mr. Lancaster, Mr.
Mavroules, Mr. Mfume, Mr. Mineta, Mr. Perkins, Mr.
Swett, Mr. Bonior, Mr. Martinez, Mr. Vento, Mr.
Abercrombie, Mr. Hughes, Ms. Long, Mr. Bustamante,
Mr. Carr, Mr. Dorgan of North Dakota, Mr. Flake, Mr.
Gilchrest, Mr. Synar, Mr. Andrews of New Jersey, Mr.
Frank of Massachusetts, Mr. Kildee, Mr. McCloskey,
Mr. Murtha, Mr. Rangel, Mrs. Schroeder, Mr. Slattery,
Mr. Towns, Mr. Walsh, Mr. Boucher, Ms. Kaptur, Mr.
Mrazek, Mr. Reed, Mr. Horton, Mr. McMillen of
Maryland, Mr. Markey, Mr. Payne of Virginia, Mrs.
Roukema, Mr. Staggers, Mr. Andrews of Maine, Mr.
Dicks, Mr. Ford of Tennessee, Mr. Mazzoli, Ms.
Slaughter, Mr. Taylor of North Carolina, Mr. Hayes of
Illinois, Mr. Roe, Mr. Yates, Mr. Bilbray, Mr. Edwards
of California, Mr. Machtley, Mr. Stallings, Mr. Kleczka,
Mrs. Lowey of New York, Mr. Owens of New York,
Mr. Rahall, Mr. Sawyer, Mr. Yatron, Mr. Torres, Mr.
Washington, Mr. Faleomavaega, Mr. Grandy, Mr.
Hochbrueckner, Mr. Kostmayer, Mrs. Patterson, Mr.
Dixon, Mr. Moran, Mr. Sabo, Mr. Traxler, Mr. Feighan,
Mr. Spratt, Mr. Olver, Mr. Poshard, Mr. Ravenel, Mr.
Anderson, Mr. Blackwell, Mr. Miller of California, Mr.
Studds, Mr. Tallon, Mr. Atkins, Mr. Lipinski, Mrs.
Collins of Illinois, Mr. Jefferson, and Mr. Wyden

To help end hunger and human want (Jointly referred to the Commit-
tees on Education and Labor, Agriculture, Energy and Commerce,
Foreign Affairs, Banking, Finance and Urban Affairs, and Ways and
Means).

June 17, 1991. Jointly referred to Subcommittees on Elementary,
Secondary, and Vocational Education, Human Resources, and Em-
ployment Opportunities.

(See H. Con. Res. 302)
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H.R. 2290  May 9, 1991

Mr. James (for himself), Mr. Bacchus, Mr. Fascell, Mr.
Hutto, Mr. Gibbons, Mr. Lehman of Florida, Mr.
McCollum, Mr. Peterson of Florida, Ms. Ros-Lehtinen,
Mr. Stearns, Mr. Bilirakis, Mr. Ireland, Mr. Johnston
of Florida, Mr. Shaw, Mr. Young of Florida, Mr.
Bennett, Mr. Lewis of Florida, Mr. Goss, and Mr. Smith
of Florida

To authorize additional appropriations for the construction and
maintance of the Mary McLeod Bethune Memorial Fine Arts Center.

June 17, 1991. Referred to Subcommittee on Postsecondary Education.

H.R. 2300  May 9, 1991

Mrs. Mink

To provide incentives for students to enter the nursing profession.

June 17, 1991. Referred to Subcommittee on Postsecondary Education.

H.R. 2312  May 14, 1991

Mr. Kildee

To make certain technical and conforming amendments to the Follow
Through Act and the Head Start Transition Project Act.

May 16, 1991. Held at Full Committee
May 16, 1991. Considered in open legislative session and ordered re-

ported without amendment (voice vote).
May 23, 1991. Reported to House (House Report 102-76).
June 3, 1991. Passed House under suspension of the rules, amended

(voice vote).
August 2, 1991. Passed Senate with an amendment (voice vote).
August 2, 1991. Senate insisted on its amendment, requested a con-

ference with the House and appointed conferees.

H.R. 2313  May 14, 1991

Mr. Kildee (for himself), Mr. Goodling, Mr. Ford of
Michigan, Mr. Hayes of Illinois, Mr. Henry, Mr. Miller
of California, Mr. Boehner, Mr. Williams, Mr. Perkins,
Mr. Sawyer, Mr. Owens of New York, Mrs. Lowey of
New York, Mrs. Unsoeld, Mr. Jefferson, Mr. Reed, Mr.
Roemer, Mrs. Mink, Mr. Fuster, Mr. Martinez, and Mr.
Washington

To amend the School Dropout Demonstration Assistance Act of 1988
to extend authorization of appropriations through fiscal year 1993 and
for other purposes.

May 16, 1991. Held at Full Committee.
May 16, 1991. Considered in open legislative session and ordered re-

ported without amendment (38-0).
May 23, 1991. Reported to House (House Report 102-77).
June 3, 1991. Passed House under suspension of the rules, amended

(voice vote).
July 30, 1991. Passed Senate with an amendment in the nature of a

substitute (voice vote).
August 1, 1991. House agreed to Senate amendment (by unanimous

consent).
August 17, 1991. Approved. Public Law 102-103.

H.R. 2319  May 14, 1991

Mr. Goodling

To extend the authorization of appropriations for programs under the
Native American Programs Act of 1974, and for other purposes.

June 17, 1991. Referred to Subcommittee on Human Resources.

H.R. 2323  May 14, 1991

Mr. Bryant (for himself), Mr. Stark, Mr. Dellums, Mr.
Smith of Florida, Mr. Dwyer of New Jersey, Ms.
Norton, Ms. Kaptur, and Mr. Durbin

To amend the Communications Act of 1934 in order to establish certain
reemployment rights for employees who have lost employment as a
consequence of the divestiture of the Bell system (Jointly referred to
the Committees on Energy and Commerce, and Education and Labor).

June 17, 1991. Jointly referred to Subcommittees on Labor-
Management Relations, and Employment Opportunities.
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H.R. 2331  May 14, 1991

Mrs. Mink (for herself), Mr. Washington, Mrs. Unsoeld,
Mr. Gunderson, Mr. Serrano, Mr. Payne of New Jersey,
Mr. Hayes of Illinois, Mr. de Lugo, Mr. Sawyer, Mr.
Roemer, Mr. Reed, Mr. Andrews of New Jersey, Mr.
Miller of California, and Mr. Kildee

To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to permit less-than-half-
time students to obtain Pell Grants.

June 17, 1991. Referred to Subcommittee on Postsecondary Education.

H.R. 2334  May 14, 1991

Mr. Owens of Utah (for himself), Mr. Horton, Mr.
Conyers, Mr. Rangel, Mr. McNulty, Mr. Dellums, Mr.
de Lugo, Mr. Bonior, Mr. Serrano, Mr. Evans, Mr.
Payne of New Jersey, Mr. Mfume, Mr. Abercrombie,
Mr. Jefferson, Mr. Jontz, Mr. Martinez, Mr. Dwyer of
New Jersey, Mr. Frost, Mr. Foglietta, Mr. Bilbray, Mr.
Cramer, Mr. Bustamante, Mr. Wolpe, Mr. Kildee, Mr.
Sanders, Mr. Dymally, Mr. Dixon, Mrs. Collins of
Michigan, Mr. LaFalce, Mr. Wilson, Mr. Lipinski, Mr.
Ackerman, Mrs. Lowey of New York, Mr. Towns, Mr.
Markey, Mr. Johnston of Florida, Mr. Eckart, Mr.
Atkins, Mr. Stark, Mr. Staggers, Mr. Owens of New
York, Mr. Gaydos, Mr. Ford of Tennessee, Mr. Martin,
Mr. Murphy, Mr. Oberstar, Mr. Orton, Mr.
Faleomavaega, Mr. Camp, Mr. Savage, Mr. Andrews
of Maine, Mr. Hayes of Illinois, Mr. Mineta, Mr.
Mollohan, Mr. Traficant, Mr. Weiss, Mrs. Morella, Mr.
Engel, Mr. Feighan, Mr. Lehman of Florida, Mr. Wise,
Mr. McGrath, Ms. Kaptur, Mr. Miller of Washington,
Ms. Norton, and Mr. Vento

To further assist States in their efforts to increase awareness about and
prevent family violence and provide immediate shelter and related as-
sistance to battered women and their children (Jointly referred to the
Committees on Education and Labor, and the Judiciary).

June 17, 1991. Referred to Subcommittee on Select Education.

H.R. 2336  May 14, 1991

Mr. Petri (for himself), Mr. Gejdenson, Ms. Molinari, Mr.
Inhofe, Mr. Santorum, Mr. Porter, Mr. LaFalce, Mr.
Lancaster, Mr. Sundquist, Mr. Nussle, Mr. Horton, Mr.
McCollum, Mr. Hughes, Mr. Hertel, Mr. Campbell of
Colorado, Mr. de Lugo, Mr. Bonior, Mr. Ireland, Mr.
Emerson, Mr. Roe, Mr. Gingrich, Mr. Kopetski, Mr.
Sensenbrenner, Mr. McEwen, Mr. Dwyer of New
Jersey, Mr. Dickinson, Mr. Klug, Mrs. Boxer, Mr.
Miller of California, Mr. Peterson of Florida, Mr.
Wolpe, Mr. Rohrabacher, Mr. Andrews of Maine, Mr.
Washington, Mr. Stenholm, Mr. Ford of Tennessee,
Mr. Cunningham, Mr. Miller of Ohio, Mr. Frost, Ms.
DeLauro, Mr. Zeliff, Mr. Walsh, Mr. Peterson of
Minnesota, Mr. Skeen, Mr. Evans, Mr. Duncan, Mr.
Hancock, Mr. Schiff, Mr. Geren of Texas, Mr. Clinger,
Mr. Durbin, Mr. Bereuter, Mr. Hobson, Mr. Franks of
Connecticut, Mr. Oberstar, Mr. Riggs, Mr.
Faleomavaega, Mr. Brown, Mr. Combest, Mr.
Ackerman, Mr. McMillan of North Carolina, Mr. Taylor
of North Carolina, Mr. Solomon, Mr. Ramstad, Mr.
Camp, Mr. Marlenee, Mr. Hutto, Mr. Gunderson, Mr.
Ray, Mr. Packard, Ms. Norton, Mr. Gillmor, Mr. Gekas,
Mr. Stearns, Mr. Miller  of Washington, Mr. Davis, Mr.
Martin, Mr. McNulty, Mr. Penny, Mr. Baker, Mr.
Atkins, Mr. Chapman, Mr. Hall of Texas, Mr. Bacchus,
Mr. Studds, Mr. Engel, Mr. Ritter, Mr. Goss, Mr.
Doolittle, and Mr. Campbell of California

To establish a higher education loan program in which a borrower's
annual repayment obligation is dependent upon both postschool income
level and borrowing history, and for other purposes (Jointly referred
to the Committees on Education and Labor, and Ways and Means).

June 17, 1991. Referred to Subcommittee on Postsecondary Education.
November 8, 1991. Reports requested from Department of Education

and Department of the Treasury.
November 14, 1991; February 6, 1992. Hearings held.
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H.R. 2350  May 15, 1991

Mrs. Lowey of New York (for herself), Mr. Sawyer, Mr.
Andrews of New Jersey, Mrs. Unsoeld, Mr. Payne of
New Jersey, Mr. Owens of New York, Mr. Serrano,
Mr. Rangel, Mr. Berman, Mr. Abercrombie, Mr. de
Lugo, Mr. Frost, Mr. Martinez, Mr. Ackerman, Mr.
Jefferson, Mr. Scheuer, Mr. Hayes of Illinois, Mr. Roe,
Mr. Mfume, Ms. Norton, Mr. Towns, and Mr. Evans

To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to assure that low-income
students have the opportunity to pursue higher education, and for other
purposes.

June 17, 1991. Referred to Subcommittee on Postsecondary Education.

H.R. 2363  May 15, 1991

Mr. Ramstad (for himself), Mr. Goodling, Ms. Molinari,
Mr. Bliley, Mr. Levine of California, Ms. Snowe, Mrs.
Schroeder, Mr. Gingrich, Mr. Hyde, Mr. Campbell of
California, Mr. Stark, Mr. Weber, Mr. Rangel, Mr.
Klug, Mrs. Lloyd, Mr. Vento, Mr. Zeliff, Mr. Payne of
New Jersey, Mr. Boehlert, Ms. Waters, Mr. Coughlin,
Mr. Penny, Mr. Sensenbrenner, Mr. Frank of
Massachusetts, Mr. Chandler, Mr. Roemer, Mr.
McGrath, Mr. Peterson of Minnesota, Mr. Houghton,
Mr. Abercrombie, Mr. Franks of Connecticut, Mr.
Santorum, Mr. Gunderson, Mr. Paxon, Mrs. Roukema,
Mr. Goss, Mr. Ridge, Mr. McEwen, Mr. Grandy, Mr.
Schiff, Mr. Emerson, Mr. Lewis of California, Mr.
Gekas, Ms. Ros-Lehtinen, Mrs. Johnson of Connecticut,
Mr. Vander Jagt, Mr. Camp, Mrs. Vucanovich, Mr.
Stearns, Mr. Armey, Mrs. Meyers of Kansas, Mr. Shays,
Mr. Smith of New Jersey, Mr. Oberstar, Mr. Owens of
Utah, Mr. Lowery of California, Mr. Weldon, Mr.
Ravenel, Mr. Dornan of California, Mr. McMillen of
Maryland, Mr. Martinez, Mr. Sundquist, Mr. Serrano,
Mr. Dwyer of New Jersey, Mr. Jefferson, Mr. Gilman,
Mr. Hayes of Illinois, Mr. Johnston of Florida, Mr.
Sikorski, Mr. Lightfoot, Mr. Kildee, Mr. Mineta, Mr.
Martin, Mr. Bilbray, Mr. Saxton, Mr. Allard, Mr.
Mfume, Mr. Espy, Mr. Owens of New York, Mr.
Machtley, Mr. Cramer, Mr. Moran, Mr. Duncan, Mr.
Yates, Mr. Jontz, Mr. Horton, Mr. Towns, Mr.
Solomon, Mr. Condit, Mr. Atkins, Mr. Mavroules, Mr.
Quillen, Mr. Cunningham, Mr. Packard, Mrs. Boxer,
Mr. LaFalce, Mr. Barrett, Mr. Evans, Mr. Jacobs, Mr.
Lipinski, Mr. Ireland, Mr. Ford of Tennessee, Mr. Frost,
Mr. Swett, Mr. Smith of Texas, Mr. Wolpe, Mr.
Faleomavaega, Mr. Lehman of Florida, Mr. Bilirakis,
Mr. Costello, Mr. Ewing, Ms. Pelosi, Mr. Carper, Mr.
Rinaldo, Mr. Upton, Mr. Panetta, Mr. Lewis of Florida,
Mr. Rhodes, Mr. Andrews of New Jersey, Mr. Hobson,
Mr. Fish, Ms. Slaughter, Mr. Cardin, Mr. Kopetski, Mr.
Traficant, Mr. Andrews of Maine, Mr. Gallo, Mr.
Walsh, Mr. Engel, Mr. Markey, Mr. Gilchrest, Mr.
Kostmayer, Mr. Lagomarsino, Mr. Miller of
Washington, Mr. Andrews of Texas, Mr. Peterson of
Florida, Mr. Feighan, Mr. Guarini, Mr. Boucher, Mr.
Neal of Massachusetts, Mr. Visclosky, Mr. Wolf, Mr.
Bryant, Mr. Kolter, Mr. Roe, Mr. Erdreich, Mr. Kasich,
Mr. Levin of Michigan, Mr. McNulty, Mr. Nussle, Mr.
Dellums, Mr. de Lugo, Mr. Herger, Mr. Dixon, Mr.

 Mazzoli, Mr. McMillan of North Carolina, Mr.
Coleman of Texas, Mr. Waxman, Mr. Mrazek, Mr.
Hastert, Ms. Horn, Mr. Harris, Mr. Lantos, Mr.
Combest, Mr. Murtha, Mr. Hochbrueckner, Mr.
Sanders, Mr. Oxley, Mr. Weiss, Mr. Clinger, Mr. Aspin,
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Mr. Blackwell, Mr. Schaefer, Mr. DeFazio, Mr.
Downey, Ms. Norton, Mr. Olin, Mr. Torres, Mr.
Pallone, Mr. Ritter, Mr. Staggers, Mr. Lewis of Georgia,
Mrs. Morella, Mr. Torricelli, Mr. McCollum, Mr.
Foglietta, Mr. AuCoin, Mr. Fazio, Mr. Scheuer, Mr.
Kennedy, Mr. James, and Mr. Hoagland

To amend the provisions of the Higher Education Act of 1965 relating
to treatment by campus officials of sexual assault victims.

June 17, 1991. Referred to Subcommittee on Postsecondary Education.

H.R. 2377  May 17, 1991

Mrs. Boxer (for herself), Ms. Pelosi, Mr. Atkins, and Mr.
Panetta

To amend title 5, United States Code, to provide civilian employees
of the Departement of Defense who are separated as a result of a base
closure involving a transfer of the base to another Federal agency a
hiring preference for Federal job openings at the same location, and for
other purposes (Referred to the Committees on Post Office and Civil
Service, and Education and Labor).

June 17, 1991. Referred to Subcommittee on Employment Opportu-
nities.

H.R. 2390  May 20, 1991

Mr. Gibbons (for himself), Mr. Cooper, Mr. Fascell, Mr.
Hughes, Mr. Lipinski, Ms. Kaptur, Mr. Evans, Mr.
Crane, Mr. Walsh, Mr. Lewis of Florida, Mr. Coleman
of Texas, Mr. Brown, and Mr. Engel

To amend the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974 and
the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 to expand pension coverage, im-
prove pension portability, increase retirement savings, and for other
purposes (Jointly referred to the Committees on Education and Labor,
and Ways and Means).

June 17, 1991. Referred to Subcommittee on Labor-Management Re-
lations.

H.R. 2391  May 20, 1991

Mr. Saxton (for himself), Mr. Hughes, Mr. Roe, Mr.
Payne of New Jersey, Mr. Fascell, Mr. Pallone, Mr.
Lancaster, Mr. Dwyer of New Jersey, Mr. Blaz, and
Mr. Towns

To amend title III of the Older Americans Act of 1965 to authorize
States to transfer to part D not more than 50 percent of the funds al-
lotted for parts B and C.

June 17, 1991. Referred to Subcommittee on Human Resources.

H.R. 2392  May 20, 1991

Mr. Saxton (for himself), Mr. Hughes, Mr. Roe, Mr.
Payne of New Jersey, Mr. Fascell, Mr. Pallone, Mr.
Lancaster, Mr. Dwyer of New Jersey, Mr. Blaz, and
Mr. Towns

To amend title III of the Older Americans Act of 1965 to authorize
appropriations for fiscal years 1992 and 1993 for consumer protection
demonstration projects.

June 17, 1991. Referred to Subcommittee on Human Resources.

H.R. 2393  May 20, 1991

Mr. Hughes (for himself), Mr. Saxton, Mr. Payne of New
Jersey, Mr. Roe, Mr. Fascell, Mr. Pallone, Mr.
Lancaster, Mr. Dwyer of New Jersey, Mr. Blaz, and
Mr. Serrano

To amend title III of the Older Americans Act of 1965 to expand the
preventive health services program to include disease prevention and
health promotion services.

June 17, 1991. Referred to Subcommittee on Human Resources.
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H.R. 2394  May 20, 1991

Mr. Hughes (for himself), Mr. Saxton, Mr. Payne of New
Jersey, Mr. Roe, Mr. Fascell, Mr. Pallone, Mr.
Lancaster, Mr. Dwyer of New Jersey, Mr. Blaz, and
Mr. Serrano

To amend title III of the Older Americans Act of 1965 to authorize
States to transfer between parts B and C not more than 50 percent of
the funds allotted for such parts.

June 17, 1991. Referred to Subcommittee on Human Resources.

H.R. 2422  May 21, 1991

Mr. Solomon

To amend the Public Health Service Act to establish Federal standards
to ensure quality assurance of drug testing programs, and for other
purposes (Jointly referred to the Committees on Energy and Com-
merce, Education and Labor, and Post Office and Civil Service).

June 17, 1991. Jointly referred to Subcommittees on Health and
Safety, Labor-Management Relations, and Employment Opportu-
nities.

H.R. 2433  May 22, 1991

Mr. Henry (for himself), Mr. Horton, Mr. Klug, Mr.
Dwyer of New Jersey, Mr. Washington, and Mr. Inhofe

To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to require the disclosure
of athletic activity revenues and expenditures.

October 24, 1991. Referred to Subcommittee on Postsecondary Edu-
cation.

H.R. 2434  May 22, 1991

Mr. Kildee (for himself), Mr. Ford of Michigan, and Mr.
Goodling

To amend the General Education Provisions Act to authorize the Na-
tional Assessment of Educational Progress to conduct certain trial as-
sessments in the fiscal year 1994 and to develop certain other trial
assessments for administration in such fiscal year, and for other pur-
poses.

July 11, 1991. Referred to Subcommittee on Elementary, Secondary,
and Vocational Education.

July 31, 1991. Report requested from Department of Education.
August 1, 1991. Considered in open legislative session and ordered

reported to Full Committee, without amendment (voice vote).

(Provisions incorporated into H.R. 4323)

H.R. 2435  May 22, 1991

Mr. Kildee (for himself) and Mr. Ford of Michigan

To establish a National Council on Education Standards and Testing.

May 30, 1991. Referred to Subcommittee on Elementary, Secondary,
and Vocational Education.

May 30, 1991. Report requested from Department of Education.
May 30, 1991. Considered in open legislative session and ordered re-

ported to Full Committee without amendment (voice vote).
June 5, 1991. Considered in open legislative session and ordered re-

ported, amended (36-0).
June 10, 1991. Reported to House (House Report 102-104).
June 10, 1991. Passed House under suspension of the rules (voice

vote). Subsequently, S. 64, a similar Senate-passed bill, passed in
lieu after being amended to contain the language of the House bill
as passed.

June 10, 1991. House insisted on its amendment to S. 64 and requested
a conference with the Senate.

June 11, 1991. House appointed conferees on S. 64.
June 11, 1991. Senate disagreed to House amendment to S. 64, agreed

to conference requested by the House and appointed conferees.
June 12, 1991. Conferees met and agreed.
June 12, 1991. Conference report filed in House (House Report

102-110).
June 13, 1991. Conference report adopted in House (voice vote).
June 14, 1991. Conference report adopted in Senate (voice vote).
June 27, 1991. Approved. Public Law 102-62.
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H.R. 2437  May 22, 1991

Mr. Roybal (for himself), Mr. Horton, Mr. Ackerman,
Mr. Rangel, Mr. Jontz, Mr. Fuster, Mr. Lancaster, Mr.
Jefferson, Mr. Goss, Mr. DeFazio, Mr. Williams, Mr.
Levine of California, Ms. Norton, Mr. Lehman of
Florida, Mrs. Boxer, Mr. Peterson of Florida, Mr. Fazio,
Mr. Frost, Mr. Roe, Mr. Mfume, Ms. Ros-Lehtinen,
Mr. Foglietta, Mr. Ford of Tennessee, Mr. Quillen, Mr.
Duncan, Mr. McMillan of North Carolina (withdrew on
Apr. 9, 1992), Mr. James, Mr. Shaw, Mr. Gordon, Mrs.
Lloyd, Mr. Bacchus, Mr. English, Mr. Fascell, Mr. Fish,
Mr. McCollum, Mr. Dellums, Mr. Shays, Mr. Wyden,
Mr. Johnston of Florida, Mr. Sisisky, Mr. AuCoin, Mr.
Pickett, Mr. Poshard, Mr. Emerson, Mr. Young of
Florida, Mr. Stallings, Mr. Kopetski, Mr. Espy, Mr.
Kildee, Mr. Guarini, Mr. Ireland, Mr. Lewis of Florida,
Mr. Rose, Mr. Traxler, Mr. Mazzoli, Mr. McMillen of
Maryland, Mr. Smith of Florida, Mr. Bilbray, Mr.
Rahall, Mrs. Vucanovich, and Mr. Browder

To amend the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 to revise and extend the
program regarding independent living services for older blind individ-
uals.

June 17, 1991. Referred to Subcommittee on Select Education.

H.R. 2460  May 23, 1991

Mr. Michel (for himself), Mr. Goodling, Mr. Pursell, Mr.
Gingrich, Mr. Lewis of California, Mr. Edwards of
Oklahoma, Mr. Hunter, Mr. Vander Jagt, Mr. Weber,
Mr. Coleman of Missouri, Mr. Petri, Mr. Gunderson,
Mr. Armey, Mr. Henry, Mr. Ballenger, Mr. Barrett, Mr.
Boehner, Mr. Klug, Mr. Dickinson, Mr. Solomon, Mrs.
Vucanovich, Mr. Regula, Mr. Franks of Connecticut,
Mr. Cunningham, Mr. Kasich, Mr. Ritter, Mr. Roberts,
Mr. Sundquist, Mr. Doolittle, Mr. Santorum, Mr. Skeen,
Mr. Shaw, Mr. Broomfield, Mr. Dreier of California,
Mr. Dornan of California, Mr. Hammerschmidt, Mr.
Gilchrest, Mr. Oxley, Mr. Lagomarsino, Mr. Riggs, Mr.
Upton, Mr. McMillan of North Carolina, Mr. Baker,
Mr. Inhofe (withdrew on July 24, 1992), Mr. Moorhead,
Mr. McCrery, Mr. Sensenbrenner, Mr. Kyl, Mr.
Slaughter of Virginia, Ms. Ros-Lehtinen, Mr. Zeliff,
Mr. Kolbe, Mr. Rhodes, Mr. Clinger, Mr. Gradison,
Mr. Miller of Washington, Mr. Lowery of California,
Mr. McEwen, Mr. Blaz, Mr. Thomas of California, Mr.
Ridge, Mr. Ireland, Mr. Houghton, Mr. Lent, Mr.
Walsh, Mr. Gallegly, Mr. Lewis of Florida, Mr. Porter,
and Mr. Paxon

To help the Nation achieve the National Education Goals by supporting
the creation of a new generation of American Schools in communities
across the country; rewarding schools that demonstrate outstanding
gains in student performance and other progress toward the National
Education Goals; creating academies to improve leadership and core-
course teaching in schools nationwide; supporting State and local ef-
forts to attract qualified individuals to teaching and educational
administration; providing States and localities with statutory and regu-
latory flexibility in exchange for greater accountability for student
learning; encouraging, testing, and evaluating educational choice pro-
grams; increasing the potential usefulness of the National Assessment
of Education Progress to State and local decision-makers; expanding
Federal support for literacy improvements, and for other purposes.

June 17, 1991. Jointly referred to Subcommittees on Postsecondary
Education, and Elementary, Secondary, and Vocational Education.

June 18, 27; July 11, 1991. Hearings held by Subcommittee on Ele-
mentary, Secondary, and Vocational Education.

H.R. 2467  May 23, 1991

Mr. Owens of New York

To establish the National Institute for the Education of At-Risk Stu-
dents.

July 11, 1991. Referred to Subcommittee on Select Education.
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H.R. 2481  May 29, 1991

Mr. Hubbard

To establish the National Workplace Safety Commission, and for other
purposes.

June 17, 1991. Referred to Subcommittee on Health and Safety.

H.R. 2495  May 30, 1991

Mr. Goodling (for himself), Mr. Henry, Mr. Horton, Mr.
Murphy, Mr. Solomon, Mr. Klug, Mr. Fawell, Mr.
Gunderson, Mrs. Unsoeld, Mr. Washington, Mr.
Sawyer, Mr. Roe, Mr. Lagomarsino, Mr. Frost, Mr.
Carper, Mr. Franks of Connecticut, Mr. LaFalce, Mr.
Machtley, Mr. Clay, Mrs. Lowey of New York, Mr.
Ford of Tennessee, and Mr. Fish

To expand and strengthen Federal programs by providing incentives to
encourage individuals to enter the teaching profession, and for other
purposes.

July 11, 1991. Referred to Subcommittee on Postsecondary Education.

H.R. 2496  May 30, 1991

Mr. Goodling (for himself), Mr. Gunderson, Ms. Molinari,
and Mr. Henry

To amend the Job Training Partnership Act to improve the delivery of
services to hard-to-serve youth and adults, to establish the Youth Op-
portunities Unlimited program, and for other purposes.

June 17, 1991. Referred to Subcommittee on Employment Opportu-
nities.

H.R. 2497  May 30, 1991

Ms. Kaptur

To require that certain information relating to nursing home aides and
home health care aides be collected by the National Center for Health
Statistics and the Bureau of Labor Statistics, and for other purposes
(Jointly referred to the Committees on Education and Labor, and En-
ergy and Commerce).

June 17, 1991. Referred to Subcommittee on Labor-Management Re-
lations.

H.R. 2523 June 4, 1991

Mr. Campbell of California (for himself), Mr. Gingrich,
Mr. Lewis of California, Mr. DeLay, Mr. Kolbe, Mr.
Riggs, Mr. Ramstad, Mr. Duncan, and Mr. Solomon

To ensure the competitiveness of the United States in the world econ-
omy (Jointly referred to the Committees on Ways and Means, and
Education and Labor).

July 11, 1991. Referred to Subcommittee on Labor-Management Re-
lations.

H.R. 2531 June 4, 1991

Mr. Sawyer (for himself), Mr. Stokes, and Mr. AuCoin

To amend title XI  of the Higher Education Act of 1965 in order to
encourage urban educational institutions to form partnerships to use
their knowledge and resources for the solution of severe urban prob-
lems.

July 11, 1991. Referred to Subcommittee on Postsecondary Education.

H.R. 2535 June 4, 1991

Mr. Waxman (for himself), Mr. Gonzalez, Mr. Kennedy,
Mr. Rahall, Mr. Kildee, and Mr. Lipinski

To amend the Social Security Act to assure universal access to health
insurance for basic health services in the United States through quali-
fied employer health plans and a public health insurance plan, to con-
tain costs and assure quality in the provision of health services, to
reform the provision of health insurance to small employers, and for
other purposes (Jointly referred to the Committees on Energy and
Commerce, Ways and Means, and Education and Labor).

March 2, 1992. Referred to Subcommittee on Labor-Management
Relations.
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H.R. 2555 June 5, 1991

Mr. Kostmayer (for himself), Mr. Weiss, Mr. Beilenson,
Mr. LaFalce, Mr. Ford of Tennessee, Mrs. Schroeder,
Mr. Towns, Mr. Wheat, Mr. Rangel, Mr. Owens of
Utah, Mr. Owens of New York, Mr. Hochbrueckner,
Mr. Lewis of Georgia, Mr. Atkins, Mr. Espy, Ms.
Norton, Mr. Dellums, Mr. Engel, and Mr. Hughes

To provide for the establishment of a summer camp program for low
income youths, and to expand the Youth Conservation Corps program
(Jointly referred to the Committees on Education and Labor, Interior
and Insular Affairs, and Agriculture).

July 11, 1991. Referred to Subcommittee on Employment Opportu-
nities.

H.R. 2557 June 5, 1991

Mr. McMillen of Maryland

To amend the Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965 to
provide additional grants to schools eligible for grants under chapter 1
of title I of such Act that require students to maintain satisfactory
grades as a condition of participation in extracurricular activities.

July 11, 1991. Referred to Subcommittee on Elementary, Secondary,
and Vocational Education.

H.R. 2561 June 5, 1991

Mr. Williams (for himself), Mr. Gephardt, Mr. Hoyer,
Mr. Downey, Mr. Poshard, Mr. Fazio, Mr. Bustamante,
Mrs. Unsoeld, Mr. Wolpe, Mr. Coleman of Texas, Mr.
Frank of Massachusetts, Mr. Torres, Mr. Rahall, Mr.
Reed, Mrs. Lowey of New York, Mr. Carr, Mr. de
Lugo, Mr. Rangel, Mr. Payne of Virginia, Mr. Durbin,
Mr. Boucher, Mr. Neal of Massachusetts, Mr. Roemer,
Mr. Mrazek, Mr. Sabo, Mr. Bryant, Mr. Wilson, Mr.
Martinez, Mr. Andrews of Maine, Mr. Dwyer of New
Jersey, Mr. Bruce, Mr. Bacchus, Mr. Espy, Mr. Murtha,
Ms. Norton, Mr. Perkins, Mr. Edwards of California,
Mr. Jontz, Mr. Roe, Mr. Brown, Ms. DeLauro, Mr.
DeFazio, Mr. Wise, Mr. Moran, Mr. Eckart, Mr. Atkins,
Mr. Bonior, Mr. Johnston of Florida, Mr. Dooley, Mr.
Kopetski, Mr. Jefferson, Mr. Bilbray, Mr. Dorgan of
North Dakota, Mr. Swett, Mr. Engel, Mr. Yates, Mr.
Annunzio, Ms. Kaptur, Mr. Kleczka, Mr. Richardson,
Mr. Lipinski, Mrs. Collins of Michigan, Mr. Gaydos,
Mr. Towns, Mr. Russo, Mr. Kolter, Mr. Torricelli, Mr.
Pastor, Mr. Evans, Mr. Peterson of Minnesota, Mrs.
Boxer, and Mr. Alexander

To remove the barrier to access for middle income students to Federal
student financial aid programs, and for other purposes.

July 11, 1991. Referred to Subcommittee on Postsecondary Education.

H.R. 2575 June 6, 1991

Mr. Lagomarsino (for himself), Mr. de Lugo, Mr. Fuster,
Mr. Faleomavaega, Mr. Lewis of Georgia, Mr. Darden,
Mr. Blaz, Mr. Gallegly, and Mr. Jontz

To implement certain proposals relating to recommedations made pur-
suant to sections 504 and 902 of the Covenant to Establish a Com-
monwealth of the Northern Mariana Islands in Political Union with the
United States of America, approved by Public Law 94-214, and for
other purposes (Jointly referred to the Committees on Interior and In-
sular Affairs, the Judiciary, Armed Services, Merchant Marine and
Fisheries, and Education and Labor).

July 11, 1991. Referred to Subcommittee on Postsecondary Education.
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H.R. 2590 June 7, 1991

Mr. Gunderson (for himself), Mr. Washington, Mr.
Roybal, Mr. Foglietta, Mr. de Lugo, Mr. Serrano, Mr.
LaFalce, Mr. Rangel, Mr. Coleman of Texas, Mr.
Walsh, Mr. Johnston of Florida, Mr. Lewis of Georgia,
and Mr. Engel

To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to clarify the legality of
race-based scholarships to promote diversity.

July 11, 1991. Referred to Subcommittee on Postsecondary Education.

H.R. 2613 June 11, 1991

Mr. Chandler (for himself), Mr. Morrison, and Mr. Miller
of Washington

To provide expanded unemployment and training benefits to certain
displaced workers, and for other purposes (Jointly referred to the
Committees on Ways and Means, and Education and Labor).

July 11, 1991. Referred to Subcommittee on Employment Opportu-
nities.

H.R. 2620 June 12, 1991

Mr. Goodling (for himself), Mr. Ridge, Mrs. Roukema,
Mr. Gunderson, Mr. Houghton, Mr. Regula, and Mr.
Ritter

To amend the National Labor Relations Act to prevent discrimination
based on participation in an economic strike.

July 11, 1991. Referred to Subcommittee on Labor-Management Re-
lations.

H.R. 2627 June 12, 1991

Mr. Goodling (by request)

To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to target Federal grant
assistance on the lowest-income students, to reward excellence and
success in education, to enhance choice and flexibility, to promote
greater accountability, to reduce waste and abuse in the use of public
funds, to extend the Act, and for other purposes.

July 11, 1991. Referred to Subcommittee on Postsecondary Education.

H.R. 2653 June 13, 1991

Mr. Smith of New Jersey

To amend the Older Americans Act of 1965 to require the Commis-
sioner on Aging to carry out model volunteer service credit projects.

July 11, 1991. Referred to Subcommittee on Human Resources.

H.R. 2667 June 18, 1991

Mr. Gonzalez

To establish the Congressional Advisory Commission on Amateur
Boxing and to amend title 18, United States Code, to prohibit the par-
ticipation in and promotion of professional boxing (Jointly referred to
the Committees on Education and Labor, Energy and Commerce, and
the Judiciary).

July 11, 1991. Referred to Subcommittee on Labor Standards.

H.R. 2680 June 18, 1991

Mr. Torricelli

To impose adequate standards for lead content of water dispensed for
human consumption in elementary and secondary schools as a condi-
tion of receiving certain Federal financial assistance.

July 11, 1991. Referred to Subcommittee on Elementary, Secondary,
and Vocational Education.

H.R. 2681 June 18, 1991

Mr. Torricelli

To establish a Universal National Service under which citizens who
are 18 through 25 years of age will perform one year of either civilian
or military service to the United States (Jointly referred to the Com-
mittees on Armed Services, Education and Labor, and Foreign Affairs).

July 11, 1991. Referred to Subcommittee on Select Education.
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H.R. 2689 June 19, 1991

Mr. Goodling (for himself), Mr. Gunderson, Mr. Riggs,
Mr. Lipinski, Mr. Klug, Mr. Solomon, Mr. Taylor of
North Carolina, Mr. Hefley, Mr. Armey, and Mr. Franks
of Connecticut

To make grants for demonstration and evaluation of educational pro-
grams that improve educational opportunities of children by providing
parents and children with a choice in education.

July 11, 1991. Jointly referred to Subcommittees on Elementary,
Secondary, and Vocational Education, and Select Education.

H.R. 2690 June 19, 1991

Mr. Goodling (by request) and Mr. Ballenger

To reauthorize the program for infants and toddlers with disabilities
under part H of the Individuals with Disabilities Education Act, and
for other purposes.

July 11, 1991. Referred to Subcommittee on Select Education.

H.R. 2697 June 19, 1991

Mr. Williams (for himself) and Mr. Coleman of Missouri

To amend title V of the Higher Education Act of 1965 to provide
Federal assistance to the National Board for Professional Teaching
Standards.

August 13, 1991. Referred to Subcommittee on Postsecondary Edu-
cation.

H.R. 2716 June 20, 1991

Mr. Goodling (for himself), Mrs. Lowey of New York,
Mr. Gallo, Mr. Inhofe, and Mr. Campbell of California

To amend title IV of the Higher Education Act of 1965 in order to
improve the process for accreditation, licensure, and approval of insti-
tutions participating in programs under that title.

July 11, 1991. Referred to Subcommittee on Postsecondary Education.

H.R. 2720 June 20, 1991

Mr. Owens of New York

To extend for one year the authorizations of appropriations for the
programs under the Child Abuse Prevention and Treatment Act and the
Family Violence Preventaion and Services Act, and for certain pro-
grams relating to adoption opportunites, and for other purposes.

June 24, 1991. Report requested from Department of Health and Hu-
man Services.

June 25, 1991. Held at Full Committee.
June 25, 1991. Considered in open legislative session and ordered re-

ported without amendment (voice vote).
July 9, 1991. Passed House under suspension of the rules (voice vote).
July 10, 1991. Referred to Senate Committee on Labor and Human

Resources.
January 24, 1992. Senate Committee on Labor and Human Resources

discharged.
January 24, 1992. Passed Senate, amended (voice vote).
January 24, 1992. Senate insisted on its amendment, requested a con-

ference with the House and appointed conferees.

(For further action see S. 838)

H.R. 2722 June 20, 1991

Mr. Payne of New Jersey (for himself), Mr. Owens of
New York, Mr. Serrano, Mr. Williams, Mr. Klug, Mr.
Goodling, Mr. Jefferson, and Mr. Ford of Michigan

To revise and extend the programs under the Abandoned Infants As-
sistance Act of 1988 (Jointly referred to the Committees on Education
and Labor, and Energy and Commerce).

June 25, 1991. Report requested from Department of Health and Hu-
man Services.

July 11, 1991. Referred to Subcommittee on Select Education.
July 30, 1991. Subcommittee on Select Education discharged.
July 30, 1991. Considered in open legislative session and ordered re-

ported, amended (voice vote).
September 19, 1991. Reported to House (House Report 102-209, Part

1).
November 7, 1991. Reported to House by Committee on Energy and

Commerce (House Report 102-209, Part 2).
November 19, 1991. Passed House under suspension of the rules

(voice vote). Subsequently, S. 1532, a similar Senate-passed bill,
passed in lieu after being amended to contain the language of the
House bill as passed.

November 26, 1991. Senate agreed to House amendment with an
amendment (voice vote).

November 27, 1991. House agreed to Senate amendment to the House
amendment (by unanimous consent).

December 12, 1991. Approved. Public Law 102-236.
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H.R. 2751 June 25, 1991

Mr. Gunderson (for himself), Mr. Inhofe, Mr. Penny, Mr.
Riggs, Mr. Fawell, and Mr. de Lugo

To establish the National Commission on American Labor Law.

July 11, 1991. Jointly referred to Subcommittees on Health and Safety,
Labor Standards, Labor-Management Relations, and Employment
Opportunities.

H.R. 2764 June 25, 1991

Mr. Ramstad

To amend the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 to provide that an
employee shall not be paid overtime compensation for overtime hours
worked without authorization.

August 13, 1991. Referred to Subcommittee on Labor Standards.

H.R. 2773 June 26, 1991

Mr. Petri (for himself), Mr. Goodling, Mr. Gunderson,
Mr. Armey, Mr. Fawell, Mr. Ballenger, Ms. Molinari,
Mr. Barrett, Mr. Boehner, Mr. Klug, Mr. Grandy, Mr.
Sensenbrenner, Mrs. Roukema, Mr. Oxley, Mr. Henry,
Mr. Martinez, Mr. Gillmor, Mr. Ireland, Mr. Quillen,
Mr. Barnard, Mr. Kleczka, Mrs. Morella, Mr. Edwards
of Oklahoma, Mr. Schaefer, Mr. Lewis of Florida, Mr.
Barton of Texas, and Mr. Cox of California

To amend title I of the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of
1974 to set standards under such title for multiple employer welfare
arrangements providing health plan benefits.

August 13, 1991. Referred to Subcommittee on Labor-Management
Relations.

June 11, 1992. Report requested from Department of Labor.
June 16, 1992. Hearings held.

H.R. 2780 June 26, 1991

Mr. Roybal (for himself), Mr. Martinez, Ms. Oakar, Mr.
Wyden, Mr. Downey, Mr. Kildee, Mr. Traficant, Mr.
Evans, Mr. Rangel, Mr. Hochbrueckner, Mr. Guarini,
Mr. Johnston of Florida, Mr. Towns, Mr. Jontz, Mr.
Frost, Mr. Lagomarsino, Mr. Gunderson, Mr. Fuster,
Mrs. Lloyd, Mr. Dwyer of New Jersey, Mr.
Faleomavaega, and Mr. Roe

To amend the Older Americans Act of 1965 to increase the authority
of the Commissioner on Aging; to establish the Office on Long-Term
Care Ombudsman Programs and provide for the appointment of an
Associate Commissioner for Ombudsman Services; to enhance State
long-term care ombudsman programs; to provide financial assistance
for programs relating to elder abuse, exploitation, or neglect, and for
other purposes (Jointly referred to the Committees on Education and
Labor, and Ways and Means).

August 13, 1991. Referred to Subcommittee on Human Resources.
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H.R. 2782 June 26, 1991

Mr. Berman (for himself), Mr. Miller of California, Mr.
Frank of Massachusetts, Mr. Vento, Ms. Pelosi, Mr.
Brown, Mr. Kopetski, Mr. Lantos, Ms. Slaughter, Mr.
Sanders, Mr. Martinez, Mr. Andrews of New Jersey,
Mr. Dymally, Mr. Blackwell, Mr. Levine of California,
Mr. Stark, Mr. Visclosky, Mr. Gaydos, Mr. LaFalce,
Mr. Luken, Mr. Moody, Mrs. Lowey of New York, Mr.
McCloskey, Mr. Wilson, Mr. Towns, Mr. Abercrombie,
Mr. Alexander, Mr. Sabo, Mr. Bustamante, Ms. Norton,
Mr. Annunzio, Mr. Hayes of Illinois, Mr. Pastor, Mr.
Roemer, Mr. Jacobs, Mr. Nowak, Mr. Clay, Mr. Rahall,
Mr. Perkins, Ms. Oakar, Mr. Pallone, Mr. Applegate,
Ms. Kaptur, Mrs. Boxer, Mr. Condit, Mr. Frost, Mrs.
Unsoeld, Mr. Edwards of California, Mr. Kolter, Mr.
Jefferson, Mr. Reed, Mr. Engel, Mr. Jontz, Mr.
Traficant, Mr. Fazio, Mr. Dellums, Mr. Pease, Mr.
Rangel, Mr. Wyden, Mr. Murphy, Mr. Owens of New
York, Mr. Murtha, Mr. Smith of Iowa, Mr. Shays, Mr.
Poshard, Mr. Eckart, Mr. Neal of Massachusetts, Mr.
Torricelli, Mr. Torres, Mr. Atkins, Mr. Yatron, Mr.
Borski, Mr. Young of Alaska, Mr. Ford of Michigan,
Mr. Dwyer of New Jersey, Mrs. Collins of Michigan,
Mr. Kostmayer, Mr. AuCoin, Mr. Downey, Mr. Ridge,
Mr. Foglietta, Mr. Roybal, Mr. Conyers, Mr. Lipinski,
Mr. Mollohan, Mr. LaRocco, Mr. Owens of Utah, Mr.
Scheuer, Mr. Yates, Mr. Kildee, Mr. Dixon, Mr. Green
of New York, Mr. Waxman, Mr. McMillen of
Maryland, Mr. Evans, Mr. Matsui, Mr. Hochbrueckner,
Mr. DeFazio, Mr. McNulty, Mr. Manton, Mr.
McDermott, Mrs. Mink, Mr. Oberstar, Mr. Williams,
Mr. Morrison, Mr. Smith of New Jersey, Mr. Mineta,
Mr. Bacchus, Mr. Dooley, Mr. Sikorski, Mr. Swift, Mrs.
Collins of Illinois, Mr. Sharp, Mr. Volkmer, Mr.
Durbin, Mr. Panetta, Mr. Coyne, Mr. Donnelly, Mr.
Weiss, Mr. Mavroules, Mr. Richardson, Mr. Traxler,
Mr. Ackerman, Mr. Flake, Mr. Wheat, Mr. Lehman of
California, Mr. Davis, Mr. Fascell, Mr. Moran, Mr.
Feighan, Mr. Gejdenson, Mr. Dicks, Mr. Andrews of
Maine, Mr. Swett, Mr. Rinaldo, Ms. DeLauro, Mr.
Olver, Mr. Kennedy, Mr. Peterson of Minnesota, Mr.
Hoagland, Mr. Campbell of Colorado, Mr. Moakley,
Mr. Costello, Mr. Early, Mr. Hughes, Mr. Markey, Mr.
Weldon, Mr. Fish, Mr. Cardin, Mr. Hoyer, Mr. Studds,
Mr. Wolpe, Mr. Hertel, Mr. Skaggs, Ms. Long, Mrs.
Kennelly, Mr. Dingell, Mr. McHugh, Mr. Coleman of
Texas, Mr. Mrazek, Mr. Kleczka, Mr. Staggers, Mr.
Cox of Illinois, Mr. Walsh, Mr. Pickett, and Mr. Bonior

To amend the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974 to
provide that such Act does not preempt certain State laws.

July 18, 1991. Referred to Subcommittee on Labor-Management Re-
lations.

July 18, 1991. Hearings held.
July 24, 1991. Report requested from Department of Labor.
September 25, 1991. Considered in open legislative session and or-

dered reported to Full Committee without amendment (15-7).
June 10, 1992. Considered in open legislative session and ordered re-

ported, without amendment (voice vote).
July 1, 1992. Reported to House (House Report 102-644).
July 31, 1992. Rule reported.
August 4, 1992. Rule adopted.
August 4, 1992. Passed House, amended (voice vote).

H.R. 2784 June 26, 1991

Mrs. Boxer (for herself), Mr. Towns, Mr. Berman, Ms.
Kaptur, Mr. Rangel, Mr. Hayes of Illinois, Mr.
Gejdenson, Mr. Frost, Mr. Condit, Ms. DeLauro, Mr.
Huckaby, Mr. Waxman, and Mr. Jontz

To assist counties adversely affected by a base closure, change in the
place of performance of a defense contract, the cancellation or failure
to proceed with a defense contract, or reductions in defense spending.

August 13, 1991. Referred to Subcommittee on Employment Oppor-
tunities.

H.R. 2789 June 26, 1991

Mr. Kildee

To amend the Star Schools Program Assistance Act to establish a
program of grants for purposes of providing dissemination services.

August 13, 1991. Referred to Subcommittee on Elementary, Second-
ary, and Vocational Education.
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H.R. 2807 June 27, 1991

Mr. AuCoin (for himself), Mr. Wyden, Mr. DeFazio, and
Mr. Kopetski

To provide a balanced solution to the current timber-based crisis in
Oregon, Washington and northern California by establishing an
ecologically significant old growth forest reserve system, ensuring the
conservation of the northern spotted owl and the protection of other
species associated with old growth forests, securing a predictable sup-
ply of timber to afford stability to timber dependent communities in the
region, and providing economic adjustment assistance to communities
and employees dependent on the forest industry (Jointly referred to the
Committees on Agriculture, Interior and Insular Affairs, Merchant
Marine and Fisheries, Science, Space, and Technology, Education and
Labor, Ways and Means, and Banking, Finance and Urban Affairs).

October 24, 1991. Referred to Subcommittee on Employment Oppor-
tunities.

H.R. 2810 June 27, 1991

Mr. Michel (for himself), Mr. Coughlin, Mr. Rangel, Mr.
Edwards of Oklahoma, Mr. Hunter, Mr. Vander Jagt,
Mr. Fish, Mr. Lent, Mr. Davis, Mr. Shaw, Mr.
Sensenbrenner, Mr. Ramstad, Mr. Gilman, Mr. Dornan
of California, Mr. Inhofe, Mr. Gillmor, Mr. Clinger,
Mr. Shays, Mr. Oxley, Mr. Herger, Mr. Lagomarsino,
Mr. Dickinson, Mr. Skeen, Mr. Bunning, Mr. Kyl, Mr.
McEwen, Mr. Hobson, Mr. Ravenel, Mr. Zeliff, Mr.
Solomon, Mr. McMillan of North Carolina, Mr.
Boehner, Mr. Weldon, Mr. Santorum, Mr. Gallegly,
Mr. Hansen, Mr. Hammerschmidt, Mr. Smith of New
Jersey, Mrs. Meyers of Kansas, Mr. Barton of Texas,
Mr. Taylor of North Carolina, Mrs. Vucanovich, Mr.
Bilirakis, Mr. Ritter, Mr. Packard, Mr. Young of
Florida, Mr. Miller of Ohio, Mr. Walker, Mrs. Johnson
of Connecticut, Mr. Riggs, Mr. Gunderson, Mr.
Rinaldo, Mr. Paxon, Mr. Broomfield, Mr. Lowery of
California, Mr. Hyde, Mr. de Lugo, Mr. Johnston of
Florida, Mr. Machtley, Mr. Lewis of Florida, and Mr.
Franks of Connecticut

To expand the nation's drug treatment capacity, promote drug-free and
safe schools, require Statewide drug abuse prevention and treatment
plans, and ensure that new Federal grant dollars provided for treatment
services do not displace State dollars (Jointly referred to the Commit-
tees on Energy and Commerce, and Education and Labor).

October 24, 1991. Referred to Subcommittee on Select Education.

H.R. 2819 June 27, 1991

Mr. Perkins (for himself), Mr. Gray, Mr. Jontz, Mr.
Poshard, Mr. Serrano, Mr. Boucher, Mr. Chapman, Mr.
Jenkins, Mr. Gunderson, Mr. Rahall, Mr. Rangel, Mr.
Martinez, Mr. Evans, Mr. Walsh, Mr. Williams, Mr.
Parker, Mr. Rose, Mr. Dixon, Mr. Sarpalius, Mr.
Rogers, Mr. Jefferson, Mr. Espy, Mr. Derrick, Mr.
Skelton, Mr. Staggers, Mr. Davis, Mr. Payne of New
Jersey, Mr. Camp, Mr. English, Mr. Tallon, Mr.
Lancaster, Mr. Kopetski, Mr. Sanders, Mr. Peterson of
Florida, Mr. Towns, Mr. Campbell of Colorado, Mr.
Peterson of Minnesota, Mr. DeFazio, Mr. Dorgan of
North Dakota, Mr. Johnson of South Dakota, Mr. Nagle,
Mr. Hayes of Illinois, Mr. Olver, Mr. Sikorski, Mr.
Miller of California, Mr. Huckaby, Mr. AuCoin, Mr.
Jones of North Carolina, Mr. Oberstar, Ms. Norton, Mr.
Mollohan, Mr. Panetta, Mr. Clinger, Mr. Roemer, Mr.
Wise, Mr. Hertel, Mr. Murphy, Mr. Fazio, Mr.
Abercrombie, Mr. Wolpe, Mr. Bruce, Mr. Bonior, Mr.
Volkmer, Mr. Penny, Ms. Long, Mr. Traxler, Mr. Jones
of Georgia, and Mr. Sisisky

To provide financial assistance to eligible local educational agencies
to improve rural education, and for other purposes.

October 24, 1991. Jointly referred to Subcommittees on Elementary,
Secondary, and Vocational Education, and Select Education.

H.R. 2821 June 27, 1991

Mr. Richardson (for himself) and Mrs. Unsoeld

To allow Indian tribes to condition provision of tribal education funds
to maximize availability of human resources in critical areas of need
of tribal members.

August 13, 1991. Referred to Subcommittee on Postsecondary Edu-
cation.
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H.R. 2837 July 9, 1991

Mr. Stenholm

To amend the Agricultural Act of 1949 to improve the milk price
support program and to establish a milk inventory management pro-
gram to operate during calendar years in which purchases of milk and
milk products by the Commodity Credit Corporation are estimated to
exceed 5,000,000,000 pounds (Referred to the Committee on Agricul-
ture).

July 29, 1991. Reported by Committee on Agriculture (House Report
102-173, Part 1).

July 29, 1991. Sequentially referred to the Committees on Education
and Labor, and Ways and Means for a period ending not later than
September 27, 1991.

September 19, 1991. Report requested from Department of Agricul-
ture.

September 24, 1991. Held at Full Committee.
September 24, 1991. Considered in open legislative session and or-

dered reported with an amendment (voice vote).
September 25, 1991. Referral to the Committees on Education and

Labor, and Ways and Means extended for a period ending not later
than October 18, 1991.

October 17, 1991. Reported to House (House Report 102-173, Part
2).

October 17, 1991. Reported by Committee on Ways and Means
(House Report 102-173, Part 3).

H.R. 2849 July 10, 1991

Mr. Carr

To require employers to provide certain information concerning family
leave policies and for other purposes (Jointly referred to the Commit-
tees on Post Office and Civil Service, and Education and Labor).

August 13, 1991. Referred to Subcommittee on Labor-Management
Relations.

H.R. 2852 July 10, 1991

Mr. Goodling

To amend title I of the Higher Education Act of 1965 to promote ar-
ticulation agreements between 2-year and 4-year institutions of higher
education, and for other purposes.

August 13, 1991. Referred to Subcommittee on Postsecondary Edu-
cation.

H.R. 2864 July 10, 1991

Mr. Roybal (for himself), Ms. Oakar, Mr. Wyden, Mr.
Downey, Mr. Traficant, Mr. Evans, Mr. Rangel, Mr.
Hochbrueckner, Mr. Guarini, Mr. Kennedy, Mr.
Johnston of Florida, Mr. Towns, Mr. Jontz, Mr.
Lagomarsino, Mr. Gunderson, Mrs. Lloyd, Mr. Dwyer
of New Jersey, Mr. Faleomavaega, Mr. Mrazek, and
Mr. Roe

To amend the Older Americans Act of 1965 to establish an elder rights
program, and for other purposes.

August 13, 1991. Referred to Subcommittee on Human Resources.

H.R. 2866 July 10, 1991

Mr. Scheuer (for himself), Mr. Yates, Mr. Owens of New
York, Mr. Beilenson, Mr. Hughes, Mr. Spratt, Mr.
Dellums, Mr. Stallings, Mr. Martinez, and Mr.
Lancaster

To encourage the use of alternative fuels across the transportation
sector and facilitate research on the design of motor vehicles powered
by these fuels, and for other purposes (Jointly referred to the Comittees
on Energy and Commerce, Public Works and Transportation, Science,
Space, and Technology, and Education and Labor).

August 13, 1991. Referred to Subcommittee on Employment Oppor-
tunities.

H.R. 2875 July 11, 1991

Mr. Goodling (for himself) and Mr. Rinaldo

To alleviate burdens imposed upon educational agencies and insti-
tutions by the Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act of 1974 with
respect to the maintenances of records by campus law enforcement
units.

October 24, 1991. Referred to Subcommittee on Postsecondary Edu-
cation.
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H.R. 2877 July 11, 1991

Mr. McDermott

To provide incentives for certain health professionals to provide ser-
vices to medically underserved groups, and for other purposes (Jointly
referred to the Committees on Ways and Means, and Education and
Labor).

August 13, 1991. Referred to Subcommittee on Postsecondary Edu-
cation.

H.R. 2912 July 16, 1991

Mr. Williams (for himself), Mrs. Mink, Mr. Jefferson,
Mr. de Lugo, Mr. Foglietta, Mr. Mazzoli, Mr. Towns,
Mr. Gordon, Mr. Frost, Ms. Kaptur, Mr. Jontz, Mr.
LaFalce, Mr. Rangel, Ms. Norton, Mr. Fish, Mr. Evans,
Mrs. Meyers of Kansas, Mr. DeFazio, Mr. Engel, and
Mr. Johnston of Florida

To improve the recruitment of classroom teachers, and for other pur-
poses.

August 13, 1991. Referred to Subcommittee on Postsecondary Edu-
cation.

H.R. 2917 July 16, 1991

Mr. Ortiz

To establish a Wetlands Research and Policy Center at the Port of
Brownsville, Texas, and for other purposes (Jointly referred to the
Committees on Science, Space, and Technology, Public Works and
Transportation, Merchant Marine and Fisheries, Education and Labor,
and Foreign Affairs).

August 13, 1991. Referred to Subcommittees on Postsecondary Edu-
cation.

H.R. 2918 July 16, 1991

Mr. Ridge (for himself), Mr. Houghton, Ms. Snowe, and
Mr. Regula

Entitled the “Collective Bargaining Protection Act”.

August 13, 1991. Referred to Subcommittee Labor-Management Re-
lations.

H.R. 2919 July 16, 1991

Mr. Studds (for himself) and Mr. Zeliff

To amend the Magnuson Fishery Conservation and Management Act
to provide for the restoration of New England stocks of groundfish, and
for other purposes (Jointly referred to the Committees on Merchant
Marine and Fisheries, Ways and Means, and Education and Labor).

August 13, 1991. Referred to Subcommittee on Employment Oppor-
tunities.

September 22, 1992. Reported by Committee on Merchant Marine and
Fisheries (House Report 102-885, Part 1).

H.R. 2933 July 17, 1991

Mr. Kildee (for himself), Mr. Goodling, and Mr. Ford of
Michigan

To amend the National School Lunch Act to extend through the fiscal
year 1994 the pilot project relating to the provision of all cash pay-
ments or all commodity letters of credit in lieu of entitlement com-
modities for school lunch programs.

August 13, 1991. Referred to Subcommittee on Elementary, Second-
ary, and Vocational Education.

June 1, 1992. Report requested from Department of Agriculture.
June 10, 1992. Provisions incorporated into S. 2759.

(For further action see S. 2759)
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H.R. 2936 July 17, 1991

Mr. Price (for himself), Mr. Brown, Mr. Boucher, Mr.
Valentine, Mr. Boehlert, Mr. Lewis of Florida, Mr.
Rogers, Mr. Browder, Mr. Espy, Mr. Frost, Mr. Jones
of North Carolina, Ms. Kaptur, Mr. Lancaster, Mr.
Perkins, Mr. Roe, Mr. Sawyer, Ms. Slaughter, Mr.
Towns, Mr. Fazio, Mr. Gordon, Mr. de Lugo, Ms.
Norton, Mr. Moran, Mr. Cooper, Mr. Evans, Mr. Bruce,
Mr. Jontz, Mr. Bacchus, Mr. Bilbray, Mr. Orton, Mr.
Fascell, Mr. Ravenel, Mr. Thornton, Mr. Olver, Mr.
McHugh, Mr. Kopetski, Mr. Stallings, Mr. Nagle, Mr.
Aspin, Mr. Mineta, Mr. Gilchrest, Mr. Peterson of
Florida, Mr. Eckart, Mr. Hall of Ohio, Mr. Morrison,
Mrs. Morella, Mr. Roemer, Mr. Rohrabacher, Mr.
Hayes of Illinois, Ms. Horn, Mr. Hughes, Mr. Kolter,
Mr. LaFalce, Mr. Markey, Mrs. Boxer, Mr. Schiff, Mr.
Henry, Mr. Andrews of New Jersey, Mr. McMillen of
Maryland, Mr. Packard, Mr. Studds, Mr. Fawell, Mrs.
Lloyd, Mr. Alexander, and Mr. Skeen

To establish programs at the National Science foundation for the ad-
vancement of technical education and training in advanced-technology
occupations, and for other purposes (Jointly referred to the Committees
on Education and Labor, and Science, Space, and Technology).

August 13, 1991. Jointly referred to Subcommittees on Postsecondary
Education, and Elementary, Secondary, and Vocational Education.

April 30, 1992. Reported by Committee on Science, Space and Tech-
nology (House Report 102-508, Part 1).

August 10, 1992. Passed House under suspension of the rules with an
amendment (voice vote).

August 11, 1992. Referred to the Senate Committee on Labor and
Human Resources.

H.R. 2938 July 17, 1991

Mr. Serrano (for himself), Mr. Miller of California, Mr.
Hayes of Illinois, Mr. Kolter, Mr. Owens of New York,
Ms. Ros-Lehtinen, Mr. Frank of Massachusetts, Mrs.
Boxer, Ms. Molinari, Mr. Fuster, Mr. Towns, Mrs.
Lowey of New York, Mr. Horton, Mr. de Lugo, Mr.
Scheuer, Mr. Payne of New Jersey, Mr. Lancaster, Mr.
Jefferson, Mr. Rangel, Ms. Norton, Mr. Berman, Mr.
Martinez, Mr. Foglietta, and Mr. Washington

To establish a Teacher Opportunity Corps to enable paraprofessionals
working in targeted schools to become certified teachers through part-
time and summer study.

August 13, 1991. Referred to Subcommittee on Postsecondary Edu-
cation.

H.R. 2943 July 18, 1991

Mr. Ballenger (for himself), Mr. Bunning, Mr. Coble, Mr.
Gingrich, Mr. Goodling, Mr. Hancock, Mr. Horton, Mr.
Ireland, Mr. Kyl, Mr. Rhodes, Mr. Roth, Mr. Thomas
of Wyoming, Mr. Towns, Mr. Walker, Mr. Zeliff, Mr.
Zimmer, Mr. Chapman, Ms. Norton, Mr. Rangel, Mr.
Riggs, Mr. Valentine, Mr. Franks of Connecticut, Mr.
Fish, Mr. Espy, Mr. Geren of Texas, Mr. Hefley, Mr.
Hastert, Mr. Solomon, Mr. Lagomarsino, and Mr. de
Lugo

To require the Secretary of Education to evaluate programs providing
disadvantaged children with guaranties of postsecondary education as-
sistance, and for other purposes.

August 13, 1991. Referred to Subcommittee on Postsecondary Edu-
cation.

H.R. 2947 July 18, 1991

Mr. Gekas

To amend the Family Violence Prevention and Services Act to provide
grants to States to fund State domestic violence coalitions, and for other
purposes.

August 13, 1991. Referred to Subcommittee on Select Education.

H.R. 2952 July 18, 1991

Mr. Klug (for himself), Mr. Jontz, Mr. Horton, Mrs.
Vucanovich, Mr. Johnston of Florida, Mr. Martinez,
Mr. Lehman of Florida, Mr. Zeliff, Mr. Evans, and Mr.
Frost

To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to provide for the
forgiveness of Perkins loans for providers of early intervention services
for individuals with disabilities.

August 13, 1991. Referred to Subcommittee on Postsecondary Edu-
cation.

H.R. 2953 July 18, 1991

Mrs. Lloyd

To amend the Older Americans Act of 1965 to establish a housing
ombudsman demonstration program.

August 13, 1991. Referred to Subcommittee on Human Resources.
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H.R. 2954 July 18, 1991

Mrs. Lloyd

To amend the Older Americans Act of 1965 to establish a demon-
stration program to provide supportive services in federally assisted
housing.

August 13, 1991. Referred to Subcommittee on Human Resources.

H.R. 2967 July 23, 1991

Mr. Martinez (for himself), Mr. Roybal, Mr. Kildee, Mr.
Downey, Mr. Gekas, Mrs. Lowey of New York, Mr.
de Lugo, Mr. Roemer, Mr. Payne of New Jersey, Mr.
Miller  of California, Mr. Smith of New Jersey, Mr. Roe,
and Mr. Campbell of California

To amend the Older Americans Act of 1965 to authorize appropriations
for fiscal years 1992 through 1995; to authorize a 1993 National Con-
ference on Aging; to amend the Native Americans Programs Act of
1974 to authorize appropriations for fiscal years 1992 through 1995,
and for other purposes.

July 24, 1991. Referred to Subcommittee on Human Resources.
July 25, 1991. Report requested from Department of Health and Hu-

man Services.
July 25, 1991. Considered in open legislative session and ordered re-

ported to Full Committee, amended (voice vote).
July 29, 1991. Report received from Department of Health and Human

Services.
July 30, 1991. Considered in open legislative session and ordered re-

ported, amended (voice vote).
August 28, 1991. Rule requested.
September 11, 1991. Reported to House (House Report 102-199).
September 12, 1991. Rule reported.
September 12, 1991. Rule adopted.
September 12, 1991. Passed House, amended (385-0).
September 25, 1991. Referred to Senate Committee on Labor and

Human Resources.
November 12, 1991. Senate Committee on Labor and Human Re-

sources discharged.
November 12, 1991. Passed Senate with an amendment striking all

after the enacting clause and inserting in lieu thereof the text of S.
243, amended (voice vote).

November 12, 1991. Senate insisted on its amendments and requested
a conference with the House.

November 18, 1991. Senate appointed conferees from the Committee
on Labor and Human Resources, Senators Kennedy, Metzenbaum,
Adams, Hatch, and Cochran; and from the Committee on Finance
(solely for the social security retirement earnings provisions), Sen-
ators Bentsen, Moynihan, and Packwood.

April 8, 1992. Rule reported.
April 9, 1992. Rule adopted.
April 9, 1992. House agreed to Senate amendment with an amendment

pursuant to H. Res. 433 under suspension of the rules (340-68).
September 15, 1992. Senate agreed to House amendment to the Senate

amendment with an amendment striking all after the enacting clause
and inserting in lieu the text of S. 3008, a similar Senate-passed bill.

September 22, 1992. House agreed to the Senate amendment to the
House amendment to the Senate amendment under suspension of the
rules (voice vote).

September 30, 1992. Approved. Public Law 102-375.
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H.R. 2970 July 23, 1991

Mr. Dixon (for himself), Mr. Towns, Mr. McDermott,
Ms. Kaptur, Mr. Horton, Mr. Martinez, Mrs. Collins of
Illinois, Mr. Mfume, Mr. Ford of Tennessee, Mr.
Dymally, Mr. Espy, Mr. Rangel, Ms. Pelosi, Ms.
Norton, Mr. Dellums, Mr. Clay, Mr. Foglietta, Mrs.
Boxer, Mr. Fazio, Mr. Torres, Mr. Sanders, Mr. Frost,
Mr. Hayes of Illinois, Mr. Owens of New York, Mr.
Stokes, Mr. Payne of New Jersey, Mr. Stark, Mr. Flake,
Ms. Waters, Mr. Roybal, Mr. Jefferson, Mr. de Lugo,
Mr. Berman, Mr. Wheat, Mr. Lehman of Florida, Mr.
Conyers, Mr. Fish, and Mr. Frank of Massachusetts

To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to provide program grants
to medical and allied health professions institutions for graduate edu-
cation and training which will benefit underserved, economically dis-
advantaged communities.

August 13, 1991. Referred to Subcommittee on Postsecondary Edu-
cation.

H.R. 2973 July 23, 1991

Mr. Faleomavaega

To establish a Native American University, and for other purposes.

August 13, 1991. Referred to Subcommittee on Postsecondary Edu-
cation.

H.R. 2974 July 23, 1991

Mr. Gephardt (for himself), Mr. Moran, Mr. Gordon, Mr.
Towns, Mr. Lipinski, Mr. Chapman, Ms. Norton, Mr.
Torres, Mr. Lancaster, Mr. Kopetski, and Mr. Frost

To provide payments to States and certain other entities and individuals
as a reward to increase the number of children who receive preschool
health care and early childhood education and to increase the number
of high school seniors who achieve outstanding scores in math and
science, and for other purpose (Jointly referred to the Committees on
Education and Labor, and Ways and Means).

October 24, 1991. Jointly referred to Subcommittees on Postsecondary
Education, Elementary, Secondary, and Vocational Education, and
Human Resources.

H.R. 3003 July 23, 1991

Mr. Wise

To provide that certain regulations of the Secretary of Labor relating
to the adjudication of claims under the Black Lung Benefits Act shall
be of no force or effect.

August 13, 1991. Referred to Subcommittee on Labor Standards.

H.R. 3032 July 25, 1991

Mr. Jefferson

To reauthorize and revise certain provisions of the Higher Education
Act of 1965 in order to strengthen access to higher education oppor-
tunities for low-income students and minority students, especially
African Americans, and for other purposes.

August 13, 1991. Referred to Subcommittee on Postsecondary Edu-
cation.

H.R. 3033 July 25, 1991

Mr. Perkins (for himself), Mr. Ford of Michigan, Mr.
Goodling, and Mr. Gunderson

To amend the Job Training Partnership Act to improve the delivery of
services to hard-to-serve youth and adults, and for other purposes.

July 29, 1991. Report requested from Department of Labor.
July 30, 1991. Referred to Subcommittee on Employment Opportu-

nities.
July 31, 1991. Considered in open legislative session and ordered re-

ported to Full Committee with an amendment (7-0).
September 24, 1991. Considered in open legislative session and or-

dered reported, amended (voice vote).
October 7, 1991. Reported to House (House Report 102-240).
October 8, 9, 1991. Debated on House Floor under suspension of the

rules.
October 9, 1991. Passed House under suspension of the rules (420-6).
April 30, 1992. Passed Senate with an amendment striking all after the

enacting clause and inserting text of S. 2055, as passed (voice vote).
April 30, 1992. Senate insisted on its amendment, requested confer-

ence with House and appointed conferees.
May 19, 1992. House disagreed to Senate amendment, agreed to

conference requested by Senate and appointed conferees.
July 29, 1992. Conferees met.
August 6, 1992. Conference report filed in House (House Report

102-811).
August 7, 1992. Conference report adopted in Senate (voice vote).
August 11, 1992. Conference report adopted in House under suspen-

sion of the rules (voice vote).
September 7, 1992. Approved. Public Law 102-367.
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H.R. 3034 July 25, 1991

Mr. Jefferson (for himself) and Mr. Owens of New York

To amend the Temporary Child Care for Children With Disabilities and
Crisis Nurseries Act of 1986 to extend the programs of such Act, and
for other purposes.

July 29, 1991. Report requested from Department of Health and Hu-
man Services.

July 30, 1991. Held at Full Committee.
July 30, 1991. Considered in open legislative session and ordered re-

ported, without amendment (voice vote).
September 11, 1991. Passed House under suspension of the rules

(voice vote).
September 12, 1991. Referred to Senate Committee on Labor and

Human Resources.

H.R. 3044 July 25, 1991

Mr. Henry

To require the Secretary of Education to establish a grant program for
the improvement of undergraduate and graduate manufacturing engi-
neering education at institutions of higher education in the United
States (Jointly referred to the Committee on Education and Labor, and
Science, Space, and Technology).

August 13, 1991. Referred to Subcommittee on Postsecondary Edu-
cation.

H.R. 3046 July 25, 1991

Mr. McMillen of Maryland (for himself), Mr. Towns, Mr.
Bilbray, Mr. Richardson, Mr. Murtha, Mr. Kolter, and
Mr. Smith of Florida

To exempt from the antitrust laws certain conduct engaged in by the
National Collegiate Athletic Association (NCAA) jointly with member
institutions for the purpose of allowing the NCAA exclusively to ne-
gotiate certain contracts, and for other purposes (Jointly referred to the
Committees on the Judiciary, Education and Labor, Energy and Com-
merce, and Ways and Means).

October 24, 1991. Referred to Subcommittee on Postsecondary Edu-
cation.

H.R. 3050 July 25, 1991

Mr. Miller of California (for himself), Mr. McDermott,
Mr. Gejdenson, Mr. Frank of Massachusetts, Mr.
Kolter, Mr. Towns, Mr. Lipinski, Mr. Foglietta, Mrs.
Boxer, and Mr. Evans

To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to establish a higher ed-
ucation loan program in which the amount of a student's loan repay-
ment is contingent upon such student's income, and for other purposes
(Jointly referred to the Committees on Education and Labor, and Ways
and Means).

August 13, 1991. Referred to Subcommittee on Postsecondary Edu-
cation.

November 8, 1991. Reports requested from Department of Education
and Department of the Treasury.

November 14, 1991; February 6, 1992. Hearings held.

H.R. 3053 July 25, 1991

Mr. Owens of New York (for himself), Mr. Williams,
Mr. Goodling, Mr. Ballenger, Mr. Klug, Mr. Payne of
New Jersey, Mr. Jefferson, and Mr. Serrano

To amend the Individuals with Disabilities Education Act to strengthen
such Act, and for other purposes.

July 30, 1991. Held at Full Committee.
July 30, 1991. Considered in open legislative session and ordered re-

ported, without amendment (voice vote).
September 11, 1991. Reported to House (House Report 102-198).
September 11, 1991. Passed House under suspension of the rules

(voice vote). Subsequently, S. 1106, a similar Senate-passed bill,
passed in lieu after being amended to contain the language of the
House bill, as passed.

(For further action see S. 1106)

H.R. 3057 July 25, 1991

Mr. Serrano (for himself) and Mr. Owens of New York

To amend the Drug-Free Schools and Communities Act of 1986 to
revise the authorities of such Act relating to the National Diffusion
Network.

July 29, 1991. Report requested from Department of Education.
July 30, 1991. Held at Full Committee.
July 30, 1991. Considered in open legislative session and ordered re-

ported, amended (voice vote).
September 11, 1991. Passed House under suspension of the rules

(voice vote).
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H.R. 3078 July 29, 1991

Mr. Reed (for himself), Mrs. Mink, Mr. Frank of
Massachusetts, Mrs. Morella, Mr. Penny, Mr. Towns,
Mr. Matsui, Ms. Norton, Mr. Skeen, Mr. Brown, Mr.
Lancaster, Mr. Kopetski, Mr. Bonior, Mr. Frost, Mr.
Olver, and Mr. Evans

To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to exclude the value of
personal residences and family farms from the calculation of expected
family contributions for student aid programs.

August 13, 1991. Referred to Subcommittee on Postsecondary Edu-
cation.

H.R. 3080 July 29, 1991

Mr. Sisisky

To amend title VII to authorize funds for the construction of a regional
fine arts center and a child development complex at Saint Paul's Col-
lege in Lawrenceville, Virginia.

August 13, 1991. Referred to Subcommittee on Postsecondary Edu-
cation.

H.R. 3083 July 29, 1991

Mr. Ford of Michigan (for himself) and Mr. Coleman of
Missouri

To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to ensure the continued
safety and soundness of the Student Loan Marketing Association, and
for other purposes.

July 30, 1991. Held at Full Committee.
July 30, 1991. Considered in open legislative session and ordered re-

ported, amended (voice vote).
September 13, 1991. Reported to House (House Report 102-203).

(Similar provisions incorporated into H.R. 3553)

H.R. 3093 July 30, 1991

Mr. Hefley (for himself), Mr. Thomas of Wyoming, Mr.
Allard, and Mr. Bustamante

To amend the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 to provide an ex-
emption from the overtime requirements of that Act for individuals
who perform multi-skill duties in connection with wildlife.

October 24, 1991. Referred to Subcommittee on Labor Standards.

H.R. 3098 July 30, 1991

Mr. Ortiz (for himself), Mr. Serrano, Mr. Martinez, Ms.
Ros-Lehtinen, Mr. Roybal, Mr. Richardson, Mr. Torres,
Mr. Blaz, Mr. Bustamante, Mr. Fuster, Mr. de Lugo,
Mr. Washington, Mr. Coleman of Texas, Mr.
Cunningham, Mr. Bilbray, Mr. Towns, Mr. Horton, Mr.
Mfume, Mrs. Boxer, Mr. Brown, Mr. Berman, Mr.
Rangel, Ms. Norton, Mr. Lancaster, Mr. McNulty, Mr.
Kopetski, Mrs. Mink, Mr. Jefferson, Mr. Hayes of
Illinois, Mr. Jontz, Mrs. Lowey of New York, Mr.
Lantos, Mr. Payne of New Jersey, Mrs. Collins of
Michigan, Mr. Fazio, Mr. Moran, Mr. Weiss, Mr.
Mineta, and Ms. Pelosi

To improve the college participation rates of groups underserved by
institutions of higher education and for other purposes.

August 13, 1991. Referred to Subcommittee on Postsecondary Edu-
cation.

H.R. 3102 July 30, 1991

Mrs. Schroeder (for herself), Mr. Riggs, Mr. Wolf, Mr.
Evans, Mr. Dymally, Mr. Lehman of Florida, Mr.
Slattery, Mr. Horton, Mr. Jefferson, Mr. Conyers, Mr.
LaFalce, Mr. Fuster, Mr. Frank of Massachusetts, Mrs.
Johnson of Connecticut, Ms. Kaptur, Mr. Durbin, Mr.
Serrano, Mr. Lancaster, Ms. Norton, Mr. AuCoin, Mr.
Dixon, Mr. Foglietta, Mr. Traficant, Mr. Colorado, and
Mrs. Collins of Illinois

To amend section 520 of the Cranston-Gonzalez National Affordable
Housing Act to authorize the Secretary of Housing and Urban Devel-
opment to make grants to establish midnight basketball league training
and partnership programs incorporating employment counseling, job-
training, and other educational activities for residents of public housing
and federally assisted housing (Jointly referred to the Committees on
Banking, Finance and Urban Affairs, and Education and Labor).

August 13, 1991. Referred to Subcommittee on Employment Oppor-
tunities.
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H.R. 3114 July 30, 1991

Mr. Serrano

To permit Pell Grant recipients to receive grants to cover more than
one full-time academic year of study during a 12-month award year
period and to extend the period of eligibility for Pell Grants by one
academic year.

October 24, 1991. Referred to Subcommittee on Postsecondary Edu-
cation.

H.R. 3120 July 31, 1991

Mr. Ackerman (for himself), Mrs. Boxer, Mr. Chandler,
Mr. de Lugo, Mr. Dwyer of New Jersey, Mr. Evans,
Mr. Fish, Mr. Gonzalez, Mr. Miller of Washington, Mr.
Rangel, Mr. Roe, Mr. Serrano, and Mr. Engel

To express the sense of the Congress regarding a national agenda for
extending and improving foreign language instruction in the elementary
schools of the Nation.

August 13, 1991. Referred to Subcommittee on Elementary, Second-
ary, and Vocational Education.

H.R. 3127 July 31, 1991

Mr. Faleomavaega

To establish a Native American University, and for other purposes
(Jointly referred to the Committees on Education and Labor, and Inte-
rior and Insular Affairs).

August 13, 1991. Referred to Subcommittee on Postsecondary Edu-
cation.

H.R. 3129 July 31, 1991

Mr. Gaydos (for himself) and Mr. AuCoin

To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to prohibit classifying
certain courses of instruction as correspondence courses.

August 13, 1991. Referred to Subcommittee on Postsecondary Edu-
cation.

H.R. 3133 July 31, 1991

Mr. Hayes of Illinois (for himself), Mr. Dellums, Mr.
Jontz, Mr. Jefferson, Ms. Norton, Mrs. Unsoeld, Mr.
Sanders, Mr. Evans, Mr. Lipinski, and Mr. Kostmayer

To amend the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970 to expand
the rights of victims of occupational safety and health hazards, and for
other purposes.

August 13, 1991. Referred to Subcommittee on Health and Safety.

H.R. 3135 July 31, 1991

Mr. Lipinski

To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to revise the eligibility
criteria for the TRIO programs.

August 13, 1991. Referred to Subcommittee on Postsecondary Edu-
cation.

H.R. 3136 July 31, 1991

Mr. Lipinski (for himself), Mr. Kolter, Mr. Staggers, Mr.
Horton, Mr. Dwyer of New Jersey, Mr. Bruce, Mr.
Engel, and Mr. Faleomavaega

To require the Secretary of Education to conduct a comprehensive
study of the TRIO programs under the Higher Education Act of 1965.

August 13, 1991. Referred to Subcommittee on Postsecondary Edu-
cation.

H.R. 3137 July 31, 1991

Mr. McCloskey (for himself), Mr. Evans, Mr. Dwyer of
New Jersey, Mr. Berman, Mr. Santorum, Mr. Derrick,
Mr. Atkins, Mr. Jontz, Mr. Brown, Mr. Zimmer, Mr.
Goss, Mr. Allen, Mr. Campbell of California, and Mr.
Shays

To amend the McCarran-Ferguson Act and the Employee Retirement
Income Security Act of 1974 to assure that the medicaid program is
treated as payer of last resort (Jointly referred to the Committees on
Energy and Commerce, the Judiciary, Education and Labor).

August 13, 1991. Referred to Subcommittee on Labor-Management
Relations.
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H.R. 3144 July 31, 1991

Mr. Petri

To amend the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 to exempt certain in-
dividuals from the child labor provisions.

August 13, 1991. Referred to Subcommittee on Labor Standards.

H.R. 3160 Aug. 1, 1991

Mr. Ford of Michigan (for himself), Mr. Gaydos, Mr.
Clay, Mr. Miller of California, Mr. Murphy, Mr. Kildee,
Mr. Martinez, Mr. Owens of New York, Mr. Hayes of
Illinois, Mr. Perkins, Mr. Sawyer, Mr. Payne of New
Jersey, Mrs. Unsoeld, Mr. Washington, Mr. Serrano,
Mrs. Mink, Mr. Jefferson, Mr. Olver, Mr. de Lugo, Mr.
Annunzio, Mr. Berman, Mr. Dellums, Mr. Evans, Mr.
Fascell, Mr. Ford of Tennessee, Mr. Hall of Ohio, Mr.
Hertel, Mr. Jontz, Mr. Kleczka, Mr. LaFalce, Mr.
Lantos, Mr. Mineta, Mr. Murtha, Ms. Norton, Ms.
Pelosi, Mr. Price, Mr. Rahall, Mr. Rangel, Mr. Rose,
Mr. Stark, Mr. Traficant, Mr. Visclosky, Mr. Durbin,
Mr. Dwyer of New Jersey, Mr. Edwards of California,
Mr. Frank of Massachusetts, Mr. Kolter, Mrs. Lowey
of New York, Mr. McCloskey, Mr. McDermott, Mr.
Neal of Massachusetts, Ms. Oakar, Mr. Oberstar, Mr.
Reed, Mr. Sabo, Mr. Sanders, Mr. Scheuer, Ms.
Slaughter, Mr. Torres, Mr. Traxler, Mr. Vento, Ms.
Waters, Mr. Waxman, Mr. Wyden, Mr. Abercrombie,
Mr. Andrews of New Jersey, Mr. Andrews of Maine,
Mr. AuCoin, Mrs. Boxer, Mr. Brown, Mr. Coleman of
Texas, Mr. Costello, Mr. Dicks, Mr. Downey, Mr.
Dymally, Mr. Fazio, Mr. Foglietta, Mr. Frost, Mr.
Gonzalez, Mr. Hochbrueckner, Ms. Kaptur, Mr. Levine
of California, Mr. Pallone, Mr. Peterson of Minnesota,
Mr. Poshard, Mr. Conyers, Mr. Dixon, Mr. Lipinski,
Mr. Markey, Mr. Mrazek, Mr. Russo, Mr. Studds, Mr.
Flake, Mr. Kopetski, Mr. Luken, Mr. Matsui, Mr.
Schumer, Mr. Sikorski, Mr. Towns, Mr. Ackerman, Mr.
Bonior, Mr. Borski, Mr. Bruce, Mr. Bryant, Mrs.
Collins of Illinois, Mr. Coyne, Mr. Engel, Mr. Espy,
Mr. Kennedy, Mrs. Kennelly, Mr. Lehman of Florida,
Mr. Moakley, Mr. Pease, Mr. Savage, Mr. Staggers,
Mr. Stokes, Mr. Torricelli, Mr. Weiss, Mr. Yates, Mr.
Atkins, Mrs. Collins of Michigan, Ms. DeLauro, Mr.
Dooley, Mr. Gejdenson, Mr. Mfume, Mr. Obey, Mr.
Pastor, Mr. Roybal, Mr. Solarz, Mr. Wolpe, Mr. Hefner,
Mr. Kostmayer, Mr. Manton, Mr. Mavroules, Mrs.
Schroeder, Mr. Swift, and Mr. Blackwell

To revise the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970 (Jointly re-
ferred to the Committees on Education and Labor, and Post Office and
Civil  Service).

September 6, 1991. Report requested from Department of Labor.
September 12; November 21, 1991; February 26; March 5; April 2, 8,

29, 1992. Hearings held by Full Committee.
March 2, 1992. Held at Full Committee.
April 29, 1992. Report received from Department of Labor.
May 28, 1992. Considered in open legislative session and ordered re-

ported, amended (voice vote).
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H.R. 3160—Continued

July 9, 1992. Reported to House (House Report 102-663, Part 1).

H.R. 3179 Aug. 1, 1991

Mr. Kildee

To amend title VIII of the Higher Education Act of 1965.

October 24, 1991. Referred to Subcommittee on Postsecondary Edu-
cation.

H.R. 3181 Aug. 1, 1991

Mr. Kildee (for himself), Mr. Owens of New York, and
Mr. Reed

To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 in order to assist and
improve college and university libraries in the United States.

October 24, 1991. Referred to Subcommittee on Postsecondary Edu-
cation.

H.R. 3182 Aug. 1, 1991

Mr. Klug

To amend title VII of the Higher Education Act.

October 24, 1991. Referred to Subcommittee on Postsecondary Edu-
cation.

H.R. 3189 Aug. 1, 1991

Mr. Owens of New York (for himself), Mr. Payne of New
Jersey, Mr. Hayes of Illinois, Mr. Washington, Mr.
Jefferson, Mr. Serrano, and Mrs. Lowey of New York

To amend title IX of the Higher Education Act in order to encourage
minority students to seek and obtain doctoral degrees, and for other
purposes.

October 24, 1991. Referred to Subcommittee on Postsecondary Edu-
cation.

H.R. 3192 Aug. 1, 1991

Mr. Rhodes (for himself), Mr. Allard, and Mr. Ewing

To alleviate burdens imposed upon educational agencies and insti-
tutions by the Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act of 1974 with
respect to the maintenance of records by campus law enforcement
units.

October 24, 1991. Referred to Subcommittee on Postsecondary Edu-
cation.

H.R. 3205 Aug. 2, 1991

Mr. Rostenkowski (for himself) and Mr. Engel

To amend the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 and the Social Security
Act to provide for health insurance coverage for workers and the public
in a manner that contains the costs of health care in the United States
(Jointly referred to the Committees on Ways and Means, Energy and
Commerce, and Education and Labor).

March 2, 1992. Referred to Subcommittee on Labor-Management
Relations.

H.R. 3210 Aug. 2, 1991

Mr. Hughes (for himself), Mr. Boehlert, Mr. Roybal, Mr.
Rinaldo, Mr. Ford of Tennessee, Ms. Oakar, Mr. Wise,
Mr. Kolter, Mr. Mazzoli, Mr. Lancaster, Mr.
McCandless, Mr. Smith of Florida, Mr. Franks of
Connecticut, Mr. DeFazio, Mr. Hefner, Mr. Torres, Mr.
Jontz, Ms. Norton, Mr. Kopetski, Mr. Roe, and Ms.
DeLauro

To amend title IV of the Employee Retirement Income Security Act
of 1974 to ensure protection of pension plan benefit liabilities subject
to distribution in the form of irrevocable commitments purchased from
insurers upon the standard termination of such plans.

October 24, 1991. Referred to Subcommittee on Labor-Management
Relations.
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H.R. 3211 Aug. 2, 1991

Mr. Andrews of New Jersey (for himself), Mr. Kildee,
Mr. Wolpe, Mr. Frank of Massachusetts, Mr. Penny,
Mr. Brown, Mr. Washington, Mr. de Lugo, Mr. Perkins,
Mr. Hughes, Mr. Dwyer of New Jersey, Mr. Stenholm,
Mr. Dingell, Mr. Bonior, Mr. Pallone, Mr. Kolter, Mr.
Atkins, Mr. Santorum (withdrew on Apr. 9, 1992), Mr.
Jontz, Mr. Bacchus, and Mr. Wheat

To establish a Federal direct student loan program to consolidate ex-
isting student loan programs, and for other purposes.

October 24, 1991. Referred to Subcommittee on Postsecondary Edu-
cation.

H.R. 3229 Aug. 2, 1991

Mr. Dellums (for himself) and Mr. Owens of New York

To establish a United States Health Service to provide high quality
comprehensive health care for all Americans and to overcome the de-
ficiencies in the present system of health care delivery (Jointly referred
to the Committees on Energy and Commerce, Armed Services, Bank-
ing, Finance and Urban Affairs, the District of Columbia, Education
and Labor, the Judiciary, Post Office and Civil Service, Veterans' Af-
fairs, and Ways and Means).

March 2, 1992. Jointly referred to Subcommittees on Labor-
Management Relations, Health and Safety, and Labor Standards.

H.R. 3233 Aug. 2, 1991

Mr. Dymally (for himself) and Mr. Faleomavaega

To establish a commission to study the impact of intercollegiate ath-
letics on interstate commerce, and for other purposes (Jointly referred
to the Committees on Education and Labor, and Energy and Com-
merce).

October 24, 1991. Referred to Subcommittee on Postsecondary Edu-
cation.

H.R. 3238 Aug. 2, 1991

Mr. Goodling (for himself), Mr. Fawell, and Mr. Clay

To extend authorizations of appropriations for certain youth programs
under the Anti-Drug Abuse Act of 1988.

October 24, 1991. Referred to Subcommittee on Human Resources.

H.R. 3239 Aug. 2, 1991

Mr. Gordon (for himself), Mrs. Roukema, Ms. Waters,
Mr. Stenholm, and Mr. Penny

To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to provide more stringent
requirements for the Robert T. Stafford Student Loan Program, and for
other purposes.

October 24, 1991. Referred to Subcommittee on Postsecondary Edu-
cation.

H.R. 3240 Aug. 2, 1991

Mr. Gunderson

To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to establish a Commission
on Graduate Education.

October 24, 1991. Referred to Subcommittee on Postsecondary Edu-
cation.

H.R. 3241 Aug. 2, 1991

Mr. Gunderson

To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to improve the access of
nontraditional students to financial assistance, and for other purposes.

October 24, 1991. Referred to Subcommittee on Postsecondary Edu-
cation.

H.R. 3244 Aug. 2, 1991

Mr. Jefferson (for himself), Mr. Owens of New York,
Mr. Washington, Mr. Hayes of Illinois, Mr. Payne of
New Jersey, Mr. Kildee, Mr. Clay, and Mrs. Mink

To reauthorize and revise certain provisions of the Higher Education
Act of 1965 in order to strengthen access to higher education oppor-
tunities for low-income students and minority students, especially
African Americans, and for other purposes.

October 24, 1991. Referred to Subcommittee on Postsecondary Edu-
cation.
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H.R. 3255 Aug. 2, 1991

Mr. Levine of California (for himself), Mr. Gilman, Mr.
Scheuer, Mrs. Lowey of New York, Mr. Frost, Mr.
Costello, Mr. Kyl, Mr. Smith of Florida, Mr. Inhofe,
Mr. Applegate, Mr. Lipinski, Ms. Kaptur, Mr. Rangel,
Mr. Rogers, Mr. Kopetski, Mrs. Lloyd, and Mr. Jontz

To authorize the President to seize and liquidate assets of the Iraqi
Government that have been blocked by the United States, and to au-
thorize the appropriation of those liquidated assets to benefit United
States veterans and small business concerns injured by deployments
like Operation Desert Storm, and for humanitarian assistance to Iraqi
refuges and other persons displaced in the Persian Gulf region as a
result of the Persian Gulf conflict (Jointly referred to the Committees
on Foreign Affairs, Small Business, Veterans' Affairs, Education and
Labor, Energy and Commerce, Rules, and Government Operations).

October 24, 1991. Referred to Subcommittee on Employment Oppor-
tunities.

H.R. 3259 Aug. 2, 1991

Mr. Martinez

To authorize appropriations for drug abuse education and prevention
programs relating to youth gangs and to runaway and homeless youth,
and for other purposes.

September 19, 1991. Report requested from Department of Education.
September 24, 1991. Held at Full Committee.
September 24, 1991. Considered in open legislative session and or-

dered reported, amended (voice vote).
September 26, 1991. Reported to House (House Report 102-222).
September 30, 1991. Passed House under suspension of the rules

(voice vote).
October 2, 1991. Passed Senate (voice vote).
October 18, 1991. Approved. Public Law 102-132.

H.R. 3261 Aug. 2, 1991

Ms. Molinari (for herself), Mr. Serrano, and Mrs. Lowey
of New York

To establish prefreshman summer programs for disadvantaged students
at institutions of higher education.

October 24, 1991. Referred to Subcommittee on Postsecondary Edu-
cation.

H.R. 3268 Aug. 2, 1991

Mr. Obey (for himself) and Mr. Rhodes

To establish the Morris K. Udall Scholarship and Excellence in Na-
tional Environmental Policy Foundation, and for other purposes.

October 24, 1991. Referred to Subcommittee on Postsecondary Edu-
cation.

H.R. 3274 Aug. 2, 1991

Mr. Reed (for himself) and Mr. Machtley

To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to student aid calculations
from being based on assets in accounts that have been frozen by State
action, and for other purposes.

October 24, 1991. Referred to Subcommittee on Postsecondary Edu-
cation.

H.R. 3275 Aug. 2, 1991

Mr. Reed (for himself) and Mr. Machtley

To amend the Higher Act of 1965 to require special consideration in
student aid decisions for students from families whose assets have been
restricted because of bank and credit union failures.

October 24, 1991. Referred to Subcommittee on Postsecondary Edu-
cation.

H.R. 3279 Aug. 2, 1991

Mr. Roemer (for himself), Mr. Andrews of New Jersey,
Mr. Reed, and Mr. Bacchus

To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to increase the amount
of Pell Grants for needy students, and for other purposes.

October 24, 1991. Referred to Subcommittee on Postsecondary Edu-
cation.
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H.R. 3285 Aug. 2, 1991

Mr. Valentine (for himself), Mr. Price, Mr. Boehlert, Mr.
Cooper, Mr. Fazio, Mr. Levin of Michigan, Mrs. Lloyd,
Mr. McMillen of Maryland, Mr. Scheuer, Mr. Slattery,
Mr. Synar, Mr. Towns, Mr. Markey, Mr. Brown, Mr.
Jones of North Carolina, Mr. Lancaster, Mr. Miller of
California, Mr. Mineta, Mrs. Mink, Mr. Rose, Mrs.
Unsoeld, Mr. Atkins, Mr. Henry, Mr. Skaggs, Mr.
Wolpe, Mr. Payne of Virginia, Mr. Spratt, Mr. Walsh,
Mr. Espy, Mr. Gejdenson, Mr. Gordon, Mr. Kopetski,
Mr. Peterson of Minnesota, Mr. Yates, Mr. Neal of
North Carolina, Mr. Hefner, Mr. Kolter, Mr. Oberstar,
Mr. Schiff, Mr. Torres, Ms. Kaptur, Mrs. Morella, Mr.
Tallon, Mrs. Boxer, Mr. Frost, Mr. LaFalce, Mr.
Lehman of California, Mr. Roberts, Mr. Beilenson, Mr.
Flake, Mr. Hughes, Mr. Studds, Mr. Lipinski, Mrs.
Lowey of New York, Mr. Jontz, Ms. Norton, Mr.
Dellums, Mr. McDermott, Mr. Andrews of New Jersey,
Mr. Bryant, Mr. Kostmayer, and Mr. Guarini

To provide for regional energy efficient lighting education centers, and
for other purposes (Jointly referred to the Committees on Science,
Space, and Technology, Education and Labor, and Energy and Com-
merce).

October 24, 1991. Referred to Subcommittee on Select Education.

H.R. 3320 Sept. 12, 1991

Mr. Kildee (for himself), Mr. Ford of Michigan, Mr.
Goodling, Mr. Miller of California, Mr. Gunderson,
Mr. Martinez, Mr. Barrett, Mr. de Lugo, Mr. Olver,
Mr. Levine of California, and Mr. Rahall

To improve education for all students by restructuring the education
system in the States.

September 19, 1991. Report requested from Department of Education.
September 25, 1991. Referred to Subcommittee on Elementary, Sec-

ondary, and Vocational Education.
September 26, 1991. Considered in open legislative session and or-

dered reported to Full Committee with an amendment in the nature
of a substutite (voice vote).

October 10, 1991. Report received from Department of Education.
October 16, 17, 1991. Considered in open legislative session.
October 17, 1991. Ordered reported, amended (26-12).
November 7, 1991. Reported to House (House Report 102-294).

(For futher action see H.R. 4323)

H.R. 3321 Sept. 12, 1991

Mr. Campbell of California

To amend the Older Americans Act of 1965 to provide for State and
area volunteer services coordinators.

October 24, 1991. Referred to Subcommittee on Human Resources.

H.R. 3329 Sept. 12, 1991

Mr. Reed (for himself), Mr. Hayes of Illinois, Mrs.
Unsoeld, Mr. Roemer, Mr. Payne of New Jersey, and
Mr. Sanders

To amend subpart 4 of part A of title IV of the Higher Education Act
of 1965 to encourage more efficient and effective administration of the
TRIO programs by mandating a 5-year grant cycle; requiring adequate
notice of the success or failure of grant applications; encouraging co-
ordination among institutional, State, and Federal programs for disad-
vantaged students; strengthening early identification efforts; and
continuing the authorization of appropriations for the programs.

October 24, 1991. Referred to Subcommittee on Postsecondary Edu-
cation.

H.R. 3334 Sept. 12, 1991

Mr. Weiss (for himself), Mr. Roybal, Mr. Hertel, Mr.
Lancaster, Mr. Towns, Mr. Dellums (withdrew on Oct.
1, 1991), Mr. Ford of Tennessee, Mr. Frank of
Massachusetts, Mr. Edwards of California, Mr. Frost,
Mrs. Schroeder, Mr. Evans, Mr. Johnston of Florida,
Mr. Engel, Mr. Peterson of Florida, Ms. Norton, Mr.
Fish, Mrs. Lloyd, and Mr. Rangel

To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to provide Perkins Loan
forgiveness to encourage individuals who enter the teaching profession
to teach in schools serving low-income areas.

October 24, 1991. Referred to Subcommittee on Postsecondary Edu-
cation.

H.R. 3340 Sept. 16, 1991

Mr. Bereuter

To prevent potential abuses of electronic monitoring in the workplace.

October 24, 1991. Jointly referred to Subcommittees on Labor-
Management Relations, and Employment Opportunities.
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H.R. 3353 Sept. 17, 1991

Ms. Molinari (for herself), Ms. Snowe, Mrs. Morella, Mr.
Green of New York, Mrs. Johnson of Connecticut, Mr.
Solomon, Ms. Ros-Lehtinen, Mr. Gekas, Mr. Horton,
Mr. Boehlert, Mr. Ramstad, Mr. Ravenel, Mr. Hobson,
Mr. Klug, Mr. Paxon, Mr. Gillmor, Mr. Bilirakis, Ms.
Norton, Mr. Schiff, Mr. Bustamante, and Ms. Pelosi

To establish a Glass Ceiling Commission and an annual award for
promoting a more diverse skilled work force at the management and
decisionmaking levels in business, and for other purposes.

October 24, 1991. Referred to Subcommittee on Employment Oppor-
tunities.

H.R. 3354 Sept. 17, 1991

Mr. Penny (for himself), Mr. Rahall, Mrs. Morella, Ms.
Kaptur, Mr. Ackerman, Mr. LaFalce, Mr. Lancaster,
Mr. Frost, Mr. Jontz, Mr. Jefferson, Mr. Evans, Mr.
Johnston of Florida, Mr. Fish, and Mr. Dymally

To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to improve the eligibility
of less-than-half-time students for Federal student assistance programs,
and for other purposes.

October 24, 1991. Referred to Subcommittee on Postsecondary Edu-
cation.

H.R. 3362 Sept. 17, 1991

Mr. Hayes of Illinois (for himself), Ms. Norton, Mr.
Hoyer, Mr. Flake, Mr. Mfume, Mr. Savage, Mr. Ford
of Tennessee, Mr. Dellums, Mr. Dymally, Mr. Towns,
Mr. Espy, Mrs. Collins of Illinois, Mr. Jefferson, Mr.
Stokes, Mr. Dixon, Mr. Roybal, Mr. Richardson, Mrs.
Collins of Michigan, Mr. de la Garza, Mr. Kildee, Mr.
Clay, and Mr. Martinez

To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to establish programs for
minority foreign service professional development.

October 24, 1991. Referred to Subcommittee on Postsecondary Edu-
cation.

H.R. 3364 Sept. 17, 1991

Mr. Payne of New Jersey

To reauthorize and revise certain provisions of the Higher Education
Act of 1965 in order to strengthen access to higher education oppor-
tunities for low-income students and minority students, especially
African Americans, and for other purposes.

October 24, 1991. Referred to Subcommittee on Postsecondary Edu-
cation.

H.R. 3366 Sept. 19, 1991

Mr. Roybal (for himself), Mr. Martinez, Mr. Edwards of
California, Mr. Allard, Mrs. Boxer, Mr. Bustamante,
Mr. Coleman of Texas, Mr. Dellums, Mr. Dymally, Mr.
Foglietta, Mr. Fuster, Mr. Gonzalez, Mr. Jefferson, Mr.
Lewis of Georgia, Mrs. Lowey of New York, Mr.
Matsui, Mr. Mineta, Mr. Owens of New York, Ms.
Pelosi, Mr. Rangel, Mr. Richardson, Mr. Savage, Mr.
Schiff, Mrs. Schroeder, Mr. Serrano, Mr. Stokes, Mr.
Torres, Mr. Towns, Mr. Weiss, and Mr. Wolpe

To repeal provisions of law regarding employer sanctions and unfair
immigration-related employment practices, to strengthen enforcement
of laws regarding illegal entry into the United States, and for other
purposes (Jointly referred to the Committees on the Judiciary, Educa-
tion and Labor, and Foreign Affairs).

October 24, 1991. Held at Full Committee.
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H.R. 3371 Sept. 23, 1991

Mr. Brooks (for himself), Mr. Schumer, Mr. Mazzoli, Mr.
Hughes, Mr. Synar, Mr. Feighan, Mr. Berman, Mr.
Bryant, Mr. Hoagland, and Mr. Levine of California

To control and prevent crime (Referred to the Committee on the
 Judiciary).

October 7, 1991. Reported by Committee on the Judiciary (House
Report 102-242, Part 1).

October 7, 1991. Sequentially referred to the Committees on Banking,
Finance and Urban Affairs, Education and Labor, Energy and
Commerce, Merchant Marine and Fisheries, Public Works and
Transportation, and Ways and Means for a period ending not later
than October 9, 1991.

October 9, 1991. Reported by Committee on Ways and Means (House
Report 102-242, Part 2).

October 9, 1991. Committees on Banking, Finance and Urban Affairs,
Education and Labor, Energy and Commerce, Merchant Marine and
Fisheries, and Public Works and Transportation discharged.

October 15, 1991. Rule reported.
October 16, 1991. Rule adopted.
October 16, 17, 22, 1991. Debated on House Floor.
October 22, 1991. Passed House, amended (305-118).
November 21, 1991. Passed Senate with an amendement striking all

after the enacting clause and inserting text of S. 1241, as amended
(by unanimous consent).

November 21, 1991. Senate insisted on its amendment, requested a
conference with the House and appointed conferees.

November 21, 1991. House disagreed to Senate amendment, agreed
to conference requested by Senate and appointed conferees.

November 21, 1991. Conferees appointed from the Committee on
Education and Labor for consideration of sections 401 through 403,
1231 through 1233, 1271, 1714, 1727, 1807, and 1831 of the House
bill and title VIII (except section 812(f)) and sections 1511, 1512,
3601 through 3606, and 4301 of the Senate amendment, and mod-
ifications committed to conference: Messrs. Ford of Michigan,
Kildee, Martinez, Goodling, and Petri.

November 24, 1991. Conferees met and agreed.
November 27, 1991. Conference report filed in House (House Report

102-405).
November 27, 1991. Conference report adopted in House (205-203).
March 4, 5, 19; May 14, 1992. Conference report considered in Senate.

H.R. 3372 Sept. 23, 1991

Mr. Gordon (for himself), Mrs. Roukema, Mr. Penny, Ms.
Waters, Mr. Horton, Mr. Jontz, Mrs. Lloyd, Mr. Ireland,
Mr. Lewis of Florida, Mr. Frost, Mr. Jefferson, Mr.
Lancaster, Mr. Fish, Mr. Dwyer of New Jersey, Ms.
Norton, and Mr. Cox of Illinois

To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to revise the operation
of the National Student Loan Data System.

October 24, 1991. Referred to Subcommittee on Postsecondary Edu-
cation.

H.R. 3393 Sept. 24, 1991

Mr. Matsui (for himself), Mrs. Boxer, Mr. Bruce, Mr.
Ford of Tennessee, Mr. Frost, Mr. Hall of Ohio, Mr.
Hayes of Illinois, Mr. Hertel, Mr. Jefferson, Mr. Kildee,
Mr. Owens of New York, Ms. Pelosi, Mr. Rahall, Mr.
Rangel, Mr. Reed, Mr. Sawyer, Mr. Scheuer, Mr.
Stokes, Mr. Towns, Mr. Valentine, Mr. Dixon, Mr.
Espy, Ms. Kaptur, Mr. Kopetski, Ms. Norton, Mr. Frank
of Massachusetts, Mr. Kolter, Mr. Lehman of Florida,
Mr. Eckart, Mr. Moran, Mr. Dellums, Mr. Glickman,
Mr. Lewis of Georgia, Mr. Savage, Mr. Dwyer of New
Jersey, Mr. Ravenel, Mrs. Collins of Michigan, Mr.
Oberstar, Mr. Engel, Mr. Bonior, Mr. Sabo, and Mr.
Pastor

To amend the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 and the Social Security
Act to provide for health insurance coverage for pregnant women and
children through employment-based insurance and through a State-
based health plan (Jointly referred to the Committees on Ways and
Means, Energy and Commerce, and Education and Labor).

March 2, 1992. Referred to Subcommittee on Labor-Management
Relations.

H.R. 3396 Sept. 24, 1991

Mr. Roemer

To amend title X of the Higher Education Act of 1965.

October 24, 1991. Referred to Subcommittee on Postsecondary Edu-
cation.

H.R. 3400 Sept. 24, 1991

Mr. Michel (for himself), Mr. Solomon, Mr. Zeliff (with-
drew on Mar. 5, 1992), Mr. Walker, Mr. Rhodes, Mr.
Lightfoot, Mr. Lagomarsino, Mr. Gingrich, Mr. Klug,
and Mr. Dreier of California

To provide an emergency unemployment compensation program
(Jointly referred to the Committees on Ways and Means, Education and
Labor, and Energy and Commerce).

October 24, 1991. Held at Full Committee.
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H.R. 3411 Sept. 25, 1991

Mr. Barrett

To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to preclude the consider-
ation of nonliquid assets in the determination of Federal student fi-
nancial assistance.

October 24, 1991. Referred to Subcommittee on Postsecondary Edu-
cation.

H.R. 3413 Sept. 25, 1991

Mr. DeFazio (for himself), Mr. Vento, Mr. AuCoin, Mr.
McDermott, Mrs. Unsoeld, Mr. Sanders, Mr. Jontz, Ms.
Norton, Mr. Kolter, Ms. Kaptur, Mr. McCloskey, Mrs.
Boxer, and Mr. Wilson

To authorize the States to impose an export tax on unprocessed timber
from private lands, to allow a credit against income taxes for domes-
tically processed timber, and for other purposes (Jointly referred to the
Committees on the Judiciary, Ways and means, Agriculture, Banking,
Finance and Urban Affairs, Education and Labor, and Foreign Affairs).

October 24, 1991. Referred to Subcommittee on Employment Oppor-
tunities.

H.R. 3426 Sept. 26, 1991

Mr. Gunderson

To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to improve access to
postsecondary education for students with disabilities.

October 24, 1991. Referred to Subcommittee on Postsecondary Edu-
cation.

H.R. 3432 Sept. 26, 1991

Mr. McDermott (for himself), Mr. Bonior, Mr. Panetta,
Mr. Darden, Mr. Sanders, Mr. McCloskey, Mr. Levine
of California, and Mrs. Boxer

To provide assistance for workers and communities adversely affected
by reductions in the supply of timber from Federal lands and to provide
for ecosystem conservation of Federal forest lands in the Pacific
Northwest (Jointly referred to the Committees on Education and Labor,
Agriculture, Banking, Finance and Urban Affairs, Ways and Means,
Interior and Insular Affairs, and Merchant Marine and Fisheries).

October 24, 1991. Referred to Subcommittee on Employment Oppor-
tunities.

H.R. 3437 Sept. 30, 1991

Mr. Horton (for himself), Mr. Bevill, Mr. Fields, Mr.
Rhodes, Mr. Lagomarsino, Mr. McNulty, Mr. Petri, Mr.
Fish, Mr. DeFazio, Mr. Shays, and Mr. Goodling

To require the Secretary of Education to submit to Congress a report
on the use of Pell Grants by prisoners.

November 26, 1991. Referred to Subcommittee on Postsecondary
Education.

H.R. 3439 Oct. 1, 1991

Mr. Gallegly (for himself), Mr. Lagomarsino, Mr. Kyl,
Mr. Lowery of California, Mr. Moorhead, Mr. Archer,
Mr. Hunter, Mr. Miller of Ohio, Mr. Herger, Mr.
Sensenbrenner, Mr. Rhodes, Mr. Dreier of California,
Mr. Hefley, Mr. Smith of Texas, Mr. Cunningham, Mr.
Fields, Mr. Stump, Mr. Packard, Mr. Hancock, Mr.
Doolittle, Mr. Weldon, Mr. Tauzin, Mrs. Meyers of
Kansas, Mr. McCandless, Mr. Beilenson, Mr. Riggs,
Mr. Dornan of California, Mr. Dannemeyer, Mr. Cox
of California, Mr. Rangel (withdrew on Apr. 29, 1992),
Mr. Allen, Mr. Gordon, Mr. Saxton, Mr. Oxley, Mr.
Holloway, and Mr. Ritter

To improve immigration law enforcement (Jointly referred to the
Committees on the Judiciary, Education and Labor, and Foreign Af-
fairs).

October 24, 1991. Held at Full Committee.

H.R. 3443 Oct. 1, 1991

Mr. Bilirakis (for himself) and Mr. Santorum

To encourage employers to extend greater job-related benefits to em-
ployees, and to provide job security for certain employees who take
leave for a legitimate personal purpose (Jointly referred to the Com-
mittees on Education and Labor, and Ways and Means).

October 24, 1991. Jointly referred to Subcommittees on Labor Stand-
ards, and Labor-Management Relations.
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H.R. 3446 Oct. 1, 1991

Mr. Darden

To amend the National Security Act of 1947 to create a program of
national security scholarships, fellowships, and grants (Jointly referred
to the Committees on Education and Labor, and Armed Services).

October 24, 1991. Referred to Subcommittee on Postsecondary Edu-
cation.

H.R. 3447 Oct. 1, 1991

Mr. Duncan

To authorize the provision of financial assistance to Knoxville College
for the construction of the Southeast Region African American Edu-
cator Institute.

October 24, 1991. Referred to Subcommittee on Postsecondary Edu-
cation.

H.R. 3450 Oct. 1, 1991

Mr. Hall of Ohio (for himself), Mr. Grandy, Mr. Espy,
Mr. Emerson, Mr. Bereuter, Mrs. Collins of Illinois,
Mr. Sundquist, Ms. Pelosi, Ms. Norton, Mr. Nagle, Mr.
Hastert, Mr. Rahall, Mr. Rangel, Mrs. Boxer, Mr. Olin,
Mr. Ackerman, Mr. Jefferson, Mr. Shays, Mr. Torres,
Mr. Wyden, Mr. Serrano, Mr. Traxler, Mr. Dorgan of
North Dakota, Mr. Flake, Mr. Ireland, Mr. Leach, Mr.
Parker, Mr. Atkins, Mrs. Collins of Michigan, Mr.
Owens of New York, Mr. Ford of Tennessee, Mr.
Oberstar, and Mrs. Unsoeld

To amend part A of title IV of the Social Security Act to remove bar-
riers and disincentives in the program of aid to families with dependent
children so as to enable recipients of such aid to move toward self-
sufficiency through microenterprises (Jointly to the Committees on
Ways and Means, and Education and Labor).

October 24, 1991. Referred to Subcommittee on Employment Oppor-
tunities.

H.R. 3451 Oct. 1, 1991

Mr. Hefley (for himself), Mr. Sundquist, Mr. Dornan of
California, Mr. Emerson, Mr. Zeliff, Mr. Schaefer, Mr.
DeLay, and Mr. Lewis of Florida

To amend the Education Amendments of 1972 to ensure that students
attending institutions of higher education that receive Federal funds are
able to exercise the right to freedom of speech, and for other purposes.

October 24, 1991. Referred to Subcommittee on Postsecondary Edu-
cation.

H.R. 3455 Oct. 1, 1991

Mr. Kildee

To amend the Higher Education Act to create a Student Assistance
Revolving Loan program for American Indians and Alaska Natives.

October 24, 1991. Referred to Subcommittee on Postsecondary Edu-
cation.

H.R. 3456 Oct. 1, 1991

Mr. Kildee (for himself) and Mr. Young of Alaska

To amend title XV of the Higher Education Act.

October 24, 1991. Referred to Subcommittee on Postsecondary Edu-
cation.

H.R. 3458 Oct. 1, 1991

Mr. Owens of New York

To improve education in the United States by promoting excellence in
reseach, development, and the dissemination of information.

October 24, 1991. Referred to Subcommittee on Select Education.
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H.R. 3470 Oct. 2, 1991

Mr. Gephardt (for himself), Mr. Regula, Mr. Hobson, Mr.
Olver, and Mr. Neal of Massachusetts

To enhance America's global competitiveness by fostering a high skills,
high quality, high performance workforce, and for other purposes.
(Jointly referred to the Committees on Education and Labor, the Judi-
ciary, and Ways and Means).

October 24, 1991. Jointly referred to Subcommittees on Postsecondary
Education, Elementary, Secondary, and Vocational Education, Select
Education, and Employment Opportunities.

H.R. 3471 Oct. 2, 1991

Mr. Ireland (for himself), Mr. Zeliff, Mr. Hobson, Mr.
Boehner, Mr. Gingrich, Mr. Baker, Mr. Klug, Mr.
Solomon, Mr. Walsh, Mr. Parker, and Mr. Fish

To authorize the Small Business Administration to conduct a demon-
stration program to enhance the economic opportunities of startup,
newly established, and growing microenterprises by providing loans
and technical assistance through intermediaries, and for other purposes
(Jointly referred to the Committees on Small Business, Ways and
Means, Education and Labor, Agriculture, and Banking, Finance and
Urban Affairs).

October 24, 1991. Referred to Subcommittee on Employment Oppor-
tunities.

H.R. 3475 Oct. 2, 1991

Mrs. Morella (for herself), Mr. Ravenel, Mr. Hayes of
Illinois, Mr. LaFalce, Mr. Rangel, Mr. Lipinski, Ms.
Pelosi, Mr. Jefferson, Mr. Roe, Mrs. Boxer, Mr. Frost,
Mr. Evans, Mrs. Unsoeld, Mr. Fish, Mr. de Lugo, Ms.
Norton, Mr. Olver, Mrs. Meyers of Kansas, Ms. Waters,
Mr. Towns, Mr. AuCoin, Mr. Owens of Utah, Mr.
Berman, Mr. Engel, Mr. Dellums, Ms. Molinari, Ms.
Slaughter, Ms. Snowe, Mr. Feighan, Mr. Stokes, Mr.
Foglietta, Mr. Borski, Mr. Hertel, Mrs. Schroeder, Mrs.
Lowey of New York, Mrs. Johnson of Connecticut, Mr.
Andrews of New Jersey, Mr. Miller of California, Mr.
Guarini, Mr. Conyers, Mr. Cardin, Mr. Ackerman, Mr.
Colorado, Mr. Frank of Massachusetts, Mr. Atkins, Mrs.
Mink, Mr. Paxon, Mr. Kopetski, Mr. Kennedy, Mr.
Boucher, Mrs. Collins of Illinois, and Ms. Kaptur

To assist business in providing women with opportunities in appren-
ticeship and nontraditional occupations.

October 24, 1991. Referred to Subcommittee on Employment Oppor-
tunities.

September 21, 1992. Report requested from Department of Labor.
September 24, 1992. Considered in open legislative session and or-

dered reported to Full Committee, amended.
September 29, 1992. Passed House under suspension of the rules

(voice vote).
September 29, 1992. Referred to the Senate Committee on Labor and

Human Resources.
October 7, 1992. Report received from Department of Labor.
October 7, 1992. Senate Committee on Labor and Human Resources

discharged.
October 7, 1992. Passed Senate (voice vote).
October 27, 1992. Approved. Public Law 102-530.
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H.R. 3476 Oct. 2, 1991

Mrs. Morella (for herself), Mr. Serrano, Mrs. Unsoeld,
Mr. McNulty, Mr. Ravenel, Mr. Jontz, Mr. Horton, Ms.
Pelosi, Mr. Jefferson, Ms. Kaptur, Mr. Roe, Mr. Frost,
Mr. Evans, Mr. Mineta, Mr. Moran, Mr. de Lugo, Mrs.
Meyers of Kansas, Ms. Waters, Mr. Lehman of Florida,
Mr. Towns, Mr. Ramstad, Mrs. Lloyd, Mr. LaFalce,
Mr. Klug, Mr. Owens of Utah, Mr. Martinez, Mr.
Berman, Mr. Weiss, Mr. Engel, Mr. Hayes of Illinois,
Ms. Molinari, Ms. Slaughter, Ms. Snowe, Mr. Feighan,
Ms. Norton, Mr. Stokes, Mr. Foglietta, Mr. Borski, Mrs.
Schroeder, Mrs. Lowey of New York, Mrs. Johnson of
Connecticut, Mr. Andrews of New Jersey, Mr. Miller
of California, Mr. Guarini, Mr. Conyers, Mr. Cardin,
Mr. Ackerman, Mr. Colorado, Mr. Frank of
Massachusetts, Mr. Atkins, Mrs. Mink, Mr. Paxon, Mr.
Kopetski, Mr. Kennedy, Mr. Boucher, Mrs. Collins of
Illinois, and Mr. Price

To establish the Commission on the Advancement of Women in the
Science and Engineering Work Forces.

October 24, 1991. Referred to Subcommittee on Employment Oppor-
tunities.

September 21, 1992. Report requested from the Department of Labor.
September 24, 1992. Considered in open legislative session and or-

dered reported to Full Committee, amended.
September 29, 1992. Passed House under suspension of the rules,

amended (voice vote).
September 29, 1992. Referred to the Senate Committee on Commerce,

Science and Transportation.

H.R. 3500 Oct. 3, 1991

Mr. Oberstar

To amend the National Apprenticeship Act to require minimum fund-
ing for certain outreach recruitment and training programs, to restore
a national information collection system, to require increases in force
within the Bureau of Apprenticeship and Training of the Department
of Labor and to limit decreases in such force, and for other purposes.

October 24, 1991. Referred to Subcommittee on Employment Oppor-
tunities.

H.R. 3507 Oct. 3, 1991

Mr. Valentine (for himself), Mr. Brown, Mr. Lewis of
Florida, Mr. Mineta, Mr. Price, Mr. Thornton, Mr.
Boehlert, Mr. Jones of North Carolina, Mr. Glickman,
Mr. Henry, Mr. Jefferson, Ms. Horn, Mr. Olver, Mr.
Lancaster, Mr. Bacchus, Mr. Torricelli, Mr. Bruce, Mr.
Rohrabacher, Mr. Roemer, Mr. Traficant, and Mr.
Nagle

To establish programs under the Technology Administration of the
Department of Commerce, and elsewhere, to promote a skilled
workforce and United States industrial competitiveness (Jointly re-
ferred to the Committees on Education and Labor, and Energy and
Commerce).

October 24, 1991. Jointly referred to Subcommittees on Postsecondary
Education, Elementary, Secondary, and Vocational Education, and
Employment Opportunities.

December 18, 1991. Reported by Committee on Science, Space, and
Technology (House Report 102-418, Part 1).
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H.R. 3526 Oct. 8, 1991

Mrs. Schroeder (for herself), Ms. Snowe, Mrs. Boxer,
Mrs. Collins of Michigan, Mrs. Collins of Illinois, Ms.
DeLauro, Ms. Horn, Mrs. Johnson of Connecticut, Ms.
Kaptur, Mrs. Kennelly, Mrs. Lowey of New York, Mrs.
Lloyd, Mrs. Mink, Ms. Molinari, Mrs. Morella, Ms.
Norton, Ms. Oakar, Ms. Pelosi, Ms. Slaughter, Mrs.
Unsoeld, Ms. Waters, Mr. Abercrombie, Mr. Ackerman,
Mr. Atkins, Mr. AuCoin, Mr. Beilenson, Mr. Berman,
Mr. Brown, Mr. Campbell of Colorado, Mr. Conyers,
Mr. Dooley, Mr. DeFazio, Mr. Dellums, Mr. Dwyer of
New Jersey, Mr. Edwards of California, Mr. Evans,
Mr. Fascell, Mr. Fazio, Mr. Frank of Massachusetts,
Mr. Frost, Mr. Fuster, Mr. Hayes of Illinois, Mr. Jontz,
Mr. LaFalce, Mr. Lehman of Florida, Mr. Levine of
California, Mr. McDermott, Mr. McHugh, Mr. Markey,
Mr. Matsui, Mr. Mineta, Mr. Mrazek, Mr. Nowak, Mr.
Oberstar, Mr. Owens of Utah, Mr. Reed, Mr. Sabo, Mr.
Sanders, Mr. Sawyer, Mr. Scheuer, Mr. Sikorski, Mr.
Serrano, Mr. Studds, Mr. Towns, Mr. Weiss, Mr.
Williams, Mr. Wolpe, Mr. Wyden, Mr. Gejdenson, Mr.
Torres, Mr. Eckart, Mr. Lantos, Mr. Yates, Mr. Hoyer,
Mr. Fish, Mr. Smith of Florida, Mr. Moran, Mr. Wheat,
Mr. Guarini, Mr. Kopetski, Mr. Foglietta, Mr. Stark,
Mr. Vento, Mr. Rahall, Mr. Peterson of Minnesota, Mr.
Roybal, Mr. Engel, Mr. Boucher, Mr. Staggers, Mr.
Mfume, Mr. Smith of New Jersey, Mr. Kildee, Mr.
Solarz, and Mr. Torricelli

To ensure economic equity for American women and their families and
to respond to the need to revitalize the American economy by ex-
panding employment opportunities; improving access to funds for
women business owners; enhancing economic justice for women
through pay equity, improved child support enforcement, and benefits
for part-time workers; and providing economic and retirement security
for women as workers and as divorced or surviving spouses (Jointly
referred to the Committees on Education and Labor, Ways and Means,
Banking, Finance and Urban Affairs, Small Business, the Judiciary,
House Administration, Post Office and Civil Service, and Armed Ser-
vices).

November 26, 1991. Jointly referred to Subcommittees on
Postsecondary Education, Elementary, Secondary and Vocational
Education, Labor-Management Relations, and Employment Oppor-
tunities.

H.R. 3535 Oct. 9, 1991

Mr. Roybal (for himself), Ms. Oakar, Mr. Ford of
Tennessee, Mr. Ortiz, Ms. Norton, Mr. Torres, Mr.
Pastor, Mr. de la Garza, Mr. Serrano, Mr. Bustamante,
Mr. Blaz, Mr. Savage, and Mr. Kennedy

To amend the Social Security Act to ensure, through a USHealth Pro-
gram and through qualified employer health plans, access for all
Americans to benefits for high quality health care and long-term care
while containing the costs of the health care system (Jointly referred
to the Committees on Ways and Means, Energy and Commerce, and
Education and Labor).

March 2, 1992. Referred to Subcommittee on Labor-Management
Relations.

H.R. 3548 Oct. 10, 1991

Mrs. Mink (for herself), Mrs. Boxer, Mr. Reed, Mr.
Serrano, Mr. Washington, Mr. Hayes of Illinois, Mr.
Perkins, Mr. Owens of New York, Mr. Miller of
California, Mr. Martinez, Mr. Williams, Mr. Gaydos,
Mr. Jefferson, Mr. Payne of New Jersey, Mr.
Abercrombie, Ms. Pelosi, Mr. Dellums, Mr. Sanders,
Mr. Weiss, Mrs. Collins of Michigan, Mr. Conyers, Mr.
Dymally, Mr. Mfume, Mr. Clay, Mr. Edwards of
California, and Mrs. Unsoeld

To improve the quality of education by providing incentive grants and
by certain other methods.

November 26, 1991. Jointly referred to Subcommittees on Elementary,
Secondary, and Vocational Education, and Human Resources.
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H.R. 3553 Oct. 11, 1991

Mr. Ford of Michigan (for himself), Mr. Gaydos, Mr.
Clay, Mr. Miller of California, Mr. Murphy, Mr. Kildee,
Mr. Williams, Mr. Martinez, Mr. Owens of New York,
Mr. Hayes of Illinois, Mr. Perkins, Mr. Sawyer, Mr.
Payne of New Jersey, Mrs. Lowey of New York, Mrs.
Unsoeld, Mr. Washington, Mr. Serrano, Mrs. Mink,
Mr. Andrews of New Jersey, Mr. Jefferson, Mr. Reed,
Mr. Roemer, Mr. Olver, Mr. Pastor, Mr. de Lugo, Mr.
Fuster, Mr. Foglietta, Mr. McCloskey, Mr. Moody, Mr.
McNulty, Mr. Jontz, Mr. Towns, Mr. Kolter, Mr. Roe,
Mr. Ortiz, Mr. Edwards of California, Mr. Rahall, Mr.
Wyden, Mr. Evans, Mrs. Collins of Michigan, Mr.
Peterson of Florida, Mr. Nagle, Mr. Staggers, Mr.
Eckart, Mr. Neal of Massachusetts, Ms. Norton, Mr.
Porter, Mr. Torres, Mr. Poshard, Mr. Markey, Mr.
Kopetski, Mr. Dingell, Mr. Traxler, Mr. Lipinski, Mr.
Costello, Mr. Weiss, Mr. Frost, Mr. AuCoin, Mr. Sav-
age, Mr. Fazio, Mr. Yates, Mr. Studds, Mr. Kostmayer,
Mr. Dymally, Mr. Swift, Mr. Stokes, Mr. de la Garza,
Mr. Richardson, Mr. Roybal, Mr. Bustamante, Mr.
Morrison, Mrs. Boxer, Mr. McDermott, Mr. Rangel,
Ms. Kaptur, Mr. Mineta, Mr. Sangmeister, Mr. Bevill,
Mr. Carr, Mr. Lancaster, Mr. Blaz, Mr. Wolpe, Mr.
DeFazio, Mr. Scheuer, Mr. Frank of Massachusetts,
Mr. Flake, Mr. Solarz, Mr. Murtha, Mr. Hall of Texas,
Ms. Pelosi, Mr. Wheat, Mrs. Schroeder, Mr. Mfume,
Mr. Conyers, Mr. Faleomavaega, Mr. Blackwell, and
Mr. Dooley

To amend and extend the Higher Education Act of 1965.

October 17, 1991. Report requested from Department of Education.
October 21, 1991. Report received from Department of Education.
October 22, 23, 1991. Considered in open legislative session.
October 23, 1991. Ordered reported, amended (26-14).
October 24, 1991. Held at Full Committee.
February 27, 1992. Reported to House (House Report 102-447).
March 16, 1992. Rule requested.
March 20, 1992. Rule reported.
March 25, 1992. Rule adopted.
March 25, 26, 1992. Debated on House Floor.
March 26, 1992. Passed House, amended (365-3). Subsequently S.

1150, a similar Senate-passed bill, passed in lieu after being
amended to contain the language of the House bill as passed (voice
vote).

March 26, 1992. House insisted on its amendments to S. 1150, re-
quested a conference with the Senate and appointed conferees.

April 8, 1992. Senate disagreed to House amendments to S. 1150,
agreed to conference requested by the House and appointed
conferees.

April 30, 1992. House appointed additional conferees from the Com-
mittee on Science, Space, and Technology.

June 11, 16, 1992. Conferees met.
June 16, 1992. Conferees agreed.
June 29, 1992. Conference report filed in House (House Report

102-630).

June 30, 1992. Conference report adopted in Senate (voice vote).
July 8, 1992. Conference report adopted in House (419-7).
July 23, 1992. Approved. Public Law 102-325.

H.R. 3555 Oct. 11, 1991

Mr. Bennett (for himself), Mr. Kostmayer, Mr. AuCoin,
Mr. Duncan, Mr. Walsh, Mr. Shays, Mr. Fawell, Mr.
Poshard, Mr. Sanders, Mr. Leach, Ms. Snowe, Mr.
Bacchus, Mr. Sharp, Mr. Camp, Mr. Stark, Mr.
Goodling, Mr. Miller of Washington, Mr. Atkins, Mr.
Coleman of Texas, Mr. Zimmer, Mr. Peterson of
Florida, Mr. Brown, Mr. Campbell of California, Mr.
Hyde, Mr. Taylor of Mississippi, Mr. Paxon, Mr.
Machtley, Mrs. Boxer, Mr. Pallone, Mr. Swett, Mr.
Ridge, Mr. Sikorski, Mr. Bryant, Mr. Penny, Mr. Riggs,
Mr. Slattery, Mr. Gibbons, Mr. Ray, Mr. Packard, Mr.
Campbell of Colorado, Mr. Goss, Mr. Ireland, Ms.
Long, Mr. Mazzoli, Mrs. Meyers of Kansas, Mr. Wheat,
Mr. Erdreich, Mr. Bilirakis, Ms. DeLauro, Mr. Stearns,
Mr. Dorgan of North Dakota, Mr. Petri, Mr. Hatcher,
Mr. Fields, Mr. Rinaldo, and Mr. Franks of Connecticut

To repeal and prohibit all exemptions, privileges and gratuities for
members of the U.S. House of Representatives of the U.S. Senate
(Jointly referred to the Committees on House Administration, Educa-
tion and Labor, and Government Operations).

October 29, 1991. Reports requested from Department of Labor, and
the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission.

November 26, 1991. Jointly referred to Subcommittees on Health and
Safety, Labor Standards, Select Education, and Employment Op-
portunities.

H.R. 3583 Oct. 17, 1991

Mr. Mrazek (for himself), Mr. Poshard, Mr. Downey, Mr.
Penny, Mr. McCloskey, Mr. Shays, Mr. Green of New
York, Mr. Miller of Washington, Mr. McHugh, Mr.
Rangel, Mr. Jontz, Mr. McDermott, Mr. Abercrombie,
Mr. Roemer, Ms. Pelosi, Mrs. Lloyd, Mr. Evans, Mr.
Hochbrueckner, Mr. Levine of California, Mr. Espy,
Mr. Dwyer of New Jersey, Mr. Berman, Mr. Foglietta,
and Ms. Slaughter

To extend the statute of limitation applicable to the filing of adminis-
trative complaints by Federal employees who allege employment dis-
crimination in violation of title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964
(Jointly referred to the Committees on Education and Labor, and Post
Office and Civil Service).

November 26, 1991. Referred to Subcommittee on Employment Op-
portunities.
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H.R. 3584 Oct. 17, 1991

Mr. Murtha (for himself) and Mr. Regula

To amend Chapter 11 of the Bankruptcy Act of 1978 to ensure the
continuation of health and follow-on benefits of debtor pension plans
(Jointly referred to the Committees on the Judiciary, and Education and
Labor).

November 26, 1991. Referred to Subcommittee on Labor-Management
Relations.

H.R. 3586 Oct. 17, 1991

Mr. Rinaldo

To improve supervision of Government Sponsored Enterprises (Jointly
referred to the Committees on Banking, Finance and Urban Affairs,
Agriculture, and Education and Labor).

November 26, 1991. Referred to Subcommittee on Postsecondary
Education.

H.R. 3588 Oct. 17, 1991

Mr. Taylor of North Carolina (for himself), Mr. Coble,
Mr. Riggs, and Mr. Santorum

To provide emergency unemployment compensation on a
pay-as-you-go basis (Jointly referred to the Committees on Ways and
Means, Education and Labor, Energy and Commerce, Appropriations,
House Administration, and Government Operations).

November 26, 1991. Referred to Subcommittee on Employment Op-
portunities.

H.R. 3600 Oct. 22, 1991

Mr. Michel (for himself) and Mr. Solomon

To provide a temporary extended unemployment compensation pro-
gram (Jointly referred to the Committees on Ways and Means, Educa-
tion and Labor, and Energy and Commerce).

November 26, 1991. Jointly referred to Subcommittees on
Postsecondary Education, and Employment Opportunities.

H.R. 3603 Oct. 22, 1991

Mr. Downey (for himself), Mr. Ford of Tennessee, Mrs.
Kennelly, Mr. Andrews of Texas, Mr. Levin of
Michigan, Mr. McDermott, Mr. Moody, Mr. Matsui,
Mr. Kopetski, Mr. Hayes of Illinois, Mr. Jefferson, Mr.
Lewis of Georgia, Ms. Slaughter, Ms. Pelosi, Mr. Stark,
Mr. LaFalce, Mr. Feighan, Mr. Peterson of Minnesota,
Mr. Hochbrueckner, Mr. Wilson, Mr. Brown, Mr.
Ravenel, Ms. Norton, Mrs. Boxer, Mr. Jones of
Georgia, Mr. McCloskey, Mr. Andrews of Maine, Mr.
Oberstar, Mr. Markey, Mr. Engel, Mr. Lehman of
Florida, Mr. Kennedy, Mr. Towns, Mr. Lipinski, Mr.
Rangel, Mr. Rahall, Mr. Studds, Mr. Rose, Mr. Sabo,
Mrs. Unsoeld, Mr. Hubbard, Mrs. Collins of Michigan,
Mr. Abercrombie, Mr. Mavroules, Mr. Conyers, Mr.
Wolpe, Mr. Bonior, Mr. Cardin, Mr. Savage, Mr.
Kildee, Mr. Frank of Massachusetts, Mrs. Lowey of
New York, and Mr. Yates

To promote family preservation and the prevention of foster care with
emphasis on families where abuse of alcohol or drugs is present, and
to improve the quality and delivery of child welfare, foster care, and
adoption services (Referred to the Committee on Ways and Means).

July 22, 1992. Reported by Committee on Ways and Means (House
Report 102-684, Part 1).

July 22, 1992. Sequentially referred to the Committee on Education
and Labor for a period ending not later than July 31, 1992.

July 30, 1992. Considered in open legislative session and ordered re-
ported, amended (voice vote).

July 31, 1992. Reported to House (House Report 102-684, Part 2).
August 5, 1992. Rule reported.
August 6, 1992. Rule granted.
August 6, 1992. Passed House with an amendment in the nature of a

substitute (256-163).
August 11, 1992. Referred to the Senate Committee on Finance.

H.R. 3606 Oct. 22, 1991

Mr. Hoagland

To establish a national technology education program, utilizing the re-
sources of the Nation's two-year associate-degree-granting colleges to
expand the pool of individuals in technology fields, to increase the
productivity of the Nation's industries, and to improve the
competitiveness of the United States in international trade, and for
other purposes (Jointly referred to the Committees on Education and
Labor, and Science, Space, and Technology).

November 26, 1991. Jointly referred to Subcommittees on
Postsecondary Education, and Elementary, Secondary, and Voca-
tional Education.
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H.R. 3613 Oct. 22, 1991

Mr. Martinez (for himself), Mr. Sikorski, Mr. Ford of
Michigan, Mr. Gilman, Mr. Conyers, Mr. Hoyer, Mrs.
Schroeder, Ms. Oakar, Mr. Stokes, Mr. Fish, Mr.
Ackerman, Mr. Miller of California, Mr. Kildee, Mrs.
Morella, Mrs. Mink, Mr. Dellums, Mrs. Collins of
Illinois, Mr. Richardson, Mrs. Boxer, Mr. Frank of
Massachusetts, Mr. Levine of California, Mr. Fazio,
Mr. Jontz, Mr. Dymally, Mr. Hayes of Illinois, Mr.
Sawyer, Mr. Payne of New Jersey, Mr. Owens of New
York, Mr. Sanders, Ms. Norton, Mr. Moran, Mr. Vento,
Mr. Fuster, Mr. de Lugo, Mr. Yates, Ms. Snowe, Mr.
Hochbrueckner, Mr. Dwyer of New Jersey, Mr. Swift,
Mr. Weiss, Mr. Penny, Mr. Espy, Mr. Kostmayer, Mr.
Flake, Mr. Williams, Mr. Dicks, Mr. Matsui, Mr.
Lehman of Florida, Mr. Towns, Mr. Rahall, Mr. Jacobs,
Mr. McDermott, Mrs. Unsoeld, Mr. Condit, Mr. Miller
of Washington, Mr. McMillen of Maryland, Mr.
Waxman, Mr. Kopetski, Mr. Campbell of Colorado,
Mr. DeFazio, Mr. Schumer, Mr. Atkins, Mr. Bonior,
Mr. Johnson of South Dakota, Mr. Edwards of
California, Ms. Pelosi, Mr. Oberstar, Mr. Dorgan of
North Dakota, Mr. Hughes, Mr. Blackwell, Mr.
McNulty, Ms. Kaptur, Mr. Schiff, Mr. Mineta, Mr.
Scheuer, Mr. Berman, Mr. Dixon, Mr. Moody, Mr.
Stallings, Mr. Owens of Utah, Mr. Gordon, Ms.
DeLauro, and Mr. Bustamante

To amend title VII of the Civil  Rights Act of 1964 and the Age Dis-
crimination in Employment Act of 1967 to improve the effectiveness
of administrative review of employment discrimination claims made
by Federal employees, and for other purposes (Jointly referred to the
Committees on Education and Labor, and Post Office and Civil Ser-
vice).

November 26, 1991. Referred to Subcommittee on Employment Op-
portunities.

April  2, 1992. Report requested from the Equal Employment Oppor-
tunity Commission.

April 9, 1992. Hearings held jointly with the Subcommittee on Civil
Service of the Committee on Post Office and Civil Service.

May 15, 1992. Report received from the Equal Employment Oppor-
tunity Commission.

H.R. 3618 Oct. 23, 1991

Mr. Gilchrest

To provide a program of Federal supplemental compensation, and for
other purposes (Jointly referred to the Committees on Ways and
Means, and Education and Labor).

November 26, 1991. Referred to Subcommittee on Employment Op-
portunities.

H.R. 3625 Oct. 24, 1991

Mrs. Collins of Michigan (for herself), Mr. Dymally, Mr.
Hayes of Illinois, Mr. Stokes, Mr. Dellums, Mr. Rangel,
Mrs. Collins of Illinois, Mr. Ford of Tennessee, Mr.
Dixon, Mr. Savage, Mr. Owens of New York, Mr.
Towns, Mr. Wheat, Mr. Conyers, Mr. Espy, Mr. Flake,
Mr. Lewis of Georgia, Mr. Mfume, Mr. Payne of New
Jersey, Mr. Washington, Ms. Norton, Mr. Jefferson,
Ms. Waters, Mr. Clay, Mr. Levine of California, Mr.
de Lugo, Ms. Kaptur, Mr. Evans, Mr. Jontz, Mr.
Rowland, Mrs. Morella, Ms. Pelosi, Ms. Horn, Mr.
Serrano, Mr. Murphy, Mr. Torres, Mr. Miller of
California, Mr. Frank of Massachusetts, Mrs. Lowey of
New York, and Mr. Kildee

To require the Commissioner of the Bureau of Labor Statistics to
conduct time use surveys of unremunerated work performed in the
United States and to calculate the monetary value of such work.

November 26, 1991. Referred to Subcommittee on Labor-Management
Relations.

H.R. 3632 Oct. 24, 1991

Mr. Perkins (for himself) and Mr. Durbin

To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to provide assistance to
students attending work colleges.

November 26, 1991. Referred to Subcommittee on Postsecondary
Education.

H.R. 3658 Oct. 29, 1991

Mr. Hochbrueckner

To require the Secretary of Education to provide funds to an elemen-
tary or secondary school to establish a pilot program for the
composting of yard waste and cafeteria waste.

November 26, 1991. Referred to Subcommittee on Elementary, Sec-
ondary, and Vocational Education.
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H.R. 3671 Oct. 30, 1991

Mrs. Mink

To amend the National Labor Relations Act to require the National
Labor Relations Board to assert jurisdiction in a labor dispute which
occurs on Johnston Atoll, an unincorporated territory of the United
States.

November 26, 1991. Referred to Subcommittee on Labor-Management
Relations.

H.R. 3676 Oct. 30, 1991

Mr. Schulze (for himself), Mr. Archer, Mr. Santorum,
Mrs. Johnson of Connecticut, Mr. Guarini, Mr. Parker,
and Mr. Chandler

To prevent pension plans from becoming unable to pay benefits as they
come due during bankruptcy cases (Jointly referred to the Committees
on Education and Labor, the Judiciary, and Ways and Means).

November 26, 1991. Referred to Subcommittee on Labor-Management
Relations.

H.R. 3680 Oct. 31, 1991

Mr. Russo (for himself), Mr. Guarini, Ms. Pelosi, Mr.
Miller of California, and Mr. Ravenel

To modify the tax and budget priorities of the United States, and for
other purposes (Jointly referred to the Committees on Ways and
Means, Goverment Operations, Science, Space, and Technology, Post
Office and Civil Service, Appropriations, Small Business, Banking,
Finance and Urban Affairs, Education and Labor, Agriculture, Armed
Services, and Energy and Commerce).

November 26, 1991. Referred to Subcommittee on Postsecondary
Education.

H.R. 3707 Nov. 4, 1991

Mrs. Schroeder

To provide grants for State pilot programs to retrain individuals in low
paying and low skill jobs in order to reduce unemployment and in-
crease the pool of skilled workers in the United States.

November 26, 1991. Referred to Subcommittee on Employment Op-
portunities.

H.R. 3711 Nov. 5, 1991

Mr. Kildee (for himself), Mr. Ford of Michigan, and Mr.
Goodling

To authorize grants to be made to State programs designed to provide
resources to persons who are nutritionally at risk in the form of fresh
nutritious unprepared foods, and for other purposes.

November 26, 1991. Referred to Subcommittee on Elementary, Sec-
ondary, and Vocational Education.

May 14, 1992. Report requested from Department of Agriculture.
May 20, 1992. Subcommittee on Elementary, Secondary, and Voca-

tional Education discharged.
May 20, 1992. Considered in open legislative session and ordered re-

ported with an amendment in the nature of a substitute (voice vote).
May 28, 1992. Reported to House (House Report 102-540, Part 1).
May 28, 1992. Sequentially referred to the Committee on Agriculture

for a period ending not later than June 5, 1992.
June 4, 1992. Reported to House by Committee on Agriculture (House

Report 102-540, Part 2).
June 22, 1992. Passed House under suspension of the rules (voice

vote).
June 23, 1992. Passed Senate (voice vote).
July 2, 1992. Approved. Public Law 102-314.
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H.R. 3734 Nov. 7, 1991

Mr. Dannemeyer (for himself), Mr. Shays, Mr. Ramstad,
Mr. Hayes of Louisiana, Mr. Thomas of Wyoming, Mr.
Ballenger, Mr. Walsh, Mr. Miller of Washington, Mr.
Combest, Mr. Zimmer, Mr. Smith of Texas, Mr. Klug,
Mr. Baker, Mr. Dickinson, Mr. Santorum, Mr.
Lightfoot, Mr. Ewing, Mr. Wolf, Mr. Allard, Mr.
Doolittle, Mr. Porter, Mr. Hunter, Mr. Packard, Mr.
Rohrabacher, Mr. Livingston, Mr. Holloway, Mr.
Young of Florida, Mr. Duncan, Mr. Barton of Texas,
Mr. Taylor of North Carolina, Mr. Coble, Mr. Riggs,
Mr. Fields, Mr. Moorhead, Mr. Bliley, Mr. Paxon, Mr.
Machtley, Mr. Crane, Mr. Burton of Indiana, Mr.
Franks of Connecticut, Mr. Schiff, Mr. Sensenbrenner,
Mr. Fawell, Mr. Rhodes, Mr. Hefley, Mr. Cox of
California, Mr. Goss, Mr. Gallegly, Mr. Armey, Mr.
Boehlert, Mr. Zeliff, Mr. Weldon, Mr. McCandless,
Mr. Solomon, Mr. Bunning, and Mr. McCrery

To make applicable to the Congress certain laws relating to the terms
and conditions of employment, the health and safety of employees, and
the rights and responsibilities of employers and employees, and for
other purpose (Jointly referred to the Committees on House Adminis-
tration, Education and Labor, the Judiciary, Government Operations,
Ways and Means, and Rules).

November 26, 1991. Jointly referred to Subcommittees on
Postsecondary Education, Health and Safety, Labor Standards, Ele-
mentary, Secondary, and Vocational Education, Labor-Management
Relations, Human Resources, Select Education, and Employment
Opportunities.

H.R. 3738 Nov. 7, 1991

Mr. Hyde (for himself), Mr. Michel, Mr. Gingrich, Mr.
Solomon, Mr. Goodling, Mr. Packard, and Mr. Lewis
of California

To amend the Civil  Rights Act of 1964 to strengthen and improve
Federal civil rights laws, to provide for damages in cases of intentional
employment discrimination, to clarify provisions regarding disparate
impact actions, and for other purposes (Jointly referred to the Com-
mittees on the Judiciary, Education and Labor, and Rules).

November 26, 1991. Held at Full Committee.

H.R. 3748 Nov. 12, 1991

Mr. McDermott (for himself), Mrs. Mink, Mr. Mineta,
Mr. Matsui, Mr. Abercrombie, Mr. Washington, Mr.
Faleomavaega, Mr. Edwards of California, Ms. Pelosi,
Mrs. Unsoeld, Mr. Atkins, Mr. AuCoin, Mr. Stark, Mrs.
Schroeder, Mr. Traficant, Mr. Berman, Mr. Studds, Mr.
Sanders, Mr. Torres, Mr. Levine of California, Mr.
Miller of California, Mr. Dicks, Ms. Slaughter, Mr.
Kopetski, Mr. Moody, Mr. Swift, Mr. Wheat, Mr.
Towns, Mr. Synar, Mr. Owens of New York, Mr.
Wyden, Mr. Flake, Mr. Frank of Massachusetts, Mrs.
Collins of Michigan, Mr. Ackerman, Mr. DeFazio, Mr.
Mfume, Mr. Roybal, Mrs. Collins of Illinois, Mr. Wise,
Mr. Johnston of Florida, Ms. Norton, Mr. Jefferson,
Mr. Wolpe, Mr. Lehman of California, Mr. Cardin, Mr.
Dwyer of New Jersey, Mr. Beilenson, Mr. Martinez,
Mr. Downey, Mr. Weiss, Mrs. Lowey of New York,
Mr. Pease, Mr. Stokes, Mr. Kostmayer, Mr. Savage,
Mrs. Boxer, Mr. Payne of New Jersey, Mr. Blackwell,
Mr. Dymally, Mr. Hayes of Illinois, Ms. Waters, Mr.
Smith of Florida, Mr. Rangel, Mr. Conyers, Mr. Bonior,
Mr. Evans, Mr. Bryant, Mr. Dixon, Mr. Fazio, Mr.
Panetta, Mr. McCloskey, Mr. Dellums, Mr. Clay, Mr.
Ford of Tennessee, Mr. Espy, Mr. Frost, Mr. Serrano,
Mr. Lewis of Georgia, Mr. de Lugo, Mr. Green of New
York, Mrs. Morella, Mr. Price, Mrs. Kennelly, Mr.
Horton, Mr. Eckart, Mr. Campbell of California, Mr.
Carper, Mr. Waxman, Mr. Yates, Mr. Moran, Mr.
Vento, Mr. Coleman of Texas, Mr. Walsh, Ms. Oakar,
Ms. DeLauro, Mr. Pastor, Mr. Thornton, Mr. Hamilton,
Mr. Olver, Mr. Kildee, Mr. Solarz, Mr. Andrews of
Maine, Mr. Williams, Mr. Engel, Mr. Pallone, Mr.
Mrazek, Mr. Hochbrueckner, Mr. Richardson, Mr.
Skaggs, Mr. Guarini, Mr. Gejdenson, Mr. Neal of
Massachusetts, Mr. Brown, Mr. Peterson of Minnesota,
Mr. Anderson, Ms. Kaptur, Mr. Lantos, Mr. Jontz, Mr.
Hoagland, Mr. McMillen of Maryland, Mr. Penny, Mr.
Mavroules, and Mr. Foglietta

To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1991 with respect to the application
of such Act (Jointly referred to the Committees on Education and La-
bor, and the Judiciary).

November 26, 1991. Held at Full Committee.
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H.R. 3757 Nov. 13, 1991

Mr. Rostenkowski (for himself), Mr. Michel, Mr.
Gephardt, and Mr. Downey

To provide a program of emergency unemployment compensation, and
for other purposes (Jointly referred to the Committees on Ways and
Means, Energy and Commerce, and Education and Labor).

November 14, 1991. Provisions incorporated in H.R. 3575.
November 26, 1991. Referred to Subcommittee on Postsecondary

Education.

(See H.R. 3575 under section entitled, Other Bills Containing Educa-
tion and Labor Provisions)

H.R. 3763 Nov. 13, 1991

Mr. Panetta (for himself), Mr. Berman, Mr. Towns, Mr.
Jefferson, Mr. Evans, Mr. Lehman of California, Mr.
Cox of California, Mr. Edwards of California, Mr.
Lagomarsino, Mr. Lowery of California, Mr. Stark, Mr.
Packard, Mr. Torres, Mr. Moorhead, Mr. Morrison, Mr.
Lantos, and Mr. Mineta

To amend the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 to provide an ex-
emption from the overtime pay provisions of such Act for certain em-
ployees of community colleges.

November 26, 1991. Referred to Subcommittee on Labor Standards.

H.R. 3767 Nov. 13, 1991

Mr. Solarz

To amend the Age Discrimination in Employment Act of 1967 to
protect elected judges against discrimination based on age.

November 26, 1991. Referred to Subcommittee on Employment Op-
portunities.

H.R. 3791 Nov. 14, 1991

Mr. Williams

To assist Plentywood School District #20 in Plentywood, Montana, in
replacing its high school which was destroyed by fire.

November 26, 1991. Referred to Subcommittee on Elementary, Sec-
ondary, and Vocational Education.

H.R. 3793 Nov. 15, 1991

Mrs. Schroeder

To allow certain individuals seeking part-time employment to be eli-
gible to receive unemployment compensation, to require that certain
questions relating to employee benefits and total number of hours
worked at different jobs be included in the current population survey,
and to protect part-time and temporary workers relating to pension and
group health plans (Jointly referred to the Committees on Ways and
Means, Post Office and Civil Service, and Education and Labor).

November 26, 1991. Referred to Subcommittee on Labor-Management
Relations.

H.R. 3799 Nov. 18, 1991

Mr. Klug (for himself), Mr. Ewing, Mr. Shays, and Mr.
McCrery

To amend title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to prohibit dis-
crimination based on race, color, religion, sex, disability, national ori-
gin, or age in employment in the legislative or judicial branches of the
Federal Government; and to establish the Employment Review Board
composed of senior Federal judges, which shall have authority to ad-
judicate claims regarding such discrimination (Jointly referred to the
Committees on Education and Labor, House Administration, and the
Judiciary).

December 30, 1991. Referred to Subcommittee on Employment Op-
portunities.

H.R. 3800 Nov. 18, 1991

Mr. Martinez

To establish a Classrooms for the Future program, and for other pur-
poses.

December 30, 1991. Jointly referred to Subcommittees on
Postsecondary Education, and Elementary, Secondary, and Voca-
tional Education.
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H.R. 3812 Nov. 19, 1991

Mr. Kanjorski (for himself), Mr. Weldon, and Mr. Murtha

To establish a senior citizen consumer price index to compute the
cost-of-living increase for certain benefits under the Social Security
Act (Jointly referred to the Committees on Ways and Means, and Ed-
ucation and Labor).

December 30, 1991. Referred to Subcommittee on Labor-Management
Relations.

H.R. 3819 Nov. 19, 1991

Mr. Mrazek

To amend the Head Start Act to entitle certain eligible children to re-
ceive Head Start services, and for other purposes.

December 30, 1991. Referred to Subcommittee on Human Resources.

H.R. 3831 Nov. 20, 1991

Mr. Moody (for himself) and Mr. Moakley

To amend title XI of the Higher Education Act of 1965 in order to
provide support for programs at urban universities designed to address
campus and community crime issues.

December 30, 1991. Referred to Subcommittee on Postsecondary Ed-
ucation.

H.R. 3832 Nov. 20, 1991

Mr. Rangel (for himself), Mr. Hayes of Illinois, Ms.
Norton, Mr. Towns, Mr. Vento, Mr. Wolpe, Mr.
Martinez, Mr. Jefferson, Mrs. Mink, Mr. Scheuer, Mr.
de Lugo, Mr. Clay, Mr. Owens of New York, and Mr.
Evans

To establish a program of grants regarding certain infants, toddlers, and
children who are perinatally exposed to drugs and for other purposes
(Jointly referred to the Committees on Education and Labor, and En-
ergy and Commerce).

December 30, 1991. Referred to Subcommittee on Select Education.

H.R. 3843 Nov. 21, 1991

Mr. Chandler (for himself), Mr. Guarini, Mr. Goodling,
Mrs. Schroeder, Mr. Schiff, Mr. Coleman of Missouri,
Mr. Petri, Mrs. Roukema, Mr. Armey, Mr. Fawell, Mr.
Barrett, Mr. Grandy, Mr. Santorum, Mrs. Johnson of
Connecticut, Mr. Parker, Mr. Johnson of South Dakota,
Mr. Gunderson, Mr. Henry, Mr. Lewis of Florida, Mr.
Gallo, Mr. Hyde, Mr. Bilirakis, Mr. Barnard, Mr. Ridge,
and Mr. Darden

To amend the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974 and
title 11, United states Code, to protect the single-employer plan termi-
nation insurance program by clarifying the status of claims of the
Pension Benefit Guaranty Corporation and the treatment of pension
plans in bankruptcy proceedings, and for other purposes (Jointly re-
ferred to the Committees on the Judiciary, Education and Labor, and
Ways and Means).

December 30, 1991. Referred to Subcommittee on Labor-Management
Relations.

H.R. 3861 Nov. 21, 1991

Mr. Torricelli (for himself), Mr. Foglietta, Mr. Frost, Mr.
Vento, Mr. Porter, Mr. Blaz, Mr. Zeliff, and Mr. Moran

To provide demonstration grants to secondary schools for the purpose
of extending the length of the academic year at such schools.

December 30, 1991. Referred to Subcommittees on Elementary, Sec-
ondary, and Vocational Education.

H.R. 3863 Nov. 21, 1991

Mr. Williams (for himself) and Mr. Clay

To amend the National Labor Relations Act with respect to the right
to organize of certain security personnel.

December 30, 1991. Referred to Subcommittee on Labor-Management
Relations.
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H.R. 3878 Nov. 22, 1991

Mr. Ford of Michigan (for himself), Mr. Gaydos, Mr.
Clay, Mr. Murphy, Mr. Kildee, Mr. Perkins, Mr.
Annunzio, Mrs. Collins of Michigan, Mr. DeFazio, Mr.
Dellums, Mr. Eckart, Mr. Evans, Mr. Glickman, Mr.
Gonzalez, Mr. Hefner, Mr. Jontz, Mr. Kanjorski, Ms.
Kaptur, Mr. Kleczka, Mr. Kolter, Mr. McNulty, Mr.
Murtha, Mr. Poshard, Mr. Stark, Mr. Towns, Mr.
Traxler, Mr. Abercrombie, Mr. Andrews of New Jersey,
Mrs. Collins of Illinois, Mr. Costello, Mr. de Lugo, Mr.
Frank of Massachusetts, Mr. McCloskey, Mr. Martinez,
Mr. Miller  of California, Ms. Norton, Mr. Owens of
New York, Mr. Rahall, Mr. Sanders, Mr. Sawyer, Mr.
Vento, Mr. Applegate, Mr. Blackwell, Mr. Bruce, Mr.
Dixon, Mr. Downey, Mr. Durbin, Mr. Dymally, Mr.
Flake, Mr. Foglietta, Mr. Frost, Mr. Hayes of Illinois,
Mr. Hochbrueckner, Mr. Lipinski, Mr. Mollohan, Mr.
Peterson of Minnesota, Mr. Savage, Mr. Staggers, Mr.
Stokes, Mrs. Unsoeld, Mr. Weiss, Mr. Wilson, Mr.
Ackerman, Mr. Alexander, Mr. Conyers, Mr. Oberstar,
Mr. Olver, Ms. Pelosi, Mr. Torres, Mr. Traficant, and
Mrs. Boxer

To provide assistance to employees who are subject to a plant closing
or mass layoff because their work is transferred to another country
which has low wages or unhealthy working conditions.

January 3, 1992. Report requested from Department of Labor.
January 17 (in Westland, Michigan); March 28 (in Flint, Michigan),

30 (in Columbus, Ohio), 1992. Hearings held by Full Committee.
February 4, 1992. Referred to Subcommittee on Labor-Management

Relations.

H.R. 3880 Nov. 22, 1991

Mr. Gillmor

To repeal exemptions from civil rights and labor laws for Members of
Congress (Jointly referred to the Committees on Education and Labor,
House Administration, and Government Operations).

December 30, 1991. Jointly referred to Subcommittees on Health and
Safety, Labor Standards, Labor-Management Relations, and Em-
ployment Opportunities.

H.R. 3886 Nov. 22, 1991

Mr. Levine of California (for himself), Ms. Norton, Mr.
Horton, Mr. Rangel, Mr. Jefferson, Mr. Kopetski, and
Mr. Foglietta

To increase the achievement levels of elementary and secondary stu-
dents by using high quality curricular-based learning resources.

December 30, 1991. Referred to Subcommittee on Elementary, Sec-
ondary, and Vocational Education.

H.R. 3908 Nov. 25, 1991

Mr. Skaggs (for himself), Mr. Morrison, Mr. Schiff, Mrs.
Schroeder, Mr. Richardson, Mr. Stark, Mr. Hall of
Ohio, Mr. Bilbray, Mr. Lancaster, Mr. Bustamante, Mr.
Towns, Mr. Evans, Mrs. Lloyd, Mr. Stallings, Mr.
Owens of New York, Mr. Frost, Mr. Sanders, Mrs.
Boxer, Mr. Dicks, Mr. Jontz, and Mr. LaRocco

To provide compensation and health reinsurance benefits to employees
at Department of Energy defense nuclear facilities for injuries caused
by exposure to ionizing radiation and to ensure fair treatment of em-
ployees during modernization and reconfiguration of such facilities,
and for other purposes (Jointly referred to the Committees on Educa-
tion and Labor, Energy and Commerce, and Armed Services).

December 30, 1991. Jointly referred to Subcommittees on Labor
Standards, and Labor-Management Relations.

H.R. 3926 Nov. 25, 1991

Mrs. Lowey of New York (for herself), Ms. Molinari,
Mr. Ford of Michigan, and Mr. Goodling

To establish a program to provide child care through public-private
partnerships.

December 30, 1991. Jointly referred to Subcommittees on Human
Resources, and Select Education.
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H.R. 3932 Nov. 26, 1991

Mr. Sisisky

To improve the operational efficiency of the James Madison Memorial
Fellowship Foundation, and for other purposes.

November 26, 1991. Passed House under suspension of the rules (no
recorded vote).

November 26, 1991. Passed Senate (by unanimous consent).
December 11, 1991. Approved. Public Law 102-221.

H.R. 3941 Nov. 26, 1991

Mr. Wyden (for himself), Mr. Synar, and Mr. Bilbray

To protect employees who report violations at Department of Energy
facilities (Jointly referred to the Committees on Education and Labor,
and Energy and Commerce).

December 30, 1991. Jointly referred to Subcommittees on Health and
Safety, Labor Standards, Labor-Management Relations, and Em-
ployment Opportunities.

H.R. 3957 Nov. 26, 1991

Mr. Cunningham (for himself), Mr. Ballenger, Mr.
Boehner, Mr. de Lugo, Mr. Hayes of Illinois, Mr.
Jefferson, Mr. Klug, Mr. Martinez, Ms. Molinari, Mr.
Payne of New Jersey, Mr. Fuster, Mr. Towns, Mr.
Horton, Mr. Lagomarsino, and Mr. Miller of California

To amend subpart 4 of part A of title IV of the Higher Education Act
of 1965 to require the Secretary of Education to carry out an advanced
placement test fee payment program, and for other purposes.

December 30, 1991. Referred to Subcommittee on Postsecondary Ed-
ucation.

H.R. 3967 Nov. 26, 1991

Mr. Gordon (for himself), Mr. Petri, Mr. Lewis of Florida,
Mr. Sensenbrenner, Mr. Stearns, Mr. Weldon, Mr.
Dorgan of North Dakota, Mr. Atkins, Mr. Oxley, Mr.
McCandless, Mr. Allen, Mr. Emerson, Mr. Neal of
Massachusetts, Mr. Packard, Mr. Chapman, Mr.
Torricelli, Mr. Bateman, Mr. DeLay, Mr. Combest, Mr.
Cox of California, Mr. Zeliff, and Ms. Ros-Lehtinen

To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to prohibit prison inmates
from receiving Pell Grants.

December 30, 1991. Referred to Subcommittee on Postsecondary Ed-
ucation.
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H.R. 3975 Nov. 26, 1991

Mrs. Kennelly (for herself), Mr. Lewis of Georgia, Mr.
Ford of Michigan, Mr. Edwards of California, Mrs.
Schroeder, Mrs. Mink, Ms. Oakar, Ms. Norton, Mrs.
Morella, Mr. Roybal, Mr. Atkins, Mr. AuCoin, Mr.
Campbell of Colorado, Mr. Moody, Mr. Ackerman, Mr.
Panetta, Mr. Evans, Mr. Studds, Mr. Espy, Mr. Hayes
of Illinois, Mr. Serrano, Mr. Lehman of Florida, Mr.
Towns, Mr. Hochbrueckner, Mr. Matsui, Mr. Martinez,
Mr. Coleman of Texas, Mr. Wheat, Mr. McDermott,
Mr. DeFazio, Mr. Nowak, Mr. Stark, Mrs. Unsoeld,
Mr. Jontz, Mr. Dixon, Mr. Frank of Massachusetts, Ms.
Pelosi, Mr. Green of New York, Mr. Berman, Mr.
Richardson, Mr. Miller of California, Mr. Sanders, Mr.
Neal of Massachusetts, Mr. Mfume, Mrs. Boxer, Mr.
Mineta, Mr. Levine of California, Mr. Fazio, Mr.
Jefferson, Mrs. Lowey of New York, Mr. Conyers, Mr.
Bonior, Mr. Wolpe, Mr. Mrazek, Mr. Waxman, Mr.
Frost, Mr. Abercrombie, Mr. Foglietta, Mr. Perkins,
Mr. Bruce, Mr. Feighan, Mr. Brown, Mr. Payne of New
Jersey, Mr. Kopetski, Mr. Bryant, Mr. Skaggs, Mr.
Williams, Mr. Smith of Florida, Mr. Horton, Mr. Rahall,
Mr. Johnston of Florida, Ms. Horn, Mr. Peterson of
Minnesota, Mr. Gejdenson, Mr. Torres, Ms. Kaptur,
Mr. Poshard, Ms. Waters, Mr. Andrews of Maine, Mr.
Moran, Mr. Costello, Mr. Dwyer of New Jersey, Mr.
Staggers, Mr. Flake, Mr. Downey, Mr. Clay, Mr. Swift,
Mr. Weiss, Mr. Bennett, Ms. Slaughter, Mr. Sikorski,
Mr. Mavroules, Mr. Yates, Mr. Washington, Ms.
DeLauro, Mr. Jones of North Carolina, Mr. Lantos, Mr.
Fascell, Mr. Dellums, Mr. Vento, Mr. Kennedy, Mr.
Owens of New York, Mr. Olver, Mr. Stokes, Mr. Cox
of Illinois, Mr. Markey, Mr. Stallings, Mr. Gibbons,
Mr. Gonzalez, Mr. Eckart, Mrs. Collins of Michigan,
Mr. Kildee, Mr. Engel, Mr. Wyden, Mr. Torricelli, Mr.
Sabo, Mr. Andrews of New Jersey, and Mr. Solarz

To amend section 1977A of the Revised Statutes to equalize the rem-
edies available to all victims of intentional employment discrimination,
and for other purposes (Jointly referred to the Committees on the Ju-
diciary, and Education and Labor).

December 30, 1991. Held at Full Committee.

H.R. 3983 Nov. 26, 1991

Mr. Levine of California

To expand eligibility for Pell Grants and to increase the maximum
amount of a Pell Grant award.

December 30, 1991. Referred to Subcommittee on Postsecondary Ed-
ucation.

H.R. 3984 Nov. 26, 1991

Mr. Levine of California

To establish a program of Federal grants to assist local educational
agencies to establish and provide for a school year of not less than 240
days.

December 30, 1991. Referred to Subcommittee on Elementary, Sec-
ondary, and Vocational Education.

H.R. 3997 Nov. 26, 1991

Mr. McCurdy

To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to require applicants for
Federal student financial assistance to prove a minimum level of aca-
demic achievement before receiving such assistance.

December 30, 1991. Referred to Subcommittee on Postsecondary Ed-
ucation.

H.R. 3998 Nov. 26, 1991

Mr. McCurdy (for himself), Mr. LaFalce, Mr. Neal of
North Carolina, Mr. Frost, Mrs. Lloyd, Mr. Hughes,
Mr. Klug, Mr. Colorado, Mr. Atkins, Mr. Moran, and
Mr. Jones of Georgia

To establish youth apprenticeship demonstration programs, and for
other purposes.

December 30, 1991. Jointly referred to Subcommittees on Elementary,
Secondary, and Vocational Education, and Employment Opportu-
nities.
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H.R. 4000 Nov. 26, 1991

Mr. Jefferson

To establish a scholarship program to encourage minority students to
pursue doctoral degrees in mathematics, science, and engineering, and
for other purposes.

December 30, 1991. Referred to Subcommittee on Postsecondary Ed-
ucation.

H.R. 4009 Nov. 26, 1991

Mr. Mrazek

To establish a higher education loan program open to students of all
income levels, and for other purposes.

December 30, 1991. Referred to Subcommittee on Postsecondary Ed-
ucation.

H.R. 4011 Nov. 26, 1991

Mr. Murphy

To amend the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 to bring the minimum
wage in American Samoa up to the wage in effect in the United States.

December 30, 1991. Referred to Subcommittee on Labor Standards.
May 28, 1992. Report requested from Department of Labor.
June 3, 1992. Hearings held.
July 22, 1992. Report received from Department of Labor.

H.R. 4013 Nov. 26, 1991

Mr. Murtha (for himself), Mr. Mollohan, Mr. Rahall, Mr.
Staggers, Mr. Wise, Mr. McCloskey, Mr. Bruce, Mr.
Murphy, Mr. Callahan, Mr. Durbin, Mr. Costello, Mr.
Mrazek, Mr. Volkmer, Mr. Gaydos, Mr. Evans, Mr.
Owens of Utah, Mr. Erdreich, Mr. Clay, Mr. Browder,
Mr. Kolter, Mr. Miller of Ohio, Mr. Poshard, Mr.
Harris, Mr. Jontz, Mr. Bevill, Mr. Traficant, Mr.
Cooper, Mr. Feighan, Mr. Visclosky, Mr. Cramer, Mr.
Yatron, Mr. Kanjorski, Mr. Blackwell, Mr. DeFazio,
Mr. Kostmayer, Mr. Sanders, Mr. Andrews of New
Jersey, Mr. Oberstar, Mr. Slattery, Ms. Kaptur, Mr.
Carper, Mr. Kopetski, and Mrs. Boxer

To amend certain provisions of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 to
improve the provisions of health care to retirees in the coal industry,
to revise the manner in which such care is funded and maintained, and
for other purposes (Jointly referred to the Committees on Ways and
Means, and Education and Labor).

December 30, 1991. Referred to Subcommittee on Labor-Management
Relations.

H.R. 4014 Nov. 26, 1991

Mr. Owens of New York (for himself), Mr. Ford of
Michigan, and Mr. Goodling

To improve education in the United States by promoting excellence in
research, development, and the dissemination of information.

December 30, 1991. Referred to Subcommittee on Select Education.
March 27, 1992. Report requested from Department of Education.
April 2, 1992. Considered in open legislative session and ordered re-

ported to Full Committee, amended (voice vote).
May 15, 1992. Report received from Department of Education.
May 20, 1992. Considered in open legislative session and ordered re-

ported, amended (voice vote).
August 12, 1992. Reported to House (House Report 102-845).
September 22, 1992. Passed House under suspension of the rules

(voice vote).
September 25, 1992. Referred to the Senate Committee on Labor and

Human Resources.
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H.R. 4022 Nov. 26, 1991

Mr. Rangel (for himself), Mr. Towns, Mr. Bonior, Mr.
Guarini, Mr. Hochbrueckner, Mr. Serrano, Mr. Mfume,
Mr. Savage, Mr. Payne of New Jersey, Mr. Jefferson,
Mrs. Collins of Illinois, Mr. Traficant, Mr. Mazzoli,
Mr. Lehman of Florida, Mr. Blackwell, Mr. Colorado,
Mr. Martinez, Mr. Stokes, Ms. Norton, Mrs. Kennelly,
Mrs. Boxer, and Mr. Alexander

To amend the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 to provide tax incentives
for the establishment of tax enterprise zones, and for othe purposes
(Jointly referred to the Committees on Ways and Means, the Judiciary,
Education and Labor, Energy and Commerce, and Banking, Finance
and Urban Affairs).

December 30, 1991. Referred to Subcommittee on Select Education.

H.R. 4076 Jan. 3, 1992

Mr. Coleman of Texas (for himself), Mr. Bryant, Mr.
Frost, Mr. Lipinski, Mr. Towns, Mr. Richardson, Mr.
Bustamante, Mr. Perkins, Mr. Owens of New York,
Mr. Geren of Texas, and Mr. Blackwell

To assure an equal opportunity for a quality education for all children,
and for other purposes.

February 4, 1992. Referred to Subcommittee on Elementary, Second-
ary, and Vocational Education.

H.R. 4078 Jan. 3, 1992

Mr. Kildee (for himself), Mr. Perkins, and Mr. DeFazio

To establish a National Board on workforce skills and to develop a
comprehensive school-to-work transition program for students in the
United States.

February 4, 1992. Jointly referred to Subcommittees on Elementary,
Secondary, and Vocational Education, and Employment Opportu-
nities.

H.R. 4082 Jan. 3, 1992

Mr. Porter (for himself), Mr. Lowery of California, Mr.
Blaz, Mr. Davis, Mr. Sangmeister, Mr. Frost, Mr.
Solomon, and Mr. Lancaster

To amend Public Law 874, 81st Congress, to provide that eligible local
educational agencies shall be entitled to receive certain payments under
such Public Law, to allow the computation of payments under such law
based on the amount of the per pupil expenditure for non-Federally-
connected students that is derived from local sources, and for other
purposes.

February 4, 1992. Referred to Subcommittee on Elementary, Second-
ary, and Vocational Education.
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SECOND SESSION

H.R. 4120 Jan. 28, 1992

Mr. Bryant (for himself), Mr. Oberstar, Mr. Frost, and
Mr. Guarini

To reduce the financial contributions of the United States to the defense
of member nations of NATO (other than the United States) and Japan
and to use amounts available because of those reductions to support
law enforcement and education efforts in the United States (Jointly
referred to the Committees on Armed Services, the Judiciary, Educa-
tion and Labor, and Appropriations).

February 14, 1992. Referred to Subcommittee on Elementary, Sec-
ondary, and Vocational Education.

H.R. 4122 Jan. 28, 1992

Mr. Hayes of Illinois (for himself), Mr. Clay, Mrs. Collins
of Illinois, Mrs. Collins of Michigan, Mr. Dellums, Mr.
Dixon, Mr. Dymally, Mr. Mfume, Ms. Norton, Mr.
Owens of New York, Mr. Payne of New Jersey, Mr.
Sanders, Mr. Savage, Mr. Towns, Mrs. Unsoeld, Ms.
Waters, Mr. Wheat, Mr. Perkins, Mrs. Mink, Mr.
Martinez, Mr. Washington, Mr. Flake, Mr. Serrano, Mr.
Rangel, Mr. Olver, and Mr. Evans

To guarantee a work opportunity for all Americans, and for other pur-
poses.

February 14, 1992. Referred to Subcommittee on Employment Op-
portunities.

February 27, 1992. Report requested from Department of Labor.
March 2, 1992. Hearings held (in Chicago, Illinois).

H.R. 4136 Jan. 29, 1992

Mr. Dixon (for himself), Mr. Roybal, Mr. Levine of
California, Mrs. Boxer, Ms. Waters, Mr. Moorhead,
Mr. Dymally, Mr. Lewis of California, Mr. Berman,
Mr. Anderson, Mr. Mfume, Mr. Miller of California,
Mr. Martinez, Mr. Rangel, Mr. Gejdenson, Mr.
Abercrombie, Mr. Dellums, Mr. Owens of New York,
Mr. McNulty, Mr. Wilson, Mr. Lantos, Mr.
McCandless, Mr. Guarini, Mr. Towns, Ms. Norton, Mr.
Foglietta, and Mr. Traxler

To revitalize the American rail car industry by the establishment of a
Federal grant and loan program for reasearch and development, by the
creation of economic incentives to encourage investment in rail car
design and engineering activities, and by the expansion of vocational
training opportunities in the rail car industry (Jointly referred to the
Committees on Science, Space, and Technology, Ways and Means,
Education and Labor, and Public Works and Transportation).

February 14, 1992. Jointly referred to Subcommittees on
Postsecondary Education, and Elementary, Secondary, and Voca-
tional Education.

H.R. 4149 Feb. 4, 1992

Mr. Bennett (for himself), Mr. Frost, Mr. Sanders, Mr.
Blackwell, and Mr. Traxler

To establish an employment program to make grants available to the
States to provide employment to the umemployed, and for other pur-
poses.

February 14, 1992. Referred to Subcommittee on Employment Op-
portunities.

March 4, 1992. Report requested from Department of Labor.
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H.R. 4150 Feb. 4, 1992

Mr. Michel (by request), Mr. Archer, Mr. Gingrich, Mr.
Lewis of California, Mr. Edwards of Oklahoma, Mr.
Hunter, Mr. McCollum, Mr. Weber, Mr. Young of
Alaska, Mr. Blaz, and Mr. Moorhead

To create jobs, promote economic growth, assist families, and promote
health, education, savings and home ownership (Jointly referred to the
Committees on Ways and Means, Agriculture, Armed Services, Bank-
ing, Finance, and Urban Affairs, Education and Labor, Energy and
Commerce, Foreign Affairs, Government Operations, House Adminis-
tration, Interior and Insular Affairs, the Judiciary, Merchant Marine and
Fisheries, Post Office and Civil Service, Public Works and Transpor-
tation, Rules, Science, Space, and Technology, and Veterans' Affairs).

March 2, 1992. Jointly referred to Subcommittees on Postsecondary
Education, Elementary, Secondary, and Vocational Education, and
Labor-Management Relations.

H.R. 4154 Feb. 4, 1992

Mr. Dellums (for himself), Ms. Norton, and Mr. Rangel

To provide for participation by the United States in a climate stabili-
zation program (Jointly referred to the Committees on Interior and In-
sular Affairs, Rules, Ways and Means, Agriculture, Energy and
Commerce, Merchant Marine and Fisheries, Foreign Affairs, Science,
Space, and Technology, and Education and Labor).

March 2, 1992. Referred to Subcommittee on Employment Opportu-
nities.

H.R. 4185 Feb. 5, 1992

Mr. Obey (for himself), Mr. Pastor, and Mr. Rhodes

Entitled, “The Morris K. Udall Scholarship and Excellence in National
Environmental and Native American Public Policy Act of 1992”.

March 2, 1992. Referred to Subcommittee on Postsecondary Educa-
tion.

(See S. 2184 under section entitled, Other Bills Containing Education
and Labor Provisions)

H.R. 4189 Feb. 5, 1992

Mr. Traficant (for himself), Mr. Poshard, and Mr. Duncan

To transfer amounts appropriated for foreign aid to revenue sharing and
education programs (Jointly referred to the Committees on Appropri-
ations, Government Operations, Education and Labor, and Rules).

March 2, 1992. Jointly referred to Subcommittees on Elementary,
Secondary, and Vocational Education, and Select Education.

H.R. 4200 Feb. 7, 1992

Mr. Michel (for himself) and Mr. Archer

To create jobs, promote economic growth, and encourage savings, in-
vestment and home ownership (Jointly referred to the Committees on
Ways and Means, Government Operations, Education and Labor, the
Judiciary, and Post Office and Civil Service).

March 2, 1992. Jointly referred to Subcommittees on Postsecondary
Education, and Labor-Management Relations.

H.R. 4242 Feb. 19, 1992

Mr. Andrews of New Jersey

To amend title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to require a rea-
sonable attorney's fee to be awarded to the Equal Employment Oppor-
tunity Commission as a prevailing party.

March 2, 1992. Referred to Subcommittee on Employment Opportu-
nities.

H.R. 4245 Feb. 19, 1992

Mr. AuCoin (for himself), Mr. Wyden, Mr. DeFazio, and
Mr. Kopetski

To establish a national demonstration program providing increased
flexibility for schools in order to promote improved educational
achievement for all students.

March 2, 1992. Referred to Subcommittee on Elementary, Secondary,
and Vocational Education.
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H.R. 4259 Feb. 19, 1992

Mr. Jefferson (for himself), Mr. Payne of New Jersey,
Mr. Payne of Virginia, Mr. Ramstad, Mr. McCloskey,
Mr. Peterson of Minnesota, Mr. Ridge, Mr. Holloway,
Mr. Gilchrest, Mr. Bilbray, Mrs. Unsoeld, Mr. Cardin,
Mr. Hayes of Louisiana, Mrs. Johnson of Connecticut,
Mr. Livingston, Mr. Hoagland, Mr. Bereuter, Mr.
Mfume, Mr. Nussle, Mr. Sarpalius, Mr. Baker, Mr.
Sikorski, Mr. Vento, Mr. McMillen of Maryland, Mr.
DeFazio, Mr. Towns, Mr. Leach, Ms. Pelosi, Mr.
Lightfoot, Mr. Kleczka, Mr. Matsui, Mr. Traficant, Mr.
Gejdenson, Mr. Brown, Mr. Skaggs, Mrs. Lloyd, Mr.
Weber, Mr. Lewis of Florida, Mr. Volkmer, Mr.
McCrery, Mr. Skelton, Mr. Kanjorski, Mr. Tauzin, Mr.
Huckaby, Mr. Thomas of Wyoming, Ms. Molinari, Mr.
Johnson of South Dakota, Mr. Moran, Mr. Durbin, Mr.
Savage, Mr. Sabo, Mr. Frank of Massachusetts, Mr.
Hayes of Illinois, Mr. Penny, Mr. Early, Mr. Nowak,
Mr. Kopetski, Mr. Lagomarsino, Mr. Kennedy, Mr.
Shays, Ms. Kaptur, Mr. Dellums, Mr. Engel, Mr.
Atkins, Mr. Miller of California, Mr. Evans, Ms.
DeLauro, Mr. Barrett, and Mr. Grandy

To amend title I of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 to provide each in-
dividual with handicaps who is eligible for services under such title
with the right to select the entities that are to provide services pursuant
to the individualized written rehabilitation program developed for the
individual.

March 2, 1992. Referred to Subcommittee on Select Education.

H.R. 4260 Feb. 19, 1992

Mr. Wise

To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to increase the maximum
Pell Grant and to improve determination of need for such Grants.

March 27, 1992. Referred to Subcommittee on Postsecondary Educa-
tion.

H.R. 4277 Feb. 20, 1992

Mr. Ford of Michigan (for himself), Mr. Penny, Mrs.
Unsoeld, Mr. de Lugo, Mr. Traxler, Mrs. Mink, Mr.
Volkmer, Mr. DeFazio, Mr. Towns, Mr. Torres, Ms.
Horn, Mr. Kopetski, Mr. Miller of California, Mr.
Andrews of New Jersey, Mr. Gaydos, Mr. Martinez,
Mr. Murtha, Mr. Frost, Mr. Edwards of California, Mr.
AuCoin, Mr. Roemer, Mr. Brown, Mr. Bonior, Mr.
Jefferson, Mr. Owens of New York, Mr. Reed, and Mr.
Johnston of Florida

To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to delete certain require-
ments relating to the guaranteed student loan program.

March 2, 1992. Referred to Subcommittee on Postsecondary Educa-
tion.

H.R. 4284 Feb. 20, 1992

Mr. Gillmor (for himself) and Mr. Paxon

To repeal exemptions from civil rights and labor laws for Members of
Congress (Jointly referred to the Committees on House Administration,
and Education and Labor).

March 2, 1992. Jointly referred to Subcommittees on Health and
Safety, Labor Standards, Select Education, and Employment Op-
portunities.

H.R. 4294 Feb. 25, 1992

Mr. Nussle (for himself), Mr. Dannemeyer, Mr. Goss,
Mr. Cunningham, Mr. Allen, Mr. Cox of California,
Mr. Taylor of North Carolina, Mr. Kolbe, Mr. Paxon,
Mr. Armey, Mr. Ritter, Mr. Johnson of South Dakota,
and Mr. Lagomarsino

To make applicable to the Congress certain laws relating to the terms
and conditions of employment, the health and safety of employees, and
the rights and responsibilities of employers and employees; and to re-
peal and prohibit certain privileges and gratuities for Members of the
United States House of Representatives and for other purposes (Jointly
referred to the Committees on House Administration, Ways and Means,
Education and Labor, the Judiciary, Government Operations, and Post
Office and Civil Service).

March 27, 1992. Jointly referred to Subcommittees on Postsecondary
Education, Health and Safety, Labor Standards, Elementary, Sec-
ondary, and Vocational Education, Labor-Management Relations,
Human Resources, Select Education, and Employment Opportu-
nities.
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H.R. 4300 Feb. 25, 1992

Mr. Vento (for himself), Mr. Gonzalez, Mr. Conyers, Mr.
Waxman, Mr. Kildee, Ms. Oakar, Mr. Schumer, Mr.
Mfume, Ms. Slaughter, Mr. AuCoin, Mrs. Boxer, Mr.
Bruce, Mr. Clay, Mr. Costello, Mr. Coyne, Mr. de
Lugo, Mr. Downey, Mr. Evans, Mr. Frost, Mr. Fuster,
Mr. Guarini, Mr. Hall of Ohio, Mrs. Kennelly, Mr.
Kostmayer, Mr. Lantos, Mr. Lehman of California, Mr.
Levine of California, Mr. Martinez, Mr. Mazzoli, Mr.
McNulty, Mr. Miller of California, Mr. Moody, Mrs.
Morella, Mr. Owens of New York, Mr. Owens of Utah,
Ms. Pelosi, Mr. Rahall, Mr. Richardson, Mr. Sabo, Mr.
Serrano, Mr. Williams, Mr. Wyden, Mr. Andrews of
Maine, Mr. Berman, Mr. Blackwell, Mr. Edwards of
California, Mr. Dwyer of New Jersey, Mr. Fascell, Mr.
Hayes of Illinois, Mr. Johnston of Florida, Mr. Jontz,
Ms. Kaptur, Mr. Kopetski, Mr. McCloskey, Ms. Norton,
Mr. Poshard, Mr. Swift, Mr. Towns, Mr. Walsh, Mr.
Ackerman, Mr. Lehman of Florida, Mr. Oberstar, Mr.
DeFazio, Mr. Traficant, Mr. Boucher, Mr. Dellums,
Mr. Engel, Mr. Flake, Mr. Hughes, Mr. LaFalce, Mr.
Neal of North Carolina, Mr. Sikorski, Mr. Torres, Mrs.
Unsoeld, Mr. Weiss, Mr. Wolpe, Mr. Atkins, Mr.
Sawyer, Mrs. Schroeder, Mr. Torricelli, and Mr.
Markey

To amend the Stewart B. McKinney Homeless Assistance Act to ex-
tend programs providing urgently needed assistance for the homeless,
and for other purposes (Jointly referred to the Committees on Banking,
Finance and Urban Affairs, Energy and Commerce, Education and
Labor, and Veterans' Affairs).

March 27, 1992. Referred to Subcommittee on Elementary, Secondary,
and Vocational Education.

August 12, 1992. Reported to House by the Committee on Banking,
Finance and Urban Affairs (House Report 102-844, Part 1).

H.R. 4305 Feb. 25, 1992

Mr. Lowery of California (for himself), Mr. Cunningham,
Mr. Riggs, Mr. Rohrabacher, Mr. Hunter, Mr. Packard,
Mr. Porter, Mr. Lagomarsino, and Mr. Campbell of
California

To amend the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 to permit State and
local agencies to adopt flexible and compressed work schedules.

March 27, 1992. Referred to Subcommittee on Labor Standards.

H.R. 4308 Feb. 25, 1992

Mr. Penny

To grant employees family and medical leave under certain circum-
stances and for other purposes (Jointly referred to the Committees on
Education and Labor, Post Office and Civil Service, and House Ad-
ministration).

March 27, 1992. Jointly referred to Subcommittees on Labor Stand-
ards, and Labor-Management Relations.

H.R. 4322 Feb. 26, 1992

Ms. Molinari (for herself), Mr. Emerson, Mr. Goodling,
and Mr. Hall of Ohio

To amend the Child Nutrition Act of 1966 to establish a breastfeeding
promotion program.

March 27, 1992. Referred to Subcommittee on Elementary, Secondary,
and Vocational Education.

H.R. 4323 Feb. 26, 1992

Mr. Kildee (for himself), Mr. Ford of Michigan, Mr.
Miller of California, Mr. Murphy, Mr. Martinez, Mr.
Owens of New York, Mr. Perkins, Mr. Sawyer, Mrs.
Lowey of New York, Mr. Olver, Mr. de Lugo, and Mr.
Moody

To improve education for all students by restructuring the education
system in the States.

March 27, 1992. Held at Full Committee.
May 14, 1992. Report requested from Department of Education.
May 20, 1992. Considered in open legislative session and ordered re-

ported, amended (23-12).
July 23, 1992. Reported to House (House Report 102-691).
August 11, 1992. Rule reported.
August 12, 1992. Rule adopted.
August 12, 1992. Passed House, amended (279-124). Subsequently,

S.2, a similar Senate-passed bill, passed in lieu after being amended
to contain the language of the House bill as passed.

August 12, 1992. House insisted on its amendments, requested a
conference with the Senate and appointed conferees.

September 15, 1992. Senate disagreed to the House amendments,
agreed to a conference requested by House and appointed conferees.

September 24, 25, 1992. Conferees met.
September 25, 1992. Conferees agreed.
September 25, 1992. Conference report filed in House (House Report

102-916).
September 30, 1992. Conference report adopted in House (voice vote).
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H.R. 4338 Feb. 27, 1992

Mr. Kildee (for himself), Mr. Ford of Michigan, Mr.
Darden, Mr. Andrews of New Jersey, Mr. Staggers,
Mr. Johnson of South Dakota, Mr. Young of Alaska,
Mr. Thornton, Mr. Martinez, Mr. Payne of New Jersey,
Mr. Kopetski, Mr. Murphy, Mr. Perkins, Mr. Lewis of
Georgia, Mr. Sawyer, Mr. Guarini, Mrs. Unsoeld, Mr.
Moorhead, Mr. Slattery, Mr. Bilbray, Mr. Hatcher, Mr.
Williams, Mr. Donnelly, Mr. Stark, Mr. Hughes, Mr.
Stallings, Mr. Penny, Ms. Norton, Mr. Andrews of
Maine, Mr. Richardson, Mr. Oberstar, Mr. McDermott,
Mr. Rahall, Mr. Berman, Mr. Horton, Mrs. Schroeder,
Mr. DeFazio, Ms. Snowe, Mr. Ford of Tennessee, Mr.
Frank of Massachusetts, Mr. Miller of Washington, Mr.
Smith of New Jersey, Mr. Mineta, Mrs. Lloyd, Mr.
Towns, Mr. Rowland, Mr. Edwards of California, Mr.
Jefferson, Mr. Sikorski, Ms. DeLauro, Mr. Andrews of
Texas, Mr. Dymally, Mr. Glickman, Mr. Packard, Mr.
Sabo, Mr. Bonior, Mr. Dicks, Mr. Condit, Mr. Anthony,
Mr. Riggs, Mr. Barnard, Mr. Peterson of Minnesota,
Ms. Slaughter, Mr. Jacobs, Mr. Foglietta, Mr. Thomas
of California, Mr. Hunter, Mr. Nussle, Mr. Coble, Mr.
Ewing, Mr. Lowery of California, Mr. Allen, Mr.
McMillen of Maryland, Mr. Swift, Mr. Hefley, Mr.
Harris, Mr. Vander Jagt, Ms. Pelosi, Mr. Lehman of
California, Mr. Coyne, Mr. Kennedy, Mr. Studds, Mr.
Alexander, Mr. Traxler, Mr. Neal of North Carolina,
Mr. Livingston, Mr. Torres, Mr. Regula, Ms. Kaptur,
Mr. Mfume, Mr. Hubbard, Mr. AuCoin, Mr. Poshard,
Mrs. Johnson of Connecticut, Mr. Jenkins, Mr. Fazio,
Mr. Scheuer, Mrs. Kennelly, Mr. Gilchrest, Mr. Rhodes,
Mr. Cramer, Mr. Torricelli, Mr. Lancaster, Mr. Carper,
Mr. Serrano, Mr. Goss, Mr. Gallegly, Mr. Reed, Mr.
Rose, Mr. Durbin, Mr. Wise, Mr. Valentine, Mr.
Johnston of Florida, Mr. Sundquist, Mr. Eckart, Mr.
Weiss, Mr. Jones of Georgia, Mr. Ray, Mr. Taylor of
Mississippi, Mr. Price, Mr. Swett, Mr. Cardin, Mr.
Mollohan, Mr. Peterson of Florida, Mr. Bereuter, Mr.
Shays, Mr. Parker, Mr. Obey, Mr. Porter, Mr. Espy,
Mr. Dellums, Mr. Thomas of Georgia, Mr. Dornan of
California, Mr. Browder, Mr. Franks of Connecticut,
Mr. Bacchus, Mrs. Collins of Michigan, Mrs. Bentley,
Mr. Hoagland, Mr. Brown, Mr. Henry, Mr. Morrison,
Mr. Nagle, Mr. Zeliff, Mr. Bilirakis, Mr. Taylor of
North Carolina, Mr. Gillmor, and Mr. Grandy

To suspend certain compliance and accountability measures under the
National School Lunch Act.

March 27, 1992. Referred to Subcommittee on Elementary, Secondary,
and Vocational Education.

H.R. 4340 Feb. 27, 1992

Mr. Williams (for himself), Mr. Frank of Massachusetts,
Mr. Perkins, Mrs. Unsoeld, Mr. Beilenson, Mrs. Mink,
Mr. Martinez, Mr. Berman, Ms. Norton, Mr. Hayes of
Illinois, and Mr. Hughes

To provide employment opportunities to unemployed individuals in
high unemployment areas in projects to repair and renovate vitally
needed community facilities, and for other purposes.

March 27, 1992. Jointly referred to Subcommittees on Postsecondary
Education, Elementary, Secondary, and Vocational Education, and
Employment Opportunities.

H.R. 4345 Feb. 27, 1992

Mr. Sawyer

To provide assistance to States to enable such States to raise the quality
of instruction in mathematics and science by providing equipment and
materials necessary for hands-on instruction.

March 27, 1992. Referred to Subcommittee Elementary, Secondary,
and Vocational Education.

H.R. 4346 Feb. 27, 1992

Mr. Sawyer

To establish a national Albert Einstein Teacher Fellowship Program for
outstanding secondary school science and mathematics teachers.

March 27, 1992. Referred to Subcommittee on Postsecondary Educa-
tion.

H.R. 4355 Mar. 2, 1992

Mr. Levine of California

To provide financial assistance to eligible local educational agencies
to rebuild America's schools.

March 27, 1992. Referred to Subcommittee on Elementary, Secondary,
and Vocational Education.
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H.R. 4356 Mar. 2, 1992

Mr. Levine of California (for himself), Mr. Mrazek, Mr.
Moran, Mr. Roe, Mr. Alexander, Mr. Foglietta, Mr.
DeFazio, Ms. Horn, and Mr. Frost

To increase the safety of America's schools (Jointly referred to the
Committees on Education and Labor, and the Judiciary).

March 27, 1992. Referred to Subcommittee on Elementary, Secondary,
and Vocational Education.

H.R. 4357 Mar. 2, 1992

Mr. Levine of California

To amend the Federal Property and Administrative Services Act of
1949 (40 U.S.C. 471 et seq.) to establish the National Education
Property Board, and for other purposes (Jointly referred to the Com-
mittees on Government Operations, and Education and Labor).

March 27, 1992. Jointly referred to Subcommittees on Postsecondary
Education, and Elementary, Secondary, and Vocational Education.

H.R. 4361 Mar. 3, 1992

Mr. Andrews of Texas (for himself), Mrs. Mink, Mr.
Wolpe, Mr. Rahall, Mr. Towns, Mr. Foglietta, Mr.
Jefferson, Mr. Frost, Mr. Evans, Mr. Mrazek, Mrs.
Meyers of Kansas, Mr. Mollohan, and Mr. DeFazio

To create “Healthy American Schools”  where children learn lifelong
health and fitness skills vital to developing a smart body and smart
mind and to empower every school with the ability to become a healthy
school built on a firm foundation of “healthy mind and healthy body”
curricula.

March 27, 1992. Referred to Subcommittee on Elementary, Secondary,
and Vocational Education.

H.R. 4376 Mar. 4, 1992

Mr. Andrews of New Jersey (for himself) and Mr. Jontz

To terminate the authorities of the Overseas Private Investment Cor-
poration, to require the Secretary of Labor to propose a plan for the
organization of a domestic employment and training investment cor-
poration, and for other purposes (Jointly referred to the Committees
on Foreign, Affairs, Banking, Finance and Urban Affairs, and Educa-
tion and Labor).

March 27, 1992. Referred to Subcommittee on Employment Oppor-
tunities.

May 26, 1992. Report requested from Department of Labor.
May 27, 1992. Hearings held.

H.R. 4407 Mar. 5, 1992

Mr. Perkins (for himself), Mr. Mfume, Mr. Hayes of
Illinois, Mr. Towns, Mr. Blackwell, and Mr.
Bustamante

Entitled, “Employment and Economic Growth Act”.

March 27, 1992. Referred to Subcommittee on Employment Oppor-
tunities.

H.R. 4417 Mar. 10, 1992

Mr. Henry (for himself), Mr. Valentine, Mr. Lewis of
Florida, and Mrs. Johnson of Connecticut

To rename the Department of Commerce as the Department of Manu-
facturing and Commerce, and for other purposes (Jointly referred to the
Committees on Energy and Commerce, Science, Space and Technol-
ogy, Education and Labor, and Ways and Means).

March 27, 1992. Referred to Subcommittee on Elementary, Secondary,
and Vocational Education.

H.R. 4421 Mar. 10, 1992

Ms. Snowe

To establish a comprehensive recovery program for communities,
businesses, and workers adversely affected by the closure or realign-
ment of military installations (Jointly referred to the Committees on
Armed Services, Energy and Commerce, Ways and Means, Govern-
ment Operations, Banking, Finance and Urban Affairs, Education and
Labor, and Public Works and Transportation).

March 27, 1992. Jointly referred to Subcommittees on Labor-
Management Relations, and Employment Opportunities.
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H.R. 4443 Mar. 11, 1992

Mr. Williams

To amend the United States Institute of Peace Act to establish the
Spark M. Matsunaga Scholars Program, and for other purposes (Jointly
referred to the Committees on Education and Labor, and Foreign Af-
fairs).

March 19, 1992. Referred to Subcommittee on Labor-Management
Relations.

March 20, 1992. Report requested from the U.S. Institute of Peace.
March 25, 1992. Report received from the U.S. Institute of Peace.
March 25, 1992. Hearings held.

H.R. 4454 Mar. 12, 1992

Mr. Lantos

To provide for the economic conversion and diversification of indus-
tries in the defense industrial base of the United States that are ad-
versely affected by significant reductions in spending for national
defense (Jointly referred to the Committees on Banking, Finance and
Urban Affairs, Education and Labor, Small Business, Foreign Affairs,
and Public Works and Transportation).

March 27, 1992. Referred to Subcommittee on Employment Oppor-
tunities.

H.R. 4455 Mar. 12, 1992

Mrs. Lloyd (for herself), Mr. Guarini, and Mr. Stokes

To amend the National Environmental Education Act to establish an
Environmental Education Clearing Division to collect certain environ-
mental information and make that information available to educational
institutions in the United States and other interested persons.

March 27, 1992. Referred to Subcommittee on Select Education.

H.R. 4471 Mar. 16, 1992

Mr. Ford of Michigan (for himself), Mr. Goodling, Mr.
Gaydos, Mr. Coleman of Missouri, Mr. Clay, Mr. Petri,
Mr. Miller of California, Mr. Gunderson, Mr. Murphy,
Mr. Barrett, Mr. Kildee, Mr. Martinez, Mr. Perkins,
Mr. Sawyer, Mr. Payne of New Jersey, Mrs. Lowey of
New York, Mrs. Unsoeld, Mrs. Mink, Mr. Andrews of
New Jersey, Mr. Jefferson, Mr. Reed, Mr. Olver, Mr.
de Lugo, Mr. Roemer, Mr. Hayes of Illinois, Mr. Klug,
Mr. Cunningham, Ms. Molinari, and Mr. Schiff

To amend and extend the Higher Education Act of 1965.

March 27, 1992. Referred to Subcommittee on Postsecondary Educa-
tion.

(See H.R. 3553)

H.R. 4493 Mar. 18, 1992

Mr. Goodling (for himself), Mr. Martinez, Mr. Horton,
Mr. Roe, Mr. Lagomarsino, Mr. Frost, Mr. Gunderson,
Ms. Norton, Mr. Eckart, Mr. Burton of Indiana, and
Mr. Fish

To amend the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 to authorize grants for the
provision of certain transportation services to individuals with disabil-
ities who hold or are seeking jobs in typical work environments, or
who are receiving vocational rehabilitation services.

April 16, 1992. Referred to Subcommittee on Select Education.

H.R. 4498 Mar. 18, 1992

Ms. Long (for herself), Mr. Jacobs, Mr. McCloskey, Mr.
Sharp, Mr. Hamilton, Mr. Myers of Indiana, Mr. Jontz,
Mr. Visclosky, Mr. AuCoin, Mr. Jefferson, Mr. Frost,
Mr. Towns, Mr. de Lugo, Mr. Pastor, Mr. Valentine,
Mr. Blackwell, Mrs. Unsoeld, Mr. Roemer, Ms. Norton,
Mr. Eckart, Mr. Burton of Indiana, Mr. Bonior, Mr.
Atkins, Mrs. Collins of Michigan, Mr. Fish, and Mr.
Moran

To establish a computer education program for certain students.

March 27, 1992. Referred to Subcommittee Elementary, Secondary,
and Vocational Education.
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H.R. 4515 Mar. 19, 1992

Mr. Martinez

To amend title II of the Juvenile Justice and Delinquency and Pre-
vention Act of 1974 to require the Administrator of the Office of Ju-
venile Justice and Delinquency Prevention to conduct a study of
violence committed by or against juveniles in urban areas.

April 16, 1992. Referred to Subcommittee on Human Resources.

H.R. 4516 Mar. 19, 1992

Mr. Martinez (for himself), Mr. Wheat, Mr. Moakley, Mr.
Kennedy, Mr. Olver, Mr. Traxler, Mr. Kopetski, Mrs.
Mink, Mr. de Lugo, Mr. Savage, Mr. AuCoin, Mr.
Hutto, Mr. DeFazio, Mr. Neal of Massachusetts, Mr.
Jefferson, Mr. Frank of Massachusetts, Mr. McCloskey,
Mr. Kildee, Mr. Towns, Mr. Roybal, Ms. Norton, Mr.
Atkins, Mr. Owens of New York, Mrs. Collins of
Michigan, Mr. Frost, Mr. Hayes of Illinois, Ms. Kaptur,
and Mr. Rangel

To amend title VI of the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1981
to establish a community services empowerment program.

April 16, 1992. Referred to Subcommittee on Human Resources.

H.R. 4518 Mar. 19, 1992

Mr. Rangel (for himself), Mr. Ortiz, Mr. Martinez, Ms.
Ros-Lehtinen, Mr. Roybal, Mr. de la Garza, Mr. de
Lugo, Mr. Richardson, Mr. Torres, Mr. Bustamante,
Mr. Serrano, Mr. Pastor, and Mr. Colorado

To amend the Department of Education Organization Act to create the
position of Assistant Secretary of Education for Bilingual Education
and Minority Languages Affairs, and for other purposes.

April 16, 1992. Referred to Subcommittee on Elementary, Secondary,
and Vocational Education.

H.R. 4522 Mar. 20, 1992

Mr. Alexander

To extend the authorization of appropriations of the TRIO Programs
under the Higher Education Act of 1965, and for other purposes.

April 16, 1992. Referred to Subcommittee on Postsecondary Educa-
tion.

H.R. 4528 Mar. 20, 1992

Mrs. Collins of Michigan (for herself), Mr. Panetta, Mr.
Clay, Mr. Conyers, Mr. de Lugo, Mr. Dicks, Mr.
Downey, Mr. Dymally, Mr. Ford of Tennessee, Mr.
Hayes of Illinois, Mr. Hochbrueckner, Mr. McDermott,
Mr. Martinez, Ms. Norton, Mr. Peterson of Florida, Mr.
Rangel, Mr. Sabo, Mr. Scheuer, Mr. Towns, Mr.
Bustamante, Mrs. Collins of Illinois, Mr. Mfume, Mr.
Jefferson, Ms. Pelosi, Mr. Savage, Mr. Eckart, Mrs.
Mink, Mr. Traxler, Mr. Kostmayer, Mr. Campbell of
Colorado, Mr. Frost, Mr. Espy, Mr. Feighan, Mr.
Dellums, Mr. Payne of New Jersey, Mr. Blackwell, Mr.
Roybal, Mr. Schumer, Mr. Flake, Mr. Wheat, Ms. Wa-
ters, Mr. Torres, Mr. AuCoin, Mr. LaFalce, Mr. Hughes,
Mr. Evans, Mr. Miller of California, Mr. Johnson of
South Dakota, Mr. Owens of New York, Mr. Atkins,
and Mr. Fish

To amend the Job Training Partnership Act to authorize the establish-
ment of additional Job Corps centers, and for other purposes.

April 16, 1992. Referred to Subcommittee on Employment Opportu-
nities.

H.R. 4531 Mar. 20, 1992

Mr. Espy (for himself), Mr. de la Garza, Mr. Hall of Ohio,
Mr. Huckaby, Mr. Tallon, and Mr. Emerson

To require the Secretary of Agriculture to include rice in the definition
of supplemental foods for purposes of the special supplemental food
program for women, infants, and children under section 17 of the Child
Nutrition Act of 1966.

April 16, 1992. Referred to Subcommittee on Elementary, Secondary,
and Vocational Education.
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H.R. 4538 Mar. 20, 1992

Mr. Serrano (for himself), Mr. Hayes of Illinois, Mr. Roe,
Mr. Payne of New Jersey, Mr. Feighan, Mr. Owens of
New York, Mr. Rangel, Ms. Norton, Mr. Towns, Mrs.
Morella, Mr. McGrath, Mr. DeFazio, Mr. Foglietta, Mr.
Martinez, Mr. Frost, Mr. Pastor, Mr. Engel, Mr.
Coleman of Texas, Mr. Guarini, Ms. Pelosi, Mr. Evans,
Mr. Alexander, Ms. Slaughter, Mrs. Lowey of New
York, Mr. Miller  of California, Mr. Ackerman, Ms.
Molinari, and Mrs. Collins of Michigan

To provide assistance to local educational agencies for the prevention
and reduction of violent crime in elementary and secondary schools.

April 16, 1992. Referred to Subcommittee on Elementary, Secondary,
and Vocational Education.

H.R. 4544 Mar. 24, 1992

Mr. AuCoin (for himself) and Mr. DeFazio

To authorize the Commissioner of the Administration for Children,
Youth, and Families to make grants to carry out programs and activities
to improve the educational performance, health and fitness, life skills,
and family relationships of adolescents.

April 16, 1992. Referred to Subcommittee on Human Resources.

H.R. 4545 Mar. 24, 1992

Mr. Michel (by request)

To amend the Employee Retirement Security Act of 1974, the Internal
Revenue Code of 1986, and Title 11, United States Code; to improve
pension plan funding; to limit growth in insurance exposure; to protect
the single-employer plan termination insurance program by clarifying
the status of claims of the Pension Benefit Guaranty Corporation and
the treatment of pension plans in bankruptcy proceedings, and for other
purposes (Jointly referred to the Committees on Ways and Means,
Education and Labor, and the Judiciary).

April  16, 1992. Referred to Subcommittee on Labor-Management
Relations.

H.R. 4591 Mar. 26, 1992

Mr. English (for himself), Mr. Brewster, Mr. Rangel, Mr.
LaFalce, Mr. Allen, Mr. Atkins, Mr. Frost, Mr. Johnson
of South Dakota, Mr. Smith of Florida, Mr. Towns,
Mrs. Unsoeld, Ms. Kaptur, Mr. Bustamante, Mr.
Sisisky, Mrs. Collins of Illinois, Mr. McMillen of
Maryland, Mr. Hayes of Illinois, and Mr. Kostmayer

To amend the Job Training Partnership Act to establish a community
works progress program, a youth community corps program, and a
national youth community corps program, and for other purposes
(Jointly referred to the Committees on Education and Labor, and Ways
and Means).

April 16, 1992. Referred to Subcommittee on Employment Opportu-
nities.

H.R. 4592 Mar. 26, 1992

Mr. Faleomavaega

To amend the Native American Programs Act of 1974 to increase the
authorization of appropriations, and for other purposes.

April 16, 1992. Referred to Subcommittee on Human Resources.

H.R. 4595 Mar. 26, 1992

Mr. Henry (for himself), Mr. Ridge, Mr. Lagomarsino,
Mr. Wolf, Ms. Horn, Mr. Emerson, Mr. Zeliff, Mr.
Traficant, Mr. Upton, and Mr. Fish

To encourage institutions of higher education to use Federal research
and development funding for the support of American students, and for
other purposes (Jointly referred to the Committees on Science, Space,
and Technology, and Education and Labor).

April 16, 1992. Referred to Subcommittee on Postsecondary Educa-
tion.
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H.R. 4700 Mar. 30, 1992

Mr. Hughes (for himself), Mr. Boehlert, Mr. Roybal, Ms.
Long, Mr. Lantos, Mr. Chapman, Mr. Panetta, Mr.
Towns, Mr. Penny, Mr. Yatron, Mr. Atkins, Mr. Jontz,
Ms. Horn, Mr. Hayes of Illinois, Mr. Bustamante, Mr.
Zeliff, Mr. Feighan, and Mrs. Meyers of Kansas

To amend the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974 to
require an independent audit of statements prepared by certain financial
institutions with respect to assets of employee benefit plans.

April  16, 1992. Referred to Subcommittee on Labor-Management
Relations.

H.R. 4711 Mar. 31, 1992

Mr. Orton (for himself) and Mr. Blaz

To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to establish a Veterans
Teacher Corp, and for other purposes.

April 16, 1992. Referred to Subcommittee on Postsecondary Educa-
tion.

H.R. 4712 Mar. 31, 1992

Mr. Owens of New York

To amend the Child Abuse Prevention and Treatment Act to revise and
extend programs under such Act, and for other purposes.

April 7, 1992. Passed House under suspension of the rules (voice
vote). Subsequently, S. 838, a similar Senate-passed bill, passed in
lieu after being amended to contain the language of the house bill,
as passed.

(For further action see S. 838)

H.R. 4729 Apr. 1, 1992

Mr. Cramer (for himself), Mr. Abercrombie, Mrs. Lloyd,
Ms. Pelosi, Mr. Towns, Mr. Brewster, Mr. Frost, Mr.
Dellums, Mr. Rangel, Mr. Bacchus, Mr. Kopetski, Mr.
Jefferson, Mr. Browder, Mr. Gordon, Mr. Erdreich, Mr.
Bevill, Mr. Jontz, Mr. Harris, Mr. Emerson, Mr. Espy,
Mr. Callahan, Mr. Fazio, Mr. Geren of Texas, Mr.
Taylor of Mississippi, Mr. Weiss, Mr. Evans, Mr. Jones
of Georgia, Mrs. Schroeder, Mr. Kildee, Mr. Sanders,
Mr. Bustamante, Mr. English, Mr. Peterson of Florida,
Mr. Carper, Mr. Owens of New York, Mr. Swett, and
Mr. Pastor

To provide grants to establish an integrated approach to prevent child
abuse.

April  16, 1992. Jointly referred to Subcommittees on Human Re-
sources, and Select Education.

H.R. 4730 Apr. 1, 1992

Ms. DeLauro (for herself), Mr. Waxman, Mr. Bacchus,
Mr. Bonior, Mr. Towns, Mrs. Lloyd, Mr. Shays, Mr.
Abercrombie, and Mr. Markey

To facilitate and assist in the ecomonic adjustment and industrial di-
versification of defense industries, defense dependent communities, and
defense workers that are adversely affected by the termination or re-
duction of defense spending or defense-related contracts (Jointly re-
ferred to the Committees on Banking, Finance and Urban Affairs,
Ways and Means, Education and Labor, Small Business, Armed Ser-
vices, and Public Works and Transportation).

April 16, 1992. Jointly referred to Subcommittees on Labor-
Management Relations, and Employment Opportunities.

H.R. 4748 Apr. 2, 1992

Mrs. Boxer (for herself), Mr. Owens of New York, Mr.
Dellums, Mr. Towns, Mr. Rangel, Mr. Jefferson, Ms.
Norton, and Mr. Nagle

To improve national competitiveness through education (Jointly re-
ferred to the Committees on Education and Labor, and Ways and
Means).

April 16, 1992. Jointly referred to Subcommittees on Postsecondary
Education, Elementary, Secondary, and Vocational Education, and
Human Resources.
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H.R. 4815 Apr. 8, 1992

Mr. Goodling (for himself) and Mr. Gunderson

To amend the Age Discrimination in Employment Act of 1967 to
provide compensatory and punitive damages that are consistent with
the damages authorized by section 1977A of the Revised Statutes, and
for other purposes (Jointly referred to the Committees on Education
and Labor, Post Office and Civil Service, and House Administration).

May 12, 1992. Referred to Subcommittee on Employment Opportu-
nities.

H.R. 4822 Apr. 8, 1992

Mr. Kildee (for himself), Mr. Emerson, Mrs. Schroeder,
Mr. Hall of Ohio, Mr. Solarz, Mr. Walsh, Mr. Neal of
North Carolina, Mr. Foglietta, Mr. Mazzoli, Mr.
Lipinski, Mr. Edwards of California, Mr. Glickman,
Mr. Evans, Mr. Fascell, Mr. Berman, Mr. Coyne, Mr.
Hertel, Mr. Scheuer, Mr. Fazio, Mr. Conyers, Mr.
Jefferson, Mr. Clay, Mr. Staggers, Mr. Mavroules, Mr.
Boucher, Mr. Vento, Mr. Moody, Mr. Hughes, Mr.
Traxler, Mr. Mfume, Ms. Pelosi, Mr. Dellums, Mr.
Andrews of Maine, Mr. Mrazek, Mr. Rangel, Mr.
Blackwell, Mr. Johnson of South Dakota, Mr. Downey,
Mr. Markey, Mr. Gonzalez, Mr. Owens of Utah, Mr.
Colorado, Mr. McNulty, Mr. Reed, Mr. Towns, Mr.
Oberstar, Mr. Poshard, Mr. AuCoin, Mr. Wheat, Mr.
Moran, Mr. Miller of California, Mr. Hayes of Illinois,
Mr. Morrison, Mr. Upton, Mr. Sikorski, Mr. Waxman,
Ms. Slaughter, Mr. Whitten, Mr. Lehman of California,
Ms. Norton, Mr. Rahall, Mr. Stark, Mr. Bonior, Mr.
DeFazio, Mr. Henry, Mr. Hochbrueckner, Mr.
Richardson, Mrs. Unsoeld, Mr. Sabo, Mr. Peterson of
Minnesota, Mr. Lehman of Florida, Mr. Dixon, Mr.
Peterson of Florida, Mr. Roe, Mr. LaFalce, Mr. Frost,
Mr. Stallings, Mrs. Collins of Michigan, Mr. Feighan,
Mr. Bustamante, Ms. Kaptur, Mr. Kostmayer, Mr.
Nagle, Mr. Payne of Virginia, Mrs. Kennelly, Mr. Ford
of Tennessee, Mr. McDermott, Mr. Mineta, and Mr.
Yates

To make appropriations to begin a phase-in toward full funding of the
special supplemental food program for women, infants, and children
(WIC) and of Head Start programs, to expand the Job Corps program,
and for other purposes.

May 12, 1992. Jointly referred to Subcommittees on Elementary,
Secondary, and Vocational Education, and Employment Opportu-
nities.

H.R. 4847 Apr. 9, 1992

Mr. Michel

To provide greater accountability in government by bringing Congress
within the scope of certain laws presently covering the private sector,
the executive branch, or both. (Jointly referred to the Committees on
House Administration, Education and Labor, the Judiciary, Post Office
and Civil Service, and Government Operations).

May 12, 1992. Jointly referred to Subcommittees on Labor Standards,
Select Education, and Employment Opportunities.

H.R. 4889 Apr. 9, 1992

Mr. Cardin

To amend the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 and the Social Security
Act to provide for health insurance coverage for workers and the public
in a manner that contains the costs of health care in the United States
(Jointly referred to the Committees on Ways and Means, Energy and
Commerce, and Education and Labor).

May 12, 1992. Referred to Subcommittee on Select Education.

H.R. 4894 Apr. 9, 1992

Mr. Chandler

To provide that the Congress shall be covered by certain employment
and civil rights laws, and for other purposes (Jointly referred to the
Committees on House Administration, Education and Labor, Ways and
Means, Government Operations, and the Judiciary).

May 12, 1992. Jointly referred to Subcommittees on Postsecondary
Education, Health and Safety, Labor Standards, Elementary, Sec-
ondary, and Vocational Education, Labor-Management Relations,
Select Education, and Employment Opportunities.

H.R. 4914 Apr. 9, 1992

Mr. Henry

To establish a Manufacturing Alliance Program within the Technology
Administration of the Department of Commerce to assist small man-
ufacturers in research and development, technology transfer, and
worker training (Jointly referred to the Committees on Science, Space,
and Technology, and Education and Labor).

May 12, 1992. Referred to the Subcommittee on Postsecondary Edu-
cation.
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H.R. 4919 Apr. 9, 1992

Mr. Hughes (for himself), Mr. Boehlert, Mr. Washington,
Mr. Levin of Michigan, Mr. Roybal, Mr. Downey, Mrs.
Lloyd, Mr. Lewis of Georgia, Mr. Studds, Mr. Penny,
Mr. Lipinski, Mr. Jontz, Ms. Pelosi, Mr. Atkins, Mr.
Ford of Tennessee, Mr. Spence, and Mr. Frank of
Massachusetts

To amend title I of the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of
1974 to clarify and improve the applicability of such title to multiple
employer welfare arrangements and employee leasing welfare ar-
rangements and employee leasing welfare arrangements and to provide
for more effective State regulation thereof (Jointly referred to the
Committees on Education and Labor, and Rules).

May 12, 1992. Referred to Subcommittee on Labor-Management Re-
lations.

June 11, 1992. Report requested from Department of Labor.
June 16, 1992. Hearings held.

H.R. 4927 Apr. 9, 1992

Mrs. Kennelly

To establish economic conversion programs in the Department of De-
fense to assist communities, businesses, and workers adversely affected
by reductions in defense contracts and spending and closures of mili-
tary installations (Jointly referred to the Committees on Armed Ser-
vices, Ways and Means, Education and Labor, and Banking, Finance
and Urban Affairs).

May 12, 1992. Jointly referred to Subcommittees on Labor-
Management Relations, and Employment Opportunities.

H.R. 4929 Apr. 9, 1992

Mr. Kolbe (for himself), Mr. Rhodes, Mr. Blaz, Mrs.
Johnson of Connecticut, Mr. Towns, Ms. Horn, Mr.
Shaw, Mr. Bustamante, Mr. Parker, Mr. Solomon, and
Mr. Fish

To provide incentives for certain voluntarily separated military per-
sonnel to become elementary and secondary school teachers (Jointly
referred to the Committees on Armed Services, and Education and
Labor).

May 12, 1992. Referred to Subcommittee on Postsecondary Education.

H.R. 4953 Apr. 9, 1992

Mrs. Schroeder (for herself), Mr. Campbell of Colorado,
Mr. Skaggs, Mr. Hefley, Mr. Hamilton, Mr. Stark, Mrs.
Mink, Mr. Waxman, Mr. Frank of Massachusetts, Mr.
Dorgan of North Dakota, Mrs. Collins of Michigan,
Mr. Rangel, Mr. Torres, Mr. Conyers, Mr. Allard, Mr.
Edwards of California, Mr. Gonzalez, Mr. Geren of
Texas, Mr. Andrews of New Jersey, Mr. Faleomavaega,
Mr. Sawyer, Mr. Atkins, Mr. Brown, Ms. Norton, Mr.
Bruce, Mr. Zeliff, Mr. Kostmayer, Mr. Hayes of Illinois,
and Mr. Bustamante

To amend the base closure laws to improve the provision of adjustment
assistance to employees of the Department of Defense adversely af-
fected by the closure or realignment of a military installation (Jointly
referrred to the Committees on Education and Labor, and Armed Ser-
vices).

May 12, 1992. Referred to Subcommittee on Employment Opportu-
nities.

H.R. 4976 Apr. 9, 1992

Mr. Gunderson (for himself), Mr. Goodling, and Mr.
Horton

To improve the transition from school to work and promote youth ap-
prenticeship, and for other purposes.

May 12, 1992. Jointly referred to Subcommittees on Elementary,
Secondary, and Vocational Education, and Employment Opportu-
nities.

H.R. 4981 Apr. 9, 1992

Mr. Machtley

To require the Secretary of Defense to establish a Defense Adjustment
Institute (Jointly referred to the Committees on Armed Services,
Banking, Finance and Urban Affairs, and Education and Labor).

July 20, 1992. Jointly referred to Subcommittees on Postsecondary
Education, and Employment Opportunities.
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H.R. 4993 Apr. 28, 1992

Mr. Dannemeyer

To amend the Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990 and other pro-
visions of law to provide for the prevention of certain adverse effects
on the economy of the United States (Jointly referred to the Commit-
tees on Education and Labor, Public Works and Transportation, Ways
and Means, and the Judiciary).

May 12, 1992. Jointly referred to Subcommittees on Select Education,
and Employment Opportunities.

H.R. 5010 Apr. 29, 1992

Mr. Gephardt (for himself), Mrs. Boxer, Ms. Horn, Mr.
Gejdenson, Mr. Glickman, Mr. Roe, Mr. Gaydos, Mr.
Beilenson, Mr. Hayes of Illinois, Mr. Bustamante, Ms.
Norton, Mr. Foglietta, and Mr. Torres

To provide for the revitalization of the United States aerospace and
other industries that have been adversely affected by defense spending
reductions and foreign subsidies (Jointly referred to the Committees
on Banking, Finance, and Urban Affairs, Ways and Means, Science,
Space, and Technology, and Education and Labor).

May 12, 1992. Jointly referred to Subcommittees on Postsecondary
Education, and Employment Opportunities.

H.R. 5017 Apr. 29, 1992

Mr. Gejdenson (for himself), Mr. Reed, Mr. Frank of
Massachusetts, Mr. Shays, Mr. Zeliff, Mrs. Lloyd, and
Mr. Berman

To amend the Job Training Partnership Act to provide employment and
training assistance to workers in substantially and seriously affected
defense communities.

May 12, 1992. Referred to Subcommittee on Employment Opportu-
nities.

H.R. 5038 Apr. 30, 1992

Mr. Goodling (by request), Mr. Michel, and Mr.
Gunderson

To revise the Federal vocational training system to meet the Nation's
workforce needs into the 21st Century by establishing a network of
local skill centers to serve as a common point of entry to vocational
training, a certification system to ensure high quality programs, and a
voucher system to enhance participant choice, and for other purposes.

July 20, 1992. Jointly referred to Subcommittees on Postsecondary
Education, Elementary, Secondary, and Vocational Education, Select
Education, and Employment Opportunities.

H.R. 5039 Apr. 30, 1992

Mr. Hall of Ohio (for himself), Mr. Stallings, Mr.
Morrison, Mr. Swift, and Mrs. Unsoeld

To ensure fair treatment of Department of Energy employees during
the restructuring of the Department of Energy defense nuclear facilities
workforce, to provide assistance to communities affected by such re-
structuring, to provide medical examinations to certain current and
former such employees, to provide medical reinsurance for certain
former such employees, and for other purposes (Jointly referred to the
Committees on Armed Services, Energy and Commerce, Education and
Labor, and Post Office and Civil Service).

May 12, 1992. Jointly referred to Subcommittees on Labor-
Management Relations, and Employment Opportunities.

H.R. 5046 Apr. 30, 1992

Mr. Regula

To amend the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 to allow individuals a
deduction from gross income for contributions to health services
savings account; to amend the Social Security Act to provide for uni-
versal coverage of basic health needs for all Americans' to expand
Medicare to include preventive and long-term care services, and for
other purposes (Jointly referred to the Committees on Ways and
Means, Energy and Commerce, and Education and Labor).

July 20, 1992. Referred to Subcommittee on Labor-Management Re-
lations.
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H.R. 5050 Apr. 30, 1992

Mr. Ford of Michigan (for himself), Mr. Martinez, and
Mr. Sawyer

To amend the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974 to
ensure basic, affordable health insurance is available to all citizens
through a UniMed program (Jointly referred to the Committees on
Ways and Means, Energy and Commerce, and Education and Labor).

H.R. 5053  May 4, 1992

Mr. Armey (for himself) and Mr. Allen

To amend section 9(a) of the National Labor Relations Act to allow
employees to enter into contracts with employers without the inter-
vention of a bargaining representative.

May 12, 1992. Referred to Subcommittee on Labor-Management Re-
lations.

H.R. 5057  May 5, 1992

Mr. Brown (for himself), Mrs. Morella, Mr. Evans, and
Mr. McCurdy

To facilitate the development of an integrated, nationwide telecommu-
nications system dedicated to instruction by guaranteeing the acquisi-
tion of a communications satellite system used solely for
communications among State and local instructional institutions and
agencies and instructional resource providers.

July 20, 1992. Jointly referred to Subcommittees on Postsecondary
Education, and Elementary, Secondary, and Vocational Education.

H.R. 5075  May 6, 1992

Mr. Martinez (for himself), Mr. Bustamante, Mr.
Campbell of Colorado, Mr. Towns, Mr. de Lugo, Mr.
Frank of Massachusetts, Mr. Horton, Mrs. Mink, Mr.
Hayes of Illinois, Mr. Savage, Mr. Traxler, Mr. Blaz,
Mr. Hertel, Mr. Frost, Mr. Rangel, Mr. Chapman, and
Mr. Hefley

To improve the delivery of employment training services to members
of the Armed Forces who are involuntarily separated from active duty
in the Armed Forces or accept separation under one of the separation
incentive programs (Jointly referred to the Committees on Armed Ser-
vices, and Education and Labor).

July 20, 1992. Jointly referred to Subcommittees on Elementary,
Secondary, and Vocational Education, and Employment Opportu-
nities.

H.R. 5083  May 6, 1992

Mrs. Mink (for herself), Mr. Coleman of Texas, Mr.
Peterson of Minnesota, Mr. Davis, Mr. Horton, Mr.
Towns, Mr. Blaz, Mr. Atkins, Mr. Morrison, Mr.
Bustamante, Mr. Stallings, Mr. Pastor, Mr. Bennett,
Mr. Mineta, Mr. Hayes of Illinois, Mr. Richardson, Mr.
Gilman, Mr. Abercrombie, Mrs. Unsoeld, Mr. Ford of
Michigan, Mr. Williams, Mr. Owens of Utah, Mr.
Sawyer, Mr. Jefferson, Mr. Gibbons, Mr. Ortiz, Mr.
Gejdenson, Mr. Blackwell, Mr. Lewis of Georgia, Ms.
Oakar, Mr. Smith of Florida, Mr. Miller of California,
Mr. Payne of New Jersey, and Mr. Serrano

To amend the Act of September 30, 1950 to provide that amounts ap-
propriated under such Act for purposes of making payments to local
educational agencies on behalf of children who are dependents of a
parent or parents on active duty in the armed forces shall be considered
national defense functions for budget purposes.

July 20, 1992. Referred to Subcommittee on Elementary, Secondary,
and Vocational Education.
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H.R. 5097  May 7, 1992

Mr. Montgomery (for himself), Mr. Browder, Mr.
Gingrich, and Mr. Sanders

To amend title 38, United States Code, to improve benefits in certain
education and employment programs for veterans, and for other pur-
poses. (Jointly referred to the Committies on Veterans' Affairs, Edu-
cation and Labor, Banking, Finance and Urban Affairs, and Armed
Services).

July 20, 1992. Referred to Subcommittee on Employment Opportu-
nities.

H.R. 5109  May 7, 1992

Mr. Goodling (for himself), Mr. Hughes, and Mr. Rhodes

To assist community, business, and worker readjustment required as a
result of the closure of military installations and reductions in defense
spending (Jointly referred to the Committees on Armed Services,
Banking, Finance and Urban Affairs, Education and Labor, Small
Business, and Public Works and Transportation).

July 20, 1992. Jointly referred to Subcommittees on Labor-
Management Relations, and Employment Opportunities.

H.R. 5112  May 7, 1992

Mr. Lowery of California (for himself), Mr. English, Mr.
Hammerschmidt, Mr. Hunter, Mr. Porter, Mr. Bereuter,
Mr. Roberts, Mr. Cox of California, and Mr. Gilchrest

To amend the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 to provide that an
employee shall not be excluded from the minimum wage and maximum
hour exemption for certain employees because the employee is not paid
on a salary basis, and for other purposes.

July 20, 1992. Referred to Subcommittee on Labor Standards.

H.R. 5116  May 7, 1992

Ms. Oakar (for herself), Mrs. Boxer, Ms. Kaptur, Mr.
Orton, and Mr. Vento

To continue and expand programs to assist defense workers and com-
munities adversely affected by base closures or reductions in defense
spending, promote the conversion of defense contractors, including
defense contractors that are small businesses, and encourage exports
of United States products and services (Jointly referred to the Com-
mittees on Armed Services, Education and Labor, Small Business,
Banking, Finance and Urban Affairs, and Public Works and Transpor-
tation).

July 20, 1992. Jointly referred to Subcommittees on Postsecondary
Education, Elementary, Secondary, and Vocational Education, and
Employment Opportunities.

H.R. 5139  May 12, 1992

Mr. Gejdenson (for himself), Mr. Atkins, Mr. Lipinski,
Mr. Waxman, Ms. Horn, Ms. Kaptur, Mr. Jontz, Mr.
Kolter, Mr. Andrews of New Jersey, Mr. Frank of
Massachusetts, Mr. Eckart, and Mr. Andrews of Maine

To provide for the recoupment of defense expenditures abroad, and for
other purposes (Jointly referred to the Committees on Armed Services,
Foreign Affairs, Science, Space, and Technology, Energy and Com-
merce, Public Works and Transportation, Interior and Insular Affairs,
Banking, Finance and Urban Affairs, and Education and Labor).

July 20, 1992. Referred to Subcommittee on Employment Opportu-
nities.

H.R. 5141  May 12, 1992

Mr. Hayes of Illinois (for himself) and Mr. Evans

To exclude shipboard supervisory personnel from selection as em-
ployer representatives and for other purposes.

July 20, 1992. Referred to Subcommittee on Labor-Management Re-
lations.
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H.R. 5158  May 13, 1992

Mrs. Roukema

To improve enforcement of the Employee Retirement Income Security
Act of 1974, by adding certain provisions with respect to the auditing
of employee benefit plans.

July 20, 1992. Referred to Subcommittee on Labor-Management Re-
lations.

H.R. 5160  May 13, 1992

Mr. Wolf

To provide for pilot program in State and local prison systems that al-
low the interstate trade of goods, produced by State prisoners in con-
junction with United States firms, that would otherwise be produced
by foreign labor.

July 20, 1992. Jointly referred to Subcommittees on Select Education,
and Employment Opportunities.

H.R. 5165  May 14, 1992

Mr. Kildee (for himself), Mr. Ford of Michigan, Mr.
Miller  of California, Mr. Martinez, Mr. Sawyer, Mrs.
Lowey of New York, Mr. Reed, Mrs. Unsoeld, and Mr.
de Lugo

To improve educational effectiveness by establishing a flexibility
demonstration program.

July 20, 1992. Referred to Subcommittee on Elementary, Secondary,
and Vocational Education.

H.R. 5167  May 14, 1992

Mr. Allen (for himself), Mr. Taylor of North Carolina,
Mr. Dornan of California, Mr. Cox of California, Mr.
Lent, Mr. Rohrabacher, Mr. Gallegly, Mr. James, Mr.
Klug, Mr. Riggs, Mr. Emerson, Mr. Armey, Mr.
Johnson of Texas, Mr. Holloway, Mr. Coble, Mr.
Herger, Mr. Camp, and Mr. Bateman

To reduce the amounts appropriated to the Department of Education
to increase grants to State and local educational agencies and to reduce
the Federal budget deficit.

July 20, 1992. Referred to Subcommittee on Elementary, Secondary,
and Vocational Education.

H.R. 5175  May 14, 1992

Mr. Kildee (for himself), Mr. Martinez, Mr. Ford of
Michigan, Mr. Fawell, Mrs. Lowey of New York, and
Mr. de Lugo

To amend the Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention Act of 1974
to provide assistance to achieve gang-free schools and communities.

July 20, 1992. Jointly referred to Subcommittees on Elementary,
Secondary, and Vocational Education, and Human Resources.

H.R. 5194  May 18, 1992

Mr. Martinez (for himself), Mr. Ford of Michigan, Mr.
Goodling, Mr. Fawell, Mrs. Lowey of New York, Mr.
Barrett, and Mr. Kildee

To amend the Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention Act of 1974
to authorize appropriations for fiscal years 1993, 1994, 1995, and 1996,
and for other purposes.

May 19, 1992. Referred to Subcommittee on Human Resources.
May 19, 1992. Considered in open legislative session and ordered re-

ported to Full Committee, amended.
May 20, 1992. Considered in open legislative session and ordered re-

ported, amended (unanimously by voice vote).
June 25, 1992. Report received from Department of Health and Human

Services.
July 29, 1992. Reported to House (House Report 102-756).
August 3, 1992. Passed House under suspension of the rules (voice

vote).
August 6, 1992. Referred to the Senate Committee on the Judiciary.
September 25, 1992. Senate Committee on the Judiciary discharged.
September 25, 1992. Passed Senate with an amendment striking all

after the enacting clause and inserting the text of S. 2792, amended
(voice vote).

October 2, 1992. House agreed to Senate amendment with an amend-
ment, pursuant to H.Res. 594 (voice vote).

October 7, 1992. Senate agreed to House amendment to Senate
amendment (voice vote).

November 4, 1992. Approved. Public Law 102-586.
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H.R. 5203  May 19, 1992

Mr. Goodling (for himself) and Mr. Ballenger

To extend and amend the Rehabilitation Act of 1973, to improve re-
habilitation services for individuals with disabilities, to modify certain
discretionary grant programs providing essential services and resources
specifically designed for individuals with disabilities, to change certain
terminology, and for other purposes.

July 20, 1992. Referred to Subcommittee on Select Education.

H.R. 5205  May 19, 1992

Ms. Molinari (for herself), Mr. Owens of New York, Mr.
Goodling, Mr. Fawell, Mr. Payne of New Jersey, Mr.
Ballenger, and Mr. Martinez

To amend the Child Abuse Prevention and Treatment Act with respect
to issues of confidentiality and accountability.

July 20, 1992. Referred to Subcommittee on Select Education.

H.R. 5218  May 20, 1992

Mr. Dannemeyer

To address the needs of families, women, and children (Jointly referred
to the Committees on the Judiciary, Post Office and Civil Service,
Agriculture, Banking, Finance and Urban Affairs, Energy and Com-
merce, Education and Labor, and Ways and Means).

July 20, 1992. Jointly referred to Subcommittees on Elementary,
Secondary, and Vocational Education, and Human Resources.

H.R. 5219  May 20, 1992

Mr. Downey (for himself), Mr. Hochbrueckner, Mr.
Mrazek, Mr. LaFalce, Mr. Pastor, Mr. McNulty, Mr.
Berman, Mr. Towns, Mr. Boehlert, Mr. Beilenson, Mr.
Nowak, Mr. Gejdenson, Mr. Evans, and Mr.
Bustamante

To direct the Secretary of Defense to provide grants to States to pro-
vide technical and financial assistance to defense-dependent contractors
(Jointly referred to the Committees on Armed Services, Banking, Fi-
nance and Urban Affairs, and Education and Labor).

July 20, 1992. Referred to Subcommittee on Labor-Management Re-
lations.

August 25, 1992. Re-referred jointly to Subcommittees on Labor-
Management Relations, and Employment Opportunities.

H.R. 5220  May 20, 1992

Mr. Goodling (for himself), Mr. Michel, Mr. Gunderson,
Mr. Henry, Ms. Snowe, Mr. Clinger, Mr. Dornan of
California, Mr. Lent, Mr. Bereuter, Mr. Schaefer, Mr.
Walsh, Mr. Rhodes, Mr. Fish, Mr. Zeliff, Mr.
Cunningham, Mr. Gallegly, Mr. Gingrich, Mr. Rangel,
Mr. Skeen, Mr. Horton, and Mr. McCrery

To promote youth apprenticeship, and for other purposes.

July 20, 1992. Jointly referred to Subcommittees on Elementary,
Secondary, and Vocational Education, and Employment Opportu-
nities.

H.R. 5230  May 21, 1992

Mr. Brown (for himself), Mr. Valentine, Mrs. Lloyd, Mr.
Glickman, Mr. Volkmer, Mr. Hall of Ohio, Mr.
McCurdy, Mr. Mineta, Mr. Torricelli, Mr. Boucher,
Mr. Traficant, Mr. Nowak, Mr. Nagle, Mr. Thornton,
Mr. Bacchus, Mr. Roemer, Mr. Cramer, Ms. Horn, Mr.
Engel, Mr. Olver, Mr. Kostmayer, Mr. Berman, Mr.
Bustamante, Mr. de Lugo, Mr. Jefferson, Mr. Hughes,
Mr. Neal of Massachusetts, Mr. Rinaldo, Mr. Pastor,
Mr. Torres, Ms. Kaptur, Mr. Atkins, Mr. Lancaster, Mr.
Dicks, Mr. Johnson of South Dakota, Mr. Kopetski,
Mr. Chapman, and Mr. Hayes of Illinois

To enhance United States competitiveness by strengthening the Na-
tion's technology base, promoting investment in United States tech-
nology, supporting manufacturing infrastructure development,
enhancing the technology skills of American workers, and reorienting
defense spending to support American competitiveness, and for other
purposes (Jointly referred to the Committees on Science, Space, and
Technology, Banking, Finance and Urban Affairs, the Judiciary, Edu-
cation and Labor, Ways and Means, and Armed Services).

July 20, 1992. Jointly referred to Subcommittees on Postsecondary
Education, Elementary, Secondary, and Vocational Education, and
Employment Opportunities.
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H.R. 5235  May 21, 1992

Mr. Downey (for himself), Mr. Gejdenson, Mr.
Hochbrueckner, Mr. Frank of Massachusetts, Mr.
Nowak, Mr. Sabo, and Mr. Waxman

To provide assistance to defense contractors in diversifying into non-
defense businesses (Jointly referred to the Committees on Small Busi-
ness, Banking, Finance and Urban Affairs, Ways and Means, Armed
Services, and Education and Labor).

July 20, 1992. Referred to Subcommittee on Employment Opportu-
nities.

H.R. 5261  May 26, 1992

Mr. Fawell (by request)

To extend and amend the programs under the Runaway and Homeless
Youth Act and the program for runaway and homeless youth under the
Anti-Drug Abuse Act of 1988; to consolidate authorities for programs
for runaway and homeless youth, and for other purposes.

July 20, 1992. Jointly referred to Subcommittees on Human Re-
sources, and Select Education.

H.R. 5288  May 28, 1992

Mr. Goodling (for himself), Mr. Michel, and Mr.
Gunderson

To revise the Federal vocational training system to meet the Nation's
workforce needs into the 21st century by establishing a network of lo-
cal skill centers to serve as a common point of entry to vocational
training, a certification system to ensure high quality programs, and a
voucher system to enhance participant choice, and for other purposes
(Jointly referred to the Committees on Education and Labor, Agricul-
ture, Veterans' Affairs, Ways and Means, and the Judiciary).

July 20, 1992. Jointly referred to Subcommittees on Elementary,
Secondary, and Vocational Education, Labor-Management Re-
lations, and Employment Opportunities.

H.R. 5310 June 3, 1992

Mr. Bacchus (for himself), Mr. Kennedy, Mr. Frost, Mr.
Jefferson, Mr. Blaz, and Mr. Evans

To mitigate the adverse effects on defense contractors and defense
workers of reductions in defense spending (Jointly referred to the
Committees on Armed Services, Science, Space, and Technology, En-
ergy and Commerce, Merchant Marine and Fisheries, Banking, Finance
and Urban Affairs, and Education and Labor).

July 20, 1992. Jointly referred to Subcommittees on Postsecondary
Education, and Employment Opportunities.

H.R. 5313 June 3, 1992

Mr. English

To eliminate the scourge of illegal drugs and fight drug abuse (Jointly
referred to the Committees on Foreign Affairs, Ways and Means,
Banking, Finance and Urban Affairs, the Judiciary, Armed Services,
Intelligence (Permanent Select), Education and Labor, Energy and
Commerce, Government Operations, Public Works and Transportation,
Merchant Marine and Fisheries, and Science, Space, and Technology).

July 20, 1992. Jointly referred to Subcommittees on Human Re-
sources, and Select Education.
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H.R. 5325 June 4, 1992

Mr. Michel (for himself), Mr. Gingrich, Mr. Lewis of
California, Mr. Edwards of Oklahoma, Mr. Hunter, Mr.
McCollum, Mr. Weber, Mr. Vander Jagt, Mr. Archer,
Mr. Gradison, Mr. McDade, Mr. McMillan of North
Carolina, Mr. Solomon, Mr. Bilirakis, Mr. Bliley, Mr.
Chandler, Mr. Goss, Mr. Grandy, Mr. Gunderson, Mr.
Hastert, Mr. Hobson, Mrs. Johnson of Connecticut, Mr.
Kasich, Mr. Lent, Mr. McGrath, Mr. Roberts, Mr.
Walker, Mr. Baker, Mr. Ballenger, Mrs. Bentley, Mr.
Broomfield, Mr. Bunning, Mr. Camp, Mr. Clinger, Mr.
Doolittle, Mr. Ewing, Mr. Franks of Connecticut, Mr.
Gallegly, Mr. Gekas, Mr. Gilchrest, Mr. Gillmor, Mr.
Gilman, Mr. Hammerschmidt, Mr. Hefley, Mr. Henry,
Mr. Holloway, Mr. Hopkins, Mr. Houghton, Mr. Inhofe,
Mr. Johnson of Texas, Mr. Kolbe, Mr. Lagomarsino,
Mr. Lewis of Florida, Mr. Lowery of California, Mr.
McCrery, Mr. Marlenee, Mrs. Meyers of Kansas, Mr.
Miller of Ohio, Mr. Myers of Indiana, Mr. Oxley, Mr.
Petri, Mr. Pursell, Mr. Ramstad, Mr. Rhodes, Mr. Riggs,
Mr. Ritter, Mr. Roth, Mr. Santorum, Mr. Schulze, Mr.
Sensenbrenner, Mr. Shaw, Mr. Skeen, Ms. Snowe, Mr.
Spence, Mr. Sundquist, Mr. Taylor of North Carolina,
Mr. Thomas of Wyoming, Mr. Upton, Mrs.
Vucanovich, Mr. Wolf, Mr. Wylie, Mr. Zeliff, Mr. Kyl,
Mr. Goodling, Mr. Boehlert, Mr. Boehner, Mr.
Coughlin, Mr. McEwen, Mr. Barrett, Mr. Herger, Mr.
Paxon, Mr. Smith of Oregon, Mr. Ireland, Mr. Nussle,
Mr. Cunningham, Mr. Young of Alaska, Mr.
Rohrabacher, Mr. Shays, and Mr. Stump

To improve access to health insurance and contain health care costs,
and for other purposes.

July 20, 1992. Referred to Subcommittee on Labor-Management Re-
lations.

H.R. 5326 June 4, 1992

Mr. Lewis of Georgia (for himself), Mr. Miller of
California, Mr. Towns, Mr. Owens of New York, Ms.
Norton, Mr. Dellums, Mr. Dixon, Mrs. Collins of
Michigan, Mr. Hayes of Illinois, Ms. Waters, Mr. Payne
of New Jersey, Mr. Blackwell, Mr. Bonior, Ms. Pelosi,
Mr. Stark, Mr. Stokes, Mr. Clay, Mr. Mfume, Mr.
Jefferson, Mr. Evans, Mr. Sanders, Mr. Torres, Mr.
Foglietta, Mr. Conyers, Mr. Peterson of Minnesota,
Mrs. Collins of Illinois, Mr. Rangel, Mr. Atkins, Mr.
Frost, Mr. DeFazio, Mr. Mazzoli, Mr. Dymally, and
Mr. Owens of Utah

To establish a program to assure nondiscriminatory compliance with
all environmental health and safety laws and to assure equal protection
of the public health (Jointly referred to the Committees on Energy and
Commerce, Education and Labor, Public Works and Transportation,
and Agriculture).

July 20, 1992. Referred to Subcommittee on Health and Safety.

H.R. 5329 June 4, 1992

Mr. Perkins

To amend the Job Training Partnership Act to improve employment
and training assistance for dislocated workers, and for other purposes
(Jointly referred to the Committees on Education and Labor, and
Armed Services).

July 20, 1992. Jointly referred to Subcommittees on Labor-
Management Relations, and Employment Opportunities.

H.R. 5331 June 4, 1992

Mr. Weber (for himself), Mr. Penny, Mr. Hughes, Mr.
Zeliff, Mr. Sabo, Mr. Morrison, Mr. Murphy, Mr. Frank
of Massachusetts, Mr. Johnson of South Dakota, Mr.
Boehlert, and Mr. Hamilton

To authorize an endowment grant to support the establishment of re-
gional centers to promote locally based, volunteer-operated, private
citizens' scholarship programs, and for other purposes.

July 20, 1992. Jointly referred to Subcommittees on Postsecondary
Education, and Elementary, Secondary, and Vocational Education.
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H.R. 5353 June 9, 1992

Mr. Leach (for himself) and Mr. McHugh

To finance an educational exchange program with the independent
states of the former Soviet Union and the Baltic states, to authorize the
admission to the United States of certain scientists of the former Soviet
Union and Baltic states as employment-based immigrants under the
Immigration and Nationality Act, and for other purposes (Jointly re-
ferred to the Committees on Foreign Affairs, the Judiciary, and Edu-
cation and Labor).

July 20, 1992. Jointly referred to Subcommittees on Postsecondary
Education, and Elementary, Secondary, and Vocational Education.

H.R. 5357 June 9, 1992

Mr. Wyden (for himself), Mr. Price, Ms. Norton, Mr.
Towns, Mr. Rangel, Mrs. Schroeder, Mrs. Unsoeld, Mr.
DeFazio, Mr. Atkins, Mrs. Collins of Illinois, Mr.
Boucher, Mr. Poshard, Mr. Staggers, Mr. Markey, Mr.
Ackerman, Mr. Lancaster, Mr. Evans, Mr. Skaggs, and
Mr. Moran

To provide grants to States to improve and coordinate health and edu-
cation services provided to preschool children and to provide for the
production and distribution of educational television programming for
preschool children (Jointly referred to the Committees on Education
and Labor, and Energy and Commerce).

July 20, 1992. Jointly referred to Subcommittees on Elementary,
Secondary, and Vocational Education, and Human Resources.

H.R. 5379 June 11, 1992

Mr. Goodling (for himself) and Mr. Ballenger

To reauthorize and improve educational opportunities for individuals
who are deaf and for other purposes.

July 20, 1992. Referred to Subcommittee on Select Education.

H.R. 5386 June 11, 1992

Mr. Petri (by request)

To improve enforcement of the Employee Retirement Income Security
Act of 1974, by adding requirements with respect to multiple employer
welfare arrangements.

June 16, 1992. Referred to Subcommittee on Labor-Management Re-
lations.

June 16, 1992. Hearing held.

H.R. 5407 June 16, 1992

Mr. Richardson (for himself), Mr. Hall of Texas, Mr.
Serrano, Mr. Moran, Mr. Abercrombie, Mr. Eckart, Mr.
Payne of New Jersey, Mr. Andrews of New Jersey, Mr.
Roybal, Mr. Torres, Mr. Tauzin, Mr. Dorgan of North
Dakota, and Mr. Mavroules

To establish in the Department of Labor the United States Boxing
Commission to develop minimum Federal boxing standards applicable
to the conduct of professional boxing, and for other purposes (Jointly
referred to the Committees on Energy and Commerce, and Education
and Labor).

July 20, 1992. Referred to Subcommittee on Labor Standards.

H.R. 5442 June 18, 1992

Mr. Miller of Washington (for himself), Mr. Panetta, Mr.
Emerson, Mr. Kopetski, Mr. Penny, Mr. Sangmeister,
and Mr. Towns

To establish Federal grant programs to identify and address the foreign
language needs within the United States for the purpose of enhancing
economic competitiveness, ensuring national security, and promoting
the national interest (Jointly referred to the Committees on Education
and Labor, and Foreign Affairs).

July 20, 1992. Referred to Subcommittee on Postsecondary Education.

H.R. 5443 June 18, 1992

Mr. Petri (for himself), Mr. Ballenger, Mr. Stenholm, Mr.
Boehner, Mr. Klug, Mr. Sensenbrenner, Mr. Barton of
Texas, Mr. Lewis of Florida, and Mr. Cox of California

To amend the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 relating to the mini-
mum wage and overtime exemption for employees subject to certain
leave policies.

July 20, 1992. Referred to Subcommittee on Labor Standards.
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H.R. 5450 June 22, 1992

Mr. Edwards of Oklahoma

To repeal the Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990 (Jointly referred
to the Committees on Education and Labor, Energy and Commerce,
Public Works and Transportation, and the Judiciary).

July 20, 1992. Referred to Subcommittee on Select Education.
August 25, 1992. Re-referred jointly to Subcommittees on Select Ed-

ucation, and Employment Opportunities.

H.R. 5482 June 24, 1992

Mr. Owens of New York

To revise and extend the programs of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973,
and for other purposes.

July 8, 1992. Held at Full Committee.
July 8, 1992. Considered in open legislative session and ordered re-

ported, amended (voice vote).
August 10, 1992. Reported to House (House Report 102-822).
August 10, 1992. Passed House under suspension of the rules (voice

vote).
August 12, 1992. Passed Senate with an amendment striking all after

the enacting clause and inserting text of S. 3065, as passed by the
Senate on August 11, 1992 (voice vote).

August 12, 1992. Senate insisted on its amendments, requested a
conference with the House and appointed conferees.

September 9, 1992. House disagreed to the Senate amendments,
agreed to a conference requested by Senate and appointed conferees.

September 23, 1992. Report received from Department of Education.
September 30, 1992. Conferees met and agreed.
October 1, 1992. Conference report filed in House (House Report

102-973).
October 2, 1992. Conference report adopted in House under suspen-

sion of the rules (voice vote).
October 5, 1992. Conference report adopted in Senate (voice vote).
October 29, 1992. Approved. Public Law 102-569.

H.R. 5483 June 24, 1992

Mr. Owens of New York

To modify the provisions of the Education of the Deaf Act of 1986,
and for other purposes.

July 8, 1992. Held at Full Committee.
July 8, 1992. Considered in open legislative session and ordered re-

ported, amended (35-0).
August 10, 1992. Reported to House (House Report 102-818).
August 10, 1992. Passed House under suspension of the rules (voice

vote).
August 11, 1992. Referred to the Senate Committee on Labor and

Human Resources.
October 5, 1992. Senate Committee on Labor and Human Resources

discharged.
October 5, 1992. Passed Senate, amended (voice vote).
October 6, 1992. House agreed to Senate amendments under suspen-

sion of the rules (voice vote).
October 16, 1992. Approved. Public Law 102-421.

H.R. 5490 June 25, 1992

Mr. Miller of California (for himself) and Mr. Downey

To amend the National School Lunch Act to establish an optional
universal school lunch and breakfast program.

July 20, 1992. Referred to Subcommittee on Elementary, Secondary,
and Vocational Education.

H.R. 5502 June 26, 1992

Mr. Stark (for himself), Mr. Gephardt, Mr. Donnelly, Mr.
Coyne, Mr. Levin of Michigan, Mr. Cardin, Mr.
Mazzoli, and Ms. DeLauro

To establish the framework for a health care system that will  bring
about universal access to affordable, quality health care by containing
the growth in health care costs, by improving access to and simplifying
the administration of health insurance, by deterring and prosecuting
health care fraud and abuse, by expanding benefits under the medicare
program, by expanding eligibility and increasing payment levels under
the medicaid program, and by making health insurance available to all
children (Jointly referred to the Committees on Ways and Means, En-
ergy and Commerce, and Education and Labor).

August 25, 1992. Referred to Subcommittee on Labor-Management
Relations.
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H.R. 5505 June 29, 1992

Mr. Hunter

To amend the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 to provide a limited
exemption from child labor provisions of such Act.

July 20, 1992. Referred to Subcomittee on Labor Standards.

H.R. 5514 June 30, 1992

Mr. Dingell (for himself), Mr. Waxman, Mr. Scheuer,
Mr. Eckart, Mr. Manton, Mr. Towns, Mr. Swift, Mr.
Kolter, and Mr. Moakley

To provide for health care for all Americans in an affordable manner
(Jointly referred to the Committees on Energy and Commece, Ways
and Means, and Education and Labor).

August 25, 1992. Referred to Subcommittee on Labor-Management
Relations.

H.R. 5524 July 1, 1992

Mr. Owens of New York

To establish the Professional Boxing Corporation, and for other pur-
poses. (Jointly referred to the Committees on Education and Labor,
and Energy and Commerce).

July 20, 1992. Referred to Subcommittee on Labor Standards.

H.R. 5537 July 2, 1992

Mr. Ackerman

To amend title IV of the Employee Retirement Income Security Act
of 1974 to include among pension plans covered under such title pen-
sion plans established and maintained by State or local governments
for volunteer firefighters.

July 20, 1992. Referred to Subcommittee on Labor-Management Re-
lations.

H.R. 5560 July 7, 1992

Mr. Kildee (for himself) and Mr. Ford of Michigan

To extend for one year the National Commission on Time and Learning
and for other purposes.

July 8, 1992. Held at Full Committee.
July 8, 1992. Considered in open legislative session and ordered re-

ported without amendment (voice vote).
July 8, 1992. Committee discharged.
July 8, 1992. Passed House (by unanimous consent).
July 24, 1992. Referred to Senate Committee on Labor and Human

Resources.
August 7, 1992. Senate Committee on Labor and Human Resources

discharged.
August 7, 1992. Passed Senate (voice vote).
August 26, 1992. Approved. Public Law 102-359.

H.R. 5571 July 8, 1992

Mr. Edwards of Oklahoma (for himself), Mr. Dickinson,
and Mr. Burton of Indiana

To create American jobs, deregulate American industry, and reduce
taxes. (Jointly referred to the Committees on Ways and Means, Rules,
the Judiciary, Merchant Marine and Fisheries, Interior and Insular Af-
fairs, Education and Labor, Energy and Commerce, Public Works and
Transportation, Government Operations, and House Administration).

August 25, 1992. Jointly referred to Subcommittees on Labor Stand-
ards, Labor-Management Relations, and Select Education.

H.R. 5573 July 8, 1992

Mr. Johnston of Florida (for himself), Mr. Miller  of
California, Mr. Neal of North Carolina, Mrs. Collins of
Michigan, Mr. Peterson of Florida, Mr. Bacchus, Mr.
Smith of Florida, Mr. Lehman of Florida, Mr. Gibbons,
Mr. Matsui, Mr. Moran, and Mr. Torricelli

To provide grants to States and local entities to integrate education,
medical, and social and human services to at-risk children.

August 25, 1992. Jointly referred to Subcommittees on Elementary,
Secondary, and Vocational Education, Human Resources, and Em-
ployment Opportunities.
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H.R. 5581 July 9, 1992

Mr. Chandler

To amend the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 to allow a deduction for
amounts contributed to an education savings account, and for other
purposes (Jointly referred to the Committees on Ways and Means, and
Education and Labor).

August 25, 1992. Referred to Subcommittee on Postsecondary.

H.R. 5604 July 9, 1992

Mr. McCrery

To amend title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to prohibit dis-
crimination based on race, color, religion, sex, disability, national ori-
gin, or age in employment in the legislative or judicial branches of the
Federal Government; and to establish the Employment Review Board
composed of senior Federal judges, which shall have authority to ad-
judicate claims regarding such discrimination (Jointly referred to the
Committees on Education and Labor, House Administration, and the
Judiciary).

July 20, 1992. Referred to Subcommittee on Employment Opportu-
nities.

H.R. 5610 July 9, 1992

Mr. Oxley (for himself), Mr. McMillan of North Carolina,
Mr. Paxon, Mr. Gordon, Mr. Lewis of Florida, Mr.
Clinger, Mr. Schiff, Mr. Gillmor, Mr. Hughes, Mr.
Ireland, Mr. Machtley, Mr. Fields, Mr. Zeliff, and Mr.
Shays

To reduce health costs through uniform claims and electronic billing
(Jointly referred to the Committees on Ways and Means, Energy and
Commerce, and Education and Labor).

August 25, 1992. Referred to Subcommittee on Labor-Management
Relations.

H.R. 5630 July 21, 1992

Mr. Martinez (for himself), Mr. Ford of Michigan, Mr.
Goodling, Mr. Kildee, Mr. Fawell, Mrs. Lowey of New
York, and Mr. de Lugo

To amend the Head Start Act to expand services provided by Head
Start programs; to expand the authority of the Secretary of Health and
Human Services to reduce the amount of matching funds required to
be provided by particular Head Start agencies; to authorize the pur-
chase of Head Start facilities, and for other purposes.

July 23, 1992. Referred to Subcommittee on Human Resources.
July 23, 1992. Considered in open legislative session and ordered re-

ported to Full Committee (voice vote).
July 28, 1992. Report requested from Department of Health and Hu-

man Services.
July 30, 1992. Considered in open legislative session and ordered re-

ported with an amendment (voice vote).
July 31, 1992. Reported to House (House Report 102-763).
August 3, 1992. Passed House under suspension of the rules (voice

vote).
August 10, 1992. Referred to the Senate Committee on Labor and

Human Resources.
September 24, 1992. Senate Committee on Labor and Human Re-

sources discharged.
September 24, 1992. Passed Senate (voice vote).
October 7, 1992. Approved. Public Law 102-401.

H.R. 5664 July 22, 1992

Mr. Gradison (for himself), Mr. Michel, Mr. Gingrich,
Mr. Boehner, Mr. Bunning, Mr. Taylor of North
Carolina, Mr. Weber, Mr. Dornan of California, Mr.
Ritter, Mr. Oxley, Mr. Ballenger, Mr. Zeliff, Mr. Kolbe,
Mr. Lipinski, Mr. Sundquist, Mr. Gallegly, Mr. Franks
of Connecticut, Mr. McCrery, Mr. Walker, Mr. Armey,
Mr. Bliley, Mr. Solomon, Mr. Broomfield, Mr. Paxon,
Mr. Clinger, and Mr. Shays

To encourage, assist, and evaluate educational choice programs, and
for other purposes.

August 25, 1992. Referred to Subcommittee on Elementary, Second-
ary, and Vocational Education.
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H.R. 5710 July 29, 1992

Mr. Duncan (for himself) and Mr. Hayes of Louisiana

To apply laws relating to part-time career employees, fair labor stand-
ards, and occupational safety and health to the Congress (Jointly re-
ferred to the Committees on House Administration, Education and
Labor, and Post Office and Civil Service).

August 25, 1992. Referred to Subcommittees on Health and Safety,
and Labor Standards.

H.R. 5723 July 30, 1992

Mr. Perkins (for himself) and Mr. Olver

To improve the skills of the workforce and the transition from school
to work in the United States, and for other purposes.

August 25, 1992. Jointly referred to Subcommittees on Postsecondary
Education, Elementary, Secondary, and Vocational Education, and
Employment Opportunities.

September 21, 1992. Reports requested from Department of Labor,
and Department of Education.

September 24, 1992. Considered in open legislative session by Sub-
committee on Employment Opportunities and ordered reported to
Full Committee.

H.R. 5730 July 31, 1992

Mr. Swift (for himself) and Mr. Waxman

To amend the Toxic Substances Control Act to reduce the levels of
lead in the environment, and for other purposes (Referred to the
Committee on Energy and Commerce).

August 14, 1992. Reported by Committee on Energy and Commerce
(House Report 102-852, Part 1).

August 14, 1992. Sequentially referred to the Committee on Education
and Labor for a period ending not later than September 23, 1992.

September 3, 1992. Referred to Subcommittee on Elementary, Sec-
ondary, and Vocational Education.

September 8, 1992. Report requested from the Environmental Pro-
tection Agency.

September 10, 1992. Hearing held.
September 15, 1992. Report received from the Environmental Pro-

tection Agency.
September 17, 1992. Subcommittee on Elementary, Secondary, and

Vocational Education discharged.
September 17, 1992. Considered in open legislative session and or-

dered reported, amended (voice vote).
September 22, 1992. Reported to House (House Report 102-852, Part

2).
October 1, 1992. Report received from Department of Labor.

H.R. 5769 Aug. 4, 1992

Mr. McCrery

To provide for the revitalization of small business concerns, promote
job growth, and for other purposes (Jointly referred to the Committees
on Energy and Commerce, Small Business, Banking, Finance and Ur-
ban Affairs, Ways and Means, the Judiciary, Education and Labor,
Rules, and Government Operations).

August 25, 1992. Referred to Subcommittee on Labor-Management
Relations.

H.R. 5781 Aug. 5, 1992

Mr. McCurdy (for himself), Mr. Penny, and Mr. Petri

To establish a demonstration program that encourages State educational
agencies to assist teachers, parents, and communities in establishing
new public schools, and for other purposes.

August 25, 1992. Referred to Subcommittee on Elementary, Second-
ary, and Vocational Education.

H.R. 5786 Aug. 6, 1992

Mr. Chandler (for himself), Mr. Hughes, Mr. Boehlert,
and Mrs. Johnson of Connecticut

To establish a Commission on Retirement Income Policy (Jointly re-
ferred to the Committees on Education and Labor, and Ways and
Means).

August 25, 1992. Referred to Subcommittee on Labor-Management
Relations.

H.R. 5787 Aug. 6, 1992

Mr. Allen (for himself), Mr. Rohrabacher, Mr.
Dannemeyer, Mr. Smith of Texas, Mr. Coble, Mr.
Boehner, Mr. Zeliff, and Mr. Cox of California

To repeal the Service Contract Act of 1965.

August 25, 1992. Referred to Subcommittee on Labor Standards.
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H.R. 5800 Aug. 10, 1992

Mr. Pickle (for himself), Mr. Anthony, Mr. Jenkins, Mr.
Rangel, Mr. Bunning, Mr. Shaw, Mr. Sundquist, Mr.
Chandler, Mr. Grandy, Mr. Traficant, Mr. Jacobs, Mr.
Ford of Tennessee, Mr. Russo, Mr. Mazzoli, Mr.
Coleman of Missouri, and Mr. Schulze

To amend the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 and the Employee Re-
tirement Income Security Act of 1974 to improve pension plan funding
(Jointly referred to the Committees on Ways and Means, and Education
and Labor).

October 9, 1992. Referred to Subcommittee on Labor-Management
Relations.

H.R. 5813 Aug. 11, 1992

Mr. Carper (for himself), Mr. Dorgan of North Dakota,
and Mr. Richardson

To establish in the Department of Labor a Federal Boxing Commission,
and for other purposes (Jointly referred to the Committees on Educa-
tion and Labor, and Energy and Commerce).

October 9, 1992. Referred to Subcommittee on Labor Standards.

H.R. 5837 Aug. 12, 1992

Mr. Andrews of Maine

To provide universal access for all Americans to basic health care
services and long-term care services (Jointly referred to the Committees
on Energy and Commerce, Ways and Means, Education and Labor,
Rules, Armed Services, Veterans' Affairs, and Post Office and Civil
Service).

October 9, 1992. Referred to Subcommittee on Labor-Management
Relations.

H.R. 5838 Aug. 12, 1992

Mr. Blackwell

To prevent certain employers from using genetic information to deny
employment opportunities (Jointly referred to the Committees on Edu-
cation and Labor, Post Office and Civil Service, House Administration,
and the Judiciary).

October 9, 1992. Referred to Subcommittee on Employment Oppor-
tunities.

H.R. 5846 Aug. 12, 1992

Mr. Downey (for himself), Mr. Miller of California, Mr.
Williams, Mr. Matsui, and Mr. Frank of Massachusetts

To increase the number of weeks for which emergency unemployment
compensation is payable, and for other purposes (Jointly referred to the
Committees on Ways and Means, Education and Labor, and Energy
and Commerce).

October 9, 1992. Jointly referred to Subcommittees on Labor Stand-
ards, Elementary, Secondary, and Vocational Education, Labor-
Management Relations, Select Education, and Employment
Opportunities.

H.R. 5850 Aug. 12, 1992

Mr. Hall of Texas (for himself), Mr. McCurdy, Mr.
Cunningham, Mr. Lewis of Florida, Mr. Frost, Mr.
Geren of Texas, Mr. Kolbe, Mr. Klug, Mr. Fawell, Mr.
Bryant, Mr. Stump, Mr. Rhodes, and Mr. Dornan of
California

To amend the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 to ensure that inmates
are not treated as employees for purposes of such Act.

October 9, 1992. Referred to Subcommittee on Labor Standards.

H.R. 5878 Aug. 12, 1992

Mr. Petri

To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to encourage lifelong
learning by permitting students attending a program of postsecondary
education on a less than half-time basis to receive Federal Family Ed-
ucation Loans, and authorizing the Student Loan Marketing Associ-
ation to originate loans to enable students to borrow up to $25,000
under a Lifelong Learning Line of Credit for education and job training
that shall be repaid based on the borrower's ability to pay, and for other
purposes.

October 9, 1992. Referred to Subcommittee on Postsecondary Educa-
tion.
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H.R. 5883 Aug. 12, 1992

Mr. Sabo (for himself), Mr. Rangel, and Ms. Norton

To amend the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 to increase the mini-
mum wage.

October 9, 1992. Referred to Subcommittee on Labor Standards.

H.R. 5889 Aug. 12, 1992

Ms. Snowe

To make the Age Discrimination in Employment Act of 1967 applica-
ble to the House of Representatives and the instrumentalities of the
Congress, to give certain employees of the House of Representatives
and the instrumentalities of the Congress the right to petition for judi-
cial review for violations of certain laws and rules concerning civil
rights and employment practices, and for other purposes (Jointly re-
ferred to the Committees on House Administration, Education and
Labor, and Rules).

October 9, 1992. Jointly referred to Subcommittees on Health and
Safety, Labor Standards, Select Education, and Employment Op-
portunities.

H.R. 5891 Aug. 12, 1992

Mr. Solarz

To provide for community-based language training for United States
foreign service officers, other United States Government officials, and
state and local employees and voluntary workers providing important
services to Spanish-speaking communities (Jointly referred to the
Committees on Foreign Affairs, and Education and Labor).

October 9, 1992. Jointly referred to Subcommittees on Postsecondary
Education, Elementary, Secondary, and Vocational Education, and
Employment Opportunities.

H.R. 5892 Aug. 12, 1992

Mr. Stallings (for himself) and Mr. Owens of Utah

To make applicable to the Congress certain laws relating to civil rights
and employment practices (Jointly referred to the Committees on
House Administration, Education and Labor, and Government Oper-
ations).

October 9, 1992. Jointly referred to Subcommittees on Health and
Safety, Labor Standards, Labor-Management Relations, Select Edu-
cation, and Employment Opportunities.

H.R. 5898 Aug. 12, 1992

Mr. Thomas of Georgia

To amend Public Law 874, 81st Congress, to provide for increased
payments in lieu of taxes to certain school districts bisected by Federal
installations.

October 9, 1992. Referred to Subcommittee on Elementary, Second-
ary, and Vocational Education.

H.R. 5903 Aug. 12, 1992

Mr. Towns

To provide grants to reduce the number of homicides and the incidents
of violence by students, ages 13 to 21, and for other purposes (Jointly
referred to the Committees on Education and Labor, and the Judiciary).

October 9, 1992. Jointly referred to Subcommittees on Postsecondary
Education, and Elementary, Secondary, and Vocational Education.

H.R. 5909 Aug. 12, 1992

Mr. Wyden (for himself) and Mrs. Unsoeld

To amend the Child Nutrition Act of 1966 to enhance competition
among infant formula manufacturers and to reduce the per unit cost
of infant formula for the special supplemental food program for
women, infants, and children (WIC), and for other purposes.

October 9, 1992. Referred to Subcommittee on Elementary, Second-
ary, and Vocational Education.
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H.R. 5919 Sept. 9, 1992

Mr. Michel (for himself), Mr. Gingrich, Mr. Archer, and
Mr. Gradison

To amend Internal Revenue Code of 1986 regarding the deduction for
health insurance costs of self-employed individuals, to amend the So-
cial Security Act to increase the availability, portability, and
affordability of health insurance, especially health insurance for small
employers, by prohibiting discriminatory practices and promoting
broad risk pooling among health insurers, to further amend the Social
Security Act to improve and make more efficient the provision of
medical and health insurance information, to amend the Employee
Retirement Income Security Act of 1974 to improve its enforcement
by adding requirements with respect to multiple employer welfare ar-
rangements, to improve the health care delivery system and ensure
access to affordable quality health care through reduced liability costs
and improved quality of care, and for other purposes (Jointly referred
to the Committees on Ways and Means, Education and Labor, Energy
and Commerce, and the Judiciary).

October 9, 1992. Referred to Subcommittee on Labor-Management
Relations.

H.R. 5925 Sept. 10, 1992

Mr. Ford of Michigan (for himself), Mr. Goodling, Mr.
Perkins, Mr. Gunderson, and Mr. Smith of Iowa

To amend title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to establish a re-
volving fund for use by the Equal Employment Opportunity Commis-
sion to provide education, technical assistance, and training relating to
the laws administered by the Commission.

September 16, 1992. Passed House under suspension of the rules
(voice vote).

September 17, 1992. Referred to the Senate Committee on Labor and
Human Resources.

October 2, 1992. Senate Committee on Labor and Human Resources
discharged.

October 2, 1992. Passed Senate (voice vote).
October 14, 1992. Approved. Public Law 102-411.

H.R. 5936 Sept. 15, 1992

Mr. Cooper (for himself), Mr. Andrews of Texas, Mr.
Stenholm, Mr. McCurdy, Mr. Glickman, Mr. Carper,
Mr. Clement, Mr. Cox of Illinois, Mr. Dooley, Mr.
Hubbard, Mr. Lipinski, Mr. McMillen of Maryland,
Mr. Montgomery, Mr. Payne of Virginia, Mr. Peterson
of Florida, Mr. Ray, Mr. Swett, Mr. Klug, Mr. Shays,
Mr. Barnard, Mr. Spratt, and Mr. Hughes

To contain health care costs and improve access to health care through
accountable health plans and managed competition, and for other pur-
poses (Jointly referred to the Committees on Ways and Means, Energy
and Commerce, Education and Labor, and the Judiciary).

October 9, 1992. Referred to Subcommittee on Labor-Management
Relations.

H.R. 5946 Sept. 15, 1992

Mr. Regula (for himself), Mr. Hobson, and Mr. Porter

To amend the National Literacy Act of 1991 to establish in the De-
partment of Labor an Office of Workplace Education to provide
workplace education services to small businesses and to provide grants
to States to improve the productivity of those businesses.

October 9, 1992. Jointly referred to Subcommittees on Postsecondary
Education, Elementary, Secondary, and Vocational Education, and
Employment Opportunities.

H.R. 5955 Sept. 16, 1992

Mr. Coleman of Missouri

To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to clarify that the Secre-
tary of Education may rely on the certification of a guaranty agency
that student loans used to calculate an institution of higher education's
cohort default rate were properly serviced, that an institution is not
entitled to review the servicing records on each such loan as part of its
appeal on the loss of eligibility to participate in programs under title
IV of such Act, and for other purposes.

H.R. 5956 Sept. 16, 1992

Mr. Downey

To amend the Older Americans Act of 1965 to establish the National
Resource Center for Grandparents.

October 9, 1992. Referred to Subcommittee on Human Resources.
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H.R. 5958 Sept. 16, 1992

Mr. Frank of Massachusetts (for himself) and Mr. Olver

To amend title 29, United States Code, to prohibit the reduction of
mandatory retirement age retirements for certain public employees.

October 9, 1992. Referred to Subcommittee on Employment Oppor-
tunities.

H.R. 5960 Sept. 16, 1992

Ms. Molinari (for herself), Mr. Kyl, Mr. Oxley, Mr. Smith
of New Jersey, Mr. Guarini, Mr. Horton, Mr. Lipinski,
Mr. Paxon, Mr. Franks of Connecticut, Mr. Nichols,
Mr. Gallegly, Mr. Coleman of Missouri, Mr. Kasich,
Mr. Crane, Mr. McCollum, Mr. Riggs, Mr.
Hammerschmidt, Mr. Ireland, Mrs. Meyers of Kansas,
Mr. Emerson, Mr. Young of Alaska, Mrs. Johnson of
Connecticut, Mr. Walker, Mr. Gingrich, Mr. Michel,
Mr. Houghton, and Mr. Shaw

To prevent and punish sexual violence and domestic violence, to assist
and protect the victims of such violence, to assist State and local ef-
forts, and for other purposes (Jointly referred to the Committees on the
Judiciary, and Education and Labor).

October 9, 1992. Jointly referred to Subcommittees on Postsecondary
Education, and Select Education.

H.R. 5964 Sept. 17, 1992

Mr. Erdreich

To direct the Secretary of Education to make a grant to Jefferson State
Community College in Birmingham, Alabama, for construction of a
business and technology center.

October 9, 1992. Referred to Subcommittee on Postsecondary Educa-
tion.

H.R. 5973 Sept. 17, 1992

Mrs. Schroeder (for herself), Mr. Wheat, Mr. Gilman, Mr.
Green of New York, Mr. Lehman of Florida, Mr.
Martinez, Mrs. Collins of Michigan, Mr. Downey, Mr.
Evans, Mr. Abercrombie, Ms. Pelosi, Ms. Norton, Mr.
Dellums, Mr. Ackerman, Mr. Hayes of Illinois, Mr.
Towns, and Mr. LaFalce

To grant employees family and temporary medical leave, to treat the
costs of the Head Start program and other programs for children as
emergency funding requirements, to provide aid to parents in providing
the best possible learning environment for children, to promote in-
vestments in child welfare and family preservation, to reduce violence
and improve the safety of children and their families, and for other
purposes (Jointly referred to the Committees on Education and Labor,
House Administration, Post Office and Civil Service, and Ways and
Means).

October 9, 1992. Jointly referred to Subcommittees on Elementary,
Secondary, and Vocational Education, Labor-Management Re-
lations, Human Resources, Select Education, and Employment Op-
portunities.

H.R. 5980 Sept. 18, 1992

Mr. Perkins (by request)

To amend the Job Training Partnership Act to establish a veterans' job
training program to assist veterans in obtaining employment through
an employer job training program.

October 9, 1992. Referred to Subcommittee on Employment Oppor-
tunities.

H.R. 5989 Sept. 22, 1992

Mr. McEwen

To provide for universal coverage and choice of health insurance, and
for other purposes (Jointly referred to the Committees on Ways and
Means, Energy and Commerce, Education and Labor, and the Judici-
ary).

October 9, 1992. Referred to Subcommittee on Labor-Management
Relations.
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H.R. 5993 Sept. 22, 1992

Mr. Shays (for himself) and Mr. Mfume

To establish a program of mandatory national service for young people
in the United States (Jointly referred to the Committees on Education
and Labor, Ways and Means, Foreign Affairs, Energy and Commerce,
and Post Office and Civil Service).

October 9, 1992. Jointly referred to Subcommittees on Elementary,
Secondary, and Vocational Education, Select Education, and Em-
ployment Opportunities.

H.R. 6007 Sept. 23, 1992

Mr. Lipinski

To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to provide a remedy for indi-
viduals harmed by past test norming related to employment.

October 9, 1992. Referred to Subcommittee on Employment Oppor-
tunities.

H.R. 6010 Sept. 23, 1992

Mr. Wise

To reform the program of aid to families with dependent children
(Jointly referred to the Committees on Ways and Means, Energy and
Commerce, and Education and Labor).

October 9, 1992. Referred to Subcommittee on Employment Oppor-
tunities.

H.R. 6027 Sept. 24, 1992

Mr. Peterson of Minnesota

To provide for comprehensive health care and health care cost con-
tainment. (Jointly referred to the Committees on Energy and Com-
merce, Ways and Means, the Judiciary, Education and Labor, Armed
Services, and Post Office and Civil Service).

October 9, 1992. Referred to Subcommittee on Labor-Management
Relations.

H.R. 6041 Sept. 25, 1992

Mr. Sanders (for himself), Mr. Hayes of Illinois, and Mr.
Owens of New York

To amend the National Labor Relations Act, to establish the National
Public Employment Relations Commission, and to amend title I of the
Employment Retirement Income Security Act of 1974 to provide for
joint trusteeship of single-employer pension plans.

October 9, 1992. Referred to Subcommittees on Labor-Management
Relations.

H.R. 6042 Sept. 25, 1992

Mr. Sawyer

To provide for improved instruction in mathematics and science edu-
cation.

October 9, 1992. Jointly referred to Subcommittees on Postsecondary
Education, and Elementary, Secondary, and Vocational Education.

H.R. 6049 Sept. 28, 1992

Mr. Owens of New York

To amend the Congressional Award Act to revise and extend authori-
ties for the Congressional Award Board.

October 2, 1992. Passed House under suspension of the rules (voice
vote).

October 7, 1992. Passed Senate (voice vote).
October 23, 1992. Approved. Public Law 102-457.

H.R. 6067 Sept. 30, 1992

Mr. Miller of California (for himself), Mr. Ford of
Michigan, Mr. Sanders, Mr. AuCoin, Mr. Sabo, Mr.
Hayes of Illinois, Mr. Torres, Ms. Norton, Mr. Berman,
and Ms. Pelosi

To amend the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 to provide that the
minimum wage rate under that Act will be indexed to the cost of living
in the same manner as Social Security benefits are indexed.

October 9, 1992. Referred to Subcommittee on Labor Standards.
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H.R. 6082 Oct. 1, 1992

Mr. Payne of Virginia

To amend General Note 3(a)(iv) of the Harmonized Tariff Schedule
of the United States to deny special tariff treatment to goods of the
Commonwealth of the Northern Mariana Islands unless certain condi-
tions are met, to require the Secretary of Labor to assign a full-time
resident compliance officer to the Commonwealth of the Northern
Mariana Islands, and for other purposes (Jointly referred to the Com-
mittees on Ways and Means, and Education and Labor).

October 9, 1992. Referred to Subcommittee on Labor Standards.

H.R. 6083 Oct. 1, 1992

Mr. Shaw (for himself), Mrs. Johnson of Connecticut, and
Mr. Grandy

To authorize States to conduct demonstration projects to test the ef-
fectiveness of policies designed to help people leave welfare and in-
crease their financial security, and for other purposes (Jointly referrred
to the Committees on Ways and Means, Energy and Commerce, Edu-
cation and Labor, Agriculture, Banking, Finance and Urban Affairs,
and the Judiciary).

H.R. 6085 Oct. 1, 1992

Mr. AuCoin

To direct the Secretary of Education to provide grants to establish
training programs for teachers, to provide school to work transition
services for elementary and secondary students, to establish job training
programs for business and industry, and to establish job training
courses at community colleges.

October 9, 1992. Jointly referred to Subcommittees on Postsecondary
Education, Elementary, Secondary, and Vocational Education, and
Employment Opportunities.

H.R. 6091 Oct. 1, 1992

Mrs. Roukema

To improve the interstate enforcement of child support and parentage
court orders, and for other purposes (Jointly referred to the Committees
on Ways and Means, the Judiciary, Banking, Finance and Urban Af-
fairs, Armed Services, and Education and Labor).

H.R. 6100 Oct. 2, 1992

Mr. Gekas

To reform the United States health care delivery and financing system,
to increase access to health care and affordable health insurance, to
contain costs of health care in a manner that improves health care, and
for other purposes (Jointly referred to the Committees on Energy and
Commerce, Ways and Means, the Judiciary, Education and Labor, and
Rules).

October 9, 1992. Referred to Subcommittee on Labor-Management
Relations.

H.R. 6101 Oct. 2, 1992

Mr. Henry (for himself) and Mr. Andrews of New Jersey

To amend the Occupational Safety and Health Act to provide for uni-
form warnings on personal protective equipment for occupational use,
and for other purposes.

October 9, 1992. Referred to Subcommittee on Health and Safety.

H.R. 6119 Oct. 3, 1992

Mr. Mazzoli

To amend the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974 to
waive the preemption requirements of that Act to allow States to pro-
vide for State universal health plans, State risk pools for the medically
uninsurable, or prospective payment systems and to impose State pro-
vider taxes.

October 9, 1992. Referred to Subcommittee on Labor-Management
Relations.

H.R. 6139 Oct. 5, 1992

Mr. Hyde

To impose a criminal penalty for flight to avoid payment of arrearages
in child support (Jointly referred to the Committees on the Judiciary,
Education and Labor, and Ways and Means).
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H.R. 6147 Oct. 5, 1992

Mr. Hughes (for himself) and Mr. Boehlert

To amend title I of the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of
1974 to provide that unreasonable discrimination in benefits under
group health plans affecting benefit claims thereunder constitutes in-
terference with rights protected under such Act and to provide for ef-
fective remedies therefor, and to provide for effective remedies
therefor, and to provide for adequate notice of material changes to
group health plans.

October 9, 1992. Referred to Subcommittee on Labor-Management
Relations.

H.R. 6159 Oct. 5, 1992

Mr. Wyden

To amend the Social Security Act to provide for the establishment of
State Care demonstration projects for comprehensive health care re-
form, and for other purposes (Jointly referred to the Committees on
Energy and Commerce, Ways and Means, and Education and Labor).

October 9, 1992. Referred to Subcommittee on Labor-Management
Relations.

H.R. 6171 Oct. 5, 1992

Mr. Gradison

To improve access to health insurance and contain health care costs,
and for other purposes (Jointly referred to the Committees on Energy
and Commerce, Ways and Means, Education and Labor, and the Judi-
ciary).

October 9, 1992. Referred to Subcommittee on Labor-Management
Relations.

H.R. 6173 Oct. 5, 1992

Mr. Reed

To provide for elementary and secondary school library media re-
sources, technology enhancement, training and improvement.

October 9, 1992. Referred to Subcommittee on Elementary, Second-
ary, and Vocational Education.

H.R. 6194 Oct. 6, 1992

Mr. Andrews of New Jersey (for himself) and Mr.
Gunderson

To amend the Occupational Safety and Health Act to provide for uni-
form warnings on personal protective equipment for occupational use.

October 9, 1992. Referred to Subcommittee on Health and Safety.

H.R. 6197 Oct. 6, 1992

Mr. Gunderson

Entitled: “Employment Dispute Resolution Act” (Jointly referred to the
Committees on Education and Labor, and the Judiciary).

October 9, 1992. Jointly referred to Subcommittees on Select Educa-
tion, and Employment Opportunities.

H.R. 6207 Oct. 6, 1992

Ms. Waters

To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to establish limitations
on debt collection practices under that Act.

October 9, 1992. Referred to Subcommittee on Postsecondary Educa-
tion.

H.R. 6210 Oct. 6, 1992

Ms. Waters

To establish a program to provide grants to improve the quality and
availability of comprehensive education, health and social services for
at-risk youth and their families, and for other purposes (Jointly referred
to the Committees on Energy and Commerce, and Education and La-
bor).
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H. Con. Res. 6 Jan. 3, 1991

Mr. Neal of North Carolina

Declaring the sense of Congress regarding periods of silence in the
public schools (Jointly referred to the Committees on Education and
Labor, and the Judiciary).

February 8, 1991. Referred to Subcommittee on Elementary, Second-
ary, and Vocational Education.

H. Con. Res. 7 Jan. 3, 1991

Mr. Neal of North Carolina

Declaring the sense of Congress regarding periods of silence in the
public schools (Jointly referred to the Committees on the Judiciary, and
Education and Labor).

February 8, 1991. Referred to Subcommittee on Elementary, Second-
ary, and Vocational Education.

H. Con. Res. 64 Feb. 6, 1991

Mr. Jacobs

Expressing the sense of the Congress that federally funded school
lunches should provide optional meatless meals.

February 22, 1991. Referred to Subcommittee on Elementary, Sec-
ondary, and Vocational Education.

H. Con. Res. 76 Feb. 27, 1991

Mr. Russo

Expressing the sense of Congress that all employers, in both the public
and private sectors, should follow the example set by the city of
Chicago in adopting employment policies to assure the continuity of
salaries, wages, and other benefits for employees called to active mili-
tary service as part of Operation Desert Storm (Jointly referred to the
Committees on Education and Labor, and Post Office and Civil Ser-
vice).

March 21, 1991. Referred to Subcommittee on Labor Standards.

H. Con. Res. 86 Mar. 5, 1991

Mr. Bilirakis

Commending employers who continue to compensate their employees
who are called to active duty in connection with the Persian Gulf
conflict.

March 21, 1991. Referred to Subcommittee on Labor Standards.

H. Con. Res. 92 Mar. 6, 1991

Mr. Murphy (for himself), Mr. Oxley, Mr. Eckart, Mr.
Walsh, Mr. Jones of North Carolina, Mr. Bruce, Mr.
Rahall, Mr. McCloskey, Mr. Owens of Utah, Mr. Ray,
Mr. Dwyer of New Jersey, Mr. Penny, Mr. Jacobs, Mr.
Costello, Mr. Quillen, Mr. Stokes, Mr. de Lugo, Mr.
Yatron, Mr. Lipinski, Mr. Regula, Ms. Long, Mr.
Kasich, Mr. Markey, Mr. Ridge, Mr. Russo, Mr. Riggs,
Mr. Barnard, Mr. AuCoin, Mr. Klug, Mr. Kostmayer,
Mr. Williams, Mr. McHugh, Mr. Boehlert, Mr. Horton,
Mr. Montgomery, Mr. Luken, Mr. Erdreich, Mr. Torres,
Mr. Hopkins, Mrs. Lowey of New York, Mr. Andrews
of New Jersey, Mr. Michel, Mr. Dorgan of North
Dakota, Mr. Stark, Mr. Gingrich, Mr. Gillmor, Mrs.
Patterson, Mr. Young of Alaska, Mr. Boehner, Mr.
Sarpalius, Mr. Sanders, Mr. Pickett, Mr. Valentine, Mr.
Bevill, Mr. Hayes of Illinois, Mr. Anderson, Mr.
LaFalce, Mr. Wolpe, Mr. Harris, Mr. Clement, Mr.
Sawyer, Mr. Hefley, Mr. Nowak, Mr. Cox of Illinois,
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Mr. Browder, Mr. Fields, Mr. Olver, Mr.
Sensenbrenner, Mr. Frank of Massachusetts, Mr.
Borski, Mrs. Morella, Mr. Bennett, Mr. Jenkins, Mrs.
Roukema, Mr. Price, Mr. Spence, Mr. Downey, Mr.
Frost, Mr. Kanjorski, Mr. Rhodes, Mr. Ravenel, Mr.
Geren of Texas, Mr. Abercrombie, Mr. Cramer, Mr.
McDermott, Mr. Hoyer, Mr. Carper, Ms. Oakar, Mr.
Broomfield, Mr. Saxton, Ms. Kaptur, Mrs. Mink, Mr.
Gunderson, Mr. Olin, Mr. Rinaldo, Mr. Gordon, Mr.
Hyde, Mrs. Unsoeld, Mr. Ritter, Mr. Hunter, Mr.
Bilbray, Mr. Evans, Mr. Ramstad, Mr. Vander Jagt,
Mr. Cox of California, Mr. Mazzoli, Mr. Upton, Mr.
Roth, Mr. Goodling, Mr. Schaefer, Mr. Edwards of
California, Mr. Wise, Mr. Lent, Mr. Bonior, Ms.
Slaughter, Mr. Lehman of California, Mr. Chandler,
Mr. Machtley, Mr. McMillen of Maryland, Mr. Skaggs,
Mr. Oberstar, Mr. Wolf, Ms. Horn, Mr. Pastor, Mr.
Bustamante, Mr. Hall of Ohio, Mr. Solomon, Mr.
Wylie, Mr. Martin, Mr. Skeen, Mr. Murtha, Mr.
Coughlin, Mr. Sabo, Mr. Fawell, Mr. Bryant, Mr. Davis,
Mr. Dornan of California, Mr. Weldon, Mr. Derrick,
Mr. Zeliff, Mr. Cunningham, Mr. Perkins, Mr. Dymally,
Mr. Ireland, Mr. Gekas, Mr. Leach, Mr. Kildee, Mr.
Shays, Mr. Feighan, Mr. McCrery, Mr. Smith of New
Jersey, Mr. Kleczka, Mr. Clinger, Mr. Richardson, Mr.
Conyers, Mr. Roberts, Mr. Bunning, Mr. Andrews of
Maine, Mr. Hefner, Mr. Petri, Mr. Lewis of California,
Mr. Espy, Mr. Hancock, Mr. Sangmeister, Mr. Towns,
Mr. Jefferson, Mr. Wheat, Mr. Schiff, Mr. LaRocco,
Mr. Mfume, Mr. Applegate, Mr. Skelton, Mr. Gilchrest,
Mr. McDade, Mr. Foglietta, Mr. Hoagland, Mr. Gallo,
Mr. Aspin, Mr. Lewis of Florida, Mr. Miller of
California, Mr. Traficant, Mr. Rowland, Mr. Hobson,
Mr. Faleomavaega, Mr. Rose, Mr. Hochbrueckner, Mr.
Johnson of South Dakota, Mr. McNulty, Mr. Thomas
of California, Mr. Flake, Mr. Atkins, Mr. Slattery, Mr.
Donnelly, Mrs. Schroeder, Mr. Martinez, Mr. Roybal,
Mr. Spratt, Mr. Thomas of Wyoming, Mr. Miller of
Ohio, Mr. Payne of Virginia, Mr. Matsui, Mr.
Lancaster, Mr. Parker, Mr. Hutto, Mr. Lagomarsino,
Mr. Chapman, Mr. Brooks, Mr. Lehman of Florida, Mr.
Poshard, Mr. Shuster, Mr. Wyden, Mr. Thomas of
Georgia, Mrs. Collins of Michigan, Mr. Bliley, Mr.
Santorum, Mr. Obey, Mr. Bereuter, Mr. Swett, Mr.
Engel, Mr. Tauzin, Mr. Washington, Mr. Colorado, Mr.
Crane, Mr. Whitten, Mr. Camp, Mr. Fazio, Mr.
Hammerschmidt, Mr. Dickinson, and Mr. Herger

Expressing the sense of Congress with respect to certain regulations
of the Occupational Safety and Health Administration.

March 21, 1991. Referred to Subcommittee on Health and Safety.

H. Con. Res. 102 Mar. 20, 1991

Mr. Rohrabacher (for himself), Mr. Gingrich, Mr. Fish,
Mr. Hunter, Mr. Hyde, Mr. Ackerman, Mr. Blaz, Mr.
Broomfield, Mr. Bunning, Mr. Campbell of California,
Mr. Coleman of Missouri, Mr. Cox of California, Mr.
Dannemeyer, Mr. DeLay, Mr. de Lugo, Mr. Doolittle,
Mr. Dornan of California, Mr. Duncan, Mr. Dreier of
California, Mr. Frost, Mr. Hancock, Mr. Herger, Mr.
Kyl, Mr. Lagomarsino, Mr. McCollum, Ms. Molinari,
Mr. Moorhead, Mr. Packard, Mr. Pallone, Mr. Paxon,
Mr. Ravenel, Ms. Ros-Lehtinen, Mr. Sensenbrenner,
Mr. Thomas of Wyoming, Mr. Walker, Mr. Walsh, Mr.
Ireland, Mr. Gilman, Mr. Gunderson, Mrs. Bentley, Mr.
Neal of North Carolina, Mr. Porter, Mr. Bateman, Mr.
Petri, Mr. Machtley, Mr. Riggs, Mr. Engel, Mr. Kolbe,
Mr. Ballenger, Mr. Jefferson, Mr. Solomon, Mr. Ritter,
and Mr. Gallegly

Expressing the sense of the Congress regarding admissions of minority
students to institutions of higher education (Jointly referred to the
Committees on Education and Labor, and the Judiciary).

April 15, 1991. Referred to Subcommittee on Postsecondary Educa-
tion.

H. Con. Res. 119 Apr. 11, 1991

Mr. Neal of Massachusetts (for himself), Mr. McMillen
of Maryland, Mr. Henry, Mr. Donnelly, Mr. Frank of
Massachusetts, Mr. Bacchus, Mr. Campbell of
Colorado, Mr. Faleomavaega, Mr. Skeen, and Mr. Engel

Expressing the sense of the Congress regarding the Knight Founda-
tion's proposals for reforming the college athletics system.

May 10, 1991. Referred to Subcommittee on Postsecondary Education.
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H. Con. Res. 120 Apr. 11, 1991

Mrs. Roukema (for herself), Mr. Horton, Mr. Ballenger,
Mr. Machtley, Mr. Espy, Mr. Engel, Mr. Ramstad, Mr.
Jefferson, Mr. Dwyer of New Jersey, Mr. Roe, and Mr.
Fish

Expressing the sense of Congress that consumers should be provided
with incentives to save for long-term purposes (Jointly referred to the
Committees on Banking, Finance and Urban Affairs, Education and
Labor, and Ways and Means).

May 10, 1991. Referred to Subcommittee on Postsecondary Education.

H. Con. Res. 134 Apr. 23, 1991

Mr. Dannemeyer

To promote traditional family values.

May 10, 1991. Referred to Subcommittee on Human Resources.

H. Con. Res. 161 June 3, 1991

Mr. Weiss (for himself), Mr. Abercrombie, Mr.
Ackerman, Mr. Annunzio, Mr. Applegate, Mr. Atkins,
Mr. Bacchus, Mr. Beilenson, Mr. Bennett, Mrs. Bentley,
Mr. Berman, Mr. Bevill, Mr. Bilbray, Mr. Bonior, Mr.
Boehlert, Mrs. Boxer, Mr. Brewster, Mr. Brown, Mr.
Bustamante, Mr. Carr, Mr. Clement, Mr. Clinger, Mr.
Coble, Mr. Coleman of Texas, Mrs. Collins of Illinois,
Mr. Cooper, Mr. de la Garza, Mr. de Lugo, Mr.
DeFazio, Mr. Derrick, Mr. Dickinson, Mr. Dingell, Mr.
Dixon, Mr. Downey, Mr. Emerson, Mr. Engel, Mr.
Erdreich, Mr. Faleomavaega, Mr. Fascell, Mr. Fazio,
Mr. Fish, Mr. Foglietta, Mr. Frost, Mr. Fuster, Mr.
Gallegly, Mr. Gilchrest, Mr. Gordon, Mr. Green of New
York, Mr. Guarini, Mr. Hammerschmidt, Mr. Hall of
Ohio, Mr. Harris, Mr. Hayes of Louisiana, Mr. Hertel,
Mr. Hochbrueckner, Mr. Horton, Mr. Hoyer, Mr.
Hughes, Mr. Jefferson, Mr. Jenkins, Mr. Johnston of
Florida, Mr. Jones of Georgia, Mr. Jones of North
Carolina, Mr. Kildee, Mr. LaFalce, Mr. Leach, Mr.
Lehman of California, Mr. Lehman of Florida, Mr.
Levin of Michigan, Mr. Levine of California, Ms. Long,
Mr. Luken, Mr. McCloskey, Mr. McCollum, Mr.
McDade, Mr. McDermott, Mr. McMillen of Maryland,
Mr. McNulty, Mr. Machtley, Mr. Markey, Mr.
Martinez, Mr. Matsui, Mr. Mfume, Mr. Miller of Ohio,
Mr. Miller of California, Mr. Moody, Mr. Moorhead,
Mrs. Morella, Mr. Mrazek, Mr. Murphy, Mr. Neal of
Massachusetts, Mr. Owens of New York, Mr. Owens
of Utah, Mr. Panetta, Mr. Payne of New Jersey, Ms.
Pelosi, Mr. Penny, Mr. Pickett, Mr. Rahall, Mr.
Ramstad, Mr. Rangel, Mr. Riggs, Mr. Rinaldo, Mr.
Russo, Mr. Sangmeister, Mr. Sawyer, Mr. Saxton, Mr.
Scheuer, Mr. Schumer, Mr. Serrano, Mr. Sharp, Mr.
Slattery, Ms. Slaughter, Mr. Smith of Florida, Mr.
Stallings, Mr. Stenholm, Mr. Studds, Mr. Torricelli,
Mr. Towns, Mr. Traxler, Mrs. Unsoeld, Mr. Valentine,
Mr. Volkmer, Ms. Waters, Mr. Waxman, Mr. Archer,
Mr. Bliley, Mr. Campbell of California, Mr. Chapman,
Mr. Chandler, Mr. Dellums, Mr. Dymally, Mr. Eckart,
Mr. Feighan, Mr. Gekas, Mr. Gilman, Mr. Grandy, Mr.
Hamilton, Mr. Jacobs, Ms. Kaptur, Mr. Klug, Mr.
Lagomarsino, Mr. Mazzoli, Mrs. Meyers of Kansas,
Mr. Moran, Ms. Norton, Ms. Oakar, Mr. Payne of
Virginia, Mr. Pickle, Mr. Porter, Mr. Pursell, Mr.
Quillen, Mr. Reed, Mr. Ritter, Mr. Roybal, Mr. Shaw,
Mr. Skeen, Mr. Staggers, Mr. Sundquist, Mr. Swift,
Mr. Torres, Mr. Vander Jagt, Mr. Doolittle, Mr. Cramer,
Mr. Young of Florida, Mr. Mavroules, Mr. Wyden, Mr.
Wolpe, Mr. Kostmayer, Mr. Frank of Massachusetts,
Mr. Lewis of California, Mr. Gonzalez, Mr. Young of
Alaska, Mr. Oxley, Mr. Myers of Indiana, Mr. Stark,
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Mr. LaRocco, Mr. DeLay, Mr. Conyers, Mr. Durbin,
Mr. Burton of Indiana, Mr. Bryant, Mr. Hansen, Mr.
Hall of Texas, Mr. Edwards of Texas, Mr. Coughlin,
Mr. Lowery of California, Mr. Fields, Ms. DeLauro,
Mr. Richardson, Mr. Wilson, Mr. Hatcher, Mr. Espy,
Mr. Ray, Mr. Thomas of Georgia, Mr. Aspin, Mr.
Gephardt, Mrs. Kennelly, Mr. Lewis of Georgia, Mr.
Ireland, Mr. Weber, Mr. Livingston, Mr. Orton, Mr.
Pallone, Mr. Manton, Mr. Rowland, Mr. Mineta, Mr.
Glickman, Mr. Lancaster, Mr. Anthony, Mr. Darden,
Mr. Gingrich, Mr. Inhofe, Mr. Nagle, Mr. Neal of North
Carolina, Mr. Packard, and Mr. Vento

Expressing the sense of the Congress that the American public should
observe the 100th anniversary of moviemaking and recognize the con-
tributions of the American Film Institute in advocating and preserving
the art of film.

June 17, 1991. Referred to Subcommittee on Postsecondary Education.
November 12, 1991. Passed House under suspension of the rules with

an amendment (voice vote).
November 15, 1991. Passed Senate (voice vote).

H. Con. Res. 215 Oct. 2, 1991

Mr. Mineta (for himself), Mr. AuCoin, Mr. Fuster, Mr.
Horton, Mr. Rahall, Mr. Mollohan, Mr. Walsh, Mr.
Rangel, Mr. Jontz, Mr. Jefferson, Mr. Sikorski, Mr.
Bilirakis, Mr. McEwen, Mr. Penny, Mr. Kolter, Mr.
Foglietta, Mr. Towns, Ms. Kaptur, Mr. Swett, Mr.
Peterson of Florida, Mr. Stenholm, Ms. Norton, Mr.
Rose, and Mr. Kopetski

Expressing the sense of the Congress relating to paid leave for working
parents for the purpose of attending parent-teacher conferences (Jointly
referred to the Committees on Education and Labor, and Post Office
and Civil Service).

October 24, 1991. Referred to Subcommittee on Labor-Management
Relations.

H. Con. Res. 259 Nov. 26, 1991

Mrs. Bentley (for herself) and Mr. Lightfoot

Expressing the sense of the Congress that the Secretary of Labor, in
cooperation with the ACTION Agency, should publicize and promote
projects under the Retired Senior Volunteer Program and the Older
American Community Service Employment Program that encourage
and recruit older individuals to provide child care services in
community-based child care centers.

December 30, 1991. Referred to Subcommittee on Human Resources.

SECOND SESSION

H. Con. Res. 270 Jan. 28, 1992

Mr. Hayes of Illinois

Expressing the sense of the Congress that the Federal Government
should promote maximum employment, production, and purchasing
power to protect and improve the quality of life in the United States.

February 14, 1992. Held at Full Committee.

H. Con. Res. 275 Feb. 14, 1992

Mr. Russo

Expressing the sense of the Congress that the United States should re-
duce its military expeniditures and use the savings from such a re-
duction to reinvest in American economic and human resources (Jointly
referred to the Committees on Armed Services, Education and Labor,
the Judiciary, Public Works and Transportation, Science, Space, and
Technology, and Energy and Commerce).

March 2, 1992. Jointly referred to Subcommittees on Postsecondary
Education, Elementary, Secondary, and Vocational Education, Hu-
man Resources, and Employment Opportunities.

H. Con. Res. 280 Feb. 19, 1992

Mr. Goodling (for himself) and Mr. Horton

Encouraging employee achievment awards (Jointly referred to the
Committees on Education and Labor, and Ways and Means).

March 2, 1992. Referred to Subcommittee on Labor-Management
Relations.
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H. Con. Res. 282 Feb. 19, 1992

Mr. Ridge (for himself), Mr. Clinger, Mr. Murtha, Ms.
Snowe, Mr. Martinez, Mr. Aspin, Mr. Murphy, Mr.
Horton, Mr. Oberstar, Mr. Gaydos, Mr. Paxon, Mr.
Weiss, Mr. Kolter, Mr. LaFalce, Mr. Houghton, Mr.
Santorum, Mr. Petri, Mr. Zeliff, Mr. Traficant, Mr.
Gejdenson, Mr. Olver, Mr. Barnard, Mr. McCloskey,
Mr. Lent, Mr. Wyden, Mr. Kostmayer, Mr. McMillen
of Maryland, Mr. Andrews of Maine, Mr. McGrath,
Mr. Hughes, Mr. Berman, Mr. Machtley, Mr. Studds,
Mr. Kopetski, Mr. Swett, Mr. Markey, Mr. Scheuer,
Mr. Yatron, Mrs. Johnson of Connecticut, Mr. Jones of
North Carolina, Mr. Ackerman, Mr. Walsh, Mr.
Downey, Mr. Lipinski, Mr. DeFazio, Mr. Quillen, Ms.
Kaptur, Mrs. Morella, Mrs. Schroeder, Mr. Kildee, Mr.
Weldon, Mr. Poshard, Mr. Vento, Ms. Slaughter, Mr.
Foglietta, Mr. Roe, Mr. Brown, Mrs. Byron, Mr.
Mfume, Mr. Eckart, Mrs. Kennelly, Mr. Gilchrest, Mr.
Atkins, Ms. Horn, Mr. Roth, Mr. Chandler, Mr. Saxton,
Mr. Espy, Mr. Cardin, Mrs. Unsoeld, Mr. Shays, Mr.
Levin of Michigan, Mr. Borski, Mr. Traxler, Mr.
Martin, Mr. Boehlert, Mr. Miller of Washington, Mr.
Rinaldo, Mr. Kanjorski, Mr. Manton, Mr. Sanders, Mr.
Campbell of Colorado, Mr. Johnson of South Dakota,
Mr. Engel, Mr. Schumer, Mr. Hochbrueckner, Mr.
Vander Jagt, Mr. Evans, Mr. Wolpe, Mr. Owens of New
York, Mr. McDermott, Mr. Serrano, Mr. Oxley, Mr.
Moran, Mr. Hertel, Mr. Smith of New Jersey, Mr.
Nowak, Mr. Solarz, Mr. McNulty, Mr. Luken, Mr.
Gallo, Mr. Camp, Mrs. Collins of Michigan, Mr. Ford
of Michigan, Mr. Hammerschmidt, Mr. Davis, Mr.
Conyers, Mr. Fish, Mr. Wheat, Mr. Carr, Mr.
Applegate, Mr. Edwards of California, Mr. Blackwell,
Mr. Ford of Tennessee, Mr. Staggers, Mr. Jacobs, Mr.
Hobson, Mr. Wilson, Mrs. Lowey of New York, Mr.
Richardson, Mr. Gekas, Mr. Feighan, Mr. Ramstad, Mr.
Flake, Mr. Neal of North Carolina, Mrs. Mink, Mr.
Jenkins, Mr. Coyne, Mr. Tallon, Mr. Dingell, Mr.
McEwen, Mr. Towns, Mr. Colorado, Mr. Rangel, Mr.
Reed, Mr. Emerson, Mr. Kleczka, Mr. Bonior, Mr.
Boehner, Mr. Shuster, Mr. Goodling, Mr. Kennedy, Ms.
Norton, Mr. Sawyer, Mr. Abercrombie, Mr. Clay, Mr.
Skelton, Mr. Harris, Mr. Gilman, Mr. Guarini, Mr.
Nussle, Mr. Nagle, Mr. Ravenel, Ms. Long, Mr. Klug,
Mr. Hamilton, Mr. Dixon, Mr. Perkins, Ms. Molinari,
Mr. Hayes of Illinois, Mr. Gillmor, Mr. Miller  of Ohio,
Mr. Alexander, Mr. Peterson of Minnesota, Mr. Henry,
Mr. Mollohan, Mr. Sisisky, Mr. Williams, Mr. AuCoin,
Mr. Boucher, Mr. Wylie, Mr. Sharp, Mrs. Collins of
Illinois, Mr. Rahall, Mr. Torres, Mr. Wise, Mr. Franks
of Connecticut, Mrs. Lloyd, Ms. Oakar, Mr. Swift, Mr.

Synar, Mr. Bliley, Mr. Payne of New Jersey, Mr. Riggs,
Mr. Cox of Illinois, Mr. Volkmer, Mr. Mineta, Mr.
Mavroules, Mr. Spence, Mr. Owens of Utah, Mr.
Carper, Mr. Neal of Massachusetts, Mr. Slattery, Mr.
Bustamante, Mr. Andrews of New Jersey, Mr. Anthony,
Mr. Hoagland, Mr. Donnelly, Mr. Savage, Mr. Sikorski,
Mr. Costello, Mr. Pastor, Mr. Sangmeister, Mr. Hoyer,
Mr. Torricelli, Ms. DeLauro, Mr. Matsui, Mr.
Glickman, Mr. Morrison, Mr. Dymally, Mr. Yates, Mr.
Hastert, Mr. Grandy, Mr. Ortiz, Ms. Pelosi, Mr.
Hopkins, Mr. Moody, Mr. Green of New York, Mr.
Rogers, and Mr. Sabo

Expressing the sense of the Congress that the Low Income Home En-
ergy Assistance Program should be funded for fiscal year 1993 at a
level greater than or equal to its funding for fiscal year 1992 (Jointly
referred to the Committees on Education and Labor, and Energy and
Commerce).

March 27, 1992. Referred to Subcommittee on Human Resources.

H. Con. Res. 300 Mar. 26, 1992

Mr. Sarpalius

Recognizing the commitment of Cal Farley's Boys Ranch and
Girlstown U.S.A. to raising young people, many of who are from
broken homes.

May 12, 1992. Referred to Subcommittee on Elementary, Secondary,
and Vocational Education.

H. Con. Res. 302 Apr. 1, 1992

Mr. Hall of Ohio (for himself), Mr. Emerson, Mr. Tallon,
and Mr. Hastert

Expressing the sense of the Congress regarding communities making
the transition to “Hunger-Free” status (Jointly referred to the Commit-
tees on Agriculture, and Education and Labor).

April 16, 1992. Referred to Subcommittee on Elementary, Secondary,
and Vocational Education.

May 20, 1992. Subcommittee discharged.
May 20, 1992. Considered in open legislative session and ordered re-

ported without amendment (voice vote).
June 25, 1992. Reported to House (House Report 102-616, Part 1).
June 29, 1992. Reported by Committee on Agriculture (House Report

102-616, Part 2).
July 28, 1992. Passed House under suspension of the rules (voice vote).
August 3, 1992. Referred to the Senate Committee on Agriculture,

Nutrition, and Forestry.
October 5, 1992. Senate Committee on Agriculture, Nutrition, and

Forestry discharged.
October 5, 1992. Passed Senate (voice vote).
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H. Con. Res. 327  May 28, 1992

Mr. Cardin (for himself), Mr. Hoyer, Mrs. Bentley, Mr.
McMillen of Maryland, Mr. Mfume, Mr. Gilchrest, and
Mrs. Byron

Expressing the sense of the Congress regarding visionary art as a na-
tional treasure and regarding the American Visionary Art Museum as
a national repository and educational center for visionary art.

H. Con. Res. 341 June 30, 1992

Mr. Applegate

Expressing the sense of the Congress in support of a “Jump Start
America” proposal to restore economic growth and prosperity, to retain
and restore American jobs, and to balance the Federal budget (Jointly
referred to the Committees on Foreign Affairs, Ways and Means,
Banking, Finance and Urban Affairs, Armed Services, Public Works
and Transportation, Government Operations, Energy and Commerce,
and Education and Labor).

July 20, 1992. Jointly referred to Subcommittees on Labor-
Management Relations, and Employment Opportunities.

H. Con. Res. 377 Oct. 5, 1992

Ms. Kaptur

Expressing the sense of the Congress that any health insurance reform
bill that is enacted should require that family and temporary medical
leave be incorporated as a basic or elective option for plan participants
under certain circumstances.

October 9, 1992. Referred to Subcommittee on Labor-Management
Relations.
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H.J. Res. 279 June 20, 1991

Mr. Coleman of Missouri (for himself), Mr. Ford of
Michigan, Mr. Goodling, and Mr. Kildee

To declare it to be the policy of the United States that there should be
a renewed and sustained commitment by the Federal Government and
the American people to the importance of adult education.

June 24, 1991. Report requested from Department of Education.
June 25, 1991. Held at Full Committee.
June 25, 1991. Considered in open legislative session and ordered re-

ported without amendment (voice vote).
July 9, 1991. Passed House under suspension of the rules (voice vote).
July 11, 1991. Passed Senate (voice vote).
July 26, 1991. Approved. Public Law 102-74.

H.J. Res. 329 Sept. 19, 1991

Mr. AuCoin (for himself), Mr. DeFazio, Mr. Kopetski,
and Mr. Perkins

Expressing the sense of the Congress that the Davis-Bacon Act be fully
enforced in the interest of a decent standard of living for this country's
working families.

October 24, 1991. Referred to Subcommittee on Labor Standards.

SECOND SESSION

H.J. Res. 443 Mar. 18, 1992

Mr. AuCoin

Expressing the sense of the Congress that Federal funding for education
should be increased to $100 billion by 1998 in the interests of ensuring
an educated and productive workforce.

March 27, 1992. Referred to Subcommittee on Elementary, Secondary,
and Vocational Education.
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HOUSE RESOLUTIONS REFERRED TO COMMITTEE

H. Res. 201 July 23, 1991

Mr. Weiss (for himself), Mr. Abercrombie, Mr.
Ackerman, Mr. Anthony, Mr. Applegate, Mr. Archer,
Mr. Bacchus, Mr. Bevill, Mr. Bilbray, Mr. Bliley, Mr.
Bustamante, Mr. Carr, Mr. Clement, Mr. Coleman of
Texas, Mrs. Collins of Michigan, Mrs. Collins of
Illinois, Mr. Combest, Mr. Condit, Mr. Cooper, Mr.
Darden, Mr. de Lugo, Ms. DeLauro, Mr. Dellums, Mr.
Dickinson, Mr. Dingell, Mr. Dixon, Mr. Donnelly, Mr.
Dooley, Mr. Downey, Mr. Dymally, Mr. Eckart, Mr.
Erdreich, Mr. Espy, Mr. Fish, Mr. Flake, Mr. Foglietta,
Mr. Ford of Tennessee, Mr. Frost, Mr. Gekas, Mr.
Gilman, Mr. Guarini, Mr. Hamilton, Mr. Harris, Mr.
Hastert, Mr. Hatcher, Mr. Hertel, Mr. Hochbrueckner,
Mr. Horton, Mr. Houghton, Mr. Hubbard, Mr. Hutto,
Mr. Inhofe, Ms. Kaptur, Mr. Kennedy, Mr. Kildee, Mr.
Kleczka, Mr. Kopetski, Mr. Lancaster, Mr. Lantos, Mr.
Lent, Mr. Levin of Michigan, Mr. Lowery of California,
Mr. Machtley, Mr. Manton, Mr. Markey, Mr. Martinez,
Mr. Matsui, Mr. Mavroules, Mr. McCloskey, Mr.
McCollum, Mr. McDermott, Mr. McGrath, Mr.
McMillen of Maryland, Mr. McNulty, Mr. Mfume, Mrs.
Mink, Mr. Moody, Mr. Moran, Mrs. Morella, Mr.
Murphy, Mr. Murtha, Mr. Myers of Indiana, Mr. Neal
of Massachusetts, Ms. Oakar, Mr. Oberstar, Mr. Orton,
Mr. Owens of New York, Mr. Packard, Mr. Panetta,
Mr. Payne of New Jersey, Ms. Pelosi, Mr. Penny, Mr.
Pursell, Mr. Rahall, Mr. Ramstad, Mr. Rangel, Mr.
Ravenel, Mr. Reed, Mr. Richardson, Mr. Ritter, Mr.
Rowland, Mr. Sarpalius, Mr. Serrano, Mr. Shays, Mr.
Sisisky, Mr. Slaughter of Virginia, Mr. Smith of New
Jersey, Mr. Spratt, Mr. Staggers, Mr. Stallings, Mr.
Stenholm, Mr. Sundquist, Mr. Swift, Mr. Synar, Mr.
Tallon, Mr. Thomas of Wyoming, Mr. Torres, Mr.
Towns, Mr. Traficant, Mr. Traxler, Mr. Upton, Mr.
Vander Jagt, Mr. Volkmer, Mrs. Vucanovich, Ms. Wa-
ters, Mr. Weber, Mr. Wilson, Mr. Yatron, Mr. Young
of Alaska, Mr. Ireland, Mr. Glickman, Mr. Hoyer, Mr.
Lehman of California, Mr. Swett, Mr. Ray, Mr. Lehman
of Florida, Mr. Fazio, Mr. Shaw, Mrs. Meyers of
Kansas, Ms. Norton, Mr. Cardin, Mr. Conyers, Mr. Hall
of Texas, Mr. LaRocco, Mr. Stokes, Mr. Savage, Mr.
Jontz, Mr. Lewis of Georgia, Mr. Andrews of New
Jersey, Mr. Boehlert, Mr. Browder, Mr. Callahan, Mr.

Dreier of California, Mr. Evans, Mr. Luken, Mr.
McCrery, Mr. Pallone, Mr. Parker, Mr. Poshard, Mr.
Regula, Mr. Ridge, Mr. Solarz, Mr. Tanner, Mr. Fawell,
Mr. Brown, Mr. Carper, Mr. Gingrich, Mr. Johnson of
South Dakota, Mr. Goodling, Ms. Long, Mr. Livingston,
Mr. Obey, Mr. DeLay, Mr. Faleomavaega, Mr. Thomas
of Georgia, Mr. Riggs, Mr. Weldon, Mr. Zeliff, Mr.
Kyl, Mr. Emerson, Mr. Young of Florida, Mr. Schaefer,
Ms. Slaughter, Mr. Tauzin, Mr. Smith of Florida, Mr.
Wheat, and Mr. Gunderson

Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives that the people
of the United States should recognize “An Artistic Discovery”, the
Congressional High School Art Competition.

October 24, 1991. Referred to Subcommittee on Elementary, Second-
ary, and Vocational Education.

November 18, 1991. Passed House under suspension of the rules
(voice vote).
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HOUSE RESOLUTIONS

H. Res. 284 Nov. 18, 1991

Mr. Thornton (for himself), Mrs. Collins of Michigan,
Mr. Roemer, Mr. Bacchus, Ms. Horn, Mr. Andrews of
Maine, Mr. Brewster, Mr. Moran, Mr. Peterson of
Florida, Mr. Abercrombie, Mr. Alexander, Mr. Andrews
of New Jersey, Mr. Anthony, Mr. Applegate, Mr.
AuCoin, Mr. Bennett, Mr. Berman, Mr. Blackwell, Mr.
Bonior, Mr. Boucher, Mrs. Boxer, Mr. Brown, Mr.
Bryant, Mr. Carr, Mr. Chapman, Mr. Clay, Mr.
Clement, Mrs. Collins of Illinois, Mr. Conyers, Mr. Cox
of Illinois, Mr. Cramer, Mr. Darden, Ms. DeLauro, Mr.
de Lugo, Mr. Derrick, Mr. Dixon, Mr. Dooley, Mr.
Durbin, Mr. Eckart, Mr. Edwards of California, Mr.
Espy, Mr. Fazio, Mr. Fish, Mr. Flake, Mr. Ford of
Tennessee, Mr. Frank of Massachusetts, Mr. Gephardt,
Mr. Geren of Texas, Mr. Gibbons, Mr. Glickman, Mr.
Gordon, Mr. Hamilton, Mr. Hammerschmidt, Mr. Hayes
of Illinois, Mr. Hayes of Louisiana, Mr. Hoagland, Mr.
Hoyer, Mr. Hubbard, Mr. Huckaby, Mr. Hughes, Mr.
Jefferson, Mr. Jontz, Ms. Kaptur, Mr. Lantos, Mr.
LaRocco, Mr. Lewis of Georgia, Mr. Lipinski, Mrs.
Lloyd, Mrs. Lowey of New York, Mr. Luken, Mr.
Martinez, Mr. McCloskey, Mr. McHugh, Mr. McMillen
of Maryland, Mr. Mfume, Mr. Miller of California, Mrs.
Mink, Mrs. Morella, Mr. Neal of North Carolina, Mr.
Nichols, Ms. Norton, Mr. Nowak, Ms. Oakar, Mr.
Oberstar, Mr. Olver, Mr. Owens of New York, Mr.
Owens of Utah, Mr. Pastor, Mr. Payne of Virginia, Ms.
Pelosi, Mr. Perkins, Mr. Peterson of Minnesota, Mr.
Pickett, Mr. Pickle, Mr. Rangel, Mr. Reed, Mr.
Richardson, Mr. Roe, Mr. Rowland, Mr. Sanders, Mr.
Sangmeister, Mrs. Schroeder, Mr. Serrano, Mr. Shays,
Mr. Sikorski, Mr. Skelton, Mr. Slattery, Ms. Slaughter,
Mr. Smith of Florida, Mr. Swett, Mr. Tanner, Mr.
Towns, Mr. Traficant, Mrs. Unsoeld, Mr. Valentine,
Mr. Vento, Mr. Volkmer, Ms. Waters, Mr. Weiss, Mr.
Wheat, Mr. Wolpe, Mr. Traxler, Mr. Atkins, Mrs.
Byron, Mr. Costello, Mr. de la Garza, Mr. Hall of
Texas, Mr. Horton, Mr. Kopetski, Mr. Price, Mr. Synar,
Mr. Barnard, Mr. Mineta, Mr. Scheuer, Mr. Anderson,
Mr. Hyde, Mr. Montgomery, and Mr. Natcher

Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives that there is a
need for a comprehensive, coordinated strategy to help the United
States achieve its goal of being the strongest Nation on Earth eco-
nomically and militarily, so that it remain the greatest Nation in support
of human dignity, freedom, and democratic ideals (Jointly referred to
the Committees on Education and Labor, and Banking, Finance and
Urban Affairs).

November 25, 1991. Passed House under suspension of the rules
(voice vote).

SECOND SESSION

H. Res. 428 Apr. 8, 1992

Mr. Schulze (for himself), Mr. Towns, Mr. Jefferson, Mrs.
Lloyd, Mrs. Meyers of Kansas, Mr. Panetta, Mr.
Murphy, Mr. Horton, Mr. Lagomarsino, Mr. Blackwell,
Mr. Goodling, Mr. Engel, and Mr. Synar

Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives that secondary
schools throughout the Nation should implement a financial planning
program using the proven techniques of the College for Financial
Planning in partnership with the United States Department of Agricul-
ture Extension Service and participating Land-Grant University Coop-
erative Extension Services.

May 12, 1992. Referred to Subcommittee on Elementary, Secondary,
and Vocational Education.

H. Res. 453  May 7, 1992

Mr. Glickman

To express the sense of the House of Representatives regarding the
need to increase budget authority for the reduction of violent crime, the
rehabilitation of American youth, and the revitalization of American
cities (Jointly referred to the Committees on Armed Services, Foreign
Affairs, Education and Labor, Banking, Finance and Urban Affairs, and
the Judiciary).

July 20, 1992. Jointly referred to Subcommittees on Elementary,
Secondary, and Vocational Education, and Select Education.
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HOUSE RESOLUTIONS

H. Res. 524 July 22, 1992

Mr. Bateman (for himself), Mr. Pickett, Mr. Bliley, Mr.
Sisisky, Mr. Payne of Virginia, Mr. Olin, Mr. Allen,
Mr. Moran, Mr. Boucher, Mr. Wolf, Mr. Mollohan, Mr.
Murphy, Mr. Kildee, Mr. Goodling, Mr. Coleman of
Missouri, and Mr. Fazio

Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives to commend and
congratulate the College of William and Mary in Virginia on the oc-
casion of the 300th anniversary of its founding.

August 25, 1992. Referred to Subcommittee on Postsecondary Edu-
cation.

September 23, 1992. Subcommittee discharged.
September 23, 1992. Considered in open legislative session and or-

dered reported (voice vote).
October 6, 1992. Committee on Education and Labor discharged.
October 6, 1992. Passed House (by unanimous consent).
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SENATE BILLS AND RESOLUTIONS REFERRED TO COMMITTEE

S. 353 Feb. 5, 1991

Mr. Jeffords (for himself), Mr. Metzenbaum, Mr. Reid,
Mr. Lieberman, Mr. D'Amato, Mr. Levin, Mr.
Moynihan, Mr. Gore, Mr. Chafee, Mr. Sasser, Mr.
Dodd, Mr. Conrad, and Mr. Glenn

To require the Director of the National Institute for Occupational
Safety and Health to conduct a study of the prevalence and issues re-
lated to contamination of workers' homes with hazardous chemicals
and substances transported from their workplace and to issue or report
on regulations to prevent or mitigate the future contamination of
workers' homes, and for other purposes.

February 19, 1992. Passed Senate with an amendment (voice vote).
February 20, 1992. Referred to the Committee on Education and La-

bor.
March 2, 1992. Referred to Subcommittee on Health and Safety.

S. 379 Feb. 6, 1991

Mr. Kennedy (for himself) and Mr. Hatch

To make certain technical amendments to the National and Community
Service Act, and for other purposes.

February 6, 1991. Passed Senate (voice vote).
February 19, 1991. Referred to the Committee on Education and La-

bor.
February 26, 1991. Committee discharged.
February 26, 1991. Passed House (by unanimous consent).
March 12, 1991. Approved. Public Law 102-10.

S. 455 Feb. 21, 1991

Mr. Mitchell (for himself), Mr. Chafee, Mr. Lautenberg,
Mr. Lieberman, Mr. Reid, and Mr. Jeffords

To authorize a national program to reduce the threat to human health
posed by exposure to contaminants in the air indoors.

November 6, 1991. Passed Senate, amended (88-7).
November 27, 1991. Jointly referred to the Committees on Energy and

Commerce, Education and Labor, and Science, Space, and Tech-
nology.

December 30, 1991. Referred to Subcommittee on Health and Safety.

S. 814 Apr. 11, 1991

Mr. Grassley

To amend the Environmental Programs Assistance Act of 1984 to
provide that for purposes of liability for damage, injury or death caused
by the negligence or wrongful acts or omissions of individuals author-
ized by such Act, the United States is liable, and for purposes of access
to trade secrets and confidential business information such individuals
are authorized representatives of the United States Environmental Pro-
tection Agency.

October 7, 1992. Passed Senate with an amendment (voice vote).
October 9, 1992. Jointly referred to the Committees on Education and

Labor, and the Judiciary.

S. 838 Apr. 17, 1991

Mr. Dodd (for himself), Mr. Coats, Mr. Kennedy, Mr.
Pell, Mr. Adams, Mr. Akaka, Mr. Jeffords, Mr. Kerry,
Mr. Bumpers, Mr. Kasten, Mr. Dole, Mr. Simon, Mr.
Wellstone, Mr. Harkin, and Mr. Metzenbaum

To amend the Child Abuse Prevention and Treatment Act to revise and
extend programs under such Act, and for other purposes.

November 7, 1991. Passed Senate, amended (96-0).
November 12, 1991. Referred to the Committee on Education and

Labor.
November 26, 1991. Referred to Subcommittee on Select Education.
April 7, 1992. Committee discharged.
April 7, 1992. Passed House with an amendment striking all after the

enacting clause and inserting in lieu thereof the text of H.R. 4712
(by unanimous consent).

April 9, 1992. Senate agreed to House amendment (voice vote).
May 28, 1992. Approved. Public Law 102-295.
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SENATE BILLS

S. 1106  May 21, 1991

Mr. Harkin (for himself), Mr. Durenberger, Mr. Kennedy,
Mr. Hatch, Mr. Simon, Mr. Dodd, Mr. Adams, Mr.
Wellstone, Mr. Bingaman, Mr. Jeffords, Mr. Cochran,
Mrs. Kassebaum, and Mr. Dole

To amend the Individuals with Disabilities Education Act to strengthen
such Act, and for other purposes.

June 24, 1991. Passed Senate, amended (voice vote).
June 25, 1991. Referred to the Committee on Education and Labor.
September 11, 1991. Committee discharged.
September 11, 1991. Passed House with an amendment striking all

after the enacting clause and inserting in lieu thereof the text of H.R.
3053, as passed (voice vote).

September 16, 1991. Senate agreed to House amendment (voice vote).
October 7, 1991. Approved. Public Law 102-119.

S. 1256 June 11, 1991

Mr. Moynihan

To direct the Secretary of Health and Human Services to develop and
implement an information gathering system to permit the measurement,
analysis, and reporting of welfare dependency.

January 29, 1992. Passed Senate, amended (voice vote).
February 4, 1992. Jointly referred to the Committees on Ways and

Means, Agriculture, and Education and Labor.
March 2, 1992. Referred to Subcommittee on Employment Opportu-

nities.

S. 1593 July 30, 1991

Mr. Pell (for himself), Mr. Hatch, Mr. Kennedy, and Mrs.
Kassebaum

To improve the operation and effectiveness of the United States Na-
tional Commission on Libraries and Information Science, and for other
purposes.

July 30, 1991. Passed Senate (voice vote).
July 31, 1991. Referred to the Committee on Education and Labor.
August 1, 1991. Committee discharged (by unanimous consent).
August 1, 1991. Passed House (by unanimous consent).
August 14, 1991. Approved. Public Law 102-95.

S. 1595 July 31, 1991

Mr. Murkowski

To preserve and enhance the ability of Alaska Natives to speak and
understand their native languages.

November 25, 1991. Passed Senate, amended (voice vote).
November 26, 1991. Referred to the Committee on Education and

Labor.
December 30, 1991. Referred to Subcommittee on Elementary, Sec-

ondary, and Vocational Education.
June 29, 1992. Re-referred to Subcommittee on Human Resources.

S. 1742 Sept. 24, 1991

Mr. Leahy (for himself), Mr. Grassley, Mr. Harkin, Mr.
Pryor, and Mr. Conrad

To authorize grants to be made to State programs designed to provide
resources to persons who are nutritionally at risk in the form of fresh
nutritious unprepared foods, from farmers' markets, and to increase
sales at the markets, and for other purposes.

September 27, 1991. Passed Senate (voice vote).
October 1, 1991. Jointly referred to the Committees on Agriculture,

and Education and Labor.
October 24, 1991. Referred to Subcommittee on Elementary, Second-

ary, and Vocational Education.

S. 2044 Nov. 25, 1991

Mr. Inouye (for himself), Mr. McCain, Mr. Simon, Mr.
Akaka, Mr. Burdick, Mr. Wellstone, Mr. DeConcini,
and Mr. Murkowski

To assist Native Americans in assuring the survival and continuing
vitality of their languages.

August 5, 1992. Passed Senate, amended (voice vote).
October 1, 1992. Referred to the Committee on Education and Labor.
October 2, 1992. Passed House under suspension of the rules with an

amendment (voice vote).
October 5, 1992. Senate agreed to House amendment (voice vote).
October 26, 1992. Approved. Public Law 102-524.
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SENATE BILLS

S. 2759  May 20, 1992

Mr. Leahy (for himself), Mr. Harkin, Mr. Daschle, and
Mr. Conrad

To amend the National School Lunch Act to improve the nutritional
well-being of children under the age of 6 living in homeless shelters,
and for other purposes.

May 20, 1992. Passed Senate (voice vote).
May 21, 1992. Referred to the Committee on Education and Labor.
June 1, 1992. Report requested from Department of Agriculture.
June 10, 1992. Considered in open legislative session and ordered re-

ported with an amendment in the nature of a substitute incorporating
provisions of S. 2760 and H.R. 2933 (39-0).

July 1, 1992. Reported to House (House Report 102-645).
July 28, 1992. Passed House under suspension of the rules, with an

amendment (voice vote).
July 29, 1992. Senate agreed to House amendments (voice vote).
August 14, 1992. Approved. Public Law 102-342.

S. 2760  May 20, 1992

Mr. Leahy (for himself), Mr. McConnell, and Mr. Daschle

To improve certain nutrition programs, to improve the nutritional
health of children, and for other purposes.

May 20, 1992. Passed Senate (voice vote).
May 21, 1992. Referred to the Committee on Education and Labor.
June 1, 1992. Report requested from Department of Agriculture.
June 10, 1992. Provisions incorporated into S. 2759.

(For further action see S. 2759)

S. 2984 July 2, 1992

Mr. Graham (for himself) and Mr. Mack

To authorize financial assistance for the construction and maintenance
of the Mary McLeod Bethune Memorial Fine Arts Center.

July 2, 1992. Passed Senate (voice vote).
October 9, 1992. Referred to the Committee on Education and Labor.

S. 3007 July 22, 1992

Mr. Graham (for himself) and Mr. Mack

To authorize financial assistance for the construction and maintenance
of the Mary McLeod Bethune Memorial Fine Arts Center.

July 22, 1992. Passed Senate (voice vote).
July 23, 1992. Referred to the Committee on Education and Labor.
August 25, 1992. Referred to Subcommittee on Postsecondary Edu-

cation.
September 29, 1992. Passed House under suspension of the rules

(voice vote).
October 16, 1992. Approved. Public Law 102-423.

S. 3155 Aug. 7, 1992

Mr. Inouye (for himself), Mr. Akaka, Mr. Cochran, Mr.
McCain, Mr. Daschle, and Mr. Simon

To establish the National Indian Policy Research Institute.

October 2, 1992. Passed Senate with an amendment (voice vote).
October 9, 1992. Jointly referred to the Committees on Interior and

Insular Affairs, and Education and Labor.

S. 3175 Aug. 11, 1992

Mr. Kennedy

To improve the administrative provisions and make technical cor-
rections in the National and Community Service Act of 1990.

August 12, 1992. Passed Senate (voice vote).
September 9, 1992. Referred to the Committee on Education and La-

bor.
September 16, 1992. Passed House under suspension of the rules

(voice vote).
October 5, 1992. Approved. Public Law 102-384.

S. 3362 Oct. 7, 1992

Mr. Fowler

To provide that the Georgia Baptist Hospital College of Nursing shall
be deemed as satisfying, for academic year 1992-1993, the accredi-
tation requirements described in section 1201(a)(5) of the Higher Ed-
ucation Act of 1965.

October 7, 1992. Passed Senate (voice vote).
October 9, 1992. Referred to the Committee on Education and Labor.
October 9, 1992. Referred to Subcommittee on Postsecondary Educa-

tion.
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SENATE BILLS

S. 3367 Oct. 7, 1992

Mr. Jeffords

To amend the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974 to
provide for the treatment of settlement agreements reached with the
Pension Benefit Guaranty Corporation.

October 7, 1992. Passed Senate (voice vote).
October 9, 1992. Referred to the Committee on Education and Labor.
October 9, 1992. Referred to Subcommittee on Labor-Management

Relations.

S. Con. Res. 17 Mar. 12, 1991

Mr. Hatch (for himself), Mr. Burdick, Mr. Ford, Mr.
Inouye, Mr. Heflin, Mr. Conrad, Mr. Dixon, Mr.
Wallop, Mr. Gore, Mr. Thurmond, Mr. Grassley, Mr.
Packwood, Mr. Bumpers, Mr. Chafee, Mr. Shelby, Mr.
Kasten, Mr. Helms, Mr. Pryor, Mr. Roth, Mr. Wofford,
Mr. Sasser, Mr. Hatfield, Mrs. Kassebaum, Mr.
Murkowski, Mr. Adams, Mr. Stevens, Mr. Simon, Mr.
Rockefeller, Mr. Specter, Mr. McConnell, Mr. Garn,
Mr. Burns, Mr. Warner, Mr. Pressler, Mr. Seymour,
Mr. DeConcini, Mr. Graham, Mr. Gorton, Mr. Kohl,
Mr. Boren, Mr. Lautenberg, Mr. Brown, Mr. Coats, Mr.
Sanford, Mr. Durenberger, Mr. Baucus, Mr. Reid, Mr.
Lott, Mr. D'Amato, Mr. Levin, Mr. Bond, Mr. Smith,
Mr. Cochran, Mr. Craig, and Mr. Riegle

Expressing the sense of Congress with respect to certain regulations
of the Occupational Safety and Health Administration.

October 8, 1992. Passed Senate with an amendment (voice vote).
October 9, 1992. Referred to the Committee on Education and Labor.

S. Con. Res. 44 June 3, 1991

Mr. Jeffords (for himself), Mr. Akaka, Mr. Bentsen, Mr.
Bradley, Mr. Bryan, Mr. Burdick, Mr. Burns, Mr.
Chafee, Mr. Cochran, Mr. Cranston, Mr. D'Amato, Mr.
Daschle, Mr. Dodd, Mr. Dole, Mr. Gore, Mr. Graham,
Mr. Grassley, Mr. Hatch, Mr. Heflin, Mr. Inouye, Mr.
Kerry, Mr. Kohl, Mr. Lautenberg, Mr. Leahy, Mr.
Levin, Mr. Metzenbaum, Mr. Pell, Mr. Pryor, Mr. Robb,
Mr. Shelby, Mr. Simon, Mr. Specter, Mr. Stevens, Mr.
Thurmond, Mr. Warner, Mr. Wellstone, Mr. Fowler,
Mr. Adams, Mr. Baucus, Mr. Bond, Mr. Brown, Mr.
Bumpers, Mr. Conrad, Mr. DeConcini, Mr. Garn, Mr.
Harkin, Mr. Helms, Mr. Hollings, Mr. Johnston, Mrs.
Kassebaum, Mr. Kennedy, Mr. Lott, Mr. Mack, Mr.
Moynihan, Mr. Murkowski, Mr. Nunn, Mr. Packwood,
Mr. Rockefeller, Mr. Seymour, and Mr. Wofford

Expressing the sense of Congress that the American public should ob-
serve the 100th anniversary of moviemaking and recognize the con-
tributions of the American Film Institute in advocating and preserving
the art of film.

July 25, 1991. Passed Senate (voice vote).
July 26, 1991. Referred to the Committee on Education and Labor.
October 24, 1991. Referred to Subcommittee on Postsecondary Edu-

cation.

S. Con. Res. 81 Nov. 26, 1991

Ms. Mikulski (for herself), Mr. Leahy, Mr. Adams, Mr.
Wofford, Mr. Simon, Mr. Sarbanes, Mr. Johnston, Mr.
Murkowski, Mr. Inouye, Mrs. Kassebaum, Mr.
Kennedy, Mr. Jeffords, Mr. Dodd, Mr. Pryor, Mr.
Cranston, Mr. Kasten, Mr. Akaka, Mr. Dole, Mr.
Wellstone, Mr. Boren, Mr. Glenn, and Mr. Heflin

Expressing the sense of the Congress regarding visionary art as a na-
tional treasure and regarding the American Visionary Art Museum as
a national repository and educational center for visionary art.

July 2, 1992. Passed Senate (voice vote).
July 8, 1992 Referred to the Committee on Education and Labor.
August 12, 1992. Committee on Education and Labor discharged.
August 12, 1992. Passed House (by unanimous consent).
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OTHER BILLS CONTAINING EDUCATION AND LABOR PROVISIONS

H.R. 11 Jan. 3, 1991

Mr. Rostenkowski (for himself), Mr. Rangel, Mr. Archer,
Mr. Stark, Mr. Jacobs, Mr. Ford of Tennessee, Mr.
Matsui, Mrs. Kennelly, Mr. Coyne, Mr. Andrews of
Texas, Mr. Moody, Mr. Cardin, Mr. McDermott, Mr.
Vander Jagt, Mr. McGrath, Mr. Sundquist, Mrs.
Johnson of Connecticut, Mr. Dorgan of North Dakota,
Mr. Machtley, Mr. Serrano, Mr. Stearns, Mr. Rahall,
Mr. McCloskey, Mr. Shays, Mr. Sharp, Mr. Zimmer,
Ms. DeLauro, Mr. Mfume, Mr. Morrison, Mr.
Gejdenson, Mr. Darden, and Mr. Neal of North Carolina

To amend the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 to provide tax incentives
for the establishment of tax enterprise zones, and for other purposes.

January 3, 1991. Referred to the Committee on Ways and Means.
June 30, 1992. Reported by Committee on Ways and Means (House

Report 102-631).
July 2, 1992. Passed House under suspension of the rules (356-55).
July 21, 1992. Referred to the Senate Committee on Finance.
August 3, 1992. Reported to Senate.
August 12; September 23, 24, 25, 26, 29, 1992. Considered by Senate.
September 29, 1992. Passed Senate, amended (70-29).
September 29, 1992. Senate insisted on its amendment, requested a

conference with the House and appointed conferees.
September 30, 1992. House disagreed to Senate amendment, agreed

to a conference requested by the Senate and appointed conferees.
October 2, 1992. Conferees appointed from the Committee on Edu-

cation and Labor for consideration of sections 7123 and 7125 of the
House bill,  and sections 2173, 4246, 7102, 7134(c), 7142-43, 7151,
7171, 7172, and 7176 of the Senate amendment, and modifications
committed to conference: Representatives Ford of Michigan,
Williams, Martinez, Owens of New York, Perkins, Roukema,
Fawell, and Ballenger.

October 2, 1992. Additional conferees appointed from the Committee
on Education and Labor for consideration of title VIII of the House
bill,  and title VIII of the Senate amendment, and modifications
committed to conference: Representatives Ford of Michigan,
Gaydos, and Goodling.

October 4, 1992. Conferees met and agreed.
October 5, 1992. Conference report filed in House (House Report

102-1034).
October 6, 1992. Rule reported.
October 6, 1992. Rule adopted.
October 6, 1992. Conference report adopted in House (208-202).
October 6, 8, 1992. Conference report considered in Senate.
October 8, 1992. Conference report adopted in Senate (67-22).
November 5, 1992. Pocket Vetoed by President.

(Contains provisions which would have created the National Commu-
nity Economic Partnership Program (NCEP) to provide critical

technical and financial assistance to community development cor-
porations engaged in the creation of new businesses and services in
low-income communities. Half of the funds provided for the pro-
gram would have been reserved for allocation to urban and rural
enterprise zones designed under other provisions of the bill, and the
balance would have been available for application by any CDC in
the country)
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OTHER BILLS CONTAINING EDUCATION AND LABOR PROVISIONS

H.R. 776 Feb. 4, 1991

Mr. Sharp (for himself), Mr. Dingell, Mr. Markey, Mr.
Swift, Mr. Slattery, Mr. Towns, Mr. Wilson, Mr.
LaFalce, Ms. Kaptur, Mr. Shays, Mr. Pease, Mr.
Gejdenson, Mr. Engel, Mr. Barnard, Mr. Gordon, Mrs.
Unsoeld, Mr. DeFazio, Mr. Scheuer, Mr. Frost, Mr.
Hamilton, Mr. Neal of North Carolina, Ms. Long, Mrs.
Lowey of New York, Mr. Weiss, Mr. Schumer, Mr.
Horton, Mr. McNulty, Mr. Ford of Michigan, Mr.
Serrano, Mr. Jontz, Mr. Hochbrueckner, Mr. Fazio, Mr.
Flake, Mr. Kleczka, Ms. Slaughter, Mr. Sikorski, Mr.
Nowak, Mr. Studds, Mr. Hughes, Mr. Skaggs, Mr.
Yates, Mr. Machtley, Mr. Bruce, Mr. Jones of Georgia,
Mr. Reed, Mr. Wise, Mr. Swett, Mr. Neal of
Massachusetts, Mr. Olver, Mr. Faleomavaega, Mrs.
Boxer, Mr. Blaz, Mr. Alexander, Mr. Carper, and Mr.
Ramstad

To provide for improved energy efficiency.

February 4, 1991. Referred to the Committee on Energy and Com-
merce.

April 28, 1992. Sequentially referred to the Committee on Agriculture
for a period ending not later than May 1, 1992.

March 30, 1992. Reported by Committee on Energy and Commerce.
(House Report 102-474, Part 1).

March 30, 1992. Sequentially referred to the Committees on Foreign
Affairs, Government Operations, the Judiciary, Interior and Insular
Affairs, Merchant Marine and Fisheries, Public Works and Trans-
portation, Science, Space and Technology, and Ways and Means for
a period ending not later than May 1, 1992.

May 1, 1992. Reported by Committee on Science Space and Tech-
nology (House Report 102-474, Part 2).

May 1, 1992. Reported by Committee on Public Works and Trans-
portation (House Report 102-474, Part 3).

May 4, 1992. Reported by Committee on Foreign Affairs (House Re-
port 102-474, Part 4).

May 5, 1992. Reported by Committee on Government Operations
(House Report 102-474, Part 5).

May 5, 1992. Reported by Committee on Ways and Means (House
Report 102-474, Part 6).

May 5, 1992. Reported by Committee on the Judiciary (House Report
102-474, Part 7).

May 5, 1992. Reported by Committee on Interior and Insular Affairs
(House Report 102-474, Part 8).

May 5, 1992. Reported by Committee on Merchant Marine and
Fisheries (House Report 102-474, Part 9).

May 5, 1992. Committee on Agriculture discharged.
May 19, 1992. Rule reported.
May 20, 1992. Rule granted.
May 20, 21, 27, 1992. Considered by House.
May 27, 1992. Passed House, amended (381-37).
June 4, 1992. Referred to Senate Committee on Finance.
June 18, 1992. Reported to Senate.
July 29, 30, 1992. Considered by Senate.
July 30, 1992. Passed Senate, with an amendment (93-3).
July 30, 1992. Senate insisted on its amendment, requested a confer-

ence with the House and appointed conferees.
August 12, 1992. House disagreed to Senate amendment, agreed to

conference requested by Senate and appointed conferees.

August 12, 1992. Conferees appointed from the Committee on Edu-
cation and Labor for consideration of sections 20141, 20142, 20143
(except those portions which add new sections 9702(a)(4), 9704,
9705(a)(4), 9706, 9712(d)(5) to the Internal Revenue Code of 1986)
of the Senate amendment, and modifications committed to confer-
ence: Representatives Ford of Michigan, Clay, Miller (CA), Kildee,
Williams, Roukema, Fawell, and Ballenger.

August 12, 1992. Additional conferees appointed from the Committee
on Education and Labor for consideration of those portions of sec-
tion 901 which add new sections 1305 and 1312 to the Atomic En-
ergy Act of 1954, that portion of section 1101 which adds a new
section 1704 to the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, and sections 13119,
and 19113 of the Senate amendment, and modifications committed
to conference: Representatives Ford of Michigan, Williams, and
Goodling.

September 10, 16, 23, 24, 25, 30, 1992. Conferees met.
September 30, 1992. Conferees agreed.
October 5, 1992. Rule reported.
October 5, 1992. Rule adopted.
October 5, 1992. Conference report filed in House (House Report

102-1018).
October 5, 1992. Conference report adopted in House (363-60).
October 5, 8, 1992. Conference report considered in Senate.
October 8, 1992. Conference report adopted in Senate (voice vote).
October 24, 1992. Approved. Public Law 102-486.

(Contains provisions relating to health benefits for retired coal miners,
subjecting the Uranium Enrichment Corporation to several labor
laws, rewriting whistleblower protections in the Energy Reorgan-
ization Act, establishing job training for conversion technicians, re-
quiring a study for potential use of Low-Income Home Energy
Assistance Act funds, amending the Higher Education Act with re-
spect to the TRIO programs, and requiring a survey by the Secre-
taries of Labor and Commerce of significant programs under
consideration by Congress and their employment impact)
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H.R. 2038 Apr. 24, 1991

Mr. McCurdy

To authorize appropriations for fiscal year 1992 for intelligence activ-
ities of the United States Government, the Intelligence Community
Staff, and the Central Intelligence Agency Retirement and Disability
System, and for other purposes.

April 24, 1991. Referred to the Committee on Intelligence (Perma-
nent).

May 15, 1991. Reported by Committee on Intelligence (Permanent)
(House Report 102-65, Part 1).

May 15, 1991. Sequentially referred to the Committee on Armed
Services.

June 4, 1991. Reported by Committee on Armed Services (House
Report 102-65, Part 2).

June 6, 1991. Rule reported.
June 11, 1991. Rule adopted.
June 11, 1991. Passed House, amended (voice vote).
June 12, 1991. Referred to Senate Committee on Intelligence.
October 16, 1991. Senate Committee on Intelligence discharged.
October 16, 1991. Passed Senate with an amendment striking all after

the enacting clause and inserting in lieu thereof the text of S. 1539,
amended (voice vote).

October 16, 1991. Senate insisted on its amendments, requested a
conference with the House and appointed conferees.

October 24, 1991. House disagreed to Senate amendments, agreed to
conference requested by Senate and appointed conferees.

October 24, 1991. Conferees appointed from the Committee on Edu-
cation and Labor, for consideration of title VII of the Senate
amendment, and modifications committed to conference: Repre-
sentatives Ford of Michigan, Williams, Hayes of Illinois, Goodling,
and Coleman of Missouri.

November 12, 1991. Conferees met.
November 18, 1991. Conference report filed in House (House Report

102-327).
November 20, 1991. Conference report adopted in House (voice vote).
November 20, 1991. Conference report adopted in Senate (voice vote).
December 4, 1991. Approved. Public Law 102-183.

(Contains a provision dealing with national security scholarships)

H.R. 2100 Apr. 25, 1991

Mr. Aspin (for himself) and Mr. Dickinson

To authorize appropriations for fiscal years 1992 and 1993 for military
functions of the Department of Defense and to prescribe military per-
sonnel levels for fiscal years 1992 and 1993, and for other purposes.

April 25, 1991. Referred to the Committee on Armed Services.
May 13, 1991. Reported by Committee on Armed Services (House

Report 102-60).
May 17, 1991. Rule reported.
May 20, 1991. Rule adopted.
May 20, 21, 22, 1991. Debated on House Floor.
May 22, 1991. Passed House, amended (268-161).
June 4, 1991. Referred to Senate Committee on Armed Services.
August 2, 1991. Senate Committee on Armed Services discharged.
August 2, 1991. Passed Senate with an amendment striking all after

the enacting clause and inserting text of S. 1507, as amended.
August 2, 1991. Senate insisted on its amendments, requested a con-

ference with the House and appointed conferees.
September 16, 1991. House disagreed to Senate amendments, agreed

to conference requested by Senate and appointed conferees.
September 16, 1991. Conferees appointed from the Committee on

Education and Labor for consideration of sections 3131 and 3132
of the House bill, and sections 805, 811, 2109, 2807, 3131 and 3136
of the Senate amendment, and modifications committed to confer-
ence: Representatives Ford of Michigan, Gaydos, Kildee, Williams,
Perkins, Goodling, Coleman of Missouri, and Henry.

September 17, 27; October 4, 1991. Conferees met.
November 1, 1991. Conferees agreed.
November 13, 1991. Conference report filed in House (House Report

102-311).
November 18, 1991. Conference report adopted in House (329-82).
November 21, 1991. Conference report considered in Senate.
November 22, 1991. Conference report adopted in Senate (79-15).
December 5, 1991. Approved. Public Law 102-190.

(Contains provisions establishing a Defense Manufacturing Education
program, requiring a Presidential “master plan” on DOD's plans for
support of science, mathematics and engineering education at all
levels of education, DOD dependents' education provisions, em-
ployment assistance services for civilian employees of the Depart-
ment of Defense affected by base closings, environmental restoration
scholarships, and worker protection at nuclear facilities)
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H.R. 2507 June 3, 1991

Mr. Waxman

To amend the Public Health Service Act to revise and extend the pro-
grams of the National Institutes of Health, and for other purposes.

June 3, 1991. Referred to the Committee on Energy and Commerce.
June 28, 1992. Reported by Committee on Energy and Commerce

(House Report 102-136).
July 24, 1992. Rule reported.
July 25, 1991. Rule adopted.
July 25, 1991. Passed House, amended (274-144).
July 29, 1991. Referred to Senate Committee on Labor and Human

Resources.
March 13, 1992. Reported to Senate by Senate Committee on Labor

and Human Resources (House Report 102-263).
April 2, 1992. Passed Senate, amended (87-10)
April 10, 1992. House disagreed to Senate amendment, requested a

conference with the Senate and appointed conferees.
April 10, 1992. Conferees appointed from the Committee on Education

and Labor for consideration of section 1114 of the Senate amend-
ment, and modifications committed to conference: Representatives
Ford of Michigan, Gaydos, and Ballenger.

May 6, 1992. Senate insisted on its amendment, agreed to conference
requested by House and appointed conferees.

May 18, 1992. Conferees met and agreed.
May 18, 1992. Conference report filed in House (House Report

102-525).
May 28, 1992. Conference report adopted in House (260-148).
June 4, 1992. Conference report adopted in Senate (85-12).
June 23, 1992. Vetoed by President.
June 24, 1992. Veto override failed to pass House (271-156).
June 24, 1992. Veto message and bill referred to the Committee on

Energy and Commerce.

H.R. 3575 Oct. 17, 1991

Mr. Rostenkowski (for himself) and Mr. Downey

To provide a program of Federal supplemental compensation, and for
other purposes.

October 17, 1991. Referred to the Committee on Ways and Means.
October 24, 1991. Reported by Committee on Ways and Means

(House Report 102-273).
November 13, 1991. Rule reported.
November 14, 1991. Rule adopted.
November 14, 1991. Passed House with an amendment in the nature

of a substitute incorporating text of H.R. 3757, with an amendment
(396-30).

November 15, 1991. Passed Senate (91-2).
November 15, 1991. Approved. Public Law 102-164.

(Contains provisions amending Title IV of the Higher Education Act)

H.R. 5006 Apr. 29, 1992

Mr. Aspin (by request) and Mr. Dickinson

To authorize appropriations for fiscal year 1993 for military functions
of the Department of Defense, to prescribe military personnel levels
for fiscal year 1993, and for other purposes.

April 29, 1992. Referred to the House Committee on Armed Services.
May 19, 1992. Reported by Committee on Armed Services (House

Report 102-527).
June 2, 1992. Rule reported.
June 3, 1992. Rule adopted.
June 3, 4, 5, 1992. Debated on House Floor.
June 5, 1992. Passed House, amended (198-168).
June 12, 1992. Referred to Senate Committee on Armed Services.
September 19, 1992. Senate Committee on Armed Services dis-

charged.
September 19, 1992. Passed Senate with an amendment striking all

after the enacting clause and inserting the text of S. 3114, as
amended (voice vote).

September 19, 1992. Senate insisted on its amendment, requested a
conference with the House and appointed conferees.

September 22, 1992. House disagreed to Senate amendments and
agreed to conference requested by Senate.

September 23, 1992. Conferees appointed from the Committee on
Education and Labor, for consideration of sections 3161 and 3162,
4301 to 4313, 4321 to 4325, 4401, 4404 and 4405, and 4607 of the
House bill, and sections 333, 344, 531, 532, 804, 814(e), 1060, 1065,
1082 to 1085, 1099E, 1301 to 1307, and 3151 to 3153 of the Senate
amendment, and modifications committed to conference: Repre-
sentatives Ford of Michigan, Clay, Kildee, Williams, Perkins,
Goodling, Gunderson, and Roukema.

October 1, 1992. Conferees met and agreed.
October 1, 1992. Conference report filed in House (House Report

102-966).
October 1, 1992. Rule reported.
October 2, 1992. Rule adopted.
October 3, 1992. Conference report adopted in House (304-100).
October 5, 1992. Conference report adopted in Senate (by unanimous

consent).
October 23, 1992. Approved. Public Law 102-484.

(Contains provisions setting up new programs to train separated or
dislocated members of the Armed Forces, DOD employees, and
employees of defense contractors to become teachers and teachers'
aides. Creates new higher education scholarships for environmental
studies and expands the Upward Bound programs for retiring veter-
ans. Sets up a retraining and job location assistance program within
DOD for dislocated workers affected by base closure, realignment,
or loss of job due to cuts or termination of defense contracts. Ex-
pands the Interstate Job Bank for workers adversely affected by de-
fense down-sizing)
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H.R. 5334 June 5, 1992

Mr. Gonzalez

To amend and extend certain laws relating to housing and community
development, and for other purposes.

June 5, 1992. Referred to the Committee on Banking, Finance and
Urban Affairs.

July 30, 1992. Reported by Committee on Banking, Finance and Urban
Affairs (House Report 102-760).

August 4, 1992. Rule reported.
August 5, 1992. Rule adopted.
August 5, 1992. Passed House, amended (369-54).
September 10, 1992. Passed Senate, with an amendment striking all

after the enacting clause and inserting the text of S. 3031, as
amended (voice vote).

September 10, 1992. Senate insisted on its amendments, requested a
conference with the House and appointed conferees.

September 23, 1992. House disagreed to the Senate amendments,
agreed to conference requested by Senate and appointed conferees.

September 23, 1992. Conferees appointed from the Committee on
Education and Labor for consideration of sections 165 and 912 of
the House bill,  and sections 946, 1011 (a) and (e), 1012 (h)-(j), 1021,
and 1023 of the Senate amendment, and modifications committed
to conference: Representatives Ford of Michigan, Gaydos, and
Henry.

September 30; October 1, 2, 1992. Conferees met.
October 2, 1992. Conferees agreed.
October 5, 1992. Conference report filed in House (House Report

102-1017).
October 5, 1992. Rule reported.
October 5, 1992. Rule adopted.
October 5, 1992. Conference report adopted in House (377-37).
October 8, 1992. Conference report adopted in Senate (voice vote).
October 28, 1992. Approved. Public Law 102-550.

(Contains a provision requiring the Secretary of Labor to establish an
OSHA standard to protect construction workers from lead hazards)

S. 272 Jan. 24, 1991

Mr. Gore (for himself), Mr. Hollings, Mr. Kennedy, Mr.
Pressler, Mr. Ford, Mr. Breaux, Mr. Bingaman, Mr.
Robb, Mr. Kerry, Mr. Kasten, Mr. Glenn, Mr. Jeffords,
Mr. Kerrey, Mr. Reid, Mr. Durenberger, Mr. Hatfield,
Mr. Kohl, Mr. Conrad, Mr. Riegle, Mr. Gorton, Mr.
Adams, Mr. Heinz, Mr. Lott, Mr. Sasser, and Mr.
Cranston

To provide for a coordinated Federal program to ensure continued
United States leadership in high-performance computing, and for other
purposes.

(For previous action see H.R. 656)

September 11, 1991. Passed Senate, amended (voice vote).
November 20, 1991. Passed House, amended (voice vote).
November 22, 1991. Senate agreed to House amendment (voice vote).
December 9, 1991. Approved. Public Law 102-194.

S. 367 Feb. 6, 1991

Mr. Metzenbaum (for himself), Mr. Hatch, Mr. Kennedy,
Mrs. Kassebaum, Mr. Pell, Mr. Adams, Mr. Simon, Ms.
Mikulski, Mr. Bingaman, Mr. Harkin, Mr. Dodd, and
Mr. Packwood

To amend the Job Training Partnership Act to encourage a broader
range of training and job placement for women, and for other purposes.

February 6, 1991. Referred to Senate Committee on Labor and Human
Resources.

May 24, 1991. Reported to Senate (Senate Report 102-65).
November 26, 1991. Passed Senate (voice vote).
November 27, 1991. Passed House (by unanimous consent).
December 12, 1991. Approved. Public Law 102-235.
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S. 1176  May 23, 1991

Mr. DeConcini (for himself), Mr. McCain, Mr. Domenici,
Mr. Sarbanes, Mr. Burdick, Mr. Harkin, Mr. Baucus,
Mr. Wirth, Mr. Kennedy, Mr. Bradley, Mr. Inouye, Mr.
Reid, Mr. Daschle, Mr. Akaka, Mr. Bryan, Mr.
Bingaman, Mr. Hatch, Mr. Nunn, Mr. Chafee, Mr.
Simpson, Mr. Murkowski, Mr. Sanford, Mr. Simon, and
Mr. Dodd

To establish the Morris K. Udall Scholarship and Excellence in Na-
tional Environmental Policy Foundation, and for other purposes.

May 23, 1991. Referred to Senate Committee on Environment and
Public Works.

November 21, 1991. Senate Committee on Environment and Public
Works discharged.

November 21, 1991. Passed Senate with an amendment (voice vote).
November 25, 1991. Passed House (by unanimous consent).
December 9, 1991. Presented to President.
December 20, 1991. President did not sign or return to the Congress,

notwithstanding intrasession adjournment of the two Houses from
November 27, 1991, until 11:55 a.m., January 3, 1992.

(For further action see S. 2184)

S. 1745 Sept. 24, 1991

Mr. Danforth (for himself), Mr. Chafee, Mr. Cohen, Mr.
Durenberger, Mr. Hatfield, Mr. Jeffords, and Mr. Spec-
ter

To amend the Civil  Rights Act of 1964 to strengthen and improve
Federal civil rights laws, to provide for damages in cases of intentional
employment discrimination, to clarify provisions regarding disparate
impact actions, and for other purposes.

(For previous action see H.R. 1)

October 25, 29, 1991. Considered by Senate.
October 30, 1991. Passed Senate, amended (93-5).
November 6, 1991. Rule reported.
November 7, 1991. Rule adopted.
November 7, 1991. Passed House (381-38).
November 21, 1991. Approved. Public Law 102-166.

S. 1848 Oct. 22, 1991

Mr. Kennedy (for himself), Mr. Coats, and Mr. Pressler

To restore the authority of the Secretary of Education to make certain
preliminary payments to local educational agencies, and for other pur-
poses.

October 22, 1991. Referred to the Senate Committee on Labor and
Human Resources.

October 25, 1991. Senate Committee on Labor and Human Resources
discharged.

October 25, 1991. Passed Senate (voice vote).
November 1, 1991. Passed House (by unanimous consent).
November 13, 1991. Approved. Public Law 102-159.

S. 2184 Feb. 4, 1992

Mr. DeConcini (for himself) and Mr. McCain

To establish the Morris K. Udall Scholarship and Excellence in Na-
tional Environmental Policy Foundation, and for other purposes.

February 4, 1992. Passed Senate (voice vote).
March 3, 1992. Passed House under suspension of the rules (voice

vote).
March 19, 1992. Approved. Public Law 102-259.

S. 2875 June 18, 1992

Mr. Leahy

To amend the National School Lunch Act and the Child Nutrition Act
of 1966 to better assist children in homeless shelters, to enhance com-
petition among infant formula manufacturers and to reduce the per unit
costs of infant formula for the special supplemental food program for
women, infants, and children (WIC), and for other purposes.

June 18, 1992. Referred to the Senate Committee on Agriculture,
Nutrition, and Forestry.

October 5, 1992. Senate Committee on Agriculture, Nutrition, and
Forestry discharged.

October 5, 1992. Passed Senate, amended (voice vote).
October 6, 1992. Passed House (voice vote).
October 24, 1992. Approved. Public Law 102-512.
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S. 2917 June 30, 1992

Mr. Cochran

To amend the National School Lunch Act to authorize the Secretary
of Agriculture to provide financial and other assistance to the Univer-
sity of Mississippi, in cooperation with the University of Southern
Mississippi, to establish and maintain a food service management in-
stitute, and for other purposes.

June 30, 1992. Referred to the Senate Committee on Agriculture,
Nutrition, and Forestry.

July 2, 1992. Senate Committee on Agriculture, Nutrition, and
Forestry discharged.

July 2, 1992. Passed Senate (voice vote).
July 28, 1992. Passed House under suspension of the rules (voice

vote).
August 7, 1992. Approved. Public Law 102-337.

S. 3134 Aug. 5, 1992

Mr. Kennedy (for himself), Mr. Cochran, Mr. Pell, Mr.
Inouye, Mr. Simon, Mr. Wellstone, Mr. Dodd, Mr.
Bingaman, Mr. Adams, Mr. Mitchell, Mr. Stevens, and
Mr. Dole

To expand the production and distribution of educational and instruc-
tional video programming and supporting educational materials for
preschool and elementary school children as a tool to improve school
readiness, to develop and distribute educational and instructional video
programming and support materials for parents, child care providers,
and educators of young children, to expand services provided by Head
Start programs, and for other purposes.

August 5, 1992. Referred to the Senate Committee on Labor and Hu-
man Resources.

September 24, 1992. Reported to Senate.
October 1, 1992. Passed Senate, amended (voice vote).
October 6, 1992. Passed House under suspension of the rules with an

amendment (voice vote).
October 7, 1992. Senate agreed to the House amendment (voice vote).
October 27, 1992. Approved. Public Law 102-545.
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H.R. 1  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to restore and strengthen civil
rights laws that ban discrimination in employment, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2  To entitle employees to family leave in certain cases involving a birth,
an adoption, or a serious health condition and to temporary medical leave in
certain cases involving a serious health condition, with adequate protection
of the employees employment and benefit rights, and to establish a com-
mission to study ways of providing salary replacement for employees who
take any such leave.

H.R. 5  To amend the National Labor Relations Act and the Railway Labor
Act to prevent discrimination based on participation in labor disputes.

H.R. 81  To amend the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 to allow individuals
to direct that part or all of their income tax refunds be contributed to a trust
fund established for the relief of domestic and international hunger, and to
establish a commission to oversee the distribution of such contributions.

H.R. 179  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to permit the deferral
of payments on student loans during professional internships, regardless of
duration.

H.R. 292  To strengthen the authority of the Equal Employment Opportunity
Commission to enforce nondiscrimination policies in Federal employment.

H.R. 327  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to delay the dis-
bursement of Pell Grants to first-year students, to make ineligible for par-
ticipation in the Pell Grant program any institution with a high default rate
on student loans, and for other purposes.

H.R. 385  To provide financial assistance for programs for the prevention,
identification, and treatment of elder abuse, neglect, and exploitation, to es-
tablish a National Center on Elder Abuse, and for other purposes.

H.R. 500  To require the Secretary of the Treasury to mint coins in com-
memoration of the quincentenary of the discovery of America by Christopher
Columbus and to establish the Christopher Columbus Fellowship Foundation.

H.R. 520  To encourage States to establish Parents as Teachers programs.
H.R. 557  To provide additional support for the members of the Armed Forces

participating in operations in the Persian Gulf region by improving military
personnel policies and compensation, by extending the time for performing
certain acts under the internal revenue laws, and by preserving the student
loan repayment grace period.

H.R. 763  To establish a program to guarantee students from selected high
schools a chance to go to college, and for other purposes.

H.R. 799  To ensure that checks to pay benefits under title IV of the Federal
Mine Safety and Health Act of 1977 are delivered early if the usual delivery
date falls on a Saturday, Sunday, or holiday.

H.R. 821  To provide for the cancellation of a portion of the direct student
loans of members of the Armed Forces who serve in a combat zone in con-
nection with the Persian Gulf conflict and to require the restoration of edu-
cational benefits and tuition reimbursement for those members of the Armed
Forces who are unable to pursue studies because of military commitments.

H.R. 906  To amend the Job Training Partnership Act to encourage a broader
range of training and job placement for women and for other purposes.

H.R. 907  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to permit alternative
methods for qualifying ”ability-to-benefit” students for Federal student fi-
nancial aid.

H.R. 908  To amend title 38, United States Code, and other provisions of law
to provide improved benefits and services for military personnel who serve
during the Persian Gulf War, including particularly benefits and services for
members of the National Guard and Reserve components, and for other
purposes.

H.R. 995  To authorize up to 5 States to conduct 2-year demonstration projects
to test the effectiveness of alternative methods for delivering services and
activities under the JOBS program to families at risk of entering the AFDC
program, and to amend part A of title IV of the Social Security Act to pro-
vide for the permanent use of such alternative methods beginning in fiscal
year 1995.

H.R. 1063  To amend the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970 to es-
tablish an Office of Construction Safety, Health, and Education, to improve
inspections, investigations, reporting, and recordkeeping on construction
sites, to require the appointment of project constructors to monitor safety on
construction sites, to require construction employers to establish safety and
health programs, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1126  To extend the coverage of certain Federal labor laws to foreign
flagships.

H.R. 1218  To prevent potential abuses of electronic monitoring in the
workplace.

H.R. 1254  To provide for the establishment of the Margaret Walker
Alexander National African-American Research Center.

H.R. 1388  To entitle employees to family leave for attending school activities.
H.R. 1430  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and the Fair Housing Act

to prohibit discrimination on the basis of affectional or sexual orientation,
and for other purposes.

H.R. 1502  To combat violence and crimes against women on the streets and
in homes.

H.R. 1504  To authorize a National Conference on Aging.
H.R. 1524  To establish programs to promote increased access to higher edu-

cation through early intervention counseling and financial aid information.
H.R. 1573  To amend the amount of grants received under chapter 1 of title

I of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965.
H.R. 1633  To assist in implementing the Plan of Action adopted by the World

Summit for Children.
H.R. 1637  To make improvements in the Black Lung Benefits Act.
H.R. 1669  To provide financial assistance to eligible local educational agen-

cies to improve urban education, and for other purposes.
H.R. 1694  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to ensure that title VII  of

such Act applies to the employment of United States citizens by certain
employers in foreign nations.

H.R. 1987  To amend the Act of March 3, 1931 (known as the Davis-Bacon
Act), to revise the standard for coverage under that Act, and for other pur-
poses.

H.R. 2258  To help end hunger and human want.
H.R. 2334  To further assist States in their efforts to increase awareness about

and prevent family violence and provide immediate shelter and related as-
sistance to battered women and their children.

H.R. 2350  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to assure that low-
income students have the opportunity to pursue higher education, and for
other purposes.

H.R. 2363  To amend the provisions of the Higher Education Act of 1965
relating to treatment by campus officials of sexual assault victims.

H.R. 2782  To amend the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974
to provide that such Act does not preempt certain State laws.

H.R. 2819  To provide financial assistance to eligible local educational agen-
cies to improve rural education, and for other purposes.

H.R. 3160  To revise the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970.
H.R. 3526  To ensure economic equity for American women and their families

and to respond to the need to revitalize the American economy by expanding
employment opportunities; improving access to funds for women business
owners; enhancing economic justice for women through pay equity, im-
proved child support enforcement, and benefits for part-time workers; and
providing economic and retirement security for women as workers and as
divorced or surviving spouses.
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H.R. 3548  To improve the quality of education by providing incentive grants
and by certain other methods.

H.R. 3583  To extend the statute of limitation applicable to the filing of ad-
ministrative complaints by Federal employees who allege employment dis-
crimination in violation of title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964.

H.R. 3603  To promote family preservation and the prevention of foster care
with emphasis on families where abuse of alcohol or drugs is present, and
to improve the quality and delivery of child welfare, foster care, and adoption
services.

H.R. 3748  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1991 with respect to the appli-
cation of such Act.

H.R. 3878  To provide assistance to employees who are subject to a plant
closing or mass layoff because their work is transferred to another country
which has low wages or unhealthy working conditions.

H.R. 3975  To amend section 1977A of the Revised Statutes to equalize the
remedies available to all victims of intentional employment discrimination,
and for other purposes.

H.R. 4136  To revitalize the American rail car industry by the establishment
of a Federal grant and loan program for research and development, by the
creation of economic incentives to encourage investment in rail car design
and engineering activities, and by the expansion of vocational training op-
portunities in the rail car industry.

H.R. 4729  To provide grants to establish an integrated approach to prevent
child abuse.

H.R. 4730  To facilitate and assist in the economic adjustment and industrial
diversification of defense industries, defense dependent communities, and
defense workers that are adversely affected by the termination or reduction
of defense spending or defense-related contracts.

H.R. 5083  To amend the Act of September 30, 1950 to provide that amounts
appropriated under such Act for purposes of making payments to local edu-
cational agencies on behalf of children who are dependents of a parent or
parents on active duty in the armed forces shall be considered national de-
fense functions for budget purposes.

H.R. 5407  To establish in the Department of Labor the United States Boxing
Commission to develop minimum Federal boxing standards applicable to the
conduct of professional boxing, and for other purposes.

H.R. 5973  To grant employees family and temporary medical leave, to treat
the costs of the Head Start program and other programs for children as
emergency funding requirements, to provide aid to parents in providing the
best possible learning environment for children, to promote investments in
child welfare and family preservation, to reduce violence and improve the
safety of children and their families, and for other purposes.

H.Res. 201  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives that the
people of the United States should recognize ”An Artistic Discovery”, the
Congressional High School Art Competition.

H.Res. 284  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives that there
is a need for a comprehensive, coordinated strategy to help the United States
achieve its goal of being the strongest Nation on Earth economically and
militarily, so that it remain the greatest Nation in support of human dignity,
freedom, and democratic ideals.

H.Con.Res. 92  Expressing the sense of Congress with respect to certain reg-
ulations of the Occupational Safety and Health Administration.

H.Con.Res. 161  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the American
public should observe the 100th anniversary of moviemaking and recognize
the contributions of the American Film Institute in advocating and preserving
the art of film.

H.Con.Res. 282  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the Low Income
Home Energy Assistance Program should be funded for fiscal year 1993 at
a level greater than or equal to its funding for fiscal year 1992.

ACKERMAN, Gary L. of New York

H.R. 2  To entitle employees to family leave in certain cases involving a birth,
an adoption, or a serious health condition and to temporary medical leave in
certain cases involving a serious health condition, with adequate protection
of the employees employment and benefit rights, and to establish a com-
mission to study ways of providing salary replacement for employees who
take any such leave.

H.R. 5  To amend the National Labor Relations Act and the Railway Labor
Act to prevent discrimination based on participation in labor disputes.

H.R. 81  To amend the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 to allow individuals
to direct that part or all of their income tax refunds be contributed to a trust
fund established for the relief of domestic and international hunger, and to
establish a commission to oversee the distribution of such contributions.

H.R. 179  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to permit the deferral
of payments on student loans during professional internships, regardless of
duration.

H.R. 441  To facilitate the economic adjustment of communities, industries,
and workers to reductions or realignments in defense or aerospace contracts,
military facilities, and arms export, and for other purposes.

H.R. 500  To require the Secretary of the Treasury to mint coins in com-
memoration of the quincentenary of the discovery of America by Christopher
Columbus and to establish the Christopher Columbus Fellowship Foundation.

H.R. 544  To amend the National School Lunch Act to restore food supple-
ment benefits under the dependent care food program to adolescent youth.

H.R. 751  To enhance the literacy and basic skills of adults, to ensure that all
adults in the United States acquire the basic skills necessary to function ef-
fectively and achieve the greatest possible opportunity in their work and in
their lives, and to strengthen and coordinate adult literacy programs.

H.R. 821  To provide for the cancellation of a portion of the direct student
loans of members of the Armed Forces who serve in a combat zone in con-
nection with the Persian Gulf conflict and to require the restoration of edu-
cational benefits and tuition reimbursement for those members of the Armed
Forces who are unable to pursue studies because of military commitments.

H.R. 824  To provide participants in private pension plans which were termi-
nated before September 1, 1974, the nonforfeitable pension benefits which
were lost by reason of the termination, and for other purposes.

H.R. 908  To amend title 38, United States Code, and other provisions of law
to provide improved benefits and services for military personnel who serve
during the Persian Gulf War, including particularly benefits and services for
members of the National Guard and Reserve components, and for other
purposes.

H.R. 1059  To amend section 311 of the Older Americans Act of 1965 to re-
quire the Secretary of Agriculture to provide assistance for 2 meals served
daily per person.

H.R. 1063  To amend the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970 to es-
tablish an Office of Construction Safety, Health, and Education, to improve
inspections, investigations, reporting, and recordkeeping on construction
sites, to require the appointment of project constructors to monitor safety on
construction sites, to require construction employers to establish safety and
health programs, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1126  To extend the coverage of certain Federal labor laws to foreign
flagships.

H.R. 1154  To establish programs to improve foreign language instruction and
to amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 in order to promote equal access
to opportunities to study abroad, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1190  To establish a system for identifying, notifying, and preventing
illness and death among workers who are at increased or high risk of occu-
pational disease, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1218  To prevent potential abuses of electronic monitoring in the
workplace.

H.R. 1364  To amend the Job Corps provisions of the Job Training Partnership
Act.

H.R. 1365  To amend the Job Training Partnership Act to provide for disaster
relief employment assistance.

H.R. 1430  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and the Fair Housing Act
to prohibit discrimination on the basis of affectional or sexual orientation,
and for other purposes.

H.R. 1502  To combat violence and crimes against women on the streets and
in homes.

H.R. 1504  To authorize a National Conference on Aging.
H.R. 1633  To assist in implementing the Plan of Action adopted by the World

Summit for Children.
H.R. 1669  To provide financial assistance to eligible local educational agen-

cies to improve urban education, and for other purposes.
H.R. 1694  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to ensure that title VII  of

such Act applies to the employment of United States citizens by certain
employers in foreign nations.
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H.R. 1987  To amend the Act of March 3, 1931 (known as the Davis-Bacon
Act), to revise the standard for coverage under that Act, and for other pur-
poses.

H.R. 2019  To amend the Older Americans Act of 1965 to assist older indi-
viduals to avoid falling and to prevent incorrect medication and adverse drug
reactions.

H.R. 2021  To amend the Older Americans Act of 1965 to require States to
appoint a State advisory body to make recommendations regarding trans-
portation services that affect older individuals; to provide for coordination
of such services; and to require the Commissioner on Aging to submit a re-
port regarding transportation services provided under such Act.

H.R. 2022  To amend the Older Americans Act of 1965 to increase efforts to
inform isolated older individuals, and older individuals who are victims of
Alzheimer's disease and related disorders, of the availability of assistance
under title III of such Act.

H.R. 2023  To amend the Older Americans Act of 1965 to authorize services
relating to the appointment and monitoring of guardians, and of represen-
tative payees, of older individuals.

H.R. 2024  To require the President to call a White House Conference on
Aging in 1993.

H.R. 2025  To amend the Older Americans Act of 1965 to require States to
expand State and community involvement in order to promote cooperative
efforts to provide community-based long-term care services to older indi-
viduals, including related services for their caregivers.

H.R. 2026  To amend the Older Americans Act of 1965 to provide supportive
services to strengthen informal caregivers who assist older individuals in
need of long-term care, to remain in private residences.

H.R. 2076  To amend the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 to reform the
provisions relating to child labor.

H.R. 2157  To require the National Collegiate Athletic Association to provide
due process in connection with its regulatory activities affecting coaches,
players, and institutions engaged in sports in interstate commerce.

H.R. 2223  To amend the National Labor Relations Act to give employers and
performers in the live performing arts, rights given by section 8(e) of such
Act to employers and employees in similarly situated industries, to give such
employers and performers the same rights given by section 8(f) of such Act
to employers and employees in the construction industry, and for other pur-
poses.

H.R. 2258  To help end hunger and human want.
H.R. 2334  To further assist States in their efforts to increase awareness about

and prevent family violence and provide immediate shelter and related as-
sistance to battered women and their children.

H.R. 2336  To establish a higher education loan program in which a borrower's
annual repayment obligation is dependent upon both postschool income level
and borrowing history, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2350  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to assure that low-
income students have the opportunity to pursue higher education, and for
other purposes.

H.R. 2437  To amend the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 to revise and extend the
program regarding independent living services for older blind individuals.

H.R. 2782  To amend the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974
to provide that such Act does not preempt certain State laws.

H.R. 3120 *  To express the sense of the Congress regarding a national agenda
for extending and improving foreign language instruction in the elementary
schools of the Nation.

H.R. 3160  To revise the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970.
H.R. 3354  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to improve the el-

igibility of less-than-half-time students for Federal student assistance pro-
grams, and for other purposes.

H.R. 3450  To amend part A of title IV of the Social Security Act to remove
barriers and disincentives in the program of aid to families with dependent
children so as to enable recipients of such aid to move toward self-
sufficiency through microenterprises.

H.R. 3475  To assist business in providing women with opportunities in ap-
prenticeship and nontraditional occupations.

H.R. 3476  To establish the Commission on the Advancement of Women in
the Science and Engineering Work Forces.

H.R. 3526  To ensure economic equity for American women and their families
and to respond to the need to revitalize the American economy by expanding
employment opportunities; improving access to funds for women business
owners; enhancing economic justice for women through pay equity, im-
proved child support enforcement, and benefits for part-time workers; and
providing economic and retirement security for women as workers and as
divorced or surviving spouses.

H.R. 3613  To amend title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and the Age
Discrimination in Employment Act of 1967 to improve the effectiveness of
administrative review of employment discrimination claims made by Federal
employees; and for other purposes.

H.R. 3748  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1991 with respect to the appli-
cation of such Act.

H.R. 3878  To provide assistance to employees who are subject to a plant
closing or mass layoff because their work is transferred to another country
which has low wages or unhealthy working conditions.

H.R. 3975  To amend section 1977A of the Revised Statutes to equalize the
remedies available to all victims of intentional employment discrimination,
and for other purposes.

H.R. 4300  To amend the Stewart B. McKinney Homeless Assistance Act to
extend programs providing urgently needed assistance for the homeless, and
for other purposes.

H.R. 4538  To provide assistance to local educational agencies for the pre-
vention and reduction of violent crime in elementary and secondary schools.

H.R. 5357  To provide grants to States to improve and coordinate health and
education services provided to preschool children and to provide for the
production and distribution of educational television programming for pre-
school children.

H.R. 5537 *  To amend title IV of the Employee Retirement Income Security
Act of 1974 to include among pension plans covered under such title pension
plans established and maintained by State or local governments for volunteer
firefighters.

H.R. 5973  To grant employees family and temporary medical leave, to treat
the costs of the Head Start program and other programs for children as
emergency funding requirements, to provide aid to parents in providing the
best possible learning environment for children, to promote investments in
child welfare and family preservation, to reduce violence and improve the
safety of children and their families, and for other purposes.

H.Res. 201  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives that the
people of the United States should recognize ”An Artistic Discovery”, the
Congressional High School Art Competition.

H.Con.Res. 102  Expressing the sense of the Congress regarding admissions
of minority students to institutions of higher education.

H.Con.Res. 161  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the American
public should observe the 100th anniversary of moviemaking and recognize
the contributions of the American Film Institute in advocating and preserving
the art of film.

H.Con.Res. 282  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the Low Income
Home Energy Assistance Program should be funded for fiscal year 1993 at
a level greater than or equal to its funding for fiscal year 1992.

ADAMS, Brock of Washington

S. 838  To amend the Child Abuse Prevention and Treatment Act to revise and
extend programs under such Act, and for other purposes.

S. 1106  To amend the Individuals with Disabilities Education Act to
strengthen such Act, and for other purposes.

S.Con.Res. 17  Expressing the sense of Congress with respect to certain reg-
ulations of the Occupational Safety and Health Administration.

S.Con.Res. 44  Expressing the sense of Congress that the American public
should observe the 100th anniversary of moviemaking and recognize the
contributions of the American Film Institute in advocating and preserving the
art of film.

S.Con.Res. 81  Expressing the sense of the Congress regarding visionary art
as a national treasure and regarding the American Visionary Art Museum as
a national repository and educational center for visionary art.
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AKAKA, Daniel K. of Hawaii

S. 838  To amend the Child Abuse Prevention and Treatment Act to revise and
extend programs under such Act, and for other purposes.

S. 2044  To assist Native Americans in assuring the survival and continuing
vitality of their languages.

S. 3155  To establish the National Indian Policy Research Institute.
S.Con.Res. 44  Expressing the sense of Congress that the American public

should observe the 100th anniversary of moviemaking and recognize the
contributions of the American Film Institute in advocating and preserving the
art of film.

S.Con.Res. 81  Expressing the sense of the Congress regarding visionary art
as a national treasure and regarding the American Visionary Art Museum as
a national repository and educational center for visionary art.

ALEXANDER, Bill of Arkansas

H.R. 500  To require the Secretary of the Treasury to mint coins in com-
memoration of the quincentenary of the discovery of America by Christopher
Columbus and to establish the Christopher Columbus Fellowship Foundation.

H.R. 1218  To prevent potential abuses of electronic monitoring in the
workplace.

H.R. 1237  To amend the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 to clarify the
application of such Act, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2157  To require the National Collegiate Athletic Association to provide
due process in connection with its regulatory activities affecting coaches,
players, and institutions engaged in sports in interstate commerce.

H.R. 2230  To provide incentives for physicians to practice in rural areas and
in rural medically underserved areas.

H.R. 2561  To remove the barrier to access for middle income students to
Federal student financial aid programs, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2782  To amend the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974
to provide that such Act does not preempt certain State laws.

H.R. 2936  To establish programs at the National Science Foundation for the
advancement of technical education and training in advanced-technology
occupations, and for other purposes.

H.R. 3878  To provide assistance to employees who are subject to a plant
closing or mass layoff because their work is transferred to another country
which has low wages or unhealthy working conditions.

H.R. 4022  To amend the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 to provide tax in-
centives for the establishment of tax enterprise zones, and for other purposes.

H.R. 4338  To suspend certain compliance and accountability measures under
the National School Lunch Act.

H.R. 4356  To increase the safety of America's schools.
H.R. 4522 *  To extend the authorization of appropriations of the TRIO Pro-

grams under the Higher Education Act of 1965, and for other purposes.
H.R. 4538  To provide assistance to local educational agencies for the pre-

vention and reduction of violent crime in elementary and secondary schools.
H.Res. 284  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives that there

is a need for a comprehensive, coordinated strategy to help the United States
achieve its goal of being the strongest Nation on Earth economically and
militarily, so that it remain the greatest Nation in support of human dignity,
freedom, and democratic ideals.

H.Con.Res. 282  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the Low Income
Home Energy Assistance Program should be funded for fiscal year 1993 at
a level greater than or equal to its funding for fiscal year 1992.

ALLARD, Wayne of Colorado

H.R. 1237  To amend the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 to clarify the
application of such Act, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1755  To repeal the Act of March 3, 1931 (known as the Davis-Bacon
Act).

H.R. 2363  To amend the provisions of the Higher Education Act of 1965
relating to treatment by campus officials of sexual assault victims.

H.R. 3093  To amend the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 to provide an
exemption from the overtime requirements of that Act for individuals who
perform multi-skill duties in connection with wildlife.

H.R. 3192  To alleviate burdens imposed upon educational agencies and in-
stitutions by the Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act of 1974 with
respect to the maintenance of records by campus law enforcement units.

H.R. 3366  To repeal provisions of law regarding employer sanctions and
unfair immigration-related employment practices, to strengthen enforcement
of laws regarding illegal entry into the United States, and for other purposes.

H.R. 3734  To make applicable to the Congress certain laws relating to the
terms and conditions of employment, the health and safety of employees, and
the rights and responsibilities of employers and employees, and for other
purposes.

H.R. 4953  To amend the base closure laws to improve the provision of ad-
justment assistance to employees of the Department of Defense adversely
affected by the closure or realignment of a military installation.

ALLEN, George of Virginia

H.R. 123  To amend title 4, United States Code, to declare English as the of-
ficial language of the United States.

H.R. 895  To eliminate the exemption for Congress or for the United States
from the application of certain provisions of Federal law relating to em-
ployment and privacy, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1755  To repeal the Act of March 3, 1931 (known as the Davis-Bacon
Act).

H.R. 3137  To amend the McCarran-Ferguson Act and the Employee Retire-
ment Income Security Act of 1974 to assure that the medicaid program is
treated as payer of last resort.

H.R. 3439  To improve immigration law enforcement.
H.R. 3967  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to prohibit prison

inmates from receiving Pell Grants.
H.R. 4294  To make applicable to the Congress certain laws relating to the

terms and conditions of employment, the health and safety of employees, and
the rights and responsibilities of employers and employees; and to repeal and
prohibit certain privileges and gratuities for Members of the United States
House of Representatives and for other purposes.

H.R. 4338  To suspend certain compliance and accountability measures under
the National School Lunch Act.

H.R. 4591  To amend the Job Training Partnership Act to establish a com-
munity works progress program, a youth community corps program, and a
national youth community corps program, and for other purposes.

H.R. 5053  To amend section 9(a) of the National Labor Relations Act to allow
employees to enter into contracts with employers without the intervention
of a bargaining representative.

H.R. 5167 *  To reduce the amounts appropriated to the Department of Edu-
cation to increase grants to State and local educational agencies and to reduce
the Federal budget deficit.

H.R. 5787 *  To repeal the Service Contract Act of 1965.
H.Res. 524  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives to commend

and congratulate the College of William and Mary in Virginia on the occa-
sion of the 300th anniversary of its founding.

ANDERSON, Glenn M. of California

H.R. 5  To amend the National Labor Relations Act and the Railway Labor
Act to prevent discrimination based on participation in labor disputes.

H.R. 123  To amend title 4, United States Code, to declare English as the of-
ficial language of the United States.

H.R. 179  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to permit the deferral
of payments on student loans during professional internships, regardless of
duration.

H.R. 1059  To amend section 311 of the Older Americans Act of 1965 to re-
quire the Secretary of Agriculture to provide assistance for 2 meals served
daily per person.

H.R. 1502  To combat violence and crimes against women on the streets and
in homes.

H.R. 1669  To provide financial assistance to eligible local educational agen-
cies to improve urban education, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2258  To help end hunger and human want.
H.R. 3748  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1991 with respect to the appli-

cation of such Act.
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H.R. 4136  To revitalize the American rail car industry by the establishment
of a Federal grant and loan program for research and development, by the
creation of economic incentives to encourage investment in rail car design
and engineering activities, and by the expansion of vocational training op-
portunities in the rail car industry.

H.Res. 284  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives that there
is a need for a comprehensive, coordinated strategy to help the United States
achieve its goal of being the strongest Nation on Earth economically and
militarily, so that it remain the greatest Nation in support of human dignity,
freedom, and democratic ideals.

H.Con.Res. 92  Expressing the sense of Congress with respect to certain reg-
ulations of the Occupational Safety and Health Administration.

ANDREWS, Michael A. of Texas

H.R. 1  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to restore and strengthen civil
rights laws that ban discrimination in employment, and for other purposes.

H.R. 375  To amend the National School Lunch Act to extend eligibility for
the child care food program to children receiving day care services pursuant
to a State's job opportunities and basic skills training program.

H.R. 751  To enhance the literacy and basic skills of adults, to ensure that all
adults in the United States acquire the basic skills necessary to function ef-
fectively and achieve the greatest possible opportunity in their work and in
their lives, and to strengthen and coordinate adult literacy programs.

H.R. 1285  To resolve legal and technical issues relating to Federal
postsecondary student assistance programs and to prevent undue burdens on
participants in Operation Desert Storm, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1502  To combat violence and crimes against women on the streets and
in homes.

H.R. 1573  To amend the amount of grants received under chapter 1 of title
I of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965.

H.R. 2363  To amend the provisions of the Higher Education Act of 1965
relating to treatment by campus officials of sexual assault victims.

H.R. 3603  To promote family preservation and the prevention of foster care
with emphasis on families where abuse of alcohol or drugs is present, and
to improve the quality and delivery of child welfare, foster care, and adoption
services.

H.R. 4338  To suspend certain compliance and accountability measures under
the National School Lunch Act.

H.R. 4361 *  To create ”Healthy American Schools”  where children learn
lifelong health and fitness skills vital to developing a smart body and smart
mind and to empower every school with the ability to become a healthy
school built on a firm foundation of ”healthy mind and healthy body” cur-
ricula.

H.R. 5936  To contain health care costs and improve access to health care
through accountable health plans and managed competition, and for other
purposes.

ANDREWS, Robert of New Jersey

H.R. 1  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to restore and strengthen civil
rights laws that ban discrimination in employment, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2  To entitle employees to family leave in certain cases involving a birth,
an adoption, or a serious health condition and to temporary medical leave in
certain cases involving a serious health condition, with adequate protection
of the employees employment and benefit rights, and to establish a com-
mission to study ways of providing salary replacement for employees who
take any such leave.

H.R. 5  To amend the National Labor Relations Act and the Railway Labor
Act to prevent discrimination based on participation in labor disputes.

H.R. 812  To establish a program of grants for the provision of coordinated
educational support services to at-risk youth.

H.R. 1063  To amend the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970 to es-
tablish an Office of Construction Safety, Health, and Education, to improve
inspections, investigations, reporting, and recordkeeping on construction
sites, to require the appointment of project constructors to monitor safety on
construction sites, to require construction employers to establish safety and
health programs, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1116  To permit certain coal miners and their survivors to have their
claims reviewed under the Black Lung Benefits Act.

H.R. 1126  To extend the coverage of certain Federal labor laws to foreign
flagships.

H.R. 1190  To establish a system for identifying, notifying, and preventing
illness and death among workers who are at increased or high risk of occu-
pational disease, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1218  To prevent potential abuses of electronic monitoring in the
workplace.

H.R. 1285  To resolve legal and technical issues relating to Federal
postsecondary student assistance programs and to prevent undue burdens on
participants in Operation Desert Storm, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1340  To authorize the Secretary of Education to make a grant to
Glassboro State College for the construction of library facilities.

H.R. 1430  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and the Fair Housing Act
to prohibit discrimination on the basis of affectional or sexual orientation,
and for other purposes.

H.R. 1502  To combat violence and crimes against women on the streets and
in homes.

H.R. 1522  To deny funds to educational programs that allow corporal pun-
ishment.

H.R. 1524  To establish programs to promote increased access to higher edu-
cation through early intervention counseling and financial aid information.

H.R. 1602  To amend title I of the Employee Retirement Income Security Act
of 1974 to provide that such Act does not preempt actions under State law
against persons who engage in unfair insurance claims practices.

H.R. 1694  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to ensure that title VII of
such Act applies to the employment of United States citizens by certain
employers in foreign nations.

H.R. 1987  To amend the Act of March 3, 1931 (known as the Davis-Bacon
Act), to revise the standard for coverage under that Act, and for other pur-
poses.

H.R. 2098  To amend the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970 to
improve and enforce standards for employee health and safety at Department
of Energy nuclear facilities, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2258  To help end hunger and human want.
H.R. 2331  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to permit less-than-

half-time students to obtain Pell Grants.
H.R. 2350  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to assure that low-

income students have the opportunity to pursue higher education, and for
other purposes.

H.R. 2363  To amend the provisions of the Higher Education Act of 1965
relating to treatment by campus officials of sexual assault victims.

H.R. 2782  To amend the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974
to provide that such Act does not preempt certain State laws.

H.R. 2936  To establish programs at the National Science Foundation for the
advancement of technical education and training in advanced-technology
occupations, and for other purposes.

H.R. 3160  To revise the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970.
H.R. 3211 *  To establish a Federal direct student loan program to consolidate

existing student loan programs, and for other purposes.
H.R. 3279  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to increase the

amount of Pell Grants for needy students, and for other purposes.
H.R. 3285  To provide for regional energy efficient lighting education centers,

and for other purposes.
H.R. 3475  To assist business in providing women with opportunities in ap-

prenticeship and nontraditional occupations.
H.R. 3476  To establish the Commission on the Advancement of Women in

the Science and Engineering Work Forces.
H.R. 3553  To amend and extend the Higher Education Act of 1965.
H.R. 3878  To provide assistance to employees who are subject to a plant

closing or mass layoff because their work is transferred to another country
which has low wages or unhealthy working conditions.

H.R. 3975  To amend section 1977A of the Revised Statutes to equalize the
remedies available to all victims of intentional employment discrimination,
and for other purposes.

H.R. 4013  To amend certain provisions of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986
to improve the provisions of health care to retirees in the coal industry, to
revise the manner in which such care is funded and maintained, and for other
purposes.
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H.R. 4242 *  To amend title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to require a
reasonable attorney's fee to be awarded to the Equal Employment Opportu-
nity Commission as a prevailing party.

H.R. 4277  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to delete certain re-
quirements relating to the guaranteed student loan program.

H.R. 4338  To suspend certain compliance and accountability measures under
the National School Lunch Act.

H.R. 4376 *  To terminate the authorities of the Overseas Private Investment
Corporation, to require the Secretary of Labor to propose a plan for the or-
ganization of a domestic employment and training investment corporation,
and for other purposes.

H.R. 4471  To amend and extend the Higher Education Act of 1965.
H.R. 4953  To amend the base closure laws to improve the provision of ad-

justment assistance to employees of the Department of Defense adversely
affected by the closure or realignment of a military installation.

H.R. 5139  To provide for the recoupment of defense expenditures abroad, and
for other purposes.

H.R. 5407  To establish in the Department of Labor the United States Boxing
Commission to develop minimum Federal boxing standards applicable to the
conduct of professional boxing, and for other purposes.

H.R. 6101  To amend the Occupational Safety and Health Act to provide for
uniform warnings on personal protective equipment for occupational use, and
for other purposes.

H.R. 6194 *   To amend the Occupational Safety and Health Act to provide
for uniform warnings on personal protective equipment for occupational use.

H.Res. 201  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives that the
people of the United States should recognize ”An Artistic Discovery”, the
Congressional High School Art Competition.

H.Res. 284  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives that there
is a need for a comprehensive, coordinated strategy to help the United States
achieve its goal of being the strongest Nation on Earth economically and
militarily, so that it remain the greatest Nation in support of human dignity,
freedom, and democratic ideals.

H.Con.Res. 92  Expressing the sense of Congress with respect to certain reg-
ulations of the Occupational Safety and Health Administration.

H.Con.Res. 282  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the Low Income
Home Energy Assistance Program should be funded for fiscal year 1993 at
a level greater than or equal to its funding for fiscal year 1992.

ANDREWS, Thomas H. of Maine

H.R. 1  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to restore and strengthen civil
rights laws that ban discrimination in employment, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2  To entitle employees to family leave in certain cases involving a birth,
an adoption, or a serious health condition and to temporary medical leave in
certain cases involving a serious health condition, with adequate protection
of the employees employment and benefit rights, and to establish a com-
mission to study ways of providing salary replacement for employees who
take any such leave.

H.R. 5  To amend the National Labor Relations Act and the Railway Labor
Act to prevent discrimination based on participation in labor disputes.

H.R. 840  To improve counseling services for elementary school children.
H.R. 1063  To amend the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970 to es-

tablish an Office of Construction Safety, Health, and Education, to improve
inspections, investigations, reporting, and recordkeeping on construction
sites, to require the appointment of project constructors to monitor safety on
construction sites, to require construction employers to establish safety and
health programs, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1154  To establish programs to improve foreign language instruction and
to amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 in order to promote equal access
to opportunities to study abroad, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1430  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and the Fair Housing Act
to prohibit discrimination on the basis of affectional or sexual orientation,
and for other purposes.

H.R. 1502  To combat violence and crimes against women on the streets and
in homes.

H.R. 1522  To deny funds to educational programs that allow corporal pun-
ishment.

H.R. 1633  To assist in implementing the Plan of Action adopted by the World
Summit for Children.

H.R. 1987  To amend the Act of March 3, 1931 (known as the Davis-Bacon
Act), to revise the standard for coverage under that Act, and for other pur-
poses.

H.R. 2258  To help end hunger and human want.
H.R. 2334  To further assist States in their efforts to increase awareness about

and prevent family violence and provide immediate shelter and related as-
sistance to battered women and their children.

H.R. 2336  To establish a higher education loan program in which a borrower's
annual repayment obligation is dependent upon both postschool income level
and borrowing history, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2363  To amend the provisions of the Higher Education Act of 1965
relating to treatment by campus officials of sexual assault victims.

H.R. 2561  To remove the barrier to access for middle income students to
Federal student financial aid programs, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2782  To amend the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974
to provide that such Act does not preempt certain State laws.

H.R. 3160  To revise the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970.
H.R. 3603  To promote family preservation and the prevention of foster care

with emphasis on families where abuse of alcohol or drugs is present, and
to improve the quality and delivery of child welfare, foster care, and adoption
services.

H.R. 3748  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1991 with respect to the appli-
cation of such Act.

H.R. 3975  To amend section 1977A of the Revised Statutes to equalize the
remedies available to all victims of intentional employment discrimination,
and for other purposes.

H.R. 4300  To amend the Stewart B. McKinney Homeless Assistance Act to
extend programs providing urgently needed assistance for the homeless, and
for other purposes.

H.R. 4338  To suspend certain compliance and accountability measures under
the National School Lunch Act.

H.R. 4822  To make appropriations to begin a phase-in toward full funding
of the special supplemental food program for women, infants, and children
(WIC) and of Head Start programs, to expand the Job Corps program, and
for other purposes.

H.R. 5139  To provide for the recoupment of defense expenditures abroad, and
for other purposes.

H.R. 5837 *  To provide universal access for all Americans to basic health
care services and long-term care services.

H.Res. 284  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives that there
is a need for a comprehensive, coordinated strategy to help the United States
achieve its goal of being the strongest Nation on Earth economically and
militarily, so that it remain the greatest Nation in support of human dignity,
freedom, and democratic ideals.

H.Con.Res. 92  Expressing the sense of Congress with respect to certain reg-
ulations of the Occupational Safety and Health Administration.

H.Con.Res. 282  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the Low Income
Home Energy Assistance Program should be funded for fiscal year 1993 at
a level greater than or equal to its funding for fiscal year 1992.

ANNUNZIO, Frank of Illinois

H.R. 2  To entitle employees to family leave in certain cases involving a birth,
an adoption, or a serious health condition and to temporary medical leave in
certain cases involving a serious health condition, with adequate protection
of the employees employment and benefit rights, and to establish a com-
mission to study ways of providing salary replacement for employees who
take any such leave.

H.R. 5  To amend the National Labor Relations Act and the Railway Labor
Act to prevent discrimination based on participation in labor disputes.

H.R. 500 *   To require the Secretary of the Treasury to mint coins in com-
memoration of the quincentenary of the discovery of America by Christopher
Columbus and to establish the Christopher Columbus Fellowship Foundation.
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ANNUNZIO, Frank of Illinois—Continued

H.R. 908  To amend title 38, United States Code, and other provisions of law
to provide improved benefits and services for military personnel who serve
during the Persian Gulf War, including particularly benefits and services for
members of the National Guard and Reserve components, and for other
purposes.

H.R. 1063  To amend the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970 to es-
tablish an Office of Construction Safety, Health, and Education, to improve
inspections, investigations, reporting, and recordkeeping on construction
sites, to require the appointment of project constructors to monitor safety on
construction sites, to require construction employers to establish safety and
health programs, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1154  To establish programs to improve foreign language instruction and
to amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 in order to promote equal access
to opportunities to study abroad, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1254  To provide for the establishment of the Margaret Walker
Alexander National African-American Research Center.

H.R. 1987  To amend the Act of March 3, 1931 (known as the Davis-Bacon
Act), to revise the standard for coverage under that Act, and for other pur-
poses.

H.R. 2157  To require the National Collegiate Athletic Association to provide
due process in connection with its regulatory activities affecting coaches,
players, and institutions engaged in sports in interstate commerce.

H.R. 2561  To remove the barrier to access for middle income students to
Federal student financial aid programs, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2782  To amend the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974
to provide that such Act does not preempt certain State laws.

H.R. 3160  To revise the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970.
H.R. 3878  To provide assistance to employees who are subject to a plant

closing or mass layoff because their work is transferred to another country
which has low wages or unhealthy working conditions.

H.Con.Res. 161  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the American
public should observe the 100th anniversary of moviemaking and recognize
the contributions of the American Film Institute in advocating and preserving
the art of film.

ANTHONY, Beryl Jr. of Arkansas

H.R. 812  To establish a program of grants for the provision of coordinated
educational support services to at-risk youth.

H.R. 840  To improve counseling services for elementary school children.
H.R. 1237  To amend the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 to clarify the

application of such Act, and for other purposes.
H.R. 1482  To amend title IV of the Higher Education Act of 1965 to allow

resident physicians to defer repayment of title IV student loans while com-
pleting accredited resident training programs.

H.R. 2230  To provide incentives for physicians to practice in rural areas and
in rural medically underserved areas.

H.R. 4338  To suspend certain compliance and accountability measures under
the National School Lunch Act.

H.R. 5800  To amend the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 and the Employee
Retirement Income Security Act of 1974 to improve pension plan funding.

H.Res. 201  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives that the
people of the United States should recognize ”An Artistic Discovery”, the
Congressional High School Art Competition.

H.Res. 284  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives that there
is a need for a comprehensive, coordinated strategy to help the United States
achieve its goal of being the strongest Nation on Earth economically and
militarily, so that it remain the greatest Nation in support of human dignity,
freedom, and democratic ideals.

H.Con.Res. 161  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the American
public should observe the 100th anniversary of moviemaking and recognize
the contributions of the American Film Institute in advocating and preserving
the art of film.

H.Con.Res. 282  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the Low Income
Home Energy Assistance Program should be funded for fiscal year 1993 at
a level greater than or equal to its funding for fiscal year 1992.

APPLEGATE, Douglas of Ohio

H.R. 5  To amend the National Labor Relations Act and the Railway Labor
Act to prevent discrimination based on participation in labor disputes.

H.R. 123  To amend title 4, United States Code, to declare English as the of-
ficial language of the United States.

H.R. 500  To require the Secretary of the Treasury to mint coins in com-
memoration of the quincentenary of the discovery of America by Christopher
Columbus and to establish the Christopher Columbus Fellowship Foundation.

H.R. 1116  To permit certain coal miners and their survivors to have their
claims reviewed under the Black Lung Benefits Act.

H.R. 1637  To make improvements in the Black Lung Benefits Act.
H.R. 1987  To amend the Act of March 3, 1931 (known as the Davis-Bacon

Act), to revise the standard for coverage under that Act, and for other pur-
poses.

H.R. 2782  To amend the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974
to provide that such Act does not preempt certain State laws.

H.R. 3255  To authorize the President to seize and liquidate assets of the Iraqi
Government that have been blocked by the United States, and to authorize
the appropriation of those liquidated assets to benefit United States veterans
and small business concerns injured by deployments like Operation Desert
Storm, and for humanitarian assistance to Iraqi refuges and other persons
displaced in the Persian Gulf region as a result of the Persian Gulf conflict.

H.R. 3878  To provide assistance to employees who are subject to a plant
closing or mass layoff because their work is transferred to another country
which has low wages or unhealthy working conditions.

H.Res. 201  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives that the
people of the United States should recognize ”An Artistic Discovery”, the
Congressional High School Art Competition.

H.Res. 284  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives that there
is a need for a comprehensive, coordinated strategy to help the United States
achieve its goal of being the strongest Nation on Earth economically and
militarily, so that it remain the greatest Nation in support of human dignity,
freedom, and democratic ideals.

H.Con.Res. 92  Expressing the sense of Congress with respect to certain reg-
ulations of the Occupational Safety and Health Administration.

H.Con.Res. 161  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the American
public should observe the 100th anniversary of moviemaking and recognize
the contributions of the American Film Institute in advocating and preserving
the art of film.

H.Con.Res. 282  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the Low Income
Home Energy Assistance Program should be funded for fiscal year 1993 at
a level greater than or equal to its funding for fiscal year 1992.

H.Con.Res. 341 *  Expressing the sense of the Congress in support of a ”Jump
Start America” proposal to restore economic growth and prosperity, to retain
and restore American jobs, and to balance the Federal budget.

ARCHER, Bill of Texas

H.R. 123  To amend title 4, United States Code, to declare English as the of-
ficial language of the United States.

H.R. 1375  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to strengthen protections
against discrimination in employment, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1755  To repeal the Act of March 3, 1931 (known as the Davis-Bacon
Act).

H.R. 3439  To improve immigration law enforcement.
H.R. 3676  To prevent pension plans from becoming unable to pay benefits

as they come due during bankruptcy cases.
H.R. 4150  To create jobs, promote economic growth, assist families, and

promote health, education, savings and home ownership.
H.R. 4200  To create jobs, promote economic growth, and encourage savings,

investment and home ownership.
H.R. 5325  To improve access to health insurance and contain health care

costs, and for other purposes.
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H.R. 5919  To amend Internal Revenue Code of 1986 regarding the deduction
for health insurance costs of self-employed individuals, to amend the Social
Security Act to increase the availability, portability, and affordability of
health insurance, especially health insurance for small employers, by pro-
hibiting discriminatory practices and promoting broad risk pooling among
health insurers, to further amend the Social Security Act to improve and
make more efficient the provision of medical and health insurance informa-
tion, to amend the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974 to
improve its enforcement by adding requirements with respect to multiple
employer welfare arrangements, to improve the health care delivery system
and ensure access to affordable quality health care through reduced liability
costs and improved quality of care, and for other purposes.

H.Res. 201  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives that the
people of the United States should recognize ”An Artistic Discovery”, the
Congressional High School Art Competition.

H.Con.Res. 161  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the American
public should observe the 100th anniversary of moviemaking and recognize
the contributions of the American Film Institute in advocating and preserving
the art of film.

ARMEY, Richard K. of Texas

H.R. 123  To amend title 4, United States Code, to declare English as the of-
ficial language of the United States.

H.R. 299  To amend the National Foundation of the Arts and the Humanities
Act of 1965 to abolish the National Endowment for the Arts and the National
Council on the Arts.

H.R. 623  To amend the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 to exempt em-
ployees involved in certain model garment programs, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1237  To amend the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 to clarify the
application of such Act, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1753  To establish grant programs and provide other forms of Federal
assistance to pregnant women, children in need of adoptive families, and
individuals and families adopting children.

H.R. 1755  To repeal the Act of March 3, 1931 (known as the Davis-Bacon
Act).

H.R. 2040 *  To establish certain programs regarding adoption, and for other
purposes.

H.R. 2116  To suspend Federal education benefits to individuals convicted of
drug offenses.

H.R. 2363  To amend the provisions of the Higher Education Act of 1965
relating to treatment by campus officials of sexual assault victims.

H.R. 2460  To help the Nation achieve the National Education Goals by sup-
porting the creation of a new generation of American Schools in communities
across the country; rewarding schools that demonstrate outstanding gains in
student performance and other progress toward the National Education
Goals; creating academies to improve leadership and core-course teaching in
schools nationwide; supporting State and local efforts to attract qualified in-
dividuals to teaching and educational administration; providing States and
localities with statutory and regulatory flexibility in exchange for greater
accountability for student learning; encouraging, testing, and evaluating ed-
ucational choice programs; increasing the potential usefulness of the National
Assessment of Education Progress to State and local decision-makers; ex-
panding Federal support for literacy improvements; and for other purposes.

H.R. 2689  To make grants for demonstration and evaluation of educational
programs that improve educational opportunities of children by providing
parents and children with a choice in education.

H.R. 2773  To amend title I of the Employee Retirement Income Security Act
of 1974 to set standards under such title for multiple employer welfare ar-
rangements providing health plan benefits.

H.R. 3734  To make applicable to the Congress certain laws relating to the
terms and conditions of employment, the health and safety of employees, and
the rights and responsibilities of employers and employees, and for other
purposes.

H.R. 3843  To amend the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974
and title 11, United States Code, to protect the single-employer plan termi-
nation insurance program by clarifying the status of claims of the Pension
Benefit Guaranty Corporation and the treatment of pension plans in bank-
ruptcy proceedings, and for other purposes.

H.R. 4294  To make applicable to the Congress certain laws relating to the
terms and conditions of employment, the health and safety of employees, and
the rights and responsibilities of employers and employees; and to repeal and
prohibit certain privileges and gratuities for Members of the United States
House of Representatives and for other purposes.

H.R. 5053 *  To amend section 9(a) of the National Labor Relations Act to
allow employees to enter into contracts with employers without the inter-
vention of a bargaining representative.

H.R. 5167  To reduce the amounts appropriated to the Department of Educa-
tion to increase grants to State and local educational agencies and to reduce
the Federal budget deficit.

H.R. 5664  To encourage, assist, and evaluate educational choice programs,
and for other purposes.

ASPIN, Les of Wisconsin

H.R. 5  To amend the National Labor Relations Act and the Railway Labor
Act to prevent discrimination based on participation in labor disputes.

H.R. 123  To amend title 4, United States Code, to declare English as the of-
ficial language of the United States.

H.R. 840  To improve counseling services for elementary school children.
H.R. 2363  To amend the provisions of the Higher Education Act of 1965

relating to treatment by campus officials of sexual assault victims.
H.R. 2936  To establish programs at the National Science Foundation for the

advancement of technical education and training in advanced-technology
occupations, and for other purposes.

H.Con.Res. 92  Expressing the sense of Congress with respect to certain reg-
ulations of the Occupational Safety and Health Administration.

H.Con.Res. 161  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the American
public should observe the 100th anniversary of moviemaking and recognize
the contributions of the American Film Institute in advocating and preserving
the art of film.

H.Con.Res. 282  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the Low Income
Home Energy Assistance Program should be funded for fiscal year 1993 at
a level greater than or equal to its funding for fiscal year 1992.

ATKINS, Chester G. of Massachusetts

H.R. 1  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to restore and strengthen civil
rights laws that ban discrimination in employment, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2  To entitle employees to family leave in certain cases involving a birth,
an adoption, or a serious health condition and to temporary medical leave in
certain cases involving a serious health condition, with adequate protection
of the employees employment and benefit rights, and to establish a com-
mission to study ways of providing salary replacement for employees who
take any such leave.

H.R. 5  To amend the National Labor Relations Act and the Railway Labor
Act to prevent discrimination based on participation in labor disputes.

H.R. 179  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to permit the deferral
of payments on student loans during professional internships, regardless of
duration.

H.R. 544  To amend the National School Lunch Act to restore food supple-
ment benefits under the dependent care food program to adolescent youth.

H.R. 709  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to provide reduced
rates of interest under the Guaranteed Student Loan Program to individuals
who enter the teaching profession.

H.R. 812  To establish a program of grants for the provision of coordinated
educational support services to at-risk youth.

H.R. 1066  To authorize a national program to reduce the threat to human
health posed by exposure to contaminants in the air indoors.

H.R. 1364  To amend the Job Corps provisions of the Job Training Partnership
Act.

H.R. 1430  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and the Fair Housing Act
to prohibit discrimination on the basis of affectional or sexual orientation,
and for other purposes.

H.R. 1460  Entitled ”The Food For Young Children Act”.
H.R. 1502  To combat violence and crimes against women on the streets and

in homes.
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ATKINS, Chester G. of Massachusetts—Continued

H.R. 1633  To assist in implementing the Plan of Action adopted by the World
Summit for Children.

H.R. 1987  To amend the Act of March 3, 1931 (known as the Davis-Bacon
Act), to revise the standard for coverage under that Act, and for other pur-
poses.

H.R. 2258  To help end hunger and human want.
H.R. 2334  To further assist States in their efforts to increase awareness about

and prevent family violence and provide immediate shelter and related as-
sistance to battered women and their children.

H.R. 2336  To establish a higher education loan program in which a borrower's
annual repayment obligation is dependent upon both postschool income level
and borrowing history, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2363  To amend the provisions of the Higher Education Act of 1965
relating to treatment by campus officials of sexual assault victims.

H.R. 2377  To amend title 5, United States Code, to provide civilian employ-
ees of the Department of Defense who are separated as a result of a base
closure involving a transfer of the base to another Federal agency a hiring
preference for Federal job openings at the same location, and for other pur-
poses.

H.R. 2555  To provide for the establishment of a summer camp program for
low income youths, and to expand the Youth Conservation Corps program.

H.R. 2561  To remove the barrier to access for middle income students to
Federal student financial aid programs, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2782  To amend the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974
to provide that such Act does not preempt certain State laws.

H.R. 3137  To amend the McCarran-Ferguson Act and the Employee Retire-
ment Income Security Act of 1974 to assure that the medicaid program is
treated as payer of last resort.

H.R. 3160  To revise the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970.
H.R. 3211  To establish a Federal direct student loan program to consolidate

existing student loan programs, and for other purposes.
H.R. 3285  To provide for regional energy efficient lighting education centers,

and for other purposes.
H.R. 3450  To amend part A of title IV of the Social Security Act to remove

barriers and disincentives in the program of aid to families with dependent
children so as to enable recipients of such aid to move toward self-
sufficiency through microenterprises.

H.R. 3475  To assist business in providing women with opportunities in ap-
prenticeship and nontraditional occupations.

H.R. 3476  To establish the Commission on the Advancement of Women in
the Science and Engineering Work Forces.

H.R. 3526  To ensure economic equity for American women and their families
and to respond to the need to revitalize the American economy by expanding
employment opportunities; improving access to funds for women business
owners; enhancing economic justice for women through pay equity, im-
proved child support enforcement, and benefits for part-time workers; and
providing economic and retirement security for women as workers and as
divorced or surviving spouses.

H.R. 3555  To repeal and prohibit all exemptions, privileges and gratuities for
members of the U.S. House of Representatives and the U.S. Senate.

H.R. 3613  To amend title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and the Age
Discrimination in Employment Act of 1967 to improve the effectiveness of
administrative review of employment discrimination claims made by Federal
employees; and for other purposes.

H.R. 3748  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1991 with respect to the appli-
cation of such Act.

H.R. 3967  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to prohibit prison
inmates from receiving Pell Grants.

H.R. 3975  To amend section 1977A of the Revised Statutes to equalize the
remedies available to all victims of intentional employment discrimination,
and for other purposes.

H.R. 3998  To establish youth apprenticeship demonstration programs, and for
other purposes.

H.R. 4259  To amend title I of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 to provide each
individual with handicaps who is eligible for services under such title with
the right to select the entities that are to provide services pursuant to the in-
dividualized written rehabilitation program developed for the individual.

H.R. 4300  To amend the Stewart B. McKinney Homeless Assistance Act to
extend programs providing urgently needed assistance for the homeless, and
for other purposes.

H.R. 4498  To establish a computer education program for certain students.
H.R. 4516  To amend title VI of the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of

1981 to establish a community services empowerment program.
H.R. 4528  To amend the Job Training Partnership Act to authorize the es-

tablishment of additional Job Corps centers, and for other purposes.
H.R. 4591  To amend the Job Training Partnership Act to establish a com-

munity works progress program, a youth community corps program, and a
national youth community corps program, and for other purposes.

H.R. 4700  To amend the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974
to require an independent audit of statements prepared by certain financial
institutions with respect to assets of employee benefit plans.

H.R. 4919  To amend title I of the Employee Retirement Income Security Act
of 1974 to clarify and improve the applicability of such title to multiple
employer welfare arrangements and employee leasing welfare arrangements
and to provide for more effective State regulation thereof.

H.R. 4953  To amend the base closure laws to improve the provision of ad-
justment assistance to employees of the Department of Defense adversely
affected by the closure or realignment of a military installation.

H.R. 5083  To amend the Act of September 30, 1950 to provide that amounts
appropriated under such Act for purposes of making payments to local edu-
cational agencies on behalf of children who are dependents of a parent or
parents on active duty in the armed forces shall be considered national de-
fense functions for budget purposes.

H.R. 5139  To provide for the recoupment of defense expenditures abroad, and
for other purposes.

H.R. 5230  To enhance United States competitiveness by strengthening the
Nation's technology base, promoting investment in United States technology,
supporting manufacturing infrastructure development, enhancing the tech-
nology skills of American workers, and reorienting defense spending to
support American competitiveness, and for other purposes.

H.R. 5326  To establish a program to assure nondiscriminatory compliance
with all environmental health and safety laws and to assure equal protection
of the public health.

H.R. 5357  To provide grants to States to improve and coordinate health and
education services provided to preschool children and to provide for the
production and distribution of educational television programming for pre-
school children.

H.Res. 284  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives that there
is a need for a comprehensive, coordinated strategy to help the United States
achieve its goal of being the strongest Nation on Earth economically and
militarily, so that it remain the greatest Nation in support of human dignity,
freedom, and democratic ideals.

H.Con.Res. 92  Expressing the sense of Congress with respect to certain reg-
ulations of the Occupational Safety and Health Administration.

H.Con.Res. 161  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the American
public should observe the 100th anniversary of moviemaking and recognize
the contributions of the American Film Institute in advocating and preserving
the art of film.

H.Con.Res. 282  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the Low Income
Home Energy Assistance Program should be funded for fiscal year 1993 at
a level greater than or equal to its funding for fiscal year 1992.

AUCOIN, Les of Oregon

H.R. 1  To amend the Civil  Rights Act of 1964 to restore and strengthen civil
rights laws that ban discrimination in employment, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2  To entitle employees to family leave in certain cases involving a birth,
an adoption, or a serious health condition and to temporary medical leave in
certain cases involving a serious health condition, with adequate protection
of the employees employment and benefit rights, and to establish a com-
mission to study ways of providing salary replacement for employees who
take any such leave.

H.R. 5  To amend the National Labor Relations Act and the Railway Labor
Act to prevent discrimination based on participation in labor disputes.

H.R. 81  To amend the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 to allow individuals
to direct that part or all of their income tax refunds be contributed to a trust
fund established for the relief of domestic and international hunger, and to
establish a commission to oversee the distribution of such contributions.
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H.R. 386  To require the executive branch to gather and disseminate infor-
mation regarding, and to promote techniques to eliminate, discriminatory
wage-setting practices and discriminatory wage disparities which are based
on sex, race, or national origin.

H.R. 441  To facilitate the economic adjustment of communities, industries,
and workers to reductions or realignments in defense or aerospace contracts,
military facilities, and arms export, and for other purposes.

H.R. 500  To require the Secretary of the Treasury to mint coins in com-
memoration of the quincentenary of the discovery of America by Christopher
Columbus and to establish the Christopher Columbus Fellowship Foundation.

H.R. 667  To authorize a grant to the National Writing Project.
H.R. 709  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to provide reduced

rates of interest under the Guaranteed Student Loan Program to individuals
who enter the teaching profession.

H.R. 799  To ensure that checks to pay benefits under title IV of the Federal
Mine Safety and Health Act of 1977 are delivered early if the usual delivery
date falls on a Saturday, Sunday, or holiday.

H.R. 812  To establish a program of grants for the provision of coordinated
educational support services to at-risk youth.

H.R. 840  To improve counseling services for elementary school children.
H.R. 1048 *  To establish within the Department of Education an Office of

Community Colleges.
H.R. 1126  To extend the coverage of certain Federal labor laws to foreign

flagships.
H.R. 1154  To establish programs to improve foreign language instruction and

to amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 in order to promote equal access
to opportunities to study abroad, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1218  To prevent potential abuses of electronic monitoring in the
workplace.

H.R. 1364  To amend the Job Corps provisions of the Job Training Partnership
Act.

H.R. 1430  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and the Fair Housing Act
to prohibit discrimination on the basis of affectional or sexual orientation,
and for other purposes.

H.R. 1460  Entitled ”The Food For Young Children Act”.
H.R. 1502  To combat violence and crimes against women on the streets and

in homes.
H.R. 1504  To authorize a National Conference on Aging.
H.R. 1524  To establish programs to promote increased access to higher edu-

cation through early intervention counseling and financial aid information.
H.R. 1633  To assist in implementing the Plan of Action adopted by the World

Summit for Children.
H.R. 1669  To provide financial assistance to eligible local educational agen-

cies to improve urban education, and for other purposes.
H.R. 1987  To amend the Act of March 3, 1931 (known as the Davis-Bacon

Act), to revise the standard for coverage under that Act, and for other pur-
poses.

H.R. 2223  To amend the National Labor Relations Act to give employers and
performers in the live performing arts, rights given by section 8(e) of such
Act to employers and employees in similarly situated industries, to give such
employers and performers the same rights given by section 8(f) of such Act
to employers and employees in the construction industry, and for other pur-
poses.

H.R. 2230  To provide incentives for physicians to practice in rural areas and
in rural medically underserved areas.

H.R. 2258  To help end hunger and human want.
H.R. 2363  To amend the provisions of the Higher Education Act of 1965

relating to treatment by campus officials of sexual assault victims.
H.R. 2437  To amend the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 to revise and extend the

program regarding independent living services for older blind individuals.
H.R. 2531  To amend title XI of the Higher Education Act of 1965 in order

to encourage urban educational institutions to form partnerships to use their
knowledge and resources for the solution of severe urban problems.

H.R. 2782  To amend the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974
to provide that such Act does not preempt certain State laws.

H.R. 2807 *  To provide a balanced solution to the current timber-based crisis
in Oregon, Washington and northern California by establishing an
ecologically significant old growth forest reserve system, ensuring the con-
servation of the northern spotted owl and the protection of other species as-
sociated with old growth forests, securing a predictable supply of timber to
afford stability to timber dependent communities in the region, and providing
economic adjustment assistance to communities and employees dependent
on the forest industry.

H.R. 2819  To provide financial assistance to eligible local educational agen-
cies to improve rural education, and for other purposes.

H.R. 3102  To amend section 520 of the Cranston-Gonzalez National Afford-
able Housing Act to authorize the Secretary of Housing and Urban Devel-
opment to make grants to establish midnight basketball league training and
partnership programs incorporating employment counseling, job-training, and
other educational activities for residents of public housing and federally as-
sisted housing.

H.R. 3129  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to prohibit classifying
certain courses of instruction as correspondence courses.

H.R. 3160  To revise the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970.
H.R. 3413  To authorize the States to impose an export tax on unprocessed

timber from private lands, to allow a credit against income taxes for do-
mestically processed timber, and for other purposes.

H.R. 3475  To assist business in providing women with opportunities in ap-
prenticeship and nontraditional occupations.

H.R. 3526  To ensure economic equity for American women and their families
and to respond to the need to revitalize the American economy by expanding
employment opportunities; improving access to funds for women business
owners; enhancing economic justice for women through pay equity, im-
proved child support enforcement, and benefits for part-time workers; and
providing economic and retirement security for women as workers and as
divorced or surviving spouses.

H.R. 3553  To amend and extend the Higher Education Act of 1965.
H.R. 3555  To repeal and prohibit all exemptions, privileges and gratuities for

members of the U.S. House of Representatives and the U.S. Senate.
H.R. 3748  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1991 with respect to the appli-

cation of such Act.
H.R. 3975  To amend section 1977A of the Revised Statutes to equalize the

remedies available to all victims of intentional employment discrimination,
and for other purposes.

H.R. 4245 *  To establish a national demonstration program providing in-
creased flexibility for schools in order to promote improved educational
achievement for all students.

H.R. 4277  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to delete certain re-
quirements relating to the guaranteed student loan program.

H.R. 4300  To amend the Stewart B. McKinney Homeless Assistance Act to
extend programs providing urgently needed assistance for the homeless, and
for other purposes.

H.R. 4338  To suspend certain compliance and accountability measures under
the National School Lunch Act.

H.R. 4498  To establish a computer education program for certain students.
H.R. 4516  To amend title VI of the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of

1981 to establish a community services empowerment program.
H.R. 4528  To amend the Job Training Partnership Act to authorize the es-

tablishment of additional Job Corps centers, and for other purposes.
H.R. 4544 *  To authorize the Commissioner of the Administration for Chil-

dren, Youth, and Families to make grants to carry out programs and activities
to improve the educational performance, health and fitness, life skills, and
family relationships of adolescents.

H.R. 4822  To make appropriations to begin a phase-in toward full funding
of the special supplemental food program for women, infants, and children
(WIC) and of Head Start programs, to expand the Job Corps program, and
for other purposes.

H.R. 6067  To amend the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 to provide that
the minimum wage rate under that Act will be indexed to the cost of living
in the same manner as Social Security benefits are indexed.

H.R. 6085 *  To direct the Secretary of Education to provide grants to establish
training programs for teachers, to provide school to work transition services
for elementary and secondary students, to establish job training programs for
business and industry, and to establish job training courses at community
colleges.
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H.Res. 284  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives that there
is a need for a comprehensive, coordinated strategy to help the United States
achieve its goal of being the strongest Nation on Earth economically and
militarily, so that it remain the greatest Nation in support of human dignity,
freedom, and democratic ideals.

H.J.Res. 329 *  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the Davis-Bacon
Act be fully enforced in the interest of a decent standard of living for this
country's working families.

H.J.Res. 443 *  Expressing the sense of the Congress that federal funding for
education should be increased to $100 billion by 1998 in the interests of
ensuring an educated and productive workforce.

H.Con.Res. 92  Expressing the sense of Congress with respect to certain reg-
ulations of the Occupational Safety and Health Administration.

H.Con.Res. 215  Expressing the sense of the Congress relating to paid leave
for working parents for the purpose of attending parent-teacher conferences.

H.Con.Res. 282  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the Low Income
Home Energy Assistance Program should be funded for fiscal year 1993 at
a level greater than or equal to its funding for fiscal year 1992.

BACCHUS, Jim of Florida

H.R. 1  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to restore and strengthen civil
rights laws that ban discrimination in employment, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2  To entitle employees to family leave in certain cases involving a birth,
an adoption, or a serious health condition and to temporary medical leave in
certain cases involving a serious health condition, with adequate protection
of the employees employment and benefit rights, and to establish a com-
mission to study ways of providing salary replacement for employees who
take any such leave.

H.R. 5  To amend the National Labor Relations Act and the Railway Labor
Act to prevent discrimination based on participation in labor disputes.

H.R. 323  To authorize the Assistant Attorney General of the Office of Justice
Programs to enhance law enforcement by providing financial assistance to
law enforcement personnel who seek to further their professional education.

H.R. 327  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to delay the dis-
bursement of Pell Grants to first-year students, to make ineligible for par-
ticipation in the Pell Grant program any institution with a high default rate
on student loans, and for other purposes.

H.R. 385  To provide financial assistance for programs for the prevention,
identification, and treatment of elder abuse, neglect, and exploitation, to es-
tablish a National Center on Elder Abuse, and for other purposes.

H.R. 500  To require the Secretary of the Treasury to mint coins in com-
memoration of the quincentenary of the discovery of America by Christopher
Columbus and to establish the Christopher Columbus Fellowship Foundation.

H.R. 544  To amend the National School Lunch Act to restore food supple-
ment benefits under the dependent care food program to adolescent youth.

H.R. 656  To provide for a coordinated Federal research program to ensure
continued United States leadership in high-performance computing.

H.R. 709  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to provide reduced
rates of interest under the Guaranteed Student Loan Program to individuals
who enter the teaching profession.

H.R. 763  To establish a program to guarantee students from selected high
schools a chance to go to college, and for other purposes.

H.R. 812  To establish a program of grants for the provision of coordinated
educational support services to at-risk youth.

H.R. 840  To improve counseling services for elementary school children.
H.R. 907  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to permit alternative

methods for qualifying ”ability-to-benefit” students for Federal student fi-
nancial aid.

H.R. 1083  To authorize the Secretary of Education to make a grant to Stetson
University for the construction of library facilities.

H.R. 1154  To establish programs to improve foreign language instruction and
to amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 in order to promote equal access
to opportunities to study abroad, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1218  To prevent potential abuses of electronic monitoring in the
workplace.

H.R. 1364  To amend the Job Corps provisions of the Job Training Partnership
Act.

H.R. 1460  Entitled ”The Food For Young Children Act”.

H.R. 1482  To amend title IV of the Higher Education Act of 1965 to allow
resident physicians to defer repayment of title IV student loans while com-
pleting accredited resident training programs.

H.R. 1573  To amend the amount of grants received under chapter 1 of title
I of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965.

H.R. 1633  To assist in implementing the Plan of Action adopted by the World
Summit for Children.

H.R. 1753  To establish grant programs and provide other forms of Federal
assistance to pregnant women, children in need of adoptive families, and
individuals and families adopting children.

H.R. 1987  To amend the Act of March 3, 1931 (known as the Davis-Bacon
Act), to revise the standard for coverage under that Act, and for other pur-
poses.

H.R. 2018  To amend the Older Americans Act of 1965 to require uniform
telephone listing of area agencies on aging.

H.R. 2019  To amend the Older Americans Act of 1965 to assist older indi-
viduals to avoid falling and to prevent incorrect medication and adverse drug
reactions.

H.R. 2020  To amend title III  of the Older Americans Act of 1965 with respect
to assistance to older individuals who reside in rural areas.

H.R. 2021  To amend the Older Americans Act of 1965 to require States to
appoint a State advisory body to make recommendations regarding trans-
portation services that affect older individuals; to provide for coordination
of such services; and to require the Commissioner on Aging to submit a re-
port regarding transportation services provided under such Act.

H.R. 2022  To amend the Older Americans Act of 1965 to increase efforts to
inform isolated older individuals, and older individuals who are victims of
Alzheimer's disease and related disorders, of the availability of assistance
under title III of such Act.

H.R. 2023  To amend the Older Americans Act of 1965 to authorize services
relating to the appointment and monitoring of guardians, and of represen-
tative payees, of older individuals.

H.R. 2024  To require the President to call a White House Conference on
Aging in 1993.

H.R. 2025  To amend the Older Americans Act of 1965 to require States to
expand State and community involvement in order to promote cooperative
efforts to provide community-based long-term care services to older indi-
viduals, including related services for their caregivers.

H.R. 2026  To amend the Older Americans Act of 1965 to provide supportive
services to strengthen informal caregivers who assist older individuals in
need of long-term care, to remain in private residences.

H.R. 2290  To authorize additional appropriations for the construction and
maintenance of the Mary McLeod Bethune Memorial Fine Arts Center.

H.R. 2336  To establish a higher education loan program in which a borrower's
annual repayment obligation is dependent upon both postschool income level
and borrowing history, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2437  To amend the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 to revise and extend the
program regarding independent living services for older blind individuals.

H.R. 2561  To remove the barrier to access for middle income students to
Federal student financial aid programs, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2782  To amend the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974
to provide that such Act does not preempt certain State laws.

H.R. 2936  To establish programs at the National Science Foundation for the
advancement of technical education and training in advanced-technology
occupations, and for other purposes.

H.R. 3211  To establish a Federal direct student loan program to consolidate
existing student loan programs, and for other purposes.

H.R. 3279  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to increase the
amount of Pell Grants for needy students, and for other purposes.

H.R. 3507  To establish programs under the Technology Administration of the
Department of Commerce, and elsewhere, to promote a skilled workforce and
United States industrial competitiveness.

H.R. 3555  To repeal and prohibit all exemptions, privileges and gratuities for
members of the U.S. House of Representatives and the U.S. Senate.

H.R. 4338  To suspend certain compliance and accountability measures under
the National School Lunch Act.

H.R. 4729  To provide grants to establish an integrated approach to prevent
child abuse.
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H.R. 4730  To facilitate and assist in the economic adjustment and industrial
diversification of defense industries, defense dependent communities, and
defense workers that are adversely affected by the termination or reduction
of defense spending or defense-related contracts.

H.R. 5230  To enhance United States competitiveness by strengthening the
Nation's technology base, promoting investment in United States technology,
supporting manufacturing infrastructure development, enhancing the tech-
nology skills of American workers, and reorienting defense spending to
support American competitiveness, and for other purposes.

H.R. 5310 *  To mitigate the adverse effects on defense contractors and de-
fense workers of reductions in defense spending.

H.R. 5573  To provide grants to States and local entities to integrate education,
medical, and social and human services to at-risk children.

H.Res. 201  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives that the
people of the United States should recognize ”An Artistic Discovery”, the
Congressional High School Art Competition.

H.Res. 284  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives that there
is a need for a comprehensive, coordinated strategy to help the United States
achieve its goal of being the strongest Nation on Earth economically and
militarily, so that it remain the greatest Nation in support of human dignity,
freedom, and democratic ideals.

H.Con.Res. 119  Expressing the sense of the Congress regarding the Knight
Foundation's proposals for reforming the college athletics system.

H.Con.Res. 161  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the American
public should observe the 100th anniversary of moviemaking and recognize
the contributions of the American Film Institute in advocating and preserving
the art of film.

BAKER, Richard H. of Louisiana

H.R. 123  To amend title 4, United States Code, to declare English as the of-
ficial language of the United States.

H.R. 179  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to permit the deferral
of payments on student loans during professional internships, regardless of
duration.

H.R. 500  To require the Secretary of the Treasury to mint coins in com-
memoration of the quincentenary of the discovery of America by Christopher
Columbus and to establish the Christopher Columbus Fellowship Foundation.

H.R. 1237  To amend the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 to clarify the
application of such Act, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1375  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to strengthen protections
against discrimination in employment, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1573  To amend the amount of grants received under chapter 1 of title
I of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965.

H.R. 1651  To deny funds to programs that do not allow the Secretary of
Defense access to students on campuses or to certain student information for
recruiting purposes.

H.R. 1755  To repeal the Act of March 3, 1931 (known as the Davis-Bacon
Act).

H.R. 2336  To establish a higher education loan program in which a borrower's
annual repayment obligation is dependent upon both postschool income level
and borrowing history, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2460  To help the Nation achieve the National Education Goals by sup-
porting the creation of a new generation of American Schools in communities
across the country; rewarding schools that demonstrate outstanding gains in
student performance and other progress toward the National Education
Goals; creating academies to improve leadership and core-course teaching in
schools nationwide; supporting State and local efforts to attract qualified in-
dividuals to teaching and educational administration; providing States and
localities with statutory and regulatory flexibility in exchange for greater
accountability for student learning; encouraging, testing, and evaluating ed-
ucational choice programs; increasing the potential usefulness of the National
Assessment of Education Progress to State and local decision-makers; ex-
panding Federal support for literacy improvements; and for other purposes.

H.R. 3471  To authorize the Small Business Administration to conduct a
demonstration program to enhance the economic opportunities of startup,
newly established, and growing microenterprises by providing loans and
technical assistance through intermediaries, and for other purposes.

H.R. 3734  To make applicable to the Congress certain laws relating to the
terms and conditions of employment, the health and safety of employees, and
the rights and responsibilities of employers and employees, and for other
purposes.

H.R. 4259  To amend title I of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 to provide each
individual with handicaps who is eligible for services under such title with
the right to select the entities that are to provide services pursuant to the in-
dividualized written rehabilitation program developed for the individual.

H.R. 5325  To improve access to health insurance and contain health care
costs, and for other purposes.

BALLENGER, Cass of North Carolina

H.R. 123  To amend title 4, United States Code, to declare English as the of-
ficial language of the United States.

H.R. 623  To amend the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 to exempt em-
ployees involved in certain model garment programs, and for other purposes.

H.R. 751  To enhance the literacy and basic skills of adults, to ensure that all
adults in the United States acquire the basic skills necessary to function ef-
fectively and achieve the greatest possible opportunity in their work and in
their lives, and to strengthen and coordinate adult literacy programs.

H.R. 845 *  To require the Director of the National Institute for Occupational
Safety and Health to conduct a study of the prevalence and issues related to
contamination of workers' homes with hazardous chemicals and substances
transported from their workplace and to issue or report on regulations to
prevent or mitigate the future contamination of workers' homes, and for other
purposes.

H.R. 1237  To amend the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 to clarify the
application of such Act, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1375  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to strengthen protections
against discrimination in employment, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1755  To repeal the Act of March 3, 1931 (known as the Davis-Bacon
Act).

H.R. 2127  To amend the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 to extend the programs
of such Act, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2460  To help the Nation achieve the National Education Goals by sup-
porting the creation of a new generation of American Schools in communities
across the country; rewarding schools that demonstrate outstanding gains in
student performance and other progress toward the National Education
Goals; creating academies to improve leadership and core-course teaching in
schools nationwide; supporting State and local efforts to attract qualified in-
dividuals to teaching and educational administration; providing States and
localities with statutory and regulatory flexibility in exchange for greater
accountability for student learning; encouraging, testing, and evaluating ed-
ucational choice programs; increasing the potential usefulness of the National
Assessment of Education Progress to State and local decision-makers; ex-
panding Federal support for literacy improvements; and for other purposes.

H.R. 2690  To reauthorize the program for infants and toddlers with disabili-
ties under part H of the Individuals with Disabilities Education Act, and for
other purposes.

H.R. 2773  To amend title I of the Employee Retirement Income Security Act
of 1974 to set standards under such title for multiple employer welfare ar-
rangements providing health plan benefits.

H.R. 2943 *  To require the Secretary of Education to evaluate programs
providing disadvantaged children with guaranties of postsecondary education
assistance, and for other purposes.

H.R. 3053  To amend the Individuals with Disabilities Education Act to
strengthen such Act, and for other purposes.

H.R. 3734  To make applicable to the Congress certain laws relating to the
terms and conditions of employment, the health and safety of employees, and
the rights and responsibilities of employers and employees, and for other
purposes.

H.R. 3957  To amend subpart 4 of part A of title IV of the Higher Education
Act of 1965 to require the Secretary of Education to carry out an advanced
placement test fee payment program, and for other purposes.
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H.R. 5203  To extend and amend the Rehabilitation Act of 1973, to improve
rehabilitation services for individuals with disabilities, to modify certain
discretionary grant programs providing essential services and resources spe-
cifically designed for individuals with disabilities, to change certain termi-
nology, and for other purposes.

H.R. 5205  To amend the Child Abuse Prevention and Treatment Act with
respect to issues of confidentiality and accountability.

H.R. 5325  To improve access to health insurance and contain health care
costs, and for other purposes.

H.R. 5379  To reauthorize and improve educational opportunities for individ-
uals who are deaf and for other purposes.

H.R. 5443  To amend the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 relating to the
minimum wage and overtime exemption for employees subject to certain
leave policies.

H.R. 5664  To encourage, assist, and evaluate educational choice programs,
and for other purposes.

H.Con.Res. 102  Expressing the sense of the Congress regarding admissions
of minority students to institutions of higher education.

H.Con.Res. 120  Expressing the sense of Congress that consumers should be
provided with incentives to save for long-term purposes.

BARNARD, Doug Jr. of Georgia

H.R. 123  To amend title 4, United States Code, to declare English as the of-
ficial language of the United States.

H.R. 179  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to permit the deferral
of payments on student loans during professional internships, regardless of
duration.

H.R. 500  To require the Secretary of the Treasury to mint coins in com-
memoration of the quincentenary of the discovery of America by Christopher
Columbus and to establish the Christopher Columbus Fellowship Foundation.

H.R. 840  To improve counseling services for elementary school children.
H.R. 1237  To amend the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 to clarify the

application of such Act, and for other purposes.
H.R. 1573  To amend the amount of grants received under chapter 1 of title

I of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965.
H.R. 1755  To repeal the Act of March 3, 1931 (known as the Davis-Bacon

Act).
H.R. 1960  To direct the Secretary of the Interior to construct a National

Training Center at the National Afro-American Museum and Cultural Center
and for other purposes.

H.R. 2773  To amend title I of the Employee Retirement Income Security Act
of 1974 to set standards under such title for multiple employer welfare ar-
rangements providing health plan benefits.

H.R. 3843  To amend the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974
and title 11, United States Code, to protect the single-employer plan termi-
nation insurance program by clarifying the status of claims of the Pension
Benefit Guaranty Corporation and the treatment of pension plans in bank-
ruptcy proceedings, and for other purposes.

H.R. 4338  To suspend certain compliance and accountability measures under
the National School Lunch Act.

H.R. 5936  To contain health care costs and improve access to health care
through accountable health plans and managed competition, and for other
purposes.

H.Res. 284  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives that there
is a need for a comprehensive, coordinated strategy to help the United States
achieve its goal of being the strongest Nation on Earth economically and
militarily, so that it remain the greatest Nation in support of human dignity,
freedom, and democratic ideals.

H.Con.Res. 92  Expressing the sense of Congress with respect to certain reg-
ulations of the Occupational Safety and Health Administration.

H.Con.Res. 282  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the Low Income
Home Energy Assistance Program should be funded for fiscal year 1993 at
a level greater than or equal to its funding for fiscal year 1992.

BARRETT, Bill of Nebraska

H.R. 123  To amend title 4, United States Code, to declare English as the of-
ficial language of the United States.

H.R. 1237  To amend the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 to clarify the
application of such Act, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1285  To resolve legal and technical issues relating to Federal
postsecondary student assistance programs and to prevent undue burdens on
participants in Operation Desert Storm, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1375  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to strengthen protections
against discrimination in employment, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1755  To repeal the Act of March 3, 1931 (known as the Davis-Bacon
Act).

H.R. 2031  To amend title I of the Employee Retirement Income Security Act
of 1974 to provide for equal treatment of telephone and electric cooperative
welfare plans for the purposes of preemption.

H.R. 2230  To provide incentives for physicians to practice in rural areas and
in rural medically underserved areas.

H.R. 2363  To amend the provisions of the Higher Education Act of 1965
relating to treatment by campus officials of sexual assault victims.

H.R. 2460  To help the Nation achieve the National Education Goals by sup-
porting the creation of a new generation of American Schools in communities
across the country; rewarding schools that demonstrate outstanding gains in
student performance and other progress toward the National Education
Goals; creating academies to improve leadership and core-course teaching in
schools nationwide; supporting State and local efforts to attract qualified in-
dividuals to teaching and educational administration; providing States and
localities with statutory and regulatory flexibility in exchange for greater
accountability for student learning; encouraging, testing, and evaluating ed-
ucational choice programs; increasing the potential usefulness of the National
Assessment of Education Progress to State and local decision-makers; ex-
panding Federal support for literacy improvements; and for other purposes.

H.R. 2773  To amend title I of the Employee Retirement Income Security Act
of 1974 to set standards under such title for multiple employer welfare ar-
rangements providing health plan benefits.

H.R. 3320  To improve education for all students by restructuring the educa-
tion system in the States.

H.R. 3411 *  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to preclude the
consideration of nonliquid assets in the determination of Federal student fi-
nancial assistance.

H.R. 3843  To amend the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974
and title 11, United States Code, to protect the single-employer plan termi-
nation insurance program by clarifying the status of claims of the Pension
Benefit Guaranty Corporation and the treatment of pension plans in bank-
ruptcy proceedings, and for other purposes.

H.R. 4259  To amend title I of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 to provide each
individual with handicaps who is eligible for services under such title with
the right to select the entities that are to provide services pursuant to the in-
dividualized written rehabilitation program developed for the individual.

H.R. 4471  To amend and extend the Higher Education Act of 1965.
H.R. 5194  To amend the Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention Act

of 1974 to authorize appropriations for fiscal years 1993, 1994, 1995, and
1996, and for other purposes.

H.R. 5325  To improve access to health insurance and contain health care
costs, and for other purposes.

BARTON, Joe of Texas

H.R. 123  To amend title 4, United States Code, to declare English as the of-
ficial language of the United States.

H.R. 299  To amend the National Foundation of the Arts and the Humanities
Act of 1965 to abolish the National Endowment for the Arts and the National
Council on the Arts.

H.R. 1237  To amend the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 to clarify the
application of such Act, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1753  To establish grant programs and provide other forms of Federal
assistance to pregnant women, children in need of adoptive families, and
individuals and families adopting children.
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H.R. 1755  To repeal the Act of March 3, 1931 (known as the Davis-Bacon
Act).

H.R. 2773  To amend title I of the Employee Retirement Income Security Act
of 1974 to set standards under such title for multiple employer welfare ar-
rangements providing health plan benefits.

H.R. 2810  To expand the nation's drug treatment capacity, promote drug-free
and safe schools, require Statewide drug abuse prevention and treatment
plans, and ensure that new Federal grant dollars provided for treatment ser-
vices do not displace State dollars.

H.R. 3734  To make applicable to the Congress certain laws relating to the
terms and conditions of employment, the health and safety of employees, and
the rights and responsibilities of employers and employees, and for other
purposes.

H.R. 5443  To amend the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 relating to the
minimum wage and overtime exemption for employees subject to certain
leave policies.

BATEMAN, Herbert H. of Virginia

H.R. 123  To amend title 4, United States Code, to declare English as the of-
ficial language of the United States.

H.R. 623  To amend the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 to exempt em-
ployees involved in certain model garment programs, and for other purposes.

H.R. 799  To ensure that checks to pay benefits under title IV of the Federal
Mine Safety and Health Act of 1977 are delivered early if the usual delivery
date falls on a Saturday, Sunday, or holiday.

H.R. 1126  To extend the coverage of certain Federal labor laws to foreign
flagships.

H.R. 1237  To amend the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 to clarify the
application of such Act, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1755  To repeal the Act of March 3, 1931 (known as the Davis-Bacon
Act).

H.R. 3967  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to prohibit prison
inmates from receiving Pell Grants.

H.R. 5167  To reduce the amounts appropriated to the Department of Educa-
tion to increase grants to State and local educational agencies and to reduce
the Federal budget deficit.

H.Res. 524 *   Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives to com-
mend and congratulate the College of William and Mary in Virginia on the
occasion of the 300th anniversary of its founding.

H.Con.Res. 102  Expressing the sense of the Congress regarding admissions
of minority students to institutions of higher education.

BAUCUS, Max of Montana

S.Con.Res. 17  Expressing the sense of Congress with respect to certain reg-
ulations of the Occupational Safety and Health Administration.

S.Con.Res. 44  Expressing the sense of Congress that the American public
should observe the 100th anniversary of moviemaking and recognize the
contributions of the American Film Institute in advocating and preserving the
art of film.

BEILENSON, Anthony C. of California

H.R. 1  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to restore and strengthen civil
rights laws that ban discrimination in employment, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2  To entitle employees to family leave in certain cases involving a birth,
an adoption, or a serious health condition and to temporary medical leave in
certain cases involving a serious health condition, with adequate protection
of the employees employment and benefit rights, and to establish a com-
mission to study ways of providing salary replacement for employees who
take any such leave.

H.R. 5  To amend the National Labor Relations Act and the Railway Labor
Act to prevent discrimination based on participation in labor disputes.

H.R. 812  To establish a program of grants for the provision of coordinated
educational support services to at-risk youth.

H.R. 840  To improve counseling services for elementary school children.

H.R. 1218  To prevent potential abuses of electronic monitoring in the
workplace.

H.R. 1430  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and the Fair Housing Act
to prohibit discrimination on the basis of affectional or sexual orientation,
and for other purposes.

H.R. 1502  To combat violence and crimes against women on the streets and
in homes.

H.R. 1590  To provide for designation by the Secretary of the Interior and the
Secretary of Agriculture of an ancient forest reserve system, including lands
managed by the Bureau of Land Management and portions of national forests
established by reservations from the public domain; to require the Secretary
of the Interior and the Secretary of Agriculture to enhance economic stability
in the Pacific Northwest; and for other purposes.

H.R. 2258  To help end hunger and human want.
H.R. 2555  To provide for the establishment of a summer camp program for

low income youths, and to expand the Youth Conservation Corps program.
H.R. 2866  To encourage the use of alternative fuels across the transportation

sector and facilitate research on the design of motor vehicles powered by
these fuels, and for other purposes.

H.R. 3285  To provide for regional energy efficient lighting education centers,
and for other purposes.

H.R. 3439  To improve immigration law enforcement.
H.R. 3526  To ensure economic equity for American women and their families

and to respond to the need to revitalize the American economy by expanding
employment opportunities; improving access to funds for women business
owners; enhancing economic justice for women through pay equity, im-
proved child support enforcement, and benefits for part-time workers; and
providing economic and retirement security for women as workers and as
divorced or surviving spouses.

H.R. 3748  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1991 with respect to the appli-
cation of such Act.

H.R. 4340  To provide employment opportunities to unemployed individuals
in high unemployment areas in projects to repair and renovate vitally needed
community facilities, and for other purposes.

H.R. 5010  To provide for the revitalization of the United States aerospace and
other industries that have been adversely affected by defense spending re-
ductions and foreign subsidies.

H.R. 5219  To direct the Secretary of Defense to provide grants to States to
provide technical and financial assistance to defense-dependent contractors.

H.Con.Res. 161  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the American
public should observe the 100th anniversary of moviemaking and recognize
the contributions of the American Film Institute in advocating and preserving
the art of film.

BENNETT, Charles E. of Florida

H.R. 2  To entitle employees to family leave in certain cases involving a birth,
an adoption, or a serious health condition and to temporary medical leave in
certain cases involving a serious health condition, with adequate protection
of the employees employment and benefit rights, and to establish a com-
mission to study ways of providing salary replacement for employees who
take any such leave.

H.R. 41 *  To establish an employment program to make grants available to
the States to provide employment to physically and mentally impaired indi-
viduals, and for other purposes.

H.R. 123  To amend title 4, United States Code, to declare English as the of-
ficial language of the United States.

H.R. 250 *  To authorize the Secretary of Labor to issue exemplary rehabili-
tation certificates for certain individuals discharged from the Armed Forces.

H.R. 299  To amend the National Foundation of the Arts and the Humanities
Act of 1965 to abolish the National Endowment for the Arts and the National
Council on the Arts.

H.R. 500  To require the Secretary of the Treasury to mint coins in com-
memoration of the quincentenary of the discovery of America by Christopher
Columbus and to establish the Christopher Columbus Fellowship Foundation.
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H.R. 501  To authorize the Secretary of Housing and Urban Development to
provide grants to urban and rural communities for training economically
disadvantaged youth in education and employment skills and to expand the
supply of housing for homeless and economically disadvantaged individuals
and families.

H.R. 623  To amend the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 to exempt em-
ployees involved in certain model garment programs, and for other purposes.

H.R. 667  To authorize a grant to the National Writing Project.
H.R. 1083  To authorize the Secretary of Education to make a grant to Stetson

University for the construction of library facilities.
H.R. 1126  To extend the coverage of certain Federal labor laws to foreign

flagships.
H.R. 1218  To prevent potential abuses of electronic monitoring in the

workplace.
H.R. 1503  To facilitate capital financing for historically Black colleges and

universities.
H.R. 2290  To authorize additional appropriations for the construction and

maintenance of the Mary McLeod Bethune Memorial Fine Arts Center.
H.R. 3555 *  To repeal and prohibit all exemptions, privileges and gratuities

for members of the U.S. House of Representatives and the U.S. Senate.
H.R. 3975  To amend section 1977A of the Revised Statutes to equalize the

remedies available to all victims of intentional employment discrimination,
and for other purposes.

H.R. 4149 *  To establish an employment program to make grants available
to the States to provide employment to the unemployed, and for other pur-
poses.

H.R. 5083  To amend the Act of September 30, 1950 to provide that amounts
appropriated under such Act for purposes of making payments to local edu-
cational agencies on behalf of children who are dependents of a parent or
parents on active duty in the armed forces shall be considered national de-
fense functions for budget purposes.

H.Res. 284  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives that there
is a need for a comprehensive, coordinated strategy to help the United States
achieve its goal of being the strongest Nation on Earth economically and
militarily, so that it remain the greatest Nation in support of human dignity,
freedom, and democratic ideals.

H.Con.Res. 92  Expressing the sense of Congress with respect to certain reg-
ulations of the Occupational Safety and Health Administration.

H.Con.Res. 161  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the American
public should observe the 100th anniversary of moviemaking and recognize
the contributions of the American Film Institute in advocating and preserving
the art of film.

BENTLEY, Helen Delich of Maryland

H.R. 123  To amend title 4, United States Code, to declare English as the of-
ficial language of the United States.

H.R. 179  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to permit the deferral
of payments on student loans during professional internships, regardless of
duration.

H.R. 500  To require the Secretary of the Treasury to mint coins in com-
memoration of the quincentenary of the discovery of America by Christopher
Columbus and to establish the Christopher Columbus Fellowship Foundation.

H.R. 1126  To extend the coverage of certain Federal labor laws to foreign
flagships.

H.R. 1375  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to strengthen protections
against discrimination in employment, and for other purposes.

H.R. 4338  To suspend certain compliance and accountability measures under
the National School Lunch Act.

H.R. 5325  To improve access to health insurance and contain health care
costs, and for other purposes.

H.Con.Res. 102  Expressing the sense of the Congress regarding admissions
of minority students to institutions of higher education.

H.Con.Res. 161  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the American
public should observe the 100th anniversary of moviemaking and recognize
the contributions of the American Film Institute in advocating and preserving
the art of film.

H.Con.Res. 259 *  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the Secretary
of Labor, in cooperation with the ACTION Agency, should publicize and
promote projects under the Retired Senior Volunteer Program and the Older
American Community Service Employment Program that encourage and re-
cruit older individuals to provide child care services in community-based
child care centers.

H.Con.Res. 327  Expressing the sense of the Congress regarding visionary art
as a national treasure and regarding the American Visionary Art Museum as
a national repository and educational center for visionary art.

BENTSEN, Lloyd of Texas

S.Con.Res. 44  Expressing the sense of Congress that the American public
should observe the 100th anniversary of moviemaking and recognize the
contributions of the American Film Institute in advocating and preserving the
art of film.

BEREUTER, Doug of Nebraska

H.R. 81  To amend the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 to allow individuals
to direct that part or all of their income tax refunds be contributed to a trust
fund established for the relief of domestic and international hunger, and to
establish a commission to oversee the distribution of such contributions.

H.R. 123  To amend title 4, United States Code, to declare English as the of-
ficial language of the United States.

H.R. 179  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to permit the deferral
of payments on student loans during professional internships, regardless of
duration.

H.R. 500  To require the Secretary of the Treasury to mint coins in com-
memoration of the quincentenary of the discovery of America by Christopher
Columbus and to establish the Christopher Columbus Fellowship Foundation.

H.R. 812  To establish a program of grants for the provision of coordinated
educational support services to at-risk youth.

H.R. 1237  To amend the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 to clarify the
application of such Act, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1459  To establish the National Commission on Entrepreneurial Educa-
tion.

H.R. 1482  To amend title IV of the Higher Education Act of 1965 to allow
resident physicians to defer repayment of title IV student loans while com-
pleting accredited resident training programs.

H.R. 1573  To amend the amount of grants received under chapter 1 of title
I of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965.

H.R. 1590  To provide for designation by the Secretary of the Interior and the
Secretary of Agriculture of an ancient forest reserve system, including lands
managed by the Bureau of Land Management and portions of national forests
established by reservations from the public domain; to require the Secretary
of the Interior and the Secretary of Agriculture to enhance economic stability
in the Pacific Northwest; and for other purposes.

H.R. 1633  To assist in implementing the Plan of Action adopted by the World
Summit for Children.

H.R. 1739  To amend the Older Americans Act of 1965 to expand the pre-
ventive health services program to include disease prevention and health
promotion services, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1755  To repeal the Act of March 3, 1931 (known as the Davis-Bacon
Act).

H.R. 2018  To amend the Older Americans Act of 1965 to require uniform
telephone listing of area agencies on aging.

H.R. 2019  To amend the Older Americans Act of 1965 to assist older indi-
viduals to avoid falling and to prevent incorrect medication and adverse drug
reactions.

H.R. 2020  To amend title III  of the Older Americans Act of 1965 with respect
to assistance to older individuals who reside in rural areas.

H.R. 2021  To amend the Older Americans Act of 1965 to require States to
appoint a State advisory body to make recommendations regarding trans-
portation services that affect older individuals; to provide for coordination
of such services; and to require the Commissioner on Aging to submit a re-
port regarding transportation services provided under such Act.
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H.R. 2022  To amend the Older Americans Act of 1965 to increase efforts to
inform isolated older individuals, and older individuals who are victims of
Alzheimer's disease and related disorders, of the availability of assistance
under title III of such Act.

H.R. 2026  To amend the Older Americans Act of 1965 to provide supportive
services to strengthen informal caregivers who assist older individuals in
need of long-term care, to remain in private residences.

H.R. 2031  To amend title I of the Employee Retirement Income Security Act
of 1974 to provide for equal treatment of telephone and electric cooperative
welfare plans for the purposes of preemption.

H.R. 2230  To provide incentives for physicians to practice in rural areas and
in rural medically underserved areas.

H.R. 2336  To establish a higher education loan program in which a borrower's
annual repayment obligation is dependent upon both postschool income level
and borrowing history, and for other purposes.

H.R. 3340 *  To prevent potential abuses of electronic monitoring in the
workplace.

H.R. 3450  To amend part A of title IV of the Social Security Act to remove
barriers and disincentives in the program of aid to families with dependent
children so as to enable recipients of such aid to move toward self-
sufficiency through microenterprises.

H.R. 4259  To amend title I of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 to provide each
individual with handicaps who is eligible for services under such title with
the right to select the entities that are to provide services pursuant to the in-
dividualized written rehabilitation program developed for the individual.

H.R. 4338  To suspend certain compliance and accountability measures under
the National School Lunch Act.

H.R. 5112  To amend the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 to provide that
an employee shall not be excluded from the minimum wage and maximum
hour exemption for certain employees because the employee is not paid on
a salary basis, and for other purposes.

H.R. 5220  To promote youth apprenticeship, and for other purposes.
H.Con.Res. 92  Expressing the sense of Congress with respect to certain reg-

ulations of the Occupational Safety and Health Administration.

BERMAN, Howard L. of California

H.R. 1  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to restore and strengthen civil
rights laws that ban discrimination in employment, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2  To entitle employees to family leave in certain cases involving a birth,
an adoption, or a serious health condition and to temporary medical leave in
certain cases involving a serious health condition, with adequate protection
of the employees employment and benefit rights, and to establish a com-
mission to study ways of providing salary replacement for employees who
take any such leave.

H.R. 5  To amend the National Labor Relations Act and the Railway Labor
Act to prevent discrimination based on participation in labor disputes.

H.R. 386  To require the executive branch to gather and disseminate infor-
mation regarding, and to promote techniques to eliminate, discriminatory
wage-setting practices and discriminatory wage disparities which are based
on sex, race, or national origin.

H.R. 441  To facilitate the economic adjustment of communities, industries,
and workers to reductions or realignments in defense or aerospace contracts,
military facilities, and arms export, and for other purposes.

H.R. 501  To authorize the Secretary of Housing and Urban Development to
provide grants to urban and rural communities for training economically
disadvantaged youth in education and employment skills and to expand the
supply of housing for homeless and economically disadvantaged individuals
and families.

H.R. 709  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to provide reduced
rates of interest under the Guaranteed Student Loan Program to individuals
who enter the teaching profession.

H.R. 763  To establish a program to guarantee students from selected high
schools a chance to go to college, and for other purposes.

H.R. 812  To establish a program of grants for the provision of coordinated
educational support services to at-risk youth.

H.R. 906  To amend the Job Training Partnership Act to encourage a broader
range of training and job placement for women and for other purposes.

H.R. 907  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to permit alternative
methods for qualifying ”ability-to-benefit” students for Federal student fi-
nancial aid.

H.R. 1063  To amend the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970 to es-
tablish an Office of Construction Safety, Health, and Education, to improve
inspections, investigations, reporting, and recordkeeping on construction
sites, to require the appointment of project constructors to monitor safety on
construction sites, to require construction employers to establish safety and
health programs, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1116  To permit certain coal miners and their survivors to have their
claims reviewed under the Black Lung Benefits Act.

H.R. 1134  To amend the Age Discrimination in Employment Act of 1967
with respect to administrative proceedings applicable to claims of discrimi-
nation in Federal employment.

H.R. 1190  To establish a system for identifying, notifying, and preventing
illness and death among workers who are at increased or high risk of occu-
pational disease, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1218  To prevent potential abuses of electronic monitoring in the
workplace.

H.R. 1222  To enhance cooperation between the public and law enforcement
personnel in controlling and preventing crime and drug abuse.

H.R. 1254  To provide for the establishment of the Margaret Walker
Alexander National African-American Research Center.

H.R. 1364  To amend the Job Corps provisions of the Job Training Partnership
Act.

H.R. 1365  To amend the Job Training Partnership Act to provide for disaster
relief employment assistance.

H.R. 1430  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and the Fair Housing Act
to prohibit discrimination on the basis of affectional or sexual orientation,
and for other purposes.

H.R. 1502  To combat violence and crimes against women on the streets and
in homes.

H.R. 1573  To amend the amount of grants received under chapter 1 of title
I of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965.

H.R. 1602 *   To amend title I of the Employee Retirement Income Security
Act of 1974 to provide that such Act does not preempt actions under State
law against persons who engage in unfair insurance claims practices.

H.R. 1633  To assist in implementing the Plan of Action adopted by the World
Summit for Children.

H.R. 1669  To provide financial assistance to eligible local educational agen-
cies to improve urban education, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1694  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to ensure that title VII of
such Act applies to the employment of United States citizens by certain
employers in foreign nations.

H.R. 1822  To amend the Older Americans Community Service Employment
Act to authorize grants for the employment of older Americans in providing
child care for families with low income; and to amend title II of the Social
Security Act to exempt from the earnings test amounts earned for child care
services.

H.R. 1987  To amend the Act of March 3, 1931 (known as the Davis-Bacon
Act), to revise the standard for coverage under that Act, and for other pur-
poses.

H.R. 2157  To require the National Collegiate Athletic Association to provide
due process in connection with its regulatory activities affecting coaches,
players, and institutions engaged in sports in interstate commerce.

H.R. 2350  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to assure that low-
income students have the opportunity to pursue higher education, and for
other purposes.

H.R. 2782 *  To amend the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974
to provide that such Act does not preempt certain State laws.

H.R. 2784  To assist counties adversely affected by a base closure, change in
the place of performance of a defense contract, the cancellation or failure to
proceed with a defense contract, or reductions in defense spending.

H.R. 2938  To establish a Teacher Opportunity Corps to enable
paraprofessionals working in targeted schools to become certified teachers
through part-time and summer study.

H.R. 2970  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to provide program
grants to medical and allied health professions institutions for graduate edu-
cation and training which will benefit underserved, economically disadvan-
taged communities.
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H.R. 3098  To improve the college participation rates of groups underserved
by institutions of higher education and for other purposes.

H.R. 3137  To amend the McCarran-Ferguson Act and the Employee Retire-
ment Income Security Act of 1974 to assure that the medicaid program is
treated as payer of last resort.

H.R. 3160  To revise the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970.
H.R. 3371  To control and prevent crime.
H.R. 3475  To assist business in providing women with opportunities in ap-

prenticeship and nontraditional occupations.
H.R. 3476  To establish the Commission on the Advancement of Women in

the Science and Engineering Work Forces.
H.R. 3526  To ensure economic equity for American women and their families

and to respond to the need to revitalize the American economy by expanding
employment opportunities; improving access to funds for women business
owners; enhancing economic justice for women through pay equity, im-
proved child support enforcement, and benefits for part-time workers; and
providing economic and retirement security for women as workers and as
divorced or surviving spouses.

H.R. 3583  To extend the statute of limitation applicable to the filing of ad-
ministrative complaints by Federal employees who allege employment dis-
crimination in violation of title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964.

H.R. 3613  To amend title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and the Age
Discrimination in Employment Act of 1967 to improve the effectiveness of
administrative review of employment discrimination claims made by Federal
employees; and for other purposes.

H.R. 3748  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1991 with respect to the appli-
cation of such Act.

H.R. 3763  To amend the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 to provide an
exemption from the overtime pay provisions of such Act for certain em-
ployees of community colleges.

H.R. 3975  To amend section 1977A of the Revised Statutes to equalize the
remedies available to all victims of intentional employment discrimination,
and for other purposes.

H.R. 4136  To revitalize the American rail car industry by the establishment
of a Federal grant and loan program for research and development, by the
creation of economic incentives to encourage investment in rail car design
and engineering activities, and by the expansion of vocational training op-
portunities in the rail car industry.

H.R. 4300  To amend the Stewart B. McKinney Homeless Assistance Act to
extend programs providing urgently needed assistance for the homeless, and
for other purposes.

H.R. 4338  To suspend certain compliance and accountability measures under
the National School Lunch Act.

H.R. 4340  To provide employment opportunities to unemployed individuals
in high unemployment areas in projects to repair and renovate vitally needed
community facilities, and for other purposes.

H.R. 4822  To make appropriations to begin a phase-in toward full funding
of the special supplemental food program for women, infants, and children
(WIC) and of Head Start programs, to expand the Job Corps program, and
for other purposes.

H.R. 5017  To amend the Job Training Partnership Act to provide employment
and training assistance to workers in substantially and seriously affected de-
fense communities.

H.R. 5219  To direct the Secretary of Defense to provide grants to States to
provide technical and financial assistance to defense-dependent contractors.

H.R. 5230  To enhance United States competitiveness by strengthening the
Nation's technology base, promoting investment in United States technology,
supporting manufacturing infrastructure development, enhancing the tech-
nology skills of American workers, and reorienting defense spending to
support American competitiveness, and for other purposes.

H.R. 6067  To amend the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 to provide that
the minimum wage rate under that Act will be indexed to the cost of living
in the same manner as Social Security benefits are indexed.

H.Res. 284  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives that there
is a need for a comprehensive, coordinated strategy to help the United States
achieve its goal of being the strongest Nation on Earth economically and
militarily, so that it remain the greatest Nation in support of human dignity,
freedom, and democratic ideals.

H.Con.Res. 161  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the American
public should observe the 100th anniversary of moviemaking and recognize
the contributions of the American Film Institute in advocating and preserving
the art of film.

H.Con.Res. 282  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the Low Income
Home Energy Assistance Program should be funded for fiscal year 1993 at
a level greater than or equal to its funding for fiscal year 1992.

BEVILL, Tom of Alabama

H.R. 5  To amend the National Labor Relations Act and the Railway Labor
Act to prevent discrimination based on participation in labor disputes.

H.R. 123  To amend title 4, United States Code, to declare English as the of-
ficial language of the United States.

H.R. 451  To amend the Black Lung Benefits Act to provide that when ben-
efits are paid for at least two years after an initial determination of eligibility
for such benefits the benefits will not be required to be repaid upon a final
determination of ineligibility for benefits, and for other purposes.

H.R. 500  To require the Secretary of the Treasury to mint coins in com-
memoration of the quincentenary of the discovery of America by Christopher
Columbus and to establish the Christopher Columbus Fellowship Foundation.

H.R. 667  To authorize a grant to the National Writing Project.
H.R. 799  To ensure that checks to pay benefits under title IV of the Federal

Mine Safety and Health Act of 1977 are delivered early if the usual delivery
date falls on a Saturday, Sunday, or holiday.

H.R. 812  To establish a program of grants for the provision of coordinated
educational support services to at-risk youth.

H.R. 908  To amend title 38, United States Code, and other provisions of law
to provide improved benefits and services for military personnel who serve
during the Persian Gulf War, including particularly benefits and services for
members of the National Guard and Reserve components, and for other
purposes.

H.R. 1048  To establish within the Department of Education an Office of
Community Colleges.

H.R. 1364  To amend the Job Corps provisions of the Job Training Partnership
Act.

H.R. 1637  To make improvements in the Black Lung Benefits Act.
H.R. 3437  To require the Secretary of Education to submit to Congress a re-

port on the use of Pell Grants by prisoners.
H.R. 3553  To amend and extend the Higher Education Act of 1965.
H.R. 4013  To amend certain provisions of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986

to improve the provisions of health care to retirees in the coal industry, to
revise the manner in which such care is funded and maintained, and for other
purposes.

H.R. 4729  To provide grants to establish an integrated approach to prevent
child abuse.

H.Res. 201  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives that the
people of the United States should recognize ”An Artistic Discovery”, the
Congressional High School Art Competition.

H.Con.Res. 92  Expressing the sense of Congress with respect to certain reg-
ulations of the Occupational Safety and Health Administration.

H.Con.Res. 161  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the American
public should observe the 100th anniversary of moviemaking and recognize
the contributions of the American Film Institute in advocating and preserving
the art of film.

BILBRAY, James H. of Nevada

H.R. 1  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to restore and strengthen civil
rights laws that ban discrimination in employment, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2  To entitle employees to family leave in certain cases involving a birth,
an adoption, or a serious health condition and to temporary medical leave in
certain cases involving a serious health condition, with adequate protection
of the employees employment and benefit rights, and to establish a com-
mission to study ways of providing salary replacement for employees who
take any such leave.

H.R. 5  To amend the National Labor Relations Act and the Railway Labor
Act to prevent discrimination based on participation in labor disputes.
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H.R. 416  To amend the Older Americans Act and the Public Health Service
Act to provide expanded counseling assistance for the elderly, sick, and dis-
abled.

H.R. 500  To require the Secretary of the Treasury to mint coins in com-
memoration of the quincentenary of the discovery of America by Christopher
Columbus and to establish the Christopher Columbus Fellowship Foundation.

H.R. 501  To authorize the Secretary of Housing and Urban Development to
provide grants to urban and rural communities for training economically
disadvantaged youth in education and employment skills and to expand the
supply of housing for homeless and economically disadvantaged individuals
and families.

H.R. 544  To amend the National School Lunch Act to restore food supple-
ment benefits under the dependent care food program to adolescent youth.

H.R. 799  To ensure that checks to pay benefits under title IV of the Federal
Mine Safety and Health Act of 1977 are delivered early if the usual delivery
date falls on a Saturday, Sunday, or holiday.

H.R. 812  To establish a program of grants for the provision of coordinated
educational support services to at-risk youth.

H.R. 840  To improve counseling services for elementary school children.
H.R. 908  To amend title 38, United States Code, and other provisions of law

to provide improved benefits and services for military personnel who serve
during the Persian Gulf War, including particularly benefits and services for
members of the National Guard and Reserve components, and for other
purposes.

H.R. 1066  To authorize a national program to reduce the threat to human
health posed by exposure to contaminants in the air indoors.

H.R. 1154  To establish programs to improve foreign language instruction and
to amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 in order to promote equal access
to opportunities to study abroad, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1190  To establish a system for identifying, notifying, and preventing
illness and death among workers who are at increased or high risk of occu-
pational disease, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1237  To amend the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 to clarify the
application of such Act, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1388  To entitle employees to family leave for attending school activities.
H.R. 1460  Entitled ”The Food For Young Children Act”.
H.R. 1502  To combat violence and crimes against women on the streets and

in homes.
H.R. 1504  To authorize a National Conference on Aging.
H.R. 1524  To establish programs to promote increased access to higher edu-

cation through early intervention counseling and financial aid information.
H.R. 1633  To assist in implementing the Plan of Action adopted by the World

Summit for Children.
H.R. 1739  To amend the Older Americans Act of 1965 to expand the pre-

ventive health services program to include disease prevention and health
promotion services, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1960  To direct the Secretary of the Interior to construct a National
Training Center at the National Afro-American Museum and Cultural Center
and for other purposes.

H.R. 2157  To require the National Collegiate Athletic Association to provide
due process in connection with its regulatory activities affecting coaches,
players, and institutions engaged in sports in interstate commerce.

H.R. 2258  To help end hunger and human want.
H.R. 2334  To further assist States in their efforts to increase awareness about

and prevent family violence and provide immediate shelter and related as-
sistance to battered women and their children.

H.R. 2363  To amend the provisions of the Higher Education Act of 1965
relating to treatment by campus officials of sexual assault victims.

H.R. 2437  To amend the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 to revise and extend the
program regarding independent living services for older blind individuals.

H.R. 2561  To remove the barrier to access for middle income students to
Federal student financial aid programs, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2936  To establish programs at the National Science Foundation for the
advancement of technical education and training in advanced-technology
occupations, and for other purposes.

H.R. 3046  To exempt from the antitrust laws certain conduct engaged in by
the National Collegiate Athletic Association (NCAA) jointly with member
institutions for the purpose of allowing the NCAA exclusively to negotiate
certain contracts, and for other purposes.

H.R. 3098  To improve the college participation rates of groups underserved
by institutions of higher education and for other purposes.

H.R. 3908  To provide compensation and health reinsurance benefits to em-
ployees at Department of Energy defense nuclear facilities for injuries caused
by exposure to ionizing radiation and to ensure fair treatment of employees
during modernization and reconfiguration of such facilities, and for other
purposes.

H.R. 3941  To protect employees who report violations at Department of En-
ergy facilities.

H.R. 4259  To amend title I of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 to provide each
individual with handicaps who is eligible for services under such title with
the right to select the entities that are to provide services pursuant to the in-
dividualized written rehabilitation program developed for the individual.

H.R. 4338  To suspend certain compliance and accountability measures under
the National School Lunch Act.

H.Res. 201  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives that the
people of the United States should recognize ”An Artistic Discovery”, the
Congressional High School Art Competition.

H.Con.Res. 92  Expressing the sense of Congress with respect to certain reg-
ulations of the Occupational Safety and Health Administration.

H.Con.Res. 161  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the American
public should observe the 100th anniversary of moviemaking and recognize
the contributions of the American Film Institute in advocating and preserving
the art of film.

BILIRAKIS, Michael of Florida

H.R. 123  To amend title 4, United States Code, to declare English as the of-
ficial language of the United States.

H.R. 500  To require the Secretary of the Treasury to mint coins in com-
memoration of the quincentenary of the discovery of America by Christopher
Columbus and to establish the Christopher Columbus Fellowship Foundation.

H.R. 751  To enhance the literacy and basic skills of adults, to ensure that all
adults in the United States acquire the basic skills necessary to function ef-
fectively and achieve the greatest possible opportunity in their work and in
their lives, and to strengthen and coordinate adult literacy programs.

H.R. 908  To amend title 38, United States Code, and other provisions of law
to provide improved benefits and services for military personnel who serve
during the Persian Gulf War, including particularly benefits and services for
members of the National Guard and Reserve components, and for other
purposes.

H.R. 1083  To authorize the Secretary of Education to make a grant to Stetson
University for the construction of library facilities.

H.R. 1154  To establish programs to improve foreign language instruction and
to amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 in order to promote equal access
to opportunities to study abroad, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1502  To combat violence and crimes against women on the streets and
in homes.

H.R. 1533 *  To amend the Older Americans Act of 1965 to require that the
number of individuals who are 85 years of age and older be taken into con-
sideration by States for purposes of designating planning and service areas
and of distributing funds under such Act.

H.R. 1753  To establish grant programs and provide other forms of Federal
assistance to pregnant women, children in need of adoptive families, and
individuals and families adopting children.

H.R. 1755  To repeal the Act of March 3, 1931 (known as the Davis-Bacon
Act).

H.R. 2290  To authorize additional appropriations for the construction and
maintenance of the Mary McLeod Bethune Memorial Fine Arts Center.

H.R. 2363  To amend the provisions of the Higher Education Act of 1965
relating to treatment by campus officials of sexual assault victims.

H.R. 2810  To expand the nation's drug treatment capacity, promote drug-free
and safe schools, require Statewide drug abuse prevention and treatment
plans, and ensure that new Federal grant dollars provided for treatment ser-
vices do not displace State dollars.

H.R. 3353  To establish a Glass Ceiling Commission and an annual award for
promoting a more diverse skilled work force at the management and
decisionmaking levels in business, and for other purposes.
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H.R. 3443 *  To encourage employers to extend greater job-related benefits
to employees, and to provide job security for certain employees who take
leave for a legitimate personal purpose.

H.R. 3555  To repeal and prohibit all exemptions, privileges and gratuities for
members of the U.S. House of Representatives and the U.S. Senate.

H.R. 3843  To amend the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974
and title 11, United States Code, to protect the single-employer plan termi-
nation insurance program by clarifying the status of claims of the Pension
Benefit Guaranty Corporation and the treatment of pension plans in bank-
ruptcy proceedings, and for other purposes.

H.R. 4338  To suspend certain compliance and accountability measures under
the National School Lunch Act.

H.R. 5325  To improve access to health insurance and contain health care
costs, and for other purposes.

H.Con.Res. 86 *  Commending employers who continue to compensate their
employees who are called to active duty in connection with the Persian Gulf
conflict.

H.Con.Res. 215  Expressing the sense of the Congress relating to paid leave
for working parents for the purpose of attending parent-teacher conferences.

BINGAMAN, Jeff of New Mexico

S. 1106  To amend the Individuals with Disabilities Education Act to
strengthen such Act, and for other purposes.

BLACKWELL, Lucien E. of Pennsylvania

H.R. 501  To authorize the Secretary of Housing and Urban Development to
provide grants to urban and rural communities for training economically
disadvantaged youth in education and employment skills and to expand the
supply of housing for homeless and economically disadvantaged individuals
and families.

H.R. 1134  To amend the Age Discrimination in Employment Act of 1967
with respect to administrative proceedings applicable to claims of discrimi-
nation in Federal employment.

H.R. 1430  To amend the Civil  Rights Act of 1964 and the Fair Housing Act
to prohibit discrimination on the basis of affectional or sexual orientation,
and for other purposes.

H.R. 1502  To combat violence and crimes against women on the streets and
in homes.

H.R. 2258  To help end hunger and human want.
H.R. 2363  To amend the provisions of the Higher Education Act of 1965

relating to treatment by campus officials of sexual assault victims.
H.R. 2782  To amend the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974

to provide that such Act does not preempt certain State laws.
H.R. 3160  To revise the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970.
H.R. 3553  To amend and extend the Higher Education Act of 1965.
H.R. 3613  To amend title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and the Age

Discrimination in Employment Act of 1967 to improve the effectiveness of
administrative review of employment discrimination claims made by Federal
employees; and for other purposes.

H.R. 3748  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1991 with respect to the appli-
cation of such Act.

H.R. 3878  To provide assistance to employees who are subject to a plant
closing or mass layoff because their work is transferred to another country
which has low wages or unhealthy working conditions.

H.R. 4013  To amend certain provisions of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986
to improve the provisions of health care to retirees in the coal industry, to
revise the manner in which such care is funded and maintained, and for other
purposes.

H.R. 4022  To amend the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 to provide tax in-
centives for the establishment of tax enterprise zones, and for other purposes.

H.R. 4076  To assure an equal opportunity for a quality education for all
children, and for other purposes.

H.R. 4149  To establish an employment program to make grants available to
the States to provide employment to the unemployed, and for other purposes.

H.R. 4300  To amend the Stewart B. McKinney Homeless Assistance Act to
extend programs providing urgently needed assistance for the homeless, and
for other purposes.

H.R. 4407  Entitled, ”Employment and Economic Growth Act”.
H.R. 4498  To establish a computer education program for certain students.
H.R. 4528  To amend the Job Training Partnership Act to authorize the es-

tablishment of additional Job Corps centers, and for other purposes.
H.R. 4822  To make appropriations to begin a phase-in toward full funding

of the special supplemental food program for women, infants, and children
(WIC) and of Head Start programs, to expand the Job Corps program, and
for other purposes.

H.R. 5083  To amend the Act of September 30, 1950 to provide that amounts
appropriated under such Act for purposes of making payments to local edu-
cational agencies on behalf of children who are dependents of a parent or
parents on active duty in the armed forces shall be considered national de-
fense functions for budget purposes.

H.R. 5326  To establish a program to assure nondiscriminatory compliance
with all environmental health and safety laws and to assure equal protection
of the public health.

H.R. 5838 *  To prevent certain employers from using genetic information to
deny employment opportunities.

H.Res. 284  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives that there
is a need for a comprehensive, coordinated strategy to help the United States
achieve its goal of being the strongest Nation on Earth economically and
militarily, so that it remain the greatest Nation in support of human dignity,
freedom, and democratic ideals.

H.Res. 428  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives that sec-
ondary schools throughout the Nation should implement a financial planning
program using the proven techniques of the College for Financial Planning
in partnership with the United States Department of Agriculture Extension
Service and participating Land-Grant University Cooperative Extension Ser-
vices.

H.Con.Res. 282  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the Low Income
Home Energy Assistance Program should be funded for fiscal year 1993 at
a level greater than or equal to its funding for fiscal year 1992.

BLAZ, Ben Garrido of Guam

H.R. 385  To provide financial assistance for programs for the prevention,
identification, and treatment of elder abuse, neglect, and exploitation, to es-
tablish a National Center on Elder Abuse, and for other purposes.

H.R. 500  To require the Secretary of the Treasury to mint coins in com-
memoration of the quincentenary of the discovery of America by Christopher
Columbus and to establish the Christopher Columbus Fellowship Foundation.

H.R. 667  To authorize a grant to the National Writing Project.
H.R. 709  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to provide reduced

rates of interest under the Guaranteed Student Loan Program to individuals
who enter the teaching profession.

H.R. 1066  To authorize a national program to reduce the threat to human
health posed by exposure to contaminants in the air indoors.

H.R. 1149  To secure the right of women to be free of sexual harassment and
violence, to promote equal opportunity for women, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1375  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to strengthen protections
against discrimination in employment, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1590  To provide for designation by the Secretary of the Interior and the
Secretary of Agriculture of an ancient forest reserve system, including lands
managed by the Bureau of Land Management and portions of national forests
established by reservations from the public domain; to require the Secretary
of the Interior and the Secretary of Agriculture to enhance economic stability
in the Pacific Northwest; and for other purposes.

H.R. 1692  To amend title XVIII of the Social Security Act to provide for
expanded long term care services under the medicare program, to amend the
Internal Revenue Code of 1986 to provide a credit for taxpayers with certain
elderly dependents in their households, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1755  To repeal the Act of March 3, 1931 (known as the Davis-Bacon
Act).

H.R. 1960  To direct the Secretary of the Interior to construct a National
Training Center at the National Afro-American Museum and Cultural Center
and for other purposes.
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H.R. 2391  To amend title III of the Older Americans Act of 1965 to authorize
States to transfer to part D not more than 50 percent of the funds allotted for
parts B and C.

H.R. 2392  To amend title III of the Older Americans Act of 1965 to authorize
appropriations for fiscal years 1992 and 1993 for consumer protection dem-
onstration projects.

H.R. 2393  To amend title III of the Older Americans Act of 1965 to expand
the preventive health services program to include disease prevention and
health promotion services.

H.R. 2394  To amend title III of the Older Americans Act of 1965 to authorize
States to transfer between parts B and C not more than 50 percent of the
funds allotted for such parts.

H.R. 2460  To help the Nation achieve the National Education Goals by sup-
porting the creation of a new generation of American Schools in communities
across the country; rewarding schools that demonstrate outstanding gains in
student performance and other progress toward the National Education
Goals; creating academies to improve leadership and core-course teaching in
schools nationwide; supporting State and local efforts to attract qualified in-
dividuals to teaching and educational administration; providing States and
localities with statutory and regulatory flexibility in exchange for greater
accountability for student learning; encouraging, testing, and evaluating ed-
ucational choice programs; increasing the potential usefulness of the National
Assessment of Education Progress to State and local decision-makers; ex-
panding Federal support for literacy improvements; and for other purposes.

H.R. 2575  To implement certain proposals relating to recommendations made
pursuant to sections 504 and 902 of the Covenant to establish a Common-
wealth of the Northern Mariana Islands in Political Union with the United
States of America, approved by Public Law 94-214, and for other purposes.

H.R. 3098  To improve the college participation rates of groups underserved
by institutions of higher education and for other purposes.

H.R. 3535  To amend the Social Security Act to ensure, through a U.S. Health
Program and through qualified employer health plans, access for all Ameri-
cans to benefits for high quality health care and long-term care while con-
taining the costs of the health care system.

H.R. 3553  To amend and extend the Higher Education Act of 1965.
H.R. 3861  To provide demonstration grants to secondary schools for the

purpose of extending the length of the academic year at such schools.
H.R. 4082  To amend Public Law 874, 81st Congress, to provide that eligible

local educational agencies shall be entitled to receive certain payments under
such Public Law, to allow the computation of payments under such law
based on the amount of the per pupil expenditure for non-Federally-
connected students that is derived from local sources, and for other purposes.

H.R. 4150  To create jobs, promote economic growth, assist families, and
promote health, education, savings and home ownership.

H.R. 4711  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to establish a Veter-
ans Teacher Corp, and for other purposes.

H.R. 4929  To provide incentives for certain voluntarily separated military
personnel to become elementary and secondary school teachers.

H.R. 5075  To improve the delivery of employment training services to
members of the Armed Forces who are involuntarily separated from active
duty in the Armed Forces or accept separation under one of the separation
incentive programs.

H.R. 5083  To amend the Act of September 30, 1950 to provide that amounts
appropriated under such Act for purposes of making payments to local edu-
cational agencies on behalf of children who are dependents of a parent or
parents on active duty in the armed forces shall be considered national de-
fense functions for budget purposes.

H.R. 5310  To mitigate the adverse effects on defense contractors and defense
workers of reductions in defense spending.

H.Con.Res. 102  Expressing the sense of the Congress regarding admissions
of minority students to institutions of higher education.

BLILEY, Thomas J. Jr. of Virginia

H.R. 123  To amend title 4, United States Code, to declare English as the of-
ficial language of the United States.

H.R. 179  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to permit the deferral
of payments on student loans during professional internships, regardless of
duration.

H.R. 500  To require the Secretary of the Treasury to mint coins in com-
memoration of the quincentenary of the discovery of America by Christopher
Columbus and to establish the Christopher Columbus Fellowship Foundation.

H.R. 623  To amend the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 to exempt em-
ployees involved in certain model garment programs, and for other purposes.

H.R. 821  To provide for the cancellation of a portion of the direct student
loans of members of the Armed Forces who serve in a combat zone in con-
nection with the Persian Gulf conflict and to require the restoration of edu-
cational benefits and tuition reimbursement for those members of the Armed
Forces who are unable to pursue studies because of military commitments.

H.R. 1237  To amend the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 to clarify the
application of such Act, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1482  To amend title IV of the Higher Education Act of 1965 to allow
resident physicians to defer repayment of title IV student loans while com-
pleting accredited resident training programs.

H.R. 1503  To facilitate capital financing for historically Black colleges and
universities.

H.R. 1753  To establish grant programs and provide other forms of Federal
assistance to pregnant women, children in need of adoptive families, and
individuals and families adopting children.

H.R. 1755  To repeal the Act of March 3, 1931 (known as the Davis-Bacon
Act).

H.R. 2363  To amend the provisions of the Higher Education Act of 1965
relating to treatment by campus officials of sexual assault victims.

H.R. 3734  To make applicable to the Congress certain laws relating to the
terms and conditions of employment, the health and safety of employees, and
the rights and responsibilities of employers and employees, and for other
purposes.

H.R. 5325  To improve access to health insurance and contain health care
costs, and for other purposes.

H.R. 5664  To encourage, assist, and evaluate educational choice programs,
and for other purposes.

H.Res. 201  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives that the
people of the United States should recognize ”An Artistic Discovery”, the
Congressional High School Art Competition.

H.Res. 524  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives to commend
and congratulate the College of William and Mary in Virginia on the occa-
sion of the 300th anniversary of its founding.

H.Con.Res. 92  Expressing the sense of Congress with respect to certain reg-
ulations of the Occupational Safety and Health Administration.

H.Con.Res. 161  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the American
public should observe the 100th anniversary of moviemaking and recognize
the contributions of the American Film Institute in advocating and preserving
the art of film.

H.Con.Res. 282  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the Low Income
Home Energy Assistance Program should be funded for fiscal year 1993 at
a level greater than or equal to its funding for fiscal year 1992.

BOEHLERT, Sherwood L. of New York

H.R. 1  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to restore and strengthen civil
rights laws that ban discrimination in employment, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2  To entitle employees to family leave in certain cases involving a birth,
an adoption, or a serious health condition and to temporary medical leave in
certain cases involving a serious health condition, with adequate protection
of the employees employment and benefit rights, and to establish a com-
mission to study ways of providing salary replacement for employees who
take any such leave.

H.R. 500  To require the Secretary of the Treasury to mint coins in com-
memoration of the quincentenary of the discovery of America by Christopher
Columbus and to establish the Christopher Columbus Fellowship Foundation.

H.R. 656  To provide for a coordinated Federal research program to ensure
continued United States leadership in high-performance computing.

H.R. 667  To authorize a grant to the National Writing Project.
H.R. 812  To establish a program of grants for the provision of coordinated

educational support services to at-risk youth.
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H.R. 908  To amend title 38, United States Code, and other provisions of law
to provide improved benefits and services for military personnel who serve
during the Persian Gulf War, including particularly benefits and services for
members of the National Guard and Reserve components, and for other
purposes.

H.R. 1149  To secure the right of women to be free of sexual harassment and
violence, to promote equal opportunity for women, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1218  To prevent potential abuses of electronic monitoring in the
workplace.

H.R. 1633  To assist in implementing the Plan of Action adopted by the World
Summit for Children.

H.R. 2223  To amend the National Labor Relations Act to give employers and
performers in the live performing arts, rights given by section 8(e) of such
Act to employers and employees in similarly situated industries, to give such
employers and performers the same rights given by section 8(f) of such Act
to employers and employees in the construction industry, and for other pur-
poses.

H.R. 2363  To amend the provisions of the Higher Education Act of 1965
relating to treatment by campus officials of sexual assault victims.

H.R. 2936  To establish programs at the National Science Foundation for the
advancement of technical education and training in advanced-technology
occupations, and for other purposes.

H.R. 3210  To amend title IV of the Employee Retirement Income Security
Act of 1974 to ensure protection of pension plan benefit liabilities subject to
distribution in the form of irrevocable commitments purchased from insurers
upon the standard termination of such plans.

H.R. 3285  To provide for regional energy efficient lighting education centers,
and for other purposes.

H.R. 3353  To establish a Glass Ceiling Commission and an annual award for
promoting a more diverse skilled work force at the management and
decisionmaking levels in business, and for other purposes.

H.R. 3507  To establish programs under the Technology Administration of the
Department of Commerce, and elsewhere, to promote a skilled workforce and
United States industrial competitiveness.

H.R. 3734  To make applicable to the Congress certain laws relating to the
terms and conditions of employment, the health and safety of employees, and
the rights and responsibilities of employers and employees, and for other
purposes.

H.R. 4700  To amend the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974
to require an independent audit of statements prepared by certain financial
institutions with respect to assets of employee benefit plans.

H.R. 4919  To amend title I of the Employee Retirement Income Security Act
of 1974 to clarify and improve the applicability of such title to multiple
employer welfare arrangements and employee leasing welfare arrangements
and to provide for more effective State regulation thereof.

H.R. 5219  To direct the Secretary of Defense to provide grants to States to
provide technical and financial assistance to defense-dependent contractors.

H.R. 5325  To improve access to health insurance and contain health care
costs, and for other purposes.

H.R. 5331  To authorize an endowment grant to support the establishment of
regional centers to promote locally based, volunteer-operated, private citi-
zens' scholarship programs, and for other purposes.

H.R. 5786  To establish a Commission on Retirement Income Policy.
H.R. 6147  To amend title I of the Employee Retirement Income Security Act

of 1974 to provide that unreasonable discrimination in benefits under group
health plans affecting benefit claims thereunder constitutes interference with
rights protected under such Act and to provide for effective remedies there-
for, and to provide for effective remedies therefor, and to provide for ade-
quate notice of material changes to group health plans.

H.Res. 201  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives that the
people of the United States should recognize ”An Artistic Discovery”, the
Congressional High School Art Competition.

H.Con.Res. 92  Expressing the sense of Congress with respect to certain reg-
ulations of the Occupational Safety and Health Administration.

H.Con.Res. 161  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the American
public should observe the 100th anniversary of moviemaking and recognize
the contributions of the American Film Institute in advocating and preserving
the art of film.

H.Con.Res. 282  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the Low Income
Home Energy Assistance Program should be funded for fiscal year 1993 at
a level greater than or equal to its funding for fiscal year 1992.

BOEHNER, John A. of Ohio

H.R. 123  To amend title 4, United States Code, to declare English as the of-
ficial language of the United States.

H.R. 623  To amend the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 to exempt em-
ployees involved in certain model garment programs, and for other purposes.

H.R. 845  To require the Director of the National Institute for Occupational
Safety and Health to conduct a study of the prevalence and issues related to
contamination of workers' homes with hazardous chemicals and substances
transported from their workplace and to issue or report on regulations to
prevent or mitigate the future contamination of workers' homes, and for other
purposes.

H.R. 1237  To amend the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 to clarify the
application of such Act, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1375  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to strengthen protections
against discrimination in employment, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1482  To amend title IV of the Higher Education Act of 1965 to allow
resident physicians to defer repayment of title IV student loans while com-
pleting accredited resident training programs.

H.R. 1755  To repeal the Act of March 3, 1931 (known as the Davis-Bacon
Act).

H.R. 2313  To amend the School Dropout Demonstration Assistance Act of
1988 to extend authorization of appropriations through fiscal year 1993 and
for other purposes.

H.R. 2460  To help the Nation achieve the National Education Goals by sup-
porting the creation of a new generation of American Schools in communities
across the country; rewarding schools that demonstrate outstanding gains in
student performance and other progress toward the National Education
Goals; creating academies to improve leadership and core-course teaching in
schools nationwide; supporting State and local efforts to attract qualified in-
dividuals to teaching and educational administration; providing States and
localities with statutory and regulatory flexibility in exchange for greater
accountability for student learning; encouraging, testing, and evaluating ed-
ucational choice programs; increasing the potential usefulness of the National
Assessment of Education Progress to State and local decision-makers; ex-
panding Federal support for literacy improvements; and for other purposes.

H.R. 2773  To amend title I of the Employee Retirement Income Security Act
of 1974 to set standards under such title for multiple employer welfare ar-
rangements providing health plan benefits.

H.R. 2810  To expand the nation's drug treatment capacity, promote drug-free
and safe schools, require Statewide drug abuse prevention and treatment
plans, and ensure that new Federal grant dollars provided for treatment ser-
vices do not displace State dollars.

H.R. 3471  To authorize the Small Business Administration to conduct a
demonstration program to enhance the economic opportunities of startup,
newly established, and growing microenterprises by providing loans and
technical assistance through intermediaries, and for other purposes.

H.R. 3957  To amend subpart 4 of part A of title IV of the Higher Education
Act of 1965 to require the Secretary of Education to carry out an advanced
placement test fee payment program, and for other purposes.

H.R. 5325  To improve access to health insurance and contain health care
costs, and for other purposes.

H.R. 5443  To amend the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 relating to the
minimum wage and overtime exemption for employees subject to certain
leave policies.

H.R. 5664  To encourage, assist, and evaluate educational choice programs,
and for other purposes.

H.R. 5787  To repeal the Service Contract Act of 1965.
H.Con.Res. 92  Expressing the sense of Congress with respect to certain reg-

ulations of the Occupational Safety and Health Administration.
H.Con.Res. 282  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the Low Income

Home Energy Assistance Program should be funded for fiscal year 1993 at
a level greater than or equal to its funding for fiscal year 1992.
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BOND, Kit of Missouri

S.Con.Res. 17  Expressing the sense of Congress with respect to certain reg-
ulations of the Occupational Safety and Health Administration.

S.Con.Res. 44  Expressing the sense of Congress that the American public
should observe the 100th anniversary of moviemaking and recognize the
contributions of the American Film Institute in advocating and preserving the
art of film.

BONIOR, David E. of Michigan

H.R. 1  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to restore and strengthen civil
rights laws that ban discrimination in employment, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2  To entitle employees to family leave in certain cases involving a birth,
an adoption, or a serious health condition and to temporary medical leave in
certain cases involving a serious health condition, with adequate protection
of the employees employment and benefit rights, and to establish a com-
mission to study ways of providing salary replacement for employees who
take any such leave.

H.R. 5  To amend the National Labor Relations Act and the Railway Labor
Act to prevent discrimination based on participation in labor disputes.

H.R. 385  To provide financial assistance for programs for the prevention,
identification, and treatment of elder abuse, neglect, and exploitation, to es-
tablish a National Center on Elder Abuse, and for other purposes.

H.R. 386  To require the executive branch to gather and disseminate infor-
mation regarding, and to promote techniques to eliminate, discriminatory
wage-setting practices and discriminatory wage disparities which are based
on sex, race, or national origin.

H.R. 451  To amend the Black Lung Benefits Act to provide that when ben-
efits are paid for at least two years after an initial determination of eligibility
for such benefits the benefits will not be required to be repaid upon a final
determination of ineligibility for benefits, and for other purposes.

H.R. 824  To provide participants in private pension plans which were termi-
nated before September 1, 1974, the nonforfeitable pension benefits which
were lost by reason of the termination, and for other purposes.

H.R. 907  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to permit alternative
methods for qualifying ”ability-to-benefit” students for Federal student fi-
nancial aid.

H.R. 1063  To amend the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970 to es-
tablish an Office of Construction Safety, Health, and Education, to improve
inspections, investigations, reporting, and recordkeeping on construction
sites, to require the appointment of project constructors to monitor safety on
construction sites, to require construction employers to establish safety and
health programs, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1116  To permit certain coal miners and their survivors to have their
claims reviewed under the Black Lung Benefits Act.

H.R. 1126  To extend the coverage of certain Federal labor laws to foreign
flagships.

H.R. 1154  To establish programs to improve foreign language instruction and
to amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 in order to promote equal access
to opportunities to study abroad, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1190  To establish a system for identifying, notifying, and preventing
illness and death among workers who are at increased or high risk of occu-
pational disease, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1218  To prevent potential abuses of electronic monitoring in the
workplace.

H.R. 1254  To provide for the establishment of the Margaret Walker
Alexander National African-American Research Center.

H.R. 1364  To amend the Job Corps provisions of the Job Training Partnership
Act.

H.R. 1430  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and the Fair Housing Act
to prohibit discrimination on the basis of affectional or sexual orientation,
and for other purposes.

H.R. 1460  Entitled ”The Food For Young Children Act”.
H.R. 1502  To combat violence and crimes against women on the streets and

in homes.
H.R. 1503  To facilitate capital financing for historically Black colleges and

universities.
H.R. 1522  To deny funds to educational programs that allow corporal pun-

ishment.

H.R. 1590  To provide for designation by the Secretary of the Interior and the
Secretary of Agriculture of an ancient forest reserve system, including lands
managed by the Bureau of Land Management and portions of national forests
established by reservations from the public domain; to require the Secretary
of the Interior and the Secretary of Agriculture to enhance economic stability
in the Pacific Northwest; and for other purposes.

H.R. 1633  To assist in implementing the Plan of Action adopted by the World
Summit for Children.

H.R. 1669  To provide financial assistance to eligible local educational agen-
cies to improve urban education, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1753  To establish grant programs and provide other forms of Federal
assistance to pregnant women, children in need of adoptive families, and
individuals and families adopting children.

H.R. 2125  To establish a commission to examine the issues associated with
the teaching of values in elementary and secondary schools and to amend the
Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965 to establish a demon-
stration program of grants to innovative projects relating to civics and char-
acter values in education.

H.R. 2157  To require the National Collegiate Athletic Association to provide
due process in connection with its regulatory activities affecting coaches,
players, and institutions engaged in sports in interstate commerce.

H.R. 2258  To help end hunger and human want.
H.R. 2334  To further assist States in their efforts to increase awareness about

and prevent family violence and provide immediate shelter and related as-
sistance to battered women and their children.

H.R. 2336  To establish a higher education loan program in which a borrower's
annual repayment obligation is dependent upon both postschool income level
and borrowing history, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2561  To remove the barrier to access for middle income students to
Federal student financial aid programs, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2782  To amend the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974
to provide that such Act does not preempt certain State laws.

H.R. 2819  To provide financial assistance to eligible local educational agen-
cies to improve rural education, and for other purposes.

H.R. 3078  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to exclude the value
of personal residences and family farms from the calculation of expected
family contributions for student aid programs.

H.R. 3160  To revise the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970.
H.R. 3211  To establish a Federal direct student loan program to consolidate

existing student loan programs, and for other purposes.
H.R. 3393  To amend the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 and the Social Se-

curity Act to provide for health insurance coverage for pregnant women and
children through employment-based insurance and through a State-based
health plan.

H.R. 3432  To provide assistance for workers and communities adversely af-
fected by reductions in the supply of timber from Federal lands and to pro-
vide for ecosystem conservation of Federal forest lands in the Pacific
Northwest.

H.R. 3603  To promote family preservation and the prevention of foster care
with emphasis on families where abuse of alcohol or drugs is present, and
to improve the quality and delivery of child welfare, foster care, and adoption
services.

H.R. 3613  To amend title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and the Age
Discrimination in Employment Act of 1967 to improve the effectiveness of
administrative review of employment discrimination claims made by Federal
employees; and for other purposes.

H.R. 3748  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1991 with respect to the appli-
cation of such Act.

H.R. 3975  To amend section 1977A of the Revised Statutes to equalize the
remedies available to all victims of intentional employment discrimination,
and for other purposes.

H.R. 4022  To amend the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 to provide tax in-
centives for the establishment of tax enterprise zones, and for other purposes.

H.R. 4277  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to delete certain re-
quirements relating to the guaranteed student loan program.

H.R. 4338  To suspend certain compliance and accountability measures under
the National School Lunch Act.

H.R. 4498  To establish a computer education program for certain students.
H.R. 4730  To facilitate and assist in the economic adjustment and industrial

diversification of defense industries, defense dependent communities, and
defense workers that are adversely affected by the termination or reduction
of defense spending or defense-related contracts.
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H.R. 4822  To make appropriations to begin a phase-in toward full funding
of the special supplemental food program for women, infants, and children
(WIC) and of Head Start programs, to expand the Job Corps program, and
for other purposes.

H.R. 5326  To establish a program to assure nondiscriminatory compliance
with all environmental health and safety laws and to assure equal protection
of the public health.

H.Res. 284  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives that there
is a need for a comprehensive, coordinated strategy to help the United States
achieve its goal of being the strongest Nation on Earth economically and
militarily, so that it remain the greatest Nation in support of human dignity,
freedom, and democratic ideals.

H.Con.Res. 92  Expressing the sense of Congress with respect to certain reg-
ulations of the Occupational Safety and Health Administration.

H.Con.Res. 161  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the American
public should observe the 100th anniversary of moviemaking and recognize
the contributions of the American Film Institute in advocating and preserving
the art of film.

H.Con.Res. 282  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the Low Income
Home Energy Assistance Program should be funded for fiscal year 1993 at
a level greater than or equal to its funding for fiscal year 1992.

BOREN, David L. of Oklahoma

S.Con.Res. 17  Expressing the sense of Congress with respect to certain reg-
ulations of the Occupational Safety and Health Administration.

S.Con.Res. 81  Expressing the sense of the Congress regarding visionary art
as a national treasure and regarding the American Visionary Art Museum as
a national repository and educational center for visionary art.

BORSKI, Robert A. of Pennsylvania

H.R. 2  To entitle employees to family leave in certain cases involving a birth,
an adoption, or a serious health condition and to temporary medical leave in
certain cases involving a serious health condition, with adequate protection
of the employees employment and benefit rights, and to establish a com-
mission to study ways of providing salary replacement for employees who
take any such leave.

H.R. 5  To amend the National Labor Relations Act and the Railway Labor
Act to prevent discrimination based on participation in labor disputes.

H.R. 501  To authorize the Secretary of Housing and Urban Development to
provide grants to urban and rural communities for training economically
disadvantaged youth in education and employment skills and to expand the
supply of housing for homeless and economically disadvantaged individuals
and families.

H.R. 667  To authorize a grant to the National Writing Project.
H.R. 799  To ensure that checks to pay benefits under title IV of the Federal

Mine Safety and Health Act of 1977 are delivered early if the usual delivery
date falls on a Saturday, Sunday, or holiday.

H.R. 812  To establish a program of grants for the provision of coordinated
educational support services to at-risk youth.

H.R. 1063  To amend the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970 to es-
tablish an Office of Construction Safety, Health, and Education, to improve
inspections, investigations, reporting, and recordkeeping on construction
sites, to require the appointment of project constructors to monitor safety on
construction sites, to require construction employers to establish safety and
health programs, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1126  To extend the coverage of certain Federal labor laws to foreign
flagships.

H.R. 1218  To prevent potential abuses of electronic monitoring in the
workplace.

H.R. 1502  To combat violence and crimes against women on the streets and
in homes.

H.R. 1504  To authorize a National Conference on Aging.
H.R. 1524  To establish programs to promote increased access to higher edu-

cation through early intervention counseling and financial aid information.
H.R. 1633  To assist in implementing the Plan of Action adopted by the World

Summit for Children.

H.R. 1669  To provide financial assistance to eligible local educational agen-
cies to improve urban education, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1753  To establish grant programs and provide other forms of Federal
assistance to pregnant women, children in need of adoptive families, and
individuals and families adopting children.

H.R. 1960  To direct the Secretary of the Interior to construct a National
Training Center at the National Afro-American Museum and Cultural Center
and for other purposes.

H.R. 1987  To amend the Act of March 3, 1931 (known as the Davis-Bacon
Act), to revise the standard for coverage under that Act, and for other pur-
poses.

H.R. 2021  To amend the Older Americans Act of 1965 to require States to
appoint a State advisory body to make recommendations regarding trans-
portation services that affect older individuals; to provide for coordination
of such services; and to require the Commissioner on Aging to submit a re-
port regarding transportation services provided under such Act.

H.R. 2026  To amend the Older Americans Act of 1965 to provide supportive
services to strengthen informal caregivers who assist older individuals in
need of long-term care, to remain in private residences.

H.R. 2125  To establish a commission to examine the issues associated with
the teaching of values in elementary and secondary schools and to amend the
Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965 to establish a demon-
stration program of grants to innovative projects relating to civics and char-
acter values in education.

H.R. 2782  To amend the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974
to provide that such Act does not preempt certain State laws.

H.R. 3160  To revise the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970.
H.R. 3475  To assist business in providing women with opportunities in ap-

prenticeship and nontraditional occupations.
H.R. 3476  To establish the Commission on the Advancement of Women in

the Science and Engineering Work Forces.
H.Con.Res. 92  Expressing the sense of Congress with respect to certain reg-

ulations of the Occupational Safety and Health Administration.
H.Con.Res. 282  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the Low Income

Home Energy Assistance Program should be funded for fiscal year 1993 at
a level greater than or equal to its funding for fiscal year 1992.

BOUCHER, Rick of Virginia

H.R. 179  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to permit the deferral
of payments on student loans during professional internships, regardless of
duration.

H.R. 451  To amend the Black Lung Benefits Act to provide that when ben-
efits are paid for at least two years after an initial determination of eligibility
for such benefits the benefits will not be required to be repaid upon a final
determination of ineligibility for benefits, and for other purposes.

H.R. 544  To amend the National School Lunch Act to restore food supple-
ment benefits under the dependent care food program to adolescent youth.

H.R. 656  To provide for a coordinated Federal research program to ensure
continued United States leadership in high-performance computing.

H.R. 667  To authorize a grant to the National Writing Project.
H.R. 694  To amend the Black Lung Benefits Act to provide special proce-

dures for certain claims due to pneumoconiosis, and for other purposes.
H.R. 751  To enhance the literacy and basic skills of adults, to ensure that all

adults in the United States acquire the basic skills necessary to function ef-
fectively and achieve the greatest possible opportunity in their work and in
their lives, and to strengthen and coordinate adult literacy programs.

H.R. 799  To ensure that checks to pay benefits under title IV of the Federal
Mine Safety and Health Act of 1977 are delivered early if the usual delivery
date falls on a Saturday, Sunday, or holiday.

H.R. 812  To establish a program of grants for the provision of coordinated
educational support services to at-risk youth.

H.R. 840  To improve counseling services for elementary school children.
H.R. 1059  To amend section 311 of the Older Americans Act of 1965 to re-

quire the Secretary of Agriculture to provide assistance for 2 meals served
daily per person.

H.R. 1116  To permit certain coal miners and their survivors to have their
claims reviewed under the Black Lung Benefits Act.
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H.R. 1237  To amend the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 to clarify the
application of such Act, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1502  To combat violence and crimes against women on the streets and
in homes.

H.R. 1633  To assist in implementing the Plan of Action adopted by the World
Summit for Children.

H.R. 1637  To make improvements in the Black Lung Benefits Act.
H.R. 2230  To provide incentives for physicians to practice in rural areas and

in rural medically underserved areas.
H.R. 2258  To help end hunger and human want.
H.R. 2363  To amend the provisions of the Higher Education Act of 1965

relating to treatment by campus officials of sexual assault victims.
H.R. 2561  To remove the barrier to access for middle income students to

Federal student financial aid programs, and for other purposes.
H.R. 2819  To provide financial assistance to eligible local educational agen-

cies to improve rural education, and for other purposes.
H.R. 2936  To establish programs at the National Science Foundation for the

advancement of technical education and training in advanced-technology
occupations, and for other purposes.

H.R. 3475  To assist business in providing women with opportunities in ap-
prenticeship and nontraditional occupations.

H.R. 3476  To establish the Commission on the Advancement of Women in
the Science and Engineering Work Forces.

H.R. 3526  To ensure economic equity for American women and their families
and to respond to the need to revitalize the American economy by expanding
employment opportunities; improving access to funds for women business
owners; enhancing economic justice for women through pay equity, im-
proved child support enforcement, and benefits for part-time workers; and
providing economic and retirement security for women as workers and as
divorced or surviving spouses.

H.R. 4300  To amend the Stewart B. McKinney Homeless Assistance Act to
extend programs providing urgently needed assistance for the homeless, and
for other purposes.

H.R. 4822  To make appropriations to begin a phase-in toward full funding
of the special supplemental food program for women, infants, and children
(WIC) and of Head Start programs, to expand the Job Corps program, and
for other purposes.

H.R. 5230  To enhance United States competitiveness by strengthening the
Nation's technology base, promoting investment in United States technology,
supporting manufacturing infrastructure development, enhancing the tech-
nology skills of American workers, and reorienting defense spending to
support American competitiveness, and for other purposes.

H.R. 5357  To provide grants to States to improve and coordinate health and
education services provided to preschool children and to provide for the
production and distribution of educational television programming for pre-
school children.

H.Res. 284  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives that there
is a need for a comprehensive, coordinated strategy to help the United States
achieve its goal of being the strongest Nation on Earth economically and
militarily, so that it remain the greatest Nation in support of human dignity,
freedom, and democratic ideals.

H.Res. 524  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives to commend
and congratulate the College of William and Mary in Virginia on the occa-
sion of the 300th anniversary of its founding.

H.Con.Res. 282  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the Low Income
Home Energy Assistance Program should be funded for fiscal year 1993 at
a level greater than or equal to its funding for fiscal year 1992.

BOXER, Barbara of California

H.R. 1  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to restore and strengthen civil
rights laws that ban discrimination in employment, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2  To entitle employees to family leave in certain cases involving a birth,
an adoption, or a serious health condition and to temporary medical leave in
certain cases involving a serious health condition, with adequate protection
of the employees employment and benefit rights, and to establish a com-
mission to study ways of providing salary replacement for employees who
take any such leave.

H.R. 5  To amend the National Labor Relations Act and the Railway Labor
Act to prevent discrimination based on participation in labor disputes.

H.R. 260 *   To establish a program of grants to local educational agencies for
purposes of conducting after-school activities designed to promote learning
and finishing high school.

H.R. 385  To provide financial assistance for programs for the prevention,
identification, and treatment of elder abuse, neglect, and exploitation, to es-
tablish a National Center on Elder Abuse, and for other purposes.

H.R. 441  To facilitate the economic adjustment of communities, industries,
and workers to reductions or realignments in defense or aerospace contracts,
military facilities, and arms export, and for other purposes.

H.R. 500  To require the Secretary of the Treasury to mint coins in com-
memoration of the quincentenary of the discovery of America by Christopher
Columbus and to establish the Christopher Columbus Fellowship Foundation.

H.R. 501  To authorize the Secretary of Housing and Urban Development to
provide grants to urban and rural communities for training economically
disadvantaged youth in education and employment skills and to expand the
supply of housing for homeless and economically disadvantaged individuals
and families.

H.R. 544  To amend the National School Lunch Act to restore food supple-
ment benefits under the dependent care food program to adolescent youth.

H.R. 667  To authorize a grant to the National Writing Project.
H.R. 709  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to provide reduced

rates of interest under the Guaranteed Student Loan Program to individuals
who enter the teaching profession.

H.R. 799  To ensure that checks to pay benefits under title IV of the Federal
Mine Safety and Health Act of 1977 are delivered early if the usual delivery
date falls on a Saturday, Sunday, or holiday.

H.R. 812  To establish a program of grants for the provision of coordinated
educational support services to at-risk youth.

H.R. 821  To provide for the cancellation of a portion of the direct student
loans of members of the Armed Forces who serve in a combat zone in con-
nection with the Persian Gulf conflict and to require the restoration of edu-
cational benefits and tuition reimbursement for those members of the Armed
Forces who are unable to pursue studies because of military commitments.

H.R. 840  To improve counseling services for elementary school children.
H.R. 907  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to permit alternative

methods for qualifying ”ability-to-benefit” students for Federal student fi-
nancial aid.

H.R. 908  To amend title 38, United States Code, and other provisions of law
to provide improved benefits and services for military personnel who serve
during the Persian Gulf War, including particularly benefits and services for
members of the National Guard and Reserve components, and for other
purposes.

H.R. 1059  To amend section 311 of the Older Americans Act of 1965 to re-
quire the Secretary of Agriculture to provide assistance for 2 meals served
daily per person.

H.R. 1063  To amend the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970 to es-
tablish an Office of Construction Safety, Health, and Education, to improve
inspections, investigations, reporting, and recordkeeping on construction
sites, to require the appointment of project constructors to monitor safety on
construction sites, to require construction employers to establish safety and
health programs, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1116  To permit certain coal miners and their survivors to have their
claims reviewed under the Black Lung Benefits Act.

H.R. 1126  To extend the coverage of certain Federal labor laws to foreign
flagships.

H.R. 1154  To establish programs to improve foreign language instruction and
to amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 in order to promote equal access
to opportunities to study abroad, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1218  To prevent potential abuses of electronic monitoring in the
workplace.

H.R. 1222  To enhance cooperation between the public and law enforcement
personnel in controlling and preventing crime and drug abuse.

H.R. 1364  To amend the Job Corps provisions of the Job Training Partnership
Act.

H.R. 1365  To amend the Job Training Partnership Act to provide for disaster
relief employment assistance.

H.R. 1388  To entitle employees to family leave for attending school activities.
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H.R. 1430  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and the Fair Housing Act
to prohibit discrimination on the basis of affectional or sexual orientation,
and for other purposes.

H.R. 1460  Entitled ”The Food For Young Children Act”.
H.R. 1502 *  To combat violence and crimes against women on the streets and

in homes.
H.R. 1503  To facilitate capital financing for historically Black colleges and

universities.
H.R. 1573  To amend the amount of grants received under chapter 1 of title

I of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965.
H.R. 1602  To amend title I of the Employee Retirement Income Security Act

of 1974 to provide that such Act does not preempt actions under State law
against persons who engage in unfair insurance claims practices.

H.R. 1633  To assist in implementing the Plan of Action adopted by the World
Summit for Children.

H.R. 1664 *  To protect employees who report violations of Federal laws and
regulations.

H.R. 1960  To direct the Secretary of the Interior to construct a National
Training Center at the National Afro-American Museum and Cultural Center
and for other purposes.

H.R. 2246  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to strengthen the
oversight by the Secretary of Education of the functioning of college ac-
crediting agencies, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2258  To help end hunger and human want.
H.R. 2336  To establish a higher education loan program in which a borrower's

annual repayment obligation is dependent upon both postschool income level
and borrowing history, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2363  To amend the provisions of the Higher Education Act of 1965
relating to treatment by campus officials of sexual assault victims.

H.R. 2377 *  To amend title 5, United States Code, to provide civilian em-
ployees of the Department of Defense who are separated as a result of a base
closure involving a transfer of the base to another Federal agency a hiring
preference for Federal job openings at the same location, and for other pur-
poses.

H.R. 2437  To amend the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 to revise and extend the
program regarding independent living services for older blind individuals.

H.R. 2561  To remove the barrier to access for middle income students to
Federal student financial aid programs, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2782  To amend the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974
to provide that such Act does not preempt certain State laws.

H.R. 2784 *  To assist counties adversely affected by a base closure, change
in the place of performance of a defense contract, the cancellation or failure
to proceed with a defense contract, or reductions in defense spending.

H.R. 2936  To establish programs at the National Science Foundation for the
advancement of technical education and training in advanced-technology
occupations, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2938  To establish a Teacher Opportunity Corps to enable
paraprofessionals working in targeted schools to become certified teachers
through part-time and summer study.

H.R. 2970  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to provide program
grants to medical and allied health professions institutions for graduate edu-
cation and training which will benefit underserved, economically disadvan-
taged communities.

H.R. 3050  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to establish a higher
education loan program in which the amount of a student's loan repayment
is contingent upon such student's income, and for other purposes.

H.R. 3098  To improve the college participation rates of groups underserved
by institutions of higher education and for other purposes.

H.R. 3120  To express the sense of the Congress regarding a national agenda
for extending and improving foreign language instruction in the elementary
schools of the Nation.

H.R. 3160  To revise the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970.
H.R. 3285  To provide for regional energy efficient lighting education centers,

and for other purposes.
H.R. 3366  To repeal provisions of law regarding employer sanctions and

unfair immigration-related employment practices, to strengthen enforcement
of laws regarding illegal entry into the United States, and for other purposes.

H.R. 3393  To amend the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 and the Social Se-
curity Act to provide for health insurance coverage for pregnant women and
children through employment-based insurance and through a State-based
health plan.

H.R. 3413  To authorize the States to impose an export tax on unprocessed
timber from private lands, to allow a credit against income taxes for do-
mestically processed timber, and for other purposes.

H.R. 3432  To provide assistance for workers and communities adversely af-
fected by reductions in the supply of timber from Federal lands and to pro-
vide for ecosystem conservation of Federal forest lands in the Pacific
Northwest.

H.R. 3450  To amend part A of title IV of the Social Security Act to remove
barriers and disincentives in the program of aid to families with dependent
children so as to enable recipients of such aid to move toward self-
sufficiency through microenterprises.

H.R. 3475  To assist business in providing women with opportunities in ap-
prenticeship and nontraditional occupations.

H.R. 3526  To ensure economic equity for American women and their families
and to respond to the need to revitalize the American economy by expanding
employment opportunities; improving access to funds for women business
owners; enhancing economic justice for women through pay equity, im-
proved child support enforcement, and benefits for part-time workers; and
providing economic and retirement security for women as workers and as
divorced or surviving spouses.

H.R. 3548  To improve the quality of education by providing incentive grants
and by certain other methods.

H.R. 3553  To amend and extend the Higher Education Act of 1965.
H.R. 3555  To repeal and prohibit all exemptions, privileges and gratuities for

members of the U.S. House of Representatives and the U.S. Senate.
H.R. 3603  To promote family preservation and the prevention of foster care

with emphasis on families where abuse of alcohol or drugs is present, and
to improve the quality and delivery of child welfare, foster care, and adoption
services.

H.R. 3613  To amend title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and the Age
Discrimination in Employment Act of 1967 to improve the effectiveness of
administrative review of employment discrimination claims made by Federal
employees; and for other purposes.

H.R. 3748  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1991 with respect to the appli-
cation of such Act.

H.R. 3878  To provide assistance to employees who are subject to a plant
closing or mass layoff because their work is transferred to another country
which has low wages or unhealthy working conditions.

H.R. 3908  To provide compensation and health reinsurance benefits to em-
ployees at Department of Energy defense nuclear facilities for injuries caused
by exposure to ionizing radiation and to ensure fair treatment of employees
during modernization and reconfiguration of such facilities, and for other
purposes.

H.R. 3975  To amend section 1977A of the Revised Statutes to equalize the
remedies available to all victims of intentional employment discrimination,
and for other purposes.

H.R. 4013  To amend certain provisions of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986
to improve the provisions of health care to retirees in the coal industry, to
revise the manner in which such care is funded and maintained, and for other
purposes.

H.R. 4022  To amend the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 to provide tax in-
centives for the establishment of tax enterprise zones, and for other purposes.

H.R. 4136  To revitalize the American rail car industry by the establishment
of a Federal grant and loan program for research and development, by the
creation of economic incentives to encourage investment in rail car design
and engineering activities, and by the expansion of vocational training op-
portunities in the rail car industry.

H.R. 4300  To amend the Stewart B. McKinney Homeless Assistance Act to
extend programs providing urgently needed assistance for the homeless, and
for other purposes.

H.R. 4748 *  To improve national competitiveness through education.
H.R. 5010  To provide for the revitalization of the United States aerospace and

other industries that have been adversely affected by defense spending re-
ductions and foreign subsidies.
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H.R. 5116  To continue and expand programs to assist defense workers and
communities adversely affected by base closures or reductions in defense
spending, promote the conversion of defense contractors, including defense
contractors that are small businesses, and encourage exports of United States
products and services.

H.R. 5116  To continue and expand programs to assist defense workers and
communities adversely affected by base closures or reductions in defense
spending, promote the conversion of defense contractors, including defense
contractors that are small businesses, and encourage exports of United States
products and services.

H.Res. 284  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives that there
is a need for a comprehensive, coordinated strategy to help the United States
achieve its goal of being the strongest Nation on Earth economically and
militarily, so that it remain the greatest Nation in support of human dignity,
freedom, and democratic ideals.

H.Con.Res. 161  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the American
public should observe the 100th anniversary of moviemaking and recognize
the contributions of the American Film Institute in advocating and preserving
the art of film.

BRADLEY, Bill of New Jersey

S.Con.Res. 44  Expressing the sense of Congress that the American public
should observe the 100th anniversary of moviemaking and recognize the
contributions of the American Film Institute in advocating and preserving the
art of film.

BREWSTER, Bill K. of Oklahoma

H.R. 812  To establish a program of grants for the provision of coordinated
educational support services to at-risk youth.

H.R. 840  To improve counseling services for elementary school children.
H.R. 908  To amend title 38, United States Code, and other provisions of law

to provide improved benefits and services for military personnel who serve
during the Persian Gulf War, including particularly benefits and services for
members of the National Guard and Reserve components, and for other
purposes.

H.R. 1237  To amend the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 to clarify the
application of such Act, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2230  To provide incentives for physicians to practice in rural areas and
in rural medically underserved areas.

H.R. 4591  To amend the Job Training Partnership Act to establish a com-
munity works progress program, a youth community corps program, and a
national youth community corps program, and for other purposes.

H.R. 4729  To provide grants to establish an integrated approach to prevent
child abuse.

H.Res. 284  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives that there
is a need for a comprehensive, coordinated strategy to help the United States
achieve its goal of being the strongest Nation on Earth economically and
militarily, so that it remain the greatest Nation in support of human dignity,
freedom, and democratic ideals.

H.Con.Res. 161  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the American
public should observe the 100th anniversary of moviemaking and recognize
the contributions of the American Film Institute in advocating and preserving
the art of film.

BROOKS, Jack of Texas

H.R. 1 *  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to restore and strengthen
civil  rights laws that ban discrimination in employment, and for other pur-
poses.

H.R. 5  To amend the National Labor Relations Act and the Railway Labor
Act to prevent discrimination based on participation in labor disputes.

H.R. 1063  To amend the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970 to es-
tablish an Office of Construction Safety, Health, and Education, to improve
inspections, investigations, reporting, and recordkeeping on construction
sites, to require the appointment of project constructors to monitor safety on
construction sites, to require construction employers to establish safety and
health programs, and for other purposes.

H.R. 3371 *  To control and prevent crime.
H.Con.Res. 92  Expressing the sense of Congress with respect to certain reg-

ulations of the Occupational Safety and Health Administration.

BROOMFIELD, Wm. S. of Michigan

H.R. 123  To amend title 4, United States Code, to declare English as the of-
ficial language of the United States.

H.R. 500  To require the Secretary of the Treasury to mint coins in com-
memoration of the quincentenary of the discovery of America by Christopher
Columbus and to establish the Christopher Columbus Fellowship Foundation.

H.R. 840  To improve counseling services for elementary school children.
H.R. 1375  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to strengthen protections

against discrimination in employment, and for other purposes.
H.R. 2460  To help the Nation achieve the National Education Goals by sup-

porting the creation of a new generation of American Schools in communities
across the country; rewarding schools that demonstrate outstanding gains in
student performance and other progress toward the National Education
Goals; creating academies to improve leadership and core-course teaching in
schools nationwide; supporting State and local efforts to attract qualified in-
dividuals to teaching and educational administration; providing States and
localities with statutory and regulatory flexibility in exchange for greater
accountability for student learning; encouraging, testing, and evaluating ed-
ucational choice programs; increasing the potential usefulness of the National
Assessment of Education Progress to State and local decision-makers; ex-
panding Federal support for literacy improvements; and for other purposes.

H.R. 2810  To expand the nation's drug treatment capacity, promote drug-free
and safe schools, require Statewide drug abuse prevention and treatment
plans, and ensure that new Federal grant dollars provided for treatment ser-
vices do not displace State dollars.

H.R. 5325  To improve access to health insurance and contain health care
costs, and for other purposes.

H.R. 5664  To encourage, assist, and evaluate educational choice programs,
and for other purposes.

H.Con.Res. 92  Expressing the sense of Congress with respect to certain reg-
ulations of the Occupational Safety and Health Administration.

H.Con.Res. 102  Expressing the sense of the Congress regarding admissions
of minority students to institutions of higher education.

BROWDER, Glen of Alabama

H.R. 123  To amend title 4, United States Code, to declare English as the of-
ficial language of the United States.

H.R. 656  To provide for a coordinated Federal research program to ensure
continued United States leadership in high-performance computing.

H.R. 667  To authorize a grant to the National Writing Project.
H.R. 812  To establish a program of grants for the provision of coordinated

educational support services to at-risk youth.
H.R. 1218  To prevent potential abuses of electronic monitoring in the

workplace.
H.R. 1237  To amend the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 to clarify the

application of such Act, and for other purposes.
H.R. 1254  To provide for the establishment of the Margaret Walker

Alexander National African-American Research Center.
H.R. 2437  To amend the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 to revise and extend the

program regarding independent living services for older blind individuals.
H.R. 2936  To establish programs at the National Science Foundation for the

advancement of technical education and training in advanced-technology
occupations, and for other purposes.
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H.R. 4013  To amend certain provisions of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986
to improve the provisions of health care to retirees in the coal industry, to
revise the manner in which such care is funded and maintained, and for other
purposes.

H.R. 4338  To suspend certain compliance and accountability measures under
the National School Lunch Act.

H.R. 4729  To provide grants to establish an integrated approach to prevent
child abuse.

H.R. 5097  To amend title 38, United States Code, to improve benefits in
certain education and employment programs for veterans, and for other pur-
poses.

H.Res. 201  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives that the
people of the United States should recognize ”An Artistic Discovery”, the
Congressional High School Art Competition.

H.Con.Res. 92  Expressing the sense of Congress with respect to certain reg-
ulations of the Occupational Safety and Health Administration.

BROWN, George E. Jr. of California

H.R. 1  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to restore and strengthen civil
rights laws that ban discrimination in employment, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2  To entitle employees to family leave in certain cases involving a birth,
an adoption, or a serious health condition and to temporary medical leave in
certain cases involving a serious health condition, with adequate protection
of the employees employment and benefit rights, and to establish a com-
mission to study ways of providing salary replacement for employees who
take any such leave.

H.R. 5  To amend the National Labor Relations Act and the Railway Labor
Act to prevent discrimination based on participation in labor disputes.

H.R. 81  To amend the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 to allow individuals
to direct that part or all of their income tax refunds be contributed to a trust
fund established for the relief of domestic and international hunger, and to
establish a commission to oversee the distribution of such contributions.

H.R. 179  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to permit the deferral
of payments on student loans during professional internships, regardless of
duration.

H.R. 441  To facilitate the economic adjustment of communities, industries,
and workers to reductions or realignments in defense or aerospace contracts,
military facilities, and arms export, and for other purposes.

H.R. 656 *  To provide for a coordinated Federal research program to ensure
continued United States leadership in high-performance computing.

H.R. 667  To authorize a grant to the National Writing Project.
H.R. 709  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to provide reduced

rates of interest under the Guaranteed Student Loan Program to individuals
who enter the teaching profession.

H.R. 812  To establish a program of grants for the provision of coordinated
educational support services to at-risk youth.

H.R. 907  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to permit alternative
methods for qualifying ”ability-to-benefit” students for Federal student fi-
nancial aid.

H.R. 908  To amend title 38, United States Code, and other provisions of law
to provide improved benefits and services for military personnel who serve
during the Persian Gulf War, including particularly benefits and services for
members of the National Guard and Reserve components, and for other
purposes.

H.R. 1063  To amend the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970 to es-
tablish an Office of Construction Safety, Health, and Education, to improve
inspections, investigations, reporting, and recordkeeping on construction
sites, to require the appointment of project constructors to monitor safety on
construction sites, to require construction employers to establish safety and
health programs, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1066  To authorize a national program to reduce the threat to human
health posed by exposure to contaminants in the air indoors.

H.R. 1126  To extend the coverage of certain Federal labor laws to foreign
flagships.

H.R. 1218  To prevent potential abuses of electronic monitoring in the
workplace.

H.R. 1222  To enhance cooperation between the public and law enforcement
personnel in controlling and preventing crime and drug abuse.

H.R. 1364  To amend the Job Corps provisions of the Job Training Partnership
Act.

H.R. 1430  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and the Fair Housing Act
to prohibit discrimination on the basis of affectional or sexual orientation,
and for other purposes.

H.R. 1502  To combat violence and crimes against women on the streets and
in homes.

H.R. 1503  To facilitate capital financing for historically Black colleges and
universities.

H.R. 1602  To amend title I of the Employee Retirement Income Security Act
of 1974 to provide that such Act does not preempt actions under State law
against persons who engage in unfair insurance claims practices.

H.R. 1753  To establish grant programs and provide other forms of Federal
assistance to pregnant women, children in need of adoptive families, and
individuals and families adopting children.

H.R. 1987  To amend the Act of March 3, 1931 (known as the Davis-Bacon
Act), to revise the standard for coverage under that Act, and for other pur-
poses.

H.R. 2142  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 in order to increase
postsecondary educational opportunities for women and minorities, and for
other purposes.

H.R. 2223  To amend the National Labor Relations Act to give employers and
performers in the live performing arts, rights given by section 8(e) of such
Act to employers and employees in similarly situated industries, to give such
employers and performers the same rights given by section 8(f) of such Act
to employers and employees in the construction industry, and for other pur-
poses.

H.R. 2336  To establish a higher education loan program in which a borrower's
annual repayment obligation is dependent upon both postschool income level
and borrowing history, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2390  To amend the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974
and the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 to expand pension coverage, improve
pension portability, increase retirement savings, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2561  To remove the barrier to access for middle income students to
Federal student financial aid programs, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2782  To amend the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974
to provide that such Act does not preempt certain State laws.

H.R. 2936  To establish programs at the National Science Foundation for the
advancement of technical education and training in advanced-technology
occupations, and for other purposes.

H.R. 3078  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to exclude the value
of personal residences and family farms from the calculation of expected
family contributions for student aid programs.

H.R. 3098  To improve the college participation rates of groups underserved
by institutions of higher education and for other purposes.

H.R. 3137  To amend the McCarran-Ferguson Act and the Employee Retire-
ment Income Security Act of 1974 to assure that the medicaid program is
treated as payer of last resort.

H.R. 3160  To revise the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970.
H.R. 3211  To establish a Federal direct student loan program to consolidate

existing student loan programs, and for other purposes.
H.R. 3285  To provide for regional energy efficient lighting education centers,

and for other purposes.
H.R. 3507  To establish programs under the Technology Administration of the

Department of Commerce, and elsewhere, to promote a skilled workforce and
United States industrial competitiveness.

H.R. 3526  To ensure economic equity for American women and their families
and to respond to the need to revitalize the American economy by expanding
employment opportunities; improving access to funds for women business
owners; enhancing economic justice for women through pay equity, im-
proved child support enforcement, and benefits for part-time workers; and
providing economic and retirement security for women as workers and as
divorced or surviving spouses.

H.R. 3555  To repeal and prohibit all exemptions, privileges and gratuities for
members of the U.S. House of Representatives and the U.S. Senate.

H.R. 3603  To promote family preservation and the prevention of foster care
with emphasis on families where abuse of alcohol or drugs is present, and
to improve the quality and delivery of child welfare, foster care, and adoption
services.
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H.R. 3748  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1991 with respect to the appli-
cation of such Act.

H.R. 3975  To amend section 1977A of the Revised Statutes to equalize the
remedies available to all victims of intentional employment discrimination,
and for other purposes.

H.R. 4259  To amend title I of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 to provide each
individual with handicaps who is eligible for services under such title with
the right to select the entities that are to provide services pursuant to the in-
dividualized written rehabilitation program developed for the individual.

H.R. 4277  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to delete certain re-
quirements relating to the guaranteed student loan program.

H.R. 4338  To suspend certain compliance and accountability measures under
the National School Lunch Act.

H.R. 4953  To amend the base closure laws to improve the provision of ad-
justment assistance to employees of the Department of Defense adversely
affected by the closure or realignment of a military installation.

H.R. 5057 *  To facilitate the development of an integrated, nationwide tele-
communications system dedicated to instruction by guaranteeing the acqui-
sition of a communications satellite system used solely for communications
among State and local instructional institutions and agencies and instructional
resource providers.

H.R. 5230 *  To enhance United States competitiveness by strengthening the
Nation's technology base, promoting investment in United States technology,
supporting manufacturing infrastructure development, enhancing the tech-
nology skills of American workers, and reorienting defense spending to
support American competitiveness, and for other purposes.

H.Res. 201  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives that the
people of the United States should recognize ”An Artistic Discovery”, the
Congressional High School Art Competition.

H.Res. 284  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives that there
is a need for a comprehensive, coordinated strategy to help the United States
achieve its goal of being the strongest Nation on Earth economically and
militarily, so that it remain the greatest Nation in support of human dignity,
freedom, and democratic ideals.

H.Con.Res. 161  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the American
public should observe the 100th anniversary of moviemaking and recognize
the contributions of the American Film Institute in advocating and preserving
the art of film.

H.Con.Res. 282  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the Low Income
Home Energy Assistance Program should be funded for fiscal year 1993 at
a level greater than or equal to its funding for fiscal year 1992.

BROWN, Hank of Colorado

S.Con.Res. 17  Expressing the sense of Congress with respect to certain reg-
ulations of the Occupational Safety and Health Administration.

S.Con.Res. 44  Expressing the sense of Congress that the American public
should observe the 100th anniversary of moviemaking and recognize the
contributions of the American Film Institute in advocating and preserving the
art of film.

BRUCE, Terry L. of Illinois

H.R. 2  To entitle employees to family leave in certain cases involving a birth,
an adoption, or a serious health condition and to temporary medical leave in
certain cases involving a serious health condition, with adequate protection
of the employees employment and benefit rights, and to establish a com-
mission to study ways of providing salary replacement for employees who
take any such leave.

H.R. 5  To amend the National Labor Relations Act and the Railway Labor
Act to prevent discrimination based on participation in labor disputes.

H.R. 179  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to permit the deferral
of payments on student loans during professional internships, regardless of
duration.

H.R. 441  To facilitate the economic adjustment of communities, industries,
and workers to reductions or realignments in defense or aerospace contracts,
military facilities, and arms export, and for other purposes.

H.R. 451  To amend the Black Lung Benefits Act to provide that when ben-
efits are paid for at least two years after an initial determination of eligibility
for such benefits the benefits will not be required to be repaid upon a final
determination of ineligibility for benefits, and for other purposes.

H.R. 500  To require the Secretary of the Treasury to mint coins in com-
memoration of the quincentenary of the discovery of America by Christopher
Columbus and to establish the Christopher Columbus Fellowship Foundation.

H.R. 544  To amend the National School Lunch Act to restore food supple-
ment benefits under the dependent care food program to adolescent youth.

H.R. 553  To repeal the testing requirements imposed on ability-to-benefit
students by the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1990.

H.R. 656  To provide for a coordinated Federal research program to ensure
continued United States leadership in high-performance computing.

H.R. 709  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to provide reduced
rates of interest under the Guaranteed Student Loan Program to individuals
who enter the teaching profession.

H.R. 812  To establish a program of grants for the provision of coordinated
educational support services to at-risk youth.

H.R. 840  To improve counseling services for elementary school children.
H.R. 1154  To establish programs to improve foreign language instruction and

to amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 in order to promote equal access
to opportunities to study abroad, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1460  Entitled ”The Food For Young Children Act”.
H.R. 1482  To amend title IV of the Higher Education Act of 1965 to allow

resident physicians to defer repayment of title IV student loans while com-
pleting accredited resident training programs.

H.R. 1504  To authorize a National Conference on Aging.
H.R. 1987  To amend the Act of March 3, 1931 (known as the Davis-Bacon

Act), to revise the standard for coverage under that Act, and for other pur-
poses.

H.R. 2157  To require the National Collegiate Athletic Association to provide
due process in connection with its regulatory activities affecting coaches,
players, and institutions engaged in sports in interstate commerce.

H.R. 2230  To provide incentives for physicians to practice in rural areas and
in rural medically underserved areas.

H.R. 2561  To remove the barrier to access for middle income students to
Federal student financial aid programs, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2819  To provide financial assistance to eligible local educational agen-
cies to improve rural education, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2936  To establish programs at the National Science Foundation for the
advancement of technical education and training in advanced-technology
occupations, and for other purposes.

H.R. 3136  To require the Secretary of Education to conduct a comprehensive
study of the TRIO programs under the Higher Education Act of 1965.

H.R. 3160  To revise the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970.
H.R. 3393  To amend the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 and the Social Se-

curity Act to provide for health insurance coverage for pregnant women and
children through employment-based insurance and through a State-based
health plan.

H.R. 3507  To establish programs under the Technology Administration of the
Department of Commerce, and elsewhere, to promote a skilled workforce and
United States industrial competitiveness.

H.R. 3878  To provide assistance to employees who are subject to a plant
closing or mass layoff because their work is transferred to another country
which has low wages or unhealthy working conditions.

H.R. 3975  To amend section 1977A of the Revised Statutes to equalize the
remedies available to all victims of intentional employment discrimination,
and for other purposes.

H.R. 4013  To amend certain provisions of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986
to improve the provisions of health care to retirees in the coal industry, to
revise the manner in which such care is funded and maintained, and for other
purposes.

H.R. 4300  To amend the Stewart B. McKinney Homeless Assistance Act to
extend programs providing urgently needed assistance for the homeless, and
for other purposes.

H.R. 4953  To amend the base closure laws to improve the provision of ad-
justment assistance to employees of the Department of Defense adversely
affected by the closure or realignment of a military installation.

H.Con.Res. 92  Expressing the sense of Congress with respect to certain reg-
ulations of the Occupational Safety and Health Administration.
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BRYAN, Richard of Nevada

S.Con.Res. 44  Expressing the sense of Congress that the American public
should observe the 100th anniversary of moviemaking and recognize the
contributions of the American Film Institute in advocating and preserving the
art of film.

BRYANT, John of Texas

H.R. 1  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to restore and strengthen civil
rights laws that ban discrimination in employment, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2  To entitle employees to family leave in certain cases involving a birth,
an adoption, or a serious health condition and to temporary medical leave in
certain cases involving a serious health condition, with adequate protection
of the employees employment and benefit rights, and to establish a com-
mission to study ways of providing salary replacement for employees who
take any such leave.

H.R. 5  To amend the National Labor Relations Act and the Railway Labor
Act to prevent discrimination based on participation in labor disputes.

H.R. 81  To amend the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 to allow individuals
to direct that part or all of their income tax refunds be contributed to a trust
fund established for the relief of domestic and international hunger, and to
establish a commission to oversee the distribution of such contributions.

H.R. 179  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to permit the deferral
of payments on student loans during professional internships, regardless of
duration.

H.R. 500  To require the Secretary of the Treasury to mint coins in com-
memoration of the quincentenary of the discovery of America by Christopher
Columbus and to establish the Christopher Columbus Fellowship Foundation.

H.R. 544  To amend the National School Lunch Act to restore food supple-
ment benefits under the dependent care food program to adolescent youth.

H.R. 553  To repeal the testing requirements imposed on ability-to-benefit
students by the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1990.

H.R. 667  To authorize a grant to the National Writing Project.
H.R. 763  To establish a program to guarantee students from selected high

schools a chance to go to college, and for other purposes.
H.R. 906  To amend the Job Training Partnership Act to encourage a broader

range of training and job placement for women and for other purposes.
H.R. 1218  To prevent potential abuses of electronic monitoring in the

workplace.
H.R. 1482  To amend title IV of the Higher Education Act of 1965 to allow

resident physicians to defer repayment of title IV student loans while com-
pleting accredited resident training programs.

H.R. 1502  To combat violence and crimes against women on the streets and
in homes.

H.R. 1503  To facilitate capital financing for historically Black colleges and
universities.

H.R. 1573  To amend the amount of grants received under chapter 1 of title
I of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965.

H.R. 1664  To protect employees who report violations of Federal laws and
regulations.

H.R. 2323 *  To amend the Communications Act of 1934 in order to establish
certain reemployment rights for employees who have lost employment as a
consequence of the divestiture of the Bell system.

H.R. 2363  To amend the provisions of the Higher Education Act of 1965
relating to treatment by campus officials of sexual assault victims.

H.R. 2561  To remove the barrier to access for middle income students to
Federal student financial aid programs, and for other purposes.

H.R. 3160  To revise the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970.
H.R. 3285  To provide for regional energy efficient lighting education centers,

and for other purposes.
H.R. 3371  To control and prevent crime.
H.R. 3555  To repeal and prohibit all exemptions, privileges and gratuities for

members of the U.S. House of Representatives and the U.S. Senate.
H.R. 3748  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1991 with respect to the appli-

cation of such Act.
H.R. 3975  To amend section 1977A of the Revised Statutes to equalize the

remedies available to all victims of intentional employment discrimination,
and for other purposes.

H.R. 4076  To assure an equal opportunity for a quality education for all
children, and for other purposes.

H.R. 4120 *  To reduce the financial contributions of the United States to the
defense of member nations of NATO (other than the United States) and
Japan and to use amounts available because of those reductions to support
law enforcement and education efforts in the United States.

H.R. 5850  To amend the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 to ensure that
inmates are not treated as employees for purposes of such Act.

H.Res. 284  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives that there
is a need for a comprehensive, coordinated strategy to help the United States
achieve its goal of being the strongest Nation on Earth economically and
militarily, so that it remain the greatest Nation in support of human dignity,
freedom, and democratic ideals.

H.Con.Res. 92  Expressing the sense of Congress with respect to certain reg-
ulations of the Occupational Safety and Health Administration.

H.Con.Res. 161  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the American
public should observe the 100th anniversary of moviemaking and recognize
the contributions of the American Film Institute in advocating and preserving
the art of film.

BUMPERS, Dale of Arkansas

S. 838  To amend the Child Abuse Prevention and Treatment Act to revise and
extend programs under such Act, and for other purposes.

S.Con.Res. 17  Expressing the sense of Congress with respect to certain reg-
ulations of the Occupational Safety and Health Administration.

S.Con.Res. 44  Expressing the sense of Congress that the American public
should observe the 100th anniversary of moviemaking and recognize the
contributions of the American Film Institute in advocating and preserving the
art of film.

BUNNING, Jim of Kentucky

H.R. 123  To amend title 4, United States Code, to declare English as the of-
ficial language of the United States.

H.R. 840  To improve counseling services for elementary school children.
H.R. 1230  To provide for universal access to basic group health benefits

coverage and to remove barriers and provide incentives in order to make such
coverage more affordable.

H.R. 1375  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to strengthen protections
against discrimination in employment, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2810  To expand the nation's drug treatment capacity, promote drug-free
and safe schools, require Statewide drug abuse prevention and treatment
plans, and ensure that new Federal grant dollars provided for treatment ser-
vices do not displace State dollars.

H.R. 2943  To require the Secretary of Education to evaluate programs pro-
viding disadvantaged children with guaranties of postsecondary education
assistance, and for other purposes.

H.R. 3734  To make applicable to the Congress certain laws relating to the
terms and conditions of employment, the health and safety of employees, and
the rights and responsibilities of employers and employees, and for other
purposes.

H.R. 5325  To improve access to health insurance and contain health care
costs, and for other purposes.

H.R. 5664  To encourage, assist, and evaluate educational choice programs,
and for other purposes.

H.R. 5800  To amend the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 and the Employee
Retirement Income Security Act of 1974 to improve pension plan funding.

H.Con.Res. 92  Expressing the sense of Congress with respect to certain reg-
ulations of the Occupational Safety and Health Administration.

H.Con.Res. 102  Expressing the sense of the Congress regarding admissions
of minority students to institutions of higher education.

BURDICK, Quentin N. of North Dakota

S. 2044  To assist Native Americans in assuring the survival and continuing
vitality of their languages.

S.Con.Res. 17  Expressing the sense of Congress with respect to certain reg-
ulations of the Occupational Safety and Health Administration.
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S.Con.Res. 44  Expressing the sense of Congress that the American public
should observe the 100th anniversary of moviemaking and recognize the
contributions of the American Film Institute in advocating and preserving the
art of film.

BURNS, Conrad of Montana

S.Con.Res. 17  Expressing the sense of Congress with respect to certain reg-
ulations of the Occupational Safety and Health Administration.

S.Con.Res. 44  Expressing the sense of Congress that the American public
should observe the 100th anniversary of moviemaking and recognize the
contributions of the American Film Institute in advocating and preserving the
art of film.

BURTON, Dan of Indiana

H.R. 123  To amend title 4, United States Code, to declare English as the of-
ficial language of the United States.

H.R. 179  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to permit the deferral
of payments on student loans during professional internships, regardless of
duration.

H.R. 299  To amend the National Foundation of the Arts and the Humanities
Act of 1965 to abolish the National Endowment for the Arts and the National
Council on the Arts.

H.R. 623  To amend the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 to exempt em-
ployees involved in certain model garment programs, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1237  To amend the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 to clarify the
application of such Act, and for other purposes.

H.R. 3734  To make applicable to the Congress certain laws relating to the
terms and conditions of employment, the health and safety of employees, and
the rights and responsibilities of employers and employees, and for other
purposes.

H.R. 4493  To amend the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 to authorize grants for
the provision of certain transportation services to individuals with disabilities
who hold or are seeking jobs in typical work environments, or who are re-
ceiving vocational rehabilitation services.

H.R. 4498  To establish a computer education program for certain students.
H.R. 5571  To create American jobs, deregulate American industry, and reduce

taxes.
H.Con.Res. 161  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the American

public should observe the 100th anniversary of moviemaking and recognize
the contributions of the American Film Institute in advocating and preserving
the art of film.

BUSTAMANTE, Albert G. of Texas

H.R. 1  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to restore and strengthen civil
rights laws that ban discrimination in employment, and for other purposes.

H.R. 5  To amend the National Labor Relations Act and the Railway Labor
Act to prevent discrimination based on participation in labor disputes.

H.R. 500  To require the Secretary of the Treasury to mint coins in com-
memoration of the quincentenary of the discovery of America by Christopher
Columbus and to establish the Christopher Columbus Fellowship Foundation.

H.R. 553  To repeal the testing requirements imposed on ability-to-benefit
students by the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1990.

H.R. 593 *  To amend Public Law 81-874 to provide for an increase in the
minimum local contributions rate for local educational agencies for which the
boundaries of the school districts are coterminous with the boundaries of
military installations.

H.R. 594 *  To create an interagency task force to review programs relating
to the education of students in certain school districts receiving assistance
under the Impact Aid Act.

H.R. 812  To establish a program of grants for the provision of coordinated
educational support services to at-risk youth.

H.R. 907  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to permit alternative
methods for qualifying ”ability-to-benefit” students for Federal student fi-
nancial aid.

H.R. 908  To amend title 38, United States Code, and other provisions of law
to provide improved benefits and services for military personnel who serve
during the Persian Gulf War, including particularly benefits and services for
members of the National Guard and Reserve components, and for other
purposes.

H.R. 1126  To extend the coverage of certain Federal labor laws to foreign
flagships.

H.R. 1134  To amend the Age Discrimination in Employment Act of 1967
with respect to administrative proceedings applicable to claims of discrimi-
nation in Federal employment.

H.R. 1218  To prevent potential abuses of electronic monitoring in the
workplace.

H.R. 1237  To amend the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 to clarify the
application of such Act, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1430  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and the Fair Housing Act
to prohibit discrimination on the basis of affectional or sexual orientation,
and for other purposes.

H.R. 1502  To combat violence and crimes against women on the streets and
in homes.

H.R. 1573  To amend the amount of grants received under chapter 1 of title
I of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965.

H.R. 1822  To amend the Older Americans Community Service Employment
Act to authorize grants for the employment of older Americans in providing
child care for families with low income; and to amend title II of the Social
Security Act to exempt from the earnings test amounts earned for child care
services.

H.R. 1960  To direct the Secretary of the Interior to construct a National
Training Center at the National Afro-American Museum and Cultural Center
and for other purposes.

H.R. 1987  To amend the Act of March 3, 1931 (known as the Davis-Bacon
Act), to revise the standard for coverage under that Act, and for other pur-
poses.

H.R. 2157  To require the National Collegiate Athletic Association to provide
due process in connection with its regulatory activities affecting coaches,
players, and institutions engaged in sports in interstate commerce.

H.R. 2258  To help end hunger and human want.
H.R. 2334  To further assist States in their efforts to increase awareness about

and prevent family violence and provide immediate shelter and related as-
sistance to battered women and their children.

H.R. 2561  To remove the barrier to access for middle income students to
Federal student financial aid programs, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2782  To amend the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974
to provide that such Act does not preempt certain State laws.

H.R. 3093  To amend the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 to provide an
exemption from the overtime requirements of that Act for individuals who
perform multi-skill duties in connection with wildlife.

H.R. 3098  To improve the college participation rates of groups underserved
by institutions of higher education and for other purposes.

H.R. 3353  To establish a Glass Ceiling Commission and an annual award for
promoting a more diverse skilled work force at the management and
decisionmaking levels in business, and for other purposes.

H.R. 3366  To repeal provisions of law regarding employer sanctions and
unfair immigration-related employment practices, to strengthen enforcement
of laws regarding illegal entry into the United States, and for other purposes.

H.R. 3535  To amend the Social Security Act to ensure, through a U.S. Health
Program and through qualified employer health plans, access for all Ameri-
cans to benefits for high quality health care and long-term care while con-
taining the costs of the health care system.

H.R. 3553  To amend and extend the Higher Education Act of 1965.
H.R. 3613  To amend title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and the Age

Discrimination in Employment Act of 1967 to improve the effectiveness of
administrative review of employment discrimination claims made by Federal
employees; and for other purposes.

H.R. 3908  To provide compensation and health reinsurance benefits to em-
ployees at Department of Energy defense nuclear facilities for injuries caused
by exposure to ionizing radiation and to ensure fair treatment of employees
during modernization and reconfiguration of such facilities, and for other
purposes.

H.R. 4076  To assure an equal opportunity for a quality education for all
children, and for other purposes.
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BUSTAMANTE, Albert G. of Texas—Continued

H.R. 4407  Entitled, ”Employment and Economic Growth Act”.
H.R. 4518  To amend the Department of Education Organization Act to create

the position of Assistant Secretary of Education for Bilingual Education and
Minority Languages Affairs and for other purposes.

H.R. 4528  To amend the Job Training Partnership Act to authorize the es-
tablishment of additional Job Corps centers, and for other purposes.

H.R. 4591  To amend the Job Training Partnership Act to establish a com-
munity works progress program, a youth community corps program, and a
national youth community corps program, and for other purposes.

H.R. 4700  To amend the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974
to require an independent audit of statements prepared by certain financial
institutions with respect to assets of employee benefit plans.

H.R. 4729  To provide grants to establish an integrated approach to prevent
child abuse.

H.R. 4822  To make appropriations to begin a phase-in toward full funding
of the special supplemental food program for women, infants, and children
(WIC) and of Head Start programs, to expand the Job Corps program, and
for other purposes.

H.R. 4929  To provide incentives for certain voluntarily separated military
personnel to become elementary and secondary school teachers.

H.R. 4953  To amend the base closure laws to improve the provision of ad-
justment assistance to employees of the Department of Defense adversely
affected by the closure or realignment of a military installation.

H.R. 5010  To provide for the revitalization of the United States aerospace and
other industries that have been adversely affected by defense spending re-
ductions and foreign subsidies.

H.R. 5075  To improve the delivery of employment training services to
members of the Armed Forces who are involuntarily separated from active
duty in the Armed Forces or accept separation under one of the separation
incentive programs.

H.R. 5083  To amend the Act of September 30, 1950 to provide that amounts
appropriated under such Act for purposes of making payments to local edu-
cational agencies on behalf of children who are dependents of a parent or
parents on active duty in the armed forces shall be considered national de-
fense functions for budget purposes.

H.R. 5219  To direct the Secretary of Defense to provide grants to States to
provide technical and financial assistance to defense-dependent contractors.

H.R. 5230  To enhance United States competitiveness by strengthening the
Nation's technology base, promoting investment in United States technology,
supporting manufacturing infrastructure development, enhancing the tech-
nology skills of American workers, and reorienting defense spending to
support American competitiveness, and for other purposes.

H.Res. 201  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives that the
people of the United States should recognize ”An Artistic Discovery”, the
Congressional High School Art Competition.

H.Con.Res. 92  Expressing the sense of Congress with respect to certain reg-
ulations of the Occupational Safety and Health Administration.

H.Con.Res. 161  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the American
public should observe the 100th anniversary of moviemaking and recognize
the contributions of the American Film Institute in advocating and preserving
the art of film.

H.Con.Res. 282  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the Low Income
Home Energy Assistance Program should be funded for fiscal year 1993 at
a level greater than or equal to its funding for fiscal year 1992.

BYRON, Beverly B. of Maryland

H.R. 123  To amend title 4, United States Code, to declare English as the of-
ficial language of the United States.

H.R. 179  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to permit the deferral
of payments on student loans during professional internships, regardless of
duration.

H.R. 500  To require the Secretary of the Treasury to mint coins in com-
memoration of the quincentenary of the discovery of America by Christopher
Columbus and to establish the Christopher Columbus Fellowship Foundation.

H.R. 557 *  To provide additional support for the members of the Armed
Forces participating in operations in the Persian Gulf region by improving
military personnel policies and compensation, by extending the time for
performing certain acts under the internal revenue laws, and by preserving
the student loan repayment grace period.

H.R. 812  To establish a program of grants for the provision of coordinated
educational support services to at-risk youth.

H.R. 840  To improve counseling services for elementary school children.
H.R. 1237  To amend the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 to clarify the

application of such Act, and for other purposes.
H.R. 1270  To strengthen the family structure of the United States by provid-

ing protection for eligible individuals who leave employment for a legitimate
family purpose, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1590  To provide for designation by the Secretary of the Interior and the
Secretary of Agriculture of an ancient forest reserve system, including lands
managed by the Bureau of Land Management and portions of national forests
established by reservations from the public domain; to require the Secretary
of the Interior and the Secretary of Agriculture to enhance economic stability
in the Pacific Northwest; and for other purposes.

H.R. 1633  To assist in implementing the Plan of Action adopted by the World
Summit for Children.

H.R. 2024  To require the President to call a White House Conference on
Aging in 1993.

H.R. 2230  To provide incentives for physicians to practice in rural areas and
in rural medically underserved areas.

H.Res. 284  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives that there
is a need for a comprehensive, coordinated strategy to help the United States
achieve its goal of being the strongest Nation on Earth economically and
militarily, so that it remain the greatest Nation in support of human dignity,
freedom, and democratic ideals.

H.Con.Res. 282  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the Low Income
Home Energy Assistance Program should be funded for fiscal year 1993 at
a level greater than or equal to its funding for fiscal year 1992.

H.Con.Res. 327  Expressing the sense of the Congress regarding visionary art
as a national treasure and regarding the American Visionary Art Museum as
a national repository and educational center for visionary art.

CALLAHAN, Sonny of Alabama

H.R. 123  To amend title 4, United States Code, to declare English as the of-
ficial language of the United States.

H.R. 179  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to permit the deferral
of payments on student loans during professional internships, regardless of
duration.

H.R. 520  To encourage States to establish Parents as Teachers programs.
H.R. 1237  To amend the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 to clarify the

application of such Act, and for other purposes.
H.R. 4013  To amend certain provisions of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986

to improve the provisions of health care to retirees in the coal industry, to
revise the manner in which such care is funded and maintained, and for other
purposes.

H.R. 4729  To provide grants to establish an integrated approach to prevent
child abuse.

H.Res. 201  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives that the
people of the United States should recognize ”An Artistic Discovery”, the
Congressional High School Art Competition.

CAMP, Dave of Michigan

H.R. 123  To amend title 4, United States Code, to declare English as the of-
ficial language of the United States.

H.R. 840  To improve counseling services for elementary school children.
H.R. 1237  To amend the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 to clarify the

application of such Act, and for other purposes.
H.R. 1375  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to strengthen protections

against discrimination in employment, and for other purposes.
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CAMP, Dave of Michigan—Continued

H.R. 1753  To establish grant programs and provide other forms of Federal
assistance to pregnant women, children in need of adoptive families, and
individuals and families adopting children.

H.R. 1755  To repeal the Act of March 3, 1931 (known as the Davis-Bacon
Act).

H.R. 2230  To provide incentives for physicians to practice in rural areas and
in rural medically underserved areas.

H.R. 2334  To further assist States in their efforts to increase awareness about
and prevent family violence and provide immediate shelter and related as-
sistance to battered women and their children.

H.R. 2336  To establish a higher education loan program in which a borrower's
annual repayment obligation is dependent upon both postschool income level
and borrowing history, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2363  To amend the provisions of the Higher Education Act of 1965
relating to treatment by campus officials of sexual assault victims.

H.R. 2819  To provide financial assistance to eligible local educational agen-
cies to improve rural education, and for other purposes.

H.R. 3555  To repeal and prohibit all exemptions, privileges and gratuities for
members of the U.S. House of Representatives and the U.S. Senate.

H.R. 5167  To reduce the amounts appropriated to the Department of Educa-
tion to increase grants to State and local educational agencies and to reduce
the Federal budget deficit.

H.R. 5325  To improve access to health insurance and contain health care
costs, and for other purposes.

H.Con.Res. 92  Expressing the sense of Congress with respect to certain reg-
ulations of the Occupational Safety and Health Administration.

H.Con.Res. 282  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the Low Income
Home Energy Assistance Program should be funded for fiscal year 1993 at
a level greater than or equal to its funding for fiscal year 1992.

CAMPBELL, Ben Nighthorse of Colorado

H.R. 5  To amend the National Labor Relations Act and the Railway Labor
Act to prevent discrimination based on participation in labor disputes.

H.R. 441  To facilitate the economic adjustment of communities, industries,
and workers to reductions or realignments in defense or aerospace contracts,
military facilities, and arms export, and for other purposes.

H.R. 451  To amend the Black Lung Benefits Act to provide that when ben-
efits are paid for at least two years after an initial determination of eligibility
for such benefits the benefits will not be required to be repaid upon a final
determination of ineligibility for benefits, and for other purposes.

H.R. 709  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to provide reduced
rates of interest under the Guaranteed Student Loan Program to individuals
who enter the teaching profession.

H.R. 906  To amend the Job Training Partnership Act to encourage a broader
range of training and job placement for women and for other purposes.

H.R. 1116  To permit certain coal miners and their survivors to have their
claims reviewed under the Black Lung Benefits Act.

H.R. 1126  To extend the coverage of certain Federal labor laws to foreign
flagships.

H.R. 1218  To prevent potential abuses of electronic monitoring in the
workplace.

H.R. 1237  To amend the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 to clarify the
application of such Act, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1430  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and the Fair Housing Act
to prohibit discrimination on the basis of affectional or sexual orientation,
and for other purposes.

H.R. 1502  To combat violence and crimes against women on the streets and
in homes.

H.R. 1573  To amend the amount of grants received under chapter 1 of title
I of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965.

H.R. 1669  To provide financial assistance to eligible local educational agen-
cies to improve urban education, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1987  To amend the Act of March 3, 1931 (known as the Davis-Bacon
Act), to revise the standard for coverage under that Act, and for other pur-
poses.

H.R. 2157  To require the National Collegiate Athletic Association to provide
due process in connection with its regulatory activities affecting coaches,
players, and institutions engaged in sports in interstate commerce.

H.R. 2230  To provide incentives for physicians to practice in rural areas and
in rural medically underserved areas.

H.R. 2336  To establish a higher education loan program in which a borrower's
annual repayment obligation is dependent upon both postschool income level
and borrowing history, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2782  To amend the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974
to provide that such Act does not preempt certain State laws.

H.R. 2819  To provide financial assistance to eligible local educational agen-
cies to improve rural education, and for other purposes.

H.R. 3526  To ensure economic equity for American women and their families
and to respond to the need to revitalize the American economy by expanding
employment opportunities; improving access to funds for women business
owners; enhancing economic justice for women through pay equity, im-
proved child support enforcement, and benefits for part-time workers; and
providing economic and retirement security for women as workers and as
divorced or surviving spouses.

H.R. 3555  To repeal and prohibit all exemptions, privileges and gratuities for
members of the U.S. House of Representatives and the U.S. Senate.

H.R. 3613  To amend title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and the Age
Discrimination in Employment Act of 1967 to improve the effectiveness of
administrative review of employment discrimination claims made by Federal
employees; and for other purposes.

H.R. 3975  To amend section 1977A of the Revised Statutes to equalize the
remedies available to all victims of intentional employment discrimination,
and for other purposes.

H.R. 4528  To amend the Job Training Partnership Act to authorize the es-
tablishment of additional Job Corps centers, and for other purposes.

H.R. 4953  To amend the base closure laws to improve the provision of ad-
justment assistance to employees of the Department of Defense adversely
affected by the closure or realignment of a military installation.

H.R. 5075  To improve the delivery of employment training services to
members of the Armed Forces who are involuntarily separated from active
duty in the Armed Forces or accept separation under one of the separation
incentive programs.

H.Con.Res. 119  Expressing the sense of the Congress regarding the Knight
Foundation's proposals for reforming the college athletics system.

H.Con.Res. 282  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the Low Income
Home Energy Assistance Program should be funded for fiscal year 1993 at
a level greater than or equal to its funding for fiscal year 1992.

CAMPBELL, Tom of California

H.R. 2  To entitle employees to family leave in certain cases involving a birth,
an adoption, or a serious health condition and to temporary medical leave in
certain cases involving a serious health condition, with adequate protection
of the employees employment and benefit rights, and to establish a com-
mission to study ways of providing salary replacement for employees who
take any such leave.

H.R. 299  To amend the National Foundation of the Arts and the Humanities
Act of 1965 to abolish the National Endowment for the Arts and the National
Council on the Arts.

H.R. 1218  To prevent potential abuses of electronic monitoring in the
workplace.

H.R. 1430  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and the Fair Housing Act
to prohibit discrimination on the basis of affectional or sexual orientation,
and for other purposes.

H.R. 1502  To combat violence and crimes against women on the streets and
in homes.

H.R. 1633  To assist in implementing the Plan of Action adopted by the World
Summit for Children.

H.R. 2336  To establish a higher education loan program in which a borrower's
annual repayment obligation is dependent upon both postschool income level
and borrowing history, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2363  To amend the provisions of the Higher Education Act of 1965
relating to treatment by campus officials of sexual assault victims.

H.R. 2523 *  To ensure the competitiveness of the United States in the world
economy.
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H.R. 2716  To amend title IV of the Higher Education Act of 1965 in order
to improve the process for accreditation, licensure, and approval of insti-
tutions participating in programs under that title.

H.R. 2967  To amend the Older Americans Act of 1965 to authorize appro-
priations for fiscal years 1992 through 1995; to authorize a 1993 National
Conference on Aging; to amend the Native Americans Programs Act of 1974
to authorize appropriations for fiscal years 1992 through 1995; and for other
purposes.

H.R. 3137  To amend the McCarran-Ferguson Act and the Employee Retire-
ment Income Security Act of 1974 to assure that the medicaid program is
treated as payer of last resort.

H.R. 3321 *  To amend the Older Americans Act of 1965 to provide for State
and area volunteer services coordinators.

H.R. 3555  To repeal and prohibit all exemptions, privileges and gratuities for
members of the U.S. House of Representatives and the U.S. Senate.

H.R. 3748  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1991 with respect to the appli-
cation of such Act.

H.R. 4305  To amend the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 to permit State
and local agencies to adopt flexible and compressed work schedules.

H.Con.Res. 102  Expressing the sense of the Congress regarding admissions
of minority students to institutions of higher education.

H.Con.Res. 161  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the American
public should observe the 100th anniversary of moviemaking and recognize
the contributions of the American Film Institute in advocating and preserving
the art of film.

CARDIN, Benjamin L. of Maryland

H.R. 1  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to restore and strengthen civil
rights laws that ban discrimination in employment, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2  To entitle employees to family leave in certain cases involving a birth,
an adoption, or a serious health condition and to temporary medical leave in
certain cases involving a serious health condition, with adequate protection
of the employees employment and benefit rights, and to establish a com-
mission to study ways of providing salary replacement for employees who
take any such leave.

H.R. 5  To amend the National Labor Relations Act and the Railway Labor
Act to prevent discrimination based on participation in labor disputes.

H.R. 1126  To extend the coverage of certain Federal labor laws to foreign
flagships.

H.R. 1430  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and the Fair Housing Act
to prohibit discrimination on the basis of affectional or sexual orientation,
and for other purposes.

H.R. 1502  To combat violence and crimes against women on the streets and
in homes.

H.R. 1633  To assist in implementing the Plan of Action adopted by the World
Summit for Children.

H.R. 2363  To amend the provisions of the Higher Education Act of 1965
relating to treatment by campus officials of sexual assault victims.

H.R. 2782  To amend the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974
to provide that such Act does not preempt certain State laws.

H.R. 3475  To assist business in providing women with opportunities in ap-
prenticeship and nontraditional occupations.

H.R. 3476  To establish the Commission on the Advancement of Women in
the Science and Engineering Work Forces.

H.R. 3603  To promote family preservation and the prevention of foster care
with emphasis on families where abuse of alcohol or drugs is present, and
to improve the quality and delivery of child welfare, foster care, and adoption
services.

H.R. 3748  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1991 with respect to the appli-
cation of such Act.

H.R. 4259  To amend title I of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 to provide each
individual with handicaps who is eligible for services under such title with
the right to select the entities that are to provide services pursuant to the in-
dividualized written rehabilitation program developed for the individual.

H.R. 4338  To suspend certain compliance and accountability measures under
the National School Lunch Act.

H.R. 4889 *  To amend the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 and the Social
Security Act to provide for health insurance coverage for workers and the
public in a manner that contains the costs of health care in the United States.

H.R. 5502  To establish the framework for a health care system that will bring
about universal access to affordable, quality health care by containing the
growth in health care costs, by improving access to and simplifying the ad-
ministration of health insurance, by deterring and prosecuting health care
fraud and abuse, by expanding benefits under the medicare program, by ex-
panding eligibility and increasing payment levels under the medicaid pro-
gram, and by making health insurance available to all children.

H.Res. 201  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives that the
people of the United States should recognize ”An Artistic Discovery”, the
Congressional High School Art Competition.

H.Con.Res. 282  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the Low Income
Home Energy Assistance Program should be funded for fiscal year 1993 at
a level greater than or equal to its funding for fiscal year 1992.

H.Con.Res. 327 *  Expressing the sense of the Congress regarding visionary
art as a national treasure and regarding the American Visionary Art Museum
as a national repository and educational center for visionary art.

CARPER, Thomas R. of Delaware

H.R. 1  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to restore and strengthen civil
rights laws that ban discrimination in employment, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2  To entitle employees to family leave in certain cases involving a birth,
an adoption, or a serious health condition and to temporary medical leave in
certain cases involving a serious health condition, with adequate protection
of the employees employment and benefit rights, and to establish a com-
mission to study ways of providing salary replacement for employees who
take any such leave.

H.R. 5  To amend the National Labor Relations Act and the Railway Labor
Act to prevent discrimination based on participation in labor disputes.

H.R. 500  To require the Secretary of the Treasury to mint coins in com-
memoration of the quincentenary of the discovery of America by Christopher
Columbus and to establish the Christopher Columbus Fellowship Foundation.

H.R. 840  To improve counseling services for elementary school children.
H.R. 1502  To combat violence and crimes against women on the streets and

in homes.
H.R. 2363  To amend the provisions of the Higher Education Act of 1965

relating to treatment by campus officials of sexual assault victims.
H.R. 2495  To expand and strengthen Federal programs by providing incen-

tives to encourage individuals to enter the teaching profession, and for other
purposes.

H.R. 3748  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1991 with respect to the appli-
cation of such Act.

H.R. 4013  To amend certain provisions of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986
to improve the provisions of health care to retirees in the coal industry, to
revise the manner in which such care is funded and maintained, and for other
purposes.

H.R. 4338  To suspend certain compliance and accountability measures under
the National School Lunch Act.

H.R. 4729  To provide grants to establish an integrated approach to prevent
child abuse.

H.R. 5813 *  To establish in the Department of Labor a Federal Boxing
Commission, and for other purposes.

H.R. 5936  To contain health care costs and improve access to health care
through accountable health plans and managed competition, and for other
purposes.

H.Res. 201  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives that the
people of the United States should recognize ”An Artistic Discovery”, the
Congressional High School Art Competition.

H.Con.Res. 92  Expressing the sense of Congress with respect to certain reg-
ulations of the Occupational Safety and Health Administration.

H.Con.Res. 282  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the Low Income
Home Energy Assistance Program should be funded for fiscal year 1993 at
a level greater than or equal to its funding for fiscal year 1992.
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CARR, Bob of Michigan

H.R. 5  To amend the National Labor Relations Act and the Railway Labor
Act to prevent discrimination based on participation in labor disputes.

H.R. 81 *  To amend the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 to allow individuals
to direct that part or all of their income tax refunds be contributed to a trust
fund established for the relief of domestic and international hunger, and to
establish a commission to oversee the distribution of such contributions.

H.R. 179  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to permit the deferral
of payments on student loans during professional internships, regardless of
duration.

H.R. 500  To require the Secretary of the Treasury to mint coins in com-
memoration of the quincentenary of the discovery of America by Christopher
Columbus and to establish the Christopher Columbus Fellowship Foundation.

H.R. 1218  To prevent potential abuses of electronic monitoring in the
workplace.

H.R. 2258  To help end hunger and human want.
H.R. 2561  To remove the barrier to access for middle income students to

Federal student financial aid programs, and for other purposes.
H.R. 2849 *  To require employers to provide certain information concerning

family leave policies and for other purposes.
H.R. 3553  To amend and extend the Higher Education Act of 1965.
H.Res. 201  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives that the

people of the United States should recognize ”An Artistic Discovery”, the
Congressional High School Art Competition.

H.Res. 284  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives that there
is a need for a comprehensive, coordinated strategy to help the United States
achieve its goal of being the strongest Nation on Earth economically and
militarily, so that it remain the greatest Nation in support of human dignity,
freedom, and democratic ideals.

H.Con.Res. 161  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the American
public should observe the 100th anniversary of moviemaking and recognize
the contributions of the American Film Institute in advocating and preserving
the art of film.

H.Con.Res. 282  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the Low Income
Home Energy Assistance Program should be funded for fiscal year 1993 at
a level greater than or equal to its funding for fiscal year 1992.

CHAFEE, John H. of Rhode Island

S. 353   To require the Director of the National Institute for Occupational
Safety and Health to conduct a study of the prevalence and issues related to
contamination of workers' homes with hazardous chemicals and substances
transported from their workplace and to issue or report on regulations to
prevent or mitigate the future contamination of workers' homes, and for other
purposes.

S. 455  To authorize a national program to reduce the threat to human health
posed by exposure to contaminants in the air indoors.

S.Con.Res. 17  Expressing the sense of Congress with respect to certain reg-
ulations of the Occupational Safety and Health Administration.

S.Con.Res. 44  Expressing the sense of Congress that the American public
should observe the 100th anniversary of moviemaking and recognize the
contributions of the American Film Institute in advocating and preserving the
art of film.

CHANDLER, Rod of Washington

H.R. 1237  To amend the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 to clarify the
application of such Act, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1565  To increase access to health care and affordable health insurance,
to contain costs of health care in a manner that improves health care, and for
other purposes.

H.R. 2363  To amend the provisions of the Higher Education Act of 1965
relating to treatment by campus officials of sexual assault victims.

H.R. 2613 *  To provide expanded unemployment and training benefits to
certain displaced workers, and for other purposes.

H.R. 3120  To express the sense of the Congress regarding a national agenda
for extending and improving foreign language instruction in the elementary
schools of the Nation.

H.R. 3676  To prevent pension plans from becoming unable to pay benefits
as they come due during bankruptcy cases.

H.R. 3843 *  To amend the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974
and title 11, United States Code, to protect the single-employer plan termi-
nation insurance program by clarifying the status of claims of the Pension
Benefit Guaranty Corporation and the treatment of pension plans in bank-
ruptcy proceedings, and for other purposes.

H.R. 4894 *   To provide that the Congress shall be covered by certain em-
ployment and civil rights laws, and for other purposes.

H.R. 5325  To improve access to health insurance and contain health care
costs, and for other purposes.

H.R. 5581 *  To amend the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 to allow a de-
duction for amounts contributed to an education savings account, and for
other purposes.

H.R. 5786 *  To establish a Commission on Retirement Income Policy.
H.R. 5800  To amend the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 and the Employee

Retirement Income Security Act of 1974 to improve pension plan funding.
H.Con.Res. 92  Expressing the sense of Congress with respect to certain reg-

ulations of the Occupational Safety and Health Administration.
H.Con.Res. 161  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the American

public should observe the 100th anniversary of moviemaking and recognize
the contributions of the American Film Institute in advocating and preserving
the art of film.

H.Con.Res. 282  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the Low Income
Home Energy Assistance Program should be funded for fiscal year 1993 at
a level greater than or equal to its funding for fiscal year 1992.

CHAPMAN, Jim of Texas

H.R. 179  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to permit the deferral
of payments on student loans during professional internships, regardless of
duration.

H.R. 501  To authorize the Secretary of Housing and Urban Development to
provide grants to urban and rural communities for training economically
disadvantaged youth in education and employment skills and to expand the
supply of housing for homeless and economically disadvantaged individuals
and families.

H.R. 553  To repeal the testing requirements imposed on ability-to-benefit
students by the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1990.

H.R. 667  To authorize a grant to the National Writing Project.
H.R. 709  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to provide reduced

rates of interest under the Guaranteed Student Loan Program to individuals
who enter the teaching profession.

H.R. 751  To enhance the literacy and basic skills of adults, to ensure that all
adults in the United States acquire the basic skills necessary to function ef-
fectively and achieve the greatest possible opportunity in their work and in
their lives, and to strengthen and coordinate adult literacy programs.

H.R. 775  To establish Summer Science Academies for talented students,
particularly economically disadvantaged, minority participants, and for other
purposes.

H.R. 840  To improve counseling services for elementary school children.
H.R. 1134  To amend the Age Discrimination in Employment Act of 1967

with respect to administrative proceedings applicable to claims of discrimi-
nation in Federal employment.

H.R. 1144  To establish a pilot program to encourage college students to serve
as mentors for disadvantaged youths.

H.R. 1237  To amend the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 to clarify the
application of such Act, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1285  To resolve legal and technical issues relating to Federal
postsecondary student assistance programs and to prevent undue burdens on
participants in Operation Desert Storm, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1482  To amend title IV of the Higher Education Act of 1965 to allow
resident physicians to defer repayment of title IV student loans while com-
pleting accredited resident training programs.

H.R. 1573  To amend the amount of grants received under chapter 1 of title
I of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965.

H.R. 2031  To amend title I of the Employee Retirement Income Security Act
of 1974 to provide for equal treatment of telephone and electric cooperative
welfare plans for the purposes of preemption.
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H.R. 2157  To require the National Collegiate Athletic Association to provide
due process in connection with its regulatory activities affecting coaches,
players, and institutions engaged in sports in interstate commerce.

H.R. 2230  To provide incentives for physicians to practice in rural areas and
in rural medically underserved areas.

H.R. 2336  To establish a higher education loan program in which a borrower's
annual repayment obligation is dependent upon both postschool income level
and borrowing history, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2819  To provide financial assistance to eligible local educational agen-
cies to improve rural education, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2943  To require the Secretary of Education to evaluate programs pro-
viding disadvantaged children with guaranties of postsecondary education
assistance, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2974  To provide payments to States and certain other entities and indi-
viduals as a reward to increase the number of children who receive preschool
health care and early childhood education and to increase the number of high
school seniors who achieve outstanding scores in math and science; and for
other purpose.

H.R. 3967  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to prohibit prison
inmates from receiving Pell Grants.

H.R. 4700  To amend the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974
to require an independent audit of statements prepared by certain financial
institutions with respect to assets of employee benefit plans.

H.R. 5075  To improve the delivery of employment training services to
members of the Armed Forces who are involuntarily separated from active
duty in the Armed Forces or accept separation under one of the separation
incentive programs.

H.R. 5230  To enhance United States competitiveness by strengthening the
Nation's technology base, promoting investment in United States technology,
supporting manufacturing infrastructure development, enhancing the tech-
nology skills of American workers, and reorienting defense spending to
support American competitiveness, and for other purposes.

H.Res. 284  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives that there
is a need for a comprehensive, coordinated strategy to help the United States
achieve its goal of being the strongest Nation on Earth economically and
militarily, so that it remain the greatest Nation in support of human dignity,
freedom, and democratic ideals.

H.Con.Res. 92  Expressing the sense of Congress with respect to certain reg-
ulations of the Occupational Safety and Health Administration.

H.Con.Res. 161  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the American
public should observe the 100th anniversary of moviemaking and recognize
the contributions of the American Film Institute in advocating and preserving
the art of film.

CLAY, William (Bill) of Missouri

H.R. 1  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to restore and strengthen civil
rights laws that ban discrimination in employment, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2 *  To entitle employees to family leave in certain cases involving a
birth, an adoption, or a serious health condition and to temporary medical
leave in certain cases involving a serious health condition, with adequate
protection of the employees employment and benefit rights, and to establish
a commission to study ways of providing salary replacement for employees
who take any such leave.

H.R. 5 *  To amend the National Labor Relations Act and the Railway Labor
Act to prevent discrimination based on participation in labor disputes.

H.R. 179  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to permit the deferral
of payments on student loans during professional internships, regardless of
duration.

H.R. 196  To amend the Job Training Partnership Act to establish a Youth
Opportunities Unlimited Program.

H.R. 500  To require the Secretary of the Treasury to mint coins in com-
memoration of the quincentenary of the discovery of America by Christopher
Columbus and to establish the Christopher Columbus Fellowship Foundation.

H.R. 544  To amend the National School Lunch Act to restore food supple-
ment benefits under the dependent care food program to adolescent youth.

H.R. 667  To authorize a grant to the National Writing Project.
H.R. 678 *  To guarantee the right of law enforcement officers to organize

and bargain collectively.

H.R. 763  To establish a program to guarantee students from selected high
schools a chance to go to college, and for other purposes.

H.R. 775  To establish Summer Science Academies for talented students,
particularly economically disadvantaged, minority participants, and for other
purposes.

H.R. 824  To provide participants in private pension plans which were termi-
nated before September 1, 1974, the nonforfeitable pension benefits which
were lost by reason of the termination, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1063  To amend the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970 to es-
tablish an Office of Construction Safety, Health, and Education, to improve
inspections, investigations, reporting, and recordkeeping on construction
sites, to require the appointment of project constructors to monitor safety on
construction sites, to require construction employers to establish safety and
health programs, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1066  To authorize a national program to reduce the threat to human
health posed by exposure to contaminants in the air indoors.

H.R. 1126 *  To extend the coverage of certain Federal labor laws to foreign
flagships.

H.R. 1190  To establish a system for identifying, notifying, and preventing
illness and death among workers who are at increased or high risk of occu-
pational disease, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1218  To prevent potential abuses of electronic monitoring in the
workplace.

H.R. 1364  To amend the Job Corps provisions of the Job Training Partnership
Act.

H.R. 1365  To amend the Job Training Partnership Act to provide for disaster
relief employment assistance.

H.R. 1430  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and the Fair Housing Act
to prohibit discrimination on the basis of affectional or sexual orientation,
and for other purposes.

H.R. 1502  To combat violence and crimes against women on the streets and
in homes.

H.R. 1503 *  To facilitate capital financing for historically Black colleges and
universities.

H.R. 1522  To deny funds to educational programs that allow corporal pun-
ishment.

H.R. 1602  To amend title I of the Employee Retirement Income Security Act
of 1974 to provide that such Act does not preempt actions under State law
against persons who engage in unfair insurance claims practices.

H.R. 1669  To provide financial assistance to eligible local educational agen-
cies to improve urban education, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1694  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to ensure that title VII  of
such Act applies to the employment of United States citizens by certain
employers in foreign nations.

H.R. 1960  To direct the Secretary of the Interior to construct a National
Training Center at the National Afro-American Museum and Cultural Center
and for other purposes.

H.R. 2157  To require the National Collegiate Athletic Association to provide
due process in connection with its regulatory activities affecting coaches,
players, and institutions engaged in sports in interstate commerce.

H.R. 2223  To amend the National Labor Relations Act to give employers and
performers in the live performing arts, rights given by section 8(e) of such
Act to employers and employees in similarly situated industries, to give such
employers and performers the same rights given by section 8(f) of such Act
to employers and employees in the construction industry, and for other pur-
poses.

H.R. 2495  To expand and strengthen Federal programs by providing incen-
tives to encourage individuals to enter the teaching profession, and for other
purposes.

H.R. 2782  To amend the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974
to provide that such Act does not preempt certain State laws.

H.R. 2970  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to provide program
grants to medical and allied health professions institutions for graduate edu-
cation and training which will benefit underserved, economically disadvan-
taged communities.

H.R. 3160  To revise the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970.
H.R. 3238  To extend authorizations of appropriations for certain youth pro-

grams under the Anti-Drug Abuse Act of 1988.
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H.R. 3244  To reauthorize and revise certain provisions of the Higher Educa-
tion Act of 1965 in order to strengthen access to higher education opportu-
nities for low-income students and minority students, especially African
Americans, and for other purposes.

H.R. 3362  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to establish programs
for minority foreign service professional development.

H.R. 3548  To improve the quality of education by providing incentive grants
and by certain other methods.

H.R. 3553  To amend and extend the Higher Education Act of 1965.
H.R. 3625  To require the Commissioner of the Bureau of Labor Statistics to

conduct time use surveys of unremunerated work performed in the United
States and to calculate the monetary value of such work.

H.R. 3748  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1991 with respect to the appli-
cation of such Act.

H.R. 3832  To establish a program of grants regarding certain infants, toddlers,
and children who are perinatally exposed to drugs and for other purposes.

H.R. 3863  To amend the National Labor Relations Act with respect to the
right to organize of certain security personnel.

H.R. 3878  To provide assistance to employees who are subject to a plant
closing or mass layoff because their work is transferred to another country
which has low wages or unhealthy working conditions.

H.R. 3975  To amend section 1977A of the Revised Statutes to equalize the
remedies available to all victims of intentional employment discrimination,
and for other purposes.

H.R. 4013  To amend certain provisions of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986
to improve the provisions of health care to retirees in the coal industry, to
revise the manner in which such care is funded and maintained, and for other
purposes.

H.R. 4122  To guarantee a work opportunity for all Americans and for other
purposes.

H.R. 4300  To amend the Stewart B. McKinney Homeless Assistance Act to
extend programs providing urgently needed assistance for the homeless, and
for other purposes.

H.R. 4471  To amend and extend the Higher Education Act of 1965.
H.R. 4528  To amend the Job Training Partnership Act to authorize the es-

tablishment of additional Job Corps centers, and for other purposes.
H.R. 4822  To make appropriations to begin a phase-in toward full funding

of the special supplemental food program for women, infants, and children
(WIC) and of Head Start programs, to expand the Job Corps program, and
for other purposes.

H.R. 5326  To establish a program to assure nondiscriminatory compliance
with all environmental health and safety laws and to assure equal protection
of the public health.

H.Res. 284  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives that there
is a need for a comprehensive, coordinated strategy to help the United States
achieve its goal of being the strongest Nation on Earth economically and
militarily, so that it remain the greatest Nation in support of human dignity,
freedom, and democratic ideals.

H.Con.Res. 282  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the Low Income
Home Energy Assistance Program should be funded for fiscal year 1993 at
a level greater than or equal to its funding for fiscal year 1992.

CLEMENT, Bob of Tennessee

H.R. 5  To amend the National Labor Relations Act and the Railway Labor
Act to prevent discrimination based on participation in labor disputes.

H.R. 123  To amend title 4, United States Code, to declare English as the of-
ficial language of the United States.

H.R. 500  To require the Secretary of the Treasury to mint coins in com-
memoration of the quincentenary of the discovery of America by Christopher
Columbus and to establish the Christopher Columbus Fellowship Foundation.

H.R. 1126  To extend the coverage of certain Federal labor laws to foreign
flagships.

H.R. 1237  To amend the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 to clarify the
application of such Act, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1502  To combat violence and crimes against women on the streets and
in homes.

H.R. 1503  To facilitate capital financing for historically Black colleges and
universities.

H.R. 5936  To contain health care costs and improve access to health care
through accountable health plans and managed competition, and for other
purposes.

H.Res. 201  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives that the
people of the United States should recognize ”An Artistic Discovery”, the
Congressional High School Art Competition.

H.Res. 284  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives that there
is a need for a comprehensive, coordinated strategy to help the United States
achieve its goal of being the strongest Nation on Earth economically and
militarily, so that it remain the greatest Nation in support of human dignity,
freedom, and democratic ideals.

H.Con.Res. 92  Expressing the sense of Congress with respect to certain reg-
ulations of the Occupational Safety and Health Administration.

H.Con.Res. 161  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the American
public should observe the 100th anniversary of moviemaking and recognize
the contributions of the American Film Institute in advocating and preserving
the art of film.

CLINGER, William F. Jr. of Pennsylvania

H.R. 123  To amend title 4, United States Code, to declare English as the of-
ficial language of the United States.

H.R. 667  To authorize a grant to the National Writing Project.
H.R. 812  To establish a program of grants for the provision of coordinated

educational support services to at-risk youth.
H.R. 1375  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to strengthen protections

against discrimination in employment, and for other purposes.
H.R. 2336  To establish a higher education loan program in which a borrower's

annual repayment obligation is dependent upon both postschool income level
and borrowing history, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2363  To amend the provisions of the Higher Education Act of 1965
relating to treatment by campus officials of sexual assault victims.

H.R. 2460  To help the Nation achieve the National Education Goals by sup-
porting the creation of a new generation of American Schools in communities
across the country; rewarding schools that demonstrate outstanding gains in
student performance and other progress toward the National Education
Goals; creating academies to improve leadership and core-course teaching in
schools nationwide; supporting State and local efforts to attract qualified in-
dividuals to teaching and educational administration; providing States and
localities with statutory and regulatory flexibility in exchange for greater
accountability for student learning; encouraging, testing, and evaluating ed-
ucational choice programs; increasing the potential usefulness of the National
Assessment of Education Progress to State and local decision-makers; ex-
panding Federal support for literacy improvements; and for other purposes.

H.R. 2810  To expand the nation's drug treatment capacity, promote drug-free
and safe schools, require Statewide drug abuse prevention and treatment
plans, and ensure that new Federal grant dollars provided for treatment ser-
vices do not displace State dollars.

H.R. 2819  To provide financial assistance to eligible local educational agen-
cies to improve rural education, and for other purposes.

H.R. 5220  To promote youth apprenticeship, and for other purposes.
H.R. 5325  To improve access to health insurance and contain health care

costs, and for other purposes.
H.R. 5610  To reduce health costs through uniform claims and electronic

billing.
H.R. 5664  To encourage, assist, and evaluate educational choice programs,

and for other purposes.
H.Con.Res. 92  Expressing the sense of Congress with respect to certain reg-

ulations of the Occupational Safety and Health Administration.
H.Con.Res. 161  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the American

public should observe the 100th anniversary of moviemaking and recognize
the contributions of the American Film Institute in advocating and preserving
the art of film.

H.Con.Res. 282  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the Low Income
Home Energy Assistance Program should be funded for fiscal year 1993 at
a level greater than or equal to its funding for fiscal year 1992.
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COATS, Daniel R. of Indiana

S. 838  To amend the Child Abuse Prevention and Treatment Act to revise and
extend programs under such Act, and for other purposes.

S.Con.Res. 17  Expressing the sense of Congress with respect to certain reg-
ulations of the Occupational Safety and Health Administration.

COBLE, Howard of North Carolina

H.R. 123  To amend title 4, United States Code, to declare English as the of-
ficial language of the United States.

H.R. 323  To authorize the Assistant Attorney General of the Office of Justice
Programs to enhance law enforcement by providing financial assistance to
law enforcement personnel who seek to further their professional education.

H.R. 840  To improve counseling services for elementary school children.
H.R. 1237  To amend the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 to clarify the

application of such Act, and for other purposes.
H.R. 1375  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to strengthen protections

against discrimination in employment, and for other purposes.
H.R. 1755  To repeal the Act of March 3, 1931 (known as the Davis-Bacon

Act).
H.R. 2943  To require the Secretary of Education to evaluate programs pro-

viding disadvantaged children with guaranties of postsecondary education
assistance, and for other purposes.

H.R. 3588  To provide emergency unemployment compensation on a pay-as-
you-go basis.

H.R. 3734  To make applicable to the Congress certain laws relating to the
terms and conditions of employment, the health and safety of employees, and
the rights and responsibilities of employers and employees, and for other
purposes.

H.R. 4338  To suspend certain compliance and accountability measures under
the National School Lunch Act.

H.R. 5167  To reduce the amounts appropriated to the Department of Educa-
tion to increase grants to State and local educational agencies and to reduce
the Federal budget deficit.

H.R. 5787  To repeal the Service Contract Act of 1965.
H.Con.Res. 161  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the American

public should observe the 100th anniversary of moviemaking and recognize
the contributions of the American Film Institute in advocating and preserving
the art of film.

COCHRAN, Thad of Mississippi

S. 1106  To amend the Individuals with Disabilities Education Act to
strengthen such Act, and for other purposes.

S. 3155  To establish the National Indian Policy Research Institute.
S.Con.Res. 17  Expressing the sense of Congress with respect to certain reg-

ulations of the Occupational Safety and Health Administration.
S.Con.Res. 44  Expressing the sense of Congress that the American public

should observe the 100th anniversary of moviemaking and recognize the
contributions of the American Film Institute in advocating and preserving the
art of film.

COLEMAN, E. Thomas of Missouri

H.R. 751  To enhance the literacy and basic skills of adults, to ensure that all
adults in the United States acquire the basic skills necessary to function ef-
fectively and achieve the greatest possible opportunity in their work and in
their lives, and to strengthen and coordinate adult literacy programs.

H.R. 1237  To amend the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 to clarify the
application of such Act, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1285  To resolve legal and technical issues relating to Federal
postsecondary student assistance programs and to prevent undue burdens on
participants in Operation Desert Storm, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1364  To amend the Job Corps provisions of the Job Training Partnership
Act.

H.R. 2460  To help the Nation achieve the National Education Goals by sup-
porting the creation of a new generation of American Schools in communities
across the country; rewarding schools that demonstrate outstanding gains in
student performance and other progress toward the National Education
Goals; creating academies to improve leadership and core-course teaching in
schools nationwide; supporting State and local efforts to attract qualified in-
dividuals to teaching and educational administration; providing States and
localities with statutory and regulatory flexibility in exchange for greater
accountability for student learning; encouraging, testing, and evaluating ed-
ucational choice programs; increasing the potential usefulness of the National
Assessment of Education Progress to State and local decision-makers; ex-
panding Federal support for literacy improvements; and for other purposes.

H.R. 2697  To amend title V of the Higher Education Act of 1965 to provide
Federal assistance to the National Board for Professional Teaching Standards.

H.R. 3083  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to ensure the con-
tinued safety and soundness of the Student Loan Marketing Association, and
for other purposes.

H.R. 3843  To amend the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974
and title 11, United States Code, to protect the single-employer plan termi-
nation insurance program by clarifying the status of claims of the Pension
Benefit Guaranty Corporation and the treatment of pension plans in bank-
ruptcy proceedings, and for other purposes.

H.R. 4471  To amend and extend the Higher Education Act of 1965.
H.R. 5800  To amend the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 and the Employee

Retirement Income Security Act of 1974 to improve pension plan funding.
H.R. 5955 *  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to clarify that the

Secretary of Education may rely on the certification of a guaranty agency that
student loans used to calculate an institution of higher education's cohort
default rate were properly serviced, that an institution is not entitled to re-
view the servicing records on each such loan as part of its appeal on the loss
of eligibility to participate in programs under title IV of such Act, and for
other purposes.

H.R. 5960  To prevent and punish sexual violence and domestic violence, to
assist and protect the victims of such violence, to assist State and local ef-
forts, and for other purposes.

H.Res. 524  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives to commend
and congratulate the College of William and Mary in Virginia on the occa-
sion of the 300th anniversary of its founding.

H.J.Res. 279 *  To declare it to be the policy of the United States that there
should be a renewed and sustained commitment by the Federal Government
and the American people to the importance of adult education.

H.Con.Res. 102  Expressing the sense of the Congress regarding admissions
of minority students to institutions of higher education.

COLEMAN, Ronald D. of Texas

H.R. 1  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to restore and strengthen civil
rights laws that ban discrimination in employment, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2  To entitle employees to family leave in certain cases involving a birth,
an adoption, or a serious health condition and to temporary medical leave in
certain cases involving a serious health condition, with adequate protection
of the employees employment and benefit rights, and to establish a com-
mission to study ways of providing salary replacement for employees who
take any such leave.

H.R. 5  To amend the National Labor Relations Act and the Railway Labor
Act to prevent discrimination based on participation in labor disputes.

H.R. 179  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to permit the deferral
of payments on student loans during professional internships, regardless of
duration.

H.R. 500  To require the Secretary of the Treasury to mint coins in com-
memoration of the quincentenary of the discovery of America by Christopher
Columbus and to establish the Christopher Columbus Fellowship Foundation.

H.R. 553 *  To repeal the testing requirements imposed on ability-to-benefit
students by the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1990.

H.R. 709  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to provide reduced
rates of interest under the Guaranteed Student Loan Program to individuals
who enter the teaching profession.

H.R. 812  To establish a program of grants for the provision of coordinated
educational support services to at-risk youth.
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COLEMAN, Ronald D. of Texas—Continued

H.R. 821  To provide for the cancellation of a portion of the direct student
loans of members of the Armed Forces who serve in a combat zone in con-
nection with the Persian Gulf conflict and to require the restoration of edu-
cational benefits and tuition reimbursement for those members of the Armed
Forces who are unable to pursue studies because of military commitments.

H.R. 1056 *  To rename the El Paso Job Corps Center.
H.R. 1218  To prevent potential abuses of electronic monitoring in the

workplace.
H.R. 1222  To enhance cooperation between the public and law enforcement

personnel in controlling and preventing crime and drug abuse.
H.R. 1364  To amend the Job Corps provisions of the Job Training Partnership

Act.
H.R. 1482  To amend title IV of the Higher Education Act of 1965 to allow

resident physicians to defer repayment of title IV student loans while com-
pleting accredited resident training programs.

H.R. 1502  To combat violence and crimes against women on the streets and
in homes.

H.R. 1573  To amend the amount of grants received under chapter 1 of title
I of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965.

H.R. 1633  To assist in implementing the Plan of Action adopted by the World
Summit for Children.

H.R. 1669  To provide financial assistance to eligible local educational agen-
cies to improve urban education, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2157  To require the National Collegiate Athletic Association to provide
due process in connection with its regulatory activities affecting coaches,
players, and institutions engaged in sports in interstate commerce.

H.R. 2246  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to strengthen the
oversight by the Secretary of Education of the functioning of college ac-
crediting agencies, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2363  To amend the provisions of the Higher Education Act of 1965
relating to treatment by campus officials of sexual assault victims.

H.R. 2390  To amend the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974
and the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 to expand pension coverage, improve
pension portability, increase retirement savings, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2561  To remove the barrier to access for middle income students to
Federal student financial aid programs, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2590  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to clarify the legality
of race-based scholarships to promote diversity.

H.R. 2782  To amend the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974
to provide that such Act does not preempt certain State laws.

H.R. 3098  To improve the college participation rates of groups underserved
by institutions of higher education and for other purposes.

H.R. 3160  To revise the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970.
H.R. 3366  To repeal provisions of law regarding employer sanctions and

unfair immigration-related employment practices, to strengthen enforcement
of laws regarding illegal entry into the United States, and for other purposes.

H.R. 3555  To repeal and prohibit all exemptions, privileges and gratuities for
members of the U.S. House of Representatives and the U.S. Senate.

H.R. 3748  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1991 with respect to the appli-
cation of such Act.

H.R. 3975  To amend section 1977A of the Revised Statutes to equalize the
remedies available to all victims of intentional employment discrimination,
and for other purposes.

H.R. 4076 *  To assure an equal opportunity for a quality education for all
children, and for other purposes.

H.R. 4538  To provide assistance to local educational agencies for the pre-
vention and reduction of violent crime in elementary and secondary schools.

H.R. 5083  To amend the Act of September 30, 1950 to provide that amounts
appropriated under such Act for purposes of making payments to local edu-
cational agencies on behalf of children who are dependents of a parent or
parents on active duty in the armed forces shall be considered national de-
fense functions for budget purposes.

H.Res. 201  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives that the
people of the United States should recognize ”An Artistic Discovery”, the
Congressional High School Art Competition.

H.Con.Res. 161  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the American
public should observe the 100th anniversary of moviemaking and recognize
the contributions of the American Film Institute in advocating and preserving
the art of film.

COLLINS, Barbara-Rose of Michigan

H.R. 1  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to restore and strengthen civil
rights laws that ban discrimination in employment, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2  To entitle employees to family leave in certain cases involving a birth,
an adoption, or a serious health condition and to temporary medical leave in
certain cases involving a serious health condition, with adequate protection
of the employees employment and benefit rights, and to establish a com-
mission to study ways of providing salary replacement for employees who
take any such leave.

H.R. 5  To amend the National Labor Relations Act and the Railway Labor
Act to prevent discrimination based on participation in labor disputes.

H.R. 81  To amend the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 to allow individuals
to direct that part or all of their income tax refunds be contributed to a trust
fund established for the relief of domestic and international hunger, and to
establish a commission to oversee the distribution of such contributions.

H.R. 501  To authorize the Secretary of Housing and Urban Development to
provide grants to urban and rural communities for training economically
disadvantaged youth in education and employment skills and to expand the
supply of housing for homeless and economically disadvantaged individuals
and families.

H.R. 656  To provide for a coordinated Federal research program to ensure
continued United States leadership in high-performance computing.

H.R. 821  To provide for the cancellation of a portion of the direct student
loans of members of the Armed Forces who serve in a combat zone in con-
nection with the Persian Gulf conflict and to require the restoration of edu-
cational benefits and tuition reimbursement for those members of the Armed
Forces who are unable to pursue studies because of military commitments.

H.R. 1066  To authorize a national program to reduce the threat to human
health posed by exposure to contaminants in the air indoors.

H.R. 1192  To amend the provisions of the Occupational Safety and Health
Act of 1970 relating to criminal penalties, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1218  To prevent potential abuses of electronic monitoring in the
workplace.

H.R. 1254  To provide for the establishment of the Margaret Walker
Alexander National African-American Research Center.

H.R. 1430  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and the Fair Housing Act
to prohibit discrimination on the basis of affectional or sexual orientation,
and for other purposes.

H.R. 1502  To combat violence and crimes against women on the streets and
in homes.

H.R. 1503  To facilitate capital financing for historically Black colleges and
universities.

H.R. 1669  To provide financial assistance to eligible local educational agen-
cies to improve urban education, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1960  To direct the Secretary of the Interior to construct a National
Training Center at the National Afro-American Museum and Cultural Center
and for other purposes.

H.R. 1987  To amend the Act of March 3, 1931 (known as the Davis-Bacon
Act), to revise the standard for coverage under that Act, and for other pur-
poses.

H.R. 2334  To further assist States in their efforts to increase awareness about
and prevent family violence and provide immediate shelter and related as-
sistance to battered women and their children.

H.R. 2561  To remove the barrier to access for middle income students to
Federal student financial aid programs, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2782  To amend the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974
to provide that such Act does not preempt certain State laws.

H.R. 3098  To improve the college participation rates of groups underserved
by institutions of higher education and for other purposes.

H.R. 3160  To revise the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970.
H.R. 3362  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to establish programs

for minority foreign service professional development.
H.R. 3393  To amend the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 and the Social Se-

curity Act to provide for health insurance coverage for pregnant women and
children through employment-based insurance and through a State-based
health plan.
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COLLINS, Barbara-Rose of Michigan—Continued

H.R. 3450  To amend part A of title IV of the Social Security Act to remove
barriers and disincentives in the program of aid to families with dependent
children so as to enable recipients of such aid to move toward self-
sufficiency through microenterprises.

H.R. 3526  To ensure economic equity for American women and their families
and to respond to the need to revitalize the American economy by expanding
employment opportunities; improving access to funds for women business
owners; enhancing economic justice for women through pay equity, im-
proved child support enforcement, and benefits for part-time workers; and
providing economic and retirement security for women as workers and as
divorced or surviving spouses.

H.R. 3548  To improve the quality of education by providing incentive grants
and by certain other methods.

H.R. 3553  To amend and extend the Higher Education Act of 1965.
H.R. 3603  To promote family preservation and the prevention of foster care

with emphasis on families where abuse of alcohol or drugs is present, and
to improve the quality and delivery of child welfare, foster care, and adoption
services.

H.R. 3625 *  To require the Commissioner of the Bureau of Labor Statistics
to conduct time use surveys of unremunerated work performed in the United
States and to calculate the monetary value of such work.

H.R. 3748  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1991 with respect to the appli-
cation of such Act.

H.R. 3878  To provide assistance to employees who are subject to a plant
closing or mass layoff because their work is transferred to another country
which has low wages or unhealthy working conditions.

H.R. 3975  To amend section 1977A of the Revised Statutes to equalize the
remedies available to all victims of intentional employment discrimination,
and for other purposes.

H.R. 4122  To guarantee a work opportunity for all Americans and for other
purposes.

H.R. 4338  To suspend certain compliance and accountability measures under
the National School Lunch Act.

H.R. 4498  To establish a computer education program for certain students.
H.R. 4516  To amend title VI of the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of

1981 to establish a community services empowerment program.
H.R. 4528 *  To amend the Job Training Partnership Act to authorize the es-

tablishment of additional Job Corps centers, and for other purposes.
H.R. 4538  To provide assistance to local educational agencies for the pre-

vention and reduction of violent crime in elementary and secondary schools.
H.R. 4822  To make appropriations to begin a phase-in toward full funding

of the special supplemental food program for women, infants, and children
(WIC) and of Head Start programs, to expand the Job Corps program, and
for other purposes.

H.R. 4953  To amend the base closure laws to improve the provision of ad-
justment assistance to employees of the Department of Defense adversely
affected by the closure or realignment of a military installation.

H.R. 5326  To establish a program to assure nondiscriminatory compliance
with all environmental health and safety laws and to assure equal protection
of the public health.

H.R. 5573  To provide grants to States and local entities to integrate education,
medical, and social and human services to at-risk children.

H.R. 5973  To grant employees family and temporary medical leave, to treat
the costs of the Head Start program and other programs for children as
emergency funding requirements, to provide aid to parents in providing the
best possible learning environment for children, to promote investments in
child welfare and family preservation, to reduce violence and improve the
safety of children and their families, and for other purposes.

H.Res. 201  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives that the
people of the United States should recognize ”An Artistic Discovery”, the
Congressional High School Art Competition.

H.Res. 284  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives that there
is a need for a comprehensive, coordinated strategy to help the United States
achieve its goal of being the strongest Nation on Earth economically and
militarily, so that it remain the greatest Nation in support of human dignity,
freedom, and democratic ideals.

H.Con.Res. 92  Expressing the sense of Congress with respect to certain reg-
ulations of the Occupational Safety and Health Administration.

H.Con.Res. 282  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the Low Income
Home Energy Assistance Program should be funded for fiscal year 1993 at
a level greater than or equal to its funding for fiscal year 1992.

COLLINS, Cardiss of Illinois

H.R. 1  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to restore and strengthen civil
rights laws that ban discrimination in employment, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2  To entitle employees to family leave in certain cases involving a birth,
an adoption, or a serious health condition and to temporary medical leave in
certain cases involving a serious health condition, with adequate protection
of the employees employment and benefit rights, and to establish a com-
mission to study ways of providing salary replacement for employees who
take any such leave.

H.R. 5  To amend the National Labor Relations Act and the Railway Labor
Act to prevent discrimination based on participation in labor disputes.

H.R. 275 *  To amend the Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965
to authorize programs of child abuse education and prevention, and to es-
tablish a demonstration project relating to child abuse education and pre-
vention.

H.R. 284 *  To establish requirements relating to Federally funded child care
services.

H.R. 292 *  To strengthen the authority of the Equal Employment Opportunity
Commission to enforce nondiscrimination policies in Federal employment.

H.R. 385  To provide financial assistance for programs for the prevention,
identification, and treatment of elder abuse, neglect, and exploitation, to es-
tablish a National Center on Elder Abuse, and for other purposes.

H.R. 709  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to provide reduced
rates of interest under the Guaranteed Student Loan Program to individuals
who enter the teaching profession.

H.R. 763  To establish a program to guarantee students from selected high
schools a chance to go to college, and for other purposes.

H.R. 775  To establish Summer Science Academies for talented students,
particularly economically disadvantaged, minority participants, and for other
purposes.

H.R. 840  To improve counseling services for elementary school children.
H.R. 1059  To amend section 311 of the Older Americans Act of 1965 to re-

quire the Secretary of Agriculture to provide assistance for 2 meals served
daily per person.

H.R. 1066  To authorize a national program to reduce the threat to human
health posed by exposure to contaminants in the air indoors.

H.R. 1254  To provide for the establishment of the Margaret Walker
Alexander National African-American Research Center.

H.R. 1430  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and the Fair Housing Act
to prohibit discrimination on the basis of affectional or sexual orientation,
and for other purposes.

H.R. 1502  To combat violence and crimes against women on the streets and
in homes.

H.R. 1522  To deny funds to educational programs that allow corporal pun-
ishment.

H.R. 1524  To establish programs to promote increased access to higher edu-
cation through early intervention counseling and financial aid information.

H.R. 1637  To make improvements in the Black Lung Benefits Act.
H.R. 1669  To provide financial assistance to eligible local educational agen-

cies to improve urban education, and for other purposes.
H.R. 1737  To amend the Older Americans Act of 1965 to provide congregate

nutrition services and intergenerational activities in elementary and second-
ary school facilities.

H.R. 2258  To help end hunger and human want.
H.R. 2782  To amend the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974

to provide that such Act does not preempt certain State laws.
H.R. 2970  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to provide program

grants to medical and allied health professions institutions for graduate edu-
cation and training which will benefit underserved, economically disadvan-
taged communities.
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COLLINS, Cardiss of Illinois—Continued

H.R. 3102  To amend section 520 of the Cranston-Gonzalez National Afford-
able Housing Act to authorize the Secretary of Housing and Urban Devel-
opment to make grants to establish midnight basketball league training and
partnership programs incorporating employment counseling, job-training, and
other educational activities for residents of public housing and federally as-
sisted housing.

H.R. 3160  To revise the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970.
H.R. 3362  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to establish programs

for minority foreign service professional development.
H.R. 3450  To amend part A of title IV of the Social Security Act to remove

barriers and disincentives in the program of aid to families with dependent
children so as to enable recipients of such aid to move toward self-
sufficiency through microenterprises.

H.R. 3475  To assist business in providing women with opportunities in ap-
prenticeship and nontraditional occupations.

H.R. 3476  To establish the Commission on the Advancement of Women in
the Science and Engineering Work Forces.

H.R. 3526  To ensure economic equity for American women and their families
and to respond to the need to revitalize the American economy by expanding
employment opportunities; improving access to funds for women business
owners; enhancing economic justice for women through pay equity, im-
proved child support enforcement, and benefits for part-time workers; and
providing economic and retirement security for women as workers and as
divorced or surviving spouses.

H.R. 3613  To amend title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and the Age
Discrimination in Employment Act of 1967 to improve the effectiveness of
administrative review of employment discrimination claims made by Federal
employees; and for other purposes.

H.R. 3625  To require the Commissioner of the Bureau of Labor Statistics to
conduct time use surveys of unremunerated work performed in the United
States and to calculate the monetary value of such work.

H.R. 3748  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1991 with respect to the appli-
cation of such Act.

H.R. 3878  To provide assistance to employees who are subject to a plant
closing or mass layoff because their work is transferred to another country
which has low wages or unhealthy working conditions.

H.R. 4022  To amend the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 to provide tax in-
centives for the establishment of tax enterprise zones, and for other purposes.

H.R. 4122  To guarantee a work opportunity for all Americans and for other
purposes.

H.R. 4528  To amend the Job Training Partnership Act to authorize the es-
tablishment of additional Job Corps centers, and for other purposes.

H.R. 4591  To amend the Job Training Partnership Act to establish a com-
munity works progress program, a youth community corps program, and a
national youth community corps program, and for other purposes.

H.R. 5326  To establish a program to assure nondiscriminatory compliance
with all environmental health and safety laws and to assure equal protection
of the public health.

H.R. 5357  To provide grants to States to improve and coordinate health and
education services provided to preschool children and to provide for the
production and distribution of educational television programming for pre-
school children.

H.Res. 201  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives that the
people of the United States should recognize ”An Artistic Discovery”, the
Congressional High School Art Competition.

H.Res. 284  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives that there
is a need for a comprehensive, coordinated strategy to help the United States
achieve its goal of being the strongest Nation on Earth economically and
militarily, so that it remain the greatest Nation in support of human dignity,
freedom, and democratic ideals.

H.Con.Res. 161  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the American
public should observe the 100th anniversary of moviemaking and recognize
the contributions of the American Film Institute in advocating and preserving
the art of film.

H.Con.Res. 282  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the Low Income
Home Energy Assistance Program should be funded for fiscal year 1993 at
a level greater than or equal to its funding for fiscal year 1992.

COLORADO, Antonio J. of Puerto Rico

H.R. 501  To authorize the Secretary of Housing and Urban Development to
provide grants to urban and rural communities for training economically
disadvantaged youth in education and employment skills and to expand the
supply of housing for homeless and economically disadvantaged individuals
and families.

H.R. 1218  To prevent potential abuses of electronic monitoring in the
workplace.

H.R. 3102  To amend section 520 of the Cranston-Gonzalez National Afford-
able Housing Act to authorize the Secretary of Housing and Urban Devel-
opment to make grants to establish midnight basketball league training and
partnership programs incorporating employment counseling, job-training, and
other educational activities for residents of public housing and federally as-
sisted housing.

H.R. 3475  To assist business in providing women with opportunities in ap-
prenticeship and nontraditional occupations.

H.R. 3476  To establish the Commission on the Advancement of Women in
the Science and Engineering Work Forces.

H.R. 3998  To establish youth apprenticeship demonstration programs, and for
other purposes.

H.R. 4022  To amend the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 to provide tax in-
centives for the establishment of tax enterprise zones, and for other purposes.

H.R. 4518  To amend the Department of Education Organization Act to create
the position of Assistant Secretary of Education for Bilingual Education and
Minority Languages Affairs and for other purposes.

H.R. 4822  To make appropriations to begin a phase-in toward full funding
of the special supplemental food program for women, infants, and children
(WIC) and of Head Start programs, to expand the Job Corps program, and
for other purposes.

H.Con.Res. 92  Expressing the sense of Congress with respect to certain reg-
ulations of the Occupational Safety and Health Administration.

H.Con.Res. 282  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the Low Income
Home Energy Assistance Program should be funded for fiscal year 1993 at
a level greater than or equal to its funding for fiscal year 1992.

COMBEST, Larry of Texas

H.R. 123  To amend title 4, United States Code, to declare English as the of-
ficial language of the United States.

H.R. 1237  To amend the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 to clarify the
application of such Act, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1482  To amend title IV of the Higher Education Act of 1965 to allow
resident physicians to defer repayment of title IV student loans while com-
pleting accredited resident training programs.

H.R. 1753  To establish grant programs and provide other forms of Federal
assistance to pregnant women, children in need of adoptive families, and
individuals and families adopting children.

H.R. 1755  To repeal the Act of March 3, 1931 (known as the Davis-Bacon
Act).

H.R. 2230  To provide incentives for physicians to practice in rural areas and
in rural medically underserved areas.

H.R. 2336  To establish a higher education loan program in which a borrower's
annual repayment obligation is dependent upon both postschool income level
and borrowing history, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2363  To amend the provisions of the Higher Education Act of 1965
relating to treatment by campus officials of sexual assault victims.

H.R. 3734  To make applicable to the Congress certain laws relating to the
terms and conditions of employment, the health and safety of employees, and
the rights and responsibilities of employers and employees, and for other
purposes.

H.R. 3967  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to prohibit prison
inmates from receiving Pell Grants.

H.Res. 201  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives that the
people of the United States should recognize ”An Artistic Discovery”, the
Congressional High School Art Competition.
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CONDIT, Gary A. of California

H.R. 1  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to restore and strengthen civil
rights laws that ban discrimination in employment, and for other purposes.

H.R. 5  To amend the National Labor Relations Act and the Railway Labor
Act to prevent discrimination based on participation in labor disputes.

H.R. 751  To enhance the literacy and basic skills of adults, to ensure that all
adults in the United States acquire the basic skills necessary to function ef-
fectively and achieve the greatest possible opportunity in their work and in
their lives, and to strengthen and coordinate adult literacy programs.

H.R. 906  To amend the Job Training Partnership Act to encourage a broader
range of training and job placement for women and for other purposes.

H.R. 907  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to permit alternative
methods for qualifying ”ability-to-benefit” students for Federal student fi-
nancial aid.

H.R. 1365  To amend the Job Training Partnership Act to provide for disaster
relief employment assistance.

H.R. 1460  Entitled ”The Food For Young Children Act”.
H.R. 1602  To amend title I of the Employee Retirement Income Security Act

of 1974 to provide that such Act does not preempt actions under State law
against persons who engage in unfair insurance claims practices.

H.R. 2363  To amend the provisions of the Higher Education Act of 1965
relating to treatment by campus officials of sexual assault victims.

H.R. 2782  To amend the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974
to provide that such Act does not preempt certain State laws.

H.R. 2784  To assist counties adversely affected by a base closure, change in
the place of performance of a defense contract, the cancellation or failure to
proceed with a defense contract, or reductions in defense spending.

H.R. 3613  To amend title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and the Age
Discrimination in Employment Act of 1967 to improve the effectiveness of
administrative review of employment discrimination claims made by Federal
employees; and for other purposes.

H.R. 4338  To suspend certain compliance and accountability measures under
the National School Lunch Act.

H.Res. 201  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives that the
people of the United States should recognize ”An Artistic Discovery”, the
Congressional High School Art Competition.

CONRAD, Kent of North Dakota

S. 353   To require the Director of the National Institute for Occupational
Safety and Health to conduct a study of the prevalence and issues related to
contamination of workers' homes with hazardous chemicals and substances
transported from their workplace and to issue or report on regulations to
prevent or mitigate the future contamination of workers' homes, and for other
purposes.

S. 1742  To authorize grants to be made to State programs designed to provide
resources to persons who are nutritionally at risk in the form of fresh nutri-
tious unprepared foods, from farmers' markets, and to increase sales at the
markets, and for other purposes.

S. 2759  To amend the National School Lunch Act to improve the nutritional
well-being of children under the age of 6 living in homeless shelters, and for
other purposes.

S.Con.Res. 17  Expressing the sense of Congress with respect to certain reg-
ulations of the Occupational Safety and Health Administration.

S.Con.Res. 44  Expressing the sense of Congress that the American public
should observe the 100th anniversary of moviemaking and recognize the
contributions of the American Film Institute in advocating and preserving the
art of film.

CONTE, Silvio O. of Massachusetts

H.R. 128 *   To amend the National Labor Relations Act to provide that the
duty to bargain collectively includes bargaining with respect to retirement
benefits for retired employees.

H.R. 500  To require the Secretary of the Treasury to mint coins in com-
memoration of the quincentenary of the discovery of America by Christopher
Columbus and to establish the Christopher Columbus Fellowship Foundation.

H.R. 795 *  To establish programs to provide recognition to academic excel-
lence; to stimulate innovation in postsecondary education; to reduce unnec-
essary regulatory burdens of Federal higher education programs; and to
develop a diffusion network for information that will improve postsecondary
education programs in the United States.

CONYERS, John Jr. of Michigan

H.R. 1  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to restore and strengthen civil
rights laws that ban discrimination in employment, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2  To entitle employees to family leave in certain cases involving a birth,
an adoption, or a serious health condition and to temporary medical leave in
certain cases involving a serious health condition, with adequate protection
of the employees employment and benefit rights, and to establish a com-
mission to study ways of providing salary replacement for employees who
take any such leave.

H.R. 5  To amend the National Labor Relations Act and the Railway Labor
Act to prevent discrimination based on participation in labor disputes.

H.R. 501  To authorize the Secretary of Housing and Urban Development to
provide grants to urban and rural communities for training economically
disadvantaged youth in education and employment skills and to expand the
supply of housing for homeless and economically disadvantaged individuals
and families.

H.R. 544  To amend the National School Lunch Act to restore food supple-
ment benefits under the dependent care food program to adolescent youth.

H.R. 709  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to provide reduced
rates of interest under the Guaranteed Student Loan Program to individuals
who enter the teaching profession.

H.R. 763  To establish a program to guarantee students from selected high
schools a chance to go to college, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1063  To amend the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970 to es-
tablish an Office of Construction Safety, Health, and Education, to improve
inspections, investigations, reporting, and recordkeeping on construction
sites, to require the appointment of project constructors to monitor safety on
construction sites, to require construction employers to establish safety and
health programs, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1126  To extend the coverage of certain Federal labor laws to foreign
flagships.

H.R. 1218  To prevent potential abuses of electronic monitoring in the
workplace.

H.R. 1254  To provide for the establishment of the Margaret Walker
Alexander National African-American Research Center.

H.R. 1364  To amend the Job Corps provisions of the Job Training Partnership
Act.

H.R. 1430  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and the Fair Housing Act
to prohibit discrimination on the basis of affectional or sexual orientation,
and for other purposes.

H.R. 1502  To combat violence and crimes against women on the streets and
in homes.

H.R. 1503  To facilitate capital financing for historically Black colleges and
universities.

H.R. 1669  To provide financial assistance to eligible local educational agen-
cies to improve urban education, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1694  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to ensure that title VII of
such Act applies to the employment of United States citizens by certain
employers in foreign nations.

H.R. 1960  To direct the Secretary of the Interior to construct a National
Training Center at the National Afro-American Museum and Cultural Center
and for other purposes.

H.R. 2223  To amend the National Labor Relations Act to give employers and
performers in the live performing arts, rights given by section 8(e) of such
Act to employers and employees in similarly situated industries, to give such
employers and performers the same rights given by section 8(f) of such Act
to employers and employees in the construction industry, and for other pur-
poses.

H.R. 2334  To further assist States in their efforts to increase awareness about
and prevent family violence and provide immediate shelter and related as-
sistance to battered women and their children.

H.R. 2782  To amend the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974
to provide that such Act does not preempt certain State laws.
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CONYERS, John Jr. of Michigan—Continued

H.R. 2970  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to provide program
grants to medical and allied health professions institutions for graduate edu-
cation and training which will benefit underserved, economically disadvan-
taged communities.

H.R. 3102  To amend section 520 of the Cranston-Gonzalez National Afford-
able Housing Act to authorize the Secretary of Housing and Urban Devel-
opment to make grants to establish midnight basketball league training and
partnership programs incorporating employment counseling, job-training, and
other educational activities for residents of public housing and federally as-
sisted housing.

H.R. 3160  To revise the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970.
H.R. 3475  To assist business in providing women with opportunities in ap-

prenticeship and nontraditional occupations.
H.R. 3476  To establish the Commission on the Advancement of Women in

the Science and Engineering Work Forces.
H.R. 3526  To ensure economic equity for American women and their families

and to respond to the need to revitalize the American economy by expanding
employment opportunities; improving access to funds for women business
owners; enhancing economic justice for women through pay equity, im-
proved child support enforcement, and benefits for part-time workers; and
providing economic and retirement security for women as workers and as
divorced or surviving spouses.

H.R. 3548  To improve the quality of education by providing incentive grants
and by certain other methods.

H.R. 3553  To amend and extend the Higher Education Act of 1965.
H.R. 3603  To promote family preservation and the prevention of foster care

with emphasis on families where abuse of alcohol or drugs is present, and
to improve the quality and delivery of child welfare, foster care, and adoption
services.

H.R. 3613  To amend title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and the Age
Discrimination in Employment Act of 1967 to improve the effectiveness of
administrative review of employment discrimination claims made by Federal
employees; and for other purposes.

H.R. 3625  To require the Commissioner of the Bureau of Labor Statistics to
conduct time use surveys of unremunerated work performed in the United
States and to calculate the monetary value of such work.

H.R. 3748  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1991 with respect to the appli-
cation of such Act.

H.R. 3878  To provide assistance to employees who are subject to a plant
closing or mass layoff because their work is transferred to another country
which has low wages or unhealthy working conditions.

H.R. 3975  To amend section 1977A of the Revised Statutes to equalize the
remedies available to all victims of intentional employment discrimination,
and for other purposes.

H.R. 4300  To amend the Stewart B. McKinney Homeless Assistance Act to
extend programs providing urgently needed assistance for the homeless, and
for other purposes.

H.R. 4528  To amend the Job Training Partnership Act to authorize the es-
tablishment of additional Job Corps centers, and for other purposes.

H.R. 4822  To make appropriations to begin a phase-in toward full funding
of the special supplemental food program for women, infants, and children
(WIC) and of Head Start programs, to expand the Job Corps program, and
for other purposes.

H.R. 4953  To amend the base closure laws to improve the provision of ad-
justment assistance to employees of the Department of Defense adversely
affected by the closure or realignment of a military installation.

H.R. 5326  To establish a program to assure nondiscriminatory compliance
with all environmental health and safety laws and to assure equal protection
of the public health.

H.Res. 201  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives that the
people of the United States should recognize ”An Artistic Discovery”, the
Congressional High School Art Competition.

H.Res. 284  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives that there
is a need for a comprehensive, coordinated strategy to help the United States
achieve its goal of being the strongest Nation on Earth economically and
militarily, so that it remain the greatest Nation in support of human dignity,
freedom, and democratic ideals.

H.Con.Res. 92  Expressing the sense of Congress with respect to certain reg-
ulations of the Occupational Safety and Health Administration.

H.Con.Res. 161  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the American
public should observe the 100th anniversary of moviemaking and recognize
the contributions of the American Film Institute in advocating and preserving
the art of film.

H.Con.Res. 282  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the Low Income
Home Energy Assistance Program should be funded for fiscal year 1993 at
a level greater than or equal to its funding for fiscal year 1992.

COOPER, Jim of Tennessee

H.R. 391  To provide unpaid leave to certain employees, and for other pur-
poses.

H.R. 751  To enhance the literacy and basic skills of adults, to ensure that all
adults in the United States acquire the basic skills necessary to function ef-
fectively and achieve the greatest possible opportunity in their work and in
their lives, and to strengthen and coordinate adult literacy programs.

H.R. 1190  To establish a system for identifying, notifying, and preventing
illness and death among workers who are at increased or high risk of occu-
pational disease, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1254  To provide for the establishment of the Margaret Walker
Alexander National African-American Research Center.

H.R. 1270  To strengthen the family structure of the United States by provid-
ing protection for eligible individuals who leave employment for a legitimate
family purpose, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2390  To amend the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974
and the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 to expand pension coverage, improve
pension portability, increase retirement savings, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2936  To establish programs at the National Science Foundation for the
advancement of technical education and training in advanced-technology
occupations, and for other purposes.

H.R. 3285  To provide for regional energy efficient lighting education centers,
and for other purposes.

H.R. 4013  To amend certain provisions of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986
to improve the provisions of health care to retirees in the coal industry, to
revise the manner in which such care is funded and maintained, and for other
purposes.

H.R. 5936 *  To contain health care costs and improve access to health care
through accountable health plans and managed competition, and for other
purposes.

H.Res. 201  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives that the
people of the United States should recognize ”An Artistic Discovery”, the
Congressional High School Art Competition.

H.Con.Res. 161  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the American
public should observe the 100th anniversary of moviemaking and recognize
the contributions of the American Film Institute in advocating and preserving
the art of film.

COSTELLO, Jerry F. of Illinois

H.R. 5  To amend the National Labor Relations Act and the Railway Labor
Act to prevent discrimination based on participation in labor disputes.

H.R. 179  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to permit the deferral
of payments on student loans during professional internships, regardless of
duration.

H.R. 451  To amend the Black Lung Benefits Act to provide that when ben-
efits are paid for at least two years after an initial determination of eligibility
for such benefits the benefits will not be required to be repaid upon a final
determination of ineligibility for benefits, and for other purposes.

H.R. 500  To require the Secretary of the Treasury to mint coins in com-
memoration of the quincentenary of the discovery of America by Christopher
Columbus and to establish the Christopher Columbus Fellowship Foundation.

H.R. 656  To provide for a coordinated Federal research program to ensure
continued United States leadership in high-performance computing.

H.R. 667  To authorize a grant to the National Writing Project.
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COSTELLO, Jerry F. of Illinois—Continued

H.R. 821  To provide for the cancellation of a portion of the direct student
loans of members of the Armed Forces who serve in a combat zone in con-
nection with the Persian Gulf conflict and to require the restoration of edu-
cational benefits and tuition reimbursement for those members of the Armed
Forces who are unable to pursue studies because of military commitments.

H.R. 1134  To amend the Age Discrimination in Employment Act of 1967
with respect to administrative proceedings applicable to claims of discrimi-
nation in Federal employment.

H.R. 1154  To establish programs to improve foreign language instruction and
to amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 in order to promote equal access
to opportunities to study abroad, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1502  To combat violence and crimes against women on the streets and
in homes.

H.R. 1637  To make improvements in the Black Lung Benefits Act.
H.R. 1753  To establish grant programs and provide other forms of Federal

assistance to pregnant women, children in need of adoptive families, and
individuals and families adopting children.

H.R. 2363  To amend the provisions of the Higher Education Act of 1965
relating to treatment by campus officials of sexual assault victims.

H.R. 2782  To amend the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974
to provide that such Act does not preempt certain State laws.

H.R. 3160  To revise the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970.
H.R. 3255  To authorize the President to seize and liquidate assets of the Iraqi

Government that have been blocked by the United States, and to authorize
the appropriation of those liquidated assets to benefit United States veterans
and small business concerns injured by deployments like Operation Desert
Storm, and for humanitarian assistance to Iraqi refuges and other persons
displaced in the Persian Gulf region as a result of the Persian Gulf conflict.

H.R. 3553  To amend and extend the Higher Education Act of 1965.
H.R. 3878  To provide assistance to employees who are subject to a plant

closing or mass layoff because their work is transferred to another country
which has low wages or unhealthy working conditions.

H.R. 3975  To amend section 1977A of the Revised Statutes to equalize the
remedies available to all victims of intentional employment discrimination,
and for other purposes.

H.R. 4013  To amend certain provisions of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986
to improve the provisions of health care to retirees in the coal industry, to
revise the manner in which such care is funded and maintained, and for other
purposes.

H.R. 4300  To amend the Stewart B. McKinney Homeless Assistance Act to
extend programs providing urgently needed assistance for the homeless, and
for other purposes.

H.Res. 284  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives that there
is a need for a comprehensive, coordinated strategy to help the United States
achieve its goal of being the strongest Nation on Earth economically and
militarily, so that it remain the greatest Nation in support of human dignity,
freedom, and democratic ideals.

H.Con.Res. 92  Expressing the sense of Congress with respect to certain reg-
ulations of the Occupational Safety and Health Administration.

H.Con.Res. 282  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the Low Income
Home Energy Assistance Program should be funded for fiscal year 1993 at
a level greater than or equal to its funding for fiscal year 1992.

COUGHLIN, Lawrence of Pennsylvania

H.R. 123  To amend title 4, United States Code, to declare English as the of-
ficial language of the United States.

H.R. 1375  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to strengthen protections
against discrimination in employment, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2363  To amend the provisions of the Higher Education Act of 1965
relating to treatment by campus officials of sexual assault victims.

H.R. 2810  To expand the nation's drug treatment capacity, promote drug-free
and safe schools, require Statewide drug abuse prevention and treatment
plans, and ensure that new Federal grant dollars provided for treatment ser-
vices do not displace State dollars.

H.R. 5325  To improve access to health insurance and contain health care
costs, and for other purposes.

H.Con.Res. 92  Expressing the sense of Congress with respect to certain reg-
ulations of the Occupational Safety and Health Administration.

H.Con.Res. 161  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the American
public should observe the 100th anniversary of moviemaking and recognize
the contributions of the American Film Institute in advocating and preserving
the art of film.

COX, Christopher of California

H.R. 123  To amend title 4, United States Code, to declare English as the of-
ficial language of the United States.

H.R. 338  To amend the Internal Revenue Code of 1986, the Employment
Retirement Income Security Act of 1974, and the Public Health Service Act
with respect to continuation of health care coverage.

H.R. 1237  To amend the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 to clarify the
application of such Act, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1573  To amend the amount of grants received under chapter 1 of title
I of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965.

H.R. 1753  To establish grant programs and provide other forms of Federal
assistance to pregnant women, children in need of adoptive families, and
individuals and families adopting children.

H.R. 1755  To repeal the Act of March 3, 1931 (known as the Davis-Bacon
Act).

H.R. 2773  To amend title I of the Employee Retirement Income Security Act
of 1974 to set standards under such title for multiple employer welfare ar-
rangements providing health plan benefits.

H.R. 3439  To improve immigration law enforcement.
H.R. 3734  To make applicable to the Congress certain laws relating to the

terms and conditions of employment, the health and safety of employees, and
the rights and responsibilities of employers and employees, and for other
purposes.

H.R. 3763  To amend the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 to provide an
exemption from the overtime pay provisions of such Act for certain em-
ployees of community colleges.

H.R. 3967  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to prohibit prison
inmates from receiving Pell Grants.

H.R. 4294  To make applicable to the Congress certain laws relating to the
terms and conditions of employment, the health and safety of employees, and
the rights and responsibilities of employers and employees; and to repeal and
prohibit certain privileges and gratuities for Members of the United States
House of Representatives and for other purposes.

H.R. 5112  To amend the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 to provide that
an employee shall not be excluded from the minimum wage and maximum
hour exemption for certain employees because the employee is not paid on
a salary basis, and for other purposes.

H.R. 5167  To reduce the amounts appropriated to the Department of Educa-
tion to increase grants to State and local educational agencies and to reduce
the Federal budget deficit.

H.R. 5443  To amend the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 relating to the
minimum wage and overtime exemption for employees subject to certain
leave policies.

H.R. 5787  To repeal the Service Contract Act of 1965.
H.Con.Res. 92  Expressing the sense of Congress with respect to certain reg-

ulations of the Occupational Safety and Health Administration.
H.Con.Res. 102  Expressing the sense of the Congress regarding admissions

of minority students to institutions of higher education.

COX, John W. Jr. of Illinois

H.R. 2  To entitle employees to family leave in certain cases involving a birth,
an adoption, or a serious health condition and to temporary medical leave in
certain cases involving a serious health condition, with adequate protection
of the employees employment and benefit rights, and to establish a com-
mission to study ways of providing salary replacement for employees who
take any such leave.

H.R. 5  To amend the National Labor Relations Act and the Railway Labor
Act to prevent discrimination based on participation in labor disputes.
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COX, John W. Jr. of Illinois—Continued

H.R. 327  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to delay the dis-
bursement of Pell Grants to first-year students, to make ineligible for par-
ticipation in the Pell Grant program any institution with a high default rate
on student loans, and for other purposes.

H.R. 500  To require the Secretary of the Treasury to mint coins in com-
memoration of the quincentenary of the discovery of America by Christopher
Columbus and to establish the Christopher Columbus Fellowship Foundation.

H.R. 1430  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and the Fair Housing Act
to prohibit discrimination on the basis of affectional or sexual orientation,
and for other purposes.

H.R. 1987  To amend the Act of March 3, 1931 (known as the Davis-Bacon
Act), to revise the standard for coverage under that Act, and for other pur-
poses.

H.R. 2230  To provide incentives for physicians to practice in rural areas and
in rural medically underserved areas.

H.R. 2246  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to strengthen the
oversight by the Secretary of Education of the functioning of college ac-
crediting agencies, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2782  To amend the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974
to provide that such Act does not preempt certain State laws.

H.R. 3372  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to revise the operation
of the National Student Loan Data System.

H.R. 3975  To amend section 1977A of the Revised Statutes to equalize the
remedies available to all victims of intentional employment discrimination,
and for other purposes.

H.R. 5936  To contain health care costs and improve access to health care
through accountable health plans and managed competition, and for other
purposes.

H.Res. 284  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives that there
is a need for a comprehensive, coordinated strategy to help the United States
achieve its goal of being the strongest Nation on Earth economically and
militarily, so that it remain the greatest Nation in support of human dignity,
freedom, and democratic ideals.

H.Con.Res. 92  Expressing the sense of Congress with respect to certain reg-
ulations of the Occupational Safety and Health Administration.

H.Con.Res. 282  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the Low Income
Home Energy Assistance Program should be funded for fiscal year 1993 at
a level greater than or equal to its funding for fiscal year 1992.

COYNE, William J. of Pennsylvania

H.R. 1  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to restore and strengthen civil
rights laws that ban discrimination in employment, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2  To entitle employees to family leave in certain cases involving a birth,
an adoption, or a serious health condition and to temporary medical leave in
certain cases involving a serious health condition, with adequate protection
of the employees employment and benefit rights, and to establish a com-
mission to study ways of providing salary replacement for employees who
take any such leave.

H.R. 5  To amend the National Labor Relations Act and the Railway Labor
Act to prevent discrimination based on participation in labor disputes.

H.R. 500  To require the Secretary of the Treasury to mint coins in com-
memoration of the quincentenary of the discovery of America by Christopher
Columbus and to establish the Christopher Columbus Fellowship Foundation.

H.R. 501  To authorize the Secretary of Housing and Urban Development to
provide grants to urban and rural communities for training economically
disadvantaged youth in education and employment skills and to expand the
supply of housing for homeless and economically disadvantaged individuals
and families.

H.R. 667  To authorize a grant to the National Writing Project.
H.R. 1190  To establish a system for identifying, notifying, and preventing

illness and death among workers who are at increased or high risk of occu-
pational disease, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1218  To prevent potential abuses of electronic monitoring in the
workplace.

H.R. 1364  To amend the Job Corps provisions of the Job Training Partnership
Act.

H.R. 1430  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and the Fair Housing Act
to prohibit discrimination on the basis of affectional or sexual orientation,
and for other purposes.

H.R. 1502  To combat violence and crimes against women on the streets and
in homes.

H.R. 1524  To establish programs to promote increased access to higher edu-
cation through early intervention counseling and financial aid information.

H.R. 1633  To assist in implementing the Plan of Action adopted by the World
Summit for Children.

H.R. 1669  To provide financial assistance to eligible local educational agen-
cies to improve urban education, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2782  To amend the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974
to provide that such Act does not preempt certain State laws.

H.R. 3160  To revise the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970.
H.R. 4300  To amend the Stewart B. McKinney Homeless Assistance Act to

extend programs providing urgently needed assistance for the homeless, and
for other purposes.

H.R. 4338  To suspend certain compliance and accountability measures under
the National School Lunch Act.

H.R. 4822  To make appropriations to begin a phase-in toward full funding
of the special supplemental food program for women, infants, and children
(WIC) and of Head Start programs, to expand the Job Corps program, and
for other purposes.

H.R. 5502  To establish the framework for a health care system that will bring
about universal access to affordable, quality health care by containing the
growth in health care costs, by improving access to and simplifying the ad-
ministration of health insurance, by deterring and prosecuting health care
fraud and abuse, by expanding benefits under the medicare program, by ex-
panding eligibility and increasing payment levels under the medicaid pro-
gram, and by making health insurance available to all children.

H.Con.Res. 282  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the Low Income
Home Energy Assistance Program should be funded for fiscal year 1993 at
a level greater than or equal to its funding for fiscal year 1992.

CRAIG, Larry E. of Idaho

S.Con.Res. 17  Expressing the sense of Congress with respect to certain reg-
ulations of the Occupational Safety and Health Administration.

CRAMER, Robert E. (Bud) Jr. of Alabama

H.R. 123  To amend title 4, United States Code, to declare English as the of-
ficial language of the United States.

H.R. 840  To improve counseling services for elementary school children.
H.R. 1048  To establish within the Department of Education an Office of

Community Colleges.
H.R. 1218  To prevent potential abuses of electronic monitoring in the

workplace.
H.R. 1270  To strengthen the family structure of the United States by provid-

ing protection for eligible individuals who leave employment for a legitimate
family purpose, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1502  To combat violence and crimes against women on the streets and
in homes.

H.R. 1633  To assist in implementing the Plan of Action adopted by the World
Summit for Children.

H.R. 2334  To further assist States in their efforts to increase awareness about
and prevent family violence and provide immediate shelter and related as-
sistance to battered women and their children.

H.R. 2363  To amend the provisions of the Higher Education Act of 1965
relating to treatment by campus officials of sexual assault victims.

H.R. 4013  To amend certain provisions of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986
to improve the provisions of health care to retirees in the coal industry, to
revise the manner in which such care is funded and maintained, and for other
purposes.

H.R. 4338  To suspend certain compliance and accountability measures under
the National School Lunch Act.

H.R. 4729 *  To provide grants to establish an integrated approach to prevent
child abuse.
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CRAMER, Robert E. (Bud) Jr. of Alabama—Continued

H.R. 5230  To enhance United States competitiveness by strengthening the
Nation's technology base, promoting investment in United States technology,
supporting manufacturing infrastructure development, enhancing the tech-
nology skills of American workers, and reorienting defense spending to
support American competitiveness, and for other purposes.

H.Res. 284  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives that there
is a need for a comprehensive, coordinated strategy to help the United States
achieve its goal of being the strongest Nation on Earth economically and
militarily, so that it remain the greatest Nation in support of human dignity,
freedom, and democratic ideals.

H.Con.Res. 92  Expressing the sense of Congress with respect to certain reg-
ulations of the Occupational Safety and Health Administration.

H.Con.Res. 161  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the American
public should observe the 100th anniversary of moviemaking and recognize
the contributions of the American Film Institute in advocating and preserving
the art of film.

CRANE, Philip M. of Illinois

H.R. 123  To amend title 4, United States Code, to declare English as the of-
ficial language of the United States.

H.R. 299 *   To amend the National Foundation of the Arts and the Humanities
Act of 1965 to abolish the National Endowment for the Arts and the National
Council on the Arts.

H.R. 500  To require the Secretary of the Treasury to mint coins in com-
memoration of the quincentenary of the discovery of America by Christopher
Columbus and to establish the Christopher Columbus Fellowship Foundation.

H.R. 1237  To amend the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 to clarify the
application of such Act, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1753  To establish grant programs and provide other forms of Federal
assistance to pregnant women, children in need of adoptive families, and
individuals and families adopting children.

H.R. 2256 *  To amend the National Labor Relations Act to remove the re-
quirement that individual employees join and pay dues and fees to labor or-
ganizations and for other purposes.

H.R. 2390  To amend the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974
and the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 to expand pension coverage, improve
pension portability, increase retirement savings, and for other purposes.

H.R. 3734  To make applicable to the Congress certain laws relating to the
terms and conditions of employment, the health and safety of employees, and
the rights and responsibilities of employers and employees, and for other
purposes.

H.R. 5960  To prevent and punish sexual violence and domestic violence, to
assist and protect the victims of such violence, to assist State and local ef-
forts, and for other purposes.

H.Con.Res. 92  Expressing the sense of Congress with respect to certain reg-
ulations of the Occupational Safety and Health Administration.

CRANSTON, Alan of California

S.Con.Res. 44  Expressing the sense of Congress that the American public
should observe the 100th anniversary of moviemaking and recognize the
contributions of the American Film Institute in advocating and preserving the
art of film.

S.Con.Res. 81  Expressing the sense of the Congress regarding visionary art
as a national treasure and regarding the American Visionary Art Museum as
a national repository and educational center for visionary art.

CUNNINGHAM, Randy ”Duke” of California

H.R. 709  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to provide reduced
rates of interest under the Guaranteed Student Loan Program to individuals
who enter the teaching profession.

H.R. 907  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to permit alternative
methods for qualifying ”ability-to-benefit” students for Federal student fi-
nancial aid.

H.R. 1154  To establish programs to improve foreign language instruction and
to amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 in order to promote equal access
to opportunities to study abroad, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1230  To provide for universal access to basic group health benefits
coverage and to remove barriers and provide incentives in order to make such
coverage more affordable.

H.R. 1375  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to strengthen protections
against discrimination in employment, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1502  To combat violence and crimes against women on the streets and
in homes.

H.R. 1755  To repeal the Act of March 3, 1931 (known as the Davis-Bacon
Act).

H.R. 2336  To establish a higher education loan program in which a borrower's
annual repayment obligation is dependent upon both postschool income level
and borrowing history, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2363  To amend the provisions of the Higher Education Act of 1965
relating to treatment by campus officials of sexual assault victims.

H.R. 2460  To help the Nation achieve the National Education Goals by sup-
porting the creation of a new generation of American Schools in communities
across the country; rewarding schools that demonstrate outstanding gains in
student performance and other progress toward the National Education
Goals; creating academies to improve leadership and core-course teaching in
schools nationwide; supporting State and local efforts to attract qualified in-
dividuals to teaching and educational administration; providing States and
localities with statutory and regulatory flexibility in exchange for greater
accountability for student learning; encouraging, testing, and evaluating ed-
ucational choice programs; increasing the potential usefulness of the National
Assessment of Education Progress to State and local decision-makers; ex-
panding Federal support for literacy improvements; and for other purposes.

H.R. 3098  To improve the college participation rates of groups underserved
by institutions of higher education and for other purposes.

H.R. 3439  To improve immigration law enforcement.
H.R. 3957 *  To amend subpart 4 of part A of title IV of the Higher Education

Act of 1965 to require the Secretary of Education to carry out an advanced
placement test fee payment program, and for other purposes.

H.R. 4294  To make applicable to the Congress certain laws relating to the
terms and conditions of employment, the health and safety of employees, and
the rights and responsibilities of employers and employees; and to repeal and
prohibit certain privileges and gratuities for Members of the United States
House of Representatives and for other purposes.

H.R. 4305  To amend the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 to permit State
and local agencies to adopt flexible and compressed work schedules.

H.R. 4471  To amend and extend the Higher Education Act of 1965.
H.R. 5220  To promote youth apprenticeship, and for other purposes.
H.R. 5325  To improve access to health insurance and contain health care

costs, and for other purposes.
H.R. 5850  To amend the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 to ensure that

inmates are not treated as employees for purposes of such Act.
H.Con.Res. 92  Expressing the sense of Congress with respect to certain reg-

ulations of the Occupational Safety and Health Administration.

D'AMATO, Alfonse M. of New York

S. 353  To require the Director of the National Institute for Occupational
Safety and Health to conduct a study of the prevalence and issues related to
contamination of workers' homes with hazardous chemicals and substances
transported from their workplace and to issue or report on regulations to
prevent or mitigate the future contamination of workers' homes, and for other
purposes.

S.Con.Res. 17  Expressing the sense of Congress with respect to certain reg-
ulations of the Occupational Safety and Health Administration.

S.Con.Res. 44  Expressing the sense of Congress that the American public
should observe the 100th anniversary of moviemaking and recognize the
contributions of the American Film Institute in advocating and preserving the
art of film.
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DANNEMEYER, William E. of California

H.R. 123  To amend title 4, United States Code, to declare English as the of-
ficial language of the United States.

H.R. 299  To amend the National Foundation of the Arts and the Humanities
Act of 1965 to abolish the National Endowment for the Arts and the National
Council on the Arts.

H.R. 500  To require the Secretary of the Treasury to mint coins in com-
memoration of the quincentenary of the discovery of America by Christopher
Columbus and to establish the Christopher Columbus Fellowship Foundation.

H.R. 1755  To repeal the Act of March 3, 1931 (known as the Davis-Bacon
Act).

H.R. 2040  To establish certain programs regarding adoption, and for other
purposes.

H.R. 3439  To improve immigration law enforcement.
H.R. 3734 *  To make applicable to the Congress certain laws relating to the

terms and conditions of employment, the health and safety of employees, and
the rights and responsibilities of employers and employees, and for other
purposes.

H.R. 4294  To make applicable to the Congress certain laws relating to the
terms and conditions of employment, the health and safety of employees, and
the rights and responsibilities of employers and employees; and to repeal and
prohibit certain privileges and gratuities for Members of the United States
House of Representatives and for other purposes.

H.R. 4993 *   To amend the Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990 and other
provisions of law to provide for the prevention of certain adverse effects on
the economy of the United States.

H.R. 5218 *  To address the needs of families, women, and children.
H.R. 5787  To repeal the Service Contract Act of 1965.
H.Con.Res. 102  Expressing the sense of the Congress regarding admissions

of minority students to institutions of higher education.
H.Con.Res. 134 *  To promote traditional family values.

DARDEN, George (Buddy) of Georgia

H.R. 840  To improve counseling services for elementary school children.
H.R. 1154  To establish programs to improve foreign language instruction and

to amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 in order to promote equal access
to opportunities to study abroad, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1218  To prevent potential abuses of electronic monitoring in the
workplace.

H.R. 1237  To amend the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 to clarify the
application of such Act, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1254  To provide for the establishment of the Margaret Walker
Alexander National African-American Research Center.

H.R. 1482  To amend title IV of the Higher Education Act of 1965 to allow
resident physicians to defer repayment of title IV student loans while com-
pleting accredited resident training programs.

H.R. 1573  To amend the amount of grants received under chapter 1 of title
I of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965.

H.R. 1590  To provide for designation by the Secretary of the Interior and the
Secretary of Agriculture of an ancient forest reserve system, including lands
managed by the Bureau of Land Management and portions of national forests
established by reservations from the public domain; to require the Secretary
of the Interior and the Secretary of Agriculture to enhance economic stability
in the Pacific Northwest; and for other purposes.

H.R. 2575  To implement certain proposals relating to recommendations made
pursuant to sections 504 and 902 of the Covenant to establish a Common-
wealth of the Northern Mariana Islands in Political Union with the United
States of America, approved by Public Law 94-214, and for other purposes.

H.R. 3432  To provide assistance for workers and communities adversely af-
fected by reductions in the supply of timber from Federal lands and to pro-
vide for ecosystem conservation of Federal forest lands in the Pacific
Northwest.

H.R. 3446 *  To amend the National Security Act of 1947 to create a program
of national security scholarships, fellowships, and grants.

H.R. 3843  To amend the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974
and title 11, United States Code, to protect the single-employer plan termi-
nation insurance program by clarifying the status of claims of the Pension
Benefit Guaranty Corporation and the treatment of pension plans in bank-
ruptcy proceedings, and for other purposes.

H.R. 4338  To suspend certain compliance and accountability measures under
the National School Lunch Act.

H.Res. 201  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives that the
people of the United States should recognize ”An Artistic Discovery”, the
Congressional High School Art Competition.

H.Res. 284  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives that there
is a need for a comprehensive, coordinated strategy to help the United States
achieve its goal of being the strongest Nation on Earth economically and
militarily, so that it remain the greatest Nation in support of human dignity,
freedom, and democratic ideals.

H.Con.Res. 161  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the American
public should observe the 100th anniversary of moviemaking and recognize
the contributions of the American Film Institute in advocating and preserving
the art of film.

DASCHLE, Tom of South Dakota

S. 2759  To amend the National School Lunch Act to improve the nutritional
well-being of children under the age of 6 living in homeless shelters, and for
other purposes.

S. 2760  To improve certain nutrition programs, to improve the nutritional
health of children, and for other purposes.

S. 3155  To establish the National Indian Policy Research Institute.
S.Con.Res. 44  Expressing the sense of Congress that the American public

should observe the 100th anniversary of moviemaking and recognize the
contributions of the American Film Institute in advocating and preserving the
art of film.

DAVIS, Robert W. of Michigan

H.R. 2  To entitle employees to family leave in certain cases involving a birth,
an adoption, or a serious health condition and to temporary medical leave in
certain cases involving a serious health condition, with adequate protection
of the employees employment and benefit rights, and to establish a com-
mission to study ways of providing salary replacement for employees who
take any such leave.

H.R. 5  To amend the National Labor Relations Act and the Railway Labor
Act to prevent discrimination based on participation in labor disputes.

H.R. 544  To amend the National School Lunch Act to restore food supple-
ment benefits under the dependent care food program to adolescent youth.

H.R. 812  To establish a program of grants for the provision of coordinated
educational support services to at-risk youth.

H.R. 1126  To extend the coverage of certain Federal labor laws to foreign
flagships.

H.R. 1218  To prevent potential abuses of electronic monitoring in the
workplace.

H.R. 1502  To combat violence and crimes against women on the streets and
in homes.

H.R. 2336  To establish a higher education loan program in which a borrower's
annual repayment obligation is dependent upon both postschool income level
and borrowing history, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2782  To amend the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974
to provide that such Act does not preempt certain State laws.

H.R. 2810  To expand the nation's drug treatment capacity, promote drug-free
and safe schools, require Statewide drug abuse prevention and treatment
plans, and ensure that new Federal grant dollars provided for treatment ser-
vices do not displace State dollars.

H.R. 2819  To provide financial assistance to eligible local educational agen-
cies to improve rural education, and for other purposes.

H.R. 4082  To amend Public Law 874, 81st Congress, to provide that eligible
local educational agencies shall be entitled to receive certain payments under
such Public Law, to allow the computation of payments under such law
based on the amount of the per pupil expenditure for non-Federally-
connected students that is derived from local sources, and for other purposes.

H.R. 5083  To amend the Act of September 30, 1950 to provide that amounts
appropriated under such Act for purposes of making payments to local edu-
cational agencies on behalf of children who are dependents of a parent or
parents on active duty in the armed forces shall be considered national de-
fense functions for budget purposes.
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DAVIS, Robert W. of Michigan—Continued

H.Con.Res. 92  Expressing the sense of Congress with respect to certain reg-
ulations of the Occupational Safety and Health Administration.

H.Con.Res. 282  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the Low Income
Home Energy Assistance Program should be funded for fiscal year 1993 at
a level greater than or equal to its funding for fiscal year 1992.

DE LA GARZA, E of Texas

H.R. 500  To require the Secretary of the Treasury to mint coins in com-
memoration of the quincentenary of the discovery of America by Christopher
Columbus and to establish the Christopher Columbus Fellowship Foundation.

H.R. 1573  To amend the amount of grants received under chapter 1 of title
I of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965.

H.R. 3362  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to establish programs
for minority foreign service professional development.

H.R. 3535  To amend the Social Security Act to ensure, through a U.S. Health
Program and through qualified employer health plans, access for all Ameri-
cans to benefits for high quality health care and long-term care while con-
taining the costs of the health care system.

H.R. 3553  To amend and extend the Higher Education Act of 1965.
H.R. 4518  To amend the Department of Education Organization Act to create

the position of Assistant Secretary of Education for Bilingual Education and
Minority Languages Affairs and for other purposes.

H.R. 4531  To require the Secretary of Agriculture to include rice in the de-
finition of supplemental foods for purposes of the special supplemental food
program for women, infants, and children under section 17 of the Child
Nutrition Act of 1966.

H.Res. 284  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives that there
is a need for a comprehensive, coordinated strategy to help the United States
achieve its goal of being the strongest Nation on Earth economically and
militarily, so that it remain the greatest Nation in support of human dignity,
freedom, and democratic ideals.

H.Con.Res. 161  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the American
public should observe the 100th anniversary of moviemaking and recognize
the contributions of the American Film Institute in advocating and preserving
the art of film.

DE LUGO, Ron of Virgin Islands

H.R. 1  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to restore and strengthen civil
rights laws that ban discrimination in employment, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2  To entitle employees to family leave in certain cases involving a birth,
an adoption, or a serious health condition and to temporary medical leave in
certain cases involving a serious health condition, with adequate protection
of the employees employment and benefit rights, and to establish a com-
mission to study ways of providing salary replacement for employees who
take any such leave.

H.R. 5  To amend the National Labor Relations Act and the Railway Labor
Act to prevent discrimination based on participation in labor disputes.

H.R. 81  To amend the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 to allow individuals
to direct that part or all of their income tax refunds be contributed to a trust
fund established for the relief of domestic and international hunger, and to
establish a commission to oversee the distribution of such contributions.

H.R. 375  To amend the National School Lunch Act to extend eligibility for
the child care food program to children receiving day care services pursuant
to a State's job opportunities and basic skills training program.

H.R. 386  To require the executive branch to gather and disseminate infor-
mation regarding, and to promote techniques to eliminate, discriminatory
wage-setting practices and discriminatory wage disparities which are based
on sex, race, or national origin.

H.R. 416  To amend the Older Americans Act and the Public Health Service
Act to provide expanded counseling assistance for the elderly, sick, and dis-
abled.

H.R. 500  To require the Secretary of the Treasury to mint coins in com-
memoration of the quincentenary of the discovery of America by Christopher
Columbus and to establish the Christopher Columbus Fellowship Foundation.

H.R. 520  To encourage States to establish Parents as Teachers programs.

H.R. 544  To amend the National School Lunch Act to restore food supple-
ment benefits under the dependent care food program to adolescent youth.

H.R. 709  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to provide reduced
rates of interest under the Guaranteed Student Loan Program to individuals
who enter the teaching profession.

H.R. 763  To establish a program to guarantee students from selected high
schools a chance to go to college, and for other purposes.

H.R. 775  To establish Summer Science Academies for talented students,
particularly economically disadvantaged, minority participants, and for other
purposes.

H.R. 812  To establish a program of grants for the provision of coordinated
educational support services to at-risk youth.

H.R. 840  To improve counseling services for elementary school children.
H.R. 907  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to permit alternative

methods for qualifying ”ability-to-benefit” students for Federal student fi-
nancial aid.

H.R. 908  To amend title 38, United States Code, and other provisions of law
to provide improved benefits and services for military personnel who serve
during the Persian Gulf War, including particularly benefits and services for
members of the National Guard and Reserve components, and for other
purposes.

H.R. 995  To authorize up to 5 States to conduct 2-year demonstration projects
to test the effectiveness of alternative methods for delivering services and
activities under the JOBS program to families at risk of entering the AFDC
program, and to amend part A of title IV of the Social Security Act to pro-
vide for the permanent use of such alternative methods beginning in fiscal
year 1995.

H.R. 1063  To amend the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970 to es-
tablish an Office of Construction Safety, Health, and Education, to improve
inspections, investigations, reporting, and recordkeeping on construction
sites, to require the appointment of project constructors to monitor safety on
construction sites, to require construction employers to establish safety and
health programs, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1126  To extend the coverage of certain Federal labor laws to foreign
flagships.

H.R. 1154  To establish programs to improve foreign language instruction and
to amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 in order to promote equal access
to opportunities to study abroad, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1218  To prevent potential abuses of electronic monitoring in the
workplace.

H.R. 1222  To enhance cooperation between the public and law enforcement
personnel in controlling and preventing crime and drug abuse.

H.R. 1254  To provide for the establishment of the Margaret Walker
Alexander National African-American Research Center.

H.R. 1364  To amend the Job Corps provisions of the Job Training Partnership
Act.

H.R. 1365  To amend the Job Training Partnership Act to provide for disaster
relief employment assistance.

H.R. 1459  To establish the National Commission on Entrepreneurial Educa-
tion.

H.R. 1460  Entitled ”The Food For Young Children Act”.
H.R. 1502  To combat violence and crimes against women on the streets and

in homes.
H.R. 1503  To facilitate capital financing for historically Black colleges and

universities.
H.R. 1504  To authorize a National Conference on Aging.
H.R. 1524  To establish programs to promote increased access to higher edu-

cation through early intervention counseling and financial aid information.
H.R. 1590  To provide for designation by the Secretary of the Interior and the

Secretary of Agriculture of an ancient forest reserve system, including lands
managed by the Bureau of Land Management and portions of national forests
established by reservations from the public domain; to require the Secretary
of the Interior and the Secretary of Agriculture to enhance economic stability
in the Pacific Northwest; and for other purposes.

H.R. 1633  To assist in implementing the Plan of Action adopted by the World
Summit for Children.

H.R. 1737  To amend the Older Americans Act of 1965 to provide congregate
nutrition services and intergenerational activities in elementary and second-
ary school facilities.
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H.R. 1739  To amend the Older Americans Act of 1965 to expand the pre-
ventive health services program to include disease prevention and health
promotion services, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1960  To direct the Secretary of the Interior to construct a National
Training Center at the National Afro-American Museum and Cultural Center
and for other purposes.

H.R. 2098  To amend the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970 to
improve and enforce standards for employee health and safety at Department
of Energy nuclear facilities, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2125  To establish a commission to examine the issues associated with
the teaching of values in elementary and secondary schools and to amend the
Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965 to establish a demon-
stration program of grants to innovative projects relating to civics and char-
acter values in education.

H.R. 2223  To amend the National Labor Relations Act to give employers and
performers in the live performing arts, rights given by section 8(e) of such
Act to employers and employees in similarly situated industries, to give such
employers and performers the same rights given by section 8(f) of such Act
to employers and employees in the construction industry, and for other pur-
poses.

H.R. 2331  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to permit less-than-
half-time students to obtain Pell Grants.

H.R. 2334  To further assist States in their efforts to increase awareness about
and prevent family violence and provide immediate shelter and related as-
sistance to battered women and their children.

H.R. 2336  To establish a higher education loan program in which a borrower's
annual repayment obligation is dependent upon both postschool income level
and borrowing history, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2350  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to assure that low-
income students have the opportunity to pursue higher education, and for
other purposes.

H.R. 2363  To amend the provisions of the Higher Education Act of 1965
relating to treatment by campus officials of sexual assault victims.

H.R. 2561  To remove the barrier to access for middle income students to
Federal student financial aid programs, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2575  To implement certain proposals relating to recommendations made
pursuant to sections 504 and 902 of the Covenant to establish a Common-
wealth of the Northern Mariana Islands in Political Union with the United
States of America, approved by Public Law 94-214, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2590  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to clarify the legality
of race-based scholarships to promote diversity.

H.R. 2751  To establish the National Commission on American Labor Law.
H.R. 2810  To expand the nation's drug treatment capacity, promote drug-free

and safe schools, require Statewide drug abuse prevention and treatment
plans, and ensure that new Federal grant dollars provided for treatment ser-
vices do not displace State dollars.

H.R. 2912  To improve the recruitment of classroom teachers, and for other
purposes.

H.R. 2936  To establish programs at the National Science Foundation for the
advancement of technical education and training in advanced-technology
occupations, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2938  To establish a Teacher Opportunity Corps to enable
paraprofessionals working in targeted schools to become certified teachers
through part-time and summer study.

H.R. 2943  To require the Secretary of Education to evaluate programs pro-
viding disadvantaged children with guaranties of postsecondary education
assistance, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2967  To amend the Older Americans Act of 1965 to authorize appro-
priations for fiscal years 1992 through 1995; to authorize a 1993 National
Conference on Aging; to amend the Native Americans Programs Act of 1974
to authorize appropriations for fiscal years 1992 through 1995; and for other
purposes.

H.R. 2970  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to provide program
grants to medical and allied health professions institutions for graduate edu-
cation and training which will benefit underserved, economically disadvan-
taged communities.

H.R. 3098  To improve the college participation rates of groups underserved
by institutions of higher education and for other purposes.

H.R. 3120  To express the sense of the Congress regarding a national agenda
for extending and improving foreign language instruction in the elementary
schools of the Nation.

H.R. 3160  To revise the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970.
H.R. 3211  To establish a Federal direct student loan program to consolidate

existing student loan programs, and for other purposes.
H.R. 3320  To improve education for all students by restructuring the educa-

tion system in the States.
H.R. 3475  To assist business in providing women with opportunities in ap-

prenticeship and nontraditional occupations.
H.R. 3476  To establish the Commission on the Advancement of Women in

the Science and Engineering Work Forces.
H.R. 3553  To amend and extend the Higher Education Act of 1965.
H.R. 3613  To amend title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and the Age

Discrimination in Employment Act of 1967 to improve the effectiveness of
administrative review of employment discrimination claims made by Federal
employees; and for other purposes.

H.R. 3625  To require the Commissioner of the Bureau of Labor Statistics to
conduct time use surveys of unremunerated work performed in the United
States and to calculate the monetary value of such work.

H.R. 3748  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1991 with respect to the appli-
cation of such Act.

H.R. 3832  To establish a program of grants regarding certain infants, toddlers,
and children who are perinatally exposed to drugs and for other purposes.

H.R. 3878  To provide assistance to employees who are subject to a plant
closing or mass layoff because their work is transferred to another country
which has low wages or unhealthy working conditions.

H.R. 3957  To amend subpart 4 of part A of title IV of the Higher Education
Act of 1965 to require the Secretary of Education to carry out an advanced
placement test fee payment program, and for other purposes.

H.R. 4277  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to delete certain re-
quirements relating to the guaranteed student loan program.

H.R. 4300  To amend the Stewart B. McKinney Homeless Assistance Act to
extend programs providing urgently needed assistance for the homeless, and
for other purposes.

H.R. 4323  To improve education for all students by restructuring the educa-
tion system in the States.

H.R. 4471  To amend and extend the Higher Education Act of 1965.
H.R. 4498  To establish a computer education program for certain students.
H.R. 4516  To amend title VI of the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of

1981 to establish a community services empowerment program.
H.R. 4518  To amend the Department of Education Organization Act to create

the position of Assistant Secretary of Education for Bilingual Education and
Minority Languages Affairs and for other purposes.

H.R. 4528  To amend the Job Training Partnership Act to authorize the es-
tablishment of additional Job Corps centers, and for other purposes.

H.R. 5075  To improve the delivery of employment training services to
members of the Armed Forces who are involuntarily separated from active
duty in the Armed Forces or accept separation under one of the separation
incentive programs.

H.R. 5165  To improve educational effectiveness by establishing a flexibility
demonstration program.

H.R. 5175  To amend the Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention Act
of 1974 to provide assistance to achieve gang-free schools and communities.

H.R. 5230  To enhance United States competitiveness by strengthening the
Nation's technology base, promoting investment in United States technology,
supporting manufacturing infrastructure development, enhancing the tech-
nology skills of American workers, and reorienting defense spending to
support American competitiveness, and for other purposes.

H.R. 5630  To amend the Head Start Act to expand services provided by Head
Start programs; to expand the authority of the Secretary of Health and Hu-
man Services to reduce the amount of matching funds required to be pro-
vided by particular Head Start agencies; to authorize the purchase of Head
Start facilities; and for other purposes.

H.Res. 201  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives that the
people of the United States should recognize ”An Artistic Discovery”, the
Congressional High School Art Competition.
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H.Res. 284  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives that there
is a need for a comprehensive, coordinated strategy to help the United States
achieve its goal of being the strongest Nation on Earth economically and
militarily, so that it remain the greatest Nation in support of human dignity,
freedom, and democratic ideals.

H.Con.Res. 92  Expressing the sense of Congress with respect to certain reg-
ulations of the Occupational Safety and Health Administration.

H.Con.Res. 102  Expressing the sense of the Congress regarding admissions
of minority students to institutions of higher education.

H.Con.Res. 161  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the American
public should observe the 100th anniversary of moviemaking and recognize
the contributions of the American Film Institute in advocating and preserving
the art of film.

DECONCINI, Dennis E. of Arizona

S. 2044  To assist Native Americans in assuring the survival and continuing
vitality of their languages.

S.Con.Res. 17  Expressing the sense of Congress with respect to certain reg-
ulations of the Occupational Safety and Health Administration.

S.Con.Res. 44  Expressing the sense of Congress that the American public
should observe the 100th anniversary of moviemaking and recognize the
contributions of the American Film Institute in advocating and preserving the
art of film.

DEFAZIO, Peter A. of Oregon

H.R. 1  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to restore and strengthen civil
rights laws that ban discrimination in employment, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2  To entitle employees to family leave in certain cases involving a birth,
an adoption, or a serious health condition and to temporary medical leave in
certain cases involving a serious health condition, with adequate protection
of the employees employment and benefit rights, and to establish a com-
mission to study ways of providing salary replacement for employees who
take any such leave.

H.R. 5  To amend the National Labor Relations Act and the Railway Labor
Act to prevent discrimination based on participation in labor disputes.

H.R. 179  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to permit the deferral
of payments on student loans during professional internships, regardless of
duration.

H.R. 500  To require the Secretary of the Treasury to mint coins in com-
memoration of the quincentenary of the discovery of America by Christopher
Columbus and to establish the Christopher Columbus Fellowship Foundation.

H.R. 520  To encourage States to establish Parents as Teachers programs.
H.R. 544  To amend the National School Lunch Act to restore food supple-

ment benefits under the dependent care food program to adolescent youth.
H.R. 667  To authorize a grant to the National Writing Project.
H.R. 709  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to provide reduced

rates of interest under the Guaranteed Student Loan Program to individuals
who enter the teaching profession.

H.R. 812  To establish a program of grants for the provision of coordinated
educational support services to at-risk youth.

H.R. 840  To improve counseling services for elementary school children.
H.R. 908  To amend title 38, United States Code, and other provisions of law

to provide improved benefits and services for military personnel who serve
during the Persian Gulf War, including particularly benefits and services for
members of the National Guard and Reserve components, and for other
purposes.

H.R. 1048  To establish within the Department of Education an Office of
Community Colleges.

H.R. 1059  To amend section 311 of the Older Americans Act of 1965 to re-
quire the Secretary of Agriculture to provide assistance for 2 meals served
daily per person.

H.R. 1063  To amend the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970 to es-
tablish an Office of Construction Safety, Health, and Education, to improve
inspections, investigations, reporting, and recordkeeping on construction
sites, to require the appointment of project constructors to monitor safety on
construction sites, to require construction employers to establish safety and
health programs, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1066  To authorize a national program to reduce the threat to human
health posed by exposure to contaminants in the air indoors.

H.R. 1116  To permit certain coal miners and their survivors to have their
claims reviewed under the Black Lung Benefits Act.

H.R. 1154  To establish programs to improve foreign language instruction and
to amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 in order to promote equal access
to opportunities to study abroad, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1218  To prevent potential abuses of electronic monitoring in the
workplace.

H.R. 1388  To entitle employees to family leave for attending school activities.
H.R. 1430  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and the Fair Housing Act

to prohibit discrimination on the basis of affectional or sexual orientation,
and for other purposes.

H.R. 1502  To combat violence and crimes against women on the streets and
in homes.

H.R. 1522  To deny funds to educational programs that allow corporal pun-
ishment.

H.R. 2018  To amend the Older Americans Act of 1965 to require uniform
telephone listing of area agencies on aging.

H.R. 2019  To amend the Older Americans Act of 1965 to assist older indi-
viduals to avoid falling and to prevent incorrect medication and adverse drug
reactions.

H.R. 2020  To amend title III  of the Older Americans Act of 1965 with respect
to assistance to older individuals who reside in rural areas.

H.R. 2021  To amend the Older Americans Act of 1965 to require States to
appoint a State advisory body to make recommendations regarding trans-
portation services that affect older individuals; to provide for coordination
of such services; and to require the Commissioner on Aging to submit a re-
port regarding transportation services provided under such Act.

H.R. 2022  To amend the Older Americans Act of 1965 to increase efforts to
inform isolated older individuals, and older individuals who are victims of
Alzheimer's disease and related disorders, of the availability of assistance
under title III of such Act.

H.R. 2023  To amend the Older Americans Act of 1965 to authorize services
relating to the appointment and monitoring of guardians, and of represen-
tative payees, of older individuals.

H.R. 2024  To require the President to call a White House Conference on
Aging in 1993.

H.R. 2025  To amend the Older Americans Act of 1965 to require States to
expand State and community involvement in order to promote cooperative
efforts to provide community-based long-term care services to older indi-
viduals, including related services for their caregivers.

H.R. 2026  To amend the Older Americans Act of 1965 to provide supportive
services to strengthen informal caregivers who assist older individuals in
need of long-term care, to remain in private residences.

H.R. 2363  To amend the provisions of the Higher Education Act of 1965
relating to treatment by campus officials of sexual assault victims.

H.R. 2437  To amend the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 to revise and extend the
program regarding independent living services for older blind individuals.

H.R. 2561  To remove the barrier to access for middle income students to
Federal student financial aid programs, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2782  To amend the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974
to provide that such Act does not preempt certain State laws.

H.R. 2807  To provide a balanced solution to the current timber-based crisis
in Oregon, Washington and northern California by establishing an
ecologically significant old growth forest reserve system, ensuring the con-
servation of the northern spotted owl and the protection of other species as-
sociated with old growth forests, securing a predictable supply of timber to
afford stability to timber dependent communities in the region, and providing
economic adjustment assistance to communities and employees dependent
on the forest industry.

H.R. 2819  To provide financial assistance to eligible local educational agen-
cies to improve rural education, and for other purposes.
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H.R. 2912  To improve the recruitment of classroom teachers, and for other
purposes.

H.R. 3210  To amend title IV of the Employee Retirement Income Security
Act of 1974 to ensure protection of pension plan benefit liabilities subject to
distribution in the form of irrevocable commitments purchased from insurers
upon the standard termination of such plans.

H.R. 3413 *  To authorize the States to impose an export tax on unprocessed
timber from private lands, to allow a credit against income taxes for do-
mestically processed timber, and for other purposes.

H.R. 3437  To require the Secretary of Education to submit to Congress a re-
port on the use of Pell Grants by prisoners.

H.R. 3526  To ensure economic equity for American women and their families
and to respond to the need to revitalize the American economy by expanding
employment opportunities; improving access to funds for women business
owners; enhancing economic justice for women through pay equity, im-
proved child support enforcement, and benefits for part-time workers; and
providing economic and retirement security for women as workers and as
divorced or surviving spouses.

H.R. 3553  To amend and extend the Higher Education Act of 1965.
H.R. 3613  To amend title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and the Age

Discrimination in Employment Act of 1967 to improve the effectiveness of
administrative review of employment discrimination claims made by Federal
employees; and for other purposes.

H.R. 3748  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1991 with respect to the appli-
cation of such Act.

H.R. 3878  To provide assistance to employees who are subject to a plant
closing or mass layoff because their work is transferred to another country
which has low wages or unhealthy working conditions.

H.R. 3975  To amend section 1977A of the Revised Statutes to equalize the
remedies available to all victims of intentional employment discrimination,
and for other purposes.

H.R. 4013  To amend certain provisions of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986
to improve the provisions of health care to retirees in the coal industry, to
revise the manner in which such care is funded and maintained, and for other
purposes.

H.R. 4078  To establish a National Board on workforce skills and to develop
a comprehensive school-to-work transition program for students in the
United States.

H.R. 4245  To establish a national demonstration program providing increased
flexibility for schools in order to promote improved educational achievement
for all students.

H.R. 4259  To amend title I of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 to provide each
individual with handicaps who is eligible for services under such title with
the right to select the entities that are to provide services pursuant to the in-
dividualized written rehabilitation program developed for the individual.

H.R. 4277  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to delete certain re-
quirements relating to the guaranteed student loan program.

H.R. 4300  To amend the Stewart B. McKinney Homeless Assistance Act to
extend programs providing urgently needed assistance for the homeless, and
for other purposes.

H.R. 4338  To suspend certain compliance and accountability measures under
the National School Lunch Act.

H.R. 4356  To increase the safety of America's schools.
H.R. 4361  To create ”Healthy American Schools”  where children learn life-

long health and fitness skills vital to developing a smart body and smart mind
and to empower every school with the ability to become a healthy school
built on a firm foundation of ”healthy mind and healthy body” curricula.

H.R. 4516  To amend title VI of the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of
1981 to establish a community services empowerment program.

H.R. 4538  To provide assistance to local educational agencies for the pre-
vention and reduction of violent crime in elementary and secondary schools.

H.R. 4544  To authorize the Commissioner of the Administration for Children,
Youth, and Families to make grants to carry out programs and activities to
improve the educational performance, health and fitness, life skills, and
family relationships of adolescents.

H.R. 4822  To make appropriations to begin a phase-in toward full funding
of the special supplemental food program for women, infants, and children
(WIC) and of Head Start programs, to expand the Job Corps program, and
for other purposes.

H.R. 5326  To establish a program to assure nondiscriminatory compliance
with all environmental health and safety laws and to assure equal protection
of the public health.

H.R. 5357  To provide grants to States to improve and coordinate health and
education services provided to preschool children and to provide for the
production and distribution of educational television programming for pre-
school children.

H.J.Res. 329  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the Davis-Bacon Act
be fully enforced in the interest of a decent standard of living for this coun-
try's working families.

H.Con.Res. 161  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the American
public should observe the 100th anniversary of moviemaking and recognize
the contributions of the American Film Institute in advocating and preserving
the art of film.

H.Con.Res. 282  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the Low Income
Home Energy Assistance Program should be funded for fiscal year 1993 at
a level greater than or equal to its funding for fiscal year 1992.

DELAURO, Rosa L. of Connecticut

H.R. 1  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to restore and strengthen civil
rights laws that ban discrimination in employment, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2  To entitle employees to family leave in certain cases involving a birth,
an adoption, or a serious health condition and to temporary medical leave in
certain cases involving a serious health condition, with adequate protection
of the employees employment and benefit rights, and to establish a com-
mission to study ways of providing salary replacement for employees who
take any such leave.

H.R. 5  To amend the National Labor Relations Act and the Railway Labor
Act to prevent discrimination based on participation in labor disputes.

H.R. 179  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to permit the deferral
of payments on student loans during professional internships, regardless of
duration.

H.R. 709  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to provide reduced
rates of interest under the Guaranteed Student Loan Program to individuals
who enter the teaching profession.

H.R. 812  To establish a program of grants for the provision of coordinated
educational support services to at-risk youth.

H.R. 840  To improve counseling services for elementary school children.
H.R. 1059  To amend section 311 of the Older Americans Act of 1965 to re-

quire the Secretary of Agriculture to provide assistance for 2 meals served
daily per person.

H.R. 1063  To amend the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970 to es-
tablish an Office of Construction Safety, Health, and Education, to improve
inspections, investigations, reporting, and recordkeeping on construction
sites, to require the appointment of project constructors to monitor safety on
construction sites, to require construction employers to establish safety and
health programs, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1192  To amend the provisions of the Occupational Safety and Health
Act of 1970 relating to criminal penalties, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1218  To prevent potential abuses of electronic monitoring in the
workplace.

H.R. 1222  To enhance cooperation between the public and law enforcement
personnel in controlling and preventing crime and drug abuse.

H.R. 1254  To provide for the establishment of the Margaret Walker
Alexander National African-American Research Center.

H.R. 1364  To amend the Job Corps provisions of the Job Training Partnership
Act.

H.R. 1430  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and the Fair Housing Act
to prohibit discrimination on the basis of affectional or sexual orientation,
and for other purposes.

H.R. 1460  Entitled ”The Food For Young Children Act”.
H.R. 1502  To combat violence and crimes against women on the streets and

in homes.
H.R. 1504  To authorize a National Conference on Aging.
H.R. 1633  To assist in implementing the Plan of Action adopted by the World

Summit for Children.
H.R. 1669  To provide financial assistance to eligible local educational agen-

cies to improve urban education, and for other purposes.
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H.R. 1694  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to ensure that title VII of
such Act applies to the employment of United States citizens by certain
employers in foreign nations.

H.R. 1739  To amend the Older Americans Act of 1965 to expand the pre-
ventive health services program to include disease prevention and health
promotion services, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1987  To amend the Act of March 3, 1931 (known as the Davis-Bacon
Act), to revise the standard for coverage under that Act, and for other pur-
poses.

H.R. 2018  To amend the Older Americans Act of 1965 to require uniform
telephone listing of area agencies on aging.

H.R. 2019  To amend the Older Americans Act of 1965 to assist older indi-
viduals to avoid falling and to prevent incorrect medication and adverse drug
reactions.

H.R. 2020  To amend title III  of the Older Americans Act of 1965 with respect
to assistance to older individuals who reside in rural areas.

H.R. 2021  To amend the Older Americans Act of 1965 to require States to
appoint a State advisory body to make recommendations regarding trans-
portation services that affect older individuals; to provide for coordination
of such services; and to require the Commissioner on Aging to submit a re-
port regarding transportation services provided under such Act.

H.R. 2022  To amend the Older Americans Act of 1965 to increase efforts to
inform isolated older individuals, and older individuals who are victims of
Alzheimer's disease and related disorders, of the availability of assistance
under title III of such Act.

H.R. 2023  To amend the Older Americans Act of 1965 to authorize services
relating to the appointment and monitoring of guardians, and of represen-
tative payees, of older individuals.

H.R. 2025  To amend the Older Americans Act of 1965 to require States to
expand State and community involvement in order to promote cooperative
efforts to provide community-based long-term care services to older indi-
viduals, including related services for their caregivers.

H.R. 2026  To amend the Older Americans Act of 1965 to provide supportive
services to strengthen informal caregivers who assist older individuals in
need of long-term care, to remain in private residences.

H.R. 2336  To establish a higher education loan program in which a borrower's
annual repayment obligation is dependent upon both postschool income level
and borrowing history, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2561  To remove the barrier to access for middle income students to
Federal student financial aid programs, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2782  To amend the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974
to provide that such Act does not preempt certain State laws.

H.R. 2784  To assist counties adversely affected by a base closure, change in
the place of performance of a defense contract, the cancellation or failure to
proceed with a defense contract, or reductions in defense spending.

H.R. 3160  To revise the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970.
H.R. 3210  To amend title IV of the Employee Retirement Income Security

Act of 1974 to ensure protection of pension plan benefit liabilities subject to
distribution in the form of irrevocable commitments purchased from insurers
upon the standard termination of such plans.

H.R. 3526  To ensure economic equity for American women and their families
and to respond to the need to revitalize the American economy by expanding
employment opportunities; improving access to funds for women business
owners; enhancing economic justice for women through pay equity, im-
proved child support enforcement, and benefits for part-time workers; and
providing economic and retirement security for women as workers and as
divorced or surviving spouses.

H.R. 3555  To repeal and prohibit all exemptions, privileges and gratuities for
members of the U.S. House of Representatives and the U.S. Senate.

H.R. 3613  To amend title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and the Age
Discrimination in Employment Act of 1967 to improve the effectiveness of
administrative review of employment discrimination claims made by Federal
employees; and for other purposes.

H.R. 3748  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1991 with respect to the appli-
cation of such Act.

H.R. 3975  To amend section 1977A of the Revised Statutes to equalize the
remedies available to all victims of intentional employment discrimination,
and for other purposes.

H.R. 4259  To amend title I of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 to provide each
individual with handicaps who is eligible for services under such title with
the right to select the entities that are to provide services pursuant to the in-
dividualized written rehabilitation program developed for the individual.

H.R. 4338  To suspend certain compliance and accountability measures under
the National School Lunch Act.

H.R. 4730 *  To facilitate and assist in the economic adjustment and industrial
diversification of defense industries, defense dependent communities, and
defense workers that are adversely affected by the termination or reduction
of defense spending or defense-related contracts.

H.R. 5502  To establish the framework for a health care system that will bring
about universal access to affordable, quality health care by containing the
growth in health care costs, by improving access to and simplifying the ad-
ministration of health insurance, by deterring and prosecuting health care
fraud and abuse, by expanding benefits under the medicare program, by ex-
panding eligibility and increasing payment levels under the medicaid pro-
gram, and by making health insurance available to all children.

H.Res. 201  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives that the
people of the United States should recognize ”An Artistic Discovery”, the
Congressional High School Art Competition.

H.Res. 284  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives that there
is a need for a comprehensive, coordinated strategy to help the United States
achieve its goal of being the strongest Nation on Earth economically and
militarily, so that it remain the greatest Nation in support of human dignity,
freedom, and democratic ideals.

H.Con.Res. 161  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the American
public should observe the 100th anniversary of moviemaking and recognize
the contributions of the American Film Institute in advocating and preserving
the art of film.

H.Con.Res. 282  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the Low Income
Home Energy Assistance Program should be funded for fiscal year 1993 at
a level greater than or equal to its funding for fiscal year 1992.

DELAY, Tom of Texas

H.R. 123  To amend title 4, United States Code, to declare English as the of-
ficial language of the United States.

H.R. 299  To amend the National Foundation of the Arts and the Humanities
Act of 1965 to abolish the National Endowment for the Arts and the National
Council on the Arts.

H.R. 623  To amend the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 to exempt em-
ployees involved in certain model garment programs, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1237  To amend the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 to clarify the
application of such Act, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1755  To repeal the Act of March 3, 1931 (known as the Davis-Bacon
Act).

H.R. 2040  To establish certain programs regarding adoption, and for other
purposes.

H.R. 2523  To ensure the competitiveness of the United States in the world
economy.

H.R. 3451  To amend the Education Amendments of 1972 to ensure that stu-
dents attending institutions of higher education that receive Federal funds are
able to exercise the right to freedom of speech, and for other purposes.

H.R. 3967  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to prohibit prison
inmates from receiving Pell Grants.

H.Res. 201  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives that the
people of the United States should recognize ”An Artistic Discovery”, the
Congressional High School Art Competition.

H.Con.Res. 102  Expressing the sense of the Congress regarding admissions
of minority students to institutions of higher education.

H.Con.Res. 161  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the American
public should observe the 100th anniversary of moviemaking and recognize
the contributions of the American Film Institute in advocating and preserving
the art of film.
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H.R. 1  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to restore and strengthen civil
rights laws that ban discrimination in employment, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2  To entitle employees to family leave in certain cases involving a birth,
an adoption, or a serious health condition and to temporary medical leave in
certain cases involving a serious health condition, with adequate protection
of the employees employment and benefit rights, and to establish a com-
mission to study ways of providing salary replacement for employees who
take any such leave.

H.R. 5  To amend the National Labor Relations Act and the Railway Labor
Act to prevent discrimination based on participation in labor disputes.

H.R. 81  To amend the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 to allow individuals
to direct that part or all of their income tax refunds be contributed to a trust
fund established for the relief of domestic and international hunger, and to
establish a commission to oversee the distribution of such contributions.

H.R. 196  To amend the Job Training Partnership Act to establish a Youth
Opportunities Unlimited Program.

H.R. 260  To establish a program of grants to local educational agencies for
purposes of conducting after-school activities designed to promote learning
and finishing high school.

H.R. 385  To provide financial assistance for programs for the prevention,
identification, and treatment of elder abuse, neglect, and exploitation, to es-
tablish a National Center on Elder Abuse, and for other purposes.

H.R. 386  To require the executive branch to gather and disseminate infor-
mation regarding, and to promote techniques to eliminate, discriminatory
wage-setting practices and discriminatory wage disparities which are based
on sex, race, or national origin.

H.R. 416  To amend the Older Americans Act and the Public Health Service
Act to provide expanded counseling assistance for the elderly, sick, and dis-
abled.

H.R. 441  To facilitate the economic adjustment of communities, industries,
and workers to reductions or realignments in defense or aerospace contracts,
military facilities, and arms export, and for other purposes.

H.R. 501  To authorize the Secretary of Housing and Urban Development to
provide grants to urban and rural communities for training economically
disadvantaged youth in education and employment skills and to expand the
supply of housing for homeless and economically disadvantaged individuals
and families.

H.R. 544  To amend the National School Lunch Act to restore food supple-
ment benefits under the dependent care food program to adolescent youth.

H.R. 667  To authorize a grant to the National Writing Project.
H.R. 751  To enhance the literacy and basic skills of adults, to ensure that all

adults in the United States acquire the basic skills necessary to function ef-
fectively and achieve the greatest possible opportunity in their work and in
their lives, and to strengthen and coordinate adult literacy programs.

H.R. 763  To establish a program to guarantee students from selected high
schools a chance to go to college, and for other purposes.

H.R. 775  To establish Summer Science Academies for talented students,
particularly economically disadvantaged, minority participants, and for other
purposes.

H.R. 812  To establish a program of grants for the provision of coordinated
educational support services to at-risk youth.

H.R. 821  To provide for the cancellation of a portion of the direct student
loans of members of the Armed Forces who serve in a combat zone in con-
nection with the Persian Gulf conflict and to require the restoration of edu-
cational benefits and tuition reimbursement for those members of the Armed
Forces who are unable to pursue studies because of military commitments.

H.R. 907  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to permit alternative
methods for qualifying ”ability-to-benefit” students for Federal student fi-
nancial aid.

H.R. 995  To authorize up to 5 States to conduct 2-year demonstration projects
to test the effectiveness of alternative methods for delivering services and
activities under the JOBS program to families at risk of entering the AFDC
program, and to amend part A of title IV of the Social Security Act to pro-
vide for the permanent use of such alternative methods beginning in fiscal
year 1995.

H.R. 1059  To amend section 311 of the Older Americans Act of 1965 to re-
quire the Secretary of Agriculture to provide assistance for 2 meals served
daily per person.

H.R. 1063  To amend the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970 to es-
tablish an Office of Construction Safety, Health, and Education, to improve
inspections, investigations, reporting, and recordkeeping on construction
sites, to require the appointment of project constructors to monitor safety on
construction sites, to require construction employers to establish safety and
health programs, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1066  To authorize a national program to reduce the threat to human
health posed by exposure to contaminants in the air indoors.

H.R. 1116  To permit certain coal miners and their survivors to have their
claims reviewed under the Black Lung Benefits Act.

H.R. 1126  To extend the coverage of certain Federal labor laws to foreign
flagships.

H.R. 1192  To amend the provisions of the Occupational Safety and Health
Act of 1970 relating to criminal penalties, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1218  To prevent potential abuses of electronic monitoring in the
workplace.

H.R. 1254  To provide for the establishment of the Margaret Walker
Alexander National African-American Research Center.

H.R. 1364  To amend the Job Corps provisions of the Job Training Partnership
Act.

H.R. 1430  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and the Fair Housing Act
to prohibit discrimination on the basis of affectional or sexual orientation,
and for other purposes.

H.R. 1460  Entitled ”The Food For Young Children Act”.
H.R. 1502  To combat violence and crimes against women on the streets and

in homes.
H.R. 1503  To facilitate capital financing for historically Black colleges and

universities.
H.R. 1504  To authorize a National Conference on Aging.
H.R. 1522  To deny funds to educational programs that allow corporal pun-

ishment.
H.R. 1602  To amend title I of the Employee Retirement Income Security Act

of 1974 to provide that such Act does not preempt actions under State law
against persons who engage in unfair insurance claims practices.

H.R. 1633  To assist in implementing the Plan of Action adopted by the World
Summit for Children.

H.R. 1664  To protect employees who report violations of Federal laws and
regulations.

H.R. 1669  To provide financial assistance to eligible local educational agen-
cies to improve urban education, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1960  To direct the Secretary of the Interior to construct a National
Training Center at the National Afro-American Museum and Cultural Center
and for other purposes.

H.R. 1987  To amend the Act of March 3, 1931 (known as the Davis-Bacon
Act), to revise the standard for coverage under that Act, and for other pur-
poses.

H.R. 2142  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 in order to increase
postsecondary educational opportunities for women and minorities, and for
other purposes.

H.R. 2157  To require the National Collegiate Athletic Association to provide
due process in connection with its regulatory activities affecting coaches,
players, and institutions engaged in sports in interstate commerce.

H.R. 2243  To establish the National Commission on Intercollegiate Athletics.
H.R. 2258  To help end hunger and human want.
H.R. 2323  To amend the Communications Act of 1934 in order to establish

certain reemployment rights for employees who have lost employment as a
consequence of the divestiture of the Bell system.

H.R. 2334  To further assist States in their efforts to increase awareness about
and prevent family violence and provide immediate shelter and related as-
sistance to battered women and their children.

H.R. 2363  To amend the provisions of the Higher Education Act of 1965
relating to treatment by campus officials of sexual assault victims.

H.R. 2437  To amend the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 to revise and extend the
program regarding independent living services for older blind individuals.

H.R. 2555  To provide for the establishment of a summer camp program for
low income youths, and to expand the Youth Conservation Corps program.

H.R. 2782  To amend the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974
to provide that such Act does not preempt certain State laws.

H.R. 2866  To encourage the use of alternative fuels across the transportation
sector and facilitate research on the design of motor vehicles powered by
these fuels, and for other purposes.
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H.R. 2970  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to provide program
grants to medical and allied health professions institutions for graduate edu-
cation and training which will benefit underserved, economically disadvan-
taged communities.

H.R. 3133  To amend the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970 to ex-
pand the rights of victims of occupational safety and health hazards, and for
other purposes.

H.R. 3160  To revise the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970.
H.R. 3229 *  To establish a United States Health Service to provide high

quality comprehensive health care for all Americans and to overcome the
deficiencies in the present system of health care delivery.

H.R. 3285  To provide for regional energy efficient lighting education centers,
and for other purposes.

H.R. 3362  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to establish programs
for minority foreign service professional development.

H.R. 3366  To repeal provisions of law regarding employer sanctions and
unfair immigration-related employment practices, to strengthen enforcement
of laws regarding illegal entry into the United States, and for other purposes.

H.R. 3393  To amend the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 and the Social Se-
curity Act to provide for health insurance coverage for pregnant women and
children through employment-based insurance and through a State-based
health plan.

H.R. 3475  To assist business in providing women with opportunities in ap-
prenticeship and nontraditional occupations.

H.R. 3526  To ensure economic equity for American women and their families
and to respond to the need to revitalize the American economy by expanding
employment opportunities; improving access to funds for women business
owners; enhancing economic justice for women through pay equity, im-
proved child support enforcement, and benefits for part-time workers; and
providing economic and retirement security for women as workers and as
divorced or surviving spouses.

H.R. 3548  To improve the quality of education by providing incentive grants
and by certain other methods.

H.R. 3613  To amend title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and the Age
Discrimination in Employment Act of 1967 to improve the effectiveness of
administrative review of employment discrimination claims made by Federal
employees; and for other purposes.

H.R. 3625  To require the Commissioner of the Bureau of Labor Statistics to
conduct time use surveys of unremunerated work performed in the United
States and to calculate the monetary value of such work.

H.R. 3748  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1991 with respect to the appli-
cation of such Act.

H.R. 3878  To provide assistance to employees who are subject to a plant
closing or mass layoff because their work is transferred to another country
which has low wages or unhealthy working conditions.

H.R. 3975  To amend section 1977A of the Revised Statutes to equalize the
remedies available to all victims of intentional employment discrimination,
and for other purposes.

H.R. 4122  To guarantee a work opportunity for all Americans and for other
purposes.

H.R. 4136  To revitalize the American rail car industry by the establishment
of a Federal grant and loan program for research and development, by the
creation of economic incentives to encourage investment in rail car design
and engineering activities, and by the expansion of vocational training op-
portunities in the rail car industry.

H.R. 4154 *  To provide for participation by the United States in a climate
stabilization program.

H.R. 4259  To amend title I of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 to provide each
individual with handicaps who is eligible for services under such title with
the right to select the entities that are to provide services pursuant to the in-
dividualized written rehabilitation program developed for the individual.

H.R. 4300  To amend the Stewart B. McKinney Homeless Assistance Act to
extend programs providing urgently needed assistance for the homeless, and
for other purposes.

H.R. 4338  To suspend certain compliance and accountability measures under
the National School Lunch Act.

H.R. 4528  To amend the Job Training Partnership Act to authorize the es-
tablishment of additional Job Corps centers, and for other purposes.

H.R. 4729  To provide grants to establish an integrated approach to prevent
child abuse.

H.R. 4748  To improve national competitiveness through education.
H.R. 4822  To make appropriations to begin a phase-in toward full funding

of the special supplemental food program for women, infants, and children
(WIC) and of Head Start programs, to expand the Job Corps program, and
for other purposes.

H.R. 5326  To establish a program to assure nondiscriminatory compliance
with all environmental health and safety laws and to assure equal protection
of the public health.

H.R. 5973  To grant employees family and temporary medical leave, to treat
the costs of the Head Start program and other programs for children as
emergency funding requirements, to provide aid to parents in providing the
best possible learning environment for children, to promote investments in
child welfare and family preservation, to reduce violence and improve the
safety of children and their families, and for other purposes.

H.Res. 201  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives that the
people of the United States should recognize ”An Artistic Discovery”, the
Congressional High School Art Competition.

H.Con.Res. 161  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the American
public should observe the 100th anniversary of moviemaking and recognize
the contributions of the American Film Institute in advocating and preserving
the art of film.

DERRICK, Butler of South Carolina

H.R. 123  To amend title 4, United States Code, to declare English as the of-
ficial language of the United States.

H.R. 386  To require the executive branch to gather and disseminate infor-
mation regarding, and to promote techniques to eliminate, discriminatory
wage-setting practices and discriminatory wage disparities which are based
on sex, race, or national origin.

H.R. 667  To authorize a grant to the National Writing Project.
H.R. 840  To improve counseling services for elementary school children.
H.R. 1218  To prevent potential abuses of electronic monitoring in the

workplace.
H.R. 1482  To amend title IV of the Higher Education Act of 1965 to allow

resident physicians to defer repayment of title IV student loans while com-
pleting accredited resident training programs.

H.R. 1503  To facilitate capital financing for historically Black colleges and
universities.

H.R. 2819  To provide financial assistance to eligible local educational agen-
cies to improve rural education, and for other purposes.

H.R. 3137  To amend the McCarran-Ferguson Act and the Employee Retire-
ment Income Security Act of 1974 to assure that the medicaid program is
treated as payer of last resort.

H.Res. 284  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives that there
is a need for a comprehensive, coordinated strategy to help the United States
achieve its goal of being the strongest Nation on Earth economically and
militarily, so that it remain the greatest Nation in support of human dignity,
freedom, and democratic ideals.

H.Con.Res. 92  Expressing the sense of Congress with respect to certain reg-
ulations of the Occupational Safety and Health Administration.

H.Con.Res. 161  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the American
public should observe the 100th anniversary of moviemaking and recognize
the contributions of the American Film Institute in advocating and preserving
the art of film.

DICKINSON, William L. of Alabama

H.R. 123  To amend title 4, United States Code, to declare English as the of-
ficial language of the United States.

H.R. 812  To establish a program of grants for the provision of coordinated
educational support services to at-risk youth.

H.R. 1048  To establish within the Department of Education an Office of
Community Colleges.

H.R. 1237  To amend the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 to clarify the
application of such Act, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1503  To facilitate capital financing for historically Black colleges and
universities.
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H.R. 1573  To amend the amount of grants received under chapter 1 of title
I of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965.

H.R. 1651  To deny funds to programs that do not allow the Secretary of
Defense access to students on campuses or to certain student information for
recruiting purposes.

H.R. 1755  To repeal the Act of March 3, 1931 (known as the Davis-Bacon
Act).

H.R. 2336  To establish a higher education loan program in which a borrower's
annual repayment obligation is dependent upon both postschool income level
and borrowing history, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2460  To help the Nation achieve the National Education Goals by sup-
porting the creation of a new generation of American Schools in communities
across the country; rewarding schools that demonstrate outstanding gains in
student performance and other progress toward the National Education
Goals; creating academies to improve leadership and core-course teaching in
schools nationwide; supporting State and local efforts to attract qualified in-
dividuals to teaching and educational administration; providing States and
localities with statutory and regulatory flexibility in exchange for greater
accountability for student learning; encouraging, testing, and evaluating ed-
ucational choice programs; increasing the potential usefulness of the National
Assessment of Education Progress to State and local decision-makers; ex-
panding Federal support for literacy improvements; and for other purposes.

H.R. 2810  To expand the nation's drug treatment capacity, promote drug-free
and safe schools, require Statewide drug abuse prevention and treatment
plans, and ensure that new Federal grant dollars provided for treatment ser-
vices do not displace State dollars.

H.R. 3734  To make applicable to the Congress certain laws relating to the
terms and conditions of employment, the health and safety of employees, and
the rights and responsibilities of employers and employees, and for other
purposes.

H.R. 5571  To create American jobs, deregulate American industry, and reduce
taxes.

H.Res. 201  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives that the
people of the United States should recognize ”An Artistic Discovery”, the
Congressional High School Art Competition.

H.Con.Res. 92  Expressing the sense of Congress with respect to certain reg-
ulations of the Occupational Safety and Health Administration.

H.Con.Res. 161  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the American
public should observe the 100th anniversary of moviemaking and recognize
the contributions of the American Film Institute in advocating and preserving
the art of film.

DICKS, Norman D. of Washington

H.R. 1  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to restore and strengthen civil
rights laws that ban discrimination in employment, and for other purposes.

H.R. 5  To amend the National Labor Relations Act and the Railway Labor
Act to prevent discrimination based on participation in labor disputes.

H.R. 500  To require the Secretary of the Treasury to mint coins in com-
memoration of the quincentenary of the discovery of America by Christopher
Columbus and to establish the Christopher Columbus Fellowship Foundation.

H.R. 840  To improve counseling services for elementary school children.
H.R. 907  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to permit alternative

methods for qualifying ”ability-to-benefit” students for Federal student fi-
nancial aid.

H.R. 1063  To amend the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970 to es-
tablish an Office of Construction Safety, Health, and Education, to improve
inspections, investigations, reporting, and recordkeeping on construction
sites, to require the appointment of project constructors to monitor safety on
construction sites, to require construction employers to establish safety and
health programs, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1154  To establish programs to improve foreign language instruction and
to amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 in order to promote equal access
to opportunities to study abroad, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1190  To establish a system for identifying, notifying, and preventing
illness and death among workers who are at increased or high risk of occu-
pational disease, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1218  To prevent potential abuses of electronic monitoring in the
workplace.

H.R. 1364  To amend the Job Corps provisions of the Job Training Partnership
Act.

H.R. 1502  To combat violence and crimes against women on the streets and
in homes.

H.R. 1633  To assist in implementing the Plan of Action adopted by the World
Summit for Children.

H.R. 1669  To provide financial assistance to eligible local educational agen-
cies to improve urban education, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2258  To help end hunger and human want.
H.R. 2782  To amend the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974

to provide that such Act does not preempt certain State laws.
H.R. 3160  To revise the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970.
H.R. 3613  To amend title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and the Age

Discrimination in Employment Act of 1967 to improve the effectiveness of
administrative review of employment discrimination claims made by Federal
employees; and for other purposes.

H.R. 3748  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1991 with respect to the appli-
cation of such Act.

H.R. 3908  To provide compensation and health reinsurance benefits to em-
ployees at Department of Energy defense nuclear facilities for injuries caused
by exposure to ionizing radiation and to ensure fair treatment of employees
during modernization and reconfiguration of such facilities, and for other
purposes.

H.R. 4338  To suspend certain compliance and accountability measures under
the National School Lunch Act.

H.R. 4528  To amend the Job Training Partnership Act to authorize the es-
tablishment of additional Job Corps centers, and for other purposes.

H.R. 5230  To enhance United States competitiveness by strengthening the
Nation's technology base, promoting investment in United States technology,
supporting manufacturing infrastructure development, enhancing the tech-
nology skills of American workers, and reorienting defense spending to
support American competitiveness, and for other purposes.

DINGELL, John D. of Michigan

H.R. 1  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to restore and strengthen civil
rights laws that ban discrimination in employment, and for other purposes.

H.R. 5  To amend the National Labor Relations Act and the Railway Labor
Act to prevent discrimination based on participation in labor disputes.

H.R. 1126  To extend the coverage of certain Federal labor laws to foreign
flagships.

H.R. 2782  To amend the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974
to provide that such Act does not preempt certain State laws.

H.R. 3211  To establish a Federal direct student loan program to consolidate
existing student loan programs, and for other purposes.

H.R. 3553  To amend and extend the Higher Education Act of 1965.
H.R. 5514 *  To provide for health care for all Americans in an affordable

manner.
H.Res. 201  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives that the

people of the United States should recognize ”An Artistic Discovery”, the
Congressional High School Art Competition.

H.Con.Res. 161  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the American
public should observe the 100th anniversary of moviemaking and recognize
the contributions of the American Film Institute in advocating and preserving
the art of film.

H.Con.Res. 282  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the Low Income
Home Energy Assistance Program should be funded for fiscal year 1993 at
a level greater than or equal to its funding for fiscal year 1992.

DIXON, Alan J. of Illinois

S.Con.Res. 17  Expressing the sense of Congress with respect to certain reg-
ulations of the Occupational Safety and Health Administration.
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H.R. 1  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to restore and strengthen civil
rights laws that ban discrimination in employment, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2  To entitle employees to family leave in certain cases involving a birth,
an adoption, or a serious health condition and to temporary medical leave in
certain cases involving a serious health condition, with adequate protection
of the employees employment and benefit rights, and to establish a com-
mission to study ways of providing salary replacement for employees who
take any such leave.

H.R. 5  To amend the National Labor Relations Act and the Railway Labor
Act to prevent discrimination based on participation in labor disputes.

H.R. 179  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to permit the deferral
of payments on student loans during professional internships, regardless of
duration.

H.R. 196  To amend the Job Training Partnership Act to establish a Youth
Opportunities Unlimited Program.

H.R. 416  To amend the Older Americans Act and the Public Health Service
Act to provide expanded counseling assistance for the elderly, sick, and dis-
abled.

H.R. 520  To encourage States to establish Parents as Teachers programs.
H.R. 544  To amend the National School Lunch Act to restore food supple-

ment benefits under the dependent care food program to adolescent youth.
H.R. 775  To establish Summer Science Academies for talented students,

particularly economically disadvantaged, minority participants, and for other
purposes.

H.R. 907  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to permit alternative
methods for qualifying ”ability-to-benefit” students for Federal student fi-
nancial aid.

H.R. 1063  To amend the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970 to es-
tablish an Office of Construction Safety, Health, and Education, to improve
inspections, investigations, reporting, and recordkeeping on construction
sites, to require the appointment of project constructors to monitor safety on
construction sites, to require construction employers to establish safety and
health programs, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1218  To prevent potential abuses of electronic monitoring in the
workplace.

H.R. 1364  To amend the Job Corps provisions of the Job Training Partnership
Act.

H.R. 1430  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and the Fair Housing Act
to prohibit discrimination on the basis of affectional or sexual orientation,
and for other purposes.

H.R. 1460  Entitled ”The Food For Young Children Act”.
H.R. 1502  To combat violence and crimes against women on the streets and

in homes.
H.R. 1503  To facilitate capital financing for historically Black colleges and

universities.
H.R. 1524  To establish programs to promote increased access to higher edu-

cation through early intervention counseling and financial aid information.
H.R. 1602  To amend title I of the Employee Retirement Income Security Act

of 1974 to provide that such Act does not preempt actions under State law
against persons who engage in unfair insurance claims practices.

H.R. 1633  To assist in implementing the Plan of Action adopted by the World
Summit for Children.

H.R. 1669  To provide financial assistance to eligible local educational agen-
cies to improve urban education, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1960  To direct the Secretary of the Interior to construct a National
Training Center at the National Afro-American Museum and Cultural Center
and for other purposes.

H.R. 1987  To amend the Act of March 3, 1931 (known as the Davis-Bacon
Act), to revise the standard for coverage under that Act, and for other pur-
poses.

H.R. 2157  To require the National Collegiate Athletic Association to provide
due process in connection with its regulatory activities affecting coaches,
players, and institutions engaged in sports in interstate commerce.

H.R. 2258  To help end hunger and human want.
H.R. 2334  To further assist States in their efforts to increase awareness about

and prevent family violence and provide immediate shelter and related as-
sistance to battered women and their children.

H.R. 2363  To amend the provisions of the Higher Education Act of 1965
relating to treatment by campus officials of sexual assault victims.

H.R. 2782  To amend the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974
to provide that such Act does not preempt certain State laws.

H.R. 2819  To provide financial assistance to eligible local educational agen-
cies to improve rural education, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2970 *   To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to provide program
grants to medical and allied health professions institutions for graduate edu-
cation and training which will benefit underserved, economically disadvan-
taged communities.

H.R. 3102  To amend section 520 of the Cranston-Gonzalez National Afford-
able Housing Act to authorize the Secretary of Housing and Urban Devel-
opment to make grants to establish midnight basketball league training and
partnership programs incorporating employment counseling, job-training, and
other educational activities for residents of public housing and federally as-
sisted housing.

H.R. 3160  To revise the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970.
H.R. 3362  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to establish programs

for minority foreign service professional development.
H.R. 3393  To amend the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 and the Social Se-

curity Act to provide for health insurance coverage for pregnant women and
children through employment-based insurance and through a State-based
health plan.

H.R. 3613  To amend title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and the Age
Discrimination in Employment Act of 1967 to improve the effectiveness of
administrative review of employment discrimination claims made by Federal
employees; and for other purposes.

H.R. 3625  To require the Commissioner of the Bureau of Labor Statistics to
conduct time use surveys of unremunerated work performed in the United
States and to calculate the monetary value of such work.

H.R. 3748  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1991 with respect to the appli-
cation of such Act.

H.R. 3878  To provide assistance to employees who are subject to a plant
closing or mass layoff because their work is transferred to another country
which has low wages or unhealthy working conditions.

H.R. 3975  To amend section 1977A of the Revised Statutes to equalize the
remedies available to all victims of intentional employment discrimination,
and for other purposes.

H.R. 4122  To guarantee a work opportunity for all Americans and for other
purposes.

H.R. 4136 *  To revitalize the American rail car industry by the establishment
of a Federal grant and loan program for research and development, by the
creation of economic incentives to encourage investment in rail car design
and engineering activities, and by the expansion of vocational training op-
portunities in the rail car industry.

H.R. 4822  To make appropriations to begin a phase-in toward full funding
of the special supplemental food program for women, infants, and children
(WIC) and of Head Start programs, to expand the Job Corps program, and
for other purposes.

H.R. 5326  To establish a program to assure nondiscriminatory compliance
with all environmental health and safety laws and to assure equal protection
of the public health.

H.Res. 201  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives that the
people of the United States should recognize ”An Artistic Discovery”, the
Congressional High School Art Competition.

H.Res. 284  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives that there
is a need for a comprehensive, coordinated strategy to help the United States
achieve its goal of being the strongest Nation on Earth economically and
militarily, so that it remain the greatest Nation in support of human dignity,
freedom, and democratic ideals.

H.Con.Res. 161  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the American
public should observe the 100th anniversary of moviemaking and recognize
the contributions of the American Film Institute in advocating and preserving
the art of film.

H.Con.Res. 282  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the Low Income
Home Energy Assistance Program should be funded for fiscal year 1993 at
a level greater than or equal to its funding for fiscal year 1992.
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DODD, Christopher J. of Connecticut

S. 353  To require the Director of the National Institute for Occupational
Safety and Health to conduct a study of the prevalence and issues related to
contamination of workers' homes with hazardous chemicals and substances
transported from their workplace and to issue or report on regulations to
prevent or mitigate the future contamination of workers' homes, and for other
purposes.

S. 838 *   To amend the Child Abuse Prevention and Treatment Act to revise
and extend programs under such Act, and for other purposes.

S. 1106  To amend the Individuals with Disabilities Education Act to
strengthen such Act, and for other purposes.

S.Con.Res. 44  Expressing the sense of Congress that the American public
should observe the 100th anniversary of moviemaking and recognize the
contributions of the American Film Institute in advocating and preserving the
art of film.

S.Con.Res. 81  Expressing the sense of the Congress regarding visionary art
as a national treasure and regarding the American Visionary Art Museum as
a national repository and educational center for visionary art.

DOLE, Robert of Kansas

S. 838  To amend the Child Abuse Prevention and Treatment Act to revise and
extend programs under such Act, and for other purposes.

S. 1106  To amend the Individuals with Disabilities Education Act to
strengthen such Act, and for other purposes.

S.Con.Res. 44  Expressing the sense of Congress that the American public
should observe the 100th anniversary of moviemaking and recognize the
contributions of the American Film Institute in advocating and preserving the
art of film.

S.Con.Res. 81  Expressing the sense of the Congress regarding visionary art
as a national treasure and regarding the American Visionary Art Museum as
a national repository and educational center for visionary art.

DONNELLY, Brian J. of Massachusetts

H.R. 5  To amend the National Labor Relations Act and the Railway Labor
Act to prevent discrimination based on participation in labor disputes.

H.R. 2782  To amend the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974
to provide that such Act does not preempt certain State laws.

H.R. 4338  To suspend certain compliance and accountability measures under
the National School Lunch Act.

H.R. 5502  To establish the framework for a health care system that will bring
about universal access to affordable, quality health care by containing the
growth in health care costs, by improving access to and simplifying the ad-
ministration of health insurance, by deterring and prosecuting health care
fraud and abuse, by expanding benefits under the medicare program, by ex-
panding eligibility and increasing payment levels under the medicaid pro-
gram, and by making health insurance available to all children.

H.Res. 201  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives that the
people of the United States should recognize ”An Artistic Discovery”, the
Congressional High School Art Competition.

H.Con.Res. 92  Expressing the sense of Congress with respect to certain reg-
ulations of the Occupational Safety and Health Administration.

H.Con.Res. 119  Expressing the sense of the Congress regarding the Knight
Foundation's proposals for reforming the college athletics system.

H.Con.Res. 282  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the Low Income
Home Energy Assistance Program should be funded for fiscal year 1993 at
a level greater than or equal to its funding for fiscal year 1992.

DOOLEY, Calvin M. of California

H.R. 2  To entitle employees to family leave in certain cases involving a birth,
an adoption, or a serious health condition and to temporary medical leave in
certain cases involving a serious health condition, with adequate protection
of the employees employment and benefit rights, and to establish a com-
mission to study ways of providing salary replacement for employees who
take any such leave.

H.R. 5  To amend the National Labor Relations Act and the Railway Labor
Act to prevent discrimination based on participation in labor disputes.

H.R. 1063  To amend the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970 to es-
tablish an Office of Construction Safety, Health, and Education, to improve
inspections, investigations, reporting, and recordkeeping on construction
sites, to require the appointment of project constructors to monitor safety on
construction sites, to require construction employers to establish safety and
health programs, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1218  To prevent potential abuses of electronic monitoring in the
workplace.

H.R. 1482  To amend title IV of the Higher Education Act of 1965 to allow
resident physicians to defer repayment of title IV student loans while com-
pleting accredited resident training programs.

H.R. 1502  To combat violence and crimes against women on the streets and
in homes.

H.R. 2157  To require the National Collegiate Athletic Association to provide
due process in connection with its regulatory activities affecting coaches,
players, and institutions engaged in sports in interstate commerce.

H.R. 2561  To remove the barrier to access for middle income students to
Federal student financial aid programs, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2782  To amend the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974
to provide that such Act does not preempt certain State laws.

H.R. 3160  To revise the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970.
H.R. 3526  To ensure economic equity for American women and their families

and to respond to the need to revitalize the American economy by expanding
employment opportunities; improving access to funds for women business
owners; enhancing economic justice for women through pay equity, im-
proved child support enforcement, and benefits for part-time workers; and
providing economic and retirement security for women as workers and as
divorced or surviving spouses.

H.R. 3553  To amend and extend the Higher Education Act of 1965.
H.R. 5936  To contain health care costs and improve access to health care

through accountable health plans and managed competition, and for other
purposes.

H.Res. 201  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives that the
people of the United States should recognize ”An Artistic Discovery”, the
Congressional High School Art Competition.

H.Res. 284  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives that there
is a need for a comprehensive, coordinated strategy to help the United States
achieve its goal of being the strongest Nation on Earth economically and
militarily, so that it remain the greatest Nation in support of human dignity,
freedom, and democratic ideals.

DOOLITTLE, John T. of California

H.R. 123  To amend title 4, United States Code, to declare English as the of-
ficial language of the United States.

H.R. 299  To amend the National Foundation of the Arts and the Humanities
Act of 1965 to abolish the National Endowment for the Arts and the National
Council on the Arts.

H.R. 907  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to permit alternative
methods for qualifying ”ability-to-benefit” students for Federal student fi-
nancial aid.

H.R. 1237  To amend the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 to clarify the
application of such Act, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1753  To establish grant programs and provide other forms of Federal
assistance to pregnant women, children in need of adoptive families, and
individuals and families adopting children.

H.R. 1755  To repeal the Act of March 3, 1931 (known as the Davis-Bacon
Act).

H.R. 2040  To establish certain programs regarding adoption, and for other
purposes.

H.R. 2125  To establish a commission to examine the issues associated with
the teaching of values in elementary and secondary schools and to amend the
Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965 to establish a demon-
stration program of grants to innovative projects relating to civics and char-
acter values in education.

H.R. 2336  To establish a higher education loan program in which a borrower's
annual repayment obligation is dependent upon both postschool income level
and borrowing history, and for other purposes.
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H.R. 2460  To help the Nation achieve the National Education Goals by sup-
porting the creation of a new generation of American Schools in communities
across the country; rewarding schools that demonstrate outstanding gains in
student performance and other progress toward the National Education
Goals; creating academies to improve leadership and core-course teaching in
schools nationwide; supporting State and local efforts to attract qualified in-
dividuals to teaching and educational administration; providing States and
localities with statutory and regulatory flexibility in exchange for greater
accountability for student learning; encouraging, testing, and evaluating ed-
ucational choice programs; increasing the potential usefulness of the National
Assessment of Education Progress to State and local decision-makers; ex-
panding Federal support for literacy improvements; and for other purposes.

H.R. 3439  To improve immigration law enforcement.
H.R. 3734  To make applicable to the Congress certain laws relating to the

terms and conditions of employment, the health and safety of employees, and
the rights and responsibilities of employers and employees, and for other
purposes.

H.R. 5325  To improve access to health insurance and contain health care
costs, and for other purposes.

H.Con.Res. 102  Expressing the sense of the Congress regarding admissions
of minority students to institutions of higher education.

H.Con.Res. 161  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the American
public should observe the 100th anniversary of moviemaking and recognize
the contributions of the American Film Institute in advocating and preserving
the art of film.

DORGAN, Byron L. of North Dakota

H.R. 5  To amend the National Labor Relations Act and the Railway Labor
Act to prevent discrimination based on participation in labor disputes.

H.R. 667  To authorize a grant to the National Writing Project.
H.R. 709  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to provide reduced

rates of interest under the Guaranteed Student Loan Program to individuals
who enter the teaching profession.

H.R. 812  To establish a program of grants for the provision of coordinated
educational support services to at-risk youth.

H.R. 840  To improve counseling services for elementary school children.
H.R. 1154  To establish programs to improve foreign language instruction and

to amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 in order to promote equal access
to opportunities to study abroad, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1364  To amend the Job Corps provisions of the Job Training Partnership
Act.

H.R. 1502  To combat violence and crimes against women on the streets and
in homes.

H.R. 1633  To assist in implementing the Plan of Action adopted by the World
Summit for Children.

H.R. 2230  To provide incentives for physicians to practice in rural areas and
in rural medically underserved areas.

H.R. 2258  To help end hunger and human want.
H.R. 2561  To remove the barrier to access for middle income students to

Federal student financial aid programs, and for other purposes.
H.R. 2819  To provide financial assistance to eligible local educational agen-

cies to improve rural education, and for other purposes.
H.R. 3450  To amend part A of title IV of the Social Security Act to remove

barriers and disincentives in the program of aid to families with dependent
children so as to enable recipients of such aid to move toward self-
sufficiency through microenterprises.

H.R. 3555  To repeal and prohibit all exemptions, privileges and gratuities for
members of the U.S. House of Representatives and the U.S. Senate.

H.R. 3613  To amend title VII  of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and the Age
Discrimination in Employment Act of 1967 to improve the effectiveness of
administrative review of employment discrimination claims made by Federal
employees; and for other purposes.

H.R. 3967  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to prohibit prison
inmates from receiving Pell Grants.

H.R. 4953  To amend the base closure laws to improve the provision of ad-
justment assistance to employees of the Department of Defense adversely
affected by the closure or realignment of a military installation.

H.R. 5407  To establish in the Department of Labor the United States Boxing
Commission to develop minimum Federal boxing standards applicable to the
conduct of professional boxing, and for other purposes.

H.R. 5813  To establish in the Department of Labor a Federal Boxing Com-
mission, and for other purposes.

H.Con.Res. 92  Expressing the sense of Congress with respect to certain reg-
ulations of the Occupational Safety and Health Administration.

DORNAN, Robert K. of California

H.R. 123  To amend title 4, United States Code, to declare English as the of-
ficial language of the United States.

H.R. 299  To amend the National Foundation of the Arts and the Humanities
Act of 1965 to abolish the National Endowment for the Arts and the National
Council on the Arts.

H.R. 907  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to permit alternative
methods for qualifying ”ability-to-benefit” students for Federal student fi-
nancial aid.

H.R. 1237  To amend the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 to clarify the
application of such Act, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1651  To deny funds to programs that do not allow the Secretary of
Defense access to students on campuses or to certain student information for
recruiting purposes.

H.R. 1753  To establish grant programs and provide other forms of Federal
assistance to pregnant women, children in need of adoptive families, and
individuals and families adopting children.

H.R. 1755  To repeal the Act of March 3, 1931 (known as the Davis-Bacon
Act).

H.R. 2040  To establish certain programs regarding adoption, and for other
purposes.

H.R. 2363  To amend the provisions of the Higher Education Act of 1965
relating to treatment by campus officials of sexual assault victims.

H.R. 2460  To help the Nation achieve the National Education Goals by sup-
porting the creation of a new generation of American Schools in communities
across the country; rewarding schools that demonstrate outstanding gains in
student performance and other progress toward the National Education
Goals; creating academies to improve leadership and core-course teaching in
schools nationwide; supporting State and local efforts to attract qualified in-
dividuals to teaching and educational administration; providing States and
localities with statutory and regulatory flexibility in exchange for greater
accountability for student learning; encouraging, testing, and evaluating ed-
ucational choice programs; increasing the potential usefulness of the National
Assessment of Education Progress to State and local decision-makers; ex-
panding Federal support for literacy improvements; and for other purposes.

H.R. 2810  To expand the nation's drug treatment capacity, promote drug-free
and safe schools, require Statewide drug abuse prevention and treatment
plans, and ensure that new Federal grant dollars provided for treatment ser-
vices do not displace State dollars.

H.R. 3439  To improve immigration law enforcement.
H.R. 3451  To amend the Education Amendments of 1972 to ensure that stu-

dents attending institutions of higher education that receive Federal funds are
able to exercise the right to freedom of speech, and for other purposes.

H.R. 4338  To suspend certain compliance and accountability measures under
the National School Lunch Act.

H.R. 5167  To reduce the amounts appropriated to the Department of Educa-
tion to increase grants to State and local educational agencies and to reduce
the Federal budget deficit.

H.R. 5220  To promote youth apprenticeship, and for other purposes.
H.R. 5664  To encourage, assist, and evaluate educational choice programs,

and for other purposes.
H.R. 5850  To amend the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 to ensure that

inmates are not treated as employees for purposes of such Act.
H.Con.Res. 92  Expressing the sense of Congress with respect to certain reg-

ulations of the Occupational Safety and Health Administration.
H.Con.Res. 102  Expressing the sense of the Congress regarding admissions

of minority students to institutions of higher education.
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H.R. 1  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to restore and strengthen civil
rights laws that ban discrimination in employment, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2  To entitle employees to family leave in certain cases involving a birth,
an adoption, or a serious health condition and to temporary medical leave in
certain cases involving a serious health condition, with adequate protection
of the employees employment and benefit rights, and to establish a com-
mission to study ways of providing salary replacement for employees who
take any such leave.

H.R. 5  To amend the National Labor Relations Act and the Railway Labor
Act to prevent discrimination based on participation in labor disputes.

H.R. 81  To amend the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 to allow individuals
to direct that part or all of their income tax refunds be contributed to a trust
fund established for the relief of domestic and international hunger, and to
establish a commission to oversee the distribution of such contributions.

H.R. 386  To require the executive branch to gather and disseminate infor-
mation regarding, and to promote techniques to eliminate, discriminatory
wage-setting practices and discriminatory wage disparities which are based
on sex, race, or national origin.

H.R. 500  To require the Secretary of the Treasury to mint coins in com-
memoration of the quincentenary of the discovery of America by Christopher
Columbus and to establish the Christopher Columbus Fellowship Foundation.

H.R. 812  To establish a program of grants for the provision of coordinated
educational support services to at-risk youth.

H.R. 1059 *  To amend section 311 of the Older Americans Act of 1965 to
require the Secretary of Agriculture to provide assistance for 2 meals served
daily per person.

H.R. 1066  To authorize a national program to reduce the threat to human
health posed by exposure to contaminants in the air indoors.

H.R. 1218  To prevent potential abuses of electronic monitoring in the
workplace.

H.R. 1327 *  To amend the Older Americans Act of 1965 to require the
Commissioner to publish annually a report regarding projects completed un-
der title IV of such Act.

H.R. 1502  To combat violence and crimes against women on the streets and
in homes.

H.R. 1504 *  To authorize a National Conference on Aging.
H.R. 1960  To direct the Secretary of the Interior to construct a National

Training Center at the National Afro-American Museum and Cultural Center
and for other purposes.

H.R. 1987  To amend the Act of March 3, 1931 (known as the Davis-Bacon
Act), to revise the standard for coverage under that Act, and for other pur-
poses.

H.R. 2157  To require the National Collegiate Athletic Association to provide
due process in connection with its regulatory activities affecting coaches,
players, and institutions engaged in sports in interstate commerce.

H.R. 2363  To amend the provisions of the Higher Education Act of 1965
relating to treatment by campus officials of sexual assault victims.

H.R. 2561  To remove the barrier to access for middle income students to
Federal student financial aid programs, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2780  To amend the Older Americans Act of 1965 to increase the au-
thority of the Commissioner on Aging; to establish the Office on Long-Term
Care Ombudsman Programs and provide for the appointment of an Associate
Commissioner for Ombudsman Services; to enhance State long-term care
ombudsman programs; to provide financial assistance for programs relating
to elder abuse, exploitation, or neglect; and for other purposes.

H.R. 2782  To amend the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974
to provide that such Act does not preempt certain State laws.

H.R. 2864  To amend the Older Americans Act of 1965 to establish an elder
rights program, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2967  To amend the Older Americans Act of 1965 to authorize appro-
priations for fiscal years 1992 through 1995; to authorize a 1993 National
Conference on Aging; to amend the Native Americans Programs Act of 1974
to authorize appropriations for fiscal years 1992 through 1995; and for other
purposes.

H.R. 3160  To revise the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970.
H.R. 3583  To extend the statute of limitation applicable to the filing of ad-

ministrative complaints by Federal employees who allege employment dis-
crimination in violation of title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964.

H.R. 3603 *  To promote family preservation and the prevention of foster care
with emphasis on families where abuse of alcohol or drugs is present, and
to improve the quality and delivery of child welfare, foster care, and adoption
services.

H.R. 3748  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1991 with respect to the appli-
cation of such Act.

H.R. 3757  To provide a program of emergency unemployment compensation,
and for other purposes.

H.R. 3878  To provide assistance to employees who are subject to a plant
closing or mass layoff because their work is transferred to another country
which has low wages or unhealthy working conditions.

H.R. 3975  To amend section 1977A of the Revised Statutes to equalize the
remedies available to all victims of intentional employment discrimination,
and for other purposes.

H.R. 4300  To amend the Stewart B. McKinney Homeless Assistance Act to
extend programs providing urgently needed assistance for the homeless, and
for other purposes.

H.R. 4528  To amend the Job Training Partnership Act to authorize the es-
tablishment of additional Job Corps centers, and for other purposes.

H.R. 4822  To make appropriations to begin a phase-in toward full funding
of the special supplemental food program for women, infants, and children
(WIC) and of Head Start programs, to expand the Job Corps program, and
for other purposes.

H.R. 4919  To amend title I of the Employee Retirement Income Security Act
of 1974 to clarify and improve the applicability of such title to multiple
employer welfare arrangements and employee leasing welfare arrangements
and to provide for more effective State regulation thereof.

H.R. 5219 *  To direct the Secretary of Defense to provide grants to States to
provide technical and financial assistance to defense-dependent contractors.

H.R. 5235 *  To provide assistance to defense contractors in diversifying into
nondefense businesses.

H.R. 5490  To amend the National School Lunch Act to establish an optional
universal school lunch and breakfast program.

H.R. 5846 *  To increase the number of weeks for which emergency unem-
ployment compensation is payable, and for other purposes.

H.R. 5956 *  To amend the Older Americans Act of 1965 to establish the
National Resource Center for Grandparents.

H.R. 5973  To grant employees family and temporary medical leave, to treat
the costs of the Head Start program and other programs for children as
emergency funding requirements, to provide aid to parents in providing the
best possible learning environment for children, to promote investments in
child welfare and family preservation, to reduce violence and improve the
safety of children and their families, and for other purposes.

H.Res. 201  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives that the
people of the United States should recognize ”An Artistic Discovery”, the
Congressional High School Art Competition.

H.Con.Res. 92  Expressing the sense of Congress with respect to certain reg-
ulations of the Occupational Safety and Health Administration.

H.Con.Res. 161  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the American
public should observe the 100th anniversary of moviemaking and recognize
the contributions of the American Film Institute in advocating and preserving
the art of film.

H.Con.Res. 282  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the Low Income
Home Energy Assistance Program should be funded for fiscal year 1993 at
a level greater than or equal to its funding for fiscal year 1992.

DREIER, David of California

H.R. 751  To enhance the literacy and basic skills of adults, to ensure that all
adults in the United States acquire the basic skills necessary to function ef-
fectively and achieve the greatest possible opportunity in their work and in
their lives, and to strengthen and coordinate adult literacy programs.

H.R. 1375  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to strengthen protections
against discrimination in employment, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1633  To assist in implementing the Plan of Action adopted by the World
Summit for Children.
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H.R. 2460  To help the Nation achieve the National Education Goals by sup-
porting the creation of a new generation of American Schools in communities
across the country; rewarding schools that demonstrate outstanding gains in
student performance and other progress toward the National Education
Goals; creating academies to improve leadership and core-course teaching in
schools nationwide; supporting State and local efforts to attract qualified in-
dividuals to teaching and educational administration; providing States and
localities with statutory and regulatory flexibility in exchange for greater
accountability for student learning; encouraging, testing, and evaluating ed-
ucational choice programs; increasing the potential usefulness of the National
Assessment of Education Progress to State and local decision-makers; ex-
panding Federal support for literacy improvements; and for other purposes.

H.R. 3400  To provide an emergency unemployment compensation program.
H.R. 3439  To improve immigration law enforcement.
H.Res. 201  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives that the

people of the United States should recognize ”An Artistic Discovery”, the
Congressional High School Art Competition.

H.Con.Res. 102  Expressing the sense of the Congress regarding admissions
of minority students to institutions of higher education.

DUNCAN, John J. Jr. of Tennessee

H.R. 123  To amend title 4, United States Code, to declare English as the of-
ficial language of the United States.

H.R. 299  To amend the National Foundation of the Arts and the Humanities
Act of 1965 to abolish the National Endowment for the Arts and the National
Council on the Arts.

H.R. 1237  To amend the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 to clarify the
application of such Act, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1753  To establish grant programs and provide other forms of Federal
assistance to pregnant women, children in need of adoptive families, and
individuals and families adopting children.

H.R. 2116  To suspend Federal education benefits to individuals convicted of
drug offenses.

H.R. 2336  To establish a higher education loan program in which a borrower's
annual repayment obligation is dependent upon both postschool income level
and borrowing history, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2363  To amend the provisions of the Higher Education Act of 1965
relating to treatment by campus officials of sexual assault victims.

H.R. 2437  To amend the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 to revise and extend the
program regarding independent living services for older blind individuals.

H.R. 2523  To ensure the competitiveness of the United States in the world
economy.

H.R. 3447 *  To authorize the provision of financial assistance to Knoxville
College for the construction of the Southeast Region African American Ed-
ucator Institute.

H.R. 3555  To repeal and prohibit all exemptions, privileges and gratuities for
members of the U.S. House of Representatives and the U.S. Senate.

H.R. 3734  To make applicable to the Congress certain laws relating to the
terms and conditions of employment, the health and safety of employees, and
the rights and responsibilities of employers and employees, and for other
purposes.

H.R. 4189  To transfer amounts appropriated for foreign aid to revenue sharing
and education programs.

H.R. 5710 *  To apply laws relating to part-time career employees, fair labor
standards, and occupational safety and health to the Congress.

H.Con.Res. 102  Expressing the sense of the Congress regarding admissions
of minority students to institutions of higher education.

DURBIN, Richard J. of Illinois

H.R. 1  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to restore and strengthen civil
rights laws that ban discrimination in employment, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2  To entitle employees to family leave in certain cases involving a birth,
an adoption, or a serious health condition and to temporary medical leave in
certain cases involving a serious health condition, with adequate protection
of the employees employment and benefit rights, and to establish a com-
mission to study ways of providing salary replacement for employees who
take any such leave.

H.R. 5  To amend the National Labor Relations Act and the Railway Labor
Act to prevent discrimination based on participation in labor disputes.

H.R. 386  To require the executive branch to gather and disseminate infor-
mation regarding, and to promote techniques to eliminate, discriminatory
wage-setting practices and discriminatory wage disparities which are based
on sex, race, or national origin.

H.R. 500  To require the Secretary of the Treasury to mint coins in com-
memoration of the quincentenary of the discovery of America by Christopher
Columbus and to establish the Christopher Columbus Fellowship Foundation.

H.R. 694  To amend the Black Lung Benefits Act to provide special proce-
dures for certain claims due to pneumoconiosis, and for other purposes.

H.R. 812  To establish a program of grants for the provision of coordinated
educational support services to at-risk youth.

H.R. 840  To improve counseling services for elementary school children.
H.R. 1048  To establish within the Department of Education an Office of

Community Colleges.
H.R. 1154  To establish programs to improve foreign language instruction and

to amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 in order to promote equal access
to opportunities to study abroad, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1460  Entitled ”The Food For Young Children Act”.
H.R. 1502  To combat violence and crimes against women on the streets and

in homes.
H.R. 1524  To establish programs to promote increased access to higher edu-

cation through early intervention counseling and financial aid information.
H.R. 1602  To amend title I of the Employee Retirement Income Security Act

of 1974 to provide that such Act does not preempt actions under State law
against persons who engage in unfair insurance claims practices.

H.R. 1633  To assist in implementing the Plan of Action adopted by the World
Summit for Children.

H.R. 1637  To make improvements in the Black Lung Benefits Act.
H.R. 1987  To amend the Act of March 3, 1931 (known as the Davis-Bacon

Act), to revise the standard for coverage under that Act, and for other pur-
poses.

H.R. 2157  To require the National Collegiate Athletic Association to provide
due process in connection with its regulatory activities affecting coaches,
players, and institutions engaged in sports in interstate commerce.

H.R. 2223  To amend the National Labor Relations Act to give employers and
performers in the live performing arts, rights given by section 8(e) of such
Act to employers and employees in similarly situated industries, to give such
employers and performers the same rights given by section 8(f) of such Act
to employers and employees in the construction industry, and for other pur-
poses.

H.R. 2323  To amend the Communications Act of 1934 in order to establish
certain reemployment rights for employees who have lost employment as a
consequence of the divestiture of the Bell system.

H.R. 2336  To establish a higher education loan program in which a borrower's
annual repayment obligation is dependent upon both postschool income level
and borrowing history, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2561  To remove the barrier to access for middle income students to
Federal student financial aid programs, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2782  To amend the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974
to provide that such Act does not preempt certain State laws.

H.R. 3102  To amend section 520 of the Cranston-Gonzalez National Afford-
able Housing Act to authorize the Secretary of Housing and Urban Devel-
opment to make grants to establish midnight basketball league training and
partnership programs incorporating employment counseling, job-training, and
other educational activities for residents of public housing and federally as-
sisted housing.

H.R. 3160  To revise the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970.
H.R. 3632  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to provide assistance

to students attending work colleges.
H.R. 3878  To provide assistance to employees who are subject to a plant

closing or mass layoff because their work is transferred to another country
which has low wages or unhealthy working conditions.
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H.R. 4013  To amend certain provisions of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986
to improve the provisions of health care to retirees in the coal industry, to
revise the manner in which such care is funded and maintained, and for other
purposes.

H.R. 4259  To amend title I of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 to provide each
individual with handicaps who is eligible for services under such title with
the right to select the entities that are to provide services pursuant to the in-
dividualized written rehabilitation program developed for the individual.

H.R. 4338  To suspend certain compliance and accountability measures under
the National School Lunch Act.

H.Res. 284  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives that there
is a need for a comprehensive, coordinated strategy to help the United States
achieve its goal of being the strongest Nation on Earth economically and
militarily, so that it remain the greatest Nation in support of human dignity,
freedom, and democratic ideals.

H.Con.Res. 161  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the American
public should observe the 100th anniversary of moviemaking and recognize
the contributions of the American Film Institute in advocating and preserving
the art of film.

DURENBERGER, David of Minnesota

S. 1106  To amend the Individuals with Disabilities Education Act to
strengthen such Act, and for other purposes.

S.Con.Res. 17  Expressing the sense of Congress with respect to certain reg-
ulations of the Occupational Safety and Health Administration.

DWYER, Bernard J. of New Jersey

H.R. 1  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to restore and strengthen civil
rights laws that ban discrimination in employment, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2  To entitle employees to family leave in certain cases involving a birth,
an adoption, or a serious health condition and to temporary medical leave in
certain cases involving a serious health condition, with adequate protection
of the employees employment and benefit rights, and to establish a com-
mission to study ways of providing salary replacement for employees who
take any such leave.

H.R. 5  To amend the National Labor Relations Act and the Railway Labor
Act to prevent discrimination based on participation in labor disputes.

H.R. 81  To amend the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 to allow individuals
to direct that part or all of their income tax refunds be contributed to a trust
fund established for the relief of domestic and international hunger, and to
establish a commission to oversee the distribution of such contributions.

H.R. 179  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to permit the deferral
of payments on student loans during professional internships, regardless of
duration.

H.R. 385  To provide financial assistance for programs for the prevention,
identification, and treatment of elder abuse, neglect, and exploitation, to es-
tablish a National Center on Elder Abuse, and for other purposes.

H.R. 386  To require the executive branch to gather and disseminate infor-
mation regarding, and to promote techniques to eliminate, discriminatory
wage-setting practices and discriminatory wage disparities which are based
on sex, race, or national origin.

H.R. 416  To amend the Older Americans Act and the Public Health Service
Act to provide expanded counseling assistance for the elderly, sick, and dis-
abled.

H.R. 441  To facilitate the economic adjustment of communities, industries,
and workers to reductions or realignments in defense or aerospace contracts,
military facilities, and arms export, and for other purposes.

H.R. 544  To amend the National School Lunch Act to restore food supple-
ment benefits under the dependent care food program to adolescent youth.

H.R. 709  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to provide reduced
rates of interest under the Guaranteed Student Loan Program to individuals
who enter the teaching profession.

H.R. 799 *  To ensure that checks to pay benefits under title IV of the Federal
Mine Safety and Health Act of 1977 are delivered early if the usual delivery
date falls on a Saturday, Sunday, or holiday.

H.R. 812  To establish a program of grants for the provision of coordinated
educational support services to at-risk youth.

H.R. 821  To provide for the cancellation of a portion of the direct student
loans of members of the Armed Forces who serve in a combat zone in con-
nection with the Persian Gulf conflict and to require the restoration of edu-
cational benefits and tuition reimbursement for those members of the Armed
Forces who are unable to pursue studies because of military commitments.

H.R. 906  To amend the Job Training Partnership Act to encourage a broader
range of training and job placement for women and for other purposes.

H.R. 908  To amend title 38, United States Code, and other provisions of law
to provide improved benefits and services for military personnel who serve
during the Persian Gulf War, including particularly benefits and services for
members of the National Guard and Reserve components, and for other
purposes.

H.R. 1048  To establish within the Department of Education an Office of
Community Colleges.

H.R. 1059  To amend section 311 of the Older Americans Act of 1965 to re-
quire the Secretary of Agriculture to provide assistance for 2 meals served
daily per person.

H.R. 1063  To amend the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970 to es-
tablish an Office of Construction Safety, Health, and Education, to improve
inspections, investigations, reporting, and recordkeeping on construction
sites, to require the appointment of project constructors to monitor safety on
construction sites, to require construction employers to establish safety and
health programs, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1066  To authorize a national program to reduce the threat to human
health posed by exposure to contaminants in the air indoors.

H.R. 1118  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to reduce student loan
defaults, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1126  To extend the coverage of certain Federal labor laws to foreign
flagships.

H.R. 1134  To amend the Age Discrimination in Employment Act of 1967
with respect to administrative proceedings applicable to claims of discrimi-
nation in Federal employment.

H.R. 1154  To establish programs to improve foreign language instruction and
to amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 in order to promote equal access
to opportunities to study abroad, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1190  To establish a system for identifying, notifying, and preventing
illness and death among workers who are at increased or high risk of occu-
pational disease, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1192  To amend the provisions of the Occupational Safety and Health
Act of 1970 relating to criminal penalties, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1218  To prevent potential abuses of electronic monitoring in the
workplace.

H.R. 1222  To enhance cooperation between the public and law enforcement
personnel in controlling and preventing crime and drug abuse.

H.R. 1430  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and the Fair Housing Act
to prohibit discrimination on the basis of affectional or sexual orientation,
and for other purposes.

H.R. 1502  To combat violence and crimes against women on the streets and
in homes.

H.R. 1504  To authorize a National Conference on Aging.
H.R. 1533  To amend the Older Americans Act of 1965 to require that the

number of individuals who are 85 years of age and older be taken into con-
sideration by States for purposes of designating planning and service areas
and of distributing funds under such Act.

H.R. 1633  To assist in implementing the Plan of Action adopted by the World
Summit for Children.

H.R. 1694  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to ensure that title VII of
such Act applies to the employment of United States citizens by certain
employers in foreign nations.

H.R. 1739  To amend the Older Americans Act of 1965 to expand the pre-
ventive health services program to include disease prevention and health
promotion services, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1753  To establish grant programs and provide other forms of Federal
assistance to pregnant women, children in need of adoptive families, and
individuals and families adopting children.
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H.R. 1822  To amend the Older Americans Community Service Employment
Act to authorize grants for the employment of older Americans in providing
child care for families with low income; and to amend title II of the Social
Security Act to exempt from the earnings test amounts earned for child care
services.

H.R. 1987  To amend the Act of March 3, 1931 (known as the Davis-Bacon
Act), to revise the standard for coverage under that Act, and for other pur-
poses.

H.R. 2018  To amend the Older Americans Act of 1965 to require uniform
telephone listing of area agencies on aging.

H.R. 2019  To amend the Older Americans Act of 1965 to assist older indi-
viduals to avoid falling and to prevent incorrect medication and adverse drug
reactions.

H.R. 2020  To amend title III  of the Older Americans Act of 1965 with respect
to assistance to older individuals who reside in rural areas.

H.R. 2021  To amend the Older Americans Act of 1965 to require States to
appoint a State advisory body to make recommendations regarding trans-
portation services that affect older individuals; to provide for coordination
of such services; and to require the Commissioner on Aging to submit a re-
port regarding transportation services provided under such Act.

H.R. 2022  To amend the Older Americans Act of 1965 to increase efforts to
inform isolated older individuals, and older individuals who are victims of
Alzheimer's disease and related disorders, of the availability of assistance
under title III of such Act.

H.R. 2023  To amend the Older Americans Act of 1965 to authorize services
relating to the appointment and monitoring of guardians, and of represen-
tative payees, of older individuals.

H.R. 2024  To require the President to call a White House Conference on
Aging in 1993.

H.R. 2025  To amend the Older Americans Act of 1965 to require States to
expand State and community involvement in order to promote cooperative
efforts to provide community-based long-term care services to older indi-
viduals, including related services for their caregivers.

H.R. 2026  To amend the Older Americans Act of 1965 to provide supportive
services to strengthen informal caregivers who assist older individuals in
need of long-term care, to remain in private residences.

H.R. 2065  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to require institutions
of higher education to disclose foreign gifts.

H.R. 2076  To amend the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 to reform the
provisions relating to child labor.

H.R. 2223  To amend the National Labor Relations Act to give employers and
performers in the live performing arts, rights given by section 8(e) of such
Act to employers and employees in similarly situated industries, to give such
employers and performers the same rights given by section 8(f) of such Act
to employers and employees in the construction industry, and for other pur-
poses.

H.R. 2258  To help end hunger and human want.
H.R. 2323  To amend the Communications Act of 1934 in order to establish

certain reemployment rights for employees who have lost employment as a
consequence of the divestiture of the Bell system.

H.R. 2334  To further assist States in their efforts to increase awareness about
and prevent family violence and provide immediate shelter and related as-
sistance to battered women and their children.

H.R. 2336  To establish a higher education loan program in which a borrower's
annual repayment obligation is dependent upon both postschool income level
and borrowing history, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2363  To amend the provisions of the Higher Education Act of 1965
relating to treatment by campus officials of sexual assault victims.

H.R. 2391  To amend title III of the Older Americans Act of 1965 to authorize
States to transfer to part D not more than 50 percent of the funds allotted for
parts B and C.

H.R. 2392  To amend title III of the Older Americans Act of 1965 to authorize
appropriations for fiscal years 1992 and 1993 for consumer protection dem-
onstration projects.

H.R. 2393  To amend title III of the Older Americans Act of 1965 to expand
the preventive health services program to include disease prevention and
health promotion services.

H.R. 2394  To amend title III of the Older Americans Act of 1965 to authorize
States to transfer between parts B and C not more than 50 percent of the
funds allotted for such parts.

H.R. 2433  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to require the dis-
closure of athletic activity revenues and expenditures.

H.R. 2561  To remove the barrier to access for middle income students to
Federal student financial aid programs, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2780  To amend the Older Americans Act of 1965 to increase the au-
thority of the Commissioner on Aging; to establish the Office on Long-Term
Care Ombudsman Programs and provide for the appointment of an Associate
Commissioner for Ombudsman Services; to enhance State long-term care
ombudsman programs; to provide financial assistance for programs relating
to elder abuse, exploitation, or neglect; and for other purposes.

H.R. 2782  To amend the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974
to provide that such Act does not preempt certain State laws.

H.R. 2864  To amend the Older Americans Act of 1965 to establish an elder
rights program, and for other purposes.

H.R. 3120  To express the sense of the Congress regarding a national agenda
for extending and improving foreign language instruction in the elementary
schools of the Nation.

H.R. 3136  To require the Secretary of Education to conduct a comprehensive
study of the TRIO programs under the Higher Education Act of 1965.

H.R. 3137  To amend the McCarran-Ferguson Act and the Employee Retire-
ment Income Security Act of 1974 to assure that the medicaid program is
treated as payer of last resort.

H.R. 3160  To revise the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970.
H.R. 3211  To establish a Federal direct student loan program to consolidate

existing student loan programs, and for other purposes.
H.R. 3372  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to revise the operation

of the National Student Loan Data System.
H.R. 3393  To amend the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 and the Social Se-

curity Act to provide for health insurance coverage for pregnant women and
children through employment-based insurance and through a State-based
health plan.

H.R. 3526  To ensure economic equity for American women and their families
and to respond to the need to revitalize the American economy by expanding
employment opportunities; improving access to funds for women business
owners; enhancing economic justice for women through pay equity, im-
proved child support enforcement, and benefits for part-time workers; and
providing economic and retirement security for women as workers and as
divorced or surviving spouses.

H.R. 3583  To extend the statute of limitation applicable to the filing of ad-
ministrative complaints by Federal employees who allege employment dis-
crimination in violation of title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964.

H.R. 3613  To amend title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and the Age
Discrimination in Employment Act of 1967 to improve the effectiveness of
administrative review of employment discrimination claims made by Federal
employees; and for other purposes.

H.R. 3748  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1991 with respect to the appli-
cation of such Act.

H.R. 3975  To amend section 1977A of the Revised Statutes to equalize the
remedies available to all victims of intentional employment discrimination,
and for other purposes.

H.R. 4300  To amend the Stewart B. McKinney Homeless Assistance Act to
extend programs providing urgently needed assistance for the homeless, and
for other purposes.

H.Con.Res. 92  Expressing the sense of Congress with respect to certain reg-
ulations of the Occupational Safety and Health Administration.

H.Con.Res. 120  Expressing the sense of Congress that consumers should be
provided with incentives to save for long-term purposes.

DYMALLY, Mervyn M. of California

H.R. 1  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to restore and strengthen civil
rights laws that ban discrimination in employment, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2  To entitle employees to family leave in certain cases involving a birth,
an adoption, or a serious health condition and to temporary medical leave in
certain cases involving a serious health condition, with adequate protection
of the employees employment and benefit rights, and to establish a com-
mission to study ways of providing salary replacement for employees who
take any such leave.
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H.R. 5  To amend the National Labor Relations Act and the Railway Labor
Act to prevent discrimination based on participation in labor disputes.

H.R. 179  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to permit the deferral
of payments on student loans during professional internships, regardless of
duration.

H.R. 196  To amend the Job Training Partnership Act to establish a Youth
Opportunities Unlimited Program.

H.R. 386  To require the executive branch to gather and disseminate infor-
mation regarding, and to promote techniques to eliminate, discriminatory
wage-setting practices and discriminatory wage disparities which are based
on sex, race, or national origin.

H.R. 441  To facilitate the economic adjustment of communities, industries,
and workers to reductions or realignments in defense or aerospace contracts,
military facilities, and arms export, and for other purposes.

H.R. 501  To authorize the Secretary of Housing and Urban Development to
provide grants to urban and rural communities for training economically
disadvantaged youth in education and employment skills and to expand the
supply of housing for homeless and economically disadvantaged individuals
and families.

H.R. 544  To amend the National School Lunch Act to restore food supple-
ment benefits under the dependent care food program to adolescent youth.

H.R. 667  To authorize a grant to the National Writing Project.
H.R. 709  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to provide reduced

rates of interest under the Guaranteed Student Loan Program to individuals
who enter the teaching profession.

H.R. 763  To establish a program to guarantee students from selected high
schools a chance to go to college, and for other purposes.

H.R. 775  To establish Summer Science Academies for talented students,
particularly economically disadvantaged, minority participants, and for other
purposes.

H.R. 812  To establish a program of grants for the provision of coordinated
educational support services to at-risk youth.

H.R. 1063  To amend the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970 to es-
tablish an Office of Construction Safety, Health, and Education, to improve
inspections, investigations, reporting, and recordkeeping on construction
sites, to require the appointment of project constructors to monitor safety on
construction sites, to require construction employers to establish safety and
health programs, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1126  To extend the coverage of certain Federal labor laws to foreign
flagships.

H.R. 1218  To prevent potential abuses of electronic monitoring in the
workplace.

H.R. 1254  To provide for the establishment of the Margaret Walker
Alexander National African-American Research Center.

H.R. 1364  To amend the Job Corps provisions of the Job Training Partnership
Act.

H.R. 1430  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and the Fair Housing Act
to prohibit discrimination on the basis of affectional or sexual orientation,
and for other purposes.

H.R. 1502  To combat violence and crimes against women on the streets and
in homes.

H.R. 1503  To facilitate capital financing for historically Black colleges and
universities.

H.R. 1522  To deny funds to educational programs that allow corporal pun-
ishment.

H.R. 1573  To amend the amount of grants received under chapter 1 of title
I of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965.

H.R. 1633  To assist in implementing the Plan of Action adopted by the World
Summit for Children.

H.R. 1669  To provide financial assistance to eligible local educational agen-
cies to improve urban education, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1694  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to ensure that title VII of
such Act applies to the employment of United States citizens by certain
employers in foreign nations.

H.R. 1960  To direct the Secretary of the Interior to construct a National
Training Center at the National Afro-American Museum and Cultural Center
and for other purposes.

H.R. 2157  To require the National Collegiate Athletic Association to provide
due process in connection with its regulatory activities affecting coaches,
players, and institutions engaged in sports in interstate commerce.

H.R. 2243 *  To establish the National Commission on Intercollegiate Ath-
letics.

H.R. 2334  To further assist States in their efforts to increase awareness about
and prevent family violence and provide immediate shelter and related as-
sistance to battered women and their children.

H.R. 2782  To amend the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974
to provide that such Act does not preempt certain State laws.

H.R. 2970  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to provide program
grants to medical and allied health professions institutions for graduate edu-
cation and training which will benefit underserved, economically disadvan-
taged communities.

H.R. 3102  To amend section 520 of the Cranston-Gonzalez National Afford-
able Housing Act to authorize the Secretary of Housing and Urban Devel-
opment to make grants to establish midnight basketball league training and
partnership programs incorporating employment counseling, job-training, and
other educational activities for residents of public housing and federally as-
sisted housing.

H.R. 3160  To revise the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970.
H.R. 3233 *   To establish a commission to study the impact of intercollegiate

athletics on interstate commerce, and for other purposes.
H.R. 3354  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to improve the el-

igibility of less-than-half-time students for Federal student assistance pro-
grams, and for other purposes.

H.R. 3362  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to establish programs
for minority foreign service professional development.

H.R. 3366  To repeal provisions of law regarding employer sanctions and
unfair immigration-related employment practices, to strengthen enforcement
of laws regarding illegal entry into the United States, and for other purposes.

H.R. 3548  To improve the quality of education by providing incentive grants
and by certain other methods.

H.R. 3553  To amend and extend the Higher Education Act of 1965.
H.R. 3613  To amend title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and the Age

Discrimination in Employment Act of 1967 to improve the effectiveness of
administrative review of employment discrimination claims made by Federal
employees; and for other purposes.

H.R. 3625  To require the Commissioner of the Bureau of Labor Statistics to
conduct time use surveys of unremunerated work performed in the United
States and to calculate the monetary value of such work.

H.R. 3748  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1991 with respect to the appli-
cation of such Act.

H.R. 3878  To provide assistance to employees who are subject to a plant
closing or mass layoff because their work is transferred to another country
which has low wages or unhealthy working conditions.

H.R. 4122  To guarantee a work opportunity for all Americans and for other
purposes.

H.R. 4136  To revitalize the American rail car industry by the establishment
of a Federal grant and loan program for research and development, by the
creation of economic incentives to encourage investment in rail car design
and engineering activities, and by the expansion of vocational training op-
portunities in the rail car industry.

H.R. 4338  To suspend certain compliance and accountability measures under
the National School Lunch Act.

H.R. 4528  To amend the Job Training Partnership Act to authorize the es-
tablishment of additional Job Corps centers, and for other purposes.

H.R. 5326  To establish a program to assure nondiscriminatory compliance
with all environmental health and safety laws and to assure equal protection
of the public health.

H.Res. 201  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives that the
people of the United States should recognize ”An Artistic Discovery”, the
Congressional High School Art Competition.

H.Con.Res. 92  Expressing the sense of Congress with respect to certain reg-
ulations of the Occupational Safety and Health Administration.

H.Con.Res. 161  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the American
public should observe the 100th anniversary of moviemaking and recognize
the contributions of the American Film Institute in advocating and preserving
the art of film.

H.Con.Res. 282  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the Low Income
Home Energy Assistance Program should be funded for fiscal year 1993 at
a level greater than or equal to its funding for fiscal year 1992.
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EARLY, Joseph D. of Massachusetts

H.R. 5  To amend the National Labor Relations Act and the Railway Labor
Act to prevent discrimination based on participation in labor disputes.

H.R. 2782  To amend the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974
to provide that such Act does not preempt certain State laws.

H.R. 4259  To amend title I of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 to provide each
individual with handicaps who is eligible for services under such title with
the right to select the entities that are to provide services pursuant to the in-
dividualized written rehabilitation program developed for the individual.

ECKART, Dennis E. of Ohio

H.R. 5  To amend the National Labor Relations Act and the Railway Labor
Act to prevent discrimination based on participation in labor disputes.

H.R. 501  To authorize the Secretary of Housing and Urban Development to
provide grants to urban and rural communities for training economically
disadvantaged youth in education and employment skills and to expand the
supply of housing for homeless and economically disadvantaged individuals
and families.

H.R. 709  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to provide reduced
rates of interest under the Guaranteed Student Loan Program to individuals
who enter the teaching profession.

H.R. 751  To enhance the literacy and basic skills of adults, to ensure that all
adults in the United States acquire the basic skills necessary to function ef-
fectively and achieve the greatest possible opportunity in their work and in
their lives, and to strengthen and coordinate adult literacy programs.

H.R. 799  To ensure that checks to pay benefits under title IV of the Federal
Mine Safety and Health Act of 1977 are delivered early if the usual delivery
date falls on a Saturday, Sunday, or holiday.

H.R. 812  To establish a program of grants for the provision of coordinated
educational support services to at-risk youth.

H.R. 824  To provide participants in private pension plans which were termi-
nated before September 1, 1974, the nonforfeitable pension benefits which
were lost by reason of the termination, and for other purposes.

H.R. 840  To improve counseling services for elementary school children.
H.R. 1059  To amend section 311 of the Older Americans Act of 1965 to re-

quire the Secretary of Agriculture to provide assistance for 2 meals served
daily per person.

H.R. 1066  To authorize a national program to reduce the threat to human
health posed by exposure to contaminants in the air indoors.

H.R. 1218  To prevent potential abuses of electronic monitoring in the
workplace.

H.R. 1222  To enhance cooperation between the public and law enforcement
personnel in controlling and preventing crime and drug abuse.

H.R. 1364  To amend the Job Corps provisions of the Job Training Partnership
Act.

H.R. 1365  To amend the Job Training Partnership Act to provide for disaster
relief employment assistance.

H.R. 1460  Entitled ”The Food For Young Children Act”.
H.R. 1502  To combat violence and crimes against women on the streets and

in homes.
H.R. 1602  To amend title I of the Employee Retirement Income Security Act

of 1974 to provide that such Act does not preempt actions under State law
against persons who engage in unfair insurance claims practices.

H.R. 1664  To protect employees who report violations of Federal laws and
regulations.

H.R. 1669  To provide financial assistance to eligible local educational agen-
cies to improve urban education, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1739  To amend the Older Americans Act of 1965 to expand the pre-
ventive health services program to include disease prevention and health
promotion services, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1753  To establish grant programs and provide other forms of Federal
assistance to pregnant women, children in need of adoptive families, and
individuals and families adopting children.

H.R. 2098  To amend the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970 to
improve and enforce standards for employee health and safety at Department
of Energy nuclear facilities, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2334  To further assist States in their efforts to increase awareness about
and prevent family violence and provide immediate shelter and related as-
sistance to battered women and their children.

H.R. 2561  To remove the barrier to access for middle income students to
Federal student financial aid programs, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2782  To amend the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974
to provide that such Act does not preempt certain State laws.

H.R. 2936  To establish programs at the National Science Foundation for the
advancement of technical education and training in advanced-technology
occupations, and for other purposes.

H.R. 3393  To amend the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 and the Social Se-
curity Act to provide for health insurance coverage for pregnant women and
children through employment-based insurance and through a State-based
health plan.

H.R. 3526  To ensure economic equity for American women and their families
and to respond to the need to revitalize the American economy by expanding
employment opportunities; improving access to funds for women business
owners; enhancing economic justice for women through pay equity, im-
proved child support enforcement, and benefits for part-time workers; and
providing economic and retirement security for women as workers and as
divorced or surviving spouses.

H.R. 3553  To amend and extend the Higher Education Act of 1965.
H.R. 3748  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1991 with respect to the appli-

cation of such Act.
H.R. 3878  To provide assistance to employees who are subject to a plant

closing or mass layoff because their work is transferred to another country
which has low wages or unhealthy working conditions.

H.R. 3975  To amend section 1977A of the Revised Statutes to equalize the
remedies available to all victims of intentional employment discrimination,
and for other purposes.

H.R. 4338  To suspend certain compliance and accountability measures under
the National School Lunch Act.

H.R. 4493  To amend the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 to authorize grants for
the provision of certain transportation services to individuals with disabilities
who hold or are seeking jobs in typical work environments, or who are re-
ceiving vocational rehabilitation services.

H.R. 4498  To establish a computer education program for certain students.
H.R. 4528  To amend the Job Training Partnership Act to authorize the es-

tablishment of additional Job Corps centers, and for other purposes.
H.R. 5139  To provide for the recoupment of defense expenditures abroad, and

for other purposes.
H.R. 5407  To establish in the Department of Labor the United States Boxing

Commission to develop minimum Federal boxing standards applicable to the
conduct of professional boxing, and for other purposes.

H.R. 5514  To provide for health care for all Americans in an affordable
manner.

H.Res. 201  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives that the
people of the United States should recognize ”An Artistic Discovery”, the
Congressional High School Art Competition.

H.Res. 284  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives that there
is a need for a comprehensive, coordinated strategy to help the United States
achieve its goal of being the strongest Nation on Earth economically and
militarily, so that it remain the greatest Nation in support of human dignity,
freedom, and democratic ideals.

H.Con.Res. 92  Expressing the sense of Congress with respect to certain reg-
ulations of the Occupational Safety and Health Administration.

H.Con.Res. 161  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the American
public should observe the 100th anniversary of moviemaking and recognize
the contributions of the American Film Institute in advocating and preserving
the art of film.

H.Con.Res. 282  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the Low Income
Home Energy Assistance Program should be funded for fiscal year 1993 at
a level greater than or equal to its funding for fiscal year 1992.

EDWARDS, Chet of Texas

H.R. 908  To amend title 38, United States Code, and other provisions of law
to provide improved benefits and services for military personnel who serve
during the Persian Gulf War, including particularly benefits and services for
members of the National Guard and Reserve components, and for other
purposes.
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H.Con.Res. 161  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the American
public should observe the 100th anniversary of moviemaking and recognize
the contributions of the American Film Institute in advocating and preserving
the art of film.

EDWARDS, Don of California

H.R. 1  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to restore and strengthen civil
rights laws that ban discrimination in employment, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2  To entitle employees to family leave in certain cases involving a birth,
an adoption, or a serious health condition and to temporary medical leave in
certain cases involving a serious health condition, with adequate protection
of the employees employment and benefit rights, and to establish a com-
mission to study ways of providing salary replacement for employees who
take any such leave.

H.R. 5  To amend the National Labor Relations Act and the Railway Labor
Act to prevent discrimination based on participation in labor disputes.

H.R. 386  To require the executive branch to gather and disseminate infor-
mation regarding, and to promote techniques to eliminate, discriminatory
wage-setting practices and discriminatory wage disparities which are based
on sex, race, or national origin.

H.R. 441  To facilitate the economic adjustment of communities, industries,
and workers to reductions or realignments in defense or aerospace contracts,
military facilities, and arms export, and for other purposes.

H.R. 667  To authorize a grant to the National Writing Project.
H.R. 824  To provide participants in private pension plans which were termi-

nated before September 1, 1974, the nonforfeitable pension benefits which
were lost by reason of the termination, and for other purposes.

H.R. 906  To amend the Job Training Partnership Act to encourage a broader
range of training and job placement for women and for other purposes.

H.R. 907  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to permit alternative
methods for qualifying ”ability-to-benefit” students for Federal student fi-
nancial aid.

H.R. 1063  To amend the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970 to es-
tablish an Office of Construction Safety, Health, and Education, to improve
inspections, investigations, reporting, and recordkeeping on construction
sites, to require the appointment of project constructors to monitor safety on
construction sites, to require construction employers to establish safety and
health programs, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1066  To authorize a national program to reduce the threat to human
health posed by exposure to contaminants in the air indoors.

H.R. 1218  To prevent potential abuses of electronic monitoring in the
workplace.

H.R. 1285  To resolve legal and technical issues relating to Federal
postsecondary student assistance programs and to prevent undue burdens on
participants in Operation Desert Storm, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1430  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and the Fair Housing Act
to prohibit discrimination on the basis of affectional or sexual orientation,
and for other purposes.

H.R. 1502  To combat violence and crimes against women on the streets and
in homes.

H.R. 1633  To assist in implementing the Plan of Action adopted by the World
Summit for Children.

H.R. 1664  To protect employees who report violations of Federal laws and
regulations.

H.R. 1669  To provide financial assistance to eligible local educational agen-
cies to improve urban education, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1987  To amend the Act of March 3, 1931 (known as the Davis-Bacon
Act), to revise the standard for coverage under that Act, and for other pur-
poses.

H.R. 2258  To help end hunger and human want.
H.R. 2561  To remove the barrier to access for middle income students to

Federal student financial aid programs, and for other purposes.
H.R. 2782  To amend the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974

to provide that such Act does not preempt certain State laws.
H.R. 3160  To revise the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970.
H.R. 3334  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to provide Perkins

Loan forgiveness to encourage individuals who enter the teaching profession
to teach in schools serving low-income areas.

H.R. 3366  To repeal provisions of law regarding employer sanctions and
unfair immigration-related employment practices, to strengthen enforcement
of laws regarding illegal entry into the United States, and for other purposes.

H.R. 3526  To ensure economic equity for American women and their families
and to respond to the need to revitalize the American economy by expanding
employment opportunities; improving access to funds for women business
owners; enhancing economic justice for women through pay equity, im-
proved child support enforcement, and benefits for part-time workers; and
providing economic and retirement security for women as workers and as
divorced or surviving spouses.

H.R. 3548  To improve the quality of education by providing incentive grants
and by certain other methods.

H.R. 3553  To amend and extend the Higher Education Act of 1965.
H.R. 3613  To amend title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and the Age

Discrimination in Employment Act of 1967 to improve the effectiveness of
administrative review of employment discrimination claims made by Federal
employees; and for other purposes.

H.R. 3748  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1991 with respect to the appli-
cation of such Act.

H.R. 3763  To amend the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 to provide an
exemption from the overtime pay provisions of such Act for certain em-
ployees of community colleges.

H.R. 3975  To amend section 1977A of the Revised Statutes to equalize the
remedies available to all victims of intentional employment discrimination,
and for other purposes.

H.R. 4277  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to delete certain re-
quirements relating to the guaranteed student loan program.

H.R. 4300  To amend the Stewart B. McKinney Homeless Assistance Act to
extend programs providing urgently needed assistance for the homeless, and
for other purposes.

H.R. 4338  To suspend certain compliance and accountability measures under
the National School Lunch Act.

H.R. 4822  To make appropriations to begin a phase-in toward full funding
of the special supplemental food program for women, infants, and children
(WIC) and of Head Start programs, to expand the Job Corps program, and
for other purposes.

H.R. 4953  To amend the base closure laws to improve the provision of ad-
justment assistance to employees of the Department of Defense adversely
affected by the closure or realignment of a military installation.

H.Res. 284  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives that there
is a need for a comprehensive, coordinated strategy to help the United States
achieve its goal of being the strongest Nation on Earth economically and
militarily, so that it remain the greatest Nation in support of human dignity,
freedom, and democratic ideals.

H.Con.Res. 92  Expressing the sense of Congress with respect to certain reg-
ulations of the Occupational Safety and Health Administration.

H.Con.Res. 282  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the Low Income
Home Energy Assistance Program should be funded for fiscal year 1993 at
a level greater than or equal to its funding for fiscal year 1992.

EDWARDS, Mickey of Oklahoma

H.R. 123  To amend title 4, United States Code, to declare English as the of-
ficial language of the United States.

H.R. 299  To amend the National Foundation of the Arts and the Humanities
Act of 1965 to abolish the National Endowment for the Arts and the National
Council on the Arts.

H.R. 840  To improve counseling services for elementary school children.
H.R. 1375  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to strengthen protections

against discrimination in employment, and for other purposes.
H.R. 1755  To repeal the Act of March 3, 1931 (known as the Davis-Bacon

Act).
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H.R. 2460  To help the Nation achieve the National Education Goals by sup-
porting the creation of a new generation of American Schools in communities
across the country; rewarding schools that demonstrate outstanding gains in
student performance and other progress toward the National Education
Goals; creating academies to improve leadership and core-course teaching in
schools nationwide; supporting State and local efforts to attract qualified in-
dividuals to teaching and educational administration; providing States and
localities with statutory and regulatory flexibility in exchange for greater
accountability for student learning; encouraging, testing, and evaluating ed-
ucational choice programs; increasing the potential usefulness of the National
Assessment of Education Progress to State and local decision-makers; ex-
panding Federal support for literacy improvements; and for other purposes.

H.R. 2773  To amend title I of the Employee Retirement Income Security Act
of 1974 to set standards under such title for multiple employer welfare ar-
rangements providing health plan benefits.

H.R. 2810  To expand the nation's drug treatment capacity, promote drug-free
and safe schools, require Statewide drug abuse prevention and treatment
plans, and ensure that new Federal grant dollars provided for treatment ser-
vices do not displace State dollars.

H.R. 4150  To create jobs, promote economic growth, assist families, and
promote health, education, savings and home ownership.

H.R. 5325  To improve access to health insurance and contain health care
costs, and for other purposes.

H.R. 5450 *  To repeal the Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990.
H.R. 5571 *  To create American jobs, deregulate American industry, and re-

duce taxes.

EMERSON, Bill of Missouri

H.R. 81  To amend the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 to allow individuals
to direct that part or all of their income tax refunds be contributed to a trust
fund established for the relief of domestic and international hunger, and to
establish a commission to oversee the distribution of such contributions.

H.R. 123 *  To amend title 4, United States Code, to declare English as the
official language of the United States.

H.R. 179  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to permit the deferral
of payments on student loans during professional internships, regardless of
duration.

H.R. 327  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to delay the dis-
bursement of Pell Grants to first-year students, to make ineligible for par-
ticipation in the Pell Grant program any institution with a high default rate
on student loans, and for other purposes.

H.R. 500  To require the Secretary of the Treasury to mint coins in com-
memoration of the quincentenary of the discovery of America by Christopher
Columbus and to establish the Christopher Columbus Fellowship Foundation.

H.R. 667  To authorize a grant to the National Writing Project.
H.R. 709  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to provide reduced

rates of interest under the Guaranteed Student Loan Program to individuals
who enter the teaching profession.

H.R. 751  To enhance the literacy and basic skills of adults, to ensure that all
adults in the United States acquire the basic skills necessary to function ef-
fectively and achieve the greatest possible opportunity in their work and in
their lives, and to strengthen and coordinate adult literacy programs.

H.R. 799  To ensure that checks to pay benefits under title IV of the Federal
Mine Safety and Health Act of 1977 are delivered early if the usual delivery
date falls on a Saturday, Sunday, or holiday.

H.R. 812  To establish a program of grants for the provision of coordinated
educational support services to at-risk youth.

H.R. 840  To improve counseling services for elementary school children.
H.R. 859  To assist schools in improving student performance through flexi-

bility, program accountability, and incentives.
H.R. 1144  To establish a pilot program to encourage college students to serve

as mentors for disadvantaged youths.
H.R. 1154  To establish programs to improve foreign language instruction and

to amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 in order to promote equal access
to opportunities to study abroad, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1237  To amend the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 to clarify the
application of such Act, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1254  To provide for the establishment of the Margaret Walker
Alexander National African-American Research Center.

H.R. 1270  To strengthen the family structure of the United States by provid-
ing protection for eligible individuals who leave employment for a legitimate
family purpose, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1375  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to strengthen protections
against discrimination in employment, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1459  To establish the National Commission on Entrepreneurial Educa-
tion.

H.R. 1573  To amend the amount of grants received under chapter 1 of title
I of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965.

H.R. 1633  To assist in implementing the Plan of Action adopted by the World
Summit for Children.

H.R. 1692  To amend title XVIII of the Social Security Act to provide for
expanded long term care services under the medicare program, to amend the
Internal Revenue Code of 1986 to provide a credit for taxpayers with certain
elderly dependents in their households, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1753  To establish grant programs and provide other forms of Federal
assistance to pregnant women, children in need of adoptive families, and
individuals and families adopting children.

H.R. 1755  To repeal the Act of March 3, 1931 (known as the Davis-Bacon
Act).

H.R. 2040  To establish certain programs regarding adoption, and for other
purposes.

H.R. 2230  To provide incentives for physicians to practice in rural areas and
in rural medically underserved areas.

H.R. 2258  To help end hunger and human want.
H.R. 2336  To establish a higher education loan program in which a borrower's

annual repayment obligation is dependent upon both postschool income level
and borrowing history, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2363  To amend the provisions of the Higher Education Act of 1965
relating to treatment by campus officials of sexual assault victims.

H.R. 2437  To amend the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 to revise and extend the
program regarding independent living services for older blind individuals.

H.R. 3450  To amend part A of title IV of the Social Security Act to remove
barriers and disincentives in the program of aid to families with dependent
children so as to enable recipients of such aid to move toward self-
sufficiency through microenterprises.

H.R. 3451  To amend the Education Amendments of 1972 to ensure that stu-
dents attending institutions of higher education that receive Federal funds are
able to exercise the right to freedom of speech, and for other purposes.

H.R. 3967  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to prohibit prison
inmates from receiving Pell Grants.

H.R. 4322  To amend the Child Nutrition Act of 1966 to establish a
breastfeeding promotion program.

H.R. 4531  To require the Secretary of Agriculture to include rice in the de-
finition of supplemental foods for purposes of the special supplemental food
program for women, infants, and children under section 17 of the Child
Nutrition Act of 1966.

H.R. 4595  To encourage institutions of higher education to use Federal re-
search and development funding for the support of American students, and
for other purposes.

H.R. 4729  To provide grants to establish an integrated approach to prevent
child abuse.

H.R. 4822  To make appropriations to begin a phase-in toward full funding
of the special supplemental food program for women, infants, and children
(WIC) and of Head Start programs, to expand the Job Corps program, and
for other purposes.

H.R. 5167  To reduce the amounts appropriated to the Department of Educa-
tion to increase grants to State and local educational agencies and to reduce
the Federal budget deficit.

H.R. 5442  To establish Federal grant programs to identify and address the
foreign language needs within the United States for the purpose of enhancing
economic competitiveness, ensuring national security, and promoting the
national interest.

H.R. 5960  To prevent and punish sexual violence and domestic violence, to
assist and protect the victims of such violence, to assist State and local ef-
forts, and for other purposes.
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H.Res. 201  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives that the
people of the United States should recognize ”An Artistic Discovery”, the
Congressional High School Art Competition.

H.Con.Res. 161  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the American
public should observe the 100th anniversary of moviemaking and recognize
the contributions of the American Film Institute in advocating and preserving
the art of film.

H.Con.Res. 282  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the Low Income
Home Energy Assistance Program should be funded for fiscal year 1993 at
a level greater than or equal to its funding for fiscal year 1992.

H.Con.Res. 302  Expressing the sense of the Congress regarding communities
making the transition to ”Hunger-Free” status.

ENGEL, Eliot L. of New York

H.R. 1  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to restore and strengthen civil
rights laws that ban discrimination in employment, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2  To entitle employees to family leave in certain cases involving a birth,
an adoption, or a serious health condition and to temporary medical leave in
certain cases involving a serious health condition, with adequate protection
of the employees employment and benefit rights, and to establish a com-
mission to study ways of providing salary replacement for employees who
take any such leave.

H.R. 5  To amend the National Labor Relations Act and the Railway Labor
Act to prevent discrimination based on participation in labor disputes.

H.R. 81  To amend the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 to allow individuals
to direct that part or all of their income tax refunds be contributed to a trust
fund established for the relief of domestic and international hunger, and to
establish a commission to oversee the distribution of such contributions.

H.R. 179  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to permit the deferral
of payments on student loans during professional internships, regardless of
duration.

H.R. 385  To provide financial assistance for programs for the prevention,
identification, and treatment of elder abuse, neglect, and exploitation, to es-
tablish a National Center on Elder Abuse, and for other purposes.

H.R. 416  To amend the Older Americans Act and the Public Health Service
Act to provide expanded counseling assistance for the elderly, sick, and dis-
abled.

H.R. 441  To facilitate the economic adjustment of communities, industries,
and workers to reductions or realignments in defense or aerospace contracts,
military facilities, and arms export, and for other purposes.

H.R. 500  To require the Secretary of the Treasury to mint coins in com-
memoration of the quincentenary of the discovery of America by Christopher
Columbus and to establish the Christopher Columbus Fellowship Foundation.

H.R. 501  To authorize the Secretary of Housing and Urban Development to
provide grants to urban and rural communities for training economically
disadvantaged youth in education and employment skills and to expand the
supply of housing for homeless and economically disadvantaged individuals
and families.

H.R. 544  To amend the National School Lunch Act to restore food supple-
ment benefits under the dependent care food program to adolescent youth.

H.R. 667  To authorize a grant to the National Writing Project.
H.R. 709  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to provide reduced

rates of interest under the Guaranteed Student Loan Program to individuals
who enter the teaching profession.

H.R. 763  To establish a program to guarantee students from selected high
schools a chance to go to college, and for other purposes.

H.R. 812  To establish a program of grants for the provision of coordinated
educational support services to at-risk youth.

H.R. 821  To provide for the cancellation of a portion of the direct student
loans of members of the Armed Forces who serve in a combat zone in con-
nection with the Persian Gulf conflict and to require the restoration of edu-
cational benefits and tuition reimbursement for those members of the Armed
Forces who are unable to pursue studies because of military commitments.

H.R. 906  To amend the Job Training Partnership Act to encourage a broader
range of training and job placement for women and for other purposes.

H.R. 908  To amend title 38, United States Code, and other provisions of law
to provide improved benefits and services for military personnel who serve
during the Persian Gulf War, including particularly benefits and services for
members of the National Guard and Reserve components, and for other
purposes.

H.R. 1059  To amend section 311 of the Older Americans Act of 1965 to re-
quire the Secretary of Agriculture to provide assistance for 2 meals served
daily per person.

H.R. 1066  To authorize a national program to reduce the threat to human
health posed by exposure to contaminants in the air indoors.

H.R. 1134  To amend the Age Discrimination in Employment Act of 1967
with respect to administrative proceedings applicable to claims of discrimi-
nation in Federal employment.

H.R. 1149  To secure the right of women to be free of sexual harassment and
violence, to promote equal opportunity for women, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1154  To establish programs to improve foreign language instruction and
to amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 in order to promote equal access
to opportunities to study abroad, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1190  To establish a system for identifying, notifying, and preventing
illness and death among workers who are at increased or high risk of occu-
pational disease, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1222  To enhance cooperation between the public and law enforcement
personnel in controlling and preventing crime and drug abuse.

H.R. 1254  To provide for the establishment of the Margaret Walker
Alexander National African-American Research Center.

H.R. 1364  To amend the Job Corps provisions of the Job Training Partnership
Act.

H.R. 1365  To amend the Job Training Partnership Act to provide for disaster
relief employment assistance.

H.R. 1430  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and the Fair Housing Act
to prohibit discrimination on the basis of affectional or sexual orientation,
and for other purposes.

H.R. 1460  Entitled ”The Food For Young Children Act”.
H.R. 1502  To combat violence and crimes against women on the streets and

in homes.
H.R. 1504  To authorize a National Conference on Aging.
H.R. 1633  To assist in implementing the Plan of Action adopted by the World

Summit for Children.
H.R. 1694  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to ensure that title VII of

such Act applies to the employment of United States citizens by certain
employers in foreign nations.

H.R. 1739  To amend the Older Americans Act of 1965 to expand the pre-
ventive health services program to include disease prevention and health
promotion services, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1753  To establish grant programs and provide other forms of Federal
assistance to pregnant women, children in need of adoptive families, and
individuals and families adopting children.

H.R. 1960  To direct the Secretary of the Interior to construct a National
Training Center at the National Afro-American Museum and Cultural Center
and for other purposes.

H.R. 1987  To amend the Act of March 3, 1931 (known as the Davis-Bacon
Act), to revise the standard for coverage under that Act, and for other pur-
poses.

H.R. 2258  To help end hunger and human want.
H.R. 2334  To further assist States in their efforts to increase awareness about

and prevent family violence and provide immediate shelter and related as-
sistance to battered women and their children.

H.R. 2336  To establish a higher education loan program in which a borrower's
annual repayment obligation is dependent upon both postschool income level
and borrowing history, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2363  To amend the provisions of the Higher Education Act of 1965
relating to treatment by campus officials of sexual assault victims.

H.R. 2390  To amend the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974
and the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 to expand pension coverage, improve
pension portability, increase retirement savings, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2555  To provide for the establishment of a summer camp program for
low income youths, and to expand the Youth Conservation Corps program.

H.R. 2561  To remove the barrier to access for middle income students to
Federal student financial aid programs, and for other purposes.
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H.R. 2590  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to clarify the legality
of race-based scholarships to promote diversity.

H.R. 2782  To amend the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974
to provide that such Act does not preempt certain State laws.

H.R. 2912  To improve the recruitment of classroom teachers, and for other
purposes.

H.R. 3120  To express the sense of the Congress regarding a national agenda
for extending and improving foreign language instruction in the elementary
schools of the Nation.

H.R. 3136  To require the Secretary of Education to conduct a comprehensive
study of the TRIO programs under the Higher Education Act of 1965.

H.R. 3160  To revise the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970.
H.R. 3205  To amend the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 and the Social Se-

curity Act to provide for health insurance coverage for workers and the
public in a manner that contains the costs of health care in the United States.

H.R. 3334  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to provide Perkins
Loan forgiveness to encourage individuals who enter the teaching profession
to teach in schools serving low-income areas.

H.R. 3393  To amend the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 and the Social Se-
curity Act to provide for health insurance coverage for pregnant women and
children through employment-based insurance and through a State-based
health plan.

H.R. 3475  To assist business in providing women with opportunities in ap-
prenticeship and nontraditional occupations.

H.R. 3476  To establish the Commission on the Advancement of Women in
the Science and Engineering Work Forces.

H.R. 3526  To ensure economic equity for American women and their families
and to respond to the need to revitalize the American economy by expanding
employment opportunities; improving access to funds for women business
owners; enhancing economic justice for women through pay equity, im-
proved child support enforcement, and benefits for part-time workers; and
providing economic and retirement security for women as workers and as
divorced or surviving spouses.

H.R. 3603  To promote family preservation and the prevention of foster care
with emphasis on families where abuse of alcohol or drugs is present, and
to improve the quality and delivery of child welfare, foster care, and adoption
services.

H.R. 3748  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1991 with respect to the appli-
cation of such Act.

H.R. 3975  To amend section 1977A of the Revised Statutes to equalize the
remedies available to all victims of intentional employment discrimination,
and for other purposes.

H.R. 4259  To amend title I of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 to provide each
individual with handicaps who is eligible for services under such title with
the right to select the entities that are to provide services pursuant to the in-
dividualized written rehabilitation program developed for the individual.

H.R. 4300  To amend the Stewart B. McKinney Homeless Assistance Act to
extend programs providing urgently needed assistance for the homeless, and
for other purposes.

H.R. 4538  To provide assistance to local educational agencies for the pre-
vention and reduction of violent crime in elementary and secondary schools.

H.R. 5230  To enhance United States competitiveness by strengthening the
Nation's technology base, promoting investment in United States technology,
supporting manufacturing infrastructure development, enhancing the tech-
nology skills of American workers, and reorienting defense spending to
support American competitiveness, and for other purposes.

H.Res. 428  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives that sec-
ondary schools throughout the Nation should implement a financial planning
program using the proven techniques of the College for Financial Planning
in partnership with the United States Department of Agriculture Extension
Service and participating Land-Grant University Cooperative Extension Ser-
vices.

H.Con.Res. 92  Expressing the sense of Congress with respect to certain reg-
ulations of the Occupational Safety and Health Administration.

H.Con.Res. 102  Expressing the sense of the Congress regarding admissions
of minority students to institutions of higher education.

H.Con.Res. 119  Expressing the sense of the Congress regarding the Knight
Foundation's proposals for reforming the college athletics system.

H.Con.Res. 120  Expressing the sense of Congress that consumers should be
provided with incentives to save for long-term purposes.

H.Con.Res. 161  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the American
public should observe the 100th anniversary of moviemaking and recognize
the contributions of the American Film Institute in advocating and preserving
the art of film.

H.Con.Res. 282  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the Low Income
Home Energy Assistance Program should be funded for fiscal year 1993 at
a level greater than or equal to its funding for fiscal year 1992.

ENGLISH, Glenn of Oklahoma

H.R. 179  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to permit the deferral
of payments on student loans during professional internships, regardless of
duration.

H.R. 520  To encourage States to establish Parents as Teachers programs.
H.R. 553  To repeal the testing requirements imposed on ability-to-benefit

students by the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1990.
H.R. 812  To establish a program of grants for the provision of coordinated

educational support services to at-risk youth.
H.R. 840  To improve counseling services for elementary school children.
H.R. 1154  To establish programs to improve foreign language instruction and

to amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 in order to promote equal access
to opportunities to study abroad, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1218  To prevent potential abuses of electronic monitoring in the
workplace.

H.R. 1237  To amend the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 to clarify the
application of such Act, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1502  To combat violence and crimes against women on the streets and
in homes.

H.R. 1504  To authorize a National Conference on Aging.
H.R. 1524  To establish programs to promote increased access to higher edu-

cation through early intervention counseling and financial aid information.
H.R. 1573  To amend the amount of grants received under chapter 1 of title

I of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965.
H.R. 1633  To assist in implementing the Plan of Action adopted by the World

Summit for Children.
H.R. 1669  To provide financial assistance to eligible local educational agen-

cies to improve urban education, and for other purposes.
H.R. 2230  To provide incentives for physicians to practice in rural areas and

in rural medically underserved areas.
H.R. 2437  To amend the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 to revise and extend the

program regarding independent living services for older blind individuals.
H.R. 2819  To provide financial assistance to eligible local educational agen-

cies to improve rural education, and for other purposes.
H.R. 4591 *  To amend the Job Training Partnership Act to establish a com-

munity works progress program, a youth community corps program, and a
national youth community corps program, and for other purposes.

H.R. 4729  To provide grants to establish an integrated approach to prevent
child abuse.

H.R. 5112  To amend the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 to provide that
an employee shall not be excluded from the minimum wage and maximum
hour exemption for certain employees because the employee is not paid on
a salary basis, and for other purposes.

H.R. 5313 *  To eliminate the scourge of illegal drugs and fight drug abuse.

ERDREICH, Ben of Alabama

H.R. 123  To amend title 4, United States Code, to declare English as the of-
ficial language of the United States.

H.R. 179  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to permit the deferral
of payments on student loans during professional internships, regardless of
duration.

H.R. 500  To require the Secretary of the Treasury to mint coins in com-
memoration of the quincentenary of the discovery of America by Christopher
Columbus and to establish the Christopher Columbus Fellowship Foundation.
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H.R. 501  To authorize the Secretary of Housing and Urban Development to
provide grants to urban and rural communities for training economically
disadvantaged youth in education and employment skills and to expand the
supply of housing for homeless and economically disadvantaged individuals
and families.

H.R. 520  To encourage States to establish Parents as Teachers programs.
H.R. 544  To amend the National School Lunch Act to restore food supple-

ment benefits under the dependent care food program to adolescent youth.
H.R. 553  To repeal the testing requirements imposed on ability-to-benefit

students by the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1990.
H.R. 667  To authorize a grant to the National Writing Project.
H.R. 799  To ensure that checks to pay benefits under title IV of the Federal

Mine Safety and Health Act of 1977 are delivered early if the usual delivery
date falls on a Saturday, Sunday, or holiday.

H.R. 812  To establish a program of grants for the provision of coordinated
educational support services to at-risk youth.

H.R. 908  To amend title 38, United States Code, and other provisions of law
to provide improved benefits and services for military personnel who serve
during the Persian Gulf War, including particularly benefits and services for
members of the National Guard and Reserve components, and for other
purposes.

H.R. 1254  To provide for the establishment of the Margaret Walker
Alexander National African-American Research Center.

H.R. 1285  To resolve legal and technical issues relating to Federal
postsecondary student assistance programs and to prevent undue burdens on
participants in Operation Desert Storm, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1482  To amend title IV of the Higher Education Act of 1965 to allow
resident physicians to defer repayment of title IV student loans while com-
pleting accredited resident training programs.

H.R. 1502  To combat violence and crimes against women on the streets and
in homes.

H.R. 1503  To facilitate capital financing for historically Black colleges and
universities.

H.R. 2157  To require the National Collegiate Athletic Association to provide
due process in connection with its regulatory activities affecting coaches,
players, and institutions engaged in sports in interstate commerce.

H.R. 2363  To amend the provisions of the Higher Education Act of 1965
relating to treatment by campus officials of sexual assault victims.

H.R. 3555  To repeal and prohibit all exemptions, privileges and gratuities for
members of the U.S. House of Representatives and the U.S. Senate.

H.R. 4013  To amend certain provisions of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986
to improve the provisions of health care to retirees in the coal industry, to
revise the manner in which such care is funded and maintained, and for other
purposes.

H.R. 4729  To provide grants to establish an integrated approach to prevent
child abuse.

H.R. 5964 *  To direct the Secretary of Education to make a grant to Jefferson
State Community College in Birmingham, Alabama, for construction of a
business and technology center.

H.Res. 201  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives that the
people of the United States should recognize ”An Artistic Discovery”, the
Congressional High School Art Competition.

H.Con.Res. 92  Expressing the sense of Congress with respect to certain reg-
ulations of the Occupational Safety and Health Administration.

H.Con.Res. 161  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the American
public should observe the 100th anniversary of moviemaking and recognize
the contributions of the American Film Institute in advocating and preserving
the art of film.

ESPY, Mike of Mississippi

H.R. 1  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to restore and strengthen civil
rights laws that ban discrimination in employment, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2  To entitle employees to family leave in certain cases involving a birth,
an adoption, or a serious health condition and to temporary medical leave in
certain cases involving a serious health condition, with adequate protection
of the employees employment and benefit rights, and to establish a com-
mission to study ways of providing salary replacement for employees who
take any such leave.

H.R. 5  To amend the National Labor Relations Act and the Railway Labor
Act to prevent discrimination based on participation in labor disputes.

H.R. 81  To amend the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 to allow individuals
to direct that part or all of their income tax refunds be contributed to a trust
fund established for the relief of domestic and international hunger, and to
establish a commission to oversee the distribution of such contributions.

H.R. 196  To amend the Job Training Partnership Act to establish a Youth
Opportunities Unlimited Program.

H.R. 441  To facilitate the economic adjustment of communities, industries,
and workers to reductions or realignments in defense or aerospace contracts,
military facilities, and arms export, and for other purposes.

H.R. 500  To require the Secretary of the Treasury to mint coins in com-
memoration of the quincentenary of the discovery of America by Christopher
Columbus and to establish the Christopher Columbus Fellowship Foundation.

H.R. 501  To authorize the Secretary of Housing and Urban Development to
provide grants to urban and rural communities for training economically
disadvantaged youth in education and employment skills and to expand the
supply of housing for homeless and economically disadvantaged individuals
and families.

H.R. 544  To amend the National School Lunch Act to restore food supple-
ment benefits under the dependent care food program to adolescent youth.

H.R. 667  To authorize a grant to the National Writing Project.
H.R. 709  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to provide reduced

rates of interest under the Guaranteed Student Loan Program to individuals
who enter the teaching profession.

H.R. 763  To establish a program to guarantee students from selected high
schools a chance to go to college, and for other purposes.

H.R. 775  To establish Summer Science Academies for talented students,
particularly economically disadvantaged, minority participants, and for other
purposes.

H.R. 812  To establish a program of grants for the provision of coordinated
educational support services to at-risk youth.

H.R. 840  To improve counseling services for elementary school children.
H.R. 908  To amend title 38, United States Code, and other provisions of law

to provide improved benefits and services for military personnel who serve
during the Persian Gulf War, including particularly benefits and services for
members of the National Guard and Reserve components, and for other
purposes.

H.R. 995  To authorize up to 5 States to conduct 2-year demonstration projects
to test the effectiveness of alternative methods for delivering services and
activities under the JOBS program to families at risk of entering the AFDC
program, and to amend part A of title IV of the Social Security Act to pro-
vide for the permanent use of such alternative methods beginning in fiscal
year 1995.

H.R. 1048  To establish within the Department of Education an Office of
Community Colleges.

H.R. 1190  To establish a system for identifying, notifying, and preventing
illness and death among workers who are at increased or high risk of occu-
pational disease, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1237 *  To amend the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 to clarify the
application of such Act, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1254  To provide for the establishment of the Margaret Walker
Alexander National African-American Research Center.

H.R. 1364  To amend the Job Corps provisions of the Job Training Partnership
Act.

H.R. 1460  Entitled ”The Food For Young Children Act”.
H.R. 1502  To combat violence and crimes against women on the streets and

in homes.
H.R. 1503  To facilitate capital financing for historically Black colleges and

universities.
H.R. 1522  To deny funds to educational programs that allow corporal pun-

ishment.
H.R. 1573  To amend the amount of grants received under chapter 1 of title

I of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965.
H.R. 1633  To assist in implementing the Plan of Action adopted by the World

Summit for Children.
H.R. 1637  To make improvements in the Black Lung Benefits Act.
H.R. 1694  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to ensure that title VII of

such Act applies to the employment of United States citizens by certain
employers in foreign nations.
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H.R. 1737  To amend the Older Americans Act of 1965 to provide congregate
nutrition services and intergenerational activities in elementary and second-
ary school facilities.

H.R. 1960  To direct the Secretary of the Interior to construct a National
Training Center at the National Afro-American Museum and Cultural Center
and for other purposes.

H.R. 2018  To amend the Older Americans Act of 1965 to require uniform
telephone listing of area agencies on aging.

H.R. 2019  To amend the Older Americans Act of 1965 to assist older indi-
viduals to avoid falling and to prevent incorrect medication and adverse drug
reactions.

H.R. 2020  To amend title III  of the Older Americans Act of 1965 with respect
to assistance to older individuals who reside in rural areas.

H.R. 2021  To amend the Older Americans Act of 1965 to require States to
appoint a State advisory body to make recommendations regarding trans-
portation services that affect older individuals; to provide for coordination
of such services; and to require the Commissioner on Aging to submit a re-
port regarding transportation services provided under such Act.

H.R. 2022  To amend the Older Americans Act of 1965 to increase efforts to
inform isolated older individuals, and older individuals who are victims of
Alzheimer's disease and related disorders, of the availability of assistance
under title III of such Act.

H.R. 2023  To amend the Older Americans Act of 1965 to authorize services
relating to the appointment and monitoring of guardians, and of represen-
tative payees, of older individuals.

H.R. 2024  To require the President to call a White House Conference on
Aging in 1993.

H.R. 2025  To amend the Older Americans Act of 1965 to require States to
expand State and community involvement in order to promote cooperative
efforts to provide community-based long-term care services to older indi-
viduals, including related services for their caregivers.

H.R. 2026  To amend the Older Americans Act of 1965 to provide supportive
services to strengthen informal caregivers who assist older individuals in
need of long-term care, to remain in private residences.

H.R. 2076  To amend the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 to reform the
provisions relating to child labor.

H.R. 2157  To require the National Collegiate Athletic Association to provide
due process in connection with its regulatory activities affecting coaches,
players, and institutions engaged in sports in interstate commerce.

H.R. 2230  To provide incentives for physicians to practice in rural areas and
in rural medically underserved areas.

H.R. 2258  To help end hunger and human want.
H.R. 2363  To amend the provisions of the Higher Education Act of 1965

relating to treatment by campus officials of sexual assault victims.
H.R. 2437  To amend the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 to revise and extend the

program regarding independent living services for older blind individuals.
H.R. 2555  To provide for the establishment of a summer camp program for

low income youths, and to expand the Youth Conservation Corps program.
H.R. 2561  To remove the barrier to access for middle income students to

Federal student financial aid programs, and for other purposes.
H.R. 2819  To provide financial assistance to eligible local educational agen-

cies to improve rural education, and for other purposes.
H.R. 2936  To establish programs at the National Science Foundation for the

advancement of technical education and training in advanced-technology
occupations, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2943  To require the Secretary of Education to evaluate programs pro-
viding disadvantaged children with guaranties of postsecondary education
assistance, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2970  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to provide program
grants to medical and allied health professions institutions for graduate edu-
cation and training which will benefit underserved, economically disadvan-
taged communities.

H.R. 3160  To revise the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970.
H.R. 3285  To provide for regional energy efficient lighting education centers,

and for other purposes.
H.R. 3362  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to establish programs

for minority foreign service professional development.

H.R. 3393  To amend the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 and the Social Se-
curity Act to provide for health insurance coverage for pregnant women and
children through employment-based insurance and through a State-based
health plan.

H.R. 3450  To amend part A of title IV of the Social Security Act to remove
barriers and disincentives in the program of aid to families with dependent
children so as to enable recipients of such aid to move toward self-
sufficiency through microenterprises.

H.R. 3583  To extend the statute of limitation applicable to the filing of ad-
ministrative complaints by Federal employees who allege employment dis-
crimination in violation of title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964.

H.R. 3613  To amend title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and the Age
Discrimination in Employment Act of 1967 to improve the effectiveness of
administrative review of employment discrimination claims made by Federal
employees; and for other purposes.

H.R. 3625  To require the Commissioner of the Bureau of Labor Statistics to
conduct time use surveys of unremunerated work performed in the United
States and to calculate the monetary value of such work.

H.R. 3748  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1991 with respect to the appli-
cation of such Act.

H.R. 3975  To amend section 1977A of the Revised Statutes to equalize the
remedies available to all victims of intentional employment discrimination,
and for other purposes.

H.R. 4338  To suspend certain compliance and accountability measures under
the National School Lunch Act.

H.R. 4528  To amend the Job Training Partnership Act to authorize the es-
tablishment of additional Job Corps centers, and for other purposes.

H.R. 4531 *  To require the Secretary of Agriculture to include rice in the
definition of supplemental foods for purposes of the special supplemental
food program for women, infants, and children under section 17 of the Child
Nutrition Act of 1966.

H.R. 4729  To provide grants to establish an integrated approach to prevent
child abuse.

H.Res. 201  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives that the
people of the United States should recognize ”An Artistic Discovery”, the
Congressional High School Art Competition.

H.Res. 284  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives that there
is a need for a comprehensive, coordinated strategy to help the United States
achieve its goal of being the strongest Nation on Earth economically and
militarily, so that it remain the greatest Nation in support of human dignity,
freedom, and democratic ideals.

H.Con.Res. 92  Expressing the sense of Congress with respect to certain reg-
ulations of the Occupational Safety and Health Administration.

H.Con.Res. 120  Expressing the sense of Congress that consumers should be
provided with incentives to save for long-term purposes.

H.Con.Res. 161  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the American
public should observe the 100th anniversary of moviemaking and recognize
the contributions of the American Film Institute in advocating and preserving
the art of film.

H.Con.Res. 282  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the Low Income
Home Energy Assistance Program should be funded for fiscal year 1993 at
a level greater than or equal to its funding for fiscal year 1992.

EVANS, Lane of Illinois

H.R. 1  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to restore and strengthen civil
rights laws that ban discrimination in employment, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2  To entitle employees to family leave in certain cases involving a birth,
an adoption, or a serious health condition and to temporary medical leave in
certain cases involving a serious health condition, with adequate protection
of the employees employment and benefit rights, and to establish a com-
mission to study ways of providing salary replacement for employees who
take any such leave.

H.R. 5  To amend the National Labor Relations Act and the Railway Labor
Act to prevent discrimination based on participation in labor disputes.

H.R. 179  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to permit the deferral
of payments on student loans during professional internships, regardless of
duration.
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H.R. 385  To provide financial assistance for programs for the prevention,
identification, and treatment of elder abuse, neglect, and exploitation, to es-
tablish a National Center on Elder Abuse, and for other purposes.

H.R. 416  To amend the Older Americans Act and the Public Health Service
Act to provide expanded counseling assistance for the elderly, sick, and dis-
abled.

H.R. 451  To amend the Black Lung Benefits Act to provide that when ben-
efits are paid for at least two years after an initial determination of eligibility
for such benefits the benefits will not be required to be repaid upon a final
determination of ineligibility for benefits, and for other purposes.

H.R. 501  To authorize the Secretary of Housing and Urban Development to
provide grants to urban and rural communities for training economically
disadvantaged youth in education and employment skills and to expand the
supply of housing for homeless and economically disadvantaged individuals
and families.

H.R. 520  To encourage States to establish Parents as Teachers programs.
H.R. 544  To amend the National School Lunch Act to restore food supple-

ment benefits under the dependent care food program to adolescent youth.
H.R. 667  To authorize a grant to the National Writing Project.
H.R. 709  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to provide reduced

rates of interest under the Guaranteed Student Loan Program to individuals
who enter the teaching profession.

H.R. 763  To establish a program to guarantee students from selected high
schools a chance to go to college, and for other purposes.

H.R. 812  To establish a program of grants for the provision of coordinated
educational support services to at-risk youth.

H.R. 840  To improve counseling services for elementary school children.
H.R. 908  To amend title 38, United States Code, and other provisions of law

to provide improved benefits and services for military personnel who serve
during the Persian Gulf War, including particularly benefits and services for
members of the National Guard and Reserve components, and for other
purposes.

H.R. 1048  To establish within the Department of Education an Office of
Community Colleges.

H.R. 1063  To amend the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970 to es-
tablish an Office of Construction Safety, Health, and Education, to improve
inspections, investigations, reporting, and recordkeeping on construction
sites, to require the appointment of project constructors to monitor safety on
construction sites, to require construction employers to establish safety and
health programs, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1066  To authorize a national program to reduce the threat to human
health posed by exposure to contaminants in the air indoors.

H.R. 1126  To extend the coverage of certain Federal labor laws to foreign
flagships.

H.R. 1154  To establish programs to improve foreign language instruction and
to amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 in order to promote equal access
to opportunities to study abroad, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1190  To establish a system for identifying, notifying, and preventing
illness and death among workers who are at increased or high risk of occu-
pational disease, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1192  To amend the provisions of the Occupational Safety and Health
Act of 1970 relating to criminal penalties, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1218  To prevent potential abuses of electronic monitoring in the
workplace.

H.R. 1254  To provide for the establishment of the Margaret Walker
Alexander National African-American Research Center.

H.R. 1285  To resolve legal and technical issues relating to Federal
postsecondary student assistance programs and to prevent undue burdens on
participants in Operation Desert Storm, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1388  To entitle employees to family leave for attending school activities.
H.R. 1430  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and the Fair Housing Act

to prohibit discrimination on the basis of affectional or sexual orientation,
and for other purposes.

H.R. 1460  Entitled ”The Food For Young Children Act”.
H.R. 1482  To amend title IV of the Higher Education Act of 1965 to allow

resident physicians to defer repayment of title IV student loans while com-
pleting accredited resident training programs.

H.R. 1502  To combat violence and crimes against women on the streets and
in homes.

H.R. 1503  To facilitate capital financing for historically Black colleges and
universities.

H.R. 1504  To authorize a National Conference on Aging.
H.R. 1522  To deny funds to educational programs that allow corporal pun-

ishment.
H.R. 1602  To amend title I of the Employee Retirement Income Security Act

of 1974 to provide that such Act does not preempt actions under State law
against persons who engage in unfair insurance claims practices.

H.R. 1633  To assist in implementing the Plan of Action adopted by the World
Summit for Children.

H.R. 1637  To make improvements in the Black Lung Benefits Act.
H.R. 1739  To amend the Older Americans Act of 1965 to expand the pre-

ventive health services program to include disease prevention and health
promotion services, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1753  To establish grant programs and provide other forms of Federal
assistance to pregnant women, children in need of adoptive families, and
individuals and families adopting children.

H.R. 1960  To direct the Secretary of the Interior to construct a National
Training Center at the National Afro-American Museum and Cultural Center
and for other purposes.

H.R. 1987  To amend the Act of March 3, 1931 (known as the Davis-Bacon
Act), to revise the standard for coverage under that Act, and for other pur-
poses.

H.R. 2157  To require the National Collegiate Athletic Association to provide
due process in connection with its regulatory activities affecting coaches,
players, and institutions engaged in sports in interstate commerce.

H.R. 2230  To provide incentives for physicians to practice in rural areas and
in rural medically underserved areas.

H.R. 2334  To further assist States in their efforts to increase awareness about
and prevent family violence and provide immediate shelter and related as-
sistance to battered women and their children.

H.R. 2336  To establish a higher education loan program in which a borrower's
annual repayment obligation is dependent upon both postschool income level
and borrowing history, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2350  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to assure that low-
income students have the opportunity to pursue higher education, and for
other purposes.

H.R. 2363  To amend the provisions of the Higher Education Act of 1965
relating to treatment by campus officials of sexual assault victims.

H.R. 2390  To amend the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974
and the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 to expand pension coverage, improve
pension portability, increase retirement savings, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2561  To remove the barrier to access for middle income students to
Federal student financial aid programs, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2780  To amend the Older Americans Act of 1965 to increase the au-
thority of the Commissioner on Aging; to establish the Office on Long-Term
Care Ombudsman Programs and provide for the appointment of an Associate
Commissioner for Ombudsman Services; to enhance State long-term care
ombudsman programs; to provide financial assistance for programs relating
to elder abuse, exploitation, or neglect; and for other purposes.

H.R. 2782  To amend the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974
to provide that such Act does not preempt certain State laws.

H.R. 2819  To provide financial assistance to eligible local educational agen-
cies to improve rural education, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2864  To amend the Older Americans Act of 1965 to establish an elder
rights program, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2912  To improve the recruitment of classroom teachers, and for other
purposes.

H.R. 2936  To establish programs at the National Science Foundation for the
advancement of technical education and training in advanced-technology
occupations, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2952  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to provide for the
forgiveness of Perkins loans for providers of early intervention services for
individuals with disabilities.

H.R. 3050  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to establish a higher
education loan program in which the amount of a student's loan repayment
is contingent upon such student's income, and for other purposes.

H.R. 3078  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to exclude the value
of personal residences and family farms from the calculation of expected
family contributions for student aid programs.
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H.R. 3102  To amend section 520 of the Cranston-Gonzalez National Afford-
able Housing Act to authorize the Secretary of Housing and Urban Devel-
opment to make grants to establish midnight basketball league training and
partnership programs incorporating employment counseling, job-training, and
other educational activities for residents of public housing and federally as-
sisted housing.

H.R. 3120  To express the sense of the Congress regarding a national agenda
for extending and improving foreign language instruction in the elementary
schools of the Nation.

H.R. 3133  To amend the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970 to ex-
pand the rights of victims of occupational safety and health hazards, and for
other purposes.

H.R. 3137  To amend the McCarran-Ferguson Act and the Employee Retire-
ment Income Security Act of 1974 to assure that the medicaid program is
treated as payer of last resort.

H.R. 3160  To revise the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970.
H.R. 3334  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to provide Perkins

Loan forgiveness to encourage individuals who enter the teaching profession
to teach in schools serving low-income areas.

H.R. 3354  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to improve the el-
igibility of less-than-half-time students for Federal student assistance pro-
grams, and for other purposes.

H.R. 3475  To assist business in providing women with opportunities in ap-
prenticeship and nontraditional occupations.

H.R. 3476  To establish the Commission on the Advancement of Women in
the Science and Engineering Work Forces.

H.R. 3526  To ensure economic equity for American women and their families
and to respond to the need to revitalize the American economy by expanding
employment opportunities; improving access to funds for women business
owners; enhancing economic justice for women through pay equity, im-
proved child support enforcement, and benefits for part-time workers; and
providing economic and retirement security for women as workers and as
divorced or surviving spouses.

H.R. 3553  To amend and extend the Higher Education Act of 1965.
H.R. 3583  To extend the statute of limitation applicable to the filing of ad-

ministrative complaints by Federal employees who allege employment dis-
crimination in violation of title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964.

H.R. 3625  To require the Commissioner of the Bureau of Labor Statistics to
conduct time use surveys of unremunerated work performed in the United
States and to calculate the monetary value of such work.

H.R. 3748  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1991 with respect to the appli-
cation of such Act.

H.R. 3763  To amend the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 to provide an
exemption from the overtime pay provisions of such Act for certain em-
ployees of community colleges.

H.R. 3832  To establish a program of grants regarding certain infants, toddlers,
and children who are perinatally exposed to drugs and for other purposes.

H.R. 3878  To provide assistance to employees who are subject to a plant
closing or mass layoff because their work is transferred to another country
which has low wages or unhealthy working conditions.

H.R. 3908  To provide compensation and health reinsurance benefits to em-
ployees at Department of Energy defense nuclear facilities for injuries caused
by exposure to ionizing radiation and to ensure fair treatment of employees
during modernization and reconfiguration of such facilities, and for other
purposes.

H.R. 3975  To amend section 1977A of the Revised Statutes to equalize the
remedies available to all victims of intentional employment discrimination,
and for other purposes.

H.R. 4013  To amend certain provisions of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986
to improve the provisions of health care to retirees in the coal industry, to
revise the manner in which such care is funded and maintained, and for other
purposes.

H.R. 4122  To guarantee a work opportunity for all Americans and for other
purposes.

H.R. 4259  To amend title I of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 to provide each
individual with handicaps who is eligible for services under such title with
the right to select the entities that are to provide services pursuant to the in-
dividualized written rehabilitation program developed for the individual.

H.R. 4300  To amend the Stewart B. McKinney Homeless Assistance Act to
extend programs providing urgently needed assistance for the homeless, and
for other purposes.

H.R. 4361  To create ”Healthy American Schools”  where children learn life-
long health and fitness skills vital to developing a smart body and smart mind
and to empower every school with the ability to become a healthy school
built on a firm foundation of ”healthy mind and healthy body” curricula.

H.R. 4528  To amend the Job Training Partnership Act to authorize the es-
tablishment of additional Job Corps centers, and for other purposes.

H.R. 4538  To provide assistance to local educational agencies for the pre-
vention and reduction of violent crime in elementary and secondary schools.

H.R. 4729  To provide grants to establish an integrated approach to prevent
child abuse.

H.R. 4822  To make appropriations to begin a phase-in toward full funding
of the special supplemental food program for women, infants, and children
(WIC) and of Head Start programs, to expand the Job Corps program, and
for other purposes.

H.R. 5057  To facilitate the development of an integrated, nationwide tele-
communications system dedicated to instruction by guaranteeing the acqui-
sition of a communications satellite system used solely for communications
among State and local instructional institutions and agencies and instructional
resource providers.

H.R. 5141  To exclude shipboard supervisory personnel from selection as
employer representatives and for other purposes.

H.R. 5219  To direct the Secretary of Defense to provide grants to States to
provide technical and financial assistance to defense-dependent contractors.

H.R. 5310  To mitigate the adverse effects on defense contractors and defense
workers of reductions in defense spending.

H.R. 5326  To establish a program to assure nondiscriminatory compliance
with all environmental health and safety laws and to assure equal protection
of the public health.

H.R. 5357  To provide grants to States to improve and coordinate health and
education services provided to preschool children and to provide for the
production and distribution of educational television programming for pre-
school children.

H.R. 5973  To grant employees family and temporary medical leave, to treat
the costs of the Head Start program and other programs for children as
emergency funding requirements, to provide aid to parents in providing the
best possible learning environment for children, to promote investments in
child welfare and family preservation, to reduce violence and improve the
safety of children and their families, and for other purposes.

H.Res. 201  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives that the
people of the United States should recognize ”An Artistic Discovery”, the
Congressional High School Art Competition.

H.Con.Res. 92  Expressing the sense of Congress with respect to certain reg-
ulations of the Occupational Safety and Health Administration.

H.Con.Res. 282  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the Low Income
Home Energy Assistance Program should be funded for fiscal year 1993 at
a level greater than or equal to its funding for fiscal year 1992.

EWING, Thomas W. of Illinois

H.R. 2363  To amend the provisions of the Higher Education Act of 1965
relating to treatment by campus officials of sexual assault victims.

H.R. 3192  To alleviate burdens imposed upon educational agencies and in-
stitutions by the Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act of 1974 with
respect to the maintenance of records by campus law enforcement units.

H.R. 3734  To make applicable to the Congress certain laws relating to the
terms and conditions of employment, the health and safety of employees, and
the rights and responsibilities of employers and employees, and for other
purposes.

H.R. 3799  To amend title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to prohibit
discrimination based on race, color, religion, sex, disability, national origin,
or age in employment in the legislative or judicial branches of the Federal
Government; and to establish the Employment Review Board composed of
senior Federal judges, which shall have authority to adjudicate claims re-
garding such discrimination.

H.R. 4338  To suspend certain compliance and accountability measures under
the National School Lunch Act.
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H.R. 5325  To improve access to health insurance and contain health care
costs, and for other purposes.

FALEOMAVAEGA, Eni F.H. of American Samoa

H.R. 1  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to restore and strengthen civil
rights laws that ban discrimination in employment, and for other purposes.

H.R. 5  To amend the National Labor Relations Act and the Railway Labor
Act to prevent discrimination based on participation in labor disputes.

H.R. 500  To require the Secretary of the Treasury to mint coins in com-
memoration of the quincentenary of the discovery of America by Christopher
Columbus and to establish the Christopher Columbus Fellowship Foundation.

H.R. 553  To repeal the testing requirements imposed on ability-to-benefit
students by the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1990.

H.R. 709  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to provide reduced
rates of interest under the Guaranteed Student Loan Program to individuals
who enter the teaching profession.

H.R. 908  To amend title 38, United States Code, and other provisions of law
to provide improved benefits and services for military personnel who serve
during the Persian Gulf War, including particularly benefits and services for
members of the National Guard and Reserve components, and for other
purposes.

H.R. 1116  To permit certain coal miners and their survivors to have their
claims reviewed under the Black Lung Benefits Act.

H.R. 1218  To prevent potential abuses of electronic monitoring in the
workplace.

H.R. 1364  To amend the Job Corps provisions of the Job Training Partnership
Act.

H.R. 1388  To entitle employees to family leave for attending school activities.
H.R. 1502  To combat violence and crimes against women on the streets and

in homes.
H.R. 1633  To assist in implementing the Plan of Action adopted by the World

Summit for Children.
H.R. 1690 *  To establish a Native American University, and for other pur-

poses.
H.R. 1960  To direct the Secretary of the Interior to construct a National

Training Center at the National Afro-American Museum and Cultural Center
and for other purposes.

H.R. 2258  To help end hunger and human want.
H.R. 2334  To further assist States in their efforts to increase awareness about

and prevent family violence and provide immediate shelter and related as-
sistance to battered women and their children.

H.R. 2336  To establish a higher education loan program in which a borrower's
annual repayment obligation is dependent upon both postschool income level
and borrowing history, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2363  To amend the provisions of the Higher Education Act of 1965
relating to treatment by campus officials of sexual assault victims.

H.R. 2575  To implement certain proposals relating to recommendations made
pursuant to sections 504 and 902 of the Covenant to establish a Common-
wealth of the Northern Mariana Islands in Political Union with the United
States of America, approved by Public Law 94-214, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2780  To amend the Older Americans Act of 1965 to increase the au-
thority of the Commissioner on Aging; to establish the Office on Long-Term
Care Ombudsman Programs and provide for the appointment of an Associate
Commissioner for Ombudsman Services; to enhance State long-term care
ombudsman programs; to provide financial assistance for programs relating
to elder abuse, exploitation, or neglect; and for other purposes.

H.R. 2864  To amend the Older Americans Act of 1965 to establish an elder
rights program, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2973 *  To establish a Native American University, and for other pur-
poses.

H.R. 3127 *  To establish a Native American University, and for other pur-
poses.

H.R. 3136  To require the Secretary of Education to conduct a comprehensive
study of the TRIO programs under the Higher Education Act of 1965.

H.R. 3233  To establish a commission to study the impact of intercollegiate
athletics on interstate commerce, and for other purposes.

H.R. 3553  To amend and extend the Higher Education Act of 1965.

H.R. 3748  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1991 with respect to the appli-
cation of such Act.

H.R. 4592 *  To amend the Native American Programs Act of 1974 to increase
the authorization of appropriations, and for other purposes.

H.R. 4953  To amend the base closure laws to improve the provision of ad-
justment assistance to employees of the Department of Defense adversely
affected by the closure or realignment of a military installation.

H.Res. 201  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives that the
people of the United States should recognize ”An Artistic Discovery”, the
Congressional High School Art Competition.

H.Con.Res. 92  Expressing the sense of Congress with respect to certain reg-
ulations of the Occupational Safety and Health Administration.

H.Con.Res. 119  Expressing the sense of the Congress regarding the Knight
Foundation's proposals for reforming the college athletics system.

H.Con.Res. 161  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the American
public should observe the 100th anniversary of moviemaking and recognize
the contributions of the American Film Institute in advocating and preserving
the art of film.

FASCELL, Dante B. of Florida

H.R. 1  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to restore and strengthen civil
rights laws that ban discrimination in employment, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2  To entitle employees to family leave in certain cases involving a birth,
an adoption, or a serious health condition and to temporary medical leave in
certain cases involving a serious health condition, with adequate protection
of the employees employment and benefit rights, and to establish a com-
mission to study ways of providing salary replacement for employees who
take any such leave.

H.R. 5  To amend the National Labor Relations Act and the Railway Labor
Act to prevent discrimination based on participation in labor disputes.

H.R. 323  To authorize the Assistant Attorney General of the Office of Justice
Programs to enhance law enforcement by providing financial assistance to
law enforcement personnel who seek to further their professional education.

H.R. 385  To provide financial assistance for programs for the prevention,
identification, and treatment of elder abuse, neglect, and exploitation, to es-
tablish a National Center on Elder Abuse, and for other purposes.

H.R. 500  To require the Secretary of the Treasury to mint coins in com-
memoration of the quincentenary of the discovery of America by Christopher
Columbus and to establish the Christopher Columbus Fellowship Foundation.

H.R. 501  To authorize the Secretary of Housing and Urban Development to
provide grants to urban and rural communities for training economically
disadvantaged youth in education and employment skills and to expand the
supply of housing for homeless and economically disadvantaged individuals
and families.

H.R. 812  To establish a program of grants for the provision of coordinated
educational support services to at-risk youth.

H.R. 908  To amend title 38, United States Code, and other provisions of law
to provide improved benefits and services for military personnel who serve
during the Persian Gulf War, including particularly benefits and services for
members of the National Guard and Reserve components, and for other
purposes.

H.R. 1059  To amend section 311 of the Older Americans Act of 1965 to re-
quire the Secretary of Agriculture to provide assistance for 2 meals served
daily per person.

H.R. 1083  To authorize the Secretary of Education to make a grant to Stetson
University for the construction of library facilities.

H.R. 1190  To establish a system for identifying, notifying, and preventing
illness and death among workers who are at increased or high risk of occu-
pational disease, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1502  To combat violence and crimes against women on the streets and
in homes.

H.R. 1669  To provide financial assistance to eligible local educational agen-
cies to improve urban education, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1753  To establish grant programs and provide other forms of Federal
assistance to pregnant women, children in need of adoptive families, and
individuals and families adopting children.

H.R. 2290  To authorize additional appropriations for the construction and
maintenance of the Mary McLeod Bethune Memorial Fine Arts Center.
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H.R. 2390  To amend the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974
and the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 to expand pension coverage, improve
pension portability, increase retirement savings, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2391  To amend title III of the Older Americans Act of 1965 to authorize
States to transfer to part D not more than 50 percent of the funds allotted for
parts B and C.

H.R. 2392  To amend title III of the Older Americans Act of 1965 to authorize
appropriations for fiscal years 1992 and 1993 for consumer protection dem-
onstration projects.

H.R. 2393  To amend title III of the Older Americans Act of 1965 to expand
the preventive health services program to include disease prevention and
health promotion services.

H.R. 2394  To amend title III of the Older Americans Act of 1965 to authorize
States to transfer between parts B and C not more than 50 percent of the
funds allotted for such parts.

H.R. 2437  To amend the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 to revise and extend the
program regarding independent living services for older blind individuals.

H.R. 2782  To amend the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974
to provide that such Act does not preempt certain State laws.

H.R. 2936  To establish programs at the National Science Foundation for the
advancement of technical education and training in advanced-technology
occupations, and for other purposes.

H.R. 3160  To revise the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970.
H.R. 3526  To ensure economic equity for American women and their families

and to respond to the need to revitalize the American economy by expanding
employment opportunities; improving access to funds for women business
owners; enhancing economic justice for women through pay equity, im-
proved child support enforcement, and benefits for part-time workers; and
providing economic and retirement security for women as workers and as
divorced or surviving spouses.

H.R. 3975  To amend section 1977A of the Revised Statutes to equalize the
remedies available to all victims of intentional employment discrimination,
and for other purposes.

H.R. 4300  To amend the Stewart B. McKinney Homeless Assistance Act to
extend programs providing urgently needed assistance for the homeless, and
for other purposes.

H.R. 4822  To make appropriations to begin a phase-in toward full funding
of the special supplemental food program for women, infants, and children
(WIC) and of Head Start programs, to expand the Job Corps program, and
for other purposes.

H.Con.Res. 161  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the American
public should observe the 100th anniversary of moviemaking and recognize
the contributions of the American Film Institute in advocating and preserving
the art of film.

FAWELL, Harris W. of Illinois

H.R. 123  To amend title 4, United States Code, to declare English as the of-
ficial language of the United States.

H.R. 623  To amend the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 to exempt em-
ployees involved in certain model garment programs, and for other purposes.

H.R. 751  To enhance the literacy and basic skills of adults, to ensure that all
adults in the United States acquire the basic skills necessary to function ef-
fectively and achieve the greatest possible opportunity in their work and in
their lives, and to strengthen and coordinate adult literacy programs.

H.R. 859  To assist schools in improving student performance through flexi-
bility, program accountability, and incentives.

H.R. 1237  To amend the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 to clarify the
application of such Act, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1375  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to strengthen protections
against discrimination in employment, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1502  To combat violence and crimes against women on the streets and
in homes.

H.R. 1755  To repeal the Act of March 3, 1931 (known as the Davis-Bacon
Act).

H.R. 2040  To establish certain programs regarding adoption, and for other
purposes.

H.R. 2495  To expand and strengthen Federal programs by providing incen-
tives to encourage individuals to enter the teaching profession, and for other
purposes.

H.R. 2751  To establish the National Commission on American Labor Law.
H.R. 2773  To amend title I of the Employee Retirement Income Security Act

of 1974 to set standards under such title for multiple employer welfare ar-
rangements providing health plan benefits.

H.R. 2936  To establish programs at the National Science Foundation for the
advancement of technical education and training in advanced-technology
occupations, and for other purposes.

H.R. 3238  To extend authorizations of appropriations for certain youth pro-
grams under the Anti-Drug Abuse Act of 1988.

H.R. 3555  To repeal and prohibit all exemptions, privileges and gratuities for
members of the U.S. House of Representatives and the U.S. Senate.

H.R. 3734  To make applicable to the Congress certain laws relating to the
terms and conditions of employment, the health and safety of employees, and
the rights and responsibilities of employers and employees, and for other
purposes.

H.R. 3843  To amend the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974
and title 11, United States Code, to protect the single-employer plan termi-
nation insurance program by clarifying the status of claims of the Pension
Benefit Guaranty Corporation and the treatment of pension plans in bank-
ruptcy proceedings, and for other purposes.

H.R. 5175  To amend the Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention Act
of 1974 to provide assistance to achieve gang-free schools and communities.

H.R. 5194  To amend the Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention Act
of 1974 to authorize appropriations for fiscal years 1993, 1994, 1995, and
1996, and for other purposes.

H.R. 5205  To amend the Child Abuse Prevention and Treatment Act with
respect to issues of confidentiality and accountability.

H.R. 5261 *  To extend and amend the programs under the Runaway and
Homeless Youth Act and the program for runaway and homeless youth under
the Anti-Drug Abuse Act of 1988; to consolidate authorities for programs for
runaway and homeless youth; and for other purposes.

H.R. 5630  To amend the Head Start Act to expand services provided by Head
Start programs; to expand the authority of the Secretary of Health and Hu-
man Services to reduce the amount of matching funds required to be pro-
vided by particular Head Start agencies; to authorize the purchase of Head
Start facilities; and for other purposes.

H.R. 5850  To amend the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 to ensure that
inmates are not treated as employees for purposes of such Act.

H.Res. 201  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives that the
people of the United States should recognize ”An Artistic Discovery”, the
Congressional High School Art Competition.

H.Con.Res. 92  Expressing the sense of Congress with respect to certain reg-
ulations of the Occupational Safety and Health Administration.

FAZIO, Vic of California

H.R. 1  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to restore and strengthen civil
rights laws that ban discrimination in employment, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2  To entitle employees to family leave in certain cases involving a birth,
an adoption, or a serious health condition and to temporary medical leave in
certain cases involving a serious health condition, with adequate protection
of the employees employment and benefit rights, and to establish a com-
mission to study ways of providing salary replacement for employees who
take any such leave.

H.R. 5  To amend the National Labor Relations Act and the Railway Labor
Act to prevent discrimination based on participation in labor disputes.

H.R. 179  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to permit the deferral
of payments on student loans during professional internships, regardless of
duration.

H.R. 385  To provide financial assistance for programs for the prevention,
identification, and treatment of elder abuse, neglect, and exploitation, to es-
tablish a National Center on Elder Abuse, and for other purposes.

H.R. 386  To require the executive branch to gather and disseminate infor-
mation regarding, and to promote techniques to eliminate, discriminatory
wage-setting practices and discriminatory wage disparities which are based
on sex, race, or national origin.
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H.R. 441  To facilitate the economic adjustment of communities, industries,
and workers to reductions or realignments in defense or aerospace contracts,
military facilities, and arms export, and for other purposes.

H.R. 500  To require the Secretary of the Treasury to mint coins in com-
memoration of the quincentenary of the discovery of America by Christopher
Columbus and to establish the Christopher Columbus Fellowship Foundation.

H.R. 501  To authorize the Secretary of Housing and Urban Development to
provide grants to urban and rural communities for training economically
disadvantaged youth in education and employment skills and to expand the
supply of housing for homeless and economically disadvantaged individuals
and families.

H.R. 544  To amend the National School Lunch Act to restore food supple-
ment benefits under the dependent care food program to adolescent youth.

H.R. 557  To provide additional support for the members of the Armed Forces
participating in operations in the Persian Gulf region by improving military
personnel policies and compensation, by extending the time for performing
certain acts under the internal revenue laws, and by preserving the student
loan repayment grace period.

H.R. 667  To authorize a grant to the National Writing Project.
H.R. 709  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to provide reduced

rates of interest under the Guaranteed Student Loan Program to individuals
who enter the teaching profession.

H.R. 799  To ensure that checks to pay benefits under title IV of the Federal
Mine Safety and Health Act of 1977 are delivered early if the usual delivery
date falls on a Saturday, Sunday, or holiday.

H.R. 812  To establish a program of grants for the provision of coordinated
educational support services to at-risk youth.

H.R. 840  To improve counseling services for elementary school children.
H.R. 906  To amend the Job Training Partnership Act to encourage a broader

range of training and job placement for women and for other purposes.
H.R. 907  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to permit alternative

methods for qualifying ”ability-to-benefit” students for Federal student fi-
nancial aid.

H.R. 1063  To amend the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970 to es-
tablish an Office of Construction Safety, Health, and Education, to improve
inspections, investigations, reporting, and recordkeeping on construction
sites, to require the appointment of project constructors to monitor safety on
construction sites, to require construction employers to establish safety and
health programs, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1116  To permit certain coal miners and their survivors to have their
claims reviewed under the Black Lung Benefits Act.

H.R. 1190  To establish a system for identifying, notifying, and preventing
illness and death among workers who are at increased or high risk of occu-
pational disease, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1218  To prevent potential abuses of electronic monitoring in the
workplace.

H.R. 1254  To provide for the establishment of the Margaret Walker
Alexander National African-American Research Center.

H.R. 1364  To amend the Job Corps provisions of the Job Training Partnership
Act.

H.R. 1365  To amend the Job Training Partnership Act to provide for disaster
relief employment assistance.

H.R. 1430  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and the Fair Housing Act
to prohibit discrimination on the basis of affectional or sexual orientation,
and for other purposes.

H.R. 1482  To amend title IV of the Higher Education Act of 1965 to allow
resident physicians to defer repayment of title IV student loans while com-
pleting accredited resident training programs.

H.R. 1502  To combat violence and crimes against women on the streets and
in homes.

H.R. 1633  To assist in implementing the Plan of Action adopted by the World
Summit for Children.

H.R. 1987  To amend the Act of March 3, 1931 (known as the Davis-Bacon
Act), to revise the standard for coverage under that Act, and for other pur-
poses.

H.R. 2157  To require the National Collegiate Athletic Association to provide
due process in connection with its regulatory activities affecting coaches,
players, and institutions engaged in sports in interstate commerce.

H.R. 2258  To help end hunger and human want.

H.R. 2363  To amend the provisions of the Higher Education Act of 1965
relating to treatment by campus officials of sexual assault victims.

H.R. 2437  To amend the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 to revise and extend the
program regarding independent living services for older blind individuals.

H.R. 2561  To remove the barrier to access for middle income students to
Federal student financial aid programs, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2782  To amend the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974
to provide that such Act does not preempt certain State laws.

H.R. 2819  To provide financial assistance to eligible local educational agen-
cies to improve rural education, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2936  To establish programs at the National Science Foundation for the
advancement of technical education and training in advanced-technology
occupations, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2970  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to provide program
grants to medical and allied health professions institutions for graduate edu-
cation and training which will benefit underserved, economically disadvan-
taged communities.

H.R. 3098  To improve the college participation rates of groups underserved
by institutions of higher education and for other purposes.

H.R. 3160  To revise the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970.
H.R. 3285  To provide for regional energy efficient lighting education centers,

and for other purposes.
H.R. 3526  To ensure economic equity for American women and their families

and to respond to the need to revitalize the American economy by expanding
employment opportunities; improving access to funds for women business
owners; enhancing economic justice for women through pay equity, im-
proved child support enforcement, and benefits for part-time workers; and
providing economic and retirement security for women as workers and as
divorced or surviving spouses.

H.R. 3553  To amend and extend the Higher Education Act of 1965.
H.R. 3613  To amend title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and the Age

Discrimination in Employment Act of 1967 to improve the effectiveness of
administrative review of employment discrimination claims made by Federal
employees; and for other purposes.

H.R. 3748  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1991 with respect to the appli-
cation of such Act.

H.R. 3975  To amend section 1977A of the Revised Statutes to equalize the
remedies available to all victims of intentional employment discrimination,
and for other purposes.

H.R. 4338  To suspend certain compliance and accountability measures under
the National School Lunch Act.

H.R. 4729  To provide grants to establish an integrated approach to prevent
child abuse.

H.R. 4822  To make appropriations to begin a phase-in toward full funding
of the special supplemental food program for women, infants, and children
(WIC) and of Head Start programs, to expand the Job Corps program, and
for other purposes.

H.Res. 201  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives that the
people of the United States should recognize ”An Artistic Discovery”, the
Congressional High School Art Competition.

H.Res. 284  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives that there
is a need for a comprehensive, coordinated strategy to help the United States
achieve its goal of being the strongest Nation on Earth economically and
militarily, so that it remain the greatest Nation in support of human dignity,
freedom, and democratic ideals.

H.Res. 524  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives to commend
and congratulate the College of William and Mary in Virginia on the occa-
sion of the 300th anniversary of its founding.

H.Con.Res. 92  Expressing the sense of Congress with respect to certain reg-
ulations of the Occupational Safety and Health Administration.

H.Con.Res. 161  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the American
public should observe the 100th anniversary of moviemaking and recognize
the contributions of the American Film Institute in advocating and preserving
the art of film.

FEIGHAN, Edward F. of Ohio

H.R. 1  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to restore and strengthen civil
rights laws that ban discrimination in employment, and for other purposes.
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H.R. 2  To entitle employees to family leave in certain cases involving a birth,
an adoption, or a serious health condition and to temporary medical leave in
certain cases involving a serious health condition, with adequate protection
of the employees employment and benefit rights, and to establish a com-
mission to study ways of providing salary replacement for employees who
take any such leave.

H.R. 5  To amend the National Labor Relations Act and the Railway Labor
Act to prevent discrimination based on participation in labor disputes.

H.R. 323 *  To authorize the Assistant Attorney General of the Office of
Justice Programs to enhance law enforcement by providing financial assist-
ance to law enforcement personnel who seek to further their professional
education.

H.R. 441  To facilitate the economic adjustment of communities, industries,
and workers to reductions or realignments in defense or aerospace contracts,
military facilities, and arms export, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1063  To amend the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970 to es-
tablish an Office of Construction Safety, Health, and Education, to improve
inspections, investigations, reporting, and recordkeeping on construction
sites, to require the appointment of project constructors to monitor safety on
construction sites, to require construction employers to establish safety and
health programs, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1154  To establish programs to improve foreign language instruction and
to amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 in order to promote equal access
to opportunities to study abroad, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1190  To establish a system for identifying, notifying, and preventing
illness and death among workers who are at increased or high risk of occu-
pational disease, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1218  To prevent potential abuses of electronic monitoring in the
workplace.

H.R. 1254  To provide for the establishment of the Margaret Walker
Alexander National African-American Research Center.

H.R. 1430  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and the Fair Housing Act
to prohibit discrimination on the basis of affectional or sexual orientation,
and for other purposes.

H.R. 1482  To amend title IV of the Higher Education Act of 1965 to allow
resident physicians to defer repayment of title IV student loans while com-
pleting accredited resident training programs.

H.R. 1502  To combat violence and crimes against women on the streets and
in homes.

H.R. 1633  To assist in implementing the Plan of Action adopted by the World
Summit for Children.

H.R. 1637  To make improvements in the Black Lung Benefits Act.
H.R. 1645  To amend the provisions of law relating to continuation of health

care benefits in the case of certain family members, and for other purposes.
H.R. 1694  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to ensure that title VII of

such Act applies to the employment of United States citizens by certain
employers in foreign nations.

H.R. 1737  To amend the Older Americans Act of 1965 to provide congregate
nutrition services and intergenerational activities in elementary and second-
ary school facilities.

H.R. 1960  To direct the Secretary of the Interior to construct a National
Training Center at the National Afro-American Museum and Cultural Center
and for other purposes.

H.R. 2098  To amend the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970 to
improve and enforce standards for employee health and safety at Department
of Energy nuclear facilities, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2258  To help end hunger and human want.
H.R. 2334  To further assist States in their efforts to increase awareness about

and prevent family violence and provide immediate shelter and related as-
sistance to battered women and their children.

H.R. 2363  To amend the provisions of the Higher Education Act of 1965
relating to treatment by campus officials of sexual assault victims.

H.R. 2782  To amend the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974
to provide that such Act does not preempt certain State laws.

H.R. 3371  To control and prevent crime.
H.R. 3475  To assist business in providing women with opportunities in ap-

prenticeship and nontraditional occupations.
H.R. 3476  To establish the Commission on the Advancement of Women in

the Science and Engineering Work Forces.

H.R. 3603  To promote family preservation and the prevention of foster care
with emphasis on families where abuse of alcohol or drugs is present, and
to improve the quality and delivery of child welfare, foster care, and adoption
services.

H.R. 3975  To amend section 1977A of the Revised Statutes to equalize the
remedies available to all victims of intentional employment discrimination,
and for other purposes.

H.R. 4013  To amend certain provisions of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986
to improve the provisions of health care to retirees in the coal industry, to
revise the manner in which such care is funded and maintained, and for other
purposes.

H.R. 4528  To amend the Job Training Partnership Act to authorize the es-
tablishment of additional Job Corps centers, and for other purposes.

H.R. 4538  To provide assistance to local educational agencies for the pre-
vention and reduction of violent crime in elementary and secondary schools.

H.R. 4700  To amend the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974
to require an independent audit of statements prepared by certain financial
institutions with respect to assets of employee benefit plans.

H.R. 4822  To make appropriations to begin a phase-in toward full funding
of the special supplemental food program for women, infants, and children
(WIC) and of Head Start programs, to expand the Job Corps program, and
for other purposes.

H.Con.Res. 92  Expressing the sense of Congress with respect to certain reg-
ulations of the Occupational Safety and Health Administration.

H.Con.Res. 161  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the American
public should observe the 100th anniversary of moviemaking and recognize
the contributions of the American Film Institute in advocating and preserving
the art of film.

H.Con.Res. 282  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the Low Income
Home Energy Assistance Program should be funded for fiscal year 1993 at
a level greater than or equal to its funding for fiscal year 1992.

FIELDS, Jack of Texas

H.R. 1126  To extend the coverage of certain Federal labor laws to foreign
flagships.

H.R. 1149  To secure the right of women to be free of sexual harassment and
violence, to promote equal opportunity for women, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1237  To amend the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 to clarify the
application of such Act, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1375  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to strengthen protections
against discrimination in employment, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1755  To repeal the Act of March 3, 1931 (known as the Davis-Bacon
Act).

H.R. 2116  To suspend Federal education benefits to individuals convicted of
drug offenses.

H.R. 3437  To require the Secretary of Education to submit to Congress a re-
port on the use of Pell Grants by prisoners.

H.R. 3439  To improve immigration law enforcement.
H.R. 3555  To repeal and prohibit all exemptions, privileges and gratuities for

members of the U.S. House of Representatives and the U.S. Senate.
H.R. 3734  To make applicable to the Congress certain laws relating to the

terms and conditions of employment, the health and safety of employees, and
the rights and responsibilities of employers and employees, and for other
purposes.

H.R. 5610  To reduce health costs through uniform claims and electronic
billing.

H.Con.Res. 92  Expressing the sense of Congress with respect to certain reg-
ulations of the Occupational Safety and Health Administration.

H.Con.Res. 161  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the American
public should observe the 100th anniversary of moviemaking and recognize
the contributions of the American Film Institute in advocating and preserving
the art of film.

FISH, Hamilton Jr. of New York

H.R. 1  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to restore and strengthen civil
rights laws that ban discrimination in employment, and for other purposes.
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H.R. 2  To entitle employees to family leave in certain cases involving a birth,
an adoption, or a serious health condition and to temporary medical leave in
certain cases involving a serious health condition, with adequate protection
of the employees employment and benefit rights, and to establish a com-
mission to study ways of providing salary replacement for employees who
take any such leave.

H.R. 179  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to permit the deferral
of payments on student loans during professional internships, regardless of
duration.

H.R. 327  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to delay the dis-
bursement of Pell Grants to first-year students, to make ineligible for par-
ticipation in the Pell Grant program any institution with a high default rate
on student loans, and for other purposes.

H.R. 350  To establish a demonstration block grant program to increase the
quality and availability of child care.

H.R. 385  To provide financial assistance for programs for the prevention,
identification, and treatment of elder abuse, neglect, and exploitation, to es-
tablish a National Center on Elder Abuse, and for other purposes.

H.R. 416  To amend the Older Americans Act and the Public Health Service
Act to provide expanded counseling assistance for the elderly, sick, and dis-
abled.

H.R. 500  To require the Secretary of the Treasury to mint coins in com-
memoration of the quincentenary of the discovery of America by Christopher
Columbus and to establish the Christopher Columbus Fellowship Foundation.

H.R. 501  To authorize the Secretary of Housing and Urban Development to
provide grants to urban and rural communities for training economically
disadvantaged youth in education and employment skills and to expand the
supply of housing for homeless and economically disadvantaged individuals
and families.

H.R. 709  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to provide reduced
rates of interest under the Guaranteed Student Loan Program to individuals
who enter the teaching profession.

H.R. 763  To establish a program to guarantee students from selected high
schools a chance to go to college, and for other purposes.

H.R. 812  To establish a program of grants for the provision of coordinated
educational support services to at-risk youth.

H.R. 840  To improve counseling services for elementary school children.
H.R. 906  To amend the Job Training Partnership Act to encourage a broader

range of training and job placement for women and for other purposes.
H.R. 907  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to permit alternative

methods for qualifying ”ability-to-benefit” students for Federal student fi-
nancial aid.

H.R. 1059  To amend section 311 of the Older Americans Act of 1965 to re-
quire the Secretary of Agriculture to provide assistance for 2 meals served
daily per person.

H.R. 1063  To amend the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970 to es-
tablish an Office of Construction Safety, Health, and Education, to improve
inspections, investigations, reporting, and recordkeeping on construction
sites, to require the appointment of project constructors to monitor safety on
construction sites, to require construction employers to establish safety and
health programs, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1118  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to reduce student loan
defaults, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1134  To amend the Age Discrimination in Employment Act of 1967
with respect to administrative proceedings applicable to claims of discrimi-
nation in Federal employment.

H.R. 1144  To establish a pilot program to encourage college students to serve
as mentors for disadvantaged youths.

H.R. 1218  To prevent potential abuses of electronic monitoring in the
workplace.

H.R. 1230  To provide for universal access to basic group health benefits
coverage and to remove barriers and provide incentives in order to make such
coverage more affordable.

H.R. 1254  To provide for the establishment of the Margaret Walker
Alexander National African-American Research Center.

H.R. 1482  To amend title IV of the Higher Education Act of 1965 to allow
resident physicians to defer repayment of title IV student loans while com-
pleting accredited resident training programs.

H.R. 1565  To increase access to health care and affordable health insurance,
to contain costs of health care in a manner that improves health care, and for
other purposes.

H.R. 1633  To assist in implementing the Plan of Action adopted by the World
Summit for Children.

H.R. 1739  To amend the Older Americans Act of 1965 to expand the pre-
ventive health services program to include disease prevention and health
promotion services, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1822  To amend the Older Americans Community Service Employment
Act to authorize grants for the employment of older Americans in providing
child care for families with low income; and to amend title II of the Social
Security Act to exempt from the earnings test amounts earned for child care
services.

H.R. 1987  To amend the Act of March 3, 1931 (known as the Davis-Bacon
Act), to revise the standard for coverage under that Act, and for other pur-
poses.

H.R. 2142  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 in order to increase
postsecondary educational opportunities for women and minorities, and for
other purposes.

H.R. 2363  To amend the provisions of the Higher Education Act of 1965
relating to treatment by campus officials of sexual assault victims.

H.R. 2437  To amend the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 to revise and extend the
program regarding independent living services for older blind individuals.

H.R. 2495  To expand and strengthen Federal programs by providing incen-
tives to encourage individuals to enter the teaching profession, and for other
purposes.

H.R. 2782  To amend the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974
to provide that such Act does not preempt certain State laws.

H.R. 2810  To expand the nation's drug treatment capacity, promote drug-free
and safe schools, require Statewide drug abuse prevention and treatment
plans, and ensure that new Federal grant dollars provided for treatment ser-
vices do not displace State dollars.

H.R. 2912  To improve the recruitment of classroom teachers, and for other
purposes.

H.R. 2943  To require the Secretary of Education to evaluate programs pro-
viding disadvantaged children with guaranties of postsecondary education
assistance, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2970  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to provide program
grants to medical and allied health professions institutions for graduate edu-
cation and training which will benefit underserved, economically disadvan-
taged communities.

H.R. 3120  To express the sense of the Congress regarding a national agenda
for extending and improving foreign language instruction in the elementary
schools of the Nation.

H.R. 3334  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to provide Perkins
Loan forgiveness to encourage individuals who enter the teaching profession
to teach in schools serving low-income areas.

H.R. 3354  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to improve the el-
igibility of less-than-half-time students for Federal student assistance pro-
grams, and for other purposes.

H.R. 3372  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to revise the operation
of the National Student Loan Data System.

H.R. 3437  To require the Secretary of Education to submit to Congress a re-
port on the use of Pell Grants by prisoners.

H.R. 3471  To authorize the Small Business Administration to conduct a
demonstration program to enhance the economic opportunities of startup,
newly established, and growing microenterprises by providing loans and
technical assistance through intermediaries, and for other purposes.

H.R. 3475  To assist business in providing women with opportunities in ap-
prenticeship and nontraditional occupations.

H.R. 3526  To ensure economic equity for American women and their families
and to respond to the need to revitalize the American economy by expanding
employment opportunities; improving access to funds for women business
owners; enhancing economic justice for women through pay equity, im-
proved child support enforcement, and benefits for part-time workers; and
providing economic and retirement security for women as workers and as
divorced or surviving spouses.
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H.R. 3613  To amend title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and the Age
Discrimination in Employment Act of 1967 to improve the effectiveness of
administrative review of employment discrimination claims made by Federal
employees; and for other purposes.

H.R. 4493  To amend the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 to authorize grants for
the provision of certain transportation services to individuals with disabilities
who hold or are seeking jobs in typical work environments, or who are re-
ceiving vocational rehabilitation services.

H.R. 4498  To establish a computer education program for certain students.
H.R. 4528  To amend the Job Training Partnership Act to authorize the es-

tablishment of additional Job Corps centers, and for other purposes.
H.R. 4595  To encourage institutions of higher education to use Federal re-

search and development funding for the support of American students, and
for other purposes.

H.R. 4929  To provide incentives for certain voluntarily separated military
personnel to become elementary and secondary school teachers.

H.R. 5220  To promote youth apprenticeship, and for other purposes.
H.Res. 201  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives that the

people of the United States should recognize ”An Artistic Discovery”, the
Congressional High School Art Competition.

H.Res. 284  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives that there
is a need for a comprehensive, coordinated strategy to help the United States
achieve its goal of being the strongest Nation on Earth economically and
militarily, so that it remain the greatest Nation in support of human dignity,
freedom, and democratic ideals.

H.Con.Res. 102  Expressing the sense of the Congress regarding admissions
of minority students to institutions of higher education.

H.Con.Res. 120  Expressing the sense of Congress that consumers should be
provided with incentives to save for long-term purposes.

H.Con.Res. 161  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the American
public should observe the 100th anniversary of moviemaking and recognize
the contributions of the American Film Institute in advocating and preserving
the art of film.

H.Con.Res. 282  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the Low Income
Home Energy Assistance Program should be funded for fiscal year 1993 at
a level greater than or equal to its funding for fiscal year 1992.

FLAKE, Floyd H. of New York

H.R. 1  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to restore and strengthen civil
rights laws that ban discrimination in employment, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2  To entitle employees to family leave in certain cases involving a birth,
an adoption, or a serious health condition and to temporary medical leave in
certain cases involving a serious health condition, with adequate protection
of the employees employment and benefit rights, and to establish a com-
mission to study ways of providing salary replacement for employees who
take any such leave.

H.R. 5  To amend the National Labor Relations Act and the Railway Labor
Act to prevent discrimination based on participation in labor disputes.

H.R. 500  To require the Secretary of the Treasury to mint coins in com-
memoration of the quincentenary of the discovery of America by Christopher
Columbus and to establish the Christopher Columbus Fellowship Foundation.

H.R. 501  To authorize the Secretary of Housing and Urban Development to
provide grants to urban and rural communities for training economically
disadvantaged youth in education and employment skills and to expand the
supply of housing for homeless and economically disadvantaged individuals
and families.

H.R. 763  To establish a program to guarantee students from selected high
schools a chance to go to college, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1061 *  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to clarify the burden of
proof for unlawful employment practices in disparate impact cases, and for
other purposes.

H.R. 1190  To establish a system for identifying, notifying, and preventing
illness and death among workers who are at increased or high risk of occu-
pational disease, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1502  To combat violence and crimes against women on the streets and
in homes.

H.R. 1633  To assist in implementing the Plan of Action adopted by the World
Summit for Children.

H.R. 1669  To provide financial assistance to eligible local educational agen-
cies to improve urban education, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1960  To direct the Secretary of the Interior to construct a National
Training Center at the National Afro-American Museum and Cultural Center
and for other purposes.

H.R. 1987  To amend the Act of March 3, 1931 (known as the Davis-Bacon
Act), to revise the standard for coverage under that Act, and for other pur-
poses.

H.R. 2076  To amend the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 to reform the
provisions relating to child labor.

H.R. 2157  To require the National Collegiate Athletic Association to provide
due process in connection with its regulatory activities affecting coaches,
players, and institutions engaged in sports in interstate commerce.

H.R. 2243  To establish the National Commission on Intercollegiate Athletics.
H.R. 2258  To help end hunger and human want.
H.R. 2782  To amend the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974

to provide that such Act does not preempt certain State laws.
H.R. 2970  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to provide program

grants to medical and allied health professions institutions for graduate edu-
cation and training which will benefit underserved, economically disadvan-
taged communities.

H.R. 3160  To revise the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970.
H.R. 3285  To provide for regional energy efficient lighting education centers,

and for other purposes.
H.R. 3362  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to establish programs

for minority foreign service professional development.
H.R. 3450  To amend part A of title IV of the Social Security Act to remove

barriers and disincentives in the program of aid to families with dependent
children so as to enable recipients of such aid to move toward self-
sufficiency through microenterprises.

H.R. 3553  To amend and extend the Higher Education Act of 1965.
H.R. 3613  To amend title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and the Age

Discrimination in Employment Act of 1967 to improve the effectiveness of
administrative review of employment discrimination claims made by Federal
employees; and for other purposes.

H.R. 3625  To require the Commissioner of the Bureau of Labor Statistics to
conduct time use surveys of unremunerated work performed in the United
States and to calculate the monetary value of such work.

H.R. 3748  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1991 with respect to the appli-
cation of such Act.

H.R. 3878  To provide assistance to employees who are subject to a plant
closing or mass layoff because their work is transferred to another country
which has low wages or unhealthy working conditions.

H.R. 3975  To amend section 1977A of the Revised Statutes to equalize the
remedies available to all victims of intentional employment discrimination,
and for other purposes.

H.R. 4122  To guarantee a work opportunity for all Americans and for other
purposes.

H.R. 4300  To amend the Stewart B. McKinney Homeless Assistance Act to
extend programs providing urgently needed assistance for the homeless, and
for other purposes.

H.R. 4528  To amend the Job Training Partnership Act to authorize the es-
tablishment of additional Job Corps centers, and for other purposes.

H.Res. 201  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives that the
people of the United States should recognize ”An Artistic Discovery”, the
Congressional High School Art Competition.

H.Res. 284  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives that there
is a need for a comprehensive, coordinated strategy to help the United States
achieve its goal of being the strongest Nation on Earth economically and
militarily, so that it remain the greatest Nation in support of human dignity,
freedom, and democratic ideals.

H.Con.Res. 92  Expressing the sense of Congress with respect to certain reg-
ulations of the Occupational Safety and Health Administration.

H.Con.Res. 282  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the Low Income
Home Energy Assistance Program should be funded for fiscal year 1993 at
a level greater than or equal to its funding for fiscal year 1992.
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H.R. 1  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to restore and strengthen civil
rights laws that ban discrimination in employment, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2  To entitle employees to family leave in certain cases involving a birth,
an adoption, or a serious health condition and to temporary medical leave in
certain cases involving a serious health condition, with adequate protection
of the employees employment and benefit rights, and to establish a com-
mission to study ways of providing salary replacement for employees who
take any such leave.

H.R. 5  To amend the National Labor Relations Act and the Railway Labor
Act to prevent discrimination based on participation in labor disputes.

H.R. 179  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to permit the deferral
of payments on student loans during professional internships, regardless of
duration.

H.R. 385  To provide financial assistance for programs for the prevention,
identification, and treatment of elder abuse, neglect, and exploitation, to es-
tablish a National Center on Elder Abuse, and for other purposes.

H.R. 386  To require the executive branch to gather and disseminate infor-
mation regarding, and to promote techniques to eliminate, discriminatory
wage-setting practices and discriminatory wage disparities which are based
on sex, race, or national origin.

H.R. 441  To facilitate the economic adjustment of communities, industries,
and workers to reductions or realignments in defense or aerospace contracts,
military facilities, and arms export, and for other purposes.

H.R. 500  To require the Secretary of the Treasury to mint coins in com-
memoration of the quincentenary of the discovery of America by Christopher
Columbus and to establish the Christopher Columbus Fellowship Foundation.

H.R. 501  To authorize the Secretary of Housing and Urban Development to
provide grants to urban and rural communities for training economically
disadvantaged youth in education and employment skills and to expand the
supply of housing for homeless and economically disadvantaged individuals
and families.

H.R. 520  To encourage States to establish Parents as Teachers programs.
H.R. 544  To amend the National School Lunch Act to restore food supple-

ment benefits under the dependent care food program to adolescent youth.
H.R. 667  To authorize a grant to the National Writing Project.
H.R. 763  To establish a program to guarantee students from selected high

schools a chance to go to college, and for other purposes.
H.R. 799  To ensure that checks to pay benefits under title IV of the Federal

Mine Safety and Health Act of 1977 are delivered early if the usual delivery
date falls on a Saturday, Sunday, or holiday.

H.R. 812  To establish a program of grants for the provision of coordinated
educational support services to at-risk youth.

H.R. 840  To improve counseling services for elementary school children.
H.R. 906  To amend the Job Training Partnership Act to encourage a broader

range of training and job placement for women and for other purposes.
H.R. 908  To amend title 38, United States Code, and other provisions of law

to provide improved benefits and services for military personnel who serve
during the Persian Gulf War, including particularly benefits and services for
members of the National Guard and Reserve components, and for other
purposes.

H.R. 1059  To amend section 311 of the Older Americans Act of 1965 to re-
quire the Secretary of Agriculture to provide assistance for 2 meals served
daily per person.

H.R. 1063  To amend the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970 to es-
tablish an Office of Construction Safety, Health, and Education, to improve
inspections, investigations, reporting, and recordkeeping on construction
sites, to require the appointment of project constructors to monitor safety on
construction sites, to require construction employers to establish safety and
health programs, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1126  To extend the coverage of certain Federal labor laws to foreign
flagships.

H.R. 1154  To establish programs to improve foreign language instruction and
to amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 in order to promote equal access
to opportunities to study abroad, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1192  To amend the provisions of the Occupational Safety and Health
Act of 1970 relating to criminal penalties, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1218  To prevent potential abuses of electronic monitoring in the
workplace.

H.R. 1364  To amend the Job Corps provisions of the Job Training Partnership
Act.

H.R. 1388  To entitle employees to family leave for attending school activities.
H.R. 1430  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and the Fair Housing Act

to prohibit discrimination on the basis of affectional or sexual orientation,
and for other purposes.

H.R. 1502  To combat violence and crimes against women on the streets and
in homes.

H.R. 1503  To facilitate capital financing for historically Black colleges and
universities.

H.R. 1504  To authorize a National Conference on Aging.
H.R. 1524  To establish programs to promote increased access to higher edu-

cation through early intervention counseling and financial aid information.
H.R. 1633  To assist in implementing the Plan of Action adopted by the World

Summit for Children.
H.R. 1664  To protect employees who report violations of Federal laws and

regulations.
H.R. 1669  To provide financial assistance to eligible local educational agen-

cies to improve urban education, and for other purposes.
H.R. 1960  To direct the Secretary of the Interior to construct a National

Training Center at the National Afro-American Museum and Cultural Center
and for other purposes.

H.R. 1987  To amend the Act of March 3, 1931 (known as the Davis-Bacon
Act), to revise the standard for coverage under that Act, and for other pur-
poses.

H.R. 2223  To amend the National Labor Relations Act to give employers and
performers in the live performing arts, rights given by section 8(e) of such
Act to employers and employees in similarly situated industries, to give such
employers and performers the same rights given by section 8(f) of such Act
to employers and employees in the construction industry, and for other pur-
poses.

H.R. 2334  To further assist States in their efforts to increase awareness about
and prevent family violence and provide immediate shelter and related as-
sistance to battered women and their children.

H.R. 2363  To amend the provisions of the Higher Education Act of 1965
relating to treatment by campus officials of sexual assault victims.

H.R. 2437  To amend the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 to revise and extend the
program regarding independent living services for older blind individuals.

H.R. 2590  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to clarify the legality
of race-based scholarships to promote diversity.

H.R. 2782  To amend the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974
to provide that such Act does not preempt certain State laws.

H.R. 2912  To improve the recruitment of classroom teachers, and for other
purposes.

H.R. 2938  To establish a Teacher Opportunity Corps to enable
paraprofessionals working in targeted schools to become certified teachers
through part-time and summer study.

H.R. 2970  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to provide program
grants to medical and allied health professions institutions for graduate edu-
cation and training which will benefit underserved, economically disadvan-
taged communities.

H.R. 3050  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to establish a higher
education loan program in which the amount of a student's loan repayment
is contingent upon such student's income, and for other purposes.

H.R. 3102  To amend section 520 of the Cranston-Gonzalez National Afford-
able Housing Act to authorize the Secretary of Housing and Urban Devel-
opment to make grants to establish midnight basketball league training and
partnership programs incorporating employment counseling, job-training, and
other educational activities for residents of public housing and federally as-
sisted housing.

H.R. 3160  To revise the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970.
H.R. 3366  To repeal provisions of law regarding employer sanctions and

unfair immigration-related employment practices, to strengthen enforcement
of laws regarding illegal entry into the United States, and for other purposes.

H.R. 3475  To assist business in providing women with opportunities in ap-
prenticeship and nontraditional occupations.

H.R. 3476  To establish the Commission on the Advancement of Women in
the Science and Engineering Work Forces.

H.R. 3526  To ensure economic equity for American women and their families
and to respond to the need to revitalize the American economy by expanding
employment opportunities; improving access to funds for women business
owners; enhancing economic justice for women through pay equity, im-
proved child support enforcement, and benefits for part-time workers; and
providing economic and retirement security for women as workers and as
divorced or surviving spouses.
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H.R. 3553  To amend and extend the Higher Education Act of 1965.
H.R. 3583  To extend the statute of limitation applicable to the filing of ad-

ministrative complaints by Federal employees who allege employment dis-
crimination in violation of title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964.

H.R. 3748  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1991 with respect to the appli-
cation of such Act.

H.R. 3861  To provide demonstration grants to secondary schools for the
purpose of extending the length of the academic year at such schools.

H.R. 3878  To provide assistance to employees who are subject to a plant
closing or mass layoff because their work is transferred to another country
which has low wages or unhealthy working conditions.

H.R. 3886  To increase the achievement levels of elementary and secondary
students by using high quality curricular-based learning resources.

H.R. 3975  To amend section 1977A of the Revised Statutes to equalize the
remedies available to all victims of intentional employment discrimination,
and for other purposes.

H.R. 4136  To revitalize the American rail car industry by the establishment
of a Federal grant and loan program for research and development, by the
creation of economic incentives to encourage investment in rail car design
and engineering activities, and by the expansion of vocational training op-
portunities in the rail car industry.

H.R. 4338  To suspend certain compliance and accountability measures under
the National School Lunch Act.

H.R. 4356  To increase the safety of America's schools.
H.R. 4361  To create ”Healthy American Schools”  where children learn life-

long health and fitness skills vital to developing a smart body and smart mind
and to empower every school with the ability to become a healthy school
built on a firm foundation of ”healthy mind and healthy body” curricula.

H.R. 4538  To provide assistance to local educational agencies for the pre-
vention and reduction of violent crime in elementary and secondary schools.

H.R. 4822  To make appropriations to begin a phase-in toward full funding
of the special supplemental food program for women, infants, and children
(WIC) and of Head Start programs, to expand the Job Corps program, and
for other purposes.

H.R. 5010  To provide for the revitalization of the United States aerospace and
other industries that have been adversely affected by defense spending re-
ductions and foreign subsidies.

H.R. 5326  To establish a program to assure nondiscriminatory compliance
with all environmental health and safety laws and to assure equal protection
of the public health.

H.Res. 201  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives that the
people of the United States should recognize ”An Artistic Discovery”, the
Congressional High School Art Competition.

H.Con.Res. 92  Expressing the sense of Congress with respect to certain reg-
ulations of the Occupational Safety and Health Administration.

H.Con.Res. 161  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the American
public should observe the 100th anniversary of moviemaking and recognize
the contributions of the American Film Institute in advocating and preserving
the art of film.

H.Con.Res. 215  Expressing the sense of the Congress relating to paid leave
for working parents for the purpose of attending parent-teacher conferences.

H.Con.Res. 282  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the Low Income
Home Energy Assistance Program should be funded for fiscal year 1993 at
a level greater than or equal to its funding for fiscal year 1992.

FORD, Harold E. of Tennessee

H.R. 1  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to restore and strengthen civil
rights laws that ban discrimination in employment, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2  To entitle employees to family leave in certain cases involving a birth,
an adoption, or a serious health condition and to temporary medical leave in
certain cases involving a serious health condition, with adequate protection
of the employees employment and benefit rights, and to establish a com-
mission to study ways of providing salary replacement for employees who
take any such leave.

H.R. 5  To amend the National Labor Relations Act and the Railway Labor
Act to prevent discrimination based on participation in labor disputes.

H.R. 179  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to permit the deferral
of payments on student loans during professional internships, regardless of
duration.

H.R. 260  To establish a program of grants to local educational agencies for
purposes of conducting after-school activities designed to promote learning
and finishing high school.

H.R. 385  To provide financial assistance for programs for the prevention,
identification, and treatment of elder abuse, neglect, and exploitation, to es-
tablish a National Center on Elder Abuse, and for other purposes.

H.R. 544  To amend the National School Lunch Act to restore food supple-
ment benefits under the dependent care food program to adolescent youth.

H.R. 667  To authorize a grant to the National Writing Project.
H.R. 763 *  To establish a program to guarantee students from selected high

schools a chance to go to college, and for other purposes.
H.R. 775  To establish Summer Science Academies for talented students,

particularly economically disadvantaged, minority participants, and for other
purposes.

H.R. 821  To provide for the cancellation of a portion of the direct student
loans of members of the Armed Forces who serve in a combat zone in con-
nection with the Persian Gulf conflict and to require the restoration of edu-
cational benefits and tuition reimbursement for those members of the Armed
Forces who are unable to pursue studies because of military commitments.

H.R. 840  To improve counseling services for elementary school children.
H.R. 995 *  To authorize up to 5 States to conduct 2-year demonstration

projects to test the effectiveness of alternative methods for delivering services
and activities under the JOBS program to families at risk of entering the
AFDC program, and to amend part A of title IV of the Social Security Act
to provide for the permanent use of such alternative methods beginning in
fiscal year 1995.

H.R. 1218  To prevent potential abuses of electronic monitoring in the
workplace.

H.R. 1254  To provide for the establishment of the Margaret Walker
Alexander National African-American Research Center.

H.R. 1364  To amend the Job Corps provisions of the Job Training Partnership
Act.

H.R. 1388  To entitle employees to family leave for attending school activities.
H.R. 1430  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and the Fair Housing Act

to prohibit discrimination on the basis of affectional or sexual orientation,
and for other purposes.

H.R. 1482  To amend title IV of the Higher Education Act of 1965 to allow
resident physicians to defer repayment of title IV student loans while com-
pleting accredited resident training programs.

H.R. 1502  To combat violence and crimes against women on the streets and
in homes.

H.R. 1503  To facilitate capital financing for historically Black colleges and
universities.

H.R. 1633  To assist in implementing the Plan of Action adopted by the World
Summit for Children.

H.R. 1637  To make improvements in the Black Lung Benefits Act.
H.R. 1669  To provide financial assistance to eligible local educational agen-

cies to improve urban education, and for other purposes.
H.R. 1694  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to ensure that title VII  of

such Act applies to the employment of United States citizens by certain
employers in foreign nations.

H.R. 1739  To amend the Older Americans Act of 1965 to expand the pre-
ventive health services program to include disease prevention and health
promotion services, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1960  To direct the Secretary of the Interior to construct a National
Training Center at the National Afro-American Museum and Cultural Center
and for other purposes.

H.R. 2258  To help end hunger and human want.
H.R. 2334  To further assist States in their efforts to increase awareness about

and prevent family violence and provide immediate shelter and related as-
sistance to battered women and their children.

H.R. 2336  To establish a higher education loan program in which a borrower's
annual repayment obligation is dependent upon both postschool income level
and borrowing history, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2363  To amend the provisions of the Higher Education Act of 1965
relating to treatment by campus officials of sexual assault victims.
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H.R. 2437  To amend the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 to revise and extend the
program regarding independent living services for older blind individuals.

H.R. 2495  To expand and strengthen Federal programs by providing incen-
tives to encourage individuals to enter the teaching profession, and for other
purposes.

H.R. 2555  To provide for the establishment of a summer camp program for
low income youths, and to expand the Youth Conservation Corps program.

H.R. 2970  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to provide program
grants to medical and allied health professions institutions for graduate edu-
cation and training which will benefit underserved, economically disadvan-
taged communities.

H.R. 3160  To revise the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970.
H.R. 3210  To amend title IV of the Employee Retirement Income Security

Act of 1974 to ensure protection of pension plan benefit liabilities subject to
distribution in the form of irrevocable commitments purchased from insurers
upon the standard termination of such plans.

H.R. 3334  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to provide Perkins
Loan forgiveness to encourage individuals who enter the teaching profession
to teach in schools serving low-income areas.

H.R. 3362  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to establish programs
for minority foreign service professional development.

H.R. 3393  To amend the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 and the Social Se-
curity Act to provide for health insurance coverage for pregnant women and
children through employment-based insurance and through a State-based
health plan.

H.R. 3450  To amend part A of title IV of the Social Security Act to remove
barriers and disincentives in the program of aid to families with dependent
children so as to enable recipients of such aid to move toward self-
sufficiency through microenterprises.

H.R. 3535  To amend the Social Security Act to ensure, through a U.S. Health
Program and through qualified employer health plans, access for all Ameri-
cans to benefits for high quality health care and long-term care while con-
taining the costs of the health care system.

H.R. 3603  To promote family preservation and the prevention of foster care
with emphasis on families where abuse of alcohol or drugs is present, and
to improve the quality and delivery of child welfare, foster care, and adoption
services.

H.R. 3625  To require the Commissioner of the Bureau of Labor Statistics to
conduct time use surveys of unremunerated work performed in the United
States and to calculate the monetary value of such work.

H.R. 3748  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1991 with respect to the appli-
cation of such Act.

H.R. 4338  To suspend certain compliance and accountability measures under
the National School Lunch Act.

H.R. 4528  To amend the Job Training Partnership Act to authorize the es-
tablishment of additional Job Corps centers, and for other purposes.

H.R. 4822  To make appropriations to begin a phase-in toward full funding
of the special supplemental food program for women, infants, and children
(WIC) and of Head Start programs, to expand the Job Corps program, and
for other purposes.

H.R. 4919  To amend title I of the Employee Retirement Income Security Act
of 1974 to clarify and improve the applicability of such title to multiple
employer welfare arrangements and employee leasing welfare arrangements
and to provide for more effective State regulation thereof.

H.R. 5800  To amend the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 and the Employee
Retirement Income Security Act of 1974 to improve pension plan funding.

H.Res. 201  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives that the
people of the United States should recognize ”An Artistic Discovery”, the
Congressional High School Art Competition.

H.Res. 284  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives that there
is a need for a comprehensive, coordinated strategy to help the United States
achieve its goal of being the strongest Nation on Earth economically and
militarily, so that it remain the greatest Nation in support of human dignity,
freedom, and democratic ideals.

H.Con.Res. 282  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the Low Income
Home Energy Assistance Program should be funded for fiscal year 1993 at
a level greater than or equal to its funding for fiscal year 1992.

FORD, Wendell H. of Kentucky

S.Con.Res. 17  Expressing the sense of Congress with respect to certain reg-
ulations of the Occupational Safety and Health Administration.

FORD, William D. of Michigan

H.R. 1  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to restore and strengthen civil
rights laws that ban discrimination in employment, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2  To entitle employees to family leave in certain cases involving a birth,
an adoption, or a serious health condition and to temporary medical leave in
certain cases involving a serious health condition, with adequate protection
of the employees employment and benefit rights, and to establish a com-
mission to study ways of providing salary replacement for employees who
take any such leave.

H.R. 5  To amend the National Labor Relations Act and the Railway Labor
Act to prevent discrimination based on participation in labor disputes.

H.R. 751  To enhance the literacy and basic skills of adults, to ensure that all
adults in the United States acquire the basic skills necessary to function ef-
fectively and achieve the greatest possible opportunity in their work and in
their lives, and to strengthen and coordinate adult literacy programs.

H.R. 1063  To amend the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970 to es-
tablish an Office of Construction Safety, Health, and Education, to improve
inspections, investigations, reporting, and recordkeeping on construction
sites, to require the appointment of project constructors to monitor safety on
construction sites, to require construction employers to establish safety and
health programs, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1126  To extend the coverage of certain Federal labor laws to foreign
flagships.

H.R. 1218  To prevent potential abuses of electronic monitoring in the
workplace.

H.R. 1285 *  To resolve legal and technical issues relating to Federal
postsecondary student assistance programs and to prevent undue burdens on
participants in Operation Desert Storm, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1302  To provide relief for military personnel serving in Operations
Desert Shield and Desert Storm who are participants in student financial as-
sistance programs.

H.R. 1987  To amend the Act of March 3, 1931 (known as the Davis-Bacon
Act), to revise the standard for coverage under that Act, and for other pur-
poses.

H.R. 2313  To amend the School Dropout Demonstration Assistance Act of
1988 to extend authorization of appropriations through fiscal year 1993 and
for other purposes.

H.R. 2434  To amend the General Education Provisions Act to authorize the
National Assessment of Educational Progress to conduct certain trial assess-
ments in the fiscal year 1994 and to develop certain other trial assessments
for administration in such fiscal year, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2435  To establish a National Council on Education Standards and
Testing.

H.R. 2722  To revise and extend the programs under the Abandoned Infants
Assistance Act of 1988.

H.R. 2782  To amend the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974
to provide that such Act does not preempt certain State laws.

H.R. 2933  To amend the National School Lunch Act to extend through the
fiscal year 1994 the pilot project relating to the provision of all cash pay-
ments or all commodity letters of credit in lieu of entitlement commodities
for school lunch programs.

H.R. 3033  To amend the Job Training Partnership Act to improve the delivery
of services to hard-to-serve youth and adults, and for other purposes.

H.R. 3083 *  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to ensure the con-
tinued safety and soundness of the Student Loan Marketing Association, and
for other purposes.

H.R. 3160 *  To revise the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970.
H.R. 3320  To improve education for all students by restructuring the educa-

tion system in the States.
H.R. 3553 *  To amend and extend the Higher Education Act of 1965.
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H.R. 3613  To amend title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and the Age
Discrimination in Employment Act of 1967 to improve the effectiveness of
administrative review of employment discrimination claims made by Federal
employees; and for other purposes.

H.R. 3711  To authorize grants to be made to State programs designed to
provide resources to persons who are nutritionally at risk in the form of fresh
nutritious unprepared foods, and for other purposes.

H.R. 3878 *  To provide assistance to employees who are subject to a plant
closing or mass layoff because their work is transferred to another country
which has low wages or unhealthy working conditions.

H.R. 3926  To establish a program to provide child care through public-private
partnerships.

H.R. 3975  To amend section 1977A of the Revised Statutes to equalize the
remedies available to all victims of intentional employment discrimination,
and for other purposes.

H.R. 4014  To improve education in the United States by promoting excellence
in research, development, and the dissemination of information.

H.R. 4277 *  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to delete certain
requirements relating to the guaranteed student loan program.

H.R. 4323  To improve education for all students by restructuring the educa-
tion system in the States.

H.R. 4338  To suspend certain compliance and accountability measures under
the National School Lunch Act.

H.R. 4471 *  To amend and extend the Higher Education Act of 1965.
H.R. 5050 *  To amend the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974

to ensure basic, affordable health insurance is available to all citizens through
a UniMed program.

H.R. 5083  To amend the Act of September 30, 1950 to provide that amounts
appropriated under such Act for purposes of making payments to local edu-
cational agencies on behalf of children who are dependents of a parent or
parents on active duty in the armed forces shall be considered national de-
fense functions for budget purposes.

H.R. 5165  To improve educational effectiveness by establishing a flexibility
demonstration program.

H.R. 5175  To amend the Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention Act
of 1974 to provide assistance to achieve gang-free schools and communities.

H.R. 5194  To amend the Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention Act
of 1974 to authorize appropriations for fiscal years 1993, 1994, 1995, and
1996, and for other purposes.

H.R. 5560  To extend for one year the National Commission on Time and
Learning and for other purposes.

H.R. 5630  To amend the Head Start Act to expand services provided by Head
Start programs; to expand the authority of the Secretary of Health and Hu-
man Services to reduce the amount of matching funds required to be pro-
vided by particular Head Start agencies; to authorize the purchase of Head
Start facilities; and for other purposes.

H.R. 5925 *  To amend title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to establish
a revolving fund for use by the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission
to provide education, technical assistance, and training relating to the laws
administered by the Commission.

H.R. 6067  To amend the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 to provide that
the minimum wage rate under that Act will be indexed to the cost of living
in the same manner as Social Security benefits are indexed.

H.J.Res. 279  To declare it to be the policy of the United States that there
should be a renewed and sustained commitment by the Federal Government
and the American people to the importance of adult education.

H.Con.Res. 282  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the Low Income
Home Energy Assistance Program should be funded for fiscal year 1993 at
a level greater than or equal to its funding for fiscal year 1992.

FOWLER, Wyche of Georgia

S. 3362 *  To provide that the Georgia Baptist Hospital College of Nursing
shall be deemed as satisfying, for academic year 1992-1993, the accreditation
requirements described in section 1201(a)(5) of the Higher Education Act
of 1965.

S.Con.Res. 44  Expressing the sense of Congress that the American public
should observe the 100th anniversary of moviemaking and recognize the
contributions of the American Film Institute in advocating and preserving the
art of film.

FRANK, Barney of Massachusetts

H.R. 1  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to restore and strengthen civil
rights laws that ban discrimination in employment, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2  To entitle employees to family leave in certain cases involving a birth,
an adoption, or a serious health condition and to temporary medical leave in
certain cases involving a serious health condition, with adequate protection
of the employees employment and benefit rights, and to establish a com-
mission to study ways of providing salary replacement for employees who
take any such leave.

H.R. 5  To amend the National Labor Relations Act and the Railway Labor
Act to prevent discrimination based on participation in labor disputes.

H.R. 81  To amend the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 to allow individuals
to direct that part or all of their income tax refunds be contributed to a trust
fund established for the relief of domestic and international hunger, and to
establish a commission to oversee the distribution of such contributions.

H.R. 179  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to permit the deferral
of payments on student loans during professional internships, regardless of
duration.

H.R. 386  To require the executive branch to gather and disseminate infor-
mation regarding, and to promote techniques to eliminate, discriminatory
wage-setting practices and discriminatory wage disparities which are based
on sex, race, or national origin.

H.R. 451  To amend the Black Lung Benefits Act to provide that when ben-
efits are paid for at least two years after an initial determination of eligibility
for such benefits the benefits will not be required to be repaid upon a final
determination of ineligibility for benefits, and for other purposes.

H.R. 500  To require the Secretary of the Treasury to mint coins in com-
memoration of the quincentenary of the discovery of America by Christopher
Columbus and to establish the Christopher Columbus Fellowship Foundation.

H.R. 501  To authorize the Secretary of Housing and Urban Development to
provide grants to urban and rural communities for training economically
disadvantaged youth in education and employment skills and to expand the
supply of housing for homeless and economically disadvantaged individuals
and families.

H.R. 667  To authorize a grant to the National Writing Project.
H.R. 709  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to provide reduced

rates of interest under the Guaranteed Student Loan Program to individuals
who enter the teaching profession.

H.R. 812  To establish a program of grants for the provision of coordinated
educational support services to at-risk youth.

H.R. 824  To provide participants in private pension plans which were termi-
nated before September 1, 1974, the nonforfeitable pension benefits which
were lost by reason of the termination, and for other purposes.

H.R. 908  To amend title 38, United States Code, and other provisions of law
to provide improved benefits and services for military personnel who serve
during the Persian Gulf War, including particularly benefits and services for
members of the National Guard and Reserve components, and for other
purposes.

H.R. 1059  To amend section 311 of the Older Americans Act of 1965 to re-
quire the Secretary of Agriculture to provide assistance for 2 meals served
daily per person.

H.R. 1116  To permit certain coal miners and their survivors to have their
claims reviewed under the Black Lung Benefits Act.

H.R. 1190  To establish a system for identifying, notifying, and preventing
illness and death among workers who are at increased or high risk of occu-
pational disease, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1192  To amend the provisions of the Occupational Safety and Health
Act of 1970 relating to criminal penalties, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1342  To modify the authority of the Equal Employment Opportunity
Commission to investigate and determine discrimination claims made by
Federal employees against the Federal Government, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1364  To amend the Job Corps provisions of the Job Training Partnership
Act.
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H.R. 1430  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and the Fair Housing Act
to prohibit discrimination on the basis of affectional or sexual orientation,
and for other purposes.

H.R. 1482  To amend title IV of the Higher Education Act of 1965 to allow
resident physicians to defer repayment of title IV student loans while com-
pleting accredited resident training programs.

H.R. 1502  To combat violence and crimes against women on the streets and
in homes.

H.R. 1503  To facilitate capital financing for historically Black colleges and
universities.

H.R. 1504  To authorize a National Conference on Aging.
H.R. 1524  To establish programs to promote increased access to higher edu-

cation through early intervention counseling and financial aid information.
H.R. 1633  To assist in implementing the Plan of Action adopted by the World

Summit for Children.
H.R. 1645  To amend the provisions of law relating to continuation of health

care benefits in the case of certain family members, and for other purposes.
H.R. 1668 *  To provide for the partial cancellation or repayment of Perkins

and Stafford loans for student borrowers who perform a year or more of
full-time, low-paid service as Peace Corps and VISTA volunteers, and com-
parable full-time, low-paid service with a tax-exempt community service
organization in the private sector.

H.R. 1669  To provide financial assistance to eligible local educational agen-
cies to improve urban education, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1694  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to ensure that title VII of
such Act applies to the employment of United States citizens by certain
employers in foreign nations.

H.R. 1753  To establish grant programs and provide other forms of Federal
assistance to pregnant women, children in need of adoptive families, and
individuals and families adopting children.

H.R. 1987  To amend the Act of March 3, 1931 (known as the Davis-Bacon
Act), to revise the standard for coverage under that Act, and for other pur-
poses.

H.R. 2018  To amend the Older Americans Act of 1965 to require uniform
telephone listing of area agencies on aging.

H.R. 2019  To amend the Older Americans Act of 1965 to assist older indi-
viduals to avoid falling and to prevent incorrect medication and adverse drug
reactions.

H.R. 2020  To amend title III  of the Older Americans Act of 1965 with respect
to assistance to older individuals who reside in rural areas.

H.R. 2021  To amend the Older Americans Act of 1965 to require States to
appoint a State advisory body to make recommendations regarding trans-
portation services that affect older individuals; to provide for coordination
of such services; and to require the Commissioner on Aging to submit a re-
port regarding transportation services provided under such Act.

H.R. 2022  To amend the Older Americans Act of 1965 to increase efforts to
inform isolated older individuals, and older individuals who are victims of
Alzheimer's disease and related disorders, of the availability of assistance
under title III of such Act.

H.R. 2023  To amend the Older Americans Act of 1965 to authorize services
relating to the appointment and monitoring of guardians, and of represen-
tative payees, of older individuals.

H.R. 2024  To require the President to call a White House Conference on
Aging in 1993.

H.R. 2025  To amend the Older Americans Act of 1965 to require States to
expand State and community involvement in order to promote cooperative
efforts to provide community-based long-term care services to older indi-
viduals, including related services for their caregivers.

H.R. 2026  To amend the Older Americans Act of 1965 to provide supportive
services to strengthen informal caregivers who assist older individuals in
need of long-term care, to remain in private residences.

H.R. 2171 *  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to require lenders
of student loans to notify borrowers of any assignment or transfer of their
loans, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2223  To amend the National Labor Relations Act to give employers and
performers in the live performing arts, rights given by section 8(e) of such
Act to employers and employees in similarly situated industries, to give such
employers and performers the same rights given by section 8(f) of such Act
to employers and employees in the construction industry, and for other pur-
poses.

H.R. 2258  To help end hunger and human want.
H.R. 2363  To amend the provisions of the Higher Education Act of 1965

relating to treatment by campus officials of sexual assault victims.
H.R. 2561  To remove the barrier to access for middle income students to

Federal student financial aid programs, and for other purposes.
H.R. 2782  To amend the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974

to provide that such Act does not preempt certain State laws.
H.R. 2938  To establish a Teacher Opportunity Corps to enable

paraprofessionals working in targeted schools to become certified teachers
through part-time and summer study.

H.R. 2970  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to provide program
grants to medical and allied health professions institutions for graduate edu-
cation and training which will benefit underserved, economically disadvan-
taged communities.

H.R. 3050  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to establish a higher
education loan program in which the amount of a student's loan repayment
is contingent upon such student's income, and for other purposes.

H.R. 3078  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to exclude the value
of personal residences and family farms from the calculation of expected
family contributions for student aid programs.

H.R. 3102  To amend section 520 of the Cranston-Gonzalez National Afford-
able Housing Act to authorize the Secretary of Housing and Urban Devel-
opment to make grants to establish midnight basketball league training and
partnership programs incorporating employment counseling, job-training, and
other educational activities for residents of public housing and federally as-
sisted housing.

H.R. 3160  To revise the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970.
H.R. 3211  To establish a Federal direct student loan program to consolidate

existing student loan programs, and for other purposes.
H.R. 3334  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to provide Perkins

Loan forgiveness to encourage individuals who enter the teaching profession
to teach in schools serving low-income areas.

H.R. 3393  To amend the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 and the Social Se-
curity Act to provide for health insurance coverage for pregnant women and
children through employment-based insurance and through a State-based
health plan.

H.R. 3475  To assist business in providing women with opportunities in ap-
prenticeship and nontraditional occupations.

H.R. 3476  To establish the Commission on the Advancement of Women in
the Science and Engineering Work Forces.

H.R. 3526  To ensure economic equity for American women and their families
and to respond to the need to revitalize the American economy by expanding
employment opportunities; improving access to funds for women business
owners; enhancing economic justice for women through pay equity, im-
proved child support enforcement, and benefits for part-time workers; and
providing economic and retirement security for women as workers and as
divorced or surviving spouses.

H.R. 3553  To amend and extend the Higher Education Act of 1965.
H.R. 3603  To promote family preservation and the prevention of foster care

with emphasis on families where abuse of alcohol or drugs is present, and
to improve the quality and delivery of child welfare, foster care, and adoption
services.

H.R. 3613  To amend title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and the Age
Discrimination in Employment Act of 1967 to improve the effectiveness of
administrative review of employment discrimination claims made by Federal
employees; and for other purposes.

H.R. 3625  To require the Commissioner of the Bureau of Labor Statistics to
conduct time use surveys of unremunerated work performed in the United
States and to calculate the monetary value of such work.

H.R. 3748  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1991 with respect to the appli-
cation of such Act.

H.R. 3878  To provide assistance to employees who are subject to a plant
closing or mass layoff because their work is transferred to another country
which has low wages or unhealthy working conditions.

H.R. 3975  To amend section 1977A of the Revised Statutes to equalize the
remedies available to all victims of intentional employment discrimination,
and for other purposes.
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H.R. 4259  To amend title I of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 to provide each
individual with handicaps who is eligible for services under such title with
the right to select the entities that are to provide services pursuant to the in-
dividualized written rehabilitation program developed for the individual.

H.R. 4338  To suspend certain compliance and accountability measures under
the National School Lunch Act.

H.R. 4340  To provide employment opportunities to unemployed individuals
in high unemployment areas in projects to repair and renovate vitally needed
community facilities, and for other purposes.

H.R. 4516  To amend title VI of the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of
1981 to establish a community services empowerment program.

H.R. 4919  To amend title I of the Employee Retirement Income Security Act
of 1974 to clarify and improve the applicability of such title to multiple
employer welfare arrangements and employee leasing welfare arrangements
and to provide for more effective State regulation thereof.

H.R. 4953  To amend the base closure laws to improve the provision of ad-
justment assistance to employees of the Department of Defense adversely
affected by the closure or realignment of a military installation.

H.R. 5017  To amend the Job Training Partnership Act to provide employment
and training assistance to workers in substantially and seriously affected de-
fense communities.

H.R. 5075  To improve the delivery of employment training services to
members of the Armed Forces who are involuntarily separated from active
duty in the Armed Forces or accept separation under one of the separation
incentive programs.

H.R. 5139  To provide for the recoupment of defense expenditures abroad, and
for other purposes.

H.R. 5235  To provide assistance to defense contractors in diversifying into
nondefense businesses.

H.R. 5331  To authorize an endowment grant to support the establishment of
regional centers to promote locally based, volunteer-operated, private citi-
zens' scholarship programs, and for other purposes.

H.R. 5846  To increase the number of weeks for which emergency unem-
ployment compensation is payable, and for other purposes.

H.R. 5958 *  To amend title 29, United States Code, to prohibit the reduction
of mandatory retirement age retirements for certain public employees.

H.Res. 284  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives that there
is a need for a comprehensive, coordinated strategy to help the United States
achieve its goal of being the strongest Nation on Earth economically and
militarily, so that it remain the greatest Nation in support of human dignity,
freedom, and democratic ideals.

H.Con.Res. 92  Expressing the sense of Congress with respect to certain reg-
ulations of the Occupational Safety and Health Administration.

H.Con.Res. 119  Expressing the sense of the Congress regarding the Knight
Foundation's proposals for reforming the college athletics system.

H.Con.Res. 161  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the American
public should observe the 100th anniversary of moviemaking and recognize
the contributions of the American Film Institute in advocating and preserving
the art of film.

FRANKS, Gary A. of Connecticut

H.R. 751  To enhance the literacy and basic skills of adults, to ensure that all
adults in the United States acquire the basic skills necessary to function ef-
fectively and achieve the greatest possible opportunity in their work and in
their lives, and to strengthen and coordinate adult literacy programs.

H.R. 840  To improve counseling services for elementary school children.
H.R. 1144  To establish a pilot program to encourage college students to serve

as mentors for disadvantaged youths.
H.R. 1237  To amend the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 to clarify the

application of such Act, and for other purposes.
H.R. 1375  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to strengthen protections

against discrimination in employment, and for other purposes.
H.R. 1502  To combat violence and crimes against women on the streets and

in homes.
H.R. 2157  To require the National Collegiate Athletic Association to provide

due process in connection with its regulatory activities affecting coaches,
players, and institutions engaged in sports in interstate commerce.

H.R. 2336  To establish a higher education loan program in which a borrower's
annual repayment obligation is dependent upon both postschool income level
and borrowing history, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2363  To amend the provisions of the Higher Education Act of 1965
relating to treatment by campus officials of sexual assault victims.

H.R. 2460  To help the Nation achieve the National Education Goals by sup-
porting the creation of a new generation of American Schools in communities
across the country; rewarding schools that demonstrate outstanding gains in
student performance and other progress toward the National Education
Goals; creating academies to improve leadership and core-course teaching in
schools nationwide; supporting State and local efforts to attract qualified in-
dividuals to teaching and educational administration; providing States and
localities with statutory and regulatory flexibility in exchange for greater
accountability for student learning; encouraging, testing, and evaluating ed-
ucational choice programs; increasing the potential usefulness of the National
Assessment of Education Progress to State and local decision-makers; ex-
panding Federal support for literacy improvements; and for other purposes.

H.R. 2495  To expand and strengthen Federal programs by providing incen-
tives to encourage individuals to enter the teaching profession, and for other
purposes.

H.R. 2689  To make grants for demonstration and evaluation of educational
programs that improve educational opportunities of children by providing
parents and children with a choice in education.

H.R. 2810  To expand the nation's drug treatment capacity, promote drug-free
and safe schools, require Statewide drug abuse prevention and treatment
plans, and ensure that new Federal grant dollars provided for treatment ser-
vices do not displace State dollars.

H.R. 2943  To require the Secretary of Education to evaluate programs pro-
viding disadvantaged children with guaranties of postsecondary education
assistance, and for other purposes.

H.R. 3210  To amend title IV of the Employee Retirement Income Security
Act of 1974 to ensure protection of pension plan benefit liabilities subject to
distribution in the form of irrevocable commitments purchased from insurers
upon the standard termination of such plans.

H.R. 3555  To repeal and prohibit all exemptions, privileges and gratuities for
members of the U.S. House of Representatives and the U.S. Senate.

H.R. 3734  To make applicable to the Congress certain laws relating to the
terms and conditions of employment, the health and safety of employees, and
the rights and responsibilities of employers and employees, and for other
purposes.

H.R. 4338  To suspend certain compliance and accountability measures under
the National School Lunch Act.

H.R. 5325  To improve access to health insurance and contain health care
costs, and for other purposes.

H.R. 5664  To encourage, assist, and evaluate educational choice programs,
and for other purposes.

H.R. 5960  To prevent and punish sexual violence and domestic violence, to
assist and protect the victims of such violence, to assist State and local ef-
forts, and for other purposes.

H.Con.Res. 282  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the Low Income
Home Energy Assistance Program should be funded for fiscal year 1993 at
a level greater than or equal to its funding for fiscal year 1992.

FROST, Martin of Texas

H.R. 1  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to restore and strengthen civil
rights laws that ban discrimination in employment, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2  To entitle employees to family leave in certain cases involving a birth,
an adoption, or a serious health condition and to temporary medical leave in
certain cases involving a serious health condition, with adequate protection
of the employees employment and benefit rights, and to establish a com-
mission to study ways of providing salary replacement for employees who
take any such leave.

H.R. 5  To amend the National Labor Relations Act and the Railway Labor
Act to prevent discrimination based on participation in labor disputes.

H.R. 81  To amend the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 to allow individuals
to direct that part or all of their income tax refunds be contributed to a trust
fund established for the relief of domestic and international hunger, and to
establish a commission to oversee the distribution of such contributions.
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H.R. 179  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to permit the deferral
of payments on student loans during professional internships, regardless of
duration.

H.R. 292  To strengthen the authority of the Equal Employment Opportunity
Commission to enforce nondiscrimination policies in Federal employment.

H.R. 500  To require the Secretary of the Treasury to mint coins in com-
memoration of the quincentenary of the discovery of America by Christopher
Columbus and to establish the Christopher Columbus Fellowship Foundation.

H.R. 501  To authorize the Secretary of Housing and Urban Development to
provide grants to urban and rural communities for training economically
disadvantaged youth in education and employment skills and to expand the
supply of housing for homeless and economically disadvantaged individuals
and families.

H.R. 520  To encourage States to establish Parents as Teachers programs.
H.R. 544  To amend the National School Lunch Act to restore food supple-

ment benefits under the dependent care food program to adolescent youth.
H.R. 553  To repeal the testing requirements imposed on ability-to-benefit

students by the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1990.
H.R. 667  To authorize a grant to the National Writing Project.
H.R. 709  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to provide reduced

rates of interest under the Guaranteed Student Loan Program to individuals
who enter the teaching profession.

H.R. 751  To enhance the literacy and basic skills of adults, to ensure that all
adults in the United States acquire the basic skills necessary to function ef-
fectively and achieve the greatest possible opportunity in their work and in
their lives, and to strengthen and coordinate adult literacy programs.

H.R. 775  To establish Summer Science Academies for talented students,
particularly economically disadvantaged, minority participants, and for other
purposes.

H.R. 812  To establish a program of grants for the provision of coordinated
educational support services to at-risk youth.

H.R. 821  To provide for the cancellation of a portion of the direct student
loans of members of the Armed Forces who serve in a combat zone in con-
nection with the Persian Gulf conflict and to require the restoration of edu-
cational benefits and tuition reimbursement for those members of the Armed
Forces who are unable to pursue studies because of military commitments.

H.R. 840  To improve counseling services for elementary school children.
H.R. 908  To amend title 38, United States Code, and other provisions of law

to provide improved benefits and services for military personnel who serve
during the Persian Gulf War, including particularly benefits and services for
members of the National Guard and Reserve components, and for other
purposes.

H.R. 1059  To amend section 311 of the Older Americans Act of 1965 to re-
quire the Secretary of Agriculture to provide assistance for 2 meals served
daily per person.

H.R. 1063  To amend the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970 to es-
tablish an Office of Construction Safety, Health, and Education, to improve
inspections, investigations, reporting, and recordkeeping on construction
sites, to require the appointment of project constructors to monitor safety on
construction sites, to require construction employers to establish safety and
health programs, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1116  To permit certain coal miners and their survivors to have their
claims reviewed under the Black Lung Benefits Act.

H.R. 1134  To amend the Age Discrimination in Employment Act of 1967
with respect to administrative proceedings applicable to claims of discrimi-
nation in Federal employment.

H.R. 1149  To secure the right of women to be free of sexual harassment and
violence, to promote equal opportunity for women, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1154  To establish programs to improve foreign language instruction and
to amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 in order to promote equal access
to opportunities to study abroad, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1192  To amend the provisions of the Occupational Safety and Health
Act of 1970 relating to criminal penalties, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1218  To prevent potential abuses of electronic monitoring in the
workplace.

H.R. 1222  To enhance cooperation between the public and law enforcement
personnel in controlling and preventing crime and drug abuse.

H.R. 1254  To provide for the establishment of the Margaret Walker
Alexander National African-American Research Center.

H.R. 1285  To resolve legal and technical issues relating to Federal
postsecondary student assistance programs and to prevent undue burdens on
participants in Operation Desert Storm, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1460  Entitled ”The Food For Young Children Act”.
H.R. 1482  To amend title IV of the Higher Education Act of 1965 to allow

resident physicians to defer repayment of title IV student loans while com-
pleting accredited resident training programs.

H.R. 1502  To combat violence and crimes against women on the streets and
in homes.

H.R. 1503  To facilitate capital financing for historically Black colleges and
universities.

H.R. 1573  To amend the amount of grants received under chapter 1 of title
I of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965.

H.R. 1633  To assist in implementing the Plan of Action adopted by the World
Summit for Children.

H.R. 1664  To protect employees who report violations of Federal laws and
regulations.

H.R. 1669  To provide financial assistance to eligible local educational agen-
cies to improve urban education, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1694  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to ensure that title VII of
such Act applies to the employment of United States citizens by certain
employers in foreign nations.

H.R. 1737  To amend the Older Americans Act of 1965 to provide congregate
nutrition services and intergenerational activities in elementary and second-
ary school facilities.

H.R. 1822  To amend the Older Americans Community Service Employment
Act to authorize grants for the employment of older Americans in providing
child care for families with low income; and to amend title II of the Social
Security Act to exempt from the earnings test amounts earned for child care
services.

H.R. 1960  To direct the Secretary of the Interior to construct a National
Training Center at the National Afro-American Museum and Cultural Center
and for other purposes.

H.R. 2018  To amend the Older Americans Act of 1965 to require uniform
telephone listing of area agencies on aging.

H.R. 2019  To amend the Older Americans Act of 1965 to assist older indi-
viduals to avoid falling and to prevent incorrect medication and adverse drug
reactions.

H.R. 2020  To amend title III  of the Older Americans Act of 1965 with respect
to assistance to older individuals who reside in rural areas.

H.R. 2021  To amend the Older Americans Act of 1965 to require States to
appoint a State advisory body to make recommendations regarding trans-
portation services that affect older individuals; to provide for coordination
of such services; and to require the Commissioner on Aging to submit a re-
port regarding transportation services provided under such Act.

H.R. 2022  To amend the Older Americans Act of 1965 to increase efforts to
inform isolated older individuals, and older individuals who are victims of
Alzheimer's disease and related disorders, of the availability of assistance
under title III of such Act.

H.R. 2023  To amend the Older Americans Act of 1965 to authorize services
relating to the appointment and monitoring of guardians, and of represen-
tative payees, of older individuals.

H.R. 2024  To require the President to call a White House Conference on
Aging in 1993.

H.R. 2025  To amend the Older Americans Act of 1965 to require States to
expand State and community involvement in order to promote cooperative
efforts to provide community-based long-term care services to older indi-
viduals, including related services for their caregivers.

H.R. 2026  To amend the Older Americans Act of 1965 to provide supportive
services to strengthen informal caregivers who assist older individuals in
need of long-term care, to remain in private residences.

H.R. 2076  To amend the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 to reform the
provisions relating to child labor.

H.R. 2223  To amend the National Labor Relations Act to give employers and
performers in the live performing arts, rights given by section 8(e) of such
Act to employers and employees in similarly situated industries, to give such
employers and performers the same rights given by section 8(f) of such Act
to employers and employees in the construction industry, and for other pur-
poses.

H.R. 2243  To establish the National Commission on Intercollegiate Athletics.
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H.R. 2246  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to strengthen the
oversight by the Secretary of Education of the functioning of college ac-
crediting agencies, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2258  To help end hunger and human want.
H.R. 2334  To further assist States in their efforts to increase awareness about

and prevent family violence and provide immediate shelter and related as-
sistance to battered women and their children.

H.R. 2336  To establish a higher education loan program in which a borrower's
annual repayment obligation is dependent upon both postschool income level
and borrowing history, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2350  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to assure that low-
income students have the opportunity to pursue higher education, and for
other purposes.

H.R. 2363  To amend the provisions of the Higher Education Act of 1965
relating to treatment by campus officials of sexual assault victims.

H.R. 2437  To amend the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 to revise and extend the
program regarding independent living services for older blind individuals.

H.R. 2495  To expand and strengthen Federal programs by providing incen-
tives to encourage individuals to enter the teaching profession, and for other
purposes.

H.R. 2780  To amend the Older Americans Act of 1965 to increase the au-
thority of the Commissioner on Aging; to establish the Office on Long-Term
Care Ombudsman Programs and provide for the appointment of an Associate
Commissioner for Ombudsman Services; to enhance State long-term care
ombudsman programs; to provide financial assistance for programs relating
to elder abuse, exploitation, or neglect; and for other purposes.

H.R. 2782  To amend the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974
to provide that such Act does not preempt certain State laws.

H.R. 2784  To assist counties adversely affected by a base closure, change in
the place of performance of a defense contract, the cancellation or failure to
proceed with a defense contract, or reductions in defense spending.

H.R. 2912  To improve the recruitment of classroom teachers, and for other
purposes.

H.R. 2936  To establish programs at the National Science Foundation for the
advancement of technical education and training in advanced-technology
occupations, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2952  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to provide for the
forgiveness of Perkins loans for providers of early intervention services for
individuals with disabilities.

H.R. 2970  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to provide program
grants to medical and allied health professions institutions for graduate edu-
cation and training which will benefit underserved, economically disadvan-
taged communities.

H.R. 2974  To provide payments to States and certain other entities and indi-
viduals as a reward to increase the number of children who receive preschool
health care and early childhood education and to increase the number of high
school seniors who achieve outstanding scores in math and science; and for
other purpose.

H.R. 3078  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to exclude the value
of personal residences and family farms from the calculation of expected
family contributions for student aid programs.

H.R. 3160  To revise the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970.
H.R. 3255  To authorize the President to seize and liquidate assets of the Iraqi

Government that have been blocked by the United States, and to authorize
the appropriation of those liquidated assets to benefit United States veterans
and small business concerns injured by deployments like Operation Desert
Storm, and for humanitarian assistance to Iraqi refuges and other persons
displaced in the Persian Gulf region as a result of the Persian Gulf conflict.

H.R. 3285  To provide for regional energy efficient lighting education centers,
and for other purposes.

H.R. 3334  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to provide Perkins
Loan forgiveness to encourage individuals who enter the teaching profession
to teach in schools serving low-income areas.

H.R. 3354  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to improve the el-
igibility of less-than-half-time students for Federal student assistance pro-
grams, and for other purposes.

H.R. 3372  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to revise the operation
of the National Student Loan Data System.

H.R. 3393  To amend the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 and the Social Se-
curity Act to provide for health insurance coverage for pregnant women and
children through employment-based insurance and through a State-based
health plan.

H.R. 3475  To assist business in providing women with opportunities in ap-
prenticeship and nontraditional occupations.

H.R. 3476  To establish the Commission on the Advancement of Women in
the Science and Engineering Work Forces.

H.R. 3526  To ensure economic equity for American women and their families
and to respond to the need to revitalize the American economy by expanding
employment opportunities; improving access to funds for women business
owners; enhancing economic justice for women through pay equity, im-
proved child support enforcement, and benefits for part-time workers; and
providing economic and retirement security for women as workers and as
divorced or surviving spouses.

H.R. 3553  To amend and extend the Higher Education Act of 1965.
H.R. 3748  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1991 with respect to the appli-

cation of such Act.
H.R. 3861  To provide demonstration grants to secondary schools for the

purpose of extending the length of the academic year at such schools.
H.R. 3878  To provide assistance to employees who are subject to a plant

closing or mass layoff because their work is transferred to another country
which has low wages or unhealthy working conditions.

H.R. 3908  To provide compensation and health reinsurance benefits to em-
ployees at Department of Energy defense nuclear facilities for injuries caused
by exposure to ionizing radiation and to ensure fair treatment of employees
during modernization and reconfiguration of such facilities, and for other
purposes.

H.R. 3975  To amend section 1977A of the Revised Statutes to equalize the
remedies available to all victims of intentional employment discrimination,
and for other purposes.

H.R. 3998  To establish youth apprenticeship demonstration programs, and for
other purposes.

H.R. 4076  To assure an equal opportunity for a quality education for all
children, and for other purposes.

H.R. 4082  To amend Public Law 874, 81st Congress, to provide that eligible
local educational agencies shall be entitled to receive certain payments under
such Public Law, to allow the computation of payments under such law
based on the amount of the per pupil expenditure for non-Federally-
connected students that is derived from local sources, and for other purposes.

H.R. 4120  To reduce the financial contributions of the United States to the
defense of member nations of NATO (other than the United States) and
Japan and to use amounts available because of those reductions to support
law enforcement and education efforts in the United States.

H.R. 4149  To establish an employment program to make grants available to
the States to provide employment to the unemployed, and for other purposes.

H.R. 4277  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to delete certain re-
quirements relating to the guaranteed student loan program.

H.R. 4300  To amend the Stewart B. McKinney Homeless Assistance Act to
extend programs providing urgently needed assistance for the homeless, and
for other purposes.

H.R. 4356  To increase the safety of America's schools.
H.R. 4361  To create ”Healthy American Schools”  where children learn life-

long health and fitness skills vital to developing a smart body and smart mind
and to empower every school with the ability to become a healthy school
built on a firm foundation of ”healthy mind and healthy body” curricula.

H.R. 4493  To amend the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 to authorize grants for
the provision of certain transportation services to individuals with disabilities
who hold or are seeking jobs in typical work environments, or who are re-
ceiving vocational rehabilitation services.

H.R. 4498  To establish a computer education program for certain students.
H.R. 4516  To amend title VI of the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of

1981 to establish a community services empowerment program.
H.R. 4528  To amend the Job Training Partnership Act to authorize the es-

tablishment of additional Job Corps centers, and for other purposes.
H.R. 4538  To provide assistance to local educational agencies for the pre-

vention and reduction of violent crime in elementary and secondary schools.
H.R. 4591  To amend the Job Training Partnership Act to establish a com-

munity works progress program, a youth community corps program, and a
national youth community corps program, and for other purposes.
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H.R. 4729  To provide grants to establish an integrated approach to prevent
child abuse.

H.R. 4822  To make appropriations to begin a phase-in toward full funding
of the special supplemental food program for women, infants, and children
(WIC) and of Head Start programs, to expand the Job Corps program, and
for other purposes.

H.R. 5075  To improve the delivery of employment training services to
members of the Armed Forces who are involuntarily separated from active
duty in the Armed Forces or accept separation under one of the separation
incentive programs.

H.R. 5310  To mitigate the adverse effects on defense contractors and defense
workers of reductions in defense spending.

H.R. 5326  To establish a program to assure nondiscriminatory compliance
with all environmental health and safety laws and to assure equal protection
of the public health.

H.R. 5850  To amend the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 to ensure that
inmates are not treated as employees for purposes of such Act.

H.Res. 201  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives that the
people of the United States should recognize ”An Artistic Discovery”, the
Congressional High School Art Competition.

H.Con.Res. 92  Expressing the sense of Congress with respect to certain reg-
ulations of the Occupational Safety and Health Administration.

H.Con.Res. 102  Expressing the sense of the Congress regarding admissions
of minority students to institutions of higher education.

H.Con.Res. 161  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the American
public should observe the 100th anniversary of moviemaking and recognize
the contributions of the American Film Institute in advocating and preserving
the art of film.

FUSTER, Jaime B. of Puerto Rico

H.R. 1  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to restore and strengthen civil
rights laws that ban discrimination in employment, and for other purposes.

H.R. 179  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to permit the deferral
of payments on student loans during professional internships, regardless of
duration.

H.R. 501  To authorize the Secretary of Housing and Urban Development to
provide grants to urban and rural communities for training economically
disadvantaged youth in education and employment skills and to expand the
supply of housing for homeless and economically disadvantaged individuals
and families.

H.R. 544  To amend the National School Lunch Act to restore food supple-
ment benefits under the dependent care food program to adolescent youth.

H.R. 709  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to provide reduced
rates of interest under the Guaranteed Student Loan Program to individuals
who enter the teaching profession.

H.R. 763  To establish a program to guarantee students from selected high
schools a chance to go to college, and for other purposes.

H.R. 775  To establish Summer Science Academies for talented students,
particularly economically disadvantaged, minority participants, and for other
purposes.

H.R. 906  To amend the Job Training Partnership Act to encourage a broader
range of training and job placement for women and for other purposes.

H.R. 907  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to permit alternative
methods for qualifying ”ability-to-benefit” students for Federal student fi-
nancial aid.

H.R. 995  To authorize up to 5 States to conduct 2-year demonstration projects
to test the effectiveness of alternative methods for delivering services and
activities under the JOBS program to families at risk of entering the AFDC
program, and to amend part A of title IV of the Social Security Act to pro-
vide for the permanent use of such alternative methods beginning in fiscal
year 1995.

H.R. 1154  To establish programs to improve foreign language instruction and
to amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 in order to promote equal access
to opportunities to study abroad, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1190  To establish a system for identifying, notifying, and preventing
illness and death among workers who are at increased or high risk of occu-
pational disease, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1218  To prevent potential abuses of electronic monitoring in the
workplace.

H.R. 1364  To amend the Job Corps provisions of the Job Training Partnership
Act.

H.R. 1365  To amend the Job Training Partnership Act to provide for disaster
relief employment assistance.

H.R. 1482  To amend title IV of the Higher Education Act of 1965 to allow
resident physicians to defer repayment of title IV student loans while com-
pleting accredited resident training programs.

H.R. 1502  To combat violence and crimes against women on the streets and
in homes.

H.R. 1633  To assist in implementing the Plan of Action adopted by the World
Summit for Children.

H.R. 1669  To provide financial assistance to eligible local educational agen-
cies to improve urban education, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1822  To amend the Older Americans Community Service Employment
Act to authorize grants for the employment of older Americans in providing
child care for families with low income; and to amend title II of the Social
Security Act to exempt from the earnings test amounts earned for child care
services.

H.R. 2313  To amend the School Dropout Demonstration Assistance Act of
1988 to extend authorization of appropriations through fiscal year 1993 and
for other purposes.

H.R. 2437  To amend the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 to revise and extend the
program regarding independent living services for older blind individuals.

H.R. 2575  To implement certain proposals relating to recommendations made
pursuant to sections 504 and 902 of the Covenant to establish a Common-
wealth of the Northern Mariana Islands in Political Union with the United
States of America, approved by Public Law 94-214, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2780  To amend the Older Americans Act of 1965 to increase the au-
thority of the Commissioner on Aging; to establish the Office on Long-Term
Care Ombudsman Programs and provide for the appointment of an Associate
Commissioner for Ombudsman Services; to enhance State long-term care
ombudsman programs; to provide financial assistance for programs relating
to elder abuse, exploitation, or neglect; and for other purposes.

H.R. 2938  To establish a Teacher Opportunity Corps to enable
paraprofessionals working in targeted schools to become certified teachers
through part-time and summer study.

H.R. 3098  To improve the college participation rates of groups underserved
by institutions of higher education and for other purposes.

H.R. 3102  To amend section 520 of the Cranston-Gonzalez National Afford-
able Housing Act to authorize the Secretary of Housing and Urban Devel-
opment to make grants to establish midnight basketball league training and
partnership programs incorporating employment counseling, job-training, and
other educational activities for residents of public housing and federally as-
sisted housing.

H.R. 3366  To repeal provisions of law regarding employer sanctions and
unfair immigration-related employment practices, to strengthen enforcement
of laws regarding illegal entry into the United States, and for other purposes.

H.R. 3526  To ensure economic equity for American women and their families
and to respond to the need to revitalize the American economy by expanding
employment opportunities; improving access to funds for women business
owners; enhancing economic justice for women through pay equity, im-
proved child support enforcement, and benefits for part-time workers; and
providing economic and retirement security for women as workers and as
divorced or surviving spouses.

H.R. 3553  To amend and extend the Higher Education Act of 1965.
H.R. 3613  To amend title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and the Age

Discrimination in Employment Act of 1967 to improve the effectiveness of
administrative review of employment discrimination claims made by Federal
employees; and for other purposes.

H.R. 3957  To amend subpart 4 of part A of title IV of the Higher Education
Act of 1965 to require the Secretary of Education to carry out an advanced
placement test fee payment program, and for other purposes.

H.R. 4300  To amend the Stewart B. McKinney Homeless Assistance Act to
extend programs providing urgently needed assistance for the homeless, and
for other purposes.
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H.Con.Res. 161  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the American
public should observe the 100th anniversary of moviemaking and recognize
the contributions of the American Film Institute in advocating and preserving
the art of film.

H.Con.Res. 215  Expressing the sense of the Congress relating to paid leave
for working parents for the purpose of attending parent-teacher conferences.

GALLEGLY, Elton of California

H.R. 123  To amend title 4, United States Code, to declare English as the of-
ficial language of the United States.

H.R. 709  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to provide reduced
rates of interest under the Guaranteed Student Loan Program to individuals
who enter the teaching profession.

H.R. 1237  To amend the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 to clarify the
application of such Act, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1375  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to strengthen protections
against discrimination in employment, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1753  To establish grant programs and provide other forms of Federal
assistance to pregnant women, children in need of adoptive families, and
individuals and families adopting children.

H.R. 1755  To repeal the Act of March 3, 1931 (known as the Davis-Bacon
Act).

H.R. 2460  To help the Nation achieve the National Education Goals by sup-
porting the creation of a new generation of American Schools in communities
across the country; rewarding schools that demonstrate outstanding gains in
student performance and other progress toward the National Education
Goals; creating academies to improve leadership and core-course teaching in
schools nationwide; supporting State and local efforts to attract qualified in-
dividuals to teaching and educational administration; providing States and
localities with statutory and regulatory flexibility in exchange for greater
accountability for student learning; encouraging, testing, and evaluating ed-
ucational choice programs; increasing the potential usefulness of the National
Assessment of Education Progress to State and local decision-makers; ex-
panding Federal support for literacy improvements; and for other purposes.

H.R. 2575  To implement certain proposals relating to recommendations made
pursuant to sections 504 and 902 of the Covenant to establish a Common-
wealth of the Northern Mariana Islands in Political Union with the United
States of America, approved by Public Law 94-214, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2810  To expand the nation's drug treatment capacity, promote drug-free
and safe schools, require Statewide drug abuse prevention and treatment
plans, and ensure that new Federal grant dollars provided for treatment ser-
vices do not displace State dollars.

H.R. 3439 *  To improve immigration law enforcement.
H.R. 3734  To make applicable to the Congress certain laws relating to the

terms and conditions of employment, the health and safety of employees, and
the rights and responsibilities of employers and employees, and for other
purposes.

H.R. 4338  To suspend certain compliance and accountability measures under
the National School Lunch Act.

H.R. 5167  To reduce the amounts appropriated to the Department of Educa-
tion to increase grants to State and local educational agencies and to reduce
the Federal budget deficit.

H.R. 5220  To promote youth apprenticeship, and for other purposes.
H.R. 5325  To improve access to health insurance and contain health care

costs, and for other purposes.
H.R. 5664  To encourage, assist, and evaluate educational choice programs,

and for other purposes.
H.R. 5960  To prevent and punish sexual violence and domestic violence, to

assist and protect the victims of such violence, to assist State and local ef-
forts, and for other purposes.

H.Con.Res. 102  Expressing the sense of the Congress regarding admissions
of minority students to institutions of higher education.

H.Con.Res. 161  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the American
public should observe the 100th anniversary of moviemaking and recognize
the contributions of the American Film Institute in advocating and preserving
the art of film.

GALLO, Dean A. of New Jersey

H.R. 123  To amend title 4, United States Code, to declare English as the of-
ficial language of the United States.

H.R. 500  To require the Secretary of the Treasury to mint coins in com-
memoration of the quincentenary of the discovery of America by Christopher
Columbus and to establish the Christopher Columbus Fellowship Foundation.

H.R. 812  To establish a program of grants for the provision of coordinated
educational support services to at-risk youth.

H.R. 1118  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to reduce student loan
defaults, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1237  To amend the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 to clarify the
application of such Act, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1375  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to strengthen protections
against discrimination in employment, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1502  To combat violence and crimes against women on the streets and
in homes.

H.R. 2363  To amend the provisions of the Higher Education Act of 1965
relating to treatment by campus officials of sexual assault victims.

H.R. 2716  To amend title IV of the Higher Education Act of 1965 in order
to improve the process for accreditation, licensure, and approval of insti-
tutions participating in programs under that title.

H.R. 3843  To amend the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974
and title 11, United States Code, to protect the single-employer plan termi-
nation insurance program by clarifying the status of claims of the Pension
Benefit Guaranty Corporation and the treatment of pension plans in bank-
ruptcy proceedings, and for other purposes.

H.Con.Res. 92  Expressing the sense of Congress with respect to certain reg-
ulations of the Occupational Safety and Health Administration.

H.Con.Res. 282  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the Low Income
Home Energy Assistance Program should be funded for fiscal year 1993 at
a level greater than or equal to its funding for fiscal year 1992.

GARN, Jake of Utah

S.Con.Res. 17  Expressing the sense of Congress with respect to certain reg-
ulations of the Occupational Safety and Health Administration.

S.Con.Res. 44  Expressing the sense of Congress that the American public
should observe the 100th anniversary of moviemaking and recognize the
contributions of the American Film Institute in advocating and preserving the
art of film.

GAYDOS, Joseph M. of Pennsylvania

H.R. 2  To entitle employees to family leave in certain cases involving a birth,
an adoption, or a serious health condition and to temporary medical leave in
certain cases involving a serious health condition, with adequate protection
of the employees employment and benefit rights, and to establish a com-
mission to study ways of providing salary replacement for employees who
take any such leave.

H.R. 5  To amend the National Labor Relations Act and the Railway Labor
Act to prevent discrimination based on participation in labor disputes.

H.R. 799  To ensure that checks to pay benefits under title IV of the Federal
Mine Safety and Health Act of 1977 are delivered early if the usual delivery
date falls on a Saturday, Sunday, or holiday.

H.R. 1063 *  To amend the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970 to
establish an Office of Construction Safety, Health, and Education, to improve
inspections, investigations, reporting, and recordkeeping on construction
sites, to require the appointment of project constructors to monitor safety on
construction sites, to require construction employers to establish safety and
health programs, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1126  To extend the coverage of certain Federal labor laws to foreign
flagships.

H.R. 1190 *  To establish a system for identifying, notifying, and preventing
illness and death among workers who are at increased or high risk of occu-
pational disease, and for other purposes.
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H.R. 1285  To resolve legal and technical issues relating to Federal
postsecondary student assistance programs and to prevent undue burdens on
participants in Operation Desert Storm, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1502  To combat violence and crimes against women on the streets and
in homes.

H.R. 1637  To make improvements in the Black Lung Benefits Act.
H.R. 2098 *  To amend the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970 to

improve and enforce standards for employee health and safety at Department
of Energy nuclear facilities, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2334  To further assist States in their efforts to increase awareness about
and prevent family violence and provide immediate shelter and related as-
sistance to battered women and their children.

H.R. 2561  To remove the barrier to access for middle income students to
Federal student financial aid programs, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2782  To amend the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974
to provide that such Act does not preempt certain State laws.

H.R. 3129 *   To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to prohibit classi-
fying certain courses of instruction as correspondence courses.

H.R. 3160  To revise the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970.
H.R. 3548  To improve the quality of education by providing incentive grants

and by certain other methods.
H.R. 3553  To amend and extend the Higher Education Act of 1965.
H.R. 3878  To provide assistance to employees who are subject to a plant

closing or mass layoff because their work is transferred to another country
which has low wages or unhealthy working conditions.

H.R. 4013  To amend certain provisions of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986
to improve the provisions of health care to retirees in the coal industry, to
revise the manner in which such care is funded and maintained, and for other
purposes.

H.R. 4277  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to delete certain re-
quirements relating to the guaranteed student loan program.

H.R. 4471  To amend and extend the Higher Education Act of 1965.
H.R. 5010  To provide for the revitalization of the United States aerospace and

other industries that have been adversely affected by defense spending re-
ductions and foreign subsidies.

H.Con.Res. 282  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the Low Income
Home Energy Assistance Program should be funded for fiscal year 1993 at
a level greater than or equal to its funding for fiscal year 1992.

GEJDENSON, Sam of Connecticut

H.R. 1  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to restore and strengthen civil
rights laws that ban discrimination in employment, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2  To entitle employees to family leave in certain cases involving a birth,
an adoption, or a serious health condition and to temporary medical leave in
certain cases involving a serious health condition, with adequate protection
of the employees employment and benefit rights, and to establish a com-
mission to study ways of providing salary replacement for employees who
take any such leave.

H.R. 5  To amend the National Labor Relations Act and the Railway Labor
Act to prevent discrimination based on participation in labor disputes.

H.R. 179  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to permit the deferral
of payments on student loans during professional internships, regardless of
duration.

H.R. 441  To facilitate the economic adjustment of communities, industries,
and workers to reductions or realignments in defense or aerospace contracts,
military facilities, and arms export, and for other purposes.

H.R. 520  To encourage States to establish Parents as Teachers programs.
H.R. 544  To amend the National School Lunch Act to restore food supple-

ment benefits under the dependent care food program to adolescent youth.
H.R. 667  To authorize a grant to the National Writing Project.
H.R. 709  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to provide reduced

rates of interest under the Guaranteed Student Loan Program to individuals
who enter the teaching profession.

H.R. 751  To enhance the literacy and basic skills of adults, to ensure that all
adults in the United States acquire the basic skills necessary to function ef-
fectively and achieve the greatest possible opportunity in their work and in
their lives, and to strengthen and coordinate adult literacy programs.

H.R. 812  To establish a program of grants for the provision of coordinated
educational support services to at-risk youth.

H.R. 840  To improve counseling services for elementary school children.
H.R. 1063  To amend the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970 to es-

tablish an Office of Construction Safety, Health, and Education, to improve
inspections, investigations, reporting, and recordkeeping on construction
sites, to require the appointment of project constructors to monitor safety on
construction sites, to require construction employers to establish safety and
health programs, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1218  To prevent potential abuses of electronic monitoring in the
workplace.

H.R. 1364  To amend the Job Corps provisions of the Job Training Partnership
Act.

H.R. 1365  To amend the Job Training Partnership Act to provide for disaster
relief employment assistance.

H.R. 1388  To entitle employees to family leave for attending school activities.
H.R. 1430  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and the Fair Housing Act

to prohibit discrimination on the basis of affectional or sexual orientation,
and for other purposes.

H.R. 1502  To combat violence and crimes against women on the streets and
in homes.

H.R. 1633  To assist in implementing the Plan of Action adopted by the World
Summit for Children.

H.R. 2223  To amend the National Labor Relations Act to give employers and
performers in the live performing arts, rights given by section 8(e) of such
Act to employers and employees in similarly situated industries, to give such
employers and performers the same rights given by section 8(f) of such Act
to employers and employees in the construction industry, and for other pur-
poses.

H.R. 2336  To establish a higher education loan program in which a borrower's
annual repayment obligation is dependent upon both postschool income level
and borrowing history, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2782  To amend the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974
to provide that such Act does not preempt certain State laws.

H.R. 2784  To assist counties adversely affected by a base closure, change in
the place of performance of a defense contract, the cancellation or failure to
proceed with a defense contract, or reductions in defense spending.

H.R. 3050  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to establish a higher
education loan program in which the amount of a student's loan repayment
is contingent upon such student's income, and for other purposes.

H.R. 3160  To revise the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970.
H.R. 3285  To provide for regional energy efficient lighting education centers,

and for other purposes.
H.R. 3526  To ensure economic equity for American women and their families

and to respond to the need to revitalize the American economy by expanding
employment opportunities; improving access to funds for women business
owners; enhancing economic justice for women through pay equity, im-
proved child support enforcement, and benefits for part-time workers; and
providing economic and retirement security for women as workers and as
divorced or surviving spouses.

H.R. 3748  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1991 with respect to the appli-
cation of such Act.

H.R. 3975  To amend section 1977A of the Revised Statutes to equalize the
remedies available to all victims of intentional employment discrimination,
and for other purposes.

H.R. 4136  To revitalize the American rail car industry by the establishment
of a Federal grant and loan program for research and development, by the
creation of economic incentives to encourage investment in rail car design
and engineering activities, and by the expansion of vocational training op-
portunities in the rail car industry.

H.R. 4259  To amend title I of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 to provide each
individual with handicaps who is eligible for services under such title with
the right to select the entities that are to provide services pursuant to the in-
dividualized written rehabilitation program developed for the individual.

H.R. 5010  To provide for the revitalization of the United States aerospace and
other industries that have been adversely affected by defense spending re-
ductions and foreign subsidies.

H.R. 5017 *  To amend the Job Training Partnership Act to provide employ-
ment and training assistance to workers in substantially and seriously affected
defense communities.
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H.R. 5083  To amend the Act of September 30, 1950 to provide that amounts
appropriated under such Act for purposes of making payments to local edu-
cational agencies on behalf of children who are dependents of a parent or
parents on active duty in the armed forces shall be considered national de-
fense functions for budget purposes.

H.R. 5139 *  To provide for the recoupment of defense expenditures abroad,
and for other purposes.

H.R. 5219  To direct the Secretary of Defense to provide grants to States to
provide technical and financial assistance to defense-dependent contractors.

H.R. 5235  To provide assistance to defense contractors in diversifying into
nondefense businesses.

H.Con.Res. 282  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the Low Income
Home Energy Assistance Program should be funded for fiscal year 1993 at
a level greater than or equal to its funding for fiscal year 1992.

GEKAS, George W. of Pennsylvania

H.R. 500  To require the Secretary of the Treasury to mint coins in com-
memoration of the quincentenary of the discovery of America by Christopher
Columbus and to establish the Christopher Columbus Fellowship Foundation.

H.R. 812  To establish a program of grants for the provision of coordinated
educational support services to at-risk youth.

H.R. 1149  To secure the right of women to be free of sexual harassment and
violence, to promote equal opportunity for women, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1375  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to strengthen protections
against discrimination in employment, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1507 *  To require as a condition of receiving funds under the Older
Americans Act of 1965 that States require that, not later than 60 days after
commencing any proceeding to compel the sale of a residence occupied by
an older individual or to evict such individual from such residence, notice
of such proceeding be given to such individual and to the appropriate area
agency on aging if such proceeding is based on the failure of such individual
to pay a debt; and for other purposes.

H.R. 2336  To establish a higher education loan program in which a borrower's
annual repayment obligation is dependent upon both postschool income level
and borrowing history, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2363  To amend the provisions of the Higher Education Act of 1965
relating to treatment by campus officials of sexual assault victims.

H.R. 2947 *  To amend the Family Violence Prevention and Services Act to
provide grants to States to fund State domestic violence coalitions, and for
other purposes.

H.R. 2967  To amend the Older Americans Act of 1965 to authorize appro-
priations for fiscal years 1992 through 1995; to authorize a 1993 National
Conference on Aging; to amend the Native Americans Programs Act of 1974
to authorize appropriations for fiscal years 1992 through 1995; and for other
purposes.

H.R. 3353  To establish a Glass Ceiling Commission and an annual award for
promoting a more diverse skilled work force at the management and
decisionmaking levels in business, and for other purposes.

H.R. 5325  To improve access to health insurance and contain health care
costs, and for other purposes.

H.R. 6100 *  To reform the United States health care delivery and financing
system, to increase access to health care and affordable health insurance, to
contain costs of health care in a manner that improves health care, and for
other purposes.

H.Res. 201  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives that the
people of the United States should recognize ”An Artistic Discovery”, the
Congressional High School Art Competition.

H.Con.Res. 92  Expressing the sense of Congress with respect to certain reg-
ulations of the Occupational Safety and Health Administration.

H.Con.Res. 161  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the American
public should observe the 100th anniversary of moviemaking and recognize
the contributions of the American Film Institute in advocating and preserving
the art of film.

H.Con.Res. 282  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the Low Income
Home Energy Assistance Program should be funded for fiscal year 1993 at
a level greater than or equal to its funding for fiscal year 1992.

GEPHARDT, Richard A. of Missouri

H.R. 1  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to restore and strengthen civil
rights laws that ban discrimination in employment, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2  To entitle employees to family leave in certain cases involving a birth,
an adoption, or a serious health condition and to temporary medical leave in
certain cases involving a serious health condition, with adequate protection
of the employees employment and benefit rights, and to establish a com-
mission to study ways of providing salary replacement for employees who
take any such leave.

H.R. 5  To amend the National Labor Relations Act and the Railway Labor
Act to prevent discrimination based on participation in labor disputes.

H.R. 520  To encourage States to establish Parents as Teachers programs.
H.R. 1218  To prevent potential abuses of electronic monitoring in the

workplace.
H.R. 1633  To assist in implementing the Plan of Action adopted by the World

Summit for Children.
H.R. 2561  To remove the barrier to access for middle income students to

Federal student financial aid programs, and for other purposes.
H.R. 2974 *  To provide payments to States and certain other entities and in-

dividuals as a reward to increase the number of children who receive pre-
school health care and early childhood education and to increase the number
of high school seniors who achieve outstanding scores in math and science;
and for other purpose.

H.R. 3470 *  To enhance America's global competitiveness by fostering a high
skills, high quality, high performance workforce, and for other purposes.

H.R. 3757  To provide a program of emergency unemployment compensation,
and for other purposes.

H.R. 5010 *  To provide for the revitalization of the United States aerospace
and other industries that have been adversely affected by defense spending
reductions and foreign subsidies.

H.R. 5502  To establish the framework for a health care system that will  bring
about universal access to affordable, quality health care by containing the
growth in health care costs, by improving access to and simplifying the ad-
ministration of health insurance, by deterring and prosecuting health care
fraud and abuse, by expanding benefits under the medicare program, by ex-
panding eligibility and increasing payment levels under the medicaid pro-
gram, and by making health insurance available to all children.

H.Res. 284  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives that there
is a need for a comprehensive, coordinated strategy to help the United States
achieve its goal of being the strongest Nation on Earth economically and
militarily, so that it remain the greatest Nation in support of human dignity,
freedom, and democratic ideals.

H.Con.Res. 161  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the American
public should observe the 100th anniversary of moviemaking and recognize
the contributions of the American Film Institute in advocating and preserving
the art of film.

GEREN, Pete of Texas

H.R. 500  To require the Secretary of the Treasury to mint coins in com-
memoration of the quincentenary of the discovery of America by Christopher
Columbus and to establish the Christopher Columbus Fellowship Foundation.

H.R. 840  To improve counseling services for elementary school children.
H.R. 908  To amend title 38, United States Code, and other provisions of law

to provide improved benefits and services for military personnel who serve
during the Persian Gulf War, including particularly benefits and services for
members of the National Guard and Reserve components, and for other
purposes.

H.R. 1237  To amend the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 to clarify the
application of such Act, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1254  To provide for the establishment of the Margaret Walker
Alexander National African-American Research Center.

H.R. 1502  To combat violence and crimes against women on the streets and
in homes.

H.R. 1573  To amend the amount of grants received under chapter 1 of title
I of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965.
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H.R. 1753  To establish grant programs and provide other forms of Federal
assistance to pregnant women, children in need of adoptive families, and
individuals and families adopting children.

H.R. 2223  To amend the National Labor Relations Act to give employers and
performers in the live performing arts, rights given by section 8(e) of such
Act to employers and employees in similarly situated industries, to give such
employers and performers the same rights given by section 8(f) of such Act
to employers and employees in the construction industry, and for other pur-
poses.

H.R. 2336  To establish a higher education loan program in which a borrower's
annual repayment obligation is dependent upon both postschool income level
and borrowing history, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2943  To require the Secretary of Education to evaluate programs pro-
viding disadvantaged children with guaranties of postsecondary education
assistance, and for other purposes.

H.R. 4076  To assure an equal opportunity for a quality education for all
children, and for other purposes.

H.R. 4729  To provide grants to establish an integrated approach to prevent
child abuse.

H.R. 4953  To amend the base closure laws to improve the provision of ad-
justment assistance to employees of the Department of Defense adversely
affected by the closure or realignment of a military installation.

H.R. 5850  To amend the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 to ensure that
inmates are not treated as employees for purposes of such Act.

H.Res. 284  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives that there
is a need for a comprehensive, coordinated strategy to help the United States
achieve its goal of being the strongest Nation on Earth economically and
militarily, so that it remain the greatest Nation in support of human dignity,
freedom, and democratic ideals.

H.Con.Res. 92  Expressing the sense of Congress with respect to certain reg-
ulations of the Occupational Safety and Health Administration.

GIBBONS, Sam of Florida

H.R. 1  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to restore and strengthen civil
rights laws that ban discrimination in employment, and for other purposes.

H.R. 840  To improve counseling services for elementary school children.
H.R. 1083  To authorize the Secretary of Education to make a grant to Stetson

University for the construction of library facilities.
H.R. 1502  To combat violence and crimes against women on the streets and

in homes.
H.R. 1753  To establish grant programs and provide other forms of Federal

assistance to pregnant women, children in need of adoptive families, and
individuals and families adopting children.

H.R. 2290  To authorize additional appropriations for the construction and
maintenance of the Mary McLeod Bethune Memorial Fine Arts Center.

H.R. 2390 *  To amend the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974
and the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 to expand pension coverage, improve
pension portability, increase retirement savings, and for other purposes.

H.R. 3555  To repeal and prohibit all exemptions, privileges and gratuities for
members of the U.S. House of Representatives and the U.S. Senate.

H.R. 3975  To amend section 1977A of the Revised Statutes to equalize the
remedies available to all victims of intentional employment discrimination,
and for other purposes.

H.R. 5083  To amend the Act of September 30, 1950 to provide that amounts
appropriated under such Act for purposes of making payments to local edu-
cational agencies on behalf of children who are dependents of a parent or
parents on active duty in the armed forces shall be considered national de-
fense functions for budget purposes.

H.R. 5573  To provide grants to States and local entities to integrate education,
medical, and social and human services to at-risk children.

H.Res. 284  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives that there
is a need for a comprehensive, coordinated strategy to help the United States
achieve its goal of being the strongest Nation on Earth economically and
militarily, so that it remain the greatest Nation in support of human dignity,
freedom, and democratic ideals.

GILCHREST, Wayne T. of Maryland

H.R. 123  To amend title 4, United States Code, to declare English as the of-
ficial language of the United States.

H.R. 656  To provide for a coordinated Federal research program to ensure
continued United States leadership in high-performance computing.

H.R. 821  To provide for the cancellation of a portion of the direct student
loans of members of the Armed Forces who serve in a combat zone in con-
nection with the Persian Gulf conflict and to require the restoration of edu-
cational benefits and tuition reimbursement for those members of the Armed
Forces who are unable to pursue studies because of military commitments.

H.R. 1118  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to reduce student loan
defaults, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1460  Entitled ”The Food For Young Children Act”.
H.R. 1502  To combat violence and crimes against women on the streets and

in homes.
H.R. 1633  To assist in implementing the Plan of Action adopted by the World

Summit for Children.
H.R. 2258  To help end hunger and human want.
H.R. 2363  To amend the provisions of the Higher Education Act of 1965

relating to treatment by campus officials of sexual assault victims.
H.R. 2460  To help the Nation achieve the National Education Goals by sup-

porting the creation of a new generation of American Schools in communities
across the country; rewarding schools that demonstrate outstanding gains in
student performance and other progress toward the National Education
Goals; creating academies to improve leadership and core-course teaching in
schools nationwide; supporting State and local efforts to attract qualified in-
dividuals to teaching and educational administration; providing States and
localities with statutory and regulatory flexibility in exchange for greater
accountability for student learning; encouraging, testing, and evaluating ed-
ucational choice programs; increasing the potential usefulness of the National
Assessment of Education Progress to State and local decision-makers; ex-
panding Federal support for literacy improvements; and for other purposes.

H.R. 2936  To establish programs at the National Science Foundation for the
advancement of technical education and training in advanced-technology
occupations, and for other purposes.

H.R. 3618 *  To provide a program of Federal supplemental compensation,
and for other purposes.

H.R. 4259  To amend title I of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 to provide each
individual with handicaps who is eligible for services under such title with
the right to select the entities that are to provide services pursuant to the in-
dividualized written rehabilitation program developed for the individual.

H.R. 4338  To suspend certain compliance and accountability measures under
the National School Lunch Act.

H.R. 5112  To amend the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 to provide that
an employee shall not be excluded from the minimum wage and maximum
hour exemption for certain employees because the employee is not paid on
a salary basis, and for other purposes.

H.R. 5325  To improve access to health insurance and contain health care
costs, and for other purposes.

H.Con.Res. 92  Expressing the sense of Congress with respect to certain reg-
ulations of the Occupational Safety and Health Administration.

H.Con.Res. 161  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the American
public should observe the 100th anniversary of moviemaking and recognize
the contributions of the American Film Institute in advocating and preserving
the art of film.

H.Con.Res. 282  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the Low Income
Home Energy Assistance Program should be funded for fiscal year 1993 at
a level greater than or equal to its funding for fiscal year 1992.

H.Con.Res. 327  Expressing the sense of the Congress regarding visionary art
as a national treasure and regarding the American Visionary Art Museum as
a national repository and educational center for visionary art.

GILLMOR, Paul E. of Ohio

H.R. 179  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to permit the deferral
of payments on student loans during professional internships, regardless of
duration.
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H.R. 500  To require the Secretary of the Treasury to mint coins in com-
memoration of the quincentenary of the discovery of America by Christopher
Columbus and to establish the Christopher Columbus Fellowship Foundation.

H.R. 1149  To secure the right of women to be free of sexual harassment and
violence, to promote equal opportunity for women, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1154  To establish programs to improve foreign language instruction and
to amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 in order to promote equal access
to opportunities to study abroad, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1237  To amend the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 to clarify the
application of such Act, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1375  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to strengthen protections
against discrimination in employment, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1960  To direct the Secretary of the Interior to construct a National
Training Center at the National Afro-American Museum and Cultural Center
and for other purposes.

H.R. 2230  To provide incentives for physicians to practice in rural areas and
in rural medically underserved areas.

H.R. 2336  To establish a higher education loan program in which a borrower's
annual repayment obligation is dependent upon both postschool income level
and borrowing history, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2773  To amend title I of the Employee Retirement Income Security Act
of 1974 to set standards under such title for multiple employer welfare ar-
rangements providing health plan benefits.

H.R. 2810  To expand the nation's drug treatment capacity, promote drug-free
and safe schools, require Statewide drug abuse prevention and treatment
plans, and ensure that new Federal grant dollars provided for treatment ser-
vices do not displace State dollars.

H.R. 3353  To establish a Glass Ceiling Commission and an annual award for
promoting a more diverse skilled work force at the management and
decisionmaking levels in business, and for other purposes.

H.R. 3880 *  To repeal exemptions from civil  rights and labor laws for
Members of Congress.

H.R. 4284 *   To repeal exemptions from civil rights and labor laws for
Members of Congress.

H.R. 4338  To suspend certain compliance and accountability measures under
the National School Lunch Act.

H.R. 5325  To improve access to health insurance and contain health care
costs, and for other purposes.

H.R. 5610  To reduce health costs through uniform claims and electronic
billing.

H.Con.Res. 92  Expressing the sense of Congress with respect to certain reg-
ulations of the Occupational Safety and Health Administration.

H.Con.Res. 282  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the Low Income
Home Energy Assistance Program should be funded for fiscal year 1993 at
a level greater than or equal to its funding for fiscal year 1992.

GILMAN, Benjamin A. of New York

H.R. 1  To amend the Civil  Rights Act of 1964 to restore and strengthen civil
rights laws that ban discrimination in employment, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2  To entitle employees to family leave in certain cases involving a birth,
an adoption, or a serious health condition and to temporary medical leave in
certain cases involving a serious health condition, with adequate protection
of the employees employment and benefit rights, and to establish a com-
mission to study ways of providing salary replacement for employees who
take any such leave.

H.R. 5  To amend the National Labor Relations Act and the Railway Labor
Act to prevent discrimination based on participation in labor disputes.

H.R. 441  To facilitate the economic adjustment of communities, industries,
and workers to reductions or realignments in defense or aerospace contracts,
military facilities, and arms export, and for other purposes.

H.R. 500  To require the Secretary of the Treasury to mint coins in com-
memoration of the quincentenary of the discovery of America by Christopher
Columbus and to establish the Christopher Columbus Fellowship Foundation.

H.R. 709  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to provide reduced
rates of interest under the Guaranteed Student Loan Program to individuals
who enter the teaching profession.

H.R. 812  To establish a program of grants for the provision of coordinated
educational support services to at-risk youth.

H.R. 907  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to permit alternative
methods for qualifying ”ability-to-benefit” students for Federal student fi-
nancial aid.

H.R. 908  To amend title 38, United States Code, and other provisions of law
to provide improved benefits and services for military personnel who serve
during the Persian Gulf War, including particularly benefits and services for
members of the National Guard and Reserve components, and for other
purposes.

H.R. 1502  To combat violence and crimes against women on the streets and
in homes.

H.R. 1633  To assist in implementing the Plan of Action adopted by the World
Summit for Children.

H.R. 1651  To deny funds to programs that do not allow the Secretary of
Defense access to students on campuses or to certain student information for
recruiting purposes.

H.R. 1753  To establish grant programs and provide other forms of Federal
assistance to pregnant women, children in need of adoptive families, and
individuals and families adopting children.

H.R. 1987  To amend the Act of March 3, 1931 (known as the Davis-Bacon
Act), to revise the standard for coverage under that Act, and for other pur-
poses.

H.R. 2258  To help end hunger and human want.
H.R. 2363  To amend the provisions of the Higher Education Act of 1965

relating to treatment by campus officials of sexual assault victims.
H.R. 2810  To expand the nation's drug treatment capacity, promote drug-free

and safe schools, require Statewide drug abuse prevention and treatment
plans, and ensure that new Federal grant dollars provided for treatment ser-
vices do not displace State dollars.

H.R. 3255  To authorize the President to seize and liquidate assets of the Iraqi
Government that have been blocked by the United States, and to authorize
the appropriation of those liquidated assets to benefit United States veterans
and small business concerns injured by deployments like Operation Desert
Storm, and for humanitarian assistance to Iraqi refuges and other persons
displaced in the Persian Gulf region as a result of the Persian Gulf conflict.

H.R. 3613  To amend title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and the Age
Discrimination in Employment Act of 1967 to improve the effectiveness of
administrative review of employment discrimination claims made by Federal
employees; and for other purposes.

H.R. 5083  To amend the Act of September 30, 1950 to provide that amounts
appropriated under such Act for purposes of making payments to local edu-
cational agencies on behalf of children who are dependents of a parent or
parents on active duty in the armed forces shall be considered national de-
fense functions for budget purposes.

H.R. 5325  To improve access to health insurance and contain health care
costs, and for other purposes.

H.R. 5973  To grant employees family and temporary medical leave, to treat
the costs of the Head Start program and other programs for children as
emergency funding requirements, to provide aid to parents in providing the
best possible learning environment for children, to promote investments in
child welfare and family preservation, to reduce violence and improve the
safety of children and their families, and for other purposes.

H.Res. 201  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives that the
people of the United States should recognize ”An Artistic Discovery”, the
Congressional High School Art Competition.

H.Con.Res. 102  Expressing the sense of the Congress regarding admissions
of minority students to institutions of higher education.

H.Con.Res. 161  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the American
public should observe the 100th anniversary of moviemaking and recognize
the contributions of the American Film Institute in advocating and preserving
the art of film.

H.Con.Res. 282  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the Low Income
Home Energy Assistance Program should be funded for fiscal year 1993 at
a level greater than or equal to its funding for fiscal year 1992.
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GINGRICH, Newt of Georgia

H.R. 95 *  To amend the Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965
to authorize the use of funds provided under part A of chapter 1 of title I
of such Act for programs to provide monetary compensation to students for
reading and reporting on books.

H.R. 326 *  To provide for mandatory education for incarcerated adults.
H.R. 623  To amend the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 to exempt em-

ployees involved in certain model garment programs, and for other purposes.
H.R. 751  To enhance the literacy and basic skills of adults, to ensure that all

adults in the United States acquire the basic skills necessary to function ef-
fectively and achieve the greatest possible opportunity in their work and in
their lives, and to strengthen and coordinate adult literacy programs.

H.R. 840  To improve counseling services for elementary school children.
H.R. 1237  To amend the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 to clarify the

application of such Act, and for other purposes.
H.R. 1375  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to strengthen protections

against discrimination in employment, and for other purposes.
H.R. 1573  To amend the amount of grants received under chapter 1 of title

I of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965.
H.R. 2336  To establish a higher education loan program in which a borrower's

annual repayment obligation is dependent upon both postschool income level
and borrowing history, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2363  To amend the provisions of the Higher Education Act of 1965
relating to treatment by campus officials of sexual assault victims.

H.R. 2460  To help the Nation achieve the National Education Goals by sup-
porting the creation of a new generation of American Schools in communities
across the country; rewarding schools that demonstrate outstanding gains in
student performance and other progress toward the National Education
Goals; creating academies to improve leadership and core-course teaching in
schools nationwide; supporting State and local efforts to attract qualified in-
dividuals to teaching and educational administration; providing States and
localities with statutory and regulatory flexibility in exchange for greater
accountability for student learning; encouraging, testing, and evaluating ed-
ucational choice programs; increasing the potential usefulness of the National
Assessment of Education Progress to State and local decision-makers; ex-
panding Federal support for literacy improvements; and for other purposes.

H.R. 2523  To ensure the competitiveness of the United States in the world
economy.

H.R. 2943  To require the Secretary of Education to evaluate programs pro-
viding disadvantaged children with guaranties of postsecondary education
assistance, and for other purposes.

H.R. 3400  To provide an emergency unemployment compensation program.
H.R. 3471  To authorize the Small Business Administration to conduct a

demonstration program to enhance the economic opportunities of startup,
newly established, and growing microenterprises by providing loans and
technical assistance through intermediaries, and for other purposes.

H.R. 3738  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to strengthen and improve
Federal civil rights laws, to provide for damages in cases of intentional em-
ployment discrimination, to clarify provisions regarding disparate impact
actions, and for other purposes.

H.R. 4150  To create jobs, promote economic growth, assist families, and
promote health, education, savings and home ownership.

H.R. 5097  To amend title 38, United States Code, to improve benefits in
certain education and employment programs for veterans, and for other pur-
poses.

H.R. 5220  To promote youth apprenticeship, and for other purposes.
H.R. 5325  To improve access to health insurance and contain health care

costs, and for other purposes.
H.R. 5664  To encourage, assist, and evaluate educational choice programs,

and for other purposes.

H.R. 5919  To amend Internal Revenue Code of 1986 regarding the deduction
for health insurance costs of self-employed individuals, to amend the Social
Security Act to increase the availability, portability, and affordability of
health insurance, especially health insurance for small employers, by pro-
hibiting discriminatory practices and promoting broad risk pooling among
health insurers, to further amend the Social Security Act to improve and
make more efficient the provision of medical and health insurance informa-
tion, to amend the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974 to
improve its enforcement by adding requirements with respect to multiple
employer welfare arrangements, to improve the health care delivery system
and ensure access to affordable quality health care through reduced liability
costs and improved quality of care, and for other purposes.

H.R. 5960  To prevent and punish sexual violence and domestic violence, to
assist and protect the victims of such violence, to assist State and local ef-
forts, and for other purposes.

H.Res. 201  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives that the
people of the United States should recognize ”An Artistic Discovery”, the
Congressional High School Art Competition.

H.Con.Res. 92  Expressing the sense of Congress with respect to certain reg-
ulations of the Occupational Safety and Health Administration.

H.Con.Res. 102  Expressing the sense of the Congress regarding admissions
of minority students to institutions of higher education.

H.Con.Res. 161  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the American
public should observe the 100th anniversary of moviemaking and recognize
the contributions of the American Film Institute in advocating and preserving
the art of film.

GLENN, John of Ohio

S. 353   To require the Director of the National Institute for Occupational
Safety and Health to conduct a study of the prevalence and issues related to
contamination of workers' homes with hazardous chemicals and substances
transported from their workplace and to issue or report on regulations to
prevent or mitigate the future contamination of workers' homes, and for other
purposes.

S.Con.Res. 81  Expressing the sense of the Congress regarding visionary art
as a national treasure and regarding the American Visionary Art Museum as
a national repository and educational center for visionary art.

GLICKMAN, Dan of Kansas

H.R. 1  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to restore and strengthen civil
rights laws that ban discrimination in employment, and for other purposes.

H.R. 5  To amend the National Labor Relations Act and the Railway Labor
Act to prevent discrimination based on participation in labor disputes.

H.R. 812  To establish a program of grants for the provision of coordinated
educational support services to at-risk youth.

H.R. 840  To improve counseling services for elementary school children.
H.R. 1218  To prevent potential abuses of electronic monitoring in the

workplace.
H.R. 1502  To combat violence and crimes against women on the streets and

in homes.
H.R. 1633  To assist in implementing the Plan of Action adopted by the World

Summit for Children.
H.R. 3393  To amend the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 and the Social Se-

curity Act to provide for health insurance coverage for pregnant women and
children through employment-based insurance and through a State-based
health plan.

H.R. 3507  To establish programs under the Technology Administration of the
Department of Commerce, and elsewhere, to promote a skilled workforce and
United States industrial competitiveness.

H.R. 3878  To provide assistance to employees who are subject to a plant
closing or mass layoff because their work is transferred to another country
which has low wages or unhealthy working conditions.

H.R. 4338  To suspend certain compliance and accountability measures under
the National School Lunch Act.

H.R. 4822  To make appropriations to begin a phase-in toward full funding
of the special supplemental food program for women, infants, and children
(WIC) and of Head Start programs, to expand the Job Corps program, and
for other purposes.
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H.R. 5010  To provide for the revitalization of the United States aerospace and
other industries that have been adversely affected by defense spending re-
ductions and foreign subsidies.

H.R. 5230  To enhance United States competitiveness by strengthening the
Nation's technology base, promoting investment in United States technology,
supporting manufacturing infrastructure development, enhancing the tech-
nology skills of American workers, and reorienting defense spending to
support American competitiveness, and for other purposes.

H.R. 5936  To contain health care costs and improve access to health care
through accountable health plans and managed competition, and for other
purposes.

H.Res. 201  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives that the
people of the United States should recognize ”An Artistic Discovery”, the
Congressional High School Art Competition.

H.Res. 284  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives that there
is a need for a comprehensive, coordinated strategy to help the United States
achieve its goal of being the strongest Nation on Earth economically and
militarily, so that it remain the greatest Nation in support of human dignity,
freedom, and democratic ideals.

H.Res. 453 *  To express the sense of the House of Representatives regarding
the need to increase budget authority for the reduction of violent crime, the
rehabilitation of American youth, and the revitalization of American cities.

H.Con.Res. 161  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the American
public should observe the 100th anniversary of moviemaking and recognize
the contributions of the American Film Institute in advocating and preserving
the art of film.

H.Con.Res. 282  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the Low Income
Home Energy Assistance Program should be funded for fiscal year 1993 at
a level greater than or equal to its funding for fiscal year 1992.

GONZALEZ, Henry B. of Texas

H.R. 1  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to restore and strengthen civil
rights laws that ban discrimination in employment, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2  To entitle employees to family leave in certain cases involving a birth,
an adoption, or a serious health condition and to temporary medical leave in
certain cases involving a serious health condition, with adequate protection
of the employees employment and benefit rights, and to establish a com-
mission to study ways of providing salary replacement for employees who
take any such leave.

H.R. 5  To amend the National Labor Relations Act and the Railway Labor
Act to prevent discrimination based on participation in labor disputes.

H.R. 385  To provide financial assistance for programs for the prevention,
identification, and treatment of elder abuse, neglect, and exploitation, to es-
tablish a National Center on Elder Abuse, and for other purposes.

H.R. 763  To establish a program to guarantee students from selected high
schools a chance to go to college, and for other purposes.

H.R. 775  To establish Summer Science Academies for talented students,
particularly economically disadvantaged, minority participants, and for other
purposes.

H.R. 799  To ensure that checks to pay benefits under title IV of the Federal
Mine Safety and Health Act of 1977 are delivered early if the usual delivery
date falls on a Saturday, Sunday, or holiday.

H.R. 908  To amend title 38, United States Code, and other provisions of law
to provide improved benefits and services for military personnel who serve
during the Persian Gulf War, including particularly benefits and services for
members of the National Guard and Reserve components, and for other
purposes.

H.R. 1059  To amend section 311 of the Older Americans Act of 1965 to re-
quire the Secretary of Agriculture to provide assistance for 2 meals served
daily per person.

H.R. 1063  To amend the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970 to es-
tablish an Office of Construction Safety, Health, and Education, to improve
inspections, investigations, reporting, and recordkeeping on construction
sites, to require the appointment of project constructors to monitor safety on
construction sites, to require construction employers to establish safety and
health programs, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1154  To establish programs to improve foreign language instruction and
to amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 in order to promote equal access
to opportunities to study abroad, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1192  To amend the provisions of the Occupational Safety and Health
Act of 1970 relating to criminal penalties, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1218  To prevent potential abuses of electronic monitoring in the
workplace.

H.R. 1254  To provide for the establishment of the Margaret Walker
Alexander National African-American Research Center.

H.R. 1430  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and the Fair Housing Act
to prohibit discrimination on the basis of affectional or sexual orientation,
and for other purposes.

H.R. 1502  To combat violence and crimes against women on the streets and
in homes.

H.R. 1504  To authorize a National Conference on Aging.
H.R. 1573  To amend the amount of grants received under chapter 1 of title

I of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965.
H.R. 2076  To amend the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 to reform the

provisions relating to child labor.
H.R. 2535  To amend the Social Security Act to assure universal access to

health insurance for basic health services in the United States through qual-
ified employer health plans and a public health insurance plan, to contain
costs and assure quality in the provision of health services, to reform the
provision of health insurance to small employers, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2667 *  To establish the Congressional Advisory Commission on Ama-
teur Boxing and to amend title 18, United States Code, to prohibit the par-
ticipation in and promotion of professional boxing.

H.R. 3120  To express the sense of the Congress regarding a national agenda
for extending and improving foreign language instruction in the elementary
schools of the Nation.

H.R. 3160  To revise the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970.
H.R. 3366  To repeal provisions of law regarding employer sanctions and

unfair immigration-related employment practices, to strengthen enforcement
of laws regarding illegal entry into the United States, and for other purposes.

H.R. 3878  To provide assistance to employees who are subject to a plant
closing or mass layoff because their work is transferred to another country
which has low wages or unhealthy working conditions.

H.R. 3975  To amend section 1977A of the Revised Statutes to equalize the
remedies available to all victims of intentional employment discrimination,
and for other purposes.

H.R. 4300  To amend the Stewart B. McKinney Homeless Assistance Act to
extend programs providing urgently needed assistance for the homeless, and
for other purposes.

H.R. 4822  To make appropriations to begin a phase-in toward full funding
of the special supplemental food program for women, infants, and children
(WIC) and of Head Start programs, to expand the Job Corps program, and
for other purposes.

H.R. 4953  To amend the base closure laws to improve the provision of ad-
justment assistance to employees of the Department of Defense adversely
affected by the closure or realignment of a military installation.

H.Con.Res. 161  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the American
public should observe the 100th anniversary of moviemaking and recognize
the contributions of the American Film Institute in advocating and preserving
the art of film.

GOODLING, William F. of Pennsylvania

H.R. 751  To enhance the literacy and basic skills of adults, to ensure that all
adults in the United States acquire the basic skills necessary to function ef-
fectively and achieve the greatest possible opportunity in their work and in
their lives, and to strengthen and coordinate adult literacy programs.

H.R. 845  To require the Director of the National Institute for Occupational
Safety and Health to conduct a study of the prevalence and issues related to
contamination of workers' homes with hazardous chemicals and substances
transported from their workplace and to issue or report on regulations to
prevent or mitigate the future contamination of workers' homes, and for other
purposes.

H.R. 859 *  To assist schools in improving student performance through
flexibility, program accountability, and incentives.
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H.R. 1230  To provide for universal access to basic group health benefits
coverage and to remove barriers and provide incentives in order to make such
coverage more affordable.

H.R. 1237  To amend the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 to clarify the
application of such Act, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1285  To resolve legal and technical issues relating to Federal
postsecondary student assistance programs and to prevent undue burdens on
participants in Operation Desert Storm, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1375  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to strengthen protections
against discrimination in employment, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1692 *  To amend title XVIII of the Social Security Act to provide for
expanded long term care services under the medicare program, to amend the
Internal Revenue Code of 1986 to provide a credit for taxpayers with certain
elderly dependents in their households, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1755  To repeal the Act of March 3, 1931 (known as the Davis-Bacon
Act).

H.R. 2127  To amend the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 to extend the programs
of such Act, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2313  To amend the School Dropout Demonstration Assistance Act of
1988 to extend authorization of appropriations through fiscal year 1993 and
for other purposes.

H.R. 2319 *  To extend the authorization of appropriations for programs under
the Native American Programs Act of 1974, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2363  To amend the provisions of the Higher Education Act of 1965
relating to treatment by campus officials of sexual assault victims.

H.R. 2434  To amend the General Education Provisions Act to authorize the
National Assessment of Educational Progress to conduct certain trial assess-
ments in the fiscal year 1994 and to develop certain other trial assessments
for administration in such fiscal year, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2460  To help the Nation achieve the National Education Goals by sup-
porting the creation of a new generation of American Schools in communities
across the country; rewarding schools that demonstrate outstanding gains in
student performance and other progress toward the National Education
Goals; creating academies to improve leadership and core-course teaching in
schools nationwide; supporting State and local efforts to attract qualified in-
dividuals to teaching and educational administration; providing States and
localities with statutory and regulatory flexibility in exchange for greater
accountability for student learning; encouraging, testing, and evaluating ed-
ucational choice programs; increasing the potential usefulness of the National
Assessment of Education Progress to State and local decision-makers; ex-
panding Federal support for literacy improvements; and for other purposes.

H.R. 2495 *  To expand and strengthen Federal programs by providing in-
centives to encourage individuals to enter the teaching profession, and for
other purposes.

H.R. 2496 *  To amend the Job Training Partnership Act to improve the de-
livery of services to hard-to-serve youth and adults, to establish the Youth
Opportunities Unlimited program, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2620 *  To amend the National Labor Relations Act to prevent discrim-
ination based on participation in an economic strike.

H.R. 2627 *  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to target Federal
grant assistance on the lowest-income students, to reward excellence and
success in education, to enhance choice and flexibility, to promote greater
accountability, to reduce waste and abuse in the use of public funds, to ex-
tend the Act, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2689 *  To make grants for demonstration and evaluation of educational
programs that improve educational opportunities of children by providing
parents and children with a choice in education.

H.R. 2690 *  To reauthorize the program for infants and toddlers with disa-
bilities under part H of the Individuals with Disabilities Education Act, and
for other purposes.

H.R. 2716 *  To amend title IV of the Higher Education Act of 1965 in order
to improve the process for accreditation, licensure, and approval of insti-
tutions participating in programs under that title.

H.R. 2722  To revise and extend the programs under the Abandoned Infants
Assistance Act of 1988.

H.R. 2773  To amend title I of the Employee Retirement Income Security Act
of 1974 to set standards under such title for multiple employer welfare ar-
rangements providing health plan benefits.

H.R. 2852 *  To amend title I of the Higher Education Act of 1965 to promote
articulation agreements between 2-year and 4-year institutions of higher ed-
ucation, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2875 *  To alleviate burdens imposed upon educational agencies and
institutions by the Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act of 1974 with
respect to the maintenances of records by campus law enforcement units.

H.R. 2933  To amend the National School Lunch Act to extend through the
fiscal year 1994 the pilot project relating to the provision of all cash pay-
ments or all commodity letters of credit in lieu of entitlement commodities
for school lunch programs.

H.R. 2943  To require the Secretary of Education to evaluate programs pro-
viding disadvantaged children with guaranties of postsecondary education
assistance, and for other purposes.

H.R. 3033  To amend the Job Training Partnership Act to improve the delivery
of services to hard-to-serve youth and adults, and for other purposes.

H.R. 3053  To amend the Individuals with Disabilities Education Act to
strengthen such Act, and for other purposes.

H.R. 3238 *  To extend authorizations of appropriations for certain youth
programs under the Anti-Drug Abuse Act of 1988.

H.R. 3320  To improve education for all students by restructuring the educa-
tion system in the States.

H.R. 3437  To require the Secretary of Education to submit to Congress a re-
port on the use of Pell Grants by prisoners.

H.R. 3555  To repeal and prohibit all exemptions, privileges and gratuities for
members of the U.S. House of Representatives and the U.S. Senate.

H.R. 3711  To authorize grants to be made to State programs designed to
provide resources to persons who are nutritionally at risk in the form of fresh
nutritious unprepared foods, and for other purposes.

H.R. 3738  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to strengthen and improve
Federal civil rights laws, to provide for damages in cases of intentional em-
ployment discrimination, to clarify provisions regarding disparate impact
actions, and for other purposes.

H.R. 3843  To amend the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974
and title 11, United States Code, to protect the single-employer plan termi-
nation insurance program by clarifying the status of claims of the Pension
Benefit Guaranty Corporation and the treatment of pension plans in bank-
ruptcy proceedings, and for other purposes.

H.R. 3926  To establish a program to provide child care through public-private
partnerships.

H.R. 4014  To improve education in the United States by promoting excellence
in research, development, and the dissemination of information.

H.R. 4322  To amend the Child Nutrition Act of 1966 to establish a
breastfeeding promotion program.

H.R. 4471  To amend and extend the Higher Education Act of 1965.
H.R. 4493 *  To amend the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 to authorize grants for

the provision of certain transportation services to individuals with disabilities
who hold or are seeking jobs in typical work environments, or who are re-
ceiving vocational rehabilitation services.

H.R. 4815 *  To amend the Age Discrimination in Employment Act of 1967
to provide compensatory and punitive damages that are consistent with the
damages authorized by section 1977A of the Revised Statutes, and for other
purposes.

H.R. 4976  To improve the transition from school to work and promote youth
apprenticeship, and for other purposes.

H.R. 5038 *  To revise the Federal vocational training system to meet the
Nation's workforce needs into the 21st Century by establishing a network
of local skill centers to serve as a common point of entry to vocational
training, a certification system to ensure high quality programs, and a
voucher system to enhance participant choice, and for other purposes.

H.R. 5109 *   To assist community, business, and worker readjustment required
as a result of the closure of military installations and reductions in defense
spending.

H.R. 5109 *   To assist community, business, and worker readjustment required
as a result of the closure of military installations and reductions in defense
spending.

H.R. 5194  To amend the Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention Act
of 1974 to authorize appropriations for fiscal years 1993, 1994, 1995, and
1996, and for other purposes.
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H.R. 5203 *  To extend and amend the Rehabilitation Act of 1973, to improve
rehabilitation services for individuals with disabilities, to modify certain
discretionary grant programs providing essential services and resources spe-
cifically designed for individuals with disabilities, to change certain termi-
nology, and for other purposes.

H.R. 5205  To amend the Child Abuse Prevention and Treatment Act with
respect to issues of confidentiality and accountability.

H.R. 5220 *  To promote youth apprenticeship, and for other purposes.
H.R. 5288 *  To revise the Federal vocational training system to meet the

Nation's workforce needs into the 21st century by establishing a network of
local skill centers to serve as a common point of entry to vocational training,
a certification system to ensure high quality programs, and a voucher system
to enhance participant choice, and for other purposes.

H.R. 5325  To improve access to health insurance and contain health care
costs, and for other purposes.

H.R. 5379 *  To reauthorize and improve educational opportunities for indi-
viduals who are deaf and for other purposes.

H.R. 5630  To amend the Head Start Act to expand services provided by Head
Start programs; to expand the authority of the Secretary of Health and Hu-
man Services to reduce the amount of matching funds required to be pro-
vided by particular Head Start agencies; to authorize the purchase of Head
Start facilities; and for other purposes.

H.R. 5925  To amend title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to establish a
revolving fund for use by the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission
to provide education, technical assistance, and training relating to the laws
administered by the Commission.

H.Res. 201  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives that the
people of the United States should recognize ”An Artistic Discovery”, the
Congressional High School Art Competition.

H.Res. 428  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives that sec-
ondary schools throughout the Nation should implement a financial planning
program using the proven techniques of the College for Financial Planning
in partnership with the United States Department of Agriculture Extension
Service and participating Land-Grant University Cooperative Extension Ser-
vices.

H.Res. 524  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives to commend
and congratulate the College of William and Mary in Virginia on the occa-
sion of the 300th anniversary of its founding.

H.J.Res. 279  To declare it to be the policy of the United States that there
should be a renewed and sustained commitment by the Federal Government
and the American people to the importance of adult education.

H.Con.Res. 92  Expressing the sense of Congress with respect to certain reg-
ulations of the Occupational Safety and Health Administration.

H.Con.Res. 280 *  Encouraging employee achievement awards.
H.Con.Res. 282  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the Low Income

Home Energy Assistance Program should be funded for fiscal year 1993 at
a level greater than or equal to its funding for fiscal year 1992.

GORDON, Bart of Tennessee

H.R. 2  To entitle employees to family leave in certain cases involving a birth,
an adoption, or a serious health condition and to temporary medical leave in
certain cases involving a serious health condition, with adequate protection
of the employees employment and benefit rights, and to establish a com-
mission to study ways of providing salary replacement for employees who
take any such leave.

H.R. 5  To amend the National Labor Relations Act and the Railway Labor
Act to prevent discrimination based on participation in labor disputes.

H.R. 179  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to permit the deferral
of payments on student loans during professional internships, regardless of
duration.

H.R. 327 *  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to delay the dis-
bursement of Pell Grants to first-year students, to make ineligible for par-
ticipation in the Pell Grant program any institution with a high default rate
on student loans, and for other purposes.

H.R. 500  To require the Secretary of the Treasury to mint coins in com-
memoration of the quincentenary of the discovery of America by Christopher
Columbus and to establish the Christopher Columbus Fellowship Foundation.

H.R. 667  To authorize a grant to the National Writing Project.

H.R. 751  To enhance the literacy and basic skills of adults, to ensure that all
adults in the United States acquire the basic skills necessary to function ef-
fectively and achieve the greatest possible opportunity in their work and in
their lives, and to strengthen and coordinate adult literacy programs.

H.R. 763  To establish a program to guarantee students from selected high
schools a chance to go to college, and for other purposes.

H.R. 812  To establish a program of grants for the provision of coordinated
educational support services to at-risk youth.

H.R. 840  To improve counseling services for elementary school children.
H.R. 845  To require the Director of the National Institute for Occupational

Safety and Health to conduct a study of the prevalence and issues related to
contamination of workers' homes with hazardous chemicals and substances
transported from their workplace and to issue or report on regulations to
prevent or mitigate the future contamination of workers' homes, and for other
purposes.

H.R. 906  To amend the Job Training Partnership Act to encourage a broader
range of training and job placement for women and for other purposes.

H.R. 995  To authorize up to 5 States to conduct 2-year demonstration projects
to test the effectiveness of alternative methods for delivering services and
activities under the JOBS program to families at risk of entering the AFDC
program, and to amend part A of title IV of the Social Security Act to pro-
vide for the permanent use of such alternative methods beginning in fiscal
year 1995.

H.R. 1066  To authorize a national program to reduce the threat to human
health posed by exposure to contaminants in the air indoors.

H.R. 1118  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to reduce student loan
defaults, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1134  To amend the Age Discrimination in Employment Act of 1967
with respect to administrative proceedings applicable to claims of discrimi-
nation in Federal employment.

H.R. 1218  To prevent potential abuses of electronic monitoring in the
workplace.

H.R. 1237  To amend the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 to clarify the
application of such Act, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1254  To provide for the establishment of the Margaret Walker
Alexander National African-American Research Center.

H.R. 1285  To resolve legal and technical issues relating to Federal
postsecondary student assistance programs and to prevent undue burdens on
participants in Operation Desert Storm, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1482  To amend title IV of the Higher Education Act of 1965 to allow
resident physicians to defer repayment of title IV student loans while com-
pleting accredited resident training programs.

H.R. 1503  To facilitate capital financing for historically Black colleges and
universities.

H.R. 1524  To establish programs to promote increased access to higher edu-
cation through early intervention counseling and financial aid information.

H.R. 1573  To amend the amount of grants received under chapter 1 of title
I of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965.

H.R. 1737  To amend the Older Americans Act of 1965 to provide congregate
nutrition services and intergenerational activities in elementary and second-
ary school facilities.

H.R. 1987  To amend the Act of March 3, 1931 (known as the Davis-Bacon
Act), to revise the standard for coverage under that Act, and for other pur-
poses.

H.R. 2031  To amend title I of the Employee Retirement Income Security Act
of 1974 to provide for equal treatment of telephone and electric cooperative
welfare plans for the purposes of preemption.

H.R. 2125  To establish a commission to examine the issues associated with
the teaching of values in elementary and secondary schools and to amend the
Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965 to establish a demon-
stration program of grants to innovative projects relating to civics and char-
acter values in education.

H.R. 2157  To require the National Collegiate Athletic Association to provide
due process in connection with its regulatory activities affecting coaches,
players, and institutions engaged in sports in interstate commerce.

H.R. 2246 *  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to strengthen the
oversight by the Secretary of Education of the functioning of college ac-
crediting agencies, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2258  To help end hunger and human want.
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H.R. 2437  To amend the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 to revise and extend the
program regarding independent living services for older blind individuals.

H.R. 2912  To improve the recruitment of classroom teachers, and for other
purposes.

H.R. 2936  To establish programs at the National Science Foundation for the
advancement of technical education and training in advanced-technology
occupations, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2974  To provide payments to States and certain other entities and indi-
viduals as a reward to increase the number of children who receive preschool
health care and early childhood education and to increase the number of high
school seniors who achieve outstanding scores in math and science; and for
other purpose.

H.R. 3239 *   To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to provide more
stringent requirements for the Robert T. Stafford Student Loan Program, and
for other purposes.

H.R. 3285  To provide for regional energy efficient lighting education centers,
and for other purposes.

H.R. 3372 *  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to revise the op-
eration of the National Student Loan Data System.

H.R. 3439  To improve immigration law enforcement.
H.R. 3613  To amend title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and the Age

Discrimination in Employment Act of 1967 to improve the effectiveness of
administrative review of employment discrimination claims made by Federal
employees; and for other purposes.

H.R. 3967 *  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to prohibit prison
inmates from receiving Pell Grants.

H.R. 4729  To provide grants to establish an integrated approach to prevent
child abuse.

H.R. 5610  To reduce health costs through uniform claims and electronic
billing.

H.Res. 284  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives that there
is a need for a comprehensive, coordinated strategy to help the United States
achieve its goal of being the strongest Nation on Earth economically and
militarily, so that it remain the greatest Nation in support of human dignity,
freedom, and democratic ideals.

H.Con.Res. 92  Expressing the sense of Congress with respect to certain reg-
ulations of the Occupational Safety and Health Administration.

H.Con.Res. 161  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the American
public should observe the 100th anniversary of moviemaking and recognize
the contributions of the American Film Institute in advocating and preserving
the art of film.

GORE, Albert Jr. of Tennessee

S. 353  To require the Director of the National Institute for Occupational
Safety and Health to conduct a study of the prevalence and issues related to
contamination of workers' homes with hazardous chemicals and substances
transported from their workplace and to issue or report on regulations to
prevent or mitigate the future contamination of workers' homes, and for other
purposes.

S.Con.Res. 17  Expressing the sense of Congress with respect to certain reg-
ulations of the Occupational Safety and Health Administration.

S.Con.Res. 44  Expressing the sense of Congress that the American public
should observe the 100th anniversary of moviemaking and recognize the
contributions of the American Film Institute in advocating and preserving the
art of film.

GORTON, Slade of Washington

S.Con.Res. 17  Expressing the sense of Congress with respect to certain reg-
ulations of the Occupational Safety and Health Administration.

GOSS, Porter J. of Florida

H.R. 1083  To authorize the Secretary of Education to make a grant to Stetson
University for the construction of library facilities.

H.R. 1230  To provide for universal access to basic group health benefits
coverage and to remove barriers and provide incentives in order to make such
coverage more affordable.

H.R. 1237  To amend the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 to clarify the
application of such Act, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1565  To increase access to health care and affordable health insurance,
to contain costs of health care in a manner that improves health care, and for
other purposes.

H.R. 1755  To repeal the Act of March 3, 1931 (known as the Davis-Bacon
Act).

H.R. 2290  To authorize additional appropriations for the construction and
maintenance of the Mary McLeod Bethune Memorial Fine Arts Center.

H.R. 2336  To establish a higher education loan program in which a borrower's
annual repayment obligation is dependent upon both postschool income level
and borrowing history, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2363  To amend the provisions of the Higher Education Act of 1965
relating to treatment by campus officials of sexual assault victims.

H.R. 2437  To amend the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 to revise and extend the
program regarding independent living services for older blind individuals.

H.R. 3137  To amend the McCarran-Ferguson Act and the Employee Retire-
ment Income Security Act of 1974 to assure that the medicaid program is
treated as payer of last resort.

H.R. 3555  To repeal and prohibit all exemptions, privileges and gratuities for
members of the U.S. House of Representatives and the U.S. Senate.

H.R. 3734  To make applicable to the Congress certain laws relating to the
terms and conditions of employment, the health and safety of employees, and
the rights and responsibilities of employers and employees, and for other
purposes.

H.R. 4294  To make applicable to the Congress certain laws relating to the
terms and conditions of employment, the health and safety of employees, and
the rights and responsibilities of employers and employees; and to repeal and
prohibit certain privileges and gratuities for Members of the United States
House of Representatives and for other purposes.

H.R. 4338  To suspend certain compliance and accountability measures under
the National School Lunch Act.

H.R. 5325  To improve access to health insurance and contain health care
costs, and for other purposes.

GRADISON, Willis D. Jr. of Ohio

H.R. 1375  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to strengthen protections
against discrimination in employment, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2460  To help the Nation achieve the National Education Goals by sup-
porting the creation of a new generation of American Schools in communities
across the country; rewarding schools that demonstrate outstanding gains in
student performance and other progress toward the National Education
Goals; creating academies to improve leadership and core-course teaching in
schools nationwide; supporting State and local efforts to attract qualified in-
dividuals to teaching and educational administration; providing States and
localities with statutory and regulatory flexibility in exchange for greater
accountability for student learning; encouraging, testing, and evaluating ed-
ucational choice programs; increasing the potential usefulness of the National
Assessment of Education Progress to State and local decision-makers; ex-
panding Federal support for literacy improvements; and for other purposes.

H.R. 5325  To improve access to health insurance and contain health care
costs, and for other purposes.

H.R. 5664 *  To encourage, assist, and evaluate educational choice programs,
and for other purposes.
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H.R. 5919  To amend Internal Revenue Code of 1986 regarding the deduction
for health insurance costs of self-employed individuals, to amend the Social
Security Act to increase the availability, portability, and affordability of
health insurance, especially health insurance for small employers, by pro-
hibiting discriminatory practices and promoting broad risk pooling among
health insurers, to further amend the Social Security Act to improve and
make more efficient the provision of medical and health insurance informa-
tion, to amend the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974 to
improve its enforcement by adding requirements with respect to multiple
employer welfare arrangements, to improve the health care delivery system
and ensure access to affordable quality health care through reduced liability
costs and improved quality of care, and for other purposes.

H.R. 6171 *  To improve access to health insurance and contain health care
costs, and for other purposes.

GRAHAM, Bob of Florida

S. 2984 *  To authorize financial assistance for the construction and mainte-
nance of the Mary McLeod Bethune Memorial Fine Arts Center.

S. 3007 *  To authorize financial assistance for the construction and mainte-
nance of the Mary McLeod Bethune Memorial Fine Arts Center.

S.Con.Res. 17  Expressing the sense of Congress with respect to certain reg-
ulations of the Occupational Safety and Health Administration.

S.Con.Res. 44  Expressing the sense of Congress that the American public
should observe the 100th anniversary of moviemaking and recognize the
contributions of the American Film Institute in advocating and preserving the
art of film.

GRANDY, Fred of Iowa

H.R. 1230 *  To provide for universal access to basic group health benefits
coverage and to remove barriers and provide incentives in order to make such
coverage more affordable.

H.R. 1237  To amend the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 to clarify the
application of such Act, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1375  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to strengthen protections
against discrimination in employment, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1753  To establish grant programs and provide other forms of Federal
assistance to pregnant women, children in need of adoptive families, and
individuals and families adopting children.

H.R. 2258  To help end hunger and human want.
H.R. 2363  To amend the provisions of the Higher Education Act of 1965

relating to treatment by campus officials of sexual assault victims.
H.R. 2773  To amend title I of the Employee Retirement Income Security Act

of 1974 to set standards under such title for multiple employer welfare ar-
rangements providing health plan benefits.

H.R. 3450  To amend part A of title IV of the Social Security Act to remove
barriers and disincentives in the program of aid to families with dependent
children so as to enable recipients of such aid to move toward self-
sufficiency through microenterprises.

H.R. 3843  To amend the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974
and title 11, United States Code, to protect the single-employer plan termi-
nation insurance program by clarifying the status of claims of the Pension
Benefit Guaranty Corporation and the treatment of pension plans in bank-
ruptcy proceedings, and for other purposes.

H.R. 4259  To amend title I of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 to provide each
individual with handicaps who is eligible for services under such title with
the right to select the entities that are to provide services pursuant to the in-
dividualized written rehabilitation program developed for the individual.

H.R. 4338  To suspend certain compliance and accountability measures under
the National School Lunch Act.

H.R. 5325  To improve access to health insurance and contain health care
costs, and for other purposes.

H.R. 5800  To amend the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 and the Employee
Retirement Income Security Act of 1974 to improve pension plan funding.

H.R. 6083  To authorize States to conduct demonstration projects to test the
effectiveness of policies designed to help people leave welfare and increase
their financial security, and for other purposes.

H.Con.Res. 161  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the American
public should observe the 100th anniversary of moviemaking and recognize
the contributions of the American Film Institute in advocating and preserving
the art of film.

H.Con.Res. 282  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the Low Income
Home Energy Assistance Program should be funded for fiscal year 1993 at
a level greater than or equal to its funding for fiscal year 1992.

GRASSLEY, Charles E. of Iowa

S. 814 *  To amend the Environmental Programs Assistance Act of 1984 to
provide that for purposes of liability for damage, injury or death caused by
the negligence or wrongful acts or omissions of individuals authorized by
such Act, the United States is liable, and for purposes of access to trade se-
crets and confidential business information such individuals are authorized
representatives of the United States Environmental Protection Agency.

S. 1742  To authorize grants to be made to State programs designed to provide
resources to persons who are nutritionally at risk in the form of fresh nutri-
tious unprepared foods, from farmers' markets, and to increase sales at the
markets, and for other purposes.

S.Con.Res. 17  Expressing the sense of Congress with respect to certain reg-
ulations of the Occupational Safety and Health Administration.

S.Con.Res. 44  Expressing the sense of Congress that the American public
should observe the 100th anniversary of moviemaking and recognize the
contributions of the American Film Institute in advocating and preserving the
art of film.

GRAY, William H. III of Pennsylvania

H.R. 1  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to restore and strengthen civil
rights laws that ban discrimination in employment, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2  To entitle employees to family leave in certain cases involving a birth,
an adoption, or a serious health condition and to temporary medical leave in
certain cases involving a serious health condition, with adequate protection
of the employees employment and benefit rights, and to establish a com-
mission to study ways of providing salary replacement for employees who
take any such leave.

H.R. 5  To amend the National Labor Relations Act and the Railway Labor
Act to prevent discrimination based on participation in labor disputes.

H.R. 1364  To amend the Job Corps provisions of the Job Training Partnership
Act.

H.R. 1430  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and the Fair Housing Act
to prohibit discrimination on the basis of affectional or sexual orientation,
and for other purposes.

H.R. 1669 *  To provide financial assistance to eligible local educational
agencies to improve urban education, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2819  To provide financial assistance to eligible local educational agen-
cies to improve rural education, and for other purposes.

GREEN, Bill of New York

H.R. 1  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to restore and strengthen civil
rights laws that ban discrimination in employment, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2  To entitle employees to family leave in certain cases involving a birth,
an adoption, or a serious health condition and to temporary medical leave in
certain cases involving a serious health condition, with adequate protection
of the employees employment and benefit rights, and to establish a com-
mission to study ways of providing salary replacement for employees who
take any such leave.

H.R. 775  To establish Summer Science Academies for talented students,
particularly economically disadvantaged, minority participants, and for other
purposes.

H.R. 906  To amend the Job Training Partnership Act to encourage a broader
range of training and job placement for women and for other purposes.

H.R. 1134 *  To amend the Age Discrimination in Employment Act of 1967
with respect to administrative proceedings applicable to claims of discrimi-
nation in Federal employment.
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H.R. 1430  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and the Fair Housing Act
to prohibit discrimination on the basis of affectional or sexual orientation,
and for other purposes.

H.R. 1502  To combat violence and crimes against women on the streets and
in homes.

H.R. 1633  To assist in implementing the Plan of Action adopted by the World
Summit for Children.

H.R. 2782  To amend the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974
to provide that such Act does not preempt certain State laws.

H.R. 3353  To establish a Glass Ceiling Commission and an annual award for
promoting a more diverse skilled work force at the management and
decisionmaking levels in business, and for other purposes.

H.R. 3583  To extend the statute of limitation applicable to the filing of ad-
ministrative complaints by Federal employees who allege employment dis-
crimination in violation of title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964.

H.R. 3748  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1991 with respect to the appli-
cation of such Act.

H.R. 3975  To amend section 1977A of the Revised Statutes to equalize the
remedies available to all victims of intentional employment discrimination,
and for other purposes.

H.R. 5973  To grant employees family and temporary medical leave, to treat
the costs of the Head Start program and other programs for children as
emergency funding requirements, to provide aid to parents in providing the
best possible learning environment for children, to promote investments in
child welfare and family preservation, to reduce violence and improve the
safety of children and their families, and for other purposes.

H.Con.Res. 161  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the American
public should observe the 100th anniversary of moviemaking and recognize
the contributions of the American Film Institute in advocating and preserving
the art of film.

H.Con.Res. 282  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the Low Income
Home Energy Assistance Program should be funded for fiscal year 1993 at
a level greater than or equal to its funding for fiscal year 1992.

GUARINI, Frank J. of New Jersey

H.R. 1  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to restore and strengthen civil
rights laws that ban discrimination in employment, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2  To entitle employees to family leave in certain cases involving a birth,
an adoption, or a serious health condition and to temporary medical leave in
certain cases involving a serious health condition, with adequate protection
of the employees employment and benefit rights, and to establish a com-
mission to study ways of providing salary replacement for employees who
take any such leave.

H.R. 5  To amend the National Labor Relations Act and the Railway Labor
Act to prevent discrimination based on participation in labor disputes.

H.R. 327  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to delay the dis-
bursement of Pell Grants to first-year students, to make ineligible for par-
ticipation in the Pell Grant program any institution with a high default rate
on student loans, and for other purposes.

H.R. 451  To amend the Black Lung Benefits Act to provide that when ben-
efits are paid for at least two years after an initial determination of eligibility
for such benefits the benefits will not be required to be repaid upon a final
determination of ineligibility for benefits, and for other purposes.

H.R. 500  To require the Secretary of the Treasury to mint coins in com-
memoration of the quincentenary of the discovery of America by Christopher
Columbus and to establish the Christopher Columbus Fellowship Foundation.

H.R. 501  To authorize the Secretary of Housing and Urban Development to
provide grants to urban and rural communities for training economically
disadvantaged youth in education and employment skills and to expand the
supply of housing for homeless and economically disadvantaged individuals
and families.

H.R. 520  To encourage States to establish Parents as Teachers programs.
H.R. 544  To amend the National School Lunch Act to restore food supple-

ment benefits under the dependent care food program to adolescent youth.
H.R. 709  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to provide reduced

rates of interest under the Guaranteed Student Loan Program to individuals
who enter the teaching profession.

H.R. 751  To enhance the literacy and basic skills of adults, to ensure that all
adults in the United States acquire the basic skills necessary to function ef-
fectively and achieve the greatest possible opportunity in their work and in
their lives, and to strengthen and coordinate adult literacy programs.

H.R. 763  To establish a program to guarantee students from selected high
schools a chance to go to college, and for other purposes.

H.R. 799  To ensure that checks to pay benefits under title IV of the Federal
Mine Safety and Health Act of 1977 are delivered early if the usual delivery
date falls on a Saturday, Sunday, or holiday.

H.R. 812  To establish a program of grants for the provision of coordinated
educational support services to at-risk youth.

H.R. 995  To authorize up to 5 States to conduct 2-year demonstration projects
to test the effectiveness of alternative methods for delivering services and
activities under the JOBS program to families at risk of entering the AFDC
program, and to amend part A of title IV of the Social Security Act to pro-
vide for the permanent use of such alternative methods beginning in fiscal
year 1995.

H.R. 1118  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to reduce student loan
defaults, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1154  To establish programs to improve foreign language instruction and
to amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 in order to promote equal access
to opportunities to study abroad, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1190  To establish a system for identifying, notifying, and preventing
illness and death among workers who are at increased or high risk of occu-
pational disease, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1218  To prevent potential abuses of electronic monitoring in the
workplace.

H.R. 1254  To provide for the establishment of the Margaret Walker
Alexander National African-American Research Center.

H.R. 1364  To amend the Job Corps provisions of the Job Training Partnership
Act.

H.R. 1460  Entitled ”The Food For Young Children Act”.
H.R. 1502  To combat violence and crimes against women on the streets and

in homes.
H.R. 1522  To deny funds to educational programs that allow corporal pun-

ishment.
H.R. 1590  To provide for designation by the Secretary of the Interior and the

Secretary of Agriculture of an ancient forest reserve system, including lands
managed by the Bureau of Land Management and portions of national forests
established by reservations from the public domain; to require the Secretary
of the Interior and the Secretary of Agriculture to enhance economic stability
in the Pacific Northwest; and for other purposes.

H.R. 1822 *  To amend the Older Americans Community Service Employment
Act to authorize grants for the employment of older Americans in providing
child care for families with low income; and to amend title II of the Social
Security Act to exempt from the earnings test amounts earned for child care
services.

H.R. 2258  To help end hunger and human want.
H.R. 2363  To amend the provisions of the Higher Education Act of 1965

relating to treatment by campus officials of sexual assault victims.
H.R. 2437  To amend the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 to revise and extend the

program regarding independent living services for older blind individuals.
H.R. 2780  To amend the Older Americans Act of 1965 to increase the au-

thority of the Commissioner on Aging; to establish the Office on Long-Term
Care Ombudsman Programs and provide for the appointment of an Associate
Commissioner for Ombudsman Services; to enhance State long-term care
ombudsman programs; to provide financial assistance for programs relating
to elder abuse, exploitation, or neglect; and for other purposes.

H.R. 2864  To amend the Older Americans Act of 1965 to establish an elder
rights program, and for other purposes.

H.R. 3285  To provide for regional energy efficient lighting education centers,
and for other purposes.

H.R. 3475  To assist business in providing women with opportunities in ap-
prenticeship and nontraditional occupations.

H.R. 3476  To establish the Commission on the Advancement of Women in
the Science and Engineering Work Forces.
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H.R. 3526  To ensure economic equity for American women and their families
and to respond to the need to revitalize the American economy by expanding
employment opportunities; improving access to funds for women business
owners; enhancing economic justice for women through pay equity, im-
proved child support enforcement, and benefits for part-time workers; and
providing economic and retirement security for women as workers and as
divorced or surviving spouses.

H.R. 3676  To prevent pension plans from becoming unable to pay benefits
as they come due during bankruptcy cases.

H.R. 3680  To modify the tax and budget priorities of the United States, and
for other purposes.

H.R. 3748  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1991 with respect to the appli-
cation of such Act.

H.R. 3843  To amend the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974
and title 11, United States Code, to protect the single-employer plan termi-
nation insurance program by clarifying the status of claims of the Pension
Benefit Guaranty Corporation and the treatment of pension plans in bank-
ruptcy proceedings, and for other purposes.

H.R. 4022  To amend the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 to provide tax in-
centives for the establishment of tax enterprise zones, and for other purposes.

H.R. 4120  To reduce the financial contributions of the United States to the
defense of member nations of NATO (other than the United States) and
Japan and to use amounts available because of those reductions to support
law enforcement and education efforts in the United States.

H.R. 4136  To revitalize the American rail car industry by the establishment
of a Federal grant and loan program for research and development, by the
creation of economic incentives to encourage investment in rail car design
and engineering activities, and by the expansion of vocational training op-
portunities in the rail car industry.

H.R. 4300  To amend the Stewart B. McKinney Homeless Assistance Act to
extend programs providing urgently needed assistance for the homeless, and
for other purposes.

H.R. 4338  To suspend certain compliance and accountability measures under
the National School Lunch Act.

H.R. 4455  To amend the National Environmental Education Act to establish
an Environmental Education Clearing Division to collect certain environ-
mental information and make that information available to educational insti-
tutions in the United States and other interested persons.

H.R. 4538  To provide assistance to local educational agencies for the pre-
vention and reduction of violent crime in elementary and secondary schools.

H.R. 5960  To prevent and punish sexual violence and domestic violence, to
assist and protect the victims of such violence, to assist State and local ef-
forts, and for other purposes.

H.Res. 201  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives that the
people of the United States should recognize ”An Artistic Discovery”, the
Congressional High School Art Competition.

H.Con.Res. 161  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the American
public should observe the 100th anniversary of moviemaking and recognize
the contributions of the American Film Institute in advocating and preserving
the art of film.

H.Con.Res. 282  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the Low Income
Home Energy Assistance Program should be funded for fiscal year 1993 at
a level greater than or equal to its funding for fiscal year 1992.

GUNDERSON, Steve of Wisconsin

H.R. 179  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to permit the deferral
of payments on student loans during professional internships, regardless of
duration.

H.R. 751  To enhance the literacy and basic skills of adults, to ensure that all
adults in the United States acquire the basic skills necessary to function ef-
fectively and achieve the greatest possible opportunity in their work and in
their lives, and to strengthen and coordinate adult literacy programs.

H.R. 821  To provide for the cancellation of a portion of the direct student
loans of members of the Armed Forces who serve in a combat zone in con-
nection with the Persian Gulf conflict and to require the restoration of edu-
cational benefits and tuition reimbursement for those members of the Armed
Forces who are unable to pursue studies because of military commitments.

H.R. 840  To improve counseling services for elementary school children.

H.R. 845  To require the Director of the National Institute for Occupational
Safety and Health to conduct a study of the prevalence and issues related to
contamination of workers' homes with hazardous chemicals and substances
transported from their workplace and to issue or report on regulations to
prevent or mitigate the future contamination of workers' homes, and for other
purposes.

H.R. 859  To assist schools in improving student performance through flexi-
bility, program accountability, and incentives.

H.R. 1149  To secure the right of women to be free of sexual harassment and
violence, to promote equal opportunity for women, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1218  To prevent potential abuses of electronic monitoring in the
workplace.

H.R. 1237  To amend the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 to clarify the
application of such Act, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1285  To resolve legal and technical issues relating to Federal
postsecondary student assistance programs and to prevent undue burdens on
participants in Operation Desert Storm, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1375  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to strengthen protections
against discrimination in employment, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1502  To combat violence and crimes against women on the streets and
in homes.

H.R. 1565  To increase access to health care and affordable health insurance,
to contain costs of health care in a manner that improves health care, and for
other purposes.

H.R. 1633  To assist in implementing the Plan of Action adopted by the World
Summit for Children.

H.R. 2031  To amend title I of the Employee Retirement Income Security Act
of 1974 to provide for equal treatment of telephone and electric cooperative
welfare plans for the purposes of preemption.

H.R. 2230  To provide incentives for physicians to practice in rural areas and
in rural medically underserved areas.

H.R. 2331  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to permit less-than-
half-time students to obtain Pell Grants.

H.R. 2336  To establish a higher education loan program in which a borrower's
annual repayment obligation is dependent upon both postschool income level
and borrowing history, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2363  To amend the provisions of the Higher Education Act of 1965
relating to treatment by campus officials of sexual assault victims.

H.R. 2460  To help the Nation achieve the National Education Goals by sup-
porting the creation of a new generation of American Schools in communities
across the country; rewarding schools that demonstrate outstanding gains in
student performance and other progress toward the National Education
Goals; creating academies to improve leadership and core-course teaching in
schools nationwide; supporting State and local efforts to attract qualified in-
dividuals to teaching and educational administration; providing States and
localities with statutory and regulatory flexibility in exchange for greater
accountability for student learning; encouraging, testing, and evaluating ed-
ucational choice programs; increasing the potential usefulness of the National
Assessment of Education Progress to State and local decision-makers; ex-
panding Federal support for literacy improvements; and for other purposes.

H.R. 2495  To expand and strengthen Federal programs by providing incen-
tives to encourage individuals to enter the teaching profession, and for other
purposes.

H.R. 2496  To amend the Job Training Partnership Act to improve the delivery
of services to hard-to-serve youth and adults, to establish the Youth Oppor-
tunities Unlimited program, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2590 *   To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to clarify the
legality of race-based scholarships to promote diversity.

H.R. 2620  To amend the National Labor Relations Act to prevent discrimi-
nation based on participation in an economic strike.

H.R. 2689  To make grants for demonstration and evaluation of educational
programs that improve educational opportunities of children by providing
parents and children with a choice in education.

H.R. 2751 *  To establish the National Commission on American Labor Law.
H.R. 2773  To amend title I of the Employee Retirement Income Security Act

of 1974 to set standards under such title for multiple employer welfare ar-
rangements providing health plan benefits.
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H.R. 2780  To amend the Older Americans Act of 1965 to increase the au-
thority of the Commissioner on Aging; to establish the Office on Long-Term
Care Ombudsman Programs and provide for the appointment of an Associate
Commissioner for Ombudsman Services; to enhance State long-term care
ombudsman programs; to provide financial assistance for programs relating
to elder abuse, exploitation, or neglect; and for other purposes.

H.R. 2810  To expand the nation's drug treatment capacity, promote drug-free
and safe schools, require Statewide drug abuse prevention and treatment
plans, and ensure that new Federal grant dollars provided for treatment ser-
vices do not displace State dollars.

H.R. 2819  To provide financial assistance to eligible local educational agen-
cies to improve rural education, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2864  To amend the Older Americans Act of 1965 to establish an elder
rights program, and for other purposes.

H.R. 3033  To amend the Job Training Partnership Act to improve the delivery
of services to hard-to-serve youth and adults, and for other purposes.

H.R. 3240 *   To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to establish a
Commission on Graduate Education.

H.R. 3241 *  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to improve the
access of nontraditional students to financial assistance, and for other pur-
poses.

H.R. 3320  To improve education for all students by restructuring the educa-
tion system in the States.

H.R. 3426 *  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to improve access
to postsecondary education for students with disabilities.

H.R. 3843  To amend the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974
and title 11, United States Code, to protect the single-employer plan termi-
nation insurance program by clarifying the status of claims of the Pension
Benefit Guaranty Corporation and the treatment of pension plans in bank-
ruptcy proceedings, and for other purposes.

H.R. 4471  To amend and extend the Higher Education Act of 1965.
H.R. 4493  To amend the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 to authorize grants for

the provision of certain transportation services to individuals with disabilities
who hold or are seeking jobs in typical work environments, or who are re-
ceiving vocational rehabilitation services.

H.R. 4815  To amend the Age Discrimination in Employment Act of 1967 to
provide compensatory and punitive damages that are consistent with the
damages authorized by section 1977A of the Revised Statutes, and for other
purposes.

H.R. 4976 *  To improve the transition from school to work and promote
youth apprenticeship, and for other purposes.

H.R. 5038  To revise the Federal vocational training system to meet the Na-
tion's workforce needs into the 21st Century by establishing a network of
local skill centers to serve as a common point of entry to vocational training,
a certification system to ensure high quality programs, and a voucher system
to enhance participant choice, and for other purposes.

H.R. 5220  To promote youth apprenticeship, and for other purposes.
H.R. 5288  To revise the Federal vocational training system to meet the Na-

tion's workforce needs into the 21st century by establishing a network of
local skill centers to serve as a common point of entry to vocational training,
a certification system to ensure high quality programs, and a voucher system
to enhance participant choice, and for other purposes.

H.R. 5325  To improve access to health insurance and contain health care
costs, and for other purposes.

H.R. 5925  To amend title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to establish a
revolving fund for use by the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission
to provide education, technical assistance, and training relating to the laws
administered by the Commission.

H.R. 6194  To amend the Occupational Safety and Health Act to provide for
uniform warnings on personal protective equipment for occupational use.

H.R. 6197 *  Entitled: ”Employment Dispute Resolution Act”.
H.Res. 201  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives that the

people of the United States should recognize ”An Artistic Discovery”, the
Congressional High School Art Competition.

H.Con.Res. 92  Expressing the sense of Congress with respect to certain reg-
ulations of the Occupational Safety and Health Administration.

H.Con.Res. 102  Expressing the sense of the Congress regarding admissions
of minority students to institutions of higher education.

HALL, Ralph M. of Texas

H.R. 123  To amend title 4, United States Code, to declare English as the of-
ficial language of the United States.

H.R. 840  To improve counseling services for elementary school children.
H.R. 1154  To establish programs to improve foreign language instruction and

to amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 in order to promote equal access
to opportunities to study abroad, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1237  To amend the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 to clarify the
application of such Act, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1503  To facilitate capital financing for historically Black colleges and
universities.

H.R. 1573  To amend the amount of grants received under chapter 1 of title
I of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965.

H.R. 2031  To amend title I of the Employee Retirement Income Security Act
of 1974 to provide for equal treatment of telephone and electric cooperative
welfare plans for the purposes of preemption.

H.R. 2125  To establish a commission to examine the issues associated with
the teaching of values in elementary and secondary schools and to amend the
Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965 to establish a demon-
stration program of grants to innovative projects relating to civics and char-
acter values in education.

H.R. 2230  To provide incentives for physicians to practice in rural areas and
in rural medically underserved areas.

H.R. 2336  To establish a higher education loan program in which a borrower's
annual repayment obligation is dependent upon both postschool income level
and borrowing history, and for other purposes.

H.R. 3553  To amend and extend the Higher Education Act of 1965.
H.R. 5407  To establish in the Department of Labor the United States Boxing

Commission to develop minimum Federal boxing standards applicable to the
conduct of professional boxing, and for other purposes.

H.R. 5850 *  To amend the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 to ensure that
inmates are not treated as employees for purposes of such Act.

H.Res. 201  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives that the
people of the United States should recognize ”An Artistic Discovery”, the
Congressional High School Art Competition.

H.Res. 284  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives that there
is a need for a comprehensive, coordinated strategy to help the United States
achieve its goal of being the strongest Nation on Earth economically and
militarily, so that it remain the greatest Nation in support of human dignity,
freedom, and democratic ideals.

H.Con.Res. 161  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the American
public should observe the 100th anniversary of moviemaking and recognize
the contributions of the American Film Institute in advocating and preserving
the art of film.

HALL, Tony P. of Ohio

H.R. 1  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to restore and strengthen civil
rights laws that ban discrimination in employment, and for other purposes.

H.R. 5  To amend the National Labor Relations Act and the Railway Labor
Act to prevent discrimination based on participation in labor disputes.

H.R. 81  To amend the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 to allow individuals
to direct that part or all of their income tax refunds be contributed to a trust
fund established for the relief of domestic and international hunger, and to
establish a commission to oversee the distribution of such contributions.

H.R. 375  To amend the National School Lunch Act to extend eligibility for
the child care food program to children receiving day care services pursuant
to a State's job opportunities and basic skills training program.

H.R. 812  To establish a program of grants for the provision of coordinated
educational support services to at-risk youth.

H.R. 906  To amend the Job Training Partnership Act to encourage a broader
range of training and job placement for women and for other purposes.

H.R. 1190  To establish a system for identifying, notifying, and preventing
illness and death among workers who are at increased or high risk of occu-
pational disease, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1460  Entitled ”The Food For Young Children Act”.
H.R. 1503  To facilitate capital financing for historically Black colleges and

universities.
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H.R. 1633  To assist in implementing the Plan of Action adopted by the World
Summit for Children.

H.R. 1753  To establish grant programs and provide other forms of Federal
assistance to pregnant women, children in need of adoptive families, and
individuals and families adopting children.

H.R. 1960  To direct the Secretary of the Interior to construct a National
Training Center at the National Afro-American Museum and Cultural Center
and for other purposes.

H.R. 2076  To amend the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 to reform the
provisions relating to child labor.

H.R. 2125 *  To establish a commission to examine the issues associated with
the teaching of values in elementary and secondary schools and to amend the
Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965 to establish a demon-
stration program of grants to innovative projects relating to civics and char-
acter values in education.

H.R. 2258 *  To help end hunger and human want.
H.R. 2936  To establish programs at the National Science Foundation for the

advancement of technical education and training in advanced-technology
occupations, and for other purposes.

H.R. 3160  To revise the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970.
H.R. 3393  To amend the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 and the Social Se-

curity Act to provide for health insurance coverage for pregnant women and
children through employment-based insurance and through a State-based
health plan.

H.R. 3450 *  To amend part A of title IV of the Social Security Act to remove
barriers and disincentives in the program of aid to families with dependent
children so as to enable recipients of such aid to move toward self-
sufficiency through microenterprises.

H.R. 3908  To provide compensation and health reinsurance benefits to em-
ployees at Department of Energy defense nuclear facilities for injuries caused
by exposure to ionizing radiation and to ensure fair treatment of employees
during modernization and reconfiguration of such facilities, and for other
purposes.

H.R. 4300  To amend the Stewart B. McKinney Homeless Assistance Act to
extend programs providing urgently needed assistance for the homeless, and
for other purposes.

H.R. 4322  To amend the Child Nutrition Act of 1966 to establish a
breastfeeding promotion program.

H.R. 4531  To require the Secretary of Agriculture to include rice in the de-
finition of supplemental foods for purposes of the special supplemental food
program for women, infants, and children under section 17 of the Child
Nutrition Act of 1966.

H.R. 4822  To make appropriations to begin a phase-in toward full funding
of the special supplemental food program for women, infants, and children
(WIC) and of Head Start programs, to expand the Job Corps program, and
for other purposes.

H.R. 5039 *  To ensure fair treatment of Department of Energy employees
during the restructuring of the Department of Energy defense nuclear facili-
ties workforce, to provide assistance to communities affected by such re-
structuring, to provide medical examinations to certain current and former
such employees, to provide medical reinsurance for certain former such em-
ployees, and for other purposes.

H.R. 5230  To enhance United States competitiveness by strengthening the
Nation's technology base, promoting investment in United States technology,
supporting manufacturing infrastructure development, enhancing the tech-
nology skills of American workers, and reorienting defense spending to
support American competitiveness, and for other purposes.

H.Con.Res. 92  Expressing the sense of Congress with respect to certain reg-
ulations of the Occupational Safety and Health Administration.

H.Con.Res. 161  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the American
public should observe the 100th anniversary of moviemaking and recognize
the contributions of the American Film Institute in advocating and preserving
the art of film.

H.Con.Res. 302 *  Expressing the sense of the Congress regarding communi-
ties making the transition to ”Hunger-Free” status.

HAMILTON, Lee H. of Indiana

H.R. 1  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to restore and strengthen civil
rights laws that ban discrimination in employment, and for other purposes.

H.R. 5  To amend the National Labor Relations Act and the Railway Labor
Act to prevent discrimination based on participation in labor disputes.

H.R. 667  To authorize a grant to the National Writing Project.
H.R. 1154  To establish programs to improve foreign language instruction and

to amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 in order to promote equal access
to opportunities to study abroad, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1218  To prevent potential abuses of electronic monitoring in the
workplace.

H.R. 1502  To combat violence and crimes against women on the streets and
in homes.

H.R. 3748  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1991 with respect to the appli-
cation of such Act.

H.R. 4498  To establish a computer education program for certain students.
H.R. 4953  To amend the base closure laws to improve the provision of ad-

justment assistance to employees of the Department of Defense adversely
affected by the closure or realignment of a military installation.

H.R. 5331  To authorize an endowment grant to support the establishment of
regional centers to promote locally based, volunteer-operated, private citi-
zens' scholarship programs, and for other purposes.

H.Res. 201  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives that the
people of the United States should recognize ”An Artistic Discovery”, the
Congressional High School Art Competition.

H.Res. 284  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives that there
is a need for a comprehensive, coordinated strategy to help the United States
achieve its goal of being the strongest Nation on Earth economically and
militarily, so that it remain the greatest Nation in support of human dignity,
freedom, and democratic ideals.

H.Con.Res. 161  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the American
public should observe the 100th anniversary of moviemaking and recognize
the contributions of the American Film Institute in advocating and preserving
the art of film.

H.Con.Res. 282  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the Low Income
Home Energy Assistance Program should be funded for fiscal year 1993 at
a level greater than or equal to its funding for fiscal year 1992.

HAMMERSCHMIDT, John Paul of Arkansas

H.R. 500  To require the Secretary of the Treasury to mint coins in com-
memoration of the quincentenary of the discovery of America by Christopher
Columbus and to establish the Christopher Columbus Fellowship Foundation.

H.R. 1237  To amend the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 to clarify the
application of such Act, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1375  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to strengthen protections
against discrimination in employment, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1573  To amend the amount of grants received under chapter 1 of title
I of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965.

H.R. 1755  To repeal the Act of March 3, 1931 (known as the Davis-Bacon
Act).

H.R. 2024  To require the President to call a White House Conference on
Aging in 1993.

H.R. 2204 *  To amend the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 to clarify the
application of such Act, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2460  To help the Nation achieve the National Education Goals by sup-
porting the creation of a new generation of American Schools in communities
across the country; rewarding schools that demonstrate outstanding gains in
student performance and other progress toward the National Education
Goals; creating academies to improve leadership and core-course teaching in
schools nationwide; supporting State and local efforts to attract qualified in-
dividuals to teaching and educational administration; providing States and
localities with statutory and regulatory flexibility in exchange for greater
accountability for student learning; encouraging, testing, and evaluating ed-
ucational choice programs; increasing the potential usefulness of the National
Assessment of Education Progress to State and local decision-makers; ex-
panding Federal support for literacy improvements; and for other purposes.
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H.R. 2810  To expand the nation's drug treatment capacity, promote drug-free
and safe schools, require Statewide drug abuse prevention and treatment
plans, and ensure that new Federal grant dollars provided for treatment ser-
vices do not displace State dollars.

H.R. 5112  To amend the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 to provide that
an employee shall not be excluded from the minimum wage and maximum
hour exemption for certain employees because the employee is not paid on
a salary basis, and for other purposes.

H.R. 5325  To improve access to health insurance and contain health care
costs, and for other purposes.

H.R. 5960  To prevent and punish sexual violence and domestic violence, to
assist and protect the victims of such violence, to assist State and local ef-
forts, and for other purposes.

H.Res. 284  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives that there
is a need for a comprehensive, coordinated strategy to help the United States
achieve its goal of being the strongest Nation on Earth economically and
militarily, so that it remain the greatest Nation in support of human dignity,
freedom, and democratic ideals.

H.Con.Res. 92  Expressing the sense of Congress with respect to certain reg-
ulations of the Occupational Safety and Health Administration.

H.Con.Res. 161  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the American
public should observe the 100th anniversary of moviemaking and recognize
the contributions of the American Film Institute in advocating and preserving
the art of film.

H.Con.Res. 282  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the Low Income
Home Energy Assistance Program should be funded for fiscal year 1993 at
a level greater than or equal to its funding for fiscal year 1992.

HANCOCK, Mel of Missouri

H.R. 123  To amend title 4, United States Code, to declare English as the of-
ficial language of the United States.

H.R. 299  To amend the National Foundation of the Arts and the Humanities
Act of 1965 to abolish the National Endowment for the Arts and the National
Council on the Arts.

H.R. 1237  To amend the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 to clarify the
application of such Act, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1375  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to strengthen protections
against discrimination in employment, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1755  To repeal the Act of March 3, 1931 (known as the Davis-Bacon
Act).

H.R. 2336  To establish a higher education loan program in which a borrower's
annual repayment obligation is dependent upon both postschool income level
and borrowing history, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2943  To require the Secretary of Education to evaluate programs pro-
viding disadvantaged children with guaranties of postsecondary education
assistance, and for other purposes.

H.R. 3439  To improve immigration law enforcement.
H.Con.Res. 92  Expressing the sense of Congress with respect to certain reg-

ulations of the Occupational Safety and Health Administration.
H.Con.Res. 102  Expressing the sense of the Congress regarding admissions

of minority students to institutions of higher education.

HANSEN, James V. of Utah

H.R. 123  To amend title 4, United States Code, to declare English as the of-
ficial language of the United States.

H.R. 179  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to permit the deferral
of payments on student loans during professional internships, regardless of
duration.

H.R. 667  To authorize a grant to the National Writing Project.
H.R. 799  To ensure that checks to pay benefits under title IV of the Federal

Mine Safety and Health Act of 1977 are delivered early if the usual delivery
date falls on a Saturday, Sunday, or holiday.

H.R. 840  To improve counseling services for elementary school children.
H.R. 1237  To amend the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 to clarify the

application of such Act, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1573  To amend the amount of grants received under chapter 1 of title
I of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965.

H.R. 1755  To repeal the Act of March 3, 1931 (known as the Davis-Bacon
Act).

H.R. 2810  To expand the nation's drug treatment capacity, promote drug-free
and safe schools, require Statewide drug abuse prevention and treatment
plans, and ensure that new Federal grant dollars provided for treatment ser-
vices do not displace State dollars.

H.Con.Res. 161  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the American
public should observe the 100th anniversary of moviemaking and recognize
the contributions of the American Film Institute in advocating and preserving
the art of film.

HARKIN, Tom of Iowa

S. 838  To amend the Child Abuse Prevention and Treatment Act to revise and
extend programs under such Act, and for other purposes.

S. 1106 *  To amend the Individuals with Disabilities Education Act to
strengthen such Act, and for other purposes.

S. 1742  To authorize grants to be made to State programs designed to provide
resources to persons who are nutritionally at risk in the form of fresh nutri-
tious unprepared foods, from farmers' markets, and to increase sales at the
markets, and for other purposes.

S. 2759  To amend the National School Lunch Act to improve the nutritional
well-being of children under the age of 6 living in homeless shelters, and for
other purposes.

S.Con.Res. 44  Expressing the sense of Congress that the American public
should observe the 100th anniversary of moviemaking and recognize the
contributions of the American Film Institute in advocating and preserving the
art of film.

HARRIS, Claude of Alabama

H.R. 451  To amend the Black Lung Benefits Act to provide that when ben-
efits are paid for at least two years after an initial determination of eligibility
for such benefits the benefits will not be required to be repaid upon a final
determination of ineligibility for benefits, and for other purposes.

H.R. 500  To require the Secretary of the Treasury to mint coins in com-
memoration of the quincentenary of the discovery of America by Christopher
Columbus and to establish the Christopher Columbus Fellowship Foundation.

H.R. 520  To encourage States to establish Parents as Teachers programs.
H.R. 709  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to provide reduced

rates of interest under the Guaranteed Student Loan Program to individuals
who enter the teaching profession.

H.R. 1254  To provide for the establishment of the Margaret Walker
Alexander National African-American Research Center.

H.R. 1502  To combat violence and crimes against women on the streets and
in homes.

H.R. 2230  To provide incentives for physicians to practice in rural areas and
in rural medically underserved areas.

H.R. 2363  To amend the provisions of the Higher Education Act of 1965
relating to treatment by campus officials of sexual assault victims.

H.R. 4013  To amend certain provisions of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986
to improve the provisions of health care to retirees in the coal industry, to
revise the manner in which such care is funded and maintained, and for other
purposes.

H.R. 4338  To suspend certain compliance and accountability measures under
the National School Lunch Act.

H.R. 4729  To provide grants to establish an integrated approach to prevent
child abuse.

H.Res. 201  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives that the
people of the United States should recognize ”An Artistic Discovery”, the
Congressional High School Art Competition.

H.Con.Res. 92  Expressing the sense of Congress with respect to certain reg-
ulations of the Occupational Safety and Health Administration.
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H.Con.Res. 161  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the American
public should observe the 100th anniversary of moviemaking and recognize
the contributions of the American Film Institute in advocating and preserving
the art of film.

H.Con.Res. 282  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the Low Income
Home Energy Assistance Program should be funded for fiscal year 1993 at
a level greater than or equal to its funding for fiscal year 1992.

HASTERT, J. Dennis of Illinois

H.R. 81  To amend the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 to allow individuals
to direct that part or all of their income tax refunds be contributed to a trust
fund established for the relief of domestic and international hunger, and to
establish a commission to oversee the distribution of such contributions.

H.R. 123  To amend title 4, United States Code, to declare English as the of-
ficial language of the United States.

H.R. 299  To amend the National Foundation of the Arts and the Humanities
Act of 1965 to abolish the National Endowment for the Arts and the National
Council on the Arts.

H.R. 1375  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to strengthen protections
against discrimination in employment, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2363  To amend the provisions of the Higher Education Act of 1965
relating to treatment by campus officials of sexual assault victims.

H.R. 2943  To require the Secretary of Education to evaluate programs pro-
viding disadvantaged children with guaranties of postsecondary education
assistance, and for other purposes.

H.R. 3450  To amend part A of title IV of the Social Security Act to remove
barriers and disincentives in the program of aid to families with dependent
children so as to enable recipients of such aid to move toward self-
sufficiency through microenterprises.

H.R. 5325  To improve access to health insurance and contain health care
costs, and for other purposes.

H.Res. 201  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives that the
people of the United States should recognize ”An Artistic Discovery”, the
Congressional High School Art Competition.

H.Con.Res. 282  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the Low Income
Home Energy Assistance Program should be funded for fiscal year 1993 at
a level greater than or equal to its funding for fiscal year 1992.

H.Con.Res. 302  Expressing the sense of the Congress regarding communities
making the transition to ”Hunger-Free” status.

HATCH, Orrin G. of Utah

S. 379  To make certain technical amendments to the National and Community
Service Act, and for other purposes.

S. 1106  To amend the Individuals with Disabilities Education Act to
strengthen such Act, and for other purposes.

S. 1593  To improve the operation and effectiveness of the United States Na-
tional Commission on Libraries and Information Science, and for other pur-
poses.

S.Con.Res. 17 *  Expressing the sense of Congress with respect to certain
regulations of the Occupational Safety and Health Administration.

S.Con.Res. 44  Expressing the sense of Congress that the American public
should observe the 100th anniversary of moviemaking and recognize the
contributions of the American Film Institute in advocating and preserving the
art of film.

HATCHER, Charles of Georgia

H.R. 179  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to permit the deferral
of payments on student loans during professional internships, regardless of
duration.

H.R. 544  To amend the National School Lunch Act to restore food supple-
ment benefits under the dependent care food program to adolescent youth.

H.R. 667  To authorize a grant to the National Writing Project.
H.R. 840  To improve counseling services for elementary school children.

H.R. 1237  To amend the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 to clarify the
application of such Act, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1573  To amend the amount of grants received under chapter 1 of title
I of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965.

H.R. 3555  To repeal and prohibit all exemptions, privileges and gratuities for
members of the U.S. House of Representatives and the U.S. Senate.

H.R. 4338  To suspend certain compliance and accountability measures under
the National School Lunch Act.

H.Res. 201  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives that the
people of the United States should recognize ”An Artistic Discovery”, the
Congressional High School Art Competition.

H.Con.Res. 161  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the American
public should observe the 100th anniversary of moviemaking and recognize
the contributions of the American Film Institute in advocating and preserving
the art of film.

HATFIELD, Mark O. of Oregon

S.Con.Res. 17  Expressing the sense of Congress with respect to certain reg-
ulations of the Occupational Safety and Health Administration.

HAYES, Charles A. of Illinois

H.R. 1  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to restore and strengthen civil
rights laws that ban discrimination in employment, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2  To entitle employees to family leave in certain cases involving a birth,
an adoption, or a serious health condition and to temporary medical leave in
certain cases involving a serious health condition, with adequate protection
of the employees employment and benefit rights, and to establish a com-
mission to study ways of providing salary replacement for employees who
take any such leave.

H.R. 5  To amend the National Labor Relations Act and the Railway Labor
Act to prevent discrimination based on participation in labor disputes.

H.R. 81  To amend the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 to allow individuals
to direct that part or all of their income tax refunds be contributed to a trust
fund established for the relief of domestic and international hunger, and to
establish a commission to oversee the distribution of such contributions.

H.R. 441  To facilitate the economic adjustment of communities, industries,
and workers to reductions or realignments in defense or aerospace contracts,
military facilities, and arms export, and for other purposes.

H.R. 500  To require the Secretary of the Treasury to mint coins in com-
memoration of the quincentenary of the discovery of America by Christopher
Columbus and to establish the Christopher Columbus Fellowship Foundation.

H.R. 544  To amend the National School Lunch Act to restore food supple-
ment benefits under the dependent care food program to adolescent youth.

H.R. 709  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to provide reduced
rates of interest under the Guaranteed Student Loan Program to individuals
who enter the teaching profession.

H.R. 751  To enhance the literacy and basic skills of adults, to ensure that all
adults in the United States acquire the basic skills necessary to function ef-
fectively and achieve the greatest possible opportunity in their work and in
their lives, and to strengthen and coordinate adult literacy programs.

H.R. 763  To establish a program to guarantee students from selected high
schools a chance to go to college, and for other purposes.

H.R. 775  To establish Summer Science Academies for talented students,
particularly economically disadvantaged, minority participants, and for other
purposes.

H.R. 824  To provide participants in private pension plans which were termi-
nated before September 1, 1974, the nonforfeitable pension benefits which
were lost by reason of the termination, and for other purposes.

H.R. 840  To improve counseling services for elementary school children.
H.R. 995  To authorize up to 5 States to conduct 2-year demonstration projects

to test the effectiveness of alternative methods for delivering services and
activities under the JOBS program to families at risk of entering the AFDC
program, and to amend part A of title IV of the Social Security Act to pro-
vide for the permanent use of such alternative methods beginning in fiscal
year 1995.
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H.R. 1048  To establish within the Department of Education an Office of
Community Colleges.

H.R. 1059  To amend section 311 of the Older Americans Act of 1965 to re-
quire the Secretary of Agriculture to provide assistance for 2 meals served
daily per person.

H.R. 1063  To amend the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970 to es-
tablish an Office of Construction Safety, Health, and Education, to improve
inspections, investigations, reporting, and recordkeeping on construction
sites, to require the appointment of project constructors to monitor safety on
construction sites, to require construction employers to establish safety and
health programs, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1066  To authorize a national program to reduce the threat to human
health posed by exposure to contaminants in the air indoors.

H.R. 1126  To extend the coverage of certain Federal labor laws to foreign
flagships.

H.R. 1218  To prevent potential abuses of electronic monitoring in the
workplace.

H.R. 1254  To provide for the establishment of the Margaret Walker
Alexander National African-American Research Center.

H.R. 1285  To resolve legal and technical issues relating to Federal
postsecondary student assistance programs and to prevent undue burdens on
participants in Operation Desert Storm, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1302  To provide relief for military personnel serving in Operations
Desert Shield and Desert Storm who are participants in student financial as-
sistance programs.

H.R. 1364  To amend the Job Corps provisions of the Job Training Partnership
Act.

H.R. 1365  To amend the Job Training Partnership Act to provide for disaster
relief employment assistance.

H.R. 1430  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and the Fair Housing Act
to prohibit discrimination on the basis of affectional or sexual orientation,
and for other purposes.

H.R. 1460  Entitled ”The Food For Young Children Act”.
H.R. 1482  To amend title IV of the Higher Education Act of 1965 to allow

resident physicians to defer repayment of title IV student loans while com-
pleting accredited resident training programs.

H.R. 1502  To combat violence and crimes against women on the streets and
in homes.

H.R. 1503  To facilitate capital financing for historically Black colleges and
universities.

H.R. 1522  To deny funds to educational programs that allow corporal pun-
ishment.

H.R. 1524  To establish programs to promote increased access to higher edu-
cation through early intervention counseling and financial aid information.

H.R. 1602  To amend title I of the Employee Retirement Income Security Act
of 1974 to provide that such Act does not preempt actions under State law
against persons who engage in unfair insurance claims practices.

H.R. 1633  To assist in implementing the Plan of Action adopted by the World
Summit for Children.

H.R. 1637  To make improvements in the Black Lung Benefits Act.
H.R. 1664  To protect employees who report violations of Federal laws and

regulations.
H.R. 1669  To provide financial assistance to eligible local educational agen-

cies to improve urban education, and for other purposes.
H.R. 1692  To amend title XVIII of the Social Security Act to provide for

expanded long term care services under the medicare program, to amend the
Internal Revenue Code of 1986 to provide a credit for taxpayers with certain
elderly dependents in their households, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1694  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to ensure that title VII of
such Act applies to the employment of United States citizens by certain
employers in foreign nations.

H.R. 1737  To amend the Older Americans Act of 1965 to provide congregate
nutrition services and intergenerational activities in elementary and second-
ary school facilities.

H.R. 1822  To amend the Older Americans Community Service Employment
Act to authorize grants for the employment of older Americans in providing
child care for families with low income; and to amend title II of the Social
Security Act to exempt from the earnings test amounts earned for child care
services.

H.R. 1960  To direct the Secretary of the Interior to construct a National
Training Center at the National Afro-American Museum and Cultural Center
and for other purposes.

H.R. 1987  To amend the Act of March 3, 1931 (known as the Davis-Bacon
Act), to revise the standard for coverage under that Act, and for other pur-
poses.

H.R. 2031  To amend title I of the Employee Retirement Income Security Act
of 1974 to provide for equal treatment of telephone and electric cooperative
welfare plans for the purposes of preemption.

H.R. 2098  To amend the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970 to
improve and enforce standards for employee health and safety at Department
of Energy nuclear facilities, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2157  To require the National Collegiate Athletic Association to provide
due process in connection with its regulatory activities affecting coaches,
players, and institutions engaged in sports in interstate commerce.

H.R. 2258  To help end hunger and human want.
H.R. 2313  To amend the School Dropout Demonstration Assistance Act of

1988 to extend authorization of appropriations through fiscal year 1993 and
for other purposes.

H.R. 2331  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to permit less-than-
half-time students to obtain Pell Grants.

H.R. 2334  To further assist States in their efforts to increase awareness about
and prevent family violence and provide immediate shelter and related as-
sistance to battered women and their children.

H.R. 2350  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to assure that low-
income students have the opportunity to pursue higher education, and for
other purposes.

H.R. 2363  To amend the provisions of the Higher Education Act of 1965
relating to treatment by campus officials of sexual assault victims.

H.R. 2782  To amend the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974
to provide that such Act does not preempt certain State laws.

H.R. 2784  To assist counties adversely affected by a base closure, change in
the place of performance of a defense contract, the cancellation or failure to
proceed with a defense contract, or reductions in defense spending.

H.R. 2819  To provide financial assistance to eligible local educational agen-
cies to improve rural education, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2936  To establish programs at the National Science Foundation for the
advancement of technical education and training in advanced-technology
occupations, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2938  To establish a Teacher Opportunity Corps to enable
paraprofessionals working in targeted schools to become certified teachers
through part-time and summer study.

H.R. 2970  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to provide program
grants to medical and allied health professions institutions for graduate edu-
cation and training which will benefit underserved, economically disadvan-
taged communities.

H.R. 3098  To improve the college participation rates of groups underserved
by institutions of higher education and for other purposes.

H.R. 3133 *  To amend the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970 to
expand the rights of victims of occupational safety and health hazards, and
for other purposes.

H.R. 3160  To revise the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970.
H.R. 3189  To amend title IX of the Higher Education Act in order to en-

courage minority students to seek and obtain doctoral degrees, and for other
purposes.

H.R. 3244  To reauthorize and revise certain provisions of the Higher Educa-
tion Act of 1965 in order to strengthen access to higher education opportu-
nities for low-income students and minority students, especially African
Americans, and for other purposes.

H.R. 3329  To amend subpart 4 of part A of title IV of the Higher Education
Act of 1965 to encourage more efficient and effective administration of the
TRIO programs by mandating a 5-year grant cycle; requiring adequate notice
of the success or failure of grant applications; encouraging coordination
among institutional, State, and Federal programs for disadvantaged students;
strengthening early identification efforts; and continuing the authorization
of appropriations for the programs.

H.R. 3362 *  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to establish pro-
grams for minority foreign service professional development.
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H.R. 3393  To amend the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 and the Social Se-
curity Act to provide for health insurance coverage for pregnant women and
children through employment-based insurance and through a State-based
health plan.

H.R. 3475  To assist business in providing women with opportunities in ap-
prenticeship and nontraditional occupations.

H.R. 3476  To establish the Commission on the Advancement of Women in
the Science and Engineering Work Forces.

H.R. 3526  To ensure economic equity for American women and their families
and to respond to the need to revitalize the American economy by expanding
employment opportunities; improving access to funds for women business
owners; enhancing economic justice for women through pay equity, im-
proved child support enforcement, and benefits for part-time workers; and
providing economic and retirement security for women as workers and as
divorced or surviving spouses.

H.R. 3548  To improve the quality of education by providing incentive grants
and by certain other methods.

H.R. 3553  To amend and extend the Higher Education Act of 1965.
H.R. 3603  To promote family preservation and the prevention of foster care

with emphasis on families where abuse of alcohol or drugs is present, and
to improve the quality and delivery of child welfare, foster care, and adoption
services.

H.R. 3613  To amend title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and the Age
Discrimination in Employment Act of 1967 to improve the effectiveness of
administrative review of employment discrimination claims made by Federal
employees; and for other purposes.

H.R. 3625  To require the Commissioner of the Bureau of Labor Statistics to
conduct time use surveys of unremunerated work performed in the United
States and to calculate the monetary value of such work.

H.R. 3748  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1991 with respect to the appli-
cation of such Act.

H.R. 3832  To establish a program of grants regarding certain infants, toddlers,
and children who are perinatally exposed to drugs and for other purposes.

H.R. 3878  To provide assistance to employees who are subject to a plant
closing or mass layoff because their work is transferred to another country
which has low wages or unhealthy working conditions.

H.R. 3957  To amend subpart 4 of part A of title IV of the Higher Education
Act of 1965 to require the Secretary of Education to carry out an advanced
placement test fee payment program, and for other purposes.

H.R. 3975  To amend section 1977A of the Revised Statutes to equalize the
remedies available to all victims of intentional employment discrimination,
and for other purposes.

H.R. 4122 *  To guarantee a work opportunity for all Americans and for other
purposes.

H.R. 4259  To amend title I of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 to provide each
individual with handicaps who is eligible for services under such title with
the right to select the entities that are to provide services pursuant to the in-
dividualized written rehabilitation program developed for the individual.

H.R. 4300  To amend the Stewart B. McKinney Homeless Assistance Act to
extend programs providing urgently needed assistance for the homeless, and
for other purposes.

H.R. 4340  To provide employment opportunities to unemployed individuals
in high unemployment areas in projects to repair and renovate vitally needed
community facilities, and for other purposes.

H.R. 4407  Entitled, ”Employment and Economic Growth Act”.
H.R. 4471  To amend and extend the Higher Education Act of 1965.
H.R. 4516  To amend title VI of the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of

1981 to establish a community services empowerment program.
H.R. 4528  To amend the Job Training Partnership Act to authorize the es-

tablishment of additional Job Corps centers, and for other purposes.
H.R. 4538  To provide assistance to local educational agencies for the pre-

vention and reduction of violent crime in elementary and secondary schools.
H.R. 4591  To amend the Job Training Partnership Act to establish a com-

munity works progress program, a youth community corps program, and a
national youth community corps program, and for other purposes.

H.R. 4700  To amend the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974
to require an independent audit of statements prepared by certain financial
institutions with respect to assets of employee benefit plans.

H.R. 4822  To make appropriations to begin a phase-in toward full funding
of the special supplemental food program for women, infants, and children
(WIC) and of Head Start programs, to expand the Job Corps program, and
for other purposes.

H.R. 4953  To amend the base closure laws to improve the provision of ad-
justment assistance to employees of the Department of Defense adversely
affected by the closure or realignment of a military installation.

H.R. 5010  To provide for the revitalization of the United States aerospace and
other industries that have been adversely affected by defense spending re-
ductions and foreign subsidies.

H.R. 5075  To improve the delivery of employment training services to
members of the Armed Forces who are involuntarily separated from active
duty in the Armed Forces or accept separation under one of the separation
incentive programs.

H.R. 5083  To amend the Act of September 30, 1950 to provide that amounts
appropriated under such Act for purposes of making payments to local edu-
cational agencies on behalf of children who are dependents of a parent or
parents on active duty in the armed forces shall be considered national de-
fense functions for budget purposes.

H.R. 5141 *  To exclude shipboard supervisory personnel from selection as
employer representatives and for other purposes.

H.R. 5230  To enhance United States competitiveness by strengthening the
Nation's technology base, promoting investment in United States technology,
supporting manufacturing infrastructure development, enhancing the tech-
nology skills of American workers, and reorienting defense spending to
support American competitiveness, and for other purposes.

H.R. 5326  To establish a program to assure nondiscriminatory compliance
with all environmental health and safety laws and to assure equal protection
of the public health.

H.R. 5973  To grant employees family and temporary medical leave, to treat
the costs of the Head Start program and other programs for children as
emergency funding requirements, to provide aid to parents in providing the
best possible learning environment for children, to promote investments in
child welfare and family preservation, to reduce violence and improve the
safety of children and their families, and for other purposes.

H.R. 6041  To amend the National Labor Relations Act, to establish the Na-
tional Public Employment Relations Commission, and to amend title I of the
Employment Retirement Income Security Act of 1974 to provide for joint
trusteeship of single-employer pension plans.

H.R. 6067  To amend the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 to provide that
the minimum wage rate under that Act will be indexed to the cost of living
in the same manner as Social Security benefits are indexed.

H.Res. 284  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives that there
is a need for a comprehensive, coordinated strategy to help the United States
achieve its goal of being the strongest Nation on Earth economically and
militarily, so that it remain the greatest Nation in support of human dignity,
freedom, and democratic ideals.

H.Con.Res. 92  Expressing the sense of Congress with respect to certain reg-
ulations of the Occupational Safety and Health Administration.

H.Con.Res. 270 *  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the Federal
Government should promote maximum employment, production, and pur-
chasing power to protect and improve the quality of life in the United States.

H.Con.Res. 282  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the Low Income
Home Energy Assistance Program should be funded for fiscal year 1993 at
a level greater than or equal to its funding for fiscal year 1992.

HAYES, James A. of Louisiana

H.R. 500  To require the Secretary of the Treasury to mint coins in com-
memoration of the quincentenary of the discovery of America by Christopher
Columbus and to establish the Christopher Columbus Fellowship Foundation.

H.R. 667  To authorize a grant to the National Writing Project.
H.R. 908  To amend title 38, United States Code, and other provisions of law

to provide improved benefits and services for military personnel who serve
during the Persian Gulf War, including particularly benefits and services for
members of the National Guard and Reserve components, and for other
purposes.

H.R. 1237  To amend the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 to clarify the
application of such Act, and for other purposes.
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H.R. 1573  To amend the amount of grants received under chapter 1 of title
I of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965.

H.R. 3734  To make applicable to the Congress certain laws relating to the
terms and conditions of employment, the health and safety of employees, and
the rights and responsibilities of employers and employees, and for other
purposes.

H.R. 4259  To amend title I of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 to provide each
individual with handicaps who is eligible for services under such title with
the right to select the entities that are to provide services pursuant to the in-
dividualized written rehabilitation program developed for the individual.

H.R. 5710  To apply laws relating to part-time career employees, fair labor
standards, and occupational safety and health to the Congress.

H.Res. 284  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives that there
is a need for a comprehensive, coordinated strategy to help the United States
achieve its goal of being the strongest Nation on Earth economically and
militarily, so that it remain the greatest Nation in support of human dignity,
freedom, and democratic ideals.

H.Con.Res. 161  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the American
public should observe the 100th anniversary of moviemaking and recognize
the contributions of the American Film Institute in advocating and preserving
the art of film.

HEFLEY, Joel of Colorado

H.R. 1237  To amend the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 to clarify the
application of such Act, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1651  To deny funds to programs that do not allow the Secretary of
Defense access to students on campuses or to certain student information for
recruiting purposes.

H.R. 2689  To make grants for demonstration and evaluation of educational
programs that improve educational opportunities of children by providing
parents and children with a choice in education.

H.R. 2943  To require the Secretary of Education to evaluate programs pro-
viding disadvantaged children with guaranties of postsecondary education
assistance, and for other purposes.

H.R. 3093 *   To amend the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 to provide an
exemption from the overtime requirements of that Act for individuals who
perform multi-skill duties in connection with wildlife.

H.R. 3439  To improve immigration law enforcement.
H.R. 3451 *  To amend the Education Amendments of 1972 to ensure that

students attending institutions of higher education that receive Federal funds
are able to exercise the right to freedom of speech, and for other purposes.

H.R. 3734  To make applicable to the Congress certain laws relating to the
terms and conditions of employment, the health and safety of employees, and
the rights and responsibilities of employers and employees, and for other
purposes.

H.R. 4338  To suspend certain compliance and accountability measures under
the National School Lunch Act.

H.R. 4953  To amend the base closure laws to improve the provision of ad-
justment assistance to employees of the Department of Defense adversely
affected by the closure or realignment of a military installation.

H.R. 5075  To improve the delivery of employment training services to
members of the Armed Forces who are involuntarily separated from active
duty in the Armed Forces or accept separation under one of the separation
incentive programs.

H.R. 5325  To improve access to health insurance and contain health care
costs, and for other purposes.

H.Con.Res. 92  Expressing the sense of Congress with respect to certain reg-
ulations of the Occupational Safety and Health Administration.

HEFLIN, Howell of Alabama

S.Con.Res. 17  Expressing the sense of Congress with respect to certain reg-
ulations of the Occupational Safety and Health Administration.

S.Con.Res. 44  Expressing the sense of Congress that the American public
should observe the 100th anniversary of moviemaking and recognize the
contributions of the American Film Institute in advocating and preserving the
art of film.

S.Con.Res. 81  Expressing the sense of the Congress regarding visionary art
as a national treasure and regarding the American Visionary Art Museum as
a national repository and educational center for visionary art.

HEFNER, W. G. (Bill) of North Carolina

H.R. 907  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to permit alternative
methods for qualifying ”ability-to-benefit” students for Federal student fi-
nancial aid.

H.R. 1048  To establish within the Department of Education an Office of
Community Colleges.

H.R. 1237  To amend the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 to clarify the
application of such Act, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1460  Entitled ”The Food For Young Children Act”.
H.R. 1503  To facilitate capital financing for historically Black colleges and

universities.
H.R. 1573  To amend the amount of grants received under chapter 1 of title

I of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965.
H.R. 1755  To repeal the Act of March 3, 1931 (known as the Davis-Bacon

Act).
H.R. 3160  To revise the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970.
H.R. 3210  To amend title IV of the Employee Retirement Income Security

Act of 1974 to ensure protection of pension plan benefit liabilities subject to
distribution in the form of irrevocable commitments purchased from insurers
upon the standard termination of such plans.

H.R. 3285  To provide for regional energy efficient lighting education centers,
and for other purposes.

H.R. 3878  To provide assistance to employees who are subject to a plant
closing or mass layoff because their work is transferred to another country
which has low wages or unhealthy working conditions.

H.Con.Res. 92  Expressing the sense of Congress with respect to certain reg-
ulations of the Occupational Safety and Health Administration.

HELMS, Jesse of North Carolina

S.Con.Res. 17  Expressing the sense of Congress with respect to certain reg-
ulations of the Occupational Safety and Health Administration.

S.Con.Res. 44  Expressing the sense of Congress that the American public
should observe the 100th anniversary of moviemaking and recognize the
contributions of the American Film Institute in advocating and preserving the
art of film.

HENRY, Paul B. of Michigan

H.R. 123  To amend title 4, United States Code, to declare English as the of-
ficial language of the United States.

H.R. 179  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to permit the deferral
of payments on student loans during professional internships, regardless of
duration.

H.R. 327  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to delay the dis-
bursement of Pell Grants to first-year students, to make ineligible for par-
ticipation in the Pell Grant program any institution with a high default rate
on student loans, and for other purposes.

H.R. 337 *  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to require a high
school diploma or recognized equivalent as a prerequisite for Federal student
financial assistance.

H.R. 338 *  To amend the Internal Revenue Code of 1986, the Employment
Retirement Income Security Act of 1974, and the Public Health Service Act
with respect to continuation of health care coverage.

H.R. 500  To require the Secretary of the Treasury to mint coins in com-
memoration of the quincentenary of the discovery of America by Christopher
Columbus and to establish the Christopher Columbus Fellowship Foundation.

H.R. 623  To amend the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 to exempt em-
ployees involved in certain model garment programs, and for other purposes.
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H.R. 751  To enhance the literacy and basic skills of adults, to ensure that all
adults in the United States acquire the basic skills necessary to function ef-
fectively and achieve the greatest possible opportunity in their work and in
their lives, and to strengthen and coordinate adult literacy programs.

H.R. 840  To improve counseling services for elementary school children.
H.R. 845  To require the Director of the National Institute for Occupational

Safety and Health to conduct a study of the prevalence and issues related to
contamination of workers' homes with hazardous chemicals and substances
transported from their workplace and to issue or report on regulations to
prevent or mitigate the future contamination of workers' homes, and for other
purposes.

H.R. 859  To assist schools in improving student performance through flexi-
bility, program accountability, and incentives.

H.R. 908  To amend title 38, United States Code, and other provisions of law
to provide improved benefits and services for military personnel who serve
during the Persian Gulf War, including particularly benefits and services for
members of the National Guard and Reserve components, and for other
purposes.

H.R. 1048  To establish within the Department of Education an Office of
Community Colleges.

H.R. 1230  To provide for universal access to basic group health benefits
coverage and to remove barriers and provide incentives in order to make such
coverage more affordable.

H.R. 1237  To amend the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 to clarify the
application of such Act, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1285  To resolve legal and technical issues relating to Federal
postsecondary student assistance programs and to prevent undue burdens on
participants in Operation Desert Storm, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1502  To combat violence and crimes against women on the streets and
in homes.

H.R. 1565  To increase access to health care and affordable health insurance,
to contain costs of health care in a manner that improves health care, and for
other purposes.

H.R. 1633  To assist in implementing the Plan of Action adopted by the World
Summit for Children.

H.R. 1753  To establish grant programs and provide other forms of Federal
assistance to pregnant women, children in need of adoptive families, and
individuals and families adopting children.

H.R. 2125  To establish a commission to examine the issues associated with
the teaching of values in elementary and secondary schools and to amend the
Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965 to establish a demon-
stration program of grants to innovative projects relating to civics and char-
acter values in education.

H.R. 2313  To amend the School Dropout Demonstration Assistance Act of
1988 to extend authorization of appropriations through fiscal year 1993 and
for other purposes.

H.R. 2433 *  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to require the dis-
closure of athletic activity revenues and expenditures.

H.R. 2460  To help the Nation achieve the National Education Goals by sup-
porting the creation of a new generation of American Schools in communities
across the country; rewarding schools that demonstrate outstanding gains in
student performance and other progress toward the National Education
Goals; creating academies to improve leadership and core-course teaching in
schools nationwide; supporting State and local efforts to attract qualified in-
dividuals to teaching and educational administration; providing States and
localities with statutory and regulatory flexibility in exchange for greater
accountability for student learning; encouraging, testing, and evaluating ed-
ucational choice programs; increasing the potential usefulness of the National
Assessment of Education Progress to State and local decision-makers; ex-
panding Federal support for literacy improvements; and for other purposes.

H.R. 2495  To expand and strengthen Federal programs by providing incen-
tives to encourage individuals to enter the teaching profession, and for other
purposes.

H.R. 2496  To amend the Job Training Partnership Act to improve the delivery
of services to hard-to-serve youth and adults, to establish the Youth Oppor-
tunities Unlimited program, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2773  To amend title I of the Employee Retirement Income Security Act
of 1974 to set standards under such title for multiple employer welfare ar-
rangements providing health plan benefits.

H.R. 2936  To establish programs at the National Science Foundation for the
advancement of technical education and training in advanced-technology
occupations, and for other purposes.

H.R. 3044 *   To require the Secretary of Education to establish a grant pro-
gram for the improvement of undergraduate and graduate manufacturing en-
gineering education at institutions of higher education in the United States.

H.R. 3285  To provide for regional energy efficient lighting education centers,
and for other purposes.

H.R. 3507  To establish programs under the Technology Administration of the
Department of Commerce, and elsewhere, to promote a skilled workforce and
United States industrial competitiveness.

H.R. 3843  To amend the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974
and title 11, United States Code, to protect the single-employer plan termi-
nation insurance program by clarifying the status of claims of the Pension
Benefit Guaranty Corporation and the treatment of pension plans in bank-
ruptcy proceedings, and for other purposes.

H.R. 4338  To suspend certain compliance and accountability measures under
the National School Lunch Act.

H.R. 4417 *  To rename the Department of Commerce as the Department of
Manufacturing and Commerce, and for other purposes.

H.R. 4595 *  To encourage institutions of higher education to use Federal re-
search and development funding for the support of American students, and
for other purposes.

H.R. 4822  To make appropriations to begin a phase-in toward full funding
of the special supplemental food program for women, infants, and children
(WIC) and of Head Start programs, to expand the Job Corps program, and
for other purposes.

H.R. 4914 *  To establish a Manufacturing Alliance Program within the
Technology Administration of the Department of Commerce to assist small
manufacturers in research and development, technology transfer, and worker
training.

H.R. 5220  To promote youth apprenticeship, and for other purposes.
H.R. 5325  To improve access to health insurance and contain health care

costs, and for other purposes.
H.R. 6101 *  To amend the Occupational Safety and Health Act to provide

for uniform warnings on personal protective equipment for occupational use,
and for other purposes.

H.Con.Res. 119  Expressing the sense of the Congress regarding the Knight
Foundation's proposals for reforming the college athletics system.

H.Con.Res. 282  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the Low Income
Home Energy Assistance Program should be funded for fiscal year 1993 at
a level greater than or equal to its funding for fiscal year 1992.

HERGER, Wally of California

H.R. 123  To amend title 4, United States Code, to declare English as the of-
ficial language of the United States.

H.R. 299  To amend the National Foundation of the Arts and the Humanities
Act of 1965 to abolish the National Endowment for the Arts and the National
Council on the Arts.

H.R. 1118  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to reduce student loan
defaults, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1237  To amend the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 to clarify the
application of such Act, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1753  To establish grant programs and provide other forms of Federal
assistance to pregnant women, children in need of adoptive families, and
individuals and families adopting children.

H.R. 1755  To repeal the Act of March 3, 1931 (known as the Davis-Bacon
Act).

H.R. 2230  To provide incentives for physicians to practice in rural areas and
in rural medically underserved areas.

H.R. 2363  To amend the provisions of the Higher Education Act of 1965
relating to treatment by campus officials of sexual assault victims.

H.R. 2810  To expand the nation's drug treatment capacity, promote drug-free
and safe schools, require Statewide drug abuse prevention and treatment
plans, and ensure that new Federal grant dollars provided for treatment ser-
vices do not displace State dollars.

H.R. 3439  To improve immigration law enforcement.
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H.R. 5167  To reduce the amounts appropriated to the Department of Educa-
tion to increase grants to State and local educational agencies and to reduce
the Federal budget deficit.

H.R. 5325  To improve access to health insurance and contain health care
costs, and for other purposes.

H.Con.Res. 92  Expressing the sense of Congress with respect to certain reg-
ulations of the Occupational Safety and Health Administration.

H.Con.Res. 102  Expressing the sense of the Congress regarding admissions
of minority students to institutions of higher education.

HERTEL, Dennis M. of Michigan

H.R. 2  To entitle employees to family leave in certain cases involving a birth,
an adoption, or a serious health condition and to temporary medical leave in
certain cases involving a serious health condition, with adequate protection
of the employees employment and benefit rights, and to establish a com-
mission to study ways of providing salary replacement for employees who
take any such leave.

H.R. 5  To amend the National Labor Relations Act and the Railway Labor
Act to prevent discrimination based on participation in labor disputes.

H.R. 81  To amend the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 to allow individuals
to direct that part or all of their income tax refunds be contributed to a trust
fund established for the relief of domestic and international hunger, and to
establish a commission to oversee the distribution of such contributions.

H.R. 416  To amend the Older Americans Act and the Public Health Service
Act to provide expanded counseling assistance for the elderly, sick, and dis-
abled.

H.R. 451  To amend the Black Lung Benefits Act to provide that when ben-
efits are paid for at least two years after an initial determination of eligibility
for such benefits the benefits will not be required to be repaid upon a final
determination of ineligibility for benefits, and for other purposes.

H.R. 500  To require the Secretary of the Treasury to mint coins in com-
memoration of the quincentenary of the discovery of America by Christopher
Columbus and to establish the Christopher Columbus Fellowship Foundation.

H.R. 501  To authorize the Secretary of Housing and Urban Development to
provide grants to urban and rural communities for training economically
disadvantaged youth in education and employment skills and to expand the
supply of housing for homeless and economically disadvantaged individuals
and families.

H.R. 520  To encourage States to establish Parents as Teachers programs.
H.R. 544  To amend the National School Lunch Act to restore food supple-

ment benefits under the dependent care food program to adolescent youth.
H.R. 667  To authorize a grant to the National Writing Project.
H.R. 709  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to provide reduced

rates of interest under the Guaranteed Student Loan Program to individuals
who enter the teaching profession.

H.R. 763  To establish a program to guarantee students from selected high
schools a chance to go to college, and for other purposes.

H.R. 799  To ensure that checks to pay benefits under title IV of the Federal
Mine Safety and Health Act of 1977 are delivered early if the usual delivery
date falls on a Saturday, Sunday, or holiday.

H.R. 812  To establish a program of grants for the provision of coordinated
educational support services to at-risk youth.

H.R. 821  To provide for the cancellation of a portion of the direct student
loans of members of the Armed Forces who serve in a combat zone in con-
nection with the Persian Gulf conflict and to require the restoration of edu-
cational benefits and tuition reimbursement for those members of the Armed
Forces who are unable to pursue studies because of military commitments.

H.R. 824  To provide participants in private pension plans which were termi-
nated before September 1, 1974, the nonforfeitable pension benefits which
were lost by reason of the termination, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1059  To amend section 311 of the Older Americans Act of 1965 to re-
quire the Secretary of Agriculture to provide assistance for 2 meals served
daily per person.

H.R. 1063  To amend the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970 to es-
tablish an Office of Construction Safety, Health, and Education, to improve
inspections, investigations, reporting, and recordkeeping on construction
sites, to require the appointment of project constructors to monitor safety on
construction sites, to require construction employers to establish safety and
health programs, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1126  To extend the coverage of certain Federal labor laws to foreign
flagships.

H.R. 1154  To establish programs to improve foreign language instruction and
to amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 in order to promote equal access
to opportunities to study abroad, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1218  To prevent potential abuses of electronic monitoring in the
workplace.

H.R. 1364  To amend the Job Corps provisions of the Job Training Partnership
Act.

H.R. 1388  To entitle employees to family leave for attending school activities.
H.R. 1460  Entitled ”The Food For Young Children Act”.
H.R. 1502  To combat violence and crimes against women on the streets and

in homes.
H.R. 1504  To authorize a National Conference on Aging.
H.R. 1522  To deny funds to educational programs that allow corporal pun-

ishment.
H.R. 1590  To provide for designation by the Secretary of the Interior and the

Secretary of Agriculture of an ancient forest reserve system, including lands
managed by the Bureau of Land Management and portions of national forests
established by reservations from the public domain; to require the Secretary
of the Interior and the Secretary of Agriculture to enhance economic stability
in the Pacific Northwest; and for other purposes.

H.R. 1669  To provide financial assistance to eligible local educational agen-
cies to improve urban education, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1739  To amend the Older Americans Act of 1965 to expand the pre-
ventive health services program to include disease prevention and health
promotion services, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1753  To establish grant programs and provide other forms of Federal
assistance to pregnant women, children in need of adoptive families, and
individuals and families adopting children.

H.R. 1822  To amend the Older Americans Community Service Employment
Act to authorize grants for the employment of older Americans in providing
child care for families with low income; and to amend title II of the Social
Security Act to exempt from the earnings test amounts earned for child care
services.

H.R. 2258  To help end hunger and human want.
H.R. 2336  To establish a higher education loan program in which a borrower's

annual repayment obligation is dependent upon both postschool income level
and borrowing history, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2782  To amend the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974
to provide that such Act does not preempt certain State laws.

H.R. 2819  To provide financial assistance to eligible local educational agen-
cies to improve rural education, and for other purposes.

H.R. 3160  To revise the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970.
H.R. 3334  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to provide Perkins

Loan forgiveness to encourage individuals who enter the teaching profession
to teach in schools serving low-income areas.

H.R. 3393  To amend the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 and the Social Se-
curity Act to provide for health insurance coverage for pregnant women and
children through employment-based insurance and through a State-based
health plan.

H.R. 3475  To assist business in providing women with opportunities in ap-
prenticeship and nontraditional occupations.

H.R. 4822  To make appropriations to begin a phase-in toward full funding
of the special supplemental food program for women, infants, and children
(WIC) and of Head Start programs, to expand the Job Corps program, and
for other purposes.

H.R. 5075  To improve the delivery of employment training services to
members of the Armed Forces who are involuntarily separated from active
duty in the Armed Forces or accept separation under one of the separation
incentive programs.

H.Res. 201  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives that the
people of the United States should recognize ”An Artistic Discovery”, the
Congressional High School Art Competition.
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H.Con.Res. 161  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the American
public should observe the 100th anniversary of moviemaking and recognize
the contributions of the American Film Institute in advocating and preserving
the art of film.

H.Con.Res. 282  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the Low Income
Home Energy Assistance Program should be funded for fiscal year 1993 at
a level greater than or equal to its funding for fiscal year 1992.

HOAGLAND, Peter of Nebraska

H.R. 1  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to restore and strengthen civil
rights laws that ban discrimination in employment, and for other purposes.

H.R. 5  To amend the National Labor Relations Act and the Railway Labor
Act to prevent discrimination based on participation in labor disputes.

H.R. 500  To require the Secretary of the Treasury to mint coins in com-
memoration of the quincentenary of the discovery of America by Christopher
Columbus and to establish the Christopher Columbus Fellowship Foundation.

H.R. 501  To authorize the Secretary of Housing and Urban Development to
provide grants to urban and rural communities for training economically
disadvantaged youth in education and employment skills and to expand the
supply of housing for homeless and economically disadvantaged individuals
and families.

H.R. 812  To establish a program of grants for the provision of coordinated
educational support services to at-risk youth.

H.R. 1059  To amend section 311 of the Older Americans Act of 1965 to re-
quire the Secretary of Agriculture to provide assistance for 2 meals served
daily per person.

H.R. 1154  To establish programs to improve foreign language instruction and
to amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 in order to promote equal access
to opportunities to study abroad, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1502  To combat violence and crimes against women on the streets and
in homes.

H.R. 1590  To provide for designation by the Secretary of the Interior and the
Secretary of Agriculture of an ancient forest reserve system, including lands
managed by the Bureau of Land Management and portions of national forests
established by reservations from the public domain; to require the Secretary
of the Interior and the Secretary of Agriculture to enhance economic stability
in the Pacific Northwest; and for other purposes.

H.R. 1669  To provide financial assistance to eligible local educational agen-
cies to improve urban education, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1987  To amend the Act of March 3, 1931 (known as the Davis-Bacon
Act), to revise the standard for coverage under that Act, and for other pur-
poses.

H.R. 2363  To amend the provisions of the Higher Education Act of 1965
relating to treatment by campus officials of sexual assault victims.

H.R. 2782  To amend the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974
to provide that such Act does not preempt certain State laws.

H.R. 3371  To control and prevent crime.
H.R. 3606 *  To establish a national technology education program, utilizing

the resources of the Nation's two-year associate-degree-granting colleges to
expand the pool of individuals in technology fields, to increase the produc-
tivity of the Nation's industries, and to improve the competitiveness of the
United States in international trade, and for other purposes.

H.R. 3748  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1991 with respect to the appli-
cation of such Act.

H.R. 4259  To amend title I of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 to provide each
individual with handicaps who is eligible for services under such title with
the right to select the entities that are to provide services pursuant to the in-
dividualized written rehabilitation program developed for the individual.

H.R. 4338  To suspend certain compliance and accountability measures under
the National School Lunch Act.

H.Res. 284  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives that there
is a need for a comprehensive, coordinated strategy to help the United States
achieve its goal of being the strongest Nation on Earth economically and
militarily, so that it remain the greatest Nation in support of human dignity,
freedom, and democratic ideals.

H.Con.Res. 92  Expressing the sense of Congress with respect to certain reg-
ulations of the Occupational Safety and Health Administration.

H.Con.Res. 282  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the Low Income
Home Energy Assistance Program should be funded for fiscal year 1993 at
a level greater than or equal to its funding for fiscal year 1992.

HOBSON, David L. of Ohio

H.R. 123  To amend title 4, United States Code, to declare English as the of-
ficial language of the United States.

H.R. 1149  To secure the right of women to be free of sexual harassment and
violence, to promote equal opportunity for women, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1154  To establish programs to improve foreign language instruction and
to amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 in order to promote equal access
to opportunities to study abroad, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1237  To amend the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 to clarify the
application of such Act, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1960  To direct the Secretary of the Interior to construct a National
Training Center at the National Afro-American Museum and Cultural Center
and for other purposes.

H.R. 2336  To establish a higher education loan program in which a borrower's
annual repayment obligation is dependent upon both postschool income level
and borrowing history, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2363  To amend the provisions of the Higher Education Act of 1965
relating to treatment by campus officials of sexual assault victims.

H.R. 2810  To expand the nation's drug treatment capacity, promote drug-free
and safe schools, require Statewide drug abuse prevention and treatment
plans, and ensure that new Federal grant dollars provided for treatment ser-
vices do not displace State dollars.

H.R. 3353  To establish a Glass Ceiling Commission and an annual award for
promoting a more diverse skilled work force at the management and
decisionmaking levels in business, and for other purposes.

H.R. 3470  To enhance America's global competitiveness by fostering a high
skills, high quality, high performance workforce, and for other purposes.

H.R. 3471  To authorize the Small Business Administration to conduct a
demonstration program to enhance the economic opportunities of startup,
newly established, and growing microenterprises by providing loans and
technical assistance through intermediaries, and for other purposes.

H.R. 5325  To improve access to health insurance and contain health care
costs, and for other purposes.

H.R. 5946  To amend the National Literacy Act of 1991 to establish in the
Department of Labor an Office of Workplace Education to provide
workplace education services to small businesses and to provide grants to
States to improve the productivity of those businesses.

H.Con.Res. 92  Expressing the sense of Congress with respect to certain reg-
ulations of the Occupational Safety and Health Administration.

H.Con.Res. 282  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the Low Income
Home Energy Assistance Program should be funded for fiscal year 1993 at
a level greater than or equal to its funding for fiscal year 1992.

HOCHBRUECKNER, George J. of New York

H.R. 1  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to restore and strengthen civil
rights laws that ban discrimination in employment, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2  To entitle employees to family leave in certain cases involving a birth,
an adoption, or a serious health condition and to temporary medical leave in
certain cases involving a serious health condition, with adequate protection
of the employees employment and benefit rights, and to establish a com-
mission to study ways of providing salary replacement for employees who
take any such leave.

H.R. 5  To amend the National Labor Relations Act and the Railway Labor
Act to prevent discrimination based on participation in labor disputes.

H.R. 179  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to permit the deferral
of payments on student loans during professional internships, regardless of
duration.

H.R. 441  To facilitate the economic adjustment of communities, industries,
and workers to reductions or realignments in defense or aerospace contracts,
military facilities, and arms export, and for other purposes.
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H.R. 500  To require the Secretary of the Treasury to mint coins in com-
memoration of the quincentenary of the discovery of America by Christopher
Columbus and to establish the Christopher Columbus Fellowship Foundation.

H.R. 840  To improve counseling services for elementary school children.
H.R. 1063  To amend the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970 to es-

tablish an Office of Construction Safety, Health, and Education, to improve
inspections, investigations, reporting, and recordkeeping on construction
sites, to require the appointment of project constructors to monitor safety on
construction sites, to require construction employers to establish safety and
health programs, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1066  To authorize a national program to reduce the threat to human
health posed by exposure to contaminants in the air indoors.

H.R. 1126  To extend the coverage of certain Federal labor laws to foreign
flagships.

H.R. 1154  To establish programs to improve foreign language instruction and
to amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 in order to promote equal access
to opportunities to study abroad, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1218  To prevent potential abuses of electronic monitoring in the
workplace.

H.R. 1222  To enhance cooperation between the public and law enforcement
personnel in controlling and preventing crime and drug abuse.

H.R. 1254  To provide for the establishment of the Margaret Walker
Alexander National African-American Research Center.

H.R. 1364  To amend the Job Corps provisions of the Job Training Partnership
Act.

H.R. 1388  To entitle employees to family leave for attending school activities.
H.R. 1430  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and the Fair Housing Act

to prohibit discrimination on the basis of affectional or sexual orientation,
and for other purposes.

H.R. 1502  To combat violence and crimes against women on the streets and
in homes.

H.R. 1633  To assist in implementing the Plan of Action adopted by the World
Summit for Children.

H.R. 1694  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to ensure that title VII of
such Act applies to the employment of United States citizens by certain
employers in foreign nations.

H.R. 1753  To establish grant programs and provide other forms of Federal
assistance to pregnant women, children in need of adoptive families, and
individuals and families adopting children.

H.R. 1987  To amend the Act of March 3, 1931 (known as the Davis-Bacon
Act), to revise the standard for coverage under that Act, and for other pur-
poses.

H.R. 2142  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 in order to increase
postsecondary educational opportunities for women and minorities, and for
other purposes.

H.R. 2258  To help end hunger and human want.
H.R. 2363  To amend the provisions of the Higher Education Act of 1965

relating to treatment by campus officials of sexual assault victims.
H.R. 2555  To provide for the establishment of a summer camp program for

low income youths, and to expand the Youth Conservation Corps program.
H.R. 2780  To amend the Older Americans Act of 1965 to increase the au-

thority of the Commissioner on Aging; to establish the Office on Long-Term
Care Ombudsman Programs and provide for the appointment of an Associate
Commissioner for Ombudsman Services; to enhance State long-term care
ombudsman programs; to provide financial assistance for programs relating
to elder abuse, exploitation, or neglect; and for other purposes.

H.R. 2782  To amend the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974
to provide that such Act does not preempt certain State laws.

H.R. 2864  To amend the Older Americans Act of 1965 to establish an elder
rights program, and for other purposes.

H.R. 3160  To revise the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970.
H.R. 3583  To extend the statute of limitation applicable to the filing of ad-

ministrative complaints by Federal employees who allege employment dis-
crimination in violation of title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964.

H.R. 3603  To promote family preservation and the prevention of foster care
with emphasis on families where abuse of alcohol or drugs is present, and
to improve the quality and delivery of child welfare, foster care, and adoption
services.

H.R. 3613  To amend title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and the Age
Discrimination in Employment Act of 1967 to improve the effectiveness of
administrative review of employment discrimination claims made by Federal
employees; and for other purposes.

H.R. 3658 *  To require the Secretary of Education to provide funds to an
elementary or secondary school to establish a pilot program for the
composting of yard waste and cafeteria waste.

H.R. 3748  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1991 with respect to the appli-
cation of such Act.

H.R. 3878  To provide assistance to employees who are subject to a plant
closing or mass layoff because their work is transferred to another country
which has low wages or unhealthy working conditions.

H.R. 3975  To amend section 1977A of the Revised Statutes to equalize the
remedies available to all victims of intentional employment discrimination,
and for other purposes.

H.R. 4022  To amend the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 to provide tax in-
centives for the establishment of tax enterprise zones, and for other purposes.

H.R. 4528  To amend the Job Training Partnership Act to authorize the es-
tablishment of additional Job Corps centers, and for other purposes.

H.R. 4822  To make appropriations to begin a phase-in toward full funding
of the special supplemental food program for women, infants, and children
(WIC) and of Head Start programs, to expand the Job Corps program, and
for other purposes.

H.R. 5219  To direct the Secretary of Defense to provide grants to States to
provide technical and financial assistance to defense-dependent contractors.

H.R. 5235  To provide assistance to defense contractors in diversifying into
nondefense businesses.

H.Res. 201  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives that the
people of the United States should recognize ”An Artistic Discovery”, the
Congressional High School Art Competition.

H.Con.Res. 92  Expressing the sense of Congress with respect to certain reg-
ulations of the Occupational Safety and Health Administration.

H.Con.Res. 161  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the American
public should observe the 100th anniversary of moviemaking and recognize
the contributions of the American Film Institute in advocating and preserving
the art of film.

H.Con.Res. 282  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the Low Income
Home Energy Assistance Program should be funded for fiscal year 1993 at
a level greater than or equal to its funding for fiscal year 1992.

HOLLINGS, Ernest F. of South Carolina

S.Con.Res. 44  Expressing the sense of Congress that the American public
should observe the 100th anniversary of moviemaking and recognize the
contributions of the American Film Institute in advocating and preserving the
art of film.

HOLLOWAY, Clyde C. of Louisiana

H.R. 123  To amend title 4, United States Code, to declare English as the of-
ficial language of the United States.

H.R. 299  To amend the National Foundation of the Arts and the Humanities
Act of 1965 to abolish the National Endowment for the Arts and the National
Council on the Arts.

H.R. 1237  To amend the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 to clarify the
application of such Act, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1503  To facilitate capital financing for historically Black colleges and
universities.

H.R. 1753  To establish grant programs and provide other forms of Federal
assistance to pregnant women, children in need of adoptive families, and
individuals and families adopting children.

H.R. 2040  To establish certain programs regarding adoption, and for other
purposes.

H.R. 3439  To improve immigration law enforcement.
H.R. 3734  To make applicable to the Congress certain laws relating to the

terms and conditions of employment, the health and safety of employees, and
the rights and responsibilities of employers and employees, and for other
purposes.
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H.R. 4259  To amend title I of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 to provide each
individual with handicaps who is eligible for services under such title with
the right to select the entities that are to provide services pursuant to the in-
dividualized written rehabilitation program developed for the individual.

H.R. 5167  To reduce the amounts appropriated to the Department of Educa-
tion to increase grants to State and local educational agencies and to reduce
the Federal budget deficit.

H.R. 5325  To improve access to health insurance and contain health care
costs, and for other purposes.

HOPKINS, Larry J. of Kentucky

H.R. 1482  To amend title IV of the Higher Education Act of 1965 to allow
resident physicians to defer repayment of title IV student loans while com-
pleting accredited resident training programs.

H.R. 5325  To improve access to health insurance and contain health care
costs, and for other purposes.

H.Con.Res. 92  Expressing the sense of Congress with respect to certain reg-
ulations of the Occupational Safety and Health Administration.

H.Con.Res. 282  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the Low Income
Home Energy Assistance Program should be funded for fiscal year 1993 at
a level greater than or equal to its funding for fiscal year 1992.

HORN, Joan Kelly of Missouri

H.R. 1  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to restore and strengthen civil
rights laws that ban discrimination in employment, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2  To entitle employees to family leave in certain cases involving a birth,
an adoption, or a serious health condition and to temporary medical leave in
certain cases involving a serious health condition, with adequate protection
of the employees employment and benefit rights, and to establish a com-
mission to study ways of providing salary replacement for employees who
take any such leave.

H.R. 5  To amend the National Labor Relations Act and the Railway Labor
Act to prevent discrimination based on participation in labor disputes.

H.R. 520  To encourage States to establish Parents as Teachers programs.
H.R. 751  To enhance the literacy and basic skills of adults, to ensure that all

adults in the United States acquire the basic skills necessary to function ef-
fectively and achieve the greatest possible opportunity in their work and in
their lives, and to strengthen and coordinate adult literacy programs.

H.R. 1218  To prevent potential abuses of electronic monitoring in the
workplace.

H.R. 1285  To resolve legal and technical issues relating to Federal
postsecondary student assistance programs and to prevent undue burdens on
participants in Operation Desert Storm, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1502  To combat violence and crimes against women on the streets and
in homes.

H.R. 1573  To amend the amount of grants received under chapter 1 of title
I of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965.

H.R. 1633  To assist in implementing the Plan of Action adopted by the World
Summit for Children.

H.R. 1753  To establish grant programs and provide other forms of Federal
assistance to pregnant women, children in need of adoptive families, and
individuals and families adopting children.

H.R. 2363  To amend the provisions of the Higher Education Act of 1965
relating to treatment by campus officials of sexual assault victims.

H.R. 2936  To establish programs at the National Science Foundation for the
advancement of technical education and training in advanced-technology
occupations, and for other purposes.

H.R. 3507  To establish programs under the Technology Administration of the
Department of Commerce, and elsewhere, to promote a skilled workforce and
United States industrial competitiveness.

H.R. 3526  To ensure economic equity for American women and their families
and to respond to the need to revitalize the American economy by expanding
employment opportunities; improving access to funds for women business
owners; enhancing economic justice for women through pay equity, im-
proved child support enforcement, and benefits for part-time workers; and
providing economic and retirement security for women as workers and as
divorced or surviving spouses.

H.R. 3625  To require the Commissioner of the Bureau of Labor Statistics to
conduct time use surveys of unremunerated work performed in the United
States and to calculate the monetary value of such work.

H.R. 3975  To amend section 1977A of the Revised Statutes to equalize the
remedies available to all victims of intentional employment discrimination,
and for other purposes.

H.R. 4277  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to delete certain re-
quirements relating to the guaranteed student loan program.

H.R. 4356  To increase the safety of America's schools.
H.R. 4595  To encourage institutions of higher education to use Federal re-

search and development funding for the support of American students, and
for other purposes.

H.R. 4700  To amend the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974
to require an independent audit of statements prepared by certain financial
institutions with respect to assets of employee benefit plans.

H.R. 4929  To provide incentives for certain voluntarily separated military
personnel to become elementary and secondary school teachers.

H.R. 5010  To provide for the revitalization of the United States aerospace and
other industries that have been adversely affected by defense spending re-
ductions and foreign subsidies.

H.R. 5139  To provide for the recoupment of defense expenditures abroad, and
for other purposes.

H.R. 5230  To enhance United States competitiveness by strengthening the
Nation's technology base, promoting investment in United States technology,
supporting manufacturing infrastructure development, enhancing the tech-
nology skills of American workers, and reorienting defense spending to
support American competitiveness, and for other purposes.

H.Res. 284  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives that there
is a need for a comprehensive, coordinated strategy to help the United States
achieve its goal of being the strongest Nation on Earth economically and
militarily, so that it remain the greatest Nation in support of human dignity,
freedom, and democratic ideals.

H.Con.Res. 92  Expressing the sense of Congress with respect to certain reg-
ulations of the Occupational Safety and Health Administration.

H.Con.Res. 282  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the Low Income
Home Energy Assistance Program should be funded for fiscal year 1993 at
a level greater than or equal to its funding for fiscal year 1992.

HORTON, Frank of New York

H.R. 5  To amend the National Labor Relations Act and the Railway Labor
Act to prevent discrimination based on participation in labor disputes.

H.R. 81  To amend the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 to allow individuals
to direct that part or all of their income tax refunds be contributed to a trust
fund established for the relief of domestic and international hunger, and to
establish a commission to oversee the distribution of such contributions.

H.R. 179  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to permit the deferral
of payments on student loans during professional internships, regardless of
duration.

H.R. 500  To require the Secretary of the Treasury to mint coins in com-
memoration of the quincentenary of the discovery of America by Christopher
Columbus and to establish the Christopher Columbus Fellowship Foundation.

H.R. 501  To authorize the Secretary of Housing and Urban Development to
provide grants to urban and rural communities for training economically
disadvantaged youth in education and employment skills and to expand the
supply of housing for homeless and economically disadvantaged individuals
and families.

H.R. 553  To repeal the testing requirements imposed on ability-to-benefit
students by the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1990.

H.R. 667  To authorize a grant to the National Writing Project.
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H.R. 709  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to provide reduced
rates of interest under the Guaranteed Student Loan Program to individuals
who enter the teaching profession.

H.R. 775  To establish Summer Science Academies for talented students,
particularly economically disadvantaged, minority participants, and for other
purposes.

H.R. 799  To ensure that checks to pay benefits under title IV of the Federal
Mine Safety and Health Act of 1977 are delivered early if the usual delivery
date falls on a Saturday, Sunday, or holiday.

H.R. 812  To establish a program of grants for the provision of coordinated
educational support services to at-risk youth.

H.R. 824  To provide participants in private pension plans which were termi-
nated before September 1, 1974, the nonforfeitable pension benefits which
were lost by reason of the termination, and for other purposes.

H.R. 840  To improve counseling services for elementary school children.
H.R. 906  To amend the Job Training Partnership Act to encourage a broader

range of training and job placement for women and for other purposes.
H.R. 907  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to permit alternative

methods for qualifying ”ability-to-benefit” students for Federal student fi-
nancial aid.

H.R. 908  To amend title 38, United States Code, and other provisions of law
to provide improved benefits and services for military personnel who serve
during the Persian Gulf War, including particularly benefits and services for
members of the National Guard and Reserve components, and for other
purposes.

H.R. 1059  To amend section 311 of the Older Americans Act of 1965 to re-
quire the Secretary of Agriculture to provide assistance for 2 meals served
daily per person.

H.R. 1063  To amend the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970 to es-
tablish an Office of Construction Safety, Health, and Education, to improve
inspections, investigations, reporting, and recordkeeping on construction
sites, to require the appointment of project constructors to monitor safety on
construction sites, to require construction employers to establish safety and
health programs, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1149  To secure the right of women to be free of sexual harassment and
violence, to promote equal opportunity for women, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1218  To prevent potential abuses of electronic monitoring in the
workplace.

H.R. 1254  To provide for the establishment of the Margaret Walker
Alexander National African-American Research Center.

H.R. 1285  To resolve legal and technical issues relating to Federal
postsecondary student assistance programs and to prevent undue burdens on
participants in Operation Desert Storm, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1364  To amend the Job Corps provisions of the Job Training Partnership
Act.

H.R. 1365  To amend the Job Training Partnership Act to provide for disaster
relief employment assistance.

H.R. 1460  Entitled ”The Food For Young Children Act”.
H.R. 1482  To amend title IV of the Higher Education Act of 1965 to allow

resident physicians to defer repayment of title IV student loans while com-
pleting accredited resident training programs.

H.R. 1502  To combat violence and crimes against women on the streets and
in homes.

H.R. 1524  To establish programs to promote increased access to higher edu-
cation through early intervention counseling and financial aid information.

H.R. 1533  To amend the Older Americans Act of 1965 to require that the
number of individuals who are 85 years of age and older be taken into con-
sideration by States for purposes of designating planning and service areas
and of distributing funds under such Act.

H.R. 1633  To assist in implementing the Plan of Action adopted by the World
Summit for Children.

H.R. 1753  To establish grant programs and provide other forms of Federal
assistance to pregnant women, children in need of adoptive families, and
individuals and families adopting children.

H.R. 1960  To direct the Secretary of the Interior to construct a National
Training Center at the National Afro-American Museum and Cultural Center
and for other purposes.

H.R. 2142  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 in order to increase
postsecondary educational opportunities for women and minorities, and for
other purposes.

H.R. 2258  To help end hunger and human want.
H.R. 2334  To further assist States in their efforts to increase awareness about

and prevent family violence and provide immediate shelter and related as-
sistance to battered women and their children.

H.R. 2336  To establish a higher education loan program in which a borrower's
annual repayment obligation is dependent upon both postschool income level
and borrowing history, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2363  To amend the provisions of the Higher Education Act of 1965
relating to treatment by campus officials of sexual assault victims.

H.R. 2433  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to require the dis-
closure of athletic activity revenues and expenditures.

H.R. 2437  To amend the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 to revise and extend the
program regarding independent living services for older blind individuals.

H.R. 2495  To expand and strengthen Federal programs by providing incen-
tives to encourage individuals to enter the teaching profession, and for other
purposes.

H.R. 2938  To establish a Teacher Opportunity Corps to enable
paraprofessionals working in targeted schools to become certified teachers
through part-time and summer study.

H.R. 2943  To require the Secretary of Education to evaluate programs pro-
viding disadvantaged children with guaranties of postsecondary education
assistance, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2952  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to provide for the
forgiveness of Perkins loans for providers of early intervention services for
individuals with disabilities.

H.R. 2970  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to provide program
grants to medical and allied health professions institutions for graduate edu-
cation and training which will benefit underserved, economically disadvan-
taged communities.

H.R. 3098  To improve the college participation rates of groups underserved
by institutions of higher education and for other purposes.

H.R. 3102  To amend section 520 of the Cranston-Gonzalez National Afford-
able Housing Act to authorize the Secretary of Housing and Urban Devel-
opment to make grants to establish midnight basketball league training and
partnership programs incorporating employment counseling, job-training, and
other educational activities for residents of public housing and federally as-
sisted housing.

H.R. 3136  To require the Secretary of Education to conduct a comprehensive
study of the TRIO programs under the Higher Education Act of 1965.

H.R. 3353  To establish a Glass Ceiling Commission and an annual award for
promoting a more diverse skilled work force at the management and
decisionmaking levels in business, and for other purposes.

H.R. 3372  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to revise the operation
of the National Student Loan Data System.

H.R. 3437 *  To require the Secretary of Education to submit to Congress a
report on the use of Pell Grants by prisoners.

H.R. 3476  To establish the Commission on the Advancement of Women in
the Science and Engineering Work Forces.

H.R. 3748  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1991 with respect to the appli-
cation of such Act.

H.R. 3886  To increase the achievement levels of elementary and secondary
students by using high quality curricular-based learning resources.

H.R. 3957  To amend subpart 4 of part A of title IV of the Higher Education
Act of 1965 to require the Secretary of Education to carry out an advanced
placement test fee payment program, and for other purposes.

H.R. 3975  To amend section 1977A of the Revised Statutes to equalize the
remedies available to all victims of intentional employment discrimination,
and for other purposes.

H.R. 4338  To suspend certain compliance and accountability measures under
the National School Lunch Act.

H.R. 4493  To amend the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 to authorize grants for
the provision of certain transportation services to individuals with disabilities
who hold or are seeking jobs in typical work environments, or who are re-
ceiving vocational rehabilitation services.

H.R. 4976  To improve the transition from school to work and promote youth
apprenticeship, and for other purposes.

H.R. 5075  To improve the delivery of employment training services to
members of the Armed Forces who are involuntarily separated from active
duty in the Armed Forces or accept separation under one of the separation
incentive programs.
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H.R. 5083  To amend the Act of September 30, 1950 to provide that amounts
appropriated under such Act for purposes of making payments to local edu-
cational agencies on behalf of children who are dependents of a parent or
parents on active duty in the armed forces shall be considered national de-
fense functions for budget purposes.

H.R. 5220  To promote youth apprenticeship, and for other purposes.
H.R. 5960  To prevent and punish sexual violence and domestic violence, to

assist and protect the victims of such violence, to assist State and local ef-
forts, and for other purposes.

H.Res. 201  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives that the
people of the United States should recognize ”An Artistic Discovery”, the
Congressional High School Art Competition.

H.Res. 284  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives that there
is a need for a comprehensive, coordinated strategy to help the United States
achieve its goal of being the strongest Nation on Earth economically and
militarily, so that it remain the greatest Nation in support of human dignity,
freedom, and democratic ideals.

H.Res. 428  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives that sec-
ondary schools throughout the Nation should implement a financial planning
program using the proven techniques of the College for Financial Planning
in partnership with the United States Department of Agriculture Extension
Service and participating Land-Grant University Cooperative Extension Ser-
vices.

H.Con.Res. 92  Expressing the sense of Congress with respect to certain reg-
ulations of the Occupational Safety and Health Administration.

H.Con.Res. 120  Expressing the sense of Congress that consumers should be
provided with incentives to save for long-term purposes.

H.Con.Res. 161  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the American
public should observe the 100th anniversary of moviemaking and recognize
the contributions of the American Film Institute in advocating and preserving
the art of film.

H.Con.Res. 215  Expressing the sense of the Congress relating to paid leave
for working parents for the purpose of attending parent-teacher conferences.

H.Con.Res. 280  Encouraging employee achievement awards.
H.Con.Res. 282  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the Low Income

Home Energy Assistance Program should be funded for fiscal year 1993 at
a level greater than or equal to its funding for fiscal year 1992.

HOUGHTON, Amo Jr. of New York

H.R. 2363  To amend the provisions of the Higher Education Act of 1965
relating to treatment by campus officials of sexual assault victims.

H.R. 2460  To help the Nation achieve the National Education Goals by sup-
porting the creation of a new generation of American Schools in communities
across the country; rewarding schools that demonstrate outstanding gains in
student performance and other progress toward the National Education
Goals; creating academies to improve leadership and core-course teaching in
schools nationwide; supporting State and local efforts to attract qualified in-
dividuals to teaching and educational administration; providing States and
localities with statutory and regulatory flexibility in exchange for greater
accountability for student learning; encouraging, testing, and evaluating ed-
ucational choice programs; increasing the potential usefulness of the National
Assessment of Education Progress to State and local decision-makers; ex-
panding Federal support for literacy improvements; and for other purposes.

H.R. 2620  To amend the National Labor Relations Act to prevent discrimi-
nation based on participation in an economic strike.

H.R. 2918  Entitled the ”Collective Bargaining Protection Act”.
H.R. 5325  To improve access to health insurance and contain health care

costs, and for other purposes.
H.R. 5960  To prevent and punish sexual violence and domestic violence, to

assist and protect the victims of such violence, to assist State and local ef-
forts, and for other purposes.

H.Res. 201  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives that the
people of the United States should recognize ”An Artistic Discovery”, the
Congressional High School Art Competition.

H.Con.Res. 282  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the Low Income
Home Energy Assistance Program should be funded for fiscal year 1993 at
a level greater than or equal to its funding for fiscal year 1992.

HOYER, Steny H. of Maryland

H.R. 1  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to restore and strengthen civil
rights laws that ban discrimination in employment, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2  To entitle employees to family leave in certain cases involving a birth,
an adoption, or a serious health condition and to temporary medical leave in
certain cases involving a serious health condition, with adequate protection
of the employees employment and benefit rights, and to establish a com-
mission to study ways of providing salary replacement for employees who
take any such leave.

H.R. 5  To amend the National Labor Relations Act and the Railway Labor
Act to prevent discrimination based on participation in labor disputes.

H.R. 386  To require the executive branch to gather and disseminate infor-
mation regarding, and to promote techniques to eliminate, discriminatory
wage-setting practices and discriminatory wage disparities which are based
on sex, race, or national origin.

H.R. 500  To require the Secretary of the Treasury to mint coins in com-
memoration of the quincentenary of the discovery of America by Christopher
Columbus and to establish the Christopher Columbus Fellowship Foundation.

H.R. 1126  To extend the coverage of certain Federal labor laws to foreign
flagships.

H.R. 1430  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and the Fair Housing Act
to prohibit discrimination on the basis of affectional or sexual orientation,
and for other purposes.

H.R. 1502  To combat violence and crimes against women on the streets and
in homes.

H.R. 2561  To remove the barrier to access for middle income students to
Federal student financial aid programs, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2782  To amend the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974
to provide that such Act does not preempt certain State laws.

H.R. 3362  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to establish programs
for minority foreign service professional development.

H.R. 3526  To ensure economic equity for American women and their families
and to respond to the need to revitalize the American economy by expanding
employment opportunities; improving access to funds for women business
owners; enhancing economic justice for women through pay equity, im-
proved child support enforcement, and benefits for part-time workers; and
providing economic and retirement security for women as workers and as
divorced or surviving spouses.

H.R. 3613  To amend title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and the Age
Discrimination in Employment Act of 1967 to improve the effectiveness of
administrative review of employment discrimination claims made by Federal
employees; and for other purposes.

H.Res. 201  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives that the
people of the United States should recognize ”An Artistic Discovery”, the
Congressional High School Art Competition.

H.Res. 284  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives that there
is a need for a comprehensive, coordinated strategy to help the United States
achieve its goal of being the strongest Nation on Earth economically and
militarily, so that it remain the greatest Nation in support of human dignity,
freedom, and democratic ideals.

H.Con.Res. 92  Expressing the sense of Congress with respect to certain reg-
ulations of the Occupational Safety and Health Administration.

H.Con.Res. 161  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the American
public should observe the 100th anniversary of moviemaking and recognize
the contributions of the American Film Institute in advocating and preserving
the art of film.

H.Con.Res. 282  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the Low Income
Home Energy Assistance Program should be funded for fiscal year 1993 at
a level greater than or equal to its funding for fiscal year 1992.

H.Con.Res. 327  Expressing the sense of the Congress regarding visionary art
as a national treasure and regarding the American Visionary Art Museum as
a national repository and educational center for visionary art.
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HUBBARD, Carroll Jr. of Kentucky

H.R. 5  To amend the National Labor Relations Act and the Railway Labor
Act to prevent discrimination based on participation in labor disputes.

H.R. 123  To amend title 4, United States Code, to declare English as the of-
ficial language of the United States.

H.R. 451  To amend the Black Lung Benefits Act to provide that when ben-
efits are paid for at least two years after an initial determination of eligibility
for such benefits the benefits will not be required to be repaid upon a final
determination of ineligibility for benefits, and for other purposes.

H.R. 500  To require the Secretary of the Treasury to mint coins in com-
memoration of the quincentenary of the discovery of America by Christopher
Columbus and to establish the Christopher Columbus Fellowship Foundation.

H.R. 1063  To amend the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970 to es-
tablish an Office of Construction Safety, Health, and Education, to improve
inspections, investigations, reporting, and recordkeeping on construction
sites, to require the appointment of project constructors to monitor safety on
construction sites, to require construction employers to establish safety and
health programs, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1126  To extend the coverage of certain Federal labor laws to foreign
flagships.

H.R. 1218  To prevent potential abuses of electronic monitoring in the
workplace.

H.R. 2157  To require the National Collegiate Athletic Association to provide
due process in connection with its regulatory activities affecting coaches,
players, and institutions engaged in sports in interstate commerce.

H.R. 2481 *  To establish the National Workplace Safety Commission, and
for other purposes.

H.R. 3603  To promote family preservation and the prevention of foster care
with emphasis on families where abuse of alcohol or drugs is present, and
to improve the quality and delivery of child welfare, foster care, and adoption
services.

H.R. 4338  To suspend certain compliance and accountability measures under
the National School Lunch Act.

H.R. 5936  To contain health care costs and improve access to health care
through accountable health plans and managed competition, and for other
purposes.

H.Res. 201  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives that the
people of the United States should recognize ”An Artistic Discovery”, the
Congressional High School Art Competition.

H.Res. 284  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives that there
is a need for a comprehensive, coordinated strategy to help the United States
achieve its goal of being the strongest Nation on Earth economically and
militarily, so that it remain the greatest Nation in support of human dignity,
freedom, and democratic ideals.

HUCKABY, Jerry of Louisiana

H.R. 123  To amend title 4, United States Code, to declare English as the of-
ficial language of the United States.

H.R. 179  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to permit the deferral
of payments on student loans during professional internships, regardless of
duration.

H.R. 500  To require the Secretary of the Treasury to mint coins in com-
memoration of the quincentenary of the discovery of America by Christopher
Columbus and to establish the Christopher Columbus Fellowship Foundation.

H.R. 751  To enhance the literacy and basic skills of adults, to ensure that all
adults in the United States acquire the basic skills necessary to function ef-
fectively and achieve the greatest possible opportunity in their work and in
their lives, and to strengthen and coordinate adult literacy programs.

H.R. 1254  To provide for the establishment of the Margaret Walker
Alexander National African-American Research Center.

H.R. 1482  To amend title IV of the Higher Education Act of 1965 to allow
resident physicians to defer repayment of title IV student loans while com-
pleting accredited resident training programs.

H.R. 1503  To facilitate capital financing for historically Black colleges and
universities.

H.R. 1573  To amend the amount of grants received under chapter 1 of title
I of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965.

H.R. 1737  To amend the Older Americans Act of 1965 to provide congregate
nutrition services and intergenerational activities in elementary and second-
ary school facilities.

H.R. 1755  To repeal the Act of March 3, 1931 (known as the Davis-Bacon
Act).

H.R. 2018  To amend the Older Americans Act of 1965 to require uniform
telephone listing of area agencies on aging.

H.R. 2019  To amend the Older Americans Act of 1965 to assist older indi-
viduals to avoid falling and to prevent incorrect medication and adverse drug
reactions.

H.R. 2020  To amend title III  of the Older Americans Act of 1965 with respect
to assistance to older individuals who reside in rural areas.

H.R. 2784  To assist counties adversely affected by a base closure, change in
the place of performance of a defense contract, the cancellation or failure to
proceed with a defense contract, or reductions in defense spending.

H.R. 2819  To provide financial assistance to eligible local educational agen-
cies to improve rural education, and for other purposes.

H.R. 4259  To amend title I of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 to provide each
individual with handicaps who is eligible for services under such title with
the right to select the entities that are to provide services pursuant to the in-
dividualized written rehabilitation program developed for the individual.

H.R. 4531  To require the Secretary of Agriculture to include rice in the de-
finition of supplemental foods for purposes of the special supplemental food
program for women, infants, and children under section 17 of the Child
Nutrition Act of 1966.

H.Res. 284  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives that there
is a need for a comprehensive, coordinated strategy to help the United States
achieve its goal of being the strongest Nation on Earth economically and
militarily, so that it remain the greatest Nation in support of human dignity,
freedom, and democratic ideals.

HUGHES, William J. of New Jersey

H.R. 1  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to restore and strengthen civil
rights laws that ban discrimination in employment, and for other purposes.

H.R. 5  To amend the National Labor Relations Act and the Railway Labor
Act to prevent discrimination based on participation in labor disputes.

H.R. 179  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to permit the deferral
of payments on student loans during professional internships, regardless of
duration.

H.R. 500  To require the Secretary of the Treasury to mint coins in com-
memoration of the quincentenary of the discovery of America by Christopher
Columbus and to establish the Christopher Columbus Fellowship Foundation.

H.R. 553  To repeal the testing requirements imposed on ability-to-benefit
students by the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1990.

H.R. 751  To enhance the literacy and basic skills of adults, to ensure that all
adults in the United States acquire the basic skills necessary to function ef-
fectively and achieve the greatest possible opportunity in their work and in
their lives, and to strengthen and coordinate adult literacy programs.

H.R. 799  To ensure that checks to pay benefits under title IV of the Federal
Mine Safety and Health Act of 1977 are delivered early if the usual delivery
date falls on a Saturday, Sunday, or holiday.

H.R. 812  To establish a program of grants for the provision of coordinated
educational support services to at-risk youth.

H.R. 821  To provide for the cancellation of a portion of the direct student
loans of members of the Armed Forces who serve in a combat zone in con-
nection with the Persian Gulf conflict and to require the restoration of edu-
cational benefits and tuition reimbursement for those members of the Armed
Forces who are unable to pursue studies because of military commitments.

H.R. 1237  To amend the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 to clarify the
application of such Act, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1340 *   To authorize the Secretary of Education to make a grant to
Glassboro State College for the construction of library facilities.

H.R. 1364  To amend the Job Corps provisions of the Job Training Partnership
Act.

H.R. 1460  Entitled ”The Food For Young Children Act”.
H.R. 1524  To establish programs to promote increased access to higher edu-

cation through early intervention counseling and financial aid information.
H.R. 1633  To assist in implementing the Plan of Action adopted by the World

Summit for Children.
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H.R. 1822  To amend the Older Americans Community Service Employment
Act to authorize grants for the employment of older Americans in providing
child care for families with low income; and to amend title II of the Social
Security Act to exempt from the earnings test amounts earned for child care
services.

H.R. 1987  To amend the Act of March 3, 1931 (known as the Davis-Bacon
Act), to revise the standard for coverage under that Act, and for other pur-
poses.

H.R. 2125  To establish a commission to examine the issues associated with
the teaching of values in elementary and secondary schools and to amend the
Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965 to establish a demon-
stration program of grants to innovative projects relating to civics and char-
acter values in education.

H.R. 2258  To help end hunger and human want.
H.R. 2336  To establish a higher education loan program in which a borrower's

annual repayment obligation is dependent upon both postschool income level
and borrowing history, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2390  To amend the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974
and the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 to expand pension coverage, improve
pension portability, increase retirement savings, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2391  To amend title III of the Older Americans Act of 1965 to authorize
States to transfer to part D not more than 50 percent of the funds allotted for
parts B and C.

H.R. 2392  To amend title III of the Older Americans Act of 1965 to authorize
appropriations for fiscal years 1992 and 1993 for consumer protection dem-
onstration projects.

H.R. 2393 *  To amend title III of the Older Americans Act of 1965 to expand
the preventive health services program to include disease prevention and
health promotion services.

H.R. 2394 *  To amend title III of the Older Americans Act of 1965 to au-
thorize States to transfer between parts B and C not more than 50 percent
of the funds allotted for such parts.

H.R. 2555  To provide for the establishment of a summer camp program for
low income youths, and to expand the Youth Conservation Corps program.

H.R. 2782  To amend the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974
to provide that such Act does not preempt certain State laws.

H.R. 2866  To encourage the use of alternative fuels across the transportation
sector and facilitate research on the design of motor vehicles powered by
these fuels, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2936  To establish programs at the National Science Foundation for the
advancement of technical education and training in advanced-technology
occupations, and for other purposes.

H.R. 3210 *  To amend title IV of the Employee Retirement Income Security
Act of 1974 to ensure protection of pension plan benefit liabilities subject to
distribution in the form of irrevocable commitments purchased from insurers
upon the standard termination of such plans.

H.R. 3211  To establish a Federal direct student loan program to consolidate
existing student loan programs, and for other purposes.

H.R. 3285  To provide for regional energy efficient lighting education centers,
and for other purposes.

H.R. 3371  To control and prevent crime.
H.R. 3613  To amend title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and the Age

Discrimination in Employment Act of 1967 to improve the effectiveness of
administrative review of employment discrimination claims made by Federal
employees; and for other purposes.

H.R. 3998  To establish youth apprenticeship demonstration programs, and for
other purposes.

H.R. 4300  To amend the Stewart B. McKinney Homeless Assistance Act to
extend programs providing urgently needed assistance for the homeless, and
for other purposes.

H.R. 4338  To suspend certain compliance and accountability measures under
the National School Lunch Act.

H.R. 4340  To provide employment opportunities to unemployed individuals
in high unemployment areas in projects to repair and renovate vitally needed
community facilities, and for other purposes.

H.R. 4528  To amend the Job Training Partnership Act to authorize the es-
tablishment of additional Job Corps centers, and for other purposes.

H.R. 4700 *  To amend the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974
to require an independent audit of statements prepared by certain financial
institutions with respect to assets of employee benefit plans.

H.R. 4822  To make appropriations to begin a phase-in toward full funding
of the special supplemental food program for women, infants, and children
(WIC) and of Head Start programs, to expand the Job Corps program, and
for other purposes.

H.R. 4919 *  To amend title I of the Employee Retirement Income Security
Act of 1974 to clarify and improve the applicability of such title to multiple
employer welfare arrangements and employee leasing welfare arrangements
and to provide for more effective State regulation thereof.

H.R. 5109  To assist community, business, and worker readjustment required
as a result of the closure of military installations and reductions in defense
spending.

H.R. 5109  To assist community, business, and worker readjustment required
as a result of the closure of military installations and reductions in defense
spending.

H.R. 5230  To enhance United States competitiveness by strengthening the
Nation's technology base, promoting investment in United States technology,
supporting manufacturing infrastructure development, enhancing the tech-
nology skills of American workers, and reorienting defense spending to
support American competitiveness, and for other purposes.

H.R. 5331  To authorize an endowment grant to support the establishment of
regional centers to promote locally based, volunteer-operated, private citi-
zens' scholarship programs, and for other purposes.

H.R. 5610  To reduce health costs through uniform claims and electronic
billing.

H.R. 5786  To establish a Commission on Retirement Income Policy.
H.R. 5936  To contain health care costs and improve access to health care

through accountable health plans and managed competition, and for other
purposes.

H.R. 6147 *  To amend title I of the Employee Retirement Income Security
Act of 1974 to provide that unreasonable discrimination in benefits under
group health plans affecting benefit claims thereunder constitutes interference
with rights protected under such Act and to provide for effective remedies
therefor, and to provide for effective remedies therefor, and to provide for
adequate notice of material changes to group health plans.

H.Res. 284  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives that there
is a need for a comprehensive, coordinated strategy to help the United States
achieve its goal of being the strongest Nation on Earth economically and
militarily, so that it remain the greatest Nation in support of human dignity,
freedom, and democratic ideals.

H.Con.Res. 161  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the American
public should observe the 100th anniversary of moviemaking and recognize
the contributions of the American Film Institute in advocating and preserving
the art of film.

H.Con.Res. 282  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the Low Income
Home Energy Assistance Program should be funded for fiscal year 1993 at
a level greater than or equal to its funding for fiscal year 1992.

HUNTER, Duncan of California

H.R. 299  To amend the National Foundation of the Arts and the Humanities
Act of 1965 to abolish the National Endowment for the Arts and the National
Council on the Arts.

H.R. 1375  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to strengthen protections
against discrimination in employment, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1753  To establish grant programs and provide other forms of Federal
assistance to pregnant women, children in need of adoptive families, and
individuals and families adopting children.

H.R. 1755  To repeal the Act of March 3, 1931 (known as the Davis-Bacon
Act).
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H.R. 2460  To help the Nation achieve the National Education Goals by sup-
porting the creation of a new generation of American Schools in communities
across the country; rewarding schools that demonstrate outstanding gains in
student performance and other progress toward the National Education
Goals; creating academies to improve leadership and core-course teaching in
schools nationwide; supporting State and local efforts to attract qualified in-
dividuals to teaching and educational administration; providing States and
localities with statutory and regulatory flexibility in exchange for greater
accountability for student learning; encouraging, testing, and evaluating ed-
ucational choice programs; increasing the potential usefulness of the National
Assessment of Education Progress to State and local decision-makers; ex-
panding Federal support for literacy improvements; and for other purposes.

H.R. 2810  To expand the nation's drug treatment capacity, promote drug-free
and safe schools, require Statewide drug abuse prevention and treatment
plans, and ensure that new Federal grant dollars provided for treatment ser-
vices do not displace State dollars.

H.R. 3439  To improve immigration law enforcement.
H.R. 3734  To make applicable to the Congress certain laws relating to the

terms and conditions of employment, the health and safety of employees, and
the rights and responsibilities of employers and employees, and for other
purposes.

H.R. 4150  To create jobs, promote economic growth, assist families, and
promote health, education, savings and home ownership.

H.R. 4305  To amend the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 to permit State
and local agencies to adopt flexible and compressed work schedules.

H.R. 4338  To suspend certain compliance and accountability measures under
the National School Lunch Act.

H.R. 5112  To amend the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 to provide that
an employee shall not be excluded from the minimum wage and maximum
hour exemption for certain employees because the employee is not paid on
a salary basis, and for other purposes.

H.R. 5325  To improve access to health insurance and contain health care
costs, and for other purposes.

H.R. 5505 *  To amend the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 to provide a
limited exemption from child labor provisions of such Act.

H.Con.Res. 92  Expressing the sense of Congress with respect to certain reg-
ulations of the Occupational Safety and Health Administration.

H.Con.Res. 102  Expressing the sense of the Congress regarding admissions
of minority students to institutions of higher education.

HUTTO, Earl of Florida

H.R. 123  To amend title 4, United States Code, to declare English as the of-
ficial language of the United States.

H.R. 500  To require the Secretary of the Treasury to mint coins in com-
memoration of the quincentenary of the discovery of America by Christopher
Columbus and to establish the Christopher Columbus Fellowship Foundation.

H.R. 908  To amend title 38, United States Code, and other provisions of law
to provide improved benefits and services for military personnel who serve
during the Persian Gulf War, including particularly benefits and services for
members of the National Guard and Reserve components, and for other
purposes.

H.R. 1083  To authorize the Secretary of Education to make a grant to Stetson
University for the construction of library facilities.

H.R. 1237  To amend the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 to clarify the
application of such Act, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1753  To establish grant programs and provide other forms of Federal
assistance to pregnant women, children in need of adoptive families, and
individuals and families adopting children.

H.R. 2125  To establish a commission to examine the issues associated with
the teaching of values in elementary and secondary schools and to amend the
Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965 to establish a demon-
stration program of grants to innovative projects relating to civics and char-
acter values in education.

H.R. 2290  To authorize additional appropriations for the construction and
maintenance of the Mary McLeod Bethune Memorial Fine Arts Center.

H.R. 2336  To establish a higher education loan program in which a borrower's
annual repayment obligation is dependent upon both postschool income level
and borrowing history, and for other purposes.

H.R. 4516  To amend title VI of the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of
1981 to establish a community services empowerment program.

H.Res. 201  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives that the
people of the United States should recognize ”An Artistic Discovery”, the
Congressional High School Art Competition.

H.Con.Res. 92  Expressing the sense of Congress with respect to certain reg-
ulations of the Occupational Safety and Health Administration.

HYDE, Henry J. of Illinois

H.R. 2  To entitle employees to family leave in certain cases involving a birth,
an adoption, or a serious health condition and to temporary medical leave in
certain cases involving a serious health condition, with adequate protection
of the employees employment and benefit rights, and to establish a com-
mission to study ways of providing salary replacement for employees who
take any such leave.

H.R. 81  To amend the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 to allow individuals
to direct that part or all of their income tax refunds be contributed to a trust
fund established for the relief of domestic and international hunger, and to
establish a commission to oversee the distribution of such contributions.

H.R. 123  To amend title 4, United States Code, to declare English as the of-
ficial language of the United States.

H.R. 500  To require the Secretary of the Treasury to mint coins in com-
memoration of the quincentenary of the discovery of America by Christopher
Columbus and to establish the Christopher Columbus Fellowship Foundation.

H.R. 544  To amend the National School Lunch Act to restore food supple-
ment benefits under the dependent care food program to adolescent youth.

H.R. 623  To amend the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 to exempt em-
ployees involved in certain model garment programs, and for other purposes.

H.R. 709  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to provide reduced
rates of interest under the Guaranteed Student Loan Program to individuals
who enter the teaching profession.

H.R. 751  To enhance the literacy and basic skills of adults, to ensure that all
adults in the United States acquire the basic skills necessary to function ef-
fectively and achieve the greatest possible opportunity in their work and in
their lives, and to strengthen and coordinate adult literacy programs.

H.R. 812  To establish a program of grants for the provision of coordinated
educational support services to at-risk youth.

H.R. 840  To improve counseling services for elementary school children.
H.R. 908  To amend title 38, United States Code, and other provisions of law

to provide improved benefits and services for military personnel who serve
during the Persian Gulf War, including particularly benefits and services for
members of the National Guard and Reserve components, and for other
purposes.

H.R. 1048  To establish within the Department of Education an Office of
Community Colleges.

H.R. 1134  To amend the Age Discrimination in Employment Act of 1967
with respect to administrative proceedings applicable to claims of discrimi-
nation in Federal employment.

H.R. 1237  To amend the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 to clarify the
application of such Act, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1270  To strengthen the family structure of the United States by provid-
ing protection for eligible individuals who leave employment for a legitimate
family purpose, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1364  To amend the Job Corps provisions of the Job Training Partnership
Act.

H.R. 1375  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to strengthen protections
against discrimination in employment, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1482  To amend title IV of the Higher Education Act of 1965 to allow
resident physicians to defer repayment of title IV student loans while com-
pleting accredited resident training programs.

H.R. 1502  To combat violence and crimes against women on the streets and
in homes.

H.R. 1533  To amend the Older Americans Act of 1965 to require that the
number of individuals who are 85 years of age and older be taken into con-
sideration by States for purposes of designating planning and service areas
and of distributing funds under such Act.
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H.R. 1651  To deny funds to programs that do not allow the Secretary of
Defense access to students on campuses or to certain student information for
recruiting purposes.

H.R. 1753  To establish grant programs and provide other forms of Federal
assistance to pregnant women, children in need of adoptive families, and
individuals and families adopting children.

H.R. 2040  To establish certain programs regarding adoption, and for other
purposes.

H.R. 2258  To help end hunger and human want.
H.R. 2363  To amend the provisions of the Higher Education Act of 1965

relating to treatment by campus officials of sexual assault victims.
H.R. 2810  To expand the nation's drug treatment capacity, promote drug-free

and safe schools, require Statewide drug abuse prevention and treatment
plans, and ensure that new Federal grant dollars provided for treatment ser-
vices do not displace State dollars.

H.R. 3555  To repeal and prohibit all exemptions, privileges and gratuities for
members of the U.S. House of Representatives and the U.S. Senate.

H.R. 3738 *   To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to strengthen and im-
prove Federal civil rights laws, to provide for damages in cases of intentional
employment discrimination, to clarify provisions regarding disparate impact
actions, and for other purposes.

H.R. 3843  To amend the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974
and title 11, United States Code, to protect the single-employer plan termi-
nation insurance program by clarifying the status of claims of the Pension
Benefit Guaranty Corporation and the treatment of pension plans in bank-
ruptcy proceedings, and for other purposes.

H.R. 6139 *   To impose a criminal penalty for flight to avoid payment of
arrearages in child support.

H.Res. 284  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives that there
is a need for a comprehensive, coordinated strategy to help the United States
achieve its goal of being the strongest Nation on Earth economically and
militarily, so that it remain the greatest Nation in support of human dignity,
freedom, and democratic ideals.

H.Con.Res. 92  Expressing the sense of Congress with respect to certain reg-
ulations of the Occupational Safety and Health Administration.

H.Con.Res. 102  Expressing the sense of the Congress regarding admissions
of minority students to institutions of higher education.

INHOFE, James M. of Oklahoma

H.R. 123  To amend title 4, United States Code, to declare English as the of-
ficial language of the United States.

H.R. 299  To amend the National Foundation of the Arts and the Humanities
Act of 1965 to abolish the National Endowment for the Arts and the National
Council on the Arts.

H.R. 709  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to provide reduced
rates of interest under the Guaranteed Student Loan Program to individuals
who enter the teaching profession.

H.R. 908  To amend title 38, United States Code, and other provisions of law
to provide improved benefits and services for military personnel who serve
during the Persian Gulf War, including particularly benefits and services for
members of the National Guard and Reserve components, and for other
purposes.

H.R. 1118  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to reduce student loan
defaults, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1230  To provide for universal access to basic group health benefits
coverage and to remove barriers and provide incentives in order to make such
coverage more affordable.

H.R. 1237  To amend the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 to clarify the
application of such Act, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1270  To strengthen the family structure of the United States by provid-
ing protection for eligible individuals who leave employment for a legitimate
family purpose, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1375  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to strengthen protections
against discrimination in employment, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1633  To assist in implementing the Plan of Action adopted by the World
Summit for Children.

H.R. 1753  To establish grant programs and provide other forms of Federal
assistance to pregnant women, children in need of adoptive families, and
individuals and families adopting children.

H.R. 1755  To repeal the Act of March 3, 1931 (known as the Davis-Bacon
Act).

H.R. 2336  To establish a higher education loan program in which a borrower's
annual repayment obligation is dependent upon both postschool income level
and borrowing history, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2433  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to require the dis-
closure of athletic activity revenues and expenditures.

H.R. 2716  To amend title IV of the Higher Education Act of 1965 in order
to improve the process for accreditation, licensure, and approval of insti-
tutions participating in programs under that title.

H.R. 2751  To establish the National Commission on American Labor Law.
H.R. 2810  To expand the nation's drug treatment capacity, promote drug-free

and safe schools, require Statewide drug abuse prevention and treatment
plans, and ensure that new Federal grant dollars provided for treatment ser-
vices do not displace State dollars.

H.R. 3255  To authorize the President to seize and liquidate assets of the Iraqi
Government that have been blocked by the United States, and to authorize
the appropriation of those liquidated assets to benefit United States veterans
and small business concerns injured by deployments like Operation Desert
Storm, and for humanitarian assistance to Iraqi refuges and other persons
displaced in the Persian Gulf region as a result of the Persian Gulf conflict.

H.R. 5325  To improve access to health insurance and contain health care
costs, and for other purposes.

H.Res. 201  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives that the
people of the United States should recognize ”An Artistic Discovery”, the
Congressional High School Art Competition.

H.Con.Res. 161  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the American
public should observe the 100th anniversary of moviemaking and recognize
the contributions of the American Film Institute in advocating and preserving
the art of film.

INOUYE, Daniel K. of Hawaii

S. 2044 *  To assist Native Americans in assuring the survival and continuing
vitality of their languages.

S. 3155 *  To establish the National Indian Policy Research Institute.
S.Con.Res. 17  Expressing the sense of Congress with respect to certain reg-

ulations of the Occupational Safety and Health Administration.
S.Con.Res. 44  Expressing the sense of Congress that the American public

should observe the 100th anniversary of moviemaking and recognize the
contributions of the American Film Institute in advocating and preserving the
art of film.

S.Con.Res. 81  Expressing the sense of the Congress regarding visionary art
as a national treasure and regarding the American Visionary Art Museum as
a national repository and educational center for visionary art.

IRELAND, Andy of Florida

H.R. 123  To amend title 4, United States Code, to declare English as the of-
ficial language of the United States.

H.R. 345 *  To raise the status of the Administrator of the Small Business
Administration, to authorize judicial review of actions under chapter 6 of
Title 5, United States Code, relating to regulatory analyses, to direct a study
of the impact of the Federal Government on small business, to amend the
Internal Revenue Code of 1986 to prohibit the retroactive application of
Treasury Department regulations and rulings, to increase the amount of de-
duction for health insurance costs of self-employed individuals, to increase
the allowable number of S corporation shareholders to 50, and to amend the
Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 to clarify the application of such Act, and
for other purposes.

H.R. 500  To require the Secretary of the Treasury to mint coins in com-
memoration of the quincentenary of the discovery of America by Christopher
Columbus and to establish the Christopher Columbus Fellowship Foundation.

H.R. 623  To amend the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 to exempt em-
ployees involved in certain model garment programs, and for other purposes.
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H.R. 812  To establish a program of grants for the provision of coordinated
educational support services to at-risk youth.

H.R. 908  To amend title 38, United States Code, and other provisions of law
to provide improved benefits and services for military personnel who serve
during the Persian Gulf War, including particularly benefits and services for
members of the National Guard and Reserve components, and for other
purposes.

H.R. 1083  To authorize the Secretary of Education to make a grant to Stetson
University for the construction of library facilities.

H.R. 1230  To provide for universal access to basic group health benefits
coverage and to remove barriers and provide incentives in order to make such
coverage more affordable.

H.R. 1237  To amend the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 to clarify the
application of such Act, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1375  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to strengthen protections
against discrimination in employment, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1755  To repeal the Act of March 3, 1931 (known as the Davis-Bacon
Act).

H.R. 2290  To authorize additional appropriations for the construction and
maintenance of the Mary McLeod Bethune Memorial Fine Arts Center.

H.R. 2336  To establish a higher education loan program in which a borrower's
annual repayment obligation is dependent upon both postschool income level
and borrowing history, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2363  To amend the provisions of the Higher Education Act of 1965
relating to treatment by campus officials of sexual assault victims.

H.R. 2437  To amend the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 to revise and extend the
program regarding independent living services for older blind individuals.

H.R. 2460  To help the Nation achieve the National Education Goals by sup-
porting the creation of a new generation of American Schools in communities
across the country; rewarding schools that demonstrate outstanding gains in
student performance and other progress toward the National Education
Goals; creating academies to improve leadership and core-course teaching in
schools nationwide; supporting State and local efforts to attract qualified in-
dividuals to teaching and educational administration; providing States and
localities with statutory and regulatory flexibility in exchange for greater
accountability for student learning; encouraging, testing, and evaluating ed-
ucational choice programs; increasing the potential usefulness of the National
Assessment of Education Progress to State and local decision-makers; ex-
panding Federal support for literacy improvements; and for other purposes.

H.R. 2773  To amend title I of the Employee Retirement Income Security Act
of 1974 to set standards under such title for multiple employer welfare ar-
rangements providing health plan benefits.

H.R. 2943  To require the Secretary of Education to evaluate programs pro-
viding disadvantaged children with guaranties of postsecondary education
assistance, and for other purposes.

H.R. 3372  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to revise the operation
of the National Student Loan Data System.

H.R. 3450  To amend part A of title IV of the Social Security Act to remove
barriers and disincentives in the program of aid to families with dependent
children so as to enable recipients of such aid to move toward self-
sufficiency through microenterprises.

H.R. 3471 *  To authorize the Small Business Administration to conduct a
demonstration program to enhance the economic opportunities of startup,
newly established, and growing microenterprises by providing loans and
technical assistance through intermediaries, and for other purposes.

H.R. 3555  To repeal and prohibit all exemptions, privileges and gratuities for
members of the U.S. House of Representatives and the U.S. Senate.

H.R. 5325  To improve access to health insurance and contain health care
costs, and for other purposes.

H.R. 5610  To reduce health costs through uniform claims and electronic
billing.

H.R. 5960  To prevent and punish sexual violence and domestic violence, to
assist and protect the victims of such violence, to assist State and local ef-
forts, and for other purposes.

H.Res. 201  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives that the
people of the United States should recognize ”An Artistic Discovery”, the
Congressional High School Art Competition.

H.Con.Res. 92  Expressing the sense of Congress with respect to certain reg-
ulations of the Occupational Safety and Health Administration.

H.Con.Res. 102  Expressing the sense of the Congress regarding admissions
of minority students to institutions of higher education.

H.Con.Res. 161  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the American
public should observe the 100th anniversary of moviemaking and recognize
the contributions of the American Film Institute in advocating and preserving
the art of film.

JACOBS, Andrew Jr. of Indiana

H.R. 1  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to restore and strengthen civil
rights laws that ban discrimination in employment, and for other purposes.

H.R. 5  To amend the National Labor Relations Act and the Railway Labor
Act to prevent discrimination based on participation in labor disputes.

H.R. 179  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to permit the deferral
of payments on student loans during professional internships, regardless of
duration.

H.R. 292  To strengthen the authority of the Equal Employment Opportunity
Commission to enforce nondiscrimination policies in Federal employment.

H.R. 623  To amend the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 to exempt em-
ployees involved in certain model garment programs, and for other purposes.

H.R. 824  To provide participants in private pension plans which were termi-
nated before September 1, 1974, the nonforfeitable pension benefits which
were lost by reason of the termination, and for other purposes.

H.R. 895 *  To eliminate the exemption for Congress or for the United States
from the application of certain provisions of Federal law relating to em-
ployment and privacy, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1066  To authorize a national program to reduce the threat to human
health posed by exposure to contaminants in the air indoors.

H.R. 1254  To provide for the establishment of the Margaret Walker
Alexander National African-American Research Center.

H.R. 1502  To combat violence and crimes against women on the streets and
in homes.

H.R. 1573  To amend the amount of grants received under chapter 1 of title
I of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965.

H.R. 1633  To assist in implementing the Plan of Action adopted by the World
Summit for Children.

H.R. 1664  To protect employees who report violations of Federal laws and
regulations.

H.R. 2157  To require the National Collegiate Athletic Association to provide
due process in connection with its regulatory activities affecting coaches,
players, and institutions engaged in sports in interstate commerce.

H.R. 2223  To amend the National Labor Relations Act to give employers and
performers in the live performing arts, rights given by section 8(e) of such
Act to employers and employees in similarly situated industries, to give such
employers and performers the same rights given by section 8(f) of such Act
to employers and employees in the construction industry, and for other pur-
poses.

H.R. 2363  To amend the provisions of the Higher Education Act of 1965
relating to treatment by campus officials of sexual assault victims.

H.R. 2782  To amend the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974
to provide that such Act does not preempt certain State laws.

H.R. 3613  To amend title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and the Age
Discrimination in Employment Act of 1967 to improve the effectiveness of
administrative review of employment discrimination claims made by Federal
employees; and for other purposes.

H.R. 4338  To suspend certain compliance and accountability measures under
the National School Lunch Act.

H.R. 4498  To establish a computer education program for certain students.
H.R. 5800  To amend the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 and the Employee

Retirement Income Security Act of 1974 to improve pension plan funding.
H.Con.Res. 64 *  Expressing the sense of the Congress that federally funded

school lunches should provide optional meatless meals.
H.Con.Res. 92  Expressing the sense of Congress with respect to certain reg-

ulations of the Occupational Safety and Health Administration.
H.Con.Res. 161  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the American

public should observe the 100th anniversary of moviemaking and recognize
the contributions of the American Film Institute in advocating and preserving
the art of film.
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JACOBS, Andrew Jr. of Indiana—Continued

H.Con.Res. 282  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the Low Income
Home Energy Assistance Program should be funded for fiscal year 1993 at
a level greater than or equal to its funding for fiscal year 1992.

JAMES, Craig T. of Florida

H.R. 123  To amend title 4, United States Code, to declare English as the of-
ficial language of the United States.

H.R. 299  To amend the National Foundation of the Arts and the Humanities
Act of 1965 to abolish the National Endowment for the Arts and the National
Council on the Arts.

H.R. 500  To require the Secretary of the Treasury to mint coins in com-
memoration of the quincentenary of the discovery of America by Christopher
Columbus and to establish the Christopher Columbus Fellowship Foundation.

H.R. 1083  To authorize the Secretary of Education to make a grant to Stetson
University for the construction of library facilities.

H.R. 1375  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to strengthen protections
against discrimination in employment, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1503  To facilitate capital financing for historically Black colleges and
universities.

H.R. 1533  To amend the Older Americans Act of 1965 to require that the
number of individuals who are 85 years of age and older be taken into con-
sideration by States for purposes of designating planning and service areas
and of distributing funds under such Act.

H.R. 2290 *  To authorize additional appropriations for the construction and
maintenance of the Mary McLeod Bethune Memorial Fine Arts Center.

H.R. 2363  To amend the provisions of the Higher Education Act of 1965
relating to treatment by campus officials of sexual assault victims.

H.R. 2437  To amend the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 to revise and extend the
program regarding independent living services for older blind individuals.

H.R. 5167  To reduce the amounts appropriated to the Department of Educa-
tion to increase grants to State and local educational agencies and to reduce
the Federal budget deficit.

JEFFERSON, William J. of Louisiana

H.R. 1  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to restore and strengthen civil
rights laws that ban discrimination in employment, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2  To entitle employees to family leave in certain cases involving a birth,
an adoption, or a serious health condition and to temporary medical leave in
certain cases involving a serious health condition, with adequate protection
of the employees employment and benefit rights, and to establish a com-
mission to study ways of providing salary replacement for employees who
take any such leave.

H.R. 5  To amend the National Labor Relations Act and the Railway Labor
Act to prevent discrimination based on participation in labor disputes.

H.R. 81  To amend the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 to allow individuals
to direct that part or all of their income tax refunds be contributed to a trust
fund established for the relief of domestic and international hunger, and to
establish a commission to oversee the distribution of such contributions.

H.R. 179  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to permit the deferral
of payments on student loans during professional internships, regardless of
duration.

H.R. 196  To amend the Job Training Partnership Act to establish a Youth
Opportunities Unlimited Program.

H.R. 260  To establish a program of grants to local educational agencies for
purposes of conducting after-school activities designed to promote learning
and finishing high school.

H.R. 500  To require the Secretary of the Treasury to mint coins in com-
memoration of the quincentenary of the discovery of America by Christopher
Columbus and to establish the Christopher Columbus Fellowship Foundation.

H.R. 501  To authorize the Secretary of Housing and Urban Development to
provide grants to urban and rural communities for training economically
disadvantaged youth in education and employment skills and to expand the
supply of housing for homeless and economically disadvantaged individuals
and families.

H.R. 520  To encourage States to establish Parents as Teachers programs.

H.R. 544  To amend the National School Lunch Act to restore food supple-
ment benefits under the dependent care food program to adolescent youth.

H.R. 553  To repeal the testing requirements imposed on ability-to-benefit
students by the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1990.

H.R. 709  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to provide reduced
rates of interest under the Guaranteed Student Loan Program to individuals
who enter the teaching profession.

H.R. 751  To enhance the literacy and basic skills of adults, to ensure that all
adults in the United States acquire the basic skills necessary to function ef-
fectively and achieve the greatest possible opportunity in their work and in
their lives, and to strengthen and coordinate adult literacy programs.

H.R. 763  To establish a program to guarantee students from selected high
schools a chance to go to college, and for other purposes.

H.R. 775  To establish Summer Science Academies for talented students,
particularly economically disadvantaged, minority participants, and for other
purposes.

H.R. 799  To ensure that checks to pay benefits under title IV of the Federal
Mine Safety and Health Act of 1977 are delivered early if the usual delivery
date falls on a Saturday, Sunday, or holiday.

H.R. 812  To establish a program of grants for the provision of coordinated
educational support services to at-risk youth.

H.R. 821  To provide for the cancellation of a portion of the direct student
loans of members of the Armed Forces who serve in a combat zone in con-
nection with the Persian Gulf conflict and to require the restoration of edu-
cational benefits and tuition reimbursement for those members of the Armed
Forces who are unable to pursue studies because of military commitments.

H.R. 824  To provide participants in private pension plans which were termi-
nated before September 1, 1974, the nonforfeitable pension benefits which
were lost by reason of the termination, and for other purposes.

H.R. 840  To improve counseling services for elementary school children.
H.R. 906  To amend the Job Training Partnership Act to encourage a broader

range of training and job placement for women and for other purposes.
H.R. 995  To authorize up to 5 States to conduct 2-year demonstration projects

to test the effectiveness of alternative methods for delivering services and
activities under the JOBS program to families at risk of entering the AFDC
program, and to amend part A of title IV of the Social Security Act to pro-
vide for the permanent use of such alternative methods beginning in fiscal
year 1995.

H.R. 1059  To amend section 311 of the Older Americans Act of 1965 to re-
quire the Secretary of Agriculture to provide assistance for 2 meals served
daily per person.

H.R. 1063  To amend the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970 to es-
tablish an Office of Construction Safety, Health, and Education, to improve
inspections, investigations, reporting, and recordkeeping on construction
sites, to require the appointment of project constructors to monitor safety on
construction sites, to require construction employers to establish safety and
health programs, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1126  To extend the coverage of certain Federal labor laws to foreign
flagships.

H.R. 1134  To amend the Age Discrimination in Employment Act of 1967
with respect to administrative proceedings applicable to claims of discrimi-
nation in Federal employment.

H.R. 1154  To establish programs to improve foreign language instruction and
to amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 in order to promote equal access
to opportunities to study abroad, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1190  To establish a system for identifying, notifying, and preventing
illness and death among workers who are at increased or high risk of occu-
pational disease, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1218  To prevent potential abuses of electronic monitoring in the
workplace.

H.R. 1222  To enhance cooperation between the public and law enforcement
personnel in controlling and preventing crime and drug abuse.

H.R. 1237  To amend the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 to clarify the
application of such Act, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1254  To provide for the establishment of the Margaret Walker
Alexander National African-American Research Center.

H.R. 1285  To resolve legal and technical issues relating to Federal
postsecondary student assistance programs and to prevent undue burdens on
participants in Operation Desert Storm, and for other purposes.
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H.R. 1364  To amend the Job Corps provisions of the Job Training Partnership
Act.

H.R. 1365  To amend the Job Training Partnership Act to provide for disaster
relief employment assistance.

H.R. 1388  To entitle employees to family leave for attending school activities.
H.R. 1430  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and the Fair Housing Act

to prohibit discrimination on the basis of affectional or sexual orientation,
and for other purposes.

H.R. 1460  Entitled ”The Food For Young Children Act”.
H.R. 1482  To amend title IV of the Higher Education Act of 1965 to allow

resident physicians to defer repayment of title IV student loans while com-
pleting accredited resident training programs.

H.R. 1502  To combat violence and crimes against women on the streets and
in homes.

H.R. 1503  To facilitate capital financing for historically Black colleges and
universities.

H.R. 1504  To authorize a National Conference on Aging.
H.R. 1633  To assist in implementing the Plan of Action adopted by the World

Summit for Children.
H.R. 1637  To make improvements in the Black Lung Benefits Act.
H.R. 1669  To provide financial assistance to eligible local educational agen-

cies to improve urban education, and for other purposes.
H.R. 1694 *  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to ensure that title VII

of such Act applies to the employment of United States citizens by certain
employers in foreign nations.

H.R. 1739  To amend the Older Americans Act of 1965 to expand the pre-
ventive health services program to include disease prevention and health
promotion services, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1753  To establish grant programs and provide other forms of Federal
assistance to pregnant women, children in need of adoptive families, and
individuals and families adopting children.

H.R. 1822  To amend the Older Americans Community Service Employment
Act to authorize grants for the employment of older Americans in providing
child care for families with low income; and to amend title II of the Social
Security Act to exempt from the earnings test amounts earned for child care
services.

H.R. 1960  To direct the Secretary of the Interior to construct a National
Training Center at the National Afro-American Museum and Cultural Center
and for other purposes.

H.R. 1987  To amend the Act of March 3, 1931 (known as the Davis-Bacon
Act), to revise the standard for coverage under that Act, and for other pur-
poses.

H.R. 2009  To establish a mechanism for making grants to tribes to administer
a postsecondary grant program for Indian students, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2018  To amend the Older Americans Act of 1965 to require uniform
telephone listing of area agencies on aging.

H.R. 2019  To amend the Older Americans Act of 1965 to assist older indi-
viduals to avoid falling and to prevent incorrect medication and adverse drug
reactions.

H.R. 2020  To amend title III  of the Older Americans Act of 1965 with respect
to assistance to older individuals who reside in rural areas.

H.R. 2021  To amend the Older Americans Act of 1965 to require States to
appoint a State advisory body to make recommendations regarding trans-
portation services that affect older individuals; to provide for coordination
of such services; and to require the Commissioner on Aging to submit a re-
port regarding transportation services provided under such Act.

H.R. 2022  To amend the Older Americans Act of 1965 to increase efforts to
inform isolated older individuals, and older individuals who are victims of
Alzheimer's disease and related disorders, of the availability of assistance
under title III of such Act.

H.R. 2023  To amend the Older Americans Act of 1965 to authorize services
relating to the appointment and monitoring of guardians, and of represen-
tative payees, of older individuals.

H.R. 2024  To require the President to call a White House Conference on
Aging in 1993.

H.R. 2025  To amend the Older Americans Act of 1965 to require States to
expand State and community involvement in order to promote cooperative
efforts to provide community-based long-term care services to older indi-
viduals, including related services for their caregivers.

H.R. 2026  To amend the Older Americans Act of 1965 to provide supportive
services to strengthen informal caregivers who assist older individuals in
need of long-term care, to remain in private residences.

H.R. 2040  To establish certain programs regarding adoption, and for other
purposes.

H.R. 2127  To amend the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 to extend the programs
of such Act, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2142  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 in order to increase
postsecondary educational opportunities for women and minorities, and for
other purposes.

H.R. 2243  To establish the National Commission on Intercollegiate Athletics.
H.R. 2258  To help end hunger and human want.
H.R. 2313  To amend the School Dropout Demonstration Assistance Act of

1988 to extend authorization of appropriations through fiscal year 1993 and
for other purposes.

H.R. 2334  To further assist States in their efforts to increase awareness about
and prevent family violence and provide immediate shelter and related as-
sistance to battered women and their children.

H.R. 2350  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to assure that low-
income students have the opportunity to pursue higher education, and for
other purposes.

H.R. 2363  To amend the provisions of the Higher Education Act of 1965
relating to treatment by campus officials of sexual assault victims.

H.R. 2437  To amend the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 to revise and extend the
program regarding independent living services for older blind individuals.

H.R. 2561  To remove the barrier to access for middle income students to
Federal student financial aid programs, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2722  To revise and extend the programs under the Abandoned Infants
Assistance Act of 1988.

H.R. 2782  To amend the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974
to provide that such Act does not preempt certain State laws.

H.R. 2819  To provide financial assistance to eligible local educational agen-
cies to improve rural education, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2912  To improve the recruitment of classroom teachers, and for other
purposes.

H.R. 2938  To establish a Teacher Opportunity Corps to enable
paraprofessionals working in targeted schools to become certified teachers
through part-time and summer study.

H.R. 2970  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to provide program
grants to medical and allied health professions institutions for graduate edu-
cation and training which will benefit underserved, economically disadvan-
taged communities.

H.R. 3032 *   To reauthorize and revise certain provisions of the Higher Edu-
cation Act of 1965 in order to strengthen access to higher education oppor-
tunities for low-income students and minority students, especially African
Americans, and for other purposes.

H.R. 3034 *  To amend the Temporary Child Care for Children With Disa-
bilities and Crisis Nurseries Act of 1986 to extend the programs of such Act,
and for other purposes.

H.R. 3053  To amend the Individuals with Disabilities Education Act to
strengthen such Act, and for other purposes.

H.R. 3098  To improve the college participation rates of groups underserved
by institutions of higher education and for other purposes.

H.R. 3102  To amend section 520 of the Cranston-Gonzalez National Afford-
able Housing Act to authorize the Secretary of Housing and Urban Devel-
opment to make grants to establish midnight basketball league training and
partnership programs incorporating employment counseling, job-training, and
other educational activities for residents of public housing and federally as-
sisted housing.

H.R. 3133  To amend the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970 to ex-
pand the rights of victims of occupational safety and health hazards, and for
other purposes.

H.R. 3160  To revise the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970.
H.R. 3189  To amend title IX of the Higher Education Act in order to en-

courage minority students to seek and obtain doctoral degrees, and for other
purposes.

H.R. 3244 *  To reauthorize and revise certain provisions of the Higher Edu-
cation Act of 1965 in order to strengthen access to higher education oppor-
tunities for low-income students and minority students, especially African
Americans, and for other purposes.
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H.R. 3354  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to improve the el-
igibility of less-than-half-time students for Federal student assistance pro-
grams, and for other purposes.

H.R. 3362  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to establish programs
for minority foreign service professional development.

H.R. 3366  To repeal provisions of law regarding employer sanctions and
unfair immigration-related employment practices, to strengthen enforcement
of laws regarding illegal entry into the United States, and for other purposes.

H.R. 3372  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to revise the operation
of the National Student Loan Data System.

H.R. 3393  To amend the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 and the Social Se-
curity Act to provide for health insurance coverage for pregnant women and
children through employment-based insurance and through a State-based
health plan.

H.R. 3450  To amend part A of title IV of the Social Security Act to remove
barriers and disincentives in the program of aid to families with dependent
children so as to enable recipients of such aid to move toward self-
sufficiency through microenterprises.

H.R. 3475  To assist business in providing women with opportunities in ap-
prenticeship and nontraditional occupations.

H.R. 3476  To establish the Commission on the Advancement of Women in
the Science and Engineering Work Forces.

H.R. 3507  To establish programs under the Technology Administration of the
Department of Commerce, and elsewhere, to promote a skilled workforce and
United States industrial competitiveness.

H.R. 3548  To improve the quality of education by providing incentive grants
and by certain other methods.

H.R. 3553  To amend and extend the Higher Education Act of 1965.
H.R. 3603  To promote family preservation and the prevention of foster care

with emphasis on families where abuse of alcohol or drugs is present, and
to improve the quality and delivery of child welfare, foster care, and adoption
services.

H.R. 3625  To require the Commissioner of the Bureau of Labor Statistics to
conduct time use surveys of unremunerated work performed in the United
States and to calculate the monetary value of such work.

H.R. 3748  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1991 with respect to the appli-
cation of such Act.

H.R. 3763  To amend the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 to provide an
exemption from the overtime pay provisions of such Act for certain em-
ployees of community colleges.

H.R. 3832  To establish a program of grants regarding certain infants, toddlers,
and children who are perinatally exposed to drugs and for other purposes.

H.R. 3886  To increase the achievement levels of elementary and secondary
students by using high quality curricular-based learning resources.

H.R. 3957  To amend subpart 4 of part A of title IV of the Higher Education
Act of 1965 to require the Secretary of Education to carry out an advanced
placement test fee payment program, and for other purposes.

H.R. 3975  To amend section 1977A of the Revised Statutes to equalize the
remedies available to all victims of intentional employment discrimination,
and for other purposes.

H.R. 4000 *  To establish a scholarship program to encourage minority stu-
dents to pursue doctoral degrees in mathematics, science, and engineering,
and for other purposes.

H.R. 4022  To amend the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 to provide tax in-
centives for the establishment of tax enterprise zones, and for other purposes.

H.R. 4259 *  To amend title I of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 to provide
each individual with handicaps who is eligible for services under such title
with the right to select the entities that are to provide services pursuant to the
individualized written rehabilitation program developed for the individual.

H.R. 4277  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to delete certain re-
quirements relating to the guaranteed student loan program.

H.R. 4338  To suspend certain compliance and accountability measures under
the National School Lunch Act.

H.R. 4361  To create ”Healthy American Schools”  where children learn life-
long health and fitness skills vital to developing a smart body and smart mind
and to empower every school with the ability to become a healthy school
built on a firm foundation of ”healthy mind and healthy body” curricula.

H.R. 4471  To amend and extend the Higher Education Act of 1965.
H.R. 4498  To establish a computer education program for certain students.

H.R. 4516  To amend title VI of the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of
1981 to establish a community services empowerment program.

H.R. 4528  To amend the Job Training Partnership Act to authorize the es-
tablishment of additional Job Corps centers, and for other purposes.

H.R. 4729  To provide grants to establish an integrated approach to prevent
child abuse.

H.R. 4748  To improve national competitiveness through education.
H.R. 4822  To make appropriations to begin a phase-in toward full funding

of the special supplemental food program for women, infants, and children
(WIC) and of Head Start programs, to expand the Job Corps program, and
for other purposes.

H.R. 5083  To amend the Act of September 30, 1950 to provide that amounts
appropriated under such Act for purposes of making payments to local edu-
cational agencies on behalf of children who are dependents of a parent or
parents on active duty in the armed forces shall be considered national de-
fense functions for budget purposes.

H.R. 5230  To enhance United States competitiveness by strengthening the
Nation's technology base, promoting investment in United States technology,
supporting manufacturing infrastructure development, enhancing the tech-
nology skills of American workers, and reorienting defense spending to
support American competitiveness, and for other purposes.

H.R. 5310  To mitigate the adverse effects on defense contractors and defense
workers of reductions in defense spending.

H.R. 5326  To establish a program to assure nondiscriminatory compliance
with all environmental health and safety laws and to assure equal protection
of the public health.

H.Res. 284  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives that there
is a need for a comprehensive, coordinated strategy to help the United States
achieve its goal of being the strongest Nation on Earth economically and
militarily, so that it remain the greatest Nation in support of human dignity,
freedom, and democratic ideals.

H.Res. 428  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives that sec-
ondary schools throughout the Nation should implement a financial planning
program using the proven techniques of the College for Financial Planning
in partnership with the United States Department of Agriculture Extension
Service and participating Land-Grant University Cooperative Extension Ser-
vices.

H.Con.Res. 92  Expressing the sense of Congress with respect to certain reg-
ulations of the Occupational Safety and Health Administration.

H.Con.Res. 102  Expressing the sense of the Congress regarding admissions
of minority students to institutions of higher education.

H.Con.Res. 120  Expressing the sense of Congress that consumers should be
provided with incentives to save for long-term purposes.

H.Con.Res. 161  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the American
public should observe the 100th anniversary of moviemaking and recognize
the contributions of the American Film Institute in advocating and preserving
the art of film.

H.Con.Res. 215  Expressing the sense of the Congress relating to paid leave
for working parents for the purpose of attending parent-teacher conferences.

JEFFORDS, Jim of Vermont

S. 353 *  To require the Director of the National Institute for Occupational
Safety and Health to conduct a study of the prevalence and issues related to
contamination of workers' homes with hazardous chemicals and substances
transported from their workplace and to issue or report on regulations to
prevent or mitigate the future contamination of workers' homes, and for other
purposes.

S. 455  To authorize a national program to reduce the threat to human health
posed by exposure to contaminants in the air indoors.

S. 838  To amend the Child Abuse Prevention and Treatment Act to revise and
extend programs under such Act, and for other purposes.

S. 1106  To amend the Individuals with Disabilities Education Act to
strengthen such Act, and for other purposes.

S. 3367 *  To amend the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974
to provide for the treatment of settlement agreements reached with the Pen-
sion Benefit Guaranty Corporation.
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S.Con.Res. 44 *  Expressing the sense of Congress that the American public
should observe the 100th anniversary of moviemaking and recognize the
contributions of the American Film Institute in advocating and preserving the
art of film.

S.Con.Res. 81  Expressing the sense of the Congress regarding visionary art
as a national treasure and regarding the American Visionary Art Museum as
a national repository and educational center for visionary art.

JENKINS, Ed of Georgia

H.R. 500  To require the Secretary of the Treasury to mint coins in com-
memoration of the quincentenary of the discovery of America by Christopher
Columbus and to establish the Christopher Columbus Fellowship Foundation.

H.R. 667  To authorize a grant to the National Writing Project.
H.R. 908  To amend title 38, United States Code, and other provisions of law

to provide improved benefits and services for military personnel who serve
during the Persian Gulf War, including particularly benefits and services for
members of the National Guard and Reserve components, and for other
purposes.

H.R. 1237  To amend the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 to clarify the
application of such Act, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1254  To provide for the establishment of the Margaret Walker
Alexander National African-American Research Center.

H.R. 1573  To amend the amount of grants received under chapter 1 of title
I of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965.

H.R. 2125  To establish a commission to examine the issues associated with
the teaching of values in elementary and secondary schools and to amend the
Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965 to establish a demon-
stration program of grants to innovative projects relating to civics and char-
acter values in education.

H.R. 2819  To provide financial assistance to eligible local educational agen-
cies to improve rural education, and for other purposes.

H.R. 4338  To suspend certain compliance and accountability measures under
the National School Lunch Act.

H.R. 5800  To amend the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 and the Employee
Retirement Income Security Act of 1974 to improve pension plan funding.

H.Con.Res. 92  Expressing the sense of Congress with respect to certain reg-
ulations of the Occupational Safety and Health Administration.

H.Con.Res. 161  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the American
public should observe the 100th anniversary of moviemaking and recognize
the contributions of the American Film Institute in advocating and preserving
the art of film.

H.Con.Res. 282  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the Low Income
Home Energy Assistance Program should be funded for fiscal year 1993 at
a level greater than or equal to its funding for fiscal year 1992.

JOHNSON, Nancy L. of Connecticut

H.R. 2  To entitle employees to family leave in certain cases involving a birth,
an adoption, or a serious health condition and to temporary medical leave in
certain cases involving a serious health condition, with adequate protection
of the employees employment and benefit rights, and to establish a com-
mission to study ways of providing salary replacement for employees who
take any such leave.

H.R. 123  To amend title 4, United States Code, to declare English as the of-
ficial language of the United States.

H.R. 179  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to permit the deferral
of payments on student loans during professional internships, regardless of
duration.

H.R. 500  To require the Secretary of the Treasury to mint coins in com-
memoration of the quincentenary of the discovery of America by Christopher
Columbus and to establish the Christopher Columbus Fellowship Foundation.

H.R. 501  To authorize the Secretary of Housing and Urban Development to
provide grants to urban and rural communities for training economically
disadvantaged youth in education and employment skills and to expand the
supply of housing for homeless and economically disadvantaged individuals
and families.

H.R. 709  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to provide reduced
rates of interest under the Guaranteed Student Loan Program to individuals
who enter the teaching profession.

H.R. 763  To establish a program to guarantee students from selected high
schools a chance to go to college, and for other purposes.

H.R. 775  To establish Summer Science Academies for talented students,
particularly economically disadvantaged, minority participants, and for other
purposes.

H.R. 840  To improve counseling services for elementary school children.
H.R. 1063  To amend the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970 to es-

tablish an Office of Construction Safety, Health, and Education, to improve
inspections, investigations, reporting, and recordkeeping on construction
sites, to require the appointment of project constructors to monitor safety on
construction sites, to require construction employers to establish safety and
health programs, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1218  To prevent potential abuses of electronic monitoring in the
workplace.

H.R. 1270  To strengthen the family structure of the United States by provid-
ing protection for eligible individuals who leave employment for a legitimate
family purpose, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1460  Entitled ”The Food For Young Children Act”.
H.R. 1502  To combat violence and crimes against women on the streets and

in homes.
H.R. 1565 *  To increase access to health care and affordable health insurance,

to contain costs of health care in a manner that improves health care, and for
other purposes.

H.R. 1633  To assist in implementing the Plan of Action adopted by the World
Summit for Children.

H.R. 2018  To amend the Older Americans Act of 1965 to require uniform
telephone listing of area agencies on aging.

H.R. 2021  To amend the Older Americans Act of 1965 to require States to
appoint a State advisory body to make recommendations regarding trans-
portation services that affect older individuals; to provide for coordination
of such services; and to require the Commissioner on Aging to submit a re-
port regarding transportation services provided under such Act.

H.R. 2022  To amend the Older Americans Act of 1965 to increase efforts to
inform isolated older individuals, and older individuals who are victims of
Alzheimer's disease and related disorders, of the availability of assistance
under title III of such Act.

H.R. 2363  To amend the provisions of the Higher Education Act of 1965
relating to treatment by campus officials of sexual assault victims.

H.R. 2810  To expand the nation's drug treatment capacity, promote drug-free
and safe schools, require Statewide drug abuse prevention and treatment
plans, and ensure that new Federal grant dollars provided for treatment ser-
vices do not displace State dollars.

H.R. 3102  To amend section 520 of the Cranston-Gonzalez National Afford-
able Housing Act to authorize the Secretary of Housing and Urban Devel-
opment to make grants to establish midnight basketball league training and
partnership programs incorporating employment counseling, job-training, and
other educational activities for residents of public housing and federally as-
sisted housing.

H.R. 3353  To establish a Glass Ceiling Commission and an annual award for
promoting a more diverse skilled work force at the management and
decisionmaking levels in business, and for other purposes.

H.R. 3475  To assist business in providing women with opportunities in ap-
prenticeship and nontraditional occupations.

H.R. 3476  To establish the Commission on the Advancement of Women in
the Science and Engineering Work Forces.

H.R. 3526  To ensure economic equity for American women and their families
and to respond to the need to revitalize the American economy by expanding
employment opportunities; improving access to funds for women business
owners; enhancing economic justice for women through pay equity, im-
proved child support enforcement, and benefits for part-time workers; and
providing economic and retirement security for women as workers and as
divorced or surviving spouses.

H.R. 3676  To prevent pension plans from becoming unable to pay benefits
as they come due during bankruptcy cases.
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H.R. 3843  To amend the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974
and title 11, United States Code, to protect the single-employer plan termi-
nation insurance program by clarifying the status of claims of the Pension
Benefit Guaranty Corporation and the treatment of pension plans in bank-
ruptcy proceedings, and for other purposes.

H.R. 4259  To amend title I of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 to provide each
individual with handicaps who is eligible for services under such title with
the right to select the entities that are to provide services pursuant to the in-
dividualized written rehabilitation program developed for the individual.

H.R. 4338  To suspend certain compliance and accountability measures under
the National School Lunch Act.

H.R. 4417  To rename the Department of Commerce as the Department of
Manufacturing and Commerce, and for other purposes.

H.R. 4929  To provide incentives for certain voluntarily separated military
personnel to become elementary and secondary school teachers.

H.R. 5325  To improve access to health insurance and contain health care
costs, and for other purposes.

H.R. 5786  To establish a Commission on Retirement Income Policy.
H.R. 5960  To prevent and punish sexual violence and domestic violence, to

assist and protect the victims of such violence, to assist State and local ef-
forts, and for other purposes.

H.R. 6083  To authorize States to conduct demonstration projects to test the
effectiveness of policies designed to help people leave welfare and increase
their financial security, and for other purposes.

H.Con.Res. 282  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the Low Income
Home Energy Assistance Program should be funded for fiscal year 1993 at
a level greater than or equal to its funding for fiscal year 1992.

JOHNSON, Sam of Texas

H.R. 299  To amend the National Foundation of the Arts and the Humanities
Act of 1965 to abolish the National Endowment for the Arts and the National
Council on the Arts.

H.R. 1755  To repeal the Act of March 3, 1931 (known as the Davis-Bacon
Act).

H.R. 5167  To reduce the amounts appropriated to the Department of Educa-
tion to increase grants to State and local educational agencies and to reduce
the Federal budget deficit.

H.R. 5325  To improve access to health insurance and contain health care
costs, and for other purposes.

JOHNSON, Tim of South Dakota

H.R. 1  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to restore and strengthen civil
rights laws that ban discrimination in employment, and for other purposes.

H.R. 5  To amend the National Labor Relations Act and the Railway Labor
Act to prevent discrimination based on participation in labor disputes.

H.R. 179  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to permit the deferral
of payments on student loans during professional internships, regardless of
duration.

H.R. 327  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to delay the dis-
bursement of Pell Grants to first-year students, to make ineligible for par-
ticipation in the Pell Grant program any institution with a high default rate
on student loans, and for other purposes.

H.R. 385  To provide financial assistance for programs for the prevention,
identification, and treatment of elder abuse, neglect, and exploitation, to es-
tablish a National Center on Elder Abuse, and for other purposes.

H.R. 500  To require the Secretary of the Treasury to mint coins in com-
memoration of the quincentenary of the discovery of America by Christopher
Columbus and to establish the Christopher Columbus Fellowship Foundation.

H.R. 520  To encourage States to establish Parents as Teachers programs.
H.R. 667  To authorize a grant to the National Writing Project.
H.R. 812  To establish a program of grants for the provision of coordinated

educational support services to at-risk youth.
H.R. 840  To improve counseling services for elementary school children.
H.R. 895  To eliminate the exemption for Congress or for the United States

from the application of certain provisions of Federal law relating to em-
ployment and privacy, and for other purposes.

H.R. 906  To amend the Job Training Partnership Act to encourage a broader
range of training and job placement for women and for other purposes.

H.R. 1154  To establish programs to improve foreign language instruction and
to amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 in order to promote equal access
to opportunities to study abroad, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1482  To amend title IV of the Higher Education Act of 1965 to allow
resident physicians to defer repayment of title IV student loans while com-
pleting accredited resident training programs.

H.R. 1502  To combat violence and crimes against women on the streets and
in homes.

H.R. 1573  To amend the amount of grants received under chapter 1 of title
I of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965.

H.R. 1633  To assist in implementing the Plan of Action adopted by the World
Summit for Children.

H.R. 1694  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to ensure that title VII of
such Act applies to the employment of United States citizens by certain
employers in foreign nations.

H.R. 2230  To provide incentives for physicians to practice in rural areas and
in rural medically underserved areas.

H.R. 2258  To help end hunger and human want.
H.R. 2819  To provide financial assistance to eligible local educational agen-

cies to improve rural education, and for other purposes.
H.R. 3613  To amend title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and the Age

Discrimination in Employment Act of 1967 to improve the effectiveness of
administrative review of employment discrimination claims made by Federal
employees; and for other purposes.

H.R. 3843  To amend the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974
and title 11, United States Code, to protect the single-employer plan termi-
nation insurance program by clarifying the status of claims of the Pension
Benefit Guaranty Corporation and the treatment of pension plans in bank-
ruptcy proceedings, and for other purposes.

H.R. 4259  To amend title I of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 to provide each
individual with handicaps who is eligible for services under such title with
the right to select the entities that are to provide services pursuant to the in-
dividualized written rehabilitation program developed for the individual.

H.R. 4294  To make applicable to the Congress certain laws relating to the
terms and conditions of employment, the health and safety of employees, and
the rights and responsibilities of employers and employees; and to repeal and
prohibit certain privileges and gratuities for Members of the United States
House of Representatives and for other purposes.

H.R. 4338  To suspend certain compliance and accountability measures under
the National School Lunch Act.

H.R. 4528  To amend the Job Training Partnership Act to authorize the es-
tablishment of additional Job Corps centers, and for other purposes.

H.R. 4591  To amend the Job Training Partnership Act to establish a com-
munity works progress program, a youth community corps program, and a
national youth community corps program, and for other purposes.

H.R. 4822  To make appropriations to begin a phase-in toward full funding
of the special supplemental food program for women, infants, and children
(WIC) and of Head Start programs, to expand the Job Corps program, and
for other purposes.

H.R. 5230  To enhance United States competitiveness by strengthening the
Nation's technology base, promoting investment in United States technology,
supporting manufacturing infrastructure development, enhancing the tech-
nology skills of American workers, and reorienting defense spending to
support American competitiveness, and for other purposes.

H.R. 5331  To authorize an endowment grant to support the establishment of
regional centers to promote locally based, volunteer-operated, private citi-
zens' scholarship programs, and for other purposes.

H.Res. 201  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives that the
people of the United States should recognize ”An Artistic Discovery”, the
Congressional High School Art Competition.

H.Con.Res. 92  Expressing the sense of Congress with respect to certain reg-
ulations of the Occupational Safety and Health Administration.

H.Con.Res. 282  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the Low Income
Home Energy Assistance Program should be funded for fiscal year 1993 at
a level greater than or equal to its funding for fiscal year 1992.
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JOHNSTON, Harry A. II of Florida

H.R. 2  To entitle employees to family leave in certain cases involving a birth,
an adoption, or a serious health condition and to temporary medical leave in
certain cases involving a serious health condition, with adequate protection
of the employees employment and benefit rights, and to establish a com-
mission to study ways of providing salary replacement for employees who
take any such leave.

H.R. 179  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to permit the deferral
of payments on student loans during professional internships, regardless of
duration.

H.R. 323  To authorize the Assistant Attorney General of the Office of Justice
Programs to enhance law enforcement by providing financial assistance to
law enforcement personnel who seek to further their professional education.

H.R. 327  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to delay the dis-
bursement of Pell Grants to first-year students, to make ineligible for par-
ticipation in the Pell Grant program any institution with a high default rate
on student loans, and for other purposes.

H.R. 500  To require the Secretary of the Treasury to mint coins in com-
memoration of the quincentenary of the discovery of America by Christopher
Columbus and to establish the Christopher Columbus Fellowship Foundation.

H.R. 709  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to provide reduced
rates of interest under the Guaranteed Student Loan Program to individuals
who enter the teaching profession.

H.R. 812  To establish a program of grants for the provision of coordinated
educational support services to at-risk youth.

H.R. 906  To amend the Job Training Partnership Act to encourage a broader
range of training and job placement for women and for other purposes.

H.R. 1083  To authorize the Secretary of Education to make a grant to Stetson
University for the construction of library facilities.

H.R. 1237  To amend the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 to clarify the
application of such Act, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1254  To provide for the establishment of the Margaret Walker
Alexander National African-American Research Center.

H.R. 1430  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and the Fair Housing Act
to prohibit discrimination on the basis of affectional or sexual orientation,
and for other purposes.

H.R. 1460  Entitled ”The Food For Young Children Act”.
H.R. 1502  To combat violence and crimes against women on the streets and

in homes.
H.R. 1522  To deny funds to educational programs that allow corporal pun-

ishment.
H.R. 1573  To amend the amount of grants received under chapter 1 of title

I of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965.
H.R. 1633  To assist in implementing the Plan of Action adopted by the World

Summit for Children.
H.R. 1664  To protect employees who report violations of Federal laws and

regulations.
H.R. 1822  To amend the Older Americans Community Service Employment

Act to authorize grants for the employment of older Americans in providing
child care for families with low income; and to amend title II of the Social
Security Act to exempt from the earnings test amounts earned for child care
services.

H.R. 2022  To amend the Older Americans Act of 1965 to increase efforts to
inform isolated older individuals, and older individuals who are victims of
Alzheimer's disease and related disorders, of the availability of assistance
under title III of such Act.

H.R. 2024  To require the President to call a White House Conference on
Aging in 1993.

H.R. 2246  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to strengthen the
oversight by the Secretary of Education of the functioning of college ac-
crediting agencies, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2290  To authorize additional appropriations for the construction and
maintenance of the Mary McLeod Bethune Memorial Fine Arts Center.

H.R. 2334  To further assist States in their efforts to increase awareness about
and prevent family violence and provide immediate shelter and related as-
sistance to battered women and their children.

H.R. 2363  To amend the provisions of the Higher Education Act of 1965
relating to treatment by campus officials of sexual assault victims.

H.R. 2437  To amend the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 to revise and extend the
program regarding independent living services for older blind individuals.

H.R. 2561  To remove the barrier to access for middle income students to
Federal student financial aid programs, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2590  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to clarify the legality
of race-based scholarships to promote diversity.

H.R. 2780  To amend the Older Americans Act of 1965 to increase the au-
thority of the Commissioner on Aging; to establish the Office on Long-Term
Care Ombudsman Programs and provide for the appointment of an Associate
Commissioner for Ombudsman Services; to enhance State long-term care
ombudsman programs; to provide financial assistance for programs relating
to elder abuse, exploitation, or neglect; and for other purposes.

H.R. 2810  To expand the nation's drug treatment capacity, promote drug-free
and safe schools, require Statewide drug abuse prevention and treatment
plans, and ensure that new Federal grant dollars provided for treatment ser-
vices do not displace State dollars.

H.R. 2864  To amend the Older Americans Act of 1965 to establish an elder
rights program, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2912  To improve the recruitment of classroom teachers, and for other
purposes.

H.R. 2952  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to provide for the
forgiveness of Perkins loans for providers of early intervention services for
individuals with disabilities.

H.R. 3334  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to provide Perkins
Loan forgiveness to encourage individuals who enter the teaching profession
to teach in schools serving low-income areas.

H.R. 3354  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to improve the el-
igibility of less-than-half-time students for Federal student assistance pro-
grams, and for other purposes.

H.R. 3748  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1991 with respect to the appli-
cation of such Act.

H.R. 3975  To amend section 1977A of the Revised Statutes to equalize the
remedies available to all victims of intentional employment discrimination,
and for other purposes.

H.R. 4277  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to delete certain re-
quirements relating to the guaranteed student loan program.

H.R. 4300  To amend the Stewart B. McKinney Homeless Assistance Act to
extend programs providing urgently needed assistance for the homeless, and
for other purposes.

H.R. 4338  To suspend certain compliance and accountability measures under
the National School Lunch Act.

H.R. 5573 *   To provide grants to States and local entities to integrate edu-
cation, medical, and social and human services to at-risk children.

H.Con.Res. 161  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the American
public should observe the 100th anniversary of moviemaking and recognize
the contributions of the American Film Institute in advocating and preserving
the art of film.

JOHNSTON, J. Bennett of Louisiana

S.Con.Res. 44  Expressing the sense of Congress that the American public
should observe the 100th anniversary of moviemaking and recognize the
contributions of the American Film Institute in advocating and preserving the
art of film.

S.Con.Res. 81  Expressing the sense of the Congress regarding visionary art
as a national treasure and regarding the American Visionary Art Museum as
a national repository and educational center for visionary art.

JONES, Ben of Georgia

H.R. 5  To amend the National Labor Relations Act and the Railway Labor
Act to prevent discrimination based on participation in labor disputes.

H.R. 179  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to permit the deferral
of payments on student loans during professional internships, regardless of
duration.

H.R. 840  To improve counseling services for elementary school children.
H.R. 1154  To establish programs to improve foreign language instruction and

to amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 in order to promote equal access
to opportunities to study abroad, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1237  To amend the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 to clarify the
application of such Act, and for other purposes.
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H.R. 1254  To provide for the establishment of the Margaret Walker
Alexander National African-American Research Center.

H.R. 1430  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and the Fair Housing Act
to prohibit discrimination on the basis of affectional or sexual orientation,
and for other purposes.

H.R. 1503  To facilitate capital financing for historically Black colleges and
universities.

H.R. 1573  To amend the amount of grants received under chapter 1 of title
I of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965.

H.R. 1633  To assist in implementing the Plan of Action adopted by the World
Summit for Children.

H.R. 1669  To provide financial assistance to eligible local educational agen-
cies to improve urban education, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1822  To amend the Older Americans Community Service Employment
Act to authorize grants for the employment of older Americans in providing
child care for families with low income; and to amend title II of the Social
Security Act to exempt from the earnings test amounts earned for child care
services.

H.R. 2819  To provide financial assistance to eligible local educational agen-
cies to improve rural education, and for other purposes.

H.R. 3603  To promote family preservation and the prevention of foster care
with emphasis on families where abuse of alcohol or drugs is present, and
to improve the quality and delivery of child welfare, foster care, and adoption
services.

H.R. 3998  To establish youth apprenticeship demonstration programs, and for
other purposes.

H.R. 4338  To suspend certain compliance and accountability measures under
the National School Lunch Act.

H.R. 4729  To provide grants to establish an integrated approach to prevent
child abuse.

H.Con.Res. 161  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the American
public should observe the 100th anniversary of moviemaking and recognize
the contributions of the American Film Institute in advocating and preserving
the art of film.

JONES, Walter B. of North Carolina

H.R. 123  To amend title 4, United States Code, to declare English as the of-
ficial language of the United States.

H.R. 179  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to permit the deferral
of payments on student loans during professional internships, regardless of
duration.

H.R. 500  To require the Secretary of the Treasury to mint coins in com-
memoration of the quincentenary of the discovery of America by Christopher
Columbus and to establish the Christopher Columbus Fellowship Foundation.

H.R. 553  To repeal the testing requirements imposed on ability-to-benefit
students by the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1990.

H.R. 623  To amend the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 to exempt em-
ployees involved in certain model garment programs, and for other purposes.

H.R. 667  To authorize a grant to the National Writing Project.
H.R. 907  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to permit alternative

methods for qualifying ”ability-to-benefit” students for Federal student fi-
nancial aid.

H.R. 908  To amend title 38, United States Code, and other provisions of law
to provide improved benefits and services for military personnel who serve
during the Persian Gulf War, including particularly benefits and services for
members of the National Guard and Reserve components, and for other
purposes.

H.R. 1048  To establish within the Department of Education an Office of
Community Colleges.

H.R. 1126  To extend the coverage of certain Federal labor laws to foreign
flagships.

H.R. 1254  To provide for the establishment of the Margaret Walker
Alexander National African-American Research Center.

H.R. 1482  To amend title IV of the Higher Education Act of 1965 to allow
resident physicians to defer repayment of title IV student loans while com-
pleting accredited resident training programs.

H.R. 1503  To facilitate capital financing for historically Black colleges and
universities.

H.R. 1573  To amend the amount of grants received under chapter 1 of title
I of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965.

H.R. 1633  To assist in implementing the Plan of Action adopted by the World
Summit for Children.

H.R. 2819  To provide financial assistance to eligible local educational agen-
cies to improve rural education, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2936  To establish programs at the National Science Foundation for the
advancement of technical education and training in advanced-technology
occupations, and for other purposes.

H.R. 3285  To provide for regional energy efficient lighting education centers,
and for other purposes.

H.R. 3507  To establish programs under the Technology Administration of the
Department of Commerce, and elsewhere, to promote a skilled workforce and
United States industrial competitiveness.

H.R. 3975  To amend section 1977A of the Revised Statutes to equalize the
remedies available to all victims of intentional employment discrimination,
and for other purposes.

H.Con.Res. 92  Expressing the sense of Congress with respect to certain reg-
ulations of the Occupational Safety and Health Administration.

H.Con.Res. 161  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the American
public should observe the 100th anniversary of moviemaking and recognize
the contributions of the American Film Institute in advocating and preserving
the art of film.

H.Con.Res. 282  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the Low Income
Home Energy Assistance Program should be funded for fiscal year 1993 at
a level greater than or equal to its funding for fiscal year 1992.

JONTZ, Jim of Indiana

H.R. 1  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to restore and strengthen civil
rights laws that ban discrimination in employment, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2  To entitle employees to family leave in certain cases involving a birth,
an adoption, or a serious health condition and to temporary medical leave in
certain cases involving a serious health condition, with adequate protection
of the employees employment and benefit rights, and to establish a com-
mission to study ways of providing salary replacement for employees who
take any such leave.

H.R. 5  To amend the National Labor Relations Act and the Railway Labor
Act to prevent discrimination based on participation in labor disputes.

H.R. 260  To establish a program of grants to local educational agencies for
purposes of conducting after-school activities designed to promote learning
and finishing high school.

H.R. 375  To amend the National School Lunch Act to extend eligibility for
the child care food program to children receiving day care services pursuant
to a State's job opportunities and basic skills training program.

H.R. 386  To require the executive branch to gather and disseminate infor-
mation regarding, and to promote techniques to eliminate, discriminatory
wage-setting practices and discriminatory wage disparities which are based
on sex, race, or national origin.

H.R. 416  To amend the Older Americans Act and the Public Health Service
Act to provide expanded counseling assistance for the elderly, sick, and dis-
abled.

H.R. 441  To facilitate the economic adjustment of communities, industries,
and workers to reductions or realignments in defense or aerospace contracts,
military facilities, and arms export, and for other purposes.

H.R. 451  To amend the Black Lung Benefits Act to provide that when ben-
efits are paid for at least two years after an initial determination of eligibility
for such benefits the benefits will not be required to be repaid upon a final
determination of ineligibility for benefits, and for other purposes.

H.R. 500  To require the Secretary of the Treasury to mint coins in com-
memoration of the quincentenary of the discovery of America by Christopher
Columbus and to establish the Christopher Columbus Fellowship Foundation.

H.R. 501  To authorize the Secretary of Housing and Urban Development to
provide grants to urban and rural communities for training economically
disadvantaged youth in education and employment skills and to expand the
supply of housing for homeless and economically disadvantaged individuals
and families.

H.R. 520  To encourage States to establish Parents as Teachers programs.
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H.R. 544  To amend the National School Lunch Act to restore food supple-
ment benefits under the dependent care food program to adolescent youth.

H.R. 667  To authorize a grant to the National Writing Project.
H.R. 709  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to provide reduced

rates of interest under the Guaranteed Student Loan Program to individuals
who enter the teaching profession.

H.R. 751  To enhance the literacy and basic skills of adults, to ensure that all
adults in the United States acquire the basic skills necessary to function ef-
fectively and achieve the greatest possible opportunity in their work and in
their lives, and to strengthen and coordinate adult literacy programs.

H.R. 763  To establish a program to guarantee students from selected high
schools a chance to go to college, and for other purposes.

H.R. 799  To ensure that checks to pay benefits under title IV of the Federal
Mine Safety and Health Act of 1977 are delivered early if the usual delivery
date falls on a Saturday, Sunday, or holiday.

H.R. 812  To establish a program of grants for the provision of coordinated
educational support services to at-risk youth.

H.R. 824  To provide participants in private pension plans which were termi-
nated before September 1, 1974, the nonforfeitable pension benefits which
were lost by reason of the termination, and for other purposes.

H.R. 840  To improve counseling services for elementary school children.
H.R. 1059  To amend section 311 of the Older Americans Act of 1965 to re-

quire the Secretary of Agriculture to provide assistance for 2 meals served
daily per person.

H.R. 1063  To amend the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970 to es-
tablish an Office of Construction Safety, Health, and Education, to improve
inspections, investigations, reporting, and recordkeeping on construction
sites, to require the appointment of project constructors to monitor safety on
construction sites, to require construction employers to establish safety and
health programs, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1066  To authorize a national program to reduce the threat to human
health posed by exposure to contaminants in the air indoors.

H.R. 1116  To permit certain coal miners and their survivors to have their
claims reviewed under the Black Lung Benefits Act.

H.R. 1190  To establish a system for identifying, notifying, and preventing
illness and death among workers who are at increased or high risk of occu-
pational disease, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1218  To prevent potential abuses of electronic monitoring in the
workplace.

H.R. 1254  To provide for the establishment of the Margaret Walker
Alexander National African-American Research Center.

H.R. 1364  To amend the Job Corps provisions of the Job Training Partnership
Act.

H.R. 1502  To combat violence and crimes against women on the streets and
in homes.

H.R. 1524  To establish programs to promote increased access to higher edu-
cation through early intervention counseling and financial aid information.

H.R. 1573  To amend the amount of grants received under chapter 1 of title
I of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965.

H.R. 1633  To assist in implementing the Plan of Action adopted by the World
Summit for Children.

H.R. 1637  To make improvements in the Black Lung Benefits Act.
H.R. 1664  To protect employees who report violations of Federal laws and

regulations.
H.R. 1694  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to ensure that title VII of

such Act applies to the employment of United States citizens by certain
employers in foreign nations.

H.R. 1739  To amend the Older Americans Act of 1965 to expand the pre-
ventive health services program to include disease prevention and health
promotion services, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1987  To amend the Act of March 3, 1931 (known as the Davis-Bacon
Act), to revise the standard for coverage under that Act, and for other pur-
poses.

H.R. 2031  To amend title I of the Employee Retirement Income Security Act
of 1974 to provide for equal treatment of telephone and electric cooperative
welfare plans for the purposes of preemption.

H.R. 2142  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 in order to increase
postsecondary educational opportunities for women and minorities, and for
other purposes.

H.R. 2223  To amend the National Labor Relations Act to give employers and
performers in the live performing arts, rights given by section 8(e) of such
Act to employers and employees in similarly situated industries, to give such
employers and performers the same rights given by section 8(f) of such Act
to employers and employees in the construction industry, and for other pur-
poses.

H.R. 2230  To provide incentives for physicians to practice in rural areas and
in rural medically underserved areas.

H.R. 2258  To help end hunger and human want.
H.R. 2334  To further assist States in their efforts to increase awareness about

and prevent family violence and provide immediate shelter and related as-
sistance to battered women and their children.

H.R. 2363  To amend the provisions of the Higher Education Act of 1965
relating to treatment by campus officials of sexual assault victims.

H.R. 2437  To amend the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 to revise and extend the
program regarding independent living services for older blind individuals.

H.R. 2561  To remove the barrier to access for middle income students to
Federal student financial aid programs, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2575  To implement certain proposals relating to recommendations made
pursuant to sections 504 and 902 of the Covenant to establish a Common-
wealth of the Northern Mariana Islands in Political Union with the United
States of America, approved by Public Law 94-214, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2780  To amend the Older Americans Act of 1965 to increase the au-
thority of the Commissioner on Aging; to establish the Office on Long-Term
Care Ombudsman Programs and provide for the appointment of an Associate
Commissioner for Ombudsman Services; to enhance State long-term care
ombudsman programs; to provide financial assistance for programs relating
to elder abuse, exploitation, or neglect; and for other purposes.

H.R. 2782  To amend the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974
to provide that such Act does not preempt certain State laws.

H.R. 2784  To assist counties adversely affected by a base closure, change in
the place of performance of a defense contract, the cancellation or failure to
proceed with a defense contract, or reductions in defense spending.

H.R. 2819  To provide financial assistance to eligible local educational agen-
cies to improve rural education, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2864  To amend the Older Americans Act of 1965 to establish an elder
rights program, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2912  To improve the recruitment of classroom teachers, and for other
purposes.

H.R. 2936  To establish programs at the National Science Foundation for the
advancement of technical education and training in advanced-technology
occupations, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2952  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to provide for the
forgiveness of Perkins loans for providers of early intervention services for
individuals with disabilities.

H.R. 3098  To improve the college participation rates of groups underserved
by institutions of higher education and for other purposes.

H.R. 3133  To amend the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970 to ex-
pand the rights of victims of occupational safety and health hazards, and for
other purposes.

H.R. 3137  To amend the McCarran-Ferguson Act and the Employee Retire-
ment Income Security Act of 1974 to assure that the medicaid program is
treated as payer of last resort.

H.R. 3160  To revise the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970.
H.R. 3210  To amend title IV of the Employee Retirement Income Security

Act of 1974 to ensure protection of pension plan benefit liabilities subject to
distribution in the form of irrevocable commitments purchased from insurers
upon the standard termination of such plans.

H.R. 3211  To establish a Federal direct student loan program to consolidate
existing student loan programs, and for other purposes.

H.R. 3255  To authorize the President to seize and liquidate assets of the Iraqi
Government that have been blocked by the United States, and to authorize
the appropriation of those liquidated assets to benefit United States veterans
and small business concerns injured by deployments like Operation Desert
Storm, and for humanitarian assistance to Iraqi refuges and other persons
displaced in the Persian Gulf region as a result of the Persian Gulf conflict.

H.R. 3285  To provide for regional energy efficient lighting education centers,
and for other purposes.
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H.R. 3354  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to improve the el-
igibility of less-than-half-time students for Federal student assistance pro-
grams, and for other purposes.

H.R. 3372  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to revise the operation
of the National Student Loan Data System.

H.R. 3413  To authorize the States to impose an export tax on unprocessed
timber from private lands, to allow a credit against income taxes for do-
mestically processed timber, and for other purposes.

H.R. 3476  To establish the Commission on the Advancement of Women in
the Science and Engineering Work Forces.

H.R. 3526  To ensure economic equity for American women and their families
and to respond to the need to revitalize the American economy by expanding
employment opportunities; improving access to funds for women business
owners; enhancing economic justice for women through pay equity, im-
proved child support enforcement, and benefits for part-time workers; and
providing economic and retirement security for women as workers and as
divorced or surviving spouses.

H.R. 3553  To amend and extend the Higher Education Act of 1965.
H.R. 3583  To extend the statute of limitation applicable to the filing of ad-

ministrative complaints by Federal employees who allege employment dis-
crimination in violation of title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964.

H.R. 3613  To amend title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and the Age
Discrimination in Employment Act of 1967 to improve the effectiveness of
administrative review of employment discrimination claims made by Federal
employees; and for other purposes.

H.R. 3625  To require the Commissioner of the Bureau of Labor Statistics to
conduct time use surveys of unremunerated work performed in the United
States and to calculate the monetary value of such work.

H.R. 3748  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1991 with respect to the appli-
cation of such Act.

H.R. 3878  To provide assistance to employees who are subject to a plant
closing or mass layoff because their work is transferred to another country
which has low wages or unhealthy working conditions.

H.R. 3908  To provide compensation and health reinsurance benefits to em-
ployees at Department of Energy defense nuclear facilities for injuries caused
by exposure to ionizing radiation and to ensure fair treatment of employees
during modernization and reconfiguration of such facilities, and for other
purposes.

H.R. 3975  To amend section 1977A of the Revised Statutes to equalize the
remedies available to all victims of intentional employment discrimination,
and for other purposes.

H.R. 4013  To amend certain provisions of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986
to improve the provisions of health care to retirees in the coal industry, to
revise the manner in which such care is funded and maintained, and for other
purposes.

H.R. 4300  To amend the Stewart B. McKinney Homeless Assistance Act to
extend programs providing urgently needed assistance for the homeless, and
for other purposes.

H.R. 4376  To terminate the authorities of the Overseas Private Investment
Corporation, to require the Secretary of Labor to propose a plan for the or-
ganization of a domestic employment and training investment corporation,
and for other purposes.

H.R. 4498  To establish a computer education program for certain students.
H.R. 4700  To amend the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974

to require an independent audit of statements prepared by certain financial
institutions with respect to assets of employee benefit plans.

H.R. 4729  To provide grants to establish an integrated approach to prevent
child abuse.

H.R. 4919  To amend title I of the Employee Retirement Income Security Act
of 1974 to clarify and improve the applicability of such title to multiple
employer welfare arrangements and employee leasing welfare arrangements
and to provide for more effective State regulation thereof.

H.R. 5139  To provide for the recoupment of defense expenditures abroad, and
for other purposes.

H.Res. 201  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives that the
people of the United States should recognize ”An Artistic Discovery”, the
Congressional High School Art Competition.

H.Res. 284  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives that there
is a need for a comprehensive, coordinated strategy to help the United States
achieve its goal of being the strongest Nation on Earth economically and
militarily, so that it remain the greatest Nation in support of human dignity,
freedom, and democratic ideals.

H.Con.Res. 215  Expressing the sense of the Congress relating to paid leave
for working parents for the purpose of attending parent-teacher conferences.

KANJORSKI, Paul E. of Pennsylvania

H.R. 5  To amend the National Labor Relations Act and the Railway Labor
Act to prevent discrimination based on participation in labor disputes.

H.R. 115 *  To amend the Federal Coal Mine Health and Safety Act of 1969
to establish a presumption of eligibility for disability benefits in the case of
certain coal miners who filed claims under Part C of such Act between July
1, 1973, and April 1, 1980.

H.R. 327  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to delay the dis-
bursement of Pell Grants to first-year students, to make ineligible for par-
ticipation in the Pell Grant program any institution with a high default rate
on student loans, and for other purposes.

H.R. 500  To require the Secretary of the Treasury to mint coins in com-
memoration of the quincentenary of the discovery of America by Christopher
Columbus and to establish the Christopher Columbus Fellowship Foundation.

H.R. 667  To authorize a grant to the National Writing Project.
H.R. 799  To ensure that checks to pay benefits under title IV of the Federal

Mine Safety and Health Act of 1977 are delivered early if the usual delivery
date falls on a Saturday, Sunday, or holiday.

H.R. 1116  To permit certain coal miners and their survivors to have their
claims reviewed under the Black Lung Benefits Act.

H.R. 1190  To establish a system for identifying, notifying, and preventing
illness and death among workers who are at increased or high risk of occu-
pational disease, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1364  To amend the Job Corps provisions of the Job Training Partnership
Act.

H.R. 1504  To authorize a National Conference on Aging.
H.R. 1524  To establish programs to promote increased access to higher edu-

cation through early intervention counseling and financial aid information.
H.R. 1590  To provide for designation by the Secretary of the Interior and the

Secretary of Agriculture of an ancient forest reserve system, including lands
managed by the Bureau of Land Management and portions of national forests
established by reservations from the public domain; to require the Secretary
of the Interior and the Secretary of Agriculture to enhance economic stability
in the Pacific Northwest; and for other purposes.

H.R. 1637  To make improvements in the Black Lung Benefits Act.
H.R. 2223  To amend the National Labor Relations Act to give employers and

performers in the live performing arts, rights given by section 8(e) of such
Act to employers and employees in similarly situated industries, to give such
employers and performers the same rights given by section 8(f) of such Act
to employers and employees in the construction industry, and for other pur-
poses.

H.R. 3812 *  To establish a senior citizen consumer price index to compute
the cost-of-living increase for certain benefits under the Social Security Act.

H.R. 3878  To provide assistance to employees who are subject to a plant
closing or mass layoff because their work is transferred to another country
which has low wages or unhealthy working conditions.

H.R. 4013  To amend certain provisions of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986
to improve the provisions of health care to retirees in the coal industry, to
revise the manner in which such care is funded and maintained, and for other
purposes.

H.R. 4259  To amend title I of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 to provide each
individual with handicaps who is eligible for services under such title with
the right to select the entities that are to provide services pursuant to the in-
dividualized written rehabilitation program developed for the individual.

H.Con.Res. 92  Expressing the sense of Congress with respect to certain reg-
ulations of the Occupational Safety and Health Administration.

H.Con.Res. 282  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the Low Income
Home Energy Assistance Program should be funded for fiscal year 1993 at
a level greater than or equal to its funding for fiscal year 1992.
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KAPTUR, Marcy of Ohio

H.R. 1  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to restore and strengthen civil
rights laws that ban discrimination in employment, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2  To entitle employees to family leave in certain cases involving a birth,
an adoption, or a serious health condition and to temporary medical leave in
certain cases involving a serious health condition, with adequate protection
of the employees employment and benefit rights, and to establish a com-
mission to study ways of providing salary replacement for employees who
take any such leave.

H.R. 5  To amend the National Labor Relations Act and the Railway Labor
Act to prevent discrimination based on participation in labor disputes.

H.R. 179  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to permit the deferral
of payments on student loans during professional internships, regardless of
duration.

H.R. 327  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to delay the dis-
bursement of Pell Grants to first-year students, to make ineligible for par-
ticipation in the Pell Grant program any institution with a high default rate
on student loans, and for other purposes.

H.R. 385  To provide financial assistance for programs for the prevention,
identification, and treatment of elder abuse, neglect, and exploitation, to es-
tablish a National Center on Elder Abuse, and for other purposes.

H.R. 386  To require the executive branch to gather and disseminate infor-
mation regarding, and to promote techniques to eliminate, discriminatory
wage-setting practices and discriminatory wage disparities which are based
on sex, race, or national origin.

H.R. 500  To require the Secretary of the Treasury to mint coins in com-
memoration of the quincentenary of the discovery of America by Christopher
Columbus and to establish the Christopher Columbus Fellowship Foundation.

H.R. 501  To authorize the Secretary of Housing and Urban Development to
provide grants to urban and rural communities for training economically
disadvantaged youth in education and employment skills and to expand the
supply of housing for homeless and economically disadvantaged individuals
and families.

H.R. 544  To amend the National School Lunch Act to restore food supple-
ment benefits under the dependent care food program to adolescent youth.

H.R. 553  To repeal the testing requirements imposed on ability-to-benefit
students by the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1990.

H.R. 775  To establish Summer Science Academies for talented students,
particularly economically disadvantaged, minority participants, and for other
purposes.

H.R. 840  To improve counseling services for elementary school children.
H.R. 1059  To amend section 311 of the Older Americans Act of 1965 to re-

quire the Secretary of Agriculture to provide assistance for 2 meals served
daily per person.

H.R. 1063  To amend the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970 to es-
tablish an Office of Construction Safety, Health, and Education, to improve
inspections, investigations, reporting, and recordkeeping on construction
sites, to require the appointment of project constructors to monitor safety on
construction sites, to require construction employers to establish safety and
health programs, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1066  To authorize a national program to reduce the threat to human
health posed by exposure to contaminants in the air indoors.

H.R. 1118  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to reduce student loan
defaults, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1218  To prevent potential abuses of electronic monitoring in the
workplace.

H.R. 1222  To enhance cooperation between the public and law enforcement
personnel in controlling and preventing crime and drug abuse.

H.R. 1237  To amend the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 to clarify the
application of such Act, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1254  To provide for the establishment of the Margaret Walker
Alexander National African-American Research Center.

H.R. 1364  To amend the Job Corps provisions of the Job Training Partnership
Act.

H.R. 1502  To combat violence and crimes against women on the streets and
in homes.

H.R. 1669  To provide financial assistance to eligible local educational agen-
cies to improve urban education, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1694  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to ensure that title VII of
such Act applies to the employment of United States citizens by certain
employers in foreign nations.

H.R. 1753  To establish grant programs and provide other forms of Federal
assistance to pregnant women, children in need of adoptive families, and
individuals and families adopting children.

H.R. 1960  To direct the Secretary of the Interior to construct a National
Training Center at the National Afro-American Museum and Cultural Center
and for other purposes.

H.R. 1987  To amend the Act of March 3, 1931 (known as the Davis-Bacon
Act), to revise the standard for coverage under that Act, and for other pur-
poses.

H.R. 2076  To amend the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 to reform the
provisions relating to child labor.

H.R. 2098  To amend the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970 to
improve and enforce standards for employee health and safety at Department
of Energy nuclear facilities, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2125  To establish a commission to examine the issues associated with
the teaching of values in elementary and secondary schools and to amend the
Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965 to establish a demon-
stration program of grants to innovative projects relating to civics and char-
acter values in education.

H.R. 2223  To amend the National Labor Relations Act to give employers and
performers in the live performing arts, rights given by section 8(e) of such
Act to employers and employees in similarly situated industries, to give such
employers and performers the same rights given by section 8(f) of such Act
to employers and employees in the construction industry, and for other pur-
poses.

H.R. 2258  To help end hunger and human want.
H.R. 2323  To amend the Communications Act of 1934 in order to establish

certain reemployment rights for employees who have lost employment as a
consequence of the divestiture of the Bell system.

H.R. 2334  To further assist States in their efforts to increase awareness about
and prevent family violence and provide immediate shelter and related as-
sistance to battered women and their children.

H.R. 2390  To amend the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974
and the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 to expand pension coverage, improve
pension portability, increase retirement savings, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2497 *  To require that certain information relating to nursing home aides
and home health care aides be collected by the National Center for Health
Statistics and the Bureau of Labor Statistics, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2561  To remove the barrier to access for middle income students to
Federal student financial aid programs, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2782  To amend the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974
to provide that such Act does not preempt certain State laws.

H.R. 2784  To assist counties adversely affected by a base closure, change in
the place of performance of a defense contract, the cancellation or failure to
proceed with a defense contract, or reductions in defense spending.

H.R. 2912  To improve the recruitment of classroom teachers, and for other
purposes.

H.R. 2936  To establish programs at the National Science Foundation for the
advancement of technical education and training in advanced-technology
occupations, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2970  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to provide program
grants to medical and allied health professions institutions for graduate edu-
cation and training which will benefit underserved, economically disadvan-
taged communities.

H.R. 3102  To amend section 520 of the Cranston-Gonzalez National Afford-
able Housing Act to authorize the Secretary of Housing and Urban Devel-
opment to make grants to establish midnight basketball league training and
partnership programs incorporating employment counseling, job-training, and
other educational activities for residents of public housing and federally as-
sisted housing.

H.R. 3160  To revise the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970.
H.R. 3255  To authorize the President to seize and liquidate assets of the Iraqi

Government that have been blocked by the United States, and to authorize
the appropriation of those liquidated assets to benefit United States veterans
and small business concerns injured by deployments like Operation Desert
Storm, and for humanitarian assistance to Iraqi refuges and other persons
displaced in the Persian Gulf region as a result of the Persian Gulf conflict.

H.R. 3285  To provide for regional energy efficient lighting education centers,
and for other purposes.

H.R. 3354  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to improve the el-
igibility of less-than-half-time students for Federal student assistance pro-
grams, and for other purposes.
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H.R. 3393  To amend the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 and the Social Se-
curity Act to provide for health insurance coverage for pregnant women and
children through employment-based insurance and through a State-based
health plan.

H.R. 3413  To authorize the States to impose an export tax on unprocessed
timber from private lands, to allow a credit against income taxes for do-
mestically processed timber, and for other purposes.

H.R. 3475  To assist business in providing women with opportunities in ap-
prenticeship and nontraditional occupations.

H.R. 3476  To establish the Commission on the Advancement of Women in
the Science and Engineering Work Forces.

H.R. 3526  To ensure economic equity for American women and their families
and to respond to the need to revitalize the American economy by expanding
employment opportunities; improving access to funds for women business
owners; enhancing economic justice for women through pay equity, im-
proved child support enforcement, and benefits for part-time workers; and
providing economic and retirement security for women as workers and as
divorced or surviving spouses.

H.R. 3553  To amend and extend the Higher Education Act of 1965.
H.R. 3613  To amend title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and the Age

Discrimination in Employment Act of 1967 to improve the effectiveness of
administrative review of employment discrimination claims made by Federal
employees; and for other purposes.

H.R. 3625  To require the Commissioner of the Bureau of Labor Statistics to
conduct time use surveys of unremunerated work performed in the United
States and to calculate the monetary value of such work.

H.R. 3748  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1991 with respect to the appli-
cation of such Act.

H.R. 3878  To provide assistance to employees who are subject to a plant
closing or mass layoff because their work is transferred to another country
which has low wages or unhealthy working conditions.

H.R. 3975  To amend section 1977A of the Revised Statutes to equalize the
remedies available to all victims of intentional employment discrimination,
and for other purposes.

H.R. 4013  To amend certain provisions of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986
to improve the provisions of health care to retirees in the coal industry, to
revise the manner in which such care is funded and maintained, and for other
purposes.

H.R. 4259  To amend title I of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 to provide each
individual with handicaps who is eligible for services under such title with
the right to select the entities that are to provide services pursuant to the in-
dividualized written rehabilitation program developed for the individual.

H.R. 4300  To amend the Stewart B. McKinney Homeless Assistance Act to
extend programs providing urgently needed assistance for the homeless, and
for other purposes.

H.R. 4338  To suspend certain compliance and accountability measures under
the National School Lunch Act.

H.R. 4516  To amend title VI of the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of
1981 to establish a community services empowerment program.

H.R. 4591  To amend the Job Training Partnership Act to establish a com-
munity works progress program, a youth community corps program, and a
national youth community corps program, and for other purposes.

H.R. 4822  To make appropriations to begin a phase-in toward full funding
of the special supplemental food program for women, infants, and children
(WIC) and of Head Start programs, to expand the Job Corps program, and
for other purposes.

H.R. 5116  To continue and expand programs to assist defense workers and
communities adversely affected by base closures or reductions in defense
spending, promote the conversion of defense contractors, including defense
contractors that are small businesses, and encourage exports of United States
products and services.

H.R. 5116  To continue and expand programs to assist defense workers and
communities adversely affected by base closures or reductions in defense
spending, promote the conversion of defense contractors, including defense
contractors that are small businesses, and encourage exports of United States
products and services.

H.R. 5139  To provide for the recoupment of defense expenditures abroad, and
for other purposes.

H.R. 5230  To enhance United States competitiveness by strengthening the
Nation's technology base, promoting investment in United States technology,
supporting manufacturing infrastructure development, enhancing the tech-
nology skills of American workers, and reorienting defense spending to
support American competitiveness, and for other purposes.

H.Res. 201  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives that the
people of the United States should recognize ”An Artistic Discovery”, the
Congressional High School Art Competition.

H.Res. 284  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives that there
is a need for a comprehensive, coordinated strategy to help the United States
achieve its goal of being the strongest Nation on Earth economically and
militarily, so that it remain the greatest Nation in support of human dignity,
freedom, and democratic ideals.

H.Con.Res. 92  Expressing the sense of Congress with respect to certain reg-
ulations of the Occupational Safety and Health Administration.

H.Con.Res. 161  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the American
public should observe the 100th anniversary of moviemaking and recognize
the contributions of the American Film Institute in advocating and preserving
the art of film.

H.Con.Res. 215  Expressing the sense of the Congress relating to paid leave
for working parents for the purpose of attending parent-teacher conferences.

H.Con.Res. 282  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the Low Income
Home Energy Assistance Program should be funded for fiscal year 1993 at
a level greater than or equal to its funding for fiscal year 1992.

H.Con.Res. 377 *  Expressing the sense of the Congress that any health in-
surance reform bill  that is enacted should require that family and temporary
medical leave be incorporated as a basic or elective option for plan partic-
ipants under certain circumstances.

KASICH, John R. of Ohio

H.R. 123  To amend title 4, United States Code, to declare English as the of-
ficial language of the United States.

H.R. 500  To require the Secretary of the Treasury to mint coins in com-
memoration of the quincentenary of the discovery of America by Christopher
Columbus and to establish the Christopher Columbus Fellowship Foundation.

H.R. 1237  To amend the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 to clarify the
application of such Act, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1502  To combat violence and crimes against women on the streets and
in homes.

H.R. 2363  To amend the provisions of the Higher Education Act of 1965
relating to treatment by campus officials of sexual assault victims.

H.R. 2460  To help the Nation achieve the National Education Goals by sup-
porting the creation of a new generation of American Schools in communities
across the country; rewarding schools that demonstrate outstanding gains in
student performance and other progress toward the National Education
Goals; creating academies to improve leadership and core-course teaching in
schools nationwide; supporting State and local efforts to attract qualified in-
dividuals to teaching and educational administration; providing States and
localities with statutory and regulatory flexibility in exchange for greater
accountability for student learning; encouraging, testing, and evaluating ed-
ucational choice programs; increasing the potential usefulness of the National
Assessment of Education Progress to State and local decision-makers; ex-
panding Federal support for literacy improvements; and for other purposes.

H.R. 5325  To improve access to health insurance and contain health care
costs, and for other purposes.

H.R. 5960  To prevent and punish sexual violence and domestic violence, to
assist and protect the victims of such violence, to assist State and local ef-
forts, and for other purposes.

H.Con.Res. 92  Expressing the sense of Congress with respect to certain reg-
ulations of the Occupational Safety and Health Administration.

KASSEBAUM, Nancy Landon of Kansas

S. 1106  To amend the Individuals with Disabilities Education Act to
strengthen such Act, and for other purposes.
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S. 1593  To improve the operation and effectiveness of the United States Na-
tional Commission on Libraries and Information Science, and for other pur-
poses.

S.Con.Res. 17  Expressing the sense of Congress with respect to certain reg-
ulations of the Occupational Safety and Health Administration.

S.Con.Res. 44  Expressing the sense of Congress that the American public
should observe the 100th anniversary of moviemaking and recognize the
contributions of the American Film Institute in advocating and preserving the
art of film.

S.Con.Res. 81  Expressing the sense of the Congress regarding visionary art
as a national treasure and regarding the American Visionary Art Museum as
a national repository and educational center for visionary art.

KASTEN, Robert of Wisconsin

S. 838  To amend the Child Abuse Prevention and Treatment Act to revise and
extend programs under such Act, and for other purposes.

S.Con.Res. 17  Expressing the sense of Congress with respect to certain reg-
ulations of the Occupational Safety and Health Administration.

S.Con.Res. 81  Expressing the sense of the Congress regarding visionary art
as a national treasure and regarding the American Visionary Art Museum as
a national repository and educational center for visionary art.

KENNEDY, Edward M. of Massachusetts

S. 379 *  To make certain technical amendments to the National and Com-
munity Service Act, and for other purposes.

S. 838  To amend the Child Abuse Prevention and Treatment Act to revise and
extend programs under such Act, and for other purposes.

S. 1106  To amend the Individuals with Disabilities Education Act to
strengthen such Act, and for other purposes.

S. 1593  To improve the operation and effectiveness of the United States Na-
tional Commission on Libraries and Information Science, and for other pur-
poses.

S. 3175 *  To improve the administrative provisions and make technical cor-
rections in the National and Community Service Act of 1990.

S.Con.Res. 44  Expressing the sense of Congress that the American public
should observe the 100th anniversary of moviemaking and recognize the
contributions of the American Film Institute in advocating and preserving the
art of film.

S.Con.Res. 81  Expressing the sense of the Congress regarding visionary art
as a national treasure and regarding the American Visionary Art Museum as
a national repository and educational center for visionary art.

KENNEDY, Joseph P. II of Massachusetts

H.R. 1  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to restore and strengthen civil
rights laws that ban discrimination in employment, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2  To entitle employees to family leave in certain cases involving a birth,
an adoption, or a serious health condition and to temporary medical leave in
certain cases involving a serious health condition, with adequate protection
of the employees employment and benefit rights, and to establish a com-
mission to study ways of providing salary replacement for employees who
take any such leave.

H.R. 5  To amend the National Labor Relations Act and the Railway Labor
Act to prevent discrimination based on participation in labor disputes.

H.R. 179  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to permit the deferral
of payments on student loans during professional internships, regardless of
duration.

H.R. 385  To provide financial assistance for programs for the prevention,
identification, and treatment of elder abuse, neglect, and exploitation, to es-
tablish a National Center on Elder Abuse, and for other purposes.

H.R. 441  To facilitate the economic adjustment of communities, industries,
and workers to reductions or realignments in defense or aerospace contracts,
military facilities, and arms export, and for other purposes.

H.R. 500  To require the Secretary of the Treasury to mint coins in com-
memoration of the quincentenary of the discovery of America by Christopher
Columbus and to establish the Christopher Columbus Fellowship Foundation.

H.R. 501  To authorize the Secretary of Housing and Urban Development to
provide grants to urban and rural communities for training economically
disadvantaged youth in education and employment skills and to expand the
supply of housing for homeless and economically disadvantaged individuals
and families.

H.R. 544  To amend the National School Lunch Act to restore food supple-
ment benefits under the dependent care food program to adolescent youth.

H.R. 775  To establish Summer Science Academies for talented students,
particularly economically disadvantaged, minority participants, and for other
purposes.

H.R. 908  To amend title 38, United States Code, and other provisions of law
to provide improved benefits and services for military personnel who serve
during the Persian Gulf War, including particularly benefits and services for
members of the National Guard and Reserve components, and for other
purposes.

H.R. 1059  To amend section 311 of the Older Americans Act of 1965 to re-
quire the Secretary of Agriculture to provide assistance for 2 meals served
daily per person.

H.R. 1066 *   To authorize a national program to reduce the threat to human
health posed by exposure to contaminants in the air indoors.

H.R. 1154  To establish programs to improve foreign language instruction and
to amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 in order to promote equal access
to opportunities to study abroad, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1254  To provide for the establishment of the Margaret Walker
Alexander National African-American Research Center.

H.R. 1430  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and the Fair Housing Act
to prohibit discrimination on the basis of affectional or sexual orientation,
and for other purposes.

H.R. 1460  Entitled ”The Food For Young Children Act”.
H.R. 1502  To combat violence and crimes against women on the streets and

in homes.
H.R. 1694  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to ensure that title VII of

such Act applies to the employment of United States citizens by certain
employers in foreign nations.

H.R. 1960  To direct the Secretary of the Interior to construct a National
Training Center at the National Afro-American Museum and Cultural Center
and for other purposes.

H.R. 1987  To amend the Act of March 3, 1931 (known as the Davis-Bacon
Act), to revise the standard for coverage under that Act, and for other pur-
poses.

H.R. 2157  To require the National Collegiate Athletic Association to provide
due process in connection with its regulatory activities affecting coaches,
players, and institutions engaged in sports in interstate commerce.

H.R. 2258  To help end hunger and human want.
H.R. 2363  To amend the provisions of the Higher Education Act of 1965

relating to treatment by campus officials of sexual assault victims.
H.R. 2535  To amend the Social Security Act to assure universal access to

health insurance for basic health services in the United States through qual-
ified employer health plans and a public health insurance plan, to contain
costs and assure quality in the provision of health services, to reform the
provision of health insurance to small employers, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2782  To amend the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974
to provide that such Act does not preempt certain State laws.

H.R. 2864  To amend the Older Americans Act of 1965 to establish an elder
rights program, and for other purposes.

H.R. 3160  To revise the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970.
H.R. 3475  To assist business in providing women with opportunities in ap-

prenticeship and nontraditional occupations.
H.R. 3476  To establish the Commission on the Advancement of Women in

the Science and Engineering Work Forces.
H.R. 3535  To amend the Social Security Act to ensure, through a U.S. Health

Program and through qualified employer health plans, access for all Ameri-
cans to benefits for high quality health care and long-term care while con-
taining the costs of the health care system.
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H.R. 3603  To promote family preservation and the prevention of foster care
with emphasis on families where abuse of alcohol or drugs is present, and
to improve the quality and delivery of child welfare, foster care, and adoption
services.

H.R. 3975  To amend section 1977A of the Revised Statutes to equalize the
remedies available to all victims of intentional employment discrimination,
and for other purposes.

H.R. 4259  To amend title I of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 to provide each
individual with handicaps who is eligible for services under such title with
the right to select the entities that are to provide services pursuant to the in-
dividualized written rehabilitation program developed for the individual.

H.R. 4338  To suspend certain compliance and accountability measures under
the National School Lunch Act.

H.R. 4516  To amend title VI of the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of
1981 to establish a community services empowerment program.

H.R. 5310  To mitigate the adverse effects on defense contractors and defense
workers of reductions in defense spending.

H.Res. 201  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives that the
people of the United States should recognize ”An Artistic Discovery”, the
Congressional High School Art Competition.

H.Con.Res. 282  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the Low Income
Home Energy Assistance Program should be funded for fiscal year 1993 at
a level greater than or equal to its funding for fiscal year 1992.

KENNELLY, Barbara B. of Connecticut

H.R. 1  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to restore and strengthen civil
rights laws that ban discrimination in employment, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2  To entitle employees to family leave in certain cases involving a birth,
an adoption, or a serious health condition and to temporary medical leave in
certain cases involving a serious health condition, with adequate protection
of the employees employment and benefit rights, and to establish a com-
mission to study ways of providing salary replacement for employees who
take any such leave.

H.R. 5  To amend the National Labor Relations Act and the Railway Labor
Act to prevent discrimination based on participation in labor disputes.

H.R. 350  To establish a demonstration block grant program to increase the
quality and availability of child care.

H.R. 812  To establish a program of grants for the provision of coordinated
educational support services to at-risk youth.

H.R. 840  To improve counseling services for elementary school children.
H.R. 995  To authorize up to 5 States to conduct 2-year demonstration projects

to test the effectiveness of alternative methods for delivering services and
activities under the JOBS program to families at risk of entering the AFDC
program, and to amend part A of title IV of the Social Security Act to pro-
vide for the permanent use of such alternative methods beginning in fiscal
year 1995.

H.R. 1063  To amend the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970 to es-
tablish an Office of Construction Safety, Health, and Education, to improve
inspections, investigations, reporting, and recordkeeping on construction
sites, to require the appointment of project constructors to monitor safety on
construction sites, to require construction employers to establish safety and
health programs, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1126  To extend the coverage of certain Federal labor laws to foreign
flagships.

H.R. 1254  To provide for the establishment of the Margaret Walker
Alexander National African-American Research Center.

H.R. 1430  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and the Fair Housing Act
to prohibit discrimination on the basis of affectional or sexual orientation,
and for other purposes.

H.R. 1502  To combat violence and crimes against women on the streets and
in homes.

H.R. 1633  To assist in implementing the Plan of Action adopted by the World
Summit for Children.

H.R. 1669  To provide financial assistance to eligible local educational agen-
cies to improve urban education, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1735 *  To amend the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 and title I of the
Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974 with regard to pension
integration, participation, and vesting requirements, to provide for studies
relating to cost-of-living adjustments and pension portability, and to clarify
the continued availability, under provisions governing domestic relations or-
ders, of remedies relating to matters treated in such orders entered before
1985.

H.R. 1960  To direct the Secretary of the Interior to construct a National
Training Center at the National Afro-American Museum and Cultural Center
and for other purposes.

H.R. 2258  To help end hunger and human want.
H.R. 2782  To amend the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974

to provide that such Act does not preempt certain State laws.
H.R. 3160  To revise the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970.
H.R. 3526  To ensure economic equity for American women and their families

and to respond to the need to revitalize the American economy by expanding
employment opportunities; improving access to funds for women business
owners; enhancing economic justice for women through pay equity, im-
proved child support enforcement, and benefits for part-time workers; and
providing economic and retirement security for women as workers and as
divorced or surviving spouses.

H.R. 3603  To promote family preservation and the prevention of foster care
with emphasis on families where abuse of alcohol or drugs is present, and
to improve the quality and delivery of child welfare, foster care, and adoption
services.

H.R. 3748  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1991 with respect to the appli-
cation of such Act.

H.R. 3975 *  To amend section 1977A of the Revised Statutes to equalize the
remedies available to all victims of intentional employment discrimination,
and for other purposes.

H.R. 4022  To amend the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 to provide tax in-
centives for the establishment of tax enterprise zones, and for other purposes.

H.R. 4300  To amend the Stewart B. McKinney Homeless Assistance Act to
extend programs providing urgently needed assistance for the homeless, and
for other purposes.

H.R. 4338  To suspend certain compliance and accountability measures under
the National School Lunch Act.

H.R. 4822  To make appropriations to begin a phase-in toward full funding
of the special supplemental food program for women, infants, and children
(WIC) and of Head Start programs, to expand the Job Corps program, and
for other purposes.

H.R. 4927 *  To establish economic conversion programs in the Department
of Defense to assist communities, businesses, and workers adversely affected
by reductions in defense contracts and spending and closures of military in-
stallations.

H.Con.Res. 161  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the American
public should observe the 100th anniversary of moviemaking and recognize
the contributions of the American Film Institute in advocating and preserving
the art of film.

H.Con.Res. 282  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the Low Income
Home Energy Assistance Program should be funded for fiscal year 1993 at
a level greater than or equal to its funding for fiscal year 1992.

KERRY, John F. of Massachusetts

S. 838  To amend the Child Abuse Prevention and Treatment Act to revise and
extend programs under such Act, and for other purposes.

S.Con.Res. 44  Expressing the sense of Congress that the American public
should observe the 100th anniversary of moviemaking and recognize the
contributions of the American Film Institute in advocating and preserving the
art of film.

KILDEE, Dale E. of Michigan

H.R. 1  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to restore and strengthen civil
rights laws that ban discrimination in employment, and for other purposes.
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H.R. 2  To entitle employees to family leave in certain cases involving a birth,
an adoption, or a serious health condition and to temporary medical leave in
certain cases involving a serious health condition, with adequate protection
of the employees employment and benefit rights, and to establish a com-
mission to study ways of providing salary replacement for employees who
take any such leave.

H.R. 5  To amend the National Labor Relations Act and the Railway Labor
Act to prevent discrimination based on participation in labor disputes.

H.R. 81  To amend the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 to allow individuals
to direct that part or all of their income tax refunds be contributed to a trust
fund established for the relief of domestic and international hunger, and to
establish a commission to oversee the distribution of such contributions.

H.R. 500  To require the Secretary of the Treasury to mint coins in com-
memoration of the quincentenary of the discovery of America by Christopher
Columbus and to establish the Christopher Columbus Fellowship Foundation.

H.R. 597 *  To amend the Older Americans Act of 1965 to improve the par-
ticipation of special populations of older individuals in activities under title
III of such Act and to provide supportive activities for individuals who
without compensation provide in-home services to frail older individuals.

H.R. 751  To enhance the literacy and basic skills of adults, to ensure that all
adults in the United States acquire the basic skills necessary to function ef-
fectively and achieve the greatest possible opportunity in their work and in
their lives, and to strengthen and coordinate adult literacy programs.

H.R. 1063  To amend the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970 to es-
tablish an Office of Construction Safety, Health, and Education, to improve
inspections, investigations, reporting, and recordkeeping on construction
sites, to require the appointment of project constructors to monitor safety on
construction sites, to require construction employers to establish safety and
health programs, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1126  To extend the coverage of certain Federal labor laws to foreign
flagships.

H.R. 1190  To establish a system for identifying, notifying, and preventing
illness and death among workers who are at increased or high risk of occu-
pational disease, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1218  To prevent potential abuses of electronic monitoring in the
workplace.

H.R. 1254  To provide for the establishment of the Margaret Walker
Alexander National African-American Research Center.

H.R. 1285  To resolve legal and technical issues relating to Federal
postsecondary student assistance programs and to prevent undue burdens on
participants in Operation Desert Storm, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1364  To amend the Job Corps provisions of the Job Training Partnership
Act.

H.R. 1365  To amend the Job Training Partnership Act to provide for disaster
relief employment assistance.

H.R. 1502  To combat violence and crimes against women on the streets and
in homes.

H.R. 1503  To facilitate capital financing for historically Black colleges and
universities.

H.R. 1987  To amend the Act of March 3, 1931 (known as the Davis-Bacon
Act), to revise the standard for coverage under that Act, and for other pur-
poses.

H.R. 2098  To amend the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970 to
improve and enforce standards for employee health and safety at Department
of Energy nuclear facilities, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2223 *  To amend the National Labor Relations Act to give employers
and performers in the live performing arts, rights given by section 8(e) of
such Act to employers and employees in similarly situated industries, to give
such employers and performers the same rights given by section 8(f) of such
Act to employers and employees in the construction industry, and for other
purposes.

H.R. 2258  To help end hunger and human want.
H.R. 2312 *  To make certain technical and conforming amendments to the

Follow Through Act and the Head Start Transition Project Act.
H.R. 2313 *  To amend the School Dropout Demonstration Assistance Act

of 1988 to extend authorization of appropriations through fiscal year 1993
and for other purposes.

H.R. 2331  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to permit less-than-
half-time students to obtain Pell Grants.

H.R. 2334  To further assist States in their efforts to increase awareness about
and prevent family violence and provide immediate shelter and related as-
sistance to battered women and their children.

H.R. 2363  To amend the provisions of the Higher Education Act of 1965
relating to treatment by campus officials of sexual assault victims.

H.R. 2434 *  To amend the General Education Provisions Act to authorize the
National Assessment of Educational Progress to conduct certain trial assess-
ments in the fiscal year 1994 and to develop certain other trial assessments
for administration in such fiscal year, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2435 *  To establish a National Council on Education Standards and
Testing.

H.R. 2437  To amend the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 to revise and extend the
program regarding independent living services for older blind individuals.

H.R. 2535  To amend the Social Security Act to assure universal access to
health insurance for basic health services in the United States through qual-
ified employer health plans and a public health insurance plan, to contain
costs and assure quality in the provision of health services, to reform the
provision of health insurance to small employers, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2780  To amend the Older Americans Act of 1965 to increase the au-
thority of the Commissioner on Aging; to establish the Office on Long-Term
Care Ombudsman Programs and provide for the appointment of an Associate
Commissioner for Ombudsman Services; to enhance State long-term care
ombudsman programs; to provide financial assistance for programs relating
to elder abuse, exploitation, or neglect; and for other purposes.

H.R. 2782  To amend the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974
to provide that such Act does not preempt certain State laws.

H.R. 2789 *  To amend the Star Schools Program Assistance Act to establish
a program of grants for purposes of providing dissemination services.

H.R. 2933 *  To amend the National School Lunch Act to extend through the
fiscal year 1994 the pilot project relating to the provision of all cash pay-
ments or all commodity letters of credit in lieu of entitlement commodities
for school lunch programs.

H.R. 2967  To amend the Older Americans Act of 1965 to authorize appro-
priations for fiscal years 1992 through 1995; to authorize a 1993 National
Conference on Aging; to amend the Native Americans Programs Act of 1974
to authorize appropriations for fiscal years 1992 through 1995; and for other
purposes.

H.R. 3160  To revise the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970.
H.R. 3179 *  To amend title VIII of the Higher Education Act of 1965.
H.R. 3181 *  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 in order to assist

and improve college and university libraries in the United States.
H.R. 3211  To establish a Federal direct student loan program to consolidate

existing student loan programs, and for other purposes.
H.R. 3244  To reauthorize and revise certain provisions of the Higher Educa-

tion Act of 1965 in order to strengthen access to higher education opportu-
nities for low-income students and minority students, especially African
Americans, and for other purposes.

H.R. 3320 *  To improve education for all students by restructuring the edu-
cation system in the States.

H.R. 3362  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to establish programs
for minority foreign service professional development.

H.R. 3393  To amend the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 and the Social Se-
curity Act to provide for health insurance coverage for pregnant women and
children through employment-based insurance and through a State-based
health plan.

H.R. 3455 *  To amend the Higher Education Act to create a Student Assist-
ance Revolving Loan program for American Indians and Alaska Natives.

H.R. 3456 *  To amend title XV of the Higher Education Act.
H.R. 3526  To ensure economic equity for American women and their families

and to respond to the need to revitalize the American economy by expanding
employment opportunities; improving access to funds for women business
owners; enhancing economic justice for women through pay equity, im-
proved child support enforcement, and benefits for part-time workers; and
providing economic and retirement security for women as workers and as
divorced or surviving spouses.

H.R. 3553  To amend and extend the Higher Education Act of 1965.
H.R. 3603  To promote family preservation and the prevention of foster care

with emphasis on families where abuse of alcohol or drugs is present, and
to improve the quality and delivery of child welfare, foster care, and adoption
services.
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H.R. 3613  To amend title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and the Age
Discrimination in Employment Act of 1967 to improve the effectiveness of
administrative review of employment discrimination claims made by Federal
employees; and for other purposes.

H.R. 3625  To require the Commissioner of the Bureau of Labor Statistics to
conduct time use surveys of unremunerated work performed in the United
States and to calculate the monetary value of such work.

H.R. 3711 *  To authorize grants to be made to State programs designed to
provide resources to persons who are nutritionally at risk in the form of fresh
nutritious unprepared foods, and for other purposes.

H.R. 3748  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1991 with respect to the appli-
cation of such Act.

H.R. 3878  To provide assistance to employees who are subject to a plant
closing or mass layoff because their work is transferred to another country
which has low wages or unhealthy working conditions.

H.R. 3975  To amend section 1977A of the Revised Statutes to equalize the
remedies available to all victims of intentional employment discrimination,
and for other purposes.

H.R. 4078 *  To establish a National Board on workforce skills and to develop
a comprehensive school-to-work transition program for students in the
United States.

H.R. 4300  To amend the Stewart B. McKinney Homeless Assistance Act to
extend programs providing urgently needed assistance for the homeless, and
for other purposes.

H.R. 4323 *  To improve education for all students by restructuring the edu-
cation system in the States.

H.R. 4338 *  To suspend certain compliance and accountability measures un-
der the National School Lunch Act.

H.R. 4471  To amend and extend the Higher Education Act of 1965.
H.R. 4516  To amend title VI of the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of

1981 to establish a community services empowerment program.
H.R. 4729  To provide grants to establish an integrated approach to prevent

child abuse.
H.R. 4822 *  To make appropriations to begin a phase-in toward full funding

of the special supplemental food program for women, infants, and children
(WIC) and of Head Start programs, to expand the Job Corps program, and
for other purposes.

H.R. 5165 *  To improve educational effectiveness by establishing a flexibility
demonstration program.

H.R. 5175 *  To amend the Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention Act
of 1974 to provide assistance to achieve gang-free schools and communities.

H.R. 5194  To amend the Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention Act
of 1974 to authorize appropriations for fiscal years 1993, 1994, 1995, and
1996, and for other purposes.

H.R. 5560 *  To extend for one year the National Commission on Time and
Learning and for other purposes.

H.R. 5630  To amend the Head Start Act to expand services provided by Head
Start programs; to expand the authority of the Secretary of Health and Hu-
man Services to reduce the amount of matching funds required to be pro-
vided by particular Head Start agencies; to authorize the purchase of Head
Start facilities; and for other purposes.

H.Res. 201  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives that the
people of the United States should recognize ”An Artistic Discovery”, the
Congressional High School Art Competition.

H.Res. 524  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives to commend
and congratulate the College of William and Mary in Virginia on the occa-
sion of the 300th anniversary of its founding.

H.J.Res. 279  To declare it to be the policy of the United States that there
should be a renewed and sustained commitment by the Federal Government
and the American people to the importance of adult education.

H.Con.Res. 92  Expressing the sense of Congress with respect to certain reg-
ulations of the Occupational Safety and Health Administration.

H.Con.Res. 161  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the American
public should observe the 100th anniversary of moviemaking and recognize
the contributions of the American Film Institute in advocating and preserving
the art of film.

H.Con.Res. 282  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the Low Income
Home Energy Assistance Program should be funded for fiscal year 1993 at
a level greater than or equal to its funding for fiscal year 1992.

KLECZKA, Gerald D. of Wisconsin

H.R. 1  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to restore and strengthen civil
rights laws that ban discrimination in employment, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2  To entitle employees to family leave in certain cases involving a birth,
an adoption, or a serious health condition and to temporary medical leave in
certain cases involving a serious health condition, with adequate protection
of the employees employment and benefit rights, and to establish a com-
mission to study ways of providing salary replacement for employees who
take any such leave.

H.R. 5  To amend the National Labor Relations Act and the Railway Labor
Act to prevent discrimination based on participation in labor disputes.

H.R. 179  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to permit the deferral
of payments on student loans during professional internships, regardless of
duration.

H.R. 500  To require the Secretary of the Treasury to mint coins in com-
memoration of the quincentenary of the discovery of America by Christopher
Columbus and to establish the Christopher Columbus Fellowship Foundation.

H.R. 1063  To amend the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970 to es-
tablish an Office of Construction Safety, Health, and Education, to improve
inspections, investigations, reporting, and recordkeeping on construction
sites, to require the appointment of project constructors to monitor safety on
construction sites, to require construction employers to establish safety and
health programs, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1066  To authorize a national program to reduce the threat to human
health posed by exposure to contaminants in the air indoors.

H.R. 1237  To amend the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 to clarify the
application of such Act, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1364  To amend the Job Corps provisions of the Job Training Partnership
Act.

H.R. 1460  Entitled ”The Food For Young Children Act”.
H.R. 1633  To assist in implementing the Plan of Action adopted by the World

Summit for Children.
H.R. 2258  To help end hunger and human want.
H.R. 2561  To remove the barrier to access for middle income students to

Federal student financial aid programs, and for other purposes.
H.R. 2773  To amend title I of the Employee Retirement Income Security Act

of 1974 to set standards under such title for multiple employer welfare ar-
rangements providing health plan benefits.

H.R. 2782  To amend the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974
to provide that such Act does not preempt certain State laws.

H.R. 3160  To revise the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970.
H.R. 3878  To provide assistance to employees who are subject to a plant

closing or mass layoff because their work is transferred to another country
which has low wages or unhealthy working conditions.

H.R. 4259  To amend title I of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 to provide each
individual with handicaps who is eligible for services under such title with
the right to select the entities that are to provide services pursuant to the in-
dividualized written rehabilitation program developed for the individual.

H.Res. 201  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives that the
people of the United States should recognize ”An Artistic Discovery”, the
Congressional High School Art Competition.

H.Con.Res. 92  Expressing the sense of Congress with respect to certain reg-
ulations of the Occupational Safety and Health Administration.

H.Con.Res. 282  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the Low Income
Home Energy Assistance Program should be funded for fiscal year 1993 at
a level greater than or equal to its funding for fiscal year 1992.

KLUG, Scott L. of Wisconsin

H.R. 2  To entitle employees to family leave in certain cases involving a birth,
an adoption, or a serious health condition and to temporary medical leave in
certain cases involving a serious health condition, with adequate protection
of the employees employment and benefit rights, and to establish a com-
mission to study ways of providing salary replacement for employees who
take any such leave.
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H.R. 179  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to permit the deferral
of payments on student loans during professional internships, regardless of
duration.

H.R. 709  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to provide reduced
rates of interest under the Guaranteed Student Loan Program to individuals
who enter the teaching profession.

H.R. 751  To enhance the literacy and basic skills of adults, to ensure that all
adults in the United States acquire the basic skills necessary to function ef-
fectively and achieve the greatest possible opportunity in their work and in
their lives, and to strengthen and coordinate adult literacy programs.

H.R. 840  To improve counseling services for elementary school children.
H.R. 1154  To establish programs to improve foreign language instruction and

to amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 in order to promote equal access
to opportunities to study abroad, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1237  To amend the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 to clarify the
application of such Act, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1482  To amend title IV of the Higher Education Act of 1965 to allow
resident physicians to defer repayment of title IV student loans while com-
pleting accredited resident training programs.

H.R. 1633  To assist in implementing the Plan of Action adopted by the World
Summit for Children.

H.R. 1822  To amend the Older Americans Community Service Employment
Act to authorize grants for the employment of older Americans in providing
child care for families with low income; and to amend title II of the Social
Security Act to exempt from the earnings test amounts earned for child care
services.

H.R. 2031  To amend title I of the Employee Retirement Income Security Act
of 1974 to provide for equal treatment of telephone and electric cooperative
welfare plans for the purposes of preemption.

H.R. 2127  To amend the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 to extend the programs
of such Act, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2230  To provide incentives for physicians to practice in rural areas and
in rural medically underserved areas.

H.R. 2336  To establish a higher education loan program in which a borrower's
annual repayment obligation is dependent upon both postschool income level
and borrowing history, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2363  To amend the provisions of the Higher Education Act of 1965
relating to treatment by campus officials of sexual assault victims.

H.R. 2433  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to require the dis-
closure of athletic activity revenues and expenditures.

H.R. 2460  To help the Nation achieve the National Education Goals by sup-
porting the creation of a new generation of American Schools in communities
across the country; rewarding schools that demonstrate outstanding gains in
student performance and other progress toward the National Education
Goals; creating academies to improve leadership and core-course teaching in
schools nationwide; supporting State and local efforts to attract qualified in-
dividuals to teaching and educational administration; providing States and
localities with statutory and regulatory flexibility in exchange for greater
accountability for student learning; encouraging, testing, and evaluating ed-
ucational choice programs; increasing the potential usefulness of the National
Assessment of Education Progress to State and local decision-makers; ex-
panding Federal support for literacy improvements; and for other purposes.

H.R. 2495  To expand and strengthen Federal programs by providing incen-
tives to encourage individuals to enter the teaching profession, and for other
purposes.

H.R. 2689  To make grants for demonstration and evaluation of educational
programs that improve educational opportunities of children by providing
parents and children with a choice in education.

H.R. 2722  To revise and extend the programs under the Abandoned Infants
Assistance Act of 1988.

H.R. 2773  To amend title I of the Employee Retirement Income Security Act
of 1974 to set standards under such title for multiple employer welfare ar-
rangements providing health plan benefits.

H.R. 2952 *  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to provide for the
forgiveness of Perkins loans for providers of early intervention services for
individuals with disabilities.

H.R. 3053  To amend the Individuals with Disabilities Education Act to
strengthen such Act, and for other purposes.

H.R. 3182 *  To amend title VII of the Higher Education Act.

H.R. 3353  To establish a Glass Ceiling Commission and an annual award for
promoting a more diverse skilled work force at the management and
decisionmaking levels in business, and for other purposes.

H.R. 3400  To provide an emergency unemployment compensation program.
H.R. 3471  To authorize the Small Business Administration to conduct a

demonstration program to enhance the economic opportunities of startup,
newly established, and growing microenterprises by providing loans and
technical assistance through intermediaries, and for other purposes.

H.R. 3476  To establish the Commission on the Advancement of Women in
the Science and Engineering Work Forces.

H.R. 3734  To make applicable to the Congress certain laws relating to the
terms and conditions of employment, the health and safety of employees, and
the rights and responsibilities of employers and employees, and for other
purposes.

H.R. 3799 *  To amend title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to prohibit
discrimination based on race, color, religion, sex, disability, national origin,
or age in employment in the legislative or judicial branches of the Federal
Government; and to establish the Employment Review Board composed of
senior Federal judges, which shall have authority to adjudicate claims re-
garding such discrimination.

H.R. 3957  To amend subpart 4 of part A of title IV of the Higher Education
Act of 1965 to require the Secretary of Education to carry out an advanced
placement test fee payment program, and for other purposes.

H.R. 3998  To establish youth apprenticeship demonstration programs, and for
other purposes.

H.R. 4471  To amend and extend the Higher Education Act of 1965.
H.R. 5167  To reduce the amounts appropriated to the Department of Educa-

tion to increase grants to State and local educational agencies and to reduce
the Federal budget deficit.

H.R. 5443  To amend the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 relating to the
minimum wage and overtime exemption for employees subject to certain
leave policies.

H.R. 5850  To amend the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 to ensure that
inmates are not treated as employees for purposes of such Act.

H.R. 5936  To contain health care costs and improve access to health care
through accountable health plans and managed competition, and for other
purposes.

H.Con.Res. 92  Expressing the sense of Congress with respect to certain reg-
ulations of the Occupational Safety and Health Administration.

H.Con.Res. 161  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the American
public should observe the 100th anniversary of moviemaking and recognize
the contributions of the American Film Institute in advocating and preserving
the art of film.

H.Con.Res. 282  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the Low Income
Home Energy Assistance Program should be funded for fiscal year 1993 at
a level greater than or equal to its funding for fiscal year 1992.

KOHL, Herbert of Wisconsin

S.Con.Res. 17  Expressing the sense of Congress with respect to certain reg-
ulations of the Occupational Safety and Health Administration.

S.Con.Res. 44  Expressing the sense of Congress that the American public
should observe the 100th anniversary of moviemaking and recognize the
contributions of the American Film Institute in advocating and preserving the
art of film.

KOLBE, Jim of Arizona

H.R. 500  To require the Secretary of the Treasury to mint coins in com-
memoration of the quincentenary of the discovery of America by Christopher
Columbus and to establish the Christopher Columbus Fellowship Foundation.

H.R. 1375  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to strengthen protections
against discrimination in employment, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1633  To assist in implementing the Plan of Action adopted by the World
Summit for Children.

H.R. 1755  To repeal the Act of March 3, 1931 (known as the Davis-Bacon
Act).
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H.R. 2460  To help the Nation achieve the National Education Goals by sup-
porting the creation of a new generation of American Schools in communities
across the country; rewarding schools that demonstrate outstanding gains in
student performance and other progress toward the National Education
Goals; creating academies to improve leadership and core-course teaching in
schools nationwide; supporting State and local efforts to attract qualified in-
dividuals to teaching and educational administration; providing States and
localities with statutory and regulatory flexibility in exchange for greater
accountability for student learning; encouraging, testing, and evaluating ed-
ucational choice programs; increasing the potential usefulness of the National
Assessment of Education Progress to State and local decision-makers; ex-
panding Federal support for literacy improvements; and for other purposes.

H.R. 2523  To ensure the competitiveness of the United States in the world
economy.

H.R. 4294  To make applicable to the Congress certain laws relating to the
terms and conditions of employment, the health and safety of employees, and
the rights and responsibilities of employers and employees; and to repeal and
prohibit certain privileges and gratuities for Members of the United States
House of Representatives and for other purposes.

H.R. 4929 *  To provide incentives for certain voluntarily separated military
personnel to become elementary and secondary school teachers.

H.R. 5325  To improve access to health insurance and contain health care
costs, and for other purposes.

H.R. 5664  To encourage, assist, and evaluate educational choice programs,
and for other purposes.

H.R. 5850  To amend the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 to ensure that
inmates are not treated as employees for purposes of such Act.

H.Con.Res. 102  Expressing the sense of the Congress regarding admissions
of minority students to institutions of higher education.

KOLTER, Joe of Pennsylvania

H.R. 2  To entitle employees to family leave in certain cases involving a birth,
an adoption, or a serious health condition and to temporary medical leave in
certain cases involving a serious health condition, with adequate protection
of the employees employment and benefit rights, and to establish a com-
mission to study ways of providing salary replacement for employees who
take any such leave.

H.R. 5  To amend the National Labor Relations Act and the Railway Labor
Act to prevent discrimination based on participation in labor disputes.

H.R. 123  To amend title 4, United States Code, to declare English as the of-
ficial language of the United States.

H.R. 385  To provide financial assistance for programs for the prevention,
identification, and treatment of elder abuse, neglect, and exploitation, to es-
tablish a National Center on Elder Abuse, and for other purposes.

H.R. 500  To require the Secretary of the Treasury to mint coins in com-
memoration of the quincentenary of the discovery of America by Christopher
Columbus and to establish the Christopher Columbus Fellowship Foundation.

H.R. 763  To establish a program to guarantee students from selected high
schools a chance to go to college, and for other purposes.

H.R. 812  To establish a program of grants for the provision of coordinated
educational support services to at-risk youth.

H.R. 908  To amend title 38, United States Code, and other provisions of law
to provide improved benefits and services for military personnel who serve
during the Persian Gulf War, including particularly benefits and services for
members of the National Guard and Reserve components, and for other
purposes.

H.R. 1059  To amend section 311 of the Older Americans Act of 1965 to re-
quire the Secretary of Agriculture to provide assistance for 2 meals served
daily per person.

H.R. 1063  To amend the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970 to es-
tablish an Office of Construction Safety, Health, and Education, to improve
inspections, investigations, reporting, and recordkeeping on construction
sites, to require the appointment of project constructors to monitor safety on
construction sites, to require construction employers to establish safety and
health programs, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1116  To permit certain coal miners and their survivors to have their
claims reviewed under the Black Lung Benefits Act.

H.R. 1126  To extend the coverage of certain Federal labor laws to foreign
flagships.

H.R. 1190  To establish a system for identifying, notifying, and preventing
illness and death among workers who are at increased or high risk of occu-
pational disease, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1218  To prevent potential abuses of electronic monitoring in the
workplace.

H.R. 1365  To amend the Job Training Partnership Act to provide for disaster
relief employment assistance.

H.R. 1502  To combat violence and crimes against women on the streets and
in homes.

H.R. 1633  To assist in implementing the Plan of Action adopted by the World
Summit for Children.

H.R. 1637  To make improvements in the Black Lung Benefits Act.
H.R. 2363  To amend the provisions of the Higher Education Act of 1965

relating to treatment by campus officials of sexual assault victims.
H.R. 2561  To remove the barrier to access for middle income students to

Federal student financial aid programs, and for other purposes.
H.R. 2782  To amend the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974

to provide that such Act does not preempt certain State laws.
H.R. 2936  To establish programs at the National Science Foundation for the

advancement of technical education and training in advanced-technology
occupations, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2938  To establish a Teacher Opportunity Corps to enable
paraprofessionals working in targeted schools to become certified teachers
through part-time and summer study.

H.R. 3046  To exempt from the antitrust laws certain conduct engaged in by
the National Collegiate Athletic Association (NCAA) jointly with member
institutions for the purpose of allowing the NCAA exclusively to negotiate
certain contracts, and for other purposes.

H.R. 3050  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to establish a higher
education loan program in which the amount of a student's loan repayment
is contingent upon such student's income, and for other purposes.

H.R. 3136  To require the Secretary of Education to conduct a comprehensive
study of the TRIO programs under the Higher Education Act of 1965.

H.R. 3160  To revise the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970.
H.R. 3210  To amend title IV of the Employee Retirement Income Security

Act of 1974 to ensure protection of pension plan benefit liabilities subject to
distribution in the form of irrevocable commitments purchased from insurers
upon the standard termination of such plans.

H.R. 3211  To establish a Federal direct student loan program to consolidate
existing student loan programs, and for other purposes.

H.R. 3285  To provide for regional energy efficient lighting education centers,
and for other purposes.

H.R. 3393  To amend the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 and the Social Se-
curity Act to provide for health insurance coverage for pregnant women and
children through employment-based insurance and through a State-based
health plan.

H.R. 3413  To authorize the States to impose an export tax on unprocessed
timber from private lands, to allow a credit against income taxes for do-
mestically processed timber, and for other purposes.

H.R. 3553  To amend and extend the Higher Education Act of 1965.
H.R. 3878  To provide assistance to employees who are subject to a plant

closing or mass layoff because their work is transferred to another country
which has low wages or unhealthy working conditions.

H.R. 4013  To amend certain provisions of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986
to improve the provisions of health care to retirees in the coal industry, to
revise the manner in which such care is funded and maintained, and for other
purposes.

H.R. 5139  To provide for the recoupment of defense expenditures abroad, and
for other purposes.

H.R. 5514  To provide for health care for all Americans in an affordable
manner.

H.Con.Res. 215  Expressing the sense of the Congress relating to paid leave
for working parents for the purpose of attending parent-teacher conferences.

H.Con.Res. 282  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the Low Income
Home Energy Assistance Program should be funded for fiscal year 1993 at
a level greater than or equal to its funding for fiscal year 1992.
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KOPETSKI, Michael J. of Oregon

H.R. 1  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to restore and strengthen civil
rights laws that ban discrimination in employment, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2  To entitle employees to family leave in certain cases involving a birth,
an adoption, or a serious health condition and to temporary medical leave in
certain cases involving a serious health condition, with adequate protection
of the employees employment and benefit rights, and to establish a com-
mission to study ways of providing salary replacement for employees who
take any such leave.

H.R. 5  To amend the National Labor Relations Act and the Railway Labor
Act to prevent discrimination based on participation in labor disputes.

H.R. 179  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to permit the deferral
of payments on student loans during professional internships, regardless of
duration.

H.R. 441  To facilitate the economic adjustment of communities, industries,
and workers to reductions or realignments in defense or aerospace contracts,
military facilities, and arms export, and for other purposes.

H.R. 500  To require the Secretary of the Treasury to mint coins in com-
memoration of the quincentenary of the discovery of America by Christopher
Columbus and to establish the Christopher Columbus Fellowship Foundation.

H.R. 520  To encourage States to establish Parents as Teachers programs.
H.R. 656  To provide for a coordinated Federal research program to ensure

continued United States leadership in high-performance computing.
H.R. 667  To authorize a grant to the National Writing Project.
H.R. 709  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to provide reduced

rates of interest under the Guaranteed Student Loan Program to individuals
who enter the teaching profession.

H.R. 812  To establish a program of grants for the provision of coordinated
educational support services to at-risk youth.

H.R. 821  To provide for the cancellation of a portion of the direct student
loans of members of the Armed Forces who serve in a combat zone in con-
nection with the Persian Gulf conflict and to require the restoration of edu-
cational benefits and tuition reimbursement for those members of the Armed
Forces who are unable to pursue studies because of military commitments.

H.R. 840  To improve counseling services for elementary school children.
H.R. 907  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to permit alternative

methods for qualifying ”ability-to-benefit” students for Federal student fi-
nancial aid.

H.R. 908  To amend title 38, United States Code, and other provisions of law
to provide improved benefits and services for military personnel who serve
during the Persian Gulf War, including particularly benefits and services for
members of the National Guard and Reserve components, and for other
purposes.

H.R. 1048  To establish within the Department of Education an Office of
Community Colleges.

H.R. 1063  To amend the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970 to es-
tablish an Office of Construction Safety, Health, and Education, to improve
inspections, investigations, reporting, and recordkeeping on construction
sites, to require the appointment of project constructors to monitor safety on
construction sites, to require construction employers to establish safety and
health programs, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1116  To permit certain coal miners and their survivors to have their
claims reviewed under the Black Lung Benefits Act.

H.R. 1126  To extend the coverage of certain Federal labor laws to foreign
flagships.

H.R. 1154  To establish programs to improve foreign language instruction and
to amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 in order to promote equal access
to opportunities to study abroad, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1218  To prevent potential abuses of electronic monitoring in the
workplace.

H.R. 1254  To provide for the establishment of the Margaret Walker
Alexander National African-American Research Center.

H.R. 1388  To entitle employees to family leave for attending school activities.
H.R. 1430  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and the Fair Housing Act

to prohibit discrimination on the basis of affectional or sexual orientation,
and for other purposes.

H.R. 1460  Entitled ”The Food For Young Children Act”.
H.R. 1502  To combat violence and crimes against women on the streets and

in homes.
H.R. 1524  To establish programs to promote increased access to higher edu-

cation through early intervention counseling and financial aid information.

H.R. 1602  To amend title I of the Employee Retirement Income Security Act
of 1974 to provide that such Act does not preempt actions under State law
against persons who engage in unfair insurance claims practices.

H.R. 1633  To assist in implementing the Plan of Action adopted by the World
Summit for Children.

H.R. 1637  To make improvements in the Black Lung Benefits Act.
H.R. 1669  To provide financial assistance to eligible local educational agen-

cies to improve urban education, and for other purposes.
H.R. 1822  To amend the Older Americans Community Service Employment

Act to authorize grants for the employment of older Americans in providing
child care for families with low income; and to amend title II of the Social
Security Act to exempt from the earnings test amounts earned for child care
services.

H.R. 1987  To amend the Act of March 3, 1931 (known as the Davis-Bacon
Act), to revise the standard for coverage under that Act, and for other pur-
poses.

H.R. 2098  To amend the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970 to
improve and enforce standards for employee health and safety at Department
of Energy nuclear facilities, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2230  To provide incentives for physicians to practice in rural areas and
in rural medically underserved areas.

H.R. 2258  To help end hunger and human want.
H.R. 2336  To establish a higher education loan program in which a borrower's

annual repayment obligation is dependent upon both postschool income level
and borrowing history, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2363  To amend the provisions of the Higher Education Act of 1965
relating to treatment by campus officials of sexual assault victims.

H.R. 2437  To amend the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 to revise and extend the
program regarding independent living services for older blind individuals.

H.R. 2561  To remove the barrier to access for middle income students to
Federal student financial aid programs, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2782  To amend the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974
to provide that such Act does not preempt certain State laws.

H.R. 2807  To provide a balanced solution to the current timber-based crisis
in Oregon, Washington and northern California by establishing an
ecologically significant old growth forest reserve system, ensuring the con-
servation of the northern spotted owl and the protection of other species as-
sociated with old growth forests, securing a predictable supply of timber to
afford stability to timber dependent communities in the region, and providing
economic adjustment assistance to communities and employees dependent
on the forest industry.

H.R. 2819  To provide financial assistance to eligible local educational agen-
cies to improve rural education, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2936  To establish programs at the National Science Foundation for the
advancement of technical education and training in advanced-technology
occupations, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2974  To provide payments to States and certain other entities and indi-
viduals as a reward to increase the number of children who receive preschool
health care and early childhood education and to increase the number of high
school seniors who achieve outstanding scores in math and science; and for
other purpose.

H.R. 3078  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to exclude the value
of personal residences and family farms from the calculation of expected
family contributions for student aid programs.

H.R. 3098  To improve the college participation rates of groups underserved
by institutions of higher education and for other purposes.

H.R. 3160  To revise the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970.
H.R. 3210  To amend title IV of the Employee Retirement Income Security

Act of 1974 to ensure protection of pension plan benefit liabilities subject to
distribution in the form of irrevocable commitments purchased from insurers
upon the standard termination of such plans.

H.R. 3255  To authorize the President to seize and liquidate assets of the Iraqi
Government that have been blocked by the United States, and to authorize
the appropriation of those liquidated assets to benefit United States veterans
and small business concerns injured by deployments like Operation Desert
Storm, and for humanitarian assistance to Iraqi refuges and other persons
displaced in the Persian Gulf region as a result of the Persian Gulf conflict.

H.R. 3285  To provide for regional energy efficient lighting education centers,
and for other purposes.

H.R. 3393  To amend the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 and the Social Se-
curity Act to provide for health insurance coverage for pregnant women and
children through employment-based insurance and through a State-based
health plan.
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H.R. 3475  To assist business in providing women with opportunities in ap-
prenticeship and nontraditional occupations.

H.R. 3476  To establish the Commission on the Advancement of Women in
the Science and Engineering Work Forces.

H.R. 3526  To ensure economic equity for American women and their families
and to respond to the need to revitalize the American economy by expanding
employment opportunities; improving access to funds for women business
owners; enhancing economic justice for women through pay equity, im-
proved child support enforcement, and benefits for part-time workers; and
providing economic and retirement security for women as workers and as
divorced or surviving spouses.

H.R. 3553  To amend and extend the Higher Education Act of 1965.
H.R. 3603  To promote family preservation and the prevention of foster care

with emphasis on families where abuse of alcohol or drugs is present, and
to improve the quality and delivery of child welfare, foster care, and adoption
services.

H.R. 3613  To amend title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and the Age
Discrimination in Employment Act of 1967 to improve the effectiveness of
administrative review of employment discrimination claims made by Federal
employees; and for other purposes.

H.R. 3748  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1991 with respect to the appli-
cation of such Act.

H.R. 3886  To increase the achievement levels of elementary and secondary
students by using high quality curricular-based learning resources.

H.R. 3975  To amend section 1977A of the Revised Statutes to equalize the
remedies available to all victims of intentional employment discrimination,
and for other purposes.

H.R. 4013  To amend certain provisions of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986
to improve the provisions of health care to retirees in the coal industry, to
revise the manner in which such care is funded and maintained, and for other
purposes.

H.R. 4245  To establish a national demonstration program providing increased
flexibility for schools in order to promote improved educational achievement
for all students.

H.R. 4259  To amend title I of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 to provide each
individual with handicaps who is eligible for services under such title with
the right to select the entities that are to provide services pursuant to the in-
dividualized written rehabilitation program developed for the individual.

H.R. 4277  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to delete certain re-
quirements relating to the guaranteed student loan program.

H.R. 4300  To amend the Stewart B. McKinney Homeless Assistance Act to
extend programs providing urgently needed assistance for the homeless, and
for other purposes.

H.R. 4338  To suspend certain compliance and accountability measures under
the National School Lunch Act.

H.R. 4516  To amend title VI of the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of
1981 to establish a community services empowerment program.

H.R. 4729  To provide grants to establish an integrated approach to prevent
child abuse.

H.R. 5230  To enhance United States competitiveness by strengthening the
Nation's technology base, promoting investment in United States technology,
supporting manufacturing infrastructure development, enhancing the tech-
nology skills of American workers, and reorienting defense spending to
support American competitiveness, and for other purposes.

H.R. 5442  To establish Federal grant programs to identify and address the
foreign language needs within the United States for the purpose of enhancing
economic competitiveness, ensuring national security, and promoting the
national interest.

H.Res. 201  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives that the
people of the United States should recognize ”An Artistic Discovery”, the
Congressional High School Art Competition.

H.Res. 284  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives that there
is a need for a comprehensive, coordinated strategy to help the United States
achieve its goal of being the strongest Nation on Earth economically and
militarily, so that it remain the greatest Nation in support of human dignity,
freedom, and democratic ideals.

H.J.Res. 329  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the Davis-Bacon Act
be fully enforced in the interest of a decent standard of living for this coun-
try's working families.

H.Con.Res. 215  Expressing the sense of the Congress relating to paid leave
for working parents for the purpose of attending parent-teacher conferences.

H.Con.Res. 282  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the Low Income
Home Energy Assistance Program should be funded for fiscal year 1993 at
a level greater than or equal to its funding for fiscal year 1992.

KOSTMAYER, Peter H. of Pennsylvania

H.R. 1  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to restore and strengthen civil
rights laws that ban discrimination in employment, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2  To entitle employees to family leave in certain cases involving a birth,
an adoption, or a serious health condition and to temporary medical leave in
certain cases involving a serious health condition, with adequate protection
of the employees employment and benefit rights, and to establish a com-
mission to study ways of providing salary replacement for employees who
take any such leave.

H.R. 5  To amend the National Labor Relations Act and the Railway Labor
Act to prevent discrimination based on participation in labor disputes.

H.R. 292  To strengthen the authority of the Equal Employment Opportunity
Commission to enforce nondiscrimination policies in Federal employment.

H.R. 385  To provide financial assistance for programs for the prevention,
identification, and treatment of elder abuse, neglect, and exploitation, to es-
tablish a National Center on Elder Abuse, and for other purposes.

H.R. 501  To authorize the Secretary of Housing and Urban Development to
provide grants to urban and rural communities for training economically
disadvantaged youth in education and employment skills and to expand the
supply of housing for homeless and economically disadvantaged individuals
and families.

H.R. 667  To authorize a grant to the National Writing Project.
H.R. 709  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to provide reduced

rates of interest under the Guaranteed Student Loan Program to individuals
who enter the teaching profession.

H.R. 812  To establish a program of grants for the provision of coordinated
educational support services to at-risk youth.

H.R. 907  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to permit alternative
methods for qualifying ”ability-to-benefit” students for Federal student fi-
nancial aid.

H.R. 1126  To extend the coverage of certain Federal labor laws to foreign
flagships.

H.R. 1218  To prevent potential abuses of electronic monitoring in the
workplace.

H.R. 1364  To amend the Job Corps provisions of the Job Training Partnership
Act.

H.R. 1365  To amend the Job Training Partnership Act to provide for disaster
relief employment assistance.

H.R. 1430  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and the Fair Housing Act
to prohibit discrimination on the basis of affectional or sexual orientation,
and for other purposes.

H.R. 1502  To combat violence and crimes against women on the streets and
in homes.

H.R. 1590  To provide for designation by the Secretary of the Interior and the
Secretary of Agriculture of an ancient forest reserve system, including lands
managed by the Bureau of Land Management and portions of national forests
established by reservations from the public domain; to require the Secretary
of the Interior and the Secretary of Agriculture to enhance economic stability
in the Pacific Northwest; and for other purposes.

H.R. 1633  To assist in implementing the Plan of Action adopted by the World
Summit for Children.

H.R. 1664  To protect employees who report violations of Federal laws and
regulations.

H.R. 1987  To amend the Act of March 3, 1931 (known as the Davis-Bacon
Act), to revise the standard for coverage under that Act, and for other pur-
poses.

H.R. 2223  To amend the National Labor Relations Act to give employers and
performers in the live performing arts, rights given by section 8(e) of such
Act to employers and employees in similarly situated industries, to give such
employers and performers the same rights given by section 8(f) of such Act
to employers and employees in the construction industry, and for other pur-
poses.
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H.R. 2258  To help end hunger and human want.
H.R. 2363  To amend the provisions of the Higher Education Act of 1965

relating to treatment by campus officials of sexual assault victims.
H.R. 2555 *   To provide for the establishment of a summer camp program for

low income youths, and to expand the Youth Conservation Corps program.
H.R. 2782  To amend the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974

to provide that such Act does not preempt certain State laws.
H.R. 3133  To amend the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970 to ex-

pand the rights of victims of occupational safety and health hazards, and for
other purposes.

H.R. 3160  To revise the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970.
H.R. 3285  To provide for regional energy efficient lighting education centers,

and for other purposes.
H.R. 3553  To amend and extend the Higher Education Act of 1965.
H.R. 3555  To repeal and prohibit all exemptions, privileges and gratuities for

members of the U.S. House of Representatives and the U.S. Senate.
H.R. 3613  To amend title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and the Age

Discrimination in Employment Act of 1967 to improve the effectiveness of
administrative review of employment discrimination claims made by Federal
employees; and for other purposes.

H.R. 3748  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1991 with respect to the appli-
cation of such Act.

H.R. 4013  To amend certain provisions of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986
to improve the provisions of health care to retirees in the coal industry, to
revise the manner in which such care is funded and maintained, and for other
purposes.

H.R. 4300  To amend the Stewart B. McKinney Homeless Assistance Act to
extend programs providing urgently needed assistance for the homeless, and
for other purposes.

H.R. 4528  To amend the Job Training Partnership Act to authorize the es-
tablishment of additional Job Corps centers, and for other purposes.

H.R. 4591  To amend the Job Training Partnership Act to establish a com-
munity works progress program, a youth community corps program, and a
national youth community corps program, and for other purposes.

H.R. 4822  To make appropriations to begin a phase-in toward full funding
of the special supplemental food program for women, infants, and children
(WIC) and of Head Start programs, to expand the Job Corps program, and
for other purposes.

H.R. 4953  To amend the base closure laws to improve the provision of ad-
justment assistance to employees of the Department of Defense adversely
affected by the closure or realignment of a military installation.

H.R. 5230  To enhance United States competitiveness by strengthening the
Nation's technology base, promoting investment in United States technology,
supporting manufacturing infrastructure development, enhancing the tech-
nology skills of American workers, and reorienting defense spending to
support American competitiveness, and for other purposes.

H.Con.Res. 92  Expressing the sense of Congress with respect to certain reg-
ulations of the Occupational Safety and Health Administration.

H.Con.Res. 161  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the American
public should observe the 100th anniversary of moviemaking and recognize
the contributions of the American Film Institute in advocating and preserving
the art of film.

H.Con.Res. 282  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the Low Income
Home Energy Assistance Program should be funded for fiscal year 1993 at
a level greater than or equal to its funding for fiscal year 1992.

KYL, Jon L. of Arizona

H.R. 349 *  To amend the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 to make certain
provisions of section 7 of such Act applicable to Indian tribal governments
and their employees.

H.R. 1118  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to reduce student loan
defaults, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1375  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to strengthen protections
against discrimination in employment, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1651  To deny funds to programs that do not allow the Secretary of
Defense access to students on campuses or to certain student information for
recruiting purposes.

H.R. 1753  To establish grant programs and provide other forms of Federal
assistance to pregnant women, children in need of adoptive families, and
individuals and families adopting children.

H.R. 1755  To repeal the Act of March 3, 1931 (known as the Davis-Bacon
Act).

H.R. 2460  To help the Nation achieve the National Education Goals by sup-
porting the creation of a new generation of American Schools in communities
across the country; rewarding schools that demonstrate outstanding gains in
student performance and other progress toward the National Education
Goals; creating academies to improve leadership and core-course teaching in
schools nationwide; supporting State and local efforts to attract qualified in-
dividuals to teaching and educational administration; providing States and
localities with statutory and regulatory flexibility in exchange for greater
accountability for student learning; encouraging, testing, and evaluating ed-
ucational choice programs; increasing the potential usefulness of the National
Assessment of Education Progress to State and local decision-makers; ex-
panding Federal support for literacy improvements; and for other purposes.

H.R. 2810  To expand the nation's drug treatment capacity, promote drug-free
and safe schools, require Statewide drug abuse prevention and treatment
plans, and ensure that new Federal grant dollars provided for treatment ser-
vices do not displace State dollars.

H.R. 2943  To require the Secretary of Education to evaluate programs pro-
viding disadvantaged children with guaranties of postsecondary education
assistance, and for other purposes.

H.R. 3255  To authorize the President to seize and liquidate assets of the Iraqi
Government that have been blocked by the United States, and to authorize
the appropriation of those liquidated assets to benefit United States veterans
and small business concerns injured by deployments like Operation Desert
Storm, and for humanitarian assistance to Iraqi refuges and other persons
displaced in the Persian Gulf region as a result of the Persian Gulf conflict.

H.R. 3439  To improve immigration law enforcement.
H.R. 5325  To improve access to health insurance and contain health care

costs, and for other purposes.
H.R. 5960  To prevent and punish sexual violence and domestic violence, to

assist and protect the victims of such violence, to assist State and local ef-
forts, and for other purposes.

H.Res. 201  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives that the
people of the United States should recognize ”An Artistic Discovery”, the
Congressional High School Art Competition.

H.Con.Res. 102  Expressing the sense of the Congress regarding admissions
of minority students to institutions of higher education.

LAFALCE, John J. of New York

H.R. 5  To amend the National Labor Relations Act and the Railway Labor
Act to prevent discrimination based on participation in labor disputes.

H.R. 179  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to permit the deferral
of payments on student loans during professional internships, regardless of
duration.

H.R. 500  To require the Secretary of the Treasury to mint coins in com-
memoration of the quincentenary of the discovery of America by Christopher
Columbus and to establish the Christopher Columbus Fellowship Foundation.

H.R. 520  To encourage States to establish Parents as Teachers programs.
H.R. 709  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to provide reduced

rates of interest under the Guaranteed Student Loan Program to individuals
who enter the teaching profession.

H.R. 775  To establish Summer Science Academies for talented students,
particularly economically disadvantaged, minority participants, and for other
purposes.

H.R. 812  To establish a program of grants for the provision of coordinated
educational support services to at-risk youth.

H.R. 821  To provide for the cancellation of a portion of the direct student
loans of members of the Armed Forces who serve in a combat zone in con-
nection with the Persian Gulf conflict and to require the restoration of edu-
cational benefits and tuition reimbursement for those members of the Armed
Forces who are unable to pursue studies because of military commitments.

H.R. 906  To amend the Job Training Partnership Act to encourage a broader
range of training and job placement for women and for other purposes.
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H.R. 908  To amend title 38, United States Code, and other provisions of law
to provide improved benefits and services for military personnel who serve
during the Persian Gulf War, including particularly benefits and services for
members of the National Guard and Reserve components, and for other
purposes.

H.R. 1063  To amend the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970 to es-
tablish an Office of Construction Safety, Health, and Education, to improve
inspections, investigations, reporting, and recordkeeping on construction
sites, to require the appointment of project constructors to monitor safety on
construction sites, to require construction employers to establish safety and
health programs, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1154  To establish programs to improve foreign language instruction and
to amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 in order to promote equal access
to opportunities to study abroad, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1237  To amend the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 to clarify the
application of such Act, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1460  Entitled ”The Food For Young Children Act”.
H.R. 1482  To amend title IV of the Higher Education Act of 1965 to allow

resident physicians to defer repayment of title IV student loans while com-
pleting accredited resident training programs.

H.R. 1502  To combat violence and crimes against women on the streets and
in homes.

H.R. 1626 *  To entitle employees to family leave in certain cases involving
a birth, an adoption, or a serious health condition of a child and to temporary
medical leave in certain cases involving a serious health condition, with ad-
equate protection of the employees' employment and benefit rights.

H.R. 1633  To assist in implementing the Plan of Action adopted by the World
Summit for Children.

H.R. 1669  To provide financial assistance to eligible local educational agen-
cies to improve urban education, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1753  To establish grant programs and provide other forms of Federal
assistance to pregnant women, children in need of adoptive families, and
individuals and families adopting children.

H.R. 1960  To direct the Secretary of the Interior to construct a National
Training Center at the National Afro-American Museum and Cultural Center
and for other purposes.

H.R. 1987  To amend the Act of March 3, 1931 (known as the Davis-Bacon
Act), to revise the standard for coverage under that Act, and for other pur-
poses.

H.R. 2258  To help end hunger and human want.
H.R. 2334  To further assist States in their efforts to increase awareness about

and prevent family violence and provide immediate shelter and related as-
sistance to battered women and their children.

H.R. 2336  To establish a higher education loan program in which a borrower's
annual repayment obligation is dependent upon both postschool income level
and borrowing history, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2363  To amend the provisions of the Higher Education Act of 1965
relating to treatment by campus officials of sexual assault victims.

H.R. 2495  To expand and strengthen Federal programs by providing incen-
tives to encourage individuals to enter the teaching profession, and for other
purposes.

H.R. 2555  To provide for the establishment of a summer camp program for
low income youths, and to expand the Youth Conservation Corps program.

H.R. 2590  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to clarify the legality
of race-based scholarships to promote diversity.

H.R. 2782  To amend the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974
to provide that such Act does not preempt certain State laws.

H.R. 2912  To improve the recruitment of classroom teachers, and for other
purposes.

H.R. 2936  To establish programs at the National Science Foundation for the
advancement of technical education and training in advanced-technology
occupations, and for other purposes.

H.R. 3102  To amend section 520 of the Cranston-Gonzalez National Afford-
able Housing Act to authorize the Secretary of Housing and Urban Devel-
opment to make grants to establish midnight basketball league training and
partnership programs incorporating employment counseling, job-training, and
other educational activities for residents of public housing and federally as-
sisted housing.

H.R. 3160  To revise the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970.

H.R. 3285  To provide for regional energy efficient lighting education centers,
and for other purposes.

H.R. 3354  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to improve the el-
igibility of less-than-half-time students for Federal student assistance pro-
grams, and for other purposes.

H.R. 3475  To assist business in providing women with opportunities in ap-
prenticeship and nontraditional occupations.

H.R. 3476  To establish the Commission on the Advancement of Women in
the Science and Engineering Work Forces.

H.R. 3526  To ensure economic equity for American women and their families
and to respond to the need to revitalize the American economy by expanding
employment opportunities; improving access to funds for women business
owners; enhancing economic justice for women through pay equity, im-
proved child support enforcement, and benefits for part-time workers; and
providing economic and retirement security for women as workers and as
divorced or surviving spouses.

H.R. 3603  To promote family preservation and the prevention of foster care
with emphasis on families where abuse of alcohol or drugs is present, and
to improve the quality and delivery of child welfare, foster care, and adoption
services.

H.R. 3998  To establish youth apprenticeship demonstration programs, and for
other purposes.

H.R. 4300  To amend the Stewart B. McKinney Homeless Assistance Act to
extend programs providing urgently needed assistance for the homeless, and
for other purposes.

H.R. 4528  To amend the Job Training Partnership Act to authorize the es-
tablishment of additional Job Corps centers, and for other purposes.

H.R. 4591  To amend the Job Training Partnership Act to establish a com-
munity works progress program, a youth community corps program, and a
national youth community corps program, and for other purposes.

H.R. 4822  To make appropriations to begin a phase-in toward full funding
of the special supplemental food program for women, infants, and children
(WIC) and of Head Start programs, to expand the Job Corps program, and
for other purposes.

H.R. 5219  To direct the Secretary of Defense to provide grants to States to
provide technical and financial assistance to defense-dependent contractors.

H.R. 5973  To grant employees family and temporary medical leave, to treat
the costs of the Head Start program and other programs for children as
emergency funding requirements, to provide aid to parents in providing the
best possible learning environment for children, to promote investments in
child welfare and family preservation, to reduce violence and improve the
safety of children and their families, and for other purposes.

H.Con.Res. 92  Expressing the sense of Congress with respect to certain reg-
ulations of the Occupational Safety and Health Administration.

H.Con.Res. 161  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the American
public should observe the 100th anniversary of moviemaking and recognize
the contributions of the American Film Institute in advocating and preserving
the art of film.

H.Con.Res. 282  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the Low Income
Home Energy Assistance Program should be funded for fiscal year 1993 at
a level greater than or equal to its funding for fiscal year 1992.

LAGOMARSINO, Robert J. of California

H.R. 350 *  To establish a demonstration block grant program to increase the
quality and availability of child care.

H.R. 385  To provide financial assistance for programs for the prevention,
identification, and treatment of elder abuse, neglect, and exploitation, to es-
tablish a National Center on Elder Abuse, and for other purposes.

H.R. 500  To require the Secretary of the Treasury to mint coins in com-
memoration of the quincentenary of the discovery of America by Christopher
Columbus and to establish the Christopher Columbus Fellowship Foundation.

H.R. 667  To authorize a grant to the National Writing Project.
H.R. 709  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to provide reduced

rates of interest under the Guaranteed Student Loan Program to individuals
who enter the teaching profession.

H.R. 840  To improve counseling services for elementary school children.
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H.R. 907  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to permit alternative
methods for qualifying ”ability-to-benefit” students for Federal student fi-
nancial aid.

H.R. 1048  To establish within the Department of Education an Office of
Community Colleges.

H.R. 1059  To amend section 311 of the Older Americans Act of 1965 to re-
quire the Secretary of Agriculture to provide assistance for 2 meals served
daily per person.

H.R. 1144  To establish a pilot program to encourage college students to serve
as mentors for disadvantaged youths.

H.R. 1230  To provide for universal access to basic group health benefits
coverage and to remove barriers and provide incentives in order to make such
coverage more affordable.

H.R. 1237  To amend the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 to clarify the
application of such Act, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1375  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to strengthen protections
against discrimination in employment, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1482  To amend title IV of the Higher Education Act of 1965 to allow
resident physicians to defer repayment of title IV student loans while com-
pleting accredited resident training programs.

H.R. 1504  To authorize a National Conference on Aging.
H.R. 1753  To establish grant programs and provide other forms of Federal

assistance to pregnant women, children in need of adoptive families, and
individuals and families adopting children.

H.R. 1755  To repeal the Act of March 3, 1931 (known as the Davis-Bacon
Act).

H.R. 2125  To establish a commission to examine the issues associated with
the teaching of values in elementary and secondary schools and to amend the
Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965 to establish a demon-
stration program of grants to innovative projects relating to civics and char-
acter values in education.

H.R. 2363  To amend the provisions of the Higher Education Act of 1965
relating to treatment by campus officials of sexual assault victims.

H.R. 2460  To help the Nation achieve the National Education Goals by sup-
porting the creation of a new generation of American Schools in communities
across the country; rewarding schools that demonstrate outstanding gains in
student performance and other progress toward the National Education
Goals; creating academies to improve leadership and core-course teaching in
schools nationwide; supporting State and local efforts to attract qualified in-
dividuals to teaching and educational administration; providing States and
localities with statutory and regulatory flexibility in exchange for greater
accountability for student learning; encouraging, testing, and evaluating ed-
ucational choice programs; increasing the potential usefulness of the National
Assessment of Education Progress to State and local decision-makers; ex-
panding Federal support for literacy improvements; and for other purposes.

H.R. 2495  To expand and strengthen Federal programs by providing incen-
tives to encourage individuals to enter the teaching profession, and for other
purposes.

H.R. 2575 *   To implement certain proposals relating to recommendations
made pursuant to sections 504 and 902 of the Covenant to establish a Com-
monwealth of the Northern Mariana Islands in Political Union with the
United States of America, approved by Public Law 94-214, and for other
purposes.

H.R. 2780  To amend the Older Americans Act of 1965 to increase the au-
thority of the Commissioner on Aging; to establish the Office on Long-Term
Care Ombudsman Programs and provide for the appointment of an Associate
Commissioner for Ombudsman Services; to enhance State long-term care
ombudsman programs; to provide financial assistance for programs relating
to elder abuse, exploitation, or neglect; and for other purposes.

H.R. 2810  To expand the nation's drug treatment capacity, promote drug-free
and safe schools, require Statewide drug abuse prevention and treatment
plans, and ensure that new Federal grant dollars provided for treatment ser-
vices do not displace State dollars.

H.R. 2864  To amend the Older Americans Act of 1965 to establish an elder
rights program, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2943  To require the Secretary of Education to evaluate programs pro-
viding disadvantaged children with guaranties of postsecondary education
assistance, and for other purposes.

H.R. 3400  To provide an emergency unemployment compensation program.

H.R. 3437  To require the Secretary of Education to submit to Congress a re-
port on the use of Pell Grants by prisoners.

H.R. 3439  To improve immigration law enforcement.
H.R. 3763  To amend the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 to provide an

exemption from the overtime pay provisions of such Act for certain em-
ployees of community colleges.

H.R. 3957  To amend subpart 4 of part A of title IV of the Higher Education
Act of 1965 to require the Secretary of Education to carry out an advanced
placement test fee payment program, and for other purposes.

H.R. 4259  To amend title I of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 to provide each
individual with handicaps who is eligible for services under such title with
the right to select the entities that are to provide services pursuant to the in-
dividualized written rehabilitation program developed for the individual.

H.R. 4294  To make applicable to the Congress certain laws relating to the
terms and conditions of employment, the health and safety of employees, and
the rights and responsibilities of employers and employees; and to repeal and
prohibit certain privileges and gratuities for Members of the United States
House of Representatives and for other purposes.

H.R. 4305  To amend the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 to permit State
and local agencies to adopt flexible and compressed work schedules.

H.R. 4493  To amend the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 to authorize grants for
the provision of certain transportation services to individuals with disabilities
who hold or are seeking jobs in typical work environments, or who are re-
ceiving vocational rehabilitation services.

H.R. 4595  To encourage institutions of higher education to use Federal re-
search and development funding for the support of American students, and
for other purposes.

H.R. 5325  To improve access to health insurance and contain health care
costs, and for other purposes.

H.Res. 428  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives that sec-
ondary schools throughout the Nation should implement a financial planning
program using the proven techniques of the College for Financial Planning
in partnership with the United States Department of Agriculture Extension
Service and participating Land-Grant University Cooperative Extension Ser-
vices.

H.Con.Res. 92  Expressing the sense of Congress with respect to certain reg-
ulations of the Occupational Safety and Health Administration.

H.Con.Res. 102  Expressing the sense of the Congress regarding admissions
of minority students to institutions of higher education.

H.Con.Res. 161  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the American
public should observe the 100th anniversary of moviemaking and recognize
the contributions of the American Film Institute in advocating and preserving
the art of film.

LANCASTER, H. Martin of North Carolina

H.R. 179  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to permit the deferral
of payments on student loans during professional internships, regardless of
duration.

H.R. 327  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to delay the dis-
bursement of Pell Grants to first-year students, to make ineligible for par-
ticipation in the Pell Grant program any institution with a high default rate
on student loans, and for other purposes.

H.R. 375  To amend the National School Lunch Act to extend eligibility for
the child care food program to children receiving day care services pursuant
to a State's job opportunities and basic skills training program.

H.R. 500  To require the Secretary of the Treasury to mint coins in com-
memoration of the quincentenary of the discovery of America by Christopher
Columbus and to establish the Christopher Columbus Fellowship Foundation.

H.R. 520  To encourage States to establish Parents as Teachers programs.
H.R. 667  To authorize a grant to the National Writing Project.
H.R. 709  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to provide reduced

rates of interest under the Guaranteed Student Loan Program to individuals
who enter the teaching profession.

H.R. 751  To enhance the literacy and basic skills of adults, to ensure that all
adults in the United States acquire the basic skills necessary to function ef-
fectively and achieve the greatest possible opportunity in their work and in
their lives, and to strengthen and coordinate adult literacy programs.
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H.R. 763  To establish a program to guarantee students from selected high
schools a chance to go to college, and for other purposes.

H.R. 840  To improve counseling services for elementary school children.
H.R. 995  To authorize up to 5 States to conduct 2-year demonstration projects

to test the effectiveness of alternative methods for delivering services and
activities under the JOBS program to families at risk of entering the AFDC
program, and to amend part A of title IV of the Social Security Act to pro-
vide for the permanent use of such alternative methods beginning in fiscal
year 1995.

H.R. 1048  To establish within the Department of Education an Office of
Community Colleges.

H.R. 1116  To permit certain coal miners and their survivors to have their
claims reviewed under the Black Lung Benefits Act.

H.R. 1154  To establish programs to improve foreign language instruction and
to amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 in order to promote equal access
to opportunities to study abroad, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1222  To enhance cooperation between the public and law enforcement
personnel in controlling and preventing crime and drug abuse.

H.R. 1237  To amend the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 to clarify the
application of such Act, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1482  To amend title IV of the Higher Education Act of 1965 to allow
resident physicians to defer repayment of title IV student loans while com-
pleting accredited resident training programs.

H.R. 1504  To authorize a National Conference on Aging.
H.R. 1573  To amend the amount of grants received under chapter 1 of title

I of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965.
H.R. 1590  To provide for designation by the Secretary of the Interior and the

Secretary of Agriculture of an ancient forest reserve system, including lands
managed by the Bureau of Land Management and portions of national forests
established by reservations from the public domain; to require the Secretary
of the Interior and the Secretary of Agriculture to enhance economic stability
in the Pacific Northwest; and for other purposes.

H.R. 1633  To assist in implementing the Plan of Action adopted by the World
Summit for Children.

H.R. 1753  To establish grant programs and provide other forms of Federal
assistance to pregnant women, children in need of adoptive families, and
individuals and families adopting children.

H.R. 1755  To repeal the Act of March 3, 1931 (known as the Davis-Bacon
Act).

H.R. 2031  To amend title I of the Employee Retirement Income Security Act
of 1974 to provide for equal treatment of telephone and electric cooperative
welfare plans for the purposes of preemption.

H.R. 2125  To establish a commission to examine the issues associated with
the teaching of values in elementary and secondary schools and to amend the
Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965 to establish a demon-
stration program of grants to innovative projects relating to civics and char-
acter values in education.

H.R. 2230  To provide incentives for physicians to practice in rural areas and
in rural medically underserved areas.

H.R. 2258  To help end hunger and human want.
H.R. 2336  To establish a higher education loan program in which a borrower's

annual repayment obligation is dependent upon both postschool income level
and borrowing history, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2391  To amend title III of the Older Americans Act of 1965 to authorize
States to transfer to part D not more than 50 percent of the funds allotted for
parts B and C.

H.R. 2392  To amend title III of the Older Americans Act of 1965 to authorize
appropriations for fiscal years 1992 and 1993 for consumer protection dem-
onstration projects.

H.R. 2393  To amend title III of the Older Americans Act of 1965 to expand
the preventive health services program to include disease prevention and
health promotion services.

H.R. 2394  To amend title III of the Older Americans Act of 1965 to authorize
States to transfer between parts B and C not more than 50 percent of the
funds allotted for such parts.

H.R. 2437  To amend the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 to revise and extend the
program regarding independent living services for older blind individuals.

H.R. 2819  To provide financial assistance to eligible local educational agen-
cies to improve rural education, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2866  To encourage the use of alternative fuels across the transportation
sector and facilitate research on the design of motor vehicles powered by
these fuels, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2936  To establish programs at the National Science Foundation for the
advancement of technical education and training in advanced-technology
occupations, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2938  To establish a Teacher Opportunity Corps to enable
paraprofessionals working in targeted schools to become certified teachers
through part-time and summer study.

H.R. 2974  To provide payments to States and certain other entities and indi-
viduals as a reward to increase the number of children who receive preschool
health care and early childhood education and to increase the number of high
school seniors who achieve outstanding scores in math and science; and for
other purpose.

H.R. 3078  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to exclude the value
of personal residences and family farms from the calculation of expected
family contributions for student aid programs.

H.R. 3098  To improve the college participation rates of groups underserved
by institutions of higher education and for other purposes.

H.R. 3102  To amend section 520 of the Cranston-Gonzalez National Afford-
able Housing Act to authorize the Secretary of Housing and Urban Devel-
opment to make grants to establish midnight basketball league training and
partnership programs incorporating employment counseling, job-training, and
other educational activities for residents of public housing and federally as-
sisted housing.

H.R. 3210  To amend title IV of the Employee Retirement Income Security
Act of 1974 to ensure protection of pension plan benefit liabilities subject to
distribution in the form of irrevocable commitments purchased from insurers
upon the standard termination of such plans.

H.R. 3285  To provide for regional energy efficient lighting education centers,
and for other purposes.

H.R. 3334  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to provide Perkins
Loan forgiveness to encourage individuals who enter the teaching profession
to teach in schools serving low-income areas.

H.R. 3354  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to improve the el-
igibility of less-than-half-time students for Federal student assistance pro-
grams, and for other purposes.

H.R. 3372  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to revise the operation
of the National Student Loan Data System.

H.R. 3507  To establish programs under the Technology Administration of the
Department of Commerce, and elsewhere, to promote a skilled workforce and
United States industrial competitiveness.

H.R. 3553  To amend and extend the Higher Education Act of 1965.
H.R. 3908  To provide compensation and health reinsurance benefits to em-

ployees at Department of Energy defense nuclear facilities for injuries caused
by exposure to ionizing radiation and to ensure fair treatment of employees
during modernization and reconfiguration of such facilities, and for other
purposes.

H.R. 4082  To amend Public Law 874, 81st Congress, to provide that eligible
local educational agencies shall be entitled to receive certain payments under
such Public Law, to allow the computation of payments under such law
based on the amount of the per pupil expenditure for non-Federally-
connected students that is derived from local sources, and for other purposes.

H.R. 4338  To suspend certain compliance and accountability measures under
the National School Lunch Act.

H.R. 5230  To enhance United States competitiveness by strengthening the
Nation's technology base, promoting investment in United States technology,
supporting manufacturing infrastructure development, enhancing the tech-
nology skills of American workers, and reorienting defense spending to
support American competitiveness, and for other purposes.

H.R. 5357  To provide grants to States to improve and coordinate health and
education services provided to preschool children and to provide for the
production and distribution of educational television programming for pre-
school children.

H.Res. 201  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives that the
people of the United States should recognize ”An Artistic Discovery”, the
Congressional High School Art Competition.

H.Con.Res. 92  Expressing the sense of Congress with respect to certain reg-
ulations of the Occupational Safety and Health Administration.
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H.Con.Res. 161  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the American
public should observe the 100th anniversary of moviemaking and recognize
the contributions of the American Film Institute in advocating and preserving
the art of film.

LANTOS, Tom of California

H.R. 1  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to restore and strengthen civil
rights laws that ban discrimination in employment, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2  To entitle employees to family leave in certain cases involving a birth,
an adoption, or a serious health condition and to temporary medical leave in
certain cases involving a serious health condition, with adequate protection
of the employees employment and benefit rights, and to establish a com-
mission to study ways of providing salary replacement for employees who
take any such leave.

H.R. 5  To amend the National Labor Relations Act and the Railway Labor
Act to prevent discrimination based on participation in labor disputes.

H.R. 557  To provide additional support for the members of the Armed Forces
participating in operations in the Persian Gulf region by improving military
personnel policies and compensation, by extending the time for performing
certain acts under the internal revenue laws, and by preserving the student
loan repayment grace period.

H.R. 656  To provide for a coordinated Federal research program to ensure
continued United States leadership in high-performance computing.

H.R. 824  To provide participants in private pension plans which were termi-
nated before September 1, 1974, the nonforfeitable pension benefits which
were lost by reason of the termination, and for other purposes.

H.R. 908  To amend title 38, United States Code, and other provisions of law
to provide improved benefits and services for military personnel who serve
during the Persian Gulf War, including particularly benefits and services for
members of the National Guard and Reserve components, and for other
purposes.

H.R. 1063  To amend the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970 to es-
tablish an Office of Construction Safety, Health, and Education, to improve
inspections, investigations, reporting, and recordkeeping on construction
sites, to require the appointment of project constructors to monitor safety on
construction sites, to require construction employers to establish safety and
health programs, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1154  To establish programs to improve foreign language instruction and
to amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 in order to promote equal access
to opportunities to study abroad, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1190  To establish a system for identifying, notifying, and preventing
illness and death among workers who are at increased or high risk of occu-
pational disease, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1192 *  To amend the provisions of the Occupational Safety and Health
Act of 1970 relating to criminal penalties, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1218  To prevent potential abuses of electronic monitoring in the
workplace.

H.R. 1254  To provide for the establishment of the Margaret Walker
Alexander National African-American Research Center.

H.R. 1342 *  To modify the authority of the Equal Employment Opportunity
Commission to investigate and determine discrimination claims made by
Federal employees against the Federal Government, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1364  To amend the Job Corps provisions of the Job Training Partnership
Act.

H.R. 1430  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and the Fair Housing Act
to prohibit discrimination on the basis of affectional or sexual orientation,
and for other purposes.

H.R. 1502  To combat violence and crimes against women on the streets and
in homes.

H.R. 1753  To establish grant programs and provide other forms of Federal
assistance to pregnant women, children in need of adoptive families, and
individuals and families adopting children.

H.R. 1987  To amend the Act of March 3, 1931 (known as the Davis-Bacon
Act), to revise the standard for coverage under that Act, and for other pur-
poses.

H.R. 2076  To amend the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 to reform the
provisions relating to child labor.

H.R. 2363  To amend the provisions of the Higher Education Act of 1965
relating to treatment by campus officials of sexual assault victims.

H.R. 2782  To amend the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974
to provide that such Act does not preempt certain State laws.

H.R. 3098  To improve the college participation rates of groups underserved
by institutions of higher education and for other purposes.

H.R. 3160  To revise the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970.
H.R. 3526  To ensure economic equity for American women and their families

and to respond to the need to revitalize the American economy by expanding
employment opportunities; improving access to funds for women business
owners; enhancing economic justice for women through pay equity, im-
proved child support enforcement, and benefits for part-time workers; and
providing economic and retirement security for women as workers and as
divorced or surviving spouses.

H.R. 3748  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1991 with respect to the appli-
cation of such Act.

H.R. 3763  To amend the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 to provide an
exemption from the overtime pay provisions of such Act for certain em-
ployees of community colleges.

H.R. 3975  To amend section 1977A of the Revised Statutes to equalize the
remedies available to all victims of intentional employment discrimination,
and for other purposes.

H.R. 4136  To revitalize the American rail car industry by the establishment
of a Federal grant and loan program for research and development, by the
creation of economic incentives to encourage investment in rail car design
and engineering activities, and by the expansion of vocational training op-
portunities in the rail car industry.

H.R. 4300  To amend the Stewart B. McKinney Homeless Assistance Act to
extend programs providing urgently needed assistance for the homeless, and
for other purposes.

H.R. 4454 *  To provide for the economic conversion and diversification of
industries in the defense industrial base of the United States that are ad-
versely affected by significant reductions in spending for national defense.

H.R. 4700  To amend the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974
to require an independent audit of statements prepared by certain financial
institutions with respect to assets of employee benefit plans.

H.Res. 201  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives that the
people of the United States should recognize ”An Artistic Discovery”, the
Congressional High School Art Competition.

H.Res. 284  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives that there
is a need for a comprehensive, coordinated strategy to help the United States
achieve its goal of being the strongest Nation on Earth economically and
militarily, so that it remain the greatest Nation in support of human dignity,
freedom, and democratic ideals.

LAROCCO, Larry of Idaho

H.R. 5  To amend the National Labor Relations Act and the Railway Labor
Act to prevent discrimination based on participation in labor disputes.

H.R. 327  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to delay the dis-
bursement of Pell Grants to first-year students, to make ineligible for par-
ticipation in the Pell Grant program any institution with a high default rate
on student loans, and for other purposes.

H.R. 500  To require the Secretary of the Treasury to mint coins in com-
memoration of the quincentenary of the discovery of America by Christopher
Columbus and to establish the Christopher Columbus Fellowship Foundation.

H.R. 1987  To amend the Act of March 3, 1931 (known as the Davis-Bacon
Act), to revise the standard for coverage under that Act, and for other pur-
poses.

H.R. 2782  To amend the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974
to provide that such Act does not preempt certain State laws.

H.R. 3908  To provide compensation and health reinsurance benefits to em-
ployees at Department of Energy defense nuclear facilities for injuries caused
by exposure to ionizing radiation and to ensure fair treatment of employees
during modernization and reconfiguration of such facilities, and for other
purposes.

H.Res. 201  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives that the
people of the United States should recognize ”An Artistic Discovery”, the
Congressional High School Art Competition.
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H.Res. 284  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives that there
is a need for a comprehensive, coordinated strategy to help the United States
achieve its goal of being the strongest Nation on Earth economically and
militarily, so that it remain the greatest Nation in support of human dignity,
freedom, and democratic ideals.

H.Con.Res. 92  Expressing the sense of Congress with respect to certain reg-
ulations of the Occupational Safety and Health Administration.

H.Con.Res. 161  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the American
public should observe the 100th anniversary of moviemaking and recognize
the contributions of the American Film Institute in advocating and preserving
the art of film.

LAUGHLIN, Greg of Texas

H.R. 1237  To amend the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 to clarify the
application of such Act, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1254  To provide for the establishment of the Margaret Walker
Alexander National African-American Research Center.

H.R. 1503  To facilitate capital financing for historically Black colleges and
universities.

H.R. 1573  To amend the amount of grants received under chapter 1 of title
I of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965.

H.R. 1669  To provide financial assistance to eligible local educational agen-
cies to improve urban education, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2230  To provide incentives for physicians to practice in rural areas and
in rural medically underserved areas.

LAUTENBERG, Frank R. of New Jersey

S. 455  To authorize a national program to reduce the threat to human health
posed by exposure to contaminants in the air indoors.

S.Con.Res. 17  Expressing the sense of Congress with respect to certain reg-
ulations of the Occupational Safety and Health Administration.

S.Con.Res. 44  Expressing the sense of Congress that the American public
should observe the 100th anniversary of moviemaking and recognize the
contributions of the American Film Institute in advocating and preserving the
art of film.

LEACH, Jim of Iowa

H.R. 500  To require the Secretary of the Treasury to mint coins in com-
memoration of the quincentenary of the discovery of America by Christopher
Columbus and to establish the Christopher Columbus Fellowship Foundation.

H.R. 1502  To combat violence and crimes against women on the streets and
in homes.

H.R. 3450  To amend part A of title IV of the Social Security Act to remove
barriers and disincentives in the program of aid to families with dependent
children so as to enable recipients of such aid to move toward self-
sufficiency through microenterprises.

H.R. 3555  To repeal and prohibit all exemptions, privileges and gratuities for
members of the U.S. House of Representatives and the U.S. Senate.

H.R. 4259  To amend title I of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 to provide each
individual with handicaps who is eligible for services under such title with
the right to select the entities that are to provide services pursuant to the in-
dividualized written rehabilitation program developed for the individual.

H.R. 5353 *  To finance an educational exchange program with the inde-
pendent states of the former Soviet Union and the Baltic states, to authorize
the admission to the United States of certain scientists of the former Soviet
Union and Baltic states as employment-based immigrants under the Immi-
gration and Nationality Act, and for other purposes.

H.Con.Res. 92  Expressing the sense of Congress with respect to certain reg-
ulations of the Occupational Safety and Health Administration.

H.Con.Res. 161  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the American
public should observe the 100th anniversary of moviemaking and recognize
the contributions of the American Film Institute in advocating and preserving
the art of film.

LEAHY, Patrick J. of Vermont

S. 1742 *  To authorize grants to be made to State programs designed to pro-
vide resources to persons who are nutritionally at risk in the form of fresh
nutritious unprepared foods, from farmers' markets, and to increase sales at
the markets, and for other purposes.

S. 2759 *  To amend the National School Lunch Act to improve the nutritional
well-being of children under the age of 6 living in homeless shelters, and for
other purposes.

S. 2760 *  To improve certain nutrition programs, to improve the nutritional
health of children, and for other purposes.

S.Con.Res. 44  Expressing the sense of Congress that the American public
should observe the 100th anniversary of moviemaking and recognize the
contributions of the American Film Institute in advocating and preserving the
art of film.

S.Con.Res. 81  Expressing the sense of the Congress regarding visionary art
as a national treasure and regarding the American Visionary Art Museum as
a national repository and educational center for visionary art.

LEHMAN, Richard H. of California

H.R. 1  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to restore and strengthen civil
rights laws that ban discrimination in employment, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2  To entitle employees to family leave in certain cases involving a birth,
an adoption, or a serious health condition and to temporary medical leave in
certain cases involving a serious health condition, with adequate protection
of the employees employment and benefit rights, and to establish a com-
mission to study ways of providing salary replacement for employees who
take any such leave.

H.R. 5  To amend the National Labor Relations Act and the Railway Labor
Act to prevent discrimination based on participation in labor disputes.

H.R. 500  To require the Secretary of the Treasury to mint coins in com-
memoration of the quincentenary of the discovery of America by Christopher
Columbus and to establish the Christopher Columbus Fellowship Foundation.

H.R. 667  To authorize a grant to the National Writing Project.
H.R. 1218  To prevent potential abuses of electronic monitoring in the

workplace.
H.R. 1502  To combat violence and crimes against women on the streets and

in homes.
H.R. 1987  To amend the Act of March 3, 1931 (known as the Davis-Bacon

Act), to revise the standard for coverage under that Act, and for other pur-
poses.

H.R. 2157  To require the National Collegiate Athletic Association to provide
due process in connection with its regulatory activities affecting coaches,
players, and institutions engaged in sports in interstate commerce.

H.R. 2223  To amend the National Labor Relations Act to give employers and
performers in the live performing arts, rights given by section 8(e) of such
Act to employers and employees in similarly situated industries, to give such
employers and performers the same rights given by section 8(f) of such Act
to employers and employees in the construction industry, and for other pur-
poses.

H.R. 2782  To amend the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974
to provide that such Act does not preempt certain State laws.

H.R. 3285  To provide for regional energy efficient lighting education centers,
and for other purposes.

H.R. 3748  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1991 with respect to the appli-
cation of such Act.

H.R. 3763  To amend the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 to provide an
exemption from the overtime pay provisions of such Act for certain em-
ployees of community colleges.

H.R. 4300  To amend the Stewart B. McKinney Homeless Assistance Act to
extend programs providing urgently needed assistance for the homeless, and
for other purposes.

H.R. 4338  To suspend certain compliance and accountability measures under
the National School Lunch Act.
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H.R. 4822  To make appropriations to begin a phase-in toward full funding
of the special supplemental food program for women, infants, and children
(WIC) and of Head Start programs, to expand the Job Corps program, and
for other purposes.

H.Res. 201  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives that the
people of the United States should recognize ”An Artistic Discovery”, the
Congressional High School Art Competition.

H.Con.Res. 92  Expressing the sense of Congress with respect to certain reg-
ulations of the Occupational Safety and Health Administration.

H.Con.Res. 161  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the American
public should observe the 100th anniversary of moviemaking and recognize
the contributions of the American Film Institute in advocating and preserving
the art of film.

LEHMAN, William of Florida

H.R. 1  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to restore and strengthen civil
rights laws that ban discrimination in employment, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2  To entitle employees to family leave in certain cases involving a birth,
an adoption, or a serious health condition and to temporary medical leave in
certain cases involving a serious health condition, with adequate protection
of the employees employment and benefit rights, and to establish a com-
mission to study ways of providing salary replacement for employees who
take any such leave.

H.R. 500  To require the Secretary of the Treasury to mint coins in com-
memoration of the quincentenary of the discovery of America by Christopher
Columbus and to establish the Christopher Columbus Fellowship Foundation.

H.R. 501  To authorize the Secretary of Housing and Urban Development to
provide grants to urban and rural communities for training economically
disadvantaged youth in education and employment skills and to expand the
supply of housing for homeless and economically disadvantaged individuals
and families.

H.R. 520  To encourage States to establish Parents as Teachers programs.
H.R. 667  To authorize a grant to the National Writing Project.
H.R. 812  To establish a program of grants for the provision of coordinated

educational support services to at-risk youth.
H.R. 1063  To amend the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970 to es-

tablish an Office of Construction Safety, Health, and Education, to improve
inspections, investigations, reporting, and recordkeeping on construction
sites, to require the appointment of project constructors to monitor safety on
construction sites, to require construction employers to establish safety and
health programs, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1083  To authorize the Secretary of Education to make a grant to Stetson
University for the construction of library facilities.

H.R. 1154  To establish programs to improve foreign language instruction and
to amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 in order to promote equal access
to opportunities to study abroad, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1430  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and the Fair Housing Act
to prohibit discrimination on the basis of affectional or sexual orientation,
and for other purposes.

H.R. 1460  Entitled ”The Food For Young Children Act”.
H.R. 1502  To combat violence and crimes against women on the streets and

in homes.
H.R. 1503  To facilitate capital financing for historically Black colleges and

universities.
H.R. 1669  To provide financial assistance to eligible local educational agen-

cies to improve urban education, and for other purposes.
H.R. 1753  To establish grant programs and provide other forms of Federal

assistance to pregnant women, children in need of adoptive families, and
individuals and families adopting children.

H.R. 2290  To authorize additional appropriations for the construction and
maintenance of the Mary McLeod Bethune Memorial Fine Arts Center.

H.R. 2334  To further assist States in their efforts to increase awareness about
and prevent family violence and provide immediate shelter and related as-
sistance to battered women and their children.

H.R. 2363  To amend the provisions of the Higher Education Act of 1965
relating to treatment by campus officials of sexual assault victims.

H.R. 2437  To amend the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 to revise and extend the
program regarding independent living services for older blind individuals.

H.R. 2952  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to provide for the
forgiveness of Perkins loans for providers of early intervention services for
individuals with disabilities.

H.R. 2970  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to provide program
grants to medical and allied health professions institutions for graduate edu-
cation and training which will benefit underserved, economically disadvan-
taged communities.

H.R. 3102  To amend section 520 of the Cranston-Gonzalez National Afford-
able Housing Act to authorize the Secretary of Housing and Urban Devel-
opment to make grants to establish midnight basketball league training and
partnership programs incorporating employment counseling, job-training, and
other educational activities for residents of public housing and federally as-
sisted housing.

H.R. 3160  To revise the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970.
H.R. 3393  To amend the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 and the Social Se-

curity Act to provide for health insurance coverage for pregnant women and
children through employment-based insurance and through a State-based
health plan.

H.R. 3476  To establish the Commission on the Advancement of Women in
the Science and Engineering Work Forces.

H.R. 3526  To ensure economic equity for American women and their families
and to respond to the need to revitalize the American economy by expanding
employment opportunities; improving access to funds for women business
owners; enhancing economic justice for women through pay equity, im-
proved child support enforcement, and benefits for part-time workers; and
providing economic and retirement security for women as workers and as
divorced or surviving spouses.

H.R. 3603  To promote family preservation and the prevention of foster care
with emphasis on families where abuse of alcohol or drugs is present, and
to improve the quality and delivery of child welfare, foster care, and adoption
services.

H.R. 3613  To amend title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and the Age
Discrimination in Employment Act of 1967 to improve the effectiveness of
administrative review of employment discrimination claims made by Federal
employees; and for other purposes.

H.R. 3975  To amend section 1977A of the Revised Statutes to equalize the
remedies available to all victims of intentional employment discrimination,
and for other purposes.

H.R. 4022  To amend the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 to provide tax in-
centives for the establishment of tax enterprise zones, and for other purposes.

H.R. 4300  To amend the Stewart B. McKinney Homeless Assistance Act to
extend programs providing urgently needed assistance for the homeless, and
for other purposes.

H.R. 4822  To make appropriations to begin a phase-in toward full funding
of the special supplemental food program for women, infants, and children
(WIC) and of Head Start programs, to expand the Job Corps program, and
for other purposes.

H.R. 5573  To provide grants to States and local entities to integrate education,
medical, and social and human services to at-risk children.

H.R. 5973  To grant employees family and temporary medical leave, to treat
the costs of the Head Start program and other programs for children as
emergency funding requirements, to provide aid to parents in providing the
best possible learning environment for children, to promote investments in
child welfare and family preservation, to reduce violence and improve the
safety of children and their families, and for other purposes.

H.Res. 201  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives that the
people of the United States should recognize ”An Artistic Discovery”, the
Congressional High School Art Competition.

H.Con.Res. 92  Expressing the sense of Congress with respect to certain reg-
ulations of the Occupational Safety and Health Administration.

H.Con.Res. 161  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the American
public should observe the 100th anniversary of moviemaking and recognize
the contributions of the American Film Institute in advocating and preserving
the art of film.

LENT, Norman F. of New York

H.R. 123  To amend title 4, United States Code, to declare English as the of-
ficial language of the United States.
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H.R. 500  To require the Secretary of the Treasury to mint coins in com-
memoration of the quincentenary of the discovery of America by Christopher
Columbus and to establish the Christopher Columbus Fellowship Foundation.

H.R. 908  To amend title 38, United States Code, and other provisions of law
to provide improved benefits and services for military personnel who serve
during the Persian Gulf War, including particularly benefits and services for
members of the National Guard and Reserve components, and for other
purposes.

H.R. 1375  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to strengthen protections
against discrimination in employment, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1482  To amend title IV of the Higher Education Act of 1965 to allow
resident physicians to defer repayment of title IV student loans while com-
pleting accredited resident training programs.

H.R. 2460  To help the Nation achieve the National Education Goals by sup-
porting the creation of a new generation of American Schools in communities
across the country; rewarding schools that demonstrate outstanding gains in
student performance and other progress toward the National Education
Goals; creating academies to improve leadership and core-course teaching in
schools nationwide; supporting State and local efforts to attract qualified in-
dividuals to teaching and educational administration; providing States and
localities with statutory and regulatory flexibility in exchange for greater
accountability for student learning; encouraging, testing, and evaluating ed-
ucational choice programs; increasing the potential usefulness of the National
Assessment of Education Progress to State and local decision-makers; ex-
panding Federal support for literacy improvements; and for other purposes.

H.R. 2810  To expand the nation's drug treatment capacity, promote drug-free
and safe schools, require Statewide drug abuse prevention and treatment
plans, and ensure that new Federal grant dollars provided for treatment ser-
vices do not displace State dollars.

H.R. 5167  To reduce the amounts appropriated to the Department of Educa-
tion to increase grants to State and local educational agencies and to reduce
the Federal budget deficit.

H.R. 5220  To promote youth apprenticeship, and for other purposes.
H.R. 5325  To improve access to health insurance and contain health care

costs, and for other purposes.
H.Res. 201  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives that the

people of the United States should recognize ”An Artistic Discovery”, the
Congressional High School Art Competition.

H.Con.Res. 92  Expressing the sense of Congress with respect to certain reg-
ulations of the Occupational Safety and Health Administration.

H.Con.Res. 282  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the Low Income
Home Energy Assistance Program should be funded for fiscal year 1993 at
a level greater than or equal to its funding for fiscal year 1992.

LEVIN, Carl of Michigan

S. 353  To require the Director of the National Institute for Occupational
Safety and Health to conduct a study of the prevalence and issues related to
contamination of workers' homes with hazardous chemicals and substances
transported from their workplace and to issue or report on regulations to
prevent or mitigate the future contamination of workers' homes, and for other
purposes.

S.Con.Res. 17  Expressing the sense of Congress with respect to certain reg-
ulations of the Occupational Safety and Health Administration.

S.Con.Res. 44  Expressing the sense of Congress that the American public
should observe the 100th anniversary of moviemaking and recognize the
contributions of the American Film Institute in advocating and preserving the
art of film.

LEVIN, Sander  M. of Michigan

H.R. 1  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to restore and strengthen civil
rights laws that ban discrimination in employment, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2  To entitle employees to family leave in certain cases involving a birth,
an adoption, or a serious health condition and to temporary medical leave in
certain cases involving a serious health condition, with adequate protection
of the employees employment and benefit rights, and to establish a com-
mission to study ways of providing salary replacement for employees who
take any such leave.

H.R. 5  To amend the National Labor Relations Act and the Railway Labor
Act to prevent discrimination based on participation in labor disputes.

H.R. 375  To amend the National School Lunch Act to extend eligibility for
the child care food program to children receiving day care services pursuant
to a State's job opportunities and basic skills training program.

H.R. 500  To require the Secretary of the Treasury to mint coins in com-
memoration of the quincentenary of the discovery of America by Christopher
Columbus and to establish the Christopher Columbus Fellowship Foundation.

H.R. 544  To amend the National School Lunch Act to restore food supple-
ment benefits under the dependent care food program to adolescent youth.

H.R. 1190  To establish a system for identifying, notifying, and preventing
illness and death among workers who are at increased or high risk of occu-
pational disease, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1460  Entitled ”The Food For Young Children Act”.
H.R. 1502  To combat violence and crimes against women on the streets and

in homes.
H.R. 1633  To assist in implementing the Plan of Action adopted by the World

Summit for Children.
H.R. 1987  To amend the Act of March 3, 1931 (known as the Davis-Bacon

Act), to revise the standard for coverage under that Act, and for other pur-
poses.

H.R. 2157  To require the National Collegiate Athletic Association to provide
due process in connection with its regulatory activities affecting coaches,
players, and institutions engaged in sports in interstate commerce.

H.R. 2363  To amend the provisions of the Higher Education Act of 1965
relating to treatment by campus officials of sexual assault victims.

H.R. 3285  To provide for regional energy efficient lighting education centers,
and for other purposes.

H.R. 3603  To promote family preservation and the prevention of foster care
with emphasis on families where abuse of alcohol or drugs is present, and
to improve the quality and delivery of child welfare, foster care, and adoption
services.

H.R. 4919  To amend title I of the Employee Retirement Income Security Act
of 1974 to clarify and improve the applicability of such title to multiple
employer welfare arrangements and employee leasing welfare arrangements
and to provide for more effective State regulation thereof.

H.R. 5502  To establish the framework for a health care system that will bring
about universal access to affordable, quality health care by containing the
growth in health care costs, by improving access to and simplifying the ad-
ministration of health insurance, by deterring and prosecuting health care
fraud and abuse, by expanding benefits under the medicare program, by ex-
panding eligibility and increasing payment levels under the medicaid pro-
gram, and by making health insurance available to all children.

H.Res. 201  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives that the
people of the United States should recognize ”An Artistic Discovery”, the
Congressional High School Art Competition.

H.Con.Res. 161  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the American
public should observe the 100th anniversary of moviemaking and recognize
the contributions of the American Film Institute in advocating and preserving
the art of film.

H.Con.Res. 282  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the Low Income
Home Energy Assistance Program should be funded for fiscal year 1993 at
a level greater than or equal to its funding for fiscal year 1992.

LEVINE, Mel of California

H.R. 1  To amend the Civil  Rights Act of 1964 to restore and strengthen civil
rights laws that ban discrimination in employment, and for other purposes.
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H.R. 2  To entitle employees to family leave in certain cases involving a birth,
an adoption, or a serious health condition and to temporary medical leave in
certain cases involving a serious health condition, with adequate protection
of the employees employment and benefit rights, and to establish a com-
mission to study ways of providing salary replacement for employees who
take any such leave.

H.R. 5  To amend the National Labor Relations Act and the Railway Labor
Act to prevent discrimination based on participation in labor disputes.

H.R. 501  To authorize the Secretary of Housing and Urban Development to
provide grants to urban and rural communities for training economically
disadvantaged youth in education and employment skills and to expand the
supply of housing for homeless and economically disadvantaged individuals
and families.

H.R. 812  To establish a program of grants for the provision of coordinated
educational support services to at-risk youth.

H.R. 906  To amend the Job Training Partnership Act to encourage a broader
range of training and job placement for women and for other purposes.

H.R. 1218  To prevent potential abuses of electronic monitoring in the
workplace.

H.R. 1222  To enhance cooperation between the public and law enforcement
personnel in controlling and preventing crime and drug abuse.

H.R. 1364  To amend the Job Corps provisions of the Job Training Partnership
Act.

H.R. 1430  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and the Fair Housing Act
to prohibit discrimination on the basis of affectional or sexual orientation,
and for other purposes.

H.R. 1502  To combat violence and crimes against women on the streets and
in homes.

H.R. 1602  To amend title I of the Employee Retirement Income Security Act
of 1974 to provide that such Act does not preempt actions under State law
against persons who engage in unfair insurance claims practices.

H.R. 1633  To assist in implementing the Plan of Action adopted by the World
Summit for Children.

H.R. 1822  To amend the Older Americans Community Service Employment
Act to authorize grants for the employment of older Americans in providing
child care for families with low income; and to amend title II of the Social
Security Act to exempt from the earnings test amounts earned for child care
services.

H.R. 1987  To amend the Act of March 3, 1931 (known as the Davis-Bacon
Act), to revise the standard for coverage under that Act, and for other pur-
poses.

H.R. 2022  To amend the Older Americans Act of 1965 to increase efforts to
inform isolated older individuals, and older individuals who are victims of
Alzheimer's disease and related disorders, of the availability of assistance
under title III of such Act.

H.R. 2157  To require the National Collegiate Athletic Association to provide
due process in connection with its regulatory activities affecting coaches,
players, and institutions engaged in sports in interstate commerce.

H.R. 2363  To amend the provisions of the Higher Education Act of 1965
relating to treatment by campus officials of sexual assault victims.

H.R. 2437  To amend the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 to revise and extend the
program regarding independent living services for older blind individuals.

H.R. 2782  To amend the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974
to provide that such Act does not preempt certain State laws.

H.R. 3160  To revise the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970.
H.R. 3255 *  To authorize the President to seize and liquidate assets of the

Iraqi Government that have been blocked by the United States, and to au-
thorize the appropriation of those liquidated assets to benefit United States
veterans and small business concerns injured by deployments like Operation
Desert Storm, and for humanitarian assistance to Iraqi refuges and other
persons displaced in the Persian Gulf region as a result of the Persian Gulf
conflict.

H.R. 3320  To improve education for all students by restructuring the educa-
tion system in the States.

H.R. 3371  To control and prevent crime.
H.R. 3432  To provide assistance for workers and communities adversely af-

fected by reductions in the supply of timber from Federal lands and to pro-
vide for ecosystem conservation of Federal forest lands in the Pacific
Northwest.

H.R. 3526  To ensure economic equity for American women and their families
and to respond to the need to revitalize the American economy by expanding
employment opportunities; improving access to funds for women business
owners; enhancing economic justice for women through pay equity, im-
proved child support enforcement, and benefits for part-time workers; and
providing economic and retirement security for women as workers and as
divorced or surviving spouses.

H.R. 3583  To extend the statute of limitation applicable to the filing of ad-
ministrative complaints by Federal employees who allege employment dis-
crimination in violation of title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964.

H.R. 3613  To amend title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and the Age
Discrimination in Employment Act of 1967 to improve the effectiveness of
administrative review of employment discrimination claims made by Federal
employees; and for other purposes.

H.R. 3625  To require the Commissioner of the Bureau of Labor Statistics to
conduct time use surveys of unremunerated work performed in the United
States and to calculate the monetary value of such work.

H.R. 3748  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1991 with respect to the appli-
cation of such Act.

H.R. 3886 *  To increase the achievement levels of elementary and secondary
students by using high quality curricular-based learning resources.

H.R. 3975  To amend section 1977A of the Revised Statutes to equalize the
remedies available to all victims of intentional employment discrimination,
and for other purposes.

H.R. 3983 *  To expand eligibility for Pell Grants and to increase the maxi-
mum amount of a Pell Grant award.

H.R. 3984 *  To establish a program of Federal grants to assist local educa-
tional agencies to establish and provide for a school year of not less than 240
days.

H.R. 4136  To revitalize the American rail car industry by the establishment
of a Federal grant and loan program for research and development, by the
creation of economic incentives to encourage investment in rail car design
and engineering activities, and by the expansion of vocational training op-
portunities in the rail car industry.

H.R. 4300  To amend the Stewart B. McKinney Homeless Assistance Act to
extend programs providing urgently needed assistance for the homeless, and
for other purposes.

H.R. 4355 *  To provide financial assistance to eligible local educational
agencies to rebuild America's schools.

H.R. 4356 *  To increase the safety of America's schools.
H.R. 4357 *  To amend the Federal Property and Administrative Services Act

of 1949 (40 U.S.C. 471 et seq.) to establish the National Education Property
Board, and for other purposes.

H.Con.Res. 161  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the American
public should observe the 100th anniversary of moviemaking and recognize
the contributions of the American Film Institute in advocating and preserving
the art of film.

LEWIS, Jerry of California

H.R. 123  To amend title 4, United States Code, to declare English as the of-
ficial language of the United States.

H.R. 385  To provide financial assistance for programs for the prevention,
identification, and treatment of elder abuse, neglect, and exploitation, to es-
tablish a National Center on Elder Abuse, and for other purposes.

H.R. 500  To require the Secretary of the Treasury to mint coins in com-
memoration of the quincentenary of the discovery of America by Christopher
Columbus and to establish the Christopher Columbus Fellowship Foundation.

H.R. 775  To establish Summer Science Academies for talented students,
particularly economically disadvantaged, minority participants, and for other
purposes.

H.R. 907  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to permit alternative
methods for qualifying ”ability-to-benefit” students for Federal student fi-
nancial aid.

H.R. 1375  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to strengthen protections
against discrimination in employment, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1633  To assist in implementing the Plan of Action adopted by the World
Summit for Children.
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H.R. 2157  To require the National Collegiate Athletic Association to provide
due process in connection with its regulatory activities affecting coaches,
players, and institutions engaged in sports in interstate commerce.

H.R. 2363  To amend the provisions of the Higher Education Act of 1965
relating to treatment by campus officials of sexual assault victims.

H.R. 2460  To help the Nation achieve the National Education Goals by sup-
porting the creation of a new generation of American Schools in communities
across the country; rewarding schools that demonstrate outstanding gains in
student performance and other progress toward the National Education
Goals; creating academies to improve leadership and core-course teaching in
schools nationwide; supporting State and local efforts to attract qualified in-
dividuals to teaching and educational administration; providing States and
localities with statutory and regulatory flexibility in exchange for greater
accountability for student learning; encouraging, testing, and evaluating ed-
ucational choice programs; increasing the potential usefulness of the National
Assessment of Education Progress to State and local decision-makers; ex-
panding Federal support for literacy improvements; and for other purposes.

H.R. 2523  To ensure the competitiveness of the United States in the world
economy.

H.R. 3738  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to strengthen and improve
Federal civil rights laws, to provide for damages in cases of intentional em-
ployment discrimination, to clarify provisions regarding disparate impact
actions, and for other purposes.

H.R. 4136  To revitalize the American rail car industry by the establishment
of a Federal grant and loan program for research and development, by the
creation of economic incentives to encourage investment in rail car design
and engineering activities, and by the expansion of vocational training op-
portunities in the rail car industry.

H.R. 4150  To create jobs, promote economic growth, assist families, and
promote health, education, savings and home ownership.

H.R. 5325  To improve access to health insurance and contain health care
costs, and for other purposes.

H.Con.Res. 92  Expressing the sense of Congress with respect to certain reg-
ulations of the Occupational Safety and Health Administration.

H.Con.Res. 161  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the American
public should observe the 100th anniversary of moviemaking and recognize
the contributions of the American Film Institute in advocating and preserving
the art of film.

LEWIS, John of Georgia

H.R. 1  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to restore and strengthen civil
rights laws that ban discrimination in employment, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2  To entitle employees to family leave in certain cases involving a birth,
an adoption, or a serious health condition and to temporary medical leave in
certain cases involving a serious health condition, with adequate protection
of the employees employment and benefit rights, and to establish a com-
mission to study ways of providing salary replacement for employees who
take any such leave.

H.R. 5  To amend the National Labor Relations Act and the Railway Labor
Act to prevent discrimination based on participation in labor disputes.

H.R. 179  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to permit the deferral
of payments on student loans during professional internships, regardless of
duration.

H.R. 441  To facilitate the economic adjustment of communities, industries,
and workers to reductions or realignments in defense or aerospace contracts,
military facilities, and arms export, and for other purposes.

H.R. 544  To amend the National School Lunch Act to restore food supple-
ment benefits under the dependent care food program to adolescent youth.

H.R. 709  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to provide reduced
rates of interest under the Guaranteed Student Loan Program to individuals
who enter the teaching profession.

H.R. 763  To establish a program to guarantee students from selected high
schools a chance to go to college, and for other purposes.

H.R. 799  To ensure that checks to pay benefits under title IV of the Federal
Mine Safety and Health Act of 1977 are delivered early if the usual delivery
date falls on a Saturday, Sunday, or holiday.

H.R. 812  To establish a program of grants for the provision of coordinated
educational support services to at-risk youth.

H.R. 840  To improve counseling services for elementary school children.
H.R. 906  To amend the Job Training Partnership Act to encourage a broader

range of training and job placement for women and for other purposes.
H.R. 907  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to permit alternative

methods for qualifying ”ability-to-benefit” students for Federal student fi-
nancial aid.

H.R. 995  To authorize up to 5 States to conduct 2-year demonstration projects
to test the effectiveness of alternative methods for delivering services and
activities under the JOBS program to families at risk of entering the AFDC
program, and to amend part A of title IV of the Social Security Act to pro-
vide for the permanent use of such alternative methods beginning in fiscal
year 1995.

H.R. 1048  To establish within the Department of Education an Office of
Community Colleges.

H.R. 1154  To establish programs to improve foreign language instruction and
to amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 in order to promote equal access
to opportunities to study abroad, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1190  To establish a system for identifying, notifying, and preventing
illness and death among workers who are at increased or high risk of occu-
pational disease, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1254  To provide for the establishment of the Margaret Walker
Alexander National African-American Research Center.

H.R. 1364  To amend the Job Corps provisions of the Job Training Partnership
Act.

H.R. 1430  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and the Fair Housing Act
to prohibit discrimination on the basis of affectional or sexual orientation,
and for other purposes.

H.R. 1502  To combat violence and crimes against women on the streets and
in homes.

H.R. 1503  To facilitate capital financing for historically Black colleges and
universities.

H.R. 1522  To deny funds to educational programs that allow corporal pun-
ishment.

H.R. 1573  To amend the amount of grants received under chapter 1 of title
I of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965.

H.R. 1590  To provide for designation by the Secretary of the Interior and the
Secretary of Agriculture of an ancient forest reserve system, including lands
managed by the Bureau of Land Management and portions of national forests
established by reservations from the public domain; to require the Secretary
of the Interior and the Secretary of Agriculture to enhance economic stability
in the Pacific Northwest; and for other purposes.

H.R. 1633  To assist in implementing the Plan of Action adopted by the World
Summit for Children.

H.R. 1664  To protect employees who report violations of Federal laws and
regulations.

H.R. 1669  To provide financial assistance to eligible local educational agen-
cies to improve urban education, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1960  To direct the Secretary of the Interior to construct a National
Training Center at the National Afro-American Museum and Cultural Center
and for other purposes.

H.R. 2018  To amend the Older Americans Act of 1965 to require uniform
telephone listing of area agencies on aging.

H.R. 2019  To amend the Older Americans Act of 1965 to assist older indi-
viduals to avoid falling and to prevent incorrect medication and adverse drug
reactions.

H.R. 2020  To amend title III  of the Older Americans Act of 1965 with respect
to assistance to older individuals who reside in rural areas.

H.R. 2021  To amend the Older Americans Act of 1965 to require States to
appoint a State advisory body to make recommendations regarding trans-
portation services that affect older individuals; to provide for coordination
of such services; and to require the Commissioner on Aging to submit a re-
port regarding transportation services provided under such Act.

H.R. 2022  To amend the Older Americans Act of 1965 to increase efforts to
inform isolated older individuals, and older individuals who are victims of
Alzheimer's disease and related disorders, of the availability of assistance
under title III of such Act.

H.R. 2023  To amend the Older Americans Act of 1965 to authorize services
relating to the appointment and monitoring of guardians, and of represen-
tative payees, of older individuals.
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H.R. 2024  To require the President to call a White House Conference on
Aging in 1993.

H.R. 2025  To amend the Older Americans Act of 1965 to require States to
expand State and community involvement in order to promote cooperative
efforts to provide community-based long-term care services to older indi-
viduals, including related services for their caregivers.

H.R. 2026  To amend the Older Americans Act of 1965 to provide supportive
services to strengthen informal caregivers who assist older individuals in
need of long-term care, to remain in private residences.

H.R. 2157  To require the National Collegiate Athletic Association to provide
due process in connection with its regulatory activities affecting coaches,
players, and institutions engaged in sports in interstate commerce.

H.R. 2243  To establish the National Commission on Intercollegiate Athletics.
H.R. 2363  To amend the provisions of the Higher Education Act of 1965

relating to treatment by campus officials of sexual assault victims.
H.R. 2555  To provide for the establishment of a summer camp program for

low income youths, and to expand the Youth Conservation Corps program.
H.R. 2575  To implement certain proposals relating to recommendations made

pursuant to sections 504 and 902 of the Covenant to establish a Common-
wealth of the Northern Mariana Islands in Political Union with the United
States of America, approved by Public Law 94-214, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2590  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to clarify the legality
of race-based scholarships to promote diversity.

H.R. 3366  To repeal provisions of law regarding employer sanctions and
unfair immigration-related employment practices, to strengthen enforcement
of laws regarding illegal entry into the United States, and for other purposes.

H.R. 3393  To amend the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 and the Social Se-
curity Act to provide for health insurance coverage for pregnant women and
children through employment-based insurance and through a State-based
health plan.

H.R. 3603  To promote family preservation and the prevention of foster care
with emphasis on families where abuse of alcohol or drugs is present, and
to improve the quality and delivery of child welfare, foster care, and adoption
services.

H.R. 3625  To require the Commissioner of the Bureau of Labor Statistics to
conduct time use surveys of unremunerated work performed in the United
States and to calculate the monetary value of such work.

H.R. 3748  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1991 with respect to the appli-
cation of such Act.

H.R. 3975  To amend section 1977A of the Revised Statutes to equalize the
remedies available to all victims of intentional employment discrimination,
and for other purposes.

H.R. 4338  To suspend certain compliance and accountability measures under
the National School Lunch Act.

H.R. 4919  To amend title I of the Employee Retirement Income Security Act
of 1974 to clarify and improve the applicability of such title to multiple
employer welfare arrangements and employee leasing welfare arrangements
and to provide for more effective State regulation thereof.

H.R. 5083  To amend the Act of September 30, 1950 to provide that amounts
appropriated under such Act for purposes of making payments to local edu-
cational agencies on behalf of children who are dependents of a parent or
parents on active duty in the armed forces shall be considered national de-
fense functions for budget purposes.

H.R. 5326 *  To establish a program to assure nondiscriminatory compliance
with all environmental health and safety laws and to assure equal protection
of the public health.

H.Res. 201  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives that the
people of the United States should recognize ”An Artistic Discovery”, the
Congressional High School Art Competition.

H.Res. 284  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives that there
is a need for a comprehensive, coordinated strategy to help the United States
achieve its goal of being the strongest Nation on Earth economically and
militarily, so that it remain the greatest Nation in support of human dignity,
freedom, and democratic ideals.

H.Con.Res. 161  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the American
public should observe the 100th anniversary of moviemaking and recognize
the contributions of the American Film Institute in advocating and preserving
the art of film.

LEWIS, Tom of Florida

H.R. 123  To amend title 4, United States Code, to declare English as the of-
ficial language of the United States.

H.R. 299  To amend the National Foundation of the Arts and the Humanities
Act of 1965 to abolish the National Endowment for the Arts and the National
Council on the Arts.

H.R. 812  To establish a program of grants for the provision of coordinated
educational support services to at-risk youth.

H.R. 1083  To authorize the Secretary of Education to make a grant to Stetson
University for the construction of library facilities.

H.R. 1237  To amend the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 to clarify the
application of such Act, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1375  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to strengthen protections
against discrimination in employment, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1482  To amend title IV of the Higher Education Act of 1965 to allow
resident physicians to defer repayment of title IV student loans while com-
pleting accredited resident training programs.

H.R. 1755  To repeal the Act of March 3, 1931 (known as the Davis-Bacon
Act).

H.R. 2290  To authorize additional appropriations for the construction and
maintenance of the Mary McLeod Bethune Memorial Fine Arts Center.

H.R. 2363  To amend the provisions of the Higher Education Act of 1965
relating to treatment by campus officials of sexual assault victims.

H.R. 2390  To amend the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974
and the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 to expand pension coverage, improve
pension portability, increase retirement savings, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2437  To amend the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 to revise and extend the
program regarding independent living services for older blind individuals.

H.R. 2460  To help the Nation achieve the National Education Goals by sup-
porting the creation of a new generation of American Schools in communities
across the country; rewarding schools that demonstrate outstanding gains in
student performance and other progress toward the National Education
Goals; creating academies to improve leadership and core-course teaching in
schools nationwide; supporting State and local efforts to attract qualified in-
dividuals to teaching and educational administration; providing States and
localities with statutory and regulatory flexibility in exchange for greater
accountability for student learning; encouraging, testing, and evaluating ed-
ucational choice programs; increasing the potential usefulness of the National
Assessment of Education Progress to State and local decision-makers; ex-
panding Federal support for literacy improvements; and for other purposes.

H.R. 2773  To amend title I of the Employee Retirement Income Security Act
of 1974 to set standards under such title for multiple employer welfare ar-
rangements providing health plan benefits.

H.R. 2810  To expand the nation's drug treatment capacity, promote drug-free
and safe schools, require Statewide drug abuse prevention and treatment
plans, and ensure that new Federal grant dollars provided for treatment ser-
vices do not displace State dollars.

H.R. 2936  To establish programs at the National Science Foundation for the
advancement of technical education and training in advanced-technology
occupations, and for other purposes.

H.R. 3372  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to revise the operation
of the National Student Loan Data System.

H.R. 3451  To amend the Education Amendments of 1972 to ensure that stu-
dents attending institutions of higher education that receive Federal funds are
able to exercise the right to freedom of speech, and for other purposes.

H.R. 3507  To establish programs under the Technology Administration of the
Department of Commerce, and elsewhere, to promote a skilled workforce and
United States industrial competitiveness.

H.R. 3843  To amend the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974
and title 11, United States Code, to protect the single-employer plan termi-
nation insurance program by clarifying the status of claims of the Pension
Benefit Guaranty Corporation and the treatment of pension plans in bank-
ruptcy proceedings, and for other purposes.

H.R. 3967  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to prohibit prison
inmates from receiving Pell Grants.

H.R. 4259  To amend title I of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 to provide each
individual with handicaps who is eligible for services under such title with
the right to select the entities that are to provide services pursuant to the in-
dividualized written rehabilitation program developed for the individual.
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H.R. 4417  To rename the Department of Commerce as the Department of
Manufacturing and Commerce, and for other purposes.

H.R. 5325  To improve access to health insurance and contain health care
costs, and for other purposes.

H.R. 5443  To amend the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 relating to the
minimum wage and overtime exemption for employees subject to certain
leave policies.

H.R. 5610  To reduce health costs through uniform claims and electronic
billing.

H.R. 5850  To amend the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 to ensure that
inmates are not treated as employees for purposes of such Act.

H.Con.Res. 92  Expressing the sense of Congress with respect to certain reg-
ulations of the Occupational Safety and Health Administration.

LIEBERMAN, Joe of Connecticut

S. 353  To require the Director of the National Institute for Occupational
Safety and Health to conduct a study of the prevalence and issues related to
contamination of workers' homes with hazardous chemicals and substances
transported from their workplace and to issue or report on regulations to
prevent or mitigate the future contamination of workers' homes, and for other
purposes.

S. 455  To authorize a national program to reduce the threat to human health
posed by exposure to contaminants in the air indoors.

LIGHTFOOT, Jim of Iowa

H.R. 179  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to permit the deferral
of payments on student loans during professional internships, regardless of
duration.

H.R. 1270  To strengthen the family structure of the United States by provid-
ing protection for eligible individuals who leave employment for a legitimate
family purpose, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1753  To establish grant programs and provide other forms of Federal
assistance to pregnant women, children in need of adoptive families, and
individuals and families adopting children.

H.R. 1755  To repeal the Act of March 3, 1931 (known as the Davis-Bacon
Act).

H.R. 2363  To amend the provisions of the Higher Education Act of 1965
relating to treatment by campus officials of sexual assault victims.

H.R. 3400  To provide an emergency unemployment compensation program.
H.R. 3734  To make applicable to the Congress certain laws relating to the

terms and conditions of employment, the health and safety of employees, and
the rights and responsibilities of employers and employees, and for other
purposes.

H.R. 4259  To amend title I of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 to provide each
individual with handicaps who is eligible for services under such title with
the right to select the entities that are to provide services pursuant to the in-
dividualized written rehabilitation program developed for the individual.

H.Con.Res. 259  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the Secretary of
Labor, in cooperation with the ACTION Agency, should publicize and pro-
mote projects under the Retired Senior Volunteer Program and the Older
American Community Service Employment Program that encourage and re-
cruit older individuals to provide child care services in community-based
child care centers.

LIPINSKI, William O. of Illinois

H.R. 2  To entitle employees to family leave in certain cases involving a birth,
an adoption, or a serious health condition and to temporary medical leave in
certain cases involving a serious health condition, with adequate protection
of the employees employment and benefit rights, and to establish a com-
mission to study ways of providing salary replacement for employees who
take any such leave.

H.R. 5  To amend the National Labor Relations Act and the Railway Labor
Act to prevent discrimination based on participation in labor disputes.

H.R. 81  To amend the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 to allow individuals
to direct that part or all of their income tax refunds be contributed to a trust
fund established for the relief of domestic and international hunger, and to
establish a commission to oversee the distribution of such contributions.

H.R. 123  To amend title 4, United States Code, to declare English as the of-
ficial language of the United States.

H.R. 179  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to permit the deferral
of payments on student loans during professional internships, regardless of
duration.

H.R. 327  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to delay the dis-
bursement of Pell Grants to first-year students, to make ineligible for par-
ticipation in the Pell Grant program any institution with a high default rate
on student loans, and for other purposes.

H.R. 385  To provide financial assistance for programs for the prevention,
identification, and treatment of elder abuse, neglect, and exploitation, to es-
tablish a National Center on Elder Abuse, and for other purposes.

H.R. 451  To amend the Black Lung Benefits Act to provide that when ben-
efits are paid for at least two years after an initial determination of eligibility
for such benefits the benefits will not be required to be repaid upon a final
determination of ineligibility for benefits, and for other purposes.

H.R. 500  To require the Secretary of the Treasury to mint coins in com-
memoration of the quincentenary of the discovery of America by Christopher
Columbus and to establish the Christopher Columbus Fellowship Foundation.

H.R. 694  To amend the Black Lung Benefits Act to provide special proce-
dures for certain claims due to pneumoconiosis, and for other purposes.

H.R. 709  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to provide reduced
rates of interest under the Guaranteed Student Loan Program to individuals
who enter the teaching profession.

H.R. 751  To enhance the literacy and basic skills of adults, to ensure that all
adults in the United States acquire the basic skills necessary to function ef-
fectively and achieve the greatest possible opportunity in their work and in
their lives, and to strengthen and coordinate adult literacy programs.

H.R. 812  To establish a program of grants for the provision of coordinated
educational support services to at-risk youth.

H.R. 824  To provide participants in private pension plans which were termi-
nated before September 1, 1974, the nonforfeitable pension benefits which
were lost by reason of the termination, and for other purposes.

H.R. 908  To amend title 38, United States Code, and other provisions of law
to provide improved benefits and services for military personnel who serve
during the Persian Gulf War, including particularly benefits and services for
members of the National Guard and Reserve components, and for other
purposes.

H.R. 1059  To amend section 311 of the Older Americans Act of 1965 to re-
quire the Secretary of Agriculture to provide assistance for 2 meals served
daily per person.

H.R. 1063  To amend the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970 to es-
tablish an Office of Construction Safety, Health, and Education, to improve
inspections, investigations, reporting, and recordkeeping on construction
sites, to require the appointment of project constructors to monitor safety on
construction sites, to require construction employers to establish safety and
health programs, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1116  To permit certain coal miners and their survivors to have their
claims reviewed under the Black Lung Benefits Act.

H.R. 1118  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to reduce student loan
defaults, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1126  To extend the coverage of certain Federal labor laws to foreign
flagships.

H.R. 1154  To establish programs to improve foreign language instruction and
to amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 in order to promote equal access
to opportunities to study abroad, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1218  To prevent potential abuses of electronic monitoring in the
workplace.

H.R. 1222  To enhance cooperation between the public and law enforcement
personnel in controlling and preventing crime and drug abuse.

H.R. 1254  To provide for the establishment of the Margaret Walker
Alexander National African-American Research Center.

H.R. 1388  To entitle employees to family leave for attending school activities.
H.R. 1502  To combat violence and crimes against women on the streets and

in homes.
H.R. 1637  To make improvements in the Black Lung Benefits Act.
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H.R. 1669  To provide financial assistance to eligible local educational agen-
cies to improve urban education, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1694  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to ensure that title VII of
such Act applies to the employment of United States citizens by certain
employers in foreign nations.

H.R. 1753  To establish grant programs and provide other forms of Federal
assistance to pregnant women, children in need of adoptive families, and
individuals and families adopting children.

H.R. 1822  To amend the Older Americans Community Service Employment
Act to authorize grants for the employment of older Americans in providing
child care for families with low income; and to amend title II of the Social
Security Act to exempt from the earnings test amounts earned for child care
services.

H.R. 1987  To amend the Act of March 3, 1931 (known as the Davis-Bacon
Act), to revise the standard for coverage under that Act, and for other pur-
poses.

H.R. 2125  To establish a commission to examine the issues associated with
the teaching of values in elementary and secondary schools and to amend the
Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965 to establish a demon-
stration program of grants to innovative projects relating to civics and char-
acter values in education.

H.R. 2258  To help end hunger and human want.
H.R. 2334  To further assist States in their efforts to increase awareness about

and prevent family violence and provide immediate shelter and related as-
sistance to battered women and their children.

H.R. 2363  To amend the provisions of the Higher Education Act of 1965
relating to treatment by campus officials of sexual assault victims.

H.R. 2390  To amend the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974
and the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 to expand pension coverage, improve
pension portability, increase retirement savings, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2535  To amend the Social Security Act to assure universal access to
health insurance for basic health services in the United States through qual-
ified employer health plans and a public health insurance plan, to contain
costs and assure quality in the provision of health services, to reform the
provision of health insurance to small employers, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2561  To remove the barrier to access for middle income students to
Federal student financial aid programs, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2689  To make grants for demonstration and evaluation of educational
programs that improve educational opportunities of children by providing
parents and children with a choice in education.

H.R. 2782  To amend the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974
to provide that such Act does not preempt certain State laws.

H.R. 2974  To provide payments to States and certain other entities and indi-
viduals as a reward to increase the number of children who receive preschool
health care and early childhood education and to increase the number of high
school seniors who achieve outstanding scores in math and science; and for
other purpose.

H.R. 3050  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to establish a higher
education loan program in which the amount of a student's loan repayment
is contingent upon such student's income, and for other purposes.

H.R. 3133  To amend the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970 to ex-
pand the rights of victims of occupational safety and health hazards, and for
other purposes.

H.R. 3135 *  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to revise the el-
igibility criteria for the TRIO programs.

H.R. 3136 *  To require the Secretary of Education to conduct a comprehen-
sive study of the TRIO programs under the Higher Education Act of 1965.

H.R. 3160  To revise the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970.
H.R. 3255  To authorize the President to seize and liquidate assets of the Iraqi

Government that have been blocked by the United States, and to authorize
the appropriation of those liquidated assets to benefit United States veterans
and small business concerns injured by deployments like Operation Desert
Storm, and for humanitarian assistance to Iraqi refuges and other persons
displaced in the Persian Gulf region as a result of the Persian Gulf conflict.

H.R. 3285  To provide for regional energy efficient lighting education centers,
and for other purposes.

H.R. 3475  To assist business in providing women with opportunities in ap-
prenticeship and nontraditional occupations.

H.R. 3553  To amend and extend the Higher Education Act of 1965.

H.R. 3603  To promote family preservation and the prevention of foster care
with emphasis on families where abuse of alcohol or drugs is present, and
to improve the quality and delivery of child welfare, foster care, and adoption
services.

H.R. 3878  To provide assistance to employees who are subject to a plant
closing or mass layoff because their work is transferred to another country
which has low wages or unhealthy working conditions.

H.R. 4076  To assure an equal opportunity for a quality education for all
children, and for other purposes.

H.R. 4822  To make appropriations to begin a phase-in toward full funding
of the special supplemental food program for women, infants, and children
(WIC) and of Head Start programs, to expand the Job Corps program, and
for other purposes.

H.R. 4919  To amend title I of the Employee Retirement Income Security Act
of 1974 to clarify and improve the applicability of such title to multiple
employer welfare arrangements and employee leasing welfare arrangements
and to provide for more effective State regulation thereof.

H.R. 5139  To provide for the recoupment of defense expenditures abroad, and
for other purposes.

H.R. 5664  To encourage, assist, and evaluate educational choice programs,
and for other purposes.

H.R. 5936  To contain health care costs and improve access to health care
through accountable health plans and managed competition, and for other
purposes.

H.R. 5960  To prevent and punish sexual violence and domestic violence, to
assist and protect the victims of such violence, to assist State and local ef-
forts, and for other purposes.

H.R. 6007 *  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to provide a remedy for
individuals harmed by past test norming related to employment.

H.Res. 284  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives that there
is a need for a comprehensive, coordinated strategy to help the United States
achieve its goal of being the strongest Nation on Earth economically and
militarily, so that it remain the greatest Nation in support of human dignity,
freedom, and democratic ideals.

H.Con.Res. 92  Expressing the sense of Congress with respect to certain reg-
ulations of the Occupational Safety and Health Administration.

H.Con.Res. 282  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the Low Income
Home Energy Assistance Program should be funded for fiscal year 1993 at
a level greater than or equal to its funding for fiscal year 1992.

LIVINGSTON, Bob of Louisiana

H.R. 123  To amend title 4, United States Code, to declare English as the of-
ficial language of the United States.

H.R. 299  To amend the National Foundation of the Arts and the Humanities
Act of 1965 to abolish the National Endowment for the Arts and the National
Council on the Arts.

H.R. 623  To amend the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 to exempt em-
ployees involved in certain model garment programs, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1237  To amend the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 to clarify the
application of such Act, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1755  To repeal the Act of March 3, 1931 (known as the Davis-Bacon
Act).

H.R. 2116  To suspend Federal education benefits to individuals convicted of
drug offenses.

H.R. 3734  To make applicable to the Congress certain laws relating to the
terms and conditions of employment, the health and safety of employees, and
the rights and responsibilities of employers and employees, and for other
purposes.

H.R. 4259  To amend title I of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 to provide each
individual with handicaps who is eligible for services under such title with
the right to select the entities that are to provide services pursuant to the in-
dividualized written rehabilitation program developed for the individual.

H.R. 4338  To suspend certain compliance and accountability measures under
the National School Lunch Act.

H.Res. 201  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives that the
people of the United States should recognize ”An Artistic Discovery”, the
Congressional High School Art Competition.
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H.Con.Res. 161  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the American
public should observe the 100th anniversary of moviemaking and recognize
the contributions of the American Film Institute in advocating and preserving
the art of film.

LLOYD, Marilyn of Tennessee

H.R. 327  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to delay the dis-
bursement of Pell Grants to first-year students, to make ineligible for par-
ticipation in the Pell Grant program any institution with a high default rate
on student loans, and for other purposes.

H.R. 356 *  To require that certain Federal entities and certain non-Federal
entities receiving Federal financial assistance provide television sets capable
of displaying closed-captioning, to prohibit Federal funding of conferences
held at certain places of public accommodation which do not provide guests
with guest rooms furnished with televisions capable of displaying closed-
captioning, and for other purposes.

H.R. 451  To amend the Black Lung Benefits Act to provide that when ben-
efits are paid for at least two years after an initial determination of eligibility
for such benefits the benefits will not be required to be repaid upon a final
determination of ineligibility for benefits, and for other purposes.

H.R. 544  To amend the National School Lunch Act to restore food supple-
ment benefits under the dependent care food program to adolescent youth.

H.R. 557  To provide additional support for the members of the Armed Forces
participating in operations in the Persian Gulf region by improving military
personnel policies and compensation, by extending the time for performing
certain acts under the internal revenue laws, and by preserving the student
loan repayment grace period.

H.R. 751  To enhance the literacy and basic skills of adults, to ensure that all
adults in the United States acquire the basic skills necessary to function ef-
fectively and achieve the greatest possible opportunity in their work and in
their lives, and to strengthen and coordinate adult literacy programs.

H.R. 799  To ensure that checks to pay benefits under title IV of the Federal
Mine Safety and Health Act of 1977 are delivered early if the usual delivery
date falls on a Saturday, Sunday, or holiday.

H.R. 840  To improve counseling services for elementary school children.
H.R. 845  To require the Director of the National Institute for Occupational

Safety and Health to conduct a study of the prevalence and issues related to
contamination of workers' homes with hazardous chemicals and substances
transported from their workplace and to issue or report on regulations to
prevent or mitigate the future contamination of workers' homes, and for other
purposes.

H.R. 906  To amend the Job Training Partnership Act to encourage a broader
range of training and job placement for women and for other purposes.

H.R. 908  To amend title 38, United States Code, and other provisions of law
to provide improved benefits and services for military personnel who serve
during the Persian Gulf War, including particularly benefits and services for
members of the National Guard and Reserve components, and for other
purposes.

H.R. 1059  To amend section 311 of the Older Americans Act of 1965 to re-
quire the Secretary of Agriculture to provide assistance for 2 meals served
daily per person.

H.R. 1218  To prevent potential abuses of electronic monitoring in the
workplace.

H.R. 1270  To strengthen the family structure of the United States by provid-
ing protection for eligible individuals who leave employment for a legitimate
family purpose, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1504  To authorize a National Conference on Aging.
H.R. 1524  To establish programs to promote increased access to higher edu-

cation through early intervention counseling and financial aid information.
H.R. 1573  To amend the amount of grants received under chapter 1 of title

I of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965.
H.R. 1669  To provide financial assistance to eligible local educational agen-

cies to improve urban education, and for other purposes.
H.R. 1737 *  To amend the Older Americans Act of 1965 to provide congre-

gate nutrition services and intergenerational activities in elementary and
secondary school facilities.

H.R. 1753  To establish grant programs and provide other forms of Federal
assistance to pregnant women, children in need of adoptive families, and
individuals and families adopting children.

H.R. 2142  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 in order to increase
postsecondary educational opportunities for women and minorities, and for
other purposes.

H.R. 2246  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to strengthen the
oversight by the Secretary of Education of the functioning of college ac-
crediting agencies, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2363  To amend the provisions of the Higher Education Act of 1965
relating to treatment by campus officials of sexual assault victims.

H.R. 2437  To amend the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 to revise and extend the
program regarding independent living services for older blind individuals.

H.R. 2780  To amend the Older Americans Act of 1965 to increase the au-
thority of the Commissioner on Aging; to establish the Office on Long-Term
Care Ombudsman Programs and provide for the appointment of an Associate
Commissioner for Ombudsman Services; to enhance State long-term care
ombudsman programs; to provide financial assistance for programs relating
to elder abuse, exploitation, or neglect; and for other purposes.

H.R. 2864  To amend the Older Americans Act of 1965 to establish an elder
rights program, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2936  To establish programs at the National Science Foundation for the
advancement of technical education and training in advanced-technology
occupations, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2953 *  To amend the Older Americans Act of 1965 to establish a
housing ombudsman demonstration program.

H.R. 2954 *  To amend the Older Americans Act of 1965 to establish a
demonstration program to provide supportive services in federally assisted
housing.

H.R. 3255  To authorize the President to seize and liquidate assets of the Iraqi
Government that have been blocked by the United States, and to authorize
the appropriation of those liquidated assets to benefit United States veterans
and small business concerns injured by deployments like Operation Desert
Storm, and for humanitarian assistance to Iraqi refuges and other persons
displaced in the Persian Gulf region as a result of the Persian Gulf conflict.

H.R. 3285  To provide for regional energy efficient lighting education centers,
and for other purposes.

H.R. 3334  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to provide Perkins
Loan forgiveness to encourage individuals who enter the teaching profession
to teach in schools serving low-income areas.

H.R. 3372  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to revise the operation
of the National Student Loan Data System.

H.R. 3476  To establish the Commission on the Advancement of Women in
the Science and Engineering Work Forces.

H.R. 3526  To ensure economic equity for American women and their families
and to respond to the need to revitalize the American economy by expanding
employment opportunities; improving access to funds for women business
owners; enhancing economic justice for women through pay equity, im-
proved child support enforcement, and benefits for part-time workers; and
providing economic and retirement security for women as workers and as
divorced or surviving spouses.

H.R. 3583  To extend the statute of limitation applicable to the filing of ad-
ministrative complaints by Federal employees who allege employment dis-
crimination in violation of title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964.

H.R. 3908  To provide compensation and health reinsurance benefits to em-
ployees at Department of Energy defense nuclear facilities for injuries caused
by exposure to ionizing radiation and to ensure fair treatment of employees
during modernization and reconfiguration of such facilities, and for other
purposes.

H.R. 3998  To establish youth apprenticeship demonstration programs, and for
other purposes.

H.R. 4259  To amend title I of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 to provide each
individual with handicaps who is eligible for services under such title with
the right to select the entities that are to provide services pursuant to the in-
dividualized written rehabilitation program developed for the individual.

H.R. 4338  To suspend certain compliance and accountability measures under
the National School Lunch Act.
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H.R. 4455 *  To amend the National Environmental Education Act to establish
an Environmental Education Clearing Division to collect certain environ-
mental information and make that information available to educational insti-
tutions in the United States and other interested persons.

H.R. 4729  To provide grants to establish an integrated approach to prevent
child abuse.

H.R. 4730  To facilitate and assist in the economic adjustment and industrial
diversification of defense industries, defense dependent communities, and
defense workers that are adversely affected by the termination or reduction
of defense spending or defense-related contracts.

H.R. 4919  To amend title I of the Employee Retirement Income Security Act
of 1974 to clarify and improve the applicability of such title to multiple
employer welfare arrangements and employee leasing welfare arrangements
and to provide for more effective State regulation thereof.

H.R. 5017  To amend the Job Training Partnership Act to provide employment
and training assistance to workers in substantially and seriously affected de-
fense communities.

H.R. 5230  To enhance United States competitiveness by strengthening the
Nation's technology base, promoting investment in United States technology,
supporting manufacturing infrastructure development, enhancing the tech-
nology skills of American workers, and reorienting defense spending to
support American competitiveness, and for other purposes.

H.Res. 284  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives that there
is a need for a comprehensive, coordinated strategy to help the United States
achieve its goal of being the strongest Nation on Earth economically and
militarily, so that it remain the greatest Nation in support of human dignity,
freedom, and democratic ideals.

H.Res. 428  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives that sec-
ondary schools throughout the Nation should implement a financial planning
program using the proven techniques of the College for Financial Planning
in partnership with the United States Department of Agriculture Extension
Service and participating Land-Grant University Cooperative Extension Ser-
vices.

H.Con.Res. 282  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the Low Income
Home Energy Assistance Program should be funded for fiscal year 1993 at
a level greater than or equal to its funding for fiscal year 1992.

LONG, Jill of Indiana

H.R. 5  To amend the National Labor Relations Act and the Railway Labor
Act to prevent discrimination based on participation in labor disputes.

H.R. 500  To require the Secretary of the Treasury to mint coins in com-
memoration of the quincentenary of the discovery of America by Christopher
Columbus and to establish the Christopher Columbus Fellowship Foundation.

H.R. 667  To authorize a grant to the National Writing Project.
H.R. 763  To establish a program to guarantee students from selected high

schools a chance to go to college, and for other purposes.
H.R. 812  To establish a program of grants for the provision of coordinated

educational support services to at-risk youth.
H.R. 895  To eliminate the exemption for Congress or for the United States

from the application of certain provisions of Federal law relating to em-
ployment and privacy, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1154  To establish programs to improve foreign language instruction and
to amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 in order to promote equal access
to opportunities to study abroad, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1218  To prevent potential abuses of electronic monitoring in the
workplace.

H.R. 1237  To amend the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 to clarify the
application of such Act, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1364  To amend the Job Corps provisions of the Job Training Partnership
Act.

H.R. 1365  To amend the Job Training Partnership Act to provide for disaster
relief employment assistance.

H.R. 1482  To amend title IV of the Higher Education Act of 1965 to allow
resident physicians to defer repayment of title IV student loans while com-
pleting accredited resident training programs.

H.R. 1524  To establish programs to promote increased access to higher edu-
cation through early intervention counseling and financial aid information.

H.R. 1573  To amend the amount of grants received under chapter 1 of title
I of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965.

H.R. 1987  To amend the Act of March 3, 1931 (known as the Davis-Bacon
Act), to revise the standard for coverage under that Act, and for other pur-
poses.

H.R. 2258  To help end hunger and human want.
H.R. 2782  To amend the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974

to provide that such Act does not preempt certain State laws.
H.R. 2819  To provide financial assistance to eligible local educational agen-

cies to improve rural education, and for other purposes.
H.R. 3555  To repeal and prohibit all exemptions, privileges and gratuities for

members of the U.S. House of Representatives and the U.S. Senate.
H.R. 4498 *  To establish a computer education program for certain students.
H.R. 4700  To amend the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974

to require an independent audit of statements prepared by certain financial
institutions with respect to assets of employee benefit plans.

H.Res. 201  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives that the
people of the United States should recognize ”An Artistic Discovery”, the
Congressional High School Art Competition.

H.Con.Res. 92  Expressing the sense of Congress with respect to certain reg-
ulations of the Occupational Safety and Health Administration.

H.Con.Res. 161  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the American
public should observe the 100th anniversary of moviemaking and recognize
the contributions of the American Film Institute in advocating and preserving
the art of film.

H.Con.Res. 282  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the Low Income
Home Energy Assistance Program should be funded for fiscal year 1993 at
a level greater than or equal to its funding for fiscal year 1992.

LOTT, Trent of Mississippi

S.Con.Res. 17  Expressing the sense of Congress with respect to certain reg-
ulations of the Occupational Safety and Health Administration.

S.Con.Res. 44  Expressing the sense of Congress that the American public
should observe the 100th anniversary of moviemaking and recognize the
contributions of the American Film Institute in advocating and preserving the
art of film.

LOWERY, Bill of California

H.R. 123  To amend title 4, United States Code, to declare English as the of-
ficial language of the United States.

H.R. 500  To require the Secretary of the Treasury to mint coins in com-
memoration of the quincentenary of the discovery of America by Christopher
Columbus and to establish the Christopher Columbus Fellowship Foundation.

H.R. 667  To authorize a grant to the National Writing Project.
H.R. 1753  To establish grant programs and provide other forms of Federal

assistance to pregnant women, children in need of adoptive families, and
individuals and families adopting children.

H.R. 1755  To repeal the Act of March 3, 1931 (known as the Davis-Bacon
Act).

H.R. 2363  To amend the provisions of the Higher Education Act of 1965
relating to treatment by campus officials of sexual assault victims.

H.R. 2460  To help the Nation achieve the National Education Goals by sup-
porting the creation of a new generation of American Schools in communities
across the country; rewarding schools that demonstrate outstanding gains in
student performance and other progress toward the National Education
Goals; creating academies to improve leadership and core-course teaching in
schools nationwide; supporting State and local efforts to attract qualified in-
dividuals to teaching and educational administration; providing States and
localities with statutory and regulatory flexibility in exchange for greater
accountability for student learning; encouraging, testing, and evaluating ed-
ucational choice programs; increasing the potential usefulness of the National
Assessment of Education Progress to State and local decision-makers; ex-
panding Federal support for literacy improvements; and for other purposes.
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H.R. 2810  To expand the nation's drug treatment capacity, promote drug-free
and safe schools, require Statewide drug abuse prevention and treatment
plans, and ensure that new Federal grant dollars provided for treatment ser-
vices do not displace State dollars.

H.R. 3439  To improve immigration law enforcement.
H.R. 3763  To amend the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 to provide an

exemption from the overtime pay provisions of such Act for certain em-
ployees of community colleges.

H.R. 4082  To amend Public Law 874, 81st Congress, to provide that eligible
local educational agencies shall be entitled to receive certain payments under
such Public Law, to allow the computation of payments under such law
based on the amount of the per pupil expenditure for non-Federally-
connected students that is derived from local sources, and for other purposes.

H.R. 4305 *  To amend the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 to permit State
and local agencies to adopt flexible and compressed work schedules.

H.R. 4338  To suspend certain compliance and accountability measures under
the National School Lunch Act.

H.R. 5112 *  To amend the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 to provide that
an employee shall not be excluded from the minimum wage and maximum
hour exemption for certain employees because the employee is not paid on
a salary basis, and for other purposes.

H.R. 5325  To improve access to health insurance and contain health care
costs, and for other purposes.

H.Res. 201  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives that the
people of the United States should recognize ”An Artistic Discovery”, the
Congressional High School Art Competition.

H.Con.Res. 161  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the American
public should observe the 100th anniversary of moviemaking and recognize
the contributions of the American Film Institute in advocating and preserving
the art of film.

LOWEY, Nita M. of New York

H.R. 1  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to restore and strengthen civil
rights laws that ban discrimination in employment, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2  To entitle employees to family leave in certain cases involving a birth,
an adoption, or a serious health condition and to temporary medical leave in
certain cases involving a serious health condition, with adequate protection
of the employees employment and benefit rights, and to establish a com-
mission to study ways of providing salary replacement for employees who
take any such leave.

H.R. 5  To amend the National Labor Relations Act and the Railway Labor
Act to prevent discrimination based on participation in labor disputes.

H.R. 81  To amend the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 to allow individuals
to direct that part or all of their income tax refunds be contributed to a trust
fund established for the relief of domestic and international hunger, and to
establish a commission to oversee the distribution of such contributions.

H.R. 385  To provide financial assistance for programs for the prevention,
identification, and treatment of elder abuse, neglect, and exploitation, to es-
tablish a National Center on Elder Abuse, and for other purposes.

H.R. 500  To require the Secretary of the Treasury to mint coins in com-
memoration of the quincentenary of the discovery of America by Christopher
Columbus and to establish the Christopher Columbus Fellowship Foundation.

H.R. 544  To amend the National School Lunch Act to restore food supple-
ment benefits under the dependent care food program to adolescent youth.

H.R. 667  To authorize a grant to the National Writing Project.
H.R. 751  To enhance the literacy and basic skills of adults, to ensure that all

adults in the United States acquire the basic skills necessary to function ef-
fectively and achieve the greatest possible opportunity in their work and in
their lives, and to strengthen and coordinate adult literacy programs.

H.R. 812 *  To establish a program of grants for the provision of coordinated
educational support services to at-risk youth.

H.R. 840  To improve counseling services for elementary school children.
H.R. 906  To amend the Job Training Partnership Act to encourage a broader

range of training and job placement for women and for other purposes.

H.R. 1063  To amend the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970 to es-
tablish an Office of Construction Safety, Health, and Education, to improve
inspections, investigations, reporting, and recordkeeping on construction
sites, to require the appointment of project constructors to monitor safety on
construction sites, to require construction employers to establish safety and
health programs, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1126  To extend the coverage of certain Federal labor laws to foreign
flagships.

H.R. 1190  To establish a system for identifying, notifying, and preventing
illness and death among workers who are at increased or high risk of occu-
pational disease, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1218  To prevent potential abuses of electronic monitoring in the
workplace.

H.R. 1222  To enhance cooperation between the public and law enforcement
personnel in controlling and preventing crime and drug abuse.

H.R. 1285  To resolve legal and technical issues relating to Federal
postsecondary student assistance programs and to prevent undue burdens on
participants in Operation Desert Storm, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1364  To amend the Job Corps provisions of the Job Training Partnership
Act.

H.R. 1430  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and the Fair Housing Act
to prohibit discrimination on the basis of affectional or sexual orientation,
and for other purposes.

H.R. 1502  To combat violence and crimes against women on the streets and
in homes.

H.R. 1504  To authorize a National Conference on Aging.
H.R. 1524  To establish programs to promote increased access to higher edu-

cation through early intervention counseling and financial aid information.
H.R. 1633  To assist in implementing the Plan of Action adopted by the World

Summit for Children.
H.R. 1664  To protect employees who report violations of Federal laws and

regulations.
H.R. 1739 *  To amend the Older Americans Act of 1965 to expand the pre-

ventive health services program to include disease prevention and health
promotion services, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1987  To amend the Act of March 3, 1931 (known as the Davis-Bacon
Act), to revise the standard for coverage under that Act, and for other pur-
poses.

H.R. 2065 *  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to require insti-
tutions of higher education to disclose foreign gifts.

H.R. 2142 *  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 in order to increase
postsecondary educational opportunities for women and minorities, and for
other purposes.

H.R. 2258  To help end hunger and human want.
H.R. 2313  To amend the School Dropout Demonstration Assistance Act of

1988 to extend authorization of appropriations through fiscal year 1993 and
for other purposes.

H.R. 2334  To further assist States in their efforts to increase awareness about
and prevent family violence and provide immediate shelter and related as-
sistance to battered women and their children.

H.R. 2350 *   To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to assure that
low-income students have the opportunity to pursue higher education, and
for other purposes.

H.R. 2495  To expand and strengthen Federal programs by providing incen-
tives to encourage individuals to enter the teaching profession, and for other
purposes.

H.R. 2561  To remove the barrier to access for middle income students to
Federal student financial aid programs, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2716  To amend title IV of the Higher Education Act of 1965 in order
to improve the process for accreditation, licensure, and approval of insti-
tutions participating in programs under that title.

H.R. 2782  To amend the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974
to provide that such Act does not preempt certain State laws.

H.R. 2938  To establish a Teacher Opportunity Corps to enable
paraprofessionals working in targeted schools to become certified teachers
through part-time and summer study.
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H.R. 2967  To amend the Older Americans Act of 1965 to authorize appro-
priations for fiscal years 1992 through 1995; to authorize a 1993 National
Conference on Aging; to amend the Native Americans Programs Act of 1974
to authorize appropriations for fiscal years 1992 through 1995; and for other
purposes.

H.R. 3098  To improve the college participation rates of groups underserved
by institutions of higher education and for other purposes.

H.R. 3160  To revise the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970.
H.R. 3189  To amend title IX of the Higher Education Act in order to en-

courage minority students to seek and obtain doctoral degrees, and for other
purposes.

H.R. 3255  To authorize the President to seize and liquidate assets of the Iraqi
Government that have been blocked by the United States, and to authorize
the appropriation of those liquidated assets to benefit United States veterans
and small business concerns injured by deployments like Operation Desert
Storm, and for humanitarian assistance to Iraqi refuges and other persons
displaced in the Persian Gulf region as a result of the Persian Gulf conflict.

H.R. 3261  To establish prefreshman summer programs for disadvantaged
students at institutions of higher education.

H.R. 3285  To provide for regional energy efficient lighting education centers,
and for other purposes.

H.R. 3366  To repeal provisions of law regarding employer sanctions and
unfair immigration-related employment practices, to strengthen enforcement
of laws regarding illegal entry into the United States, and for other purposes.

H.R. 3475  To assist business in providing women with opportunities in ap-
prenticeship and nontraditional occupations.

H.R. 3476  To establish the Commission on the Advancement of Women in
the Science and Engineering Work Forces.

H.R. 3526  To ensure economic equity for American women and their families
and to respond to the need to revitalize the American economy by expanding
employment opportunities; improving access to funds for women business
owners; enhancing economic justice for women through pay equity, im-
proved child support enforcement, and benefits for part-time workers; and
providing economic and retirement security for women as workers and as
divorced or surviving spouses.

H.R. 3553  To amend and extend the Higher Education Act of 1965.
H.R. 3603  To promote family preservation and the prevention of foster care

with emphasis on families where abuse of alcohol or drugs is present, and
to improve the quality and delivery of child welfare, foster care, and adoption
services.

H.R. 3625  To require the Commissioner of the Bureau of Labor Statistics to
conduct time use surveys of unremunerated work performed in the United
States and to calculate the monetary value of such work.

H.R. 3748  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1991 with respect to the appli-
cation of such Act.

H.R. 3926 *  To establish a program to provide child care through public-
private partnerships.

H.R. 3975  To amend section 1977A of the Revised Statutes to equalize the
remedies available to all victims of intentional employment discrimination,
and for other purposes.

H.R. 4323  To improve education for all students by restructuring the educa-
tion system in the States.

H.R. 4471  To amend and extend the Higher Education Act of 1965.
H.R. 4538  To provide assistance to local educational agencies for the pre-

vention and reduction of violent crime in elementary and secondary schools.
H.R. 5165  To improve educational effectiveness by establishing a flexibility

demonstration program.
H.R. 5175  To amend the Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention Act

of 1974 to provide assistance to achieve gang-free schools and communities.
H.R. 5194  To amend the Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention Act

of 1974 to authorize appropriations for fiscal years 1993, 1994, 1995, and
1996, and for other purposes.

H.R. 5630  To amend the Head Start Act to expand services provided by Head
Start programs; to expand the authority of the Secretary of Health and Hu-
man Services to reduce the amount of matching funds required to be pro-
vided by particular Head Start agencies; to authorize the purchase of Head
Start facilities; and for other purposes.

H.Res. 284  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives that there
is a need for a comprehensive, coordinated strategy to help the United States
achieve its goal of being the strongest Nation on Earth economically and
militarily, so that it remain the greatest Nation in support of human dignity,
freedom, and democratic ideals.

H.Con.Res. 92  Expressing the sense of Congress with respect to certain reg-
ulations of the Occupational Safety and Health Administration.

H.Con.Res. 282  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the Low Income
Home Energy Assistance Program should be funded for fiscal year 1993 at
a level greater than or equal to its funding for fiscal year 1992.

LUKEN, Charles J. of Ohio

H.R. 5  To amend the National Labor Relations Act and the Railway Labor
Act to prevent discrimination based on participation in labor disputes.

H.R. 123  To amend title 4, United States Code, to declare English as the of-
ficial language of the United States.

H.R. 500  To require the Secretary of the Treasury to mint coins in com-
memoration of the quincentenary of the discovery of America by Christopher
Columbus and to establish the Christopher Columbus Fellowship Foundation.

H.R. 840  To improve counseling services for elementary school children.
H.R. 1154  To establish programs to improve foreign language instruction and

to amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 in order to promote equal access
to opportunities to study abroad, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1218  To prevent potential abuses of electronic monitoring in the
workplace.

H.R. 1237  To amend the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 to clarify the
application of such Act, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1960  To direct the Secretary of the Interior to construct a National
Training Center at the National Afro-American Museum and Cultural Center
and for other purposes.

H.R. 1987  To amend the Act of March 3, 1931 (known as the Davis-Bacon
Act), to revise the standard for coverage under that Act, and for other pur-
poses.

H.R. 2782  To amend the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974
to provide that such Act does not preempt certain State laws.

H.R. 3160  To revise the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970.
H.Res. 201  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives that the

people of the United States should recognize ”An Artistic Discovery”, the
Congressional High School Art Competition.

H.Res. 284  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives that there
is a need for a comprehensive, coordinated strategy to help the United States
achieve its goal of being the strongest Nation on Earth economically and
militarily, so that it remain the greatest Nation in support of human dignity,
freedom, and democratic ideals.

H.Con.Res. 92  Expressing the sense of Congress with respect to certain reg-
ulations of the Occupational Safety and Health Administration.

H.Con.Res. 161  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the American
public should observe the 100th anniversary of moviemaking and recognize
the contributions of the American Film Institute in advocating and preserving
the art of film.

H.Con.Res. 282  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the Low Income
Home Energy Assistance Program should be funded for fiscal year 1993 at
a level greater than or equal to its funding for fiscal year 1992.

MACHTLEY, Ronald K. of Rhode Island

H.R. 2  To entitle employees to family leave in certain cases involving a birth,
an adoption, or a serious health condition and to temporary medical leave in
certain cases involving a serious health condition, with adequate protection
of the employees employment and benefit rights, and to establish a com-
mission to study ways of providing salary replacement for employees who
take any such leave.

H.R. 179  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to permit the deferral
of payments on student loans during professional internships, regardless of
duration.
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H.R. 500  To require the Secretary of the Treasury to mint coins in com-
memoration of the quincentenary of the discovery of America by Christopher
Columbus and to establish the Christopher Columbus Fellowship Foundation.

H.R. 544  To amend the National School Lunch Act to restore food supple-
ment benefits under the dependent care food program to adolescent youth.

H.R. 623  To amend the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 to exempt em-
ployees involved in certain model garment programs, and for other purposes.

H.R. 667  To authorize a grant to the National Writing Project.
H.R. 709  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to provide reduced

rates of interest under the Guaranteed Student Loan Program to individuals
who enter the teaching profession.

H.R. 799  To ensure that checks to pay benefits under title IV of the Federal
Mine Safety and Health Act of 1977 are delivered early if the usual delivery
date falls on a Saturday, Sunday, or holiday.

H.R. 812  To establish a program of grants for the provision of coordinated
educational support services to at-risk youth.

H.R. 840  To improve counseling services for elementary school children.
H.R. 908  To amend title 38, United States Code, and other provisions of law

to provide improved benefits and services for military personnel who serve
during the Persian Gulf War, including particularly benefits and services for
members of the National Guard and Reserve components, and for other
purposes.

H.R. 1066  To authorize a national program to reduce the threat to human
health posed by exposure to contaminants in the air indoors.

H.R. 1126  To extend the coverage of certain Federal labor laws to foreign
flagships.

H.R. 1144 *  To establish a pilot program to encourage college students to
serve as mentors for disadvantaged youths.

H.R. 1222  To enhance cooperation between the public and law enforcement
personnel in controlling and preventing crime and drug abuse.

H.R. 1237  To amend the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 to clarify the
application of such Act, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1430  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and the Fair Housing Act
to prohibit discrimination on the basis of affectional or sexual orientation,
and for other purposes.

H.R. 1502  To combat violence and crimes against women on the streets and
in homes.

H.R. 1533  To amend the Older Americans Act of 1965 to require that the
number of individuals who are 85 years of age and older be taken into con-
sideration by States for purposes of designating planning and service areas
and of distributing funds under such Act.

H.R. 1565  To increase access to health care and affordable health insurance,
to contain costs of health care in a manner that improves health care, and for
other purposes.

H.R. 1633  To assist in implementing the Plan of Action adopted by the World
Summit for Children.

H.R. 1753  To establish grant programs and provide other forms of Federal
assistance to pregnant women, children in need of adoptive families, and
individuals and families adopting children.

H.R. 2258  To help end hunger and human want.
H.R. 2363  To amend the provisions of the Higher Education Act of 1965

relating to treatment by campus officials of sexual assault victims.
H.R. 2495  To expand and strengthen Federal programs by providing incen-

tives to encourage individuals to enter the teaching profession, and for other
purposes.

H.R. 2810  To expand the nation's drug treatment capacity, promote drug-free
and safe schools, require Statewide drug abuse prevention and treatment
plans, and ensure that new Federal grant dollars provided for treatment ser-
vices do not displace State dollars.

H.R. 3274  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to student aid cal-
culations from being based on assets in accounts that have been frozen by
State action, and for other purposes.

H.R. 3275  To amend the Higher Act of 1965 to require special consideration
in student aid decisions for students from families whose assets have been
restricted because of bank and credit union failures.

H.R. 3555  To repeal and prohibit all exemptions, privileges and gratuities for
members of the U.S. House of Representatives and the U.S. Senate.

H.R. 3734  To make applicable to the Congress certain laws relating to the
terms and conditions of employment, the health and safety of employees, and
the rights and responsibilities of employers and employees, and for other
purposes.

H.R. 4981 *  To require the Secretary of Defense to establish a Defense Ad-
justment Institute.

H.R. 5610  To reduce health costs through uniform claims and electronic
billing.

H.Res. 201  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives that the
people of the United States should recognize ”An Artistic Discovery”, the
Congressional High School Art Competition.

H.Con.Res. 92  Expressing the sense of Congress with respect to certain reg-
ulations of the Occupational Safety and Health Administration.

H.Con.Res. 102  Expressing the sense of the Congress regarding admissions
of minority students to institutions of higher education.

H.Con.Res. 120  Expressing the sense of Congress that consumers should be
provided with incentives to save for long-term purposes.

H.Con.Res. 161  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the American
public should observe the 100th anniversary of moviemaking and recognize
the contributions of the American Film Institute in advocating and preserving
the art of film.

H.Con.Res. 282  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the Low Income
Home Energy Assistance Program should be funded for fiscal year 1993 at
a level greater than or equal to its funding for fiscal year 1992.

MACK, Connie III of Florida

S. 2984  To authorize financial assistance for the construction and maintenance
of the Mary McLeod Bethune Memorial Fine Arts Center.

S. 3007  To authorize financial assistance for the construction and maintenance
of the Mary McLeod Bethune Memorial Fine Arts Center.

S.Con.Res. 44  Expressing the sense of Congress that the American public
should observe the 100th anniversary of moviemaking and recognize the
contributions of the American Film Institute in advocating and preserving the
art of film.

MADIGAN, Edward R. of Illinois

H.R. 123  To amend title 4, United States Code, to declare English as the of-
ficial language of the United States.

H.R. 179  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to permit the deferral
of payments on student loans during professional internships, regardless of
duration.

MANTON, Thomas J. of New York

H.R. 2  To entitle employees to family leave in certain cases involving a birth,
an adoption, or a serious health condition and to temporary medical leave in
certain cases involving a serious health condition, with adequate protection
of the employees employment and benefit rights, and to establish a com-
mission to study ways of providing salary replacement for employees who
take any such leave.

H.R. 5  To amend the National Labor Relations Act and the Railway Labor
Act to prevent discrimination based on participation in labor disputes.

H.R. 323  To authorize the Assistant Attorney General of the Office of Justice
Programs to enhance law enforcement by providing financial assistance to
law enforcement personnel who seek to further their professional education.

H.R. 386  To require the executive branch to gather and disseminate infor-
mation regarding, and to promote techniques to eliminate, discriminatory
wage-setting practices and discriminatory wage disparities which are based
on sex, race, or national origin.

H.R. 500  To require the Secretary of the Treasury to mint coins in com-
memoration of the quincentenary of the discovery of America by Christopher
Columbus and to establish the Christopher Columbus Fellowship Foundation.
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H.R. 1063  To amend the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970 to es-
tablish an Office of Construction Safety, Health, and Education, to improve
inspections, investigations, reporting, and recordkeeping on construction
sites, to require the appointment of project constructors to monitor safety on
construction sites, to require construction employers to establish safety and
health programs, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1126  To extend the coverage of certain Federal labor laws to foreign
flagships.

H.R. 1190  To establish a system for identifying, notifying, and preventing
illness and death among workers who are at increased or high risk of occu-
pational disease, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1218  To prevent potential abuses of electronic monitoring in the
workplace.

H.R. 1254  To provide for the establishment of the Margaret Walker
Alexander National African-American Research Center.

H.R. 1502  To combat violence and crimes against women on the streets and
in homes.

H.R. 1504  To authorize a National Conference on Aging.
H.R. 1633  To assist in implementing the Plan of Action adopted by the World

Summit for Children.
H.R. 1669  To provide financial assistance to eligible local educational agen-

cies to improve urban education, and for other purposes.
H.R. 1753  To establish grant programs and provide other forms of Federal

assistance to pregnant women, children in need of adoptive families, and
individuals and families adopting children.

H.R. 2157  To require the National Collegiate Athletic Association to provide
due process in connection with its regulatory activities affecting coaches,
players, and institutions engaged in sports in interstate commerce.

H.R. 2782  To amend the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974
to provide that such Act does not preempt certain State laws.

H.R. 3160  To revise the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970.
H.R. 5514  To provide for health care for all Americans in an affordable

manner.
H.Res. 201  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives that the

people of the United States should recognize ”An Artistic Discovery”, the
Congressional High School Art Competition.

H.Con.Res. 161  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the American
public should observe the 100th anniversary of moviemaking and recognize
the contributions of the American Film Institute in advocating and preserving
the art of film.

H.Con.Res. 282  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the Low Income
Home Energy Assistance Program should be funded for fiscal year 1993 at
a level greater than or equal to its funding for fiscal year 1992.

MARKEY, Edward J. of Massachusetts

H.R. 1  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to restore and strengthen civil
rights laws that ban discrimination in employment, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2  To entitle employees to family leave in certain cases involving a birth,
an adoption, or a serious health condition and to temporary medical leave in
certain cases involving a serious health condition, with adequate protection
of the employees employment and benefit rights, and to establish a com-
mission to study ways of providing salary replacement for employees who
take any such leave.

H.R. 5  To amend the National Labor Relations Act and the Railway Labor
Act to prevent discrimination based on participation in labor disputes.

H.R. 179  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to permit the deferral
of payments on student loans during professional internships, regardless of
duration.

H.R. 441  To facilitate the economic adjustment of communities, industries,
and workers to reductions or realignments in defense or aerospace contracts,
military facilities, and arms export, and for other purposes.

H.R. 500  To require the Secretary of the Treasury to mint coins in com-
memoration of the quincentenary of the discovery of America by Christopher
Columbus and to establish the Christopher Columbus Fellowship Foundation.

H.R. 501  To authorize the Secretary of Housing and Urban Development to
provide grants to urban and rural communities for training economically
disadvantaged youth in education and employment skills and to expand the
supply of housing for homeless and economically disadvantaged individuals
and families.

H.R. 544  To amend the National School Lunch Act to restore food supple-
ment benefits under the dependent care food program to adolescent youth.

H.R. 667  To authorize a grant to the National Writing Project.
H.R. 775  To establish Summer Science Academies for talented students,

particularly economically disadvantaged, minority participants, and for other
purposes.

H.R. 812  To establish a program of grants for the provision of coordinated
educational support services to at-risk youth.

H.R. 824  To provide participants in private pension plans which were termi-
nated before September 1, 1974, the nonforfeitable pension benefits which
were lost by reason of the termination, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1048  To establish within the Department of Education an Office of
Community Colleges.

H.R. 1059  To amend section 311 of the Older Americans Act of 1965 to re-
quire the Secretary of Agriculture to provide assistance for 2 meals served
daily per person.

H.R. 1063  To amend the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970 to es-
tablish an Office of Construction Safety, Health, and Education, to improve
inspections, investigations, reporting, and recordkeeping on construction
sites, to require the appointment of project constructors to monitor safety on
construction sites, to require construction employers to establish safety and
health programs, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1066  To authorize a national program to reduce the threat to human
health posed by exposure to contaminants in the air indoors.

H.R. 1126  To extend the coverage of certain Federal labor laws to foreign
flagships.

H.R. 1154  To establish programs to improve foreign language instruction and
to amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 in order to promote equal access
to opportunities to study abroad, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1218  To prevent potential abuses of electronic monitoring in the
workplace.

H.R. 1388  To entitle employees to family leave for attending school activities.
H.R. 1430  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and the Fair Housing Act

to prohibit discrimination on the basis of affectional or sexual orientation,
and for other purposes.

H.R. 1482  To amend title IV of the Higher Education Act of 1965 to allow
resident physicians to defer repayment of title IV student loans while com-
pleting accredited resident training programs.

H.R. 1502  To combat violence and crimes against women on the streets and
in homes.

H.R. 1633  To assist in implementing the Plan of Action adopted by the World
Summit for Children.

H.R. 1987  To amend the Act of March 3, 1931 (known as the Davis-Bacon
Act), to revise the standard for coverage under that Act, and for other pur-
poses.

H.R. 2258  To help end hunger and human want.
H.R. 2334  To further assist States in their efforts to increase awareness about

and prevent family violence and provide immediate shelter and related as-
sistance to battered women and their children.

H.R. 2363  To amend the provisions of the Higher Education Act of 1965
relating to treatment by campus officials of sexual assault victims.

H.R. 2782  To amend the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974
to provide that such Act does not preempt certain State laws.

H.R. 2936  To establish programs at the National Science Foundation for the
advancement of technical education and training in advanced-technology
occupations, and for other purposes.

H.R. 3160  To revise the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970.
H.R. 3285  To provide for regional energy efficient lighting education centers,

and for other purposes.
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H.R. 3526  To ensure economic equity for American women and their families
and to respond to the need to revitalize the American economy by expanding
employment opportunities; improving access to funds for women business
owners; enhancing economic justice for women through pay equity, im-
proved child support enforcement, and benefits for part-time workers; and
providing economic and retirement security for women as workers and as
divorced or surviving spouses.

H.R. 3553  To amend and extend the Higher Education Act of 1965.
H.R. 3603  To promote family preservation and the prevention of foster care

with emphasis on families where abuse of alcohol or drugs is present, and
to improve the quality and delivery of child welfare, foster care, and adoption
services.

H.R. 3975  To amend section 1977A of the Revised Statutes to equalize the
remedies available to all victims of intentional employment discrimination,
and for other purposes.

H.R. 4300  To amend the Stewart B. McKinney Homeless Assistance Act to
extend programs providing urgently needed assistance for the homeless, and
for other purposes.

H.R. 4730  To facilitate and assist in the economic adjustment and industrial
diversification of defense industries, defense dependent communities, and
defense workers that are adversely affected by the termination or reduction
of defense spending or defense-related contracts.

H.R. 4822  To make appropriations to begin a phase-in toward full funding
of the special supplemental food program for women, infants, and children
(WIC) and of Head Start programs, to expand the Job Corps program, and
for other purposes.

H.R. 5357  To provide grants to States to improve and coordinate health and
education services provided to preschool children and to provide for the
production and distribution of educational television programming for pre-
school children.

H.Res. 201  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives that the
people of the United States should recognize ”An Artistic Discovery”, the
Congressional High School Art Competition.

H.Con.Res. 92  Expressing the sense of Congress with respect to certain reg-
ulations of the Occupational Safety and Health Administration.

H.Con.Res. 161  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the American
public should observe the 100th anniversary of moviemaking and recognize
the contributions of the American Film Institute in advocating and preserving
the art of film.

H.Con.Res. 282  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the Low Income
Home Energy Assistance Program should be funded for fiscal year 1993 at
a level greater than or equal to its funding for fiscal year 1992.

MARLENEE, Ron of Montana

H.R. 123  To amend title 4, United States Code, to declare English as the of-
ficial language of the United States.

H.R. 2336  To establish a higher education loan program in which a borrower's
annual repayment obligation is dependent upon both postschool income level
and borrowing history, and for other purposes.

H.R. 5325  To improve access to health insurance and contain health care
costs, and for other purposes.

MARTIN, David O'B. of New York

H.R. 2  To entitle employees to family leave in certain cases involving a birth,
an adoption, or a serious health condition and to temporary medical leave in
certain cases involving a serious health condition, with adequate protection
of the employees employment and benefit rights, and to establish a com-
mission to study ways of providing salary replacement for employees who
take any such leave.

H.R. 500  To require the Secretary of the Treasury to mint coins in com-
memoration of the quincentenary of the discovery of America by Christopher
Columbus and to establish the Christopher Columbus Fellowship Foundation.

H.R. 799  To ensure that checks to pay benefits under title IV of the Federal
Mine Safety and Health Act of 1977 are delivered early if the usual delivery
date falls on a Saturday, Sunday, or holiday.

H.R. 812  To establish a program of grants for the provision of coordinated
educational support services to at-risk youth.

H.R. 1218  To prevent potential abuses of electronic monitoring in the
workplace.

H.R. 2334  To further assist States in their efforts to increase awareness about
and prevent family violence and provide immediate shelter and related as-
sistance to battered women and their children.

H.R. 2336  To establish a higher education loan program in which a borrower's
annual repayment obligation is dependent upon both postschool income level
and borrowing history, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2363  To amend the provisions of the Higher Education Act of 1965
relating to treatment by campus officials of sexual assault victims.

H.Con.Res. 92  Expressing the sense of Congress with respect to certain reg-
ulations of the Occupational Safety and Health Administration.

H.Con.Res. 282  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the Low Income
Home Energy Assistance Program should be funded for fiscal year 1993 at
a level greater than or equal to its funding for fiscal year 1992.

MARTINEZ, Matthew G. of California

H.R. 1  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to restore and strengthen civil
rights laws that ban discrimination in employment, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2  To entitle employees to family leave in certain cases involving a birth,
an adoption, or a serious health condition and to temporary medical leave in
certain cases involving a serious health condition, with adequate protection
of the employees employment and benefit rights, and to establish a com-
mission to study ways of providing salary replacement for employees who
take any such leave.

H.R. 5  To amend the National Labor Relations Act and the Railway Labor
Act to prevent discrimination based on participation in labor disputes.

H.R. 81  To amend the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 to allow individuals
to direct that part or all of their income tax refunds be contributed to a trust
fund established for the relief of domestic and international hunger, and to
establish a commission to oversee the distribution of such contributions.

H.R. 260  To establish a program of grants to local educational agencies for
purposes of conducting after-school activities designed to promote learning
and finishing high school.

H.R. 323  To authorize the Assistant Attorney General of the Office of Justice
Programs to enhance law enforcement by providing financial assistance to
law enforcement personnel who seek to further their professional education.

H.R. 385  To provide financial assistance for programs for the prevention,
identification, and treatment of elder abuse, neglect, and exploitation, to es-
tablish a National Center on Elder Abuse, and for other purposes.

H.R. 441  To facilitate the economic adjustment of communities, industries,
and workers to reductions or realignments in defense or aerospace contracts,
military facilities, and arms export, and for other purposes.

H.R. 501  To authorize the Secretary of Housing and Urban Development to
provide grants to urban and rural communities for training economically
disadvantaged youth in education and employment skills and to expand the
supply of housing for homeless and economically disadvantaged individuals
and families.

H.R. 740 *  To amend the Job Training Partnership Act to improve the de-
livery of services to hard-to-serve adults and to youth, and for other purposes.

H.R. 751  To enhance the literacy and basic skills of adults, to ensure that all
adults in the United States acquire the basic skills necessary to function ef-
fectively and achieve the greatest possible opportunity in their work and in
their lives, and to strengthen and coordinate adult literacy programs.

H.R. 763  To establish a program to guarantee students from selected high
schools a chance to go to college, and for other purposes.

H.R. 775  To establish Summer Science Academies for talented students,
particularly economically disadvantaged, minority participants, and for other
purposes.

H.R. 812  To establish a program of grants for the provision of coordinated
educational support services to at-risk youth.

H.R. 821  To provide for the cancellation of a portion of the direct student
loans of members of the Armed Forces who serve in a combat zone in con-
nection with the Persian Gulf conflict and to require the restoration of edu-
cational benefits and tuition reimbursement for those members of the Armed
Forces who are unable to pursue studies because of military commitments.
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H.R. 906  To amend the Job Training Partnership Act to encourage a broader
range of training and job placement for women and for other purposes.

H.R. 907  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to permit alternative
methods for qualifying ”ability-to-benefit” students for Federal student fi-
nancial aid.

H.R. 908  To amend title 38, United States Code, and other provisions of law
to provide improved benefits and services for military personnel who serve
during the Persian Gulf War, including particularly benefits and services for
members of the National Guard and Reserve components, and for other
purposes.

H.R. 1063  To amend the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970 to es-
tablish an Office of Construction Safety, Health, and Education, to improve
inspections, investigations, reporting, and recordkeeping on construction
sites, to require the appointment of project constructors to monitor safety on
construction sites, to require construction employers to establish safety and
health programs, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1126  To extend the coverage of certain Federal labor laws to foreign
flagships.

H.R. 1154  To establish programs to improve foreign language instruction and
to amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 in order to promote equal access
to opportunities to study abroad, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1190  To establish a system for identifying, notifying, and preventing
illness and death among workers who are at increased or high risk of occu-
pational disease, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1218  To prevent potential abuses of electronic monitoring in the
workplace.

H.R. 1222  To enhance cooperation between the public and law enforcement
personnel in controlling and preventing crime and drug abuse.

H.R. 1254  To provide for the establishment of the Margaret Walker
Alexander National African-American Research Center.

H.R. 1285  To resolve legal and technical issues relating to Federal
postsecondary student assistance programs and to prevent undue burdens on
participants in Operation Desert Storm, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1342  To modify the authority of the Equal Employment Opportunity
Commission to investigate and determine discrimination claims made by
Federal employees against the Federal Government, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1364  To amend the Job Corps provisions of the Job Training Partnership
Act.

H.R. 1365  To amend the Job Training Partnership Act to provide for disaster
relief employment assistance.

H.R. 1430  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and the Fair Housing Act
to prohibit discrimination on the basis of affectional or sexual orientation,
and for other purposes.

H.R. 1502  To combat violence and crimes against women on the streets and
in homes.

H.R. 1503  To facilitate capital financing for historically Black colleges and
universities.

H.R. 1522  To deny funds to educational programs that allow corporal pun-
ishment.

H.R. 1573  To amend the amount of grants received under chapter 1 of title
I of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965.

H.R. 1633  To assist in implementing the Plan of Action adopted by the World
Summit for Children.

H.R. 1669  To provide financial assistance to eligible local educational agen-
cies to improve urban education, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1694  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to ensure that title VII of
such Act applies to the employment of United States citizens by certain
employers in foreign nations.

H.R. 1822  To amend the Older Americans Community Service Employment
Act to authorize grants for the employment of older Americans in providing
child care for families with low income; and to amend title II of the Social
Security Act to exempt from the earnings test amounts earned for child care
services.

H.R. 1987  To amend the Act of March 3, 1931 (known as the Davis-Bacon
Act), to revise the standard for coverage under that Act, and for other pur-
poses.

H.R. 2142  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 in order to increase
postsecondary educational opportunities for women and minorities, and for
other purposes.

H.R. 2157  To require the National Collegiate Athletic Association to provide
due process in connection with its regulatory activities affecting coaches,
players, and institutions engaged in sports in interstate commerce.

H.R. 2223  To amend the National Labor Relations Act to give employers and
performers in the live performing arts, rights given by section 8(e) of such
Act to employers and employees in similarly situated industries, to give such
employers and performers the same rights given by section 8(f) of such Act
to employers and employees in the construction industry, and for other pur-
poses.

H.R. 2258  To help end hunger and human want.
H.R. 2313  To amend the School Dropout Demonstration Assistance Act of

1988 to extend authorization of appropriations through fiscal year 1993 and
for other purposes.

H.R. 2334  To further assist States in their efforts to increase awareness about
and prevent family violence and provide immediate shelter and related as-
sistance to battered women and their children.

H.R. 2350  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to assure that low-
income students have the opportunity to pursue higher education, and for
other purposes.

H.R. 2363  To amend the provisions of the Higher Education Act of 1965
relating to treatment by campus officials of sexual assault victims.

H.R. 2561  To remove the barrier to access for middle income students to
Federal student financial aid programs, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2773  To amend title I of the Employee Retirement Income Security Act
of 1974 to set standards under such title for multiple employer welfare ar-
rangements providing health plan benefits.

H.R. 2780  To amend the Older Americans Act of 1965 to increase the au-
thority of the Commissioner on Aging; to establish the Office on Long-Term
Care Ombudsman Programs and provide for the appointment of an Associate
Commissioner for Ombudsman Services; to enhance State long-term care
ombudsman programs; to provide financial assistance for programs relating
to elder abuse, exploitation, or neglect; and for other purposes.

H.R. 2782  To amend the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974
to provide that such Act does not preempt certain State laws.

H.R. 2819  To provide financial assistance to eligible local educational agen-
cies to improve rural education, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2866  To encourage the use of alternative fuels across the transportation
sector and facilitate research on the design of motor vehicles powered by
these fuels, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2938  To establish a Teacher Opportunity Corps to enable
paraprofessionals working in targeted schools to become certified teachers
through part-time and summer study.

H.R. 2952  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to provide for the
forgiveness of Perkins loans for providers of early intervention services for
individuals with disabilities.

H.R. 2967 *  To amend the Older Americans Act of 1965 to authorize ap-
propriations for fiscal years 1992 through 1995; to authorize a 1993 National
Conference on Aging; to amend the Native Americans Programs Act of 1974
to authorize appropriations for fiscal years 1992 through 1995; and for other
purposes.

H.R. 2970  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to provide program
grants to medical and allied health professions institutions for graduate edu-
cation and training which will benefit underserved, economically disadvan-
taged communities.

H.R. 3098  To improve the college participation rates of groups underserved
by institutions of higher education and for other purposes.

H.R. 3160  To revise the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970.
H.R. 3259 *  To authorize appropriations for drug abuse education and pre-

vention programs relating to youth gangs and to runaway and homeless
youth; and for other purposes.

H.R. 3320  To improve education for all students by restructuring the educa-
tion system in the States.

H.R. 3362  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to establish programs
for minority foreign service professional development.

H.R. 3366  To repeal provisions of law regarding employer sanctions and
unfair immigration-related employment practices, to strengthen enforcement
of laws regarding illegal entry into the United States, and for other purposes.

H.R. 3476  To establish the Commission on the Advancement of Women in
the Science and Engineering Work Forces.
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H.R. 3548  To improve the quality of education by providing incentive grants
and by certain other methods.

H.R. 3553  To amend and extend the Higher Education Act of 1965.
H.R. 3613 *  To amend title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and the Age

Discrimination in Employment Act of 1967 to improve the effectiveness of
administrative review of employment discrimination claims made by Federal
employees; and for other purposes.

H.R. 3748  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1991 with respect to the appli-
cation of such Act.

H.R. 3800 *  To establish a Classrooms for the Future program, and for other
purposes.

H.R. 3832  To establish a program of grants regarding certain infants, toddlers,
and children who are perinatally exposed to drugs and for other purposes.

H.R. 3878  To provide assistance to employees who are subject to a plant
closing or mass layoff because their work is transferred to another country
which has low wages or unhealthy working conditions.

H.R. 3957  To amend subpart 4 of part A of title IV of the Higher Education
Act of 1965 to require the Secretary of Education to carry out an advanced
placement test fee payment program, and for other purposes.

H.R. 3975  To amend section 1977A of the Revised Statutes to equalize the
remedies available to all victims of intentional employment discrimination,
and for other purposes.

H.R. 4022  To amend the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 to provide tax in-
centives for the establishment of tax enterprise zones, and for other purposes.

H.R. 4122  To guarantee a work opportunity for all Americans and for other
purposes.

H.R. 4136  To revitalize the American rail car industry by the establishment
of a Federal grant and loan program for research and development, by the
creation of economic incentives to encourage investment in rail car design
and engineering activities, and by the expansion of vocational training op-
portunities in the rail car industry.

H.R. 4277  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to delete certain re-
quirements relating to the guaranteed student loan program.

H.R. 4300  To amend the Stewart B. McKinney Homeless Assistance Act to
extend programs providing urgently needed assistance for the homeless, and
for other purposes.

H.R. 4323  To improve education for all students by restructuring the educa-
tion system in the States.

H.R. 4338  To suspend certain compliance and accountability measures under
the National School Lunch Act.

H.R. 4340  To provide employment opportunities to unemployed individuals
in high unemployment areas in projects to repair and renovate vitally needed
community facilities, and for other purposes.

H.R. 4471  To amend and extend the Higher Education Act of 1965.
H.R. 4493  To amend the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 to authorize grants for

the provision of certain transportation services to individuals with disabilities
who hold or are seeking jobs in typical work environments, or who are re-
ceiving vocational rehabilitation services.

H.R. 4515 *  To amend title II of the Juvenile Justice and Delinquency and
Prevention Act of 1974 to require the Administrator of the Office of Juvenile
Justice and Delinquency Prevention to conduct a study of violence committed
by or against juveniles in urban areas.

H.R. 4516 *  To amend title VI of the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act
of 1981 to establish a community services empowerment program.

H.R. 4518  To amend the Department of Education Organization Act to create
the position of Assistant Secretary of Education for Bilingual Education and
Minority Languages Affairs and for other purposes.

H.R. 4528  To amend the Job Training Partnership Act to authorize the es-
tablishment of additional Job Corps centers, and for other purposes.

H.R. 4538  To provide assistance to local educational agencies for the pre-
vention and reduction of violent crime in elementary and secondary schools.

H.R. 5050  To amend the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974
to ensure basic, affordable health insurance is available to all citizens through
a UniMed program.

H.R. 5075 *  To improve the delivery of employment training services to
members of the Armed Forces who are involuntarily separated from active
duty in the Armed Forces or accept separation under one of the separation
incentive programs.

H.R. 5165  To improve educational effectiveness by establishing a flexibility
demonstration program.

H.R. 5175  To amend the Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention Act
of 1974 to provide assistance to achieve gang-free schools and communities.

H.R. 5194 *  To amend the Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention Act
of 1974 to authorize appropriations for fiscal years 1993, 1994, 1995, and
1996, and for other purposes.

H.R. 5205  To amend the Child Abuse Prevention and Treatment Act with
respect to issues of confidentiality and accountability.

H.R. 5630 *  To amend the Head Start Act to expand services provided by
Head Start programs; to expand the authority of the Secretary of Health and
Human Services to reduce the amount of matching funds required to be
provided by particular Head Start agencies; to authorize the purchase of Head
Start facilities; and for other purposes.

H.R. 5973  To grant employees family and temporary medical leave, to treat
the costs of the Head Start program and other programs for children as
emergency funding requirements, to provide aid to parents in providing the
best possible learning environment for children, to promote investments in
child welfare and family preservation, to reduce violence and improve the
safety of children and their families, and for other purposes.

H.Res. 201  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives that the
people of the United States should recognize ”An Artistic Discovery”, the
Congressional High School Art Competition.

H.Res. 284  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives that there
is a need for a comprehensive, coordinated strategy to help the United States
achieve its goal of being the strongest Nation on Earth economically and
militarily, so that it remain the greatest Nation in support of human dignity,
freedom, and democratic ideals.

H.Con.Res. 92  Expressing the sense of Congress with respect to certain reg-
ulations of the Occupational Safety and Health Administration.

H.Con.Res. 161  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the American
public should observe the 100th anniversary of moviemaking and recognize
the contributions of the American Film Institute in advocating and preserving
the art of film.

H.Con.Res. 282  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the Low Income
Home Energy Assistance Program should be funded for fiscal year 1993 at
a level greater than or equal to its funding for fiscal year 1992.

MATSUI, Robert T. of California

H.R. 1  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to restore and strengthen civil
rights laws that ban discrimination in employment, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2  To entitle employees to family leave in certain cases involving a birth,
an adoption, or a serious health condition and to temporary medical leave in
certain cases involving a serious health condition, with adequate protection
of the employees employment and benefit rights, and to establish a com-
mission to study ways of providing salary replacement for employees who
take any such leave.

H.R. 5  To amend the National Labor Relations Act and the Railway Labor
Act to prevent discrimination based on participation in labor disputes.

H.R. 386  To require the executive branch to gather and disseminate infor-
mation regarding, and to promote techniques to eliminate, discriminatory
wage-setting practices and discriminatory wage disparities which are based
on sex, race, or national origin.

H.R. 544  To amend the National School Lunch Act to restore food supple-
ment benefits under the dependent care food program to adolescent youth.

H.R. 667  To authorize a grant to the National Writing Project.
H.R. 812  To establish a program of grants for the provision of coordinated

educational support services to at-risk youth.
H.R. 840  To improve counseling services for elementary school children.
H.R. 906  To amend the Job Training Partnership Act to encourage a broader

range of training and job placement for women and for other purposes.
H.R. 907  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to permit alternative

methods for qualifying ”ability-to-benefit” students for Federal student fi-
nancial aid.

H.R. 1059  To amend section 311 of the Older Americans Act of 1965 to re-
quire the Secretary of Agriculture to provide assistance for 2 meals served
daily per person.
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H.R. 1063  To amend the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970 to es-
tablish an Office of Construction Safety, Health, and Education, to improve
inspections, investigations, reporting, and recordkeeping on construction
sites, to require the appointment of project constructors to monitor safety on
construction sites, to require construction employers to establish safety and
health programs, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1126  To extend the coverage of certain Federal labor laws to foreign
flagships.

H.R. 1218  To prevent potential abuses of electronic monitoring in the
workplace.

H.R. 1254  To provide for the establishment of the Margaret Walker
Alexander National African-American Research Center.

H.R. 1285  To resolve legal and technical issues relating to Federal
postsecondary student assistance programs and to prevent undue burdens on
participants in Operation Desert Storm, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1364  To amend the Job Corps provisions of the Job Training Partnership
Act.

H.R. 1365  To amend the Job Training Partnership Act to provide for disaster
relief employment assistance.

H.R. 1430  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and the Fair Housing Act
to prohibit discrimination on the basis of affectional or sexual orientation,
and for other purposes.

H.R. 1502  To combat violence and crimes against women on the streets and
in homes.

H.R. 1504  To authorize a National Conference on Aging.
H.R. 1633  To assist in implementing the Plan of Action adopted by the World

Summit for Children.
H.R. 1669  To provide financial assistance to eligible local educational agen-

cies to improve urban education, and for other purposes.
H.R. 1987  To amend the Act of March 3, 1931 (known as the Davis-Bacon

Act), to revise the standard for coverage under that Act, and for other pur-
poses.

H.R. 2065  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to require institutions
of higher education to disclose foreign gifts.

H.R. 2782  To amend the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974
to provide that such Act does not preempt certain State laws.

H.R. 3078  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to exclude the value
of personal residences and family farms from the calculation of expected
family contributions for student aid programs.

H.R. 3160  To revise the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970.
H.R. 3366  To repeal provisions of law regarding employer sanctions and

unfair immigration-related employment practices, to strengthen enforcement
of laws regarding illegal entry into the United States, and for other purposes.

H.R. 3393 *  To amend the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 and the Social
Security Act to provide for health insurance coverage for pregnant women
and children through employment-based insurance and through a State-based
health plan.

H.R. 3526  To ensure economic equity for American women and their families
and to respond to the need to revitalize the American economy by expanding
employment opportunities; improving access to funds for women business
owners; enhancing economic justice for women through pay equity, im-
proved child support enforcement, and benefits for part-time workers; and
providing economic and retirement security for women as workers and as
divorced or surviving spouses.

H.R. 3603  To promote family preservation and the prevention of foster care
with emphasis on families where abuse of alcohol or drugs is present, and
to improve the quality and delivery of child welfare, foster care, and adoption
services.

H.R. 3613  To amend title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and the Age
Discrimination in Employment Act of 1967 to improve the effectiveness of
administrative review of employment discrimination claims made by Federal
employees; and for other purposes.

H.R. 3748  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1991 with respect to the appli-
cation of such Act.

H.R. 3975  To amend section 1977A of the Revised Statutes to equalize the
remedies available to all victims of intentional employment discrimination,
and for other purposes.

H.R. 4259  To amend title I of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 to provide each
individual with handicaps who is eligible for services under such title with
the right to select the entities that are to provide services pursuant to the in-
dividualized written rehabilitation program developed for the individual.

H.R. 5573  To provide grants to States and local entities to integrate education,
medical, and social and human services to at-risk children.

H.R. 5846  To increase the number of weeks for which emergency unem-
ployment compensation is payable, and for other purposes.

H.Res. 201  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives that the
people of the United States should recognize ”An Artistic Discovery”, the
Congressional High School Art Competition.

H.Con.Res. 92  Expressing the sense of Congress with respect to certain reg-
ulations of the Occupational Safety and Health Administration.

H.Con.Res. 161  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the American
public should observe the 100th anniversary of moviemaking and recognize
the contributions of the American Film Institute in advocating and preserving
the art of film.

H.Con.Res. 282  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the Low Income
Home Energy Assistance Program should be funded for fiscal year 1993 at
a level greater than or equal to its funding for fiscal year 1992.

MAVROULES, Nicholas of Massachusetts

H.R. 1  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to restore and strengthen civil
rights laws that ban discrimination in employment, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2  To entitle employees to family leave in certain cases involving a birth,
an adoption, or a serious health condition and to temporary medical leave in
certain cases involving a serious health condition, with adequate protection
of the employees employment and benefit rights, and to establish a com-
mission to study ways of providing salary replacement for employees who
take any such leave.

H.R. 5  To amend the National Labor Relations Act and the Railway Labor
Act to prevent discrimination based on participation in labor disputes.

H.R. 179  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to permit the deferral
of payments on student loans during professional internships, regardless of
duration.

H.R. 386  To require the executive branch to gather and disseminate infor-
mation regarding, and to promote techniques to eliminate, discriminatory
wage-setting practices and discriminatory wage disparities which are based
on sex, race, or national origin.

H.R. 500  To require the Secretary of the Treasury to mint coins in com-
memoration of the quincentenary of the discovery of America by Christopher
Columbus and to establish the Christopher Columbus Fellowship Foundation.

H.R. 501  To authorize the Secretary of Housing and Urban Development to
provide grants to urban and rural communities for training economically
disadvantaged youth in education and employment skills and to expand the
supply of housing for homeless and economically disadvantaged individuals
and families.

H.R. 1430  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and the Fair Housing Act
to prohibit discrimination on the basis of affectional or sexual orientation,
and for other purposes.

H.R. 1502  To combat violence and crimes against women on the streets and
in homes.

H.R. 1633  To assist in implementing the Plan of Action adopted by the World
Summit for Children.

H.R. 2125  To establish a commission to examine the issues associated with
the teaching of values in elementary and secondary schools and to amend the
Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965 to establish a demon-
stration program of grants to innovative projects relating to civics and char-
acter values in education.

H.R. 2258  To help end hunger and human want.
H.R. 2363  To amend the provisions of the Higher Education Act of 1965

relating to treatment by campus officials of sexual assault victims.
H.R. 2782  To amend the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974

to provide that such Act does not preempt certain State laws.
H.R. 3160  To revise the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970.
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H.R. 3603  To promote family preservation and the prevention of foster care
with emphasis on families where abuse of alcohol or drugs is present, and
to improve the quality and delivery of child welfare, foster care, and adoption
services.

H.R. 3748  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1991 with respect to the appli-
cation of such Act.

H.R. 3975  To amend section 1977A of the Revised Statutes to equalize the
remedies available to all victims of intentional employment discrimination,
and for other purposes.

H.R. 4822  To make appropriations to begin a phase-in toward full funding
of the special supplemental food program for women, infants, and children
(WIC) and of Head Start programs, to expand the Job Corps program, and
for other purposes.

H.R. 5407  To establish in the Department of Labor the United States Boxing
Commission to develop minimum Federal boxing standards applicable to the
conduct of professional boxing, and for other purposes.

H.Res. 201  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives that the
people of the United States should recognize ”An Artistic Discovery”, the
Congressional High School Art Competition.

H.Con.Res. 161  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the American
public should observe the 100th anniversary of moviemaking and recognize
the contributions of the American Film Institute in advocating and preserving
the art of film.

H.Con.Res. 282  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the Low Income
Home Energy Assistance Program should be funded for fiscal year 1993 at
a level greater than or equal to its funding for fiscal year 1992.

MAZZOLI, Romano L. of Kentucky

H.R. 1  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to restore and strengthen civil
rights laws that ban discrimination in employment, and for other purposes.

H.R. 500  To require the Secretary of the Treasury to mint coins in com-
memoration of the quincentenary of the discovery of America by Christopher
Columbus and to establish the Christopher Columbus Fellowship Foundation.

H.R. 1222  To enhance cooperation between the public and law enforcement
personnel in controlling and preventing crime and drug abuse.

H.R. 1237  To amend the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 to clarify the
application of such Act, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1502  To combat violence and crimes against women on the streets and
in homes.

H.R. 1504  To authorize a National Conference on Aging.
H.R. 1633  To assist in implementing the Plan of Action adopted by the World

Summit for Children.
H.R. 1669  To provide financial assistance to eligible local educational agen-

cies to improve urban education, and for other purposes.
H.R. 1753  To establish grant programs and provide other forms of Federal

assistance to pregnant women, children in need of adoptive families, and
individuals and families adopting children.

H.R. 2258  To help end hunger and human want.
H.R. 2363  To amend the provisions of the Higher Education Act of 1965

relating to treatment by campus officials of sexual assault victims.
H.R. 2437  To amend the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 to revise and extend the

program regarding independent living services for older blind individuals.
H.R. 2912  To improve the recruitment of classroom teachers, and for other

purposes.
H.R. 3210  To amend title IV of the Employee Retirement Income Security

Act of 1974 to ensure protection of pension plan benefit liabilities subject to
distribution in the form of irrevocable commitments purchased from insurers
upon the standard termination of such plans.

H.R. 3371  To control and prevent crime.
H.R. 3555  To repeal and prohibit all exemptions, privileges and gratuities for

members of the U.S. House of Representatives and the U.S. Senate.
H.R. 4022  To amend the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 to provide tax in-

centives for the establishment of tax enterprise zones, and for other purposes.
H.R. 4300  To amend the Stewart B. McKinney Homeless Assistance Act to

extend programs providing urgently needed assistance for the homeless, and
for other purposes.

H.R. 4822  To make appropriations to begin a phase-in toward full funding
of the special supplemental food program for women, infants, and children
(WIC) and of Head Start programs, to expand the Job Corps program, and
for other purposes.

H.R. 5326  To establish a program to assure nondiscriminatory compliance
with all environmental health and safety laws and to assure equal protection
of the public health.

H.R. 5502  To establish the framework for a health care system that will bring
about universal access to affordable, quality health care by containing the
growth in health care costs, by improving access to and simplifying the ad-
ministration of health insurance, by deterring and prosecuting health care
fraud and abuse, by expanding benefits under the medicare program, by ex-
panding eligibility and increasing payment levels under the medicaid pro-
gram, and by making health insurance available to all children.

H.R. 5800  To amend the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 and the Employee
Retirement Income Security Act of 1974 to improve pension plan funding.

H.R. 6119 *  To amend the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974
to waive the preemption requirements of that Act to allow States to provide
for State universal health plans, State risk pools for the medically
uninsurable, or prospective payment systems and to impose State provider
taxes.

H.Con.Res. 92  Expressing the sense of Congress with respect to certain reg-
ulations of the Occupational Safety and Health Administration.

H.Con.Res. 161  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the American
public should observe the 100th anniversary of moviemaking and recognize
the contributions of the American Film Institute in advocating and preserving
the art of film.

MCCAIN, John of Arizona

S. 2044  To assist Native Americans in assuring the survival and continuing
vitality of their languages.

S. 3155  To establish the National Indian Policy Research Institute.

MCCANDLESS, Alfred A.(Al) of California

H.R. 123  To amend title 4, United States Code, to declare English as the of-
ficial language of the United States.

H.R. 299  To amend the National Foundation of the Arts and the Humanities
Act of 1965 to abolish the National Endowment for the Arts and the National
Council on the Arts.

H.R. 1755  To repeal the Act of March 3, 1931 (known as the Davis-Bacon
Act).

H.R. 3210  To amend title IV of the Employee Retirement Income Security
Act of 1974 to ensure protection of pension plan benefit liabilities subject to
distribution in the form of irrevocable commitments purchased from insurers
upon the standard termination of such plans.

H.R. 3439  To improve immigration law enforcement.
H.R. 3734  To make applicable to the Congress certain laws relating to the

terms and conditions of employment, the health and safety of employees, and
the rights and responsibilities of employers and employees, and for other
purposes.

H.R. 3967  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to prohibit prison
inmates from receiving Pell Grants.

H.R. 4136  To revitalize the American rail car industry by the establishment
of a Federal grant and loan program for research and development, by the
creation of economic incentives to encourage investment in rail car design
and engineering activities, and by the expansion of vocational training op-
portunities in the rail car industry.

MCCLOSKEY, Frank of Indiana

H.R. 1  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to restore and strengthen civil
rights laws that ban discrimination in employment, and for other purposes.
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H.R. 2  To entitle employees to family leave in certain cases involving a birth,
an adoption, or a serious health condition and to temporary medical leave in
certain cases involving a serious health condition, with adequate protection
of the employees employment and benefit rights, and to establish a com-
mission to study ways of providing salary replacement for employees who
take any such leave.

H.R. 5  To amend the National Labor Relations Act and the Railway Labor
Act to prevent discrimination based on participation in labor disputes.

H.R. 179  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to permit the deferral
of payments on student loans during professional internships, regardless of
duration.

H.R. 451 *   To amend the Black Lung Benefits Act to provide that when
benefits are paid for at least two years after an initial determination of el-
igibility for such benefits the benefits will not be required to be repaid upon
a final determination of ineligibility for benefits, and for other purposes.

H.R. 667  To authorize a grant to the National Writing Project.
H.R. 694  To amend the Black Lung Benefits Act to provide special proce-

dures for certain claims due to pneumoconiosis, and for other purposes.
H.R. 908  To amend title 38, United States Code, and other provisions of law

to provide improved benefits and services for military personnel who serve
during the Persian Gulf War, including particularly benefits and services for
members of the National Guard and Reserve components, and for other
purposes.

H.R. 1063  To amend the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970 to es-
tablish an Office of Construction Safety, Health, and Education, to improve
inspections, investigations, reporting, and recordkeeping on construction
sites, to require the appointment of project constructors to monitor safety on
construction sites, to require construction employers to establish safety and
health programs, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1190  To establish a system for identifying, notifying, and preventing
illness and death among workers who are at increased or high risk of occu-
pational disease, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1218  To prevent potential abuses of electronic monitoring in the
workplace.

H.R. 1285  To resolve legal and technical issues relating to Federal
postsecondary student assistance programs and to prevent undue burdens on
participants in Operation Desert Storm, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1302 *  To provide relief for military personnel serving in Operations
Desert Shield and Desert Storm who are participants in student financial as-
sistance programs.

H.R. 1502  To combat violence and crimes against women on the streets and
in homes.

H.R. 1524  To establish programs to promote increased access to higher edu-
cation through early intervention counseling and financial aid information.

H.R. 1633  To assist in implementing the Plan of Action adopted by the World
Summit for Children.

H.R. 1637  To make improvements in the Black Lung Benefits Act.
H.R. 1822  To amend the Older Americans Community Service Employment

Act to authorize grants for the employment of older Americans in providing
child care for families with low income; and to amend title II of the Social
Security Act to exempt from the earnings test amounts earned for child care
services.

H.R. 1987  To amend the Act of March 3, 1931 (known as the Davis-Bacon
Act), to revise the standard for coverage under that Act, and for other pur-
poses.

H.R. 2157  To require the National Collegiate Athletic Association to provide
due process in connection with its regulatory activities affecting coaches,
players, and institutions engaged in sports in interstate commerce.

H.R. 2230  To provide incentives for physicians to practice in rural areas and
in rural medically underserved areas.

H.R. 2258  To help end hunger and human want.
H.R. 2782  To amend the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974

to provide that such Act does not preempt certain State laws.
H.R. 3137 *  To amend the McCarran-Ferguson Act and the Employee Re-

tirement Income Security Act of 1974 to assure that the medicaid program
is treated as payer of last resort.

H.R. 3160  To revise the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970.
H.R. 3413  To authorize the States to impose an export tax on unprocessed

timber from private lands, to allow a credit against income taxes for do-
mestically processed timber, and for other purposes.

H.R. 3432  To provide assistance for workers and communities adversely af-
fected by reductions in the supply of timber from Federal lands and to pro-
vide for ecosystem conservation of Federal forest lands in the Pacific
Northwest.

H.R. 3553  To amend and extend the Higher Education Act of 1965.
H.R. 3583  To extend the statute of limitation applicable to the filing of ad-

ministrative complaints by Federal employees who allege employment dis-
crimination in violation of title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964.

H.R. 3603  To promote family preservation and the prevention of foster care
with emphasis on families where abuse of alcohol or drugs is present, and
to improve the quality and delivery of child welfare, foster care, and adoption
services.

H.R. 3748  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1991 with respect to the appli-
cation of such Act.

H.R. 3878  To provide assistance to employees who are subject to a plant
closing or mass layoff because their work is transferred to another country
which has low wages or unhealthy working conditions.

H.R. 4013  To amend certain provisions of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986
to improve the provisions of health care to retirees in the coal industry, to
revise the manner in which such care is funded and maintained, and for other
purposes.

H.R. 4259  To amend title I of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 to provide each
individual with handicaps who is eligible for services under such title with
the right to select the entities that are to provide services pursuant to the in-
dividualized written rehabilitation program developed for the individual.

H.R. 4300  To amend the Stewart B. McKinney Homeless Assistance Act to
extend programs providing urgently needed assistance for the homeless, and
for other purposes.

H.R. 4498  To establish a computer education program for certain students.
H.R. 4516  To amend title VI of the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of

1981 to establish a community services empowerment program.
H.Res. 201  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives that the

people of the United States should recognize ”An Artistic Discovery”, the
Congressional High School Art Competition.

H.Res. 284  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives that there
is a need for a comprehensive, coordinated strategy to help the United States
achieve its goal of being the strongest Nation on Earth economically and
militarily, so that it remain the greatest Nation in support of human dignity,
freedom, and democratic ideals.

H.Con.Res. 92  Expressing the sense of Congress with respect to certain reg-
ulations of the Occupational Safety and Health Administration.

H.Con.Res. 161  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the American
public should observe the 100th anniversary of moviemaking and recognize
the contributions of the American Film Institute in advocating and preserving
the art of film.

H.Con.Res. 282  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the Low Income
Home Energy Assistance Program should be funded for fiscal year 1993 at
a level greater than or equal to its funding for fiscal year 1992.

MCCOLLUM, Bill of Florida

H.R. 500  To require the Secretary of the Treasury to mint coins in com-
memoration of the quincentenary of the discovery of America by Christopher
Columbus and to establish the Christopher Columbus Fellowship Foundation.

H.R. 1083  To authorize the Secretary of Education to make a grant to Stetson
University for the construction of library facilities.

H.R. 1237  To amend the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 to clarify the
application of such Act, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1375  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to strengthen protections
against discrimination in employment, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1573  To amend the amount of grants received under chapter 1 of title
I of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965.

H.R. 1633  To assist in implementing the Plan of Action adopted by the World
Summit for Children.

H.R. 1753  To establish grant programs and provide other forms of Federal
assistance to pregnant women, children in need of adoptive families, and
individuals and families adopting children.
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H.R. 2256  To amend the National Labor Relations Act to remove the re-
quirement that individual employees join and pay dues and fees to labor or-
ganizations and for other purposes.

H.R. 2290  To authorize additional appropriations for the construction and
maintenance of the Mary McLeod Bethune Memorial Fine Arts Center.

H.R. 2336  To establish a higher education loan program in which a borrower's
annual repayment obligation is dependent upon both postschool income level
and borrowing history, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2363  To amend the provisions of the Higher Education Act of 1965
relating to treatment by campus officials of sexual assault victims.

H.R. 2437  To amend the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 to revise and extend the
program regarding independent living services for older blind individuals.

H.R. 4150  To create jobs, promote economic growth, assist families, and
promote health, education, savings and home ownership.

H.R. 5325  To improve access to health insurance and contain health care
costs, and for other purposes.

H.R. 5960  To prevent and punish sexual violence and domestic violence, to
assist and protect the victims of such violence, to assist State and local ef-
forts, and for other purposes.

H.Res. 201  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives that the
people of the United States should recognize ”An Artistic Discovery”, the
Congressional High School Art Competition.

H.Con.Res. 102  Expressing the sense of the Congress regarding admissions
of minority students to institutions of higher education.

H.Con.Res. 161  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the American
public should observe the 100th anniversary of moviemaking and recognize
the contributions of the American Film Institute in advocating and preserving
the art of film.

MCCONNELL, Mitch of Kentucky

S. 2760  To improve certain nutrition programs, to improve the nutritional
health of children, and for other purposes.

S.Con.Res. 17  Expressing the sense of Congress with respect to certain reg-
ulations of the Occupational Safety and Health Administration.

MCCRERY, Jim of Louisiana

H.R. 123  To amend title 4, United States Code, to declare English as the of-
ficial language of the United States.

H.R. 1237  To amend the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 to clarify the
application of such Act, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1573  To amend the amount of grants received under chapter 1 of title
I of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965.

H.R. 2460  To help the Nation achieve the National Education Goals by sup-
porting the creation of a new generation of American Schools in communities
across the country; rewarding schools that demonstrate outstanding gains in
student performance and other progress toward the National Education
Goals; creating academies to improve leadership and core-course teaching in
schools nationwide; supporting State and local efforts to attract qualified in-
dividuals to teaching and educational administration; providing States and
localities with statutory and regulatory flexibility in exchange for greater
accountability for student learning; encouraging, testing, and evaluating ed-
ucational choice programs; increasing the potential usefulness of the National
Assessment of Education Progress to State and local decision-makers; ex-
panding Federal support for literacy improvements; and for other purposes.

H.R. 3734  To make applicable to the Congress certain laws relating to the
terms and conditions of employment, the health and safety of employees, and
the rights and responsibilities of employers and employees, and for other
purposes.

H.R. 3799  To amend title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to prohibit
discrimination based on race, color, religion, sex, disability, national origin,
or age in employment in the legislative or judicial branches of the Federal
Government; and to establish the Employment Review Board composed of
senior Federal judges, which shall have authority to adjudicate claims re-
garding such discrimination.

H.R. 4259  To amend title I of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 to provide each
individual with handicaps who is eligible for services under such title with
the right to select the entities that are to provide services pursuant to the in-
dividualized written rehabilitation program developed for the individual.

H.R. 5220  To promote youth apprenticeship, and for other purposes.
H.R. 5325  To improve access to health insurance and contain health care

costs, and for other purposes.
H.R. 5604 *  To amend title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to prohibit

discrimination based on race, color, religion, sex, disability, national origin,
or age in employment in the legislative or judicial branches of the Federal
Government; and to establish the Employment Review Board composed of
senior Federal judges, which shall have authority to adjudicate claims re-
garding such discrimination.

H.R. 5664  To encourage, assist, and evaluate educational choice programs,
and for other purposes.

H.R. 5769 *  To provide for the revitalization of small business concerns,
promote job growth, and for other purposes.

H.Res. 201  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives that the
people of the United States should recognize ”An Artistic Discovery”, the
Congressional High School Art Competition.

H.Con.Res. 92  Expressing the sense of Congress with respect to certain reg-
ulations of the Occupational Safety and Health Administration.

MCCURDY, Dave of Oklahoma

H.R. 520  To encourage States to establish Parents as Teachers programs.
H.R. 1218  To prevent potential abuses of electronic monitoring in the

workplace.
H.R. 1237  To amend the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 to clarify the

application of such Act, and for other purposes.
H.R. 1633  To assist in implementing the Plan of Action adopted by the World

Summit for Children.
H.R. 3997 *  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to require applicants

for Federal student financial assistance to prove a minimum level of aca-
demic achievement before receiving such assistance.

H.R. 3998 *   To establish youth apprenticeship demonstration programs, and
for other purposes.

H.R. 5057  To facilitate the development of an integrated, nationwide tele-
communications system dedicated to instruction by guaranteeing the acqui-
sition of a communications satellite system used solely for communications
among State and local instructional institutions and agencies and instructional
resource providers.

H.R. 5230  To enhance United States competitiveness by strengthening the
Nation's technology base, promoting investment in United States technology,
supporting manufacturing infrastructure development, enhancing the tech-
nology skills of American workers, and reorienting defense spending to
support American competitiveness, and for other purposes.

H.R. 5781 *  To establish a demonstration program that encourages State ed-
ucational agencies to assist teachers, parents, and communities in establishing
new public schools, and for other purposes.

H.R. 5850  To amend the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 to ensure that
inmates are not treated as employees for purposes of such Act.

H.R. 5936  To contain health care costs and improve access to health care
through accountable health plans and managed competition, and for other
purposes.

MCDADE, Joseph M. of Pennsylvania

H.R. 667  To authorize a grant to the National Writing Project.
H.R. 1375  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to strengthen protections

against discrimination in employment, and for other purposes.
H.R. 1459 *  To establish the National Commission on Entrepreneurial Edu-

cation.
H.R. 1753  To establish grant programs and provide other forms of Federal

assistance to pregnant women, children in need of adoptive families, and
individuals and families adopting children.

H.R. 5325  To improve access to health insurance and contain health care
costs, and for other purposes.
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H.Con.Res. 92  Expressing the sense of Congress with respect to certain reg-
ulations of the Occupational Safety and Health Administration.

H.Con.Res. 161  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the American
public should observe the 100th anniversary of moviemaking and recognize
the contributions of the American Film Institute in advocating and preserving
the art of film.

MCDERMOTT, Jim of Washington

H.R. 1  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to restore and strengthen civil
rights laws that ban discrimination in employment, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2  To entitle employees to family leave in certain cases involving a birth,
an adoption, or a serious health condition and to temporary medical leave in
certain cases involving a serious health condition, with adequate protection
of the employees employment and benefit rights, and to establish a com-
mission to study ways of providing salary replacement for employees who
take any such leave.

H.R. 5  To amend the National Labor Relations Act and the Railway Labor
Act to prevent discrimination based on participation in labor disputes.

H.R. 179  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to permit the deferral
of payments on student loans during professional internships, regardless of
duration.

H.R. 441  To facilitate the economic adjustment of communities, industries,
and workers to reductions or realignments in defense or aerospace contracts,
military facilities, and arms export, and for other purposes.

H.R. 544  To amend the National School Lunch Act to restore food supple-
ment benefits under the dependent care food program to adolescent youth.

H.R. 667  To authorize a grant to the National Writing Project.
H.R. 763  To establish a program to guarantee students from selected high

schools a chance to go to college, and for other purposes.
H.R. 812  To establish a program of grants for the provision of coordinated

educational support services to at-risk youth.
H.R. 840  To improve counseling services for elementary school children.
H.R. 1063  To amend the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970 to es-

tablish an Office of Construction Safety, Health, and Education, to improve
inspections, investigations, reporting, and recordkeeping on construction
sites, to require the appointment of project constructors to monitor safety on
construction sites, to require construction employers to establish safety and
health programs, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1066  To authorize a national program to reduce the threat to human
health posed by exposure to contaminants in the air indoors.

H.R. 1154  To establish programs to improve foreign language instruction and
to amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 in order to promote equal access
to opportunities to study abroad, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1190  To establish a system for identifying, notifying, and preventing
illness and death among workers who are at increased or high risk of occu-
pational disease, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1192  To amend the provisions of the Occupational Safety and Health
Act of 1970 relating to criminal penalties, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1218  To prevent potential abuses of electronic monitoring in the
workplace.

H.R. 1222  To enhance cooperation between the public and law enforcement
personnel in controlling and preventing crime and drug abuse.

H.R. 1254  To provide for the establishment of the Margaret Walker
Alexander National African-American Research Center.

H.R. 1430  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and the Fair Housing Act
to prohibit discrimination on the basis of affectional or sexual orientation,
and for other purposes.

H.R. 1502  To combat violence and crimes against women on the streets and
in homes.

H.R. 1590  To provide for designation by the Secretary of the Interior and the
Secretary of Agriculture of an ancient forest reserve system, including lands
managed by the Bureau of Land Management and portions of national forests
established by reservations from the public domain; to require the Secretary
of the Interior and the Secretary of Agriculture to enhance economic stability
in the Pacific Northwest; and for other purposes.

H.R. 1633  To assist in implementing the Plan of Action adopted by the World
Summit for Children.

H.R. 1645  To amend the provisions of law relating to continuation of health
care benefits in the case of certain family members, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1664  To protect employees who report violations of Federal laws and
regulations.

H.R. 1669  To provide financial assistance to eligible local educational agen-
cies to improve urban education, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1737  To amend the Older Americans Act of 1965 to provide congregate
nutrition services and intergenerational activities in elementary and second-
ary school facilities.

H.R. 1822  To amend the Older Americans Community Service Employment
Act to authorize grants for the employment of older Americans in providing
child care for families with low income; and to amend title II of the Social
Security Act to exempt from the earnings test amounts earned for child care
services.

H.R. 1987  To amend the Act of March 3, 1931 (known as the Davis-Bacon
Act), to revise the standard for coverage under that Act, and for other pur-
poses.

H.R. 2098  To amend the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970 to
improve and enforce standards for employee health and safety at Department
of Energy nuclear facilities, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2782  To amend the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974
to provide that such Act does not preempt certain State laws.

H.R. 2877 *  To provide incentives for certain health professionals to provide
services to medically underserved groups, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2970  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to provide program
grants to medical and allied health professions institutions for graduate edu-
cation and training which will benefit underserved, economically disadvan-
taged communities.

H.R. 3050  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to establish a higher
education loan program in which the amount of a student's loan repayment
is contingent upon such student's income, and for other purposes.

H.R. 3160  To revise the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970.
H.R. 3285  To provide for regional energy efficient lighting education centers,

and for other purposes.
H.R. 3413  To authorize the States to impose an export tax on unprocessed

timber from private lands, to allow a credit against income taxes for do-
mestically processed timber, and for other purposes.

H.R. 3432 *  To provide assistance for workers and communities adversely
affected by reductions in the supply of timber from Federal lands and to
provide for ecosystem conservation of Federal forest lands in the Pacific
Northwest.

H.R. 3526  To ensure economic equity for American women and their families
and to respond to the need to revitalize the American economy by expanding
employment opportunities; improving access to funds for women business
owners; enhancing economic justice for women through pay equity, im-
proved child support enforcement, and benefits for part-time workers; and
providing economic and retirement security for women as workers and as
divorced or surviving spouses.

H.R. 3553  To amend and extend the Higher Education Act of 1965.
H.R. 3583  To extend the statute of limitation applicable to the filing of ad-

ministrative complaints by Federal employees who allege employment dis-
crimination in violation of title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964.

H.R. 3603  To promote family preservation and the prevention of foster care
with emphasis on families where abuse of alcohol or drugs is present, and
to improve the quality and delivery of child welfare, foster care, and adoption
services.

H.R. 3613  To amend title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and the Age
Discrimination in Employment Act of 1967 to improve the effectiveness of
administrative review of employment discrimination claims made by Federal
employees; and for other purposes.

H.R. 3748 *  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1991 with respect to the ap-
plication of such Act.

H.R. 3975  To amend section 1977A of the Revised Statutes to equalize the
remedies available to all victims of intentional employment discrimination,
and for other purposes.

H.R. 4338  To suspend certain compliance and accountability measures under
the National School Lunch Act.

H.R. 4528  To amend the Job Training Partnership Act to authorize the es-
tablishment of additional Job Corps centers, and for other purposes.
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H.R. 4822  To make appropriations to begin a phase-in toward full funding
of the special supplemental food program for women, infants, and children
(WIC) and of Head Start programs, to expand the Job Corps program, and
for other purposes.

H.Res. 201  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives that the
people of the United States should recognize ”An Artistic Discovery”, the
Congressional High School Art Competition.

H.Con.Res. 92  Expressing the sense of Congress with respect to certain reg-
ulations of the Occupational Safety and Health Administration.

H.Con.Res. 161  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the American
public should observe the 100th anniversary of moviemaking and recognize
the contributions of the American Film Institute in advocating and preserving
the art of film.

H.Con.Res. 282  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the Low Income
Home Energy Assistance Program should be funded for fiscal year 1993 at
a level greater than or equal to its funding for fiscal year 1992.

MCEWEN, Bob of Ohio

H.R. 123  To amend title 4, United States Code, to declare English as the of-
ficial language of the United States.

H.R. 500  To require the Secretary of the Treasury to mint coins in com-
memoration of the quincentenary of the discovery of America by Christopher
Columbus and to establish the Christopher Columbus Fellowship Foundation.

H.R. 709  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to provide reduced
rates of interest under the Guaranteed Student Loan Program to individuals
who enter the teaching profession.

H.R. 840  To improve counseling services for elementary school children.
H.R. 1154  To establish programs to improve foreign language instruction and

to amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 in order to promote equal access
to opportunities to study abroad, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1214  To deny funds to programs that do not allow the Secretary of
Defense access to students on campuses or to certain student information for
recruiting purposes.

H.R. 1237  To amend the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 to clarify the
application of such Act, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1375  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to strengthen protections
against discrimination in employment, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1482  To amend title IV of the Higher Education Act of 1965 to allow
resident physicians to defer repayment of title IV student loans while com-
pleting accredited resident training programs.

H.R. 1651  To deny funds to programs that do not allow the Secretary of
Defense access to students on campuses or to certain student information for
recruiting purposes.

H.R. 1753  To establish grant programs and provide other forms of Federal
assistance to pregnant women, children in need of adoptive families, and
individuals and families adopting children.

H.R. 1960  To direct the Secretary of the Interior to construct a National
Training Center at the National Afro-American Museum and Cultural Center
and for other purposes.

H.R. 2125  To establish a commission to examine the issues associated with
the teaching of values in elementary and secondary schools and to amend the
Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965 to establish a demon-
stration program of grants to innovative projects relating to civics and char-
acter values in education.

H.R. 2336  To establish a higher education loan program in which a borrower's
annual repayment obligation is dependent upon both postschool income level
and borrowing history, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2363  To amend the provisions of the Higher Education Act of 1965
relating to treatment by campus officials of sexual assault victims.

H.R. 2460  To help the Nation achieve the National Education Goals by sup-
porting the creation of a new generation of American Schools in communities
across the country; rewarding schools that demonstrate outstanding gains in
student performance and other progress toward the National Education
Goals; creating academies to improve leadership and core-course teaching in
schools nationwide; supporting State and local efforts to attract qualified in-
dividuals to teaching and educational administration; providing States and
localities with statutory and regulatory flexibility in exchange for greater
accountability for student learning; encouraging, testing, and evaluating ed-
ucational choice programs; increasing the potential usefulness of the National
Assessment of Education Progress to State and local decision-makers; ex-
panding Federal support for literacy improvements; and for other purposes.

H.R. 2810  To expand the nation's drug treatment capacity, promote drug-free
and safe schools, require Statewide drug abuse prevention and treatment
plans, and ensure that new Federal grant dollars provided for treatment ser-
vices do not displace State dollars.

H.R. 5325  To improve access to health insurance and contain health care
costs, and for other purposes.

H.R. 5989 *  To provide for universal coverage and choice of health insurance,
and for other purposes.

H.Con.Res. 215  Expressing the sense of the Congress relating to paid leave
for working parents for the purpose of attending parent-teacher conferences.

H.Con.Res. 282  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the Low Income
Home Energy Assistance Program should be funded for fiscal year 1993 at
a level greater than or equal to its funding for fiscal year 1992.

MCGRATH, Raymond J. of New York

H.R. 2  To entitle employees to family leave in certain cases involving a birth,
an adoption, or a serious health condition and to temporary medical leave in
certain cases involving a serious health condition, with adequate protection
of the employees employment and benefit rights, and to establish a com-
mission to study ways of providing salary replacement for employees who
take any such leave.

H.R. 5  To amend the National Labor Relations Act and the Railway Labor
Act to prevent discrimination based on participation in labor disputes.

H.R. 179  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to permit the deferral
of payments on student loans during professional internships, regardless of
duration.

H.R. 500  To require the Secretary of the Treasury to mint coins in com-
memoration of the quincentenary of the discovery of America by Christopher
Columbus and to establish the Christopher Columbus Fellowship Foundation.

H.R. 1126  To extend the coverage of certain Federal labor laws to foreign
flagships.

H.R. 1149  To secure the right of women to be free of sexual harassment and
violence, to promote equal opportunity for women, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1190  To establish a system for identifying, notifying, and preventing
illness and death among workers who are at increased or high risk of occu-
pational disease, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1375  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to strengthen protections
against discrimination in employment, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1459  To establish the National Commission on Entrepreneurial Educa-
tion.

H.R. 1753  To establish grant programs and provide other forms of Federal
assistance to pregnant women, children in need of adoptive families, and
individuals and families adopting children.

H.R. 2018  To amend the Older Americans Act of 1965 to require uniform
telephone listing of area agencies on aging.

H.R. 2021  To amend the Older Americans Act of 1965 to require States to
appoint a State advisory body to make recommendations regarding trans-
portation services that affect older individuals; to provide for coordination
of such services; and to require the Commissioner on Aging to submit a re-
port regarding transportation services provided under such Act.

H.R. 2022  To amend the Older Americans Act of 1965 to increase efforts to
inform isolated older individuals, and older individuals who are victims of
Alzheimer's disease and related disorders, of the availability of assistance
under title III of such Act.

H.R. 2024  To require the President to call a White House Conference on
Aging in 1993.
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H.R. 2076  To amend the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 to reform the
provisions relating to child labor.

H.R. 2334  To further assist States in their efforts to increase awareness about
and prevent family violence and provide immediate shelter and related as-
sistance to battered women and their children.

H.R. 2363  To amend the provisions of the Higher Education Act of 1965
relating to treatment by campus officials of sexual assault victims.

H.R. 4538  To provide assistance to local educational agencies for the pre-
vention and reduction of violent crime in elementary and secondary schools.

H.R. 5325  To improve access to health insurance and contain health care
costs, and for other purposes.

H.Res. 201  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives that the
people of the United States should recognize ”An Artistic Discovery”, the
Congressional High School Art Competition.

H.Con.Res. 282  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the Low Income
Home Energy Assistance Program should be funded for fiscal year 1993 at
a level greater than or equal to its funding for fiscal year 1992.

MCHUGH, Matthew F. of New York

H.R. 1  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to restore and strengthen civil
rights laws that ban discrimination in employment, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2  To entitle employees to family leave in certain cases involving a birth,
an adoption, or a serious health condition and to temporary medical leave in
certain cases involving a serious health condition, with adequate protection
of the employees employment and benefit rights, and to establish a com-
mission to study ways of providing salary replacement for employees who
take any such leave.

H.R. 5  To amend the National Labor Relations Act and the Railway Labor
Act to prevent discrimination based on participation in labor disputes.

H.R. 500  To require the Secretary of the Treasury to mint coins in com-
memoration of the quincentenary of the discovery of America by Christopher
Columbus and to establish the Christopher Columbus Fellowship Foundation.

H.R. 1502  To combat violence and crimes against women on the streets and
in homes.

H.R. 1633 *  To assist in implementing the Plan of Action adopted by the
World Summit for Children.

H.R. 2223  To amend the National Labor Relations Act to give employers and
performers in the live performing arts, rights given by section 8(e) of such
Act to employers and employees in similarly situated industries, to give such
employers and performers the same rights given by section 8(f) of such Act
to employers and employees in the construction industry, and for other pur-
poses.

H.R. 2782  To amend the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974
to provide that such Act does not preempt certain State laws.

H.R. 2936  To establish programs at the National Science Foundation for the
advancement of technical education and training in advanced-technology
occupations, and for other purposes.

H.R. 3526  To ensure economic equity for American women and their families
and to respond to the need to revitalize the American economy by expanding
employment opportunities; improving access to funds for women business
owners; enhancing economic justice for women through pay equity, im-
proved child support enforcement, and benefits for part-time workers; and
providing economic and retirement security for women as workers and as
divorced or surviving spouses.

H.R. 3583  To extend the statute of limitation applicable to the filing of ad-
ministrative complaints by Federal employees who allege employment dis-
crimination in violation of title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964.

H.R. 5353  To finance an educational exchange program with the independent
states of the former Soviet Union and the Baltic states, to authorize the ad-
mission to the United States of certain scientists of the former Soviet Union
and Baltic states as employment-based immigrants under the Immigration
and Nationality Act, and for other purposes.

H.Res. 284  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives that there
is a need for a comprehensive, coordinated strategy to help the United States
achieve its goal of being the strongest Nation on Earth economically and
militarily, so that it remain the greatest Nation in support of human dignity,
freedom, and democratic ideals.

H.Con.Res. 92  Expressing the sense of Congress with respect to certain reg-
ulations of the Occupational Safety and Health Administration.

MCMILLAN, J. Alex of North Carolina

H.R. 1237  To amend the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 to clarify the
application of such Act, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1375  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to strengthen protections
against discrimination in employment, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1755  To repeal the Act of March 3, 1931 (known as the Davis-Bacon
Act).

H.R. 2336  To establish a higher education loan program in which a borrower's
annual repayment obligation is dependent upon both postschool income level
and borrowing history, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2363  To amend the provisions of the Higher Education Act of 1965
relating to treatment by campus officials of sexual assault victims.

H.R. 2460  To help the Nation achieve the National Education Goals by sup-
porting the creation of a new generation of American Schools in communities
across the country; rewarding schools that demonstrate outstanding gains in
student performance and other progress toward the National Education
Goals; creating academies to improve leadership and core-course teaching in
schools nationwide; supporting State and local efforts to attract qualified in-
dividuals to teaching and educational administration; providing States and
localities with statutory and regulatory flexibility in exchange for greater
accountability for student learning; encouraging, testing, and evaluating ed-
ucational choice programs; increasing the potential usefulness of the National
Assessment of Education Progress to State and local decision-makers; ex-
panding Federal support for literacy improvements; and for other purposes.

H.R. 2810  To expand the nation's drug treatment capacity, promote drug-free
and safe schools, require Statewide drug abuse prevention and treatment
plans, and ensure that new Federal grant dollars provided for treatment ser-
vices do not displace State dollars.

H.R. 5325  To improve access to health insurance and contain health care
costs, and for other purposes.

H.R. 5610  To reduce health costs through uniform claims and electronic
billing.

MCMILLEN, C. Thomas of Maryland

H.R. 1  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to restore and strengthen civil
rights laws that ban discrimination in employment, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2  To entitle employees to family leave in certain cases involving a birth,
an adoption, or a serious health condition and to temporary medical leave in
certain cases involving a serious health condition, with adequate protection
of the employees employment and benefit rights, and to establish a com-
mission to study ways of providing salary replacement for employees who
take any such leave.

H.R. 5  To amend the National Labor Relations Act and the Railway Labor
Act to prevent discrimination based on participation in labor disputes.

H.R. 123  To amend title 4, United States Code, to declare English as the of-
ficial language of the United States.

H.R. 179  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to permit the deferral
of payments on student loans during professional internships, regardless of
duration.

H.R. 500  To require the Secretary of the Treasury to mint coins in com-
memoration of the quincentenary of the discovery of America by Christopher
Columbus and to establish the Christopher Columbus Fellowship Foundation.

H.R. 667  To authorize a grant to the National Writing Project.
H.R. 709  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to provide reduced

rates of interest under the Guaranteed Student Loan Program to individuals
who enter the teaching profession.

H.R. 799  To ensure that checks to pay benefits under title IV of the Federal
Mine Safety and Health Act of 1977 are delivered early if the usual delivery
date falls on a Saturday, Sunday, or holiday.

H.R. 1218  To prevent potential abuses of electronic monitoring in the
workplace.

H.R. 1364  To amend the Job Corps provisions of the Job Training Partnership
Act.
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H.R. 1365  To amend the Job Training Partnership Act to provide for disaster
relief employment assistance.

H.R. 1502  To combat violence and crimes against women on the streets and
in homes.

H.R. 1503  To facilitate capital financing for historically Black colleges and
universities.

H.R. 1504  To authorize a National Conference on Aging.
H.R. 1633  To assist in implementing the Plan of Action adopted by the World

Summit for Children.
H.R. 2125  To establish a commission to examine the issues associated with

the teaching of values in elementary and secondary schools and to amend the
Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965 to establish a demon-
stration program of grants to innovative projects relating to civics and char-
acter values in education.

H.R. 2157  To require the National Collegiate Athletic Association to provide
due process in connection with its regulatory activities affecting coaches,
players, and institutions engaged in sports in interstate commerce.

H.R. 2230  To provide incentives for physicians to practice in rural areas and
in rural medically underserved areas.

H.R. 2258  To help end hunger and human want.
H.R. 2363  To amend the provisions of the Higher Education Act of 1965

relating to treatment by campus officials of sexual assault victims.
H.R. 2437  To amend the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 to revise and extend the

program regarding independent living services for older blind individuals.
H.R. 2557 *  To amend the Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965

to provide additional grants to schools eligible for grants under chapter 1 of
title I of such Act that require students to maintain satisfactory grades as a
condition of participation in extracurricular activities.

H.R. 2782  To amend the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974
to provide that such Act does not preempt certain State laws.

H.R. 2936  To establish programs at the National Science Foundation for the
advancement of technical education and training in advanced-technology
occupations, and for other purposes.

H.R. 3046 *  To exempt from the antitrust laws certain conduct engaged in
by the National Collegiate Athletic Association (NCAA) jointly with member
institutions for the purpose of allowing the NCAA exclusively to negotiate
certain contracts, and for other purposes.

H.R. 3285  To provide for regional energy efficient lighting education centers,
and for other purposes.

H.R. 3613  To amend title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and the Age
Discrimination in Employment Act of 1967 to improve the effectiveness of
administrative review of employment discrimination claims made by Federal
employees; and for other purposes.

H.R. 3748  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1991 with respect to the appli-
cation of such Act.

H.R. 4259  To amend title I of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 to provide each
individual with handicaps who is eligible for services under such title with
the right to select the entities that are to provide services pursuant to the in-
dividualized written rehabilitation program developed for the individual.

H.R. 4338  To suspend certain compliance and accountability measures under
the National School Lunch Act.

H.R. 4591  To amend the Job Training Partnership Act to establish a com-
munity works progress program, a youth community corps program, and a
national youth community corps program, and for other purposes.

H.R. 5936  To contain health care costs and improve access to health care
through accountable health plans and managed competition, and for other
purposes.

H.Res. 201  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives that the
people of the United States should recognize ”An Artistic Discovery”, the
Congressional High School Art Competition.

H.Res. 284  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives that there
is a need for a comprehensive, coordinated strategy to help the United States
achieve its goal of being the strongest Nation on Earth economically and
militarily, so that it remain the greatest Nation in support of human dignity,
freedom, and democratic ideals.

H.Con.Res. 92  Expressing the sense of Congress with respect to certain reg-
ulations of the Occupational Safety and Health Administration.

H.Con.Res. 119  Expressing the sense of the Congress regarding the Knight
Foundation's proposals for reforming the college athletics system.

H.Con.Res. 161  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the American
public should observe the 100th anniversary of moviemaking and recognize
the contributions of the American Film Institute in advocating and preserving
the art of film.

H.Con.Res. 282  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the Low Income
Home Energy Assistance Program should be funded for fiscal year 1993 at
a level greater than or equal to its funding for fiscal year 1992.

H.Con.Res. 327  Expressing the sense of the Congress regarding visionary art
as a national treasure and regarding the American Visionary Art Museum as
a national repository and educational center for visionary art.

MCNULTY, Michael R. of New York

H.R. 1  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to restore and strengthen civil
rights laws that ban discrimination in employment, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2  To entitle employees to family leave in certain cases involving a birth,
an adoption, or a serious health condition and to temporary medical leave in
certain cases involving a serious health condition, with adequate protection
of the employees employment and benefit rights, and to establish a com-
mission to study ways of providing salary replacement for employees who
take any such leave.

H.R. 5  To amend the National Labor Relations Act and the Railway Labor
Act to prevent discrimination based on participation in labor disputes.

H.R. 179  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to permit the deferral
of payments on student loans during professional internships, regardless of
duration.

H.R. 451  To amend the Black Lung Benefits Act to provide that when ben-
efits are paid for at least two years after an initial determination of eligibility
for such benefits the benefits will not be required to be repaid upon a final
determination of ineligibility for benefits, and for other purposes.

H.R. 500  To require the Secretary of the Treasury to mint coins in com-
memoration of the quincentenary of the discovery of America by Christopher
Columbus and to establish the Christopher Columbus Fellowship Foundation.

H.R. 501  To authorize the Secretary of Housing and Urban Development to
provide grants to urban and rural communities for training economically
disadvantaged youth in education and employment skills and to expand the
supply of housing for homeless and economically disadvantaged individuals
and families.

H.R. 812  To establish a program of grants for the provision of coordinated
educational support services to at-risk youth.

H.R. 840  To improve counseling services for elementary school children.
H.R. 908  To amend title 38, United States Code, and other provisions of law

to provide improved benefits and services for military personnel who serve
during the Persian Gulf War, including particularly benefits and services for
members of the National Guard and Reserve components, and for other
purposes.

H.R. 1154  To establish programs to improve foreign language instruction and
to amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 in order to promote equal access
to opportunities to study abroad, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1254  To provide for the establishment of the Margaret Walker
Alexander National African-American Research Center.

H.R. 1364  To amend the Job Corps provisions of the Job Training Partnership
Act.

H.R. 1365  To amend the Job Training Partnership Act to provide for disaster
relief employment assistance.

H.R. 1633  To assist in implementing the Plan of Action adopted by the World
Summit for Children.

H.R. 1753  To establish grant programs and provide other forms of Federal
assistance to pregnant women, children in need of adoptive families, and
individuals and families adopting children.

H.R. 2018  To amend the Older Americans Act of 1965 to require uniform
telephone listing of area agencies on aging.

H.R. 2019  To amend the Older Americans Act of 1965 to assist older indi-
viduals to avoid falling and to prevent incorrect medication and adverse drug
reactions.

H.R. 2020  To amend title III  of the Older Americans Act of 1965 with respect
to assistance to older individuals who reside in rural areas.
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H.R. 2021  To amend the Older Americans Act of 1965 to require States to
appoint a State advisory body to make recommendations regarding trans-
portation services that affect older individuals; to provide for coordination
of such services; and to require the Commissioner on Aging to submit a re-
port regarding transportation services provided under such Act.

H.R. 2022  To amend the Older Americans Act of 1965 to increase efforts to
inform isolated older individuals, and older individuals who are victims of
Alzheimer's disease and related disorders, of the availability of assistance
under title III of such Act.

H.R. 2023  To amend the Older Americans Act of 1965 to authorize services
relating to the appointment and monitoring of guardians, and of represen-
tative payees, of older individuals.

H.R. 2024  To require the President to call a White House Conference on
Aging in 1993.

H.R. 2025  To amend the Older Americans Act of 1965 to require States to
expand State and community involvement in order to promote cooperative
efforts to provide community-based long-term care services to older indi-
viduals, including related services for their caregivers.

H.R. 2026  To amend the Older Americans Act of 1965 to provide supportive
services to strengthen informal caregivers who assist older individuals in
need of long-term care, to remain in private residences.

H.R. 2258  To help end hunger and human want.
H.R. 2334  To further assist States in their efforts to increase awareness about

and prevent family violence and provide immediate shelter and related as-
sistance to battered women and their children.

H.R. 2336  To establish a higher education loan program in which a borrower's
annual repayment obligation is dependent upon both postschool income level
and borrowing history, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2363  To amend the provisions of the Higher Education Act of 1965
relating to treatment by campus officials of sexual assault victims.

H.R. 2782  To amend the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974
to provide that such Act does not preempt certain State laws.

H.R. 3098  To improve the college participation rates of groups underserved
by institutions of higher education and for other purposes.

H.R. 3437  To require the Secretary of Education to submit to Congress a re-
port on the use of Pell Grants by prisoners.

H.R. 3476  To establish the Commission on the Advancement of Women in
the Science and Engineering Work Forces.

H.R. 3553  To amend and extend the Higher Education Act of 1965.
H.R. 3613  To amend title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and the Age

Discrimination in Employment Act of 1967 to improve the effectiveness of
administrative review of employment discrimination claims made by Federal
employees; and for other purposes.

H.R. 3878  To provide assistance to employees who are subject to a plant
closing or mass layoff because their work is transferred to another country
which has low wages or unhealthy working conditions.

H.R. 4136  To revitalize the American rail car industry by the establishment
of a Federal grant and loan program for research and development, by the
creation of economic incentives to encourage investment in rail car design
and engineering activities, and by the expansion of vocational training op-
portunities in the rail car industry.

H.R. 4300  To amend the Stewart B. McKinney Homeless Assistance Act to
extend programs providing urgently needed assistance for the homeless, and
for other purposes.

H.R. 4822  To make appropriations to begin a phase-in toward full funding
of the special supplemental food program for women, infants, and children
(WIC) and of Head Start programs, to expand the Job Corps program, and
for other purposes.

H.R. 5219  To direct the Secretary of Defense to provide grants to States to
provide technical and financial assistance to defense-dependent contractors.

H.Res. 201  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives that the
people of the United States should recognize ”An Artistic Discovery”, the
Congressional High School Art Competition.

H.Con.Res. 92  Expressing the sense of Congress with respect to certain reg-
ulations of the Occupational Safety and Health Administration.

H.Con.Res. 161  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the American
public should observe the 100th anniversary of moviemaking and recognize
the contributions of the American Film Institute in advocating and preserving
the art of film.

H.Con.Res. 282  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the Low Income
Home Energy Assistance Program should be funded for fiscal year 1993 at
a level greater than or equal to its funding for fiscal year 1992.

METZENBAUM, Howard M. of Ohio

S. 353  To require the Director of the National Institute for Occupational
Safety and Health to conduct a study of the prevalence and issues related to
contamination of workers' homes with hazardous chemicals and substances
transported from their workplace and to issue or report on regulations to
prevent or mitigate the future contamination of workers' homes, and for other
purposes.

S. 838  To amend the Child Abuse Prevention and Treatment Act to revise and
extend programs under such Act, and for other purposes.

S.Con.Res. 44  Expressing the sense of Congress that the American public
should observe the 100th anniversary of moviemaking and recognize the
contributions of the American Film Institute in advocating and preserving the
art of film.

MEYERS, Jan of Kansas

H.R. 123  To amend title 4, United States Code, to declare English as the of-
ficial language of the United States.

H.R. 179  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to permit the deferral
of payments on student loans during professional internships, regardless of
duration.

H.R. 623  To amend the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 to exempt em-
ployees involved in certain model garment programs, and for other purposes.

H.R. 709  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to provide reduced
rates of interest under the Guaranteed Student Loan Program to individuals
who enter the teaching profession.

H.R. 799  To ensure that checks to pay benefits under title IV of the Federal
Mine Safety and Health Act of 1977 are delivered early if the usual delivery
date falls on a Saturday, Sunday, or holiday.

H.R. 812  To establish a program of grants for the provision of coordinated
educational support services to at-risk youth.

H.R. 821  To provide for the cancellation of a portion of the direct student
loans of members of the Armed Forces who serve in a combat zone in con-
nection with the Persian Gulf conflict and to require the restoration of edu-
cational benefits and tuition reimbursement for those members of the Armed
Forces who are unable to pursue studies because of military commitments.

H.R. 1048  To establish within the Department of Education an Office of
Community Colleges.

H.R. 1118  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to reduce student loan
defaults, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1149  To secure the right of women to be free of sexual harassment and
violence, to promote equal opportunity for women, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1502  To combat violence and crimes against women on the streets and
in homes.

H.R. 1753  To establish grant programs and provide other forms of Federal
assistance to pregnant women, children in need of adoptive families, and
individuals and families adopting children.

H.R. 1822  To amend the Older Americans Community Service Employment
Act to authorize grants for the employment of older Americans in providing
child care for families with low income; and to amend title II of the Social
Security Act to exempt from the earnings test amounts earned for child care
services.

H.R. 2363  To amend the provisions of the Higher Education Act of 1965
relating to treatment by campus officials of sexual assault victims.

H.R. 2810  To expand the nation's drug treatment capacity, promote drug-free
and safe schools, require Statewide drug abuse prevention and treatment
plans, and ensure that new Federal grant dollars provided for treatment ser-
vices do not displace State dollars.

H.R. 2912  To improve the recruitment of classroom teachers, and for other
purposes.

H.R. 3439  To improve immigration law enforcement.
H.R. 3475  To assist business in providing women with opportunities in ap-

prenticeship and nontraditional occupations.
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H.R. 3476  To establish the Commission on the Advancement of Women in
the Science and Engineering Work Forces.

H.R. 3555  To repeal and prohibit all exemptions, privileges and gratuities for
members of the U.S. House of Representatives and the U.S. Senate.

H.R. 4361  To create ”Healthy American Schools”  where children learn life-
long health and fitness skills vital to developing a smart body and smart mind
and to empower every school with the ability to become a healthy school
built on a firm foundation of ”healthy mind and healthy body” curricula.

H.R. 4700  To amend the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974
to require an independent audit of statements prepared by certain financial
institutions with respect to assets of employee benefit plans.

H.R. 5325  To improve access to health insurance and contain health care
costs, and for other purposes.

H.R. 5960  To prevent and punish sexual violence and domestic violence, to
assist and protect the victims of such violence, to assist State and local ef-
forts, and for other purposes.

H.Res. 201  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives that the
people of the United States should recognize ”An Artistic Discovery”, the
Congressional High School Art Competition.

H.Res. 428  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives that sec-
ondary schools throughout the Nation should implement a financial planning
program using the proven techniques of the College for Financial Planning
in partnership with the United States Department of Agriculture Extension
Service and participating Land-Grant University Cooperative Extension Ser-
vices.

H.Con.Res. 161  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the American
public should observe the 100th anniversary of moviemaking and recognize
the contributions of the American Film Institute in advocating and preserving
the art of film.

MFUME, Kweisi of Maryland

H.R. 1  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to restore and strengthen civil
rights laws that ban discrimination in employment, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2  To entitle employees to family leave in certain cases involving a birth,
an adoption, or a serious health condition and to temporary medical leave in
certain cases involving a serious health condition, with adequate protection
of the employees employment and benefit rights, and to establish a com-
mission to study ways of providing salary replacement for employees who
take any such leave.

H.R. 5  To amend the National Labor Relations Act and the Railway Labor
Act to prevent discrimination based on participation in labor disputes.

H.R. 81  To amend the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 to allow individuals
to direct that part or all of their income tax refunds be contributed to a trust
fund established for the relief of domestic and international hunger, and to
establish a commission to oversee the distribution of such contributions.

H.R. 196  To amend the Job Training Partnership Act to establish a Youth
Opportunities Unlimited Program.

H.R. 386  To require the executive branch to gather and disseminate infor-
mation regarding, and to promote techniques to eliminate, discriminatory
wage-setting practices and discriminatory wage disparities which are based
on sex, race, or national origin.

H.R. 441  To facilitate the economic adjustment of communities, industries,
and workers to reductions or realignments in defense or aerospace contracts,
military facilities, and arms export, and for other purposes.

H.R. 500  To require the Secretary of the Treasury to mint coins in com-
memoration of the quincentenary of the discovery of America by Christopher
Columbus and to establish the Christopher Columbus Fellowship Foundation.

H.R. 501  To authorize the Secretary of Housing and Urban Development to
provide grants to urban and rural communities for training economically
disadvantaged youth in education and employment skills and to expand the
supply of housing for homeless and economically disadvantaged individuals
and families.

H.R. 544  To amend the National School Lunch Act to restore food supple-
ment benefits under the dependent care food program to adolescent youth.

H.R. 667  To authorize a grant to the National Writing Project.

H.R. 751  To enhance the literacy and basic skills of adults, to ensure that all
adults in the United States acquire the basic skills necessary to function ef-
fectively and achieve the greatest possible opportunity in their work and in
their lives, and to strengthen and coordinate adult literacy programs.

H.R. 775  To establish Summer Science Academies for talented students,
particularly economically disadvantaged, minority participants, and for other
purposes.

H.R. 812  To establish a program of grants for the provision of coordinated
educational support services to at-risk youth.

H.R. 908  To amend title 38, United States Code, and other provisions of law
to provide improved benefits and services for military personnel who serve
during the Persian Gulf War, including particularly benefits and services for
members of the National Guard and Reserve components, and for other
purposes.

H.R. 995  To authorize up to 5 States to conduct 2-year demonstration projects
to test the effectiveness of alternative methods for delivering services and
activities under the JOBS program to families at risk of entering the AFDC
program, and to amend part A of title IV of the Social Security Act to pro-
vide for the permanent use of such alternative methods beginning in fiscal
year 1995.

H.R. 1059  To amend section 311 of the Older Americans Act of 1965 to re-
quire the Secretary of Agriculture to provide assistance for 2 meals served
daily per person.

H.R. 1063  To amend the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970 to es-
tablish an Office of Construction Safety, Health, and Education, to improve
inspections, investigations, reporting, and recordkeeping on construction
sites, to require the appointment of project constructors to monitor safety on
construction sites, to require construction employers to establish safety and
health programs, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1126  To extend the coverage of certain Federal labor laws to foreign
flagships.

H.R. 1190  To establish a system for identifying, notifying, and preventing
illness and death among workers who are at increased or high risk of occu-
pational disease, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1218  To prevent potential abuses of electronic monitoring in the
workplace.

H.R. 1254  To provide for the establishment of the Margaret Walker
Alexander National African-American Research Center.

H.R. 1364  To amend the Job Corps provisions of the Job Training Partnership
Act.

H.R. 1365  To amend the Job Training Partnership Act to provide for disaster
relief employment assistance.

H.R. 1430  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and the Fair Housing Act
to prohibit discrimination on the basis of affectional or sexual orientation,
and for other purposes.

H.R. 1460  Entitled ”The Food For Young Children Act”.
H.R. 1482  To amend title IV of the Higher Education Act of 1965 to allow

resident physicians to defer repayment of title IV student loans while com-
pleting accredited resident training programs.

H.R. 1502  To combat violence and crimes against women on the streets and
in homes.

H.R. 1503  To facilitate capital financing for historically Black colleges and
universities.

H.R. 1633  To assist in implementing the Plan of Action adopted by the World
Summit for Children.

H.R. 1669  To provide financial assistance to eligible local educational agen-
cies to improve urban education, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1741 *  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to reaffirm that title VII
of such Act applies with respect to the extraterritorial employment of United
States citizens by certain employers.

H.R. 1753  To establish grant programs and provide other forms of Federal
assistance to pregnant women, children in need of adoptive families, and
individuals and families adopting children.

H.R. 1960  To direct the Secretary of the Interior to construct a National
Training Center at the National Afro-American Museum and Cultural Center
and for other purposes.

H.R. 2157  To require the National Collegiate Athletic Association to provide
due process in connection with its regulatory activities affecting coaches,
players, and institutions engaged in sports in interstate commerce.

H.R. 2258  To help end hunger and human want.
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H.R. 2334  To further assist States in their efforts to increase awareness about
and prevent family violence and provide immediate shelter and related as-
sistance to battered women and their children.

H.R. 2350  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to assure that low-
income students have the opportunity to pursue higher education, and for
other purposes.

H.R. 2363  To amend the provisions of the Higher Education Act of 1965
relating to treatment by campus officials of sexual assault victims.

H.R. 2437  To amend the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 to revise and extend the
program regarding independent living services for older blind individuals.

H.R. 2970  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to provide program
grants to medical and allied health professions institutions for graduate edu-
cation and training which will benefit underserved, economically disadvan-
taged communities.

H.R. 3098  To improve the college participation rates of groups underserved
by institutions of higher education and for other purposes.

H.R. 3160  To revise the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970.
H.R. 3362  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to establish programs

for minority foreign service professional development.
H.R. 3526  To ensure economic equity for American women and their families

and to respond to the need to revitalize the American economy by expanding
employment opportunities; improving access to funds for women business
owners; enhancing economic justice for women through pay equity, im-
proved child support enforcement, and benefits for part-time workers; and
providing economic and retirement security for women as workers and as
divorced or surviving spouses.

H.R. 3548  To improve the quality of education by providing incentive grants
and by certain other methods.

H.R. 3553  To amend and extend the Higher Education Act of 1965.
H.R. 3625  To require the Commissioner of the Bureau of Labor Statistics to

conduct time use surveys of unremunerated work performed in the United
States and to calculate the monetary value of such work.

H.R. 3748  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1991 with respect to the appli-
cation of such Act.

H.R. 3975  To amend section 1977A of the Revised Statutes to equalize the
remedies available to all victims of intentional employment discrimination,
and for other purposes.

H.R. 4022  To amend the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 to provide tax in-
centives for the establishment of tax enterprise zones, and for other purposes.

H.R. 4122  To guarantee a work opportunity for all Americans and for other
purposes.

H.R. 4136  To revitalize the American rail car industry by the establishment
of a Federal grant and loan program for research and development, by the
creation of economic incentives to encourage investment in rail car design
and engineering activities, and by the expansion of vocational training op-
portunities in the rail car industry.

H.R. 4259  To amend title I of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 to provide each
individual with handicaps who is eligible for services under such title with
the right to select the entities that are to provide services pursuant to the in-
dividualized written rehabilitation program developed for the individual.

H.R. 4300  To amend the Stewart B. McKinney Homeless Assistance Act to
extend programs providing urgently needed assistance for the homeless, and
for other purposes.

H.R. 4338  To suspend certain compliance and accountability measures under
the National School Lunch Act.

H.R. 4407  Entitled, ”Employment and Economic Growth Act”.
H.R. 4528  To amend the Job Training Partnership Act to authorize the es-

tablishment of additional Job Corps centers, and for other purposes.
H.R. 4822  To make appropriations to begin a phase-in toward full funding

of the special supplemental food program for women, infants, and children
(WIC) and of Head Start programs, to expand the Job Corps program, and
for other purposes.

H.R. 5326  To establish a program to assure nondiscriminatory compliance
with all environmental health and safety laws and to assure equal protection
of the public health.

H.R. 5993  To establish a program of mandatory national service for young
people in the United States.

H.Res. 201  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives that the
people of the United States should recognize ”An Artistic Discovery”, the
Congressional High School Art Competition.

H.Res. 284  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives that there
is a need for a comprehensive, coordinated strategy to help the United States
achieve its goal of being the strongest Nation on Earth economically and
militarily, so that it remain the greatest Nation in support of human dignity,
freedom, and democratic ideals.

H.Con.Res. 92  Expressing the sense of Congress with respect to certain reg-
ulations of the Occupational Safety and Health Administration.

H.Con.Res. 161  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the American
public should observe the 100th anniversary of moviemaking and recognize
the contributions of the American Film Institute in advocating and preserving
the art of film.

H.Con.Res. 282  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the Low Income
Home Energy Assistance Program should be funded for fiscal year 1993 at
a level greater than or equal to its funding for fiscal year 1992.

H.Con.Res. 327  Expressing the sense of the Congress regarding visionary art
as a national treasure and regarding the American Visionary Art Museum as
a national repository and educational center for visionary art.

MICHEL, Robert H. of Illinois

H.R. 1375 *  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to strengthen protections
against discrimination in employment, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2460 *  To help the Nation achieve the National Education Goals by
supporting the creation of a new generation of American Schools in com-
munities across the country; rewarding schools that demonstrate outstanding
gains in student performance and other progress toward the National Educa-
tion Goals; creating academies to improve leadership and core-course teach-
ing in schools nationwide; supporting State and local efforts to attract
qualified individuals to teaching and educational administration; providing
States and localities with statutory and regulatory flexibility in exchange for
greater accountability for student learning; encouraging, testing, and evalu-
ating educational choice programs; increasing the potential usefulness of the
National Assessment of Education Progress to State and local decision-
makers; expanding Federal support for literacy improvements; and for other
purposes.

H.R. 2810 *  To expand the nation's drug treatment capacity, promote drug-
free and safe schools, require Statewide drug abuse prevention and treatment
plans, and ensure that new Federal grant dollars provided for treatment ser-
vices do not displace State dollars.

H.R. 3400 *  To provide an emergency unemployment compensation program.
H.R. 3600 *  To provide a temporary extended unemployment compensation

program.
H.R. 3738  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to strengthen and improve

Federal civil rights laws, to provide for damages in cases of intentional em-
ployment discrimination, to clarify provisions regarding disparate impact
actions, and for other purposes.

H.R. 3757  To provide a program of emergency unemployment compensation,
and for other purposes.

H.R. 4150 *  To create jobs, promote economic growth, assist families, and
promote health, education, savings and home ownership.

H.R. 4200 *  To create jobs, promote economic growth, and encourage
savings, investment and home ownership.

H.R. 4545 *  To amend the Employee Retirement Security Act of 1974, the
Internal Revenue Code of 1986, and title 11, United States Code; to improve
pension plan funding; to limit growth in insurance exposure; to protect the
single-employer plan termination insurance program by clarifying the status
of claims of the Pension Benefit Guaranty Corporation and the treatment of
pension plans in bankruptcy proceedings; and for other purposes.

H.R. 4847 *  To provide greater accountability in government by bringing
Congress within the scope of certain laws presently covering the private
sector, the executive branch, or both.

H.R. 5038  To revise the Federal vocational training system to meet the Na-
tion's workforce needs into the 21st Century by establishing a network of
local skill centers to serve as a common point of entry to vocational training,
a certification system to ensure high quality programs, and a voucher system
to enhance participant choice, and for other purposes.

H.R. 5220  To promote youth apprenticeship, and for other purposes.
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H.R. 5288  To revise the Federal vocational training system to meet the Na-
tion's workforce needs into the 21st century by establishing a network of
local skill centers to serve as a common point of entry to vocational training,
a certification system to ensure high quality programs, and a voucher system
to enhance participant choice, and for other purposes.

H.R. 5325 *  To improve access to health insurance and contain health care
costs, and for other purposes.

H.R. 5664  To encourage, assist, and evaluate educational choice programs,
and for other purposes.

H.R. 5919 *  To amend Internal Revenue Code of 1986 regarding the de-
duction for health insurance costs of self-employed individuals, to amend the
Social Security Act to increase the availability, portability, and affordability
of health insurance, especially health insurance for small employers, by
prohibiting discriminatory practices and promoting broad risk pooling among
health insurers, to further amend the Social Security Act to improve and
make more efficient the provision of medical and health insurance informa-
tion, to amend the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974 to
improve its enforcement by adding requirements with respect to multiple
employer welfare arrangements, to improve the health care delivery system
and ensure access to affordable quality health care through reduced liability
costs and improved quality of care, and for other purposes.

H.R. 5960  To prevent and punish sexual violence and domestic violence, to
assist and protect the victims of such violence, to assist State and local ef-
forts, and for other purposes.

H.Con.Res. 92  Expressing the sense of Congress with respect to certain reg-
ulations of the Occupational Safety and Health Administration.

MIKULSKI, Barbara of Maryland

S.Con.Res. 81 *  Expressing the sense of the Congress regarding visionary art
as a national treasure and regarding the American Visionary Art Museum as
a national repository and educational center for visionary art.

MILLER, Clarence E. of Ohio

H.R. 123  To amend title 4, United States Code, to declare English as the of-
ficial language of the United States.

H.R. 179  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to permit the deferral
of payments on student loans during professional internships, regardless of
duration.

H.R. 709  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to provide reduced
rates of interest under the Guaranteed Student Loan Program to individuals
who enter the teaching profession.

H.R. 1237  To amend the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 to clarify the
application of such Act, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1482  To amend title IV of the Higher Education Act of 1965 to allow
resident physicians to defer repayment of title IV student loans while com-
pleting accredited resident training programs.

H.R. 1753  To establish grant programs and provide other forms of Federal
assistance to pregnant women, children in need of adoptive families, and
individuals and families adopting children.

H.R. 1960  To direct the Secretary of the Interior to construct a National
Training Center at the National Afro-American Museum and Cultural Center
and for other purposes.

H.R. 2125  To establish a commission to examine the issues associated with
the teaching of values in elementary and secondary schools and to amend the
Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965 to establish a demon-
stration program of grants to innovative projects relating to civics and char-
acter values in education.

H.R. 2336  To establish a higher education loan program in which a borrower's
annual repayment obligation is dependent upon both postschool income level
and borrowing history, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2810  To expand the nation's drug treatment capacity, promote drug-free
and safe schools, require Statewide drug abuse prevention and treatment
plans, and ensure that new Federal grant dollars provided for treatment ser-
vices do not displace State dollars.

H.R. 3439  To improve immigration law enforcement.

H.R. 4013  To amend certain provisions of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986
to improve the provisions of health care to retirees in the coal industry, to
revise the manner in which such care is funded and maintained, and for other
purposes.

H.R. 5325  To improve access to health insurance and contain health care
costs, and for other purposes.

H.Con.Res. 92  Expressing the sense of Congress with respect to certain reg-
ulations of the Occupational Safety and Health Administration.

H.Con.Res. 161  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the American
public should observe the 100th anniversary of moviemaking and recognize
the contributions of the American Film Institute in advocating and preserving
the art of film.

H.Con.Res. 282  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the Low Income
Home Energy Assistance Program should be funded for fiscal year 1993 at
a level greater than or equal to its funding for fiscal year 1992.

MILLER, George of California

H.R. 1  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to restore and strengthen civil
rights laws that ban discrimination in employment, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2  To entitle employees to family leave in certain cases involving a birth,
an adoption, or a serious health condition and to temporary medical leave in
certain cases involving a serious health condition, with adequate protection
of the employees employment and benefit rights, and to establish a com-
mission to study ways of providing salary replacement for employees who
take any such leave.

H.R. 5  To amend the National Labor Relations Act and the Railway Labor
Act to prevent discrimination based on participation in labor disputes.

H.R. 451  To amend the Black Lung Benefits Act to provide that when ben-
efits are paid for at least two years after an initial determination of eligibility
for such benefits the benefits will not be required to be repaid upon a final
determination of ineligibility for benefits, and for other purposes.

H.R. 500  To require the Secretary of the Treasury to mint coins in com-
memoration of the quincentenary of the discovery of America by Christopher
Columbus and to establish the Christopher Columbus Fellowship Foundation.

H.R. 501  To authorize the Secretary of Housing and Urban Development to
provide grants to urban and rural communities for training economically
disadvantaged youth in education and employment skills and to expand the
supply of housing for homeless and economically disadvantaged individuals
and families.

H.R. 667 *  To authorize a grant to the National Writing Project.
H.R. 751  To enhance the literacy and basic skills of adults, to ensure that all

adults in the United States acquire the basic skills necessary to function ef-
fectively and achieve the greatest possible opportunity in their work and in
their lives, and to strengthen and coordinate adult literacy programs.

H.R. 763  To establish a program to guarantee students from selected high
schools a chance to go to college, and for other purposes.

H.R. 812  To establish a program of grants for the provision of coordinated
educational support services to at-risk youth.

H.R. 824  To provide participants in private pension plans which were termi-
nated before September 1, 1974, the nonforfeitable pension benefits which
were lost by reason of the termination, and for other purposes.

H.R. 906 *  To amend the Job Training Partnership Act to encourage a broader
range of training and job placement for women and for other purposes.

H.R. 907 *  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to permit alternative
methods for qualifying ”ability-to-benefit” students for Federal student fi-
nancial aid.

H.R. 995  To authorize up to 5 States to conduct 2-year demonstration projects
to test the effectiveness of alternative methods for delivering services and
activities under the JOBS program to families at risk of entering the AFDC
program, and to amend part A of title IV of the Social Security Act to pro-
vide for the permanent use of such alternative methods beginning in fiscal
year 1995.

H.R. 1063  To amend the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970 to es-
tablish an Office of Construction Safety, Health, and Education, to improve
inspections, investigations, reporting, and recordkeeping on construction
sites, to require the appointment of project constructors to monitor safety on
construction sites, to require construction employers to establish safety and
health programs, and for other purposes.
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H.R. 1116 *  To permit certain coal miners and their survivors to have their
claims reviewed under the Black Lung Benefits Act.

H.R. 1126  To extend the coverage of certain Federal labor laws to foreign
flagships.

H.R. 1190  To establish a system for identifying, notifying, and preventing
illness and death among workers who are at increased or high risk of occu-
pational disease, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1218  To prevent potential abuses of electronic monitoring in the
workplace.

H.R. 1285  To resolve legal and technical issues relating to Federal
postsecondary student assistance programs and to prevent undue burdens on
participants in Operation Desert Storm, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1364  To amend the Job Corps provisions of the Job Training Partnership
Act.

H.R. 1365  To amend the Job Training Partnership Act to provide for disaster
relief employment assistance.

H.R. 1388  To entitle employees to family leave for attending school activities.
H.R. 1430  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and the Fair Housing Act

to prohibit discrimination on the basis of affectional or sexual orientation,
and for other purposes.

H.R. 1503  To facilitate capital financing for historically Black colleges and
universities.

H.R. 1524  To establish programs to promote increased access to higher edu-
cation through early intervention counseling and financial aid information.

H.R. 1602  To amend title I of the Employee Retirement Income Security Act
of 1974 to provide that such Act does not preempt actions under State law
against persons who engage in unfair insurance claims practices.

H.R. 1633  To assist in implementing the Plan of Action adopted by the World
Summit for Children.

H.R. 1637  To make improvements in the Black Lung Benefits Act.
H.R. 1664  To protect employees who report violations of Federal laws and

regulations.
H.R. 1987  To amend the Act of March 3, 1931 (known as the Davis-Bacon

Act), to revise the standard for coverage under that Act, and for other pur-
poses.

H.R. 2076  To amend the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 to reform the
provisions relating to child labor.

H.R. 2258  To help end hunger and human want.
H.R. 2313  To amend the School Dropout Demonstration Assistance Act of

1988 to extend authorization of appropriations through fiscal year 1993 and
for other purposes.

H.R. 2331  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to permit less-than-
half-time students to obtain Pell Grants.

H.R. 2336  To establish a higher education loan program in which a borrower's
annual repayment obligation is dependent upon both postschool income level
and borrowing history, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2782  To amend the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974
to provide that such Act does not preempt certain State laws.

H.R. 2819  To provide financial assistance to eligible local educational agen-
cies to improve rural education, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2938  To establish a Teacher Opportunity Corps to enable
paraprofessionals working in targeted schools to become certified teachers
through part-time and summer study.

H.R. 2967  To amend the Older Americans Act of 1965 to authorize appro-
priations for fiscal years 1992 through 1995; to authorize a 1993 National
Conference on Aging; to amend the Native Americans Programs Act of 1974
to authorize appropriations for fiscal years 1992 through 1995; and for other
purposes.

H.R. 3050 *  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to establish a higher
education loan program in which the amount of a student's loan repayment
is contingent upon such student's income, and for other purposes.

H.R. 3160  To revise the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970.
H.R. 3285  To provide for regional energy efficient lighting education centers,

and for other purposes.
H.R. 3320  To improve education for all students by restructuring the educa-

tion system in the States.
H.R. 3475  To assist business in providing women with opportunities in ap-

prenticeship and nontraditional occupations.
H.R. 3476  To establish the Commission on the Advancement of Women in

the Science and Engineering Work Forces.

H.R. 3548  To improve the quality of education by providing incentive grants
and by certain other methods.

H.R. 3553  To amend and extend the Higher Education Act of 1965.
H.R. 3613  To amend title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and the Age

Discrimination in Employment Act of 1967 to improve the effectiveness of
administrative review of employment discrimination claims made by Federal
employees; and for other purposes.

H.R. 3625  To require the Commissioner of the Bureau of Labor Statistics to
conduct time use surveys of unremunerated work performed in the United
States and to calculate the monetary value of such work.

H.R. 3680  To modify the tax and budget priorities of the United States, and
for other purposes.

H.R. 3748  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1991 with respect to the appli-
cation of such Act.

H.R. 3878  To provide assistance to employees who are subject to a plant
closing or mass layoff because their work is transferred to another country
which has low wages or unhealthy working conditions.

H.R. 3957  To amend subpart 4 of part A of title IV of the Higher Education
Act of 1965 to require the Secretary of Education to carry out an advanced
placement test fee payment program, and for other purposes.

H.R. 3975  To amend section 1977A of the Revised Statutes to equalize the
remedies available to all victims of intentional employment discrimination,
and for other purposes.

H.R. 4136  To revitalize the American rail car industry by the establishment
of a Federal grant and loan program for research and development, by the
creation of economic incentives to encourage investment in rail car design
and engineering activities, and by the expansion of vocational training op-
portunities in the rail car industry.

H.R. 4259  To amend title I of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 to provide each
individual with handicaps who is eligible for services under such title with
the right to select the entities that are to provide services pursuant to the in-
dividualized written rehabilitation program developed for the individual.

H.R. 4277  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to delete certain re-
quirements relating to the guaranteed student loan program.

H.R. 4300  To amend the Stewart B. McKinney Homeless Assistance Act to
extend programs providing urgently needed assistance for the homeless, and
for other purposes.

H.R. 4323  To improve education for all students by restructuring the educa-
tion system in the States.

H.R. 4471  To amend and extend the Higher Education Act of 1965.
H.R. 4528  To amend the Job Training Partnership Act to authorize the es-

tablishment of additional Job Corps centers, and for other purposes.
H.R. 4538  To provide assistance to local educational agencies for the pre-

vention and reduction of violent crime in elementary and secondary schools.
H.R. 4822  To make appropriations to begin a phase-in toward full funding

of the special supplemental food program for women, infants, and children
(WIC) and of Head Start programs, to expand the Job Corps program, and
for other purposes.

H.R. 5083  To amend the Act of September 30, 1950 to provide that amounts
appropriated under such Act for purposes of making payments to local edu-
cational agencies on behalf of children who are dependents of a parent or
parents on active duty in the armed forces shall be considered national de-
fense functions for budget purposes.

H.R. 5165  To improve educational effectiveness by establishing a flexibility
demonstration program.

H.R. 5326  To establish a program to assure nondiscriminatory compliance
with all environmental health and safety laws and to assure equal protection
of the public health.

H.R. 5490 *  To amend the National School Lunch Act to establish an optional
universal school lunch and breakfast program.

H.R. 5573  To provide grants to States and local entities to integrate education,
medical, and social and human services to at-risk children.

H.R. 5846  To increase the number of weeks for which emergency unem-
ployment compensation is payable, and for other purposes.

H.R. 6067 *  To amend the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 to provide that
the minimum wage rate under that Act will be indexed to the cost of living
in the same manner as Social Security benefits are indexed.
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H.Res. 284  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives that there
is a need for a comprehensive, coordinated strategy to help the United States
achieve its goal of being the strongest Nation on Earth economically and
militarily, so that it remain the greatest Nation in support of human dignity,
freedom, and democratic ideals.

H.Con.Res. 92  Expressing the sense of Congress with respect to certain reg-
ulations of the Occupational Safety and Health Administration.

H.Con.Res. 161  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the American
public should observe the 100th anniversary of moviemaking and recognize
the contributions of the American Film Institute in advocating and preserving
the art of film.

MILLER, John of Washington

H.R. 179  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to permit the deferral
of payments on student loans during professional internships, regardless of
duration.

H.R. 386  To require the executive branch to gather and disseminate infor-
mation regarding, and to promote techniques to eliminate, discriminatory
wage-setting practices and discriminatory wage disparities which are based
on sex, race, or national origin.

H.R. 667  To authorize a grant to the National Writing Project.
H.R. 709  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to provide reduced

rates of interest under the Guaranteed Student Loan Program to individuals
who enter the teaching profession.

H.R. 1154  To establish programs to improve foreign language instruction and
to amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 in order to promote equal access
to opportunities to study abroad, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1218  To prevent potential abuses of electronic monitoring in the
workplace.

H.R. 1375  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to strengthen protections
against discrimination in employment, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1430  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and the Fair Housing Act
to prohibit discrimination on the basis of affectional or sexual orientation,
and for other purposes.

H.R. 1482  To amend title IV of the Higher Education Act of 1965 to allow
resident physicians to defer repayment of title IV student loans while com-
pleting accredited resident training programs.

H.R. 1633  To assist in implementing the Plan of Action adopted by the World
Summit for Children.

H.R. 1753  To establish grant programs and provide other forms of Federal
assistance to pregnant women, children in need of adoptive families, and
individuals and families adopting children.

H.R. 2040  To establish certain programs regarding adoption, and for other
purposes.

H.R. 2334  To further assist States in their efforts to increase awareness about
and prevent family violence and provide immediate shelter and related as-
sistance to battered women and their children.

H.R. 2336  To establish a higher education loan program in which a borrower's
annual repayment obligation is dependent upon both postschool income level
and borrowing history, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2363  To amend the provisions of the Higher Education Act of 1965
relating to treatment by campus officials of sexual assault victims.

H.R. 2460  To help the Nation achieve the National Education Goals by sup-
porting the creation of a new generation of American Schools in communities
across the country; rewarding schools that demonstrate outstanding gains in
student performance and other progress toward the National Education
Goals; creating academies to improve leadership and core-course teaching in
schools nationwide; supporting State and local efforts to attract qualified in-
dividuals to teaching and educational administration; providing States and
localities with statutory and regulatory flexibility in exchange for greater
accountability for student learning; encouraging, testing, and evaluating ed-
ucational choice programs; increasing the potential usefulness of the National
Assessment of Education Progress to State and local decision-makers; ex-
panding Federal support for literacy improvements; and for other purposes.

H.R. 2613  To provide expanded unemployment and training benefits to cer-
tain displaced workers, and for other purposes.

H.R. 3120  To express the sense of the Congress regarding a national agenda
for extending and improving foreign language instruction in the elementary
schools of the Nation.

H.R. 3555  To repeal and prohibit all exemptions, privileges and gratuities for
members of the U.S. House of Representatives and the U.S. Senate.

H.R. 3583  To extend the statute of limitation applicable to the filing of ad-
ministrative complaints by Federal employees who allege employment dis-
crimination in violation of title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964.

H.R. 3613  To amend title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and the Age
Discrimination in Employment Act of 1967 to improve the effectiveness of
administrative review of employment discrimination claims made by Federal
employees; and for other purposes.

H.R. 3734  To make applicable to the Congress certain laws relating to the
terms and conditions of employment, the health and safety of employees, and
the rights and responsibilities of employers and employees, and for other
purposes.

H.R. 4338  To suspend certain compliance and accountability measures under
the National School Lunch Act.

H.R. 5442 *  To establish Federal grant programs to identify and address the
foreign language needs within the United States for the purpose of enhancing
economic competitiveness, ensuring national security, and promoting the
national interest.

H.Con.Res. 282  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the Low Income
Home Energy Assistance Program should be funded for fiscal year 1993 at
a level greater than or equal to its funding for fiscal year 1992.

MINETA, Norman Y. of California

H.R. 1  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to restore and strengthen civil
rights laws that ban discrimination in employment, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2  To entitle employees to family leave in certain cases involving a birth,
an adoption, or a serious health condition and to temporary medical leave in
certain cases involving a serious health condition, with adequate protection
of the employees employment and benefit rights, and to establish a com-
mission to study ways of providing salary replacement for employees who
take any such leave.

H.R. 5  To amend the National Labor Relations Act and the Railway Labor
Act to prevent discrimination based on participation in labor disputes.

H.R. 196  To amend the Job Training Partnership Act to establish a Youth
Opportunities Unlimited Program.

H.R. 386  To require the executive branch to gather and disseminate infor-
mation regarding, and to promote techniques to eliminate, discriminatory
wage-setting practices and discriminatory wage disparities which are based
on sex, race, or national origin.

H.R. 441  To facilitate the economic adjustment of communities, industries,
and workers to reductions or realignments in defense or aerospace contracts,
military facilities, and arms export, and for other purposes.

H.R. 500  To require the Secretary of the Treasury to mint coins in com-
memoration of the quincentenary of the discovery of America by Christopher
Columbus and to establish the Christopher Columbus Fellowship Foundation.

H.R. 656  To provide for a coordinated Federal research program to ensure
continued United States leadership in high-performance computing.

H.R. 667  To authorize a grant to the National Writing Project.
H.R. 812  To establish a program of grants for the provision of coordinated

educational support services to at-risk youth.
H.R. 840  To improve counseling services for elementary school children.
H.R. 906  To amend the Job Training Partnership Act to encourage a broader

range of training and job placement for women and for other purposes.
H.R. 907  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to permit alternative

methods for qualifying ”ability-to-benefit” students for Federal student fi-
nancial aid.

H.R. 1063  To amend the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970 to es-
tablish an Office of Construction Safety, Health, and Education, to improve
inspections, investigations, reporting, and recordkeeping on construction
sites, to require the appointment of project constructors to monitor safety on
construction sites, to require construction employers to establish safety and
health programs, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1066  To authorize a national program to reduce the threat to human
health posed by exposure to contaminants in the air indoors.
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H.R. 1154  To establish programs to improve foreign language instruction and
to amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 in order to promote equal access
to opportunities to study abroad, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1190  To establish a system for identifying, notifying, and preventing
illness and death among workers who are at increased or high risk of occu-
pational disease, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1218  To prevent potential abuses of electronic monitoring in the
workplace.

H.R. 1364  To amend the Job Corps provisions of the Job Training Partnership
Act.

H.R. 1365  To amend the Job Training Partnership Act to provide for disaster
relief employment assistance.

H.R. 1388  To entitle employees to family leave for attending school activities.
H.R. 1430  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and the Fair Housing Act

to prohibit discrimination on the basis of affectional or sexual orientation,
and for other purposes.

H.R. 1482  To amend title IV of the Higher Education Act of 1965 to allow
resident physicians to defer repayment of title IV student loans while com-
pleting accredited resident training programs.

H.R. 1502  To combat violence and crimes against women on the streets and
in homes.

H.R. 1517 *  To provide for a critical industries study and report.
H.R. 1522  To deny funds to educational programs that allow corporal pun-

ishment.
H.R. 1524  To establish programs to promote increased access to higher edu-

cation through early intervention counseling and financial aid information.
H.R. 1633  To assist in implementing the Plan of Action adopted by the World

Summit for Children.
H.R. 1669  To provide financial assistance to eligible local educational agen-

cies to improve urban education, and for other purposes.
H.R. 1987  To amend the Act of March 3, 1931 (known as the Davis-Bacon

Act), to revise the standard for coverage under that Act, and for other pur-
poses.

H.R. 2157  To require the National Collegiate Athletic Association to provide
due process in connection with its regulatory activities affecting coaches,
players, and institutions engaged in sports in interstate commerce.

H.R. 2258  To help end hunger and human want.
H.R. 2334  To further assist States in their efforts to increase awareness about

and prevent family violence and provide immediate shelter and related as-
sistance to battered women and their children.

H.R. 2363  To amend the provisions of the Higher Education Act of 1965
relating to treatment by campus officials of sexual assault victims.

H.R. 2782  To amend the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974
to provide that such Act does not preempt certain State laws.

H.R. 2936  To establish programs at the National Science Foundation for the
advancement of technical education and training in advanced-technology
occupations, and for other purposes.

H.R. 3098  To improve the college participation rates of groups underserved
by institutions of higher education and for other purposes.

H.R. 3160  To revise the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970.
H.R. 3285  To provide for regional energy efficient lighting education centers,

and for other purposes.
H.R. 3366  To repeal provisions of law regarding employer sanctions and

unfair immigration-related employment practices, to strengthen enforcement
of laws regarding illegal entry into the United States, and for other purposes.

H.R. 3476  To establish the Commission on the Advancement of Women in
the Science and Engineering Work Forces.

H.R. 3507  To establish programs under the Technology Administration of the
Department of Commerce, and elsewhere, to promote a skilled workforce and
United States industrial competitiveness.

H.R. 3526  To ensure economic equity for American women and their families
and to respond to the need to revitalize the American economy by expanding
employment opportunities; improving access to funds for women business
owners; enhancing economic justice for women through pay equity, im-
proved child support enforcement, and benefits for part-time workers; and
providing economic and retirement security for women as workers and as
divorced or surviving spouses.

H.R. 3553  To amend and extend the Higher Education Act of 1965.

H.R. 3613  To amend title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and the Age
Discrimination in Employment Act of 1967 to improve the effectiveness of
administrative review of employment discrimination claims made by Federal
employees; and for other purposes.

H.R. 3748  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1991 with respect to the appli-
cation of such Act.

H.R. 3763  To amend the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 to provide an
exemption from the overtime pay provisions of such Act for certain em-
ployees of community colleges.

H.R. 3975  To amend section 1977A of the Revised Statutes to equalize the
remedies available to all victims of intentional employment discrimination,
and for other purposes.

H.R. 4338  To suspend certain compliance and accountability measures under
the National School Lunch Act.

H.R. 4822  To make appropriations to begin a phase-in toward full funding
of the special supplemental food program for women, infants, and children
(WIC) and of Head Start programs, to expand the Job Corps program, and
for other purposes.

H.R. 5083  To amend the Act of September 30, 1950 to provide that amounts
appropriated under such Act for purposes of making payments to local edu-
cational agencies on behalf of children who are dependents of a parent or
parents on active duty in the armed forces shall be considered national de-
fense functions for budget purposes.

H.R. 5230  To enhance United States competitiveness by strengthening the
Nation's technology base, promoting investment in United States technology,
supporting manufacturing infrastructure development, enhancing the tech-
nology skills of American workers, and reorienting defense spending to
support American competitiveness, and for other purposes.

H.Res. 284  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives that there
is a need for a comprehensive, coordinated strategy to help the United States
achieve its goal of being the strongest Nation on Earth economically and
militarily, so that it remain the greatest Nation in support of human dignity,
freedom, and democratic ideals.

H.Con.Res. 161  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the American
public should observe the 100th anniversary of moviemaking and recognize
the contributions of the American Film Institute in advocating and preserving
the art of film.

H.Con.Res. 215 *  Expressing the sense of the Congress relating to paid leave
for working parents for the purpose of attending parent-teacher conferences.

H.Con.Res. 282  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the Low Income
Home Energy Assistance Program should be funded for fiscal year 1993 at
a level greater than or equal to its funding for fiscal year 1992.

MINK, Patsy T. of Hawaii

H.R. 1  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to restore and strengthen civil
rights laws that ban discrimination in employment, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2  To entitle employees to family leave in certain cases involving a birth,
an adoption, or a serious health condition and to temporary medical leave in
certain cases involving a serious health condition, with adequate protection
of the employees employment and benefit rights, and to establish a com-
mission to study ways of providing salary replacement for employees who
take any such leave.

H.R. 5  To amend the National Labor Relations Act and the Railway Labor
Act to prevent discrimination based on participation in labor disputes.

H.R. 179  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to permit the deferral
of payments on student loans during professional internships, regardless of
duration.

H.R. 338  To amend the Internal Revenue Code of 1986, the Employment
Retirement Income Security Act of 1974, and the Public Health Service Act
with respect to continuation of health care coverage.

H.R. 544  To amend the National School Lunch Act to restore food supple-
ment benefits under the dependent care food program to adolescent youth.

H.R. 709  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to provide reduced
rates of interest under the Guaranteed Student Loan Program to individuals
who enter the teaching profession.
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H.R. 751  To enhance the literacy and basic skills of adults, to ensure that all
adults in the United States acquire the basic skills necessary to function ef-
fectively and achieve the greatest possible opportunity in their work and in
their lives, and to strengthen and coordinate adult literacy programs.

H.R. 812  To establish a program of grants for the provision of coordinated
educational support services to at-risk youth.

H.R. 821  To provide for the cancellation of a portion of the direct student
loans of members of the Armed Forces who serve in a combat zone in con-
nection with the Persian Gulf conflict and to require the restoration of edu-
cational benefits and tuition reimbursement for those members of the Armed
Forces who are unable to pursue studies because of military commitments.

H.R. 840  To improve counseling services for elementary school children.
H.R. 908  To amend title 38, United States Code, and other provisions of law

to provide improved benefits and services for military personnel who serve
during the Persian Gulf War, including particularly benefits and services for
members of the National Guard and Reserve components, and for other
purposes.

H.R. 1063  To amend the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970 to es-
tablish an Office of Construction Safety, Health, and Education, to improve
inspections, investigations, reporting, and recordkeeping on construction
sites, to require the appointment of project constructors to monitor safety on
construction sites, to require construction employers to establish safety and
health programs, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1126  To extend the coverage of certain Federal labor laws to foreign
flagships.

H.R. 1218  To prevent potential abuses of electronic monitoring in the
workplace.

H.R. 1285  To resolve legal and technical issues relating to Federal
postsecondary student assistance programs and to prevent undue burdens on
participants in Operation Desert Storm, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1364  To amend the Job Corps provisions of the Job Training Partnership
Act.

H.R. 1365  To amend the Job Training Partnership Act to provide for disaster
relief employment assistance.

H.R. 1430  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and the Fair Housing Act
to prohibit discrimination on the basis of affectional or sexual orientation,
and for other purposes.

H.R. 1482  To amend title IV of the Higher Education Act of 1965 to allow
resident physicians to defer repayment of title IV student loans while com-
pleting accredited resident training programs.

H.R. 1502  To combat violence and crimes against women on the streets and
in homes.

H.R. 1524  To establish programs to promote increased access to higher edu-
cation through early intervention counseling and financial aid information.

H.R. 1633  To assist in implementing the Plan of Action adopted by the World
Summit for Children.

H.R. 1664  To protect employees who report violations of Federal laws and
regulations.

H.R. 1737  To amend the Older Americans Act of 1965 to provide congregate
nutrition services and intergenerational activities in elementary and second-
ary school facilities.

H.R. 1739  To amend the Older Americans Act of 1965 to expand the pre-
ventive health services program to include disease prevention and health
promotion services, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1987  To amend the Act of March 3, 1931 (known as the Davis-Bacon
Act), to revise the standard for coverage under that Act, and for other pur-
poses.

H.R. 2018  To amend the Older Americans Act of 1965 to require uniform
telephone listing of area agencies on aging.

H.R. 2019  To amend the Older Americans Act of 1965 to assist older indi-
viduals to avoid falling and to prevent incorrect medication and adverse drug
reactions.

H.R. 2020  To amend title III  of the Older Americans Act of 1965 with respect
to assistance to older individuals who reside in rural areas.

H.R. 2021  To amend the Older Americans Act of 1965 to require States to
appoint a State advisory body to make recommendations regarding trans-
portation services that affect older individuals; to provide for coordination
of such services; and to require the Commissioner on Aging to submit a re-
port regarding transportation services provided under such Act.

H.R. 2022  To amend the Older Americans Act of 1965 to increase efforts to
inform isolated older individuals, and older individuals who are victims of
Alzheimer's disease and related disorders, of the availability of assistance
under title III of such Act.

H.R. 2023  To amend the Older Americans Act of 1965 to authorize services
relating to the appointment and monitoring of guardians, and of represen-
tative payees, of older individuals.

H.R. 2024  To require the President to call a White House Conference on
Aging in 1993.

H.R. 2025  To amend the Older Americans Act of 1965 to require States to
expand State and community involvement in order to promote cooperative
efforts to provide community-based long-term care services to older indi-
viduals, including related services for their caregivers.

H.R. 2026  To amend the Older Americans Act of 1965 to provide supportive
services to strengthen informal caregivers who assist older individuals in
need of long-term care, to remain in private residences.

H.R. 2258  To help end hunger and human want.
H.R. 2300 *  To provide incentives for students to enter the nursing profession.
H.R. 2313  To amend the School Dropout Demonstration Assistance Act of

1988 to extend authorization of appropriations through fiscal year 1993 and
for other purposes.

H.R. 2331 *  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to permit less-
than-half-time students to obtain Pell Grants.

H.R. 2782  To amend the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974
to provide that such Act does not preempt certain State laws.

H.R. 2912  To improve the recruitment of classroom teachers, and for other
purposes.

H.R. 3078  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to exclude the value
of personal residences and family farms from the calculation of expected
family contributions for student aid programs.

H.R. 3098  To improve the college participation rates of groups underserved
by institutions of higher education and for other purposes.

H.R. 3160  To revise the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970.
H.R. 3244  To reauthorize and revise certain provisions of the Higher Educa-

tion Act of 1965 in order to strengthen access to higher education opportu-
nities for low-income students and minority students, especially African
Americans, and for other purposes.

H.R. 3285  To provide for regional energy efficient lighting education centers,
and for other purposes.

H.R. 3475  To assist business in providing women with opportunities in ap-
prenticeship and nontraditional occupations.

H.R. 3476  To establish the Commission on the Advancement of Women in
the Science and Engineering Work Forces.

H.R. 3526  To ensure economic equity for American women and their families
and to respond to the need to revitalize the American economy by expanding
employment opportunities; improving access to funds for women business
owners; enhancing economic justice for women through pay equity, im-
proved child support enforcement, and benefits for part-time workers; and
providing economic and retirement security for women as workers and as
divorced or surviving spouses.

H.R. 3548 *  To improve the quality of education by providing incentive
grants and by certain other methods.

H.R. 3553  To amend and extend the Higher Education Act of 1965.
H.R. 3613  To amend title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and the Age

Discrimination in Employment Act of 1967 to improve the effectiveness of
administrative review of employment discrimination claims made by Federal
employees; and for other purposes.

H.R. 3671 *   To amend the National Labor Relations Act to require the Na-
tional Labor Relations Board to assert jurisdiction in a labor dispute which
occurs on Johnston Atoll, an unincorporated territory of the United States.

H.R. 3748  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1991 with respect to the appli-
cation of such Act.

H.R. 3832  To establish a program of grants regarding certain infants, toddlers,
and children who are perinatally exposed to drugs and for other purposes.

H.R. 3975  To amend section 1977A of the Revised Statutes to equalize the
remedies available to all victims of intentional employment discrimination,
and for other purposes.

H.R. 4122  To guarantee a work opportunity for all Americans and for other
purposes.
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H.R. 4277  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to delete certain re-
quirements relating to the guaranteed student loan program.

H.R. 4340  To provide employment opportunities to unemployed individuals
in high unemployment areas in projects to repair and renovate vitally needed
community facilities, and for other purposes.

H.R. 4361  To create ”Healthy American Schools”  where children learn life-
long health and fitness skills vital to developing a smart body and smart mind
and to empower every school with the ability to become a healthy school
built on a firm foundation of ”healthy mind and healthy body” curricula.

H.R. 4471  To amend and extend the Higher Education Act of 1965.
H.R. 4516  To amend title VI of the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of

1981 to establish a community services empowerment program.
H.R. 4528  To amend the Job Training Partnership Act to authorize the es-

tablishment of additional Job Corps centers, and for other purposes.
H.R. 4953  To amend the base closure laws to improve the provision of ad-

justment assistance to employees of the Department of Defense adversely
affected by the closure or realignment of a military installation.

H.R. 5075  To improve the delivery of employment training services to
members of the Armed Forces who are involuntarily separated from active
duty in the Armed Forces or accept separation under one of the separation
incentive programs.

H.R. 5083 *  To amend the Act of September 30, 1950 to provide that amounts
appropriated under such Act for purposes of making payments to local edu-
cational agencies on behalf of children who are dependents of a parent or
parents on active duty in the armed forces shall be considered national de-
fense functions for budget purposes.

H.Res. 201  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives that the
people of the United States should recognize ”An Artistic Discovery”, the
Congressional High School Art Competition.

H.Res. 284  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives that there
is a need for a comprehensive, coordinated strategy to help the United States
achieve its goal of being the strongest Nation on Earth economically and
militarily, so that it remain the greatest Nation in support of human dignity,
freedom, and democratic ideals.

H.Con.Res. 92  Expressing the sense of Congress with respect to certain reg-
ulations of the Occupational Safety and Health Administration.

H.Con.Res. 282  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the Low Income
Home Energy Assistance Program should be funded for fiscal year 1993 at
a level greater than or equal to its funding for fiscal year 1992.

MITCHELL, George J. of Maine

S. 455 *  To authorize a national program to reduce the threat to human health
posed by exposure to contaminants in the air indoors.

MOAKLEY, Joe of Massachusetts

H.R. 5  To amend the National Labor Relations Act and the Railway Labor
Act to prevent discrimination based on participation in labor disputes.

H.R. 500  To require the Secretary of the Treasury to mint coins in com-
memoration of the quincentenary of the discovery of America by Christopher
Columbus and to establish the Christopher Columbus Fellowship Foundation.

H.R. 501  To authorize the Secretary of Housing and Urban Development to
provide grants to urban and rural communities for training economically
disadvantaged youth in education and employment skills and to expand the
supply of housing for homeless and economically disadvantaged individuals
and families.

H.R. 1063  To amend the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970 to es-
tablish an Office of Construction Safety, Health, and Education, to improve
inspections, investigations, reporting, and recordkeeping on construction
sites, to require the appointment of project constructors to monitor safety on
construction sites, to require construction employers to establish safety and
health programs, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1190  To establish a system for identifying, notifying, and preventing
illness and death among workers who are at increased or high risk of occu-
pational disease, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1502  To combat violence and crimes against women on the streets and
in homes.

H.R. 2125  To establish a commission to examine the issues associated with
the teaching of values in elementary and secondary schools and to amend the
Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965 to establish a demon-
stration program of grants to innovative projects relating to civics and char-
acter values in education.

H.R. 2258  To help end hunger and human want.
H.R. 2782  To amend the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974

to provide that such Act does not preempt certain State laws.
H.R. 3160  To revise the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970.
H.R. 3831  To amend title XI of the Higher Education Act of 1965 in order

to provide support for programs at urban universities designed to address
campus and community crime issues.

H.R. 4516  To amend title VI of the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of
1981 to establish a community services empowerment program.

H.R. 5514  To provide for health care for all Americans in an affordable
manner.

MOLINARI, Susan of New York

H.R. 2  To entitle employees to family leave in certain cases involving a birth,
an adoption, or a serious health condition and to temporary medical leave in
certain cases involving a serious health condition, with adequate protection
of the employees employment and benefit rights, and to establish a com-
mission to study ways of providing salary replacement for employees who
take any such leave.

H.R. 179  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to permit the deferral
of payments on student loans during professional internships, regardless of
duration.

H.R. 500  To require the Secretary of the Treasury to mint coins in com-
memoration of the quincentenary of the discovery of America by Christopher
Columbus and to establish the Christopher Columbus Fellowship Foundation.

H.R. 709  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to provide reduced
rates of interest under the Guaranteed Student Loan Program to individuals
who enter the teaching profession.

H.R. 751  To enhance the literacy and basic skills of adults, to ensure that all
adults in the United States acquire the basic skills necessary to function ef-
fectively and achieve the greatest possible opportunity in their work and in
their lives, and to strengthen and coordinate adult literacy programs.

H.R. 908  To amend title 38, United States Code, and other provisions of law
to provide improved benefits and services for military personnel who serve
during the Persian Gulf War, including particularly benefits and services for
members of the National Guard and Reserve components, and for other
purposes.

H.R. 1149 *  To secure the right of women to be free of sexual harassment
and violence, to promote equal opportunity for women, and for other pur-
poses.

H.R. 1237  To amend the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 to clarify the
application of such Act, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1285  To resolve legal and technical issues relating to Federal
postsecondary student assistance programs and to prevent undue burdens on
participants in Operation Desert Storm, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1375  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to strengthen protections
against discrimination in employment, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1502  To combat violence and crimes against women on the streets and
in homes.

H.R. 1565  To increase access to health care and affordable health insurance,
to contain costs of health care in a manner that improves health care, and for
other purposes.

H.R. 1633  To assist in implementing the Plan of Action adopted by the World
Summit for Children.

H.R. 1651  To deny funds to programs that do not allow the Secretary of
Defense access to students on campuses or to certain student information for
recruiting purposes.

H.R. 2142  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 in order to increase
postsecondary educational opportunities for women and minorities, and for
other purposes.

H.R. 2336  To establish a higher education loan program in which a borrower's
annual repayment obligation is dependent upon both postschool income level
and borrowing history, and for other purposes.
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MOLINARI, Susan of New York—Continued

H.R. 2363  To amend the provisions of the Higher Education Act of 1965
relating to treatment by campus officials of sexual assault victims.

H.R. 2496  To amend the Job Training Partnership Act to improve the delivery
of services to hard-to-serve youth and adults, to establish the Youth Oppor-
tunities Unlimited program, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2773  To amend title I of the Employee Retirement Income Security Act
of 1974 to set standards under such title for multiple employer welfare ar-
rangements providing health plan benefits.

H.R. 2938  To establish a Teacher Opportunity Corps to enable
paraprofessionals working in targeted schools to become certified teachers
through part-time and summer study.

H.R. 3261 *  To establish prefreshman summer programs for disadvantaged
students at institutions of higher education.

H.R. 3353 *  To establish a Glass Ceiling Commission and an annual award
for promoting a more diverse skilled work force at the management and
decisionmaking levels in business, and for other purposes.

H.R. 3475  To assist business in providing women with opportunities in ap-
prenticeship and nontraditional occupations.

H.R. 3476  To establish the Commission on the Advancement of Women in
the Science and Engineering Work Forces.

H.R. 3526  To ensure economic equity for American women and their families
and to respond to the need to revitalize the American economy by expanding
employment opportunities; improving access to funds for women business
owners; enhancing economic justice for women through pay equity, im-
proved child support enforcement, and benefits for part-time workers; and
providing economic and retirement security for women as workers and as
divorced or surviving spouses.

H.R. 3926  To establish a program to provide child care through public-private
partnerships.

H.R. 3957  To amend subpart 4 of part A of title IV of the Higher Education
Act of 1965 to require the Secretary of Education to carry out an advanced
placement test fee payment program, and for other purposes.

H.R. 4259  To amend title I of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 to provide each
individual with handicaps who is eligible for services under such title with
the right to select the entities that are to provide services pursuant to the in-
dividualized written rehabilitation program developed for the individual.

H.R. 4322 *  To amend the Child Nutrition Act of 1966 to establish a
breastfeeding promotion program.

H.R. 4471  To amend and extend the Higher Education Act of 1965.
H.R. 4538  To provide assistance to local educational agencies for the pre-

vention and reduction of violent crime in elementary and secondary schools.
H.R. 5205 *  To amend the Child Abuse Prevention and Treatment Act with

respect to issues of confidentiality and accountability.
H.R. 5960 *  To prevent and punish sexual violence and domestic violence,

to assist and protect the victims of such violence, to assist State and local
efforts, and for other purposes.

H.Con.Res. 102  Expressing the sense of the Congress regarding admissions
of minority students to institutions of higher education.

H.Con.Res. 282  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the Low Income
Home Energy Assistance Program should be funded for fiscal year 1993 at
a level greater than or equal to its funding for fiscal year 1992.

MOLLOHAN, Alan B. of West Virginia

H.R. 5  To amend the National Labor Relations Act and the Railway Labor
Act to prevent discrimination based on participation in labor disputes.

H.R. 179  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to permit the deferral
of payments on student loans during professional internships, regardless of
duration.

H.R. 375 *  To amend the National School Lunch Act to extend eligibility for
the child care food program to children receiving day care services pursuant
to a State's job opportunities and basic skills training program.

H.R. 385  To provide financial assistance for programs for the prevention,
identification, and treatment of elder abuse, neglect, and exploitation, to es-
tablish a National Center on Elder Abuse, and for other purposes.

H.R. 451  To amend the Black Lung Benefits Act to provide that when ben-
efits are paid for at least two years after an initial determination of eligibility
for such benefits the benefits will not be required to be repaid upon a final
determination of ineligibility for benefits, and for other purposes.

H.R. 501  To authorize the Secretary of Housing and Urban Development to
provide grants to urban and rural communities for training economically
disadvantaged youth in education and employment skills and to expand the
supply of housing for homeless and economically disadvantaged individuals
and families.

H.R. 667  To authorize a grant to the National Writing Project.
H.R. 751  To enhance the literacy and basic skills of adults, to ensure that all

adults in the United States acquire the basic skills necessary to function ef-
fectively and achieve the greatest possible opportunity in their work and in
their lives, and to strengthen and coordinate adult literacy programs.

H.R. 840  To improve counseling services for elementary school children.
H.R. 1063  To amend the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970 to es-

tablish an Office of Construction Safety, Health, and Education, to improve
inspections, investigations, reporting, and recordkeeping on construction
sites, to require the appointment of project constructors to monitor safety on
construction sites, to require construction employers to establish safety and
health programs, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1218  To prevent potential abuses of electronic monitoring in the
workplace.

H.R. 1482  To amend title IV of the Higher Education Act of 1965 to allow
resident physicians to defer repayment of title IV student loans while com-
pleting accredited resident training programs.

H.R. 1502  To combat violence and crimes against women on the streets and
in homes.

H.R. 1573  To amend the amount of grants received under chapter 1 of title
I of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965.

H.R. 1633  To assist in implementing the Plan of Action adopted by the World
Summit for Children.

H.R. 1753  To establish grant programs and provide other forms of Federal
assistance to pregnant women, children in need of adoptive families, and
individuals and families adopting children.

H.R. 1987  To amend the Act of March 3, 1931 (known as the Davis-Bacon
Act), to revise the standard for coverage under that Act, and for other pur-
poses.

H.R. 2223  To amend the National Labor Relations Act to give employers and
performers in the live performing arts, rights given by section 8(e) of such
Act to employers and employees in similarly situated industries, to give such
employers and performers the same rights given by section 8(f) of such Act
to employers and employees in the construction industry, and for other pur-
poses.

H.R. 2230  To provide incentives for physicians to practice in rural areas and
in rural medically underserved areas.

H.R. 2334  To further assist States in their efforts to increase awareness about
and prevent family violence and provide immediate shelter and related as-
sistance to battered women and their children.

H.R. 2782  To amend the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974
to provide that such Act does not preempt certain State laws.

H.R. 2819  To provide financial assistance to eligible local educational agen-
cies to improve rural education, and for other purposes.

H.R. 3878  To provide assistance to employees who are subject to a plant
closing or mass layoff because their work is transferred to another country
which has low wages or unhealthy working conditions.

H.R. 4013  To amend certain provisions of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986
to improve the provisions of health care to retirees in the coal industry, to
revise the manner in which such care is funded and maintained, and for other
purposes.

H.R. 4338  To suspend certain compliance and accountability measures under
the National School Lunch Act.

H.R. 4361  To create ”Healthy American Schools”  where children learn life-
long health and fitness skills vital to developing a smart body and smart mind
and to empower every school with the ability to become a healthy school
built on a firm foundation of ”healthy mind and healthy body” curricula.

H.Res. 524  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives to commend
and congratulate the College of William and Mary in Virginia on the occa-
sion of the 300th anniversary of its founding.

H.Con.Res. 215  Expressing the sense of the Congress relating to paid leave
for working parents for the purpose of attending parent-teacher conferences.

H.Con.Res. 282  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the Low Income
Home Energy Assistance Program should be funded for fiscal year 1993 at
a level greater than or equal to its funding for fiscal year 1992.
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MONTGOMERY, G. V. (Sonny) of Mississippi

H.R. 123  To amend title 4, United States Code, to declare English as the of-
ficial language of the United States.

H.R. 500  To require the Secretary of the Treasury to mint coins in com-
memoration of the quincentenary of the discovery of America by Christopher
Columbus and to establish the Christopher Columbus Fellowship Foundation.

H.R. 557  To provide additional support for the members of the Armed Forces
participating in operations in the Persian Gulf region by improving military
personnel policies and compensation, by extending the time for performing
certain acts under the internal revenue laws, and by preserving the student
loan repayment grace period.

H.R. 667  To authorize a grant to the National Writing Project.
H.R. 840  To improve counseling services for elementary school children.
H.R. 908 *  To amend title 38, United States Code, and other provisions of

law to provide improved benefits and services for military personnel who
serve during the Persian Gulf War, including particularly benefits and ser-
vices for members of the National Guard and Reserve components, and for
other purposes.

H.R. 1237  To amend the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 to clarify the
application of such Act, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1254  To provide for the establishment of the Margaret Walker
Alexander National African-American Research Center.

H.R. 5097 *  To amend title 38, United States Code, to improve benefits in
certain education and employment programs for veterans, and for other pur-
poses.

H.R. 5936  To contain health care costs and improve access to health care
through accountable health plans and managed competition, and for other
purposes.

H.Res. 284  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives that there
is a need for a comprehensive, coordinated strategy to help the United States
achieve its goal of being the strongest Nation on Earth economically and
militarily, so that it remain the greatest Nation in support of human dignity,
freedom, and democratic ideals.

H.Con.Res. 92  Expressing the sense of Congress with respect to certain reg-
ulations of the Occupational Safety and Health Administration.

MOODY, Jim of Wisconsin

H.R. 1  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to restore and strengthen civil
rights laws that ban discrimination in employment, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2  To entitle employees to family leave in certain cases involving a birth,
an adoption, or a serious health condition and to temporary medical leave in
certain cases involving a serious health condition, with adequate protection
of the employees employment and benefit rights, and to establish a com-
mission to study ways of providing salary replacement for employees who
take any such leave.

H.R. 5  To amend the National Labor Relations Act and the Railway Labor
Act to prevent discrimination based on participation in labor disputes.

H.R. 544  To amend the National School Lunch Act to restore food supple-
ment benefits under the dependent care food program to adolescent youth.

H.R. 812  To establish a program of grants for the provision of coordinated
educational support services to at-risk youth.

H.R. 824  To provide participants in private pension plans which were termi-
nated before September 1, 1974, the nonforfeitable pension benefits which
were lost by reason of the termination, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1063  To amend the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970 to es-
tablish an Office of Construction Safety, Health, and Education, to improve
inspections, investigations, reporting, and recordkeeping on construction
sites, to require the appointment of project constructors to monitor safety on
construction sites, to require construction employers to establish safety and
health programs, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1154  To establish programs to improve foreign language instruction and
to amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 in order to promote equal access
to opportunities to study abroad, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1190  To establish a system for identifying, notifying, and preventing
illness and death among workers who are at increased or high risk of occu-
pational disease, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1218  To prevent potential abuses of electronic monitoring in the
workplace.

H.R. 1364  To amend the Job Corps provisions of the Job Training Partnership
Act.

H.R. 1365  To amend the Job Training Partnership Act to provide for disaster
relief employment assistance.

H.R. 1430  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and the Fair Housing Act
to prohibit discrimination on the basis of affectional or sexual orientation,
and for other purposes.

H.R. 1460 *  Entitled ”The Food For Young Children Act”.
H.R. 1502  To combat violence and crimes against women on the streets and

in homes.
H.R. 1503  To facilitate capital financing for historically Black colleges and

universities.
H.R. 1633  To assist in implementing the Plan of Action adopted by the World

Summit for Children.
H.R. 1669  To provide financial assistance to eligible local educational agen-

cies to improve urban education, and for other purposes.
H.R. 1694  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to ensure that title VII of

such Act applies to the employment of United States citizens by certain
employers in foreign nations.

H.R. 2223  To amend the National Labor Relations Act to give employers and
performers in the live performing arts, rights given by section 8(e) of such
Act to employers and employees in similarly situated industries, to give such
employers and performers the same rights given by section 8(f) of such Act
to employers and employees in the construction industry, and for other pur-
poses.

H.R. 2782  To amend the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974
to provide that such Act does not preempt certain State laws.

H.R. 3553  To amend and extend the Higher Education Act of 1965.
H.R. 3603  To promote family preservation and the prevention of foster care

with emphasis on families where abuse of alcohol or drugs is present, and
to improve the quality and delivery of child welfare, foster care, and adoption
services.

H.R. 3613  To amend title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and the Age
Discrimination in Employment Act of 1967 to improve the effectiveness of
administrative review of employment discrimination claims made by Federal
employees; and for other purposes.

H.R. 3748  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1991 with respect to the appli-
cation of such Act.

H.R. 3831 *  To amend title XI of the Higher Education Act of 1965 in order
to provide support for programs at urban universities designed to address
campus and community crime issues.

H.R. 3975  To amend section 1977A of the Revised Statutes to equalize the
remedies available to all victims of intentional employment discrimination,
and for other purposes.

H.R. 4300  To amend the Stewart B. McKinney Homeless Assistance Act to
extend programs providing urgently needed assistance for the homeless, and
for other purposes.

H.R. 4323  To improve education for all students by restructuring the educa-
tion system in the States.

H.R. 4822  To make appropriations to begin a phase-in toward full funding
of the special supplemental food program for women, infants, and children
(WIC) and of Head Start programs, to expand the Job Corps program, and
for other purposes.

H.Res. 201  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives that the
people of the United States should recognize ”An Artistic Discovery”, the
Congressional High School Art Competition.

H.Con.Res. 161  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the American
public should observe the 100th anniversary of moviemaking and recognize
the contributions of the American Film Institute in advocating and preserving
the art of film.

H.Con.Res. 282  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the Low Income
Home Energy Assistance Program should be funded for fiscal year 1993 at
a level greater than or equal to its funding for fiscal year 1992.

MOORHEAD, Carlos J. of California

H.R. 123  To amend title 4, United States Code, to declare English as the of-
ficial language of the United States.

H.R. 500  To require the Secretary of the Treasury to mint coins in com-
memoration of the quincentenary of the discovery of America by Christopher
Columbus and to establish the Christopher Columbus Fellowship Foundation.
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MOORHEAD, Carlos J. of California—Continued

H.R. 907  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to permit alternative
methods for qualifying ”ability-to-benefit” students for Federal student fi-
nancial aid.

H.R. 1230  To provide for universal access to basic group health benefits
coverage and to remove barriers and provide incentives in order to make such
coverage more affordable.

H.R. 1237  To amend the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 to clarify the
application of such Act, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1375  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to strengthen protections
against discrimination in employment, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1633  To assist in implementing the Plan of Action adopted by the World
Summit for Children.

H.R. 2125  To establish a commission to examine the issues associated with
the teaching of values in elementary and secondary schools and to amend the
Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965 to establish a demon-
stration program of grants to innovative projects relating to civics and char-
acter values in education.

H.R. 2460  To help the Nation achieve the National Education Goals by sup-
porting the creation of a new generation of American Schools in communities
across the country; rewarding schools that demonstrate outstanding gains in
student performance and other progress toward the National Education
Goals; creating academies to improve leadership and core-course teaching in
schools nationwide; supporting State and local efforts to attract qualified in-
dividuals to teaching and educational administration; providing States and
localities with statutory and regulatory flexibility in exchange for greater
accountability for student learning; encouraging, testing, and evaluating ed-
ucational choice programs; increasing the potential usefulness of the National
Assessment of Education Progress to State and local decision-makers; ex-
panding Federal support for literacy improvements; and for other purposes.

H.R. 3439  To improve immigration law enforcement.
H.R. 3734  To make applicable to the Congress certain laws relating to the

terms and conditions of employment, the health and safety of employees, and
the rights and responsibilities of employers and employees, and for other
purposes.

H.R. 3763  To amend the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 to provide an
exemption from the overtime pay provisions of such Act for certain em-
ployees of community colleges.

H.R. 4136  To revitalize the American rail car industry by the establishment
of a Federal grant and loan program for research and development, by the
creation of economic incentives to encourage investment in rail car design
and engineering activities, and by the expansion of vocational training op-
portunities in the rail car industry.

H.R. 4150  To create jobs, promote economic growth, assist families, and
promote health, education, savings and home ownership.

H.R. 4338  To suspend certain compliance and accountability measures under
the National School Lunch Act.

H.Con.Res. 102  Expressing the sense of the Congress regarding admissions
of minority students to institutions of higher education.

H.Con.Res. 161  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the American
public should observe the 100th anniversary of moviemaking and recognize
the contributions of the American Film Institute in advocating and preserving
the art of film.

MORAN, James P. of Virginia

H.R. 1  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to restore and strengthen civil
rights laws that ban discrimination in employment, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2  To entitle employees to family leave in certain cases involving a birth,
an adoption, or a serious health condition and to temporary medical leave in
certain cases involving a serious health condition, with adequate protection
of the employees employment and benefit rights, and to establish a com-
mission to study ways of providing salary replacement for employees who
take any such leave.

H.R. 5  To amend the National Labor Relations Act and the Railway Labor
Act to prevent discrimination based on participation in labor disputes.

H.R. 260  To establish a program of grants to local educational agencies for
purposes of conducting after-school activities designed to promote learning
and finishing high school.

H.R. 500  To require the Secretary of the Treasury to mint coins in com-
memoration of the quincentenary of the discovery of America by Christopher
Columbus and to establish the Christopher Columbus Fellowship Foundation.

H.R. 501  To authorize the Secretary of Housing and Urban Development to
provide grants to urban and rural communities for training economically
disadvantaged youth in education and employment skills and to expand the
supply of housing for homeless and economically disadvantaged individuals
and families.

H.R. 520  To encourage States to establish Parents as Teachers programs.
H.R. 709  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to provide reduced

rates of interest under the Guaranteed Student Loan Program to individuals
who enter the teaching profession.

H.R. 775  To establish Summer Science Academies for talented students,
particularly economically disadvantaged, minority participants, and for other
purposes.

H.R. 840  To improve counseling services for elementary school children.
H.R. 907  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to permit alternative

methods for qualifying ”ability-to-benefit” students for Federal student fi-
nancial aid.

H.R. 1066  To authorize a national program to reduce the threat to human
health posed by exposure to contaminants in the air indoors.

H.R. 1154  To establish programs to improve foreign language instruction and
to amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 in order to promote equal access
to opportunities to study abroad, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1254  To provide for the establishment of the Margaret Walker
Alexander National African-American Research Center.

H.R. 1388  To entitle employees to family leave for attending school activities.
H.R. 1430  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and the Fair Housing Act

to prohibit discrimination on the basis of affectional or sexual orientation,
and for other purposes.

H.R. 1502  To combat violence and crimes against women on the streets and
in homes.

H.R. 1524  To establish programs to promote increased access to higher edu-
cation through early intervention counseling and financial aid information.

H.R. 1633  To assist in implementing the Plan of Action adopted by the World
Summit for Children.

H.R. 1987  To amend the Act of March 3, 1931 (known as the Davis-Bacon
Act), to revise the standard for coverage under that Act, and for other pur-
poses.

H.R. 2258  To help end hunger and human want.
H.R. 2363  To amend the provisions of the Higher Education Act of 1965

relating to treatment by campus officials of sexual assault victims.
H.R. 2561  To remove the barrier to access for middle income students to

Federal student financial aid programs, and for other purposes.
H.R. 2782  To amend the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974

to provide that such Act does not preempt certain State laws.
H.R. 2936  To establish programs at the National Science Foundation for the

advancement of technical education and training in advanced-technology
occupations, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2974  To provide payments to States and certain other entities and indi-
viduals as a reward to increase the number of children who receive preschool
health care and early childhood education and to increase the number of high
school seniors who achieve outstanding scores in math and science; and for
other purpose.

H.R. 3098  To improve the college participation rates of groups underserved
by institutions of higher education and for other purposes.

H.R. 3393  To amend the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 and the Social Se-
curity Act to provide for health insurance coverage for pregnant women and
children through employment-based insurance and through a State-based
health plan.

H.R. 3476  To establish the Commission on the Advancement of Women in
the Science and Engineering Work Forces.

H.R. 3526  To ensure economic equity for American women and their families
and to respond to the need to revitalize the American economy by expanding
employment opportunities; improving access to funds for women business
owners; enhancing economic justice for women through pay equity, im-
proved child support enforcement, and benefits for part-time workers; and
providing economic and retirement security for women as workers and as
divorced or surviving spouses.
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MORAN, James P. of Virginia—Continued

H.R. 3613  To amend title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and the Age
Discrimination in Employment Act of 1967 to improve the effectiveness of
administrative review of employment discrimination claims made by Federal
employees; and for other purposes.

H.R. 3748  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1991 with respect to the appli-
cation of such Act.

H.R. 3861  To provide demonstration grants to secondary schools for the
purpose of extending the length of the academic year at such schools.

H.R. 3975  To amend section 1977A of the Revised Statutes to equalize the
remedies available to all victims of intentional employment discrimination,
and for other purposes.

H.R. 3998  To establish youth apprenticeship demonstration programs, and for
other purposes.

H.R. 4259  To amend title I of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 to provide each
individual with handicaps who is eligible for services under such title with
the right to select the entities that are to provide services pursuant to the in-
dividualized written rehabilitation program developed for the individual.

H.R. 4356  To increase the safety of America's schools.
H.R. 4498  To establish a computer education program for certain students.
H.R. 4822  To make appropriations to begin a phase-in toward full funding

of the special supplemental food program for women, infants, and children
(WIC) and of Head Start programs, to expand the Job Corps program, and
for other purposes.

H.R. 5357  To provide grants to States to improve and coordinate health and
education services provided to preschool children and to provide for the
production and distribution of educational television programming for pre-
school children.

H.R. 5407  To establish in the Department of Labor the United States Boxing
Commission to develop minimum Federal boxing standards applicable to the
conduct of professional boxing, and for other purposes.

H.R. 5573  To provide grants to States and local entities to integrate education,
medical, and social and human services to at-risk children.

H.Res. 201  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives that the
people of the United States should recognize ”An Artistic Discovery”, the
Congressional High School Art Competition.

H.Res. 284  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives that there
is a need for a comprehensive, coordinated strategy to help the United States
achieve its goal of being the strongest Nation on Earth economically and
militarily, so that it remain the greatest Nation in support of human dignity,
freedom, and democratic ideals.

H.Res. 524  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives to commend
and congratulate the College of William and Mary in Virginia on the occa-
sion of the 300th anniversary of its founding.

H.Con.Res. 161  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the American
public should observe the 100th anniversary of moviemaking and recognize
the contributions of the American Film Institute in advocating and preserving
the art of film.

H.Con.Res. 282  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the Low Income
Home Energy Assistance Program should be funded for fiscal year 1993 at
a level greater than or equal to its funding for fiscal year 1992.

MORELLA, Constance A. of Maryland

H.R. 1  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to restore and strengthen civil
rights laws that ban discrimination in employment, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2  To entitle employees to family leave in certain cases involving a birth,
an adoption, or a serious health condition and to temporary medical leave in
certain cases involving a serious health condition, with adequate protection
of the employees employment and benefit rights, and to establish a com-
mission to study ways of providing salary replacement for employees who
take any such leave.

H.R. 179  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to permit the deferral
of payments on student loans during professional internships, regardless of
duration.

H.R. 386  To require the executive branch to gather and disseminate infor-
mation regarding, and to promote techniques to eliminate, discriminatory
wage-setting practices and discriminatory wage disparities which are based
on sex, race, or national origin.

H.R. 500  To require the Secretary of the Treasury to mint coins in com-
memoration of the quincentenary of the discovery of America by Christopher
Columbus and to establish the Christopher Columbus Fellowship Foundation.

H.R. 667  To authorize a grant to the National Writing Project.
H.R. 812  To establish a program of grants for the provision of coordinated

educational support services to at-risk youth.
H.R. 906  To amend the Job Training Partnership Act to encourage a broader

range of training and job placement for women and for other purposes.
H.R. 1066  To authorize a national program to reduce the threat to human

health posed by exposure to contaminants in the air indoors.
H.R. 1154  To establish programs to improve foreign language instruction and

to amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 in order to promote equal access
to opportunities to study abroad, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1254  To provide for the establishment of the Margaret Walker
Alexander National African-American Research Center.

H.R. 1430  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and the Fair Housing Act
to prohibit discrimination on the basis of affectional or sexual orientation,
and for other purposes.

H.R. 1482  To amend title IV of the Higher Education Act of 1965 to allow
resident physicians to defer repayment of title IV student loans while com-
pleting accredited resident training programs.

H.R. 1502  To combat violence and crimes against women on the streets and
in homes.

H.R. 1522  To deny funds to educational programs that allow corporal pun-
ishment.

H.R. 1633  To assist in implementing the Plan of Action adopted by the World
Summit for Children.

H.R. 2258  To help end hunger and human want.
H.R. 2334  To further assist States in their efforts to increase awareness about

and prevent family violence and provide immediate shelter and related as-
sistance to battered women and their children.

H.R. 2363  To amend the provisions of the Higher Education Act of 1965
relating to treatment by campus officials of sexual assault victims.

H.R. 2773  To amend title I of the Employee Retirement Income Security Act
of 1974 to set standards under such title for multiple employer welfare ar-
rangements providing health plan benefits.

H.R. 2936  To establish programs at the National Science Foundation for the
advancement of technical education and training in advanced-technology
occupations, and for other purposes.

H.R. 3078  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to exclude the value
of personal residences and family farms from the calculation of expected
family contributions for student aid programs.

H.R. 3285  To provide for regional energy efficient lighting education centers,
and for other purposes.

H.R. 3353  To establish a Glass Ceiling Commission and an annual award for
promoting a more diverse skilled work force at the management and
decisionmaking levels in business, and for other purposes.

H.R. 3354  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to improve the el-
igibility of less-than-half-time students for Federal student assistance pro-
grams, and for other purposes.

H.R. 3475 *  To assist business in providing women with opportunities in
apprenticeship and nontraditional occupations.

H.R. 3476 *  To establish the Commission on the Advancement of Women
in the Science and Engineering Work Forces.

H.R. 3526  To ensure economic equity for American women and their families
and to respond to the need to revitalize the American economy by expanding
employment opportunities; improving access to funds for women business
owners; enhancing economic justice for women through pay equity, im-
proved child support enforcement, and benefits for part-time workers; and
providing economic and retirement security for women as workers and as
divorced or surviving spouses.

H.R. 3613  To amend title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and the Age
Discrimination in Employment Act of 1967 to improve the effectiveness of
administrative review of employment discrimination claims made by Federal
employees; and for other purposes.

H.R. 3625  To require the Commissioner of the Bureau of Labor Statistics to
conduct time use surveys of unremunerated work performed in the United
States and to calculate the monetary value of such work.

H.R. 3748  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1991 with respect to the appli-
cation of such Act.
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H.R. 3975  To amend section 1977A of the Revised Statutes to equalize the
remedies available to all victims of intentional employment discrimination,
and for other purposes.

H.R. 4300  To amend the Stewart B. McKinney Homeless Assistance Act to
extend programs providing urgently needed assistance for the homeless, and
for other purposes.

H.R. 4538  To provide assistance to local educational agencies for the pre-
vention and reduction of violent crime in elementary and secondary schools.

H.R. 5057  To facilitate the development of an integrated, nationwide tele-
communications system dedicated to instruction by guaranteeing the acqui-
sition of a communications satellite system used solely for communications
among State and local instructional institutions and agencies and instructional
resource providers.

H.Res. 201  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives that the
people of the United States should recognize ”An Artistic Discovery”, the
Congressional High School Art Competition.

H.Res. 284  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives that there
is a need for a comprehensive, coordinated strategy to help the United States
achieve its goal of being the strongest Nation on Earth economically and
militarily, so that it remain the greatest Nation in support of human dignity,
freedom, and democratic ideals.

H.Con.Res. 92  Expressing the sense of Congress with respect to certain reg-
ulations of the Occupational Safety and Health Administration.

H.Con.Res. 161  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the American
public should observe the 100th anniversary of moviemaking and recognize
the contributions of the American Film Institute in advocating and preserving
the art of film.

H.Con.Res. 282  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the Low Income
Home Energy Assistance Program should be funded for fiscal year 1993 at
a level greater than or equal to its funding for fiscal year 1992.

MORRISON, Sid of Washington

H.R. 500  To require the Secretary of the Treasury to mint coins in com-
memoration of the quincentenary of the discovery of America by Christopher
Columbus and to establish the Christopher Columbus Fellowship Foundation.

H.R. 840  To improve counseling services for elementary school children.
H.R. 1502  To combat violence and crimes against women on the streets and

in homes.
H.R. 1633  To assist in implementing the Plan of Action adopted by the World

Summit for Children.
H.R. 2230  To provide incentives for physicians to practice in rural areas and

in rural medically underserved areas.
H.R. 2258  To help end hunger and human want.
H.R. 2613  To provide expanded unemployment and training benefits to cer-

tain displaced workers, and for other purposes.
H.R. 2782  To amend the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974

to provide that such Act does not preempt certain State laws.
H.R. 2936  To establish programs at the National Science Foundation for the

advancement of technical education and training in advanced-technology
occupations, and for other purposes.

H.R. 3553  To amend and extend the Higher Education Act of 1965.
H.R. 3763  To amend the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 to provide an

exemption from the overtime pay provisions of such Act for certain em-
ployees of community colleges.

H.R. 3908  To provide compensation and health reinsurance benefits to em-
ployees at Department of Energy defense nuclear facilities for injuries caused
by exposure to ionizing radiation and to ensure fair treatment of employees
during modernization and reconfiguration of such facilities, and for other
purposes.

H.R. 4338  To suspend certain compliance and accountability measures under
the National School Lunch Act.

H.R. 4822  To make appropriations to begin a phase-in toward full funding
of the special supplemental food program for women, infants, and children
(WIC) and of Head Start programs, to expand the Job Corps program, and
for other purposes.

H.R. 5039  To ensure fair treatment of Department of Energy employees
during the restructuring of the Department of Energy defense nuclear facili-
ties workforce, to provide assistance to communities affected by such re-
structuring, to provide medical examinations to certain current and former
such employees, to provide medical reinsurance for certain former such em-
ployees, and for other purposes.

H.R. 5083  To amend the Act of September 30, 1950 to provide that amounts
appropriated under such Act for purposes of making payments to local edu-
cational agencies on behalf of children who are dependents of a parent or
parents on active duty in the armed forces shall be considered national de-
fense functions for budget purposes.

H.R. 5331  To authorize an endowment grant to support the establishment of
regional centers to promote locally based, volunteer-operated, private citi-
zens' scholarship programs, and for other purposes.

H.Con.Res. 282  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the Low Income
Home Energy Assistance Program should be funded for fiscal year 1993 at
a level greater than or equal to its funding for fiscal year 1992.

MOYNIHAN, Daniel Patrick of New York

S. 353  To require the Director of the National Institute for Occupational
Safety and Health to conduct a study of the prevalence and issues related to
contamination of workers' homes with hazardous chemicals and substances
transported from their workplace and to issue or report on regulations to
prevent or mitigate the future contamination of workers' homes, and for other
purposes.

S. 1256 *  To direct the Secretary of Health and Human Services to develop
and implement an information gathering system to permit the measurement,
analysis, and reporting of welfare dependency.

S.Con.Res. 44  Expressing the sense of Congress that the American public
should observe the 100th anniversary of moviemaking and recognize the
contributions of the American Film Institute in advocating and preserving the
art of film.

MRAZEK, Robert J. of New York

H.R. 1  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to restore and strengthen civil
rights laws that ban discrimination in employment, and for other purposes.

H.R. 5  To amend the National Labor Relations Act and the Railway Labor
Act to prevent discrimination based on participation in labor disputes.

H.R. 179  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to permit the deferral
of payments on student loans during professional internships, regardless of
duration.

H.R. 386  To require the executive branch to gather and disseminate infor-
mation regarding, and to promote techniques to eliminate, discriminatory
wage-setting practices and discriminatory wage disparities which are based
on sex, race, or national origin.

H.R. 416  To amend the Older Americans Act and the Public Health Service
Act to provide expanded counseling assistance for the elderly, sick, and dis-
abled.

H.R. 501  To authorize the Secretary of Housing and Urban Development to
provide grants to urban and rural communities for training economically
disadvantaged youth in education and employment skills and to expand the
supply of housing for homeless and economically disadvantaged individuals
and families.

H.R. 544  To amend the National School Lunch Act to restore food supple-
ment benefits under the dependent care food program to adolescent youth.

H.R. 667  To authorize a grant to the National Writing Project.
H.R. 812  To establish a program of grants for the provision of coordinated

educational support services to at-risk youth.
H.R. 821  To provide for the cancellation of a portion of the direct student

loans of members of the Armed Forces who serve in a combat zone in con-
nection with the Persian Gulf conflict and to require the restoration of edu-
cational benefits and tuition reimbursement for those members of the Armed
Forces who are unable to pursue studies because of military commitments.

H.R. 1059  To amend section 311 of the Older Americans Act of 1965 to re-
quire the Secretary of Agriculture to provide assistance for 2 meals served
daily per person.
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H.R. 1063  To amend the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970 to es-
tablish an Office of Construction Safety, Health, and Education, to improve
inspections, investigations, reporting, and recordkeeping on construction
sites, to require the appointment of project constructors to monitor safety on
construction sites, to require construction employers to establish safety and
health programs, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1190  To establish a system for identifying, notifying, and preventing
illness and death among workers who are at increased or high risk of occu-
pational disease, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1218  To prevent potential abuses of electronic monitoring in the
workplace.

H.R. 1430  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and the Fair Housing Act
to prohibit discrimination on the basis of affectional or sexual orientation,
and for other purposes.

H.R. 1502  To combat violence and crimes against women on the streets and
in homes.

H.R. 1504  To authorize a National Conference on Aging.
H.R. 1522  To deny funds to educational programs that allow corporal pun-

ishment.
H.R. 1633  To assist in implementing the Plan of Action adopted by the World

Summit for Children.
H.R. 1739  To amend the Older Americans Act of 1965 to expand the pre-

ventive health services program to include disease prevention and health
promotion services, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1987  To amend the Act of March 3, 1931 (known as the Davis-Bacon
Act), to revise the standard for coverage under that Act, and for other pur-
poses.

H.R. 2223  To amend the National Labor Relations Act to give employers and
performers in the live performing arts, rights given by section 8(e) of such
Act to employers and employees in similarly situated industries, to give such
employers and performers the same rights given by section 8(f) of such Act
to employers and employees in the construction industry, and for other pur-
poses.

H.R. 2258  To help end hunger and human want.
H.R. 2363  To amend the provisions of the Higher Education Act of 1965

relating to treatment by campus officials of sexual assault victims.
H.R. 2561  To remove the barrier to access for middle income students to

Federal student financial aid programs, and for other purposes.
H.R. 2782  To amend the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974

to provide that such Act does not preempt certain State laws.
H.R. 2864  To amend the Older Americans Act of 1965 to establish an elder

rights program, and for other purposes.
H.R. 3160  To revise the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970.
H.R. 3526  To ensure economic equity for American women and their families

and to respond to the need to revitalize the American economy by expanding
employment opportunities; improving access to funds for women business
owners; enhancing economic justice for women through pay equity, im-
proved child support enforcement, and benefits for part-time workers; and
providing economic and retirement security for women as workers and as
divorced or surviving spouses.

H.R. 3583 *   To extend the statute of limitation applicable to the filing of
administrative complaints by Federal employees who allege employment
discrimination in violation of title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964.

H.R. 3748  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1991 with respect to the appli-
cation of such Act.

H.R. 3819 *  To amend the Head Start Act to entitle certain eligible children
to receive Head Start services, and for other purposes.

H.R. 3975  To amend section 1977A of the Revised Statutes to equalize the
remedies available to all victims of intentional employment discrimination,
and for other purposes.

H.R. 4009 *  To establish a higher education loan program open to students
of all income levels, and for other purposes.

H.R. 4013  To amend certain provisions of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986
to improve the provisions of health care to retirees in the coal industry, to
revise the manner in which such care is funded and maintained, and for other
purposes.

H.R. 4356  To increase the safety of America's schools.

H.R. 4361  To create ”Healthy American Schools”  where children learn life-
long health and fitness skills vital to developing a smart body and smart mind
and to empower every school with the ability to become a healthy school
built on a firm foundation of ”healthy mind and healthy body” curricula.

H.R. 4822  To make appropriations to begin a phase-in toward full funding
of the special supplemental food program for women, infants, and children
(WIC) and of Head Start programs, to expand the Job Corps program, and
for other purposes.

H.R. 5219  To direct the Secretary of Defense to provide grants to States to
provide technical and financial assistance to defense-dependent contractors.

H.Con.Res. 161  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the American
public should observe the 100th anniversary of moviemaking and recognize
the contributions of the American Film Institute in advocating and preserving
the art of film.

MURKOWSKI, Frank H. of Alaska

S. 1595 *   To preserve and enhance the ability of Alaska Natives to speak and
understand their native languages.

S. 2044  To assist Native Americans in assuring the survival and continuing
vitality of their languages.

S.Con.Res. 17  Expressing the sense of Congress with respect to certain reg-
ulations of the Occupational Safety and Health Administration.

S.Con.Res. 44  Expressing the sense of Congress that the American public
should observe the 100th anniversary of moviemaking and recognize the
contributions of the American Film Institute in advocating and preserving the
art of film.

S.Con.Res. 81  Expressing the sense of the Congress regarding visionary art
as a national treasure and regarding the American Visionary Art Museum as
a national repository and educational center for visionary art.

MURPHY, Austin J. of Pennsylvania

H.R. 1  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to restore and strengthen civil
rights laws that ban discrimination in employment, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2  To entitle employees to family leave in certain cases involving a birth,
an adoption, or a serious health condition and to temporary medical leave in
certain cases involving a serious health condition, with adequate protection
of the employees employment and benefit rights, and to establish a com-
mission to study ways of providing salary replacement for employees who
take any such leave.

H.R. 5  To amend the National Labor Relations Act and the Railway Labor
Act to prevent discrimination based on participation in labor disputes.

H.R. 123  To amend title 4, United States Code, to declare English as the of-
ficial language of the United States.

H.R. 179  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to permit the deferral
of payments on student loans during professional internships, regardless of
duration.

H.R. 500  To require the Secretary of the Treasury to mint coins in com-
memoration of the quincentenary of the discovery of America by Christopher
Columbus and to establish the Christopher Columbus Fellowship Foundation.

H.R. 667  To authorize a grant to the National Writing Project.
H.R. 709  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to provide reduced

rates of interest under the Guaranteed Student Loan Program to individuals
who enter the teaching profession.

H.R. 812  To establish a program of grants for the provision of coordinated
educational support services to at-risk youth.

H.R. 1063  To amend the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970 to es-
tablish an Office of Construction Safety, Health, and Education, to improve
inspections, investigations, reporting, and recordkeeping on construction
sites, to require the appointment of project constructors to monitor safety on
construction sites, to require construction employers to establish safety and
health programs, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1126  To extend the coverage of certain Federal labor laws to foreign
flagships.

H.R. 1190  To establish a system for identifying, notifying, and preventing
illness and death among workers who are at increased or high risk of occu-
pational disease, and for other purposes.
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H.R. 1218  To prevent potential abuses of electronic monitoring in the
workplace.

H.R. 1237  To amend the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 to clarify the
application of such Act, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1254  To provide for the establishment of the Margaret Walker
Alexander National African-American Research Center.

H.R. 1364  To amend the Job Corps provisions of the Job Training Partnership
Act.

H.R. 1365  To amend the Job Training Partnership Act to provide for disaster
relief employment assistance.

H.R. 1388  To entitle employees to family leave for attending school activities.
H.R. 1482 *  To amend title IV of the Higher Education Act of 1965 to allow

resident physicians to defer repayment of title IV student loans while com-
pleting accredited resident training programs.

H.R. 1502  To combat violence and crimes against women on the streets and
in homes.

H.R. 1637 *  To make improvements in the Black Lung Benefits Act.
H.R. 1739  To amend the Older Americans Act of 1965 to expand the pre-

ventive health services program to include disease prevention and health
promotion services, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1822  To amend the Older Americans Community Service Employment
Act to authorize grants for the employment of older Americans in providing
child care for families with low income; and to amend title II of the Social
Security Act to exempt from the earnings test amounts earned for child care
services.

H.R. 1987 *  To amend the Act of March 3, 1931 (known as the Davis-Bacon
Act), to revise the standard for coverage under that Act, and for other pur-
poses.

H.R. 2098  To amend the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970 to
improve and enforce standards for employee health and safety at Department
of Energy nuclear facilities, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2125  To establish a commission to examine the issues associated with
the teaching of values in elementary and secondary schools and to amend the
Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965 to establish a demon-
stration program of grants to innovative projects relating to civics and char-
acter values in education.

H.R. 2334  To further assist States in their efforts to increase awareness about
and prevent family violence and provide immediate shelter and related as-
sistance to battered women and their children.

H.R. 2495  To expand and strengthen Federal programs by providing incen-
tives to encourage individuals to enter the teaching profession, and for other
purposes.

H.R. 2782  To amend the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974
to provide that such Act does not preempt certain State laws.

H.R. 2819  To provide financial assistance to eligible local educational agen-
cies to improve rural education, and for other purposes.

H.R. 3160  To revise the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970.
H.R. 3553  To amend and extend the Higher Education Act of 1965.
H.R. 3625  To require the Commissioner of the Bureau of Labor Statistics to

conduct time use surveys of unremunerated work performed in the United
States and to calculate the monetary value of such work.

H.R. 3878  To provide assistance to employees who are subject to a plant
closing or mass layoff because their work is transferred to another country
which has low wages or unhealthy working conditions.

H.R. 4011 *  To amend the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 to bring the
minimum wage in American Samoa up to the wage in effect in the United
States.

H.R. 4013  To amend certain provisions of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986
to improve the provisions of health care to retirees in the coal industry, to
revise the manner in which such care is funded and maintained, and for other
purposes.

H.R. 4323  To improve education for all students by restructuring the educa-
tion system in the States.

H.R. 4338  To suspend certain compliance and accountability measures under
the National School Lunch Act.

H.R. 4471  To amend and extend the Higher Education Act of 1965.
H.R. 5331  To authorize an endowment grant to support the establishment of

regional centers to promote locally based, volunteer-operated, private citi-
zens' scholarship programs, and for other purposes.

H.Res. 201  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives that the
people of the United States should recognize ”An Artistic Discovery”, the
Congressional High School Art Competition.

H.Res. 428  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives that sec-
ondary schools throughout the Nation should implement a financial planning
program using the proven techniques of the College for Financial Planning
in partnership with the United States Department of Agriculture Extension
Service and participating Land-Grant University Cooperative Extension Ser-
vices.

H.Res. 524  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives to commend
and congratulate the College of William and Mary in Virginia on the occa-
sion of the 300th anniversary of its founding.

H.Con.Res. 92 *  Expressing the sense of Congress with respect to certain
regulations of the Occupational Safety and Health Administration.

H.Con.Res. 161  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the American
public should observe the 100th anniversary of moviemaking and recognize
the contributions of the American Film Institute in advocating and preserving
the art of film.

H.Con.Res. 282  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the Low Income
Home Energy Assistance Program should be funded for fiscal year 1993 at
a level greater than or equal to its funding for fiscal year 1992.

MURTHA, John P. of Pennsylvania

H.R. 2  To entitle employees to family leave in certain cases involving a birth,
an adoption, or a serious health condition and to temporary medical leave in
certain cases involving a serious health condition, with adequate protection
of the employees employment and benefit rights, and to establish a com-
mission to study ways of providing salary replacement for employees who
take any such leave.

H.R. 5  To amend the National Labor Relations Act and the Railway Labor
Act to prevent discrimination based on participation in labor disputes.

H.R. 451  To amend the Black Lung Benefits Act to provide that when ben-
efits are paid for at least two years after an initial determination of eligibility
for such benefits the benefits will not be required to be repaid upon a final
determination of ineligibility for benefits, and for other purposes.

H.R. 667  To authorize a grant to the National Writing Project.
H.R. 840  To improve counseling services for elementary school children.
H.R. 1063  To amend the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970 to es-

tablish an Office of Construction Safety, Health, and Education, to improve
inspections, investigations, reporting, and recordkeeping on construction
sites, to require the appointment of project constructors to monitor safety on
construction sites, to require construction employers to establish safety and
health programs, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1116  To permit certain coal miners and their survivors to have their
claims reviewed under the Black Lung Benefits Act.

H.R. 1118  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to reduce student loan
defaults, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1126  To extend the coverage of certain Federal labor laws to foreign
flagships.

H.R. 1502  To combat violence and crimes against women on the streets and
in homes.

H.R. 1637  To make improvements in the Black Lung Benefits Act.
H.R. 1987  To amend the Act of March 3, 1931 (known as the Davis-Bacon

Act), to revise the standard for coverage under that Act, and for other pur-
poses.

H.R. 2258  To help end hunger and human want.
H.R. 2363  To amend the provisions of the Higher Education Act of 1965

relating to treatment by campus officials of sexual assault victims.
H.R. 2561  To remove the barrier to access for middle income students to

Federal student financial aid programs, and for other purposes.
H.R. 2782  To amend the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974

to provide that such Act does not preempt certain State laws.
H.R. 3046  To exempt from the antitrust laws certain conduct engaged in by

the National Collegiate Athletic Association (NCAA) jointly with member
institutions for the purpose of allowing the NCAA exclusively to negotiate
certain contracts, and for other purposes.

H.R. 3160  To revise the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970.
H.R. 3553  To amend and extend the Higher Education Act of 1965.
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H.R. 3584 *  To amend Chapter 11 of the Bankruptcy Act of 1978 to ensure
the continuation of health and follow-on benefits of debtor pension plans.

H.R. 3812  To establish a senior citizen consumer price index to compute the
cost-of-living increase for certain benefits under the Social Security Act.

H.R. 3878  To provide assistance to employees who are subject to a plant
closing or mass layoff because their work is transferred to another country
which has low wages or unhealthy working conditions.

H.R. 4013 *   To amend certain provisions of the Internal Revenue Code of
1986 to improve the provisions of health care to retirees in the coal industry,
to revise the manner in which such care is funded and maintained, and for
other purposes.

H.R. 4277  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to delete certain re-
quirements relating to the guaranteed student loan program.

H.Res. 201  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives that the
people of the United States should recognize ”An Artistic Discovery”, the
Congressional High School Art Competition.

H.Con.Res. 92  Expressing the sense of Congress with respect to certain reg-
ulations of the Occupational Safety and Health Administration.

H.Con.Res. 282  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the Low Income
Home Energy Assistance Program should be funded for fiscal year 1993 at
a level greater than or equal to its funding for fiscal year 1992.

MYERS, John T. of Indiana

H.R. 123  To amend title 4, United States Code, to declare English as the of-
ficial language of the United States.

H.R. 1154  To establish programs to improve foreign language instruction and
to amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 in order to promote equal access
to opportunities to study abroad, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1573  To amend the amount of grants received under chapter 1 of title
I of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965.

H.R. 2246  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to strengthen the
oversight by the Secretary of Education of the functioning of college ac-
crediting agencies, and for other purposes.

H.R. 4498  To establish a computer education program for certain students.
H.R. 5325  To improve access to health insurance and contain health care

costs, and for other purposes.
H.Res. 201  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives that the

people of the United States should recognize ”An Artistic Discovery”, the
Congressional High School Art Competition.

H.Con.Res. 161  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the American
public should observe the 100th anniversary of moviemaking and recognize
the contributions of the American Film Institute in advocating and preserving
the art of film.

NAGLE, David R. of Iowa

H.R. 1  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to restore and strengthen civil
rights laws that ban discrimination in employment, and for other purposes.

H.R. 5  To amend the National Labor Relations Act and the Railway Labor
Act to prevent discrimination based on participation in labor disputes.

H.R. 327  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to delay the dis-
bursement of Pell Grants to first-year students, to make ineligible for par-
ticipation in the Pell Grant program any institution with a high default rate
on student loans, and for other purposes.

H.R. 386  To require the executive branch to gather and disseminate infor-
mation regarding, and to promote techniques to eliminate, discriminatory
wage-setting practices and discriminatory wage disparities which are based
on sex, race, or national origin.

H.R. 656  To provide for a coordinated Federal research program to ensure
continued United States leadership in high-performance computing.

H.R. 840  To improve counseling services for elementary school children.
H.R. 907  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to permit alternative

methods for qualifying ”ability-to-benefit” students for Federal student fi-
nancial aid.

H.R. 1063  To amend the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970 to es-
tablish an Office of Construction Safety, Health, and Education, to improve
inspections, investigations, reporting, and recordkeeping on construction
sites, to require the appointment of project constructors to monitor safety on
construction sites, to require construction employers to establish safety and
health programs, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1154  To establish programs to improve foreign language instruction and
to amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 in order to promote equal access
to opportunities to study abroad, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1218  To prevent potential abuses of electronic monitoring in the
workplace.

H.R. 1364  To amend the Job Corps provisions of the Job Training Partnership
Act.

H.R. 1502  To combat violence and crimes against women on the streets and
in homes.

H.R. 1524  To establish programs to promote increased access to higher edu-
cation through early intervention counseling and financial aid information.

H.R. 1573  To amend the amount of grants received under chapter 1 of title
I of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965.

H.R. 1753  To establish grant programs and provide other forms of Federal
assistance to pregnant women, children in need of adoptive families, and
individuals and families adopting children.

H.R. 2819  To provide financial assistance to eligible local educational agen-
cies to improve rural education, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2936  To establish programs at the National Science Foundation for the
advancement of technical education and training in advanced-technology
occupations, and for other purposes.

H.R. 3450  To amend part A of title IV of the Social Security Act to remove
barriers and disincentives in the program of aid to families with dependent
children so as to enable recipients of such aid to move toward self-
sufficiency through microenterprises.

H.R. 3507  To establish programs under the Technology Administration of the
Department of Commerce, and elsewhere, to promote a skilled workforce and
United States industrial competitiveness.

H.R. 3553  To amend and extend the Higher Education Act of 1965.
H.R. 4338  To suspend certain compliance and accountability measures under

the National School Lunch Act.
H.R. 4748  To improve national competitiveness through education.
H.R. 4822  To make appropriations to begin a phase-in toward full funding

of the special supplemental food program for women, infants, and children
(WIC) and of Head Start programs, to expand the Job Corps program, and
for other purposes.

H.R. 5230  To enhance United States competitiveness by strengthening the
Nation's technology base, promoting investment in United States technology,
supporting manufacturing infrastructure development, enhancing the tech-
nology skills of American workers, and reorienting defense spending to
support American competitiveness, and for other purposes.

H.Con.Res. 161  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the American
public should observe the 100th anniversary of moviemaking and recognize
the contributions of the American Film Institute in advocating and preserving
the art of film.

H.Con.Res. 282  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the Low Income
Home Energy Assistance Program should be funded for fiscal year 1993 at
a level greater than or equal to its funding for fiscal year 1992.

NATCHER, William H. of Kentucky

H.R. 500  To require the Secretary of the Treasury to mint coins in com-
memoration of the quincentenary of the discovery of America by Christopher
Columbus and to establish the Christopher Columbus Fellowship Foundation.

H.Res. 284  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives that there
is a need for a comprehensive, coordinated strategy to help the United States
achieve its goal of being the strongest Nation on Earth economically and
militarily, so that it remain the greatest Nation in support of human dignity,
freedom, and democratic ideals.
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NEAL, Richard E. of Massachusetts

H.R. 1  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to restore and strengthen civil
rights laws that ban discrimination in employment, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2  To entitle employees to family leave in certain cases involving a birth,
an adoption, or a serious health condition and to temporary medical leave in
certain cases involving a serious health condition, with adequate protection
of the employees employment and benefit rights, and to establish a com-
mission to study ways of providing salary replacement for employees who
take any such leave.

H.R. 5  To amend the National Labor Relations Act and the Railway Labor
Act to prevent discrimination based on participation in labor disputes.

H.R. 179  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to permit the deferral
of payments on student loans during professional internships, regardless of
duration.

H.R. 385  To provide financial assistance for programs for the prevention,
identification, and treatment of elder abuse, neglect, and exploitation, to es-
tablish a National Center on Elder Abuse, and for other purposes.

H.R. 500  To require the Secretary of the Treasury to mint coins in com-
memoration of the quincentenary of the discovery of America by Christopher
Columbus and to establish the Christopher Columbus Fellowship Foundation.

H.R. 501  To authorize the Secretary of Housing and Urban Development to
provide grants to urban and rural communities for training economically
disadvantaged youth in education and employment skills and to expand the
supply of housing for homeless and economically disadvantaged individuals
and families.

H.R. 840  To improve counseling services for elementary school children.
H.R. 908  To amend title 38, United States Code, and other provisions of law

to provide improved benefits and services for military personnel who serve
during the Persian Gulf War, including particularly benefits and services for
members of the National Guard and Reserve components, and for other
purposes.

H.R. 1048  To establish within the Department of Education an Office of
Community Colleges.

H.R. 1063  To amend the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970 to es-
tablish an Office of Construction Safety, Health, and Education, to improve
inspections, investigations, reporting, and recordkeeping on construction
sites, to require the appointment of project constructors to monitor safety on
construction sites, to require construction employers to establish safety and
health programs, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1154  To establish programs to improve foreign language instruction and
to amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 in order to promote equal access
to opportunities to study abroad, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1254  To provide for the establishment of the Margaret Walker
Alexander National African-American Research Center.

H.R. 1364  To amend the Job Corps provisions of the Job Training Partnership
Act.

H.R. 1460  Entitled ”The Food For Young Children Act”.
H.R. 1502  To combat violence and crimes against women on the streets and

in homes.
H.R. 1503  To facilitate capital financing for historically Black colleges and

universities.
H.R. 1524  To establish programs to promote increased access to higher edu-

cation through early intervention counseling and financial aid information.
H.R. 1987  To amend the Act of March 3, 1931 (known as the Davis-Bacon

Act), to revise the standard for coverage under that Act, and for other pur-
poses.

H.R. 2258  To help end hunger and human want.
H.R. 2363  To amend the provisions of the Higher Education Act of 1965

relating to treatment by campus officials of sexual assault victims.
H.R. 2561  To remove the barrier to access for middle income students to

Federal student financial aid programs, and for other purposes.
H.R. 2782  To amend the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974

to provide that such Act does not preempt certain State laws.
H.R. 3160  To revise the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970.
H.R. 3470  To enhance America's global competitiveness by fostering a high

skills, high quality, high performance workforce, and for other purposes.
H.R. 3553  To amend and extend the Higher Education Act of 1965.
H.R. 3748  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1991 with respect to the appli-

cation of such Act.
H.R. 3967  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to prohibit prison

inmates from receiving Pell Grants.

H.R. 3975  To amend section 1977A of the Revised Statutes to equalize the
remedies available to all victims of intentional employment discrimination,
and for other purposes.

H.R. 4516  To amend title VI of the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of
1981 to establish a community services empowerment program.

H.R. 5230  To enhance United States competitiveness by strengthening the
Nation's technology base, promoting investment in United States technology,
supporting manufacturing infrastructure development, enhancing the tech-
nology skills of American workers, and reorienting defense spending to
support American competitiveness, and for other purposes.

H.Res. 201  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives that the
people of the United States should recognize ”An Artistic Discovery”, the
Congressional High School Art Competition.

H.Con.Res. 119 *  Expressing the sense of the Congress regarding the Knight
Foundation's proposals for reforming the college athletics system.

H.Con.Res. 161  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the American
public should observe the 100th anniversary of moviemaking and recognize
the contributions of the American Film Institute in advocating and preserving
the art of film.

H.Con.Res. 282  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the Low Income
Home Energy Assistance Program should be funded for fiscal year 1993 at
a level greater than or equal to its funding for fiscal year 1992.

NEAL, Stephen L. of North Carolina

H.R. 500  To require the Secretary of the Treasury to mint coins in com-
memoration of the quincentenary of the discovery of America by Christopher
Columbus and to establish the Christopher Columbus Fellowship Foundation.

H.R. 667  To authorize a grant to the National Writing Project.
H.R. 751  To enhance the literacy and basic skills of adults, to ensure that all

adults in the United States acquire the basic skills necessary to function ef-
fectively and achieve the greatest possible opportunity in their work and in
their lives, and to strengthen and coordinate adult literacy programs.

H.R. 812  To establish a program of grants for the provision of coordinated
educational support services to at-risk youth.

H.R. 907  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to permit alternative
methods for qualifying ”ability-to-benefit” students for Federal student fi-
nancial aid.

H.R. 1048  To establish within the Department of Education an Office of
Community Colleges.

H.R. 1573  To amend the amount of grants received under chapter 1 of title
I of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965.

H.R. 2230  To provide incentives for physicians to practice in rural areas and
in rural medically underserved areas.

H.R. 3285  To provide for regional energy efficient lighting education centers,
and for other purposes.

H.R. 3998  To establish youth apprenticeship demonstration programs, and for
other purposes.

H.R. 4300  To amend the Stewart B. McKinney Homeless Assistance Act to
extend programs providing urgently needed assistance for the homeless, and
for other purposes.

H.R. 4338  To suspend certain compliance and accountability measures under
the National School Lunch Act.

H.R. 4822  To make appropriations to begin a phase-in toward full funding
of the special supplemental food program for women, infants, and children
(WIC) and of Head Start programs, to expand the Job Corps program, and
for other purposes.

H.R. 5573  To provide grants to States and local entities to integrate education,
medical, and social and human services to at-risk children.

H.Res. 284  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives that there
is a need for a comprehensive, coordinated strategy to help the United States
achieve its goal of being the strongest Nation on Earth economically and
militarily, so that it remain the greatest Nation in support of human dignity,
freedom, and democratic ideals.

H.Con.Res. 6 *  Declaring the sense of Congress regarding periods of silence
in the public schools.

H.Con.Res. 7 *  Declaring the sense of Congress regarding periods of silence
in the public schools.

H.Con.Res. 102  Expressing the sense of the Congress regarding admissions
of minority students to institutions of higher education.
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H.Con.Res. 161  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the American
public should observe the 100th anniversary of moviemaking and recognize
the contributions of the American Film Institute in advocating and preserving
the art of film.

H.Con.Res. 282  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the Low Income
Home Energy Assistance Program should be funded for fiscal year 1993 at
a level greater than or equal to its funding for fiscal year 1992.

NICHOLS, Dick of Kansas

H.R. 123  To amend title 4, United States Code, to declare English as the of-
ficial language of the United States.

H.R. 1237  To amend the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 to clarify the
application of such Act, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1755  To repeal the Act of March 3, 1931 (known as the Davis-Bacon
Act).

H.R. 5960  To prevent and punish sexual violence and domestic violence, to
assist and protect the victims of such violence, to assist State and local ef-
forts, and for other purposes.

H.Res. 284  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives that there
is a need for a comprehensive, coordinated strategy to help the United States
achieve its goal of being the strongest Nation on Earth economically and
militarily, so that it remain the greatest Nation in support of human dignity,
freedom, and democratic ideals.

NORTON, Eleanor Holmes of District of Columbia

H.R. 1  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to restore and strengthen civil
rights laws that ban discrimination in employment, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2  To entitle employees to family leave in certain cases involving a birth,
an adoption, or a serious health condition and to temporary medical leave in
certain cases involving a serious health condition, with adequate protection
of the employees employment and benefit rights, and to establish a com-
mission to study ways of providing salary replacement for employees who
take any such leave.

H.R. 5  To amend the National Labor Relations Act and the Railway Labor
Act to prevent discrimination based on participation in labor disputes.

H.R. 81  To amend the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 to allow individuals
to direct that part or all of their income tax refunds be contributed to a trust
fund established for the relief of domestic and international hunger, and to
establish a commission to oversee the distribution of such contributions.

H.R. 196  To amend the Job Training Partnership Act to establish a Youth
Opportunities Unlimited Program.

H.R. 386  To require the executive branch to gather and disseminate infor-
mation regarding, and to promote techniques to eliminate, discriminatory
wage-setting practices and discriminatory wage disparities which are based
on sex, race, or national origin.

H.R. 500  To require the Secretary of the Treasury to mint coins in com-
memoration of the quincentenary of the discovery of America by Christopher
Columbus and to establish the Christopher Columbus Fellowship Foundation.

H.R. 520  To encourage States to establish Parents as Teachers programs.
H.R. 751  To enhance the literacy and basic skills of adults, to ensure that all

adults in the United States acquire the basic skills necessary to function ef-
fectively and achieve the greatest possible opportunity in their work and in
their lives, and to strengthen and coordinate adult literacy programs.

H.R. 763  To establish a program to guarantee students from selected high
schools a chance to go to college, and for other purposes.

H.R. 840  To improve counseling services for elementary school children.
H.R. 995  To authorize up to 5 States to conduct 2-year demonstration projects

to test the effectiveness of alternative methods for delivering services and
activities under the JOBS program to families at risk of entering the AFDC
program, and to amend part A of title IV of the Social Security Act to pro-
vide for the permanent use of such alternative methods beginning in fiscal
year 1995.

H.R. 1061  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to clarify the burden of
proof for unlawful employment practices in disparate impact cases, and for
other purposes.

H.R. 1063  To amend the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970 to es-
tablish an Office of Construction Safety, Health, and Education, to improve
inspections, investigations, reporting, and recordkeeping on construction
sites, to require the appointment of project constructors to monitor safety on
construction sites, to require construction employers to establish safety and
health programs, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1066  To authorize a national program to reduce the threat to human
health posed by exposure to contaminants in the air indoors.

H.R. 1126  To extend the coverage of certain Federal labor laws to foreign
flagships.

H.R. 1134  To amend the Age Discrimination in Employment Act of 1967
with respect to administrative proceedings applicable to claims of discrimi-
nation in Federal employment.

H.R. 1218  To prevent potential abuses of electronic monitoring in the
workplace.

H.R. 1254  To provide for the establishment of the Margaret Walker
Alexander National African-American Research Center.

H.R. 1285  To resolve legal and technical issues relating to Federal
postsecondary student assistance programs and to prevent undue burdens on
participants in Operation Desert Storm, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1364  To amend the Job Corps provisions of the Job Training Partnership
Act.

H.R. 1365  To amend the Job Training Partnership Act to provide for disaster
relief employment assistance.

H.R. 1388  To entitle employees to family leave for attending school activities.
H.R. 1430  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and the Fair Housing Act

to prohibit discrimination on the basis of affectional or sexual orientation,
and for other purposes.

H.R. 1482  To amend title IV of the Higher Education Act of 1965 to allow
resident physicians to defer repayment of title IV student loans while com-
pleting accredited resident training programs.

H.R. 1502  To combat violence and crimes against women on the streets and
in homes.

H.R. 1503  To facilitate capital financing for historically Black colleges and
universities.

H.R. 1504  To authorize a National Conference on Aging.
H.R. 1522  To deny funds to educational programs that allow corporal pun-

ishment.
H.R. 1590  To provide for designation by the Secretary of the Interior and the

Secretary of Agriculture of an ancient forest reserve system, including lands
managed by the Bureau of Land Management and portions of national forests
established by reservations from the public domain; to require the Secretary
of the Interior and the Secretary of Agriculture to enhance economic stability
in the Pacific Northwest; and for other purposes.

H.R. 1602  To amend title I of the Employee Retirement Income Security Act
of 1974 to provide that such Act does not preempt actions under State law
against persons who engage in unfair insurance claims practices.

H.R. 1633  To assist in implementing the Plan of Action adopted by the World
Summit for Children.

H.R. 1664  To protect employees who report violations of Federal laws and
regulations.

H.R. 1669  To provide financial assistance to eligible local educational agen-
cies to improve urban education, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1694  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to ensure that title VII of
such Act applies to the employment of United States citizens by certain
employers in foreign nations.

H.R. 1753  To establish grant programs and provide other forms of Federal
assistance to pregnant women, children in need of adoptive families, and
individuals and families adopting children.

H.R. 1960  To direct the Secretary of the Interior to construct a National
Training Center at the National Afro-American Museum and Cultural Center
and for other purposes.

H.R. 1987  To amend the Act of March 3, 1931 (known as the Davis-Bacon
Act), to revise the standard for coverage under that Act, and for other pur-
poses.

H.R. 2018  To amend the Older Americans Act of 1965 to require uniform
telephone listing of area agencies on aging.

H.R. 2019  To amend the Older Americans Act of 1965 to assist older indi-
viduals to avoid falling and to prevent incorrect medication and adverse drug
reactions.
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H.R. 2020  To amend title III  of the Older Americans Act of 1965 with respect
to assistance to older individuals who reside in rural areas.

H.R. 2021  To amend the Older Americans Act of 1965 to require States to
appoint a State advisory body to make recommendations regarding trans-
portation services that affect older individuals; to provide for coordination
of such services; and to require the Commissioner on Aging to submit a re-
port regarding transportation services provided under such Act.

H.R. 2022  To amend the Older Americans Act of 1965 to increase efforts to
inform isolated older individuals, and older individuals who are victims of
Alzheimer's disease and related disorders, of the availability of assistance
under title III of such Act.

H.R. 2023  To amend the Older Americans Act of 1965 to authorize services
relating to the appointment and monitoring of guardians, and of represen-
tative payees, of older individuals.

H.R. 2024  To require the President to call a White House Conference on
Aging in 1993.

H.R. 2025  To amend the Older Americans Act of 1965 to require States to
expand State and community involvement in order to promote cooperative
efforts to provide community-based long-term care services to older indi-
viduals, including related services for their caregivers.

H.R. 2026  To amend the Older Americans Act of 1965 to provide supportive
services to strengthen informal caregivers who assist older individuals in
need of long-term care, to remain in private residences.

H.R. 2142  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 in order to increase
postsecondary educational opportunities for women and minorities, and for
other purposes.

H.R. 2157  To require the National Collegiate Athletic Association to provide
due process in connection with its regulatory activities affecting coaches,
players, and institutions engaged in sports in interstate commerce.

H.R. 2223  To amend the National Labor Relations Act to give employers and
performers in the live performing arts, rights given by section 8(e) of such
Act to employers and employees in similarly situated industries, to give such
employers and performers the same rights given by section 8(f) of such Act
to employers and employees in the construction industry, and for other pur-
poses.

H.R. 2258  To help end hunger and human want.
H.R. 2323  To amend the Communications Act of 1934 in order to establish

certain reemployment rights for employees who have lost employment as a
consequence of the divestiture of the Bell system.

H.R. 2334  To further assist States in their efforts to increase awareness about
and prevent family violence and provide immediate shelter and related as-
sistance to battered women and their children.

H.R. 2336  To establish a higher education loan program in which a borrower's
annual repayment obligation is dependent upon both postschool income level
and borrowing history, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2350  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to assure that low-
income students have the opportunity to pursue higher education, and for
other purposes.

H.R. 2363  To amend the provisions of the Higher Education Act of 1965
relating to treatment by campus officials of sexual assault victims.

H.R. 2437  To amend the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 to revise and extend the
program regarding independent living services for older blind individuals.

H.R. 2555  To provide for the establishment of a summer camp program for
low income youths, and to expand the Youth Conservation Corps program.

H.R. 2561  To remove the barrier to access for middle income students to
Federal student financial aid programs, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2782  To amend the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974
to provide that such Act does not preempt certain State laws.

H.R. 2819  To provide financial assistance to eligible local educational agen-
cies to improve rural education, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2912  To improve the recruitment of classroom teachers, and for other
purposes.

H.R. 2936  To establish programs at the National Science Foundation for the
advancement of technical education and training in advanced-technology
occupations, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2938  To establish a Teacher Opportunity Corps to enable
paraprofessionals working in targeted schools to become certified teachers
through part-time and summer study.

H.R. 2943  To require the Secretary of Education to evaluate programs pro-
viding disadvantaged children with guaranties of postsecondary education
assistance, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2970  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to provide program
grants to medical and allied health professions institutions for graduate edu-
cation and training which will benefit underserved, economically disadvan-
taged communities.

H.R. 2974  To provide payments to States and certain other entities and indi-
viduals as a reward to increase the number of children who receive preschool
health care and early childhood education and to increase the number of high
school seniors who achieve outstanding scores in math and science; and for
other purpose.

H.R. 3078  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to exclude the value
of personal residences and family farms from the calculation of expected
family contributions for student aid programs.

H.R. 3098  To improve the college participation rates of groups underserved
by institutions of higher education and for other purposes.

H.R. 3102  To amend section 520 of the Cranston-Gonzalez National Afford-
able Housing Act to authorize the Secretary of Housing and Urban Devel-
opment to make grants to establish midnight basketball league training and
partnership programs incorporating employment counseling, job-training, and
other educational activities for residents of public housing and federally as-
sisted housing.

H.R. 3133  To amend the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970 to ex-
pand the rights of victims of occupational safety and health hazards, and for
other purposes.

H.R. 3160  To revise the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970.
H.R. 3210  To amend title IV of the Employee Retirement Income Security

Act of 1974 to ensure protection of pension plan benefit liabilities subject to
distribution in the form of irrevocable commitments purchased from insurers
upon the standard termination of such plans.

H.R. 3285  To provide for regional energy efficient lighting education centers,
and for other purposes.

H.R. 3334  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to provide Perkins
Loan forgiveness to encourage individuals who enter the teaching profession
to teach in schools serving low-income areas.

H.R. 3353  To establish a Glass Ceiling Commission and an annual award for
promoting a more diverse skilled work force at the management and
decisionmaking levels in business, and for other purposes.

H.R. 3362  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to establish programs
for minority foreign service professional development.

H.R. 3372  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to revise the operation
of the National Student Loan Data System.

H.R. 3393  To amend the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 and the Social Se-
curity Act to provide for health insurance coverage for pregnant women and
children through employment-based insurance and through a State-based
health plan.

H.R. 3413  To authorize the States to impose an export tax on unprocessed
timber from private lands, to allow a credit against income taxes for do-
mestically processed timber, and for other purposes.

H.R. 3450  To amend part A of title IV of the Social Security Act to remove
barriers and disincentives in the program of aid to families with dependent
children so as to enable recipients of such aid to move toward self-
sufficiency through microenterprises.

H.R. 3475  To assist business in providing women with opportunities in ap-
prenticeship and nontraditional occupations.

H.R. 3476  To establish the Commission on the Advancement of Women in
the Science and Engineering Work Forces.

H.R. 3526  To ensure economic equity for American women and their families
and to respond to the need to revitalize the American economy by expanding
employment opportunities; improving access to funds for women business
owners; enhancing economic justice for women through pay equity, im-
proved child support enforcement, and benefits for part-time workers; and
providing economic and retirement security for women as workers and as
divorced or surviving spouses.

H.R. 3535  To amend the Social Security Act to ensure, through a U.S. Health
Program and through qualified employer health plans, access for all Ameri-
cans to benefits for high quality health care and long-term care while con-
taining the costs of the health care system.

H.R. 3553  To amend and extend the Higher Education Act of 1965.
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H.R. 3603  To promote family preservation and the prevention of foster care
with emphasis on families where abuse of alcohol or drugs is present, and
to improve the quality and delivery of child welfare, foster care, and adoption
services.

H.R. 3613  To amend title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and the Age
Discrimination in Employment Act of 1967 to improve the effectiveness of
administrative review of employment discrimination claims made by Federal
employees; and for other purposes.

H.R. 3625  To require the Commissioner of the Bureau of Labor Statistics to
conduct time use surveys of unremunerated work performed in the United
States and to calculate the monetary value of such work.

H.R. 3748  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1991 with respect to the appli-
cation of such Act.

H.R. 3832  To establish a program of grants regarding certain infants, toddlers,
and children who are perinatally exposed to drugs and for other purposes.

H.R. 3878  To provide assistance to employees who are subject to a plant
closing or mass layoff because their work is transferred to another country
which has low wages or unhealthy working conditions.

H.R. 3886  To increase the achievement levels of elementary and secondary
students by using high quality curricular-based learning resources.

H.R. 3975  To amend section 1977A of the Revised Statutes to equalize the
remedies available to all victims of intentional employment discrimination,
and for other purposes.

H.R. 4022  To amend the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 to provide tax in-
centives for the establishment of tax enterprise zones, and for other purposes.

H.R. 4122  To guarantee a work opportunity for all Americans and for other
purposes.

H.R. 4136  To revitalize the American rail car industry by the establishment
of a Federal grant and loan program for research and development, by the
creation of economic incentives to encourage investment in rail car design
and engineering activities, and by the expansion of vocational training op-
portunities in the rail car industry.

H.R. 4154  To provide for participation by the United States in a climate sta-
bilization program.

H.R. 4300  To amend the Stewart B. McKinney Homeless Assistance Act to
extend programs providing urgently needed assistance for the homeless, and
for other purposes.

H.R. 4338  To suspend certain compliance and accountability measures under
the National School Lunch Act.

H.R. 4340  To provide employment opportunities to unemployed individuals
in high unemployment areas in projects to repair and renovate vitally needed
community facilities, and for other purposes.

H.R. 4493  To amend the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 to authorize grants for
the provision of certain transportation services to individuals with disabilities
who hold or are seeking jobs in typical work environments, or who are re-
ceiving vocational rehabilitation services.

H.R. 4498  To establish a computer education program for certain students.
H.R. 4516  To amend title VI of the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of

1981 to establish a community services empowerment program.
H.R. 4528  To amend the Job Training Partnership Act to authorize the es-

tablishment of additional Job Corps centers, and for other purposes.
H.R. 4538  To provide assistance to local educational agencies for the pre-

vention and reduction of violent crime in elementary and secondary schools.
H.R. 4748  To improve national competitiveness through education.
H.R. 4822  To make appropriations to begin a phase-in toward full funding

of the special supplemental food program for women, infants, and children
(WIC) and of Head Start programs, to expand the Job Corps program, and
for other purposes.

H.R. 4953  To amend the base closure laws to improve the provision of ad-
justment assistance to employees of the Department of Defense adversely
affected by the closure or realignment of a military installation.

H.R. 5010  To provide for the revitalization of the United States aerospace and
other industries that have been adversely affected by defense spending re-
ductions and foreign subsidies.

H.R. 5326  To establish a program to assure nondiscriminatory compliance
with all environmental health and safety laws and to assure equal protection
of the public health.

H.R. 5357  To provide grants to States to improve and coordinate health and
education services provided to preschool children and to provide for the
production and distribution of educational television programming for pre-
school children.

H.R. 5883  To amend the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 to increase the
minimum wage.

H.R. 5973  To grant employees family and temporary medical leave, to treat
the costs of the Head Start program and other programs for children as
emergency funding requirements, to provide aid to parents in providing the
best possible learning environment for children, to promote investments in
child welfare and family preservation, to reduce violence and improve the
safety of children and their families, and for other purposes.

H.R. 6067  To amend the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 to provide that
the minimum wage rate under that Act will be indexed to the cost of living
in the same manner as Social Security benefits are indexed.

H.Res. 201  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives that the
people of the United States should recognize ”An Artistic Discovery”, the
Congressional High School Art Competition.

H.Res. 284  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives that there
is a need for a comprehensive, coordinated strategy to help the United States
achieve its goal of being the strongest Nation on Earth economically and
militarily, so that it remain the greatest Nation in support of human dignity,
freedom, and democratic ideals.

H.Con.Res. 161  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the American
public should observe the 100th anniversary of moviemaking and recognize
the contributions of the American Film Institute in advocating and preserving
the art of film.

H.Con.Res. 215  Expressing the sense of the Congress relating to paid leave
for working parents for the purpose of attending parent-teacher conferences.

H.Con.Res. 282  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the Low Income
Home Energy Assistance Program should be funded for fiscal year 1993 at
a level greater than or equal to its funding for fiscal year 1992.

NOWAK, Henry J. of New York

H.R. 5  To amend the National Labor Relations Act and the Railway Labor
Act to prevent discrimination based on participation in labor disputes.

H.R. 179  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to permit the deferral
of payments on student loans during professional internships, regardless of
duration.

H.R. 441  To facilitate the economic adjustment of communities, industries,
and workers to reductions or realignments in defense or aerospace contracts,
military facilities, and arms export, and for other purposes.

H.R. 500  To require the Secretary of the Treasury to mint coins in com-
memoration of the quincentenary of the discovery of America by Christopher
Columbus and to establish the Christopher Columbus Fellowship Foundation.

H.R. 1063  To amend the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970 to es-
tablish an Office of Construction Safety, Health, and Education, to improve
inspections, investigations, reporting, and recordkeeping on construction
sites, to require the appointment of project constructors to monitor safety on
construction sites, to require construction employers to establish safety and
health programs, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1154  To establish programs to improve foreign language instruction and
to amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 in order to promote equal access
to opportunities to study abroad, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1502  To combat violence and crimes against women on the streets and
in homes.

H.R. 1669  To provide financial assistance to eligible local educational agen-
cies to improve urban education, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1987  To amend the Act of March 3, 1931 (known as the Davis-Bacon
Act), to revise the standard for coverage under that Act, and for other pur-
poses.

H.R. 2157  To require the National Collegiate Athletic Association to provide
due process in connection with its regulatory activities affecting coaches,
players, and institutions engaged in sports in interstate commerce.

H.R. 2258  To help end hunger and human want.
H.R. 2782  To amend the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974

to provide that such Act does not preempt certain State laws.
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H.R. 3526  To ensure economic equity for American women and their families
and to respond to the need to revitalize the American economy by expanding
employment opportunities; improving access to funds for women business
owners; enhancing economic justice for women through pay equity, im-
proved child support enforcement, and benefits for part-time workers; and
providing economic and retirement security for women as workers and as
divorced or surviving spouses.

H.R. 3975  To amend section 1977A of the Revised Statutes to equalize the
remedies available to all victims of intentional employment discrimination,
and for other purposes.

H.R. 4259  To amend title I of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 to provide each
individual with handicaps who is eligible for services under such title with
the right to select the entities that are to provide services pursuant to the in-
dividualized written rehabilitation program developed for the individual.

H.R. 5219  To direct the Secretary of Defense to provide grants to States to
provide technical and financial assistance to defense-dependent contractors.

H.R. 5230  To enhance United States competitiveness by strengthening the
Nation's technology base, promoting investment in United States technology,
supporting manufacturing infrastructure development, enhancing the tech-
nology skills of American workers, and reorienting defense spending to
support American competitiveness, and for other purposes.

H.R. 5235  To provide assistance to defense contractors in diversifying into
nondefense businesses.

H.Res. 284  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives that there
is a need for a comprehensive, coordinated strategy to help the United States
achieve its goal of being the strongest Nation on Earth economically and
militarily, so that it remain the greatest Nation in support of human dignity,
freedom, and democratic ideals.

H.Con.Res. 92  Expressing the sense of Congress with respect to certain reg-
ulations of the Occupational Safety and Health Administration.

H.Con.Res. 282  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the Low Income
Home Energy Assistance Program should be funded for fiscal year 1993 at
a level greater than or equal to its funding for fiscal year 1992.

NUNN, Sam of Georgia

S.Con.Res. 44  Expressing the sense of Congress that the American public
should observe the 100th anniversary of moviemaking and recognize the
contributions of the American Film Institute in advocating and preserving the
art of film.

NUSSLE, Jim of Iowa

H.R. 1482  To amend title IV of the Higher Education Act of 1965 to allow
resident physicians to defer repayment of title IV student loans while com-
pleting accredited resident training programs.

H.R. 2230  To provide incentives for physicians to practice in rural areas and
in rural medically underserved areas.

H.R. 2336  To establish a higher education loan program in which a borrower's
annual repayment obligation is dependent upon both postschool income level
and borrowing history, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2363  To amend the provisions of the Higher Education Act of 1965
relating to treatment by campus officials of sexual assault victims.

H.R. 4259  To amend title I of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 to provide each
individual with handicaps who is eligible for services under such title with
the right to select the entities that are to provide services pursuant to the in-
dividualized written rehabilitation program developed for the individual.

H.R. 4294 *  To make applicable to the Congress certain laws relating to the
terms and conditions of employment, the health and safety of employees, and
the rights and responsibilities of employers and employees; and to repeal and
prohibit certain privileges and gratuities for Members of the United States
House of Representatives and for other purposes.

H.R. 4338  To suspend certain compliance and accountability measures under
the National School Lunch Act.

H.R. 5325  To improve access to health insurance and contain health care
costs, and for other purposes.

H.Con.Res. 282  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the Low Income
Home Energy Assistance Program should be funded for fiscal year 1993 at
a level greater than or equal to its funding for fiscal year 1992.

OAKAR, Mary Rose of Ohio

H.R. 1  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to restore and strengthen civil
rights laws that ban discrimination in employment, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2  To entitle employees to family leave in certain cases involving a birth,
an adoption, or a serious health condition and to temporary medical leave in
certain cases involving a serious health condition, with adequate protection
of the employees employment and benefit rights, and to establish a com-
mission to study ways of providing salary replacement for employees who
take any such leave.

H.R. 5  To amend the National Labor Relations Act and the Railway Labor
Act to prevent discrimination based on participation in labor disputes.

H.R. 385 *  To provide financial assistance for programs for the prevention,
identification, and treatment of elder abuse, neglect, and exploitation, to es-
tablish a National Center on Elder Abuse, and for other purposes.

H.R. 386 *  To require the executive branch to gather and disseminate infor-
mation regarding, and to promote techniques to eliminate, discriminatory
wage-setting practices and discriminatory wage disparities which are based
on sex, race, or national origin.

H.R. 500  To require the Secretary of the Treasury to mint coins in com-
memoration of the quincentenary of the discovery of America by Christopher
Columbus and to establish the Christopher Columbus Fellowship Foundation.

H.R. 501  To authorize the Secretary of Housing and Urban Development to
provide grants to urban and rural communities for training economically
disadvantaged youth in education and employment skills and to expand the
supply of housing for homeless and economically disadvantaged individuals
and families.

H.R. 824  To provide participants in private pension plans which were termi-
nated before September 1, 1974, the nonforfeitable pension benefits which
were lost by reason of the termination, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1063  To amend the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970 to es-
tablish an Office of Construction Safety, Health, and Education, to improve
inspections, investigations, reporting, and recordkeeping on construction
sites, to require the appointment of project constructors to monitor safety on
construction sites, to require construction employers to establish safety and
health programs, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1218  To prevent potential abuses of electronic monitoring in the
workplace.

H.R. 1430  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and the Fair Housing Act
to prohibit discrimination on the basis of affectional or sexual orientation,
and for other purposes.

H.R. 1502  To combat violence and crimes against women on the streets and
in homes.

H.R. 1753  To establish grant programs and provide other forms of Federal
assistance to pregnant women, children in need of adoptive families, and
individuals and families adopting children.

H.R. 1987  To amend the Act of March 3, 1931 (known as the Davis-Bacon
Act), to revise the standard for coverage under that Act, and for other pur-
poses.

H.R. 2098  To amend the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970 to
improve and enforce standards for employee health and safety at Department
of Energy nuclear facilities, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2780  To amend the Older Americans Act of 1965 to increase the au-
thority of the Commissioner on Aging; to establish the Office on Long-Term
Care Ombudsman Programs and provide for the appointment of an Associate
Commissioner for Ombudsman Services; to enhance State long-term care
ombudsman programs; to provide financial assistance for programs relating
to elder abuse, exploitation, or neglect; and for other purposes.

H.R. 2782  To amend the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974
to provide that such Act does not preempt certain State laws.

H.R. 2864  To amend the Older Americans Act of 1965 to establish an elder
rights program, and for other purposes.

H.R. 3160  To revise the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970.
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H.R. 3210  To amend title IV of the Employee Retirement Income Security
Act of 1974 to ensure protection of pension plan benefit liabilities subject to
distribution in the form of irrevocable commitments purchased from insurers
upon the standard termination of such plans.

H.R. 3526  To ensure economic equity for American women and their families
and to respond to the need to revitalize the American economy by expanding
employment opportunities; improving access to funds for women business
owners; enhancing economic justice for women through pay equity, im-
proved child support enforcement, and benefits for part-time workers; and
providing economic and retirement security for women as workers and as
divorced or surviving spouses.

H.R. 3535  To amend the Social Security Act to ensure, through a U.S. Health
Program and through qualified employer health plans, access for all Ameri-
cans to benefits for high quality health care and long-term care while con-
taining the costs of the health care system.

H.R. 3613  To amend title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and the Age
Discrimination in Employment Act of 1967 to improve the effectiveness of
administrative review of employment discrimination claims made by Federal
employees; and for other purposes.

H.R. 3748  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1991 with respect to the appli-
cation of such Act.

H.R. 3975  To amend section 1977A of the Revised Statutes to equalize the
remedies available to all victims of intentional employment discrimination,
and for other purposes.

H.R. 4300  To amend the Stewart B. McKinney Homeless Assistance Act to
extend programs providing urgently needed assistance for the homeless, and
for other purposes.

H.R. 5083  To amend the Act of September 30, 1950 to provide that amounts
appropriated under such Act for purposes of making payments to local edu-
cational agencies on behalf of children who are dependents of a parent or
parents on active duty in the armed forces shall be considered national de-
fense functions for budget purposes.

H.R. 5116 *  To continue and expand programs to assist defense workers and
communities adversely affected by base closures or reductions in defense
spending, promote the conversion of defense contractors, including defense
contractors that are small businesses, and encourage exports of United States
products and services.

H.R. 5116 *  To continue and expand programs to assist defense workers and
communities adversely affected by base closures or reductions in defense
spending, promote the conversion of defense contractors, including defense
contractors that are small businesses, and encourage exports of United States
products and services.

H.Res. 201  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives that the
people of the United States should recognize ”An Artistic Discovery”, the
Congressional High School Art Competition.

H.Res. 284  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives that there
is a need for a comprehensive, coordinated strategy to help the United States
achieve its goal of being the strongest Nation on Earth economically and
militarily, so that it remain the greatest Nation in support of human dignity,
freedom, and democratic ideals.

H.Con.Res. 92  Expressing the sense of Congress with respect to certain reg-
ulations of the Occupational Safety and Health Administration.

H.Con.Res. 161  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the American
public should observe the 100th anniversary of moviemaking and recognize
the contributions of the American Film Institute in advocating and preserving
the art of film.

H.Con.Res. 282  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the Low Income
Home Energy Assistance Program should be funded for fiscal year 1993 at
a level greater than or equal to its funding for fiscal year 1992.

OBERSTAR, James L. of Minnesota

H.R. 1  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to restore and strengthen civil
rights laws that ban discrimination in employment, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2  To entitle employees to family leave in certain cases involving a birth,
an adoption, or a serious health condition and to temporary medical leave in
certain cases involving a serious health condition, with adequate protection
of the employees employment and benefit rights, and to establish a com-
mission to study ways of providing salary replacement for employees who
take any such leave.

H.R. 5  To amend the National Labor Relations Act and the Railway Labor
Act to prevent discrimination based on participation in labor disputes.

H.R. 179  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to permit the deferral
of payments on student loans during professional internships, regardless of
duration.

H.R. 386  To require the executive branch to gather and disseminate infor-
mation regarding, and to promote techniques to eliminate, discriminatory
wage-setting practices and discriminatory wage disparities which are based
on sex, race, or national origin.

H.R. 441  To facilitate the economic adjustment of communities, industries,
and workers to reductions or realignments in defense or aerospace contracts,
military facilities, and arms export, and for other purposes.

H.R. 500  To require the Secretary of the Treasury to mint coins in com-
memoration of the quincentenary of the discovery of America by Christopher
Columbus and to establish the Christopher Columbus Fellowship Foundation.

H.R. 709  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to provide reduced
rates of interest under the Guaranteed Student Loan Program to individuals
who enter the teaching profession.

H.R. 824  To provide participants in private pension plans which were termi-
nated before September 1, 1974, the nonforfeitable pension benefits which
were lost by reason of the termination, and for other purposes.

H.R. 840  To improve counseling services for elementary school children.
H.R. 908  To amend title 38, United States Code, and other provisions of law

to provide improved benefits and services for military personnel who serve
during the Persian Gulf War, including particularly benefits and services for
members of the National Guard and Reserve components, and for other
purposes.

H.R. 1063  To amend the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970 to es-
tablish an Office of Construction Safety, Health, and Education, to improve
inspections, investigations, reporting, and recordkeeping on construction
sites, to require the appointment of project constructors to monitor safety on
construction sites, to require construction employers to establish safety and
health programs, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1154  To establish programs to improve foreign language instruction and
to amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 in order to promote equal access
to opportunities to study abroad, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1218  To prevent potential abuses of electronic monitoring in the
workplace.

H.R. 1364  To amend the Job Corps provisions of the Job Training Partnership
Act.

H.R. 1502  To combat violence and crimes against women on the streets and
in homes.

H.R. 1522  To deny funds to educational programs that allow corporal pun-
ishment.

H.R. 1633  To assist in implementing the Plan of Action adopted by the World
Summit for Children.

H.R. 1669  To provide financial assistance to eligible local educational agen-
cies to improve urban education, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1753  To establish grant programs and provide other forms of Federal
assistance to pregnant women, children in need of adoptive families, and
individuals and families adopting children.

H.R. 1987  To amend the Act of March 3, 1931 (known as the Davis-Bacon
Act), to revise the standard for coverage under that Act, and for other pur-
poses.

H.R. 2076  To amend the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 to reform the
provisions relating to child labor.

H.R. 2098  To amend the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970 to
improve and enforce standards for employee health and safety at Department
of Energy nuclear facilities, and for other purposes.
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H.R. 2223  To amend the National Labor Relations Act to give employers and
performers in the live performing arts, rights given by section 8(e) of such
Act to employers and employees in similarly situated industries, to give such
employers and performers the same rights given by section 8(f) of such Act
to employers and employees in the construction industry, and for other pur-
poses.

H.R. 2258  To help end hunger and human want.
H.R. 2334  To further assist States in their efforts to increase awareness about

and prevent family violence and provide immediate shelter and related as-
sistance to battered women and their children.

H.R. 2336  To establish a higher education loan program in which a borrower's
annual repayment obligation is dependent upon both postschool income level
and borrowing history, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2363  To amend the provisions of the Higher Education Act of 1965
relating to treatment by campus officials of sexual assault victims.

H.R. 2782  To amend the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974
to provide that such Act does not preempt certain State laws.

H.R. 2819  To provide financial assistance to eligible local educational agen-
cies to improve rural education, and for other purposes.

H.R. 3160  To revise the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970.
H.R. 3285  To provide for regional energy efficient lighting education centers,

and for other purposes.
H.R. 3393  To amend the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 and the Social Se-

curity Act to provide for health insurance coverage for pregnant women and
children through employment-based insurance and through a State-based
health plan.

H.R. 3450  To amend part A of title IV of the Social Security Act to remove
barriers and disincentives in the program of aid to families with dependent
children so as to enable recipients of such aid to move toward self-
sufficiency through microenterprises.

H.R. 3500 *  To amend the National Apprenticeship Act to require minimum
funding for certain outreach recruitment and training programs, to restore a
national information collection system, to require increases in force within
the Bureau of Apprenticeship and Training of the Department of Labor and
to limit decreases in such force, and for other purposes.

H.R. 3526  To ensure economic equity for American women and their families
and to respond to the need to revitalize the American economy by expanding
employment opportunities; improving access to funds for women business
owners; enhancing economic justice for women through pay equity, im-
proved child support enforcement, and benefits for part-time workers; and
providing economic and retirement security for women as workers and as
divorced or surviving spouses.

H.R. 3603  To promote family preservation and the prevention of foster care
with emphasis on families where abuse of alcohol or drugs is present, and
to improve the quality and delivery of child welfare, foster care, and adoption
services.

H.R. 3613  To amend title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and the Age
Discrimination in Employment Act of 1967 to improve the effectiveness of
administrative review of employment discrimination claims made by Federal
employees; and for other purposes.

H.R. 3878  To provide assistance to employees who are subject to a plant
closing or mass layoff because their work is transferred to another country
which has low wages or unhealthy working conditions.

H.R. 4013  To amend certain provisions of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986
to improve the provisions of health care to retirees in the coal industry, to
revise the manner in which such care is funded and maintained, and for other
purposes.

H.R. 4120  To reduce the financial contributions of the United States to the
defense of member nations of NATO (other than the United States) and
Japan and to use amounts available because of those reductions to support
law enforcement and education efforts in the United States.

H.R. 4300  To amend the Stewart B. McKinney Homeless Assistance Act to
extend programs providing urgently needed assistance for the homeless, and
for other purposes.

H.R. 4338  To suspend certain compliance and accountability measures under
the National School Lunch Act.

H.R. 4822  To make appropriations to begin a phase-in toward full funding
of the special supplemental food program for women, infants, and children
(WIC) and of Head Start programs, to expand the Job Corps program, and
for other purposes.

H.Res. 201  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives that the
people of the United States should recognize ”An Artistic Discovery”, the
Congressional High School Art Competition.

H.Res. 284  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives that there
is a need for a comprehensive, coordinated strategy to help the United States
achieve its goal of being the strongest Nation on Earth economically and
militarily, so that it remain the greatest Nation in support of human dignity,
freedom, and democratic ideals.

H.Con.Res. 92  Expressing the sense of Congress with respect to certain reg-
ulations of the Occupational Safety and Health Administration.

H.Con.Res. 282  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the Low Income
Home Energy Assistance Program should be funded for fiscal year 1993 at
a level greater than or equal to its funding for fiscal year 1992.

OBEY, David R. of Wisconsin

H.R. 5  To amend the National Labor Relations Act and the Railway Labor
Act to prevent discrimination based on participation in labor disputes.

H.R. 907  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to permit alternative
methods for qualifying ”ability-to-benefit” students for Federal student fi-
nancial aid.

H.R. 1190  To establish a system for identifying, notifying, and preventing
illness and death among workers who are at increased or high risk of occu-
pational disease, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2157  To require the National Collegiate Athletic Association to provide
due process in connection with its regulatory activities affecting coaches,
players, and institutions engaged in sports in interstate commerce.

H.R. 3160  To revise the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970.
H.R. 3268 *  To establish the Morris K. Udall Scholarship and Excellence in

National Environmental Policy Foundation, and for other purposes.
H.R. 4185 *  Entitled, ”The Morris K. Udall Scholarship and Excellence in

National Environmental and Native American Public Policy Act of 1992”.
H.R. 4338  To suspend certain compliance and accountability measures under

the National School Lunch Act.
H.Res. 201  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives that the

people of the United States should recognize ”An Artistic Discovery”, the
Congressional High School Art Competition.

H.Con.Res. 92  Expressing the sense of Congress with respect to certain reg-
ulations of the Occupational Safety and Health Administration.

OLIN, Jim of Virginia

H.R. 179  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to permit the deferral
of payments on student loans during professional internships, regardless of
duration.

H.R. 327  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to delay the dis-
bursement of Pell Grants to first-year students, to make ineligible for par-
ticipation in the Pell Grant program any institution with a high default rate
on student loans, and for other purposes.

H.R. 667  To authorize a grant to the National Writing Project.
H.R. 1063  To amend the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970 to es-

tablish an Office of Construction Safety, Health, and Education, to improve
inspections, investigations, reporting, and recordkeeping on construction
sites, to require the appointment of project constructors to monitor safety on
construction sites, to require construction employers to establish safety and
health programs, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1218  To prevent potential abuses of electronic monitoring in the
workplace.

H.R. 1364  To amend the Job Corps provisions of the Job Training Partnership
Act.

H.R. 1502  To combat violence and crimes against women on the streets and
in homes.

H.R. 1633  To assist in implementing the Plan of Action adopted by the World
Summit for Children.

H.R. 2363  To amend the provisions of the Higher Education Act of 1965
relating to treatment by campus officials of sexual assault victims.
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H.R. 3450  To amend part A of title IV of the Social Security Act to remove
barriers and disincentives in the program of aid to families with dependent
children so as to enable recipients of such aid to move toward self-
sufficiency through microenterprises.

H.Res. 524  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives to commend
and congratulate the College of William and Mary in Virginia on the occa-
sion of the 300th anniversary of its founding.

H.Con.Res. 92  Expressing the sense of Congress with respect to certain reg-
ulations of the Occupational Safety and Health Administration.

OLVER, John of Massachusetts

H.R. 2  To entitle employees to family leave in certain cases involving a birth,
an adoption, or a serious health condition and to temporary medical leave in
certain cases involving a serious health condition, with adequate protection
of the employees employment and benefit rights, and to establish a com-
mission to study ways of providing salary replacement for employees who
take any such leave.

H.R. 5  To amend the National Labor Relations Act and the Railway Labor
Act to prevent discrimination based on participation in labor disputes.

H.R. 501  To authorize the Secretary of Housing and Urban Development to
provide grants to urban and rural communities for training economically
disadvantaged youth in education and employment skills and to expand the
supply of housing for homeless and economically disadvantaged individuals
and families.

H.R. 812  To establish a program of grants for the provision of coordinated
educational support services to at-risk youth.

H.R. 840  To improve counseling services for elementary school children.
H.R. 1126  To extend the coverage of certain Federal labor laws to foreign

flagships.
H.R. 1154  To establish programs to improve foreign language instruction and

to amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 in order to promote equal access
to opportunities to study abroad, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1218  To prevent potential abuses of electronic monitoring in the
workplace.

H.R. 1430  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and the Fair Housing Act
to prohibit discrimination on the basis of affectional or sexual orientation,
and for other purposes.

H.R. 1502  To combat violence and crimes against women on the streets and
in homes.

H.R. 1987  To amend the Act of March 3, 1931 (known as the Davis-Bacon
Act), to revise the standard for coverage under that Act, and for other pur-
poses.

H.R. 2258  To help end hunger and human want.
H.R. 2782  To amend the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974

to provide that such Act does not preempt certain State laws.
H.R. 2819  To provide financial assistance to eligible local educational agen-

cies to improve rural education, and for other purposes.
H.R. 2936  To establish programs at the National Science Foundation for the

advancement of technical education and training in advanced-technology
occupations, and for other purposes.

H.R. 3078  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to exclude the value
of personal residences and family farms from the calculation of expected
family contributions for student aid programs.

H.R. 3160  To revise the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970.
H.R. 3320  To improve education for all students by restructuring the educa-

tion system in the States.
H.R. 3470  To enhance America's global competitiveness by fostering a high

skills, high quality, high performance workforce, and for other purposes.
H.R. 3475  To assist business in providing women with opportunities in ap-

prenticeship and nontraditional occupations.
H.R. 3507  To establish programs under the Technology Administration of the

Department of Commerce, and elsewhere, to promote a skilled workforce and
United States industrial competitiveness.

H.R. 3553  To amend and extend the Higher Education Act of 1965.
H.R. 3748  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1991 with respect to the appli-

cation of such Act.

H.R. 3878  To provide assistance to employees who are subject to a plant
closing or mass layoff because their work is transferred to another country
which has low wages or unhealthy working conditions.

H.R. 3975  To amend section 1977A of the Revised Statutes to equalize the
remedies available to all victims of intentional employment discrimination,
and for other purposes.

H.R. 4122  To guarantee a work opportunity for all Americans and for other
purposes.

H.R. 4323  To improve education for all students by restructuring the educa-
tion system in the States.

H.R. 4471  To amend and extend the Higher Education Act of 1965.
H.R. 4516  To amend title VI of the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of

1981 to establish a community services empowerment program.
H.R. 5230  To enhance United States competitiveness by strengthening the

Nation's technology base, promoting investment in United States technology,
supporting manufacturing infrastructure development, enhancing the tech-
nology skills of American workers, and reorienting defense spending to
support American competitiveness, and for other purposes.

H.R. 5723  To improve the skills of the workforce and the transition from
school to work in the United States, and for other purposes.

H.R. 5958  To amend title 29, United States Code, to prohibit the reduction
of mandatory retirement age retirements for certain public employees.

H.Res. 284  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives that there
is a need for a comprehensive, coordinated strategy to help the United States
achieve its goal of being the strongest Nation on Earth economically and
militarily, so that it remain the greatest Nation in support of human dignity,
freedom, and democratic ideals.

H.Con.Res. 92  Expressing the sense of Congress with respect to certain reg-
ulations of the Occupational Safety and Health Administration.

H.Con.Res. 282  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the Low Income
Home Energy Assistance Program should be funded for fiscal year 1993 at
a level greater than or equal to its funding for fiscal year 1992.

ORTIZ, Solomon P. of Texas

H.R. 1  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to restore and strengthen civil
rights laws that ban discrimination in employment, and for other purposes.

H.R. 500  To require the Secretary of the Treasury to mint coins in com-
memoration of the quincentenary of the discovery of America by Christopher
Columbus and to establish the Christopher Columbus Fellowship Foundation.

H.R. 907  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to permit alternative
methods for qualifying ”ability-to-benefit” students for Federal student fi-
nancial aid.

H.R. 1573  To amend the amount of grants received under chapter 1 of title
I of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965.

H.R. 2230  To provide incentives for physicians to practice in rural areas and
in rural medically underserved areas.

H.R. 2917 *  To establish a Wetlands Research and Policy Center at the Port
of Brownsville, Texas, and for other purposes.

H.R. 3098 *  To improve the college participation rates of groups underserved
by institutions of higher education and for other purposes.

H.R. 3535  To amend the Social Security Act to ensure, through a U.S. Health
Program and through qualified employer health plans, access for all Ameri-
cans to benefits for high quality health care and long-term care while con-
taining the costs of the health care system.

H.R. 3553  To amend and extend the Higher Education Act of 1965.
H.R. 4518  To amend the Department of Education Organization Act to create

the position of Assistant Secretary of Education for Bilingual Education and
Minority Languages Affairs and for other purposes.

H.R. 5083  To amend the Act of September 30, 1950 to provide that amounts
appropriated under such Act for purposes of making payments to local edu-
cational agencies on behalf of children who are dependents of a parent or
parents on active duty in the armed forces shall be considered national de-
fense functions for budget purposes.

H.Con.Res. 282  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the Low Income
Home Energy Assistance Program should be funded for fiscal year 1993 at
a level greater than or equal to its funding for fiscal year 1992.
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H.R. 500  To require the Secretary of the Treasury to mint coins in com-
memoration of the quincentenary of the discovery of America by Christopher
Columbus and to establish the Christopher Columbus Fellowship Foundation.

H.R. 667  To authorize a grant to the National Writing Project.
H.R. 1063  To amend the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970 to es-

tablish an Office of Construction Safety, Health, and Education, to improve
inspections, investigations, reporting, and recordkeeping on construction
sites, to require the appointment of project constructors to monitor safety on
construction sites, to require construction employers to establish safety and
health programs, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1237  To amend the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 to clarify the
application of such Act, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1573  To amend the amount of grants received under chapter 1 of title
I of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965.

H.R. 1633  To assist in implementing the Plan of Action adopted by the World
Summit for Children.

H.R. 2334  To further assist States in their efforts to increase awareness about
and prevent family violence and provide immediate shelter and related as-
sistance to battered women and their children.

H.R. 2936  To establish programs at the National Science Foundation for the
advancement of technical education and training in advanced-technology
occupations, and for other purposes.

H.R. 4711 *  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to establish a
Veterans Teacher Corp, and for other purposes.

H.R. 5116  To continue and expand programs to assist defense workers and
communities adversely affected by base closures or reductions in defense
spending, promote the conversion of defense contractors, including defense
contractors that are small businesses, and encourage exports of United States
products and services.

H.R. 5116  To continue and expand programs to assist defense workers and
communities adversely affected by base closures or reductions in defense
spending, promote the conversion of defense contractors, including defense
contractors that are small businesses, and encourage exports of United States
products and services.

H.Res. 201  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives that the
people of the United States should recognize ”An Artistic Discovery”, the
Congressional High School Art Competition.

H.Con.Res. 161  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the American
public should observe the 100th anniversary of moviemaking and recognize
the contributions of the American Film Institute in advocating and preserving
the art of film.

OWENS, Major R. of New York

H.R. 1  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to restore and strengthen civil
rights laws that ban discrimination in employment, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2  To entitle employees to family leave in certain cases involving a birth,
an adoption, or a serious health condition and to temporary medical leave in
certain cases involving a serious health condition, with adequate protection
of the employees employment and benefit rights, and to establish a com-
mission to study ways of providing salary replacement for employees who
take any such leave.

H.R. 5  To amend the National Labor Relations Act and the Railway Labor
Act to prevent discrimination based on participation in labor disputes.

H.R. 196 *  To amend the Job Training Partnership Act to establish a Youth
Opportunities Unlimited Program.

H.R. 386  To require the executive branch to gather and disseminate infor-
mation regarding, and to promote techniques to eliminate, discriminatory
wage-setting practices and discriminatory wage disparities which are based
on sex, race, or national origin.

H.R. 441  To facilitate the economic adjustment of communities, industries,
and workers to reductions or realignments in defense or aerospace contracts,
military facilities, and arms export, and for other purposes.

H.R. 501 *  To authorize the Secretary of Housing and Urban Development
to provide grants to urban and rural communities for training economically
disadvantaged youth in education and employment skills and to expand the
supply of housing for homeless and economically disadvantaged individuals
and families.

H.R. 502 *  To amend the National Labor Relations Act to improve the pro-
cedure for appointing members to the National Labor Relations Board.

H.R. 503 *  To amend the National Labor Relations Act to provide for fair
and expeditious representation elections.

H.R. 544 *  To amend the National School Lunch Act to restore food sup-
plement benefits under the dependent care food program to adolescent youth.

H.R. 545 *  To amend the Domestic Volunteer Service Act to provide assist-
ance to projects which utilize volunteers to protect students and employees
of educational institutions from violence and criminal activity.

H.R. 577 *  To require the Bureau of Labor Statistics to collect and report
unemployment and related statistics by congressional districts.

H.R. 667  To authorize a grant to the National Writing Project.
H.R. 751  To enhance the literacy and basic skills of adults, to ensure that all

adults in the United States acquire the basic skills necessary to function ef-
fectively and achieve the greatest possible opportunity in their work and in
their lives, and to strengthen and coordinate adult literacy programs.

H.R. 763  To establish a program to guarantee students from selected high
schools a chance to go to college, and for other purposes.

H.R. 775  To establish Summer Science Academies for talented students,
particularly economically disadvantaged, minority participants, and for other
purposes.

H.R. 812  To establish a program of grants for the provision of coordinated
educational support services to at-risk youth.

H.R. 824  To provide participants in private pension plans which were termi-
nated before September 1, 1974, the nonforfeitable pension benefits which
were lost by reason of the termination, and for other purposes.

H.R. 906  To amend the Job Training Partnership Act to encourage a broader
range of training and job placement for women and for other purposes.

H.R. 908  To amend title 38, United States Code, and other provisions of law
to provide improved benefits and services for military personnel who serve
during the Persian Gulf War, including particularly benefits and services for
members of the National Guard and Reserve components, and for other
purposes.

H.R. 995  To authorize up to 5 States to conduct 2-year demonstration projects
to test the effectiveness of alternative methods for delivering services and
activities under the JOBS program to families at risk of entering the AFDC
program, and to amend part A of title IV of the Social Security Act to pro-
vide for the permanent use of such alternative methods beginning in fiscal
year 1995.

H.R. 1063  To amend the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970 to es-
tablish an Office of Construction Safety, Health, and Education, to improve
inspections, investigations, reporting, and recordkeeping on construction
sites, to require the appointment of project constructors to monitor safety on
construction sites, to require construction employers to establish safety and
health programs, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1066  To authorize a national program to reduce the threat to human
health posed by exposure to contaminants in the air indoors.

H.R. 1126  To extend the coverage of certain Federal labor laws to foreign
flagships.

H.R. 1218  To prevent potential abuses of electronic monitoring in the
workplace.

H.R. 1222  To enhance cooperation between the public and law enforcement
personnel in controlling and preventing crime and drug abuse.

H.R. 1237  To amend the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 to clarify the
application of such Act, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1254  To provide for the establishment of the Margaret Walker
Alexander National African-American Research Center.

H.R. 1342  To modify the authority of the Equal Employment Opportunity
Commission to investigate and determine discrimination claims made by
Federal employees against the Federal Government, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1364  To amend the Job Corps provisions of the Job Training Partnership
Act.

H.R. 1430  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and the Fair Housing Act
to prohibit discrimination on the basis of affectional or sexual orientation,
and for other purposes.

H.R. 1460  Entitled ”The Food For Young Children Act”.
H.R. 1502  To combat violence and crimes against women on the streets and

in homes.
H.R. 1503  To facilitate capital financing for historically Black colleges and

universities.
H.R. 1522 *  To deny funds to educational programs that allow corporal

punishment.
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H.R. 1664  To protect employees who report violations of Federal laws and
regulations.

H.R. 1669  To provide financial assistance to eligible local educational agen-
cies to improve urban education, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1694  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to ensure that title VII of
such Act applies to the employment of United States citizens by certain
employers in foreign nations.

H.R. 1739  To amend the Older Americans Act of 1965 to expand the pre-
ventive health services program to include disease prevention and health
promotion services, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1960  To direct the Secretary of the Interior to construct a National
Training Center at the National Afro-American Museum and Cultural Center
and for other purposes.

H.R. 1987  To amend the Act of March 3, 1931 (known as the Davis-Bacon
Act), to revise the standard for coverage under that Act, and for other pur-
poses.

H.R. 2098  To amend the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970 to
improve and enforce standards for employee health and safety at Department
of Energy nuclear facilities, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2127 *  To amend the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 to extend the programs
of such Act, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2157  To require the National Collegiate Athletic Association to provide
due process in connection with its regulatory activities affecting coaches,
players, and institutions engaged in sports in interstate commerce.

H.R. 2258  To help end hunger and human want.
H.R. 2313  To amend the School Dropout Demonstration Assistance Act of

1988 to extend authorization of appropriations through fiscal year 1993 and
for other purposes.

H.R. 2334  To further assist States in their efforts to increase awareness about
and prevent family violence and provide immediate shelter and related as-
sistance to battered women and their children.

H.R. 2350  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to assure that low-
income students have the opportunity to pursue higher education, and for
other purposes.

H.R. 2363  To amend the provisions of the Higher Education Act of 1965
relating to treatment by campus officials of sexual assault victims.

H.R. 2467 *  To establish the National Institute for the Education of At-Risk
Students.

H.R. 2555  To provide for the establishment of a summer camp program for
low income youths, and to expand the Youth Conservation Corps program.

H.R. 2720 *  To extend for one year the authorizations of appropriations for
the programs under the Child Abuse Prevention and Treatment Act and the
Family Violence Prevention and Services Act, and for certain programs re-
lating to adoption opportunities, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2722  To revise and extend the programs under the Abandoned Infants
Assistance Act of 1988.

H.R. 2782  To amend the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974
to provide that such Act does not preempt certain State laws.

H.R. 2866  To encourage the use of alternative fuels across the transportation
sector and facilitate research on the design of motor vehicles powered by
these fuels, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2938  To establish a Teacher Opportunity Corps to enable
paraprofessionals working in targeted schools to become certified teachers
through part-time and summer study.

H.R. 2970  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to provide program
grants to medical and allied health professions institutions for graduate edu-
cation and training which will benefit underserved, economically disadvan-
taged communities.

H.R. 3034  To amend the Temporary Child Care for Children With Disabilities
and Crisis Nurseries Act of 1986 to extend the programs of such Act, and
for other purposes.

H.R. 3053 *  To amend the Individuals with Disabilities Education Act to
strengthen such Act, and for other purposes.

H.R. 3057  To amend the Drug-Free Schools and Communities Act of 1986
to revise the authorities of such Act relating to the National Diffusion Net-
work.

H.R. 3160  To revise the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970.
H.R. 3181  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 in order to assist and

improve college and university libraries in the United States.

H.R. 3189 *  To amend title IX of the Higher Education Act in order to en-
courage minority students to seek and obtain doctoral degrees, and for other
purposes.

H.R. 3229  To establish a United States Health Service to provide high quality
comprehensive health care for all Americans and to overcome the deficien-
cies in the present system of health care delivery.

H.R. 3244  To reauthorize and revise certain provisions of the Higher Educa-
tion Act of 1965 in order to strengthen access to higher education opportu-
nities for low-income students and minority students, especially African
Americans, and for other purposes.

H.R. 3366  To repeal provisions of law regarding employer sanctions and
unfair immigration-related employment practices, to strengthen enforcement
of laws regarding illegal entry into the United States, and for other purposes.

H.R. 3393  To amend the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 and the Social Se-
curity Act to provide for health insurance coverage for pregnant women and
children through employment-based insurance and through a State-based
health plan.

H.R. 3450  To amend part A of title IV of the Social Security Act to remove
barriers and disincentives in the program of aid to families with dependent
children so as to enable recipients of such aid to move toward self-
sufficiency through microenterprises.

H.R. 3458 *  To improve education in the United States by promoting excel-
lence in research, development, and the dissemination of information.

H.R. 3548  To improve the quality of education by providing incentive grants
and by certain other methods.

H.R. 3553  To amend and extend the Higher Education Act of 1965.
H.R. 3613  To amend title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and the Age

Discrimination in Employment Act of 1967 to improve the effectiveness of
administrative review of employment discrimination claims made by Federal
employees; and for other purposes.

H.R. 3625  To require the Commissioner of the Bureau of Labor Statistics to
conduct time use surveys of unremunerated work performed in the United
States and to calculate the monetary value of such work.

H.R. 3748  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1991 with respect to the appli-
cation of such Act.

H.R. 3832  To establish a program of grants regarding certain infants, toddlers,
and children who are perinatally exposed to drugs and for other purposes.

H.R. 3878  To provide assistance to employees who are subject to a plant
closing or mass layoff because their work is transferred to another country
which has low wages or unhealthy working conditions.

H.R. 3908  To provide compensation and health reinsurance benefits to em-
ployees at Department of Energy defense nuclear facilities for injuries caused
by exposure to ionizing radiation and to ensure fair treatment of employees
during modernization and reconfiguration of such facilities, and for other
purposes.

H.R. 3975  To amend section 1977A of the Revised Statutes to equalize the
remedies available to all victims of intentional employment discrimination,
and for other purposes.

H.R. 4014 *   To improve education in the United States by promoting excel-
lence in research, development, and the dissemination of information.

H.R. 4076  To assure an equal opportunity for a quality education for all
children, and for other purposes.

H.R. 4122  To guarantee a work opportunity for all Americans and for other
purposes.

H.R. 4136  To revitalize the American rail car industry by the establishment
of a Federal grant and loan program for research and development, by the
creation of economic incentives to encourage investment in rail car design
and engineering activities, and by the expansion of vocational training op-
portunities in the rail car industry.

H.R. 4277  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to delete certain re-
quirements relating to the guaranteed student loan program.

H.R. 4300  To amend the Stewart B. McKinney Homeless Assistance Act to
extend programs providing urgently needed assistance for the homeless, and
for other purposes.

H.R. 4323  To improve education for all students by restructuring the educa-
tion system in the States.

H.R. 4516  To amend title VI of the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of
1981 to establish a community services empowerment program.

H.R. 4528  To amend the Job Training Partnership Act to authorize the es-
tablishment of additional Job Corps centers, and for other purposes.
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H.R. 4538  To provide assistance to local educational agencies for the pre-
vention and reduction of violent crime in elementary and secondary schools.

H.R. 4712 *  To amend the Child Abuse Prevention and Treatment Act to
revise and extend programs under such Act, and for other purposes.

H.R. 4729  To provide grants to establish an integrated approach to prevent
child abuse.

H.R. 4748  To improve national competitiveness through education.
H.R. 5205  To amend the Child Abuse Prevention and Treatment Act with

respect to issues of confidentiality and accountability.
H.R. 5326  To establish a program to assure nondiscriminatory compliance

with all environmental health and safety laws and to assure equal protection
of the public health.

H.R. 5482 *  To revise and extend the programs of the Rehabilitation Act of
1973, and for other purposes.

H.R. 5483 *  To modify the provisions of the Education of the Deaf Act of
1986, and for other purposes.

H.R. 5524 *  To establish the Professional Boxing Corporation, and for other
purposes.

H.R. 6041  To amend the National Labor Relations Act, to establish the Na-
tional Public Employment Relations Commission, and to amend title I of the
Employment Retirement Income Security Act of 1974 to provide for joint
trusteeship of single-employer pension plans.

H.R. 6049 *   To amend the Congressional Award Act to revise and extend
authorities for the Congressional Award Board.

H.Res. 201  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives that the
people of the United States should recognize ”An Artistic Discovery”, the
Congressional High School Art Competition.

H.Res. 284  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives that there
is a need for a comprehensive, coordinated strategy to help the United States
achieve its goal of being the strongest Nation on Earth economically and
militarily, so that it remain the greatest Nation in support of human dignity,
freedom, and democratic ideals.

H.Con.Res. 161  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the American
public should observe the 100th anniversary of moviemaking and recognize
the contributions of the American Film Institute in advocating and preserving
the art of film.

H.Con.Res. 282  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the Low Income
Home Energy Assistance Program should be funded for fiscal year 1993 at
a level greater than or equal to its funding for fiscal year 1992.

OWENS, Wayne of Utah

H.R. 1  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to restore and strengthen civil
rights laws that ban discrimination in employment, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2  To entitle employees to family leave in certain cases involving a birth,
an adoption, or a serious health condition and to temporary medical leave in
certain cases involving a serious health condition, with adequate protection
of the employees employment and benefit rights, and to establish a com-
mission to study ways of providing salary replacement for employees who
take any such leave.

H.R. 5  To amend the National Labor Relations Act and the Railway Labor
Act to prevent discrimination based on participation in labor disputes.

H.R. 179  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to permit the deferral
of payments on student loans during professional internships, regardless of
duration.

H.R. 386  To require the executive branch to gather and disseminate infor-
mation regarding, and to promote techniques to eliminate, discriminatory
wage-setting practices and discriminatory wage disparities which are based
on sex, race, or national origin.

H.R. 500  To require the Secretary of the Treasury to mint coins in com-
memoration of the quincentenary of the discovery of America by Christopher
Columbus and to establish the Christopher Columbus Fellowship Foundation.

H.R. 501  To authorize the Secretary of Housing and Urban Development to
provide grants to urban and rural communities for training economically
disadvantaged youth in education and employment skills and to expand the
supply of housing for homeless and economically disadvantaged individuals
and families.

H.R. 667  To authorize a grant to the National Writing Project.

H.R. 709  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to provide reduced
rates of interest under the Guaranteed Student Loan Program to individuals
who enter the teaching profession.

H.R. 763  To establish a program to guarantee students from selected high
schools a chance to go to college, and for other purposes.

H.R. 799  To ensure that checks to pay benefits under title IV of the Federal
Mine Safety and Health Act of 1977 are delivered early if the usual delivery
date falls on a Saturday, Sunday, or holiday.

H.R. 812  To establish a program of grants for the provision of coordinated
educational support services to at-risk youth.

H.R. 906  To amend the Job Training Partnership Act to encourage a broader
range of training and job placement for women and for other purposes.

H.R. 908  To amend title 38, United States Code, and other provisions of law
to provide improved benefits and services for military personnel who serve
during the Persian Gulf War, including particularly benefits and services for
members of the National Guard and Reserve components, and for other
purposes.

H.R. 1063  To amend the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970 to es-
tablish an Office of Construction Safety, Health, and Education, to improve
inspections, investigations, reporting, and recordkeeping on construction
sites, to require the appointment of project constructors to monitor safety on
construction sites, to require construction employers to establish safety and
health programs, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1066  To authorize a national program to reduce the threat to human
health posed by exposure to contaminants in the air indoors.

H.R. 1116  To permit certain coal miners and their survivors to have their
claims reviewed under the Black Lung Benefits Act.

H.R. 1118  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to reduce student loan
defaults, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1149  To secure the right of women to be free of sexual harassment and
violence, to promote equal opportunity for women, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1154  To establish programs to improve foreign language instruction and
to amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 in order to promote equal access
to opportunities to study abroad, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1190  To establish a system for identifying, notifying, and preventing
illness and death among workers who are at increased or high risk of occu-
pational disease, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1192  To amend the provisions of the Occupational Safety and Health
Act of 1970 relating to criminal penalties, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1218  To prevent potential abuses of electronic monitoring in the
workplace.

H.R. 1237  To amend the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 to clarify the
application of such Act, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1364  To amend the Job Corps provisions of the Job Training Partnership
Act.

H.R. 1365  To amend the Job Training Partnership Act to provide for disaster
relief employment assistance.

H.R. 1388  To entitle employees to family leave for attending school activities.
H.R. 1430  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and the Fair Housing Act

to prohibit discrimination on the basis of affectional or sexual orientation,
and for other purposes.

H.R. 1482  To amend title IV of the Higher Education Act of 1965 to allow
resident physicians to defer repayment of title IV student loans while com-
pleting accredited resident training programs.

H.R. 1502  To combat violence and crimes against women on the streets and
in homes.

H.R. 1504  To authorize a National Conference on Aging.
H.R. 1522  To deny funds to educational programs that allow corporal pun-

ishment.
H.R. 1573 *  To amend the amount of grants received under chapter 1 of title

I of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965.
H.R. 1590  To provide for designation by the Secretary of the Interior and the

Secretary of Agriculture of an ancient forest reserve system, including lands
managed by the Bureau of Land Management and portions of national forests
established by reservations from the public domain; to require the Secretary
of the Interior and the Secretary of Agriculture to enhance economic stability
in the Pacific Northwest; and for other purposes.

H.R. 1633  To assist in implementing the Plan of Action adopted by the World
Summit for Children.

H.R. 1637  To make improvements in the Black Lung Benefits Act.
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H.R. 1739  To amend the Older Americans Act of 1965 to expand the pre-
ventive health services program to include disease prevention and health
promotion services, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1753  To establish grant programs and provide other forms of Federal
assistance to pregnant women, children in need of adoptive families, and
individuals and families adopting children.

H.R. 1960  To direct the Secretary of the Interior to construct a National
Training Center at the National Afro-American Museum and Cultural Center
and for other purposes.

H.R. 2018  To amend the Older Americans Act of 1965 to require uniform
telephone listing of area agencies on aging.

H.R. 2019  To amend the Older Americans Act of 1965 to assist older indi-
viduals to avoid falling and to prevent incorrect medication and adverse drug
reactions.

H.R. 2020  To amend title III  of the Older Americans Act of 1965 with respect
to assistance to older individuals who reside in rural areas.

H.R. 2021  To amend the Older Americans Act of 1965 to require States to
appoint a State advisory body to make recommendations regarding trans-
portation services that affect older individuals; to provide for coordination
of such services; and to require the Commissioner on Aging to submit a re-
port regarding transportation services provided under such Act.

H.R. 2022  To amend the Older Americans Act of 1965 to increase efforts to
inform isolated older individuals, and older individuals who are victims of
Alzheimer's disease and related disorders, of the availability of assistance
under title III of such Act.

H.R. 2023  To amend the Older Americans Act of 1965 to authorize services
relating to the appointment and monitoring of guardians, and of represen-
tative payees, of older individuals.

H.R. 2024  To require the President to call a White House Conference on
Aging in 1993.

H.R. 2025  To amend the Older Americans Act of 1965 to require States to
expand State and community involvement in order to promote cooperative
efforts to provide community-based long-term care services to older indi-
viduals, including related services for their caregivers.

H.R. 2026  To amend the Older Americans Act of 1965 to provide supportive
services to strengthen informal caregivers who assist older individuals in
need of long-term care, to remain in private residences.

H.R. 2031  To amend title I of the Employee Retirement Income Security Act
of 1974 to provide for equal treatment of telephone and electric cooperative
welfare plans for the purposes of preemption.

H.R. 2098  To amend the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970 to
improve and enforce standards for employee health and safety at Department
of Energy nuclear facilities, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2125  To establish a commission to examine the issues associated with
the teaching of values in elementary and secondary schools and to amend the
Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965 to establish a demon-
stration program of grants to innovative projects relating to civics and char-
acter values in education.

H.R. 2258  To help end hunger and human want.
H.R. 2334 *   To further assist States in their efforts to increase awareness

about and prevent family violence and provide immediate shelter and related
assistance to battered women and their children.

H.R. 2363  To amend the provisions of the Higher Education Act of 1965
relating to treatment by campus officials of sexual assault victims.

H.R. 2555  To provide for the establishment of a summer camp program for
low income youths, and to expand the Youth Conservation Corps program.

H.R. 2782  To amend the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974
to provide that such Act does not preempt certain State laws.

H.R. 3475  To assist business in providing women with opportunities in ap-
prenticeship and nontraditional occupations.

H.R. 3476  To establish the Commission on the Advancement of Women in
the Science and Engineering Work Forces.

H.R. 3526  To ensure economic equity for American women and their families
and to respond to the need to revitalize the American economy by expanding
employment opportunities; improving access to funds for women business
owners; enhancing economic justice for women through pay equity, im-
proved child support enforcement, and benefits for part-time workers; and
providing economic and retirement security for women as workers and as
divorced or surviving spouses.

H.R. 3613  To amend title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and the Age
Discrimination in Employment Act of 1967 to improve the effectiveness of
administrative review of employment discrimination claims made by Federal
employees; and for other purposes.

H.R. 4013  To amend certain provisions of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986
to improve the provisions of health care to retirees in the coal industry, to
revise the manner in which such care is funded and maintained, and for other
purposes.

H.R. 4300  To amend the Stewart B. McKinney Homeless Assistance Act to
extend programs providing urgently needed assistance for the homeless, and
for other purposes.

H.R. 4822  To make appropriations to begin a phase-in toward full funding
of the special supplemental food program for women, infants, and children
(WIC) and of Head Start programs, to expand the Job Corps program, and
for other purposes.

H.R. 5083  To amend the Act of September 30, 1950 to provide that amounts
appropriated under such Act for purposes of making payments to local edu-
cational agencies on behalf of children who are dependents of a parent or
parents on active duty in the armed forces shall be considered national de-
fense functions for budget purposes.

H.R. 5326  To establish a program to assure nondiscriminatory compliance
with all environmental health and safety laws and to assure equal protection
of the public health.

H.R. 5892  To make applicable to the Congress certain laws relating to civil
rights and employment practices.

H.Res. 284  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives that there
is a need for a comprehensive, coordinated strategy to help the United States
achieve its goal of being the strongest Nation on Earth economically and
militarily, so that it remain the greatest Nation in support of human dignity,
freedom, and democratic ideals.

H.Con.Res. 92  Expressing the sense of Congress with respect to certain reg-
ulations of the Occupational Safety and Health Administration.

H.Con.Res. 161  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the American
public should observe the 100th anniversary of moviemaking and recognize
the contributions of the American Film Institute in advocating and preserving
the art of film.

H.Con.Res. 282  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the Low Income
Home Energy Assistance Program should be funded for fiscal year 1993 at
a level greater than or equal to its funding for fiscal year 1992.

OXLEY, Michael G. of Ohio

H.R. 123  To amend title 4, United States Code, to declare English as the of-
ficial language of the United States.

H.R. 1237  To amend the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 to clarify the
application of such Act, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1753  To establish grant programs and provide other forms of Federal
assistance to pregnant women, children in need of adoptive families, and
individuals and families adopting children.

H.R. 1755  To repeal the Act of March 3, 1931 (known as the Davis-Bacon
Act).

H.R. 2230  To provide incentives for physicians to practice in rural areas and
in rural medically underserved areas.

H.R. 2363  To amend the provisions of the Higher Education Act of 1965
relating to treatment by campus officials of sexual assault victims.

H.R. 2460  To help the Nation achieve the National Education Goals by sup-
porting the creation of a new generation of American Schools in communities
across the country; rewarding schools that demonstrate outstanding gains in
student performance and other progress toward the National Education
Goals; creating academies to improve leadership and core-course teaching in
schools nationwide; supporting State and local efforts to attract qualified in-
dividuals to teaching and educational administration; providing States and
localities with statutory and regulatory flexibility in exchange for greater
accountability for student learning; encouraging, testing, and evaluating ed-
ucational choice programs; increasing the potential usefulness of the National
Assessment of Education Progress to State and local decision-makers; ex-
panding Federal support for literacy improvements; and for other purposes.
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OXLEY, Michael G. of Ohio—Continued

H.R. 2773  To amend title I of the Employee Retirement Income Security Act
of 1974 to set standards under such title for multiple employer welfare ar-
rangements providing health plan benefits.

H.R. 2810  To expand the nation's drug treatment capacity, promote drug-free
and safe schools, require Statewide drug abuse prevention and treatment
plans, and ensure that new Federal grant dollars provided for treatment ser-
vices do not displace State dollars.

H.R. 3439  To improve immigration law enforcement.
H.R. 3967  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to prohibit prison

inmates from receiving Pell Grants.
H.R. 5325  To improve access to health insurance and contain health care

costs, and for other purposes.
H.R. 5610 *  To reduce health costs through uniform claims and electronic

billing.
H.R. 5664  To encourage, assist, and evaluate educational choice programs,

and for other purposes.
H.R. 5960  To prevent and punish sexual violence and domestic violence, to

assist and protect the victims of such violence, to assist State and local ef-
forts, and for other purposes.

H.Con.Res. 92  Expressing the sense of Congress with respect to certain reg-
ulations of the Occupational Safety and Health Administration.

H.Con.Res. 161  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the American
public should observe the 100th anniversary of moviemaking and recognize
the contributions of the American Film Institute in advocating and preserving
the art of film.

H.Con.Res. 282  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the Low Income
Home Energy Assistance Program should be funded for fiscal year 1993 at
a level greater than or equal to its funding for fiscal year 1992.

PACKARD, Ron of California

H.R. 123  To amend title 4, United States Code, to declare English as the of-
ficial language of the United States.

H.R. 179  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to permit the deferral
of payments on student loans during professional internships, regardless of
duration.

H.R. 299  To amend the National Foundation of the Arts and the Humanities
Act of 1965 to abolish the National Endowment for the Arts and the National
Council on the Arts.

H.R. 327  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to delay the dis-
bursement of Pell Grants to first-year students, to make ineligible for par-
ticipation in the Pell Grant program any institution with a high default rate
on student loans, and for other purposes.

H.R. 907  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to permit alternative
methods for qualifying ”ability-to-benefit” students for Federal student fi-
nancial aid.

H.R. 1753  To establish grant programs and provide other forms of Federal
assistance to pregnant women, children in need of adoptive families, and
individuals and families adopting children.

H.R. 1755  To repeal the Act of March 3, 1931 (known as the Davis-Bacon
Act).

H.R. 2336  To establish a higher education loan program in which a borrower's
annual repayment obligation is dependent upon both postschool income level
and borrowing history, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2363  To amend the provisions of the Higher Education Act of 1965
relating to treatment by campus officials of sexual assault victims.

H.R. 2810  To expand the nation's drug treatment capacity, promote drug-free
and safe schools, require Statewide drug abuse prevention and treatment
plans, and ensure that new Federal grant dollars provided for treatment ser-
vices do not displace State dollars.

H.R. 2936  To establish programs at the National Science Foundation for the
advancement of technical education and training in advanced-technology
occupations, and for other purposes.

H.R. 3439  To improve immigration law enforcement.
H.R. 3555  To repeal and prohibit all exemptions, privileges and gratuities for

members of the U.S. House of Representatives and the U.S. Senate.

H.R. 3734  To make applicable to the Congress certain laws relating to the
terms and conditions of employment, the health and safety of employees, and
the rights and responsibilities of employers and employees, and for other
purposes.

H.R. 3738  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to strengthen and improve
Federal civil rights laws, to provide for damages in cases of intentional em-
ployment discrimination, to clarify provisions regarding disparate impact
actions, and for other purposes.

H.R. 3763  To amend the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 to provide an
exemption from the overtime pay provisions of such Act for certain em-
ployees of community colleges.

H.R. 3967  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to prohibit prison
inmates from receiving Pell Grants.

H.R. 4305  To amend the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 to permit State
and local agencies to adopt flexible and compressed work schedules.

H.R. 4338  To suspend certain compliance and accountability measures under
the National School Lunch Act.

H.Res. 201  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives that the
people of the United States should recognize ”An Artistic Discovery”, the
Congressional High School Art Competition.

H.Con.Res. 102  Expressing the sense of the Congress regarding admissions
of minority students to institutions of higher education.

H.Con.Res. 161  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the American
public should observe the 100th anniversary of moviemaking and recognize
the contributions of the American Film Institute in advocating and preserving
the art of film.

PACKWOOD, Bob of Oregon

S.Con.Res. 17  Expressing the sense of Congress with respect to certain reg-
ulations of the Occupational Safety and Health Administration.

S.Con.Res. 44  Expressing the sense of Congress that the American public
should observe the 100th anniversary of moviemaking and recognize the
contributions of the American Film Institute in advocating and preserving the
art of film.

PALLONE, Frank Jr. of New Jersey

H.R. 1  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to restore and strengthen civil
rights laws that ban discrimination in employment, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2  To entitle employees to family leave in certain cases involving a birth,
an adoption, or a serious health condition and to temporary medical leave in
certain cases involving a serious health condition, with adequate protection
of the employees employment and benefit rights, and to establish a com-
mission to study ways of providing salary replacement for employees who
take any such leave.

H.R. 5  To amend the National Labor Relations Act and the Railway Labor
Act to prevent discrimination based on participation in labor disputes.

H.R. 179  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to permit the deferral
of payments on student loans during professional internships, regardless of
duration.

H.R. 416  To amend the Older Americans Act and the Public Health Service
Act to provide expanded counseling assistance for the elderly, sick, and dis-
abled.

H.R. 441  To facilitate the economic adjustment of communities, industries,
and workers to reductions or realignments in defense or aerospace contracts,
military facilities, and arms export, and for other purposes.

H.R. 500  To require the Secretary of the Treasury to mint coins in com-
memoration of the quincentenary of the discovery of America by Christopher
Columbus and to establish the Christopher Columbus Fellowship Foundation.

H.R. 709  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to provide reduced
rates of interest under the Guaranteed Student Loan Program to individuals
who enter the teaching profession.

H.R. 812  To establish a program of grants for the provision of coordinated
educational support services to at-risk youth.
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PALLONE, Frank Jr. of New Jersey—Continued

H.R. 1063  To amend the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970 to es-
tablish an Office of Construction Safety, Health, and Education, to improve
inspections, investigations, reporting, and recordkeeping on construction
sites, to require the appointment of project constructors to monitor safety on
construction sites, to require construction employers to establish safety and
health programs, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1066  To authorize a national program to reduce the threat to human
health posed by exposure to contaminants in the air indoors.

H.R. 1190  To establish a system for identifying, notifying, and preventing
illness and death among workers who are at increased or high risk of occu-
pational disease, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1218  To prevent potential abuses of electronic monitoring in the
workplace.

H.R. 1430  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and the Fair Housing Act
to prohibit discrimination on the basis of affectional or sexual orientation,
and for other purposes.

H.R. 1502  To combat violence and crimes against women on the streets and
in homes.

H.R. 1987  To amend the Act of March 3, 1931 (known as the Davis-Bacon
Act), to revise the standard for coverage under that Act, and for other pur-
poses.

H.R. 2211 *  To amend the Act of March 3, 1931 (known as the Davis-Bacon
Act) to provide that the requirements of that Act shall apply to contracts for
construction, alteration, repair, renovation, rehabilitation, or reconstruction
of a facility under lease to the United States or the District of Columbia.

H.R. 2223  To amend the National Labor Relations Act to give employers and
performers in the live performing arts, rights given by section 8(e) of such
Act to employers and employees in similarly situated industries, to give such
employers and performers the same rights given by section 8(f) of such Act
to employers and employees in the construction industry, and for other pur-
poses.

H.R. 2363  To amend the provisions of the Higher Education Act of 1965
relating to treatment by campus officials of sexual assault victims.

H.R. 2391  To amend title III of the Older Americans Act of 1965 to authorize
States to transfer to part D not more than 50 percent of the funds allotted for
parts B and C.

H.R. 2392  To amend title III of the Older Americans Act of 1965 to authorize
appropriations for fiscal years 1992 and 1993 for consumer protection dem-
onstration projects.

H.R. 2393  To amend title III of the Older Americans Act of 1965 to expand
the preventive health services program to include disease prevention and
health promotion services.

H.R. 2394  To amend title III of the Older Americans Act of 1965 to authorize
States to transfer between parts B and C not more than 50 percent of the
funds allotted for such parts.

H.R. 2782  To amend the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974
to provide that such Act does not preempt certain State laws.

H.R. 3160  To revise the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970.
H.R. 3211  To establish a Federal direct student loan program to consolidate

existing student loan programs, and for other purposes.
H.R. 3555  To repeal and prohibit all exemptions, privileges and gratuities for

members of the U.S. House of Representatives and the U.S. Senate.
H.R. 3748  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1991 with respect to the appli-

cation of such Act.
H.Res. 201  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives that the

people of the United States should recognize ”An Artistic Discovery”, the
Congressional High School Art Competition.

H.Con.Res. 102  Expressing the sense of the Congress regarding admissions
of minority students to institutions of higher education.

H.Con.Res. 161  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the American
public should observe the 100th anniversary of moviemaking and recognize
the contributions of the American Film Institute in advocating and preserving
the art of film.

PANETTA, Leon E. of California

H.R. 1  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to restore and strengthen civil
rights laws that ban discrimination in employment, and for other purposes.

H.R. 441  To facilitate the economic adjustment of communities, industries,
and workers to reductions or realignments in defense or aerospace contracts,
military facilities, and arms export, and for other purposes.

H.R. 500  To require the Secretary of the Treasury to mint coins in com-
memoration of the quincentenary of the discovery of America by Christopher
Columbus and to establish the Christopher Columbus Fellowship Foundation.

H.R. 667  To authorize a grant to the National Writing Project.
H.R. 812  To establish a program of grants for the provision of coordinated

educational support services to at-risk youth.
H.R. 1154 *  To establish programs to improve foreign language instruction

and to amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 in order to promote equal
access to opportunities to study abroad, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1218  To prevent potential abuses of electronic monitoring in the
workplace.

H.R. 1365  To amend the Job Training Partnership Act to provide for disaster
relief employment assistance.

H.R. 1430  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and the Fair Housing Act
to prohibit discrimination on the basis of affectional or sexual orientation,
and for other purposes.

H.R. 1502  To combat violence and crimes against women on the streets and
in homes.

H.R. 1633  To assist in implementing the Plan of Action adopted by the World
Summit for Children.

H.R. 2258  To help end hunger and human want.
H.R. 2363  To amend the provisions of the Higher Education Act of 1965

relating to treatment by campus officials of sexual assault victims.
H.R. 2377  To amend title 5, United States Code, to provide civilian employ-

ees of the Department of Defense who are separated as a result of a base
closure involving a transfer of the base to another Federal agency a hiring
preference for Federal job openings at the same location, and for other pur-
poses.

H.R. 2782  To amend the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974
to provide that such Act does not preempt certain State laws.

H.R. 2819  To provide financial assistance to eligible local educational agen-
cies to improve rural education, and for other purposes.

H.R. 3432  To provide assistance for workers and communities adversely af-
fected by reductions in the supply of timber from Federal lands and to pro-
vide for ecosystem conservation of Federal forest lands in the Pacific
Northwest.

H.R. 3748  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1991 with respect to the appli-
cation of such Act.

H.R. 3763 *  To amend the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 to provide an
exemption from the overtime pay provisions of such Act for certain em-
ployees of community colleges.

H.R. 3975  To amend section 1977A of the Revised Statutes to equalize the
remedies available to all victims of intentional employment discrimination,
and for other purposes.

H.R. 4528  To amend the Job Training Partnership Act to authorize the es-
tablishment of additional Job Corps centers, and for other purposes.

H.R. 4700  To amend the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974
to require an independent audit of statements prepared by certain financial
institutions with respect to assets of employee benefit plans.

H.R. 5442  To establish Federal grant programs to identify and address the
foreign language needs within the United States for the purpose of enhancing
economic competitiveness, ensuring national security, and promoting the
national interest.

H.Res. 201  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives that the
people of the United States should recognize ”An Artistic Discovery”, the
Congressional High School Art Competition.

H.Res. 428  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives that sec-
ondary schools throughout the Nation should implement a financial planning
program using the proven techniques of the College for Financial Planning
in partnership with the United States Department of Agriculture Extension
Service and participating Land-Grant University Cooperative Extension Ser-
vices.

H.Con.Res. 161  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the American
public should observe the 100th anniversary of moviemaking and recognize
the contributions of the American Film Institute in advocating and preserving
the art of film.
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PARKER, Mike of Mississippi

H.R. 123  To amend title 4, United States Code, to declare English as the of-
ficial language of the United States.

H.R. 667  To authorize a grant to the National Writing Project.
H.R. 709  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to provide reduced

rates of interest under the Guaranteed Student Loan Program to individuals
who enter the teaching profession.

H.R. 840  To improve counseling services for elementary school children.
H.R. 908  To amend title 38, United States Code, and other provisions of law

to provide improved benefits and services for military personnel who serve
during the Persian Gulf War, including particularly benefits and services for
members of the National Guard and Reserve components, and for other
purposes.

H.R. 1154  To establish programs to improve foreign language instruction and
to amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 in order to promote equal access
to opportunities to study abroad, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1218  To prevent potential abuses of electronic monitoring in the
workplace.

H.R. 1237  To amend the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 to clarify the
application of such Act, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1254 *  To provide for the establishment of the Margaret Walker
Alexander National African-American Research Center.

H.R. 1270  To strengthen the family structure of the United States by provid-
ing protection for eligible individuals who leave employment for a legitimate
family purpose, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1503  To facilitate capital financing for historically Black colleges and
universities.

H.R. 1960  To direct the Secretary of the Interior to construct a National
Training Center at the National Afro-American Museum and Cultural Center
and for other purposes.

H.R. 2157  To require the National Collegiate Athletic Association to provide
due process in connection with its regulatory activities affecting coaches,
players, and institutions engaged in sports in interstate commerce.

H.R. 2819  To provide financial assistance to eligible local educational agen-
cies to improve rural education, and for other purposes.

H.R. 3450  To amend part A of title IV of the Social Security Act to remove
barriers and disincentives in the program of aid to families with dependent
children so as to enable recipients of such aid to move toward self-
sufficiency through microenterprises.

H.R. 3471  To authorize the Small Business Administration to conduct a
demonstration program to enhance the economic opportunities of startup,
newly established, and growing microenterprises by providing loans and
technical assistance through intermediaries, and for other purposes.

H.R. 3676  To prevent pension plans from becoming unable to pay benefits
as they come due during bankruptcy cases.

H.R. 3843  To amend the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974
and title 11, United States Code, to protect the single-employer plan termi-
nation insurance program by clarifying the status of claims of the Pension
Benefit Guaranty Corporation and the treatment of pension plans in bank-
ruptcy proceedings, and for other purposes.

H.R. 4338  To suspend certain compliance and accountability measures under
the National School Lunch Act.

H.R. 4929  To provide incentives for certain voluntarily separated military
personnel to become elementary and secondary school teachers.

H.Res. 201  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives that the
people of the United States should recognize ”An Artistic Discovery”, the
Congressional High School Art Competition.

H.Con.Res. 92  Expressing the sense of Congress with respect to certain reg-
ulations of the Occupational Safety and Health Administration.

PASTOR, Ed of Arizona

H.R. 501  To authorize the Secretary of Housing and Urban Development to
provide grants to urban and rural communities for training economically
disadvantaged youth in education and employment skills and to expand the
supply of housing for homeless and economically disadvantaged individuals
and families.

H.R. 1126  To extend the coverage of certain Federal labor laws to foreign
flagships.

H.R. 1218  To prevent potential abuses of electronic monitoring in the
workplace.

H.R. 1430  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and the Fair Housing Act
to prohibit discrimination on the basis of affectional or sexual orientation,
and for other purposes.

H.R. 1502  To combat violence and crimes against women on the streets and
in homes.

H.R. 1522  To deny funds to educational programs that allow corporal pun-
ishment.

H.R. 1633  To assist in implementing the Plan of Action adopted by the World
Summit for Children.

H.R. 1987  To amend the Act of March 3, 1931 (known as the Davis-Bacon
Act), to revise the standard for coverage under that Act, and for other pur-
poses.

H.R. 2561  To remove the barrier to access for middle income students to
Federal student financial aid programs, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2782  To amend the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974
to provide that such Act does not preempt certain State laws.

H.R. 3160  To revise the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970.
H.R. 3393  To amend the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 and the Social Se-

curity Act to provide for health insurance coverage for pregnant women and
children through employment-based insurance and through a State-based
health plan.

H.R. 3535  To amend the Social Security Act to ensure, through a U.S. Health
Program and through qualified employer health plans, access for all Ameri-
cans to benefits for high quality health care and long-term care while con-
taining the costs of the health care system.

H.R. 3553  To amend and extend the Higher Education Act of 1965.
H.R. 3748  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1991 with respect to the appli-

cation of such Act.
H.R. 4185  Entitled, ”The Morris K. Udall Scholarship and Excellence in

National Environmental and Native American Public Policy Act of 1992”.
H.R. 4498  To establish a computer education program for certain students.
H.R. 4518  To amend the Department of Education Organization Act to create

the position of Assistant Secretary of Education for Bilingual Education and
Minority Languages Affairs and for other purposes.

H.R. 4538  To provide assistance to local educational agencies for the pre-
vention and reduction of violent crime in elementary and secondary schools.

H.R. 4729  To provide grants to establish an integrated approach to prevent
child abuse.

H.R. 5083  To amend the Act of September 30, 1950 to provide that amounts
appropriated under such Act for purposes of making payments to local edu-
cational agencies on behalf of children who are dependents of a parent or
parents on active duty in the armed forces shall be considered national de-
fense functions for budget purposes.

H.R. 5219  To direct the Secretary of Defense to provide grants to States to
provide technical and financial assistance to defense-dependent contractors.

H.R. 5230  To enhance United States competitiveness by strengthening the
Nation's technology base, promoting investment in United States technology,
supporting manufacturing infrastructure development, enhancing the tech-
nology skills of American workers, and reorienting defense spending to
support American competitiveness, and for other purposes.

H.Res. 284  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives that there
is a need for a comprehensive, coordinated strategy to help the United States
achieve its goal of being the strongest Nation on Earth economically and
militarily, so that it remain the greatest Nation in support of human dignity,
freedom, and democratic ideals.

H.Con.Res. 92  Expressing the sense of Congress with respect to certain reg-
ulations of the Occupational Safety and Health Administration.

H.Con.Res. 282  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the Low Income
Home Energy Assistance Program should be funded for fiscal year 1993 at
a level greater than or equal to its funding for fiscal year 1992.

PATTERSON, Elizabeth J. of South Carolina

H.R. 123  To amend title 4, United States Code, to declare English as the of-
ficial language of the United States.

H.R. 500  To require the Secretary of the Treasury to mint coins in com-
memoration of the quincentenary of the discovery of America by Christopher
Columbus and to establish the Christopher Columbus Fellowship Foundation.

H.R. 667  To authorize a grant to the National Writing Project.
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PATTERSON, Elizabeth J. of South Carolina—Continued

H.R. 799  To ensure that checks to pay benefits under title IV of the Federal
Mine Safety and Health Act of 1977 are delivered early if the usual delivery
date falls on a Saturday, Sunday, or holiday.

H.R. 840  To improve counseling services for elementary school children.
H.R. 908  To amend title 38, United States Code, and other provisions of law

to provide improved benefits and services for military personnel who serve
during the Persian Gulf War, including particularly benefits and services for
members of the National Guard and Reserve components, and for other
purposes.

H.R. 1218  To prevent potential abuses of electronic monitoring in the
workplace.

H.R. 1502  To combat violence and crimes against women on the streets and
in homes.

H.R. 1503  To facilitate capital financing for historically Black colleges and
universities.

H.R. 1633  To assist in implementing the Plan of Action adopted by the World
Summit for Children.

H.R. 2157  To require the National Collegiate Athletic Association to provide
due process in connection with its regulatory activities affecting coaches,
players, and institutions engaged in sports in interstate commerce.

H.R. 2258  To help end hunger and human want.
H.Con.Res. 92  Expressing the sense of Congress with respect to certain reg-

ulations of the Occupational Safety and Health Administration.

PAXON, Bill of New York

H.R. 123  To amend title 4, United States Code, to declare English as the of-
ficial language of the United States.

H.R. 179  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to permit the deferral
of payments on student loans during professional internships, regardless of
duration.

H.R. 500  To require the Secretary of the Treasury to mint coins in com-
memoration of the quincentenary of the discovery of America by Christopher
Columbus and to establish the Christopher Columbus Fellowship Foundation.

H.R. 709  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to provide reduced
rates of interest under the Guaranteed Student Loan Program to individuals
who enter the teaching profession.

H.R. 1149  To secure the right of women to be free of sexual harassment and
violence, to promote equal opportunity for women, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1753  To establish grant programs and provide other forms of Federal
assistance to pregnant women, children in need of adoptive families, and
individuals and families adopting children.

H.R. 2040  To establish certain programs regarding adoption, and for other
purposes.

H.R. 2116  To suspend Federal education benefits to individuals convicted of
drug offenses.

H.R. 2363  To amend the provisions of the Higher Education Act of 1965
relating to treatment by campus officials of sexual assault victims.

H.R. 2460  To help the Nation achieve the National Education Goals by sup-
porting the creation of a new generation of American Schools in communities
across the country; rewarding schools that demonstrate outstanding gains in
student performance and other progress toward the National Education
Goals; creating academies to improve leadership and core-course teaching in
schools nationwide; supporting State and local efforts to attract qualified in-
dividuals to teaching and educational administration; providing States and
localities with statutory and regulatory flexibility in exchange for greater
accountability for student learning; encouraging, testing, and evaluating ed-
ucational choice programs; increasing the potential usefulness of the National
Assessment of Education Progress to State and local decision-makers; ex-
panding Federal support for literacy improvements; and for other purposes.

H.R. 2810  To expand the nation's drug treatment capacity, promote drug-free
and safe schools, require Statewide drug abuse prevention and treatment
plans, and ensure that new Federal grant dollars provided for treatment ser-
vices do not displace State dollars.

H.R. 3353  To establish a Glass Ceiling Commission and an annual award for
promoting a more diverse skilled work force at the management and
decisionmaking levels in business, and for other purposes.

H.R. 3475  To assist business in providing women with opportunities in ap-
prenticeship and nontraditional occupations.

H.R. 3476  To establish the Commission on the Advancement of Women in
the Science and Engineering Work Forces.

H.R. 3555  To repeal and prohibit all exemptions, privileges and gratuities for
members of the U.S. House of Representatives and the U.S. Senate.

H.R. 3734  To make applicable to the Congress certain laws relating to the
terms and conditions of employment, the health and safety of employees, and
the rights and responsibilities of employers and employees, and for other
purposes.

H.R. 4284  To repeal exemptions from civil rights and labor laws for Members
of Congress.

H.R. 4294  To make applicable to the Congress certain laws relating to the
terms and conditions of employment, the health and safety of employees, and
the rights and responsibilities of employers and employees; and to repeal and
prohibit certain privileges and gratuities for Members of the United States
House of Representatives and for other purposes.

H.R. 5325  To improve access to health insurance and contain health care
costs, and for other purposes.

H.R. 5610  To reduce health costs through uniform claims and electronic
billing.

H.R. 5664  To encourage, assist, and evaluate educational choice programs,
and for other purposes.

H.R. 5960  To prevent and punish sexual violence and domestic violence, to
assist and protect the victims of such violence, to assist State and local ef-
forts, and for other purposes.

H.Con.Res. 102  Expressing the sense of the Congress regarding admissions
of minority students to institutions of higher education.

H.Con.Res. 282  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the Low Income
Home Energy Assistance Program should be funded for fiscal year 1993 at
a level greater than or equal to its funding for fiscal year 1992.

PAYNE, Donald M. of New Jersey

H.R. 1  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to restore and strengthen civil
rights laws that ban discrimination in employment, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2  To entitle employees to family leave in certain cases involving a birth,
an adoption, or a serious health condition and to temporary medical leave in
certain cases involving a serious health condition, with adequate protection
of the employees employment and benefit rights, and to establish a com-
mission to study ways of providing salary replacement for employees who
take any such leave.

H.R. 5  To amend the National Labor Relations Act and the Railway Labor
Act to prevent discrimination based on participation in labor disputes.

H.R. 179  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to permit the deferral
of payments on student loans during professional internships, regardless of
duration.

H.R. 196  To amend the Job Training Partnership Act to establish a Youth
Opportunities Unlimited Program.

H.R. 385  To provide financial assistance for programs for the prevention,
identification, and treatment of elder abuse, neglect, and exploitation, to es-
tablish a National Center on Elder Abuse, and for other purposes.

H.R. 441  To facilitate the economic adjustment of communities, industries,
and workers to reductions or realignments in defense or aerospace contracts,
military facilities, and arms export, and for other purposes.

H.R. 500  To require the Secretary of the Treasury to mint coins in com-
memoration of the quincentenary of the discovery of America by Christopher
Columbus and to establish the Christopher Columbus Fellowship Foundation.

H.R. 501  To authorize the Secretary of Housing and Urban Development to
provide grants to urban and rural communities for training economically
disadvantaged youth in education and employment skills and to expand the
supply of housing for homeless and economically disadvantaged individuals
and families.

H.R. 544  To amend the National School Lunch Act to restore food supple-
ment benefits under the dependent care food program to adolescent youth.

H.R. 667  To authorize a grant to the National Writing Project.
H.R. 709  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to provide reduced

rates of interest under the Guaranteed Student Loan Program to individuals
who enter the teaching profession.
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H.R. 751  To enhance the literacy and basic skills of adults, to ensure that all
adults in the United States acquire the basic skills necessary to function ef-
fectively and achieve the greatest possible opportunity in their work and in
their lives, and to strengthen and coordinate adult literacy programs.

H.R. 775  To establish Summer Science Academies for talented students,
particularly economically disadvantaged, minority participants, and for other
purposes.

H.R. 799  To ensure that checks to pay benefits under title IV of the Federal
Mine Safety and Health Act of 1977 are delivered early if the usual delivery
date falls on a Saturday, Sunday, or holiday.

H.R. 812  To establish a program of grants for the provision of coordinated
educational support services to at-risk youth.

H.R. 995  To authorize up to 5 States to conduct 2-year demonstration projects
to test the effectiveness of alternative methods for delivering services and
activities under the JOBS program to families at risk of entering the AFDC
program, and to amend part A of title IV of the Social Security Act to pro-
vide for the permanent use of such alternative methods beginning in fiscal
year 1995.

H.R. 1063  To amend the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970 to es-
tablish an Office of Construction Safety, Health, and Education, to improve
inspections, investigations, reporting, and recordkeeping on construction
sites, to require the appointment of project constructors to monitor safety on
construction sites, to require construction employers to establish safety and
health programs, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1066  To authorize a national program to reduce the threat to human
health posed by exposure to contaminants in the air indoors.

H.R. 1126  To extend the coverage of certain Federal labor laws to foreign
flagships.

H.R. 1154  To establish programs to improve foreign language instruction and
to amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 in order to promote equal access
to opportunities to study abroad, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1218  To prevent potential abuses of electronic monitoring in the
workplace.

H.R. 1222  To enhance cooperation between the public and law enforcement
personnel in controlling and preventing crime and drug abuse.

H.R. 1254  To provide for the establishment of the Margaret Walker
Alexander National African-American Research Center.

H.R. 1285  To resolve legal and technical issues relating to Federal
postsecondary student assistance programs and to prevent undue burdens on
participants in Operation Desert Storm, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1364  To amend the Job Corps provisions of the Job Training Partnership
Act.

H.R. 1365  To amend the Job Training Partnership Act to provide for disaster
relief employment assistance.

H.R. 1430  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and the Fair Housing Act
to prohibit discrimination on the basis of affectional or sexual orientation,
and for other purposes.

H.R. 1460  Entitled ”The Food For Young Children Act”.
H.R. 1502  To combat violence and crimes against women on the streets and

in homes.
H.R. 1503  To facilitate capital financing for historically Black colleges and

universities.
H.R. 1524  To establish programs to promote increased access to higher edu-

cation through early intervention counseling and financial aid information.
H.R. 1633  To assist in implementing the Plan of Action adopted by the World

Summit for Children.
H.R. 1669  To provide financial assistance to eligible local educational agen-

cies to improve urban education, and for other purposes.
H.R. 1694  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to ensure that title VII of

such Act applies to the employment of United States citizens by certain
employers in foreign nations.

H.R. 1739  To amend the Older Americans Act of 1965 to expand the pre-
ventive health services program to include disease prevention and health
promotion services, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1753  To establish grant programs and provide other forms of Federal
assistance to pregnant women, children in need of adoptive families, and
individuals and families adopting children.

H.R. 1960  To direct the Secretary of the Interior to construct a National
Training Center at the National Afro-American Museum and Cultural Center
and for other purposes.

H.R. 2098  To amend the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970 to
improve and enforce standards for employee health and safety at Department
of Energy nuclear facilities, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2127  To amend the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 to extend the programs
of such Act, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2258  To help end hunger and human want.
H.R. 2331  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to permit less-than-

half-time students to obtain Pell Grants.
H.R. 2334  To further assist States in their efforts to increase awareness about

and prevent family violence and provide immediate shelter and related as-
sistance to battered women and their children.

H.R. 2350  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to assure that low-
income students have the opportunity to pursue higher education, and for
other purposes.

H.R. 2363  To amend the provisions of the Higher Education Act of 1965
relating to treatment by campus officials of sexual assault victims.

H.R. 2391  To amend title III of the Older Americans Act of 1965 to authorize
States to transfer to part D not more than 50 percent of the funds allotted for
parts B and C.

H.R. 2392  To amend title III of the Older Americans Act of 1965 to authorize
appropriations for fiscal years 1992 and 1993 for consumer protection dem-
onstration projects.

H.R. 2393  To amend title III of the Older Americans Act of 1965 to expand
the preventive health services program to include disease prevention and
health promotion services.

H.R. 2394  To amend title III of the Older Americans Act of 1965 to authorize
States to transfer between parts B and C not more than 50 percent of the
funds allotted for such parts.

H.R. 2722 *   To revise and extend the programs under the Abandoned Infants
Assistance Act of 1988.

H.R. 2819  To provide financial assistance to eligible local educational agen-
cies to improve rural education, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2938  To establish a Teacher Opportunity Corps to enable
paraprofessionals working in targeted schools to become certified teachers
through part-time and summer study.

H.R. 2967  To amend the Older Americans Act of 1965 to authorize appro-
priations for fiscal years 1992 through 1995; to authorize a 1993 National
Conference on Aging; to amend the Native Americans Programs Act of 1974
to authorize appropriations for fiscal years 1992 through 1995; and for other
purposes.

H.R. 2970  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to provide program
grants to medical and allied health professions institutions for graduate edu-
cation and training which will benefit underserved, economically disadvan-
taged communities.

H.R. 3053  To amend the Individuals with Disabilities Education Act to
strengthen such Act, and for other purposes.

H.R. 3098  To improve the college participation rates of groups underserved
by institutions of higher education and for other purposes.

H.R. 3160  To revise the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970.
H.R. 3189  To amend title IX of the Higher Education Act in order to en-

courage minority students to seek and obtain doctoral degrees, and for other
purposes.

H.R. 3244  To reauthorize and revise certain provisions of the Higher Educa-
tion Act of 1965 in order to strengthen access to higher education opportu-
nities for low-income students and minority students, especially African
Americans, and for other purposes.

H.R. 3329  To amend subpart 4 of part A of title IV of the Higher Education
Act of 1965 to encourage more efficient and effective administration of the
TRIO programs by mandating a 5-year grant cycle; requiring adequate notice
of the success or failure of grant applications; encouraging coordination
among institutional, State, and Federal programs for disadvantaged students;
strengthening early identification efforts; and continuing the authorization
of appropriations for the programs.

H.R. 3364 *  To reauthorize and revise certain provisions of the Higher Edu-
cation Act of 1965 in order to strengthen access to higher education oppor-
tunities for low-income students and minority students, especially African
Americans, and for other purposes.

H.R. 3548  To improve the quality of education by providing incentive grants
and by certain other methods.

H.R. 3553  To amend and extend the Higher Education Act of 1965.
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H.R. 3613  To amend title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and the Age
Discrimination in Employment Act of 1967 to improve the effectiveness of
administrative review of employment discrimination claims made by Federal
employees; and for other purposes.

H.R. 3625  To require the Commissioner of the Bureau of Labor Statistics to
conduct time use surveys of unremunerated work performed in the United
States and to calculate the monetary value of such work.

H.R. 3748  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1991 with respect to the appli-
cation of such Act.

H.R. 3957  To amend subpart 4 of part A of title IV of the Higher Education
Act of 1965 to require the Secretary of Education to carry out an advanced
placement test fee payment program, and for other purposes.

H.R. 3975  To amend section 1977A of the Revised Statutes to equalize the
remedies available to all victims of intentional employment discrimination,
and for other purposes.

H.R. 4022  To amend the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 to provide tax in-
centives for the establishment of tax enterprise zones, and for other purposes.

H.R. 4122  To guarantee a work opportunity for all Americans and for other
purposes.

H.R. 4259  To amend title I of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 to provide each
individual with handicaps who is eligible for services under such title with
the right to select the entities that are to provide services pursuant to the in-
dividualized written rehabilitation program developed for the individual.

H.R. 4338  To suspend certain compliance and accountability measures under
the National School Lunch Act.

H.R. 4471  To amend and extend the Higher Education Act of 1965.
H.R. 4528  To amend the Job Training Partnership Act to authorize the es-

tablishment of additional Job Corps centers, and for other purposes.
H.R. 4538  To provide assistance to local educational agencies for the pre-

vention and reduction of violent crime in elementary and secondary schools.
H.R. 5083  To amend the Act of September 30, 1950 to provide that amounts

appropriated under such Act for purposes of making payments to local edu-
cational agencies on behalf of children who are dependents of a parent or
parents on active duty in the armed forces shall be considered national de-
fense functions for budget purposes.

H.R. 5205  To amend the Child Abuse Prevention and Treatment Act with
respect to issues of confidentiality and accountability.

H.R. 5326  To establish a program to assure nondiscriminatory compliance
with all environmental health and safety laws and to assure equal protection
of the public health.

H.R. 5407  To establish in the Department of Labor the United States Boxing
Commission to develop minimum Federal boxing standards applicable to the
conduct of professional boxing, and for other purposes.

H.Res. 201  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives that the
people of the United States should recognize ”An Artistic Discovery”, the
Congressional High School Art Competition.

H.Con.Res. 161  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the American
public should observe the 100th anniversary of moviemaking and recognize
the contributions of the American Film Institute in advocating and preserving
the art of film.

H.Con.Res. 282  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the Low Income
Home Energy Assistance Program should be funded for fiscal year 1993 at
a level greater than or equal to its funding for fiscal year 1992.

PAYNE, Lewis F. Jr. of Virginia

H.R. 123  To amend title 4, United States Code, to declare English as the of-
ficial language of the United States.

H.R. 179  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to permit the deferral
of payments on student loans during professional internships, regardless of
duration.

H.R. 667  To authorize a grant to the National Writing Project.
H.R. 840  To improve counseling services for elementary school children.
H.R. 1270  To strengthen the family structure of the United States by provid-

ing protection for eligible individuals who leave employment for a legitimate
family purpose, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1633  To assist in implementing the Plan of Action adopted by the World
Summit for Children.

H.R. 2230  To provide incentives for physicians to practice in rural areas and
in rural medically underserved areas.

H.R. 2258  To help end hunger and human want.
H.R. 2561  To remove the barrier to access for middle income students to

Federal student financial aid programs, and for other purposes.
H.R. 3285  To provide for regional energy efficient lighting education centers,

and for other purposes.
H.R. 4259  To amend title I of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 to provide each

individual with handicaps who is eligible for services under such title with
the right to select the entities that are to provide services pursuant to the in-
dividualized written rehabilitation program developed for the individual.

H.R. 4822  To make appropriations to begin a phase-in toward full funding
of the special supplemental food program for women, infants, and children
(WIC) and of Head Start programs, to expand the Job Corps program, and
for other purposes.

H.R. 5936  To contain health care costs and improve access to health care
through accountable health plans and managed competition, and for other
purposes.

H.R. 6082 *  To amend General Note 3(a)(iv) of the Harmonized Tariff
Schedule of the United States to deny special tariff treatment to goods of the
Commonwealth of the Northern Mariana Islands unless certain conditions
are met, to require the Secretary of Labor to assign a full-time resident
compliance officer to the Commonwealth of the Northern Mariana Islands,
and for other purposes.

H.Res. 284  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives that there
is a need for a comprehensive, coordinated strategy to help the United States
achieve its goal of being the strongest Nation on Earth economically and
militarily, so that it remain the greatest Nation in support of human dignity,
freedom, and democratic ideals.

H.Res. 524  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives to commend
and congratulate the College of William and Mary in Virginia on the occa-
sion of the 300th anniversary of its founding.

H.Con.Res. 92  Expressing the sense of Congress with respect to certain reg-
ulations of the Occupational Safety and Health Administration.

H.Con.Res. 161  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the American
public should observe the 100th anniversary of moviemaking and recognize
the contributions of the American Film Institute in advocating and preserving
the art of film.

PEASE, Donald J. of Ohio

H.R. 1  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to restore and strengthen civil
rights laws that ban discrimination in employment, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2  To entitle employees to family leave in certain cases involving a birth,
an adoption, or a serious health condition and to temporary medical leave in
certain cases involving a serious health condition, with adequate protection
of the employees employment and benefit rights, and to establish a com-
mission to study ways of providing salary replacement for employees who
take any such leave.

H.R. 5  To amend the National Labor Relations Act and the Railway Labor
Act to prevent discrimination based on participation in labor disputes.

H.R. 1063  To amend the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970 to es-
tablish an Office of Construction Safety, Health, and Education, to improve
inspections, investigations, reporting, and recordkeeping on construction
sites, to require the appointment of project constructors to monitor safety on
construction sites, to require construction employers to establish safety and
health programs, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1590  To provide for designation by the Secretary of the Interior and the
Secretary of Agriculture of an ancient forest reserve system, including lands
managed by the Bureau of Land Management and portions of national forests
established by reservations from the public domain; to require the Secretary
of the Interior and the Secretary of Agriculture to enhance economic stability
in the Pacific Northwest; and for other purposes.

H.R. 1633  To assist in implementing the Plan of Action adopted by the World
Summit for Children.

H.R. 1960  To direct the Secretary of the Interior to construct a National
Training Center at the National Afro-American Museum and Cultural Center
and for other purposes.
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H.R. 2076 *  To amend the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 to reform the
provisions relating to child labor.

H.R. 2782  To amend the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974
to provide that such Act does not preempt certain State laws.

H.R. 3160  To revise the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970.
H.R. 3748  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1991 with respect to the appli-

cation of such Act.

PELL, Claiborne of Rhode Island

S. 838  To amend the Child Abuse Prevention and Treatment Act to revise and
extend programs under such Act, and for other purposes.

S. 1593 *  To improve the operation and effectiveness of the United States
National Commission on Libraries and Information Science, and for other
purposes.

S.Con.Res. 44  Expressing the sense of Congress that the American public
should observe the 100th anniversary of moviemaking and recognize the
contributions of the American Film Institute in advocating and preserving the
art of film.

PELOSI, Nancy of California

H.R. 1  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to restore and strengthen civil
rights laws that ban discrimination in employment, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2  To entitle employees to family leave in certain cases involving a birth,
an adoption, or a serious health condition and to temporary medical leave in
certain cases involving a serious health condition, with adequate protection
of the employees employment and benefit rights, and to establish a com-
mission to study ways of providing salary replacement for employees who
take any such leave.

H.R. 5  To amend the National Labor Relations Act and the Railway Labor
Act to prevent discrimination based on participation in labor disputes.

H.R. 179  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to permit the deferral
of payments on student loans during professional internships, regardless of
duration.

H.R. 260  To establish a program of grants to local educational agencies for
purposes of conducting after-school activities designed to promote learning
and finishing high school.

H.R. 386  To require the executive branch to gather and disseminate infor-
mation regarding, and to promote techniques to eliminate, discriminatory
wage-setting practices and discriminatory wage disparities which are based
on sex, race, or national origin.

H.R. 441  To facilitate the economic adjustment of communities, industries,
and workers to reductions or realignments in defense or aerospace contracts,
military facilities, and arms export, and for other purposes.

H.R. 500  To require the Secretary of the Treasury to mint coins in com-
memoration of the quincentenary of the discovery of America by Christopher
Columbus and to establish the Christopher Columbus Fellowship Foundation.

H.R. 501  To authorize the Secretary of Housing and Urban Development to
provide grants to urban and rural communities for training economically
disadvantaged youth in education and employment skills and to expand the
supply of housing for homeless and economically disadvantaged individuals
and families.

H.R. 544  To amend the National School Lunch Act to restore food supple-
ment benefits under the dependent care food program to adolescent youth.

H.R. 667  To authorize a grant to the National Writing Project.
H.R. 812  To establish a program of grants for the provision of coordinated

educational support services to at-risk youth.
H.R. 906  To amend the Job Training Partnership Act to encourage a broader

range of training and job placement for women and for other purposes.
H.R. 907  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to permit alternative

methods for qualifying ”ability-to-benefit” students for Federal student fi-
nancial aid.

H.R. 1063  To amend the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970 to es-
tablish an Office of Construction Safety, Health, and Education, to improve
inspections, investigations, reporting, and recordkeeping on construction
sites, to require the appointment of project constructors to monitor safety on
construction sites, to require construction employers to establish safety and
health programs, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1066  To authorize a national program to reduce the threat to human
health posed by exposure to contaminants in the air indoors.

H.R. 1116  To permit certain coal miners and their survivors to have their
claims reviewed under the Black Lung Benefits Act.

H.R. 1126  To extend the coverage of certain Federal labor laws to foreign
flagships.

H.R. 1190  To establish a system for identifying, notifying, and preventing
illness and death among workers who are at increased or high risk of occu-
pational disease, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1192  To amend the provisions of the Occupational Safety and Health
Act of 1970 relating to criminal penalties, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1218  To prevent potential abuses of electronic monitoring in the
workplace.

H.R. 1254  To provide for the establishment of the Margaret Walker
Alexander National African-American Research Center.

H.R. 1342  To modify the authority of the Equal Employment Opportunity
Commission to investigate and determine discrimination claims made by
Federal employees against the Federal Government, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1364  To amend the Job Corps provisions of the Job Training Partnership
Act.

H.R. 1388  To entitle employees to family leave for attending school activities.
H.R. 1430  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and the Fair Housing Act

to prohibit discrimination on the basis of affectional or sexual orientation,
and for other purposes.

H.R. 1460  Entitled ”The Food For Young Children Act”.
H.R. 1502  To combat violence and crimes against women on the streets and

in homes.
H.R. 1503  To facilitate capital financing for historically Black colleges and

universities.
H.R. 1504  To authorize a National Conference on Aging.
H.R. 1522  To deny funds to educational programs that allow corporal pun-

ishment.
H.R. 1602  To amend title I of the Employee Retirement Income Security Act

of 1974 to provide that such Act does not preempt actions under State law
against persons who engage in unfair insurance claims practices.

H.R. 1633  To assist in implementing the Plan of Action adopted by the World
Summit for Children.

H.R. 1645 *   To amend the provisions of law relating to continuation of health
care benefits in the case of certain family members, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1669  To provide financial assistance to eligible local educational agen-
cies to improve urban education, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1739  To amend the Older Americans Act of 1965 to expand the pre-
ventive health services program to include disease prevention and health
promotion services, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1822  To amend the Older Americans Community Service Employment
Act to authorize grants for the employment of older Americans in providing
child care for families with low income; and to amend title II of the Social
Security Act to exempt from the earnings test amounts earned for child care
services.

H.R. 1987  To amend the Act of March 3, 1931 (known as the Davis-Bacon
Act), to revise the standard for coverage under that Act, and for other pur-
poses.

H.R. 2223  To amend the National Labor Relations Act to give employers and
performers in the live performing arts, rights given by section 8(e) of such
Act to employers and employees in similarly situated industries, to give such
employers and performers the same rights given by section 8(f) of such Act
to employers and employees in the construction industry, and for other pur-
poses.

H.R. 2258  To help end hunger and human want.
H.R. 2363  To amend the provisions of the Higher Education Act of 1965

relating to treatment by campus officials of sexual assault victims.
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H.R. 2377  To amend title 5, United States Code, to provide civilian employ-
ees of the Department of Defense who are separated as a result of a base
closure involving a transfer of the base to another Federal agency a hiring
preference for Federal job openings at the same location, and for other pur-
poses.

H.R. 2782  To amend the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974
to provide that such Act does not preempt certain State laws.

H.R. 2970  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to provide program
grants to medical and allied health professions institutions for graduate edu-
cation and training which will benefit underserved, economically disadvan-
taged communities.

H.R. 3098  To improve the college participation rates of groups underserved
by institutions of higher education and for other purposes.

H.R. 3160  To revise the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970.
H.R. 3353  To establish a Glass Ceiling Commission and an annual award for

promoting a more diverse skilled work force at the management and
decisionmaking levels in business, and for other purposes.

H.R. 3366  To repeal provisions of law regarding employer sanctions and
unfair immigration-related employment practices, to strengthen enforcement
of laws regarding illegal entry into the United States, and for other purposes.

H.R. 3393  To amend the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 and the Social Se-
curity Act to provide for health insurance coverage for pregnant women and
children through employment-based insurance and through a State-based
health plan.

H.R. 3450  To amend part A of title IV of the Social Security Act to remove
barriers and disincentives in the program of aid to families with dependent
children so as to enable recipients of such aid to move toward self-
sufficiency through microenterprises.

H.R. 3475  To assist business in providing women with opportunities in ap-
prenticeship and nontraditional occupations.

H.R. 3476  To establish the Commission on the Advancement of Women in
the Science and Engineering Work Forces.

H.R. 3526  To ensure economic equity for American women and their families
and to respond to the need to revitalize the American economy by expanding
employment opportunities; improving access to funds for women business
owners; enhancing economic justice for women through pay equity, im-
proved child support enforcement, and benefits for part-time workers; and
providing economic and retirement security for women as workers and as
divorced or surviving spouses.

H.R. 3548  To improve the quality of education by providing incentive grants
and by certain other methods.

H.R. 3553  To amend and extend the Higher Education Act of 1965.
H.R. 3583  To extend the statute of limitation applicable to the filing of ad-

ministrative complaints by Federal employees who allege employment dis-
crimination in violation of title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964.

H.R. 3603  To promote family preservation and the prevention of foster care
with emphasis on families where abuse of alcohol or drugs is present, and
to improve the quality and delivery of child welfare, foster care, and adoption
services.

H.R. 3613  To amend title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and the Age
Discrimination in Employment Act of 1967 to improve the effectiveness of
administrative review of employment discrimination claims made by Federal
employees; and for other purposes.

H.R. 3625  To require the Commissioner of the Bureau of Labor Statistics to
conduct time use surveys of unremunerated work performed in the United
States and to calculate the monetary value of such work.

H.R. 3680  To modify the tax and budget priorities of the United States, and
for other purposes.

H.R. 3748  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1991 with respect to the appli-
cation of such Act.

H.R. 3878  To provide assistance to employees who are subject to a plant
closing or mass layoff because their work is transferred to another country
which has low wages or unhealthy working conditions.

H.R. 3975  To amend section 1977A of the Revised Statutes to equalize the
remedies available to all victims of intentional employment discrimination,
and for other purposes.

H.R. 4259  To amend title I of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 to provide each
individual with handicaps who is eligible for services under such title with
the right to select the entities that are to provide services pursuant to the in-
dividualized written rehabilitation program developed for the individual.

H.R. 4300  To amend the Stewart B. McKinney Homeless Assistance Act to
extend programs providing urgently needed assistance for the homeless, and
for other purposes.

H.R. 4338  To suspend certain compliance and accountability measures under
the National School Lunch Act.

H.R. 4528  To amend the Job Training Partnership Act to authorize the es-
tablishment of additional Job Corps centers, and for other purposes.

H.R. 4538  To provide assistance to local educational agencies for the pre-
vention and reduction of violent crime in elementary and secondary schools.

H.R. 4729  To provide grants to establish an integrated approach to prevent
child abuse.

H.R. 4822  To make appropriations to begin a phase-in toward full funding
of the special supplemental food program for women, infants, and children
(WIC) and of Head Start programs, to expand the Job Corps program, and
for other purposes.

H.R. 4919  To amend title I of the Employee Retirement Income Security Act
of 1974 to clarify and improve the applicability of such title to multiple
employer welfare arrangements and employee leasing welfare arrangements
and to provide for more effective State regulation thereof.

H.R. 5326  To establish a program to assure nondiscriminatory compliance
with all environmental health and safety laws and to assure equal protection
of the public health.

H.R. 5973  To grant employees family and temporary medical leave, to treat
the costs of the Head Start program and other programs for children as
emergency funding requirements, to provide aid to parents in providing the
best possible learning environment for children, to promote investments in
child welfare and family preservation, to reduce violence and improve the
safety of children and their families, and for other purposes.

H.R. 6067  To amend the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 to provide that
the minimum wage rate under that Act will be indexed to the cost of living
in the same manner as Social Security benefits are indexed.

H.Res. 201  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives that the
people of the United States should recognize ”An Artistic Discovery”, the
Congressional High School Art Competition.

H.Res. 284  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives that there
is a need for a comprehensive, coordinated strategy to help the United States
achieve its goal of being the strongest Nation on Earth economically and
militarily, so that it remain the greatest Nation in support of human dignity,
freedom, and democratic ideals.

H.Con.Res. 161  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the American
public should observe the 100th anniversary of moviemaking and recognize
the contributions of the American Film Institute in advocating and preserving
the art of film.

H.Con.Res. 282  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the Low Income
Home Energy Assistance Program should be funded for fiscal year 1993 at
a level greater than or equal to its funding for fiscal year 1992.

PENNY, Timothy J. of Minnesota

H.R. 1  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to restore and strengthen civil
rights laws that ban discrimination in employment, and for other purposes.

H.R. 5  To amend the National Labor Relations Act and the Railway Labor
Act to prevent discrimination based on participation in labor disputes.

H.R. 81  To amend the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 to allow individuals
to direct that part or all of their income tax refunds be contributed to a trust
fund established for the relief of domestic and international hunger, and to
establish a commission to oversee the distribution of such contributions.

H.R. 123  To amend title 4, United States Code, to declare English as the of-
ficial language of the United States.

H.R. 179 *  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to permit the deferral
of payments on student loans during professional internships, regardless of
duration.

H.R. 375  To amend the National School Lunch Act to extend eligibility for
the child care food program to children receiving day care services pursuant
to a State's job opportunities and basic skills training program.

H.R. 390 *  To establish a program of voluntary domestic and international
service, to establish a Police Corps Program, to enhance benefits under the
all-volunteer force educational assistance program, and for other purposes.
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H.R. 391 *  To provide unpaid leave to certain employees, and for other pur-
poses.

H.R. 553  To repeal the testing requirements imposed on ability-to-benefit
students by the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1990.

H.R. 709  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to provide reduced
rates of interest under the Guaranteed Student Loan Program to individuals
who enter the teaching profession.

H.R. 751  To enhance the literacy and basic skills of adults, to ensure that all
adults in the United States acquire the basic skills necessary to function ef-
fectively and achieve the greatest possible opportunity in their work and in
their lives, and to strengthen and coordinate adult literacy programs.

H.R. 812  To establish a program of grants for the provision of coordinated
educational support services to at-risk youth.

H.R. 840  To improve counseling services for elementary school children.
H.R. 1063  To amend the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970 to es-

tablish an Office of Construction Safety, Health, and Education, to improve
inspections, investigations, reporting, and recordkeeping on construction
sites, to require the appointment of project constructors to monitor safety on
construction sites, to require construction employers to establish safety and
health programs, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1154  To establish programs to improve foreign language instruction and
to amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 in order to promote equal access
to opportunities to study abroad, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1190  To establish a system for identifying, notifying, and preventing
illness and death among workers who are at increased or high risk of occu-
pational disease, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1218  To prevent potential abuses of electronic monitoring in the
workplace.

H.R. 1237  To amend the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 to clarify the
application of such Act, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1285  To resolve legal and technical issues relating to Federal
postsecondary student assistance programs and to prevent undue burdens on
participants in Operation Desert Storm, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1482  To amend title IV of the Higher Education Act of 1965 to allow
resident physicians to defer repayment of title IV student loans while com-
pleting accredited resident training programs.

H.R. 1577 *  To amend the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 to permit nurses
to make additional arrangements respecting the overtime requirement of such
Act.

H.R. 1633  To assist in implementing the Plan of Action adopted by the World
Summit for Children.

H.R. 1664  To protect employees who report violations of Federal laws and
regulations.

H.R. 1694  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to ensure that title VII of
such Act applies to the employment of United States citizens by certain
employers in foreign nations.

H.R. 1753  To establish grant programs and provide other forms of Federal
assistance to pregnant women, children in need of adoptive families, and
individuals and families adopting children.

H.R. 2098  To amend the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970 to
improve and enforce standards for employee health and safety at Department
of Energy nuclear facilities, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2223  To amend the National Labor Relations Act to give employers and
performers in the live performing arts, rights given by section 8(e) of such
Act to employers and employees in similarly situated industries, to give such
employers and performers the same rights given by section 8(f) of such Act
to employers and employees in the construction industry, and for other pur-
poses.

H.R. 2230  To provide incentives for physicians to practice in rural areas and
in rural medically underserved areas.

H.R. 2246  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to strengthen the
oversight by the Secretary of Education of the functioning of college ac-
crediting agencies, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2258  To help end hunger and human want.
H.R. 2336  To establish a higher education loan program in which a borrower's

annual repayment obligation is dependent upon both postschool income level
and borrowing history, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2363  To amend the provisions of the Higher Education Act of 1965
relating to treatment by campus officials of sexual assault victims.

H.R. 2751  To establish the National Commission on American Labor Law.

H.R. 2819  To provide financial assistance to eligible local educational agen-
cies to improve rural education, and for other purposes.

H.R. 3078  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to exclude the value
of personal residences and family farms from the calculation of expected
family contributions for student aid programs.

H.R. 3211  To establish a Federal direct student loan program to consolidate
existing student loan programs, and for other purposes.

H.R. 3239  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to provide more
stringent requirements for the Robert T. Stafford Student Loan Program, and
for other purposes.

H.R. 3354 *  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to improve the el-
igibility of less-than-half-time students for Federal student assistance pro-
grams, and for other purposes.

H.R. 3372  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to revise the operation
of the National Student Loan Data System.

H.R. 3555  To repeal and prohibit all exemptions, privileges and gratuities for
members of the U.S. House of Representatives and the U.S. Senate.

H.R. 3583  To extend the statute of limitation applicable to the filing of ad-
ministrative complaints by Federal employees who allege employment dis-
crimination in violation of title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964.

H.R. 3613  To amend title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and the Age
Discrimination in Employment Act of 1967 to improve the effectiveness of
administrative review of employment discrimination claims made by Federal
employees; and for other purposes.

H.R. 3748  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1991 with respect to the appli-
cation of such Act.

H.R. 4259  To amend title I of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 to provide each
individual with handicaps who is eligible for services under such title with
the right to select the entities that are to provide services pursuant to the in-
dividualized written rehabilitation program developed for the individual.

H.R. 4277  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to delete certain re-
quirements relating to the guaranteed student loan program.

H.R. 4308 *  To grant employees family and medical leave under certain cir-
cumstances and for other purposes.

H.R. 4338  To suspend certain compliance and accountability measures under
the National School Lunch Act.

H.R. 4700  To amend the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974
to require an independent audit of statements prepared by certain financial
institutions with respect to assets of employee benefit plans.

H.R. 4919  To amend title I of the Employee Retirement Income Security Act
of 1974 to clarify and improve the applicability of such title to multiple
employer welfare arrangements and employee leasing welfare arrangements
and to provide for more effective State regulation thereof.

H.R. 5331  To authorize an endowment grant to support the establishment of
regional centers to promote locally based, volunteer-operated, private citi-
zens' scholarship programs, and for other purposes.

H.R. 5442  To establish Federal grant programs to identify and address the
foreign language needs within the United States for the purpose of enhancing
economic competitiveness, ensuring national security, and promoting the
national interest.

H.R. 5781  To establish a demonstration program that encourages State edu-
cational agencies to assist teachers, parents, and communities in establishing
new public schools, and for other purposes.

H.Res. 201  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives that the
people of the United States should recognize ”An Artistic Discovery”, the
Congressional High School Art Competition.

H.Con.Res. 92  Expressing the sense of Congress with respect to certain reg-
ulations of the Occupational Safety and Health Administration.

H.Con.Res. 161  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the American
public should observe the 100th anniversary of moviemaking and recognize
the contributions of the American Film Institute in advocating and preserving
the art of film.

H.Con.Res. 215  Expressing the sense of the Congress relating to paid leave
for working parents for the purpose of attending parent-teacher conferences.
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H.R. 2  To entitle employees to family leave in certain cases involving a birth,
an adoption, or a serious health condition and to temporary medical leave in
certain cases involving a serious health condition, with adequate protection
of the employees employment and benefit rights, and to establish a com-
mission to study ways of providing salary replacement for employees who
take any such leave.

H.R. 5  To amend the National Labor Relations Act and the Railway Labor
Act to prevent discrimination based on participation in labor disputes.

H.R. 451  To amend the Black Lung Benefits Act to provide that when ben-
efits are paid for at least two years after an initial determination of eligibility
for such benefits the benefits will  not be required to be repaid upon a final
determination of ineligibility for benefits, and for other purposes.

H.R. 544  To amend the National School Lunch Act to restore food supple-
ment benefits under the dependent care food program to adolescent youth.

H.R. 656  To provide for a coordinated Federal research program to ensure
continued United States leadership in high-performance computing.

H.R. 694  To amend the Black Lung Benefits Act to provide special proce-
dures for certain claims due to pneumoconiosis, and for other purposes.

H.R. 751  To enhance the literacy and basic skills of adults, to ensure that all
adults in the United States acquire the basic skills necessary to function ef-
fectively and achieve the greatest possible opportunity in their work and in
their lives, and to strengthen and coordinate adult literacy programs.

H.R. 812  To establish a program of grants for the provision of coordinated
educational support services to at-risk youth.

H.R. 908  To amend title 38, United States Code, and other provisions of law
to provide improved benefits and services for military personnel who serve
during the Persian Gulf War, including particularly benefits and services for
members of the National Guard and Reserve components, and for other
purposes.

H.R. 1063  To amend the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970 to es-
tablish an Office of Construction Safety, Health, and Education, to improve
inspections, investigations, reporting, and recordkeeping on construction
sites, to require the appointment of project constructors to monitor safety on
construction sites, to require construction employers to establish safety and
health programs, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1126  To extend the coverage of certain Federal labor laws to foreign
flagships.

H.R. 1190  To establish a system for identifying, notifying, and preventing
illness and death among workers who are at increased or high risk of occu-
pational disease, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1218  To prevent potential abuses of electronic monitoring in the
workplace.

H.R. 1285  To resolve legal and technical issues relating to Federal
postsecondary student assistance programs and to prevent undue burdens on
participants in Operation Desert Storm, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1388  To entitle employees to family leave for attending school activities.
H.R. 1503  To facilitate capital financing for historically Black colleges and

universities.
H.R. 1524  To establish programs to promote increased access to higher edu-

cation through early intervention counseling and financial aid information.
H.R. 1637  To make improvements in the Black Lung Benefits Act.
H.R. 1664  To protect employees who report violations of Federal laws and

regulations.
H.R. 1669  To provide financial assistance to eligible local educational agen-

cies to improve urban education, and for other purposes.
H.R. 1987  To amend the Act of March 3, 1931 (known as the Davis-Bacon

Act), to revise the standard for coverage under that Act, and for other pur-
poses.

H.R. 2031  To amend title I of the Employee Retirement Income Security Act
of 1974 to provide for equal treatment of telephone and electric cooperative
welfare plans for the purposes of preemption.

H.R. 2098  To amend the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970 to
improve and enforce standards for employee health and safety at Department
of Energy nuclear facilities, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2230  To provide incentives for physicians to practice in rural areas and
in rural medically underserved areas.

H.R. 2258  To help end hunger and human want.
H.R. 2313  To amend the School Dropout Demonstration Assistance Act of

1988 to extend authorization of appropriations through fiscal year 1993 and
for other purposes.

H.R. 2561  To remove the barrier to access for middle income students to
Federal student financial aid programs, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2782  To amend the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974
to provide that such Act does not preempt certain State laws.

H.R. 2819 *  To provide financial assistance to eligible local educational
agencies to improve rural education, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2936  To establish programs at the National Science Foundation for the
advancement of technical education and training in advanced-technology
occupations, and for other purposes.

H.R. 3033 *  To amend the Job Training Partnership Act to improve the de-
livery of services to hard-to-serve youth and adults, and for other purposes.

H.R. 3160  To revise the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970.
H.R. 3211  To establish a Federal direct student loan program to consolidate

existing student loan programs, and for other purposes.
H.R. 3548  To improve the quality of education by providing incentive grants

and by certain other methods.
H.R. 3553  To amend and extend the Higher Education Act of 1965.
H.R. 3632 *  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to provide assist-

ance to students attending work colleges.
H.R. 3878  To provide assistance to employees who are subject to a plant

closing or mass layoff because their work is transferred to another country
which has low wages or unhealthy working conditions.

H.R. 3975  To amend section 1977A of the Revised Statutes to equalize the
remedies available to all victims of intentional employment discrimination,
and for other purposes.

H.R. 4076  To assure an equal opportunity for a quality education for all
children, and for other purposes.

H.R. 4078  To establish a National Board on workforce skills and to develop
a comprehensive school-to-work transition program for students in the
United States.

H.R. 4122  To guarantee a work opportunity for all Americans and for other
purposes.

H.R. 4323  To improve education for all students by restructuring the educa-
tion system in the States.

H.R. 4338  To suspend certain compliance and accountability measures under
the National School Lunch Act.

H.R. 4340  To provide employment opportunities to unemployed individuals
in high unemployment areas in projects to repair and renovate vitally needed
community facilities, and for other purposes.

H.R. 4407 *  Entitled, ”Employment and Economic Growth Act”.
H.R. 4471  To amend and extend the Higher Education Act of 1965.
H.R. 5329 *  To amend the Job Training Partnership Act to improve em-

ployment and training assistance for dislocated workers, and for other pur-
poses.

H.R. 5723 *  To improve the skills of the workforce and the transition from
school to work in the United States, and for other purposes.

H.R. 5925  To amend title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to establish a
revolving fund for use by the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission
to provide education, technical assistance, and training relating to the laws
administered by the Commission.

H.R. 5980 *   To amend the Job Training Partnership Act to establish a veter-
ans' job training program to assist veterans in obtaining employment through
an employer job training program.

H.Res. 284  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives that there
is a need for a comprehensive, coordinated strategy to help the United States
achieve its goal of being the strongest Nation on Earth economically and
militarily, so that it remain the greatest Nation in support of human dignity,
freedom, and democratic ideals.

H.J.Res. 329  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the Davis-Bacon Act
be fully enforced in the interest of a decent standard of living for this coun-
try's working families.

H.Con.Res. 92  Expressing the sense of Congress with respect to certain reg-
ulations of the Occupational Safety and Health Administration.

H.Con.Res. 282  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the Low Income
Home Energy Assistance Program should be funded for fiscal year 1993 at
a level greater than or equal to its funding for fiscal year 1992.

PETERSON, Collin C. of Minnesota

H.R. 1  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to restore and strengthen civil
rights laws that ban discrimination in employment, and for other purposes.
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H.R. 2  To entitle employees to family leave in certain cases involving a birth,
an adoption, or a serious health condition and to temporary medical leave in
certain cases involving a serious health condition, with adequate protection
of the employees employment and benefit rights, and to establish a com-
mission to study ways of providing salary replacement for employees who
take any such leave.

H.R. 5  To amend the National Labor Relations Act and the Railway Labor
Act to prevent discrimination based on participation in labor disputes.

H.R. 179  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to permit the deferral
of payments on student loans during professional internships, regardless of
duration.

H.R. 821  To provide for the cancellation of a portion of the direct student
loans of members of the Armed Forces who serve in a combat zone in con-
nection with the Persian Gulf conflict and to require the restoration of edu-
cational benefits and tuition reimbursement for those members of the Armed
Forces who are unable to pursue studies because of military commitments.

H.R. 908  To amend title 38, United States Code, and other provisions of law
to provide improved benefits and services for military personnel who serve
during the Persian Gulf War, including particularly benefits and services for
members of the National Guard and Reserve components, and for other
purposes.

H.R. 1063  To amend the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970 to es-
tablish an Office of Construction Safety, Health, and Education, to improve
inspections, investigations, reporting, and recordkeeping on construction
sites, to require the appointment of project constructors to monitor safety on
construction sites, to require construction employers to establish safety and
health programs, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1218  To prevent potential abuses of electronic monitoring in the
workplace.

H.R. 1237  To amend the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 to clarify the
application of such Act, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1388  To entitle employees to family leave for attending school activities.
H.R. 1502  To combat violence and crimes against women on the streets and

in homes.
H.R. 1633  To assist in implementing the Plan of Action adopted by the World

Summit for Children.
H.R. 1753  To establish grant programs and provide other forms of Federal

assistance to pregnant women, children in need of adoptive families, and
individuals and families adopting children.

H.R. 1987  To amend the Act of March 3, 1931 (known as the Davis-Bacon
Act), to revise the standard for coverage under that Act, and for other pur-
poses.

H.R. 2157  To require the National Collegiate Athletic Association to provide
due process in connection with its regulatory activities affecting coaches,
players, and institutions engaged in sports in interstate commerce.

H.R. 2223  To amend the National Labor Relations Act to give employers and
performers in the live performing arts, rights given by section 8(e) of such
Act to employers and employees in similarly situated industries, to give such
employers and performers the same rights given by section 8(f) of such Act
to employers and employees in the construction industry, and for other pur-
poses.

H.R. 2336  To establish a higher education loan program in which a borrower's
annual repayment obligation is dependent upon both postschool income level
and borrowing history, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2363  To amend the provisions of the Higher Education Act of 1965
relating to treatment by campus officials of sexual assault victims.

H.R. 2561  To remove the barrier to access for middle income students to
Federal student financial aid programs, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2782  To amend the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974
to provide that such Act does not preempt certain State laws.

H.R. 2819  To provide financial assistance to eligible local educational agen-
cies to improve rural education, and for other purposes.

H.R. 3160  To revise the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970.
H.R. 3285  To provide for regional energy efficient lighting education centers,

and for other purposes.

H.R. 3526  To ensure economic equity for American women and their families
and to respond to the need to revitalize the American economy by expanding
employment opportunities; improving access to funds for women business
owners; enhancing economic justice for women through pay equity, im-
proved child support enforcement, and benefits for part-time workers; and
providing economic and retirement security for women as workers and as
divorced or surviving spouses.

H.R. 3603  To promote family preservation and the prevention of foster care
with emphasis on families where abuse of alcohol or drugs is present, and
to improve the quality and delivery of child welfare, foster care, and adoption
services.

H.R. 3748  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1991 with respect to the appli-
cation of such Act.

H.R. 3878  To provide assistance to employees who are subject to a plant
closing or mass layoff because their work is transferred to another country
which has low wages or unhealthy working conditions.

H.R. 3975  To amend section 1977A of the Revised Statutes to equalize the
remedies available to all victims of intentional employment discrimination,
and for other purposes.

H.R. 4259  To amend title I of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 to provide each
individual with handicaps who is eligible for services under such title with
the right to select the entities that are to provide services pursuant to the in-
dividualized written rehabilitation program developed for the individual.

H.R. 4338  To suspend certain compliance and accountability measures under
the National School Lunch Act.

H.R. 4822  To make appropriations to begin a phase-in toward full funding
of the special supplemental food program for women, infants, and children
(WIC) and of Head Start programs, to expand the Job Corps program, and
for other purposes.

H.R. 5083  To amend the Act of September 30, 1950 to provide that amounts
appropriated under such Act for purposes of making payments to local edu-
cational agencies on behalf of children who are dependents of a parent or
parents on active duty in the armed forces shall be considered national de-
fense functions for budget purposes.

H.R. 5326  To establish a program to assure nondiscriminatory compliance
with all environmental health and safety laws and to assure equal protection
of the public health.

H.R. 6027 *  To provide for comprehensive health care and health care cost
containment.

H.Res. 284  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives that there
is a need for a comprehensive, coordinated strategy to help the United States
achieve its goal of being the strongest Nation on Earth economically and
militarily, so that it remain the greatest Nation in support of human dignity,
freedom, and democratic ideals.

H.Con.Res. 282  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the Low Income
Home Energy Assistance Program should be funded for fiscal year 1993 at
a level greater than or equal to its funding for fiscal year 1992.

PETERSON, Douglas ”Pete” of Florida

H.R. 1  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to restore and strengthen civil
rights laws that ban discrimination in employment, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2  To entitle employees to family leave in certain cases involving a birth,
an adoption, or a serious health condition and to temporary medical leave in
certain cases involving a serious health condition, with adequate protection
of the employees employment and benefit rights, and to establish a com-
mission to study ways of providing salary replacement for employees who
take any such leave.

H.R. 5  To amend the National Labor Relations Act and the Railway Labor
Act to prevent discrimination based on participation in labor disputes.

H.R. 179  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to permit the deferral
of payments on student loans during professional internships, regardless of
duration.

H.R. 327  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to delay the dis-
bursement of Pell Grants to first-year students, to make ineligible for par-
ticipation in the Pell Grant program any institution with a high default rate
on student loans, and for other purposes.

H.R. 667  To authorize a grant to the National Writing Project.
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H.R. 709  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to provide reduced
rates of interest under the Guaranteed Student Loan Program to individuals
who enter the teaching profession.

H.R. 812  To establish a program of grants for the provision of coordinated
educational support services to at-risk youth.

H.R. 840  To improve counseling services for elementary school children.
H.R. 1083  To authorize the Secretary of Education to make a grant to Stetson

University for the construction of library facilities.
H.R. 1218  To prevent potential abuses of electronic monitoring in the

workplace.
H.R. 1364  To amend the Job Corps provisions of the Job Training Partnership

Act.
H.R. 1482  To amend title IV of the Higher Education Act of 1965 to allow

resident physicians to defer repayment of title IV student loans while com-
pleting accredited resident training programs.

H.R. 1573  To amend the amount of grants received under chapter 1 of title
I of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965.

H.R. 1633  To assist in implementing the Plan of Action adopted by the World
Summit for Children.

H.R. 1753  To establish grant programs and provide other forms of Federal
assistance to pregnant women, children in need of adoptive families, and
individuals and families adopting children.

H.R. 1822  To amend the Older Americans Community Service Employment
Act to authorize grants for the employment of older Americans in providing
child care for families with low income; and to amend title II of the Social
Security Act to exempt from the earnings test amounts earned for child care
services.

H.R. 2258  To help end hunger and human want.
H.R. 2290  To authorize additional appropriations for the construction and

maintenance of the Mary McLeod Bethune Memorial Fine Arts Center.
H.R. 2336  To establish a higher education loan program in which a borrower's

annual repayment obligation is dependent upon both postschool income level
and borrowing history, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2363  To amend the provisions of the Higher Education Act of 1965
relating to treatment by campus officials of sexual assault victims.

H.R. 2437  To amend the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 to revise and extend the
program regarding independent living services for older blind individuals.

H.R. 2819  To provide financial assistance to eligible local educational agen-
cies to improve rural education, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2936  To establish programs at the National Science Foundation for the
advancement of technical education and training in advanced-technology
occupations, and for other purposes.

H.R. 3334  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to provide Perkins
Loan forgiveness to encourage individuals who enter the teaching profession
to teach in schools serving low-income areas.

H.R. 3553  To amend and extend the Higher Education Act of 1965.
H.R. 3555  To repeal and prohibit all exemptions, privileges and gratuities for

members of the U.S. House of Representatives and the U.S. Senate.
H.R. 4338  To suspend certain compliance and accountability measures under

the National School Lunch Act.
H.R. 4528  To amend the Job Training Partnership Act to authorize the es-

tablishment of additional Job Corps centers, and for other purposes.
H.R. 4729  To provide grants to establish an integrated approach to prevent

child abuse.
H.R. 4822  To make appropriations to begin a phase-in toward full funding

of the special supplemental food program for women, infants, and children
(WIC) and of Head Start programs, to expand the Job Corps program, and
for other purposes.

H.R. 5573  To provide grants to States and local entities to integrate education,
medical, and social and human services to at-risk children.

H.R. 5936  To contain health care costs and improve access to health care
through accountable health plans and managed competition, and for other
purposes.

H.Res. 284  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives that there
is a need for a comprehensive, coordinated strategy to help the United States
achieve its goal of being the strongest Nation on Earth economically and
militarily, so that it remain the greatest Nation in support of human dignity,
freedom, and democratic ideals.

H.Con.Res. 215  Expressing the sense of the Congress relating to paid leave
for working parents for the purpose of attending parent-teacher conferences.

PETRI, Thomas E. of Wisconsin

H.R. 123  To amend title 4, United States Code, to declare English as the of-
ficial language of the United States.

H.R. 623 *  To amend the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 to exempt em-
ployees involved in certain model garment programs, and for other purposes.

H.R. 845  To require the Director of the National Institute for Occupational
Safety and Health to conduct a study of the prevalence and issues related to
contamination of workers' homes with hazardous chemicals and substances
transported from their workplace and to issue or report on regulations to
prevent or mitigate the future contamination of workers' homes, and for other
purposes.

H.R. 908  To amend title 38, United States Code, and other provisions of law
to provide improved benefits and services for military personnel who serve
during the Persian Gulf War, including particularly benefits and services for
members of the National Guard and Reserve components, and for other
purposes.

H.R. 1218  To prevent potential abuses of electronic monitoring in the
workplace.

H.R. 1237  To amend the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 to clarify the
application of such Act, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1270  To strengthen the family structure of the United States by provid-
ing protection for eligible individuals who leave employment for a legitimate
family purpose, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1285  To resolve legal and technical issues relating to Federal
postsecondary student assistance programs and to prevent undue burdens on
participants in Operation Desert Storm, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2336 *  To establish a higher education loan program in which a bor-
rower's annual repayment obligation is dependent upon both postschool in-
come level and borrowing history, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2460  To help the Nation achieve the National Education Goals by sup-
porting the creation of a new generation of American Schools in communities
across the country; rewarding schools that demonstrate outstanding gains in
student performance and other progress toward the National Education
Goals; creating academies to improve leadership and core-course teaching in
schools nationwide; supporting State and local efforts to attract qualified in-
dividuals to teaching and educational administration; providing States and
localities with statutory and regulatory flexibility in exchange for greater
accountability for student learning; encouraging, testing, and evaluating ed-
ucational choice programs; increasing the potential usefulness of the National
Assessment of Education Progress to State and local decision-makers; ex-
panding Federal support for literacy improvements; and for other purposes.

H.R. 2773 *   To amend title I of the Employee Retirement Income Security
Act of 1974 to set standards under such title for multiple employer welfare
arrangements providing health plan benefits.

H.R. 3144 *  To amend the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 to exempt cer-
tain individuals from the child labor provisions.

H.R. 3437  To require the Secretary of Education to submit to Congress a re-
port on the use of Pell Grants by prisoners.

H.R. 3555  To repeal and prohibit all exemptions, privileges and gratuities for
members of the U.S. House of Representatives and the U.S. Senate.

H.R. 3843  To amend the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974
and title 11, United States Code, to protect the single-employer plan termi-
nation insurance program by clarifying the status of claims of the Pension
Benefit Guaranty Corporation and the treatment of pension plans in bank-
ruptcy proceedings, and for other purposes.

H.R. 3967  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to prohibit prison
inmates from receiving Pell Grants.

H.R. 4471  To amend and extend the Higher Education Act of 1965.
H.R. 5325  To improve access to health insurance and contain health care

costs, and for other purposes.
H.R. 5386 *  To improve enforcement of the Employee Retirement Income

Security Act of 1974, by adding requirements with respect to multiple em-
ployer welfare arrangements.

H.R. 5443 *   To amend the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 relating to the
minimum wage and overtime exemption for employees subject to certain
leave policies.
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H.R. 5781  To establish a demonstration program that encourages State edu-
cational agencies to assist teachers, parents, and communities in establishing
new public schools, and for other purposes.

H.R. 5878 *  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to encourage life-
long learning by permitting students attending a program of postsecondary
education on a less than half-time basis to receive Federal Family Education
Loans, and authorizing the Student Loan Marketing Association to originate
loans to enable students to borrow up to $25,000 under a Lifelong Learning
Line of Credit for education and job training that shall be repaid based on
the borrower's ability to pay, and for other purposes.

H.Con.Res. 92  Expressing the sense of Congress with respect to certain reg-
ulations of the Occupational Safety and Health Administration.

H.Con.Res. 102  Expressing the sense of the Congress regarding admissions
of minority students to institutions of higher education.

H.Con.Res. 282  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the Low Income
Home Energy Assistance Program should be funded for fiscal year 1993 at
a level greater than or equal to its funding for fiscal year 1992.

PICKETT, Owen B. of Virginia

H.R. 123  To amend title 4, United States Code, to declare English as the of-
ficial language of the United States.

H.R. 179  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to permit the deferral
of payments on student loans during professional internships, regardless of
duration.

H.R. 667  To authorize a grant to the National Writing Project.
H.R. 840  To improve counseling services for elementary school children.
H.R. 907  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to permit alternative

methods for qualifying ”ability-to-benefit” students for Federal student fi-
nancial aid.

H.R. 908  To amend title 38, United States Code, and other provisions of law
to provide improved benefits and services for military personnel who serve
during the Persian Gulf War, including particularly benefits and services for
members of the National Guard and Reserve components, and for other
purposes.

H.R. 1482  To amend title IV of the Higher Education Act of 1965 to allow
resident physicians to defer repayment of title IV student loans while com-
pleting accredited resident training programs.

H.R. 1503  To facilitate capital financing for historically Black colleges and
universities.

H.R. 1669  To provide financial assistance to eligible local educational agen-
cies to improve urban education, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2437  To amend the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 to revise and extend the
program regarding independent living services for older blind individuals.

H.R. 2782  To amend the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974
to provide that such Act does not preempt certain State laws.

H.Res. 284  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives that there
is a need for a comprehensive, coordinated strategy to help the United States
achieve its goal of being the strongest Nation on Earth economically and
militarily, so that it remain the greatest Nation in support of human dignity,
freedom, and democratic ideals.

H.Res. 524  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives to commend
and congratulate the College of William and Mary in Virginia on the occa-
sion of the 300th anniversary of its founding.

H.Con.Res. 92  Expressing the sense of Congress with respect to certain reg-
ulations of the Occupational Safety and Health Administration.

H.Con.Res. 161  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the American
public should observe the 100th anniversary of moviemaking and recognize
the contributions of the American Film Institute in advocating and preserving
the art of film.

PICKLE, J. J. of Texas

H.R. 840  To improve counseling services for elementary school children.
H.R. 1573  To amend the amount of grants received under chapter 1 of title

I of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965.
H.R. 5800 *   To amend the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 and the Employee

Retirement Income Security Act of 1974 to improve pension plan funding.

H.Res. 284  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives that there
is a need for a comprehensive, coordinated strategy to help the United States
achieve its goal of being the strongest Nation on Earth economically and
militarily, so that it remain the greatest Nation in support of human dignity,
freedom, and democratic ideals.

H.Con.Res. 161  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the American
public should observe the 100th anniversary of moviemaking and recognize
the contributions of the American Film Institute in advocating and preserving
the art of film.

PORTER, John Edward of Illinois

H.R. 123  To amend title 4, United States Code, to declare English as the of-
ficial language of the United States.

H.R. 179  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to permit the deferral
of payments on student loans during professional internships, regardless of
duration.

H.R. 709  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to provide reduced
rates of interest under the Guaranteed Student Loan Program to individuals
who enter the teaching profession.

H.R. 1154  To establish programs to improve foreign language instruction and
to amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 in order to promote equal access
to opportunities to study abroad, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1237  To amend the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 to clarify the
application of such Act, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1270  To strengthen the family structure of the United States by provid-
ing protection for eligible individuals who leave employment for a legitimate
family purpose, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1375  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to strengthen protections
against discrimination in employment, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1502  To combat violence and crimes against women on the streets and
in homes.

H.R. 1753  To establish grant programs and provide other forms of Federal
assistance to pregnant women, children in need of adoptive families, and
individuals and families adopting children.

H.R. 1755  To repeal the Act of March 3, 1931 (known as the Davis-Bacon
Act).

H.R. 2336  To establish a higher education loan program in which a borrower's
annual repayment obligation is dependent upon both postschool income level
and borrowing history, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2460  To help the Nation achieve the National Education Goals by sup-
porting the creation of a new generation of American Schools in communities
across the country; rewarding schools that demonstrate outstanding gains in
student performance and other progress toward the National Education
Goals; creating academies to improve leadership and core-course teaching in
schools nationwide; supporting State and local efforts to attract qualified in-
dividuals to teaching and educational administration; providing States and
localities with statutory and regulatory flexibility in exchange for greater
accountability for student learning; encouraging, testing, and evaluating ed-
ucational choice programs; increasing the potential usefulness of the National
Assessment of Education Progress to State and local decision-makers; ex-
panding Federal support for literacy improvements; and for other purposes.

H.R. 3553  To amend and extend the Higher Education Act of 1965.
H.R. 3734  To make applicable to the Congress certain laws relating to the

terms and conditions of employment, the health and safety of employees, and
the rights and responsibilities of employers and employees, and for other
purposes.

H.R. 3861  To provide demonstration grants to secondary schools for the
purpose of extending the length of the academic year at such schools.

H.R. 4082 *  To amend Public Law 874, 81st Congress, to provide that eligible
local educational agencies shall be entitled to receive certain payments under
such Public Law, to allow the computation of payments under such law
based on the amount of the per pupil expenditure for non-Federally-
connected students that is derived from local sources, and for other purposes.

H.R. 4305  To amend the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 to permit State
and local agencies to adopt flexible and compressed work schedules.

H.R. 4338  To suspend certain compliance and accountability measures under
the National School Lunch Act.
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H.R. 5112  To amend the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 to provide that
an employee shall not be excluded from the minimum wage and maximum
hour exemption for certain employees because the employee is not paid on
a salary basis, and for other purposes.

H.R. 5946  To amend the National Literacy Act of 1991 to establish in the
Department of Labor an Office of Workplace Education to provide
workplace education services to small businesses and to provide grants to
States to improve the productivity of those businesses.

H.Con.Res. 102  Expressing the sense of the Congress regarding admissions
of minority students to institutions of higher education.

H.Con.Res. 161  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the American
public should observe the 100th anniversary of moviemaking and recognize
the contributions of the American Film Institute in advocating and preserving
the art of film.

POSHARD, Glenn of Illinois

H.R. 1  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to restore and strengthen civil
rights laws that ban discrimination in employment, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2  To entitle employees to family leave in certain cases involving a birth,
an adoption, or a serious health condition and to temporary medical leave in
certain cases involving a serious health condition, with adequate protection
of the employees employment and benefit rights, and to establish a com-
mission to study ways of providing salary replacement for employees who
take any such leave.

H.R. 5  To amend the National Labor Relations Act and the Railway Labor
Act to prevent discrimination based on participation in labor disputes.

H.R. 179  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to permit the deferral
of payments on student loans during professional internships, regardless of
duration.

H.R. 451  To amend the Black Lung Benefits Act to provide that when ben-
efits are paid for at least two years after an initial determination of eligibility
for such benefits the benefits will not be required to be repaid upon a final
determination of ineligibility for benefits, and for other purposes.

H.R. 500  To require the Secretary of the Treasury to mint coins in com-
memoration of the quincentenary of the discovery of America by Christopher
Columbus and to establish the Christopher Columbus Fellowship Foundation.

H.R. 544  To amend the National School Lunch Act to restore food supple-
ment benefits under the dependent care food program to adolescent youth.

H.R. 667  To authorize a grant to the National Writing Project.
H.R. 694  To amend the Black Lung Benefits Act to provide special proce-

dures for certain claims due to pneumoconiosis, and for other purposes.
H.R. 709  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to provide reduced

rates of interest under the Guaranteed Student Loan Program to individuals
who enter the teaching profession.

H.R. 799  To ensure that checks to pay benefits under title IV of the Federal
Mine Safety and Health Act of 1977 are delivered early if the usual delivery
date falls on a Saturday, Sunday, or holiday.

H.R. 812  To establish a program of grants for the provision of coordinated
educational support services to at-risk youth.

H.R. 907  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to permit alternative
methods for qualifying ”ability-to-benefit” students for Federal student fi-
nancial aid.

H.R. 908  To amend title 38, United States Code, and other provisions of law
to provide improved benefits and services for military personnel who serve
during the Persian Gulf War, including particularly benefits and services for
members of the National Guard and Reserve components, and for other
purposes.

H.R. 1063  To amend the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970 to es-
tablish an Office of Construction Safety, Health, and Education, to improve
inspections, investigations, reporting, and recordkeeping on construction
sites, to require the appointment of project constructors to monitor safety on
construction sites, to require construction employers to establish safety and
health programs, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1116  To permit certain coal miners and their survivors to have their
claims reviewed under the Black Lung Benefits Act.

H.R. 1154  To establish programs to improve foreign language instruction and
to amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 in order to promote equal access
to opportunities to study abroad, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1190  To establish a system for identifying, notifying, and preventing
illness and death among workers who are at increased or high risk of occu-
pational disease, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1237  To amend the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 to clarify the
application of such Act, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1254  To provide for the establishment of the Margaret Walker
Alexander National African-American Research Center.

H.R. 1460  Entitled ”The Food For Young Children Act”.
H.R. 1482  To amend title IV of the Higher Education Act of 1965 to allow

resident physicians to defer repayment of title IV student loans while com-
pleting accredited resident training programs.

H.R. 1502  To combat violence and crimes against women on the streets and
in homes.

H.R. 1637  To make improvements in the Black Lung Benefits Act.
H.R. 1664  To protect employees who report violations of Federal laws and

regulations.
H.R. 2098  To amend the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970 to

improve and enforce standards for employee health and safety at Department
of Energy nuclear facilities, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2157  To require the National Collegiate Athletic Association to provide
due process in connection with its regulatory activities affecting coaches,
players, and institutions engaged in sports in interstate commerce.

H.R. 2230  To provide incentives for physicians to practice in rural areas and
in rural medically underserved areas.

H.R. 2258  To help end hunger and human want.
H.R. 2437  To amend the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 to revise and extend the

program regarding independent living services for older blind individuals.
H.R. 2561  To remove the barrier to access for middle income students to

Federal student financial aid programs, and for other purposes.
H.R. 2782  To amend the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974

to provide that such Act does not preempt certain State laws.
H.R. 2819  To provide financial assistance to eligible local educational agen-

cies to improve rural education, and for other purposes.
H.R. 3160  To revise the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970.
H.R. 3553  To amend and extend the Higher Education Act of 1965.
H.R. 3555  To repeal and prohibit all exemptions, privileges and gratuities for

members of the U.S. House of Representatives and the U.S. Senate.
H.R. 3583  To extend the statute of limitation applicable to the filing of ad-

ministrative complaints by Federal employees who allege employment dis-
crimination in violation of title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964.

H.R. 3878  To provide assistance to employees who are subject to a plant
closing or mass layoff because their work is transferred to another country
which has low wages or unhealthy working conditions.

H.R. 3975  To amend section 1977A of the Revised Statutes to equalize the
remedies available to all victims of intentional employment discrimination,
and for other purposes.

H.R. 4013  To amend certain provisions of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986
to improve the provisions of health care to retirees in the coal industry, to
revise the manner in which such care is funded and maintained, and for other
purposes.

H.R. 4189  To transfer amounts appropriated for foreign aid to revenue sharing
and education programs.

H.R. 4300  To amend the Stewart B. McKinney Homeless Assistance Act to
extend programs providing urgently needed assistance for the homeless, and
for other purposes.

H.R. 4338  To suspend certain compliance and accountability measures under
the National School Lunch Act.

H.R. 4822  To make appropriations to begin a phase-in toward full funding
of the special supplemental food program for women, infants, and children
(WIC) and of Head Start programs, to expand the Job Corps program, and
for other purposes.

H.R. 5357  To provide grants to States to improve and coordinate health and
education services provided to preschool children and to provide for the
production and distribution of educational television programming for pre-
school children.

H.Res. 201  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives that the
people of the United States should recognize ”An Artistic Discovery”, the
Congressional High School Art Competition.

H.Con.Res. 92  Expressing the sense of Congress with respect to certain reg-
ulations of the Occupational Safety and Health Administration.
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H.Con.Res. 282  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the Low Income
Home Energy Assistance Program should be funded for fiscal year 1993 at
a level greater than or equal to its funding for fiscal year 1992.

PRESSLER, Larry of South Dakota

S.Con.Res. 17  Expressing the sense of Congress with respect to certain reg-
ulations of the Occupational Safety and Health Administration.

PRICE, David E. of North Carolina

H.R. 1  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to restore and strengthen civil
rights laws that ban discrimination in employment, and for other purposes.

H.R. 179  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to permit the deferral
of payments on student loans during professional internships, regardless of
duration.

H.R. 500  To require the Secretary of the Treasury to mint coins in com-
memoration of the quincentenary of the discovery of America by Christopher
Columbus and to establish the Christopher Columbus Fellowship Foundation.

H.R. 751  To enhance the literacy and basic skills of adults, to ensure that all
adults in the United States acquire the basic skills necessary to function ef-
fectively and achieve the greatest possible opportunity in their work and in
their lives, and to strengthen and coordinate adult literacy programs.

H.R. 1048  To establish within the Department of Education an Office of
Community Colleges.

H.R. 1154  To establish programs to improve foreign language instruction and
to amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 in order to promote equal access
to opportunities to study abroad, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1218  To prevent potential abuses of electronic monitoring in the
workplace.

H.R. 1237  To amend the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 to clarify the
application of such Act, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1503  To facilitate capital financing for historically Black colleges and
universities.

H.R. 1524  To establish programs to promote increased access to higher edu-
cation through early intervention counseling and financial aid information.

H.R. 1573  To amend the amount of grants received under chapter 1 of title
I of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965.

H.R. 2936 *  To establish programs at the National Science Foundation for the
advancement of technical education and training in advanced-technology
occupations, and for other purposes.

H.R. 3160  To revise the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970.
H.R. 3285  To provide for regional energy efficient lighting education centers,

and for other purposes.
H.R. 3476  To establish the Commission on the Advancement of Women in

the Science and Engineering Work Forces.
H.R. 3507  To establish programs under the Technology Administration of the

Department of Commerce, and elsewhere, to promote a skilled workforce and
United States industrial competitiveness.

H.R. 3748  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1991 with respect to the appli-
cation of such Act.

H.R. 4338  To suspend certain compliance and accountability measures under
the National School Lunch Act.

H.R. 5357  To provide grants to States to improve and coordinate health and
education services provided to preschool children and to provide for the
production and distribution of educational television programming for pre-
school children.

H.Res. 284  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives that there
is a need for a comprehensive, coordinated strategy to help the United States
achieve its goal of being the strongest Nation on Earth economically and
militarily, so that it remain the greatest Nation in support of human dignity,
freedom, and democratic ideals.

H.Con.Res. 92  Expressing the sense of Congress with respect to certain reg-
ulations of the Occupational Safety and Health Administration.

PRYOR, David of Arkansas

S. 1742  To authorize grants to be made to State programs designed to provide
resources to persons who are nutritionally at risk in the form of fresh nutri-
tious unprepared foods, from farmers' markets, and to increase sales at the
markets, and for other purposes.

S.Con.Res. 17  Expressing the sense of Congress with respect to certain reg-
ulations of the Occupational Safety and Health Administration.

S.Con.Res. 44  Expressing the sense of Congress that the American public
should observe the 100th anniversary of moviemaking and recognize the
contributions of the American Film Institute in advocating and preserving the
art of film.

S.Con.Res. 81  Expressing the sense of the Congress regarding visionary art
as a national treasure and regarding the American Visionary Art Museum as
a national repository and educational center for visionary art.

PURSELL, Carl D. of Michigan

H.R. 179  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to permit the deferral
of payments on student loans during professional internships, regardless of
duration.

H.R. 500  To require the Secretary of the Treasury to mint coins in com-
memoration of the quincentenary of the discovery of America by Christopher
Columbus and to establish the Christopher Columbus Fellowship Foundation.

H.R. 840 *  To improve counseling services for elementary school children.
H.R. 2460  To help the Nation achieve the National Education Goals by sup-

porting the creation of a new generation of American Schools in communities
across the country; rewarding schools that demonstrate outstanding gains in
student performance and other progress toward the National Education
Goals; creating academies to improve leadership and core-course teaching in
schools nationwide; supporting State and local efforts to attract qualified in-
dividuals to teaching and educational administration; providing States and
localities with statutory and regulatory flexibility in exchange for greater
accountability for student learning; encouraging, testing, and evaluating ed-
ucational choice programs; increasing the potential usefulness of the National
Assessment of Education Progress to State and local decision-makers; ex-
panding Federal support for literacy improvements; and for other purposes.

H.R. 5325  To improve access to health insurance and contain health care
costs, and for other purposes.

H.Res. 201  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives that the
people of the United States should recognize ”An Artistic Discovery”, the
Congressional High School Art Competition.

H.Con.Res. 161  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the American
public should observe the 100th anniversary of moviemaking and recognize
the contributions of the American Film Institute in advocating and preserving
the art of film.

QUILLEN, James H. of Tennessee

H.R. 123  To amend title 4, United States Code, to declare English as the of-
ficial language of the United States.

H.R. 179  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to permit the deferral
of payments on student loans during professional internships, regardless of
duration.

H.R. 385  To provide financial assistance for programs for the prevention,
identification, and treatment of elder abuse, neglect, and exploitation, to es-
tablish a National Center on Elder Abuse, and for other purposes.

H.R. 500  To require the Secretary of the Treasury to mint coins in com-
memoration of the quincentenary of the discovery of America by Christopher
Columbus and to establish the Christopher Columbus Fellowship Foundation.

H.R. 908  To amend title 38, United States Code, and other provisions of law
to provide improved benefits and services for military personnel who serve
during the Persian Gulf War, including particularly benefits and services for
members of the National Guard and Reserve components, and for other
purposes.

H.R. 1048  To establish within the Department of Education an Office of
Community Colleges.
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H.R. 1154  To establish programs to improve foreign language instruction and
to amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 in order to promote equal access
to opportunities to study abroad, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1237  To amend the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 to clarify the
application of such Act, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1482  To amend title IV of the Higher Education Act of 1965 to allow
resident physicians to defer repayment of title IV student loans while com-
pleting accredited resident training programs.

H.R. 1692  To amend title XVIII of the Social Security Act to provide for
expanded long term care services under the medicare program, to amend the
Internal Revenue Code of 1986 to provide a credit for taxpayers with certain
elderly dependents in their households, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2363  To amend the provisions of the Higher Education Act of 1965
relating to treatment by campus officials of sexual assault victims.

H.R. 2437  To amend the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 to revise and extend the
program regarding independent living services for older blind individuals.

H.R. 2773  To amend title I of the Employee Retirement Income Security Act
of 1974 to set standards under such title for multiple employer welfare ar-
rangements providing health plan benefits.

H.Con.Res. 92  Expressing the sense of Congress with respect to certain reg-
ulations of the Occupational Safety and Health Administration.

H.Con.Res. 161  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the American
public should observe the 100th anniversary of moviemaking and recognize
the contributions of the American Film Institute in advocating and preserving
the art of film.

H.Con.Res. 282  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the Low Income
Home Energy Assistance Program should be funded for fiscal year 1993 at
a level greater than or equal to its funding for fiscal year 1992.

RAHALL, Nick Joe II of West Virginia

H.R. 1  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to restore and strengthen civil
rights laws that ban discrimination in employment, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2  To entitle employees to family leave in certain cases involving a birth,
an adoption, or a serious health condition and to temporary medical leave in
certain cases involving a serious health condition, with adequate protection
of the employees employment and benefit rights, and to establish a com-
mission to study ways of providing salary replacement for employees who
take any such leave.

H.R. 5  To amend the National Labor Relations Act and the Railway Labor
Act to prevent discrimination based on participation in labor disputes.

H.R. 123  To amend title 4, United States Code, to declare English as the of-
ficial language of the United States.

H.R. 179  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to permit the deferral
of payments on student loans during professional internships, regardless of
duration.

H.R. 375  To amend the National School Lunch Act to extend eligibility for
the child care food program to children receiving day care services pursuant
to a State's job opportunities and basic skills training program.

H.R. 500  To require the Secretary of the Treasury to mint coins in com-
memoration of the quincentenary of the discovery of America by Christopher
Columbus and to establish the Christopher Columbus Fellowship Foundation.

H.R. 501  To authorize the Secretary of Housing and Urban Development to
provide grants to urban and rural communities for training economically
disadvantaged youth in education and employment skills and to expand the
supply of housing for homeless and economically disadvantaged individuals
and families.

H.R. 544  To amend the National School Lunch Act to restore food supple-
ment benefits under the dependent care food program to adolescent youth.

H.R. 667  To authorize a grant to the National Writing Project.
H.R. 694 *  To amend the Black Lung Benefits Act to provide special proce-

dures for certain claims due to pneumoconiosis, and for other purposes.
H.R. 763  To establish a program to guarantee students from selected high

schools a chance to go to college, and for other purposes.
H.R. 824  To provide participants in private pension plans which were termi-

nated before September 1, 1974, the nonforfeitable pension benefits which
were lost by reason of the termination, and for other purposes.

H.R. 840  To improve counseling services for elementary school children.

H.R. 1063  To amend the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970 to es-
tablish an Office of Construction Safety, Health, and Education, to improve
inspections, investigations, reporting, and recordkeeping on construction
sites, to require the appointment of project constructors to monitor safety on
construction sites, to require construction employers to establish safety and
health programs, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1154  To establish programs to improve foreign language instruction and
to amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 in order to promote equal access
to opportunities to study abroad, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1237  To amend the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 to clarify the
application of such Act, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1254  To provide for the establishment of the Margaret Walker
Alexander National African-American Research Center.

H.R. 1285  To resolve legal and technical issues relating to Federal
postsecondary student assistance programs and to prevent undue burdens on
participants in Operation Desert Storm, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1364  To amend the Job Corps provisions of the Job Training Partnership
Act.

H.R. 1365  To amend the Job Training Partnership Act to provide for disaster
relief employment assistance.

H.R. 1388  To entitle employees to family leave for attending school activities.
H.R. 1482  To amend title IV of the Higher Education Act of 1965 to allow

resident physicians to defer repayment of title IV student loans while com-
pleting accredited resident training programs.

H.R. 1502  To combat violence and crimes against women on the streets and
in homes.

H.R. 1503  To facilitate capital financing for historically Black colleges and
universities.

H.R. 1524  To establish programs to promote increased access to higher edu-
cation through early intervention counseling and financial aid information.

H.R. 1590  To provide for designation by the Secretary of the Interior and the
Secretary of Agriculture of an ancient forest reserve system, including lands
managed by the Bureau of Land Management and portions of national forests
established by reservations from the public domain; to require the Secretary
of the Interior and the Secretary of Agriculture to enhance economic stability
in the Pacific Northwest; and for other purposes.

H.R. 1633  To assist in implementing the Plan of Action adopted by the World
Summit for Children.

H.R. 1637  To make improvements in the Black Lung Benefits Act.
H.R. 1753  To establish grant programs and provide other forms of Federal

assistance to pregnant women, children in need of adoptive families, and
individuals and families adopting children.

H.R. 1987  To amend the Act of March 3, 1931 (known as the Davis-Bacon
Act), to revise the standard for coverage under that Act, and for other pur-
poses.

H.R. 2223  To amend the National Labor Relations Act to give employers and
performers in the live performing arts, rights given by section 8(e) of such
Act to employers and employees in similarly situated industries, to give such
employers and performers the same rights given by section 8(f) of such Act
to employers and employees in the construction industry, and for other pur-
poses.

H.R. 2230  To provide incentives for physicians to practice in rural areas and
in rural medically underserved areas.

H.R. 2258  To help end hunger and human want.
H.R. 2437  To amend the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 to revise and extend the

program regarding independent living services for older blind individuals.
H.R. 2535  To amend the Social Security Act to assure universal access to

health insurance for basic health services in the United States through qual-
ified employer health plans and a public health insurance plan, to contain
costs and assure quality in the provision of health services, to reform the
provision of health insurance to small employers, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2561  To remove the barrier to access for middle income students to
Federal student financial aid programs, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2782  To amend the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974
to provide that such Act does not preempt certain State laws.

H.R. 2819  To provide financial assistance to eligible local educational agen-
cies to improve rural education, and for other purposes.

H.R. 3160  To revise the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970.
H.R. 3320  To improve education for all students by restructuring the educa-

tion system in the States.
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H.R. 3354  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to improve the el-
igibility of less-than-half-time students for Federal student assistance pro-
grams, and for other purposes.

H.R. 3393  To amend the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 and the Social Se-
curity Act to provide for health insurance coverage for pregnant women and
children through employment-based insurance and through a State-based
health plan.

H.R. 3450  To amend part A of title IV of the Social Security Act to remove
barriers and disincentives in the program of aid to families with dependent
children so as to enable recipients of such aid to move toward self-
sufficiency through microenterprises.

H.R. 3526  To ensure economic equity for American women and their families
and to respond to the need to revitalize the American economy by expanding
employment opportunities; improving access to funds for women business
owners; enhancing economic justice for women through pay equity, im-
proved child support enforcement, and benefits for part-time workers; and
providing economic and retirement security for women as workers and as
divorced or surviving spouses.

H.R. 3553  To amend and extend the Higher Education Act of 1965.
H.R. 3603  To promote family preservation and the prevention of foster care

with emphasis on families where abuse of alcohol or drugs is present, and
to improve the quality and delivery of child welfare, foster care, and adoption
services.

H.R. 3613  To amend title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and the Age
Discrimination in Employment Act of 1967 to improve the effectiveness of
administrative review of employment discrimination claims made by Federal
employees; and for other purposes.

H.R. 3878  To provide assistance to employees who are subject to a plant
closing or mass layoff because their work is transferred to another country
which has low wages or unhealthy working conditions.

H.R. 3975  To amend section 1977A of the Revised Statutes to equalize the
remedies available to all victims of intentional employment discrimination,
and for other purposes.

H.R. 4013  To amend certain provisions of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986
to improve the provisions of health care to retirees in the coal industry, to
revise the manner in which such care is funded and maintained, and for other
purposes.

H.R. 4300  To amend the Stewart B. McKinney Homeless Assistance Act to
extend programs providing urgently needed assistance for the homeless, and
for other purposes.

H.R. 4338  To suspend certain compliance and accountability measures under
the National School Lunch Act.

H.R. 4361  To create ”Healthy American Schools”  where children learn life-
long health and fitness skills vital to developing a smart body and smart mind
and to empower every school with the ability to become a healthy school
built on a firm foundation of ”healthy mind and healthy body” curricula.

H.R. 4822  To make appropriations to begin a phase-in toward full funding
of the special supplemental food program for women, infants, and children
(WIC) and of Head Start programs, to expand the Job Corps program, and
for other purposes.

H.Res. 201  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives that the
people of the United States should recognize ”An Artistic Discovery”, the
Congressional High School Art Competition.

H.Con.Res. 92  Expressing the sense of Congress with respect to certain reg-
ulations of the Occupational Safety and Health Administration.

H.Con.Res. 161  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the American
public should observe the 100th anniversary of moviemaking and recognize
the contributions of the American Film Institute in advocating and preserving
the art of film.

H.Con.Res. 215  Expressing the sense of the Congress relating to paid leave
for working parents for the purpose of attending parent-teacher conferences.

H.Con.Res. 282  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the Low Income
Home Energy Assistance Program should be funded for fiscal year 1993 at
a level greater than or equal to its funding for fiscal year 1992.

RAMSTAD, Jim of Minnesota

H.R. 123  To amend title 4, United States Code, to declare English as the of-
ficial language of the United States.

H.R. 179  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to permit the deferral
of payments on student loans during professional internships, regardless of
duration.

H.R. 500  To require the Secretary of the Treasury to mint coins in com-
memoration of the quincentenary of the discovery of America by Christopher
Columbus and to establish the Christopher Columbus Fellowship Foundation.

H.R. 623  To amend the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 to exempt em-
ployees involved in certain model garment programs, and for other purposes.

H.R. 709  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to provide reduced
rates of interest under the Guaranteed Student Loan Program to individuals
who enter the teaching profession.

H.R. 751  To enhance the literacy and basic skills of adults, to ensure that all
adults in the United States acquire the basic skills necessary to function ef-
fectively and achieve the greatest possible opportunity in their work and in
their lives, and to strengthen and coordinate adult literacy programs.

H.R. 812  To establish a program of grants for the provision of coordinated
educational support services to at-risk youth.

H.R. 1149  To secure the right of women to be free of sexual harassment and
violence, to promote equal opportunity for women, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1237  To amend the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 to clarify the
application of such Act, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1375  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to strengthen protections
against discrimination in employment, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1482  To amend title IV of the Higher Education Act of 1965 to allow
resident physicians to defer repayment of title IV student loans while com-
pleting accredited resident training programs.

H.R. 1502  To combat violence and crimes against women on the streets and
in homes.

H.R. 1633  To assist in implementing the Plan of Action adopted by the World
Summit for Children.

H.R. 1753  To establish grant programs and provide other forms of Federal
assistance to pregnant women, children in need of adoptive families, and
individuals and families adopting children.

H.R. 1755  To repeal the Act of March 3, 1931 (known as the Davis-Bacon
Act).

H.R. 2157  To require the National Collegiate Athletic Association to provide
due process in connection with its regulatory activities affecting coaches,
players, and institutions engaged in sports in interstate commerce.

H.R. 2336  To establish a higher education loan program in which a borrower's
annual repayment obligation is dependent upon both postschool income level
and borrowing history, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2363 *  To amend the provisions of the Higher Education Act of 1965
relating to treatment by campus officials of sexual assault victims.

H.R. 2523  To ensure the competitiveness of the United States in the world
economy.

H.R. 2764 *  To amend the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 to provide that
an employee shall not be paid overtime compensation for overtime hours
worked without authorization.

H.R. 2810  To expand the nation's drug treatment capacity, promote drug-free
and safe schools, require Statewide drug abuse prevention and treatment
plans, and ensure that new Federal grant dollars provided for treatment ser-
vices do not displace State dollars.

H.R. 3353  To establish a Glass Ceiling Commission and an annual award for
promoting a more diverse skilled work force at the management and
decisionmaking levels in business, and for other purposes.

H.R. 3476  To establish the Commission on the Advancement of Women in
the Science and Engineering Work Forces.

H.R. 3734  To make applicable to the Congress certain laws relating to the
terms and conditions of employment, the health and safety of employees, and
the rights and responsibilities of employers and employees, and for other
purposes.

H.R. 4259  To amend title I of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 to provide each
individual with handicaps who is eligible for services under such title with
the right to select the entities that are to provide services pursuant to the in-
dividualized written rehabilitation program developed for the individual.

H.R. 5325  To improve access to health insurance and contain health care
costs, and for other purposes.

H.Res. 201  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives that the
people of the United States should recognize ”An Artistic Discovery”, the
Congressional High School Art Competition.
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H.Con.Res. 92  Expressing the sense of Congress with respect to certain reg-
ulations of the Occupational Safety and Health Administration.

H.Con.Res. 120  Expressing the sense of Congress that consumers should be
provided with incentives to save for long-term purposes.

H.Con.Res. 161  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the American
public should observe the 100th anniversary of moviemaking and recognize
the contributions of the American Film Institute in advocating and preserving
the art of film.

H.Con.Res. 282  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the Low Income
Home Energy Assistance Program should be funded for fiscal year 1993 at
a level greater than or equal to its funding for fiscal year 1992.

RANGEL, Charles B. of New York

H.R. 1  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to restore and strengthen civil
rights laws that ban discrimination in employment, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2  To entitle employees to family leave in certain cases involving a birth,
an adoption, or a serious health condition and to temporary medical leave in
certain cases involving a serious health condition, with adequate protection
of the employees employment and benefit rights, and to establish a com-
mission to study ways of providing salary replacement for employees who
take any such leave.

H.R. 5  To amend the National Labor Relations Act and the Railway Labor
Act to prevent discrimination based on participation in labor disputes.

H.R. 81  To amend the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 to allow individuals
to direct that part or all of their income tax refunds be contributed to a trust
fund established for the relief of domestic and international hunger, and to
establish a commission to oversee the distribution of such contributions.

H.R. 196  To amend the Job Training Partnership Act to establish a Youth
Opportunities Unlimited Program.

H.R. 260  To establish a program of grants to local educational agencies for
purposes of conducting after-school activities designed to promote learning
and finishing high school.

H.R. 385  To provide financial assistance for programs for the prevention,
identification, and treatment of elder abuse, neglect, and exploitation, to es-
tablish a National Center on Elder Abuse, and for other purposes.

H.R. 416  To amend the Older Americans Act and the Public Health Service
Act to provide expanded counseling assistance for the elderly, sick, and dis-
abled.

H.R. 500  To require the Secretary of the Treasury to mint coins in com-
memoration of the quincentenary of the discovery of America by Christopher
Columbus and to establish the Christopher Columbus Fellowship Foundation.

H.R. 501  To authorize the Secretary of Housing and Urban Development to
provide grants to urban and rural communities for training economically
disadvantaged youth in education and employment skills and to expand the
supply of housing for homeless and economically disadvantaged individuals
and families.

H.R. 544  To amend the National School Lunch Act to restore food supple-
ment benefits under the dependent care food program to adolescent youth.

H.R. 709  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to provide reduced
rates of interest under the Guaranteed Student Loan Program to individuals
who enter the teaching profession.

H.R. 763  To establish a program to guarantee students from selected high
schools a chance to go to college, and for other purposes.

H.R. 775  To establish Summer Science Academies for talented students,
particularly economically disadvantaged, minority participants, and for other
purposes.

H.R. 812  To establish a program of grants for the provision of coordinated
educational support services to at-risk youth.

H.R. 821  To provide for the cancellation of a portion of the direct student
loans of members of the Armed Forces who serve in a combat zone in con-
nection with the Persian Gulf conflict and to require the restoration of edu-
cational benefits and tuition reimbursement for those members of the Armed
Forces who are unable to pursue studies because of military commitments.

H.R. 906  To amend the Job Training Partnership Act to encourage a broader
range of training and job placement for women and for other purposes.

H.R. 907  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to permit alternative
methods for qualifying ”ability-to-benefit” students for Federal student fi-
nancial aid.

H.R. 908  To amend title 38, United States Code, and other provisions of law
to provide improved benefits and services for military personnel who serve
during the Persian Gulf War, including particularly benefits and services for
members of the National Guard and Reserve components, and for other
purposes.

H.R. 995  To authorize up to 5 States to conduct 2-year demonstration projects
to test the effectiveness of alternative methods for delivering services and
activities under the JOBS program to families at risk of entering the AFDC
program, and to amend part A of title IV of the Social Security Act to pro-
vide for the permanent use of such alternative methods beginning in fiscal
year 1995.

H.R. 1063  To amend the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970 to es-
tablish an Office of Construction Safety, Health, and Education, to improve
inspections, investigations, reporting, and recordkeeping on construction
sites, to require the appointment of project constructors to monitor safety on
construction sites, to require construction employers to establish safety and
health programs, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1116  To permit certain coal miners and their survivors to have their
claims reviewed under the Black Lung Benefits Act.

H.R. 1144  To establish a pilot program to encourage college students to serve
as mentors for disadvantaged youths.

H.R. 1154  To establish programs to improve foreign language instruction and
to amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 in order to promote equal access
to opportunities to study abroad, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1222 *  To enhance cooperation between the public and law enforcement
personnel in controlling and preventing crime and drug abuse.

H.R. 1285  To resolve legal and technical issues relating to Federal
postsecondary student assistance programs and to prevent undue burdens on
participants in Operation Desert Storm, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1364  To amend the Job Corps provisions of the Job Training Partnership
Act.

H.R. 1365  To amend the Job Training Partnership Act to provide for disaster
relief employment assistance.

H.R. 1388  To entitle employees to family leave for attending school activities.
H.R. 1430  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and the Fair Housing Act

to prohibit discrimination on the basis of affectional or sexual orientation,
and for other purposes.

H.R. 1460  Entitled ”The Food For Young Children Act”.
H.R. 1502  To combat violence and crimes against women on the streets and

in homes.
H.R. 1503  To facilitate capital financing for historically Black colleges and

universities.
H.R. 1504  To authorize a National Conference on Aging.
H.R. 1522  To deny funds to educational programs that allow corporal pun-

ishment.
H.R. 1524  To establish programs to promote increased access to higher edu-

cation through early intervention counseling and financial aid information.
H.R. 1633  To assist in implementing the Plan of Action adopted by the World

Summit for Children.
H.R. 1637  To make improvements in the Black Lung Benefits Act.
H.R. 1664  To protect employees who report violations of Federal laws and

regulations.
H.R. 1669  To provide financial assistance to eligible local educational agen-

cies to improve urban education, and for other purposes.
H.R. 1694  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to ensure that title VII of

such Act applies to the employment of United States citizens by certain
employers in foreign nations.

H.R. 1737  To amend the Older Americans Act of 1965 to provide congregate
nutrition services and intergenerational activities in elementary and second-
ary school facilities.

H.R. 1739  To amend the Older Americans Act of 1965 to expand the pre-
ventive health services program to include disease prevention and health
promotion services, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1753  To establish grant programs and provide other forms of Federal
assistance to pregnant women, children in need of adoptive families, and
individuals and families adopting children.
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H.R. 1822  To amend the Older Americans Community Service Employment
Act to authorize grants for the employment of older Americans in providing
child care for families with low income; and to amend title II of the Social
Security Act to exempt from the earnings test amounts earned for child care
services.

H.R. 1960  To direct the Secretary of the Interior to construct a National
Training Center at the National Afro-American Museum and Cultural Center
and for other purposes.

H.R. 1987  To amend the Act of March 3, 1931 (known as the Davis-Bacon
Act), to revise the standard for coverage under that Act, and for other pur-
poses.

H.R. 2040  To establish certain programs regarding adoption, and for other
purposes.

H.R. 2125  To establish a commission to examine the issues associated with
the teaching of values in elementary and secondary schools and to amend the
Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965 to establish a demon-
stration program of grants to innovative projects relating to civics and char-
acter values in education.

H.R. 2223  To amend the National Labor Relations Act to give employers and
performers in the live performing arts, rights given by section 8(e) of such
Act to employers and employees in similarly situated industries, to give such
employers and performers the same rights given by section 8(f) of such Act
to employers and employees in the construction industry, and for other pur-
poses.

H.R. 2243  To establish the National Commission on Intercollegiate Athletics.
H.R. 2258  To help end hunger and human want.
H.R. 2334  To further assist States in their efforts to increase awareness about

and prevent family violence and provide immediate shelter and related as-
sistance to battered women and their children.

H.R. 2350  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to assure that low-
income students have the opportunity to pursue higher education, and for
other purposes.

H.R. 2363  To amend the provisions of the Higher Education Act of 1965
relating to treatment by campus officials of sexual assault victims.

H.R. 2437  To amend the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 to revise and extend the
program regarding independent living services for older blind individuals.

H.R. 2555  To provide for the establishment of a summer camp program for
low income youths, and to expand the Youth Conservation Corps program.

H.R. 2561  To remove the barrier to access for middle income students to
Federal student financial aid programs, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2590  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to clarify the legality
of race-based scholarships to promote diversity.

H.R. 2780  To amend the Older Americans Act of 1965 to increase the au-
thority of the Commissioner on Aging; to establish the Office on Long-Term
Care Ombudsman Programs and provide for the appointment of an Associate
Commissioner for Ombudsman Services; to enhance State long-term care
ombudsman programs; to provide financial assistance for programs relating
to elder abuse, exploitation, or neglect; and for other purposes.

H.R. 2782  To amend the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974
to provide that such Act does not preempt certain State laws.

H.R. 2784  To assist counties adversely affected by a base closure, change in
the place of performance of a defense contract, the cancellation or failure to
proceed with a defense contract, or reductions in defense spending.

H.R. 2810  To expand the nation's drug treatment capacity, promote drug-free
and safe schools, require Statewide drug abuse prevention and treatment
plans, and ensure that new Federal grant dollars provided for treatment ser-
vices do not displace State dollars.

H.R. 2819  To provide financial assistance to eligible local educational agen-
cies to improve rural education, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2864  To amend the Older Americans Act of 1965 to establish an elder
rights program, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2912  To improve the recruitment of classroom teachers, and for other
purposes.

H.R. 2938  To establish a Teacher Opportunity Corps to enable
paraprofessionals working in targeted schools to become certified teachers
through part-time and summer study.

H.R. 2943  To require the Secretary of Education to evaluate programs pro-
viding disadvantaged children with guaranties of postsecondary education
assistance, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2970  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to provide program
grants to medical and allied health professions institutions for graduate edu-
cation and training which will benefit underserved, economically disadvan-
taged communities.

H.R. 3098  To improve the college participation rates of groups underserved
by institutions of higher education and for other purposes.

H.R. 3120  To express the sense of the Congress regarding a national agenda
for extending and improving foreign language instruction in the elementary
schools of the Nation.

H.R. 3160  To revise the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970.
H.R. 3255  To authorize the President to seize and liquidate assets of the Iraqi

Government that have been blocked by the United States, and to authorize
the appropriation of those liquidated assets to benefit United States veterans
and small business concerns injured by deployments like Operation Desert
Storm, and for humanitarian assistance to Iraqi refuges and other persons
displaced in the Persian Gulf region as a result of the Persian Gulf conflict.

H.R. 3334  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to provide Perkins
Loan forgiveness to encourage individuals who enter the teaching profession
to teach in schools serving low-income areas.

H.R. 3366  To repeal provisions of law regarding employer sanctions and
unfair immigration-related employment practices, to strengthen enforcement
of laws regarding illegal entry into the United States, and for other purposes.

H.R. 3393  To amend the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 and the Social Se-
curity Act to provide for health insurance coverage for pregnant women and
children through employment-based insurance and through a State-based
health plan.

H.R. 3450  To amend part A of title IV of the Social Security Act to remove
barriers and disincentives in the program of aid to families with dependent
children so as to enable recipients of such aid to move toward self-
sufficiency through microenterprises.

H.R. 3475  To assist business in providing women with opportunities in ap-
prenticeship and nontraditional occupations.

H.R. 3553  To amend and extend the Higher Education Act of 1965.
H.R. 3583  To extend the statute of limitation applicable to the filing of ad-

ministrative complaints by Federal employees who allege employment dis-
crimination in violation of title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964.

H.R. 3603  To promote family preservation and the prevention of foster care
with emphasis on families where abuse of alcohol or drugs is present, and
to improve the quality and delivery of child welfare, foster care, and adoption
services.

H.R. 3625  To require the Commissioner of the Bureau of Labor Statistics to
conduct time use surveys of unremunerated work performed in the United
States and to calculate the monetary value of such work.

H.R. 3748  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1991 with respect to the appli-
cation of such Act.

H.R. 3832 *  To establish a program of grants regarding certain infants,
toddlers, and children who are perinatally exposed to drugs and for other
purposes.

H.R. 3886  To increase the achievement levels of elementary and secondary
students by using high quality curricular-based learning resources.

H.R. 4022 *  To amend the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 to provide tax
incentives for the establishment of tax enterprise zones, and for other pur-
poses.

H.R. 4122  To guarantee a work opportunity for all Americans and for other
purposes.

H.R. 4136  To revitalize the American rail car industry by the establishment
of a Federal grant and loan program for research and development, by the
creation of economic incentives to encourage investment in rail car design
and engineering activities, and by the expansion of vocational training op-
portunities in the rail car industry.

H.R. 4154  To provide for participation by the United States in a climate sta-
bilization program.

H.R. 4516  To amend title VI of the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of
1981 to establish a community services empowerment program.

H.R. 4518 *  To amend the Department of Education Organization Act to
create the position of Assistant Secretary of Education for Bilingual Educa-
tion and Minority Languages Affairs and for other purposes.

H.R. 4528  To amend the Job Training Partnership Act to authorize the es-
tablishment of additional Job Corps centers, and for other purposes.
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H.R. 4538  To provide assistance to local educational agencies for the pre-
vention and reduction of violent crime in elementary and secondary schools.

H.R. 4591  To amend the Job Training Partnership Act to establish a com-
munity works progress program, a youth community corps program, and a
national youth community corps program, and for other purposes.

H.R. 4729  To provide grants to establish an integrated approach to prevent
child abuse.

H.R. 4748  To improve national competitiveness through education.
H.R. 4822  To make appropriations to begin a phase-in toward full funding

of the special supplemental food program for women, infants, and children
(WIC) and of Head Start programs, to expand the Job Corps program, and
for other purposes.

H.R. 4953  To amend the base closure laws to improve the provision of ad-
justment assistance to employees of the Department of Defense adversely
affected by the closure or realignment of a military installation.

H.R. 5075  To improve the delivery of employment training services to
members of the Armed Forces who are involuntarily separated from active
duty in the Armed Forces or accept separation under one of the separation
incentive programs.

H.R. 5220  To promote youth apprenticeship, and for other purposes.
H.R. 5326  To establish a program to assure nondiscriminatory compliance

with all environmental health and safety laws and to assure equal protection
of the public health.

H.R. 5357  To provide grants to States to improve and coordinate health and
education services provided to preschool children and to provide for the
production and distribution of educational television programming for pre-
school children.

H.R. 5800  To amend the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 and the Employee
Retirement Income Security Act of 1974 to improve pension plan funding.

H.R. 5883  To amend the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 to increase the
minimum wage.

H.Res. 201  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives that the
people of the United States should recognize ”An Artistic Discovery”, the
Congressional High School Art Competition.

H.Res. 284  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives that there
is a need for a comprehensive, coordinated strategy to help the United States
achieve its goal of being the strongest Nation on Earth economically and
militarily, so that it remain the greatest Nation in support of human dignity,
freedom, and democratic ideals.

H.Con.Res. 161  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the American
public should observe the 100th anniversary of moviemaking and recognize
the contributions of the American Film Institute in advocating and preserving
the art of film.

H.Con.Res. 215  Expressing the sense of the Congress relating to paid leave
for working parents for the purpose of attending parent-teacher conferences.

H.Con.Res. 282  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the Low Income
Home Energy Assistance Program should be funded for fiscal year 1993 at
a level greater than or equal to its funding for fiscal year 1992.

RAVENEL, Arthur Jr. of South Carolina

H.R. 2  To entitle employees to family leave in certain cases involving a birth,
an adoption, or a serious health condition and to temporary medical leave in
certain cases involving a serious health condition, with adequate protection
of the employees employment and benefit rights, and to establish a com-
mission to study ways of providing salary replacement for employees who
take any such leave.

H.R. 123  To amend title 4, United States Code, to declare English as the of-
ficial language of the United States.

H.R. 179  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to permit the deferral
of payments on student loans during professional internships, regardless of
duration.

H.R. 260  To establish a program of grants to local educational agencies for
purposes of conducting after-school activities designed to promote learning
and finishing high school.

H.R. 327  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to delay the dis-
bursement of Pell Grants to first-year students, to make ineligible for par-
ticipation in the Pell Grant program any institution with a high default rate
on student loans, and for other purposes.

H.R. 500  To require the Secretary of the Treasury to mint coins in com-
memoration of the quincentenary of the discovery of America by Christopher
Columbus and to establish the Christopher Columbus Fellowship Foundation.

H.R. 544  To amend the National School Lunch Act to restore food supple-
ment benefits under the dependent care food program to adolescent youth.

H.R. 667  To authorize a grant to the National Writing Project.
H.R. 751  To enhance the literacy and basic skills of adults, to ensure that all

adults in the United States acquire the basic skills necessary to function ef-
fectively and achieve the greatest possible opportunity in their work and in
their lives, and to strengthen and coordinate adult literacy programs.

H.R. 763  To establish a program to guarantee students from selected high
schools a chance to go to college, and for other purposes.

H.R. 812  To establish a program of grants for the provision of coordinated
educational support services to at-risk youth.

H.R. 840  To improve counseling services for elementary school children.
H.R. 908  To amend title 38, United States Code, and other provisions of law

to provide improved benefits and services for military personnel who serve
during the Persian Gulf War, including particularly benefits and services for
members of the National Guard and Reserve components, and for other
purposes.

H.R. 1118  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to reduce student loan
defaults, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1144  To establish a pilot program to encourage college students to serve
as mentors for disadvantaged youths.

H.R. 1149  To secure the right of women to be free of sexual harassment and
violence, to promote equal opportunity for women, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1218  To prevent potential abuses of electronic monitoring in the
workplace.

H.R. 1365  To amend the Job Training Partnership Act to provide for disaster
relief employment assistance.

H.R. 1375  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to strengthen protections
against discrimination in employment, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1459  To establish the National Commission on Entrepreneurial Educa-
tion.

H.R. 1460  Entitled ”The Food For Young Children Act”.
H.R. 1502  To combat violence and crimes against women on the streets and

in homes.
H.R. 1533  To amend the Older Americans Act of 1965 to require that the

number of individuals who are 85 years of age and older be taken into con-
sideration by States for purposes of designating planning and service areas
and of distributing funds under such Act.

H.R. 1573  To amend the amount of grants received under chapter 1 of title
I of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965.

H.R. 1633  To assist in implementing the Plan of Action adopted by the World
Summit for Children.

H.R. 2258  To help end hunger and human want.
H.R. 2363  To amend the provisions of the Higher Education Act of 1965

relating to treatment by campus officials of sexual assault victims.
H.R. 2810  To expand the nation's drug treatment capacity, promote drug-free

and safe schools, require Statewide drug abuse prevention and treatment
plans, and ensure that new Federal grant dollars provided for treatment ser-
vices do not displace State dollars.

H.R. 2936  To establish programs at the National Science Foundation for the
advancement of technical education and training in advanced-technology
occupations, and for other purposes.

H.R. 3353  To establish a Glass Ceiling Commission and an annual award for
promoting a more diverse skilled work force at the management and
decisionmaking levels in business, and for other purposes.

H.R. 3393  To amend the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 and the Social Se-
curity Act to provide for health insurance coverage for pregnant women and
children through employment-based insurance and through a State-based
health plan.

H.R. 3475  To assist business in providing women with opportunities in ap-
prenticeship and nontraditional occupations.

H.R. 3476  To establish the Commission on the Advancement of Women in
the Science and Engineering Work Forces.

H.R. 3603  To promote family preservation and the prevention of foster care
with emphasis on families where abuse of alcohol or drugs is present, and
to improve the quality and delivery of child welfare, foster care, and adoption
services.
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H.R. 3680  To modify the tax and budget priorities of the United States, and
for other purposes.

H.Res. 201  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives that the
people of the United States should recognize ”An Artistic Discovery”, the
Congressional High School Art Competition.

H.Con.Res. 92  Expressing the sense of Congress with respect to certain reg-
ulations of the Occupational Safety and Health Administration.

H.Con.Res. 102  Expressing the sense of the Congress regarding admissions
of minority students to institutions of higher education.

H.Con.Res. 282  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the Low Income
Home Energy Assistance Program should be funded for fiscal year 1993 at
a level greater than or equal to its funding for fiscal year 1992.

RAY, Richard of Georgia

H.R. 500  To require the Secretary of the Treasury to mint coins in com-
memoration of the quincentenary of the discovery of America by Christopher
Columbus and to establish the Christopher Columbus Fellowship Foundation.

H.R. 520  To encourage States to establish Parents as Teachers programs.
H.R. 840  To improve counseling services for elementary school children.
H.R. 1218  To prevent potential abuses of electronic monitoring in the

workplace.
H.R. 1237  To amend the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 to clarify the

application of such Act, and for other purposes.
H.R. 1254  To provide for the establishment of the Margaret Walker

Alexander National African-American Research Center.
H.R. 1270  To strengthen the family structure of the United States by provid-

ing protection for eligible individuals who leave employment for a legitimate
family purpose, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1503  To facilitate capital financing for historically Black colleges and
universities.

H.R. 1573  To amend the amount of grants received under chapter 1 of title
I of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965.

H.R. 1755  To repeal the Act of March 3, 1931 (known as the Davis-Bacon
Act).

H.R. 2336  To establish a higher education loan program in which a borrower's
annual repayment obligation is dependent upon both postschool income level
and borrowing history, and for other purposes.

H.R. 3555  To repeal and prohibit all exemptions, privileges and gratuities for
members of the U.S. House of Representatives and the U.S. Senate.

H.R. 4338  To suspend certain compliance and accountability measures under
the National School Lunch Act.

H.R. 5936  To contain health care costs and improve access to health care
through accountable health plans and managed competition, and for other
purposes.

H.Res. 201  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives that the
people of the United States should recognize ”An Artistic Discovery”, the
Congressional High School Art Competition.

H.Con.Res. 92  Expressing the sense of Congress with respect to certain reg-
ulations of the Occupational Safety and Health Administration.

H.Con.Res. 161  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the American
public should observe the 100th anniversary of moviemaking and recognize
the contributions of the American Film Institute in advocating and preserving
the art of film.

REED, Jack of Rhode Island

H.R. 1  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to restore and strengthen civil
rights laws that ban discrimination in employment, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2  To entitle employees to family leave in certain cases involving a birth,
an adoption, or a serious health condition and to temporary medical leave in
certain cases involving a serious health condition, with adequate protection
of the employees employment and benefit rights, and to establish a com-
mission to study ways of providing salary replacement for employees who
take any such leave.

H.R. 5  To amend the National Labor Relations Act and the Railway Labor
Act to prevent discrimination based on participation in labor disputes.

H.R. 500  To require the Secretary of the Treasury to mint coins in com-
memoration of the quincentenary of the discovery of America by Christopher
Columbus and to establish the Christopher Columbus Fellowship Foundation.

H.R. 812  To establish a program of grants for the provision of coordinated
educational support services to at-risk youth.

H.R. 1126  To extend the coverage of certain Federal labor laws to foreign
flagships.

H.R. 1218  To prevent potential abuses of electronic monitoring in the
workplace.

H.R. 1285  To resolve legal and technical issues relating to Federal
postsecondary student assistance programs and to prevent undue burdens on
participants in Operation Desert Storm, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1364  To amend the Job Corps provisions of the Job Training Partnership
Act.

H.R. 1502  To combat violence and crimes against women on the streets and
in homes.

H.R. 1504  To authorize a National Conference on Aging.
H.R. 1524  To establish programs to promote increased access to higher edu-

cation through early intervention counseling and financial aid information.
H.R. 1633  To assist in implementing the Plan of Action adopted by the World

Summit for Children.
H.R. 1739  To amend the Older Americans Act of 1965 to expand the pre-

ventive health services program to include disease prevention and health
promotion services, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2258  To help end hunger and human want.
H.R. 2313  To amend the School Dropout Demonstration Assistance Act of

1988 to extend authorization of appropriations through fiscal year 1993 and
for other purposes.

H.R. 2331  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to permit less-than-
half-time students to obtain Pell Grants.

H.R. 2561  To remove the barrier to access for middle income students to
Federal student financial aid programs, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2782  To amend the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974
to provide that such Act does not preempt certain State laws.

H.R. 3078 *  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to exclude the value
of personal residences and family farms from the calculation of expected
family contributions for student aid programs.

H.R. 3160  To revise the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970.
H.R. 3181  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 in order to assist and

improve college and university libraries in the United States.
H.R. 3274 *  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to student aid cal-

culations from being based on assets in accounts that have been frozen by
State action, and for other purposes.

H.R. 3275 *  To amend the Higher Act of 1965 to require special consideration
in student aid decisions for students from families whose assets have been
restricted because of bank and credit union failures.

H.R. 3279  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to increase the
amount of Pell Grants for needy students, and for other purposes.

H.R. 3329 *  To amend subpart 4 of part A of title IV of the Higher Education
Act of 1965 to encourage more efficient and effective administration of the
TRIO programs by mandating a 5-year grant cycle; requiring adequate notice
of the success or failure of grant applications; encouraging coordination
among institutional, State, and Federal programs for disadvantaged students;
strengthening early identification efforts; and continuing the authorization
of appropriations for the programs.

H.R. 3393  To amend the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 and the Social Se-
curity Act to provide for health insurance coverage for pregnant women and
children through employment-based insurance and through a State-based
health plan.

H.R. 3526  To ensure economic equity for American women and their families
and to respond to the need to revitalize the American economy by expanding
employment opportunities; improving access to funds for women business
owners; enhancing economic justice for women through pay equity, im-
proved child support enforcement, and benefits for part-time workers; and
providing economic and retirement security for women as workers and as
divorced or surviving spouses.

H.R. 3548  To improve the quality of education by providing incentive grants
and by certain other methods.

H.R. 3553  To amend and extend the Higher Education Act of 1965.
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H.R. 4277  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to delete certain re-
quirements relating to the guaranteed student loan program.

H.R. 4338  To suspend certain compliance and accountability measures under
the National School Lunch Act.

H.R. 4471  To amend and extend the Higher Education Act of 1965.
H.R. 4822  To make appropriations to begin a phase-in toward full funding

of the special supplemental food program for women, infants, and children
(WIC) and of Head Start programs, to expand the Job Corps program, and
for other purposes.

H.R. 5017  To amend the Job Training Partnership Act to provide employment
and training assistance to workers in substantially and seriously affected de-
fense communities.

H.R. 5165  To improve educational effectiveness by establishing a flexibility
demonstration program.

H.R. 6173 *  To provide for elementary and secondary school library media
resources, technology enhancement, training and improvement.

H.Res. 201  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives that the
people of the United States should recognize ”An Artistic Discovery”, the
Congressional High School Art Competition.

H.Res. 284  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives that there
is a need for a comprehensive, coordinated strategy to help the United States
achieve its goal of being the strongest Nation on Earth economically and
militarily, so that it remain the greatest Nation in support of human dignity,
freedom, and democratic ideals.

H.Con.Res. 161  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the American
public should observe the 100th anniversary of moviemaking and recognize
the contributions of the American Film Institute in advocating and preserving
the art of film.

H.Con.Res. 282  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the Low Income
Home Energy Assistance Program should be funded for fiscal year 1993 at
a level greater than or equal to its funding for fiscal year 1992.

REGULA, Ralph of Ohio

H.R. 123  To amend title 4, United States Code, to declare English as the of-
ficial language of the United States.

H.R. 500  To require the Secretary of the Treasury to mint coins in com-
memoration of the quincentenary of the discovery of America by Christopher
Columbus and to establish the Christopher Columbus Fellowship Foundation.

H.R. 1154  To establish programs to improve foreign language instruction and
to amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 in order to promote equal access
to opportunities to study abroad, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1960  To direct the Secretary of the Interior to construct a National
Training Center at the National Afro-American Museum and Cultural Center
and for other purposes.

H.R. 2460  To help the Nation achieve the National Education Goals by sup-
porting the creation of a new generation of American Schools in communities
across the country; rewarding schools that demonstrate outstanding gains in
student performance and other progress toward the National Education
Goals; creating academies to improve leadership and core-course teaching in
schools nationwide; supporting State and local efforts to attract qualified in-
dividuals to teaching and educational administration; providing States and
localities with statutory and regulatory flexibility in exchange for greater
accountability for student learning; encouraging, testing, and evaluating ed-
ucational choice programs; increasing the potential usefulness of the National
Assessment of Education Progress to State and local decision-makers; ex-
panding Federal support for literacy improvements; and for other purposes.

H.R. 2620  To amend the National Labor Relations Act to prevent discrimi-
nation based on participation in an economic strike.

H.R. 2918  Entitled the ”Collective Bargaining Protection Act”.
H.R. 3470  To enhance America's global competitiveness by fostering a high

skills, high quality, high performance workforce, and for other purposes.
H.R. 3584  To amend Chapter 11 of the Bankruptcy Act of 1978 to ensure the

continuation of health and follow-on benefits of debtor pension plans.
H.R. 4338  To suspend certain compliance and accountability measures under

the National School Lunch Act.

H.R. 5046 *  To amend the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 to allow individ-
uals a deduction from gross income for contributions to health services
savings account; to amend the Social Security Act to provide for universal
coverage of basic health needs for all Americans' to expand Medicare to in-
clude preventive and long-term care services; and for other purposes.

H.R. 5946 *  To amend the National Literacy Act of 1991 to establish in the
Department of Labor an Office of Workplace Education to provide
workplace education services to small businesses and to provide grants to
States to improve the productivity of those businesses.

H.Res. 201  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives that the
people of the United States should recognize ”An Artistic Discovery”, the
Congressional High School Art Competition.

H.Con.Res. 92  Expressing the sense of Congress with respect to certain reg-
ulations of the Occupational Safety and Health Administration.

REID, Harry of Nevada

S. 353  To require the Director of the National Institute for Occupational
Safety and Health to conduct a study of the prevalence and issues related to
contamination of workers' homes with hazardous chemicals and substances
transported from their workplace and to issue or report on regulations to
prevent or mitigate the future contamination of workers' homes, and for other
purposes.

S. 455  To authorize a national program to reduce the threat to human health
posed by exposure to contaminants in the air indoors.

S.Con.Res. 17  Expressing the sense of Congress with respect to certain reg-
ulations of the Occupational Safety and Health Administration.

RHODES, John J. III of Arizona

H.R. 812  To establish a program of grants for the provision of coordinated
educational support services to at-risk youth.

H.R. 1237  To amend the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 to clarify the
application of such Act, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1375  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to strengthen protections
against discrimination in employment, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1755  To repeal the Act of March 3, 1931 (known as the Davis-Bacon
Act).

H.R. 2363  To amend the provisions of the Higher Education Act of 1965
relating to treatment by campus officials of sexual assault victims.

H.R. 2460  To help the Nation achieve the National Education Goals by sup-
porting the creation of a new generation of American Schools in communities
across the country; rewarding schools that demonstrate outstanding gains in
student performance and other progress toward the National Education
Goals; creating academies to improve leadership and core-course teaching in
schools nationwide; supporting State and local efforts to attract qualified in-
dividuals to teaching and educational administration; providing States and
localities with statutory and regulatory flexibility in exchange for greater
accountability for student learning; encouraging, testing, and evaluating ed-
ucational choice programs; increasing the potential usefulness of the National
Assessment of Education Progress to State and local decision-makers; ex-
panding Federal support for literacy improvements; and for other purposes.

H.R. 2943  To require the Secretary of Education to evaluate programs pro-
viding disadvantaged children with guaranties of postsecondary education
assistance, and for other purposes.

H.R. 3192 *  To alleviate burdens imposed upon educational agencies and
institutions by the Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act of 1974 with
respect to the maintenance of records by campus law enforcement units.

H.R. 3268  To establish the Morris K. Udall Scholarship and Excellence in
National Environmental Policy Foundation, and for other purposes.

H.R. 3400  To provide an emergency unemployment compensation program.
H.R. 3437  To require the Secretary of Education to submit to Congress a re-

port on the use of Pell Grants by prisoners.
H.R. 3439  To improve immigration law enforcement.
H.R. 3734  To make applicable to the Congress certain laws relating to the

terms and conditions of employment, the health and safety of employees, and
the rights and responsibilities of employers and employees, and for other
purposes.
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H.R. 4185  Entitled, ”The Morris K. Udall Scholarship and Excellence in
National Environmental and Native American Public Policy Act of 1992”.

H.R. 4338  To suspend certain compliance and accountability measures under
the National School Lunch Act.

H.R. 4929  To provide incentives for certain voluntarily separated military
personnel to become elementary and secondary school teachers.

H.R. 5109  To assist community, business, and worker readjustment required
as a result of the closure of military installations and reductions in defense
spending.

H.R. 5109  To assist community, business, and worker readjustment required
as a result of the closure of military installations and reductions in defense
spending.

H.R. 5220  To promote youth apprenticeship, and for other purposes.
H.R. 5325  To improve access to health insurance and contain health care

costs, and for other purposes.
H.R. 5850  To amend the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 to ensure that

inmates are not treated as employees for purposes of such Act.
H.Con.Res. 92  Expressing the sense of Congress with respect to certain reg-

ulations of the Occupational Safety and Health Administration.

RICHARDSON, Bill of New Mexico

H.R. 1  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to restore and strengthen civil
rights laws that ban discrimination in employment, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2  To entitle employees to family leave in certain cases involving a birth,
an adoption, or a serious health condition and to temporary medical leave in
certain cases involving a serious health condition, with adequate protection
of the employees employment and benefit rights, and to establish a com-
mission to study ways of providing salary replacement for employees who
take any such leave.

H.R. 5  To amend the National Labor Relations Act and the Railway Labor
Act to prevent discrimination based on participation in labor disputes.

H.R. 385  To provide financial assistance for programs for the prevention,
identification, and treatment of elder abuse, neglect, and exploitation, to es-
tablish a National Center on Elder Abuse, and for other purposes.

H.R. 500  To require the Secretary of the Treasury to mint coins in com-
memoration of the quincentenary of the discovery of America by Christopher
Columbus and to establish the Christopher Columbus Fellowship Foundation.

H.R. 501  To authorize the Secretary of Housing and Urban Development to
provide grants to urban and rural communities for training economically
disadvantaged youth in education and employment skills and to expand the
supply of housing for homeless and economically disadvantaged individuals
and families.

H.R. 821 *  To provide for the cancellation of a portion of the direct student
loans of members of the Armed Forces who serve in a combat zone in con-
nection with the Persian Gulf conflict and to require the restoration of edu-
cational benefits and tuition reimbursement for those members of the Armed
Forces who are unable to pursue studies because of military commitments.

H.R. 840  To improve counseling services for elementary school children.
H.R. 907  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to permit alternative

methods for qualifying ”ability-to-benefit” students for Federal student fi-
nancial aid.

H.R. 908  To amend title 38, United States Code, and other provisions of law
to provide improved benefits and services for military personnel who serve
during the Persian Gulf War, including particularly benefits and services for
members of the National Guard and Reserve components, and for other
purposes.

H.R. 1059  To amend section 311 of the Older Americans Act of 1965 to re-
quire the Secretary of Agriculture to provide assistance for 2 meals served
daily per person.

H.R. 1063  To amend the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970 to es-
tablish an Office of Construction Safety, Health, and Education, to improve
inspections, investigations, reporting, and recordkeeping on construction
sites, to require the appointment of project constructors to monitor safety on
construction sites, to require construction employers to establish safety and
health programs, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1154  To establish programs to improve foreign language instruction and
to amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 in order to promote equal access
to opportunities to study abroad, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1237  To amend the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 to clarify the
application of such Act, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1254  To provide for the establishment of the Margaret Walker
Alexander National African-American Research Center.

H.R. 1430  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and the Fair Housing Act
to prohibit discrimination on the basis of affectional or sexual orientation,
and for other purposes.

H.R. 1502  To combat violence and crimes against women on the streets and
in homes.

H.R. 1573  To amend the amount of grants received under chapter 1 of title
I of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965.

H.R. 1633  To assist in implementing the Plan of Action adopted by the World
Summit for Children.

H.R. 1987  To amend the Act of March 3, 1931 (known as the Davis-Bacon
Act), to revise the standard for coverage under that Act, and for other pur-
poses.

H.R. 2009 *  To establish a mechanism for making grants to tribes to admin-
ister a postsecondary grant program for Indian students, and for other pur-
poses.

H.R. 2561  To remove the barrier to access for middle income students to
Federal student financial aid programs, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2782  To amend the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974
to provide that such Act does not preempt certain State laws.

H.R. 2821 *  To allow Indian tribes to condition provision of tribal education
funds to maximize availability of human resources in critical areas of need
of tribal members.

H.R. 3046  To exempt from the antitrust laws certain conduct engaged in by
the National Collegiate Athletic Association (NCAA) jointly with member
institutions for the purpose of allowing the NCAA exclusively to negotiate
certain contracts, and for other purposes.

H.R. 3098  To improve the college participation rates of groups underserved
by institutions of higher education and for other purposes.

H.R. 3362  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to establish programs
for minority foreign service professional development.

H.R. 3366  To repeal provisions of law regarding employer sanctions and
unfair immigration-related employment practices, to strengthen enforcement
of laws regarding illegal entry into the United States, and for other purposes.

H.R. 3553  To amend and extend the Higher Education Act of 1965.
H.R. 3613  To amend title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and the Age

Discrimination in Employment Act of 1967 to improve the effectiveness of
administrative review of employment discrimination claims made by Federal
employees; and for other purposes.

H.R. 3748  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1991 with respect to the appli-
cation of such Act.

H.R. 3908  To provide compensation and health reinsurance benefits to em-
ployees at Department of Energy defense nuclear facilities for injuries caused
by exposure to ionizing radiation and to ensure fair treatment of employees
during modernization and reconfiguration of such facilities, and for other
purposes.

H.R. 3975  To amend section 1977A of the Revised Statutes to equalize the
remedies available to all victims of intentional employment discrimination,
and for other purposes.

H.R. 4076  To assure an equal opportunity for a quality education for all
children, and for other purposes.

H.R. 4300  To amend the Stewart B. McKinney Homeless Assistance Act to
extend programs providing urgently needed assistance for the homeless, and
for other purposes.

H.R. 4338  To suspend certain compliance and accountability measures under
the National School Lunch Act.

H.R. 4518  To amend the Department of Education Organization Act to create
the position of Assistant Secretary of Education for Bilingual Education and
Minority Languages Affairs and for other purposes.

H.R. 4822  To make appropriations to begin a phase-in toward full funding
of the special supplemental food program for women, infants, and children
(WIC) and of Head Start programs, to expand the Job Corps program, and
for other purposes.
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H.R. 5083  To amend the Act of September 30, 1950 to provide that amounts
appropriated under such Act for purposes of making payments to local edu-
cational agencies on behalf of children who are dependents of a parent or
parents on active duty in the armed forces shall be considered national de-
fense functions for budget purposes.

H.R. 5407 *  To establish in the Department of Labor the United States Boxing
Commission to develop minimum Federal boxing standards applicable to the
conduct of professional boxing, and for other purposes.

H.R. 5813  To establish in the Department of Labor a Federal Boxing Com-
mission, and for other purposes.

H.Res. 201  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives that the
people of the United States should recognize ”An Artistic Discovery”, the
Congressional High School Art Competition.

H.Res. 284  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives that there
is a need for a comprehensive, coordinated strategy to help the United States
achieve its goal of being the strongest Nation on Earth economically and
militarily, so that it remain the greatest Nation in support of human dignity,
freedom, and democratic ideals.

H.Con.Res. 92  Expressing the sense of Congress with respect to certain reg-
ulations of the Occupational Safety and Health Administration.

H.Con.Res. 161  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the American
public should observe the 100th anniversary of moviemaking and recognize
the contributions of the American Film Institute in advocating and preserving
the art of film.

H.Con.Res. 282  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the Low Income
Home Energy Assistance Program should be funded for fiscal year 1993 at
a level greater than or equal to its funding for fiscal year 1992.

RIDGE, Thomas J. of Pennsylvania

H.R. 500  To require the Secretary of the Treasury to mint coins in com-
memoration of the quincentenary of the discovery of America by Christopher
Columbus and to establish the Christopher Columbus Fellowship Foundation.

H.R. 751  To enhance the literacy and basic skills of adults, to ensure that all
adults in the United States acquire the basic skills necessary to function ef-
fectively and achieve the greatest possible opportunity in their work and in
their lives, and to strengthen and coordinate adult literacy programs.

H.R. 1126  To extend the coverage of certain Federal labor laws to foreign
flagships.

H.R. 1375  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to strengthen protections
against discrimination in employment, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1987  To amend the Act of March 3, 1931 (known as the Davis-Bacon
Act), to revise the standard for coverage under that Act, and for other pur-
poses.

H.R. 2363  To amend the provisions of the Higher Education Act of 1965
relating to treatment by campus officials of sexual assault victims.

H.R. 2460  To help the Nation achieve the National Education Goals by sup-
porting the creation of a new generation of American Schools in communities
across the country; rewarding schools that demonstrate outstanding gains in
student performance and other progress toward the National Education
Goals; creating academies to improve leadership and core-course teaching in
schools nationwide; supporting State and local efforts to attract qualified in-
dividuals to teaching and educational administration; providing States and
localities with statutory and regulatory flexibility in exchange for greater
accountability for student learning; encouraging, testing, and evaluating ed-
ucational choice programs; increasing the potential usefulness of the National
Assessment of Education Progress to State and local decision-makers; ex-
panding Federal support for literacy improvements; and for other purposes.

H.R. 2620  To amend the National Labor Relations Act to prevent discrimi-
nation based on participation in an economic strike.

H.R. 2782  To amend the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974
to provide that such Act does not preempt certain State laws.

H.R. 2918 *  Entitled the ”Collective Bargaining Protection Act”.
H.R. 3555  To repeal and prohibit all exemptions, privileges and gratuities for

members of the U.S. House of Representatives and the U.S. Senate.

H.R. 3843  To amend the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974
and title 11, United States Code, to protect the single-employer plan termi-
nation insurance program by clarifying the status of claims of the Pension
Benefit Guaranty Corporation and the treatment of pension plans in bank-
ruptcy proceedings, and for other purposes.

H.R. 4259  To amend title I of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 to provide each
individual with handicaps who is eligible for services under such title with
the right to select the entities that are to provide services pursuant to the in-
dividualized written rehabilitation program developed for the individual.

H.R. 4595  To encourage institutions of higher education to use Federal re-
search and development funding for the support of American students, and
for other purposes.

H.Res. 201  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives that the
people of the United States should recognize ”An Artistic Discovery”, the
Congressional High School Art Competition.

H.Con.Res. 92  Expressing the sense of Congress with respect to certain reg-
ulations of the Occupational Safety and Health Administration.

H.Con.Res. 282 *  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the Low Income
Home Energy Assistance Program should be funded for fiscal year 1993 at
a level greater than or equal to its funding for fiscal year 1992.

RIEGLE, Donald W. Jr. of Michigan

S.Con.Res. 17  Expressing the sense of Congress with respect to certain reg-
ulations of the Occupational Safety and Health Administration.

RIGGS, Frank D. of California

H.R. 500  To require the Secretary of the Treasury to mint coins in com-
memoration of the quincentenary of the discovery of America by Christopher
Columbus and to establish the Christopher Columbus Fellowship Foundation.

H.R. 840  To improve counseling services for elementary school children.
H.R. 907  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to permit alternative

methods for qualifying ”ability-to-benefit” students for Federal student fi-
nancial aid.

H.R. 1237  To amend the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 to clarify the
application of such Act, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1633  To assist in implementing the Plan of Action adopted by the World
Summit for Children.

H.R. 1753  To establish grant programs and provide other forms of Federal
assistance to pregnant women, children in need of adoptive families, and
individuals and families adopting children.

H.R. 1755  To repeal the Act of March 3, 1931 (known as the Davis-Bacon
Act).

H.R. 2040  To establish certain programs regarding adoption, and for other
purposes.

H.R. 2336  To establish a higher education loan program in which a borrower's
annual repayment obligation is dependent upon both postschool income level
and borrowing history, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2460  To help the Nation achieve the National Education Goals by sup-
porting the creation of a new generation of American Schools in communities
across the country; rewarding schools that demonstrate outstanding gains in
student performance and other progress toward the National Education
Goals; creating academies to improve leadership and core-course teaching in
schools nationwide; supporting State and local efforts to attract qualified in-
dividuals to teaching and educational administration; providing States and
localities with statutory and regulatory flexibility in exchange for greater
accountability for student learning; encouraging, testing, and evaluating ed-
ucational choice programs; increasing the potential usefulness of the National
Assessment of Education Progress to State and local decision-makers; ex-
panding Federal support for literacy improvements; and for other purposes.

H.R. 2523  To ensure the competitiveness of the United States in the world
economy.

H.R. 2689  To make grants for demonstration and evaluation of educational
programs that improve educational opportunities of children by providing
parents and children with a choice in education.

H.R. 2751  To establish the National Commission on American Labor Law.
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H.R. 2810  To expand the nation's drug treatment capacity, promote drug-free
and safe schools, require Statewide drug abuse prevention and treatment
plans, and ensure that new Federal grant dollars provided for treatment ser-
vices do not displace State dollars.

H.R. 2943  To require the Secretary of Education to evaluate programs pro-
viding disadvantaged children with guaranties of postsecondary education
assistance, and for other purposes.

H.R. 3102  To amend section 520 of the Cranston-Gonzalez National Afford-
able Housing Act to authorize the Secretary of Housing and Urban Devel-
opment to make grants to establish midnight basketball league training and
partnership programs incorporating employment counseling, job-training, and
other educational activities for residents of public housing and federally as-
sisted housing.

H.R. 3439  To improve immigration law enforcement.
H.R. 3555  To repeal and prohibit all exemptions, privileges and gratuities for

members of the U.S. House of Representatives and the U.S. Senate.
H.R. 3588  To provide emergency unemployment compensation on a pay-as-

you-go basis.
H.R. 3734  To make applicable to the Congress certain laws relating to the

terms and conditions of employment, the health and safety of employees, and
the rights and responsibilities of employers and employees, and for other
purposes.

H.R. 4305  To amend the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 to permit State
and local agencies to adopt flexible and compressed work schedules.

H.R. 4338  To suspend certain compliance and accountability measures under
the National School Lunch Act.

H.R. 5167  To reduce the amounts appropriated to the Department of Educa-
tion to increase grants to State and local educational agencies and to reduce
the Federal budget deficit.

H.R. 5325  To improve access to health insurance and contain health care
costs, and for other purposes.

H.R. 5960  To prevent and punish sexual violence and domestic violence, to
assist and protect the victims of such violence, to assist State and local ef-
forts, and for other purposes.

H.Res. 201  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives that the
people of the United States should recognize ”An Artistic Discovery”, the
Congressional High School Art Competition.

H.Con.Res. 92  Expressing the sense of Congress with respect to certain reg-
ulations of the Occupational Safety and Health Administration.

H.Con.Res. 102  Expressing the sense of the Congress regarding admissions
of minority students to institutions of higher education.

H.Con.Res. 161  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the American
public should observe the 100th anniversary of moviemaking and recognize
the contributions of the American Film Institute in advocating and preserving
the art of film.

H.Con.Res. 282  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the Low Income
Home Energy Assistance Program should be funded for fiscal year 1993 at
a level greater than or equal to its funding for fiscal year 1992.

RINALDO, Matthew J. of New Jersey

H.R. 1  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to restore and strengthen civil
rights laws that ban discrimination in employment, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2  To entitle employees to family leave in certain cases involving a birth,
an adoption, or a serious health condition and to temporary medical leave in
certain cases involving a serious health condition, with adequate protection
of the employees employment and benefit rights, and to establish a com-
mission to study ways of providing salary replacement for employees who
take any such leave.

H.R. 5  To amend the National Labor Relations Act and the Railway Labor
Act to prevent discrimination based on participation in labor disputes.

H.R. 500  To require the Secretary of the Treasury to mint coins in com-
memoration of the quincentenary of the discovery of America by Christopher
Columbus and to establish the Christopher Columbus Fellowship Foundation.

H.R. 908  To amend title 38, United States Code, and other provisions of law
to provide improved benefits and services for military personnel who serve
during the Persian Gulf War, including particularly benefits and services for
members of the National Guard and Reserve components, and for other
purposes.

H.R. 1190  To establish a system for identifying, notifying, and preventing
illness and death among workers who are at increased or high risk of occu-
pational disease, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1502  To combat violence and crimes against women on the streets and
in homes.

H.R. 1633  To assist in implementing the Plan of Action adopted by the World
Summit for Children.

H.R. 1753  To establish grant programs and provide other forms of Federal
assistance to pregnant women, children in need of adoptive families, and
individuals and families adopting children.

H.R. 2363  To amend the provisions of the Higher Education Act of 1965
relating to treatment by campus officials of sexual assault victims.

H.R. 2782  To amend the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974
to provide that such Act does not preempt certain State laws.

H.R. 2810  To expand the nation's drug treatment capacity, promote drug-free
and safe schools, require Statewide drug abuse prevention and treatment
plans, and ensure that new Federal grant dollars provided for treatment ser-
vices do not displace State dollars.

H.R. 2875  To alleviate burdens imposed upon educational agencies and in-
stitutions by the Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act of 1974 with
respect to the maintenances of records by campus law enforcement units.

H.R. 3210  To amend title IV of the Employee Retirement Income Security
Act of 1974 to ensure protection of pension plan benefit liabilities subject to
distribution in the form of irrevocable commitments purchased from insurers
upon the standard termination of such plans.

H.R. 3555  To repeal and prohibit all exemptions, privileges and gratuities for
members of the U.S. House of Representatives and the U.S. Senate.

H.R. 3586 *  To improve supervision of Government Sponsored Enterprises.
H.R. 5230  To enhance United States competitiveness by strengthening the

Nation's technology base, promoting investment in United States technology,
supporting manufacturing infrastructure development, enhancing the tech-
nology skills of American workers, and reorienting defense spending to
support American competitiveness, and for other purposes.

H.Con.Res. 92  Expressing the sense of Congress with respect to certain reg-
ulations of the Occupational Safety and Health Administration.

H.Con.Res. 161  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the American
public should observe the 100th anniversary of moviemaking and recognize
the contributions of the American Film Institute in advocating and preserving
the art of film.

H.Con.Res. 282  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the Low Income
Home Energy Assistance Program should be funded for fiscal year 1993 at
a level greater than or equal to its funding for fiscal year 1992.

RITTER, Don of Pennsylvania

H.R. 123  To amend title 4, United States Code, to declare English as the of-
ficial language of the United States.

H.R. 500  To require the Secretary of the Treasury to mint coins in com-
memoration of the quincentenary of the discovery of America by Christopher
Columbus and to establish the Christopher Columbus Fellowship Foundation.

H.R. 2116  To suspend Federal education benefits to individuals convicted of
drug offenses.

H.R. 2336  To establish a higher education loan program in which a borrower's
annual repayment obligation is dependent upon both postschool income level
and borrowing history, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2363  To amend the provisions of the Higher Education Act of 1965
relating to treatment by campus officials of sexual assault victims.

H.R. 2460  To help the Nation achieve the National Education Goals by sup-
porting the creation of a new generation of American Schools in communities
across the country; rewarding schools that demonstrate outstanding gains in
student performance and other progress toward the National Education
Goals; creating academies to improve leadership and core-course teaching in
schools nationwide; supporting State and local efforts to attract qualified in-
dividuals to teaching and educational administration; providing States and
localities with statutory and regulatory flexibility in exchange for greater
accountability for student learning; encouraging, testing, and evaluating ed-
ucational choice programs; increasing the potential usefulness of the National
Assessment of Education Progress to State and local decision-makers; ex-
panding Federal support for literacy improvements; and for other purposes.
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H.R. 2620  To amend the National Labor Relations Act to prevent discrimi-
nation based on participation in an economic strike.

H.R. 2810  To expand the nation's drug treatment capacity, promote drug-free
and safe schools, require Statewide drug abuse prevention and treatment
plans, and ensure that new Federal grant dollars provided for treatment ser-
vices do not displace State dollars.

H.R. 3439  To improve immigration law enforcement.
H.R. 4294  To make applicable to the Congress certain laws relating to the

terms and conditions of employment, the health and safety of employees, and
the rights and responsibilities of employers and employees; and to repeal and
prohibit certain privileges and gratuities for Members of the United States
House of Representatives and for other purposes.

H.R. 5325  To improve access to health insurance and contain health care
costs, and for other purposes.

H.R. 5664  To encourage, assist, and evaluate educational choice programs,
and for other purposes.

H.Res. 201  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives that the
people of the United States should recognize ”An Artistic Discovery”, the
Congressional High School Art Competition.

H.Con.Res. 92  Expressing the sense of Congress with respect to certain reg-
ulations of the Occupational Safety and Health Administration.

H.Con.Res. 102  Expressing the sense of the Congress regarding admissions
of minority students to institutions of higher education.

H.Con.Res. 161  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the American
public should observe the 100th anniversary of moviemaking and recognize
the contributions of the American Film Institute in advocating and preserving
the art of film.

ROBB, Charles of Virginia

S.Con.Res. 44  Expressing the sense of Congress that the American public
should observe the 100th anniversary of moviemaking and recognize the
contributions of the American Film Institute in advocating and preserving the
art of film.

ROBERTS, Pat of Kansas

H.R. 123  To amend title 4, United States Code, to declare English as the of-
ficial language of the United States.

H.R. 500  To require the Secretary of the Treasury to mint coins in com-
memoration of the quincentenary of the discovery of America by Christopher
Columbus and to establish the Christopher Columbus Fellowship Foundation.

H.R. 1048  To establish within the Department of Education an Office of
Community Colleges.

H.R. 1237  To amend the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 to clarify the
application of such Act, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1755  To repeal the Act of March 3, 1931 (known as the Davis-Bacon
Act).

H.R. 2230  To provide incentives for physicians to practice in rural areas and
in rural medically underserved areas.

H.R. 2460  To help the Nation achieve the National Education Goals by sup-
porting the creation of a new generation of American Schools in communities
across the country; rewarding schools that demonstrate outstanding gains in
student performance and other progress toward the National Education
Goals; creating academies to improve leadership and core-course teaching in
schools nationwide; supporting State and local efforts to attract qualified in-
dividuals to teaching and educational administration; providing States and
localities with statutory and regulatory flexibility in exchange for greater
accountability for student learning; encouraging, testing, and evaluating ed-
ucational choice programs; increasing the potential usefulness of the National
Assessment of Education Progress to State and local decision-makers; ex-
panding Federal support for literacy improvements; and for other purposes.

H.R. 3285  To provide for regional energy efficient lighting education centers,
and for other purposes.

H.R. 5112  To amend the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 to provide that
an employee shall not be excluded from the minimum wage and maximum
hour exemption for certain employees because the employee is not paid on
a salary basis, and for other purposes.

H.R. 5325  To improve access to health insurance and contain health care
costs, and for other purposes.

H.Con.Res. 92  Expressing the sense of Congress with respect to certain reg-
ulations of the Occupational Safety and Health Administration.

ROCKEFELLER, Jay of West Virginia

S.Con.Res. 17  Expressing the sense of Congress with respect to certain reg-
ulations of the Occupational Safety and Health Administration.

S.Con.Res. 44  Expressing the sense of Congress that the American public
should observe the 100th anniversary of moviemaking and recognize the
contributions of the American Film Institute in advocating and preserving the
art of film.

ROE, Robert A. of New Jersey

H.R. 1  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to restore and strengthen civil
rights laws that ban discrimination in employment, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2  To entitle employees to family leave in certain cases involving a birth,
an adoption, or a serious health condition and to temporary medical leave in
certain cases involving a serious health condition, with adequate protection
of the employees employment and benefit rights, and to establish a com-
mission to study ways of providing salary replacement for employees who
take any such leave.

H.R. 5  To amend the National Labor Relations Act and the Railway Labor
Act to prevent discrimination based on participation in labor disputes.

H.R. 179  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to permit the deferral
of payments on student loans during professional internships, regardless of
duration.

H.R. 190 *  To amend section 411 of the Higher Education Act of 1965 to
exclude from eligibility calculations for basic grants the value of a family's
residence.

H.R. 327  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to delay the dis-
bursement of Pell Grants to first-year students, to make ineligible for par-
ticipation in the Pell Grant program any institution with a high default rate
on student loans, and for other purposes.

H.R. 385  To provide financial assistance for programs for the prevention,
identification, and treatment of elder abuse, neglect, and exploitation, to es-
tablish a National Center on Elder Abuse, and for other purposes.

H.R. 416 *  To amend the Older Americans Act and the Public Health Service
Act to provide expanded counseling assistance for the elderly, sick, and dis-
abled.

H.R. 441  To facilitate the economic adjustment of communities, industries,
and workers to reductions or realignments in defense or aerospace contracts,
military facilities, and arms export, and for other purposes.

H.R. 451  To amend the Black Lung Benefits Act to provide that when ben-
efits are paid for at least two years after an initial determination of eligibility
for such benefits the benefits will not be required to be repaid upon a final
determination of ineligibility for benefits, and for other purposes.

H.R. 500  To require the Secretary of the Treasury to mint coins in com-
memoration of the quincentenary of the discovery of America by Christopher
Columbus and to establish the Christopher Columbus Fellowship Foundation.

H.R. 501  To authorize the Secretary of Housing and Urban Development to
provide grants to urban and rural communities for training economically
disadvantaged youth in education and employment skills and to expand the
supply of housing for homeless and economically disadvantaged individuals
and families.

H.R. 544  To amend the National School Lunch Act to restore food supple-
ment benefits under the dependent care food program to adolescent youth.

H.R. 667  To authorize a grant to the National Writing Project.
H.R. 709  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to provide reduced

rates of interest under the Guaranteed Student Loan Program to individuals
who enter the teaching profession.

H.R. 751  To enhance the literacy and basic skills of adults, to ensure that all
adults in the United States acquire the basic skills necessary to function ef-
fectively and achieve the greatest possible opportunity in their work and in
their lives, and to strengthen and coordinate adult literacy programs.
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H.R. 775  To establish Summer Science Academies for talented students,
particularly economically disadvantaged, minority participants, and for other
purposes.

H.R. 799  To ensure that checks to pay benefits under title IV of the Federal
Mine Safety and Health Act of 1977 are delivered early if the usual delivery
date falls on a Saturday, Sunday, or holiday.

H.R. 812  To establish a program of grants for the provision of coordinated
educational support services to at-risk youth.

H.R. 908  To amend title 38, United States Code, and other provisions of law
to provide improved benefits and services for military personnel who serve
during the Persian Gulf War, including particularly benefits and services for
members of the National Guard and Reserve components, and for other
purposes.

H.R. 1059  To amend section 311 of the Older Americans Act of 1965 to re-
quire the Secretary of Agriculture to provide assistance for 2 meals served
daily per person.

H.R. 1066  To authorize a national program to reduce the threat to human
health posed by exposure to contaminants in the air indoors.

H.R. 1118  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to reduce student loan
defaults, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1149  To secure the right of women to be free of sexual harassment and
violence, to promote equal opportunity for women, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1154  To establish programs to improve foreign language instruction and
to amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 in order to promote equal access
to opportunities to study abroad, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1218  To prevent potential abuses of electronic monitoring in the
workplace.

H.R. 1254  To provide for the establishment of the Margaret Walker
Alexander National African-American Research Center.

H.R. 1388  To entitle employees to family leave for attending school activities.
H.R. 1460  Entitled ”The Food For Young Children Act”.
H.R. 1482  To amend title IV of the Higher Education Act of 1965 to allow

resident physicians to defer repayment of title IV student loans while com-
pleting accredited resident training programs.

H.R. 1502  To combat violence and crimes against women on the streets and
in homes.

H.R. 1503  To facilitate capital financing for historically Black colleges and
universities.

H.R. 1504  To authorize a National Conference on Aging.
H.R. 1524  To establish programs to promote increased access to higher edu-

cation through early intervention counseling and financial aid information.
H.R. 1633  To assist in implementing the Plan of Action adopted by the World

Summit for Children.
H.R. 1669  To provide financial assistance to eligible local educational agen-

cies to improve urban education, and for other purposes.
H.R. 1737  To amend the Older Americans Act of 1965 to provide congregate

nutrition services and intergenerational activities in elementary and second-
ary school facilities.

H.R. 1753  To establish grant programs and provide other forms of Federal
assistance to pregnant women, children in need of adoptive families, and
individuals and families adopting children.

H.R. 1822  To amend the Older Americans Community Service Employment
Act to authorize grants for the employment of older Americans in providing
child care for families with low income; and to amend title II of the Social
Security Act to exempt from the earnings test amounts earned for child care
services.

H.R. 1960  To direct the Secretary of the Interior to construct a National
Training Center at the National Afro-American Museum and Cultural Center
and for other purposes.

H.R. 2018  To amend the Older Americans Act of 1965 to require uniform
telephone listing of area agencies on aging.

H.R. 2019  To amend the Older Americans Act of 1965 to assist older indi-
viduals to avoid falling and to prevent incorrect medication and adverse drug
reactions.

H.R. 2020  To amend title III  of the Older Americans Act of 1965 with respect
to assistance to older individuals who reside in rural areas.

H.R. 2021  To amend the Older Americans Act of 1965 to require States to
appoint a State advisory body to make recommendations regarding trans-
portation services that affect older individuals; to provide for coordination
of such services; and to require the Commissioner on Aging to submit a re-
port regarding transportation services provided under such Act.

H.R. 2022  To amend the Older Americans Act of 1965 to increase efforts to
inform isolated older individuals, and older individuals who are victims of
Alzheimer's disease and related disorders, of the availability of assistance
under title III of such Act.

H.R. 2023  To amend the Older Americans Act of 1965 to authorize services
relating to the appointment and monitoring of guardians, and of represen-
tative payees, of older individuals.

H.R. 2024  To require the President to call a White House Conference on
Aging in 1993.

H.R. 2025  To amend the Older Americans Act of 1965 to require States to
expand State and community involvement in order to promote cooperative
efforts to provide community-based long-term care services to older indi-
viduals, including related services for their caregivers.

H.R. 2026  To amend the Older Americans Act of 1965 to provide supportive
services to strengthen informal caregivers who assist older individuals in
need of long-term care, to remain in private residences.

H.R. 2040  To establish certain programs regarding adoption, and for other
purposes.

H.R. 2065  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to require institutions
of higher education to disclose foreign gifts.

H.R. 2125  To establish a commission to examine the issues associated with
the teaching of values in elementary and secondary schools and to amend the
Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965 to establish a demon-
stration program of grants to innovative projects relating to civics and char-
acter values in education.

H.R. 2142  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 in order to increase
postsecondary educational opportunities for women and minorities, and for
other purposes.

H.R. 2258  To help end hunger and human want.
H.R. 2336  To establish a higher education loan program in which a borrower's

annual repayment obligation is dependent upon both postschool income level
and borrowing history, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2350  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to assure that low-
income students have the opportunity to pursue higher education, and for
other purposes.

H.R. 2363  To amend the provisions of the Higher Education Act of 1965
relating to treatment by campus officials of sexual assault victims.

H.R. 2391  To amend title III of the Older Americans Act of 1965 to authorize
States to transfer to part D not more than 50 percent of the funds allotted for
parts B and C.

H.R. 2392  To amend title III of the Older Americans Act of 1965 to authorize
appropriations for fiscal years 1992 and 1993 for consumer protection dem-
onstration projects.

H.R. 2393  To amend title III of the Older Americans Act of 1965 to expand
the preventive health services program to include disease prevention and
health promotion services.

H.R. 2394  To amend title III of the Older Americans Act of 1965 to authorize
States to transfer between parts B and C not more than 50 percent of the
funds allotted for such parts.

H.R. 2437  To amend the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 to revise and extend the
program regarding independent living services for older blind individuals.

H.R. 2495  To expand and strengthen Federal programs by providing incen-
tives to encourage individuals to enter the teaching profession, and for other
purposes.

H.R. 2561  To remove the barrier to access for middle income students to
Federal student financial aid programs, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2780  To amend the Older Americans Act of 1965 to increase the au-
thority of the Commissioner on Aging; to establish the Office on Long-Term
Care Ombudsman Programs and provide for the appointment of an Associate
Commissioner for Ombudsman Services; to enhance State long-term care
ombudsman programs; to provide financial assistance for programs relating
to elder abuse, exploitation, or neglect; and for other purposes.

H.R. 2864  To amend the Older Americans Act of 1965 to establish an elder
rights program, and for other purposes.
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H.R. 2936  To establish programs at the National Science Foundation for the
advancement of technical education and training in advanced-technology
occupations, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2967  To amend the Older Americans Act of 1965 to authorize appro-
priations for fiscal years 1992 through 1995; to authorize a 1993 National
Conference on Aging; to amend the Native Americans Programs Act of 1974
to authorize appropriations for fiscal years 1992 through 1995; and for other
purposes.

H.R. 3120  To express the sense of the Congress regarding a national agenda
for extending and improving foreign language instruction in the elementary
schools of the Nation.

H.R. 3210  To amend title IV of the Employee Retirement Income Security
Act of 1974 to ensure protection of pension plan benefit liabilities subject to
distribution in the form of irrevocable commitments purchased from insurers
upon the standard termination of such plans.

H.R. 3475  To assist business in providing women with opportunities in ap-
prenticeship and nontraditional occupations.

H.R. 3476  To establish the Commission on the Advancement of Women in
the Science and Engineering Work Forces.

H.R. 3553  To amend and extend the Higher Education Act of 1965.
H.R. 4356  To increase the safety of America's schools.
H.R. 4493  To amend the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 to authorize grants for

the provision of certain transportation services to individuals with disabilities
who hold or are seeking jobs in typical work environments, or who are re-
ceiving vocational rehabilitation services.

H.R. 4538  To provide assistance to local educational agencies for the pre-
vention and reduction of violent crime in elementary and secondary schools.

H.R. 4822  To make appropriations to begin a phase-in toward full funding
of the special supplemental food program for women, infants, and children
(WIC) and of Head Start programs, to expand the Job Corps program, and
for other purposes.

H.R. 5010  To provide for the revitalization of the United States aerospace and
other industries that have been adversely affected by defense spending re-
ductions and foreign subsidies.

H.Res. 284  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives that there
is a need for a comprehensive, coordinated strategy to help the United States
achieve its goal of being the strongest Nation on Earth economically and
militarily, so that it remain the greatest Nation in support of human dignity,
freedom, and democratic ideals.

H.Con.Res. 120  Expressing the sense of Congress that consumers should be
provided with incentives to save for long-term purposes.

H.Con.Res. 282  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the Low Income
Home Energy Assistance Program should be funded for fiscal year 1993 at
a level greater than or equal to its funding for fiscal year 1992.

ROEMER, Tim of Indiana

H.R. 1  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to restore and strengthen civil
rights laws that ban discrimination in employment, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2  To entitle employees to family leave in certain cases involving a birth,
an adoption, or a serious health condition and to temporary medical leave in
certain cases involving a serious health condition, with adequate protection
of the employees employment and benefit rights, and to establish a com-
mission to study ways of providing salary replacement for employees who
take any such leave.

H.R. 5  To amend the National Labor Relations Act and the Railway Labor
Act to prevent discrimination based on participation in labor disputes.

H.R. 656  To provide for a coordinated Federal research program to ensure
continued United States leadership in high-performance computing.

H.R. 751  To enhance the literacy and basic skills of adults, to ensure that all
adults in the United States acquire the basic skills necessary to function ef-
fectively and achieve the greatest possible opportunity in their work and in
their lives, and to strengthen and coordinate adult literacy programs.

H.R. 812  To establish a program of grants for the provision of coordinated
educational support services to at-risk youth.

H.R. 824  To provide participants in private pension plans which were termi-
nated before September 1, 1974, the nonforfeitable pension benefits which
were lost by reason of the termination, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1126  To extend the coverage of certain Federal labor laws to foreign
flagships.

H.R. 1154  To establish programs to improve foreign language instruction and
to amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 in order to promote equal access
to opportunities to study abroad, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1285  To resolve legal and technical issues relating to Federal
postsecondary student assistance programs and to prevent undue burdens on
participants in Operation Desert Storm, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2313  To amend the School Dropout Demonstration Assistance Act of
1988 to extend authorization of appropriations through fiscal year 1993 and
for other purposes.

H.R. 2331  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to permit less-than-
half-time students to obtain Pell Grants.

H.R. 2363  To amend the provisions of the Higher Education Act of 1965
relating to treatment by campus officials of sexual assault victims.

H.R. 2561  To remove the barrier to access for middle income students to
Federal student financial aid programs, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2782  To amend the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974
to provide that such Act does not preempt certain State laws.

H.R. 2819  To provide financial assistance to eligible local educational agen-
cies to improve rural education, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2936  To establish programs at the National Science Foundation for the
advancement of technical education and training in advanced-technology
occupations, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2967  To amend the Older Americans Act of 1965 to authorize appro-
priations for fiscal years 1992 through 1995; to authorize a 1993 National
Conference on Aging; to amend the Native Americans Programs Act of 1974
to authorize appropriations for fiscal years 1992 through 1995; and for other
purposes.

H.R. 3279 *   To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to increase the
amount of Pell Grants for needy students, and for other purposes.

H.R. 3329  To amend subpart 4 of part A of title IV of the Higher Education
Act of 1965 to encourage more efficient and effective administration of the
TRIO programs by mandating a 5-year grant cycle; requiring adequate notice
of the success or failure of grant applications; encouraging coordination
among institutional, State, and Federal programs for disadvantaged students;
strengthening early identification efforts; and continuing the authorization
of appropriations for the programs.

H.R. 3396 *  To amend title X of the Higher Education Act of 1965.
H.R. 3507  To establish programs under the Technology Administration of the

Department of Commerce, and elsewhere, to promote a skilled workforce and
United States industrial competitiveness.

H.R. 3553  To amend and extend the Higher Education Act of 1965.
H.R. 3583  To extend the statute of limitation applicable to the filing of ad-

ministrative complaints by Federal employees who allege employment dis-
crimination in violation of title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964.

H.R. 4277  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to delete certain re-
quirements relating to the guaranteed student loan program.

H.R. 4471  To amend and extend the Higher Education Act of 1965.
H.R. 4498  To establish a computer education program for certain students.
H.R. 5230  To enhance United States competitiveness by strengthening the

Nation's technology base, promoting investment in United States technology,
supporting manufacturing infrastructure development, enhancing the tech-
nology skills of American workers, and reorienting defense spending to
support American competitiveness, and for other purposes.

H.Res. 284  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives that there
is a need for a comprehensive, coordinated strategy to help the United States
achieve its goal of being the strongest Nation on Earth economically and
militarily, so that it remain the greatest Nation in support of human dignity,
freedom, and democratic ideals.

ROGERS, Harold of Kentucky

H.R. 123  To amend title 4, United States Code, to declare English as the of-
ficial language of the United States.

H.R. 327  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to delay the dis-
bursement of Pell Grants to first-year students, to make ineligible for par-
ticipation in the Pell Grant program any institution with a high default rate
on student loans, and for other purposes.
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H.R. 451  To amend the Black Lung Benefits Act to provide that when ben-
efits are paid for at least two years after an initial determination of eligibility
for such benefits the benefits will not be required to be repaid upon a final
determination of ineligibility for benefits, and for other purposes.

H.R. 709  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to provide reduced
rates of interest under the Guaranteed Student Loan Program to individuals
who enter the teaching profession.

H.R. 840  To improve counseling services for elementary school children.
H.R. 1118  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to reduce student loan

defaults, and for other purposes.
H.R. 1144  To establish a pilot program to encourage college students to serve

as mentors for disadvantaged youths.
H.R. 1237  To amend the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 to clarify the

application of such Act, and for other purposes.
H.R. 1375  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to strengthen protections

against discrimination in employment, and for other purposes.
H.R. 1524  To establish programs to promote increased access to higher edu-

cation through early intervention counseling and financial aid information.
H.R. 1573  To amend the amount of grants received under chapter 1 of title

I of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965.
H.R. 1637  To make improvements in the Black Lung Benefits Act.
H.R. 2230  To provide incentives for physicians to practice in rural areas and

in rural medically underserved areas.
H.R. 2819  To provide financial assistance to eligible local educational agen-

cies to improve rural education, and for other purposes.
H.R. 2936  To establish programs at the National Science Foundation for the

advancement of technical education and training in advanced-technology
occupations, and for other purposes.

H.R. 3255  To authorize the President to seize and liquidate assets of the Iraqi
Government that have been blocked by the United States, and to authorize
the appropriation of those liquidated assets to benefit United States veterans
and small business concerns injured by deployments like Operation Desert
Storm, and for humanitarian assistance to Iraqi refuges and other persons
displaced in the Persian Gulf region as a result of the Persian Gulf conflict.

H.Con.Res. 282  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the Low Income
Home Energy Assistance Program should be funded for fiscal year 1993 at
a level greater than or equal to its funding for fiscal year 1992.

ROHRABACHER, Dana of California

H.R. 299  To amend the National Foundation of the Arts and the Humanities
Act of 1965 to abolish the National Endowment for the Arts and the National
Council on the Arts.

H.R. 1118  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to reduce student loan
defaults, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1237  To amend the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 to clarify the
application of such Act, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1755  To repeal the Act of March 3, 1931 (known as the Davis-Bacon
Act).

H.R. 2336  To establish a higher education loan program in which a borrower's
annual repayment obligation is dependent upon both postschool income level
and borrowing history, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2936  To establish programs at the National Science Foundation for the
advancement of technical education and training in advanced-technology
occupations, and for other purposes.

H.R. 3507  To establish programs under the Technology Administration of the
Department of Commerce, and elsewhere, to promote a skilled workforce and
United States industrial competitiveness.

H.R. 3734  To make applicable to the Congress certain laws relating to the
terms and conditions of employment, the health and safety of employees, and
the rights and responsibilities of employers and employees, and for other
purposes.

H.R. 4305  To amend the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 to permit State
and local agencies to adopt flexible and compressed work schedules.

H.R. 5167  To reduce the amounts appropriated to the Department of Educa-
tion to increase grants to State and local educational agencies and to reduce
the Federal budget deficit.

H.R. 5325  To improve access to health insurance and contain health care
costs, and for other purposes.

H.R. 5787  To repeal the Service Contract Act of 1965.
H.Con.Res. 102 *  Expressing the sense of the Congress regarding admissions

of minority students to institutions of higher education.

ROS-LEHTINEN, Ileana of Florida

H.R. 709  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to provide reduced
rates of interest under the Guaranteed Student Loan Program to individuals
who enter the teaching profession.

H.R. 907  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to permit alternative
methods for qualifying ”ability-to-benefit” students for Federal student fi-
nancial aid.

H.R. 1083  To authorize the Secretary of Education to make a grant to Stetson
University for the construction of library facilities.

H.R. 1149  To secure the right of women to be free of sexual harassment and
violence, to promote equal opportunity for women, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1254  To provide for the establishment of the Margaret Walker
Alexander National African-American Research Center.

H.R. 1669  To provide financial assistance to eligible local educational agen-
cies to improve urban education, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1753  To establish grant programs and provide other forms of Federal
assistance to pregnant women, children in need of adoptive families, and
individuals and families adopting children.

H.R. 2290  To authorize additional appropriations for the construction and
maintenance of the Mary McLeod Bethune Memorial Fine Arts Center.

H.R. 2363  To amend the provisions of the Higher Education Act of 1965
relating to treatment by campus officials of sexual assault victims.

H.R. 2437  To amend the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 to revise and extend the
program regarding independent living services for older blind individuals.

H.R. 2460  To help the Nation achieve the National Education Goals by sup-
porting the creation of a new generation of American Schools in communities
across the country; rewarding schools that demonstrate outstanding gains in
student performance and other progress toward the National Education
Goals; creating academies to improve leadership and core-course teaching in
schools nationwide; supporting State and local efforts to attract qualified in-
dividuals to teaching and educational administration; providing States and
localities with statutory and regulatory flexibility in exchange for greater
accountability for student learning; encouraging, testing, and evaluating ed-
ucational choice programs; increasing the potential usefulness of the National
Assessment of Education Progress to State and local decision-makers; ex-
panding Federal support for literacy improvements; and for other purposes.

H.R. 2938  To establish a Teacher Opportunity Corps to enable
paraprofessionals working in targeted schools to become certified teachers
through part-time and summer study.

H.R. 3098  To improve the college participation rates of groups underserved
by institutions of higher education and for other purposes.

H.R. 3353  To establish a Glass Ceiling Commission and an annual award for
promoting a more diverse skilled work force at the management and
decisionmaking levels in business, and for other purposes.

H.R. 3967  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to prohibit prison
inmates from receiving Pell Grants.

H.R. 4518  To amend the Department of Education Organization Act to create
the position of Assistant Secretary of Education for Bilingual Education and
Minority Languages Affairs and for other purposes.

H.Con.Res. 102  Expressing the sense of the Congress regarding admissions
of minority students to institutions of higher education.

ROSE, Charlie of North Carolina

H.R. 81  To amend the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 to allow individuals
to direct that part or all of their income tax refunds be contributed to a trust
fund established for the relief of domestic and international hunger, and to
establish a commission to oversee the distribution of such contributions.

H.R. 179  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to permit the deferral
of payments on student loans during professional internships, regardless of
duration.
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H.R. 386  To require the executive branch to gather and disseminate infor-
mation regarding, and to promote techniques to eliminate, discriminatory
wage-setting practices and discriminatory wage disparities which are based
on sex, race, or national origin.

H.R. 667  To authorize a grant to the National Writing Project.
H.R. 840  To improve counseling services for elementary school children.
H.R. 907  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to permit alternative

methods for qualifying ”ability-to-benefit” students for Federal student fi-
nancial aid.

H.R. 1048  To establish within the Department of Education an Office of
Community Colleges.

H.R. 1254  To provide for the establishment of the Margaret Walker
Alexander National African-American Research Center.

H.R. 1460  Entitled ”The Food For Young Children Act”.
H.R. 1502  To combat violence and crimes against women on the streets and

in homes.
H.R. 1503  To facilitate capital financing for historically Black colleges and

universities.
H.R. 1524  To establish programs to promote increased access to higher edu-

cation through early intervention counseling and financial aid information.
H.R. 1573  To amend the amount of grants received under chapter 1 of title

I of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965.
H.R. 1633  To assist in implementing the Plan of Action adopted by the World

Summit for Children.
H.R. 2230  To provide incentives for physicians to practice in rural areas and

in rural medically underserved areas.
H.R. 2437  To amend the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 to revise and extend the

program regarding independent living services for older blind individuals.
H.R. 2819  To provide financial assistance to eligible local educational agen-

cies to improve rural education, and for other purposes.
H.R. 3160  To revise the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970.
H.R. 3285  To provide for regional energy efficient lighting education centers,

and for other purposes.
H.R. 3603  To promote family preservation and the prevention of foster care

with emphasis on families where abuse of alcohol or drugs is present, and
to improve the quality and delivery of child welfare, foster care, and adoption
services.

H.R. 4338  To suspend certain compliance and accountability measures under
the National School Lunch Act.

H.Con.Res. 92  Expressing the sense of Congress with respect to certain reg-
ulations of the Occupational Safety and Health Administration.

H.Con.Res. 215  Expressing the sense of the Congress relating to paid leave
for working parents for the purpose of attending parent-teacher conferences.

ROSTENKOWSKI, Dan of Illinois

H.R. 500  To require the Secretary of the Treasury to mint coins in com-
memoration of the quincentenary of the discovery of America by Christopher
Columbus and to establish the Christopher Columbus Fellowship Foundation.

H.R. 3205 *  To amend the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 and the Social
Security Act to provide for health insurance coverage for workers and the
public in a manner that contains the costs of health care in the United States.

H.R. 3757 *  To provide a program of emergency unemployment compen-
sation, and for other purposes.

ROTH, Toby of Wisconsin

H.R. 123  To amend title 4, United States Code, to declare English as the of-
ficial language of the United States.

H.R. 500  To require the Secretary of the Treasury to mint coins in com-
memoration of the quincentenary of the discovery of America by Christopher
Columbus and to establish the Christopher Columbus Fellowship Foundation.

H.R. 1237  To amend the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 to clarify the
application of such Act, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2943  To require the Secretary of Education to evaluate programs pro-
viding disadvantaged children with guaranties of postsecondary education
assistance, and for other purposes.

H.R. 5325  To improve access to health insurance and contain health care
costs, and for other purposes.

H.Con.Res. 92  Expressing the sense of Congress with respect to certain reg-
ulations of the Occupational Safety and Health Administration.

H.Con.Res. 282  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the Low Income
Home Energy Assistance Program should be funded for fiscal year 1993 at
a level greater than or equal to its funding for fiscal year 1992.

ROTH, William V. Jr. of Delaware

S.Con.Res. 17  Expressing the sense of Congress with respect to certain reg-
ulations of the Occupational Safety and Health Administration.

ROUKEMA, Marge of New Jersey

H.R. 2  To entitle employees to family leave in certain cases involving a birth,
an adoption, or a serious health condition and to temporary medical leave in
certain cases involving a serious health condition, with adequate protection
of the employees employment and benefit rights, and to establish a com-
mission to study ways of providing salary replacement for employees who
take any such leave.

H.R. 123  To amend title 4, United States Code, to declare English as the of-
ficial language of the United States.

H.R. 327  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to delay the dis-
bursement of Pell Grants to first-year students, to make ineligible for par-
ticipation in the Pell Grant program any institution with a high default rate
on student loans, and for other purposes.

H.R. 500  To require the Secretary of the Treasury to mint coins in com-
memoration of the quincentenary of the discovery of America by Christopher
Columbus and to establish the Christopher Columbus Fellowship Foundation.

H.R. 1117 *   To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to improve needs
analysis in the student aid programs under that Act.

H.R. 1118 *  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to reduce student
loan defaults, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1237  To amend the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 to clarify the
application of such Act, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1375  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to strengthen protections
against discrimination in employment, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1633  To assist in implementing the Plan of Action adopted by the World
Summit for Children.

H.R. 2258  To help end hunger and human want.
H.R. 2363  To amend the provisions of the Higher Education Act of 1965

relating to treatment by campus officials of sexual assault victims.
H.R. 2620  To amend the National Labor Relations Act to prevent discrimi-

nation based on participation in an economic strike.
H.R. 2773  To amend title I of the Employee Retirement Income Security Act

of 1974 to set standards under such title for multiple employer welfare ar-
rangements providing health plan benefits.

H.R. 3239  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to provide more
stringent requirements for the Robert T. Stafford Student Loan Program, and
for other purposes.

H.R. 3372  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to revise the operation
of the National Student Loan Data System.

H.R. 3843  To amend the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974
and title 11, United States Code, to protect the single-employer plan termi-
nation insurance program by clarifying the status of claims of the Pension
Benefit Guaranty Corporation and the treatment of pension plans in bank-
ruptcy proceedings, and for other purposes.

H.R. 5158 *  To improve enforcement of the Employee Retirement Income
Security Act of 1974, by adding certain provisions with respect to the au-
diting of employee benefit plans.

H.R. 6091 *  To improve the interstate enforcement of child support and par-
entage court orders, and for other purposes.

H.Con.Res. 92  Expressing the sense of Congress with respect to certain reg-
ulations of the Occupational Safety and Health Administration.

H.Con.Res. 120 *  Expressing the sense of Congress that consumers should
be provided with incentives to save for long-term purposes.
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ROWLAND, J. Roy of Georgia

H.R. 123  To amend title 4, United States Code, to declare English as the of-
ficial language of the United States.

H.R. 179  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to permit the deferral
of payments on student loans during professional internships, regardless of
duration.

H.R. 500  To require the Secretary of the Treasury to mint coins in com-
memoration of the quincentenary of the discovery of America by Christopher
Columbus and to establish the Christopher Columbus Fellowship Foundation.

H.R. 557  To provide additional support for the members of the Armed Forces
participating in operations in the Persian Gulf region by improving military
personnel policies and compensation, by extending the time for performing
certain acts under the internal revenue laws, and by preserving the student
loan repayment grace period.

H.R. 812  To establish a program of grants for the provision of coordinated
educational support services to at-risk youth.

H.R. 840  To improve counseling services for elementary school children.
H.R. 908  To amend title 38, United States Code, and other provisions of law

to provide improved benefits and services for military personnel who serve
during the Persian Gulf War, including particularly benefits and services for
members of the National Guard and Reserve components, and for other
purposes.

H.R. 1237  To amend the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 to clarify the
application of such Act, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1524  To establish programs to promote increased access to higher edu-
cation through early intervention counseling and financial aid information.

H.R. 2230 *  To provide incentives for physicians to practice in rural areas
and in rural medically underserved areas.

H.R. 3625  To require the Commissioner of the Bureau of Labor Statistics to
conduct time use surveys of unremunerated work performed in the United
States and to calculate the monetary value of such work.

H.R. 4338  To suspend certain compliance and accountability measures under
the National School Lunch Act.

H.Res. 201  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives that the
people of the United States should recognize ”An Artistic Discovery”, the
Congressional High School Art Competition.

H.Res. 284  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives that there
is a need for a comprehensive, coordinated strategy to help the United States
achieve its goal of being the strongest Nation on Earth economically and
militarily, so that it remain the greatest Nation in support of human dignity,
freedom, and democratic ideals.

H.Con.Res. 92  Expressing the sense of Congress with respect to certain reg-
ulations of the Occupational Safety and Health Administration.

H.Con.Res. 161  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the American
public should observe the 100th anniversary of moviemaking and recognize
the contributions of the American Film Institute in advocating and preserving
the art of film.

ROYBAL, Edward R. of California

H.R. 1  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to restore and strengthen civil
rights laws that ban discrimination in employment, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2  To entitle employees to family leave in certain cases involving a birth,
an adoption, or a serious health condition and to temporary medical leave in
certain cases involving a serious health condition, with adequate protection
of the employees employment and benefit rights, and to establish a com-
mission to study ways of providing salary replacement for employees who
take any such leave.

H.R. 5  To amend the National Labor Relations Act and the Railway Labor
Act to prevent discrimination based on participation in labor disputes.

H.R. 179  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to permit the deferral
of payments on student loans during professional internships, regardless of
duration.

H.R. 385  To provide financial assistance for programs for the prevention,
identification, and treatment of elder abuse, neglect, and exploitation, to es-
tablish a National Center on Elder Abuse, and for other purposes.

H.R. 386  To require the executive branch to gather and disseminate infor-
mation regarding, and to promote techniques to eliminate, discriminatory
wage-setting practices and discriminatory wage disparities which are based
on sex, race, or national origin.

H.R. 441  To facilitate the economic adjustment of communities, industries,
and workers to reductions or realignments in defense or aerospace contracts,
military facilities, and arms export, and for other purposes.

H.R. 500  To require the Secretary of the Treasury to mint coins in com-
memoration of the quincentenary of the discovery of America by Christopher
Columbus and to establish the Christopher Columbus Fellowship Foundation.

H.R. 501  To authorize the Secretary of Housing and Urban Development to
provide grants to urban and rural communities for training economically
disadvantaged youth in education and employment skills and to expand the
supply of housing for homeless and economically disadvantaged individuals
and families.

H.R. 553  To repeal the testing requirements imposed on ability-to-benefit
students by the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1990.

H.R. 667  To authorize a grant to the National Writing Project.
H.R. 840  To improve counseling services for elementary school children.
H.R. 907  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to permit alternative

methods for qualifying ”ability-to-benefit” students for Federal student fi-
nancial aid.

H.R. 1059  To amend section 311 of the Older Americans Act of 1965 to re-
quire the Secretary of Agriculture to provide assistance for 2 meals served
daily per person.

H.R. 1063  To amend the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970 to es-
tablish an Office of Construction Safety, Health, and Education, to improve
inspections, investigations, reporting, and recordkeeping on construction
sites, to require the appointment of project constructors to monitor safety on
construction sites, to require construction employers to establish safety and
health programs, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1190  To establish a system for identifying, notifying, and preventing
illness and death among workers who are at increased or high risk of occu-
pational disease, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1218  To prevent potential abuses of electronic monitoring in the
workplace.

H.R. 1222  To enhance cooperation between the public and law enforcement
personnel in controlling and preventing crime and drug abuse.

H.R. 1364  To amend the Job Corps provisions of the Job Training Partnership
Act.

H.R. 1365  To amend the Job Training Partnership Act to provide for disaster
relief employment assistance.

H.R. 1430  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and the Fair Housing Act
to prohibit discrimination on the basis of affectional or sexual orientation,
and for other purposes.

H.R. 1482  To amend title IV of the Higher Education Act of 1965 to allow
resident physicians to defer repayment of title IV student loans while com-
pleting accredited resident training programs.

H.R. 1633  To assist in implementing the Plan of Action adopted by the World
Summit for Children.

H.R. 1664  To protect employees who report violations of Federal laws and
regulations.

H.R. 1669  To provide financial assistance to eligible local educational agen-
cies to improve urban education, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1960  To direct the Secretary of the Interior to construct a National
Training Center at the National Afro-American Museum and Cultural Center
and for other purposes.

H.R. 2157  To require the National Collegiate Athletic Association to provide
due process in connection with its regulatory activities affecting coaches,
players, and institutions engaged in sports in interstate commerce.

H.R. 2258  To help end hunger and human want.
H.R. 2437 *   To amend the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 to revise and extend

the program regarding independent living services for older blind individuals.
H.R. 2590  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to clarify the legality

of race-based scholarships to promote diversity.
H.R. 2780 *  To amend the Older Americans Act of 1965 to increase the au-

thority of the Commissioner on Aging; to establish the Office on Long-Term
Care Ombudsman Programs and provide for the appointment of an Associate
Commissioner for Ombudsman Services; to enhance State long-term care
ombudsman programs; to provide financial assistance for programs relating
to elder abuse, exploitation, or neglect; and for other purposes.

H.R. 2782  To amend the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974
to provide that such Act does not preempt certain State laws.

H.R. 2864 *   To amend the Older Americans Act of 1965 to establish an elder
rights program, and for other purposes.
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ROYBAL, Edward R. of California—Continued

H.R. 2967  To amend the Older Americans Act of 1965 to authorize appro-
priations for fiscal years 1992 through 1995; to authorize a 1993 National
Conference on Aging; to amend the Native Americans Programs Act of 1974
to authorize appropriations for fiscal years 1992 through 1995; and for other
purposes.

H.R. 2970  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to provide program
grants to medical and allied health professions institutions for graduate edu-
cation and training which will benefit underserved, economically disadvan-
taged communities.

H.R. 3098  To improve the college participation rates of groups underserved
by institutions of higher education and for other purposes.

H.R. 3160  To revise the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970.
H.R. 3210  To amend title IV of the Employee Retirement Income Security

Act of 1974 to ensure protection of pension plan benefit liabilities subject to
distribution in the form of irrevocable commitments purchased from insurers
upon the standard termination of such plans.

H.R. 3334  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to provide Perkins
Loan forgiveness to encourage individuals who enter the teaching profession
to teach in schools serving low-income areas.

H.R. 3362  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to establish programs
for minority foreign service professional development.

H.R. 3366 *  To repeal provisions of law regarding employer sanctions and
unfair immigration-related employment practices, to strengthen enforcement
of laws regarding illegal entry into the United States, and for other purposes.

H.R. 3526  To ensure economic equity for American women and their families
and to respond to the need to revitalize the American economy by expanding
employment opportunities; improving access to funds for women business
owners; enhancing economic justice for women through pay equity, im-
proved child support enforcement, and benefits for part-time workers; and
providing economic and retirement security for women as workers and as
divorced or surviving spouses.

H.R. 3535 *  To amend the Social Security Act to ensure, through a U.S.
Health Program and through qualified employer health plans, access for all
Americans to benefits for high quality health care and long-term care while
containing the costs of the health care system.

H.R. 3553  To amend and extend the Higher Education Act of 1965.
H.R. 3748  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1991 with respect to the appli-

cation of such Act.
H.R. 3975  To amend section 1977A of the Revised Statutes to equalize the

remedies available to all victims of intentional employment discrimination,
and for other purposes.

H.R. 4136  To revitalize the American rail car industry by the establishment
of a Federal grant and loan program for research and development, by the
creation of economic incentives to encourage investment in rail car design
and engineering activities, and by the expansion of vocational training op-
portunities in the rail car industry.

H.R. 4516  To amend title VI of the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of
1981 to establish a community services empowerment program.

H.R. 4518  To amend the Department of Education Organization Act to create
the position of Assistant Secretary of Education for Bilingual Education and
Minority Languages Affairs and for other purposes.

H.R. 4528  To amend the Job Training Partnership Act to authorize the es-
tablishment of additional Job Corps centers, and for other purposes.

H.R. 4700  To amend the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974
to require an independent audit of statements prepared by certain financial
institutions with respect to assets of employee benefit plans.

H.R. 4919  To amend title I of the Employee Retirement Income Security Act
of 1974 to clarify and improve the applicability of such title to multiple
employer welfare arrangements and employee leasing welfare arrangements
and to provide for more effective State regulation thereof.

H.R. 5407  To establish in the Department of Labor the United States Boxing
Commission to develop minimum Federal boxing standards applicable to the
conduct of professional boxing, and for other purposes.

H.Con.Res. 92  Expressing the sense of Congress with respect to certain reg-
ulations of the Occupational Safety and Health Administration.

H.Con.Res. 161  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the American
public should observe the 100th anniversary of moviemaking and recognize
the contributions of the American Film Institute in advocating and preserving
the art of film.

RUSSO, Marty of Illinois

H.R. 5  To amend the National Labor Relations Act and the Railway Labor
Act to prevent discrimination based on participation in labor disputes.

H.R. 500  To require the Secretary of the Treasury to mint coins in com-
memoration of the quincentenary of the discovery of America by Christopher
Columbus and to establish the Christopher Columbus Fellowship Foundation.

H.R. 667  To authorize a grant to the National Writing Project.
H.R. 1063  To amend the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970 to es-

tablish an Office of Construction Safety, Health, and Education, to improve
inspections, investigations, reporting, and recordkeeping on construction
sites, to require the appointment of project constructors to monitor safety on
construction sites, to require construction employers to establish safety and
health programs, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1502  To combat violence and crimes against women on the streets and
in homes.

H.R. 1669  To provide financial assistance to eligible local educational agen-
cies to improve urban education, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2157  To require the National Collegiate Athletic Association to provide
due process in connection with its regulatory activities affecting coaches,
players, and institutions engaged in sports in interstate commerce.

H.R. 2561  To remove the barrier to access for middle income students to
Federal student financial aid programs, and for other purposes.

H.R. 3160  To revise the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970.
H.R. 3680 *  To modify the tax and budget priorities of the United States, and

for other purposes.
H.R. 5800  To amend the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 and the Employee

Retirement Income Security Act of 1974 to improve pension plan funding.
H.Con.Res. 76 *  Expressing the sense of Congress that all employers, in both

the public and private sectors, should follow the example set by the city of
Chicago in adopting employment policies to assure the continuity of salaries,
wages, and other benefits for employees called to active military service as
part of Operation Desert Storm.

H.Con.Res. 92  Expressing the sense of Congress with respect to certain reg-
ulations of the Occupational Safety and Health Administration.

H.Con.Res. 161  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the American
public should observe the 100th anniversary of moviemaking and recognize
the contributions of the American Film Institute in advocating and preserving
the art of film.

H.Con.Res. 275 *  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the United States
should reduce its military expenditures and use the savings from such a re-
duction to reinvest in American economic and human resources.

SABO, Martin Olav of Minnesota

H.R. 1  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to restore and strengthen civil
rights laws that ban discrimination in employment, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2  To entitle employees to family leave in certain cases involving a birth,
an adoption, or a serious health condition and to temporary medical leave in
certain cases involving a serious health condition, with adequate protection
of the employees employment and benefit rights, and to establish a com-
mission to study ways of providing salary replacement for employees who
take any such leave.

H.R. 5  To amend the National Labor Relations Act and the Railway Labor
Act to prevent discrimination based on participation in labor disputes.

H.R. 500  To require the Secretary of the Treasury to mint coins in com-
memoration of the quincentenary of the discovery of America by Christopher
Columbus and to establish the Christopher Columbus Fellowship Foundation.

H.R. 812  To establish a program of grants for the provision of coordinated
educational support services to at-risk youth.

H.R. 1063  To amend the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970 to es-
tablish an Office of Construction Safety, Health, and Education, to improve
inspections, investigations, reporting, and recordkeeping on construction
sites, to require the appointment of project constructors to monitor safety on
construction sites, to require construction employers to establish safety and
health programs, and for other purposes.
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SABO, Martin Olav of Minnesota—Continued

H.R. 1218  To prevent potential abuses of electronic monitoring in the
workplace.

H.R. 1364  To amend the Job Corps provisions of the Job Training Partnership
Act.

H.R. 1388  To entitle employees to family leave for attending school activities.
H.R. 1430  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and the Fair Housing Act

to prohibit discrimination on the basis of affectional or sexual orientation,
and for other purposes.

H.R. 1502  To combat violence and crimes against women on the streets and
in homes.

H.R. 1633  To assist in implementing the Plan of Action adopted by the World
Summit for Children.

H.R. 2223  To amend the National Labor Relations Act to give employers and
performers in the live performing arts, rights given by section 8(e) of such
Act to employers and employees in similarly situated industries, to give such
employers and performers the same rights given by section 8(f) of such Act
to employers and employees in the construction industry, and for other pur-
poses.

H.R. 2258  To help end hunger and human want.
H.R. 2561  To remove the barrier to access for middle income students to

Federal student financial aid programs, and for other purposes.
H.R. 2782  To amend the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974

to provide that such Act does not preempt certain State laws.
H.R. 3160  To revise the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970.
H.R. 3393  To amend the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 and the Social Se-

curity Act to provide for health insurance coverage for pregnant women and
children through employment-based insurance and through a State-based
health plan.

H.R. 3526  To ensure economic equity for American women and their families
and to respond to the need to revitalize the American economy by expanding
employment opportunities; improving access to funds for women business
owners; enhancing economic justice for women through pay equity, im-
proved child support enforcement, and benefits for part-time workers; and
providing economic and retirement security for women as workers and as
divorced or surviving spouses.

H.R. 3603  To promote family preservation and the prevention of foster care
with emphasis on families where abuse of alcohol or drugs is present, and
to improve the quality and delivery of child welfare, foster care, and adoption
services.

H.R. 3975  To amend section 1977A of the Revised Statutes to equalize the
remedies available to all victims of intentional employment discrimination,
and for other purposes.

H.R. 4259  To amend title I of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 to provide each
individual with handicaps who is eligible for services under such title with
the right to select the entities that are to provide services pursuant to the in-
dividualized written rehabilitation program developed for the individual.

H.R. 4300  To amend the Stewart B. McKinney Homeless Assistance Act to
extend programs providing urgently needed assistance for the homeless, and
for other purposes.

H.R. 4338  To suspend certain compliance and accountability measures under
the National School Lunch Act.

H.R. 4528  To amend the Job Training Partnership Act to authorize the es-
tablishment of additional Job Corps centers, and for other purposes.

H.R. 4822  To make appropriations to begin a phase-in toward full funding
of the special supplemental food program for women, infants, and children
(WIC) and of Head Start programs, to expand the Job Corps program, and
for other purposes.

H.R. 5235  To provide assistance to defense contractors in diversifying into
nondefense businesses.

H.R. 5331  To authorize an endowment grant to support the establishment of
regional centers to promote locally based, volunteer-operated, private citi-
zens' scholarship programs, and for other purposes.

H.R. 5883 *  To amend the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 to increase the
minimum wage.

H.R. 6067  To amend the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 to provide that
the minimum wage rate under that Act will be indexed to the cost of living
in the same manner as Social Security benefits are indexed.

H.Con.Res. 92  Expressing the sense of Congress with respect to certain reg-
ulations of the Occupational Safety and Health Administration.

H.Con.Res. 282  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the Low Income
Home Energy Assistance Program should be funded for fiscal year 1993 at
a level greater than or equal to its funding for fiscal year 1992.

SANDERS, Bernard of Vermont

H.R. 1  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to restore and strengthen civil
rights laws that ban discrimination in employment, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2  To entitle employees to family leave in certain cases involving a birth,
an adoption, or a serious health condition and to temporary medical leave in
certain cases involving a serious health condition, with adequate protection
of the employees employment and benefit rights, and to establish a com-
mission to study ways of providing salary replacement for employees who
take any such leave.

H.R. 5  To amend the National Labor Relations Act and the Railway Labor
Act to prevent discrimination based on participation in labor disputes.

H.R. 179  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to permit the deferral
of payments on student loans during professional internships, regardless of
duration.

H.R. 260  To establish a program of grants to local educational agencies for
purposes of conducting after-school activities designed to promote learning
and finishing high school.

H.R. 292  To strengthen the authority of the Equal Employment Opportunity
Commission to enforce nondiscrimination policies in Federal employment.

H.R. 375  To amend the National School Lunch Act to extend eligibility for
the child care food program to children receiving day care services pursuant
to a State's job opportunities and basic skills training program.

H.R. 386  To require the executive branch to gather and disseminate infor-
mation regarding, and to promote techniques to eliminate, discriminatory
wage-setting practices and discriminatory wage disparities which are based
on sex, race, or national origin.

H.R. 500  To require the Secretary of the Treasury to mint coins in com-
memoration of the quincentenary of the discovery of America by Christopher
Columbus and to establish the Christopher Columbus Fellowship Foundation.

H.R. 501  To authorize the Secretary of Housing and Urban Development to
provide grants to urban and rural communities for training economically
disadvantaged youth in education and employment skills and to expand the
supply of housing for homeless and economically disadvantaged individuals
and families.

H.R. 544  To amend the National School Lunch Act to restore food supple-
ment benefits under the dependent care food program to adolescent youth.

H.R. 557  To provide additional support for the members of the Armed Forces
participating in operations in the Persian Gulf region by improving military
personnel policies and compensation, by extending the time for performing
certain acts under the internal revenue laws, and by preserving the student
loan repayment grace period.

H.R. 709  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to provide reduced
rates of interest under the Guaranteed Student Loan Program to individuals
who enter the teaching profession.

H.R. 763  To establish a program to guarantee students from selected high
schools a chance to go to college, and for other purposes.

H.R. 812  To establish a program of grants for the provision of coordinated
educational support services to at-risk youth.

H.R. 821  To provide for the cancellation of a portion of the direct student
loans of members of the Armed Forces who serve in a combat zone in con-
nection with the Persian Gulf conflict and to require the restoration of edu-
cational benefits and tuition reimbursement for those members of the Armed
Forces who are unable to pursue studies because of military commitments.

H.R. 840  To improve counseling services for elementary school children.
H.R. 906  To amend the Job Training Partnership Act to encourage a broader

range of training and job placement for women and for other purposes.
H.R. 908  To amend title 38, United States Code, and other provisions of law

to provide improved benefits and services for military personnel who serve
during the Persian Gulf War, including particularly benefits and services for
members of the National Guard and Reserve components, and for other
purposes.
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SANDERS, Bernard of Vermont—Continued

H.R. 1063  To amend the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970 to es-
tablish an Office of Construction Safety, Health, and Education, to improve
inspections, investigations, reporting, and recordkeeping on construction
sites, to require the appointment of project constructors to monitor safety on
construction sites, to require construction employers to establish safety and
health programs, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1126  To extend the coverage of certain Federal labor laws to foreign
flagships.

H.R. 1154  To establish programs to improve foreign language instruction and
to amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 in order to promote equal access
to opportunities to study abroad, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1192  To amend the provisions of the Occupational Safety and Health
Act of 1970 relating to criminal penalties, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1218  To prevent potential abuses of electronic monitoring in the
workplace.

H.R. 1388  To entitle employees to family leave for attending school activities.
H.R. 1430  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and the Fair Housing Act

to prohibit discrimination on the basis of affectional or sexual orientation,
and for other purposes.

H.R. 1460  Entitled ”The Food For Young Children Act”.
H.R. 1502  To combat violence and crimes against women on the streets and

in homes.
H.R. 1633  To assist in implementing the Plan of Action adopted by the World

Summit for Children.
H.R. 1637  To make improvements in the Black Lung Benefits Act.
H.R. 1664  To protect employees who report violations of Federal laws and

regulations.
H.R. 1669  To provide financial assistance to eligible local educational agen-

cies to improve urban education, and for other purposes.
H.R. 1694  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to ensure that title VII of

such Act applies to the employment of United States citizens by certain
employers in foreign nations.

H.R. 1987  To amend the Act of March 3, 1931 (known as the Davis-Bacon
Act), to revise the standard for coverage under that Act, and for other pur-
poses.

H.R. 2223  To amend the National Labor Relations Act to give employers and
performers in the live performing arts, rights given by section 8(e) of such
Act to employers and employees in similarly situated industries, to give such
employers and performers the same rights given by section 8(f) of such Act
to employers and employees in the construction industry, and for other pur-
poses.

H.R. 2258  To help end hunger and human want.
H.R. 2334  To further assist States in their efforts to increase awareness about

and prevent family violence and provide immediate shelter and related as-
sistance to battered women and their children.

H.R. 2363  To amend the provisions of the Higher Education Act of 1965
relating to treatment by campus officials of sexual assault victims.

H.R. 2782  To amend the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974
to provide that such Act does not preempt certain State laws.

H.R. 2819  To provide financial assistance to eligible local educational agen-
cies to improve rural education, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2970  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to provide program
grants to medical and allied health professions institutions for graduate edu-
cation and training which will benefit underserved, economically disadvan-
taged communities.

H.R. 3133  To amend the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970 to ex-
pand the rights of victims of occupational safety and health hazards, and for
other purposes.

H.R. 3160  To revise the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970.
H.R. 3329  To amend subpart 4 of part A of title IV of the Higher Education

Act of 1965 to encourage more efficient and effective administration of the
TRIO programs by mandating a 5-year grant cycle; requiring adequate notice
of the success or failure of grant applications; encouraging coordination
among institutional, State, and Federal programs for disadvantaged students;
strengthening early identification efforts; and continuing the authorization
of appropriations for the programs.

H.R. 3413  To authorize the States to impose an export tax on unprocessed
timber from private lands, to allow a credit against income taxes for do-
mestically processed timber, and for other purposes.

H.R. 3432  To provide assistance for workers and communities adversely af-
fected by reductions in the supply of timber from Federal lands and to pro-
vide for ecosystem conservation of Federal forest lands in the Pacific
Northwest.

H.R. 3526  To ensure economic equity for American women and their families
and to respond to the need to revitalize the American economy by expanding
employment opportunities; improving access to funds for women business
owners; enhancing economic justice for women through pay equity, im-
proved child support enforcement, and benefits for part-time workers; and
providing economic and retirement security for women as workers and as
divorced or surviving spouses.

H.R. 3548  To improve the quality of education by providing incentive grants
and by certain other methods.

H.R. 3555  To repeal and prohibit all exemptions, privileges and gratuities for
members of the U.S. House of Representatives and the U.S. Senate.

H.R. 3613  To amend title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and the Age
Discrimination in Employment Act of 1967 to improve the effectiveness of
administrative review of employment discrimination claims made by Federal
employees; and for other purposes.

H.R. 3748  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1991 with respect to the appli-
cation of such Act.

H.R. 3878  To provide assistance to employees who are subject to a plant
closing or mass layoff because their work is transferred to another country
which has low wages or unhealthy working conditions.

H.R. 3908  To provide compensation and health reinsurance benefits to em-
ployees at Department of Energy defense nuclear facilities for injuries caused
by exposure to ionizing radiation and to ensure fair treatment of employees
during modernization and reconfiguration of such facilities, and for other
purposes.

H.R. 3975  To amend section 1977A of the Revised Statutes to equalize the
remedies available to all victims of intentional employment discrimination,
and for other purposes.

H.R. 4013  To amend certain provisions of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986
to improve the provisions of health care to retirees in the coal industry, to
revise the manner in which such care is funded and maintained, and for other
purposes.

H.R. 4122  To guarantee a work opportunity for all Americans and for other
purposes.

H.R. 4149  To establish an employment program to make grants available to
the States to provide employment to the unemployed, and for other purposes.

H.R. 4729  To provide grants to establish an integrated approach to prevent
child abuse.

H.R. 5097  To amend title 38, United States Code, to improve benefits in
certain education and employment programs for veterans, and for other pur-
poses.

H.R. 5326  To establish a program to assure nondiscriminatory compliance
with all environmental health and safety laws and to assure equal protection
of the public health.

H.R. 6041 *  To amend the National Labor Relations Act, to establish the
National Public Employment Relations Commission, and to amend title I of
the Employment Retirement Income Security Act of 1974 to provide for joint
trusteeship of single-employer pension plans.

H.R. 6067  To amend the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 to provide that
the minimum wage rate under that Act will be indexed to the cost of living
in the same manner as Social Security benefits are indexed.

H.Res. 284  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives that there
is a need for a comprehensive, coordinated strategy to help the United States
achieve its goal of being the strongest Nation on Earth economically and
militarily, so that it remain the greatest Nation in support of human dignity,
freedom, and democratic ideals.

H.Con.Res. 92  Expressing the sense of Congress with respect to certain reg-
ulations of the Occupational Safety and Health Administration.

H.Con.Res. 282  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the Low Income
Home Energy Assistance Program should be funded for fiscal year 1993 at
a level greater than or equal to its funding for fiscal year 1992.
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SANFORD, Terry of North Carolina

S.Con.Res. 17  Expressing the sense of Congress with respect to certain reg-
ulations of the Occupational Safety and Health Administration.

SANGMEISTER, George E. of Illinois

H.R. 1  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to restore and strengthen civil
rights laws that ban discrimination in employment, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2  To entitle employees to family leave in certain cases involving a birth,
an adoption, or a serious health condition and to temporary medical leave in
certain cases involving a serious health condition, with adequate protection
of the employees employment and benefit rights, and to establish a com-
mission to study ways of providing salary replacement for employees who
take any such leave.

H.R. 5  To amend the National Labor Relations Act and the Railway Labor
Act to prevent discrimination based on participation in labor disputes.

H.R. 179  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to permit the deferral
of payments on student loans during professional internships, regardless of
duration.

H.R. 323  To authorize the Assistant Attorney General of the Office of Justice
Programs to enhance law enforcement by providing financial assistance to
law enforcement personnel who seek to further their professional education.

H.R. 812  To establish a program of grants for the provision of coordinated
educational support services to at-risk youth.

H.R. 1048  To establish within the Department of Education an Office of
Community Colleges.

H.R. 1154  To establish programs to improve foreign language instruction and
to amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 in order to promote equal access
to opportunities to study abroad, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1218  To prevent potential abuses of electronic monitoring in the
workplace.

H.R. 1502  To combat violence and crimes against women on the streets and
in homes.

H.R. 1524  To establish programs to promote increased access to higher edu-
cation through early intervention counseling and financial aid information.

H.R. 1987  To amend the Act of March 3, 1931 (known as the Davis-Bacon
Act), to revise the standard for coverage under that Act, and for other pur-
poses.

H.R. 3553  To amend and extend the Higher Education Act of 1965.
H.R. 4082  To amend Public Law 874, 81st Congress, to provide that eligible

local educational agencies shall be entitled to receive certain payments under
such Public Law, to allow the computation of payments under such law
based on the amount of the per pupil expenditure for non-Federally-
connected students that is derived from local sources, and for other purposes.

H.R. 5442  To establish Federal grant programs to identify and address the
foreign language needs within the United States for the purpose of enhancing
economic competitiveness, ensuring national security, and promoting the
national interest.

H.Res. 284  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives that there
is a need for a comprehensive, coordinated strategy to help the United States
achieve its goal of being the strongest Nation on Earth economically and
militarily, so that it remain the greatest Nation in support of human dignity,
freedom, and democratic ideals.

H.Con.Res. 92  Expressing the sense of Congress with respect to certain reg-
ulations of the Occupational Safety and Health Administration.

H.Con.Res. 161  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the American
public should observe the 100th anniversary of moviemaking and recognize
the contributions of the American Film Institute in advocating and preserving
the art of film.

H.Con.Res. 282  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the Low Income
Home Energy Assistance Program should be funded for fiscal year 1993 at
a level greater than or equal to its funding for fiscal year 1992.

SANTORUM, Rick of Pennsylvania

H.R. 123  To amend title 4, United States Code, to declare English as the of-
ficial language of the United States.

H.R. 327  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to delay the dis-
bursement of Pell Grants to first-year students, to make ineligible for par-
ticipation in the Pell Grant program any institution with a high default rate
on student loans, and for other purposes.

H.R. 709  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to provide reduced
rates of interest under the Guaranteed Student Loan Program to individuals
who enter the teaching profession.

H.R. 908  To amend title 38, United States Code, and other provisions of law
to provide improved benefits and services for military personnel who serve
during the Persian Gulf War, including particularly benefits and services for
members of the National Guard and Reserve components, and for other
purposes.

H.R. 1118  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to reduce student loan
defaults, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1237  To amend the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 to clarify the
application of such Act, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1254  To provide for the establishment of the Margaret Walker
Alexander National African-American Research Center.

H.R. 1375  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to strengthen protections
against discrimination in employment, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1459  To establish the National Commission on Entrepreneurial Educa-
tion.

H.R. 1651  To deny funds to programs that do not allow the Secretary of
Defense access to students on campuses or to certain student information for
recruiting purposes.

H.R. 1753  To establish grant programs and provide other forms of Federal
assistance to pregnant women, children in need of adoptive families, and
individuals and families adopting children.

H.R. 2040  To establish certain programs regarding adoption, and for other
purposes.

H.R. 2336  To establish a higher education loan program in which a borrower's
annual repayment obligation is dependent upon both postschool income level
and borrowing history, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2363  To amend the provisions of the Higher Education Act of 1965
relating to treatment by campus officials of sexual assault victims.

H.R. 2460  To help the Nation achieve the National Education Goals by sup-
porting the creation of a new generation of American Schools in communities
across the country; rewarding schools that demonstrate outstanding gains in
student performance and other progress toward the National Education
Goals; creating academies to improve leadership and core-course teaching in
schools nationwide; supporting State and local efforts to attract qualified in-
dividuals to teaching and educational administration; providing States and
localities with statutory and regulatory flexibility in exchange for greater
accountability for student learning; encouraging, testing, and evaluating ed-
ucational choice programs; increasing the potential usefulness of the National
Assessment of Education Progress to State and local decision-makers; ex-
panding Federal support for literacy improvements; and for other purposes.

H.R. 2810  To expand the nation's drug treatment capacity, promote drug-free
and safe schools, require Statewide drug abuse prevention and treatment
plans, and ensure that new Federal grant dollars provided for treatment ser-
vices do not displace State dollars.

H.R. 3137  To amend the McCarran-Ferguson Act and the Employee Retire-
ment Income Security Act of 1974 to assure that the medicaid program is
treated as payer of last resort.

H.R. 3443  To encourage employers to extend greater job-related benefits to
employees, and to provide job security for certain employees who take leave
for a legitimate personal purpose.

H.R. 3588  To provide emergency unemployment compensation on a pay-as-
you-go basis.

H.R. 3676  To prevent pension plans from becoming unable to pay benefits
as they come due during bankruptcy cases.

H.R. 3734  To make applicable to the Congress certain laws relating to the
terms and conditions of employment, the health and safety of employees, and
the rights and responsibilities of employers and employees, and for other
purposes.

H.R. 3843  To amend the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974
and title 11, United States Code, to protect the single-employer plan termi-
nation insurance program by clarifying the status of claims of the Pension
Benefit Guaranty Corporation and the treatment of pension plans in bank-
ruptcy proceedings, and for other purposes.

H.R. 5325  To improve access to health insurance and contain health care
costs, and for other purposes.
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H.Con.Res. 92  Expressing the sense of Congress with respect to certain reg-
ulations of the Occupational Safety and Health Administration.

H.Con.Res. 282  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the Low Income
Home Energy Assistance Program should be funded for fiscal year 1993 at
a level greater than or equal to its funding for fiscal year 1992.

SARBANES, Paul S. of Maryland

S.Con.Res. 81  Expressing the sense of the Congress regarding visionary art
as a national treasure and regarding the American Visionary Art Museum as
a national repository and educational center for visionary art.

SARPALIUS, Bill of Texas

H.R. 500  To require the Secretary of the Treasury to mint coins in com-
memoration of the quincentenary of the discovery of America by Christopher
Columbus and to establish the Christopher Columbus Fellowship Foundation.

H.R. 840  To improve counseling services for elementary school children.
H.R. 908  To amend title 38, United States Code, and other provisions of law

to provide improved benefits and services for military personnel who serve
during the Persian Gulf War, including particularly benefits and services for
members of the National Guard and Reserve components, and for other
purposes.

H.R. 1237  To amend the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 to clarify the
application of such Act, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1502  To combat violence and crimes against women on the streets and
in homes.

H.R. 1602  To amend title I of the Employee Retirement Income Security Act
of 1974 to provide that such Act does not preempt actions under State law
against persons who engage in unfair insurance claims practices.

H.R. 1633  To assist in implementing the Plan of Action adopted by the World
Summit for Children.

H.R. 1753  To establish grant programs and provide other forms of Federal
assistance to pregnant women, children in need of adoptive families, and
individuals and families adopting children.

H.R. 2230  To provide incentives for physicians to practice in rural areas and
in rural medically underserved areas.

H.R. 2819  To provide financial assistance to eligible local educational agen-
cies to improve rural education, and for other purposes.

H.R. 4259  To amend title I of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 to provide each
individual with handicaps who is eligible for services under such title with
the right to select the entities that are to provide services pursuant to the in-
dividualized written rehabilitation program developed for the individual.

H.Res. 201  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives that the
people of the United States should recognize ”An Artistic Discovery”, the
Congressional High School Art Competition.

H.Con.Res. 92  Expressing the sense of Congress with respect to certain reg-
ulations of the Occupational Safety and Health Administration.

H.Con.Res. 300 *  Recognizing the commitment of Cal Farley's Boys Ranch
and Girlstown U.S.A. to raising young people, many of who are from broken
homes.

SASSER, Jim of Tennessee

S. 353  To require the Director of the National Institute for Occupational
Safety and Health to conduct a study of the prevalence and issues related to
contamination of workers' homes with hazardous chemicals and substances
transported from their workplace and to issue or report on regulations to
prevent or mitigate the future contamination of workers' homes, and for other
purposes.

S.Con.Res. 17  Expressing the sense of Congress with respect to certain reg-
ulations of the Occupational Safety and Health Administration.

SAVAGE, Gus of Illinois

H.R. 1  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to restore and strengthen civil
rights laws that ban discrimination in employment, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2  To entitle employees to family leave in certain cases involving a birth,
an adoption, or a serious health condition and to temporary medical leave in
certain cases involving a serious health condition, with adequate protection
of the employees employment and benefit rights, and to establish a com-
mission to study ways of providing salary replacement for employees who
take any such leave.

H.R. 5  To amend the National Labor Relations Act and the Railway Labor
Act to prevent discrimination based on participation in labor disputes.

H.R. 196  To amend the Job Training Partnership Act to establish a Youth
Opportunities Unlimited Program.

H.R. 500  To require the Secretary of the Treasury to mint coins in com-
memoration of the quincentenary of the discovery of America by Christopher
Columbus and to establish the Christopher Columbus Fellowship Foundation.

H.R. 501  To authorize the Secretary of Housing and Urban Development to
provide grants to urban and rural communities for training economically
disadvantaged youth in education and employment skills and to expand the
supply of housing for homeless and economically disadvantaged individuals
and families.

H.R. 544  To amend the National School Lunch Act to restore food supple-
ment benefits under the dependent care food program to adolescent youth.

H.R. 763  To establish a program to guarantee students from selected high
schools a chance to go to college, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1063  To amend the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970 to es-
tablish an Office of Construction Safety, Health, and Education, to improve
inspections, investigations, reporting, and recordkeeping on construction
sites, to require the appointment of project constructors to monitor safety on
construction sites, to require construction employers to establish safety and
health programs, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1254  To provide for the establishment of the Margaret Walker
Alexander National African-American Research Center.

H.R. 1502  To combat violence and crimes against women on the streets and
in homes.

H.R. 1503  To facilitate capital financing for historically Black colleges and
universities.

H.R. 1669  To provide financial assistance to eligible local educational agen-
cies to improve urban education, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1692  To amend title XVIII of the Social Security Act to provide for
expanded long term care services under the medicare program, to amend the
Internal Revenue Code of 1986 to provide a credit for taxpayers with certain
elderly dependents in their households, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1960  To direct the Secretary of the Interior to construct a National
Training Center at the National Afro-American Museum and Cultural Center
and for other purposes.

H.R. 2334  To further assist States in their efforts to increase awareness about
and prevent family violence and provide immediate shelter and related as-
sistance to battered women and their children.

H.R. 3160  To revise the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970.
H.R. 3362  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to establish programs

for minority foreign service professional development.
H.R. 3366  To repeal provisions of law regarding employer sanctions and

unfair immigration-related employment practices, to strengthen enforcement
of laws regarding illegal entry into the United States, and for other purposes.

H.R. 3393  To amend the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 and the Social Se-
curity Act to provide for health insurance coverage for pregnant women and
children through employment-based insurance and through a State-based
health plan.

H.R. 3535  To amend the Social Security Act to ensure, through a U.S. Health
Program and through qualified employer health plans, access for all Ameri-
cans to benefits for high quality health care and long-term care while con-
taining the costs of the health care system.

H.R. 3553  To amend and extend the Higher Education Act of 1965.
H.R. 3603  To promote family preservation and the prevention of foster care

with emphasis on families where abuse of alcohol or drugs is present, and
to improve the quality and delivery of child welfare, foster care, and adoption
services.
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H.R. 3625  To require the Commissioner of the Bureau of Labor Statistics to
conduct time use surveys of unremunerated work performed in the United
States and to calculate the monetary value of such work.

H.R. 3748  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1991 with respect to the appli-
cation of such Act.

H.R. 3878  To provide assistance to employees who are subject to a plant
closing or mass layoff because their work is transferred to another country
which has low wages or unhealthy working conditions.

H.R. 4022  To amend the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 to provide tax in-
centives for the establishment of tax enterprise zones, and for other purposes.

H.R. 4122  To guarantee a work opportunity for all Americans and for other
purposes.

H.R. 4259  To amend title I of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 to provide each
individual with handicaps who is eligible for services under such title with
the right to select the entities that are to provide services pursuant to the in-
dividualized written rehabilitation program developed for the individual.

H.R. 4516  To amend title VI of the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of
1981 to establish a community services empowerment program.

H.R. 4528  To amend the Job Training Partnership Act to authorize the es-
tablishment of additional Job Corps centers, and for other purposes.

H.R. 5075  To improve the delivery of employment training services to
members of the Armed Forces who are involuntarily separated from active
duty in the Armed Forces or accept separation under one of the separation
incentive programs.

H.Res. 201  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives that the
people of the United States should recognize ”An Artistic Discovery”, the
Congressional High School Art Competition.

H.Con.Res. 282  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the Low Income
Home Energy Assistance Program should be funded for fiscal year 1993 at
a level greater than or equal to its funding for fiscal year 1992.

SAWYER, Thomas C. of Ohio

H.R. 1  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to restore and strengthen civil
rights laws that ban discrimination in employment, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2  To entitle employees to family leave in certain cases involving a birth,
an adoption, or a serious health condition and to temporary medical leave in
certain cases involving a serious health condition, with adequate protection
of the employees employment and benefit rights, and to establish a com-
mission to study ways of providing salary replacement for employees who
take any such leave.

H.R. 5  To amend the National Labor Relations Act and the Railway Labor
Act to prevent discrimination based on participation in labor disputes.

H.R. 441  To facilitate the economic adjustment of communities, industries,
and workers to reductions or realignments in defense or aerospace contracts,
military facilities, and arms export, and for other purposes.

H.R. 500  To require the Secretary of the Treasury to mint coins in com-
memoration of the quincentenary of the discovery of America by Christopher
Columbus and to establish the Christopher Columbus Fellowship Foundation.

H.R. 751 *  To enhance the literacy and basic skills of adults, to ensure that
all adults in the United States acquire the basic skills necessary to function
effectively and achieve the greatest possible opportunity in their work and
in their lives, and to strengthen and coordinate adult literacy programs.

H.R. 812  To establish a program of grants for the provision of coordinated
educational support services to at-risk youth.

H.R. 824 *  To provide participants in private pension plans which were ter-
minated before September 1, 1974, the nonforfeitable pension benefits which
were lost by reason of the termination, and for other purposes.

H.R. 840  To improve counseling services for elementary school children.
H.R. 1063  To amend the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970 to es-

tablish an Office of Construction Safety, Health, and Education, to improve
inspections, investigations, reporting, and recordkeeping on construction
sites, to require the appointment of project constructors to monitor safety on
construction sites, to require construction employers to establish safety and
health programs, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1126  To extend the coverage of certain Federal labor laws to foreign
flagships.

H.R. 1154  To establish programs to improve foreign language instruction and
to amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 in order to promote equal access
to opportunities to study abroad, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1218  To prevent potential abuses of electronic monitoring in the
workplace.

H.R. 1285  To resolve legal and technical issues relating to Federal
postsecondary student assistance programs and to prevent undue burdens on
participants in Operation Desert Storm, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1364  To amend the Job Corps provisions of the Job Training Partnership
Act.

H.R. 1524 *  To establish programs to promote increased access to higher
education through early intervention counseling and financial aid informa-
tion.

H.R. 1633  To assist in implementing the Plan of Action adopted by the World
Summit for Children.

H.R. 1669  To provide financial assistance to eligible local educational agen-
cies to improve urban education, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1960  To direct the Secretary of the Interior to construct a National
Training Center at the National Afro-American Museum and Cultural Center
and for other purposes.

H.R. 2258  To help end hunger and human want.
H.R. 2313  To amend the School Dropout Demonstration Assistance Act of

1988 to extend authorization of appropriations through fiscal year 1993 and
for other purposes.

H.R. 2331  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to permit less-than-
half-time students to obtain Pell Grants.

H.R. 2350  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to assure that low-
income students have the opportunity to pursue higher education, and for
other purposes.

H.R. 2495  To expand and strengthen Federal programs by providing incen-
tives to encourage individuals to enter the teaching profession, and for other
purposes.

H.R. 2531 *  To amend title XI of the Higher Education Act of 1965 in order
to encourage urban educational institutions to form partnerships to use their
knowledge and resources for the solution of severe urban problems.

H.R. 2936  To establish programs at the National Science Foundation for the
advancement of technical education and training in advanced-technology
occupations, and for other purposes.

H.R. 3160  To revise the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970.
H.R. 3393  To amend the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 and the Social Se-

curity Act to provide for health insurance coverage for pregnant women and
children through employment-based insurance and through a State-based
health plan.

H.R. 3526  To ensure economic equity for American women and their families
and to respond to the need to revitalize the American economy by expanding
employment opportunities; improving access to funds for women business
owners; enhancing economic justice for women through pay equity, im-
proved child support enforcement, and benefits for part-time workers; and
providing economic and retirement security for women as workers and as
divorced or surviving spouses.

H.R. 3553  To amend and extend the Higher Education Act of 1965.
H.R. 3613  To amend title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and the Age

Discrimination in Employment Act of 1967 to improve the effectiveness of
administrative review of employment discrimination claims made by Federal
employees; and for other purposes.

H.R. 3878  To provide assistance to employees who are subject to a plant
closing or mass layoff because their work is transferred to another country
which has low wages or unhealthy working conditions.

H.R. 4300  To amend the Stewart B. McKinney Homeless Assistance Act to
extend programs providing urgently needed assistance for the homeless, and
for other purposes.

H.R. 4323  To improve education for all students by restructuring the educa-
tion system in the States.

H.R. 4338  To suspend certain compliance and accountability measures under
the National School Lunch Act.

H.R. 4345 *  To provide assistance to States to enable such States to raise the
quality of instruction in mathematics and science by providing equipment
and materials necessary for hands-on instruction.

H.R. 4346 *  To establish a national Albert Einstein Teacher Fellowship Pro-
gram for outstanding secondary school science and mathematics teachers.
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H.R. 4471  To amend and extend the Higher Education Act of 1965.
H.R. 4953  To amend the base closure laws to improve the provision of ad-

justment assistance to employees of the Department of Defense adversely
affected by the closure or realignment of a military installation.

H.R. 5050  To amend the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974
to ensure basic, affordable health insurance is available to all citizens through
a UniMed program.

H.R. 5083  To amend the Act of September 30, 1950 to provide that amounts
appropriated under such Act for purposes of making payments to local edu-
cational agencies on behalf of children who are dependents of a parent or
parents on active duty in the armed forces shall be considered national de-
fense functions for budget purposes.

H.R. 5165  To improve educational effectiveness by establishing a flexibility
demonstration program.

H.R. 6042 *  To provide for improved instruction in mathematics and science
education.

H.Con.Res. 92  Expressing the sense of Congress with respect to certain reg-
ulations of the Occupational Safety and Health Administration.

H.Con.Res. 161  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the American
public should observe the 100th anniversary of moviemaking and recognize
the contributions of the American Film Institute in advocating and preserving
the art of film.

H.Con.Res. 282  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the Low Income
Home Energy Assistance Program should be funded for fiscal year 1993 at
a level greater than or equal to its funding for fiscal year 1992.

SAXTON, Jim of New Jersey

H.R. 123  To amend title 4, United States Code, to declare English as the of-
ficial language of the United States.

H.R. 416  To amend the Older Americans Act and the Public Health Service
Act to provide expanded counseling assistance for the elderly, sick, and dis-
abled.

H.R. 500  To require the Secretary of the Treasury to mint coins in com-
memoration of the quincentenary of the discovery of America by Christopher
Columbus and to establish the Christopher Columbus Fellowship Foundation.

H.R. 1237  To amend the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 to clarify the
application of such Act, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1753  To establish grant programs and provide other forms of Federal
assistance to pregnant women, children in need of adoptive families, and
individuals and families adopting children.

H.R. 2363  To amend the provisions of the Higher Education Act of 1965
relating to treatment by campus officials of sexual assault victims.

H.R. 2391 *  To amend title III of the Older Americans Act of 1965 to au-
thorize States to transfer to part D not more than 50 percent of the funds
allotted for parts B and C.

H.R. 2392 *  To amend title III of the Older Americans Act of 1965 to au-
thorize appropriations for fiscal years 1992 and 1993 for consumer protection
demonstration projects.

H.R. 2393  To amend title III of the Older Americans Act of 1965 to expand
the preventive health services program to include disease prevention and
health promotion services.

H.R. 2394  To amend title III of the Older Americans Act of 1965 to authorize
States to transfer between parts B and C not more than 50 percent of the
funds allotted for such parts.

H.R. 3439  To improve immigration law enforcement.
H.Con.Res. 92  Expressing the sense of Congress with respect to certain reg-

ulations of the Occupational Safety and Health Administration.
H.Con.Res. 161  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the American

public should observe the 100th anniversary of moviemaking and recognize
the contributions of the American Film Institute in advocating and preserving
the art of film.

H.Con.Res. 282  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the Low Income
Home Energy Assistance Program should be funded for fiscal year 1993 at
a level greater than or equal to its funding for fiscal year 1992.

SCHAEFER, Dan of Colorado

H.R. 179  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to permit the deferral
of payments on student loans during professional internships, regardless of
duration.

H.R. 500  To require the Secretary of the Treasury to mint coins in com-
memoration of the quincentenary of the discovery of America by Christopher
Columbus and to establish the Christopher Columbus Fellowship Foundation.

H.R. 623  To amend the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 to exempt em-
ployees involved in certain model garment programs, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1237  To amend the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 to clarify the
application of such Act, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1375  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to strengthen protections
against discrimination in employment, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2363  To amend the provisions of the Higher Education Act of 1965
relating to treatment by campus officials of sexual assault victims.

H.R. 2773  To amend title I of the Employee Retirement Income Security Act
of 1974 to set standards under such title for multiple employer welfare ar-
rangements providing health plan benefits.

H.R. 3451  To amend the Education Amendments of 1972 to ensure that stu-
dents attending institutions of higher education that receive Federal funds are
able to exercise the right to freedom of speech, and for other purposes.

H.R. 5220  To promote youth apprenticeship, and for other purposes.
H.Res. 201  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives that the

people of the United States should recognize ”An Artistic Discovery”, the
Congressional High School Art Competition.

H.Con.Res. 92  Expressing the sense of Congress with respect to certain reg-
ulations of the Occupational Safety and Health Administration.

SCHEUER, James H. of New York

H.R. 1  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to restore and strengthen civil
rights laws that ban discrimination in employment, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2  To entitle employees to family leave in certain cases involving a birth,
an adoption, or a serious health condition and to temporary medical leave in
certain cases involving a serious health condition, with adequate protection
of the employees employment and benefit rights, and to establish a com-
mission to study ways of providing salary replacement for employees who
take any such leave.

H.R. 5  To amend the National Labor Relations Act and the Railway Labor
Act to prevent discrimination based on participation in labor disputes.

H.R. 81  To amend the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 to allow individuals
to direct that part or all of their income tax refunds be contributed to a trust
fund established for the relief of domestic and international hunger, and to
establish a commission to oversee the distribution of such contributions.

H.R. 179  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to permit the deferral
of payments on student loans during professional internships, regardless of
duration.

H.R. 260  To establish a program of grants to local educational agencies for
purposes of conducting after-school activities designed to promote learning
and finishing high school.

H.R. 385  To provide financial assistance for programs for the prevention,
identification, and treatment of elder abuse, neglect, and exploitation, to es-
tablish a National Center on Elder Abuse, and for other purposes.

H.R. 441  To facilitate the economic adjustment of communities, industries,
and workers to reductions or realignments in defense or aerospace contracts,
military facilities, and arms export, and for other purposes.

H.R. 500  To require the Secretary of the Treasury to mint coins in com-
memoration of the quincentenary of the discovery of America by Christopher
Columbus and to establish the Christopher Columbus Fellowship Foundation.

H.R. 501  To authorize the Secretary of Housing and Urban Development to
provide grants to urban and rural communities for training economically
disadvantaged youth in education and employment skills and to expand the
supply of housing for homeless and economically disadvantaged individuals
and families.

H.R. 520  To encourage States to establish Parents as Teachers programs.
H.R. 544  To amend the National School Lunch Act to restore food supple-

ment benefits under the dependent care food program to adolescent youth.
H.R. 667  To authorize a grant to the National Writing Project.
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H.R. 763  To establish a program to guarantee students from selected high
schools a chance to go to college, and for other purposes.

H.R. 812  To establish a program of grants for the provision of coordinated
educational support services to at-risk youth.

H.R. 821  To provide for the cancellation of a portion of the direct student
loans of members of the Armed Forces who serve in a combat zone in con-
nection with the Persian Gulf conflict and to require the restoration of edu-
cational benefits and tuition reimbursement for those members of the Armed
Forces who are unable to pursue studies because of military commitments.

H.R. 824  To provide participants in private pension plans which were termi-
nated before September 1, 1974, the nonforfeitable pension benefits which
were lost by reason of the termination, and for other purposes.

H.R. 840  To improve counseling services for elementary school children.
H.R. 906  To amend the Job Training Partnership Act to encourage a broader

range of training and job placement for women and for other purposes.
H.R. 1063  To amend the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970 to es-

tablish an Office of Construction Safety, Health, and Education, to improve
inspections, investigations, reporting, and recordkeeping on construction
sites, to require the appointment of project constructors to monitor safety on
construction sites, to require construction employers to establish safety and
health programs, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1066  To authorize a national program to reduce the threat to human
health posed by exposure to contaminants in the air indoors.

H.R. 1126  To extend the coverage of certain Federal labor laws to foreign
flagships.

H.R. 1144  To establish a pilot program to encourage college students to serve
as mentors for disadvantaged youths.

H.R. 1154  To establish programs to improve foreign language instruction and
to amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 in order to promote equal access
to opportunities to study abroad, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1192  To amend the provisions of the Occupational Safety and Health
Act of 1970 relating to criminal penalties, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1218  To prevent potential abuses of electronic monitoring in the
workplace.

H.R. 1222  To enhance cooperation between the public and law enforcement
personnel in controlling and preventing crime and drug abuse.

H.R. 1254  To provide for the establishment of the Margaret Walker
Alexander National African-American Research Center.

H.R. 1364  To amend the Job Corps provisions of the Job Training Partnership
Act.

H.R. 1365  To amend the Job Training Partnership Act to provide for disaster
relief employment assistance.

H.R. 1388  To entitle employees to family leave for attending school activities.
H.R. 1430  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and the Fair Housing Act

to prohibit discrimination on the basis of affectional or sexual orientation,
and for other purposes.

H.R. 1482  To amend title IV of the Higher Education Act of 1965 to allow
resident physicians to defer repayment of title IV student loans while com-
pleting accredited resident training programs.

H.R. 1502  To combat violence and crimes against women on the streets and
in homes.

H.R. 1664  To protect employees who report violations of Federal laws and
regulations.

H.R. 1669  To provide financial assistance to eligible local educational agen-
cies to improve urban education, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2350  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to assure that low-
income students have the opportunity to pursue higher education, and for
other purposes.

H.R. 2363  To amend the provisions of the Higher Education Act of 1965
relating to treatment by campus officials of sexual assault victims.

H.R. 2782  To amend the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974
to provide that such Act does not preempt certain State laws.

H.R. 2866 *  To encourage the use of alternative fuels across the transportation
sector and facilitate research on the design of motor vehicles powered by
these fuels, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2938  To establish a Teacher Opportunity Corps to enable
paraprofessionals working in targeted schools to become certified teachers
through part-time and summer study.

H.R. 3160  To revise the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970.

H.R. 3255  To authorize the President to seize and liquidate assets of the Iraqi
Government that have been blocked by the United States, and to authorize
the appropriation of those liquidated assets to benefit United States veterans
and small business concerns injured by deployments like Operation Desert
Storm, and for humanitarian assistance to Iraqi refuges and other persons
displaced in the Persian Gulf region as a result of the Persian Gulf conflict.

H.R. 3285  To provide for regional energy efficient lighting education centers,
and for other purposes.

H.R. 3393  To amend the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 and the Social Se-
curity Act to provide for health insurance coverage for pregnant women and
children through employment-based insurance and through a State-based
health plan.

H.R. 3526  To ensure economic equity for American women and their families
and to respond to the need to revitalize the American economy by expanding
employment opportunities; improving access to funds for women business
owners; enhancing economic justice for women through pay equity, im-
proved child support enforcement, and benefits for part-time workers; and
providing economic and retirement security for women as workers and as
divorced or surviving spouses.

H.R. 3553  To amend and extend the Higher Education Act of 1965.
H.R. 3613  To amend title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and the Age

Discrimination in Employment Act of 1967 to improve the effectiveness of
administrative review of employment discrimination claims made by Federal
employees; and for other purposes.

H.R. 3832  To establish a program of grants regarding certain infants, toddlers,
and children who are perinatally exposed to drugs and for other purposes.

H.R. 4338  To suspend certain compliance and accountability measures under
the National School Lunch Act.

H.R. 4528  To amend the Job Training Partnership Act to authorize the es-
tablishment of additional Job Corps centers, and for other purposes.

H.R. 4822  To make appropriations to begin a phase-in toward full funding
of the special supplemental food program for women, infants, and children
(WIC) and of Head Start programs, to expand the Job Corps program, and
for other purposes.

H.R. 5514  To provide for health care for all Americans in an affordable
manner.

H.Res. 284  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives that there
is a need for a comprehensive, coordinated strategy to help the United States
achieve its goal of being the strongest Nation on Earth economically and
militarily, so that it remain the greatest Nation in support of human dignity,
freedom, and democratic ideals.

H.Con.Res. 161  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the American
public should observe the 100th anniversary of moviemaking and recognize
the contributions of the American Film Institute in advocating and preserving
the art of film.

H.Con.Res. 282  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the Low Income
Home Energy Assistance Program should be funded for fiscal year 1993 at
a level greater than or equal to its funding for fiscal year 1992.

SCHIFF, Steven of New Mexico

H.R. 179  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to permit the deferral
of payments on student loans during professional internships, regardless of
duration.

H.R. 656  To provide for a coordinated Federal research program to ensure
continued United States leadership in high-performance computing.

H.R. 709  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to provide reduced
rates of interest under the Guaranteed Student Loan Program to individuals
who enter the teaching profession.

H.R. 840  To improve counseling services for elementary school children.
H.R. 1134  To amend the Age Discrimination in Employment Act of 1967

with respect to administrative proceedings applicable to claims of discrimi-
nation in Federal employment.

H.R. 1218  To prevent potential abuses of electronic monitoring in the
workplace.

H.R. 1375  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to strengthen protections
against discrimination in employment, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1633  To assist in implementing the Plan of Action adopted by the World
Summit for Children.
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H.R. 1753  To establish grant programs and provide other forms of Federal
assistance to pregnant women, children in need of adoptive families, and
individuals and families adopting children.

H.R. 2336  To establish a higher education loan program in which a borrower's
annual repayment obligation is dependent upon both postschool income level
and borrowing history, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2363  To amend the provisions of the Higher Education Act of 1965
relating to treatment by campus officials of sexual assault victims.

H.R. 2936  To establish programs at the National Science Foundation for the
advancement of technical education and training in advanced-technology
occupations, and for other purposes.

H.R. 3285  To provide for regional energy efficient lighting education centers,
and for other purposes.

H.R. 3353  To establish a Glass Ceiling Commission and an annual award for
promoting a more diverse skilled work force at the management and
decisionmaking levels in business, and for other purposes.

H.R. 3366  To repeal provisions of law regarding employer sanctions and
unfair immigration-related employment practices, to strengthen enforcement
of laws regarding illegal entry into the United States, and for other purposes.

H.R. 3613  To amend title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and the Age
Discrimination in Employment Act of 1967 to improve the effectiveness of
administrative review of employment discrimination claims made by Federal
employees; and for other purposes.

H.R. 3734  To make applicable to the Congress certain laws relating to the
terms and conditions of employment, the health and safety of employees, and
the rights and responsibilities of employers and employees, and for other
purposes.

H.R. 3843  To amend the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974
and title 11, United States Code, to protect the single-employer plan termi-
nation insurance program by clarifying the status of claims of the Pension
Benefit Guaranty Corporation and the treatment of pension plans in bank-
ruptcy proceedings, and for other purposes.

H.R. 3908  To provide compensation and health reinsurance benefits to em-
ployees at Department of Energy defense nuclear facilities for injuries caused
by exposure to ionizing radiation and to ensure fair treatment of employees
during modernization and reconfiguration of such facilities, and for other
purposes.

H.R. 4471  To amend and extend the Higher Education Act of 1965.
H.R. 5610  To reduce health costs through uniform claims and electronic

billing.
H.Con.Res. 92  Expressing the sense of Congress with respect to certain reg-

ulations of the Occupational Safety and Health Administration.

SCHROEDER, Patricia of Colorado

H.R. 1  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to restore and strengthen civil
rights laws that ban discrimination in employment, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2  To entitle employees to family leave in certain cases involving a birth,
an adoption, or a serious health condition and to temporary medical leave in
certain cases involving a serious health condition, with adequate protection
of the employees employment and benefit rights, and to establish a com-
mission to study ways of providing salary replacement for employees who
take any such leave.

H.R. 5  To amend the National Labor Relations Act and the Railway Labor
Act to prevent discrimination based on participation in labor disputes.

H.R. 179  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to permit the deferral
of payments on student loans during professional internships, regardless of
duration.

H.R. 386  To require the executive branch to gather and disseminate infor-
mation regarding, and to promote techniques to eliminate, discriminatory
wage-setting practices and discriminatory wage disparities which are based
on sex, race, or national origin.

H.R. 553  To repeal the testing requirements imposed on ability-to-benefit
students by the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1990.

H.R. 678  To guarantee the right of law enforcement officers to organize and
bargain collectively.

H.R. 709  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to provide reduced
rates of interest under the Guaranteed Student Loan Program to individuals
who enter the teaching profession.

H.R. 763  To establish a program to guarantee students from selected high
schools a chance to go to college, and for other purposes.

H.R. 812  To establish a program of grants for the provision of coordinated
educational support services to at-risk youth.

H.R. 906  To amend the Job Training Partnership Act to encourage a broader
range of training and job placement for women and for other purposes.

H.R. 908  To amend title 38, United States Code, and other provisions of law
to provide improved benefits and services for military personnel who serve
during the Persian Gulf War, including particularly benefits and services for
members of the National Guard and Reserve components, and for other
purposes.

H.R. 1063  To amend the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970 to es-
tablish an Office of Construction Safety, Health, and Education, to improve
inspections, investigations, reporting, and recordkeeping on construction
sites, to require the appointment of project constructors to monitor safety on
construction sites, to require construction employers to establish safety and
health programs, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1218  To prevent potential abuses of electronic monitoring in the
workplace.

H.R. 1342  To modify the authority of the Equal Employment Opportunity
Commission to investigate and determine discrimination claims made by
Federal employees against the Federal Government, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1430  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and the Fair Housing Act
to prohibit discrimination on the basis of affectional or sexual orientation,
and for other purposes.

H.R. 1502  To combat violence and crimes against women on the streets and
in homes.

H.R. 1633  To assist in implementing the Plan of Action adopted by the World
Summit for Children.

H.R. 1669  To provide financial assistance to eligible local educational agen-
cies to improve urban education, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1822  To amend the Older Americans Community Service Employment
Act to authorize grants for the employment of older Americans in providing
child care for families with low income; and to amend title II of the Social
Security Act to exempt from the earnings test amounts earned for child care
services.

H.R. 1987  To amend the Act of March 3, 1931 (known as the Davis-Bacon
Act), to revise the standard for coverage under that Act, and for other pur-
poses.

H.R. 2098  To amend the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970 to
improve and enforce standards for employee health and safety at Department
of Energy nuclear facilities, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2258  To help end hunger and human want.
H.R. 2363  To amend the provisions of the Higher Education Act of 1965

relating to treatment by campus officials of sexual assault victims.
H.R. 2555  To provide for the establishment of a summer camp program for

low income youths, and to expand the Youth Conservation Corps program.
H.R. 3102 *  To amend section 520 of the Cranston-Gonzalez National Af-

fordable Housing Act to authorize the Secretary of Housing and Urban De-
velopment to make grants to establish midnight basketball league training
and partnership programs incorporating employment counseling, job-training,
and other educational activities for residents of public housing and federally
assisted housing.

H.R. 3160  To revise the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970.
H.R. 3334  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to provide Perkins

Loan forgiveness to encourage individuals who enter the teaching profession
to teach in schools serving low-income areas.

H.R. 3366  To repeal provisions of law regarding employer sanctions and
unfair immigration-related employment practices, to strengthen enforcement
of laws regarding illegal entry into the United States, and for other purposes.

H.R. 3475  To assist business in providing women with opportunities in ap-
prenticeship and nontraditional occupations.

H.R. 3476  To establish the Commission on the Advancement of Women in
the Science and Engineering Work Forces.
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H.R. 3526 *  To ensure economic equity for American women and their
families and to respond to the need to revitalize the American economy by
expanding employment opportunities; improving access to funds for women
business owners; enhancing economic justice for women through pay equity,
improved child support enforcement, and benefits for part-time workers; and
providing economic and retirement security for women as workers and as
divorced or surviving spouses.

H.R. 3553  To amend and extend the Higher Education Act of 1965.
H.R. 3613  To amend title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and the Age

Discrimination in Employment Act of 1967 to improve the effectiveness of
administrative review of employment discrimination claims made by Federal
employees; and for other purposes.

H.R. 3707 *  To provide grants for State pilot programs to retrain individuals
in low paying and low skill jobs in order to reduce unemployment and in-
crease the pool of skilled workers in the United States.

H.R. 3748  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1991 with respect to the appli-
cation of such Act.

H.R. 3793 *  To allow certain individuals seeking part-time employment to
be eligible to receive unemployment compensation, to require that certain
questions relating to employee benefits and total number of hours worked
at different jobs be included in the current population survey, and to protect
part-time and temporary workers relating to pension and group health plans.

H.R. 3843  To amend the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974
and title 11, United States Code, to protect the single-employer plan termi-
nation insurance program by clarifying the status of claims of the Pension
Benefit Guaranty Corporation and the treatment of pension plans in bank-
ruptcy proceedings, and for other purposes.

H.R. 3908  To provide compensation and health reinsurance benefits to em-
ployees at Department of Energy defense nuclear facilities for injuries caused
by exposure to ionizing radiation and to ensure fair treatment of employees
during modernization and reconfiguration of such facilities, and for other
purposes.

H.R. 3975  To amend section 1977A of the Revised Statutes to equalize the
remedies available to all victims of intentional employment discrimination,
and for other purposes.

H.R. 4300  To amend the Stewart B. McKinney Homeless Assistance Act to
extend programs providing urgently needed assistance for the homeless, and
for other purposes.

H.R. 4338  To suspend certain compliance and accountability measures under
the National School Lunch Act.

H.R. 4729  To provide grants to establish an integrated approach to prevent
child abuse.

H.R. 4822  To make appropriations to begin a phase-in toward full funding
of the special supplemental food program for women, infants, and children
(WIC) and of Head Start programs, to expand the Job Corps program, and
for other purposes.

H.R. 4953 *  To amend the base closure laws to improve the provision of
adjustment assistance to employees of the Department of Defense adversely
affected by the closure or realignment of a military installation.

H.R. 5357  To provide grants to States to improve and coordinate health and
education services provided to preschool children and to provide for the
production and distribution of educational television programming for pre-
school children.

H.R. 5973 *  To grant employees family and temporary medical leave, to treat
the costs of the Head Start program and other programs for children as
emergency funding requirements, to provide aid to parents in providing the
best possible learning environment for children, to promote investments in
child welfare and family preservation, to reduce violence and improve the
safety of children and their families, and for other purposes.

H.Res. 284  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives that there
is a need for a comprehensive, coordinated strategy to help the United States
achieve its goal of being the strongest Nation on Earth economically and
militarily, so that it remain the greatest Nation in support of human dignity,
freedom, and democratic ideals.

H.Con.Res. 92  Expressing the sense of Congress with respect to certain reg-
ulations of the Occupational Safety and Health Administration.

H.Con.Res. 282  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the Low Income
Home Energy Assistance Program should be funded for fiscal year 1993 at
a level greater than or equal to its funding for fiscal year 1992.

SCHULZE, Richard T. of Pennsylvania

H.R. 123  To amend title 4, United States Code, to declare English as the of-
ficial language of the United States.

H.R. 500  To require the Secretary of the Treasury to mint coins in com-
memoration of the quincentenary of the discovery of America by Christopher
Columbus and to establish the Christopher Columbus Fellowship Foundation.

H.R. 667  To authorize a grant to the National Writing Project.
H.R. 3676 *  To prevent pension plans from becoming unable to pay benefits

as they come due during bankruptcy cases.
H.R. 5325  To improve access to health insurance and contain health care

costs, and for other purposes.
H.R. 5800  To amend the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 and the Employee

Retirement Income Security Act of 1974 to improve pension plan funding.
H.Res. 428 *  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives that sec-

ondary schools throughout the Nation should implement a financial planning
program using the proven techniques of the College for Financial Planning
in partnership with the United States Department of Agriculture Extension
Service and participating Land-Grant University Cooperative Extension Ser-
vices.

SCHUMER, Charles E. of New York

H.R. 1  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to restore and strengthen civil
rights laws that ban discrimination in employment, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2  To entitle employees to family leave in certain cases involving a birth,
an adoption, or a serious health condition and to temporary medical leave in
certain cases involving a serious health condition, with adequate protection
of the employees employment and benefit rights, and to establish a com-
mission to study ways of providing salary replacement for employees who
take any such leave.

H.R. 5  To amend the National Labor Relations Act and the Railway Labor
Act to prevent discrimination based on participation in labor disputes.

H.R. 218 *  To amend the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 to increase the
penalties for employers who violate such Act, and for other purposes.

H.R. 441  To facilitate the economic adjustment of communities, industries,
and workers to reductions or realignments in defense or aerospace contracts,
military facilities, and arms export, and for other purposes.

H.R. 500  To require the Secretary of the Treasury to mint coins in com-
memoration of the quincentenary of the discovery of America by Christopher
Columbus and to establish the Christopher Columbus Fellowship Foundation.

H.R. 501  To authorize the Secretary of Housing and Urban Development to
provide grants to urban and rural communities for training economically
disadvantaged youth in education and employment skills and to expand the
supply of housing for homeless and economically disadvantaged individuals
and families.

H.R. 709  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to provide reduced
rates of interest under the Guaranteed Student Loan Program to individuals
who enter the teaching profession.

H.R. 1218  To prevent potential abuses of electronic monitoring in the
workplace.

H.R. 1430  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and the Fair Housing Act
to prohibit discrimination on the basis of affectional or sexual orientation,
and for other purposes.

H.R. 1669  To provide financial assistance to eligible local educational agen-
cies to improve urban education, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2076  To amend the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 to reform the
provisions relating to child labor.

H.R. 3160  To revise the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970.
H.R. 3371  To control and prevent crime.
H.R. 3613  To amend title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and the Age

Discrimination in Employment Act of 1967 to improve the effectiveness of
administrative review of employment discrimination claims made by Federal
employees; and for other purposes.

H.R. 4300  To amend the Stewart B. McKinney Homeless Assistance Act to
extend programs providing urgently needed assistance for the homeless, and
for other purposes.
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H.R. 4528  To amend the Job Training Partnership Act to authorize the es-
tablishment of additional Job Corps centers, and for other purposes.

H.Con.Res. 161  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the American
public should observe the 100th anniversary of moviemaking and recognize
the contributions of the American Film Institute in advocating and preserving
the art of film.

H.Con.Res. 282  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the Low Income
Home Energy Assistance Program should be funded for fiscal year 1993 at
a level greater than or equal to its funding for fiscal year 1992.

SENSENBRENNER, F. James Jr. of Wisconsin

H.R. 123  To amend title 4, United States Code, to declare English as the of-
ficial language of the United States.

H.R. 299  To amend the National Foundation of the Arts and the Humanities
Act of 1965 to abolish the National Endowment for the Arts and the National
Council on the Arts.

H.R. 1270  To strengthen the family structure of the United States by provid-
ing protection for eligible individuals who leave employment for a legitimate
family purpose, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1375  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to strengthen protections
against discrimination in employment, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1755  To repeal the Act of March 3, 1931 (known as the Davis-Bacon
Act).

H.R. 2336  To establish a higher education loan program in which a borrower's
annual repayment obligation is dependent upon both postschool income level
and borrowing history, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2363  To amend the provisions of the Higher Education Act of 1965
relating to treatment by campus officials of sexual assault victims.

H.R. 2460  To help the Nation achieve the National Education Goals by sup-
porting the creation of a new generation of American Schools in communities
across the country; rewarding schools that demonstrate outstanding gains in
student performance and other progress toward the National Education
Goals; creating academies to improve leadership and core-course teaching in
schools nationwide; supporting State and local efforts to attract qualified in-
dividuals to teaching and educational administration; providing States and
localities with statutory and regulatory flexibility in exchange for greater
accountability for student learning; encouraging, testing, and evaluating ed-
ucational choice programs; increasing the potential usefulness of the National
Assessment of Education Progress to State and local decision-makers; ex-
panding Federal support for literacy improvements; and for other purposes.

H.R. 2773  To amend title I of the Employee Retirement Income Security Act
of 1974 to set standards under such title for multiple employer welfare ar-
rangements providing health plan benefits.

H.R. 2810  To expand the nation's drug treatment capacity, promote drug-free
and safe schools, require Statewide drug abuse prevention and treatment
plans, and ensure that new Federal grant dollars provided for treatment ser-
vices do not displace State dollars.

H.R. 3439  To improve immigration law enforcement.
H.R. 3734  To make applicable to the Congress certain laws relating to the

terms and conditions of employment, the health and safety of employees, and
the rights and responsibilities of employers and employees, and for other
purposes.

H.R. 3967  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to prohibit prison
inmates from receiving Pell Grants.

H.R. 5325  To improve access to health insurance and contain health care
costs, and for other purposes.

H.R. 5443  To amend the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 relating to the
minimum wage and overtime exemption for employees subject to certain
leave policies.

H.Con.Res. 92  Expressing the sense of Congress with respect to certain reg-
ulations of the Occupational Safety and Health Administration.

H.Con.Res. 102  Expressing the sense of the Congress regarding admissions
of minority students to institutions of higher education.

SERRANO, Jose of New York

H.R. 1  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to restore and strengthen civil
rights laws that ban discrimination in employment, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2  To entitle employees to family leave in certain cases involving a birth,
an adoption, or a serious health condition and to temporary medical leave in
certain cases involving a serious health condition, with adequate protection
of the employees employment and benefit rights, and to establish a com-
mission to study ways of providing salary replacement for employees who
take any such leave.

H.R. 5  To amend the National Labor Relations Act and the Railway Labor
Act to prevent discrimination based on participation in labor disputes.

H.R. 179  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to permit the deferral
of payments on student loans during professional internships, regardless of
duration.

H.R. 196  To amend the Job Training Partnership Act to establish a Youth
Opportunities Unlimited Program.

H.R. 275  To amend the Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965 to
authorize programs of child abuse education and prevention, and to establish
a demonstration project relating to child abuse education and prevention.

H.R. 292  To strengthen the authority of the Equal Employment Opportunity
Commission to enforce nondiscrimination policies in Federal employment.

H.R. 350  To establish a demonstration block grant program to increase the
quality and availability of child care.

H.R. 375  To amend the National School Lunch Act to extend eligibility for
the child care food program to children receiving day care services pursuant
to a State's job opportunities and basic skills training program.

H.R. 385  To provide financial assistance for programs for the prevention,
identification, and treatment of elder abuse, neglect, and exploitation, to es-
tablish a National Center on Elder Abuse, and for other purposes.

H.R. 451  To amend the Black Lung Benefits Act to provide that when ben-
efits are paid for at least two years after an initial determination of eligibility
for such benefits the benefits will not be required to be repaid upon a final
determination of ineligibility for benefits, and for other purposes.

H.R. 500  To require the Secretary of the Treasury to mint coins in com-
memoration of the quincentenary of the discovery of America by Christopher
Columbus and to establish the Christopher Columbus Fellowship Foundation.

H.R. 501  To authorize the Secretary of Housing and Urban Development to
provide grants to urban and rural communities for training economically
disadvantaged youth in education and employment skills and to expand the
supply of housing for homeless and economically disadvantaged individuals
and families.

H.R. 520  To encourage States to establish Parents as Teachers programs.
H.R. 544  To amend the National School Lunch Act to restore food supple-

ment benefits under the dependent care food program to adolescent youth.
H.R. 553  To repeal the testing requirements imposed on ability-to-benefit

students by the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1990.
H.R. 667  To authorize a grant to the National Writing Project.
H.R. 709  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to provide reduced

rates of interest under the Guaranteed Student Loan Program to individuals
who enter the teaching profession.

H.R. 751  To enhance the literacy and basic skills of adults, to ensure that all
adults in the United States acquire the basic skills necessary to function ef-
fectively and achieve the greatest possible opportunity in their work and in
their lives, and to strengthen and coordinate adult literacy programs.

H.R. 763  To establish a program to guarantee students from selected high
schools a chance to go to college, and for other purposes.

H.R. 812  To establish a program of grants for the provision of coordinated
educational support services to at-risk youth.

H.R. 906  To amend the Job Training Partnership Act to encourage a broader
range of training and job placement for women and for other purposes.

H.R. 907  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to permit alternative
methods for qualifying ”ability-to-benefit” students for Federal student fi-
nancial aid.

H.R. 908  To amend title 38, United States Code, and other provisions of law
to provide improved benefits and services for military personnel who serve
during the Persian Gulf War, including particularly benefits and services for
members of the National Guard and Reserve components, and for other
purposes.
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H.R. 995  To authorize up to 5 States to conduct 2-year demonstration projects
to test the effectiveness of alternative methods for delivering services and
activities under the JOBS program to families at risk of entering the AFDC
program, and to amend part A of title IV of the Social Security Act to pro-
vide for the permanent use of such alternative methods beginning in fiscal
year 1995.

H.R. 1063  To amend the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970 to es-
tablish an Office of Construction Safety, Health, and Education, to improve
inspections, investigations, reporting, and recordkeeping on construction
sites, to require the appointment of project constructors to monitor safety on
construction sites, to require construction employers to establish safety and
health programs, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1066  To authorize a national program to reduce the threat to human
health posed by exposure to contaminants in the air indoors.

H.R. 1154  To establish programs to improve foreign language instruction and
to amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 in order to promote equal access
to opportunities to study abroad, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1209 *  To provide and restore certain education benefits to certain in-
dividuals serving in the Persian Gulf War.

H.R. 1218  To prevent potential abuses of electronic monitoring in the
workplace.

H.R. 1222  To enhance cooperation between the public and law enforcement
personnel in controlling and preventing crime and drug abuse.

H.R. 1237  To amend the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 to clarify the
application of such Act, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1254  To provide for the establishment of the Margaret Walker
Alexander National African-American Research Center.

H.R. 1285  To resolve legal and technical issues relating to Federal
postsecondary student assistance programs and to prevent undue burdens on
participants in Operation Desert Storm, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1364  To amend the Job Corps provisions of the Job Training Partnership
Act.

H.R. 1365  To amend the Job Training Partnership Act to provide for disaster
relief employment assistance.

H.R. 1388  To entitle employees to family leave for attending school activities.
H.R. 1430  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and the Fair Housing Act

to prohibit discrimination on the basis of affectional or sexual orientation,
and for other purposes.

H.R. 1459  To establish the National Commission on Entrepreneurial Educa-
tion.

H.R. 1460  Entitled ”The Food For Young Children Act”.
H.R. 1482  To amend title IV of the Higher Education Act of 1965 to allow

resident physicians to defer repayment of title IV student loans while com-
pleting accredited resident training programs.

H.R. 1502  To combat violence and crimes against women on the streets and
in homes.

H.R. 1503  To facilitate capital financing for historically Black colleges and
universities.

H.R. 1504  To authorize a National Conference on Aging.
H.R. 1522  To deny funds to educational programs that allow corporal pun-

ishment.
H.R. 1524  To establish programs to promote increased access to higher edu-

cation through early intervention counseling and financial aid information.
H.R. 1633  To assist in implementing the Plan of Action adopted by the World

Summit for Children.
H.R. 1637  To make improvements in the Black Lung Benefits Act.
H.R. 1669  To provide financial assistance to eligible local educational agen-

cies to improve urban education, and for other purposes.
H.R. 1739  To amend the Older Americans Act of 1965 to expand the pre-

ventive health services program to include disease prevention and health
promotion services, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1822  To amend the Older Americans Community Service Employment
Act to authorize grants for the employment of older Americans in providing
child care for families with low income; and to amend title II of the Social
Security Act to exempt from the earnings test amounts earned for child care
services.

H.R. 1960  To direct the Secretary of the Interior to construct a National
Training Center at the National Afro-American Museum and Cultural Center
and for other purposes.

H.R. 2065  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to require institutions
of higher education to disclose foreign gifts.

H.R. 2076  To amend the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 to reform the
provisions relating to child labor.

H.R. 2127  To amend the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 to extend the programs
of such Act, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2157  To require the National Collegiate Athletic Association to provide
due process in connection with its regulatory activities affecting coaches,
players, and institutions engaged in sports in interstate commerce.

H.R. 2258  To help end hunger and human want.
H.R. 2331  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to permit less-than-

half-time students to obtain Pell Grants.
H.R. 2334  To further assist States in their efforts to increase awareness about

and prevent family violence and provide immediate shelter and related as-
sistance to battered women and their children.

H.R. 2350  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to assure that low-
income students have the opportunity to pursue higher education, and for
other purposes.

H.R. 2363  To amend the provisions of the Higher Education Act of 1965
relating to treatment by campus officials of sexual assault victims.

H.R. 2393  To amend title III of the Older Americans Act of 1965 to expand
the preventive health services program to include disease prevention and
health promotion services.

H.R. 2394  To amend title III of the Older Americans Act of 1965 to authorize
States to transfer between parts B and C not more than 50 percent of the
funds allotted for such parts.

H.R. 2590  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to clarify the legality
of race-based scholarships to promote diversity.

H.R. 2722  To revise and extend the programs under the Abandoned Infants
Assistance Act of 1988.

H.R. 2819  To provide financial assistance to eligible local educational agen-
cies to improve rural education, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2938 *  To establish a Teacher Opportunity Corps to enable
paraprofessionals working in targeted schools to become certified teachers
through part-time and summer study.

H.R. 3053  To amend the Individuals with Disabilities Education Act to
strengthen such Act, and for other purposes.

H.R. 3057 *  To amend the Drug-Free Schools and Communities Act of 1986
to revise the authorities of such Act relating to the National Diffusion Net-
work.

H.R. 3098  To improve the college participation rates of groups underserved
by institutions of higher education and for other purposes.

H.R. 3102  To amend section 520 of the Cranston-Gonzalez National Afford-
able Housing Act to authorize the Secretary of Housing and Urban Devel-
opment to make grants to establish midnight basketball league training and
partnership programs incorporating employment counseling, job-training, and
other educational activities for residents of public housing and federally as-
sisted housing.

H.R. 3114 *  To permit Pell Grant recipients to receive grants to cover more
than one full-time academic year of study during a 12-month award year
period and to extend the period of eligibility  for Pell Grants by one academic
year.

H.R. 3120  To express the sense of the Congress regarding a national agenda
for extending and improving foreign language instruction in the elementary
schools of the Nation.

H.R. 3160  To revise the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970.
H.R. 3189  To amend title IX of the Higher Education Act in order to en-

courage minority students to seek and obtain doctoral degrees, and for other
purposes.

H.R. 3261  To establish prefreshman summer programs for disadvantaged
students at institutions of higher education.

H.R. 3366  To repeal provisions of law regarding employer sanctions and
unfair immigration-related employment practices, to strengthen enforcement
of laws regarding illegal entry into the United States, and for other purposes.

H.R. 3450  To amend part A of title IV of the Social Security Act to remove
barriers and disincentives in the program of aid to families with dependent
children so as to enable recipients of such aid to move toward self-
sufficiency through microenterprises.

H.R. 3476  To establish the Commission on the Advancement of Women in
the Science and Engineering Work Forces.
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H.R. 3526  To ensure economic equity for American women and their families
and to respond to the need to revitalize the American economy by expanding
employment opportunities; improving access to funds for women business
owners; enhancing economic justice for women through pay equity, im-
proved child support enforcement, and benefits for part-time workers; and
providing economic and retirement security for women as workers and as
divorced or surviving spouses.

H.R. 3535  To amend the Social Security Act to ensure, through a U.S. Health
Program and through qualified employer health plans, access for all Ameri-
cans to benefits for high quality health care and long-term care while con-
taining the costs of the health care system.

H.R. 3548  To improve the quality of education by providing incentive grants
and by certain other methods.

H.R. 3553  To amend and extend the Higher Education Act of 1965.
H.R. 3625  To require the Commissioner of the Bureau of Labor Statistics to

conduct time use surveys of unremunerated work performed in the United
States and to calculate the monetary value of such work.

H.R. 3748  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1991 with respect to the appli-
cation of such Act.

H.R. 3975  To amend section 1977A of the Revised Statutes to equalize the
remedies available to all victims of intentional employment discrimination,
and for other purposes.

H.R. 4022  To amend the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 to provide tax in-
centives for the establishment of tax enterprise zones, and for other purposes.

H.R. 4122  To guarantee a work opportunity for all Americans and for other
purposes.

H.R. 4300  To amend the Stewart B. McKinney Homeless Assistance Act to
extend programs providing urgently needed assistance for the homeless, and
for other purposes.

H.R. 4338  To suspend certain compliance and accountability measures under
the National School Lunch Act.

H.R. 4518  To amend the Department of Education Organization Act to create
the position of Assistant Secretary of Education for Bilingual Education and
Minority Languages Affairs and for other purposes.

H.R. 4538 *  To provide assistance to local educational agencies for the pre-
vention and reduction of violent crime in elementary and secondary schools.

H.R. 5083  To amend the Act of September 30, 1950 to provide that amounts
appropriated under such Act for purposes of making payments to local edu-
cational agencies on behalf of children who are dependents of a parent or
parents on active duty in the armed forces shall be considered national de-
fense functions for budget purposes.

H.R. 5407  To establish in the Department of Labor the United States Boxing
Commission to develop minimum Federal boxing standards applicable to the
conduct of professional boxing, and for other purposes.

H.Res. 201  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives that the
people of the United States should recognize ”An Artistic Discovery”, the
Congressional High School Art Competition.

H.Res. 284  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives that there
is a need for a comprehensive, coordinated strategy to help the United States
achieve its goal of being the strongest Nation on Earth economically and
militarily, so that it remain the greatest Nation in support of human dignity,
freedom, and democratic ideals.

H.Con.Res. 161  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the American
public should observe the 100th anniversary of moviemaking and recognize
the contributions of the American Film Institute in advocating and preserving
the art of film.

H.Con.Res. 282  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the Low Income
Home Energy Assistance Program should be funded for fiscal year 1993 at
a level greater than or equal to its funding for fiscal year 1992.

SEYMOUR, John of California

S.Con.Res. 17  Expressing the sense of Congress with respect to certain reg-
ulations of the Occupational Safety and Health Administration.

S.Con.Res. 44  Expressing the sense of Congress that the American public
should observe the 100th anniversary of moviemaking and recognize the
contributions of the American Film Institute in advocating and preserving the
art of film.

SHARP, Philip R. of Indiana

H.R. 1  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to restore and strengthen civil
rights laws that ban discrimination in employment, and for other purposes.

H.R. 5  To amend the National Labor Relations Act and the Railway Labor
Act to prevent discrimination based on participation in labor disputes.

H.R. 667  To authorize a grant to the National Writing Project.
H.R. 1987  To amend the Act of March 3, 1931 (known as the Davis-Bacon

Act), to revise the standard for coverage under that Act, and for other pur-
poses.

H.R. 2782  To amend the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974
to provide that such Act does not preempt certain State laws.

H.R. 3555  To repeal and prohibit all exemptions, privileges and gratuities for
members of the U.S. House of Representatives and the U.S. Senate.

H.R. 4498  To establish a computer education program for certain students.
H.Con.Res. 161  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the American

public should observe the 100th anniversary of moviemaking and recognize
the contributions of the American Film Institute in advocating and preserving
the art of film.

H.Con.Res. 282  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the Low Income
Home Energy Assistance Program should be funded for fiscal year 1993 at
a level greater than or equal to its funding for fiscal year 1992.

SHAW, E. Clay Jr. of Florida

H.R. 709 *  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to provide reduced
rates of interest under the Guaranteed Student Loan Program to individuals
who enter the teaching profession.

H.R. 1083 *   To authorize the Secretary of Education to make a grant to
Stetson University for the construction of library facilities.

H.R. 1237  To amend the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 to clarify the
application of such Act, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1375  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to strengthen protections
against discrimination in employment, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1755  To repeal the Act of March 3, 1931 (known as the Davis-Bacon
Act).

H.R. 2290  To authorize additional appropriations for the construction and
maintenance of the Mary McLeod Bethune Memorial Fine Arts Center.

H.R. 2437  To amend the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 to revise and extend the
program regarding independent living services for older blind individuals.

H.R. 2460  To help the Nation achieve the National Education Goals by sup-
porting the creation of a new generation of American Schools in communities
across the country; rewarding schools that demonstrate outstanding gains in
student performance and other progress toward the National Education
Goals; creating academies to improve leadership and core-course teaching in
schools nationwide; supporting State and local efforts to attract qualified in-
dividuals to teaching and educational administration; providing States and
localities with statutory and regulatory flexibility in exchange for greater
accountability for student learning; encouraging, testing, and evaluating ed-
ucational choice programs; increasing the potential usefulness of the National
Assessment of Education Progress to State and local decision-makers; ex-
panding Federal support for literacy improvements; and for other purposes.

H.R. 2810  To expand the nation's drug treatment capacity, promote drug-free
and safe schools, require Statewide drug abuse prevention and treatment
plans, and ensure that new Federal grant dollars provided for treatment ser-
vices do not displace State dollars.

H.R. 4929  To provide incentives for certain voluntarily separated military
personnel to become elementary and secondary school teachers.

H.R. 5325  To improve access to health insurance and contain health care
costs, and for other purposes.

H.R. 5800  To amend the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 and the Employee
Retirement Income Security Act of 1974 to improve pension plan funding.

H.R. 5960  To prevent and punish sexual violence and domestic violence, to
assist and protect the victims of such violence, to assist State and local ef-
forts, and for other purposes.
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H.R. 6083 *  To authorize States to conduct demonstration projects to test the
effectiveness of policies designed to help people leave welfare and increase
their financial security, and for other purposes.

H.Res. 201  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives that the
people of the United States should recognize ”An Artistic Discovery”, the
Congressional High School Art Competition.

H.Con.Res. 161  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the American
public should observe the 100th anniversary of moviemaking and recognize
the contributions of the American Film Institute in advocating and preserving
the art of film.

SHAYS, Christopher of Connecticut

H.R. 1  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to restore and strengthen civil
rights laws that ban discrimination in employment, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2  To entitle employees to family leave in certain cases involving a birth,
an adoption, or a serious health condition and to temporary medical leave in
certain cases involving a serious health condition, with adequate protection
of the employees employment and benefit rights, and to establish a com-
mission to study ways of providing salary replacement for employees who
take any such leave.

H.R. 123  To amend title 4, United States Code, to declare English as the of-
ficial language of the United States.

H.R. 667  To authorize a grant to the National Writing Project.
H.R. 751  To enhance the literacy and basic skills of adults, to ensure that all

adults in the United States acquire the basic skills necessary to function ef-
fectively and achieve the greatest possible opportunity in their work and in
their lives, and to strengthen and coordinate adult literacy programs.

H.R. 812  To establish a program of grants for the provision of coordinated
educational support services to at-risk youth.

H.R. 840  To improve counseling services for elementary school children.
H.R. 1063  To amend the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970 to es-

tablish an Office of Construction Safety, Health, and Education, to improve
inspections, investigations, reporting, and recordkeeping on construction
sites, to require the appointment of project constructors to monitor safety on
construction sites, to require construction employers to establish safety and
health programs, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1192  To amend the provisions of the Occupational Safety and Health
Act of 1970 relating to criminal penalties, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1218  To prevent potential abuses of electronic monitoring in the
workplace.

H.R. 1430  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and the Fair Housing Act
to prohibit discrimination on the basis of affectional or sexual orientation,
and for other purposes.

H.R. 1502  To combat violence and crimes against women on the streets and
in homes.

H.R. 1524  To establish programs to promote increased access to higher edu-
cation through early intervention counseling and financial aid information.

H.R. 1565  To increase access to health care and affordable health insurance,
to contain costs of health care in a manner that improves health care, and for
other purposes.

H.R. 1633  To assist in implementing the Plan of Action adopted by the World
Summit for Children.

H.R. 2223  To amend the National Labor Relations Act to give employers and
performers in the live performing arts, rights given by section 8(e) of such
Act to employers and employees in similarly situated industries, to give such
employers and performers the same rights given by section 8(f) of such Act
to employers and employees in the construction industry, and for other pur-
poses.

H.R. 2258  To help end hunger and human want.
H.R. 2363  To amend the provisions of the Higher Education Act of 1965

relating to treatment by campus officials of sexual assault victims.
H.R. 2437  To amend the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 to revise and extend the

program regarding independent living services for older blind individuals.
H.R. 2782  To amend the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974

to provide that such Act does not preempt certain State laws.

H.R. 2810  To expand the nation's drug treatment capacity, promote drug-free
and safe schools, require Statewide drug abuse prevention and treatment
plans, and ensure that new Federal grant dollars provided for treatment ser-
vices do not displace State dollars.

H.R. 3137  To amend the McCarran-Ferguson Act and the Employee Retire-
ment Income Security Act of 1974 to assure that the medicaid program is
treated as payer of last resort.

H.R. 3437  To require the Secretary of Education to submit to Congress a re-
port on the use of Pell Grants by prisoners.

H.R. 3450  To amend part A of title IV of the Social Security Act to remove
barriers and disincentives in the program of aid to families with dependent
children so as to enable recipients of such aid to move toward self-
sufficiency through microenterprises.

H.R. 3555  To repeal and prohibit all exemptions, privileges and gratuities for
members of the U.S. House of Representatives and the U.S. Senate.

H.R. 3583  To extend the statute of limitation applicable to the filing of ad-
ministrative complaints by Federal employees who allege employment dis-
crimination in violation of title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964.

H.R. 3734  To make applicable to the Congress certain laws relating to the
terms and conditions of employment, the health and safety of employees, and
the rights and responsibilities of employers and employees, and for other
purposes.

H.R. 3799  To amend title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to prohibit
discrimination based on race, color, religion, sex, disability, national origin,
or age in employment in the legislative or judicial branches of the Federal
Government; and to establish the Employment Review Board composed of
senior Federal judges, which shall have authority to adjudicate claims re-
garding such discrimination.

H.R. 4259  To amend title I of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 to provide each
individual with handicaps who is eligible for services under such title with
the right to select the entities that are to provide services pursuant to the in-
dividualized written rehabilitation program developed for the individual.

H.R. 4338  To suspend certain compliance and accountability measures under
the National School Lunch Act.

H.R. 4730  To facilitate and assist in the economic adjustment and industrial
diversification of defense industries, defense dependent communities, and
defense workers that are adversely affected by the termination or reduction
of defense spending or defense-related contracts.

H.R. 5017  To amend the Job Training Partnership Act to provide employment
and training assistance to workers in substantially and seriously affected de-
fense communities.

H.R. 5325  To improve access to health insurance and contain health care
costs, and for other purposes.

H.R. 5610  To reduce health costs through uniform claims and electronic
billing.

H.R. 5664  To encourage, assist, and evaluate educational choice programs,
and for other purposes.

H.R. 5936  To contain health care costs and improve access to health care
through accountable health plans and managed competition, and for other
purposes.

H.R. 5993 *  To establish a program of mandatory national service for young
people in the United States.

H.Res. 201  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives that the
people of the United States should recognize ”An Artistic Discovery”, the
Congressional High School Art Competition.

H.Res. 284  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives that there
is a need for a comprehensive, coordinated strategy to help the United States
achieve its goal of being the strongest Nation on Earth economically and
militarily, so that it remain the greatest Nation in support of human dignity,
freedom, and democratic ideals.

H.Con.Res. 92  Expressing the sense of Congress with respect to certain reg-
ulations of the Occupational Safety and Health Administration.

H.Con.Res. 282  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the Low Income
Home Energy Assistance Program should be funded for fiscal year 1993 at
a level greater than or equal to its funding for fiscal year 1992.
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SHELBY, Richard of Alabama

S.Con.Res. 17  Expressing the sense of Congress with respect to certain reg-
ulations of the Occupational Safety and Health Administration.

S.Con.Res. 44  Expressing the sense of Congress that the American public
should observe the 100th anniversary of moviemaking and recognize the
contributions of the American Film Institute in advocating and preserving the
art of film.

SHUSTER, Bud of Pennsylvania

H.R. 123  To amend title 4, United States Code, to declare English as the of-
ficial language of the United States.

H.R. 1753  To establish grant programs and provide other forms of Federal
assistance to pregnant women, children in need of adoptive families, and
individuals and families adopting children.

H.Con.Res. 92  Expressing the sense of Congress with respect to certain reg-
ulations of the Occupational Safety and Health Administration.

H.Con.Res. 282  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the Low Income
Home Energy Assistance Program should be funded for fiscal year 1993 at
a level greater than or equal to its funding for fiscal year 1992.

SIKORSKI, Gerry of Minnesota

H.R. 1  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to restore and strengthen civil
rights laws that ban discrimination in employment, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2  To entitle employees to family leave in certain cases involving a birth,
an adoption, or a serious health condition and to temporary medical leave in
certain cases involving a serious health condition, with adequate protection
of the employees employment and benefit rights, and to establish a com-
mission to study ways of providing salary replacement for employees who
take any such leave.

H.R. 5  To amend the National Labor Relations Act and the Railway Labor
Act to prevent discrimination based on participation in labor disputes.

H.R. 81  To amend the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 to allow individuals
to direct that part or all of their income tax refunds be contributed to a trust
fund established for the relief of domestic and international hunger, and to
establish a commission to oversee the distribution of such contributions.

H.R. 179  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to permit the deferral
of payments on student loans during professional internships, regardless of
duration.

H.R. 386  To require the executive branch to gather and disseminate infor-
mation regarding, and to promote techniques to eliminate, discriminatory
wage-setting practices and discriminatory wage disparities which are based
on sex, race, or national origin.

H.R. 500  To require the Secretary of the Treasury to mint coins in com-
memoration of the quincentenary of the discovery of America by Christopher
Columbus and to establish the Christopher Columbus Fellowship Foundation.

H.R. 812  To establish a program of grants for the provision of coordinated
educational support services to at-risk youth.

H.R. 840  To improve counseling services for elementary school children.
H.R. 845  To require the Director of the National Institute for Occupational

Safety and Health to conduct a study of the prevalence and issues related to
contamination of workers' homes with hazardous chemicals and substances
transported from their workplace and to issue or report on regulations to
prevent or mitigate the future contamination of workers' homes, and for other
purposes.

H.R. 1063  To amend the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970 to es-
tablish an Office of Construction Safety, Health, and Education, to improve
inspections, investigations, reporting, and recordkeeping on construction
sites, to require the appointment of project constructors to monitor safety on
construction sites, to require construction employers to establish safety and
health programs, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1154  To establish programs to improve foreign language instruction and
to amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 in order to promote equal access
to opportunities to study abroad, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1218  To prevent potential abuses of electronic monitoring in the
workplace.

H.R. 1388 *  To entitle employees to family leave for attending school activ-
ities.

H.R. 1430  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and the Fair Housing Act
to prohibit discrimination on the basis of affectional or sexual orientation,
and for other purposes.

H.R. 1502  To combat violence and crimes against women on the streets and
in homes.

H.R. 1524  To establish programs to promote increased access to higher edu-
cation through early intervention counseling and financial aid information.

H.R. 1633  To assist in implementing the Plan of Action adopted by the World
Summit for Children.

H.R. 1645  To amend the provisions of law relating to continuation of health
care benefits in the case of certain family members, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2157  To require the National Collegiate Athletic Association to provide
due process in connection with its regulatory activities affecting coaches,
players, and institutions engaged in sports in interstate commerce.

H.R. 2223  To amend the National Labor Relations Act to give employers and
performers in the live performing arts, rights given by section 8(e) of such
Act to employers and employees in similarly situated industries, to give such
employers and performers the same rights given by section 8(f) of such Act
to employers and employees in the construction industry, and for other pur-
poses.

H.R. 2258  To help end hunger and human want.
H.R. 2363  To amend the provisions of the Higher Education Act of 1965

relating to treatment by campus officials of sexual assault victims.
H.R. 2782  To amend the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974

to provide that such Act does not preempt certain State laws.
H.R. 2819  To provide financial assistance to eligible local educational agen-

cies to improve rural education, and for other purposes.
H.R. 3160  To revise the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970.
H.R. 3526  To ensure economic equity for American women and their families

and to respond to the need to revitalize the American economy by expanding
employment opportunities; improving access to funds for women business
owners; enhancing economic justice for women through pay equity, im-
proved child support enforcement, and benefits for part-time workers; and
providing economic and retirement security for women as workers and as
divorced or surviving spouses.

H.R. 3555  To repeal and prohibit all exemptions, privileges and gratuities for
members of the U.S. House of Representatives and the U.S. Senate.

H.R. 3613  To amend title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and the Age
Discrimination in Employment Act of 1967 to improve the effectiveness of
administrative review of employment discrimination claims made by Federal
employees; and for other purposes.

H.R. 3975  To amend section 1977A of the Revised Statutes to equalize the
remedies available to all victims of intentional employment discrimination,
and for other purposes.

H.R. 4259  To amend title I of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 to provide each
individual with handicaps who is eligible for services under such title with
the right to select the entities that are to provide services pursuant to the in-
dividualized written rehabilitation program developed for the individual.

H.R. 4300  To amend the Stewart B. McKinney Homeless Assistance Act to
extend programs providing urgently needed assistance for the homeless, and
for other purposes.

H.R. 4338  To suspend certain compliance and accountability measures under
the National School Lunch Act.

H.R. 4822  To make appropriations to begin a phase-in toward full funding
of the special supplemental food program for women, infants, and children
(WIC) and of Head Start programs, to expand the Job Corps program, and
for other purposes.

H.Res. 284  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives that there
is a need for a comprehensive, coordinated strategy to help the United States
achieve its goal of being the strongest Nation on Earth economically and
militarily, so that it remain the greatest Nation in support of human dignity,
freedom, and democratic ideals.

H.Con.Res. 215  Expressing the sense of the Congress relating to paid leave
for working parents for the purpose of attending parent-teacher conferences.

H.Con.Res. 282  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the Low Income
Home Energy Assistance Program should be funded for fiscal year 1993 at
a level greater than or equal to its funding for fiscal year 1992.
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SIMON, Paul of Illinois

S. 838  To amend the Child Abuse Prevention and Treatment Act to revise and
extend programs under such Act, and for other purposes.

S. 1106  To amend the Individuals with Disabilities Education Act to
strengthen such Act, and for other purposes.

S. 2044  To assist Native Americans in assuring the survival and continuing
vitality of their languages.

S. 3155  To establish the National Indian Policy Research Institute.
S.Con.Res. 17  Expressing the sense of Congress with respect to certain reg-

ulations of the Occupational Safety and Health Administration.
S.Con.Res. 44  Expressing the sense of Congress that the American public

should observe the 100th anniversary of moviemaking and recognize the
contributions of the American Film Institute in advocating and preserving the
art of film.

S.Con.Res. 81  Expressing the sense of the Congress regarding visionary art
as a national treasure and regarding the American Visionary Art Museum as
a national repository and educational center for visionary art.

SISISKY, Norman of Virginia

H.R. 123  To amend title 4, United States Code, to declare English as the of-
ficial language of the United States.

H.R. 840  To improve counseling services for elementary school children.
H.R. 1237  To amend the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 to clarify the

application of such Act, and for other purposes.
H.R. 1254  To provide for the establishment of the Margaret Walker

Alexander National African-American Research Center.
H.R. 1502  To combat violence and crimes against women on the streets and

in homes.
H.R. 1503  To facilitate capital financing for historically Black colleges and

universities.
H.R. 2437  To amend the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 to revise and extend the

program regarding independent living services for older blind individuals.
H.R. 2819  To provide financial assistance to eligible local educational agen-

cies to improve rural education, and for other purposes.
H.R. 3080 *  To amend title VII to authorize funds for the construction of a

regional fine arts center and a child development complex at Saint Paul's
College in Lawrenceville, Virginia.

H.R. 3932 *  To improve the operational efficiency of the James Madison
Memorial Fellowship Foundation, and for other purposes.

H.R. 4591  To amend the Job Training Partnership Act to establish a com-
munity works progress program, a youth community corps program, and a
national youth community corps program, and for other purposes.

H.Res. 201  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives that the
people of the United States should recognize ”An Artistic Discovery”, the
Congressional High School Art Competition.

H.Res. 524  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives to commend
and congratulate the College of William and Mary in Virginia on the occa-
sion of the 300th anniversary of its founding.

H.Con.Res. 282  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the Low Income
Home Energy Assistance Program should be funded for fiscal year 1993 at
a level greater than or equal to its funding for fiscal year 1992.

SKAGGS, David E. of Colorado

H.R. 5  To amend the National Labor Relations Act and the Railway Labor
Act to prevent discrimination based on participation in labor disputes.

H.R. 500  To require the Secretary of the Treasury to mint coins in com-
memoration of the quincentenary of the discovery of America by Christopher
Columbus and to establish the Christopher Columbus Fellowship Foundation.

H.R. 812  To establish a program of grants for the provision of coordinated
educational support services to at-risk youth.

H.R. 1218  To prevent potential abuses of electronic monitoring in the
workplace.

H.R. 1237  To amend the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 to clarify the
application of such Act, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1430  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and the Fair Housing Act
to prohibit discrimination on the basis of affectional or sexual orientation,
and for other purposes.

H.R. 1633  To assist in implementing the Plan of Action adopted by the World
Summit for Children.

H.R. 2098  To amend the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970 to
improve and enforce standards for employee health and safety at Department
of Energy nuclear facilities, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2782  To amend the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974
to provide that such Act does not preempt certain State laws.

H.R. 3285  To provide for regional energy efficient lighting education centers,
and for other purposes.

H.R. 3748  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1991 with respect to the appli-
cation of such Act.

H.R. 3908 *  To provide compensation and health reinsurance benefits to
employees at Department of Energy defense nuclear facilities for injuries
caused by exposure to ionizing radiation and to ensure fair treatment of em-
ployees during modernization and reconfiguration of such facilities, and for
other purposes.

H.R. 3975  To amend section 1977A of the Revised Statutes to equalize the
remedies available to all victims of intentional employment discrimination,
and for other purposes.

H.R. 4259  To amend title I of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 to provide each
individual with handicaps who is eligible for services under such title with
the right to select the entities that are to provide services pursuant to the in-
dividualized written rehabilitation program developed for the individual.

H.R. 4953  To amend the base closure laws to improve the provision of ad-
justment assistance to employees of the Department of Defense adversely
affected by the closure or realignment of a military installation.

H.R. 5357  To provide grants to States to improve and coordinate health and
education services provided to preschool children and to provide for the
production and distribution of educational television programming for pre-
school children.

H.Con.Res. 92  Expressing the sense of Congress with respect to certain reg-
ulations of the Occupational Safety and Health Administration.

SKEEN, Joe of New Mexico

H.R. 179  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to permit the deferral
of payments on student loans during professional internships, regardless of
duration.

H.R. 500  To require the Secretary of the Treasury to mint coins in com-
memoration of the quincentenary of the discovery of America by Christopher
Columbus and to establish the Christopher Columbus Fellowship Foundation.

H.R. 709  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to provide reduced
rates of interest under the Guaranteed Student Loan Program to individuals
who enter the teaching profession.

H.R. 821  To provide for the cancellation of a portion of the direct student
loans of members of the Armed Forces who serve in a combat zone in con-
nection with the Persian Gulf conflict and to require the restoration of edu-
cational benefits and tuition reimbursement for those members of the Armed
Forces who are unable to pursue studies because of military commitments.

H.R. 1237  To amend the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 to clarify the
application of such Act, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1651  To deny funds to programs that do not allow the Secretary of
Defense access to students on campuses or to certain student information for
recruiting purposes.

H.R. 2125  To establish a commission to examine the issues associated with
the teaching of values in elementary and secondary schools and to amend the
Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965 to establish a demon-
stration program of grants to innovative projects relating to civics and char-
acter values in education.

H.R. 2336  To establish a higher education loan program in which a borrower's
annual repayment obligation is dependent upon both postschool income level
and borrowing history, and for other purposes.
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SKEEN, Joe of New Mexico—Continued

H.R. 2460  To help the Nation achieve the National Education Goals by sup-
porting the creation of a new generation of American Schools in communities
across the country; rewarding schools that demonstrate outstanding gains in
student performance and other progress toward the National Education
Goals; creating academies to improve leadership and core-course teaching in
schools nationwide; supporting State and local efforts to attract qualified in-
dividuals to teaching and educational administration; providing States and
localities with statutory and regulatory flexibility in exchange for greater
accountability for student learning; encouraging, testing, and evaluating ed-
ucational choice programs; increasing the potential usefulness of the National
Assessment of Education Progress to State and local decision-makers; ex-
panding Federal support for literacy improvements; and for other purposes.

H.R. 2810  To expand the nation's drug treatment capacity, promote drug-free
and safe schools, require Statewide drug abuse prevention and treatment
plans, and ensure that new Federal grant dollars provided for treatment ser-
vices do not displace State dollars.

H.R. 2936  To establish programs at the National Science Foundation for the
advancement of technical education and training in advanced-technology
occupations, and for other purposes.

H.R. 3078  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to exclude the value
of personal residences and family farms from the calculation of expected
family contributions for student aid programs.

H.R. 5220  To promote youth apprenticeship, and for other purposes.
H.R. 5325  To improve access to health insurance and contain health care

costs, and for other purposes.
H.Con.Res. 92  Expressing the sense of Congress with respect to certain reg-

ulations of the Occupational Safety and Health Administration.
H.Con.Res. 119  Expressing the sense of the Congress regarding the Knight

Foundation's proposals for reforming the college athletics system.
H.Con.Res. 161  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the American

public should observe the 100th anniversary of moviemaking and recognize
the contributions of the American Film Institute in advocating and preserving
the art of film.

SKELTON, Ike of Missouri

H.R. 5  To amend the National Labor Relations Act and the Railway Labor
Act to prevent discrimination based on participation in labor disputes.

H.R. 123  To amend title 4, United States Code, to declare English as the of-
ficial language of the United States.

H.R. 1237  To amend the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 to clarify the
application of such Act, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1503  To facilitate capital financing for historically Black colleges and
universities.

H.R. 2157  To require the National Collegiate Athletic Association to provide
due process in connection with its regulatory activities affecting coaches,
players, and institutions engaged in sports in interstate commerce.

H.R. 2230  To provide incentives for physicians to practice in rural areas and
in rural medically underserved areas.

H.R. 2819  To provide financial assistance to eligible local educational agen-
cies to improve rural education, and for other purposes.

H.R. 4259  To amend title I of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 to provide each
individual with handicaps who is eligible for services under such title with
the right to select the entities that are to provide services pursuant to the in-
dividualized written rehabilitation program developed for the individual.

H.Res. 284  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives that there
is a need for a comprehensive, coordinated strategy to help the United States
achieve its goal of being the strongest Nation on Earth economically and
militarily, so that it remain the greatest Nation in support of human dignity,
freedom, and democratic ideals.

H.Con.Res. 92  Expressing the sense of Congress with respect to certain reg-
ulations of the Occupational Safety and Health Administration.

H.Con.Res. 282  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the Low Income
Home Energy Assistance Program should be funded for fiscal year 1993 at
a level greater than or equal to its funding for fiscal year 1992.

SLATTERY, Jim of Kansas

H.R. 1  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to restore and strengthen civil
rights laws that ban discrimination in employment, and for other purposes.

H.R. 5  To amend the National Labor Relations Act and the Railway Labor
Act to prevent discrimination based on participation in labor disputes.

H.R. 81  To amend the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 to allow individuals
to direct that part or all of their income tax refunds be contributed to a trust
fund established for the relief of domestic and international hunger, and to
establish a commission to oversee the distribution of such contributions.

H.R. 500  To require the Secretary of the Treasury to mint coins in com-
memoration of the quincentenary of the discovery of America by Christopher
Columbus and to establish the Christopher Columbus Fellowship Foundation.

H.R. 501  To authorize the Secretary of Housing and Urban Development to
provide grants to urban and rural communities for training economically
disadvantaged youth in education and employment skills and to expand the
supply of housing for homeless and economically disadvantaged individuals
and families.

H.R. 544  To amend the National School Lunch Act to restore food supple-
ment benefits under the dependent care food program to adolescent youth.

H.R. 799  To ensure that checks to pay benefits under title IV of the Federal
Mine Safety and Health Act of 1977 are delivered early if the usual delivery
date falls on a Saturday, Sunday, or holiday.

H.R. 821  To provide for the cancellation of a portion of the direct student
loans of members of the Armed Forces who serve in a combat zone in con-
nection with the Persian Gulf conflict and to require the restoration of edu-
cational benefits and tuition reimbursement for those members of the Armed
Forces who are unable to pursue studies because of military commitments.

H.R. 908  To amend title 38, United States Code, and other provisions of law
to provide improved benefits and services for military personnel who serve
during the Persian Gulf War, including particularly benefits and services for
members of the National Guard and Reserve components, and for other
purposes.

H.R. 1218  To prevent potential abuses of electronic monitoring in the
workplace.

H.R. 1364  To amend the Job Corps provisions of the Job Training Partnership
Act.

H.R. 1460  Entitled ”The Food For Young Children Act”.
H.R. 1482  To amend title IV of the Higher Education Act of 1965 to allow

resident physicians to defer repayment of title IV student loans while com-
pleting accredited resident training programs.

H.R. 1502  To combat violence and crimes against women on the streets and
in homes.

H.R. 1987  To amend the Act of March 3, 1931 (known as the Davis-Bacon
Act), to revise the standard for coverage under that Act, and for other pur-
poses.

H.R. 2230  To provide incentives for physicians to practice in rural areas and
in rural medically underserved areas.

H.R. 2258  To help end hunger and human want.
H.R. 3102  To amend section 520 of the Cranston-Gonzalez National Afford-

able Housing Act to authorize the Secretary of Housing and Urban Devel-
opment to make grants to establish midnight basketball league training and
partnership programs incorporating employment counseling, job-training, and
other educational activities for residents of public housing and federally as-
sisted housing.

H.R. 3285  To provide for regional energy efficient lighting education centers,
and for other purposes.

H.R. 3555  To repeal and prohibit all exemptions, privileges and gratuities for
members of the U.S. House of Representatives and the U.S. Senate.

H.R. 4013  To amend certain provisions of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986
to improve the provisions of health care to retirees in the coal industry, to
revise the manner in which such care is funded and maintained, and for other
purposes.

H.R. 4338  To suspend certain compliance and accountability measures under
the National School Lunch Act.

H.Res. 284  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives that there
is a need for a comprehensive, coordinated strategy to help the United States
achieve its goal of being the strongest Nation on Earth economically and
militarily, so that it remain the greatest Nation in support of human dignity,
freedom, and democratic ideals.
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SLATTERY, Jim of Kansas—Continued

H.Con.Res. 92  Expressing the sense of Congress with respect to certain reg-
ulations of the Occupational Safety and Health Administration.

H.Con.Res. 161  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the American
public should observe the 100th anniversary of moviemaking and recognize
the contributions of the American Film Institute in advocating and preserving
the art of film.

H.Con.Res. 282  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the Low Income
Home Energy Assistance Program should be funded for fiscal year 1993 at
a level greater than or equal to its funding for fiscal year 1992.

SLAUGHTER, D. French Jr. of Virginia

H.R. 123  To amend title 4, United States Code, to declare English as the of-
ficial language of the United States.

H.R. 500  To require the Secretary of the Treasury to mint coins in com-
memoration of the quincentenary of the discovery of America by Christopher
Columbus and to establish the Christopher Columbus Fellowship Foundation.

H.R. 1237  To amend the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 to clarify the
application of such Act, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1755  To repeal the Act of March 3, 1931 (known as the Davis-Bacon
Act).

H.R. 2460  To help the Nation achieve the National Education Goals by sup-
porting the creation of a new generation of American Schools in communities
across the country; rewarding schools that demonstrate outstanding gains in
student performance and other progress toward the National Education
Goals; creating academies to improve leadership and core-course teaching in
schools nationwide; supporting State and local efforts to attract qualified in-
dividuals to teaching and educational administration; providing States and
localities with statutory and regulatory flexibility in exchange for greater
accountability for student learning; encouraging, testing, and evaluating ed-
ucational choice programs; increasing the potential usefulness of the National
Assessment of Education Progress to State and local decision-makers; ex-
panding Federal support for literacy improvements; and for other purposes.

H.Res. 201  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives that the
people of the United States should recognize ”An Artistic Discovery”, the
Congressional High School Art Competition.

SLAUGHTER, Louise McIntosh of New York

H.R. 1  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to restore and strengthen civil
rights laws that ban discrimination in employment, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2  To entitle employees to family leave in certain cases involving a birth,
an adoption, or a serious health condition and to temporary medical leave in
certain cases involving a serious health condition, with adequate protection
of the employees employment and benefit rights, and to establish a com-
mission to study ways of providing salary replacement for employees who
take any such leave.

H.R. 5  To amend the National Labor Relations Act and the Railway Labor
Act to prevent discrimination based on participation in labor disputes.

H.R. 179  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to permit the deferral
of payments on student loans during professional internships, regardless of
duration.

H.R. 386  To require the executive branch to gather and disseminate infor-
mation regarding, and to promote techniques to eliminate, discriminatory
wage-setting practices and discriminatory wage disparities which are based
on sex, race, or national origin.

H.R. 441  To facilitate the economic adjustment of communities, industries,
and workers to reductions or realignments in defense or aerospace contracts,
military facilities, and arms export, and for other purposes.

H.R. 500  To require the Secretary of the Treasury to mint coins in com-
memoration of the quincentenary of the discovery of America by Christopher
Columbus and to establish the Christopher Columbus Fellowship Foundation.

H.R. 501  To authorize the Secretary of Housing and Urban Development to
provide grants to urban and rural communities for training economically
disadvantaged youth in education and employment skills and to expand the
supply of housing for homeless and economically disadvantaged individuals
and families.

H.R. 544  To amend the National School Lunch Act to restore food supple-
ment benefits under the dependent care food program to adolescent youth.

H.R. 667  To authorize a grant to the National Writing Project.
H.R. 709  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to provide reduced

rates of interest under the Guaranteed Student Loan Program to individuals
who enter the teaching profession.

H.R. 812  To establish a program of grants for the provision of coordinated
educational support services to at-risk youth.

H.R. 906  To amend the Job Training Partnership Act to encourage a broader
range of training and job placement for women and for other purposes.

H.R. 1059  To amend section 311 of the Older Americans Act of 1965 to re-
quire the Secretary of Agriculture to provide assistance for 2 meals served
daily per person.

H.R. 1063  To amend the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970 to es-
tablish an Office of Construction Safety, Health, and Education, to improve
inspections, investigations, reporting, and recordkeeping on construction
sites, to require the appointment of project constructors to monitor safety on
construction sites, to require construction employers to establish safety and
health programs, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1154  To establish programs to improve foreign language instruction and
to amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 in order to promote equal access
to opportunities to study abroad, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1364  To amend the Job Corps provisions of the Job Training Partnership
Act.

H.R. 1430  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and the Fair Housing Act
to prohibit discrimination on the basis of affectional or sexual orientation,
and for other purposes.

H.R. 1460  Entitled ”The Food For Young Children Act”.
H.R. 1482  To amend title IV of the Higher Education Act of 1965 to allow

resident physicians to defer repayment of title IV student loans while com-
pleting accredited resident training programs.

H.R. 1502  To combat violence and crimes against women on the streets and
in homes.

H.R. 1503  To facilitate capital financing for historically Black colleges and
universities.

H.R. 1504  To authorize a National Conference on Aging.
H.R. 1602  To amend title I of the Employee Retirement Income Security Act

of 1974 to provide that such Act does not preempt actions under State law
against persons who engage in unfair insurance claims practices.

H.R. 1633  To assist in implementing the Plan of Action adopted by the World
Summit for Children.

H.R. 1669  To provide financial assistance to eligible local educational agen-
cies to improve urban education, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2258  To help end hunger and human want.
H.R. 2363  To amend the provisions of the Higher Education Act of 1965

relating to treatment by campus officials of sexual assault victims.
H.R. 2782  To amend the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974

to provide that such Act does not preempt certain State laws.
H.R. 2936  To establish programs at the National Science Foundation for the

advancement of technical education and training in advanced-technology
occupations, and for other purposes.

H.R. 3160  To revise the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970.
H.R. 3475  To assist business in providing women with opportunities in ap-

prenticeship and nontraditional occupations.
H.R. 3476  To establish the Commission on the Advancement of Women in

the Science and Engineering Work Forces.
H.R. 3526  To ensure economic equity for American women and their families

and to respond to the need to revitalize the American economy by expanding
employment opportunities; improving access to funds for women business
owners; enhancing economic justice for women through pay equity, im-
proved child support enforcement, and benefits for part-time workers; and
providing economic and retirement security for women as workers and as
divorced or surviving spouses.

H.R. 3583  To extend the statute of limitation applicable to the filing of ad-
ministrative complaints by Federal employees who allege employment dis-
crimination in violation of title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964.

H.R. 3603  To promote family preservation and the prevention of foster care
with emphasis on families where abuse of alcohol or drugs is present, and
to improve the quality and delivery of child welfare, foster care, and adoption
services.
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H.R. 3748  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1991 with respect to the appli-
cation of such Act.

H.R. 3975  To amend section 1977A of the Revised Statutes to equalize the
remedies available to all victims of intentional employment discrimination,
and for other purposes.

H.R. 4300  To amend the Stewart B. McKinney Homeless Assistance Act to
extend programs providing urgently needed assistance for the homeless, and
for other purposes.

H.R. 4338  To suspend certain compliance and accountability measures under
the National School Lunch Act.

H.R. 4538  To provide assistance to local educational agencies for the pre-
vention and reduction of violent crime in elementary and secondary schools.

H.R. 4822  To make appropriations to begin a phase-in toward full funding
of the special supplemental food program for women, infants, and children
(WIC) and of Head Start programs, to expand the Job Corps program, and
for other purposes.

H.Res. 201  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives that the
people of the United States should recognize ”An Artistic Discovery”, the
Congressional High School Art Competition.

H.Res. 284  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives that there
is a need for a comprehensive, coordinated strategy to help the United States
achieve its goal of being the strongest Nation on Earth economically and
militarily, so that it remain the greatest Nation in support of human dignity,
freedom, and democratic ideals.

H.Con.Res. 92  Expressing the sense of Congress with respect to certain reg-
ulations of the Occupational Safety and Health Administration.

H.Con.Res. 161  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the American
public should observe the 100th anniversary of moviemaking and recognize
the contributions of the American Film Institute in advocating and preserving
the art of film.

H.Con.Res. 282  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the Low Income
Home Energy Assistance Program should be funded for fiscal year 1993 at
a level greater than or equal to its funding for fiscal year 1992.

SMITH, Christopher H. of New Jersey

H.R. 2  To entitle employees to family leave in certain cases involving a birth,
an adoption, or a serious health condition and to temporary medical leave in
certain cases involving a serious health condition, with adequate protection
of the employees employment and benefit rights, and to establish a com-
mission to study ways of providing salary replacement for employees who
take any such leave.

H.R. 5  To amend the National Labor Relations Act and the Railway Labor
Act to prevent discrimination based on participation in labor disputes.

H.R. 500  To require the Secretary of the Treasury to mint coins in com-
memoration of the quincentenary of the discovery of America by Christopher
Columbus and to establish the Christopher Columbus Fellowship Foundation.

H.R. 840  To improve counseling services for elementary school children.
H.R. 908  To amend title 38, United States Code, and other provisions of law

to provide improved benefits and services for military personnel who serve
during the Persian Gulf War, including particularly benefits and services for
members of the National Guard and Reserve components, and for other
purposes.

H.R. 1154  To establish programs to improve foreign language instruction and
to amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 in order to promote equal access
to opportunities to study abroad, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1375  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to strengthen protections
against discrimination in employment, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1502  To combat violence and crimes against women on the streets and
in homes.

H.R. 1524  To establish programs to promote increased access to higher edu-
cation through early intervention counseling and financial aid information.

H.R. 1633  To assist in implementing the Plan of Action adopted by the World
Summit for Children.

H.R. 1692  To amend title XVIII of the Social Security Act to provide for
expanded long term care services under the medicare program, to amend the
Internal Revenue Code of 1986 to provide a credit for taxpayers with certain
elderly dependents in their households, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1753 *  To establish grant programs and provide other forms of Federal
assistance to pregnant women, children in need of adoptive families, and
individuals and families adopting children.

H.R. 2223  To amend the National Labor Relations Act to give employers and
performers in the live performing arts, rights given by section 8(e) of such
Act to employers and employees in similarly situated industries, to give such
employers and performers the same rights given by section 8(f) of such Act
to employers and employees in the construction industry, and for other pur-
poses.

H.R. 2363  To amend the provisions of the Higher Education Act of 1965
relating to treatment by campus officials of sexual assault victims.

H.R. 2653 *  To amend the Older Americans Act of 1965 to require the
Commissioner on Aging to carry out model volunteer service credit projects.

H.R. 2782  To amend the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974
to provide that such Act does not preempt certain State laws.

H.R. 2810  To expand the nation's drug treatment capacity, promote drug-free
and safe schools, require Statewide drug abuse prevention and treatment
plans, and ensure that new Federal grant dollars provided for treatment ser-
vices do not displace State dollars.

H.R. 2967  To amend the Older Americans Act of 1965 to authorize appro-
priations for fiscal years 1992 through 1995; to authorize a 1993 National
Conference on Aging; to amend the Native Americans Programs Act of 1974
to authorize appropriations for fiscal years 1992 through 1995; and for other
purposes.

H.R. 3526  To ensure economic equity for American women and their families
and to respond to the need to revitalize the American economy by expanding
employment opportunities; improving access to funds for women business
owners; enhancing economic justice for women through pay equity, im-
proved child support enforcement, and benefits for part-time workers; and
providing economic and retirement security for women as workers and as
divorced or surviving spouses.

H.R. 4338  To suspend certain compliance and accountability measures under
the National School Lunch Act.

H.R. 5960  To prevent and punish sexual violence and domestic violence, to
assist and protect the victims of such violence, to assist State and local ef-
forts, and for other purposes.

H.Res. 201  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives that the
people of the United States should recognize ”An Artistic Discovery”, the
Congressional High School Art Competition.

H.Con.Res. 92  Expressing the sense of Congress with respect to certain reg-
ulations of the Occupational Safety and Health Administration.

H.Con.Res. 282  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the Low Income
Home Energy Assistance Program should be funded for fiscal year 1993 at
a level greater than or equal to its funding for fiscal year 1992.

SMITH, Lamar S. of Texas

H.R. 500  To require the Secretary of the Treasury to mint coins in com-
memoration of the quincentenary of the discovery of America by Christopher
Columbus and to establish the Christopher Columbus Fellowship Foundation.

H.R. 623  To amend the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 to exempt em-
ployees involved in certain model garment programs, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1270  To strengthen the family structure of the United States by provid-
ing protection for eligible individuals who leave employment for a legitimate
family purpose, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1755  To repeal the Act of March 3, 1931 (known as the Davis-Bacon
Act).

H.R. 2125  To establish a commission to examine the issues associated with
the teaching of values in elementary and secondary schools and to amend the
Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965 to establish a demon-
stration program of grants to innovative projects relating to civics and char-
acter values in education.

H.R. 2230  To provide incentives for physicians to practice in rural areas and
in rural medically underserved areas.

H.R. 2363  To amend the provisions of the Higher Education Act of 1965
relating to treatment by campus officials of sexual assault victims.

H.R. 3439  To improve immigration law enforcement.
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H.R. 3734  To make applicable to the Congress certain laws relating to the
terms and conditions of employment, the health and safety of employees, and
the rights and responsibilities of employers and employees, and for other
purposes.

H.R. 5787  To repeal the Service Contract Act of 1965.

SMITH, Lawrence J. of Florida

H.R. 1  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to restore and strengthen civil
rights laws that ban discrimination in employment, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2  To entitle employees to family leave in certain cases involving a birth,
an adoption, or a serious health condition and to temporary medical leave in
certain cases involving a serious health condition, with adequate protection
of the employees employment and benefit rights, and to establish a com-
mission to study ways of providing salary replacement for employees who
take any such leave.

H.R. 5  To amend the National Labor Relations Act and the Railway Labor
Act to prevent discrimination based on participation in labor disputes.

H.R. 385  To provide financial assistance for programs for the prevention,
identification, and treatment of elder abuse, neglect, and exploitation, to es-
tablish a National Center on Elder Abuse, and for other purposes.

H.R. 500  To require the Secretary of the Treasury to mint coins in com-
memoration of the quincentenary of the discovery of America by Christopher
Columbus and to establish the Christopher Columbus Fellowship Foundation.

H.R. 667  To authorize a grant to the National Writing Project.
H.R. 709  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to provide reduced

rates of interest under the Guaranteed Student Loan Program to individuals
who enter the teaching profession.

H.R. 799  To ensure that checks to pay benefits under title IV of the Federal
Mine Safety and Health Act of 1977 are delivered early if the usual delivery
date falls on a Saturday, Sunday, or holiday.

H.R. 812  To establish a program of grants for the provision of coordinated
educational support services to at-risk youth.

H.R. 1063  To amend the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970 to es-
tablish an Office of Construction Safety, Health, and Education, to improve
inspections, investigations, reporting, and recordkeeping on construction
sites, to require the appointment of project constructors to monitor safety on
construction sites, to require construction employers to establish safety and
health programs, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1083  To authorize the Secretary of Education to make a grant to Stetson
University for the construction of library facilities.

H.R. 1218  To prevent potential abuses of electronic monitoring in the
workplace.

H.R. 1502  To combat violence and crimes against women on the streets and
in homes.

H.R. 1633  To assist in implementing the Plan of Action adopted by the World
Summit for Children.

H.R. 1669  To provide financial assistance to eligible local educational agen-
cies to improve urban education, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1753  To establish grant programs and provide other forms of Federal
assistance to pregnant women, children in need of adoptive families, and
individuals and families adopting children.

H.R. 1822  To amend the Older Americans Community Service Employment
Act to authorize grants for the employment of older Americans in providing
child care for families with low income; and to amend title II of the Social
Security Act to exempt from the earnings test amounts earned for child care
services.

H.R. 2157  To require the National Collegiate Athletic Association to provide
due process in connection with its regulatory activities affecting coaches,
players, and institutions engaged in sports in interstate commerce.

H.R. 2290  To authorize additional appropriations for the construction and
maintenance of the Mary McLeod Bethune Memorial Fine Arts Center.

H.R. 2323  To amend the Communications Act of 1934 in order to establish
certain reemployment rights for employees who have lost employment as a
consequence of the divestiture of the Bell system.

H.R. 2437  To amend the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 to revise and extend the
program regarding independent living services for older blind individuals.

H.R. 3046  To exempt from the antitrust laws certain conduct engaged in by
the National Collegiate Athletic Association (NCAA) jointly with member
institutions for the purpose of allowing the NCAA exclusively to negotiate
certain contracts, and for other purposes.

H.R. 3210  To amend title IV of the Employee Retirement Income Security
Act of 1974 to ensure protection of pension plan benefit liabilities subject to
distribution in the form of irrevocable commitments purchased from insurers
upon the standard termination of such plans.

H.R. 3255  To authorize the President to seize and liquidate assets of the Iraqi
Government that have been blocked by the United States, and to authorize
the appropriation of those liquidated assets to benefit United States veterans
and small business concerns injured by deployments like Operation Desert
Storm, and for humanitarian assistance to Iraqi refuges and other persons
displaced in the Persian Gulf region as a result of the Persian Gulf conflict.

H.R. 3526  To ensure economic equity for American women and their families
and to respond to the need to revitalize the American economy by expanding
employment opportunities; improving access to funds for women business
owners; enhancing economic justice for women through pay equity, im-
proved child support enforcement, and benefits for part-time workers; and
providing economic and retirement security for women as workers and as
divorced or surviving spouses.

H.R. 3748  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1991 with respect to the appli-
cation of such Act.

H.R. 3975  To amend section 1977A of the Revised Statutes to equalize the
remedies available to all victims of intentional employment discrimination,
and for other purposes.

H.R. 4591  To amend the Job Training Partnership Act to establish a com-
munity works progress program, a youth community corps program, and a
national youth community corps program, and for other purposes.

H.R. 5083  To amend the Act of September 30, 1950 to provide that amounts
appropriated under such Act for purposes of making payments to local edu-
cational agencies on behalf of children who are dependents of a parent or
parents on active duty in the armed forces shall be considered national de-
fense functions for budget purposes.

H.R. 5573  To provide grants to States and local entities to integrate education,
medical, and social and human services to at-risk children.

H.Res. 201  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives that the
people of the United States should recognize ”An Artistic Discovery”, the
Congressional High School Art Competition.

H.Res. 284  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives that there
is a need for a comprehensive, coordinated strategy to help the United States
achieve its goal of being the strongest Nation on Earth economically and
militarily, so that it remain the greatest Nation in support of human dignity,
freedom, and democratic ideals.

H.Con.Res. 161  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the American
public should observe the 100th anniversary of moviemaking and recognize
the contributions of the American Film Institute in advocating and preserving
the art of film.

SMITH, Neal of Iowa

H.R. 5  To amend the National Labor Relations Act and the Railway Labor
Act to prevent discrimination based on participation in labor disputes.

H.R. 224 *  To authorize loans for study at nonprofit institutions of higher
education.

H.R. 500  To require the Secretary of the Treasury to mint coins in com-
memoration of the quincentenary of the discovery of America by Christopher
Columbus and to establish the Christopher Columbus Fellowship Foundation.

H.R. 2782  To amend the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974
to provide that such Act does not preempt certain State laws.

H.R. 5925  To amend title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to establish a
revolving fund for use by the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission
to provide education, technical assistance, and training relating to the laws
administered by the Commission.
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SMITH, Robert of New Hampshire

S.Con.Res. 17  Expressing the sense of Congress with respect to certain reg-
ulations of the Occupational Safety and Health Administration.

SMITH, Robert F. (Bob) of Oregon

H.R. 500  To require the Secretary of the Treasury to mint coins in com-
memoration of the quincentenary of the discovery of America by Christopher
Columbus and to establish the Christopher Columbus Fellowship Foundation.

H.R. 1048  To establish within the Department of Education an Office of
Community Colleges.

H.R. 1237  To amend the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 to clarify the
application of such Act, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1524  To establish programs to promote increased access to higher edu-
cation through early intervention counseling and financial aid information.

H.R. 1755  To repeal the Act of March 3, 1931 (known as the Davis-Bacon
Act).

H.R. 5325  To improve access to health insurance and contain health care
costs, and for other purposes.

SNOWE, Olympia J. of Maine

H.R. 1  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to restore and strengthen civil
rights laws that ban discrimination in employment, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2  To entitle employees to family leave in certain cases involving a birth,
an adoption, or a serious health condition and to temporary medical leave in
certain cases involving a serious health condition, with adequate protection
of the employees employment and benefit rights, and to establish a com-
mission to study ways of providing salary replacement for employees who
take any such leave.

H.R. 751  To enhance the literacy and basic skills of adults, to ensure that all
adults in the United States acquire the basic skills necessary to function ef-
fectively and achieve the greatest possible opportunity in their work and in
their lives, and to strengthen and coordinate adult literacy programs.

H.R. 840  To improve counseling services for elementary school children.
H.R. 906  To amend the Job Training Partnership Act to encourage a broader

range of training and job placement for women and for other purposes.
H.R. 1502  To combat violence and crimes against women on the streets and

in homes.
H.R. 1565  To increase access to health care and affordable health insurance,

to contain costs of health care in a manner that improves health care, and for
other purposes.

H.R. 2018 *   To amend the Older Americans Act of 1965 to require uniform
telephone listing of area agencies on aging.

H.R. 2019 *   To amend the Older Americans Act of 1965 to assist older in-
dividuals to avoid falling and to prevent incorrect medication and adverse
drug reactions.

H.R. 2020 *  To amend title III of the Older Americans Act of 1965 with re-
spect to assistance to older individuals who reside in rural areas.

H.R. 2021 *  To amend the Older Americans Act of 1965 to require States to
appoint a State advisory body to make recommendations regarding trans-
portation services that affect older individuals; to provide for coordination
of such services; and to require the Commissioner on Aging to submit a re-
port regarding transportation services provided under such Act.

H.R. 2022 *  To amend the Older Americans Act of 1965 to increase efforts
to inform isolated older individuals, and older individuals who are victims
of Alzheimer's disease and related disorders, of the availability of assistance
under title III of such Act.

H.R. 2023 *  To amend the Older Americans Act of 1965 to authorize services
relating to the appointment and monitoring of guardians, and of represen-
tative payees, of older individuals.

H.R. 2024 *  To require the President to call a White House Conference on
Aging in 1993.

H.R. 2025 *  To amend the Older Americans Act of 1965 to require States to
expand State and community involvement in order to promote cooperative
efforts to provide community-based long-term care services to older indi-
viduals, including related services for their caregivers.

H.R. 2026 *  To amend the Older Americans Act of 1965 to provide sup-
portive services to strengthen informal caregivers who assist older individ-
uals in need of long-term care, to remain in private residences.

H.R. 2363  To amend the provisions of the Higher Education Act of 1965
relating to treatment by campus officials of sexual assault victims.

H.R. 2918  Entitled the ”Collective Bargaining Protection Act”.
H.R. 3353  To establish a Glass Ceiling Commission and an annual award for

promoting a more diverse skilled work force at the management and
decisionmaking levels in business, and for other purposes.

H.R. 3475  To assist business in providing women with opportunities in ap-
prenticeship and nontraditional occupations.

H.R. 3476  To establish the Commission on the Advancement of Women in
the Science and Engineering Work Forces.

H.R. 3526  To ensure economic equity for American women and their families
and to respond to the need to revitalize the American economy by expanding
employment opportunities; improving access to funds for women business
owners; enhancing economic justice for women through pay equity, im-
proved child support enforcement, and benefits for part-time workers; and
providing economic and retirement security for women as workers and as
divorced or surviving spouses.

H.R. 3555  To repeal and prohibit all exemptions, privileges and gratuities for
members of the U.S. House of Representatives and the U.S. Senate.

H.R. 3613  To amend title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and the Age
Discrimination in Employment Act of 1967 to improve the effectiveness of
administrative review of employment discrimination claims made by Federal
employees; and for other purposes.

H.R. 4338  To suspend certain compliance and accountability measures under
the National School Lunch Act.

H.R. 4421 *  To establish a comprehensive recovery program for communities,
businesses, and workers adversely affected by the closure or realignment of
military installations.

H.R. 5220  To promote youth apprenticeship, and for other purposes.
H.R. 5325  To improve access to health insurance and contain health care

costs, and for other purposes.
H.R. 5889 *  To make the Age Discrimination in Employment Act of 1967

applicable to the House of Representatives and the instrumentalities of the
Congress, to give certain employees of the House of Representatives and the
instrumentalities of the Congress the right to petition for judicial review for
violations of certain laws and rules concerning civil rights and employment
practices, and for other purposes.

H.Con.Res. 282  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the Low Income
Home Energy Assistance Program should be funded for fiscal year 1993 at
a level greater than or equal to its funding for fiscal year 1992.

SOLARZ, Stephen J. of New York

H.R. 1  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to restore and strengthen civil
rights laws that ban discrimination in employment, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2  To entitle employees to family leave in certain cases involving a birth,
an adoption, or a serious health condition and to temporary medical leave in
certain cases involving a serious health condition, with adequate protection
of the employees employment and benefit rights, and to establish a com-
mission to study ways of providing salary replacement for employees who
take any such leave.

H.R. 5  To amend the National Labor Relations Act and the Railway Labor
Act to prevent discrimination based on participation in labor disputes.

H.R. 386  To require the executive branch to gather and disseminate infor-
mation regarding, and to promote techniques to eliminate, discriminatory
wage-setting practices and discriminatory wage disparities which are based
on sex, race, or national origin.

H.R. 500  To require the Secretary of the Treasury to mint coins in com-
memoration of the quincentenary of the discovery of America by Christopher
Columbus and to establish the Christopher Columbus Fellowship Foundation.

H.R. 544  To amend the National School Lunch Act to restore food supple-
ment benefits under the dependent care food program to adolescent youth.

H.R. 1430  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and the Fair Housing Act
to prohibit discrimination on the basis of affectional or sexual orientation,
and for other purposes.

H.R. 1502  To combat violence and crimes against women on the streets and
in homes.
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H.R. 1633  To assist in implementing the Plan of Action adopted by the World
Summit for Children.

H.R. 1669  To provide financial assistance to eligible local educational agen-
cies to improve urban education, and for other purposes.

H.R. 3160  To revise the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970.
H.R. 3526  To ensure economic equity for American women and their families

and to respond to the need to revitalize the American economy by expanding
employment opportunities; improving access to funds for women business
owners; enhancing economic justice for women through pay equity, im-
proved child support enforcement, and benefits for part-time workers; and
providing economic and retirement security for women as workers and as
divorced or surviving spouses.

H.R. 3553  To amend and extend the Higher Education Act of 1965.
H.R. 3748  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1991 with respect to the appli-

cation of such Act.
H.R. 3767 *  To amend the Age Discrimination in Employment Act of 1967

to protect elected judges against discrimination based on age.
H.R. 3975  To amend section 1977A of the Revised Statutes to equalize the

remedies available to all victims of intentional employment discrimination,
and for other purposes.

H.R. 4822  To make appropriations to begin a phase-in toward full funding
of the special supplemental food program for women, infants, and children
(WIC) and of Head Start programs, to expand the Job Corps program, and
for other purposes.

H.R. 5891 *  To provide for community-based language training for United
States foreign service officers, other United States Government officials, and
state and local employees and voluntary workers providing important ser-
vices to Spanish-speaking communities.

H.Res. 201  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives that the
people of the United States should recognize ”An Artistic Discovery”, the
Congressional High School Art Competition.

H.Con.Res. 282  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the Low Income
Home Energy Assistance Program should be funded for fiscal year 1993 at
a level greater than or equal to its funding for fiscal year 1992.

SOLOMON, Gerald B.H. of New York

H.R. 123  To amend title 4, United States Code, to declare English as the of-
ficial language of the United States.

H.R. 500  To require the Secretary of the Treasury to mint coins in com-
memoration of the quincentenary of the discovery of America by Christopher
Columbus and to establish the Christopher Columbus Fellowship Foundation.

H.R. 709  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to provide reduced
rates of interest under the Guaranteed Student Loan Program to individuals
who enter the teaching profession.

H.R. 751  To enhance the literacy and basic skills of adults, to ensure that all
adults in the United States acquire the basic skills necessary to function ef-
fectively and achieve the greatest possible opportunity in their work and in
their lives, and to strengthen and coordinate adult literacy programs.

H.R. 859  To assist schools in improving student performance through flexi-
bility, program accountability, and incentives.

H.R. 933 *   To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to prevent double-
counting of income in the conduct of needs analysis for student assistance
under that Act.

H.R. 1149  To secure the right of women to be free of sexual harassment and
violence, to promote equal opportunity for women, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1214 *  To deny funds to programs that do not allow the Secretary of
Defense access to students on campuses or to certain student information for
recruiting purposes.

H.R. 1218  To prevent potential abuses of electronic monitoring in the
workplace.

H.R. 1375  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to strengthen protections
against discrimination in employment, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1482  To amend title IV of the Higher Education Act of 1965 to allow
resident physicians to defer repayment of title IV student loans while com-
pleting accredited resident training programs.

H.R. 1524  To establish programs to promote increased access to higher edu-
cation through early intervention counseling and financial aid information.

H.R. 1651 *  To deny funds to programs that do not allow the Secretary of
Defense access to students on campuses or to certain student information for
recruiting purposes.

H.R. 1692  To amend title XVIII of the Social Security Act to provide for
expanded long term care services under the medicare program, to amend the
Internal Revenue Code of 1986 to provide a credit for taxpayers with certain
elderly dependents in their households, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1753  To establish grant programs and provide other forms of Federal
assistance to pregnant women, children in need of adoptive families, and
individuals and families adopting children.

H.R. 2116 *  To suspend Federal education benefits to individuals convicted
of drug offenses.

H.R. 2125  To establish a commission to examine the issues associated with
the teaching of values in elementary and secondary schools and to amend the
Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965 to establish a demon-
stration program of grants to innovative projects relating to civics and char-
acter values in education.

H.R. 2336  To establish a higher education loan program in which a borrower's
annual repayment obligation is dependent upon both postschool income level
and borrowing history, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2363  To amend the provisions of the Higher Education Act of 1965
relating to treatment by campus officials of sexual assault victims.

H.R. 2422 *  To amend the Public Health Service Act to establish Federal
standards to ensure quality assurance of drug testing programs, and for other
purposes.

H.R. 2460  To help the Nation achieve the National Education Goals by sup-
porting the creation of a new generation of American Schools in communities
across the country; rewarding schools that demonstrate outstanding gains in
student performance and other progress toward the National Education
Goals; creating academies to improve leadership and core-course teaching in
schools nationwide; supporting State and local efforts to attract qualified in-
dividuals to teaching and educational administration; providing States and
localities with statutory and regulatory flexibility in exchange for greater
accountability for student learning; encouraging, testing, and evaluating ed-
ucational choice programs; increasing the potential usefulness of the National
Assessment of Education Progress to State and local decision-makers; ex-
panding Federal support for literacy improvements; and for other purposes.

H.R. 2495  To expand and strengthen Federal programs by providing incen-
tives to encourage individuals to enter the teaching profession, and for other
purposes.

H.R. 2523  To ensure the competitiveness of the United States in the world
economy.

H.R. 2689  To make grants for demonstration and evaluation of educational
programs that improve educational opportunities of children by providing
parents and children with a choice in education.

H.R. 2810  To expand the nation's drug treatment capacity, promote drug-free
and safe schools, require Statewide drug abuse prevention and treatment
plans, and ensure that new Federal grant dollars provided for treatment ser-
vices do not displace State dollars.

H.R. 2943  To require the Secretary of Education to evaluate programs pro-
viding disadvantaged children with guaranties of postsecondary education
assistance, and for other purposes.

H.R. 3353  To establish a Glass Ceiling Commission and an annual award for
promoting a more diverse skilled work force at the management and
decisionmaking levels in business, and for other purposes.

H.R. 3400  To provide an emergency unemployment compensation program.
H.R. 3471  To authorize the Small Business Administration to conduct a

demonstration program to enhance the economic opportunities of startup,
newly established, and growing microenterprises by providing loans and
technical assistance through intermediaries, and for other purposes.

H.R. 3600  To provide a temporary extended unemployment compensation
program.

H.R. 3734  To make applicable to the Congress certain laws relating to the
terms and conditions of employment, the health and safety of employees, and
the rights and responsibilities of employers and employees, and for other
purposes.

H.R. 3738  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to strengthen and improve
Federal civil rights laws, to provide for damages in cases of intentional em-
ployment discrimination, to clarify provisions regarding disparate impact
actions, and for other purposes.
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H.R. 4082  To amend Public Law 874, 81st Congress, to provide that eligible
local educational agencies shall be entitled to receive certain payments under
such Public Law, to allow the computation of payments under such law
based on the amount of the per pupil expenditure for non-Federally-
connected students that is derived from local sources, and for other purposes.

H.R. 4929  To provide incentives for certain voluntarily separated military
personnel to become elementary and secondary school teachers.

H.R. 5325  To improve access to health insurance and contain health care
costs, and for other purposes.

H.R. 5664  To encourage, assist, and evaluate educational choice programs,
and for other purposes.

H.Con.Res. 92  Expressing the sense of Congress with respect to certain reg-
ulations of the Occupational Safety and Health Administration.

H.Con.Res. 102  Expressing the sense of the Congress regarding admissions
of minority students to institutions of higher education.

SPECTER, Arlen of Pennsylvania

S.Con.Res. 17  Expressing the sense of Congress with respect to certain reg-
ulations of the Occupational Safety and Health Administration.

S.Con.Res. 44  Expressing the sense of Congress that the American public
should observe the 100th anniversary of moviemaking and recognize the
contributions of the American Film Institute in advocating and preserving the
art of film.

SPENCE, Floyd of South Carolina

H.R. 123  To amend title 4, United States Code, to declare English as the of-
ficial language of the United States.

H.R. 500  To require the Secretary of the Treasury to mint coins in com-
memoration of the quincentenary of the discovery of America by Christopher
Columbus and to establish the Christopher Columbus Fellowship Foundation.

H.R. 1218  To prevent potential abuses of electronic monitoring in the
workplace.

H.R. 1237  To amend the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 to clarify the
application of such Act, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1502  To combat violence and crimes against women on the streets and
in homes.

H.R. 1503  To facilitate capital financing for historically Black colleges and
universities.

H.R. 1522  To deny funds to educational programs that allow corporal pun-
ishment.

H.R. 1573  To amend the amount of grants received under chapter 1 of title
I of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965.

H.R. 1633  To assist in implementing the Plan of Action adopted by the World
Summit for Children.

H.R. 1755  To repeal the Act of March 3, 1931 (known as the Davis-Bacon
Act).

H.R. 4919  To amend title I of the Employee Retirement Income Security Act
of 1974 to clarify and improve the applicability of such title to multiple
employer welfare arrangements and employee leasing welfare arrangements
and to provide for more effective State regulation thereof.

H.R. 5325  To improve access to health insurance and contain health care
costs, and for other purposes.

H.Con.Res. 92  Expressing the sense of Congress with respect to certain reg-
ulations of the Occupational Safety and Health Administration.

H.Con.Res. 282  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the Low Income
Home Energy Assistance Program should be funded for fiscal year 1993 at
a level greater than or equal to its funding for fiscal year 1992.

SPRATT, John M. Jr. of South Carolina

H.R. 500  To require the Secretary of the Treasury to mint coins in com-
memoration of the quincentenary of the discovery of America by Christopher
Columbus and to establish the Christopher Columbus Fellowship Foundation.

H.R. 1154  To establish programs to improve foreign language instruction and
to amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 in order to promote equal access
to opportunities to study abroad, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1218  To prevent potential abuses of electronic monitoring in the
workplace.

H.R. 1482  To amend title IV of the Higher Education Act of 1965 to allow
resident physicians to defer repayment of title IV student loans while com-
pleting accredited resident training programs.

H.R. 1503  To facilitate capital financing for historically Black colleges and
universities.

H.R. 1524  To establish programs to promote increased access to higher edu-
cation through early intervention counseling and financial aid information.

H.R. 1633  To assist in implementing the Plan of Action adopted by the World
Summit for Children.

H.R. 2258  To help end hunger and human want.
H.R. 2866  To encourage the use of alternative fuels across the transportation

sector and facilitate research on the design of motor vehicles powered by
these fuels, and for other purposes.

H.R. 3285  To provide for regional energy efficient lighting education centers,
and for other purposes.

H.R. 5936  To contain health care costs and improve access to health care
through accountable health plans and managed competition, and for other
purposes.

H.Res. 201  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives that the
people of the United States should recognize ”An Artistic Discovery”, the
Congressional High School Art Competition.

H.Con.Res. 92  Expressing the sense of Congress with respect to certain reg-
ulations of the Occupational Safety and Health Administration.

STAGGERS, Harley O. Jr. of West Virginia

H.R. 1  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to restore and strengthen civil
rights laws that ban discrimination in employment, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2  To entitle employees to family leave in certain cases involving a birth,
an adoption, or a serious health condition and to temporary medical leave in
certain cases involving a serious health condition, with adequate protection
of the employees employment and benefit rights, and to establish a com-
mission to study ways of providing salary replacement for employees who
take any such leave.

H.R. 5  To amend the National Labor Relations Act and the Railway Labor
Act to prevent discrimination based on participation in labor disputes.

H.R. 179  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to permit the deferral
of payments on student loans during professional internships, regardless of
duration.

H.R. 385  To provide financial assistance for programs for the prevention,
identification, and treatment of elder abuse, neglect, and exploitation, to es-
tablish a National Center on Elder Abuse, and for other purposes.

H.R. 451  To amend the Black Lung Benefits Act to provide that when ben-
efits are paid for at least two years after an initial determination of eligibility
for such benefits the benefits will not be required to be repaid upon a final
determination of ineligibility for benefits, and for other purposes.

H.R. 500  To require the Secretary of the Treasury to mint coins in com-
memoration of the quincentenary of the discovery of America by Christopher
Columbus and to establish the Christopher Columbus Fellowship Foundation.

H.R. 667  To authorize a grant to the National Writing Project.
H.R. 763  To establish a program to guarantee students from selected high

schools a chance to go to college, and for other purposes.
H.R. 812  To establish a program of grants for the provision of coordinated

educational support services to at-risk youth.
H.R. 840  To improve counseling services for elementary school children.
H.R. 908  To amend title 38, United States Code, and other provisions of law

to provide improved benefits and services for military personnel who serve
during the Persian Gulf War, including particularly benefits and services for
members of the National Guard and Reserve components, and for other
purposes.

H.R. 1218  To prevent potential abuses of electronic monitoring in the
workplace.
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H.R. 1482  To amend title IV of the Higher Education Act of 1965 to allow
resident physicians to defer repayment of title IV student loans while com-
pleting accredited resident training programs.

H.R. 1502  To combat violence and crimes against women on the streets and
in homes.

H.R. 1503  To facilitate capital financing for historically Black colleges and
universities.

H.R. 1573  To amend the amount of grants received under chapter 1 of title
I of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965.

H.R. 1633  To assist in implementing the Plan of Action adopted by the World
Summit for Children.

H.R. 1637  To make improvements in the Black Lung Benefits Act.
H.R. 1960  To direct the Secretary of the Interior to construct a National

Training Center at the National Afro-American Museum and Cultural Center
and for other purposes.

H.R. 1987  To amend the Act of March 3, 1931 (known as the Davis-Bacon
Act), to revise the standard for coverage under that Act, and for other pur-
poses.

H.R. 2125  To establish a commission to examine the issues associated with
the teaching of values in elementary and secondary schools and to amend the
Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965 to establish a demon-
stration program of grants to innovative projects relating to civics and char-
acter values in education.

H.R. 2223  To amend the National Labor Relations Act to give employers and
performers in the live performing arts, rights given by section 8(e) of such
Act to employers and employees in similarly situated industries, to give such
employers and performers the same rights given by section 8(f) of such Act
to employers and employees in the construction industry, and for other pur-
poses.

H.R. 2258  To help end hunger and human want.
H.R. 2334  To further assist States in their efforts to increase awareness about

and prevent family violence and provide immediate shelter and related as-
sistance to battered women and their children.

H.R. 2363  To amend the provisions of the Higher Education Act of 1965
relating to treatment by campus officials of sexual assault victims.

H.R. 2782  To amend the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974
to provide that such Act does not preempt certain State laws.

H.R. 2819  To provide financial assistance to eligible local educational agen-
cies to improve rural education, and for other purposes.

H.R. 3136  To require the Secretary of Education to conduct a comprehensive
study of the TRIO programs under the Higher Education Act of 1965.

H.R. 3160  To revise the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970.
H.R. 3526  To ensure economic equity for American women and their families

and to respond to the need to revitalize the American economy by expanding
employment opportunities; improving access to funds for women business
owners; enhancing economic justice for women through pay equity, im-
proved child support enforcement, and benefits for part-time workers; and
providing economic and retirement security for women as workers and as
divorced or surviving spouses.

H.R. 3553  To amend and extend the Higher Education Act of 1965.
H.R. 3878  To provide assistance to employees who are subject to a plant

closing or mass layoff because their work is transferred to another country
which has low wages or unhealthy working conditions.

H.R. 3975  To amend section 1977A of the Revised Statutes to equalize the
remedies available to all victims of intentional employment discrimination,
and for other purposes.

H.R. 4013  To amend certain provisions of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986
to improve the provisions of health care to retirees in the coal industry, to
revise the manner in which such care is funded and maintained, and for other
purposes.

H.R. 4338  To suspend certain compliance and accountability measures under
the National School Lunch Act.

H.R. 4822  To make appropriations to begin a phase-in toward full funding
of the special supplemental food program for women, infants, and children
(WIC) and of Head Start programs, to expand the Job Corps program, and
for other purposes.

H.R. 5357  To provide grants to States to improve and coordinate health and
education services provided to preschool children and to provide for the
production and distribution of educational television programming for pre-
school children.

H.Res. 201  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives that the
people of the United States should recognize ”An Artistic Discovery”, the
Congressional High School Art Competition.

H.Con.Res. 161  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the American
public should observe the 100th anniversary of moviemaking and recognize
the contributions of the American Film Institute in advocating and preserving
the art of film.

H.Con.Res. 282  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the Low Income
Home Energy Assistance Program should be funded for fiscal year 1993 at
a level greater than or equal to its funding for fiscal year 1992.

STALLINGS, Richard H. of Idaho

H.R. 5  To amend the National Labor Relations Act and the Railway Labor
Act to prevent discrimination based on participation in labor disputes.

H.R. 179  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to permit the deferral
of payments on student loans during professional internships, regardless of
duration.

H.R. 500  To require the Secretary of the Treasury to mint coins in com-
memoration of the quincentenary of the discovery of America by Christopher
Columbus and to establish the Christopher Columbus Fellowship Foundation.

H.R. 812  To establish a program of grants for the provision of coordinated
educational support services to at-risk youth.

H.R. 840  To improve counseling services for elementary school children.
H.R. 1502  To combat violence and crimes against women on the streets and

in homes.
H.R. 1573  To amend the amount of grants received under chapter 1 of title

I of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965.
H.R. 1633  To assist in implementing the Plan of Action adopted by the World

Summit for Children.
H.R. 1753  To establish grant programs and provide other forms of Federal

assistance to pregnant women, children in need of adoptive families, and
individuals and families adopting children.

H.R. 1987  To amend the Act of March 3, 1931 (known as the Davis-Bacon
Act), to revise the standard for coverage under that Act, and for other pur-
poses.

H.R. 2157  To require the National Collegiate Athletic Association to provide
due process in connection with its regulatory activities affecting coaches,
players, and institutions engaged in sports in interstate commerce.

H.R. 2230  To provide incentives for physicians to practice in rural areas and
in rural medically underserved areas.

H.R. 2258  To help end hunger and human want.
H.R. 2437  To amend the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 to revise and extend the

program regarding independent living services for older blind individuals.
H.R. 2866  To encourage the use of alternative fuels across the transportation

sector and facilitate research on the design of motor vehicles powered by
these fuels, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2936  To establish programs at the National Science Foundation for the
advancement of technical education and training in advanced-technology
occupations, and for other purposes.

H.R. 3613  To amend title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and the Age
Discrimination in Employment Act of 1967 to improve the effectiveness of
administrative review of employment discrimination claims made by Federal
employees; and for other purposes.

H.R. 3908  To provide compensation and health reinsurance benefits to em-
ployees at Department of Energy defense nuclear facilities for injuries caused
by exposure to ionizing radiation and to ensure fair treatment of employees
during modernization and reconfiguration of such facilities, and for other
purposes.

H.R. 3975  To amend section 1977A of the Revised Statutes to equalize the
remedies available to all victims of intentional employment discrimination,
and for other purposes.

H.R. 4338  To suspend certain compliance and accountability measures under
the National School Lunch Act.

H.R. 4822  To make appropriations to begin a phase-in toward full funding
of the special supplemental food program for women, infants, and children
(WIC) and of Head Start programs, to expand the Job Corps program, and
for other purposes.
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H.R. 5039  To ensure fair treatment of Department of Energy employees
during the restructuring of the Department of Energy defense nuclear facili-
ties workforce, to provide assistance to communities affected by such re-
structuring, to provide medical examinations to certain current and former
such employees, to provide medical reinsurance for certain former such em-
ployees, and for other purposes.

H.R. 5083  To amend the Act of September 30, 1950 to provide that amounts
appropriated under such Act for purposes of making payments to local edu-
cational agencies on behalf of children who are dependents of a parent or
parents on active duty in the armed forces shall be considered national de-
fense functions for budget purposes.

H.R. 5892 *  To make applicable to the Congress certain laws relating to civil
rights and employment practices.

H.Res. 201  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives that the
people of the United States should recognize ”An Artistic Discovery”, the
Congressional High School Art Competition.

H.Con.Res. 161  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the American
public should observe the 100th anniversary of moviemaking and recognize
the contributions of the American Film Institute in advocating and preserving
the art of film.

STARK, Fortney Pete of California

H.R. 1  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to restore and strengthen civil
rights laws that ban discrimination in employment, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2  To entitle employees to family leave in certain cases involving a birth,
an adoption, or a serious health condition and to temporary medical leave in
certain cases involving a serious health condition, with adequate protection
of the employees employment and benefit rights, and to establish a com-
mission to study ways of providing salary replacement for employees who
take any such leave.

H.R. 5  To amend the National Labor Relations Act and the Railway Labor
Act to prevent discrimination based on participation in labor disputes.

H.R. 501  To authorize the Secretary of Housing and Urban Development to
provide grants to urban and rural communities for training economically
disadvantaged youth in education and employment skills and to expand the
supply of housing for homeless and economically disadvantaged individuals
and families.

H.R. 824  To provide participants in private pension plans which were termi-
nated before September 1, 1974, the nonforfeitable pension benefits which
were lost by reason of the termination, and for other purposes.

H.R. 906  To amend the Job Training Partnership Act to encourage a broader
range of training and job placement for women and for other purposes.

H.R. 940 *  To amend the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 and the Employee
Retirement Income Security Act of 1974 to modify the full-funding limita-
tion in the case of multiemployer plans.

H.R. 1063  To amend the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970 to es-
tablish an Office of Construction Safety, Health, and Education, to improve
inspections, investigations, reporting, and recordkeeping on construction
sites, to require the appointment of project constructors to monitor safety on
construction sites, to require construction employers to establish safety and
health programs, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1116  To permit certain coal miners and their survivors to have their
claims reviewed under the Black Lung Benefits Act.

H.R. 1192  To amend the provisions of the Occupational Safety and Health
Act of 1970 relating to criminal penalties, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1218  To prevent potential abuses of electronic monitoring in the
workplace.

H.R. 1285  To resolve legal and technical issues relating to Federal
postsecondary student assistance programs and to prevent undue burdens on
participants in Operation Desert Storm, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1364  To amend the Job Corps provisions of the Job Training Partnership
Act.

H.R. 1365  To amend the Job Training Partnership Act to provide for disaster
relief employment assistance.

H.R. 1430  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and the Fair Housing Act
to prohibit discrimination on the basis of affectional or sexual orientation,
and for other purposes.

H.R. 1502  To combat violence and crimes against women on the streets and
in homes.

H.R. 1504  To authorize a National Conference on Aging.
H.R. 1602  To amend title I of the Employee Retirement Income Security Act

of 1974 to provide that such Act does not preempt actions under State law
against persons who engage in unfair insurance claims practices.

H.R. 1633  To assist in implementing the Plan of Action adopted by the World
Summit for Children.

H.R. 1645  To amend the provisions of law relating to continuation of health
care benefits in the case of certain family members, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1987  To amend the Act of March 3, 1931 (known as the Davis-Bacon
Act), to revise the standard for coverage under that Act, and for other pur-
poses.

H.R. 2076  To amend the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 to reform the
provisions relating to child labor.

H.R. 2258  To help end hunger and human want.
H.R. 2323  To amend the Communications Act of 1934 in order to establish

certain reemployment rights for employees who have lost employment as a
consequence of the divestiture of the Bell system.

H.R. 2334  To further assist States in their efforts to increase awareness about
and prevent family violence and provide immediate shelter and related as-
sistance to battered women and their children.

H.R. 2363  To amend the provisions of the Higher Education Act of 1965
relating to treatment by campus officials of sexual assault victims.

H.R. 2782  To amend the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974
to provide that such Act does not preempt certain State laws.

H.R. 2970  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to provide program
grants to medical and allied health professions institutions for graduate edu-
cation and training which will benefit underserved, economically disadvan-
taged communities.

H.R. 3160  To revise the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970.
H.R. 3526  To ensure economic equity for American women and their families

and to respond to the need to revitalize the American economy by expanding
employment opportunities; improving access to funds for women business
owners; enhancing economic justice for women through pay equity, im-
proved child support enforcement, and benefits for part-time workers; and
providing economic and retirement security for women as workers and as
divorced or surviving spouses.

H.R. 3555  To repeal and prohibit all exemptions, privileges and gratuities for
members of the U.S. House of Representatives and the U.S. Senate.

H.R. 3603  To promote family preservation and the prevention of foster care
with emphasis on families where abuse of alcohol or drugs is present, and
to improve the quality and delivery of child welfare, foster care, and adoption
services.

H.R. 3748  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1991 with respect to the appli-
cation of such Act.

H.R. 3763  To amend the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 to provide an
exemption from the overtime pay provisions of such Act for certain em-
ployees of community colleges.

H.R. 3878  To provide assistance to employees who are subject to a plant
closing or mass layoff because their work is transferred to another country
which has low wages or unhealthy working conditions.

H.R. 3908  To provide compensation and health reinsurance benefits to em-
ployees at Department of Energy defense nuclear facilities for injuries caused
by exposure to ionizing radiation and to ensure fair treatment of employees
during modernization and reconfiguration of such facilities, and for other
purposes.

H.R. 3975  To amend section 1977A of the Revised Statutes to equalize the
remedies available to all victims of intentional employment discrimination,
and for other purposes.

H.R. 4338  To suspend certain compliance and accountability measures under
the National School Lunch Act.

H.R. 4822  To make appropriations to begin a phase-in toward full funding
of the special supplemental food program for women, infants, and children
(WIC) and of Head Start programs, to expand the Job Corps program, and
for other purposes.

H.R. 4953  To amend the base closure laws to improve the provision of ad-
justment assistance to employees of the Department of Defense adversely
affected by the closure or realignment of a military installation.
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H.R. 5326  To establish a program to assure nondiscriminatory compliance
with all environmental health and safety laws and to assure equal protection
of the public health.

H.R. 5502 *  To establish the framework for a health care system that will
bring about universal access to affordable, quality health care by containing
the growth in health care costs, by improving access to and simplifying the
administration of health insurance, by deterring and prosecuting health care
fraud and abuse, by expanding benefits under the medicare program, by ex-
panding eligibility and increasing payment levels under the medicaid pro-
gram, and by making health insurance available to all children.

H.Con.Res. 92  Expressing the sense of Congress with respect to certain reg-
ulations of the Occupational Safety and Health Administration.

H.Con.Res. 161  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the American
public should observe the 100th anniversary of moviemaking and recognize
the contributions of the American Film Institute in advocating and preserving
the art of film.

STEARNS, Cliff of Florida

H.R. 123  To amend title 4, United States Code, to declare English as the of-
ficial language of the United States.

H.R. 179  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to permit the deferral
of payments on student loans during professional internships, regardless of
duration.

H.R. 299  To amend the National Foundation of the Arts and the Humanities
Act of 1965 to abolish the National Endowment for the Arts and the National
Council on the Arts.

H.R. 709  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to provide reduced
rates of interest under the Guaranteed Student Loan Program to individuals
who enter the teaching profession.

H.R. 840  To improve counseling services for elementary school children.
H.R. 1083  To authorize the Secretary of Education to make a grant to Stetson

University for the construction of library facilities.
H.R. 1375  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to strengthen protections

against discrimination in employment, and for other purposes.
H.R. 1565  To increase access to health care and affordable health insurance,

to contain costs of health care in a manner that improves health care, and for
other purposes.

H.R. 1753  To establish grant programs and provide other forms of Federal
assistance to pregnant women, children in need of adoptive families, and
individuals and families adopting children.

H.R. 2290  To authorize additional appropriations for the construction and
maintenance of the Mary McLeod Bethune Memorial Fine Arts Center.

H.R. 2336  To establish a higher education loan program in which a borrower's
annual repayment obligation is dependent upon both postschool income level
and borrowing history, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2363  To amend the provisions of the Higher Education Act of 1965
relating to treatment by campus officials of sexual assault victims.

H.R. 3555  To repeal and prohibit all exemptions, privileges and gratuities for
members of the U.S. House of Representatives and the U.S. Senate.

H.R. 3967  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to prohibit prison
inmates from receiving Pell Grants.

STENHOLM, Charles W. of Texas

H.R. 123  To amend title 4, United States Code, to declare English as the of-
ficial language of the United States.

H.R. 327  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to delay the dis-
bursement of Pell Grants to first-year students, to make ineligible for par-
ticipation in the Pell Grant program any institution with a high default rate
on student loans, and for other purposes.

H.R. 553  To repeal the testing requirements imposed on ability-to-benefit
students by the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1990.

H.R. 623  To amend the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 to exempt em-
ployees involved in certain model garment programs, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1154  To establish programs to improve foreign language instruction and
to amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 in order to promote equal access
to opportunities to study abroad, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1237  To amend the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 to clarify the
application of such Act, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1254  To provide for the establishment of the Margaret Walker
Alexander National African-American Research Center.

H.R. 1270 *  To strengthen the family structure of the United States by pro-
viding protection for eligible individuals who leave employment for a legit-
imate family purpose, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1573  To amend the amount of grants received under chapter 1 of title
I of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965.

H.R. 1753  To establish grant programs and provide other forms of Federal
assistance to pregnant women, children in need of adoptive families, and
individuals and families adopting children.

H.R. 1755 *  To repeal the Act of March 3, 1931 (known as the Davis-Bacon
Act).

H.R. 2230  To provide incentives for physicians to practice in rural areas and
in rural medically underserved areas.

H.R. 2336  To establish a higher education loan program in which a borrower's
annual repayment obligation is dependent upon both postschool income level
and borrowing history, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2837 *  To amend the Agricultural Act of 1949 to improve the milk price
support program and to establish a milk inventory management program to
operate during calendar years in which purchases of milk and milk products
by the Commodity Credit Corporation are estimated to exceed 5,000,000,000
pounds.

H.R. 3211  To establish a Federal direct student loan program to consolidate
existing student loan programs, and for other purposes.

H.R. 3239  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to provide more
stringent requirements for the Robert T. Stafford Student Loan Program, and
for other purposes.

H.R. 5443  To amend the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 relating to the
minimum wage and overtime exemption for employees subject to certain
leave policies.

H.R. 5936  To contain health care costs and improve access to health care
through accountable health plans and managed competition, and for other
purposes.

H.Res. 201  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives that the
people of the United States should recognize ”An Artistic Discovery”, the
Congressional High School Art Competition.

H.Con.Res. 161  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the American
public should observe the 100th anniversary of moviemaking and recognize
the contributions of the American Film Institute in advocating and preserving
the art of film.

H.Con.Res. 215  Expressing the sense of the Congress relating to paid leave
for working parents for the purpose of attending parent-teacher conferences.

STEVENS, Ted of Alaska

S.Con.Res. 17  Expressing the sense of Congress with respect to certain reg-
ulations of the Occupational Safety and Health Administration.

S.Con.Res. 44  Expressing the sense of Congress that the American public
should observe the 100th anniversary of moviemaking and recognize the
contributions of the American Film Institute in advocating and preserving the
art of film.

STOKES, Louis of Ohio

H.R. 1  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to restore and strengthen civil
rights laws that ban discrimination in employment, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2  To entitle employees to family leave in certain cases involving a birth,
an adoption, or a serious health condition and to temporary medical leave in
certain cases involving a serious health condition, with adequate protection
of the employees employment and benefit rights, and to establish a com-
mission to study ways of providing salary replacement for employees who
take any such leave.

H.R. 5  To amend the National Labor Relations Act and the Railway Labor
Act to prevent discrimination based on participation in labor disputes.
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STOKES, Louis of Ohio—Continued

H.R. 179  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to permit the deferral
of payments on student loans during professional internships, regardless of
duration.

H.R. 441  To facilitate the economic adjustment of communities, industries,
and workers to reductions or realignments in defense or aerospace contracts,
military facilities, and arms export, and for other purposes.

H.R. 500  To require the Secretary of the Treasury to mint coins in com-
memoration of the quincentenary of the discovery of America by Christopher
Columbus and to establish the Christopher Columbus Fellowship Foundation.

H.R. 775 *   To establish Summer Science Academies for talented students,
particularly economically disadvantaged, minority participants, and for other
purposes.

H.R. 799  To ensure that checks to pay benefits under title IV of the Federal
Mine Safety and Health Act of 1977 are delivered early if the usual delivery
date falls on a Saturday, Sunday, or holiday.

H.R. 812  To establish a program of grants for the provision of coordinated
educational support services to at-risk youth.

H.R. 821  To provide for the cancellation of a portion of the direct student
loans of members of the Armed Forces who serve in a combat zone in con-
nection with the Persian Gulf conflict and to require the restoration of edu-
cational benefits and tuition reimbursement for those members of the Armed
Forces who are unable to pursue studies because of military commitments.

H.R. 824  To provide participants in private pension plans which were termi-
nated before September 1, 1974, the nonforfeitable pension benefits which
were lost by reason of the termination, and for other purposes.

H.R. 906  To amend the Job Training Partnership Act to encourage a broader
range of training and job placement for women and for other purposes.

H.R. 908  To amend title 38, United States Code, and other provisions of law
to provide improved benefits and services for military personnel who serve
during the Persian Gulf War, including particularly benefits and services for
members of the National Guard and Reserve components, and for other
purposes.

H.R. 1048  To establish within the Department of Education an Office of
Community Colleges.

H.R. 1218  To prevent potential abuses of electronic monitoring in the
workplace.

H.R. 1254  To provide for the establishment of the Margaret Walker
Alexander National African-American Research Center.

H.R. 1430  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and the Fair Housing Act
to prohibit discrimination on the basis of affectional or sexual orientation,
and for other purposes.

H.R. 1482  To amend title IV of the Higher Education Act of 1965 to allow
resident physicians to defer repayment of title IV student loans while com-
pleting accredited resident training programs.

H.R. 1502  To combat violence and crimes against women on the streets and
in homes.

H.R. 1503  To facilitate capital financing for historically Black colleges and
universities.

H.R. 1669  To provide financial assistance to eligible local educational agen-
cies to improve urban education, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1960 *   To direct the Secretary of the Interior to construct a National
Training Center at the National Afro-American Museum and Cultural Center
and for other purposes.

H.R. 1987  To amend the Act of March 3, 1931 (known as the Davis-Bacon
Act), to revise the standard for coverage under that Act, and for other pur-
poses.

H.R. 2223  To amend the National Labor Relations Act to give employers and
performers in the live performing arts, rights given by section 8(e) of such
Act to employers and employees in similarly situated industries, to give such
employers and performers the same rights given by section 8(f) of such Act
to employers and employees in the construction industry, and for other pur-
poses.

H.R. 2258  To help end hunger and human want.
H.R. 2531  To amend title XI of the Higher Education Act of 1965 in order

to encourage urban educational institutions to form partnerships to use their
knowledge and resources for the solution of severe urban problems.

H.R. 2970  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to provide program
grants to medical and allied health professions institutions for graduate edu-
cation and training which will benefit underserved, economically disadvan-
taged communities.

H.R. 3160  To revise the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970.
H.R. 3362  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to establish programs

for minority foreign service professional development.
H.R. 3366  To repeal provisions of law regarding employer sanctions and

unfair immigration-related employment practices, to strengthen enforcement
of laws regarding illegal entry into the United States, and for other purposes.

H.R. 3393  To amend the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 and the Social Se-
curity Act to provide for health insurance coverage for pregnant women and
children through employment-based insurance and through a State-based
health plan.

H.R. 3475  To assist business in providing women with opportunities in ap-
prenticeship and nontraditional occupations.

H.R. 3476  To establish the Commission on the Advancement of Women in
the Science and Engineering Work Forces.

H.R. 3553  To amend and extend the Higher Education Act of 1965.
H.R. 3613  To amend title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and the Age

Discrimination in Employment Act of 1967 to improve the effectiveness of
administrative review of employment discrimination claims made by Federal
employees; and for other purposes.

H.R. 3625  To require the Commissioner of the Bureau of Labor Statistics to
conduct time use surveys of unremunerated work performed in the United
States and to calculate the monetary value of such work.

H.R. 3748  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1991 with respect to the appli-
cation of such Act.

H.R. 3878  To provide assistance to employees who are subject to a plant
closing or mass layoff because their work is transferred to another country
which has low wages or unhealthy working conditions.

H.R. 3975  To amend section 1977A of the Revised Statutes to equalize the
remedies available to all victims of intentional employment discrimination,
and for other purposes.

H.R. 4022  To amend the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 to provide tax in-
centives for the establishment of tax enterprise zones, and for other purposes.

H.R. 4455  To amend the National Environmental Education Act to establish
an Environmental Education Clearing Division to collect certain environ-
mental information and make that information available to educational insti-
tutions in the United States and other interested persons.

H.R. 5326  To establish a program to assure nondiscriminatory compliance
with all environmental health and safety laws and to assure equal protection
of the public health.

H.Res. 201  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives that the
people of the United States should recognize ”An Artistic Discovery”, the
Congressional High School Art Competition.

H.Con.Res. 92  Expressing the sense of Congress with respect to certain reg-
ulations of the Occupational Safety and Health Administration.

STUDDS, Gerry E. of Massachusetts

H.R. 1  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to restore and strengthen civil
rights laws that ban discrimination in employment, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2  To entitle employees to family leave in certain cases involving a birth,
an adoption, or a serious health condition and to temporary medical leave in
certain cases involving a serious health condition, with adequate protection
of the employees employment and benefit rights, and to establish a com-
mission to study ways of providing salary replacement for employees who
take any such leave.

H.R. 5  To amend the National Labor Relations Act and the Railway Labor
Act to prevent discrimination based on participation in labor disputes.

H.R. 386  To require the executive branch to gather and disseminate infor-
mation regarding, and to promote techniques to eliminate, discriminatory
wage-setting practices and discriminatory wage disparities which are based
on sex, race, or national origin.

H.R. 840  To improve counseling services for elementary school children.
H.R. 906  To amend the Job Training Partnership Act to encourage a broader

range of training and job placement for women and for other purposes.
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STUDDS, Gerry E. of Massachusetts—Continued

H.R. 1063  To amend the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970 to es-
tablish an Office of Construction Safety, Health, and Education, to improve
inspections, investigations, reporting, and recordkeeping on construction
sites, to require the appointment of project constructors to monitor safety on
construction sites, to require construction employers to establish safety and
health programs, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1066  To authorize a national program to reduce the threat to human
health posed by exposure to contaminants in the air indoors.

H.R. 1126  To extend the coverage of certain Federal labor laws to foreign
flagships.

H.R. 1154  To establish programs to improve foreign language instruction and
to amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 in order to promote equal access
to opportunities to study abroad, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1190  To establish a system for identifying, notifying, and preventing
illness and death among workers who are at increased or high risk of occu-
pational disease, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1218  To prevent potential abuses of electronic monitoring in the
workplace.

H.R. 1430  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and the Fair Housing Act
to prohibit discrimination on the basis of affectional or sexual orientation,
and for other purposes.

H.R. 1502  To combat violence and crimes against women on the streets and
in homes.

H.R. 1503  To facilitate capital financing for historically Black colleges and
universities.

H.R. 1524  To establish programs to promote increased access to higher edu-
cation through early intervention counseling and financial aid information.

H.R. 1669  To provide financial assistance to eligible local educational agen-
cies to improve urban education, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2258  To help end hunger and human want.
H.R. 2336  To establish a higher education loan program in which a borrower's

annual repayment obligation is dependent upon both postschool income level
and borrowing history, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2782  To amend the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974
to provide that such Act does not preempt certain State laws.

H.R. 2919 *  To amend the Magnuson Fishery Conservation and Management
Act to provide for the restoration of New England stocks of groundfish, and
for other purposes.

H.R. 2936  To establish programs at the National Science Foundation for the
advancement of technical education and training in advanced-technology
occupations, and for other purposes.

H.R. 3160  To revise the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970.
H.R. 3285  To provide for regional energy efficient lighting education centers,

and for other purposes.
H.R. 3526  To ensure economic equity for American women and their families

and to respond to the need to revitalize the American economy by expanding
employment opportunities; improving access to funds for women business
owners; enhancing economic justice for women through pay equity, im-
proved child support enforcement, and benefits for part-time workers; and
providing economic and retirement security for women as workers and as
divorced or surviving spouses.

H.R. 3553  To amend and extend the Higher Education Act of 1965.
H.R. 3603  To promote family preservation and the prevention of foster care

with emphasis on families where abuse of alcohol or drugs is present, and
to improve the quality and delivery of child welfare, foster care, and adoption
services.

H.R. 3748  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1991 with respect to the appli-
cation of such Act.

H.R. 3975  To amend section 1977A of the Revised Statutes to equalize the
remedies available to all victims of intentional employment discrimination,
and for other purposes.

H.R. 4338  To suspend certain compliance and accountability measures under
the National School Lunch Act.

H.R. 4919  To amend title I of the Employee Retirement Income Security Act
of 1974 to clarify and improve the applicability of such title to multiple
employer welfare arrangements and employee leasing welfare arrangements
and to provide for more effective State regulation thereof.

H.Con.Res. 161  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the American
public should observe the 100th anniversary of moviemaking and recognize
the contributions of the American Film Institute in advocating and preserving
the art of film.

H.Con.Res. 282  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the Low Income
Home Energy Assistance Program should be funded for fiscal year 1993 at
a level greater than or equal to its funding for fiscal year 1992.

STUMP, Bob of Arizona

H.R. 123  To amend title 4, United States Code, to declare English as the of-
ficial language of the United States.

H.R. 299  To amend the National Foundation of the Arts and the Humanities
Act of 1965 to abolish the National Endowment for the Arts and the National
Council on the Arts.

H.R. 500  To require the Secretary of the Treasury to mint coins in com-
memoration of the quincentenary of the discovery of America by Christopher
Columbus and to establish the Christopher Columbus Fellowship Foundation.

H.R. 1237  To amend the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 to clarify the
application of such Act, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1755  To repeal the Act of March 3, 1931 (known as the Davis-Bacon
Act).

H.R. 2116  To suspend Federal education benefits to individuals convicted of
drug offenses.

H.R. 3439  To improve immigration law enforcement.
H.R. 5325  To improve access to health insurance and contain health care

costs, and for other purposes.
H.R. 5850  To amend the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 to ensure that

inmates are not treated as employees for purposes of such Act.

SUNDQUIST, Don of Tennessee

H.R. 123  To amend title 4, United States Code, to declare English as the of-
ficial language of the United States.

H.R. 179  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to permit the deferral
of payments on student loans during professional internships, regardless of
duration.

H.R. 299  To amend the National Foundation of the Arts and the Humanities
Act of 1965 to abolish the National Endowment for the Arts and the National
Council on the Arts.

H.R. 623  To amend the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 to exempt em-
ployees involved in certain model garment programs, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1237  To amend the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 to clarify the
application of such Act, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1375  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to strengthen protections
against discrimination in employment, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1755  To repeal the Act of March 3, 1931 (known as the Davis-Bacon
Act).

H.R. 2230  To provide incentives for physicians to practice in rural areas and
in rural medically underserved areas.

H.R. 2336  To establish a higher education loan program in which a borrower's
annual repayment obligation is dependent upon both postschool income level
and borrowing history, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2363  To amend the provisions of the Higher Education Act of 1965
relating to treatment by campus officials of sexual assault victims.

H.R. 2460  To help the Nation achieve the National Education Goals by sup-
porting the creation of a new generation of American Schools in communities
across the country; rewarding schools that demonstrate outstanding gains in
student performance and other progress toward the National Education
Goals; creating academies to improve leadership and core-course teaching in
schools nationwide; supporting State and local efforts to attract qualified in-
dividuals to teaching and educational administration; providing States and
localities with statutory and regulatory flexibility in exchange for greater
accountability for student learning; encouraging, testing, and evaluating ed-
ucational choice programs; increasing the potential usefulness of the National
Assessment of Education Progress to State and local decision-makers; ex-
panding Federal support for literacy improvements; and for other purposes.
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SUNDQUIST, Don of Tennessee—Continued

H.R. 3450  To amend part A of title IV of the Social Security Act to remove
barriers and disincentives in the program of aid to families with dependent
children so as to enable recipients of such aid to move toward self-
sufficiency through microenterprises.

H.R. 3451  To amend the Education Amendments of 1972 to ensure that stu-
dents attending institutions of higher education that receive Federal funds are
able to exercise the right to freedom of speech, and for other purposes.

H.R. 4338  To suspend certain compliance and accountability measures under
the National School Lunch Act.

H.R. 5325  To improve access to health insurance and contain health care
costs, and for other purposes.

H.R. 5664  To encourage, assist, and evaluate educational choice programs,
and for other purposes.

H.R. 5800  To amend the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 and the Employee
Retirement Income Security Act of 1974 to improve pension plan funding.

H.Res. 201  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives that the
people of the United States should recognize ”An Artistic Discovery”, the
Congressional High School Art Competition.

H.Con.Res. 161  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the American
public should observe the 100th anniversary of moviemaking and recognize
the contributions of the American Film Institute in advocating and preserving
the art of film.

SWETT, Dick of New Hampshire

H.R. 2  To entitle employees to family leave in certain cases involving a birth,
an adoption, or a serious health condition and to temporary medical leave in
certain cases involving a serious health condition, with adequate protection
of the employees employment and benefit rights, and to establish a com-
mission to study ways of providing salary replacement for employees who
take any such leave.

H.R. 5  To amend the National Labor Relations Act and the Railway Labor
Act to prevent discrimination based on participation in labor disputes.

H.R. 123  To amend title 4, United States Code, to declare English as the of-
ficial language of the United States.

H.R. 840  To improve counseling services for elementary school children.
H.R. 1218  To prevent potential abuses of electronic monitoring in the

workplace.
H.R. 1502  To combat violence and crimes against women on the streets and

in homes.
H.R. 1504  To authorize a National Conference on Aging.
H.R. 1524  To establish programs to promote increased access to higher edu-

cation through early intervention counseling and financial aid information.
H.R. 1633  To assist in implementing the Plan of Action adopted by the World

Summit for Children.
H.R. 2223  To amend the National Labor Relations Act to give employers and

performers in the live performing arts, rights given by section 8(e) of such
Act to employers and employees in similarly situated industries, to give such
employers and performers the same rights given by section 8(f) of such Act
to employers and employees in the construction industry, and for other pur-
poses.

H.R. 2230  To provide incentives for physicians to practice in rural areas and
in rural medically underserved areas.

H.R. 2258  To help end hunger and human want.
H.R. 2363  To amend the provisions of the Higher Education Act of 1965

relating to treatment by campus officials of sexual assault victims.
H.R. 2561  To remove the barrier to access for middle income students to

Federal student financial aid programs, and for other purposes.
H.R. 2782  To amend the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974

to provide that such Act does not preempt certain State laws.
H.R. 3555  To repeal and prohibit all exemptions, privileges and gratuities for

members of the U.S. House of Representatives and the U.S. Senate.
H.R. 4338  To suspend certain compliance and accountability measures under

the National School Lunch Act.
H.R. 4729  To provide grants to establish an integrated approach to prevent

child abuse.
H.R. 5936  To contain health care costs and improve access to health care

through accountable health plans and managed competition, and for other
purposes.

H.Res. 201  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives that the
people of the United States should recognize ”An Artistic Discovery”, the
Congressional High School Art Competition.

H.Res. 284  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives that there
is a need for a comprehensive, coordinated strategy to help the United States
achieve its goal of being the strongest Nation on Earth economically and
militarily, so that it remain the greatest Nation in support of human dignity,
freedom, and democratic ideals.

H.Con.Res. 92  Expressing the sense of Congress with respect to certain reg-
ulations of the Occupational Safety and Health Administration.

H.Con.Res. 215  Expressing the sense of the Congress relating to paid leave
for working parents for the purpose of attending parent-teacher conferences.

H.Con.Res. 282  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the Low Income
Home Energy Assistance Program should be funded for fiscal year 1993 at
a level greater than or equal to its funding for fiscal year 1992.

SWIFT, Al of Washington

H.R. 1  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to restore and strengthen civil
rights laws that ban discrimination in employment, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2  To entitle employees to family leave in certain cases involving a birth,
an adoption, or a serious health condition and to temporary medical leave in
certain cases involving a serious health condition, with adequate protection
of the employees employment and benefit rights, and to establish a com-
mission to study ways of providing salary replacement for employees who
take any such leave.

H.R. 5  To amend the National Labor Relations Act and the Railway Labor
Act to prevent discrimination based on participation in labor disputes.

H.R. 441  To facilitate the economic adjustment of communities, industries,
and workers to reductions or realignments in defense or aerospace contracts,
military facilities, and arms export, and for other purposes.

H.R. 656  To provide for a coordinated Federal research program to ensure
continued United States leadership in high-performance computing.

H.R. 812  To establish a program of grants for the provision of coordinated
educational support services to at-risk youth.

H.R. 840  To improve counseling services for elementary school children.
H.R. 1218  To prevent potential abuses of electronic monitoring in the

workplace.
H.R. 1502  To combat violence and crimes against women on the streets and

in homes.
H.R. 1504  To authorize a National Conference on Aging.
H.R. 1633  To assist in implementing the Plan of Action adopted by the World

Summit for Children.
H.R. 2031  To amend title I of the Employee Retirement Income Security Act

of 1974 to provide for equal treatment of telephone and electric cooperative
welfare plans for the purposes of preemption.

H.R. 2782  To amend the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974
to provide that such Act does not preempt certain State laws.

H.R. 3160  To revise the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970.
H.R. 3553  To amend and extend the Higher Education Act of 1965.
H.R. 3613  To amend title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and the Age

Discrimination in Employment Act of 1967 to improve the effectiveness of
administrative review of employment discrimination claims made by Federal
employees; and for other purposes.

H.R. 3748  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1991 with respect to the appli-
cation of such Act.

H.R. 3975  To amend section 1977A of the Revised Statutes to equalize the
remedies available to all victims of intentional employment discrimination,
and for other purposes.

H.R. 4300  To amend the Stewart B. McKinney Homeless Assistance Act to
extend programs providing urgently needed assistance for the homeless, and
for other purposes.

H.R. 4338  To suspend certain compliance and accountability measures under
the National School Lunch Act.
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SWIFT, Al of Washington—Continued

H.R. 5039  To ensure fair treatment of Department of Energy employees
during the restructuring of the Department of Energy defense nuclear facili-
ties workforce, to provide assistance to communities affected by such re-
structuring, to provide medical examinations to certain current and former
such employees, to provide medical reinsurance for certain former such em-
ployees, and for other purposes.

H.R. 5514  To provide for health care for all Americans in an affordable
manner.

H.R. 5730 *  To amend the Toxic Substances Control Act to reduce the levels
of lead in the environment, and for other purposes.

H.Res. 201  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives that the
people of the United States should recognize ”An Artistic Discovery”, the
Congressional High School Art Competition.

H.Con.Res. 161  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the American
public should observe the 100th anniversary of moviemaking and recognize
the contributions of the American Film Institute in advocating and preserving
the art of film.

H.Con.Res. 282  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the Low Income
Home Energy Assistance Program should be funded for fiscal year 1993 at
a level greater than or equal to its funding for fiscal year 1992.

SYNAR, Mike of Oklahoma

H.R. 1  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to restore and strengthen civil
rights laws that ban discrimination in employment, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2  To entitle employees to family leave in certain cases involving a birth,
an adoption, or a serious health condition and to temporary medical leave in
certain cases involving a serious health condition, with adequate protection
of the employees employment and benefit rights, and to establish a com-
mission to study ways of providing salary replacement for employees who
take any such leave.

H.R. 81  To amend the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 to allow individuals
to direct that part or all of their income tax refunds be contributed to a trust
fund established for the relief of domestic and international hunger, and to
establish a commission to oversee the distribution of such contributions.

H.R. 441  To facilitate the economic adjustment of communities, industries,
and workers to reductions or realignments in defense or aerospace contracts,
military facilities, and arms export, and for other purposes.

H.R. 520  To encourage States to establish Parents as Teachers programs.
H.R. 840  To improve counseling services for elementary school children.
H.R. 908  To amend title 38, United States Code, and other provisions of law

to provide improved benefits and services for military personnel who serve
during the Persian Gulf War, including particularly benefits and services for
members of the National Guard and Reserve components, and for other
purposes.

H.R. 1218  To prevent potential abuses of electronic monitoring in the
workplace.

H.R. 1633  To assist in implementing the Plan of Action adopted by the World
Summit for Children.

H.R. 2230  To provide incentives for physicians to practice in rural areas and
in rural medically underserved areas.

H.R. 2258  To help end hunger and human want.
H.R. 3285  To provide for regional energy efficient lighting education centers,

and for other purposes.
H.R. 3371  To control and prevent crime.
H.R. 3748  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1991 with respect to the appli-

cation of such Act.
H.R. 3941  To protect employees who report violations at Department of En-

ergy facilities.
H.Res. 201  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives that the

people of the United States should recognize ”An Artistic Discovery”, the
Congressional High School Art Competition.

H.Res. 284  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives that there
is a need for a comprehensive, coordinated strategy to help the United States
achieve its goal of being the strongest Nation on Earth economically and
militarily, so that it remain the greatest Nation in support of human dignity,
freedom, and democratic ideals.

H.Res. 428  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives that sec-
ondary schools throughout the Nation should implement a financial planning
program using the proven techniques of the College for Financial Planning
in partnership with the United States Department of Agriculture Extension
Service and participating Land-Grant University Cooperative Extension Ser-
vices.

H.Con.Res. 282  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the Low Income
Home Energy Assistance Program should be funded for fiscal year 1993 at
a level greater than or equal to its funding for fiscal year 1992.

TALLON, Robin of South Carolina

H.R. 1  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to restore and strengthen civil
rights laws that ban discrimination in employment, and for other purposes.

H.R. 123  To amend title 4, United States Code, to declare English as the of-
ficial language of the United States.

H.R. 623  To amend the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 to exempt em-
ployees involved in certain model garment programs, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1218  To prevent potential abuses of electronic monitoring in the
workplace.

H.R. 1237  To amend the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 to clarify the
application of such Act, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1364  To amend the Job Corps provisions of the Job Training Partnership
Act.

H.R. 1503  To facilitate capital financing for historically Black colleges and
universities.

H.R. 2125  To establish a commission to examine the issues associated with
the teaching of values in elementary and secondary schools and to amend the
Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965 to establish a demon-
stration program of grants to innovative projects relating to civics and char-
acter values in education.

H.R. 2157  To require the National Collegiate Athletic Association to provide
due process in connection with its regulatory activities affecting coaches,
players, and institutions engaged in sports in interstate commerce.

H.R. 2258  To help end hunger and human want.
H.R. 2819  To provide financial assistance to eligible local educational agen-

cies to improve rural education, and for other purposes.
H.R. 3285  To provide for regional energy efficient lighting education centers,

and for other purposes.
H.R. 4531  To require the Secretary of Agriculture to include rice in the de-

finition of supplemental foods for purposes of the special supplemental food
program for women, infants, and children under section 17 of the Child
Nutrition Act of 1966.

H.Res. 201  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives that the
people of the United States should recognize ”An Artistic Discovery”, the
Congressional High School Art Competition.

H.Con.Res. 282  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the Low Income
Home Energy Assistance Program should be funded for fiscal year 1993 at
a level greater than or equal to its funding for fiscal year 1992.

H.Con.Res. 302  Expressing the sense of the Congress regarding communities
making the transition to ”Hunger-Free” status.

TANNER, John S. of Tennessee

H.R. 1237  To amend the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 to clarify the
application of such Act, and for other purposes.

H.Res. 201  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives that the
people of the United States should recognize ”An Artistic Discovery”, the
Congressional High School Art Competition.

H.Res. 284  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives that there
is a need for a comprehensive, coordinated strategy to help the United States
achieve its goal of being the strongest Nation on Earth economically and
militarily, so that it remain the greatest Nation in support of human dignity,
freedom, and democratic ideals.
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TAUZIN, W. J. of Louisiana

H.R. 123  To amend title 4, United States Code, to declare English as the of-
ficial language of the United States.

H.R. 500  To require the Secretary of the Treasury to mint coins in com-
memoration of the quincentenary of the discovery of America by Christopher
Columbus and to establish the Christopher Columbus Fellowship Foundation.

H.R. 908  To amend title 38, United States Code, and other provisions of law
to provide improved benefits and services for military personnel who serve
during the Persian Gulf War, including particularly benefits and services for
members of the National Guard and Reserve components, and for other
purposes.

H.R. 1214  To deny funds to programs that do not allow the Secretary of
Defense access to students on campuses or to certain student information for
recruiting purposes.

H.R. 1237  To amend the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 to clarify the
application of such Act, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1270  To strengthen the family structure of the United States by provid-
ing protection for eligible individuals who leave employment for a legitimate
family purpose, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1651  To deny funds to programs that do not allow the Secretary of
Defense access to students on campuses or to certain student information for
recruiting purposes.

H.R. 1753  To establish grant programs and provide other forms of Federal
assistance to pregnant women, children in need of adoptive families, and
individuals and families adopting children.

H.R. 1755  To repeal the Act of March 3, 1931 (known as the Davis-Bacon
Act).

H.R. 3439  To improve immigration law enforcement.
H.R. 4259  To amend title I of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 to provide each

individual with handicaps who is eligible for services under such title with
the right to select the entities that are to provide services pursuant to the in-
dividualized written rehabilitation program developed for the individual.

H.R. 5407  To establish in the Department of Labor the United States Boxing
Commission to develop minimum Federal boxing standards applicable to the
conduct of professional boxing, and for other purposes.

H.Res. 201  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives that the
people of the United States should recognize ”An Artistic Discovery”, the
Congressional High School Art Competition.

H.Con.Res. 92  Expressing the sense of Congress with respect to certain reg-
ulations of the Occupational Safety and Health Administration.

TAYLOR, Charles H. of North Carolina

H.R. 123  To amend title 4, United States Code, to declare English as the of-
ficial language of the United States.

H.R. 1755  To repeal the Act of March 3, 1931 (known as the Davis-Bacon
Act).

H.R. 2258  To help end hunger and human want.
H.R. 2336  To establish a higher education loan program in which a borrower's

annual repayment obligation is dependent upon both postschool income level
and borrowing history, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2689  To make grants for demonstration and evaluation of educational
programs that improve educational opportunities of children by providing
parents and children with a choice in education.

H.R. 2810  To expand the nation's drug treatment capacity, promote drug-free
and safe schools, require Statewide drug abuse prevention and treatment
plans, and ensure that new Federal grant dollars provided for treatment ser-
vices do not displace State dollars.

H.R. 3588 *  To provide emergency unemployment compensation on a pay-
as-you-go basis.

H.R. 3734  To make applicable to the Congress certain laws relating to the
terms and conditions of employment, the health and safety of employees, and
the rights and responsibilities of employers and employees, and for other
purposes.

H.R. 4294  To make applicable to the Congress certain laws relating to the
terms and conditions of employment, the health and safety of employees, and
the rights and responsibilities of employers and employees; and to repeal and
prohibit certain privileges and gratuities for Members of the United States
House of Representatives and for other purposes.

H.R. 4338  To suspend certain compliance and accountability measures under
the National School Lunch Act.

H.R. 5167  To reduce the amounts appropriated to the Department of Educa-
tion to increase grants to State and local educational agencies and to reduce
the Federal budget deficit.

H.R. 5325  To improve access to health insurance and contain health care
costs, and for other purposes.

H.R. 5664  To encourage, assist, and evaluate educational choice programs,
and for other purposes.

TAYLOR, Gene of Mississippi

H.R. 123  To amend title 4, United States Code, to declare English as the of-
ficial language of the United States.

H.R. 299  To amend the National Foundation of the Arts and the Humanities
Act of 1965 to abolish the National Endowment for the Arts and the National
Council on the Arts.

H.R. 500  To require the Secretary of the Treasury to mint coins in com-
memoration of the quincentenary of the discovery of America by Christopher
Columbus and to establish the Christopher Columbus Fellowship Foundation.

H.R. 667  To authorize a grant to the National Writing Project.
H.R. 840  To improve counseling services for elementary school children.
H.R. 1048  To establish within the Department of Education an Office of

Community Colleges.
H.R. 1237  To amend the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 to clarify the

application of such Act, and for other purposes.
H.R. 1254  To provide for the establishment of the Margaret Walker

Alexander National African-American Research Center.
H.R. 1270  To strengthen the family structure of the United States by provid-

ing protection for eligible individuals who leave employment for a legitimate
family purpose, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1573  To amend the amount of grants received under chapter 1 of title
I of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965.

H.R. 1664  To protect employees who report violations of Federal laws and
regulations.

H.R. 3555  To repeal and prohibit all exemptions, privileges and gratuities for
members of the U.S. House of Representatives and the U.S. Senate.

H.R. 4338  To suspend certain compliance and accountability measures under
the National School Lunch Act.

H.R. 4729  To provide grants to establish an integrated approach to prevent
child abuse.

THOMAS, Craig of Wyoming

H.R. 451  To amend the Black Lung Benefits Act to provide that when ben-
efits are paid for at least two years after an initial determination of eligibility
for such benefits the benefits will not be required to be repaid upon a final
determination of ineligibility for benefits, and for other purposes.

H.R. 908  To amend title 38, United States Code, and other provisions of law
to provide improved benefits and services for military personnel who serve
during the Persian Gulf War, including particularly benefits and services for
members of the National Guard and Reserve components, and for other
purposes.

H.R. 1149  To secure the right of women to be free of sexual harassment and
violence, to promote equal opportunity for women, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1237  To amend the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 to clarify the
application of such Act, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1375  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to strengthen protections
against discrimination in employment, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1565  To increase access to health care and affordable health insurance,
to contain costs of health care in a manner that improves health care, and for
other purposes.

H.R. 2020  To amend title III  of the Older Americans Act of 1965 with respect
to assistance to older individuals who reside in rural areas.

H.R. 2230  To provide incentives for physicians to practice in rural areas and
in rural medically underserved areas.

H.R. 2943  To require the Secretary of Education to evaluate programs pro-
viding disadvantaged children with guaranties of postsecondary education
assistance, and for other purposes.
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THOMAS, Craig of Wyoming—Continued

H.R. 3093  To amend the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 to provide an
exemption from the overtime requirements of that Act for individuals who
perform multi-skill duties in connection with wildlife.

H.R. 3734  To make applicable to the Congress certain laws relating to the
terms and conditions of employment, the health and safety of employees, and
the rights and responsibilities of employers and employees, and for other
purposes.

H.R. 4259  To amend title I of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 to provide each
individual with handicaps who is eligible for services under such title with
the right to select the entities that are to provide services pursuant to the in-
dividualized written rehabilitation program developed for the individual.

H.R. 5325  To improve access to health insurance and contain health care
costs, and for other purposes.

H.Res. 201  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives that the
people of the United States should recognize ”An Artistic Discovery”, the
Congressional High School Art Competition.

H.Con.Res. 92  Expressing the sense of Congress with respect to certain reg-
ulations of the Occupational Safety and Health Administration.

H.Con.Res. 102  Expressing the sense of the Congress regarding admissions
of minority students to institutions of higher education.

THOMAS, Lindsay of Georgia

H.R. 123  To amend title 4, United States Code, to declare English as the of-
ficial language of the United States.

H.R. 840  To improve counseling services for elementary school children.
H.R. 908  To amend title 38, United States Code, and other provisions of law

to provide improved benefits and services for military personnel who serve
during the Persian Gulf War, including particularly benefits and services for
members of the National Guard and Reserve components, and for other
purposes.

H.R. 1237  To amend the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 to clarify the
application of such Act, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1573  To amend the amount of grants received under chapter 1 of title
I of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965.

H.R. 4338  To suspend certain compliance and accountability measures under
the National School Lunch Act.

H.R. 5898 *  To amend Public Law 874, 81st Congress, to provide for in-
creased payments in lieu of taxes to certain school districts bisected by
Federal installations.

H.Res. 201  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives that the
people of the United States should recognize ”An Artistic Discovery”, the
Congressional High School Art Competition.

H.Con.Res. 92  Expressing the sense of Congress with respect to certain reg-
ulations of the Occupational Safety and Health Administration.

H.Con.Res. 161  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the American
public should observe the 100th anniversary of moviemaking and recognize
the contributions of the American Film Institute in advocating and preserving
the art of film.

THOMAS, William M. of California

H.R. 553  To repeal the testing requirements imposed on ability-to-benefit
students by the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1990.

H.R. 667  To authorize a grant to the National Writing Project.
H.R. 907  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to permit alternative

methods for qualifying ”ability-to-benefit” students for Federal student fi-
nancial aid.

H.R. 2460  To help the Nation achieve the National Education Goals by sup-
porting the creation of a new generation of American Schools in communities
across the country; rewarding schools that demonstrate outstanding gains in
student performance and other progress toward the National Education
Goals; creating academies to improve leadership and core-course teaching in
schools nationwide; supporting State and local efforts to attract qualified in-
dividuals to teaching and educational administration; providing States and
localities with statutory and regulatory flexibility in exchange for greater
accountability for student learning; encouraging, testing, and evaluating ed-
ucational choice programs; increasing the potential usefulness of the National
Assessment of Education Progress to State and local decision-makers; ex-
panding Federal support for literacy improvements; and for other purposes.

H.R. 4338  To suspend certain compliance and accountability measures under
the National School Lunch Act.

H.Con.Res. 92  Expressing the sense of Congress with respect to certain reg-
ulations of the Occupational Safety and Health Administration.

THORNTON, Ray of Arkansas

H.R. 656  To provide for a coordinated Federal research program to ensure
continued United States leadership in high-performance computing.

H.R. 1237  To amend the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 to clarify the
application of such Act, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1573  To amend the amount of grants received under chapter 1 of title
I of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965.

H.R. 2936  To establish programs at the National Science Foundation for the
advancement of technical education and training in advanced-technology
occupations, and for other purposes.

H.R. 3507  To establish programs under the Technology Administration of the
Department of Commerce, and elsewhere, to promote a skilled workforce and
United States industrial competitiveness.

H.R. 3748  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1991 with respect to the appli-
cation of such Act.

H.R. 4338  To suspend certain compliance and accountability measures under
the National School Lunch Act.

H.R. 5230  To enhance United States competitiveness by strengthening the
Nation's technology base, promoting investment in United States technology,
supporting manufacturing infrastructure development, enhancing the tech-
nology skills of American workers, and reorienting defense spending to
support American competitiveness, and for other purposes.

H.Res. 284 *  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives that there
is a need for a comprehensive, coordinated strategy to help the United States
achieve its goal of being the strongest Nation on Earth economically and
militarily, so that it remain the greatest Nation in support of human dignity,
freedom, and democratic ideals.

THURMOND, Strom of South Carolina

S.Con.Res. 17  Expressing the sense of Congress with respect to certain reg-
ulations of the Occupational Safety and Health Administration.

S.Con.Res. 44  Expressing the sense of Congress that the American public
should observe the 100th anniversary of moviemaking and recognize the
contributions of the American Film Institute in advocating and preserving the
art of film.

TORRES, Esteban Edward of California

H.R. 1  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to restore and strengthen civil
rights laws that ban discrimination in employment, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2  To entitle employees to family leave in certain cases involving a birth,
an adoption, or a serious health condition and to temporary medical leave in
certain cases involving a serious health condition, with adequate protection
of the employees employment and benefit rights, and to establish a com-
mission to study ways of providing salary replacement for employees who
take any such leave.

H.R. 5  To amend the National Labor Relations Act and the Railway Labor
Act to prevent discrimination based on participation in labor disputes.
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TORRES, Esteban Edward of California—Continued

H.R. 179  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to permit the deferral
of payments on student loans during professional internships, regardless of
duration.

H.R. 292  To strengthen the authority of the Equal Employment Opportunity
Commission to enforce nondiscrimination policies in Federal employment.

H.R. 441  To facilitate the economic adjustment of communities, industries,
and workers to reductions or realignments in defense or aerospace contracts,
military facilities, and arms export, and for other purposes.

H.R. 500  To require the Secretary of the Treasury to mint coins in com-
memoration of the quincentenary of the discovery of America by Christopher
Columbus and to establish the Christopher Columbus Fellowship Foundation.

H.R. 553  To repeal the testing requirements imposed on ability-to-benefit
students by the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1990.

H.R. 812  To establish a program of grants for the provision of coordinated
educational support services to at-risk youth.

H.R. 907  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to permit alternative
methods for qualifying ”ability-to-benefit” students for Federal student fi-
nancial aid.

H.R. 1063  To amend the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970 to es-
tablish an Office of Construction Safety, Health, and Education, to improve
inspections, investigations, reporting, and recordkeeping on construction
sites, to require the appointment of project constructors to monitor safety on
construction sites, to require construction employers to establish safety and
health programs, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1066  To authorize a national program to reduce the threat to human
health posed by exposure to contaminants in the air indoors.

H.R. 1126  To extend the coverage of certain Federal labor laws to foreign
flagships.

H.R. 1190  To establish a system for identifying, notifying, and preventing
illness and death among workers who are at increased or high risk of occu-
pational disease, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1192  To amend the provisions of the Occupational Safety and Health
Act of 1970 relating to criminal penalties, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1218  To prevent potential abuses of electronic monitoring in the
workplace.

H.R. 1364  To amend the Job Corps provisions of the Job Training Partnership
Act.

H.R. 1430  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and the Fair Housing Act
to prohibit discrimination on the basis of affectional or sexual orientation,
and for other purposes.

H.R. 1502  To combat violence and crimes against women on the streets and
in homes.

H.R. 1602  To amend title I of the Employee Retirement Income Security Act
of 1974 to provide that such Act does not preempt actions under State law
against persons who engage in unfair insurance claims practices.

H.R. 1633  To assist in implementing the Plan of Action adopted by the World
Summit for Children.

H.R. 1664  To protect employees who report violations of Federal laws and
regulations.

H.R. 1987  To amend the Act of March 3, 1931 (known as the Davis-Bacon
Act), to revise the standard for coverage under that Act, and for other pur-
poses.

H.R. 2076  To amend the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 to reform the
provisions relating to child labor.

H.R. 2098  To amend the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970 to
improve and enforce standards for employee health and safety at Department
of Energy nuclear facilities, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2157  To require the National Collegiate Athletic Association to provide
due process in connection with its regulatory activities affecting coaches,
players, and institutions engaged in sports in interstate commerce.

H.R. 2258  To help end hunger and human want.
H.R. 2363  To amend the provisions of the Higher Education Act of 1965

relating to treatment by campus officials of sexual assault victims.
H.R. 2561  To remove the barrier to access for middle income students to

Federal student financial aid programs, and for other purposes.
H.R. 2782  To amend the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974

to provide that such Act does not preempt certain State laws.

H.R. 2970  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to provide program
grants to medical and allied health professions institutions for graduate edu-
cation and training which will benefit underserved, economically disadvan-
taged communities.

H.R. 2974  To provide payments to States and certain other entities and indi-
viduals as a reward to increase the number of children who receive preschool
health care and early childhood education and to increase the number of high
school seniors who achieve outstanding scores in math and science; and for
other purpose.

H.R. 3098  To improve the college participation rates of groups underserved
by institutions of higher education and for other purposes.

H.R. 3160  To revise the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970.
H.R. 3210  To amend title IV of the Employee Retirement Income Security

Act of 1974 to ensure protection of pension plan benefit liabilities subject to
distribution in the form of irrevocable commitments purchased from insurers
upon the standard termination of such plans.

H.R. 3285  To provide for regional energy efficient lighting education centers,
and for other purposes.

H.R. 3366  To repeal provisions of law regarding employer sanctions and
unfair immigration-related employment practices, to strengthen enforcement
of laws regarding illegal entry into the United States, and for other purposes.

H.R. 3450  To amend part A of title IV of the Social Security Act to remove
barriers and disincentives in the program of aid to families with dependent
children so as to enable recipients of such aid to move toward self-
sufficiency through microenterprises.

H.R. 3526  To ensure economic equity for American women and their families
and to respond to the need to revitalize the American economy by expanding
employment opportunities; improving access to funds for women business
owners; enhancing economic justice for women through pay equity, im-
proved child support enforcement, and benefits for part-time workers; and
providing economic and retirement security for women as workers and as
divorced or surviving spouses.

H.R. 3535  To amend the Social Security Act to ensure, through a U.S. Health
Program and through qualified employer health plans, access for all Ameri-
cans to benefits for high quality health care and long-term care while con-
taining the costs of the health care system.

H.R. 3553  To amend and extend the Higher Education Act of 1965.
H.R. 3625  To require the Commissioner of the Bureau of Labor Statistics to

conduct time use surveys of unremunerated work performed in the United
States and to calculate the monetary value of such work.

H.R. 3748  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1991 with respect to the appli-
cation of such Act.

H.R. 3763  To amend the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 to provide an
exemption from the overtime pay provisions of such Act for certain em-
ployees of community colleges.

H.R. 3878  To provide assistance to employees who are subject to a plant
closing or mass layoff because their work is transferred to another country
which has low wages or unhealthy working conditions.

H.R. 3975  To amend section 1977A of the Revised Statutes to equalize the
remedies available to all victims of intentional employment discrimination,
and for other purposes.

H.R. 4277  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to delete certain re-
quirements relating to the guaranteed student loan program.

H.R. 4300  To amend the Stewart B. McKinney Homeless Assistance Act to
extend programs providing urgently needed assistance for the homeless, and
for other purposes.

H.R. 4338  To suspend certain compliance and accountability measures under
the National School Lunch Act.

H.R. 4518  To amend the Department of Education Organization Act to create
the position of Assistant Secretary of Education for Bilingual Education and
Minority Languages Affairs and for other purposes.

H.R. 4528  To amend the Job Training Partnership Act to authorize the es-
tablishment of additional Job Corps centers, and for other purposes.

H.R. 4953  To amend the base closure laws to improve the provision of ad-
justment assistance to employees of the Department of Defense adversely
affected by the closure or realignment of a military installation.

H.R. 5010  To provide for the revitalization of the United States aerospace and
other industries that have been adversely affected by defense spending re-
ductions and foreign subsidies.
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TORRES, Esteban Edward of California—Continued

H.R. 5230  To enhance United States competitiveness by strengthening the
Nation's technology base, promoting investment in United States technology,
supporting manufacturing infrastructure development, enhancing the tech-
nology skills of American workers, and reorienting defense spending to
support American competitiveness, and for other purposes.

H.R. 5326  To establish a program to assure nondiscriminatory compliance
with all environmental health and safety laws and to assure equal protection
of the public health.

H.R. 5407  To establish in the Department of Labor the United States Boxing
Commission to develop minimum Federal boxing standards applicable to the
conduct of professional boxing, and for other purposes.

H.R. 6067  To amend the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 to provide that
the minimum wage rate under that Act will be indexed to the cost of living
in the same manner as Social Security benefits are indexed.

H.Res. 201  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives that the
people of the United States should recognize ”An Artistic Discovery”, the
Congressional High School Art Competition.

H.Con.Res. 92  Expressing the sense of Congress with respect to certain reg-
ulations of the Occupational Safety and Health Administration.

H.Con.Res. 161  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the American
public should observe the 100th anniversary of moviemaking and recognize
the contributions of the American Film Institute in advocating and preserving
the art of film.

H.Con.Res. 282  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the Low Income
Home Energy Assistance Program should be funded for fiscal year 1993 at
a level greater than or equal to its funding for fiscal year 1992.

TORRICELLI, Robert G. of New Jersey

H.R. 1  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to restore and strengthen civil
rights laws that ban discrimination in employment, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2  To entitle employees to family leave in certain cases involving a birth,
an adoption, or a serious health condition and to temporary medical leave in
certain cases involving a serious health condition, with adequate protection
of the employees employment and benefit rights, and to establish a com-
mission to study ways of providing salary replacement for employees who
take any such leave.

H.R. 5  To amend the National Labor Relations Act and the Railway Labor
Act to prevent discrimination based on participation in labor disputes.

H.R. 500  To require the Secretary of the Treasury to mint coins in com-
memoration of the quincentenary of the discovery of America by Christopher
Columbus and to establish the Christopher Columbus Fellowship Foundation.

H.R. 812  To establish a program of grants for the provision of coordinated
educational support services to at-risk youth.

H.R. 1218  To prevent potential abuses of electronic monitoring in the
workplace.

H.R. 1430  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and the Fair Housing Act
to prohibit discrimination on the basis of affectional or sexual orientation,
and for other purposes.

H.R. 1502  To combat violence and crimes against women on the streets and
in homes.

H.R. 1633  To assist in implementing the Plan of Action adopted by the World
Summit for Children.

H.R. 2363  To amend the provisions of the Higher Education Act of 1965
relating to treatment by campus officials of sexual assault victims.

H.R. 2561  To remove the barrier to access for middle income students to
Federal student financial aid programs, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2680 *  To impose adequate standards for lead content of water dispensed
for human consumption in elementary and secondary schools as a condition
of receiving certain Federal financial assistance.

H.R. 2681 *  To establish a Universal National Service under which citizens
who are 18 through 25 years of age will perform one year of either civilian
or military service to the United States.

H.R. 2782  To amend the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974
to provide that such Act does not preempt certain State laws.

H.R. 3160  To revise the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970.
H.R. 3507  To establish programs under the Technology Administration of the

Department of Commerce, and elsewhere, to promote a skilled workforce and
United States industrial competitiveness.

H.R. 3526  To ensure economic equity for American women and their families
and to respond to the need to revitalize the American economy by expanding
employment opportunities; improving access to funds for women business
owners; enhancing economic justice for women through pay equity, im-
proved child support enforcement, and benefits for part-time workers; and
providing economic and retirement security for women as workers and as
divorced or surviving spouses.

H.R. 3861 *  To provide demonstration grants to secondary schools for the
purpose of extending the length of the academic year at such schools.

H.R. 3967  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to prohibit prison
inmates from receiving Pell Grants.

H.R. 3975  To amend section 1977A of the Revised Statutes to equalize the
remedies available to all victims of intentional employment discrimination,
and for other purposes.

H.R. 4300  To amend the Stewart B. McKinney Homeless Assistance Act to
extend programs providing urgently needed assistance for the homeless, and
for other purposes.

H.R. 4338  To suspend certain compliance and accountability measures under
the National School Lunch Act.

H.R. 5230  To enhance United States competitiveness by strengthening the
Nation's technology base, promoting investment in United States technology,
supporting manufacturing infrastructure development, enhancing the tech-
nology skills of American workers, and reorienting defense spending to
support American competitiveness, and for other purposes.

H.R. 5573  To provide grants to States and local entities to integrate education,
medical, and social and human services to at-risk children.

H.Con.Res. 161  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the American
public should observe the 100th anniversary of moviemaking and recognize
the contributions of the American Film Institute in advocating and preserving
the art of film.

H.Con.Res. 282  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the Low Income
Home Energy Assistance Program should be funded for fiscal year 1993 at
a level greater than or equal to its funding for fiscal year 1992.

TOWNS, Edolphus of New York

H.R. 1  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to restore and strengthen civil
rights laws that ban discrimination in employment, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2  To entitle employees to family leave in certain cases involving a birth,
an adoption, or a serious health condition and to temporary medical leave in
certain cases involving a serious health condition, with adequate protection
of the employees employment and benefit rights, and to establish a com-
mission to study ways of providing salary replacement for employees who
take any such leave.

H.R. 5  To amend the National Labor Relations Act and the Railway Labor
Act to prevent discrimination based on participation in labor disputes.

H.R. 81  To amend the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 to allow individuals
to direct that part or all of their income tax refunds be contributed to a trust
fund established for the relief of domestic and international hunger, and to
establish a commission to oversee the distribution of such contributions.

H.R. 179  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to permit the deferral
of payments on student loans during professional internships, regardless of
duration.

H.R. 196  To amend the Job Training Partnership Act to establish a Youth
Opportunities Unlimited Program.

H.R. 386  To require the executive branch to gather and disseminate infor-
mation regarding, and to promote techniques to eliminate, discriminatory
wage-setting practices and discriminatory wage disparities which are based
on sex, race, or national origin.

H.R. 441  To facilitate the economic adjustment of communities, industries,
and workers to reductions or realignments in defense or aerospace contracts,
military facilities, and arms export, and for other purposes.

H.R. 451  To amend the Black Lung Benefits Act to provide that when ben-
efits are paid for at least two years after an initial determination of eligibility
for such benefits the benefits will not be required to be repaid upon a final
determination of ineligibility for benefits, and for other purposes.
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H.R. 501  To authorize the Secretary of Housing and Urban Development to
provide grants to urban and rural communities for training economically
disadvantaged youth in education and employment skills and to expand the
supply of housing for homeless and economically disadvantaged individuals
and families.

H.R. 520  To encourage States to establish Parents as Teachers programs.
H.R. 544  To amend the National School Lunch Act to restore food supple-

ment benefits under the dependent care food program to adolescent youth.
H.R. 553  To repeal the testing requirements imposed on ability-to-benefit

students by the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1990.
H.R. 709  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to provide reduced

rates of interest under the Guaranteed Student Loan Program to individuals
who enter the teaching profession.

H.R. 751  To enhance the literacy and basic skills of adults, to ensure that all
adults in the United States acquire the basic skills necessary to function ef-
fectively and achieve the greatest possible opportunity in their work and in
their lives, and to strengthen and coordinate adult literacy programs.

H.R. 763  To establish a program to guarantee students from selected high
schools a chance to go to college, and for other purposes.

H.R. 775  To establish Summer Science Academies for talented students,
particularly economically disadvantaged, minority participants, and for other
purposes.

H.R. 812  To establish a program of grants for the provision of coordinated
educational support services to at-risk youth.

H.R. 840  To improve counseling services for elementary school children.
H.R. 907  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to permit alternative

methods for qualifying ”ability-to-benefit” students for Federal student fi-
nancial aid.

H.R. 995  To authorize up to 5 States to conduct 2-year demonstration projects
to test the effectiveness of alternative methods for delivering services and
activities under the JOBS program to families at risk of entering the AFDC
program, and to amend part A of title IV of the Social Security Act to pro-
vide for the permanent use of such alternative methods beginning in fiscal
year 1995.

H.R. 1063  To amend the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970 to es-
tablish an Office of Construction Safety, Health, and Education, to improve
inspections, investigations, reporting, and recordkeeping on construction
sites, to require the appointment of project constructors to monitor safety on
construction sites, to require construction employers to establish safety and
health programs, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1116  To permit certain coal miners and their survivors to have their
claims reviewed under the Black Lung Benefits Act.

H.R. 1134  To amend the Age Discrimination in Employment Act of 1967
with respect to administrative proceedings applicable to claims of discrimi-
nation in Federal employment.

H.R. 1154  To establish programs to improve foreign language instruction and
to amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 in order to promote equal access
to opportunities to study abroad, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1192  To amend the provisions of the Occupational Safety and Health
Act of 1970 relating to criminal penalties, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1218  To prevent potential abuses of electronic monitoring in the
workplace.

H.R. 1222  To enhance cooperation between the public and law enforcement
personnel in controlling and preventing crime and drug abuse.

H.R. 1254  To provide for the establishment of the Margaret Walker
Alexander National African-American Research Center.

H.R. 1365  To amend the Job Training Partnership Act to provide for disaster
relief employment assistance.

H.R. 1388  To entitle employees to family leave for attending school activities.
H.R. 1430  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and the Fair Housing Act

to prohibit discrimination on the basis of affectional or sexual orientation,
and for other purposes.

H.R. 1482  To amend title IV of the Higher Education Act of 1965 to allow
resident physicians to defer repayment of title IV student loans while com-
pleting accredited resident training programs.

H.R. 1502  To combat violence and crimes against women on the streets and
in homes.

H.R. 1503  To facilitate capital financing for historically Black colleges and
universities.

H.R. 1522  To deny funds to educational programs that allow corporal pun-
ishment.

H.R. 1524  To establish programs to promote increased access to higher edu-
cation through early intervention counseling and financial aid information.

H.R. 1602  To amend title I of the Employee Retirement Income Security Act
of 1974 to provide that such Act does not preempt actions under State law
against persons who engage in unfair insurance claims practices.

H.R. 1633  To assist in implementing the Plan of Action adopted by the World
Summit for Children.

H.R. 1669  To provide financial assistance to eligible local educational agen-
cies to improve urban education, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1694  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to ensure that title VII of
such Act applies to the employment of United States citizens by certain
employers in foreign nations.

H.R. 1960  To direct the Secretary of the Interior to construct a National
Training Center at the National Afro-American Museum and Cultural Center
and for other purposes.

H.R. 1987  To amend the Act of March 3, 1931 (known as the Davis-Bacon
Act), to revise the standard for coverage under that Act, and for other pur-
poses.

H.R. 2125  To establish a commission to examine the issues associated with
the teaching of values in elementary and secondary schools and to amend the
Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965 to establish a demon-
stration program of grants to innovative projects relating to civics and char-
acter values in education.

H.R. 2142  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 in order to increase
postsecondary educational opportunities for women and minorities, and for
other purposes.

H.R. 2157 *  To require the National Collegiate Athletic Association to pro-
vide due process in connection with its regulatory activities affecting
coaches, players, and institutions engaged in sports in interstate commerce.

H.R. 2243  To establish the National Commission on Intercollegiate Athletics.
H.R. 2258  To help end hunger and human want.
H.R. 2334  To further assist States in their efforts to increase awareness about

and prevent family violence and provide immediate shelter and related as-
sistance to battered women and their children.

H.R. 2350  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to assure that low-
income students have the opportunity to pursue higher education, and for
other purposes.

H.R. 2363  To amend the provisions of the Higher Education Act of 1965
relating to treatment by campus officials of sexual assault victims.

H.R. 2391  To amend title III of the Older Americans Act of 1965 to authorize
States to transfer to part D not more than 50 percent of the funds allotted for
parts B and C.

H.R. 2392  To amend title III of the Older Americans Act of 1965 to authorize
appropriations for fiscal years 1992 and 1993 for consumer protection dem-
onstration projects.

H.R. 2555  To provide for the establishment of a summer camp program for
low income youths, and to expand the Youth Conservation Corps program.

H.R. 2561  To remove the barrier to access for middle income students to
Federal student financial aid programs, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2780  To amend the Older Americans Act of 1965 to increase the au-
thority of the Commissioner on Aging; to establish the Office on Long-Term
Care Ombudsman Programs and provide for the appointment of an Associate
Commissioner for Ombudsman Services; to enhance State long-term care
ombudsman programs; to provide financial assistance for programs relating
to elder abuse, exploitation, or neglect; and for other purposes.

H.R. 2782  To amend the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974
to provide that such Act does not preempt certain State laws.

H.R. 2784  To assist counties adversely affected by a base closure, change in
the place of performance of a defense contract, the cancellation or failure to
proceed with a defense contract, or reductions in defense spending.

H.R. 2819  To provide financial assistance to eligible local educational agen-
cies to improve rural education, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2864  To amend the Older Americans Act of 1965 to establish an elder
rights program, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2912  To improve the recruitment of classroom teachers, and for other
purposes.
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H.R. 2936  To establish programs at the National Science Foundation for the
advancement of technical education and training in advanced-technology
occupations, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2938  To establish a Teacher Opportunity Corps to enable
paraprofessionals working in targeted schools to become certified teachers
through part-time and summer study.

H.R. 2943  To require the Secretary of Education to evaluate programs pro-
viding disadvantaged children with guaranties of postsecondary education
assistance, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2970  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to provide program
grants to medical and allied health professions institutions for graduate edu-
cation and training which will benefit underserved, economically disadvan-
taged communities.

H.R. 2974  To provide payments to States and certain other entities and indi-
viduals as a reward to increase the number of children who receive preschool
health care and early childhood education and to increase the number of high
school seniors who achieve outstanding scores in math and science; and for
other purpose.

H.R. 3046  To exempt from the antitrust laws certain conduct engaged in by
the National Collegiate Athletic Association (NCAA) jointly with member
institutions for the purpose of allowing the NCAA exclusively to negotiate
certain contracts, and for other purposes.

H.R. 3050  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to establish a higher
education loan program in which the amount of a student's loan repayment
is contingent upon such student's income, and for other purposes.

H.R. 3078  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to exclude the value
of personal residences and family farms from the calculation of expected
family contributions for student aid programs.

H.R. 3098  To improve the college participation rates of groups underserved
by institutions of higher education and for other purposes.

H.R. 3160  To revise the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970.
H.R. 3285  To provide for regional energy efficient lighting education centers,

and for other purposes.
H.R. 3334  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to provide Perkins

Loan forgiveness to encourage individuals who enter the teaching profession
to teach in schools serving low-income areas.

H.R. 3362  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to establish programs
for minority foreign service professional development.

H.R. 3366  To repeal provisions of law regarding employer sanctions and
unfair immigration-related employment practices, to strengthen enforcement
of laws regarding illegal entry into the United States, and for other purposes.

H.R. 3393  To amend the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 and the Social Se-
curity Act to provide for health insurance coverage for pregnant women and
children through employment-based insurance and through a State-based
health plan.

H.R. 3475  To assist business in providing women with opportunities in ap-
prenticeship and nontraditional occupations.

H.R. 3476  To establish the Commission on the Advancement of Women in
the Science and Engineering Work Forces.

H.R. 3526  To ensure economic equity for American women and their families
and to respond to the need to revitalize the American economy by expanding
employment opportunities; improving access to funds for women business
owners; enhancing economic justice for women through pay equity, im-
proved child support enforcement, and benefits for part-time workers; and
providing economic and retirement security for women as workers and as
divorced or surviving spouses.

H.R. 3553  To amend and extend the Higher Education Act of 1965.
H.R. 3603  To promote family preservation and the prevention of foster care

with emphasis on families where abuse of alcohol or drugs is present, and
to improve the quality and delivery of child welfare, foster care, and adoption
services.

H.R. 3613  To amend title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and the Age
Discrimination in Employment Act of 1967 to improve the effectiveness of
administrative review of employment discrimination claims made by Federal
employees; and for other purposes.

H.R. 3625  To require the Commissioner of the Bureau of Labor Statistics to
conduct time use surveys of unremunerated work performed in the United
States and to calculate the monetary value of such work.

H.R. 3748  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1991 with respect to the appli-
cation of such Act.

H.R. 3763  To amend the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 to provide an
exemption from the overtime pay provisions of such Act for certain em-
ployees of community colleges.

H.R. 3832  To establish a program of grants regarding certain infants, toddlers,
and children who are perinatally exposed to drugs and for other purposes.

H.R. 3878  To provide assistance to employees who are subject to a plant
closing or mass layoff because their work is transferred to another country
which has low wages or unhealthy working conditions.

H.R. 3908  To provide compensation and health reinsurance benefits to em-
ployees at Department of Energy defense nuclear facilities for injuries caused
by exposure to ionizing radiation and to ensure fair treatment of employees
during modernization and reconfiguration of such facilities, and for other
purposes.

H.R. 3957  To amend subpart 4 of part A of title IV of the Higher Education
Act of 1965 to require the Secretary of Education to carry out an advanced
placement test fee payment program, and for other purposes.

H.R. 3975  To amend section 1977A of the Revised Statutes to equalize the
remedies available to all victims of intentional employment discrimination,
and for other purposes.

H.R. 4022  To amend the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 to provide tax in-
centives for the establishment of tax enterprise zones, and for other purposes.

H.R. 4076  To assure an equal opportunity for a quality education for all
children, and for other purposes.

H.R. 4122  To guarantee a work opportunity for all Americans and for other
purposes.

H.R. 4136  To revitalize the American rail car industry by the establishment
of a Federal grant and loan program for research and development, by the
creation of economic incentives to encourage investment in rail car design
and engineering activities, and by the expansion of vocational training op-
portunities in the rail car industry.

H.R. 4259  To amend title I of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 to provide each
individual with handicaps who is eligible for services under such title with
the right to select the entities that are to provide services pursuant to the in-
dividualized written rehabilitation program developed for the individual.

H.R. 4277  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to delete certain re-
quirements relating to the guaranteed student loan program.

H.R. 4300  To amend the Stewart B. McKinney Homeless Assistance Act to
extend programs providing urgently needed assistance for the homeless, and
for other purposes.

H.R. 4338  To suspend certain compliance and accountability measures under
the National School Lunch Act.

H.R. 4361  To create ”Healthy American Schools”  where children learn life-
long health and fitness skills vital to developing a smart body and smart mind
and to empower every school with the ability to become a healthy school
built on a firm foundation of ”healthy mind and healthy body” curricula.

H.R. 4407  Entitled, ”Employment and Economic Growth Act”.
H.R. 4498  To establish a computer education program for certain students.
H.R. 4516  To amend title VI of the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of

1981 to establish a community services empowerment program.
H.R. 4528  To amend the Job Training Partnership Act to authorize the es-

tablishment of additional Job Corps centers, and for other purposes.
H.R. 4538  To provide assistance to local educational agencies for the pre-

vention and reduction of violent crime in elementary and secondary schools.
H.R. 4591  To amend the Job Training Partnership Act to establish a com-

munity works progress program, a youth community corps program, and a
national youth community corps program, and for other purposes.

H.R. 4700  To amend the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974
to require an independent audit of statements prepared by certain financial
institutions with respect to assets of employee benefit plans.

H.R. 4729  To provide grants to establish an integrated approach to prevent
child abuse.

H.R. 4730  To facilitate and assist in the economic adjustment and industrial
diversification of defense industries, defense dependent communities, and
defense workers that are adversely affected by the termination or reduction
of defense spending or defense-related contracts.

H.R. 4748  To improve national competitiveness through education.
H.R. 4822  To make appropriations to begin a phase-in toward full funding

of the special supplemental food program for women, infants, and children
(WIC) and of Head Start programs, to expand the Job Corps program, and
for other purposes.
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H.R. 4929  To provide incentives for certain voluntarily separated military
personnel to become elementary and secondary school teachers.

H.R. 5075  To improve the delivery of employment training services to
members of the Armed Forces who are involuntarily separated from active
duty in the Armed Forces or accept separation under one of the separation
incentive programs.

H.R. 5083  To amend the Act of September 30, 1950 to provide that amounts
appropriated under such Act for purposes of making payments to local edu-
cational agencies on behalf of children who are dependents of a parent or
parents on active duty in the armed forces shall be considered national de-
fense functions for budget purposes.

H.R. 5219  To direct the Secretary of Defense to provide grants to States to
provide technical and financial assistance to defense-dependent contractors.

H.R. 5326  To establish a program to assure nondiscriminatory compliance
with all environmental health and safety laws and to assure equal protection
of the public health.

H.R. 5357  To provide grants to States to improve and coordinate health and
education services provided to preschool children and to provide for the
production and distribution of educational television programming for pre-
school children.

H.R. 5442  To establish Federal grant programs to identify and address the
foreign language needs within the United States for the purpose of enhancing
economic competitiveness, ensuring national security, and promoting the
national interest.

H.R. 5514  To provide for health care for all Americans in an affordable
manner.

H.R. 5903 *   To provide grants to reduce the number of homicides and the
incidents of violence by students, ages 13 to 21, and for other purposes.

H.R. 5973  To grant employees family and temporary medical leave, to treat
the costs of the Head Start program and other programs for children as
emergency funding requirements, to provide aid to parents in providing the
best possible learning environment for children, to promote investments in
child welfare and family preservation, to reduce violence and improve the
safety of children and their families, and for other purposes.

H.Res. 201  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives that the
people of the United States should recognize ”An Artistic Discovery”, the
Congressional High School Art Competition.

H.Res. 284  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives that there
is a need for a comprehensive, coordinated strategy to help the United States
achieve its goal of being the strongest Nation on Earth economically and
militarily, so that it remain the greatest Nation in support of human dignity,
freedom, and democratic ideals.

H.Res. 428  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives that sec-
ondary schools throughout the Nation should implement a financial planning
program using the proven techniques of the College for Financial Planning
in partnership with the United States Department of Agriculture Extension
Service and participating Land-Grant University Cooperative Extension Ser-
vices.

H.Con.Res. 92  Expressing the sense of Congress with respect to certain reg-
ulations of the Occupational Safety and Health Administration.

H.Con.Res. 161  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the American
public should observe the 100th anniversary of moviemaking and recognize
the contributions of the American Film Institute in advocating and preserving
the art of film.

H.Con.Res. 215  Expressing the sense of the Congress relating to paid leave
for working parents for the purpose of attending parent-teacher conferences.

H.Con.Res. 282  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the Low Income
Home Energy Assistance Program should be funded for fiscal year 1993 at
a level greater than or equal to its funding for fiscal year 1992.

TRAFICANT, James A. Jr. of Ohio

H.R. 1  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to restore and strengthen civil
rights laws that ban discrimination in employment, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2  To entitle employees to family leave in certain cases involving a birth,
an adoption, or a serious health condition and to temporary medical leave in
certain cases involving a serious health condition, with adequate protection
of the employees employment and benefit rights, and to establish a com-
mission to study ways of providing salary replacement for employees who
take any such leave.

H.R. 5  To amend the National Labor Relations Act and the Railway Labor
Act to prevent discrimination based on participation in labor disputes.

H.R. 386  To require the executive branch to gather and disseminate infor-
mation regarding, and to promote techniques to eliminate, discriminatory
wage-setting practices and discriminatory wage disparities which are based
on sex, race, or national origin.

H.R. 500  To require the Secretary of the Treasury to mint coins in com-
memoration of the quincentenary of the discovery of America by Christopher
Columbus and to establish the Christopher Columbus Fellowship Foundation.

H.R. 501  To authorize the Secretary of Housing and Urban Development to
provide grants to urban and rural communities for training economically
disadvantaged youth in education and employment skills and to expand the
supply of housing for homeless and economically disadvantaged individuals
and families.

H.R. 840  To improve counseling services for elementary school children.
H.R. 1063  To amend the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970 to es-

tablish an Office of Construction Safety, Health, and Education, to improve
inspections, investigations, reporting, and recordkeeping on construction
sites, to require the appointment of project constructors to monitor safety on
construction sites, to require construction employers to establish safety and
health programs, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1154  To establish programs to improve foreign language instruction and
to amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 in order to promote equal access
to opportunities to study abroad, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1190  To establish a system for identifying, notifying, and preventing
illness and death among workers who are at increased or high risk of occu-
pational disease, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1218  To prevent potential abuses of electronic monitoring in the
workplace.

H.R. 1222  To enhance cooperation between the public and law enforcement
personnel in controlling and preventing crime and drug abuse.

H.R. 1430  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and the Fair Housing Act
to prohibit discrimination on the basis of affectional or sexual orientation,
and for other purposes.

H.R. 1502  To combat violence and crimes against women on the streets and
in homes.

H.R. 1503  To facilitate capital financing for historically Black colleges and
universities.

H.R. 1590  To provide for designation by the Secretary of the Interior and the
Secretary of Agriculture of an ancient forest reserve system, including lands
managed by the Bureau of Land Management and portions of national forests
established by reservations from the public domain; to require the Secretary
of the Interior and the Secretary of Agriculture to enhance economic stability
in the Pacific Northwest; and for other purposes.

H.R. 1637  To make improvements in the Black Lung Benefits Act.
H.R. 1651  To deny funds to programs that do not allow the Secretary of

Defense access to students on campuses or to certain student information for
recruiting purposes.

H.R. 1694  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to ensure that title VII of
such Act applies to the employment of United States citizens by certain
employers in foreign nations.

H.R. 1714 *  To amend the National School Lunch Act to extend benefits
under the child care food program to children aged 13 to 15.

H.R. 1960  To direct the Secretary of the Interior to construct a National
Training Center at the National Afro-American Museum and Cultural Center
and for other purposes.

H.R. 1987  To amend the Act of March 3, 1931 (known as the Davis-Bacon
Act), to revise the standard for coverage under that Act, and for other pur-
poses.

H.R. 2157  To require the National Collegiate Athletic Association to provide
due process in connection with its regulatory activities affecting coaches,
players, and institutions engaged in sports in interstate commerce.

H.R. 2258  To help end hunger and human want.
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H.R. 2334  To further assist States in their efforts to increase awareness about
and prevent family violence and provide immediate shelter and related as-
sistance to battered women and their children.

H.R. 2363  To amend the provisions of the Higher Education Act of 1965
relating to treatment by campus officials of sexual assault victims.

H.R. 2780  To amend the Older Americans Act of 1965 to increase the au-
thority of the Commissioner on Aging; to establish the Office on Long-Term
Care Ombudsman Programs and provide for the appointment of an Associate
Commissioner for Ombudsman Services; to enhance State long-term care
ombudsman programs; to provide financial assistance for programs relating
to elder abuse, exploitation, or neglect; and for other purposes.

H.R. 2782  To amend the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974
to provide that such Act does not preempt certain State laws.

H.R. 2864  To amend the Older Americans Act of 1965 to establish an elder
rights program, and for other purposes.

H.R. 3102  To amend section 520 of the Cranston-Gonzalez National Afford-
able Housing Act to authorize the Secretary of Housing and Urban Devel-
opment to make grants to establish midnight basketball league training and
partnership programs incorporating employment counseling, job-training, and
other educational activities for residents of public housing and federally as-
sisted housing.

H.R. 3160  To revise the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970.
H.R. 3507  To establish programs under the Technology Administration of the

Department of Commerce, and elsewhere, to promote a skilled workforce and
United States industrial competitiveness.

H.R. 3748  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1991 with respect to the appli-
cation of such Act.

H.R. 3878  To provide assistance to employees who are subject to a plant
closing or mass layoff because their work is transferred to another country
which has low wages or unhealthy working conditions.

H.R. 4013  To amend certain provisions of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986
to improve the provisions of health care to retirees in the coal industry, to
revise the manner in which such care is funded and maintained, and for other
purposes.

H.R. 4022  To amend the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 to provide tax in-
centives for the establishment of tax enterprise zones, and for other purposes.

H.R. 4189 *  To transfer amounts appropriated for foreign aid to revenue
sharing and education programs.

H.R. 4259  To amend title I of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 to provide each
individual with handicaps who is eligible for services under such title with
the right to select the entities that are to provide services pursuant to the in-
dividualized written rehabilitation program developed for the individual.

H.R. 4300  To amend the Stewart B. McKinney Homeless Assistance Act to
extend programs providing urgently needed assistance for the homeless, and
for other purposes.

H.R. 4595  To encourage institutions of higher education to use Federal re-
search and development funding for the support of American students, and
for other purposes.

H.R. 5230  To enhance United States competitiveness by strengthening the
Nation's technology base, promoting investment in United States technology,
supporting manufacturing infrastructure development, enhancing the tech-
nology skills of American workers, and reorienting defense spending to
support American competitiveness, and for other purposes.

H.R. 5800  To amend the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 and the Employee
Retirement Income Security Act of 1974 to improve pension plan funding.

H.Res. 201  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives that the
people of the United States should recognize ”An Artistic Discovery”, the
Congressional High School Art Competition.

H.Res. 284  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives that there
is a need for a comprehensive, coordinated strategy to help the United States
achieve its goal of being the strongest Nation on Earth economically and
militarily, so that it remain the greatest Nation in support of human dignity,
freedom, and democratic ideals.

H.Con.Res. 92  Expressing the sense of Congress with respect to certain reg-
ulations of the Occupational Safety and Health Administration.

H.Con.Res. 282  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the Low Income
Home Energy Assistance Program should be funded for fiscal year 1993 at
a level greater than or equal to its funding for fiscal year 1992.

TRAXLER, Bob of Michigan

H.R. 1  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to restore and strengthen civil
rights laws that ban discrimination in employment, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2  To entitle employees to family leave in certain cases involving a birth,
an adoption, or a serious health condition and to temporary medical leave in
certain cases involving a serious health condition, with adequate protection
of the employees employment and benefit rights, and to establish a com-
mission to study ways of providing salary replacement for employees who
take any such leave.

H.R. 5  To amend the National Labor Relations Act and the Railway Labor
Act to prevent discrimination based on participation in labor disputes.

H.R. 500  To require the Secretary of the Treasury to mint coins in com-
memoration of the quincentenary of the discovery of America by Christopher
Columbus and to establish the Christopher Columbus Fellowship Foundation.

H.R. 812  To establish a program of grants for the provision of coordinated
educational support services to at-risk youth.

H.R. 908  To amend title 38, United States Code, and other provisions of law
to provide improved benefits and services for military personnel who serve
during the Persian Gulf War, including particularly benefits and services for
members of the National Guard and Reserve components, and for other
purposes.

H.R. 1063  To amend the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970 to es-
tablish an Office of Construction Safety, Health, and Education, to improve
inspections, investigations, reporting, and recordkeeping on construction
sites, to require the appointment of project constructors to monitor safety on
construction sites, to require construction employers to establish safety and
health programs, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1126  To extend the coverage of certain Federal labor laws to foreign
flagships.

H.R. 1134  To amend the Age Discrimination in Employment Act of 1967
with respect to administrative proceedings applicable to claims of discrimi-
nation in Federal employment.

H.R. 1218  To prevent potential abuses of electronic monitoring in the
workplace.

H.R. 1364  To amend the Job Corps provisions of the Job Training Partnership
Act.

H.R. 1502  To combat violence and crimes against women on the streets and
in homes.

H.R. 1633  To assist in implementing the Plan of Action adopted by the World
Summit for Children.

H.R. 1987  To amend the Act of March 3, 1931 (known as the Davis-Bacon
Act), to revise the standard for coverage under that Act, and for other pur-
poses.

H.R. 2258  To help end hunger and human want.
H.R. 2437  To amend the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 to revise and extend the

program regarding independent living services for older blind individuals.
H.R. 2782  To amend the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974

to provide that such Act does not preempt certain State laws.
H.R. 2819  To provide financial assistance to eligible local educational agen-

cies to improve rural education, and for other purposes.
H.R. 3160  To revise the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970.
H.R. 3450  To amend part A of title IV of the Social Security Act to remove

barriers and disincentives in the program of aid to families with dependent
children so as to enable recipients of such aid to move toward self-
sufficiency through microenterprises.

H.R. 3553  To amend and extend the Higher Education Act of 1965.
H.R. 3878  To provide assistance to employees who are subject to a plant

closing or mass layoff because their work is transferred to another country
which has low wages or unhealthy working conditions.

H.R. 4136  To revitalize the American rail car industry by the establishment
of a Federal grant and loan program for research and development, by the
creation of economic incentives to encourage investment in rail car design
and engineering activities, and by the expansion of vocational training op-
portunities in the rail car industry.

H.R. 4149  To establish an employment program to make grants available to
the States to provide employment to the unemployed, and for other purposes.

H.R. 4277  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to delete certain re-
quirements relating to the guaranteed student loan program.
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H.R. 4338  To suspend certain compliance and accountability measures under
the National School Lunch Act.

H.R. 4516  To amend title VI of the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of
1981 to establish a community services empowerment program.

H.R. 4528  To amend the Job Training Partnership Act to authorize the es-
tablishment of additional Job Corps centers, and for other purposes.

H.R. 4822  To make appropriations to begin a phase-in toward full funding
of the special supplemental food program for women, infants, and children
(WIC) and of Head Start programs, to expand the Job Corps program, and
for other purposes.

H.R. 5075  To improve the delivery of employment training services to
members of the Armed Forces who are involuntarily separated from active
duty in the Armed Forces or accept separation under one of the separation
incentive programs.

H.Res. 201  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives that the
people of the United States should recognize ”An Artistic Discovery”, the
Congressional High School Art Competition.

H.Res. 284  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives that there
is a need for a comprehensive, coordinated strategy to help the United States
achieve its goal of being the strongest Nation on Earth economically and
militarily, so that it remain the greatest Nation in support of human dignity,
freedom, and democratic ideals.

H.Con.Res. 161  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the American
public should observe the 100th anniversary of moviemaking and recognize
the contributions of the American Film Institute in advocating and preserving
the art of film.

H.Con.Res. 282  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the Low Income
Home Energy Assistance Program should be funded for fiscal year 1993 at
a level greater than or equal to its funding for fiscal year 1992.

UDALL, Morris K. of Arizona

H.R. 1  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to restore and strengthen civil
rights laws that ban discrimination in employment, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2  To entitle employees to family leave in certain cases involving a birth,
an adoption, or a serious health condition and to temporary medical leave in
certain cases involving a serious health condition, with adequate protection
of the employees employment and benefit rights, and to establish a com-
mission to study ways of providing salary replacement for employees who
take any such leave.

H.R. 5  To amend the National Labor Relations Act and the Railway Labor
Act to prevent discrimination based on participation in labor disputes.

H.R. 553  To repeal the testing requirements imposed on ability-to-benefit
students by the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1990.

H.R. 751  To enhance the literacy and basic skills of adults, to ensure that all
adults in the United States acquire the basic skills necessary to function ef-
fectively and achieve the greatest possible opportunity in their work and in
their lives, and to strengthen and coordinate adult literacy programs.

H.R. 906  To amend the Job Training Partnership Act to encourage a broader
range of training and job placement for women and for other purposes.

H.R. 1218  To prevent potential abuses of electronic monitoring in the
workplace.

H.R. 1430  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and the Fair Housing Act
to prohibit discrimination on the basis of affectional or sexual orientation,
and for other purposes.

H.R. 1502  To combat violence and crimes against women on the streets and
in homes.

H.R. 1590  To provide for designation by the Secretary of the Interior and the
Secretary of Agriculture of an ancient forest reserve system, including lands
managed by the Bureau of Land Management and portions of national forests
established by reservations from the public domain; to require the Secretary
of the Interior and the Secretary of Agriculture to enhance economic stability
in the Pacific Northwest; and for other purposes.

UNSOELD, Jolene of Washington

H.R. 1  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to restore and strengthen civil
rights laws that ban discrimination in employment, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2  To entitle employees to family leave in certain cases involving a birth,
an adoption, or a serious health condition and to temporary medical leave in
certain cases involving a serious health condition, with adequate protection
of the employees employment and benefit rights, and to establish a com-
mission to study ways of providing salary replacement for employees who
take any such leave.

H.R. 5  To amend the National Labor Relations Act and the Railway Labor
Act to prevent discrimination based on participation in labor disputes.

H.R. 81  To amend the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 to allow individuals
to direct that part or all of their income tax refunds be contributed to a trust
fund established for the relief of domestic and international hunger, and to
establish a commission to oversee the distribution of such contributions.

H.R. 441  To facilitate the economic adjustment of communities, industries,
and workers to reductions or realignments in defense or aerospace contracts,
military facilities, and arms export, and for other purposes.

H.R. 500  To require the Secretary of the Treasury to mint coins in com-
memoration of the quincentenary of the discovery of America by Christopher
Columbus and to establish the Christopher Columbus Fellowship Foundation.

H.R. 501  To authorize the Secretary of Housing and Urban Development to
provide grants to urban and rural communities for training economically
disadvantaged youth in education and employment skills and to expand the
supply of housing for homeless and economically disadvantaged individuals
and families.

H.R. 544  To amend the National School Lunch Act to restore food supple-
ment benefits under the dependent care food program to adolescent youth.

H.R. 656  To provide for a coordinated Federal research program to ensure
continued United States leadership in high-performance computing.

H.R. 667  To authorize a grant to the National Writing Project.
H.R. 709  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to provide reduced

rates of interest under the Guaranteed Student Loan Program to individuals
who enter the teaching profession.

H.R. 751  To enhance the literacy and basic skills of adults, to ensure that all
adults in the United States acquire the basic skills necessary to function ef-
fectively and achieve the greatest possible opportunity in their work and in
their lives, and to strengthen and coordinate adult literacy programs.

H.R. 763  To establish a program to guarantee students from selected high
schools a chance to go to college, and for other purposes.

H.R. 812  To establish a program of grants for the provision of coordinated
educational support services to at-risk youth.

H.R. 840  To improve counseling services for elementary school children.
H.R. 906  To amend the Job Training Partnership Act to encourage a broader

range of training and job placement for women and for other purposes.
H.R. 907  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to permit alternative

methods for qualifying ”ability-to-benefit” students for Federal student fi-
nancial aid.

H.R. 1048  To establish within the Department of Education an Office of
Community Colleges.

H.R. 1059  To amend section 311 of the Older Americans Act of 1965 to re-
quire the Secretary of Agriculture to provide assistance for 2 meals served
daily per person.

H.R. 1063  To amend the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970 to es-
tablish an Office of Construction Safety, Health, and Education, to improve
inspections, investigations, reporting, and recordkeeping on construction
sites, to require the appointment of project constructors to monitor safety on
construction sites, to require construction employers to establish safety and
health programs, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1066  To authorize a national program to reduce the threat to human
health posed by exposure to contaminants in the air indoors.

H.R. 1126  To extend the coverage of certain Federal labor laws to foreign
flagships.

H.R. 1154  To establish programs to improve foreign language instruction and
to amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 in order to promote equal access
to opportunities to study abroad, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1190  To establish a system for identifying, notifying, and preventing
illness and death among workers who are at increased or high risk of occu-
pational disease, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1218  To prevent potential abuses of electronic monitoring in the
workplace.

H.R. 1254  To provide for the establishment of the Margaret Walker
Alexander National African-American Research Center.
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H.R. 1285  To resolve legal and technical issues relating to Federal
postsecondary student assistance programs and to prevent undue burdens on
participants in Operation Desert Storm, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1364  To amend the Job Corps provisions of the Job Training Partnership
Act.

H.R. 1365  To amend the Job Training Partnership Act to provide for disaster
relief employment assistance.

H.R. 1388  To entitle employees to family leave for attending school activities.
H.R. 1430  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and the Fair Housing Act

to prohibit discrimination on the basis of affectional or sexual orientation,
and for other purposes.

H.R. 1482  To amend title IV of the Higher Education Act of 1965 to allow
resident physicians to defer repayment of title IV student loans while com-
pleting accredited resident training programs.

H.R. 1502  To combat violence and crimes against women on the streets and
in homes.

H.R. 1503  To facilitate capital financing for historically Black colleges and
universities.

H.R. 1524  To establish programs to promote increased access to higher edu-
cation through early intervention counseling and financial aid information.

H.R. 1633  To assist in implementing the Plan of Action adopted by the World
Summit for Children.

H.R. 1645  To amend the provisions of law relating to continuation of health
care benefits in the case of certain family members, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1664  To protect employees who report violations of Federal laws and
regulations.

H.R. 1694  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to ensure that title VII of
such Act applies to the employment of United States citizens by certain
employers in foreign nations.

H.R. 1737  To amend the Older Americans Act of 1965 to provide congregate
nutrition services and intergenerational activities in elementary and second-
ary school facilities.

H.R. 1987  To amend the Act of March 3, 1931 (known as the Davis-Bacon
Act), to revise the standard for coverage under that Act, and for other pur-
poses.

H.R. 2009  To establish a mechanism for making grants to tribes to administer
a postsecondary grant program for Indian students, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2019  To amend the Older Americans Act of 1965 to assist older indi-
viduals to avoid falling and to prevent incorrect medication and adverse drug
reactions.

H.R. 2020  To amend title III  of the Older Americans Act of 1965 with respect
to assistance to older individuals who reside in rural areas.

H.R. 2021  To amend the Older Americans Act of 1965 to require States to
appoint a State advisory body to make recommendations regarding trans-
portation services that affect older individuals; to provide for coordination
of such services; and to require the Commissioner on Aging to submit a re-
port regarding transportation services provided under such Act.

H.R. 2024  To require the President to call a White House Conference on
Aging in 1993.

H.R. 2031  To amend title I of the Employee Retirement Income Security Act
of 1974 to provide for equal treatment of telephone and electric cooperative
welfare plans for the purposes of preemption.

H.R. 2065  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to require institutions
of higher education to disclose foreign gifts.

H.R. 2098  To amend the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970 to
improve and enforce standards for employee health and safety at Department
of Energy nuclear facilities, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2223  To amend the National Labor Relations Act to give employers and
performers in the live performing arts, rights given by section 8(e) of such
Act to employers and employees in similarly situated industries, to give such
employers and performers the same rights given by section 8(f) of such Act
to employers and employees in the construction industry, and for other pur-
poses.

H.R. 2258  To help end hunger and human want.
H.R. 2313  To amend the School Dropout Demonstration Assistance Act of

1988 to extend authorization of appropriations through fiscal year 1993 and
for other purposes.

H.R. 2331  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to permit less-than-
half-time students to obtain Pell Grants.

H.R. 2350  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to assure that low-
income students have the opportunity to pursue higher education, and for
other purposes.

H.R. 2495  To expand and strengthen Federal programs by providing incen-
tives to encourage individuals to enter the teaching profession, and for other
purposes.

H.R. 2561  To remove the barrier to access for middle income students to
Federal student financial aid programs, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2782  To amend the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974
to provide that such Act does not preempt certain State laws.

H.R. 2821  To allow Indian tribes to condition provision of tribal education
funds to maximize availability of human resources in critical areas of need
of tribal members.

H.R. 3133  To amend the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970 to ex-
pand the rights of victims of occupational safety and health hazards, and for
other purposes.

H.R. 3160  To revise the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970.
H.R. 3285  To provide for regional energy efficient lighting education centers,

and for other purposes.
H.R. 3329  To amend subpart 4 of part A of title IV of the Higher Education

Act of 1965 to encourage more efficient and effective administration of the
TRIO programs by mandating a 5-year grant cycle; requiring adequate notice
of the success or failure of grant applications; encouraging coordination
among institutional, State, and Federal programs for disadvantaged students;
strengthening early identification efforts; and continuing the authorization
of appropriations for the programs.

H.R. 3413  To authorize the States to impose an export tax on unprocessed
timber from private lands, to allow a credit against income taxes for do-
mestically processed timber, and for other purposes.

H.R. 3450  To amend part A of title IV of the Social Security Act to remove
barriers and disincentives in the program of aid to families with dependent
children so as to enable recipients of such aid to move toward self-
sufficiency through microenterprises.

H.R. 3475  To assist business in providing women with opportunities in ap-
prenticeship and nontraditional occupations.

H.R. 3476  To establish the Commission on the Advancement of Women in
the Science and Engineering Work Forces.

H.R. 3526  To ensure economic equity for American women and their families
and to respond to the need to revitalize the American economy by expanding
employment opportunities; improving access to funds for women business
owners; enhancing economic justice for women through pay equity, im-
proved child support enforcement, and benefits for part-time workers; and
providing economic and retirement security for women as workers and as
divorced or surviving spouses.

H.R. 3548  To improve the quality of education by providing incentive grants
and by certain other methods.

H.R. 3553  To amend and extend the Higher Education Act of 1965.
H.R. 3603  To promote family preservation and the prevention of foster care

with emphasis on families where abuse of alcohol or drugs is present, and
to improve the quality and delivery of child welfare, foster care, and adoption
services.

H.R. 3613  To amend title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and the Age
Discrimination in Employment Act of 1967 to improve the effectiveness of
administrative review of employment discrimination claims made by Federal
employees; and for other purposes.

H.R. 3748  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1991 with respect to the appli-
cation of such Act.

H.R. 3878  To provide assistance to employees who are subject to a plant
closing or mass layoff because their work is transferred to another country
which has low wages or unhealthy working conditions.

H.R. 3975  To amend section 1977A of the Revised Statutes to equalize the
remedies available to all victims of intentional employment discrimination,
and for other purposes.

H.R. 4122  To guarantee a work opportunity for all Americans and for other
purposes.

H.R. 4259  To amend title I of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 to provide each
individual with handicaps who is eligible for services under such title with
the right to select the entities that are to provide services pursuant to the in-
dividualized written rehabilitation program developed for the individual.
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H.R. 4277  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to delete certain re-
quirements relating to the guaranteed student loan program.

H.R. 4300  To amend the Stewart B. McKinney Homeless Assistance Act to
extend programs providing urgently needed assistance for the homeless, and
for other purposes.

H.R. 4338  To suspend certain compliance and accountability measures under
the National School Lunch Act.

H.R. 4340  To provide employment opportunities to unemployed individuals
in high unemployment areas in projects to repair and renovate vitally needed
community facilities, and for other purposes.

H.R. 4471  To amend and extend the Higher Education Act of 1965.
H.R. 4498  To establish a computer education program for certain students.
H.R. 4591  To amend the Job Training Partnership Act to establish a com-

munity works progress program, a youth community corps program, and a
national youth community corps program, and for other purposes.

H.R. 4822  To make appropriations to begin a phase-in toward full funding
of the special supplemental food program for women, infants, and children
(WIC) and of Head Start programs, to expand the Job Corps program, and
for other purposes.

H.R. 5039  To ensure fair treatment of Department of Energy employees
during the restructuring of the Department of Energy defense nuclear facili-
ties workforce, to provide assistance to communities affected by such re-
structuring, to provide medical examinations to certain current and former
such employees, to provide medical reinsurance for certain former such em-
ployees, and for other purposes.

H.R. 5083  To amend the Act of September 30, 1950 to provide that amounts
appropriated under such Act for purposes of making payments to local edu-
cational agencies on behalf of children who are dependents of a parent or
parents on active duty in the armed forces shall be considered national de-
fense functions for budget purposes.

H.R. 5165  To improve educational effectiveness by establishing a flexibility
demonstration program.

H.R. 5357  To provide grants to States to improve and coordinate health and
education services provided to preschool children and to provide for the
production and distribution of educational television programming for pre-
school children.

H.R. 5909  To amend the Child Nutrition Act of 1966 to enhance competition
among infant formula manufacturers and to reduce the per unit cost of infant
formula for the special supplemental food program for women, infants, and
children (WIC), and for other purposes.

H.Res. 284  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives that there
is a need for a comprehensive, coordinated strategy to help the United States
achieve its goal of being the strongest Nation on Earth economically and
militarily, so that it remain the greatest Nation in support of human dignity,
freedom, and democratic ideals.

H.Con.Res. 92  Expressing the sense of Congress with respect to certain reg-
ulations of the Occupational Safety and Health Administration.

H.Con.Res. 161  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the American
public should observe the 100th anniversary of moviemaking and recognize
the contributions of the American Film Institute in advocating and preserving
the art of film.

H.Con.Res. 282  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the Low Income
Home Energy Assistance Program should be funded for fiscal year 1993 at
a level greater than or equal to its funding for fiscal year 1992.

UPTON, Frederick S. of Michigan

H.R. 123  To amend title 4, United States Code, to declare English as the of-
ficial language of the United States.

H.R. 179  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to permit the deferral
of payments on student loans during professional internships, regardless of
duration.

H.R. 338  To amend the Internal Revenue Code of 1986, the Employment
Retirement Income Security Act of 1974, and the Public Health Service Act
with respect to continuation of health care coverage.

H.R. 751  To enhance the literacy and basic skills of adults, to ensure that all
adults in the United States acquire the basic skills necessary to function ef-
fectively and achieve the greatest possible opportunity in their work and in
their lives, and to strengthen and coordinate adult literacy programs.

H.R. 812  To establish a program of grants for the provision of coordinated
educational support services to at-risk youth.

H.R. 821  To provide for the cancellation of a portion of the direct student
loans of members of the Armed Forces who serve in a combat zone in con-
nection with the Persian Gulf conflict and to require the restoration of edu-
cational benefits and tuition reimbursement for those members of the Armed
Forces who are unable to pursue studies because of military commitments.

H.R. 840  To improve counseling services for elementary school children.
H.R. 1048  To establish within the Department of Education an Office of

Community Colleges.
H.R. 1237  To amend the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 to clarify the

application of such Act, and for other purposes.
H.R. 1270  To strengthen the family structure of the United States by provid-

ing protection for eligible individuals who leave employment for a legitimate
family purpose, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1375  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to strengthen protections
against discrimination in employment, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1502  To combat violence and crimes against women on the streets and
in homes.

H.R. 1753  To establish grant programs and provide other forms of Federal
assistance to pregnant women, children in need of adoptive families, and
individuals and families adopting children.

H.R. 2230  To provide incentives for physicians to practice in rural areas and
in rural medically underserved areas.

H.R. 2258  To help end hunger and human want.
H.R. 2363  To amend the provisions of the Higher Education Act of 1965

relating to treatment by campus officials of sexual assault victims.
H.R. 2460  To help the Nation achieve the National Education Goals by sup-

porting the creation of a new generation of American Schools in communities
across the country; rewarding schools that demonstrate outstanding gains in
student performance and other progress toward the National Education
Goals; creating academies to improve leadership and core-course teaching in
schools nationwide; supporting State and local efforts to attract qualified in-
dividuals to teaching and educational administration; providing States and
localities with statutory and regulatory flexibility in exchange for greater
accountability for student learning; encouraging, testing, and evaluating ed-
ucational choice programs; increasing the potential usefulness of the National
Assessment of Education Progress to State and local decision-makers; ex-
panding Federal support for literacy improvements; and for other purposes.

H.R. 4595  To encourage institutions of higher education to use Federal re-
search and development funding for the support of American students, and
for other purposes.

H.R. 4822  To make appropriations to begin a phase-in toward full funding
of the special supplemental food program for women, infants, and children
(WIC) and of Head Start programs, to expand the Job Corps program, and
for other purposes.

H.R. 5325  To improve access to health insurance and contain health care
costs, and for other purposes.

H.Res. 201  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives that the
people of the United States should recognize ”An Artistic Discovery”, the
Congressional High School Art Competition.

H.Con.Res. 92  Expressing the sense of Congress with respect to certain reg-
ulations of the Occupational Safety and Health Administration.

VALENTINE, Tim of North Carolina

H.R. 123  To amend title 4, United States Code, to declare English as the of-
ficial language of the United States.

H.R. 375  To amend the National School Lunch Act to extend eligibility for
the child care food program to children receiving day care services pursuant
to a State's job opportunities and basic skills training program.

H.R. 500  To require the Secretary of the Treasury to mint coins in com-
memoration of the quincentenary of the discovery of America by Christopher
Columbus and to establish the Christopher Columbus Fellowship Foundation.

H.R. 544  To amend the National School Lunch Act to restore food supple-
ment benefits under the dependent care food program to adolescent youth.

H.R. 656  To provide for a coordinated Federal research program to ensure
continued United States leadership in high-performance computing.

H.R. 667  To authorize a grant to the National Writing Project.
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H.R. 709  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to provide reduced
rates of interest under the Guaranteed Student Loan Program to individuals
who enter the teaching profession.

H.R. 751  To enhance the literacy and basic skills of adults, to ensure that all
adults in the United States acquire the basic skills necessary to function ef-
fectively and achieve the greatest possible opportunity in their work and in
their lives, and to strengthen and coordinate adult literacy programs.

H.R. 775  To establish Summer Science Academies for talented students,
particularly economically disadvantaged, minority participants, and for other
purposes.

H.R. 799  To ensure that checks to pay benefits under title IV of the Federal
Mine Safety and Health Act of 1977 are delivered early if the usual delivery
date falls on a Saturday, Sunday, or holiday.

H.R. 812  To establish a program of grants for the provision of coordinated
educational support services to at-risk youth.

H.R. 859  To assist schools in improving student performance through flexi-
bility, program accountability, and incentives.

H.R. 908  To amend title 38, United States Code, and other provisions of law
to provide improved benefits and services for military personnel who serve
during the Persian Gulf War, including particularly benefits and services for
members of the National Guard and Reserve components, and for other
purposes.

H.R. 1048  To establish within the Department of Education an Office of
Community Colleges.

H.R. 1144  To establish a pilot program to encourage college students to serve
as mentors for disadvantaged youths.

H.R. 1154  To establish programs to improve foreign language instruction and
to amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 in order to promote equal access
to opportunities to study abroad, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1237  To amend the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 to clarify the
application of such Act, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1254  To provide for the establishment of the Margaret Walker
Alexander National African-American Research Center.

H.R. 1364  To amend the Job Corps provisions of the Job Training Partnership
Act.

H.R. 1482  To amend title IV of the Higher Education Act of 1965 to allow
resident physicians to defer repayment of title IV student loans while com-
pleting accredited resident training programs.

H.R. 1503  To facilitate capital financing for historically Black colleges and
universities.

H.R. 1573  To amend the amount of grants received under chapter 1 of title
I of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965.

H.R. 1633  To assist in implementing the Plan of Action adopted by the World
Summit for Children.

H.R. 1755  To repeal the Act of March 3, 1931 (known as the Davis-Bacon
Act).

H.R. 1822  To amend the Older Americans Community Service Employment
Act to authorize grants for the employment of older Americans in providing
child care for families with low income; and to amend title II of the Social
Security Act to exempt from the earnings test amounts earned for child care
services.

H.R. 2936  To establish programs at the National Science Foundation for the
advancement of technical education and training in advanced-technology
occupations, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2943  To require the Secretary of Education to evaluate programs pro-
viding disadvantaged children with guaranties of postsecondary education
assistance, and for other purposes.

H.R. 3285 *  To provide for regional energy efficient lighting education cen-
ters, and for other purposes.

H.R. 3393  To amend the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 and the Social Se-
curity Act to provide for health insurance coverage for pregnant women and
children through employment-based insurance and through a State-based
health plan.

H.R. 3507 *  To establish programs under the Technology Administration of
the Department of Commerce, and elsewhere, to promote a skilled workforce
and United States industrial competitiveness.

H.R. 4338  To suspend certain compliance and accountability measures under
the National School Lunch Act.

H.R. 4417  To rename the Department of Commerce as the Department of
Manufacturing and Commerce, and for other purposes.

H.R. 4498  To establish a computer education program for certain students.
H.R. 5230  To enhance United States competitiveness by strengthening the

Nation's technology base, promoting investment in United States technology,
supporting manufacturing infrastructure development, enhancing the tech-
nology skills of American workers, and reorienting defense spending to
support American competitiveness, and for other purposes.

H.Res. 284  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives that there
is a need for a comprehensive, coordinated strategy to help the United States
achieve its goal of being the strongest Nation on Earth economically and
militarily, so that it remain the greatest Nation in support of human dignity,
freedom, and democratic ideals.

H.Con.Res. 92  Expressing the sense of Congress with respect to certain reg-
ulations of the Occupational Safety and Health Administration.

H.Con.Res. 161  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the American
public should observe the 100th anniversary of moviemaking and recognize
the contributions of the American Film Institute in advocating and preserving
the art of film.

VANDER JAGT, Guy of Michigan

H.R. 123  To amend title 4, United States Code, to declare English as the of-
ficial language of the United States.

H.R. 179  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to permit the deferral
of payments on student loans during professional internships, regardless of
duration.

H.R. 500  To require the Secretary of the Treasury to mint coins in com-
memoration of the quincentenary of the discovery of America by Christopher
Columbus and to establish the Christopher Columbus Fellowship Foundation.

H.R. 908  To amend title 38, United States Code, and other provisions of law
to provide improved benefits and services for military personnel who serve
during the Persian Gulf War, including particularly benefits and services for
members of the National Guard and Reserve components, and for other
purposes.

H.R. 1048  To establish within the Department of Education an Office of
Community Colleges.

H.R. 1237  To amend the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 to clarify the
application of such Act, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1375  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to strengthen protections
against discrimination in employment, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1753  To establish grant programs and provide other forms of Federal
assistance to pregnant women, children in need of adoptive families, and
individuals and families adopting children.

H.R. 1755  To repeal the Act of March 3, 1931 (known as the Davis-Bacon
Act).

H.R. 2363  To amend the provisions of the Higher Education Act of 1965
relating to treatment by campus officials of sexual assault victims.

H.R. 2460  To help the Nation achieve the National Education Goals by sup-
porting the creation of a new generation of American Schools in communities
across the country; rewarding schools that demonstrate outstanding gains in
student performance and other progress toward the National Education
Goals; creating academies to improve leadership and core-course teaching in
schools nationwide; supporting State and local efforts to attract qualified in-
dividuals to teaching and educational administration; providing States and
localities with statutory and regulatory flexibility in exchange for greater
accountability for student learning; encouraging, testing, and evaluating ed-
ucational choice programs; increasing the potential usefulness of the National
Assessment of Education Progress to State and local decision-makers; ex-
panding Federal support for literacy improvements; and for other purposes.

H.R. 2810  To expand the nation's drug treatment capacity, promote drug-free
and safe schools, require Statewide drug abuse prevention and treatment
plans, and ensure that new Federal grant dollars provided for treatment ser-
vices do not displace State dollars.

H.R. 4338  To suspend certain compliance and accountability measures under
the National School Lunch Act.

H.R. 5325  To improve access to health insurance and contain health care
costs, and for other purposes.

H.Res. 201  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives that the
people of the United States should recognize ”An Artistic Discovery”, the
Congressional High School Art Competition.
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H.Con.Res. 92  Expressing the sense of Congress with respect to certain reg-
ulations of the Occupational Safety and Health Administration.

H.Con.Res. 161  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the American
public should observe the 100th anniversary of moviemaking and recognize
the contributions of the American Film Institute in advocating and preserving
the art of film.

H.Con.Res. 282  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the Low Income
Home Energy Assistance Program should be funded for fiscal year 1993 at
a level greater than or equal to its funding for fiscal year 1992.

VENTO, Bruce F. of Minnesota

H.R. 1  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to restore and strengthen civil
rights laws that ban discrimination in employment, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2  To entitle employees to family leave in certain cases involving a birth,
an adoption, or a serious health condition and to temporary medical leave in
certain cases involving a serious health condition, with adequate protection
of the employees employment and benefit rights, and to establish a com-
mission to study ways of providing salary replacement for employees who
take any such leave.

H.R. 5  To amend the National Labor Relations Act and the Railway Labor
Act to prevent discrimination based on participation in labor disputes.

H.R. 81  To amend the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 to allow individuals
to direct that part or all of their income tax refunds be contributed to a trust
fund established for the relief of domestic and international hunger, and to
establish a commission to oversee the distribution of such contributions.

H.R. 179  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to permit the deferral
of payments on student loans during professional internships, regardless of
duration.

H.R. 500  To require the Secretary of the Treasury to mint coins in com-
memoration of the quincentenary of the discovery of America by Christopher
Columbus and to establish the Christopher Columbus Fellowship Foundation.

H.R. 812  To establish a program of grants for the provision of coordinated
educational support services to at-risk youth.

H.R. 821  To provide for the cancellation of a portion of the direct student
loans of members of the Armed Forces who serve in a combat zone in con-
nection with the Persian Gulf conflict and to require the restoration of edu-
cational benefits and tuition reimbursement for those members of the Armed
Forces who are unable to pursue studies because of military commitments.

H.R. 840  To improve counseling services for elementary school children.
H.R. 907  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to permit alternative

methods for qualifying ”ability-to-benefit” students for Federal student fi-
nancial aid.

H.R. 1063  To amend the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970 to es-
tablish an Office of Construction Safety, Health, and Education, to improve
inspections, investigations, reporting, and recordkeeping on construction
sites, to require the appointment of project constructors to monitor safety on
construction sites, to require construction employers to establish safety and
health programs, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1116  To permit certain coal miners and their survivors to have their
claims reviewed under the Black Lung Benefits Act.

H.R. 1218  To prevent potential abuses of electronic monitoring in the
workplace.

H.R. 1364  To amend the Job Corps provisions of the Job Training Partnership
Act.

H.R. 1388  To entitle employees to family leave for attending school activities.
H.R. 1430  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and the Fair Housing Act

to prohibit discrimination on the basis of affectional or sexual orientation,
and for other purposes.

H.R. 1502  To combat violence and crimes against women on the streets and
in homes.

H.R. 1524  To establish programs to promote increased access to higher edu-
cation through early intervention counseling and financial aid information.

H.R. 1590 *  To provide for designation by the Secretary of the Interior and
the Secretary of Agriculture of an ancient forest reserve system, including
lands managed by the Bureau of Land Management and portions of national
forests established by reservations from the public domain; to require the
Secretary of the Interior and the Secretary of Agriculture to enhance eco-
nomic stability in the Pacific Northwest; and for other purposes.

H.R. 1602  To amend title I of the Employee Retirement Income Security Act
of 1974 to provide that such Act does not preempt actions under State law
against persons who engage in unfair insurance claims practices.

H.R. 1633  To assist in implementing the Plan of Action adopted by the World
Summit for Children.

H.R. 1987  To amend the Act of March 3, 1931 (known as the Davis-Bacon
Act), to revise the standard for coverage under that Act, and for other pur-
poses.

H.R. 2223  To amend the National Labor Relations Act to give employers and
performers in the live performing arts, rights given by section 8(e) of such
Act to employers and employees in similarly situated industries, to give such
employers and performers the same rights given by section 8(f) of such Act
to employers and employees in the construction industry, and for other pur-
poses.

H.R. 2258  To help end hunger and human want.
H.R. 2334  To further assist States in their efforts to increase awareness about

and prevent family violence and provide immediate shelter and related as-
sistance to battered women and their children.

H.R. 2363  To amend the provisions of the Higher Education Act of 1965
relating to treatment by campus officials of sexual assault victims.

H.R. 2782  To amend the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974
to provide that such Act does not preempt certain State laws.

H.R. 3160  To revise the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970.
H.R. 3413  To authorize the States to impose an export tax on unprocessed

timber from private lands, to allow a credit against income taxes for do-
mestically processed timber, and for other purposes.

H.R. 3526  To ensure economic equity for American women and their families
and to respond to the need to revitalize the American economy by expanding
employment opportunities; improving access to funds for women business
owners; enhancing economic justice for women through pay equity, im-
proved child support enforcement, and benefits for part-time workers; and
providing economic and retirement security for women as workers and as
divorced or surviving spouses.

H.R. 3613  To amend title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and the Age
Discrimination in Employment Act of 1967 to improve the effectiveness of
administrative review of employment discrimination claims made by Federal
employees; and for other purposes.

H.R. 3748  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1991 with respect to the appli-
cation of such Act.

H.R. 3832  To establish a program of grants regarding certain infants, toddlers,
and children who are perinatally exposed to drugs and for other purposes.

H.R. 3861  To provide demonstration grants to secondary schools for the
purpose of extending the length of the academic year at such schools.

H.R. 3878  To provide assistance to employees who are subject to a plant
closing or mass layoff because their work is transferred to another country
which has low wages or unhealthy working conditions.

H.R. 3975  To amend section 1977A of the Revised Statutes to equalize the
remedies available to all victims of intentional employment discrimination,
and for other purposes.

H.R. 4259  To amend title I of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 to provide each
individual with handicaps who is eligible for services under such title with
the right to select the entities that are to provide services pursuant to the in-
dividualized written rehabilitation program developed for the individual.

H.R. 4300 *  To amend the Stewart B. McKinney Homeless Assistance Act
to extend programs providing urgently needed assistance for the homeless,
and for other purposes.

H.R. 4822  To make appropriations to begin a phase-in toward full funding
of the special supplemental food program for women, infants, and children
(WIC) and of Head Start programs, to expand the Job Corps program, and
for other purposes.

H.R. 5116  To continue and expand programs to assist defense workers and
communities adversely affected by base closures or reductions in defense
spending, promote the conversion of defense contractors, including defense
contractors that are small businesses, and encourage exports of United States
products and services.

H.R. 5116  To continue and expand programs to assist defense workers and
communities adversely affected by base closures or reductions in defense
spending, promote the conversion of defense contractors, including defense
contractors that are small businesses, and encourage exports of United States
products and services.
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H.Res. 284  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives that there
is a need for a comprehensive, coordinated strategy to help the United States
achieve its goal of being the strongest Nation on Earth economically and
militarily, so that it remain the greatest Nation in support of human dignity,
freedom, and democratic ideals.

H.Con.Res. 161  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the American
public should observe the 100th anniversary of moviemaking and recognize
the contributions of the American Film Institute in advocating and preserving
the art of film.

H.Con.Res. 282  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the Low Income
Home Energy Assistance Program should be funded for fiscal year 1993 at
a level greater than or equal to its funding for fiscal year 1992.

VISCLOSKY, Peter J. of Indiana

H.R. 1  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to restore and strengthen civil
rights laws that ban discrimination in employment, and for other purposes.

H.R. 5  To amend the National Labor Relations Act and the Railway Labor
Act to prevent discrimination based on participation in labor disputes.

H.R. 751  To enhance the literacy and basic skills of adults, to ensure that all
adults in the United States acquire the basic skills necessary to function ef-
fectively and achieve the greatest possible opportunity in their work and in
their lives, and to strengthen and coordinate adult literacy programs.

H.R. 1063  To amend the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970 to es-
tablish an Office of Construction Safety, Health, and Education, to improve
inspections, investigations, reporting, and recordkeeping on construction
sites, to require the appointment of project constructors to monitor safety on
construction sites, to require construction employers to establish safety and
health programs, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1126  To extend the coverage of certain Federal labor laws to foreign
flagships.

H.R. 1218  To prevent potential abuses of electronic monitoring in the
workplace.

H.R. 1237  To amend the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 to clarify the
application of such Act, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1302  To provide relief for military personnel serving in Operations
Desert Shield and Desert Storm who are participants in student financial as-
sistance programs.

H.R. 1502  To combat violence and crimes against women on the streets and
in homes.

H.R. 1590  To provide for designation by the Secretary of the Interior and the
Secretary of Agriculture of an ancient forest reserve system, including lands
managed by the Bureau of Land Management and portions of national forests
established by reservations from the public domain; to require the Secretary
of the Interior and the Secretary of Agriculture to enhance economic stability
in the Pacific Northwest; and for other purposes.

H.R. 1753  To establish grant programs and provide other forms of Federal
assistance to pregnant women, children in need of adoptive families, and
individuals and families adopting children.

H.R. 1987  To amend the Act of March 3, 1931 (known as the Davis-Bacon
Act), to revise the standard for coverage under that Act, and for other pur-
poses.

H.R. 2363  To amend the provisions of the Higher Education Act of 1965
relating to treatment by campus officials of sexual assault victims.

H.R. 2782  To amend the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974
to provide that such Act does not preempt certain State laws.

H.R. 3160  To revise the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970.
H.R. 4013  To amend certain provisions of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986

to improve the provisions of health care to retirees in the coal industry, to
revise the manner in which such care is funded and maintained, and for other
purposes.

H.R. 4498  To establish a computer education program for certain students.

VOLKMER, Harold L. of Missouri

H.R. 5  To amend the National Labor Relations Act and the Railway Labor
Act to prevent discrimination based on participation in labor disputes.

H.R. 179  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to permit the deferral
of payments on student loans during professional internships, regardless of
duration.

H.R. 500  To require the Secretary of the Treasury to mint coins in com-
memoration of the quincentenary of the discovery of America by Christopher
Columbus and to establish the Christopher Columbus Fellowship Foundation.

H.R. 1237  To amend the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 to clarify the
application of such Act, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1482  To amend title IV of the Higher Education Act of 1965 to allow
resident physicians to defer repayment of title IV student loans while com-
pleting accredited resident training programs.

H.R. 2157  To require the National Collegiate Athletic Association to provide
due process in connection with its regulatory activities affecting coaches,
players, and institutions engaged in sports in interstate commerce.

H.R. 2230  To provide incentives for physicians to practice in rural areas and
in rural medically underserved areas.

H.R. 2782  To amend the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974
to provide that such Act does not preempt certain State laws.

H.R. 2819  To provide financial assistance to eligible local educational agen-
cies to improve rural education, and for other purposes.

H.R. 4013  To amend certain provisions of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986
to improve the provisions of health care to retirees in the coal industry, to
revise the manner in which such care is funded and maintained, and for other
purposes.

H.R. 4259  To amend title I of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 to provide each
individual with handicaps who is eligible for services under such title with
the right to select the entities that are to provide services pursuant to the in-
dividualized written rehabilitation program developed for the individual.

H.R. 4277  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to delete certain re-
quirements relating to the guaranteed student loan program.

H.R. 5230  To enhance United States competitiveness by strengthening the
Nation's technology base, promoting investment in United States technology,
supporting manufacturing infrastructure development, enhancing the tech-
nology skills of American workers, and reorienting defense spending to
support American competitiveness, and for other purposes.

H.Res. 201  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives that the
people of the United States should recognize ”An Artistic Discovery”, the
Congressional High School Art Competition.

H.Res. 284  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives that there
is a need for a comprehensive, coordinated strategy to help the United States
achieve its goal of being the strongest Nation on Earth economically and
militarily, so that it remain the greatest Nation in support of human dignity,
freedom, and democratic ideals.

H.Con.Res. 161  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the American
public should observe the 100th anniversary of moviemaking and recognize
the contributions of the American Film Institute in advocating and preserving
the art of film.

H.Con.Res. 282  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the Low Income
Home Energy Assistance Program should be funded for fiscal year 1993 at
a level greater than or equal to its funding for fiscal year 1992.

VUCANOVICH, Barbara F. of Nevada

H.R. 500  To require the Secretary of the Treasury to mint coins in com-
memoration of the quincentenary of the discovery of America by Christopher
Columbus and to establish the Christopher Columbus Fellowship Foundation.

H.R. 709  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to provide reduced
rates of interest under the Guaranteed Student Loan Program to individuals
who enter the teaching profession.

H.R. 1118  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to reduce student loan
defaults, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1237  To amend the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 to clarify the
application of such Act, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1270  To strengthen the family structure of the United States by provid-
ing protection for eligible individuals who leave employment for a legitimate
family purpose, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1375  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to strengthen protections
against discrimination in employment, and for other purposes.
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H.R. 1522  To deny funds to educational programs that allow corporal pun-
ishment.

H.R. 1651  To deny funds to programs that do not allow the Secretary of
Defense access to students on campuses or to certain student information for
recruiting purposes.

H.R. 1753  To establish grant programs and provide other forms of Federal
assistance to pregnant women, children in need of adoptive families, and
individuals and families adopting children.

H.R. 1755  To repeal the Act of March 3, 1931 (known as the Davis-Bacon
Act).

H.R. 2157  To require the National Collegiate Athletic Association to provide
due process in connection with its regulatory activities affecting coaches,
players, and institutions engaged in sports in interstate commerce.

H.R. 2230  To provide incentives for physicians to practice in rural areas and
in rural medically underserved areas.

H.R. 2363  To amend the provisions of the Higher Education Act of 1965
relating to treatment by campus officials of sexual assault victims.

H.R. 2437  To amend the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 to revise and extend the
program regarding independent living services for older blind individuals.

H.R. 2460  To help the Nation achieve the National Education Goals by sup-
porting the creation of a new generation of American Schools in communities
across the country; rewarding schools that demonstrate outstanding gains in
student performance and other progress toward the National Education
Goals; creating academies to improve leadership and core-course teaching in
schools nationwide; supporting State and local efforts to attract qualified in-
dividuals to teaching and educational administration; providing States and
localities with statutory and regulatory flexibility in exchange for greater
accountability for student learning; encouraging, testing, and evaluating ed-
ucational choice programs; increasing the potential usefulness of the National
Assessment of Education Progress to State and local decision-makers; ex-
panding Federal support for literacy improvements; and for other purposes.

H.R. 2810  To expand the nation's drug treatment capacity, promote drug-free
and safe schools, require Statewide drug abuse prevention and treatment
plans, and ensure that new Federal grant dollars provided for treatment ser-
vices do not displace State dollars.

H.R. 2952  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to provide for the
forgiveness of Perkins loans for providers of early intervention services for
individuals with disabilities.

H.R. 5325  To improve access to health insurance and contain health care
costs, and for other purposes.

H.Res. 201  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives that the
people of the United States should recognize ”An Artistic Discovery”, the
Congressional High School Art Competition.

WALKER, Robert S. of Pennsylvania

H.R. 1214  To deny funds to programs that do not allow the Secretary of
Defense access to students on campuses or to certain student information for
recruiting purposes.

H.R. 1237  To amend the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 to clarify the
application of such Act, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1375  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to strengthen protections
against discrimination in employment, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1503  To facilitate capital financing for historically Black colleges and
universities.

H.R. 1651  To deny funds to programs that do not allow the Secretary of
Defense access to students on campuses or to certain student information for
recruiting purposes.

H.R. 1755  To repeal the Act of March 3, 1931 (known as the Davis-Bacon
Act).

H.R. 2810  To expand the nation's drug treatment capacity, promote drug-free
and safe schools, require Statewide drug abuse prevention and treatment
plans, and ensure that new Federal grant dollars provided for treatment ser-
vices do not displace State dollars.

H.R. 2943  To require the Secretary of Education to evaluate programs pro-
viding disadvantaged children with guaranties of postsecondary education
assistance, and for other purposes.

H.R. 3400  To provide an emergency unemployment compensation program.

H.R. 5325  To improve access to health insurance and contain health care
costs, and for other purposes.

H.R. 5664  To encourage, assist, and evaluate educational choice programs,
and for other purposes.

H.R. 5960  To prevent and punish sexual violence and domestic violence, to
assist and protect the victims of such violence, to assist State and local ef-
forts, and for other purposes.

H.Con.Res. 102  Expressing the sense of the Congress regarding admissions
of minority students to institutions of higher education.

WALLOP, Malcolm of Wyoming

S.Con.Res. 17  Expressing the sense of Congress with respect to certain reg-
ulations of the Occupational Safety and Health Administration.

WALSH, James T. of New York

H.R. 123  To amend title 4, United States Code, to declare English as the of-
ficial language of the United States.

H.R. 179  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to permit the deferral
of payments on student loans during professional internships, regardless of
duration.

H.R. 500  To require the Secretary of the Treasury to mint coins in com-
memoration of the quincentenary of the discovery of America by Christopher
Columbus and to establish the Christopher Columbus Fellowship Foundation.

H.R. 709  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to provide reduced
rates of interest under the Guaranteed Student Loan Program to individuals
who enter the teaching profession.

H.R. 821  To provide for the cancellation of a portion of the direct student
loans of members of the Armed Forces who serve in a combat zone in con-
nection with the Persian Gulf conflict and to require the restoration of edu-
cational benefits and tuition reimbursement for those members of the Armed
Forces who are unable to pursue studies because of military commitments.

H.R. 995  To authorize up to 5 States to conduct 2-year demonstration projects
to test the effectiveness of alternative methods for delivering services and
activities under the JOBS program to families at risk of entering the AFDC
program, and to amend part A of title IV of the Social Security Act to pro-
vide for the permanent use of such alternative methods beginning in fiscal
year 1995.

H.R. 1118  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to reduce student loan
defaults, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1149  To secure the right of women to be free of sexual harassment and
violence, to promote equal opportunity for women, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1154  To establish programs to improve foreign language instruction and
to amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 in order to promote equal access
to opportunities to study abroad, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1237  To amend the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 to clarify the
application of such Act, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1254  To provide for the establishment of the Margaret Walker
Alexander National African-American Research Center.

H.R. 1482  To amend title IV of the Higher Education Act of 1965 to allow
resident physicians to defer repayment of title IV student loans while com-
pleting accredited resident training programs.

H.R. 1633  To assist in implementing the Plan of Action adopted by the World
Summit for Children.

H.R. 1753  To establish grant programs and provide other forms of Federal
assistance to pregnant women, children in need of adoptive families, and
individuals and families adopting children.

H.R. 2125  To establish a commission to examine the issues associated with
the teaching of values in elementary and secondary schools and to amend the
Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965 to establish a demon-
stration program of grants to innovative projects relating to civics and char-
acter values in education.

H.R. 2157  To require the National Collegiate Athletic Association to provide
due process in connection with its regulatory activities affecting coaches,
players, and institutions engaged in sports in interstate commerce.

H.R. 2258  To help end hunger and human want.
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H.R. 2336  To establish a higher education loan program in which a borrower's
annual repayment obligation is dependent upon both postschool income level
and borrowing history, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2363  To amend the provisions of the Higher Education Act of 1965
relating to treatment by campus officials of sexual assault victims.

H.R. 2390  To amend the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974
and the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 to expand pension coverage, improve
pension portability, increase retirement savings, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2460  To help the Nation achieve the National Education Goals by sup-
porting the creation of a new generation of American Schools in communities
across the country; rewarding schools that demonstrate outstanding gains in
student performance and other progress toward the National Education
Goals; creating academies to improve leadership and core-course teaching in
schools nationwide; supporting State and local efforts to attract qualified in-
dividuals to teaching and educational administration; providing States and
localities with statutory and regulatory flexibility in exchange for greater
accountability for student learning; encouraging, testing, and evaluating ed-
ucational choice programs; increasing the potential usefulness of the National
Assessment of Education Progress to State and local decision-makers; ex-
panding Federal support for literacy improvements; and for other purposes.

H.R. 2590  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to clarify the legality
of race-based scholarships to promote diversity.

H.R. 2782  To amend the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974
to provide that such Act does not preempt certain State laws.

H.R. 2819  To provide financial assistance to eligible local educational agen-
cies to improve rural education, and for other purposes.

H.R. 3285  To provide for regional energy efficient lighting education centers,
and for other purposes.

H.R. 3471  To authorize the Small Business Administration to conduct a
demonstration program to enhance the economic opportunities of startup,
newly established, and growing microenterprises by providing loans and
technical assistance through intermediaries, and for other purposes.

H.R. 3555  To repeal and prohibit all exemptions, privileges and gratuities for
members of the U.S. House of Representatives and the U.S. Senate.

H.R. 3734  To make applicable to the Congress certain laws relating to the
terms and conditions of employment, the health and safety of employees, and
the rights and responsibilities of employers and employees, and for other
purposes.

H.R. 3748  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1991 with respect to the appli-
cation of such Act.

H.R. 4300  To amend the Stewart B. McKinney Homeless Assistance Act to
extend programs providing urgently needed assistance for the homeless, and
for other purposes.

H.R. 4822  To make appropriations to begin a phase-in toward full funding
of the special supplemental food program for women, infants, and children
(WIC) and of Head Start programs, to expand the Job Corps program, and
for other purposes.

H.R. 5220  To promote youth apprenticeship, and for other purposes.
H.Con.Res. 92  Expressing the sense of Congress with respect to certain reg-

ulations of the Occupational Safety and Health Administration.
H.Con.Res. 102  Expressing the sense of the Congress regarding admissions

of minority students to institutions of higher education.
H.Con.Res. 215  Expressing the sense of the Congress relating to paid leave

for working parents for the purpose of attending parent-teacher conferences.
H.Con.Res. 282  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the Low Income

Home Energy Assistance Program should be funded for fiscal year 1993 at
a level greater than or equal to its funding for fiscal year 1992.

WARNER, John W. of Virginia

S.Con.Res. 17  Expressing the sense of Congress with respect to certain reg-
ulations of the Occupational Safety and Health Administration.

S.Con.Res. 44  Expressing the sense of Congress that the American public
should observe the 100th anniversary of moviemaking and recognize the
contributions of the American Film Institute in advocating and preserving the
art of film.

WASHINGTON, Craig A. of Texas

H.R. 1  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to restore and strengthen civil
rights laws that ban discrimination in employment, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2  To entitle employees to family leave in certain cases involving a birth,
an adoption, or a serious health condition and to temporary medical leave in
certain cases involving a serious health condition, with adequate protection
of the employees employment and benefit rights, and to establish a com-
mission to study ways of providing salary replacement for employees who
take any such leave.

H.R. 5  To amend the National Labor Relations Act and the Railway Labor
Act to prevent discrimination based on participation in labor disputes.

H.R. 500  To require the Secretary of the Treasury to mint coins in com-
memoration of the quincentenary of the discovery of America by Christopher
Columbus and to establish the Christopher Columbus Fellowship Foundation.

H.R. 544  To amend the National School Lunch Act to restore food supple-
ment benefits under the dependent care food program to adolescent youth.

H.R. 553  To repeal the testing requirements imposed on ability-to-benefit
students by the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1990.

H.R. 709  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to provide reduced
rates of interest under the Guaranteed Student Loan Program to individuals
who enter the teaching profession.

H.R. 751  To enhance the literacy and basic skills of adults, to ensure that all
adults in the United States acquire the basic skills necessary to function ef-
fectively and achieve the greatest possible opportunity in their work and in
their lives, and to strengthen and coordinate adult literacy programs.

H.R. 763  To establish a program to guarantee students from selected high
schools a chance to go to college, and for other purposes.

H.R. 775  To establish Summer Science Academies for talented students,
particularly economically disadvantaged, minority participants, and for other
purposes.

H.R. 840  To improve counseling services for elementary school children.
H.R. 906  To amend the Job Training Partnership Act to encourage a broader

range of training and job placement for women and for other purposes.
H.R. 995  To authorize up to 5 States to conduct 2-year demonstration projects

to test the effectiveness of alternative methods for delivering services and
activities under the JOBS program to families at risk of entering the AFDC
program, and to amend part A of title IV of the Social Security Act to pro-
vide for the permanent use of such alternative methods beginning in fiscal
year 1995.

H.R. 1063  To amend the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970 to es-
tablish an Office of Construction Safety, Health, and Education, to improve
inspections, investigations, reporting, and recordkeeping on construction
sites, to require the appointment of project constructors to monitor safety on
construction sites, to require construction employers to establish safety and
health programs, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1126  To extend the coverage of certain Federal labor laws to foreign
flagships.

H.R. 1218  To prevent potential abuses of electronic monitoring in the
workplace.

H.R. 1285  To resolve legal and technical issues relating to Federal
postsecondary student assistance programs and to prevent undue burdens on
participants in Operation Desert Storm, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1430  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and the Fair Housing Act
to prohibit discrimination on the basis of affectional or sexual orientation,
and for other purposes.

H.R. 1482  To amend title IV of the Higher Education Act of 1965 to allow
resident physicians to defer repayment of title IV student loans while com-
pleting accredited resident training programs.

H.R. 1502  To combat violence and crimes against women on the streets and
in homes.

H.R. 1503  To facilitate capital financing for historically Black colleges and
universities.

H.R. 1522  To deny funds to educational programs that allow corporal pun-
ishment.

H.R. 1669  To provide financial assistance to eligible local educational agen-
cies to improve urban education, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1960  To direct the Secretary of the Interior to construct a National
Training Center at the National Afro-American Museum and Cultural Center
and for other purposes.
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H.R. 2157  To require the National Collegiate Athletic Association to provide
due process in connection with its regulatory activities affecting coaches,
players, and institutions engaged in sports in interstate commerce.

H.R. 2258  To help end hunger and human want.
H.R. 2313  To amend the School Dropout Demonstration Assistance Act of

1988 to extend authorization of appropriations through fiscal year 1993 and
for other purposes.

H.R. 2331  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to permit less-than-
half-time students to obtain Pell Grants.

H.R. 2336  To establish a higher education loan program in which a borrower's
annual repayment obligation is dependent upon both postschool income level
and borrowing history, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2433  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to require the dis-
closure of athletic activity revenues and expenditures.

H.R. 2495  To expand and strengthen Federal programs by providing incen-
tives to encourage individuals to enter the teaching profession, and for other
purposes.

H.R. 2590  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to clarify the legality
of race-based scholarships to promote diversity.

H.R. 2938  To establish a Teacher Opportunity Corps to enable
paraprofessionals working in targeted schools to become certified teachers
through part-time and summer study.

H.R. 3098  To improve the college participation rates of groups underserved
by institutions of higher education and for other purposes.

H.R. 3160  To revise the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970.
H.R. 3189  To amend title IX of the Higher Education Act in order to en-

courage minority students to seek and obtain doctoral degrees, and for other
purposes.

H.R. 3211  To establish a Federal direct student loan program to consolidate
existing student loan programs, and for other purposes.

H.R. 3244  To reauthorize and revise certain provisions of the Higher Educa-
tion Act of 1965 in order to strengthen access to higher education opportu-
nities for low-income students and minority students, especially African
Americans, and for other purposes.

H.R. 3548  To improve the quality of education by providing incentive grants
and by certain other methods.

H.R. 3553  To amend and extend the Higher Education Act of 1965.
H.R. 3625  To require the Commissioner of the Bureau of Labor Statistics to

conduct time use surveys of unremunerated work performed in the United
States and to calculate the monetary value of such work.

H.R. 3748  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1991 with respect to the appli-
cation of such Act.

H.R. 3975  To amend section 1977A of the Revised Statutes to equalize the
remedies available to all victims of intentional employment discrimination,
and for other purposes.

H.R. 4122  To guarantee a work opportunity for all Americans and for other
purposes.

H.R. 4919  To amend title I of the Employee Retirement Income Security Act
of 1974 to clarify and improve the applicability of such title to multiple
employer welfare arrangements and employee leasing welfare arrangements
and to provide for more effective State regulation thereof.

H.Con.Res. 92  Expressing the sense of Congress with respect to certain reg-
ulations of the Occupational Safety and Health Administration.

WATERS, Maxine of California

H.R. 1  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to restore and strengthen civil
rights laws that ban discrimination in employment, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2  To entitle employees to family leave in certain cases involving a birth,
an adoption, or a serious health condition and to temporary medical leave in
certain cases involving a serious health condition, with adequate protection
of the employees employment and benefit rights, and to establish a com-
mission to study ways of providing salary replacement for employees who
take any such leave.

H.R. 5  To amend the National Labor Relations Act and the Railway Labor
Act to prevent discrimination based on participation in labor disputes.

H.R. 292  To strengthen the authority of the Equal Employment Opportunity
Commission to enforce nondiscrimination policies in Federal employment.

H.R. 441  To facilitate the economic adjustment of communities, industries,
and workers to reductions or realignments in defense or aerospace contracts,
military facilities, and arms export, and for other purposes.

H.R. 500  To require the Secretary of the Treasury to mint coins in com-
memoration of the quincentenary of the discovery of America by Christopher
Columbus and to establish the Christopher Columbus Fellowship Foundation.

H.R. 1254  To provide for the establishment of the Margaret Walker
Alexander National African-American Research Center.

H.R. 1430  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and the Fair Housing Act
to prohibit discrimination on the basis of affectional or sexual orientation,
and for other purposes.

H.R. 1502  To combat violence and crimes against women on the streets and
in homes.

H.R. 1633  To assist in implementing the Plan of Action adopted by the World
Summit for Children.

H.R. 1669  To provide financial assistance to eligible local educational agen-
cies to improve urban education, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1694  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to ensure that title VII of
such Act applies to the employment of United States citizens by certain
employers in foreign nations.

H.R. 2157  To require the National Collegiate Athletic Association to provide
due process in connection with its regulatory activities affecting coaches,
players, and institutions engaged in sports in interstate commerce.

H.R. 2363  To amend the provisions of the Higher Education Act of 1965
relating to treatment by campus officials of sexual assault victims.

H.R. 2970  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to provide program
grants to medical and allied health professions institutions for graduate edu-
cation and training which will benefit underserved, economically disadvan-
taged communities.

H.R. 3160  To revise the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970.
H.R. 3239  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to provide more

stringent requirements for the Robert T. Stafford Student Loan Program, and
for other purposes.

H.R. 3372  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to revise the operation
of the National Student Loan Data System.

H.R. 3475  To assist business in providing women with opportunities in ap-
prenticeship and nontraditional occupations.

H.R. 3476  To establish the Commission on the Advancement of Women in
the Science and Engineering Work Forces.

H.R. 3526  To ensure economic equity for American women and their families
and to respond to the need to revitalize the American economy by expanding
employment opportunities; improving access to funds for women business
owners; enhancing economic justice for women through pay equity, im-
proved child support enforcement, and benefits for part-time workers; and
providing economic and retirement security for women as workers and as
divorced or surviving spouses.

H.R. 3625  To require the Commissioner of the Bureau of Labor Statistics to
conduct time use surveys of unremunerated work performed in the United
States and to calculate the monetary value of such work.

H.R. 3748  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1991 with respect to the appli-
cation of such Act.

H.R. 3975  To amend section 1977A of the Revised Statutes to equalize the
remedies available to all victims of intentional employment discrimination,
and for other purposes.

H.R. 4122  To guarantee a work opportunity for all Americans and for other
purposes.

H.R. 4136  To revitalize the American rail car industry by the establishment
of a Federal grant and loan program for research and development, by the
creation of economic incentives to encourage investment in rail car design
and engineering activities, and by the expansion of vocational training op-
portunities in the rail car industry.

H.R. 4528  To amend the Job Training Partnership Act to authorize the es-
tablishment of additional Job Corps centers, and for other purposes.

H.R. 5326  To establish a program to assure nondiscriminatory compliance
with all environmental health and safety laws and to assure equal protection
of the public health.

H.R. 6207 *  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to establish limi-
tations on debt collection practices under that Act.
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H.R. 6210 *  To establish a program to provide grants to improve the quality
and availability of comprehensive education, health and social services for
at-risk youth and their families, and for other purposes.

H.Res. 201  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives that the
people of the United States should recognize ”An Artistic Discovery”, the
Congressional High School Art Competition.

H.Res. 284  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives that there
is a need for a comprehensive, coordinated strategy to help the United States
achieve its goal of being the strongest Nation on Earth economically and
militarily, so that it remain the greatest Nation in support of human dignity,
freedom, and democratic ideals.

H.Con.Res. 161  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the American
public should observe the 100th anniversary of moviemaking and recognize
the contributions of the American Film Institute in advocating and preserving
the art of film.

WAXMAN, Henry A. of California

H.R. 1  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to restore and strengthen civil
rights laws that ban discrimination in employment, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2  To entitle employees to family leave in certain cases involving a birth,
an adoption, or a serious health condition and to temporary medical leave in
certain cases involving a serious health condition, with adequate protection
of the employees employment and benefit rights, and to establish a com-
mission to study ways of providing salary replacement for employees who
take any such leave.

H.R. 5  To amend the National Labor Relations Act and the Railway Labor
Act to prevent discrimination based on participation in labor disputes.

H.R. 441  To facilitate the economic adjustment of communities, industries,
and workers to reductions or realignments in defense or aerospace contracts,
military facilities, and arms export, and for other purposes.

H.R. 500  To require the Secretary of the Treasury to mint coins in com-
memoration of the quincentenary of the discovery of America by Christopher
Columbus and to establish the Christopher Columbus Fellowship Foundation.

H.R. 501  To authorize the Secretary of Housing and Urban Development to
provide grants to urban and rural communities for training economically
disadvantaged youth in education and employment skills and to expand the
supply of housing for homeless and economically disadvantaged individuals
and families.

H.R. 1059  To amend section 311 of the Older Americans Act of 1965 to re-
quire the Secretary of Agriculture to provide assistance for 2 meals served
daily per person.

H.R. 1126  To extend the coverage of certain Federal labor laws to foreign
flagships.

H.R. 1154  To establish programs to improve foreign language instruction and
to amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 in order to promote equal access
to opportunities to study abroad, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1430  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and the Fair Housing Act
to prohibit discrimination on the basis of affectional or sexual orientation,
and for other purposes.

H.R. 1502  To combat violence and crimes against women on the streets and
in homes.

H.R. 1602  To amend title I of the Employee Retirement Income Security Act
of 1974 to provide that such Act does not preempt actions under State law
against persons who engage in unfair insurance claims practices.

H.R. 1633  To assist in implementing the Plan of Action adopted by the World
Summit for Children.

H.R. 1645  To amend the provisions of law relating to continuation of health
care benefits in the case of certain family members, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1987  To amend the Act of March 3, 1931 (known as the Davis-Bacon
Act), to revise the standard for coverage under that Act, and for other pur-
poses.

H.R. 2363  To amend the provisions of the Higher Education Act of 1965
relating to treatment by campus officials of sexual assault victims.

H.R. 2535 *  To amend the Social Security Act to assure universal access to
health insurance for basic health services in the United States through qual-
ified employer health plans and a public health insurance plan, to contain
costs and assure quality in the provision of health services, to reform the
provision of health insurance to small employers, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2782  To amend the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974
to provide that such Act does not preempt certain State laws.

H.R. 2784  To assist counties adversely affected by a base closure, change in
the place of performance of a defense contract, the cancellation or failure to
proceed with a defense contract, or reductions in defense spending.

H.R. 3160  To revise the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970.
H.R. 3613  To amend title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and the Age

Discrimination in Employment Act of 1967 to improve the effectiveness of
administrative review of employment discrimination claims made by Federal
employees; and for other purposes.

H.R. 3748  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1991 with respect to the appli-
cation of such Act.

H.R. 3975  To amend section 1977A of the Revised Statutes to equalize the
remedies available to all victims of intentional employment discrimination,
and for other purposes.

H.R. 4300  To amend the Stewart B. McKinney Homeless Assistance Act to
extend programs providing urgently needed assistance for the homeless, and
for other purposes.

H.R. 4730  To facilitate and assist in the economic adjustment and industrial
diversification of defense industries, defense dependent communities, and
defense workers that are adversely affected by the termination or reduction
of defense spending or defense-related contracts.

H.R. 4822  To make appropriations to begin a phase-in toward full funding
of the special supplemental food program for women, infants, and children
(WIC) and of Head Start programs, to expand the Job Corps program, and
for other purposes.

H.R. 4953  To amend the base closure laws to improve the provision of ad-
justment assistance to employees of the Department of Defense adversely
affected by the closure or realignment of a military installation.

H.R. 5139  To provide for the recoupment of defense expenditures abroad, and
for other purposes.

H.R. 5235  To provide assistance to defense contractors in diversifying into
nondefense businesses.

H.R. 5514  To provide for health care for all Americans in an affordable
manner.

H.R. 5730  To amend the Toxic Substances Control Act to reduce the levels
of lead in the environment, and for other purposes.

H.Con.Res. 161  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the American
public should observe the 100th anniversary of moviemaking and recognize
the contributions of the American Film Institute in advocating and preserving
the art of film.

WEBER, Vin of Minnesota

H.R. 179  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to permit the deferral
of payments on student loans during professional internships, regardless of
duration.

H.R. 623  To amend the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 to exempt em-
ployees involved in certain model garment programs, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1237  To amend the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 to clarify the
application of such Act, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1375  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to strengthen protections
against discrimination in employment, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1753  To establish grant programs and provide other forms of Federal
assistance to pregnant women, children in need of adoptive families, and
individuals and families adopting children.

H.R. 1755  To repeal the Act of March 3, 1931 (known as the Davis-Bacon
Act).

H.R. 2157  To require the National Collegiate Athletic Association to provide
due process in connection with its regulatory activities affecting coaches,
players, and institutions engaged in sports in interstate commerce.

H.R. 2230  To provide incentives for physicians to practice in rural areas and
in rural medically underserved areas.

H.R. 2363  To amend the provisions of the Higher Education Act of 1965
relating to treatment by campus officials of sexual assault victims.
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H.R. 2460  To help the Nation achieve the National Education Goals by sup-
porting the creation of a new generation of American Schools in communities
across the country; rewarding schools that demonstrate outstanding gains in
student performance and other progress toward the National Education
Goals; creating academies to improve leadership and core-course teaching in
schools nationwide; supporting State and local efforts to attract qualified in-
dividuals to teaching and educational administration; providing States and
localities with statutory and regulatory flexibility in exchange for greater
accountability for student learning; encouraging, testing, and evaluating ed-
ucational choice programs; increasing the potential usefulness of the National
Assessment of Education Progress to State and local decision-makers; ex-
panding Federal support for literacy improvements; and for other purposes.

H.R. 4150  To create jobs, promote economic growth, assist families, and
promote health, education, savings and home ownership.

H.R. 4259  To amend title I of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 to provide each
individual with handicaps who is eligible for services under such title with
the right to select the entities that are to provide services pursuant to the in-
dividualized written rehabilitation program developed for the individual.

H.R. 5325  To improve access to health insurance and contain health care
costs, and for other purposes.

H.R. 5331 *  To authorize an endowment grant to support the establishment
of regional centers to promote locally based, volunteer-operated, private cit-
izens' scholarship programs, and for other purposes.

H.R. 5664  To encourage, assist, and evaluate educational choice programs,
and for other purposes.

H.Res. 201  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives that the
people of the United States should recognize ”An Artistic Discovery”, the
Congressional High School Art Competition.

H.Con.Res. 161  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the American
public should observe the 100th anniversary of moviemaking and recognize
the contributions of the American Film Institute in advocating and preserving
the art of film.

WEISS, Ted of New York

H.R. 1  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to restore and strengthen civil
rights laws that ban discrimination in employment, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2  To entitle employees to family leave in certain cases involving a birth,
an adoption, or a serious health condition and to temporary medical leave in
certain cases involving a serious health condition, with adequate protection
of the employees employment and benefit rights, and to establish a com-
mission to study ways of providing salary replacement for employees who
take any such leave.

H.R. 5  To amend the National Labor Relations Act and the Railway Labor
Act to prevent discrimination based on participation in labor disputes.

H.R. 81  To amend the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 to allow individuals
to direct that part or all of their income tax refunds be contributed to a trust
fund established for the relief of domestic and international hunger, and to
establish a commission to oversee the distribution of such contributions.

H.R. 179  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to permit the deferral
of payments on student loans during professional internships, regardless of
duration.

H.R. 260  To establish a program of grants to local educational agencies for
purposes of conducting after-school activities designed to promote learning
and finishing high school.

H.R. 385  To provide financial assistance for programs for the prevention,
identification, and treatment of elder abuse, neglect, and exploitation, to es-
tablish a National Center on Elder Abuse, and for other purposes.

H.R. 441 *  To facilitate the economic adjustment of communities, industries,
and workers to reductions or realignments in defense or aerospace contracts,
military facilities, and arms export, and for other purposes.

H.R. 500  To require the Secretary of the Treasury to mint coins in com-
memoration of the quincentenary of the discovery of America by Christopher
Columbus and to establish the Christopher Columbus Fellowship Foundation.

H.R. 501  To authorize the Secretary of Housing and Urban Development to
provide grants to urban and rural communities for training economically
disadvantaged youth in education and employment skills and to expand the
supply of housing for homeless and economically disadvantaged individuals
and families.

H.R. 520  To encourage States to establish Parents as Teachers programs.
H.R. 544  To amend the National School Lunch Act to restore food supple-

ment benefits under the dependent care food program to adolescent youth.
H.R. 667  To authorize a grant to the National Writing Project.
H.R. 709  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to provide reduced

rates of interest under the Guaranteed Student Loan Program to individuals
who enter the teaching profession.

H.R. 763  To establish a program to guarantee students from selected high
schools a chance to go to college, and for other purposes.

H.R. 799  To ensure that checks to pay benefits under title IV of the Federal
Mine Safety and Health Act of 1977 are delivered early if the usual delivery
date falls on a Saturday, Sunday, or holiday.

H.R. 812  To establish a program of grants for the provision of coordinated
educational support services to at-risk youth.

H.R. 840  To improve counseling services for elementary school children.
H.R. 1059  To amend section 311 of the Older Americans Act of 1965 to re-

quire the Secretary of Agriculture to provide assistance for 2 meals served
daily per person.

H.R. 1063  To amend the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970 to es-
tablish an Office of Construction Safety, Health, and Education, to improve
inspections, investigations, reporting, and recordkeeping on construction
sites, to require the appointment of project constructors to monitor safety on
construction sites, to require construction employers to establish safety and
health programs, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1066  To authorize a national program to reduce the threat to human
health posed by exposure to contaminants in the air indoors.

H.R. 1144  To establish a pilot program to encourage college students to serve
as mentors for disadvantaged youths.

H.R. 1154  To establish programs to improve foreign language instruction and
to amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 in order to promote equal access
to opportunities to study abroad, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1218  To prevent potential abuses of electronic monitoring in the
workplace.

H.R. 1254  To provide for the establishment of the Margaret Walker
Alexander National African-American Research Center.

H.R. 1342  To modify the authority of the Equal Employment Opportunity
Commission to investigate and determine discrimination claims made by
Federal employees against the Federal Government, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1364  To amend the Job Corps provisions of the Job Training Partnership
Act.

H.R. 1365  To amend the Job Training Partnership Act to provide for disaster
relief employment assistance.

H.R. 1430 *  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and the Fair Housing
Act to prohibit discrimination on the basis of affectional or sexual orien-
tation, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1460  Entitled ”The Food For Young Children Act”.
H.R. 1502  To combat violence and crimes against women on the streets and

in homes.
H.R. 1590  To provide for designation by the Secretary of the Interior and the

Secretary of Agriculture of an ancient forest reserve system, including lands
managed by the Bureau of Land Management and portions of national forests
established by reservations from the public domain; to require the Secretary
of the Interior and the Secretary of Agriculture to enhance economic stability
in the Pacific Northwest; and for other purposes.

H.R. 1633  To assist in implementing the Plan of Action adopted by the World
Summit for Children.

H.R. 1669  To provide financial assistance to eligible local educational agen-
cies to improve urban education, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1987  To amend the Act of March 3, 1931 (known as the Davis-Bacon
Act), to revise the standard for coverage under that Act, and for other pur-
poses.

H.R. 2258  To help end hunger and human want.
H.R. 2334  To further assist States in their efforts to increase awareness about

and prevent family violence and provide immediate shelter and related as-
sistance to battered women and their children.

H.R. 2363  To amend the provisions of the Higher Education Act of 1965
relating to treatment by campus officials of sexual assault victims.

H.R. 2555  To provide for the establishment of a summer camp program for
low income youths, and to expand the Youth Conservation Corps program.
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H.R. 2782  To amend the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974
to provide that such Act does not preempt certain State laws.

H.R. 3098  To improve the college participation rates of groups underserved
by institutions of higher education and for other purposes.

H.R. 3160  To revise the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970.
H.R. 3334 *  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to provide Perkins

Loan forgiveness to encourage individuals who enter the teaching profession
to teach in schools serving low-income areas.

H.R. 3366  To repeal provisions of law regarding employer sanctions and
unfair immigration-related employment practices, to strengthen enforcement
of laws regarding illegal entry into the United States, and for other purposes.

H.R. 3476  To establish the Commission on the Advancement of Women in
the Science and Engineering Work Forces.

H.R. 3526  To ensure economic equity for American women and their families
and to respond to the need to revitalize the American economy by expanding
employment opportunities; improving access to funds for women business
owners; enhancing economic justice for women through pay equity, im-
proved child support enforcement, and benefits for part-time workers; and
providing economic and retirement security for women as workers and as
divorced or surviving spouses.

H.R. 3548  To improve the quality of education by providing incentive grants
and by certain other methods.

H.R. 3553  To amend and extend the Higher Education Act of 1965.
H.R. 3613  To amend title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and the Age

Discrimination in Employment Act of 1967 to improve the effectiveness of
administrative review of employment discrimination claims made by Federal
employees; and for other purposes.

H.R. 3748  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1991 with respect to the appli-
cation of such Act.

H.R. 3878  To provide assistance to employees who are subject to a plant
closing or mass layoff because their work is transferred to another country
which has low wages or unhealthy working conditions.

H.R. 3975  To amend section 1977A of the Revised Statutes to equalize the
remedies available to all victims of intentional employment discrimination,
and for other purposes.

H.R. 4300  To amend the Stewart B. McKinney Homeless Assistance Act to
extend programs providing urgently needed assistance for the homeless, and
for other purposes.

H.R. 4338  To suspend certain compliance and accountability measures under
the National School Lunch Act.

H.R. 4729  To provide grants to establish an integrated approach to prevent
child abuse.

H.Res. 201 *  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives that the
people of the United States should recognize ”An Artistic Discovery”, the
Congressional High School Art Competition.

H.Res. 284  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives that there
is a need for a comprehensive, coordinated strategy to help the United States
achieve its goal of being the strongest Nation on Earth economically and
militarily, so that it remain the greatest Nation in support of human dignity,
freedom, and democratic ideals.

H.Con.Res. 161 *  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the American
public should observe the 100th anniversary of moviemaking and recognize
the contributions of the American Film Institute in advocating and preserving
the art of film.

H.Con.Res. 282  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the Low Income
Home Energy Assistance Program should be funded for fiscal year 1993 at
a level greater than or equal to its funding for fiscal year 1992.

WELDON, Curt of Pennsylvania

H.R. 2  To entitle employees to family leave in certain cases involving a birth,
an adoption, or a serious health condition and to temporary medical leave in
certain cases involving a serious health condition, with adequate protection
of the employees employment and benefit rights, and to establish a com-
mission to study ways of providing salary replacement for employees who
take any such leave.

H.R. 123  To amend title 4, United States Code, to declare English as the of-
ficial language of the United States.

H.R. 812  To establish a program of grants for the provision of coordinated
educational support services to at-risk youth.

H.R. 1375  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to strengthen protections
against discrimination in employment, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1753  To establish grant programs and provide other forms of Federal
assistance to pregnant women, children in need of adoptive families, and
individuals and families adopting children.

H.R. 2363  To amend the provisions of the Higher Education Act of 1965
relating to treatment by campus officials of sexual assault victims.

H.R. 2782  To amend the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974
to provide that such Act does not preempt certain State laws.

H.R. 2810  To expand the nation's drug treatment capacity, promote drug-free
and safe schools, require Statewide drug abuse prevention and treatment
plans, and ensure that new Federal grant dollars provided for treatment ser-
vices do not displace State dollars.

H.R. 3439  To improve immigration law enforcement.
H.R. 3734  To make applicable to the Congress certain laws relating to the

terms and conditions of employment, the health and safety of employees, and
the rights and responsibilities of employers and employees, and for other
purposes.

H.R. 3812  To establish a senior citizen consumer price index to compute the
cost-of-living increase for certain benefits under the Social Security Act.

H.R. 3967  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to prohibit prison
inmates from receiving Pell Grants.

H.Res. 201  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives that the
people of the United States should recognize ”An Artistic Discovery”, the
Congressional High School Art Competition.

H.Con.Res. 92  Expressing the sense of Congress with respect to certain reg-
ulations of the Occupational Safety and Health Administration.

H.Con.Res. 282  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the Low Income
Home Energy Assistance Program should be funded for fiscal year 1993 at
a level greater than or equal to its funding for fiscal year 1992.

WELLSTONE, Paul of Minnesota

S. 838  To amend the Child Abuse Prevention and Treatment Act to revise and
extend programs under such Act, and for other purposes.

S. 1106  To amend the Individuals with Disabilities Education Act to
strengthen such Act, and for other purposes.

S. 2044  To assist Native Americans in assuring the survival and continuing
vitality of their languages.

S.Con.Res. 44  Expressing the sense of Congress that the American public
should observe the 100th anniversary of moviemaking and recognize the
contributions of the American Film Institute in advocating and preserving the
art of film.

S.Con.Res. 81  Expressing the sense of the Congress regarding visionary art
as a national treasure and regarding the American Visionary Art Museum as
a national repository and educational center for visionary art.

WHEAT, Alan of Missouri

H.R. 1  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to restore and strengthen civil
rights laws that ban discrimination in employment, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2  To entitle employees to family leave in certain cases involving a birth,
an adoption, or a serious health condition and to temporary medical leave in
certain cases involving a serious health condition, with adequate protection
of the employees employment and benefit rights, and to establish a com-
mission to study ways of providing salary replacement for employees who
take any such leave.

H.R. 5  To amend the National Labor Relations Act and the Railway Labor
Act to prevent discrimination based on participation in labor disputes.

H.R. 292  To strengthen the authority of the Equal Employment Opportunity
Commission to enforce nondiscrimination policies in Federal employment.

H.R. 441  To facilitate the economic adjustment of communities, industries,
and workers to reductions or realignments in defense or aerospace contracts,
military facilities, and arms export, and for other purposes.
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WHEAT, Alan of Missouri—Continued

H.R. 500  To require the Secretary of the Treasury to mint coins in com-
memoration of the quincentenary of the discovery of America by Christopher
Columbus and to establish the Christopher Columbus Fellowship Foundation.

H.R. 501  To authorize the Secretary of Housing and Urban Development to
provide grants to urban and rural communities for training economically
disadvantaged youth in education and employment skills and to expand the
supply of housing for homeless and economically disadvantaged individuals
and families.

H.R. 520 *  To encourage States to establish Parents as Teachers programs.
H.R. 544  To amend the National School Lunch Act to restore food supple-

ment benefits under the dependent care food program to adolescent youth.
H.R. 751  To enhance the literacy and basic skills of adults, to ensure that all

adults in the United States acquire the basic skills necessary to function ef-
fectively and achieve the greatest possible opportunity in their work and in
their lives, and to strengthen and coordinate adult literacy programs.

H.R. 775  To establish Summer Science Academies for talented students,
particularly economically disadvantaged, minority participants, and for other
purposes.

H.R. 840  To improve counseling services for elementary school children.
H.R. 995  To authorize up to 5 States to conduct 2-year demonstration projects

to test the effectiveness of alternative methods for delivering services and
activities under the JOBS program to families at risk of entering the AFDC
program, and to amend part A of title IV of the Social Security Act to pro-
vide for the permanent use of such alternative methods beginning in fiscal
year 1995.

H.R. 1066  To authorize a national program to reduce the threat to human
health posed by exposure to contaminants in the air indoors.

H.R. 1218  To prevent potential abuses of electronic monitoring in the
workplace.

H.R. 1254  To provide for the establishment of the Margaret Walker
Alexander National African-American Research Center.

H.R. 1364  To amend the Job Corps provisions of the Job Training Partnership
Act.

H.R. 1388  To entitle employees to family leave for attending school activities.
H.R. 1430  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and the Fair Housing Act

to prohibit discrimination on the basis of affectional or sexual orientation,
and for other purposes.

H.R. 1502  To combat violence and crimes against women on the streets and
in homes.

H.R. 1503  To facilitate capital financing for historically Black colleges and
universities.

H.R. 1633  To assist in implementing the Plan of Action adopted by the World
Summit for Children.

H.R. 1669  To provide financial assistance to eligible local educational agen-
cies to improve urban education, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1694  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to ensure that title VII of
such Act applies to the employment of United States citizens by certain
employers in foreign nations.

H.R. 1960  To direct the Secretary of the Interior to construct a National
Training Center at the National Afro-American Museum and Cultural Center
and for other purposes.

H.R. 2157  To require the National Collegiate Athletic Association to provide
due process in connection with its regulatory activities affecting coaches,
players, and institutions engaged in sports in interstate commerce.

H.R. 2258  To help end hunger and human want.
H.R. 2555  To provide for the establishment of a summer camp program for

low income youths, and to expand the Youth Conservation Corps program.
H.R. 2782  To amend the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974

to provide that such Act does not preempt certain State laws.
H.R. 2970  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to provide program

grants to medical and allied health professions institutions for graduate edu-
cation and training which will benefit underserved, economically disadvan-
taged communities.

H.R. 3211  To establish a Federal direct student loan program to consolidate
existing student loan programs, and for other purposes.

H.R. 3526  To ensure economic equity for American women and their families
and to respond to the need to revitalize the American economy by expanding
employment opportunities; improving access to funds for women business
owners; enhancing economic justice for women through pay equity, im-
proved child support enforcement, and benefits for part-time workers; and
providing economic and retirement security for women as workers and as
divorced or surviving spouses.

H.R. 3553  To amend and extend the Higher Education Act of 1965.
H.R. 3555  To repeal and prohibit all exemptions, privileges and gratuities for

members of the U.S. House of Representatives and the U.S. Senate.
H.R. 3625  To require the Commissioner of the Bureau of Labor Statistics to

conduct time use surveys of unremunerated work performed in the United
States and to calculate the monetary value of such work.

H.R. 3748  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1991 with respect to the appli-
cation of such Act.

H.R. 3975  To amend section 1977A of the Revised Statutes to equalize the
remedies available to all victims of intentional employment discrimination,
and for other purposes.

H.R. 4122  To guarantee a work opportunity for all Americans and for other
purposes.

H.R. 4516  To amend title VI of the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of
1981 to establish a community services empowerment program.

H.R. 4528  To amend the Job Training Partnership Act to authorize the es-
tablishment of additional Job Corps centers, and for other purposes.

H.R. 4822  To make appropriations to begin a phase-in toward full funding
of the special supplemental food program for women, infants, and children
(WIC) and of Head Start programs, to expand the Job Corps program, and
for other purposes.

H.R. 5973  To grant employees family and temporary medical leave, to treat
the costs of the Head Start program and other programs for children as
emergency funding requirements, to provide aid to parents in providing the
best possible learning environment for children, to promote investments in
child welfare and family preservation, to reduce violence and improve the
safety of children and their families, and for other purposes.

H.Res. 201  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives that the
people of the United States should recognize ”An Artistic Discovery”, the
Congressional High School Art Competition.

H.Res. 284  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives that there
is a need for a comprehensive, coordinated strategy to help the United States
achieve its goal of being the strongest Nation on Earth economically and
militarily, so that it remain the greatest Nation in support of human dignity,
freedom, and democratic ideals.

H.Con.Res. 92  Expressing the sense of Congress with respect to certain reg-
ulations of the Occupational Safety and Health Administration.

H.Con.Res. 282  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the Low Income
Home Energy Assistance Program should be funded for fiscal year 1993 at
a level greater than or equal to its funding for fiscal year 1992.

WHITTEN, Jamie L. of Mississippi

H.R. 123  To amend title 4, United States Code, to declare English as the of-
ficial language of the United States.

H.R. 500  To require the Secretary of the Treasury to mint coins in com-
memoration of the quincentenary of the discovery of America by Christopher
Columbus and to establish the Christopher Columbus Fellowship Foundation.

H.R. 623  To amend the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 to exempt em-
ployees involved in certain model garment programs, and for other purposes.

H.R. 667  To authorize a grant to the National Writing Project.
H.R. 1237  To amend the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 to clarify the

application of such Act, and for other purposes.
H.R. 1254  To provide for the establishment of the Margaret Walker

Alexander National African-American Research Center.
H.R. 4822  To make appropriations to begin a phase-in toward full funding

of the special supplemental food program for women, infants, and children
(WIC) and of Head Start programs, to expand the Job Corps program, and
for other purposes.

H.Con.Res. 92  Expressing the sense of Congress with respect to certain reg-
ulations of the Occupational Safety and Health Administration.
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WILLIAMS, Pat of Montana

H.R. 1  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to restore and strengthen civil
rights laws that ban discrimination in employment, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2  To entitle employees to family leave in certain cases involving a birth,
an adoption, or a serious health condition and to temporary medical leave in
certain cases involving a serious health condition, with adequate protection
of the employees employment and benefit rights, and to establish a com-
mission to study ways of providing salary replacement for employees who
take any such leave.

H.R. 5  To amend the National Labor Relations Act and the Railway Labor
Act to prevent discrimination based on participation in labor disputes.

H.R. 386  To require the executive branch to gather and disseminate infor-
mation regarding, and to promote techniques to eliminate, discriminatory
wage-setting practices and discriminatory wage disparities which are based
on sex, race, or national origin.

H.R. 906  To amend the Job Training Partnership Act to encourage a broader
range of training and job placement for women and for other purposes.

H.R. 1063  To amend the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970 to es-
tablish an Office of Construction Safety, Health, and Education, to improve
inspections, investigations, reporting, and recordkeeping on construction
sites, to require the appointment of project constructors to monitor safety on
construction sites, to require construction employers to establish safety and
health programs, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1126  To extend the coverage of certain Federal labor laws to foreign
flagships.

H.R. 1190  To establish a system for identifying, notifying, and preventing
illness and death among workers who are at increased or high risk of occu-
pational disease, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1218 *  To prevent potential abuses of electronic monitoring in the
workplace.

H.R. 1285  To resolve legal and technical issues relating to Federal
postsecondary student assistance programs and to prevent undue burdens on
participants in Operation Desert Storm, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1364 *  To amend the Job Corps provisions of the Job Training Part-
nership Act.

H.R. 1365 *  To amend the Job Training Partnership Act to provide for dis-
aster relief employment assistance.

H.R. 1590  To provide for designation by the Secretary of the Interior and the
Secretary of Agriculture of an ancient forest reserve system, including lands
managed by the Bureau of Land Management and portions of national forests
established by reservations from the public domain; to require the Secretary
of the Interior and the Secretary of Agriculture to enhance economic stability
in the Pacific Northwest; and for other purposes.

H.R. 1633  To assist in implementing the Plan of Action adopted by the World
Summit for Children.

H.R. 1637  To make improvements in the Black Lung Benefits Act.
H.R. 1739  To amend the Older Americans Act of 1965 to expand the pre-

ventive health services program to include disease prevention and health
promotion services, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2031 *   To amend title I of the Employee Retirement Income Security
Act of 1974 to provide for equal treatment of telephone and electric coop-
erative welfare plans for the purposes of preemption.

H.R. 2098  To amend the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970 to
improve and enforce standards for employee health and safety at Department
of Energy nuclear facilities, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2127  To amend the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 to extend the programs
of such Act, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2223  To amend the National Labor Relations Act to give employers and
performers in the live performing arts, rights given by section 8(e) of such
Act to employers and employees in similarly situated industries, to give such
employers and performers the same rights given by section 8(f) of such Act
to employers and employees in the construction industry, and for other pur-
poses.

H.R. 2230  To provide incentives for physicians to practice in rural areas and
in rural medically underserved areas.

H.R. 2313  To amend the School Dropout Demonstration Assistance Act of
1988 to extend authorization of appropriations through fiscal year 1993 and
for other purposes.

H.R. 2437  To amend the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 to revise and extend the
program regarding independent living services for older blind individuals.

H.R. 2561 *  To remove the barrier to access for middle income students to
Federal student financial aid programs, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2697 *  To amend title V of the Higher Education Act of 1965 to provide
Federal assistance to the National Board for Professional Teaching Standards.

H.R. 2722  To revise and extend the programs under the Abandoned Infants
Assistance Act of 1988.

H.R. 2782  To amend the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974
to provide that such Act does not preempt certain State laws.

H.R. 2819  To provide financial assistance to eligible local educational agen-
cies to improve rural education, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2912 *  To improve the recruitment of classroom teachers, and for other
purposes.

H.R. 3053  To amend the Individuals with Disabilities Education Act to
strengthen such Act, and for other purposes.

H.R. 3526  To ensure economic equity for American women and their families
and to respond to the need to revitalize the American economy by expanding
employment opportunities; improving access to funds for women business
owners; enhancing economic justice for women through pay equity, im-
proved child support enforcement, and benefits for part-time workers; and
providing economic and retirement security for women as workers and as
divorced or surviving spouses.

H.R. 3548  To improve the quality of education by providing incentive grants
and by certain other methods.

H.R. 3553  To amend and extend the Higher Education Act of 1965.
H.R. 3613  To amend title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and the Age

Discrimination in Employment Act of 1967 to improve the effectiveness of
administrative review of employment discrimination claims made by Federal
employees; and for other purposes.

H.R. 3748  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1991 with respect to the appli-
cation of such Act.

H.R. 3791 *  To assist Plentywood School District #20 in Plentywood,
Montana, in replacing its high school which was destroyed by fire.

H.R. 3863 *  To amend the National Labor Relations Act with respect to the
right to organize of certain security personnel.

H.R. 3975  To amend section 1977A of the Revised Statutes to equalize the
remedies available to all victims of intentional employment discrimination,
and for other purposes.

H.R. 4300  To amend the Stewart B. McKinney Homeless Assistance Act to
extend programs providing urgently needed assistance for the homeless, and
for other purposes.

H.R. 4338  To suspend certain compliance and accountability measures under
the National School Lunch Act.

H.R. 4340 *   To provide employment opportunities to unemployed individuals
in high unemployment areas in projects to repair and renovate vitally needed
community facilities, and for other purposes.

H.R. 4443 *  To amend the United States Institute of Peace Act to establish
the Spark M. Matsunaga Scholars Program, and for other purposes.

H.R. 5083  To amend the Act of September 30, 1950 to provide that amounts
appropriated under such Act for purposes of making payments to local edu-
cational agencies on behalf of children who are dependents of a parent or
parents on active duty in the armed forces shall be considered national de-
fense functions for budget purposes.

H.R. 5846  To increase the number of weeks for which emergency unem-
ployment compensation is payable, and for other purposes.

H.Con.Res. 92  Expressing the sense of Congress with respect to certain reg-
ulations of the Occupational Safety and Health Administration.

H.Con.Res. 282  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the Low Income
Home Energy Assistance Program should be funded for fiscal year 1993 at
a level greater than or equal to its funding for fiscal year 1992.

WILSON, Charles of Texas

H.R. 2  To entitle employees to family leave in certain cases involving a birth,
an adoption, or a serious health condition and to temporary medical leave in
certain cases involving a serious health condition, with adequate protection
of the employees employment and benefit rights, and to establish a com-
mission to study ways of providing salary replacement for employees who
take any such leave.

H.R. 5  To amend the National Labor Relations Act and the Railway Labor
Act to prevent discrimination based on participation in labor disputes.
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WILSON, Charles of Texas—Continued

H.R. 123  To amend title 4, United States Code, to declare English as the of-
ficial language of the United States.

H.R. 179  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to permit the deferral
of payments on student loans during professional internships, regardless of
duration.

H.R. 350  To establish a demonstration block grant program to increase the
quality and availability of child care.

H.R. 500  To require the Secretary of the Treasury to mint coins in com-
memoration of the quincentenary of the discovery of America by Christopher
Columbus and to establish the Christopher Columbus Fellowship Foundation.

H.R. 501  To authorize the Secretary of Housing and Urban Development to
provide grants to urban and rural communities for training economically
disadvantaged youth in education and employment skills and to expand the
supply of housing for homeless and economically disadvantaged individuals
and families.

H.R. 709  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to provide reduced
rates of interest under the Guaranteed Student Loan Program to individuals
who enter the teaching profession.

H.R. 799  To ensure that checks to pay benefits under title IV of the Federal
Mine Safety and Health Act of 1977 are delivered early if the usual delivery
date falls on a Saturday, Sunday, or holiday.

H.R. 840  To improve counseling services for elementary school children.
H.R. 908  To amend title 38, United States Code, and other provisions of law

to provide improved benefits and services for military personnel who serve
during the Persian Gulf War, including particularly benefits and services for
members of the National Guard and Reserve components, and for other
purposes.

H.R. 1063  To amend the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970 to es-
tablish an Office of Construction Safety, Health, and Education, to improve
inspections, investigations, reporting, and recordkeeping on construction
sites, to require the appointment of project constructors to monitor safety on
construction sites, to require construction employers to establish safety and
health programs, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1218  To prevent potential abuses of electronic monitoring in the
workplace.

H.R. 1237  To amend the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 to clarify the
application of such Act, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1502  To combat violence and crimes against women on the streets and
in homes.

H.R. 1503  To facilitate capital financing for historically Black colleges and
universities.

H.R. 1633  To assist in implementing the Plan of Action adopted by the World
Summit for Children.

H.R. 1739  To amend the Older Americans Act of 1965 to expand the pre-
ventive health services program to include disease prevention and health
promotion services, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1987  To amend the Act of March 3, 1931 (known as the Davis-Bacon
Act), to revise the standard for coverage under that Act, and for other pur-
poses.

H.R. 2018  To amend the Older Americans Act of 1965 to require uniform
telephone listing of area agencies on aging.

H.R. 2020  To amend title III  of the Older Americans Act of 1965 with respect
to assistance to older individuals who reside in rural areas.

H.R. 2021  To amend the Older Americans Act of 1965 to require States to
appoint a State advisory body to make recommendations regarding trans-
portation services that affect older individuals; to provide for coordination
of such services; and to require the Commissioner on Aging to submit a re-
port regarding transportation services provided under such Act.

H.R. 2022  To amend the Older Americans Act of 1965 to increase efforts to
inform isolated older individuals, and older individuals who are victims of
Alzheimer's disease and related disorders, of the availability of assistance
under title III of such Act.

H.R. 2025  To amend the Older Americans Act of 1965 to require States to
expand State and community involvement in order to promote cooperative
efforts to provide community-based long-term care services to older indi-
viduals, including related services for their caregivers.

H.R. 2026  To amend the Older Americans Act of 1965 to provide supportive
services to strengthen informal caregivers who assist older individuals in
need of long-term care, to remain in private residences.

H.R. 2040  To establish certain programs regarding adoption, and for other
purposes.

H.R. 2230  To provide incentives for physicians to practice in rural areas and
in rural medically underserved areas.

H.R. 2334  To further assist States in their efforts to increase awareness about
and prevent family violence and provide immediate shelter and related as-
sistance to battered women and their children.

H.R. 2561  To remove the barrier to access for middle income students to
Federal student financial aid programs, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2782  To amend the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974
to provide that such Act does not preempt certain State laws.

H.R. 3413  To authorize the States to impose an export tax on unprocessed
timber from private lands, to allow a credit against income taxes for do-
mestically processed timber, and for other purposes.

H.R. 3603  To promote family preservation and the prevention of foster care
with emphasis on families where abuse of alcohol or drugs is present, and
to improve the quality and delivery of child welfare, foster care, and adoption
services.

H.R. 3878  To provide assistance to employees who are subject to a plant
closing or mass layoff because their work is transferred to another country
which has low wages or unhealthy working conditions.

H.R. 4136  To revitalize the American rail car industry by the establishment
of a Federal grant and loan program for research and development, by the
creation of economic incentives to encourage investment in rail car design
and engineering activities, and by the expansion of vocational training op-
portunities in the rail car industry.

H.Res. 201  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives that the
people of the United States should recognize ”An Artistic Discovery”, the
Congressional High School Art Competition.

H.Con.Res. 161  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the American
public should observe the 100th anniversary of moviemaking and recognize
the contributions of the American Film Institute in advocating and preserving
the art of film.

H.Con.Res. 282  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the Low Income
Home Energy Assistance Program should be funded for fiscal year 1993 at
a level greater than or equal to its funding for fiscal year 1992.

WISE, Robert E. Jr. of West Virginia

H.R. 1  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to restore and strengthen civil
rights laws that ban discrimination in employment, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2  To entitle employees to family leave in certain cases involving a birth,
an adoption, or a serious health condition and to temporary medical leave in
certain cases involving a serious health condition, with adequate protection
of the employees employment and benefit rights, and to establish a com-
mission to study ways of providing salary replacement for employees who
take any such leave.

H.R. 5  To amend the National Labor Relations Act and the Railway Labor
Act to prevent discrimination based on participation in labor disputes.

H.R. 179  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to permit the deferral
of payments on student loans during professional internships, regardless of
duration.

H.R. 323  To authorize the Assistant Attorney General of the Office of Justice
Programs to enhance law enforcement by providing financial assistance to
law enforcement personnel who seek to further their professional education.

H.R. 451  To amend the Black Lung Benefits Act to provide that when ben-
efits are paid for at least two years after an initial determination of eligibility
for such benefits the benefits will not be required to be repaid upon a final
determination of ineligibility for benefits, and for other purposes.

H.R. 500  To require the Secretary of the Treasury to mint coins in com-
memoration of the quincentenary of the discovery of America by Christopher
Columbus and to establish the Christopher Columbus Fellowship Foundation.

H.R. 667  To authorize a grant to the National Writing Project.
H.R. 694  To amend the Black Lung Benefits Act to provide special proce-

dures for certain claims due to pneumoconiosis, and for other purposes.
H.R. 763  To establish a program to guarantee students from selected high

schools a chance to go to college, and for other purposes.
H.R. 812  To establish a program of grants for the provision of coordinated

educational support services to at-risk youth.
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WISE, Robert E. Jr. of West Virginia—Continued

H.R. 840  To improve counseling services for elementary school children.
H.R. 906  To amend the Job Training Partnership Act to encourage a broader

range of training and job placement for women and for other purposes.
H.R. 907  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to permit alternative

methods for qualifying ”ability-to-benefit” students for Federal student fi-
nancial aid.

H.R. 1063  To amend the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970 to es-
tablish an Office of Construction Safety, Health, and Education, to improve
inspections, investigations, reporting, and recordkeeping on construction
sites, to require the appointment of project constructors to monitor safety on
construction sites, to require construction employers to establish safety and
health programs, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1066  To authorize a national program to reduce the threat to human
health posed by exposure to contaminants in the air indoors.

H.R. 1192  To amend the provisions of the Occupational Safety and Health
Act of 1970 relating to criminal penalties, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1237  To amend the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 to clarify the
application of such Act, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1364  To amend the Job Corps provisions of the Job Training Partnership
Act.

H.R. 1482  To amend title IV of the Higher Education Act of 1965 to allow
resident physicians to defer repayment of title IV student loans while com-
pleting accredited resident training programs.

H.R. 1502  To combat violence and crimes against women on the streets and
in homes.

H.R. 1503  To facilitate capital financing for historically Black colleges and
universities.

H.R. 1524  To establish programs to promote increased access to higher edu-
cation through early intervention counseling and financial aid information.

H.R. 1573  To amend the amount of grants received under chapter 1 of title
I of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965.

H.R. 1637  To make improvements in the Black Lung Benefits Act.
H.R. 1739  To amend the Older Americans Act of 1965 to expand the pre-

ventive health services program to include disease prevention and health
promotion services, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1753  To establish grant programs and provide other forms of Federal
assistance to pregnant women, children in need of adoptive families, and
individuals and families adopting children.

H.R. 1987  To amend the Act of March 3, 1931 (known as the Davis-Bacon
Act), to revise the standard for coverage under that Act, and for other pur-
poses.

H.R. 2223  To amend the National Labor Relations Act to give employers and
performers in the live performing arts, rights given by section 8(e) of such
Act to employers and employees in similarly situated industries, to give such
employers and performers the same rights given by section 8(f) of such Act
to employers and employees in the construction industry, and for other pur-
poses.

H.R. 2334  To further assist States in their efforts to increase awareness about
and prevent family violence and provide immediate shelter and related as-
sistance to battered women and their children.

H.R. 2561  To remove the barrier to access for middle income students to
Federal student financial aid programs, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2819  To provide financial assistance to eligible local educational agen-
cies to improve rural education, and for other purposes.

H.R. 3003 *  To provide that certain regulations of the Secretary of Labor
relating to the adjudication of claims under the Black Lung Benefits Act shall
be of no force or effect.

H.R. 3210  To amend title IV of the Employee Retirement Income Security
Act of 1974 to ensure protection of pension plan benefit liabilities subject to
distribution in the form of irrevocable commitments purchased from insurers
upon the standard termination of such plans.

H.R. 3748  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1991 with respect to the appli-
cation of such Act.

H.R. 4013  To amend certain provisions of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986
to improve the provisions of health care to retirees in the coal industry, to
revise the manner in which such care is funded and maintained, and for other
purposes.

H.R. 4260 *  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to increase the
maximum Pell Grant and to improve determination of need for such Grants.

H.R. 4338  To suspend certain compliance and accountability measures under
the National School Lunch Act.

H.R. 6010 *  To reform the program of aid to families with dependent chil-
dren.

H.Con.Res. 92  Expressing the sense of Congress with respect to certain reg-
ulations of the Occupational Safety and Health Administration.

H.Con.Res. 282  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the Low Income
Home Energy Assistance Program should be funded for fiscal year 1993 at
a level greater than or equal to its funding for fiscal year 1992.

WOFFORD, Harris of Pennsylvania

S.Con.Res. 17  Expressing the sense of Congress with respect to certain reg-
ulations of the Occupational Safety and Health Administration.

S.Con.Res. 44  Expressing the sense of Congress that the American public
should observe the 100th anniversary of moviemaking and recognize the
contributions of the American Film Institute in advocating and preserving the
art of film.

S.Con.Res. 81  Expressing the sense of the Congress regarding visionary art
as a national treasure and regarding the American Visionary Art Museum as
a national repository and educational center for visionary art.

WOLF, Frank R. of Virginia

H.R. 840  To improve counseling services for elementary school children.
H.R. 1154  To establish programs to improve foreign language instruction and

to amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 in order to promote equal access
to opportunities to study abroad, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1633  To assist in implementing the Plan of Action adopted by the World
Summit for Children.

H.R. 1753  To establish grant programs and provide other forms of Federal
assistance to pregnant women, children in need of adoptive families, and
individuals and families adopting children.

H.R. 2125  To establish a commission to examine the issues associated with
the teaching of values in elementary and secondary schools and to amend the
Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965 to establish a demon-
stration program of grants to innovative projects relating to civics and char-
acter values in education.

H.R. 2363  To amend the provisions of the Higher Education Act of 1965
relating to treatment by campus officials of sexual assault victims.

H.R. 3102  To amend section 520 of the Cranston-Gonzalez National Afford-
able Housing Act to authorize the Secretary of Housing and Urban Devel-
opment to make grants to establish midnight basketball league training and
partnership programs incorporating employment counseling, job-training, and
other educational activities for residents of public housing and federally as-
sisted housing.

H.R. 3734  To make applicable to the Congress certain laws relating to the
terms and conditions of employment, the health and safety of employees, and
the rights and responsibilities of employers and employees, and for other
purposes.

H.R. 4595  To encourage institutions of higher education to use Federal re-
search and development funding for the support of American students, and
for other purposes.

H.R. 5160 *  To provide for pilot program in State and local prison systems
that allow the interstate trade of goods, produced by State prisoners in con-
junction with United States firms, that would otherwise be produced by for-
eign labor.

H.R. 5325  To improve access to health insurance and contain health care
costs, and for other purposes.

H.Res. 524  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives to commend
and congratulate the College of William and Mary in Virginia on the occa-
sion of the 300th anniversary of its founding.

H.Con.Res. 92  Expressing the sense of Congress with respect to certain reg-
ulations of the Occupational Safety and Health Administration.
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WOLPE, Howard of Michigan

H.R. 1  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to restore and strengthen civil
rights laws that ban discrimination in employment, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2  To entitle employees to family leave in certain cases involving a birth,
an adoption, or a serious health condition and to temporary medical leave in
certain cases involving a serious health condition, with adequate protection
of the employees employment and benefit rights, and to establish a com-
mission to study ways of providing salary replacement for employees who
take any such leave.

H.R. 5  To amend the National Labor Relations Act and the Railway Labor
Act to prevent discrimination based on participation in labor disputes.

H.R. 179  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to permit the deferral
of payments on student loans during professional internships, regardless of
duration.

H.R. 441  To facilitate the economic adjustment of communities, industries,
and workers to reductions or realignments in defense or aerospace contracts,
military facilities, and arms export, and for other purposes.

H.R. 500  To require the Secretary of the Treasury to mint coins in com-
memoration of the quincentenary of the discovery of America by Christopher
Columbus and to establish the Christopher Columbus Fellowship Foundation.

H.R. 667  To authorize a grant to the National Writing Project.
H.R. 709  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to provide reduced

rates of interest under the Guaranteed Student Loan Program to individuals
who enter the teaching profession.

H.R. 763  To establish a program to guarantee students from selected high
schools a chance to go to college, and for other purposes.

H.R. 812  To establish a program of grants for the provision of coordinated
educational support services to at-risk youth.

H.R. 824  To provide participants in private pension plans which were termi-
nated before September 1, 1974, the nonforfeitable pension benefits which
were lost by reason of the termination, and for other purposes.

H.R. 840  To improve counseling services for elementary school children.
H.R. 908  To amend title 38, United States Code, and other provisions of law

to provide improved benefits and services for military personnel who serve
during the Persian Gulf War, including particularly benefits and services for
members of the National Guard and Reserve components, and for other
purposes.

H.R. 1048  To establish within the Department of Education an Office of
Community Colleges.

H.R. 1218  To prevent potential abuses of electronic monitoring in the
workplace.

H.R. 1364  To amend the Job Corps provisions of the Job Training Partnership
Act.

H.R. 1388  To entitle employees to family leave for attending school activities.
H.R. 1502  To combat violence and crimes against women on the streets and

in homes.
H.R. 1503  To facilitate capital financing for historically Black colleges and

universities.
H.R. 1633  To assist in implementing the Plan of Action adopted by the World

Summit for Children.
H.R. 1669  To provide financial assistance to eligible local educational agen-

cies to improve urban education, and for other purposes.
H.R. 1822  To amend the Older Americans Community Service Employment

Act to authorize grants for the employment of older Americans in providing
child care for families with low income; and to amend title II of the Social
Security Act to exempt from the earnings test amounts earned for child care
services.

H.R. 2065  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to require institutions
of higher education to disclose foreign gifts.

H.R. 2258  To help end hunger and human want.
H.R. 2334  To further assist States in their efforts to increase awareness about

and prevent family violence and provide immediate shelter and related as-
sistance to battered women and their children.

H.R. 2336  To establish a higher education loan program in which a borrower's
annual repayment obligation is dependent upon both postschool income level
and borrowing history, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2363  To amend the provisions of the Higher Education Act of 1965
relating to treatment by campus officials of sexual assault victims.

H.R. 2561  To remove the barrier to access for middle income students to
Federal student financial aid programs, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2782  To amend the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974
to provide that such Act does not preempt certain State laws.

H.R. 2819  To provide financial assistance to eligible local educational agen-
cies to improve rural education, and for other purposes.

H.R. 3160  To revise the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970.
H.R. 3211  To establish a Federal direct student loan program to consolidate

existing student loan programs, and for other purposes.
H.R. 3285  To provide for regional energy efficient lighting education centers,

and for other purposes.
H.R. 3366  To repeal provisions of law regarding employer sanctions and

unfair immigration-related employment practices, to strengthen enforcement
of laws regarding illegal entry into the United States, and for other purposes.

H.R. 3526  To ensure economic equity for American women and their families
and to respond to the need to revitalize the American economy by expanding
employment opportunities; improving access to funds for women business
owners; enhancing economic justice for women through pay equity, im-
proved child support enforcement, and benefits for part-time workers; and
providing economic and retirement security for women as workers and as
divorced or surviving spouses.

H.R. 3553  To amend and extend the Higher Education Act of 1965.
H.R. 3603  To promote family preservation and the prevention of foster care

with emphasis on families where abuse of alcohol or drugs is present, and
to improve the quality and delivery of child welfare, foster care, and adoption
services.

H.R. 3748  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1991 with respect to the appli-
cation of such Act.

H.R. 3832  To establish a program of grants regarding certain infants, toddlers,
and children who are perinatally exposed to drugs and for other purposes.

H.R. 3975  To amend section 1977A of the Revised Statutes to equalize the
remedies available to all victims of intentional employment discrimination,
and for other purposes.

H.R. 4300  To amend the Stewart B. McKinney Homeless Assistance Act to
extend programs providing urgently needed assistance for the homeless, and
for other purposes.

H.R. 4361  To create ”Healthy American Schools”  where children learn life-
long health and fitness skills vital to developing a smart body and smart mind
and to empower every school with the ability to become a healthy school
built on a firm foundation of ”healthy mind and healthy body” curricula.

H.Res. 284  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives that there
is a need for a comprehensive, coordinated strategy to help the United States
achieve its goal of being the strongest Nation on Earth economically and
militarily, so that it remain the greatest Nation in support of human dignity,
freedom, and democratic ideals.

H.Con.Res. 92  Expressing the sense of Congress with respect to certain reg-
ulations of the Occupational Safety and Health Administration.

H.Con.Res. 161  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the American
public should observe the 100th anniversary of moviemaking and recognize
the contributions of the American Film Institute in advocating and preserving
the art of film.

H.Con.Res. 282  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the Low Income
Home Energy Assistance Program should be funded for fiscal year 1993 at
a level greater than or equal to its funding for fiscal year 1992.

WYDEN, Ron of Oregon

H.R. 1  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to restore and strengthen civil
rights laws that ban discrimination in employment, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2  To entitle employees to family leave in certain cases involving a birth,
an adoption, or a serious health condition and to temporary medical leave in
certain cases involving a serious health condition, with adequate protection
of the employees employment and benefit rights, and to establish a com-
mission to study ways of providing salary replacement for employees who
take any such leave.

H.R. 5  To amend the National Labor Relations Act and the Railway Labor
Act to prevent discrimination based on participation in labor disputes.

H.R. 385  To provide financial assistance for programs for the prevention,
identification, and treatment of elder abuse, neglect, and exploitation, to es-
tablish a National Center on Elder Abuse, and for other purposes.

H.R. 441  To facilitate the economic adjustment of communities, industries,
and workers to reductions or realignments in defense or aerospace contracts,
military facilities, and arms export, and for other purposes.
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WYDEN, Ron of Oregon—Continued

H.R. 667  To authorize a grant to the National Writing Project.
H.R. 1154  To establish programs to improve foreign language instruction and

to amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 in order to promote equal access
to opportunities to study abroad, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1218  To prevent potential abuses of electronic monitoring in the
workplace.

H.R. 1254  To provide for the establishment of the Margaret Walker
Alexander National African-American Research Center.

H.R. 1364  To amend the Job Corps provisions of the Job Training Partnership
Act.

H.R. 1430  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and the Fair Housing Act
to prohibit discrimination on the basis of affectional or sexual orientation,
and for other purposes.

H.R. 1441 *  To amend the Child Nutrition Act of 1966 to provide for more
competitive pricing of infant formula for the special supplemental food pro-
gram for women, infants, and children (WIC), and for other purposes.

H.R. 1502  To combat violence and crimes against women on the streets and
in homes.

H.R. 1633  To assist in implementing the Plan of Action adopted by the World
Summit for Children.

H.R. 1669  To provide financial assistance to eligible local educational agen-
cies to improve urban education, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2098  To amend the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970 to
improve and enforce standards for employee health and safety at Department
of Energy nuclear facilities, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2223  To amend the National Labor Relations Act to give employers and
performers in the live performing arts, rights given by section 8(e) of such
Act to employers and employees in similarly situated industries, to give such
employers and performers the same rights given by section 8(f) of such Act
to employers and employees in the construction industry, and for other pur-
poses.

H.R. 2258  To help end hunger and human want.
H.R. 2437  To amend the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 to revise and extend the

program regarding independent living services for older blind individuals.
H.R. 2780  To amend the Older Americans Act of 1965 to increase the au-

thority of the Commissioner on Aging; to establish the Office on Long-Term
Care Ombudsman Programs and provide for the appointment of an Associate
Commissioner for Ombudsman Services; to enhance State long-term care
ombudsman programs; to provide financial assistance for programs relating
to elder abuse, exploitation, or neglect; and for other purposes.

H.R. 2782  To amend the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974
to provide that such Act does not preempt certain State laws.

H.R. 2807  To provide a balanced solution to the current timber-based crisis
in Oregon, Washington and northern California by establishing an
ecologically significant old growth forest reserve system, ensuring the con-
servation of the northern spotted owl and the protection of other species as-
sociated with old growth forests, securing a predictable supply of timber to
afford stability to timber dependent communities in the region, and providing
economic adjustment assistance to communities and employees dependent
on the forest industry.

H.R. 2864  To amend the Older Americans Act of 1965 to establish an elder
rights program, and for other purposes.

H.R. 3160  To revise the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970.
H.R. 3450  To amend part A of title IV of the Social Security Act to remove

barriers and disincentives in the program of aid to families with dependent
children so as to enable recipients of such aid to move toward self-
sufficiency through microenterprises.

H.R. 3526  To ensure economic equity for American women and their families
and to respond to the need to revitalize the American economy by expanding
employment opportunities; improving access to funds for women business
owners; enhancing economic justice for women through pay equity, im-
proved child support enforcement, and benefits for part-time workers; and
providing economic and retirement security for women as workers and as
divorced or surviving spouses.

H.R. 3553  To amend and extend the Higher Education Act of 1965.
H.R. 3748  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1991 with respect to the appli-

cation of such Act.
H.R. 3941 *  To protect employees who report violations at Department of

Energy facilities.

H.R. 3975  To amend section 1977A of the Revised Statutes to equalize the
remedies available to all victims of intentional employment discrimination,
and for other purposes.

H.R. 4245  To establish a national demonstration program providing increased
flexibility for schools in order to promote improved educational achievement
for all students.

H.R. 4300  To amend the Stewart B. McKinney Homeless Assistance Act to
extend programs providing urgently needed assistance for the homeless, and
for other purposes.

H.R. 5357 *   To provide grants to States to improve and coordinate health and
education services provided to preschool children and to provide for the
production and distribution of educational television programming for pre-
school children.

H.R. 5909 *  To amend the Child Nutrition Act of 1966 to enhance competi-
tion among infant formula manufacturers and to reduce the per unit cost of
infant formula for the special supplemental food program for women, infants,
and children (WIC), and for other purposes.

H.R. 6159 *  To amend the Social Security Act to provide for the establish-
ment of State Care demonstration projects for comprehensive health care
reform, and for other purposes.

H.Con.Res. 92  Expressing the sense of Congress with respect to certain reg-
ulations of the Occupational Safety and Health Administration.

H.Con.Res. 161  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the American
public should observe the 100th anniversary of moviemaking and recognize
the contributions of the American Film Institute in advocating and preserving
the art of film.

H.Con.Res. 282  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the Low Income
Home Energy Assistance Program should be funded for fiscal year 1993 at
a level greater than or equal to its funding for fiscal year 1992.

WYLIE, Chalmers P. of Ohio

H.R. 123  To amend title 4, United States Code, to declare English as the of-
ficial language of the United States.

H.R. 500  To require the Secretary of the Treasury to mint coins in com-
memoration of the quincentenary of the discovery of America by Christopher
Columbus and to establish the Christopher Columbus Fellowship Foundation.

H.R. 1375  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to strengthen protections
against discrimination in employment, and for other purposes.

H.R. 5325  To improve access to health insurance and contain health care
costs, and for other purposes.

H.Con.Res. 92  Expressing the sense of Congress with respect to certain reg-
ulations of the Occupational Safety and Health Administration.

H.Con.Res. 282  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the Low Income
Home Energy Assistance Program should be funded for fiscal year 1993 at
a level greater than or equal to its funding for fiscal year 1992.

YATES, Sidney R. of Illinois

H.R. 1  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to restore and strengthen civil
rights laws that ban discrimination in employment, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2  To entitle employees to family leave in certain cases involving a birth,
an adoption, or a serious health condition and to temporary medical leave in
certain cases involving a serious health condition, with adequate protection
of the employees employment and benefit rights, and to establish a com-
mission to study ways of providing salary replacement for employees who
take any such leave.

H.R. 5  To amend the National Labor Relations Act and the Railway Labor
Act to prevent discrimination based on participation in labor disputes.

H.R. 385  To provide financial assistance for programs for the prevention,
identification, and treatment of elder abuse, neglect, and exploitation, to es-
tablish a National Center on Elder Abuse, and for other purposes.

H.R. 386  To require the executive branch to gather and disseminate infor-
mation regarding, and to promote techniques to eliminate, discriminatory
wage-setting practices and discriminatory wage disparities which are based
on sex, race, or national origin.
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YATES, Sidney R. of Illinois—Continued

H.R. 500  To require the Secretary of the Treasury to mint coins in com-
memoration of the quincentenary of the discovery of America by Christopher
Columbus and to establish the Christopher Columbus Fellowship Foundation.

H.R. 667  To authorize a grant to the National Writing Project.
H.R. 812  To establish a program of grants for the provision of coordinated

educational support services to at-risk youth.
H.R. 906  To amend the Job Training Partnership Act to encourage a broader

range of training and job placement for women and for other purposes.
H.R. 1059  To amend section 311 of the Older Americans Act of 1965 to re-

quire the Secretary of Agriculture to provide assistance for 2 meals served
daily per person.

H.R. 1066  To authorize a national program to reduce the threat to human
health posed by exposure to contaminants in the air indoors.

H.R. 1116  To permit certain coal miners and their survivors to have their
claims reviewed under the Black Lung Benefits Act.

H.R. 1218  To prevent potential abuses of electronic monitoring in the
workplace.

H.R. 1364  To amend the Job Corps provisions of the Job Training Partnership
Act.

H.R. 1388  To entitle employees to family leave for attending school activities.
H.R. 1430  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and the Fair Housing Act

to prohibit discrimination on the basis of affectional or sexual orientation,
and for other purposes.

H.R. 1460  Entitled ”The Food For Young Children Act”.
H.R. 1482  To amend title IV of the Higher Education Act of 1965 to allow

resident physicians to defer repayment of title IV student loans while com-
pleting accredited resident training programs.

H.R. 1502  To combat violence and crimes against women on the streets and
in homes.

H.R. 1503  To facilitate capital financing for historically Black colleges and
universities.

H.R. 1504  To authorize a National Conference on Aging.
H.R. 1524  To establish programs to promote increased access to higher edu-

cation through early intervention counseling and financial aid information.
H.R. 1637  To make improvements in the Black Lung Benefits Act.
H.R. 1669  To provide financial assistance to eligible local educational agen-

cies to improve urban education, and for other purposes.
H.R. 2018  To amend the Older Americans Act of 1965 to require uniform

telephone listing of area agencies on aging.
H.R. 2019  To amend the Older Americans Act of 1965 to assist older indi-

viduals to avoid falling and to prevent incorrect medication and adverse drug
reactions.

H.R. 2020  To amend title III  of the Older Americans Act of 1965 with respect
to assistance to older individuals who reside in rural areas.

H.R. 2021  To amend the Older Americans Act of 1965 to require States to
appoint a State advisory body to make recommendations regarding trans-
portation services that affect older individuals; to provide for coordination
of such services; and to require the Commissioner on Aging to submit a re-
port regarding transportation services provided under such Act.

H.R. 2022  To amend the Older Americans Act of 1965 to increase efforts to
inform isolated older individuals, and older individuals who are victims of
Alzheimer's disease and related disorders, of the availability of assistance
under title III of such Act.

H.R. 2023  To amend the Older Americans Act of 1965 to authorize services
relating to the appointment and monitoring of guardians, and of represen-
tative payees, of older individuals.

H.R. 2024  To require the President to call a White House Conference on
Aging in 1993.

H.R. 2025  To amend the Older Americans Act of 1965 to require States to
expand State and community involvement in order to promote cooperative
efforts to provide community-based long-term care services to older indi-
viduals, including related services for their caregivers.

H.R. 2026  To amend the Older Americans Act of 1965 to provide supportive
services to strengthen informal caregivers who assist older individuals in
need of long-term care, to remain in private residences.

H.R. 2258  To help end hunger and human want.
H.R. 2363  To amend the provisions of the Higher Education Act of 1965

relating to treatment by campus officials of sexual assault victims.
H.R. 2561  To remove the barrier to access for middle income students to

Federal student financial aid programs, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2782  To amend the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974
to provide that such Act does not preempt certain State laws.

H.R. 2866  To encourage the use of alternative fuels across the transportation
sector and facilitate research on the design of motor vehicles powered by
these fuels, and for other purposes.

H.R. 3160  To revise the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970.
H.R. 3285  To provide for regional energy efficient lighting education centers,

and for other purposes.
H.R. 3526  To ensure economic equity for American women and their families

and to respond to the need to revitalize the American economy by expanding
employment opportunities; improving access to funds for women business
owners; enhancing economic justice for women through pay equity, im-
proved child support enforcement, and benefits for part-time workers; and
providing economic and retirement security for women as workers and as
divorced or surviving spouses.

H.R. 3553  To amend and extend the Higher Education Act of 1965.
H.R. 3603  To promote family preservation and the prevention of foster care

with emphasis on families where abuse of alcohol or drugs is present, and
to improve the quality and delivery of child welfare, foster care, and adoption
services.

H.R. 3613  To amend title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and the Age
Discrimination in Employment Act of 1967 to improve the effectiveness of
administrative review of employment discrimination claims made by Federal
employees; and for other purposes.

H.R. 3748  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1991 with respect to the appli-
cation of such Act.

H.R. 3975  To amend section 1977A of the Revised Statutes to equalize the
remedies available to all victims of intentional employment discrimination,
and for other purposes.

H.R. 4822  To make appropriations to begin a phase-in toward full funding
of the special supplemental food program for women, infants, and children
(WIC) and of Head Start programs, to expand the Job Corps program, and
for other purposes.

H.Con.Res. 282  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the Low Income
Home Energy Assistance Program should be funded for fiscal year 1993 at
a level greater than or equal to its funding for fiscal year 1992.

YATRON, Gus of Pennsylvania

H.R. 5  To amend the National Labor Relations Act and the Railway Labor
Act to prevent discrimination based on participation in labor disputes.

H.R. 123  To amend title 4, United States Code, to declare English as the of-
ficial language of the United States.

H.R. 451  To amend the Black Lung Benefits Act to provide that when ben-
efits are paid for at least two years after an initial determination of eligibility
for such benefits the benefits will not be required to be repaid upon a final
determination of ineligibility for benefits, and for other purposes.

H.R. 500  To require the Secretary of the Treasury to mint coins in com-
memoration of the quincentenary of the discovery of America by Christopher
Columbus and to establish the Christopher Columbus Fellowship Foundation.

H.R. 1048  To establish within the Department of Education an Office of
Community Colleges.

H.R. 1066  To authorize a national program to reduce the threat to human
health posed by exposure to contaminants in the air indoors.

H.R. 1482  To amend title IV of the Higher Education Act of 1965 to allow
resident physicians to defer repayment of title IV student loans while com-
pleting accredited resident training programs.

H.R. 1637  To make improvements in the Black Lung Benefits Act.
H.R. 2157  To require the National Collegiate Athletic Association to provide

due process in connection with its regulatory activities affecting coaches,
players, and institutions engaged in sports in interstate commerce.

H.R. 2258  To help end hunger and human want.
H.R. 2782  To amend the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974

to provide that such Act does not preempt certain State laws.
H.R. 4013  To amend certain provisions of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986

to improve the provisions of health care to retirees in the coal industry, to
revise the manner in which such care is funded and maintained, and for other
purposes.
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YATRON, Gus of Pennsylvania—Continued

H.R. 4700  To amend the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974
to require an independent audit of statements prepared by certain financial
institutions with respect to assets of employee benefit plans.

H.Res. 201  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives that the
people of the United States should recognize ”An Artistic Discovery”, the
Congressional High School Art Competition.

H.Con.Res. 92  Expressing the sense of Congress with respect to certain reg-
ulations of the Occupational Safety and Health Administration.

H.Con.Res. 282  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the Low Income
Home Energy Assistance Program should be funded for fiscal year 1993 at
a level greater than or equal to its funding for fiscal year 1992.

YOUNG, C.W. Bill of Florida

H.R. 840  To improve counseling services for elementary school children.
H.R. 1083  To authorize the Secretary of Education to make a grant to Stetson

University for the construction of library facilities.
H.R. 1565  To increase access to health care and affordable health insurance,

to contain costs of health care in a manner that improves health care, and for
other purposes.

H.R. 1755  To repeal the Act of March 3, 1931 (known as the Davis-Bacon
Act).

H.R. 2290  To authorize additional appropriations for the construction and
maintenance of the Mary McLeod Bethune Memorial Fine Arts Center.

H.R. 2437  To amend the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 to revise and extend the
program regarding independent living services for older blind individuals.

H.R. 2810  To expand the nation's drug treatment capacity, promote drug-free
and safe schools, require Statewide drug abuse prevention and treatment
plans, and ensure that new Federal grant dollars provided for treatment ser-
vices do not displace State dollars.

H.R. 3734  To make applicable to the Congress certain laws relating to the
terms and conditions of employment, the health and safety of employees, and
the rights and responsibilities of employers and employees, and for other
purposes.

H.Res. 201  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives that the
people of the United States should recognize ”An Artistic Discovery”, the
Congressional High School Art Competition.

H.Con.Res. 161  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the American
public should observe the 100th anniversary of moviemaking and recognize
the contributions of the American Film Institute in advocating and preserving
the art of film.

YOUNG, Don of Alaska

H.R. 123  To amend title 4, United States Code, to declare English as the of-
ficial language of the United States.

H.R. 1063  To amend the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970 to es-
tablish an Office of Construction Safety, Health, and Education, to improve
inspections, investigations, reporting, and recordkeeping on construction
sites, to require the appointment of project constructors to monitor safety on
construction sites, to require construction employers to establish safety and
health programs, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1126  To extend the coverage of certain Federal labor laws to foreign
flagships.

H.R. 1375  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to strengthen protections
against discrimination in employment, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1987  To amend the Act of March 3, 1931 (known as the Davis-Bacon
Act), to revise the standard for coverage under that Act, and for other pur-
poses.

H.R. 2782  To amend the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974
to provide that such Act does not preempt certain State laws.

H.R. 3456  To amend title XV of the Higher Education Act.
H.R. 4150  To create jobs, promote economic growth, assist families, and

promote health, education, savings and home ownership.
H.R. 4338  To suspend certain compliance and accountability measures under

the National School Lunch Act.
H.R. 5325  To improve access to health insurance and contain health care

costs, and for other purposes.

H.R. 5960  To prevent and punish sexual violence and domestic violence, to
assist and protect the victims of such violence, to assist State and local ef-
forts, and for other purposes.

H.Res. 201  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives that the
people of the United States should recognize ”An Artistic Discovery”, the
Congressional High School Art Competition.

H.Con.Res. 92  Expressing the sense of Congress with respect to certain reg-
ulations of the Occupational Safety and Health Administration.

H.Con.Res. 161  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the American
public should observe the 100th anniversary of moviemaking and recognize
the contributions of the American Film Institute in advocating and preserving
the art of film.

ZELIFF, William H. Jr. of New Hampshire

H.R. 123  To amend title 4, United States Code, to declare English as the of-
ficial language of the United States.

H.R. 327  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to delay the dis-
bursement of Pell Grants to first-year students, to make ineligible for par-
ticipation in the Pell Grant program any institution with a high default rate
on student loans, and for other purposes.

H.R. 500  To require the Secretary of the Treasury to mint coins in com-
memoration of the quincentenary of the discovery of America by Christopher
Columbus and to establish the Christopher Columbus Fellowship Foundation.

H.R. 859  To assist schools in improving student performance through flexi-
bility, program accountability, and incentives.

H.R. 1118  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to reduce student loan
defaults, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1237  To amend the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 to clarify the
application of such Act, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1375  To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to strengthen protections
against discrimination in employment, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1669  To provide financial assistance to eligible local educational agen-
cies to improve urban education, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2336  To establish a higher education loan program in which a borrower's
annual repayment obligation is dependent upon both postschool income level
and borrowing history, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2363  To amend the provisions of the Higher Education Act of 1965
relating to treatment by campus officials of sexual assault victims.

H.R. 2460  To help the Nation achieve the National Education Goals by sup-
porting the creation of a new generation of American Schools in communities
across the country; rewarding schools that demonstrate outstanding gains in
student performance and other progress toward the National Education
Goals; creating academies to improve leadership and core-course teaching in
schools nationwide; supporting State and local efforts to attract qualified in-
dividuals to teaching and educational administration; providing States and
localities with statutory and regulatory flexibility in exchange for greater
accountability for student learning; encouraging, testing, and evaluating ed-
ucational choice programs; increasing the potential usefulness of the National
Assessment of Education Progress to State and local decision-makers; ex-
panding Federal support for literacy improvements; and for other purposes.

H.R. 2810  To expand the nation's drug treatment capacity, promote drug-free
and safe schools, require Statewide drug abuse prevention and treatment
plans, and ensure that new Federal grant dollars provided for treatment ser-
vices do not displace State dollars.

H.R. 2919  To amend the Magnuson Fishery Conservation and Management
Act to provide for the restoration of New England stocks of groundfish, and
for other purposes.

H.R. 2943  To require the Secretary of Education to evaluate programs pro-
viding disadvantaged children with guaranties of postsecondary education
assistance, and for other purposes.

H.R. 2952  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to provide for the
forgiveness of Perkins loans for providers of early intervention services for
individuals with disabilities.

H.R. 3451  To amend the Education Amendments of 1972 to ensure that stu-
dents attending institutions of higher education that receive Federal funds are
able to exercise the right to freedom of speech, and for other purposes.
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H.R. 3471  To authorize the Small Business Administration to conduct a
demonstration program to enhance the economic opportunities of startup,
newly established, and growing microenterprises by providing loans and
technical assistance through intermediaries, and for other purposes.

H.R. 3734  To make applicable to the Congress certain laws relating to the
terms and conditions of employment, the health and safety of employees, and
the rights and responsibilities of employers and employees, and for other
purposes.

H.R. 3861  To provide demonstration grants to secondary schools for the
purpose of extending the length of the academic year at such schools.

H.R. 3967  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to prohibit prison
inmates from receiving Pell Grants.

H.R. 4338  To suspend certain compliance and accountability measures under
the National School Lunch Act.

H.R. 4595  To encourage institutions of higher education to use Federal re-
search and development funding for the support of American students, and
for other purposes.

H.R. 4700  To amend the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974
to require an independent audit of statements prepared by certain financial
institutions with respect to assets of employee benefit plans.

H.R. 4953  To amend the base closure laws to improve the provision of ad-
justment assistance to employees of the Department of Defense adversely
affected by the closure or realignment of a military installation.

H.R. 5017  To amend the Job Training Partnership Act to provide employment
and training assistance to workers in substantially and seriously affected de-
fense communities.

H.R. 5220  To promote youth apprenticeship, and for other purposes.
H.R. 5325  To improve access to health insurance and contain health care

costs, and for other purposes.
H.R. 5331  To authorize an endowment grant to support the establishment of

regional centers to promote locally based, volunteer-operated, private citi-
zens' scholarship programs, and for other purposes.

H.R. 5610  To reduce health costs through uniform claims and electronic
billing.

H.R. 5664  To encourage, assist, and evaluate educational choice programs,
and for other purposes.

H.R. 5787  To repeal the Service Contract Act of 1965.
H.Res. 201  Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives that the

people of the United States should recognize ”An Artistic Discovery”, the
Congressional High School Art Competition.

H.Con.Res. 92  Expressing the sense of Congress with respect to certain reg-
ulations of the Occupational Safety and Health Administration.

H.Con.Res. 282  Expressing the sense of the Congress that the Low Income
Home Energy Assistance Program should be funded for fiscal year 1993 at
a level greater than or equal to its funding for fiscal year 1992.

ZIMMER,  Dick of New Jersey

H.R. 327  To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to delay the dis-
bursement of Pell Grants to first-year students, to make ineligible for par-
ticipation in the Pell Grant program any institution with a high default rate
on student loans, and for other purposes.

H.R. 895  To eliminate the exemption for Congress or for the United States
from the application of certain provisions of Federal law relating to em-
ployment and privacy, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1237  To amend the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 to clarify the
application of such Act, and for other purposes.

H.R. 1753  To establish grant programs and provide other forms of Federal
assistance to pregnant women, children in need of adoptive families, and
individuals and families adopting children.

H.R. 2943  To require the Secretary of Education to evaluate programs pro-
viding disadvantaged children with guaranties of postsecondary education
assistance, and for other purposes.

H.R. 3137  To amend the McCarran-Ferguson Act and the Employee Retire-
ment Income Security Act of 1974 to assure that the medicaid program is
treated as payer of last resort.

H.R. 3555  To repeal and prohibit all exemptions, privileges and gratuities for
members of the U.S. House of Representatives and the U.S. Senate.

H.R. 3734  To make applicable to the Congress certain laws relating to the
terms and conditions of employment, the health and safety of employees, and
the rights and responsibilities of employers and employees, and for other
purposes.
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EXECUTIVE COMMUNICATIONS REFERRED TO COMMITTEE

FIRST SESSION

EC 23 Jan. 3, 1991

Letter from the Secretary of Education, transmitting final regulations
on Assistance for Local Educational Agencies in Areas Affected by
Federal Activities and Arrangements for Education of Children Where
Local Educational Agencies Cannot Provide Suitable Free Public Ed-
ucation, pursuant to 20 U.S.C. 1232(d)(1).

EC 24 Jan. 3, 1991

Letter from the Secretary of Education, transmitting notice of final
funding priorities for the National Institute on Disability and Rehabili-
tation research, pursuant to 20 U.S.C. 1232(d)(1).

EC 25 Jan. 3, 1991

Letter from the Secretary of Labor, transmitting the annual report of
the Longshoremen's and Harbor Workers' for the period October 1,
1988 through September 30, 1989, pursuant to 33 U.S.C. 942.

EC 26 Jan. 3, 1991

Letter from the Director of Communications and Legislative Affairs,
Equal Employment Opportunity Commission, transmitting the Com-
mission's combined annual report for fiscal years 1986, 1987, and
1988, pursuant to 42 U.S.C. 2000e-4(e).

EC 150 Jan. 3, 1991

Letter from the Secretary of Health and Human Services, transmitting
a report on the fiscal year 1989 Low Income Home Energy Assistance
Program, pursuant to 42 U.S.C. 8629(b) (Jointly referred to the Com-
mittees on Education and Labor, and Energy and Commerce).

EC 172 Jan. 7, 1991

Letter from the Acting Secretary of Labor, transmitting a copy of their
annual report for fiscal year 1989.

EC 283 Jan. 11, 1991

Letter from the Secretary of Health and Human Services, transmitting
a report on the Department's efforts to bring about coordination of
goals, objectives, and activities of agencies and organizations which
have responsibilities for programs related to child abuse and neglect
during 1987 and 1988, pursuant to 42 U.S.C. 5106f.

EC 318 Jan. 12, 1991

Letter from the Chairman, Harry S. Truman Scholarship Foundation,
transmitting the annual report for 1990, pursuant to 20 U.S.C. 2012(b).

EC 348 Jan. 16, 1991

Letter from the Acting Secretary of Education, transmitting a copy of
final regulations on the Education Department General Administrative
Regulations.

EC 427 Jan. 17, 1991

Letter from the Department of Justice, transmitting a report on the co-
ordination of overall policy and development of objectives and priori-
ties for all Federal juvenile delinquency programs and activities.

EC 428 Jan. 17, 1991

Letter from the Acting Secretary of Education, transmitting the annual
report of the International Research and Studies Program.

EC 451 Jan. 22, 1991

Letter from the Acting Secretary of Education, transmitting a copy of
final regulations for the Pell Grant Program, Expected Family Con-
tributions for Students with Special Conditions, pursuant to 20 U.S.C.
1232(d)(1).
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EC 479 Jan. 28, 1991

Letter from the Acting Secretary of Education, transmitting a notice
of final funding priorities for certain new direct grant programs in the
Office of Special Education Programs, pursuant to 20 U.S.C.
1232(d)(1).

EC 480 Jan. 28, 1991

Letter from the Secretary of Health and Human Services, transmitting
a compilation and analysis of State activities in implementing the sec-
ond year of the Child Abuse and Neglect Prevention Challenge Grant
Program, pursuant to 42 U.S.C. 5116a(1), 5116g.

EC 581 Feb. 6, 1991

Letter from the Acting Secretary of Education, transmitting final reg-
ulations for the Robert C. Byrd Honors Scholarship Program, notice
of final procedures, pursuant to 20 U.S.C. 1232(d)(1).

EC 612 Feb. 19, 1991

Letter from the Secretary of Education, transmitting a copy of final
funding priorities for Transitional Bilingual Education and Special Al-
ternative Instructional Programs, pursuant to 20 U.S.C. 1232(d)(1).

EC 613 Feb. 19, 1991

Letter from the Director, ACTION Agency, transmitting a copy of a
final resolution promulgated by ACTION, pursuant to section 420(d)
of the Domestic Volunteer Service Act of 1973.

EC 614 Feb. 19, 1991

Letter from the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission, trans-
mitting the Commission's fiscal year 1990 annual report of its activ-
ities, pursuant to 42 U.S.C. 2000e-4(e).

EC 615 Feb. 19, 1991

Letter from the President, Institute of American Indian Arts, transmit-
ting the Institute of American Indian and Alaska Native Culture and
Arts Development annual report, 1990.

EC 671 Feb. 20, 1991

Letter from the Acting Secretary of Education, transmitting a notice
of final priorities for the Cooperative Demonstration Program (Building
Trades) for fiscal year 1991, pursuant to 20 U.S.C. 1232(d)(1).

EC 672 Feb. 20, 1991

Letter from the Secretary of Education, transmitting the biennial report
listing those colleges and universities which requested and received a
waiver of the low average educational and general expenditures crite-
rion, pursuant to 20 U.S.C. 1067(a)(2).

EC 729 Feb. 27, 1991

Letter from the Acting Secretary of Education, transmitting a copy of
final funding priorities for Chapter 1 Migrant Education Coordination
Program for State Educational Agencies, pursuant to 20 U.S.C.
1232(d)(1).

EC 744 Feb. 28, 1991

Letter from the Secretary, Department of Labor, transmitting the 16th
annual report of the Pension Benefit Guaranty Corporation covering
fiscal year 1990, which includes the Corporation's financial statements
as of September 30, 1990, pursuant to 29 U.S.C. 1308 (Jointly referred
to the Committees on Education and Labor, and Ways and Means).

EC 757 Mar. 5, 1991

Letter from the Director of Communications and Legislative Affairs,
Equal Employment Opportunity Commission, transmitting notice of
proposed rulemaking on regulations to implement Title I of the ADA
in the Federal Register for public comment.

EC 823 Mar. 11, 1991

Letter from the Acting Secretary of Education, transmitting a notice
of final funding priorities for the Upward Bound and Talent Search
Programs for fiscal year 1991, pursuant to 20 U.S.C. 1232(d)(1).

EC 861 Mar. 13, 1991

Letter from the Acting Secretary of Education, transmitting a notice
of final funding priorities for fiscal year 1991 for Rehabilitation Ser-
vices Administration, pursuant to 20 U.S.C. 1232(d)(1).

EC 875 Mar. 18, 1991

Letter from the Assistant Secretary for Indian Affairs, Department of
the Interior, transmitting the Department's third annual safety plan for
bringing Indian educational facilities into compliance with health and
safety standards, pursuant to 25 U.S.C. 2005(b).
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EC 889 Mar. 19, 1991

Letter from the Acting Secretary, Department of Education, transmit-
ting the follow-up report of the National Advisory Council on Women's
Educational Programs, pursuant to 20 U.S.C. 3346(c)(1) and (4).

EC 890 Mar. 19, 1991

Letter from the Chairman, National Foundation on the Arts and Hu-
manities, transmitting the Federal Council on the Arts and the Hu-
manities' fifteenth annual report on the Arts and Artifacts Indemnity
Program for FY 1990, pursuant to 20 U.S.C. 977.

EC 965 Apr. 9, 1991

Letter from the Chairperson, National Advisory Council on Adult Ed-
ucation, transmitting the annual report of the National Advisory
Council on Adult Education, pursuant to 20 U.S.C. 1209(d).

EC 966 Apr. 9, 1991

Letter from the Chairman, National Commission on Libraries and In-
formation Science, transmitting a copy of the Principles of Public In-
formation as adopted.

EC 967 Apr. 9, 1991

Letter from the Secretary of the Interior, transmitting the annual report
on the Youth Conservation Corps program in the Department, FY
1990, pursuant to 16 U.S.C. 1705.

EC 968 Apr. 9, 1991

Letter from the Secretary of Education, transmitting activities of the
Education for Homeless Children and Youth program for the period
October 1, 1989 through September 30, 1990.

EC 969 Apr. 9, 1991

Letter from the Secretary of Health and Human Services, transmitting
a draft of proposed legislation to extend the authorizations of appro-
priations for programs under the Native American Programs Act of
1974, and for other purposes, pursuant to 31 U.S.C. 1110.

EC 1018 Apr. 9, 1991

Letter from the Secretary of Labor, transmitting a draft of proposed
legislation to provide for the Commissioner of Labor statistics to be
classified as Executive Level IV, and for other purposes (Jointly re-
ferred to the Committees on Post Office and Civil Service and Educa-
tion and Labor).

EC 1033 Apr. 10, 1991

Letter from the Secretary of Education, transmitting the Council's fiscal
year 1990 report, pursuant to 20 U.S.C. 1221e(c)(3).

EC 1057 Apr. 10, 1991

Letter from the President, U.S. Institute of Peace, transmitting the re-
port of the audit of the Institute's accounts for fiscal year 1990, pursu-
ant to 22 U.S.C. 4607(h) (Jointly referred to the Committees on
Education and Labor, and Foreign Affairs).

EC 1091 Apr. 16, 1991

Letter from the Secretary of Education, transmitting a notice of final
priorities for Educational Media Research, Production, Distribution,
and Training Program, pursuant to 20 U.S.C. 1232(d)(1).

EC 1101 Apr. 17, 1991

Letter from the Secretary of Education, transmitting a notice of final
priorities for Technology, Educational Media, and Materials for Indi-
viduals with Disabilities Program, pursuant to 20 U.S.C. 1232(d)(1).

EC 1113 Apr. 18, 1991

Letter from the Secretary of Agriculture, transmitting the annual report
on the 1990 Youth Conservation Corps program, pursuant to 16 U.S.C.
1705.

EC 1114 Apr. 18, 1991

Letter from the Secretary of Health and Human Services, transmitting
a draft of proposed legislation to extend authorizations of appropri-
ations for programs under the Child Abuse Prevention and Treatment
Act, the Child Abuse Prevention and Treatment and Adoption Reform
Act of 1978, the Abandoned Infants Assistance Act of 1988, the Family
Violence Prevention and Services Act, and the Temporary Child Care
for Children With Disabilities and Crisis Nurseries Act of 1986.
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EC 1127 Apr. 23, 1991

Letter from the Pension Benefit Guaranty Corporation, transmitting the
Corporation's study on the necessity of adopting special rules in cases
of union-mandated withdrawals from multiemployer pension plans.

EC 1148 Apr.  25, 1991

Letter from the Secretary of Education, transmitting a draft of proposed
legislation to authorize the establishment within the Department of
Education of a position of Under Secretary, and for other purposes
(Jointly referred to the Committees on Education and Labor, and Post
Office and Civil Service).

EC 1171 Apr. 30, 1991

Letter from the Chairman, National Commission on Libraries and In-
formation Science, transmitting the nineteenth annual report of the ac-
tivities of the Commission covering the period October 1, 1989 through
September 30, 1990, pursuant to 20 U.S.C. 1504.

EC 1172 Apr. 30, 1991

Letter from the Chairman, The John F. Kennedy Center for the Per-
forming Arts, transmitting the 1990 annual report of operations for the
John F. Kennedy Center for the Performing Arts, pursuant to 20
U.S.C. 76l(c).

EC 1184  May 1, 1991

Letter from the Secretary of Education, transmitting a notice of final
funding priority for Early Education Program for Children with Disa-
bilities, pursuant to 20 U.S.C. 1232(d)(1).

EC 1185  May 1, 1991

Letter from the Secretary of Education, transmitting a notice of final
annual evaluation priorities, Special Studies Program, pursuant to 20
U.S.C. 1232(d)(1).

EC 1197  May 1, 1991

Letter from the Chairman, Architectural and Transportation Barriers
Compliance Board, transmitting the Board's annual report of its activ-
ities during fiscal year 1990, pursuant to 29 U.S.C. 792 (Jointly re-
ferred to the Committees on Education and Labor, and Public Works
and Transportation).

EC 1198  May 1, 1991

Letter from the Comptroller General of the United States, transmitting
the audit of the statement of financial position of the Congressional
Award Foundation as of December 31, 1989 (Jointly referred to the
Committees on Government Operations, and Education and Labor).

EC 1202  May 2, 1991

Letter from the Secretary of Education, transmitting a summary of the
Administration's legislative proposals for reauthorization of the Higher
Education Act of 1965.

EC 1230  May 8, 1991

Letter from the White House Conference on Indian Education, trans-
mitting the report of the White House Conference on Indian Education
and statement thereon, pursuant to 25 U.S.C. 2001 nt..

EC 1242  May 8, 1991

Letter from the Secretary of Education, transmitting a notice of Final
Selection Criteria for the National Science Scholars Program, pursuant
to 20 U.S.C. 1232(d)(1) (Jointly referred to the Committees on Edu-
cation and Labor, and Science, Space, and Technology).

EC 1261  May 13, 1991

Letter from the Secretary of Education, transmitting a copy of the an-
nual report of the Helen Keller National Center for Deaf-Blind Youths
and Adults (HKNC) for the 1990 program year, pursuant to 29 U.S.C.
1903(b)(2).

EC 1262  May 13, 1991

Letter from the Chairman, National Commission on Libraries and In-
formation Science, transmitting a draft of proposed legislation to im-
prove the operation and effectiveness of the United States National
Commission on Libraries and Information Science, and for other pur-
poses.

EC 1263  May 13, 1991

Letter from the Secretary of Education, transmitting a draft of proposed
legislation to amend the Emergency Immigrant Education Act of 1984
to simplify and improve the allocation of funds, to ensure that program
funds are more specifically targeted to meet the special supplanting
State and local funds, to clarify ambiguous provisions, and for other
purposes.
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EC 1264  May 13, 1991

Letter from the Secretary of Education, transmitting a draft of proposed
legislation to make certain amendments to the Act of September 30,
1950 (Public Law 874, Eighty-first Congress), and the Act of Septem-
ber 23, 1950 (Public Law 815, Eighty-first Congress), and for other
purposes.

EC 1308  May 17, 1991

Letter from the Chairman, National Labor Relations Board, transmit-
ting the Board's 54th annual report, pursuant to 29 U.S.C. 154(c).

EC 1321  May 20, 1991

Letter from the Secretary of Health and Human Services, transmitting
a draft of proposed legislation to extend authorizations of appropri-
ations for certain youth programs under the Anti-Drug Abuse Act of
1988.

EC 1330  May 21, 1991

Letter from the Secretary of Health and Human Services, transmitting
a draft of proposed legislation to extend and amend programs under the
Older Americans Act of 1965, and for other purposes.

EC 1342  May 22, 1991

Letter from the Secretary of Education, transmitting notification of
final funding priorities for Research in Education of Individuals with
Disabilities Program, pursuant to 20 U.S.C. 1232(d)(1).

EC 1343  May 22, 1991

Letter from the Secretary of Education, transmitting final regulations
on Assistance for Local Educational Agencies in Areas Affected by
Federal Activities and Arrangements for Education of Children Where
Local Educational Agencies Cannot Provide Suitable Free Public Ed-
ucation, pursuant to 20 U.S.C. 1232(d)(1).

EC 1359  May 23, 1991

Letter from the Chairman, Equal Employment Opportunity Commis-
sion, transmitting a draft of proposed legislation entitled, “Technical
Assistance Revolving Fund”.

EC 1375  May 29, 1991

Letter from the Secretary of Labor, transmitting the Department's an-
nual report on the administration of the Longshoremen's and Harbor
Workers' Compensation Act for the period October 1, 1989, through
September 30, 1990, pursuant to 33 U.S.C. 942.

EC 1376  May 29, 1991

Letter from the Secretary of Education, transmitting a draft of proposed
legislation to amend the School Dropout Demonstration Assistance Act
of 1988, and for other purposes.

EC 1377  May 29, 1991

Letter from the Secretary of Education, transmitting a draft of proposed
legislation to reauthorize the program for infants and toddlers with
disabilities under Part H of the Individual with Disabilities Education
Act, and for other purposes.

EC 1378  May 29, 1991

Letter from the Secretary of Labor, transmitting a draft of proposed
legislation to amend the Job Training Partnership Act to improve the
delivery of services to hard-to-serve youth and adults, to establish the
Youth Opportunities Unlimited program, and for other purposes.

EC 1423  May 30, 1991

Letter from the Director, Congressional Budget Office, transmitting a
report on government-sponsored enterprises, pursuant to Public Law
101-508, section 13501(c)(1) (104 Stat. 1388-629) (Jointly referred to
the Committees on Agriculture, Banking, Finance and Urban Affairs,
and Education and Labor).

EC 1424  May 30, 1991

Letter from the Acting Secretary of the Treasury, transmitting a draft
of proposed legislation for three bills (Jointly referred to the Commit-
tees on Banking, Finance and Urban Affairs, Education and Labor,
Agriculture, and the Judiciary).

EC 1445 June 3, 1991

Letter from the Comptroller General, General Accounting Office,
transmitting a report on government-sponsored enterprises
(GAO/GGD-91-90, May 1991), pursuant to Public Law 101-73, Sec-
tion 1004(e) (103 Stat. 510) (Jointly referred to the Committees on
Government Operations, Banking, Finance and Urban Affairs, Educa-
tion and Labor, and Agriculture).
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EC 1468 June 4, 1991

Letter from the Secretary of Labor, transmitting the Departments's an-
nual report on black lung benefits during calendar year 1989, pursuant
to 30 U.S.C. 936(b) (Jointly referred to the Committees on Education
and Labor, and Ways and Means).

EC 1531 June 12, 1991

Letter from the Secretary of Education, transmitting a notice of final
priority for Developmental Bilingual Education and Special Alternative
Instructional Programs, pursuant to 20 U.S.C. 1232(d)(1).

EC 1532 June 12, 1991

Letter from the Secretary of Education, transmitting a notice of final
priority for Training Programs for Educators, Innovative Alcohol
Abuse Education Programs, pursuant to 20 U.S.C. 1232(d)(1).

EC 1533 June 12, 1991

Letter from the Secretary of Education, transmitting a draft of proposed
legislation to amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to target Federal
grant assistance on the lowest-income students, to reward excellence
and success in education, to enhance choice and flexibility, to promote
greater accountability, to reduce waste and abuse in the use of public
funds, to extend the Act, and for other purposes.

EC 1578 June 18, 1991

Letter from the Chairperson, National Council on Disability, transmit-
ting the Council's annual report covering the period from October 1,
1988 through September 30, 1990, pursuant to 29 U.S.C. 781(b).

EC 1632 June 25, 1991

Letter from the Director, Office of National Drug Control Policy,
transmitting a draft of proposed legislation to expand the nation's drug
treatment capacity, promote drug-free and safe schools, require State-
wide drug abuse prevention and treatment plans, and ensure that new
Federal grant dollars provided for treatment services do not displace
State dollars (Jointly referred to the Committees on Energy and Com-
merce, and Education and Labor).

EC 1645 July 9, 1991

Letter from the Department of Justice, transmitting the Departments
1990 annual report on missing children, pursuant to 42 U.S.C. 5773(a).

EC 1671 July 10, 1991

Letter from the Secretary of Education, transmitting the condition of
bilingual education in the Nation, pursuant to Public Law 100-297,
Section 6213 (102 Stat. 429).

EC 1734 July 15, 1991

Letter from the Secretary of Health and Human Services, transmitting
the eleventh annual report on the implementation of the Age Discrim-
ination Act of 1975 by departments and agencies which administer
programs of Federal financial assistance, pursuant to 42 U.S.C.
6106a(b).

EC 1735 July 15, 1991

Letter from the Secretary of Education, transmitting a draft of proposed
legislation to alleviate burdens imposed upon educational agencies and
institutions by the Family Education Rights and Privacy Act of 1974
with respect to the maintenances of records by campus law enforce-
ment units.

EC 1760 July 17, 1991

Letter from the Secretary, Department of Health and Human Services,
transmitting the annual report regarding the types of projects and ac-
tivities funded under the Drug Abuse Prevention Program for Runaway
and Homeless Youth, pursuant to 42 U.S.C. 11822.

EC 1775 July 18, 1991

Letter from the Secretary of Education, transmitting a copy of final
regulations on the State Vocational Rehabilitation Services Program,
pursuant to 20 U.S.C. 1232(d)(1).

EC 1776 July 18, 1991

Letter from the Secretary of Education, transmitting a notice of final
priority for fiscal year 1991 on Special Projects and Demonstrations
for Providing Vocational Rehabilitation Services to Individuals with
Severe Handicaps, pursuant to 20 U.S.C. 1232(d)(1).

EC 1782 July 18, 1991

Letter from the Secretary of Labor, transmitting a letter of the Ad-
ministration's strong opposition to enactment of H.R. 5 (Jointly to the
Committees on Education and Labor, Public Works and Transportation,
and Energy and Commerce).
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EC 1783 July 18, 1991

Letter from the Fiscal Assistant Secretary, Department of the Treasury,
transmitting a copy of the following annual reports which are contained
in the enclosed winter issue, March 1991, of the “Treasury Bulletin”:
Airport and Airway Trust Fund (26 U.S.C. 9502), Asbestos Trust Fund
(20 U.S.C. 4014), Black Lung Disability Trust Fund (26 U.S.C. 9602),
Harbor Maintenance Trust Fund (26 U.S.C. 9505), Hazardous Sub-
stance Superfund (26 U.S.C. 9507), Highway Trust Fund (26 U.S.C.
9602), Inland Waterways Trust (26 U.S.C. 9506), Leaking Under-
ground Storage Tank Trust Fund (26 U.S.C. 9508), Nuclear Waste
Trust Fund (42 U.S.C. 1022(e)(1)), Reforestation Trust Fund (16
U.S.C. 1606a(c)(1)), Statement of Liabilities and Other Financial
Commitments of the U.S. Government (31 U.S.C. 331(b)) (Jointly re-
ferred to the Committees on Education and Labor, Energy and Com-
merce, Interior and Insular Affairs, Agriculture, and Ways and Means).

EC 1842 July 25, 1991

Letter from the Secretary of Education, transmitting a notice of final
priority for fiscal year 1991 for Training Personnel for the Education
of Individuals with Disabilities Program, pursuant to 20 U.S.C.
1232(d)(1).

EC 1843 July 25, 1991

Letter from the Secretary of Education, transmitting a notice of final
funding priority for Research in Education of Individuals with Disa-
bilities Program, pursuant to 20 U.S.C. 1232(d)(1).

EC 1844 July 25, 1991

Letter from the Secretary of Education, transmitting a notice of final
selection criteria for the Student Assistance General Provisions for In-
stitutional Quality Control Project, pursuant to 20 U.S.C. 1232(d)(1).

EC 1845 July 25, 1991

Letter from the Secretary of Labor, transmitting a draft of proposed
legislation to extend the authorization for the Older American Com-
munity Service Employment Program, and for other purposes.

EC 1856 July 26, 1991

Letter from the Assistant Attorney General for Legislative Affairs,
Department of Justice, transmitting the annual report of the Office of
Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention for fiscal year 1990, pur-
suant to 42 U.S.C. 5617.

EC 1893 Aug. 2, 1991

Letter from the Secretary of Education, transmitting a copy of final
regulations for Institutional Eligibility under the Higher Education Act
of 1965, as amended, Student Assistance General Provisions, pursuant
to 20 U.S.C. 1232(d)(1).

EC 1894 Aug. 2, 1991

Letter from the Secretary of Education, transmitting a copy of final
regulations for Student Assistance General Provisions and Guaranteed
Student Loan Programs, pursuant to 20 U.S.C. 1232(d)(1).

EC 1895 Aug. 2, 1991

Letter from the Secretary of Health and Human Services, transmitting
a compilation and analysis of State activities in implementing the third
year of the Child Abuse and Neglect Prevention Challenge Grant Pro-
gram, pursuant to 42 U.S.C. 5116a(1), 5116g.

EC 1952 Sept. 11, 1991

Letter from the Director, Office of Dependents' Schools, transmitting
the annual test report for school year 1990-91 for the overseas depen-
dents' schools administered by the Department, pursuant to 20 U.S.C.
924.

EC 1953 Sept. 11, 1991

Letter from the Secretary of Education, transmitting a report studying
the means of identifying, locating, and counting homeless children and
youth, pursuant to 42 U.S.C. 11434.

EC 1954 Sept. 11, 1991

Letter from the Secretary of Education, transmitting a copy of final
regulations for Training and Public Awareness Projects of National
Significance in Technology-Related Assistance for Individuals with
Disabilities, pursuant to 20 U.S.C. 1232(d)(1).

EC 1955 Sept. 11, 1991

Letter from the Secretary of Education, transmitting a notice of final
priority, National Institute on Disability and Rehabilitation Research,
Americans with Disabilities Act, pursuant to 20 U.S.C. 1232(d)(1).
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EC 1956 Sept. 11, 1991

Letter from the Secretary of Education, transmitting a copy of final
priority for the Minority Teacher Training Project for FY 1992, pur-
suant 20 U.S.C. 1232(d)(1).

EC 1957 Sept. 11, 1991

Letter from the Secretary of Education, transmitting a notice of final
priority for FY 1991, Program of Protection and Advocacy of Indi-
vidual Rights, pursuant to 20 U.S.C. 1232(d)(1).

EC 1958 Sept. 11, 1991

Letter from the Secretary of Education, transmitting a notice of final
funding priorities for FY 1991, Fund for Innovation in Education: In-
novation in Education Program, pursuant to 20 U.S.C. 1232(d)(1).

EC 1959 Sept. 11, 1991

Letter from the Secretary of Education, transmitting a notice of final
priorities for FY 1991, Rehabilitation Short-Term Training, pursuant
to 20 U.S.C. 1232(d)(1).

EC 1960 Sept. 11, 1991

Letter from the Secretary of Education, transmitting the annual report
on the activities of the National Technical Institute for the Deaf, with
an accounting of all indirect costs paid by NTID to the Rochester In-
stitute of Technology for the period ending June 30, 1990, pursuant to
20 U.S.C. 4332.

EC 1961 Sept. 11, 1991

Letter from the Secretary of Education, transmitting copies of the fiscal
year 1990 reports of the Department's advisory committees, pursuant
to 20 U.S.C. 1233b(a)(2).

EC 1962 Sept. 11, 1991

Letter from the Secretary of Health and Human Services, transmitting
the sixteenth annual report on the Status of Handicapped Children in
Head Start Programs, pursuant to 42 U.S.C. 9835(d).

EC 1963 Sept. 11, 1991

Letter from the Secretary of Health and Human Services, transmitting
the seventeenth annual report on the Status of Handicapped Children
in Head Start Programs, pursuant to 42 U.S.C. 9835(d).

EC 1964 Sept. 11, 1991

Letter from the Acting Commissioner, National Center for Education
Statistics, Office of Educational Research and Improvement Depart-
ment of Education, transmitting the final report of the Special Study
Panel on Education Indicators entitled, “Education Counts: An Indica-
tor System to Monitor the Nation's Educational Health”.

EC 1965 Sept. 11, 1991

Letter from the Secretary of Agriculture, transmitting a draft of pro-
posed legislation to amend the National School Lunch Act and the
Child Nutrition Act of 1966.

EC 1966 Sept. 11, 1991

Letter from the Secretary of Education, transmitting a draft of proposed
legislation to revise and extend the statutory authorities for the Office
of Educational Research and Improvement, the National Center for
Educational Statistics, and the National Assessment of Educational
Progress, to simplify and make more flexible certain program authori-
ties, and for other purposes.

EC 1967 Sept. 11, 1991

Letter from the Secretary of Health and Human Services, transmitting
the annual report for fiscal year 1990 of the Administration on Aging,
pursuant to 42 U.S.C. 3018.

EC 2064 Sept. 16, 1991

Letter from the Secretary of Health and Human Services, transmitting
a report on the study on the application of job programs to Indians,
pursuant to 42 U.S.C. 681 nt. Public Law 100-485, Section 203(d) (102
Stat. 2380).

EC 2125 Sept. 24, 1991

Letter from the Secretary of Health and Human Services, transmitting
a report on the fiscal year 1990 Low Income Home Energy Assistance
Program, pursuant to 42 U.S.C. 8629(b) (Jointly referred to the Com-
mittees on Education and Labor, and Energy and Commerce).

EC 2130 Sept. 25, 1991

Letter from the Commissioner, Rehabilitation Services Administration,
transmitting a report on the accomplishments of the supported em-
ployment programs for fiscal year 1990, pursuant to 29 U.S.C. 777a.
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EC 2131 Sept. 25, 1991

Letter from the Secretary of Education, transmitting a copy of final
regulations for the Guaranteed Student Loan and Plus Programs, pur-
suant to 20 U.S.C. 1232(d)(1).

EC 2164 Oct. 3, 1991

Letter from the Under Secretary of Education, transmitting a copy of
the Distribution of State-Administered Education Funds, fourteenth
annual report.

EC 2178 Oct. 7, 1991

Letter from the Secretary of Education, transmitting a notice of final
funding priorities for FY 1992 for National Assessment of Educational
Progress Data Reporting Program, pursuant to 20 U.S.C. 1232(d)(1).

EC 2193 Oct. 10, 1991

Letter from the Secretary of Labor, transmitting the annual report on
the administration of the Black Lung Benefits Act for 1991, pursuant
to 30 U.S.C. 936(b).

EC 2211 Oct. 16, 1991

Letter from the Secretary of Health and Human Services, transmitting
the Department's annual report on the status and accomplishments of
the runaway and homeless youth centers for fiscal year 1990, pursuant
to 42 U.S.C. 5715(a).

EC 2221 Oct. 17, 1991

Letter from the Secretary, Department of Labor, transmitting the annual
report of enforcement activities under the Fair Labor Standards Act for
the period October 1, 1988 through September 30, 1989, pursuant to
29 U.S.C. 204(d)(1).

EC 2227 Oct. 17, 1991

Letter from the Secretary, Department of Labor, transmitting the
ERISA Annual Report for 1990, describing the Department's adminis-
tration of its responsibilities under ERISA during calendar year 1990,
pursuant to 29 U.S.C. 1143(b) (Jointly referred to the Committees on
Education and Labor, and Ways and Means).

EC 2229 Oct. 21, 1991

Letter from the Secretary of Education, transmitting final regulations
for Services for Children with Deaf-Blindness program, pursuant to 20
U.S.C. 1232(d)(1).

EC 2254 Oct. 28, 1991

Letter from the Chairman, Jacob K. Javits Fellows Program Fellowship
Board, transmitting the third report of the Jacob K. Javits Fellowship
Board, pursuant to 20 U.S.C. 1134i.

EC 2272 Oct. 30, 1991

Letter from the Secretary of Education, transmitting a copy of final
regulations for Education of the Handicapped Act Amendments of
1990, Public Law 101-476, pursuant to 20 U.S.C. 1232(d)(1).

EC 2282 Oct. 31, 1991

Letter from the Assistant Secretary for Indian Affairs, Department of
the Interior, transmitting recommedations for amendments to Federal
laws relating to Native Americans, pursuant to Public Law 101-477,
Section 106(b) (104 Stat. 1156).

EC 2305 Nov. 5, 1991

Letter from the Secretary of Health and Human Services, transmitting
the report on Federal Programs Providing Funds or Services to Prevent
Homelessness Among Families with At-Risk Children, pursuant to
section 661 of the Stewart B. McKinney Homeless Assistance
Amendments of 1990, Public Law 101-645.

EC 2320 Nov. 7, 1991

Letter from the Secretary of Education, transmitting a copy of final
regulations for the Program for Children and Youth with Serious
Emotional Disturbance, pursuant to 20 U.S.C. 1232(d)(1).

EC 2321 Nov. 7, 1991

Letter from the Secretary of Education, transmitting a notice of final
priority for Bilingual Education, Training Development and Improve-
ment Program, pursuant to 20 U.S.C. 1232(d)(1).

EC 2341 Nov. 13, 1991

Letter from the Secretary of Education, transmitting a copy of final
regulations for the Pell Grant Program, pursuant to 20 U.S.C.
1232(d)(1).
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EC 2342 Nov. 13, 1991

Letter from the Secretary of Education, transmitting a copy of final
regulations for Training Personnel for the Education of Individuals with
Disabilities, Grants for Personnel Training, pursuant to 20 U.S.C.
1232(d)(1).

EC 2405 Nov. 22, 1991

Letter from the Secretary of Labor, transmitting a draft of proposed
legislation entitled, “Pension Protection in Bankruptcy Act of 1991”
(Jointly referred to the Committees on Ways and Means, Education and
Labor, and the Judiciary).

EC 2433 Jan. 3, 1992

Letter from the Secretary of Education, transmitting a copy of final
regulations for Student Assistance General Provisions, Verification,
pursuant to 20 U.S.C. 1232(d)(1).

EC 2434 Jan. 3, 1992

Letter from the Assistant Attorney General, Department of Justice,
transmitting the annual report of the Office of Juvenile Justice and
Delinquency Prevention for fiscal year 1990, pursuant to 42 U.S.C.
5617.

EC 2435 Jan. 3, 1992

Letter from the Chairman, National Commission for Employment Pol-
icy, transmitting the annual report of the Commission, pursuant to 29
U.S.C. 1775.

EC 2436 Jan. 3, 1992

Letter from the Secretary of Education, transmitting the annual report
of the International Research and Studies Program.

EC 2437 Jan. 3, 1992

Letter from the Acting Director of Legislative Affairs, U.S. Equal
Employment Opportunity Commission, transmitting the FY 1990 an-
nual report on the operations of the Office of General Counsel.

SECOND SESSION

EC 2551 Jan. 28, 1992

Letter from the Commissioner for Rehabilitation Services, Department
of Education, transmitting the annual report of the Rehabilitation Ser-
vices Administration on Federal activities related to the administration
of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973, Fiscal Year 1990, pursuant to 29
U.S.C. 712.

EC 2552 Jan. 28, 1992

Letter from the Secretary of Education, transmitting final regulations
for Student Assistance General Provisions, pursuant to 20 U.S.C.
1232(d)(1).

EC 2553 Jan. 28, 1992

Letter from the Secretary of Education, transmitting final regulations
for State Systems for Transition Services for Youth With Disabilities,
pursuant to 20 U.S.C. 1232(d)(1).

EC 2554 Jan. 28, 1992

Letter from the Secretary of Education, transmitting a copy of Final
Regulations for Federal, State, and Local Partnership for Educational
Improvement, pursuant to 20 U.S.C. 1232(d)(1).

EC 2555 Jan. 28, 1992

Letter from the Chairman, National Commission for Employment Pol-
icy, transmitting three reports related to the effectiveness of the Em-
ployment Service in serving dislocated workers, pursuant to 29 U.S.C.
1662c.

EC 2556 Jan. 28, 1992

Letter from the Chairman, National Commission for Employment Pol-
icy, transmitting a copy of a report entitled, “Coordinating Federal
Assistance Programs for the Economically Disadvantaged: Recom-
mendations and Background Materials”, pursuant to 29 U.S.C. 1775.

EC 2557 Jan. 28, 1992

Letter from the Chairman, National Commission for Employment Pol-
icy, transmitting its report on the JTPA Education-Coordination Set-
Aside program.
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EC 2716 Jan. 29, 1992

Letter from the Assistant Attorney General, Civil Rights Division,
Department of Justice, transmitting a report on the activities of the
Interagency Coordinating Council, pursuant to 29 U.S.C. 794c.

EC 2717 Jan. 29, 1992

Letter from the Secretary of Education, transmitting a notice of Final,
Interpretations and Designation of Critical Foreign Languages, Foreign
Languages Assistance Program, pursuant to 20 U.S.C. 1232(d)(1).

EC 2769 Feb. 4, 1992

Letter from the Secretary, Department of Health and Human Services,
transmitting the status and accomplishments of transitional living youth
projects funded under part B of the Runaway and Homeless Youth Act,
pursuant to 42 U.S.C. 5715(b).

EC 2770 Feb. 4, 1992

Letter from the Secretary of Education, transmitting the final report on
the distribution of Federal elementary-secondary education grants
among the States, pursuant to Public Law 100-297, section 6207.

EC 2789 Feb. 4, 1992

Letter from the Secretary of Labor, transmitting a report on the new
interim final H-1B visa regulations (Jointly referred to the Committees
on the Judiciary, and Education and Labor).

EC 2791 Feb. 4, 1992

Letter from the Director, Office of Management and Budget, transmit-
ting a draft of proposed legislation entitled, “Economic Growth Tax
Act of 1992” (Jointly referred to the Committees on Ways and Means,
Agriculture, Banking, Finance and Urban Affairs, Education and La-
bor, Energy and Commerce, Government Operations, House Adminis-
tration, Interior and Insular Affairs, the Judiciary, Merchant Marine and
Fisheries, Post Office and Civil Service, Public Works and Transpor-
tation, and Veterans' Affairs).

EC 2805 Feb. 11, 1992

Letter from the National Council on Education Standards and Testing,
transmitting the Council's final report covering the period from June
27, 1991 to January 15, 1991, pursuant to Public Law 102-62, section
405(a), (b) (105 Stat. 315).

EC 2846 Feb. 20, 1992

Letter from the Chairman, Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve
System, transmitting the monetary policy report, pursuant to 12 U.S.C.
225a (Jointly referred to the Committees on Banking, Finance and
Urban Affairs, and Education and Labor).

EC 2864 Feb. 24, 1992

Letter from the Secretary of Labor, transmitting the 17th annual report
of the Pension Benefit Guaranty Corporation covering fiscal year 1991,
which includes the Corporation's financial statements as of September
30, 1991, pursuant to 29 U.S.C. 1308 (Jointly referred to the Commit-
tees on Education and Labor, and Ways and Means).

EC 2866 Feb. 25, 1992

Letter from the Secretary of Education, transmitting a notice of final
priorities, Office of Indian Education: Planning, Pilot, and Demon-
stration Projects for Indian Children; and Educational Personnel De-
velopment, pursuant to 20 U.S.C. 1232(d)(1).

EC 2920 Feb. 27, 1992

Letter from the Co-chairman, Indian Nations At Risk Task Force, De-
partment of Education, transmitting a copy of the final report of the
Task Force, entitled “Indian Nations At Risk: An Educational Strategy
for Action”.

EC 2921 Feb. 27, 1992

Letter from the Chairman, Harry S Truman Scholarship Foundation,
transmitting the Foundation's annual report for 1991, pursuant to 20
U.S.C. 2012(b).

EC 2922 Feb. 27, 1992

Letter from the Chairman, National Council on Disability, transmitting
a report on the reauthorization of the Rehabilitation Act.

EC 2923 Feb. 27, 1992

Letter from the Secretary of Education, transmitting the final reports
for four Department of Education advisory committees, the Intergov-
ernmental Advisory Council on Education, the Special Study Panel on
Education Indicators, the National Learning Center, and the National
Council on Vocational Education, pursuant to section 433(a) of the
General Education Provisions Act.
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EC 2951 Mar. 2, 1992

Letter from the Acting Commissioner, National Center for Education
Statistics, transmitting a copy of a report entitled, International Math-
ematics and Science Assessment:What Have We Learned?.

EC 2952 Mar. 2, 1992

Letter from the Secretary of Agriculture, transmitting a draft of pro-
posed legislation to amend the National School Lunch Act and the
Child Nutrition Act of 1966.

EC 3024 Mar. 5, 1992

Letter from the Competitiveness Policy Council, Chairman, transmit-
ting the Council's analysis and recommendations on the overall
competitiveness of the American economy, pursuant to 15 U.S.C. 4803
(Jointly referred to the Committees on Education and Labor, Banking,
Finance and Urban Affairs, Science, Space, and Technology, Energy
and Commerce, and Ways and Means).

EC 3029 Mar. 9, 1992

Letter from the Secretary of Education, transmitting notice of final
priorities for fiscal year 1992 for Special Projects and Demonstrations
for Providing Vocational Rehabilitation Services to Individuals with
Severe Handicaps, pursuant to 20 U.S.C. 1232(d)(1).

EC 3044 Mar. 10, 1992

Letter from the Director, White House Conference on Indian Educa-
tion, transmitting the report of the White House Conference on Indian
Education and statement thereon, pursuant to 25 U.S.C. 2001 nt..

EC 3045 Mar. 10, 1992

Letter from the Secretary of Education, transmitting notice of final
priorities for fiscal year 1992 for Special Projects and Demonstrations
for Providing Supported Employment Services to Individuals with
Handicaps, pursuant to 20 U.S.C. 1232(d)(1).

EC 3046 Mar. 10, 1992

Letter from the Secretary of Education, transmitting notice of final
priorities for fiscal year 1992 for Projects With Industry, pursuant to
20 U.S.C. 1232(d)(1).

EC 3047 Mar. 10, 1992

Letter from the Secretary of Education, transmitting notice of final
priorities for fiscal year 1992 for Vocational Rehabilitation Service
Projects for American Indians with Handicaps, pursuant to 20 U.S.C.
1232(d)(1).

EC 3048 Mar. 10, 1992

Letter from the Secretary of Education, transmitting notice of final
priorities for fiscal year 1992 for Vocational Rehabilitation Service
Projects Program for Migratory Agricultural and Seasonal
Farmworkers with Handicaps, pursuant to 20 U.S.C. 1232(d)(1).

EC 3049 Mar. 10, 1992

Letter from the Secretary of Education, transmitting notice of final
priorities for fiscal year 1992 for Rehabilitation Long-Term Training,
pursuant to 20 U.S.C. 1232(d)(1).

EC 3093 Mar. 16, 1992

Letter from the Secretary of Education, transmitting final regulations
for Library Services and Construction Act State-Administered Program,
pursuant to 20 U.S.C. 1232(d)(1).

EC 3094 Mar. 16, 1992

Letter from the Secretary of Education, transmitting final regulations
for Javits Gifted and Talented Students Education Grant Program,
pursuant to 20 U.S.C. 1232(d)(1).

EC 3095 Mar. 16, 1992

Letter from the Secretary of Education, transmitting final regulations
for Training Program for Special Programs Staff and Leadership Per-
sonnel; Talent Search, Educational Opportunity Centers, Upward Bond,
and Student Support Services Programs; and Student Assistance Gen-
eral Provisions, pursuant to 20 U.S.C. 1232(d)(1).

EC 3114 Mar. 17, 1992

Letter from the Secretary of Labor, transmitting a draft of proposed
legislation entitled, “Pension Security Act of 1992” (Jointly referred to
the Committees on Education and Labor, Ways and Means, and the
Judiciary). H.R. 4545 (Mr. Michel, by request) introduced March 24,
1992.
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EC 3141 Mar. 24, 1992

Letter from the Secretary of Education, transmitting the fiscal year
1991 annual report of the Intergovernmental Advisory Council on Ed-
ucation, pursuant to 20 U.S.C. 3423(b)(1)(D).

EC 3142 Mar. 24, 1992

Letter from the Secretary of Education, transmitting notice of final
procedures for the Robert C. Byrd Honors Scholarship Program, pur-
suant to 20 U.S.C. 1232(d)(1).

EC 3162 Mar. 25, 1992

Letter from the Secretary of the Interior, transmitting the annual report
on the Youth Conservation Corps program in the Department for fiscal
year 1991, pursuant to 16 U.S.C. 1705.

EC 3187 Mar. 26, 1992

Letter from the Secretary of Education, transmitting final regulations
for the Library Services and Construction Act State-Administered
Program, pursuant to 20 U.S.C. 1232(d)(1).

EC 3240 Apr. 2, 1992

Letter from the Secretary of Education, transmitting final regulations
for the National Science Scholars Program, pursuant to 20 U.S.C.
1232(d)(1) (Jointly referred to the Committees on Education and Labor,
and Science, Space and Technology).

EC 3252 Apr. 7, 1992

Letter from the Secretary of Health and Human Services, transmitting
a draft of proposed legislation to extend and amend the programs under
the Runaway and Homeless Youth Act and the Program for Runaway
and Homeless Youth under the Anti-Drug Abuse Act of 1988; to con-
solidate authorities for programs for runaway and homeless youth, and
for other purposes.

EC 3276 Apr. 8, 1992

Letter from the Secretary of Education, transmitting final regulations
for the Eisenhower Mathematics and Science Education Program, State
Grant Program, pursuant to 20 U.S.C. 1232(d)(1).

EC 3317 Apr. 28, 1992

Letter from the Acting Commissioner, Department of Education,
transmitting the first report on the evaluation of the National Assess-
ment of Educational Progress “Trial State Assessment”, pursuant to
Public Law 100-297, section 3403(a) (102 Stat. 348).

EC 3318 Apr. 28, 1992

Letter from the Deputy Secretary of Education, transmitting a copy of
final regulations for Assistance for Local Educational Agencies in Ed-
ucation of Children where Local Educational Agencies Cannot Provide
Suitable Free Public Education, pursuant to 20 U.S.C. 1232(d)(1).

EC 3319 Apr. 28, 1992

Letter from the Secretary of Education, transmitting notice of final
priorities for Certain New Direct Grant Awards under the Office of
Special Education Programs, pursuant to 20 U.S.C. 1232(d)(1).

EC 3320 Apr. 28, 1992

Letter from the Secretary of Education, transmitting notice of final
priorities for the National Institute on Disability and Rehabilitation
Research for 1992-1993, pursuant to 20 U.S.C. 1232(d)(1).

EC 3321 Apr. 28, 1992

Letter from the Secretary of Education, transmitting final regulations
for the Educational Partnerships Program, pursuant to 20 U.S.C.
1232(d)(1).

EC 3322 Apr. 28, 1992

Letter from the Secretary of Education, transmitting a draft of proposed
legislation to extend and amend the Rehabilitation Act of 1973, to
improve rehabilitation services for individuals with disabilities, to
modify certain discretionary grant programs providing essential ser-
vices and resources specifically designed for individuals with disabili-
ties, to change certain terminology, and for other purposes.

EC 3323 Apr. 28, 1992

Letter from the Secretary of Education, transmitting a draft of proposed
legislation to make certain amendments to the Act of September 30,
1950 (Public Law 874, Eighty-first Congress), and the Act of Septem-
ber 23, 1950 (Public Law 815, Eighty-first Congress), and for other
purposes.
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EC 3354 Apr. 28, 1992

Letter from the President, U.S. Institute of Peace, transmitting the fi-
nancial audit for fiscal year 1991, pursuant to 22 U.S.C. 4607(h)
(Jointly referred to the Committees on Foreign Affairs, and Education
and Labor).

EC 3355 Apr. 28, 1992

Letter from the Fiscal Assistant Secretary, Department of the Treasury,
transmitting the following annual reports which are contained in the
enclosed winter issue, March 1992, of the “Treasury Bulletin”: Airport
and Airway Trust Fund (26 U.S.C. 9602), Asbestos Trust Fund (20
U.S.C. 4014), Black Lung Disability Trust Fund (26 U.S.C. 9602),
Harbor Maintenance Trust Fund (26 U.S.C. 9505), Hazardous Sub-
stance Superfund (26 U.S.C. 9507), Highway Trust Fund (26 U.S.C.
9602), Inland Waterways Trust (26 U.S.C. 9602), Leaking Under-
ground Storage Tank Trust Fund (26 U.S.C. 9508), Nuclear Waste
Trust Fund (42 U.S.C. 1022(e)(1)), Reforestation Trust Fund (16
U.S.C. 1606a(c)(1)), Statement of Liabilities and Other Financial
Commitments of the U.S. Government (31 U.S.C. 331(b)) (Jointly re-
ferred to the Committees on Ways and means, Education and Labor,
Energy and Commerce, Interior and Insular Affairs, and Public Works
and Transportation).

EC 3380 Apr. 29, 1992

Letter from the Secretary of Labor, transmitting the Department's an-
nual report on the administration of the Longshoremen's and Harbor
Workers' Compensation Act for the period October 1, 1990, through
September 30, 1991, pursuant to 33 U.S.C. 942.

EC 3392 Apr. 29, 1992

Letter from the Assistant Attorney General, Department of Justice,
transmitting a draft of proposed legislation to repeal Acts extending the
coverage of the Federal Tort Claims Act to include Indian tribes, tribal
contractors and others (Jointly referred to the Committees on the Judi-
ciary, Interior and Insular Affairs, and Education and Labor).

EC 3401 Apr. 30, 1992

Letter from the Secretary of Health and Human Services, transmitting
a report on the Effectiveness of State Programs and Technical Assist-
ance relating to child abuse and neglect, pursuant to 42 U.S.C. 5106f.

EC 3402 Apr. 30, 1992

Letter from the President, Institute of American Indian Arts, transmit-
ting the 1991 Institute of American Indian and Alaska Native Culture
and Arts Development annual report, pursuant to 20 U.S.C. 4422.

EC 3403 Apr. 30, 1992

Letter from the Chairman, National Council on Disability, transmitting
the Council's annual report covering the period from October 1, 1990
through September 30, 1991, pursuant to 29 U.S.C. 781(b).

EC 3404 Apr. 30, 1992

Letter from the Secretary of Labor, transmitting a draft of proposed
legislation to authorize the Secretary of Labor to accept and utilize
gifts, and for other purposes.

EC 3439  May 4, 1992

Letter from the Secretary of Education, transmitting notice of final
funding priorities for the Program for Children and Youth with Serious
Emotional Disturbance, pursuant to 20 U.S.C. 1232(d)(1).

EC 3453  May 4, 1992

Letter from the Assistant Attorney General, Department of Justice,
transmitting a draft of proposed legislation to reauthorize the Office
of Justice Programs, and its components (Jointly referred to the Com-
mittees on the Judiciary, and Education and Labor).

EC 3478  May 11, 1992

Letter from the Secretary of Education, transmitting notice of final
priority for Required Activities, and Selection Criteria, Cooperative
Demonstration Program (School-To-Work), pursuant to 20 U.S.C.
1232(d)(1).

EC 3479  May 11, 1992

Letter from the Secretary of Education, transmitting notice of final
priority for Cooperative Demonstration Program (Correctional Educa-
tion), pursuant to 20 U.S.C. 1232(d)(1).

EC 3508  May 13, 1992

Letter from the Secretary of Education, transmitting a copy of the an-
nual report of the Helen Keller National Center for Deaf-Blind Youths
and Adults (HKNC) for the 1991 program year, pursuant to 29 U.S.C.
1903(b)(2).
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EC 3509  May 13, 1992

Letter from the Assistant Secretary, Department of the Interior, trans-
mitting a draft of proposed legislation to reauthorize Titles I and III
of the Tribally Controlled Community College Assistance Act of 1978,
as amended (25 U.S.C. 1801, et seq.), and for other purposes.

EC 3539  May 19, 1992

Letter from the Secretary of Education, transmitting notice of final
funding priorities for the Technology, Educational Media, and Materi-
als for Individuals with Disabilities Program, pursuant to 20 U.S.C.
1232(d)(1).

EC 3540  May 19, 1992

Letter from the Secretary of Labor, transmitting a draft of proposed
legislation to improve enforcement of the Employee Retirement In-
come Security Act of 1974, by adding certain provisions with respect
to the auditing of employee benefit plans.

EC 3550  May 20, 1992

Letter from the Secretary of Education, transmitting notice of final
priorities for fiscal year 1992 for Rehabilitation Short-Term Training,
pursuant to 20 U.S.C. 1232(d)(1).

EC 3559  May 21, 1992

Letter from the Secretary of Education, transmitting final regulations
for the Eisenhower Mathematics and Science Education-State Grant
Program, pursuant to 20 U.S.C. 1232(d)(1).

EC 3560  May 21, 1992

Letter from the Secretary, Department of Health and Human Services,
transmitting a report on the Effectiveness of State Programs and
Technical Assistance relating to child abuse and neglect, pursuant to
42 U.S.C. 5106f.

EC 3567  May 26, 1992

Letter from the Attorney General, Department of Justice, transmitting
recommendations for coordination of Federal juvenile delinquency
programs and activities for 1991, pursuant to 42 U.S.C. 5616(c).

EC 3583  May 27, 1992

Letter from the Secretary of Education, transmitting notice of final
priority for Demonstration Projects for the Integration of Vocational
and Academic Learning Program (Model Tech-Prep Education
Projects), pursuant to 20 U.S.C. 1232(d)(1).

EC 3590  May 28, 1992

Letter from the Secretary of Education, transmitting notice of final
priority for fiscal year 1992 for Protection and Advocacy of Individual
Rights, pursuant to 20 U.S.C. 1232(d)(1).

EC 3591  May 28, 1992

Letter from the Secretary of Health and Human Services, transmitting
a compilation and analysis of State activities in implementing the
fourth year of the Child Abuse and Neglect Prevention Challenge Grant
Program, pursuant to 42 U.S.C. 5116a(1), 5116g.

EC 3614 June 1, 1992

Letter from the Secretary of Labor, transmitting the Secretary's annual
report on employment and training programs, pursuant to 29 U.S.C.
1579(d).

EC 3628 June 1, 1992

Letter from the Executive Director, Architectural and Transportation
Barriers Compliance Board, transmitting Activities of the Board, pur-
suant to 29 U.S.C. 792 (Jointly referred to the Committees on Educa-
tion and Labor, and Public Works and Transportation).

EC 3650 June 3, 1992

Letter from the Acting Commissioner, National Center for Educational
Statistics, transmitting a report entitled “The Condition of Education,
1992 Edition”, pursuant to 20 U.S.C. 1221e-1(d)(1).

EC 3651 June 3, 1992

Letter from the Deputy Director, Department of Labor, transmitting the
Department's annual report for fiscal year 1991, pursuant to 29 U.S.C.
560.

EC 3696 June 9, 1992

Letter from the Secretary of Education, transmitting notice of final
funding priorities for the Special Studies Program, pursuant to 20
U.S.C. 1232(d)(1).
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EC 3697 June 9, 1992

Letter from the Secretary of Education, transmitting final regulations
for the Chapter 1 Migrant Education Program, pursuant to 20 U.S.C.
1232(d)(1).

EC 3698 June 9, 1992

Letter from the Secretary of Education, transmitting a draft of proposed
legislation entitled, “Education of the Deaf Act Amendments of 1992”.

EC 3748 June 15, 1992

Letter from the Secretary of Education, transmitting final regulations
for the Foreign Periodicals Program, pursuant to 20 U.S.C. 1232(d)(1).

EC 3749 June 15, 1992

Letter from the Secretary of Labor, transmitting a draft of proposed
legislation to improve enforcement of the Employee Retirement In-
come Security Act of 1974, by adding requirements with respect to
multiple employer welfare arrangements.

EC 3771 June 18, 1992

Letter from the Secretary, Department of Agriculture, transmitting the
1991 Youth Conservation Corps (YCC) program, pursuant to 16 U.S.C.
1705.

EC 3791 June 23, 1992

Letter from the Secretary of Education, transmitting final regulations
for the Even Start, pursuant to 20 U.S.C. 1232(d)(1).

EC 3792 June 23, 1992

Letter from the Secretary of Education, transmitting notice of final
regulations for The State Supported Employment Services Program;
The State Vocational Rehabilitation Services Program; Special Projects
and Demonstrations for Providing Transitional Rehabilitation Services
to Handicapped Youth; and Sepcial Projects and Demonstrations for
Providing Supported Employment Services to Individuals with Severe
Handicaps and Technical Assistance Projects, pursuant to 20 U.S.C.
1232(d)(1).

EC 3808 June 24, 1992

Letter from the Secretary of Education, transmitting notice of final
funding Priority for the Technology, Educational Media, and Materials
for Individuals with Disabilities Program, pursuant to 20 U.S.C.
1232(d)(1).

EC 3834 June 29, 1992

Letter from the Secretary of Education, transmitting notice of final
priority for fiscal year 1992 for the Independent Living Services for
Older Blind Individuals, pursuant to 20 U.S.C. 1232(d)(1).

EC 3835 June 29, 1992

Letter from the Secretary of Health and Human Services, transmitting
the annual report for fiscal year 1991 of the Administration on Aging,
pursuant to 42 U.S.C. 3018.

EC 3839 June 29, 1992

Letter from the Assitant Attorney General for Legislative Affairs, De-
partment of Justice, transmitting a draft of proposed legislation to re-
authorize the Office of Justice Programs, the Bureau of Justice
Assistance, the Bureau of Justice Statistics, the National Institute of
Justice, the Office of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention, and
for other purposes (Jointly referred to the Committees on the Judiciary,
and Education and Labor).

EC 3842 June 30, 1992

Letter from the Secretary of Education, transmitting Final Regulations
for the Education Department General Administrative Regulations,
pursuant to 20 U.S.C. 1232(d)(1).

EC 3843 June 30, 1992

Letter from the Secretary of Education, transmitting final regulations
for the Higher Education Programs in Modern Foreign Language
Training and Area Studies, Group Projects Abroad Program, pursuant
to 20 U.S.C. 1232(d)(1).

EC 3844 June 30, 1992

Letter from the Secretary of Education, transmitting final regulations
for the Pell Grant Program, Expected Family Contributions for Stu-
dents with Special Conditions, pursuant to 20 U.S.C. 1232(d)(1).
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EC 3845 June 30, 1992

Letter from the Secretary of Labor, transmitting the annual report on
the administration of the Black Lung Benefits Act for the period Jan-
uary 1 through December 31, 1991, pursuant to 30 U.S.C. 936(b).

EC 3864 July 1, 1992

Letter from the Secretary of Labor, transmitting the annual report on
employment and training programs for veterans during program year
1988 (July 1, 1988-June 30, 1989) and fiscal year 1989 (October 1,
1988-September 30, 1989), pursuant to 38 U.S.C. 2009(b) (Jointly re-
ferred to the Committees on Education and Labor, and Veterans' Af-
fairs).

EC 3866 July 2, 1992

Letter from the Secretary of Education, transmitting the report “The
Condition of Bilingual Education in the Nation”, pursuant to 20 U.S.C.
3331.

EC 3890 July 9, 1992

Letter from the Secretary of Education, transmitting a copy of final
regulations for the Individuals with Disabilities Education Act
Amendments of 1991, Public Law 102-119, pursuant to 20 U.S.C.
1232(d)(1).

EC 3891 July 9, 1992

Letter from the Secretary, Department of the Treasury, transmitting a
copy of the Student Loan Marketing Association annual report which
includes financial statements for the year ended December 31, 1991,
pursuant to 20 U.S.C. 1087-2(k).

EC 3915 July 21, 1992

Letter from the Secretary of Education, transmitting the fourteenth an-
nual report on the progress being made toward the provision of a free
appropriate public education for all handicapped children, pursuant to
20 U.S.C. 1418(f)(1).

EC 3945 July 22, 1992

Letter from the Secretary of Education, transmitting notice of final
funding priorities for the Research in Education of Individuals with
Disabilities Program, pursuant to 20 U.S.C. 1232(d)(1).

EC 3946 July 22, 1992

Letter from the Secretary of Education, transmitting final regulations
for the Perkins Loan Program, College Work-Study Program, and
Supplemental Educational Opportunity Grant Program, pursuant to 20
U.S.C. 1232(d)(1).

EC 3991 July 24, 1992

Letter from the Secretary of Education, transmitting notice of final
priority for fiscal year 1993 for Special Projects and Demonstrations
for Providing Vocational Rehabilitation Services to Individuals with
Severe Handicaps, Hearing Research Center, pursuant to 20 U.S.C.
1232(d)(1).

EC 3996 July 24, 1992

Letter from the Secretary of Housing and Urban Development, trans-
mitting a draft of proposed legislation entitled, “Housing and Com-
munity Development Act of 1992” (Jointly referred to the Committees
on Banking, Finance and Urban Affairs, and Education and Labor).

EC 3999 July 27, 1992

Letter from the Secretary of Education, transmitting a draft of proposed
legislation to permit the Department of Education to make additional
fiscal year 1992 allocations to certain counties under Chapter 1 of Title
I of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965, and for
other purposes.

EC 4008 July 27, 1992

Letter from the Secretary of Labor, transmitting the annual report de-
scribing employment and training programs for veterans during pro-
gram year 1989, pursuant to 38 U.S.C. 2009(b) (Jointly referred to the
Committees on Education and Labor, and Veterans' Affairs).

EC 4020 July 28, 1992

Letter from the Secretary of Education, transmitting notice of final
priority for fiscal years 1992 and 1993 for the Dwight D. Eisenhower
National Program for Mathematics and Science Education, State Cur-
riculum Frameworks for Mathematics and Science, pursuant to 20
U.S.C. 1232(d)(1).

EC 4021 July 28, 1992

Letter from the Chairman, John F. Kennedy Center for the Performing
Arts, transmitting the 1991 Annual Report of operations for the John
F. Kennedy Center for the Performing Arts, pursuant to 20 U.S.C.
76l(c).
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EC 4086 Aug. 11, 1992

Letter from the Secretary of Education, transmitting a list of colleges
and universities that, although not satisfying the criterion contained in
section 312(b)(1)(B), have been determined to be eligible institutions
under Part A and Part C, and are institutions that enroll significant
numbers of Black American, Hispanic, Native American, Asian
American, or Native Hawaiian students, pursuant to section 352(b)(2)
of the Higher Education Act of 1965.

EC 4128 Sept. 9, 1992

Letter from the Secretary of Education, transmitting final regulations
for State Vocational and Applied Technology Education Programs and
National Discretionary Programs of Vocational Education, pursuant to
20 U.S.C. 1232(d)(1).

EC 4129 Sept. 9, 1992

Letter from the Secretary of Education, transmitting notice of final
priority for fiscal year 1992 for Dwight D. Eisenhower Regional
Mathematics and Science Education Consortiums Program, pursuant
to 20 U.S.C. 1232(d)(1).

EC 4130 Sept. 9, 1992

Letter from the Secretary of Education, transmitting final regulations
for Assistance to States for Education of Handicapped Children Pro-
gram and the Early Intervention Program for Infants and Toddlers with
Disabilities, pursuant to 20 U.S.C. 1232(d)(1).

EC 4131 Sept. 9, 1992

Letter from the Secretary of Education, transmitting final regulations
for Student Assistance General Provisions, pursuant to 20 U.S.C.
1232(d)(1).

EC 4132 Sept. 9, 1992

Letter from the Secretary of Education, transmitting a copy of final
priority for fiscal year 1993 for Transitional Bilingual Education Pro-
gram; Special Alternative Instructional Program, pursuant to 20 U.S.C.
1232(d)(1).

EC 4133 Sept. 9, 1992

Letter from the Secretary, Department of Health and Human Services,
transmitting a report on the drug abuse prevention program for runaway
and homeless youth for fiscal year 1990, pursuant to 42 U.S.C. 11822.

EC 4134 Sept. 9, 1992

Letter from the Secretary of Labor, transmitting the annual report of
enforcement activities under the Fair Labor Standards Act for the pe-
riod October 1, 1989 through September 30, 1990, pursuant to 29
U.S.C. 204(d)(1).

EC 4135 Sept. 9, 1992

Letter from the Secretary of Health and Human Services, transmitting
a report on the study to compare the relationship between the amount
of child support paid and the occurrence of family maltreatment, pur-
suant to 42 U.S.C. 5106f.

EC 4208 Sept. 9, 1992

Letter from the Department of Defense, transmitting the “Department
of Defense Master Plan for Science, Mathematics, and Engineering
Education”. (Jointly referred to the Committees on Armed Services,
Education and Labor, and Science, Space, and Technology).

EC 4209 Sept. 9, 1992

Letter from The President of the United States, transmitting four leg-
islative proposals to promote work, provide flexibility, and encourage
innovation in Federal public assistance programs (Jointly referred to the
Committees on Ways and Means, Education and Labor, Agriculture,
Banking, Finance and Urban Affairs, and Government Operations).

EC 4250 Sept. 15, 1992

Letter from the Director, Office of Dependents Schools, transmitting
the annual test report for school year 1991-92 for the overseas depen-
dents' schools administered by the Department, pursuant to 20 U.S.C.
924.

EC 4251 Sept. 15, 1992

Letter from the Assistant Attorney General, Department of Justice,
transmitting the annual report of the Office of Juvenile Justice and
Delinquency Prevention for fiscal year 1991, pursuant to 42 U.S.C.
5617.

EC 4287 Sept. 21, 1992

Letter from the Commissioner, National Center for Education Statis-
tics, transmitting the fourth annual report on dropout and retention rates
entitled, “Dropout Rates in the United States: 1991”.
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EC 4304 Sept. 23, 1992

Letter from the Secretary of Education, transmitting notice of final
priorities for the Educational Media Research, Production, Distribution,
Training Program, pursuant to 20 U.S.C. 1232(d)(1).

EC 4328 Sept. 29, 1992

Letter from the Secretary of Education, transmitting notice of final
priority for Bilingual Education: Educational Personnel Training Pro-
gram, pursuant to 20 U.S.C. 1232(d)(1).

EC 4348 Oct. 2, 1992

Letter from the Secretary of Education, transmitting a copy of final
regulations for the Assistance to States for the Education of Children
with Disabilities Program and Preschool Grants Program, pursuant to
20 U.S.C. 1232(d)(1).

EC 4359 Oct. 5, 1992

Letter from the Assistant Attorney General, Department of Justice,
transmitting a copy of a report entitled “Searching for Answers, Annual
Evaluation Report on Drugs and Crime: 1991”, prepared by the Na-
tional Institute of Justice (Jointly referred to the Committees on the
Judiciary, Education and Labor, Banking, Finance and Urban Affairs,
and Energy and Commerce).

EC 4377 Oct. 9, 1992

Letter from the Secretary of Education, transmitting a copy of the
Biennial Report to Congress on Vocational Education Data in the De-
partment of Education.

EC 4378 Oct. 9, 1992

Letter from the Secretary of Health and Human Services, transmitting
a report entitled, “Head Start Research and Evaluation: A Blueprint for
the Future”.

EC 4383 Oct. 9, 1992

Letter from the Secretary of Health and Human Services, transmitting
a report on the fiscal year 1991 Low Income Home Energy Assistance
Program, pursuant to 42 U.S.C. 8629(b) (Jointly referred to the Com-
mittees on Education and Labor, and Energy and Commerce).
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MEMORIALS REFERRED TO COMMITTEE

FIRST SESSION

ML 33 Mar. 14, 1991

Memorial of the House of Representatives of the State of Colorado,
relative to drug abuse.

ML 37 Mar. 20, 1991

Memorial of the Legislature of the State of Wyoming, relative to em-
ployment and unemployment programs in Wyoming.

ML 49 Apr. 9, 1991

Memorial of the Legislature of the State of Washington, relative to
timber-related jobs.

ML 50 Apr. 9, 1991

Memorial of the Legislature of the State of Oregon, relative to
government-funded wages in lieu of welfare benefits.

ML 99  May 2, 1991

Memorial of the Legislature of the State of Kansas, relative to the
Native American Library services.

ML 120  May 13, 1991

Memorial of the House of Representatives of the State of Illinois, rel-
ative to H.R. 1 (Jointly referred to the Committees on the Judiciary,
and Education and Labor).

ML 132  May 22, 1991

Memorial of the Senate of the State of Maine, relative to outlawing the
use of permanent replacement workers.

ML 145  May 23, 1991

Memorial of the Legislature of the State of Hawaii, relative to civil
rights (Jointly referred to the Committees on the Judiciary, and Edu-
cation and Labor).

ML 146  May 23, 1991

Memorial of the Legislature of the State of Hawaii, relative to civil
rights (Jointly referred to the Committees on the Judiciary, and Edu-
cation and Labor).

ML 159 June 3, 1991

Memorial of the Legislature of the State of Minnesota, relative to the
low-income home energy assistance program (Jointly referred to the
Committees on Education and Labor, and Energy and Commerce).

ML 185 June 13, 1991

Memorial of the Legislature of the State of Hawaii, relative to the
outlook for jobs and employment in Hawaii.

ML 186 June 13, 1991

Memorial of the Legislature of the State of Hawaii, relative to tempo-
rary general-fund positions within the Department of Education.

ML 187 June 13, 1991

Memorial of the General Assembly of the State of Illinois, relative to
higher education.

ML 194 June 17, 1991

Memorial of the Legislature of the State of Hawaii, relative to the Civil
Rights Act of 1991 (Jointly referred to the Committees on Education
and Labor, and the Judiciary).
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ML 231 July 17, 1991

Memorial of the Legislature of the State of Nevada, relative to a
Hunger Relief Act.

ML 237 July 22, 1991

Memorial of the Legislature of the State of Louisiana, relative to on-
the-job training subsidies.

ML 254 July 30, 1991

Memorial of the General Assembly of the State of New York, relative
to the funding of the Family Resource and Support Program.

ML 277 Sept. 19, 1991

Memorial of the Senate of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts, rela-
tive to H.R. 1, the Civil Rights Act of 1991 (Jointly referred to the
Committees on Education and Labor, and the Judiciary).

ML 290 Oct. 22, 1991

Memorial of the Assembly of the State of California, relative to
postsecondary education.

ML 291 Oct. 22, 1991

Memorial of the Assembly of the State of California, relative to the
reauthorization of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973.

ML 306 Oct. 30, 1991

Memorial of the Assembly of the State of California, relative to Federal
labor laws.

ML 317 Nov. 13, 1991

Memorial of the Legislature of the State of California, relative to em-
ployment in connection with the reconstruction of Kuwait (Jointly re-
ferred to the Committees on Education and Labor, and Government
Operations).

SECOND SESSION

ML 343 Mar. 12, 1992

Memorial of the House of Representatives of the State of Arkansas,
relative to sexual harassment (Jointly referred to the Committees on
House Administration, Education and Labor, and the Judiciary).

ML 369 Apr. 9, 1992

Memorial of the Legislature of the State of Maine, relative to rein-
vestment in Hometown America (Jointly referred to the Committees
on Armed Services, Energy and Commerce, Banking, Finance and
Urban Affairs, Education and Labor, Public Works and Transportation,
and the Judiciary).

ML 373 Apr. 28, 1992

Memorial of the General Assembly of the Commonwealth of Virginia,
relative to health care benefits for Virginia's coal miners.

ML 418  May 13, 1992

Memorial of the Legislature of the State of California, relative to the
reauthorization of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973.

ML 443  May 20, 1992

Memorial of the Senate of the State of Colorado, relative to the Jobs
Program (Jointly referred to the Committees on Education and Labor,
and Ways and Means).

ML 495 July 2, 1992

Memorial of the Legislature of the State of Michigan, relative to a
national registry of persons convicted of child abuse crimes.

ML 500 July 21, 1992

Memorial of the Senate of the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, relative
to restoring State grants under the Federal Mine Safety and Health Act
of 1977.

ML 512 July 24, 1992

Memorial of the Legislature of the State of Alaska, relative to the WIC
Progam.
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ML 513 Aug. 10, 1992

Memorial of the Assembly of the State of California, relative to the
protection of pension and health benefits.

ML 519 Oct. 1, 1992

Memorial of the Senate of the State of California, relative to the
Women, Infants, and Children Program.

ML 520 Oct. 1, 1992

Memorial of the Senate of the State of California, relative to occupa-
tional safety and health.

ML 521 Oct. 1, 1992

Memorial of the Senate of the State of California, relative to Federal
job training programs.

ML 522 Oct. 1, 1992

Memorial of the Senate of the State of California, relative to the Public
Employment Program.
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PETITIONS REFERRED TO COMMITTEE

FIRST SESSION

PT 15 Jan. 16, 1991

Petition of the City of Boston, MA, Office of the Mayor, relative to the
“Urban Summit”  (Jointly referred to the Committees on Education and
Labor, Ways and Means, Banking, Finance and Urban Affairs, and
Government Operations).

PT 57 Apr. 16, 1991

Petition of the International Association of Machinists and Aerospace
Workers, relative to H.R. 5 and S. 55 (Jointly referred to the Commit-
tees on Education and Labor, Public Works and Transportation, and
Energy and Commerce).

PT 87 June 12, 1991

Petition of the Mayor and Council of the City of Sweetwater, Florida,
relative to the Fair Labor Standards Act.

PT 110 Sept. 11, 1991

Petition of Senator Michael J. Barrett, State House, Boston, MA., rel-
ative to a National Commission on Time and Learning.

PT 121 Sept. 16, 1991

Petition of the Council of the City of Fairview Park, Ohio, relative to
the National Labor Relations Act and the Railway Labor Act (Jointly
referred to the Committees on Education and Labor, Energy and
Commerce, and Public Works and Transportation).

PT 155  May 12, 1992

Petition of the Legislature of Rockland County, New York, relative to
the Job Training and Basic Skills Act of 1992.

PT 156  May 12, 1992

Petition of the Legislature of Rockland County, New York, relative to
the High Skills, Competitive Workforce Act.

PT 157  May 20, 1992

Petition of the Council of the City of New York, New York, relative
to the establishment of a Federal youth development and delinquency
prevention funding mechanism.

PT 171 July 30, 1992

Petition of the Common Council of the Civil City of New Albany,
Indiana, relative to workers exercising the legal right to strike (Jointly
referred to the Committees on Education and Labor, and Energy and
Commerce).

PT 173 Sept. 9, 1992

Petition of the City of Hammond, Indiana, relative to the right to strike.

PT 176 Sept. 10, 1992

Petition of the Legislature of Rockland County, New York, relative to
Congress reducing military services and appropriating additional fund-
ing for human services (Jointly referred to the Committees on Armed
Services, Education and Labor, Energy and Commerce, Public Works
and Transportation, Ways and Means, and Banking, Finance and Urban
Affairs).
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PRESIDENTIAL MESSAGES REFERRED TO COMMITTEE

FIRST SESSION

PM 12 Feb. 4, 1991

Communication from the President of the United States, transmitting
the Administration's 1991 National Drug Control Strategy, pursuant to
21 U.S.C. 1504 (Jointly referred to the Committees on Armed Services,
Banking, Finance and Urban Affairs, Government Operations, Energy
and Commerce, Select Committee on Intelligence, the Judiciary, Mer-
chant Marine and Fisheries, Public Works and Transportation, Science,
Space, and Technology, and Ways and Means).

PM 30 Apr. 10, 1991

Communication from the President of the United States, transmitting
the annual report of the ACTION Agency for fiscal year 1990, pursuant
to 42 U.S.C. 5047.

PM 33 Apr. 16, 1991

Communication from the President of the United States, transmitting
the annual report for 1990 of the Federal Council on the Aging, pur-
suant to 42 U.S.C. 3015(f).

PM 41 Apr. 23, 1991

Communication from the President of the United States, transmitting
the 25th annual report of the National Endowment for the Humanities
covering the year 1990, pursuant to 20 U.S.C. 959(b).

PM 45  May 7, 1991

Communication from the President of the United States, transmitting
the annual report of the National Endowment for the Arts for fiscal
year 1990, pursuant to 20 U.S.C. 959(b).

PM 49  May 22, 1991

Communication from the President of the United States, transmitting
a draft of proposed legislation entitled, “AMERICA  2000 Excellence
in Education Act”.

PM 62 July 15, 1991

Communication from the President of the United States, transmitting
the first and second annual reports on implementation and impact of
employer sanctions, pursuant to 8 U.S.C. 1225a nt. (Jointly referred to
the Committees on the Judiciary, and Education and Labor).

PM 78 Sept. 25, 1991

Communication from the President of the United States, transmitting
the fiscal year 1989 annual report on mine safety and health activities
as submitted by the Secretary of Labor, pursuant to 30 U.S.C. 958(a).

PM 83 Oct. 8, 1991

Communication from the President of the United States, transmitting
the annual reports on the activities of the Department for fiscal years
1989 and 1990, pursuant to 20 U.S.C. 3486.

SECOND SESSION

PM 101 Jan. 30, 1992

Communication from the President of the United States, transmitting
the Administration's 1992 National Drug Control Strategy, pursuant to
21 U.S.C. 1504 (Jointly referred to the Committees on Agriculture,
Banking, Finance and Urban Affairs, Education and Labor, Energy and
Commerce, Foreign Affairs, Interior and Insular Affairs, the Judiciary,
Merchant Marine and Fisheries, Public Works and Transportation,
Small Business, Veterans' Affairs, and Ways and Means).

PM 116 Mar. 9, 1992

Communication from the President of the United States, transmitting
the summary report of the 1991 White House Conference on Library
and Information Services, with his recommendations on its contents,
pursuant to 20 U.S.C. 1501.
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PM 118 Mar. 18, 1992

Communication from the President of the United States, transmitting
the annual report of the ACTION Agency for fiscal year 1991, pursuant
to 42 U.S.C. 5047.

PM 191 Mar. 31, 1992

Communication from the President of the United States, transmitting
the 1989 annual reports on activities of the Department of Labor, De-
partment of Health and Human Services, and of the Occupational
Safety and Health Review Commission on occupational safety and
health, pursuant to 29 U.S.C. 675.

PM 230 Apr. 9, 1992

Communication from the President of the United States, transmitting
a draft of proposed legislation to provide greater accountability in
government by bringing Congress within the scope of certain laws
presently covering the private sector, the executive branch, or both
(Jointly referred to the Committees on Education and Labor, Judiciary,
House Administration, Post Office and Civil  Service, and Government
Operations).

PM 231 Apr. 28, 1992

Communication from the President of the United States, transmitting
the annual report for 1991 of the Federal Council on the Aging, pur-
suant to 42 U.S.C. 3015(f).

PM 232 Apr. 28, 1992

Communication from the President of the United States, transmitting
the 26th annual report of the National Endowment for the Humanities
covering the year 1991, pursuant to 20 U.S.C. 959(b).

PM 233 Apr. 28, 1992

Communication from the President of the United States, transmitting
a draft of proposed legislation entitled, “Job Training 2000 Act” (H.
Doc. 102-321) (Jointly referred to the Committees on Education and
Labor, Ways and Means, Veterans' Affairs, Agriculture, and the Judi-
ciary).

PM 237  May 13, 1992

Communication from the President of the United States, transmitting
a draft of proposed legislation to promote youth apprenticeship, and for
other purposes (H. Doc. 102-329).

PM 238  May 14, 1992

Communication from the President of the United States, transmitting
a draft of proposed legislation entitled, “Lifelong Learning Act of
1992” (H. Doc 102-330).

PM 255 June 25, 1992

Communication from the President of the United States, transmitting
a draft of proposed legislation entitled, the “Federal Grants for State
and Local 'GI Bills' for Children” (H. Doc. 102-351).
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PRINTED HEARINGS

102-1 Hearing on Dropout Prevention and Workplace Literacy.
(Subcommittee on Elementary, Secondary, and Vocational
Education)

102-2 Hearings on H.R. 1, The Civil  Rights Act of 1991. (Full
Committee)

102-3 Hearing on Business Opportunities for Americans in
Kuwait. (Subcommittee on Employment Opportunities)

102-4 Hearing on the Job Corps 50-50 Plan. (Subcommittee on
Employment Opportunities)

102-5 Hearing on the Office of Educational Research and Im-
provement. (Subcommittee on Select Education)

102-6 Hearings on Reauthorization of the Early Intervention and
Preschool Programs Under the Individuals with Disabilities
Education Act. (Subcommittee on Select Education)

102-7 Hearings on Legislation to Amend the Federal Black Lung
Program. (Subcommittee on Labor Standards)

102-8 Oversight Hearings on Educational Assessment. (Sub-
committee on Elementary, Secondary, and Vocational Ed-
ucation)

102-9 Hearings on the Reauthorization of the Older Americans
Act of 1965, Volume 1. (Subcommittee on Human Re-
sources)

102-10 Hearings on the Reauthorization of the Older Americans
Act of 1965, Volume 2. (Subcommittee on Human Re-
sources)

102-11 Hearings on the Reauthorization of the Older Americans
Act of 1965, Volume 3. (Subcommittee on Human Re-
sources)

102-12 Hearing on Implication for Workers of the Fast Track
Process and the Mexican Free Trade Agreement. (Jointly
by Subcommittees on Labor-Management Relations, and
Employment Opportunities)

102-13 Hearing on H.R. 2, The Family and Medical Leave Act
of 1991. (Subcommittee on Labor-Management Relations)

102-14 Oversight Hearing on the Federal Employees Compen-
sation Act. (Subcommittee on Labor Standards)

102-15 Legislative Hearings on H.R. 1063, The Construction
Safety, Health, and Education Improvement Act of 1991.
(Subcommittee on Health and Safety)

102-16 Hearing on the National School Lunch and Breakfast Pro-
grams. (Subcommittee on Elementary, Secondary, and
Vocational Education)

102-17 Field Hearing on the Reauthorization of the Early Inter-
vention and Preschool Programs under the Individuals with
Disabilities Education Act. (Subcommittee on Select Ed-
ucation)

102-18 Hearing on the Office of Educational Research and Im-
provement. (Subcommmittee on Select Education)

102-19 Hearings on H.R. 5, The Striker Replacement Bill. (Sub-
committee on Labor-Management Relations)

102-20 Field Hearing on the Abandoned Infants Assistance Act.
(Subcommittee on Select Education)

102-21 Oversight Hearing on Coal Mine Dust Sample Tampering.
(Subcommittee on Health and Safety)

102-22 Hearing on the Reauthorization of the Higher Education
Act of 1965: Postsecondary Education Pipeline. (Sub-
committee on Postsecondary Education)

102-23 Proposed Changes to the Older Americans Act: Impact
on Participation and Service Delivery. (Jointly by Sub-
committee on Human Resources, and the Select Committee
on Aging)

102-24 Hearings on Proposed Amendments to the Job Training
Partnership Act. (Subcommittee on Employment Oppor-
tunities)
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PRINTED HEARINGS—Continued

102-25 Oversight Hearing on the Reauthorization of the Higher
Education Act of 1965, in Vancouver, Washington. (Sub-
committee on Postsecondary Education)

102-26 Oversight Hearing on the Reauthorization of the Higher
Education Act of 1965 in Kansas City, Missouri. (Sub-
committee on Postsecondary Education)

102-27 Oversight Hearing on Choice in Schools. (Subcommittee
on Elementary, Secondary, and Vocational Education)

102-28 Hearings on the State of Education. (Subcommittee on
Elementary, Secondary, and Vocational Education)

102-29 Hearing on the Office of Educational Research and Im-
provement. (Subcommittee on Select Education)

102-30 Hearings on the Reauthorization of the Higher Education
Act of 1965: Access to College and Program Simplifi-
cation. (Subcommittee on Postsecondary Education)

102-31 Hearing on Perspectives on Extending the School Year.
(Subcommittee on Elementary, Secondary, and Vocational
Education)

102-32 Hearings on the Reauthorization of Title 3(b) of the Anti-
Drug Abuse Act of 1988: Drug Abuse Education and
Prevention Programs for Runaway and Homeless Youth
and Youth Gangs. (Subcommittee on Human Resources)

102-33 Hearings on H.R. 2460, America 2000 Excellence in Edu-
cation Act. (Subcommittee on Elementary, Secondary, and
Vocational Education)

102-34 Hearings on the Reauthorization of the Higher Education
Act of 1965: Pell Grants. (Subcommittee on
Postsecondary Education)

102-35 Hearing on the Reauthorization of the Higher Education
Act of 1965: Library Programs. (Subcommittee on
Postsecondary Education)

102-36 Oversight Hearing on the Reauthorization of the Higher
Education Act of 1965 in Carlisle, Pennsylvania. (Sub-
committee on Postsecondary Education)

102-37 Hearing on the Reauthorization of the Higher Education
Act of 1965: Early Intervention. (Subcommittee on
Postsecondary Education)

102-38 Hearing on H.R. 1602 and H.R. 2782, Bills Relating to
ERISA's Premption of Certain State Laws. (Subcommittee
on Labor-Management Relations)

102-39 Hearings on the Reauthorization of the Higher Education
Act of 1965: Program Integrity. (Subcommittee on
Postsecondary Education)

102-40 Oversight Hearing on the Effect of Proposals to Reform
Federal Deposit Insurance on Pension Funds. (Subcom-
mittee on Labor-Management Relations)

102-41 Legislative Hearings on H.R. 1066, The Indoor Air Quality
Act of 1991. (Subcommittee on Health and Safety)

102-42 Reauthorization of the Higher Education Act: U.S. Student
Association. (Jointly by the Committee on Labor and
Human Resources, and the Subcommittee on
Postsecondary Education)

102-43 Hearings on the Reauthorization of the Higher Education
Act of 1965: Stafford Loans. (Subcommittee on
Postsecondary Education)

102-44 Oversight Hearing on the Reauthorization of the Higher
Education Act of 1965 in Akron, Ohio. (Subcommittee
on Postsecondary Education)

102-45 Hearing on the Reauthorization of the Higher Education
Act of 1965: Sallie Mae, Safety and Soundness. (Sub-
committee on Postsecondary Education)

102-46 Field Hearing on the Drug Education Program. (Subcom-
mittee on Select Education)

102-47 Hearing on H.R. 3160, Comprehensive Occupational
Safety and Health Reform Act, and the Fire at the Imperial
Food Products Plant in Hamlet, North Carolina. (Full
Committee)

102-48 Hearings on the Reauthorization of the Higher Education
Act of 1965: Title IX, Trio and State Student Incentive
Grants, and Campus-Based Programs. (Subcommittee on
Postsecondary Education)

102-49 Oversight Hearing on the Reauthorization of the Higher
Education Act of 1965 in Chicago, Illinois. (Subcommit-
tee on Postsecondary Education)

102-50 Hearing on the Reauthorization of the Higher Education
Act of 1965: Title III and VIII. (Subcommittee on
Postsecondary Education)

102-51 Hearing on the Reauthorization of the Child Abuse Pre-
vention, Adoption, and Family Services Act of 1988.
(Subcommittee on Select Education)
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102-52 Oversight Hearing on the Reauthorization of the Higher
Education Act of 1965 in Great Falls, Montana. (Sub-
committee on Postsecondary Education)

102-53 Hearings on the Reauthorization of the Higher Education
Act of 1965: Title V. (Subcommittee on Postsecondary
Education)

102-54 Hearing on the Reauthorization of the Higher Education
Act of 1965: Titles VII and X. (Subcommittee on
Postsecondary Education)

102-55 Hearing on the Reauthorization of the Higher Education
Act of 1965: Titles I, VI, and XI. (Subcommittee on
Postsecondary Education)

102-56 Oversight Hearing on the Reauthorization of the Higher
Education Act of 1965 in Pleasant Hill, California. (Sub-
committee on Postsecondary Education)

102-57 Hearings on H.R. 1218, The Privacy for Consumers and
Workers Act. (Subcommittee on Labor-Management Re-
lations)

102-58 Oversight Hearing on the Reauthorization of the Higher
Education Act of 1965 in Kearney, Nebraska. (Subcom-
mittee on Postsecondary Education)

102-59 Library and Information Services for Literacy, Productivity
and Democracy. (Jointly by Subcommittee on Labor-
Management Relations, and the Senate Subcommittee on
Education, Arts and Humanities of the Committee on La-
bor and Human Resources)

102-60 Hearing on the Office of Educational Research and Im-
provement. (Subcommittee on Select Education)

102-61 Hearing on the Children with Disabilities Temporary Care
Reauthorization Act of 1989 (Respite Care). (Subcom-
mittee on Select Education)

102-62 Emergency Hearing on the Office of Educational Research
and Improvement. (Subcommittee on Select Education)

102-63 Oversight Hearing on the Reauthorization of the Higher
Education Act of 1965 in New Brunswick, New Jersey.
(Subcommittee on Postsecondary Education)

102-64 Oversight Hearing on the Reauthorization of the Higher
Education Act of 1965 in New York, New York. (Sub-
committee on Postsecondary Education)

102-65 Oversight Hearing on the Reauthorization of the Higher
Education Act of 1965 in Ann Arbor, Michigan. (Sub-
committee on Postsecondary Education)

102-66 Oversight hearing on the Equal Employment Opportunity
Commission's Implementation of the Americans with Dis-
abilities Act (Title I on Employment and Title V Covering
Miscelleneous Provisions). (Subcommittee on Employ-
ment Opportunities)

102-67 Oversight Hearing on the Reauthorization of the Higher
Education Act of 1965 in Hilo, Hawaii. (Subcommittee
on Postsecondary Education)

102-68 Oversight Hearing on the Reauthorization of the Higher
Education Act of 1965 in Maui, Hawaii. (Subcommittee
on Postsecondary Education)

102-69 Oversight Hearing on the Reauthorization of the Higher
Education Act of 1965 in Madison, Wisconsin. (Subcom-
mittee on Postsecondary Education)

102-70 Hearing on H.R. 1126. (Sucommittee on Labor Standards)

102-71 Hearing on the Reauthorization of the Higher Education
Act of 1965: Secretary Lamar Alexander. (Subcommittee
on Postsecondary Education)

102-72 Oversight Hearing on the Reauthorization of the Higher
Education Act of 1965 in Raleigh, North Carolina. (Sub-
committee on Postsecondary Education)

102-73 Hearings on the Reauthorization of the Higher Education
Act of 1965: Need Analysis. (Subcommittee on
Postsecondary Education)

102-74 Hearing on the Reauthorization of the Rehabilitation Act
of 1973 (As Amended). (Subcommittee on Select Educa-
tion)

102-75 Hearing on the Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Pre-
vention Act. (Subcommittee on Human Resources)

102-76 Oversight Hearings on the Reauthorization of the Higher
Education Act of 1965 in Houston, Texas. (Subcommittee
on Postsecondary Education)

102-77 Oversight Hearing on the Effect on Plan Participants of
Insurance Company Failures. (Subcommittee on Labor-
Management Relations)

102-78 Oversight Hearing on the Reauthorization of the Higher
Education Act of 1965 in South Bend, Indiana. (Subcom-
mittee on Postsecondary Education)
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PRINTED HEARINGS—Continued

102-79 Oversight Hearing on the Reauthorization of the Higher
Education Act of 1965 in New Orleans, Louisiana. (Sub-
committee on Postsecondary Education)

102-80 Oversight Hearing on the Use of Department of Education
Funds. (Full Committee)

102-81 Hearing on the Randolph-Sheppard Act. (Subcommittee
on Select Education)

102-82 Hearing on School Financing. (Subcommittee on Ele-
mentary, Secondary, and Vocational Education)

102-83 Field Hearing on Health Care Access Issues. (Subcom-
mittee on Labor-Management Relations)

102-84 Field Hearing on Access to Health Care. (Subcommittee
on Labor-Management Relations)

102-85 Hearing on the Challenges Facing Urban and Rural
Schools. (Subcommittee on Elementary, Secondary, and
Vocational Education)

102-86 Hearing on System-Wide Education Reform. (Subcom-
mittee on Elementary, Secondary, and Vocational Educa-
tion)

102-87 Hearing on the Proposed Child Care Regulations for the
Child Care and Development Block Grant and the At-Risk
Child Care Program. (Subcommittee on Human Re-
sources)

102-88 Hearings on the Reauthorization of the Rehabilitation Act
of 1973. (Subcommittee on Select Education)

102-89 Hearing on Reauthorization of the Rehabilitation Act.
(Subcommittee on Select Education)

102-90 Hearing on H.R. 2336, The Income-Dependant Education
Assistance Act and H.R. 3050, The Self-Reliance Schol-
arship Act. (Subcommittee on Postsecondary Education)

102-91 Hearing on the Reauthorization of the Education of the
Deaf Act. (Subcommittee on Select Education)

102-92 Left at the Gate: The Impact of Bankruptcy on Employee
and Retiree Benefits. (Jointly by the Subcommittee on
Labor-Management Relations, and the Subcommittee on
Human Services of the Select Committee on Aging)

102-93 Hearing on Employment and Training Needs in the Current
Recession.(Subcommittee on Employment Opportunities)

102-94 Science, Mathematics, and Engineering Education.
(Jointly by the Full Committee and the Committee on
Science, Space, and Technology)

102-95 Hearing on H.R. 4443 the Reauthorization of the United
States Institute of Peace Act. (Subcommittee on Labor-
Management Relations)

102-96 Hearing on the Child Abuse Prevention, Adoption, and
Family Services Act. (Subcommittee on Select Education)

102-97 Oversight Hearings on Job Services for Dislocated Work-
ers. (Subcommittee on Employment Opportunities)

102-98 Casualties of the Federal Equal Employment Opportunity
Complaint Process. (Jointly by Subcommittee on Em-
ployment Opportunities, and the Subcommittee on Civil
Service of the Committee on Post Office and Civil Service)

102-99 Hearings on H.R. 3160, The Comprehensive Occupational
Safety and Health Reform Act, Volume I. (Full Commit-
tee)

102-100 Hearings on H.R. 3160, The Comprehensive Occupational
Safety and Health Reform Act (Title IV), Volume II. (Full
Committee)

102-101 Hearing on H.R. 4376, The OPIC Abolition and Domestic
Employment Opportunity Act, to Abolish the Overseas
Private Investment Corporation and to Explore the Possi-
bility of Creating a Domestic Private Investment Corpo-
ration. (Subcommittee on Employment Opportunities)

102-102 Field Hearing on the Reauthorization of the Rehabilitation
Act. (Subcommittee on Select Education)

102-103 Hearing on the Reauthorization of the Education of the
Deaf Act. (Subcommittee on Select Education)

102-104 Oversight Hearing on National Health Care Reform. (Full
Committee)

102-105 Oversight Hearings on the Report of the National Council
on Education Standards and Testing. (Subcommittee on
Elementary, Secondary, and Vocational Education)

102-106 Hearing on Education Reform and Related Issues. (Sub-
committee on Elementary, Secondary, and Vocational Ed-
ucation)

102-107 Field Hearing on Violence in our Nation's Schools. (Sub-
committee on Elementary, Secondary, and Vocational Ed-
ucation)
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PRINTED HEARINGS—Continued

102-108 Joint Legislative Hearing on H.R. 3613: The Federal Em-
ployees Fairness Act of 1991. (Jointly by Subcommittee
on Employment Opportunities, and the Subcommittee on
Civil Service of the Committee on Post Office and Civil
Service)

102-109 Field Hearings on H.R. 3878, The American Jobs Pro-
tection Act, and on The Mexico Free Trade Agreement and
its Impact on American Jobs and the American Workplace.
(Full Committee)

102-110 Oversight Hearing on Small Business Health Insurance
Problems. (Subcommittee on Labor-Management Re-
lations)

102-111 Oversight Hearings on School-to-Work Transition Pro-
grams. (Subcommittee on Employment Opportunities)

102-112 Hearing on H.R. 1987 to Amend the Davis-Bacon Act to
Revise Standard for Coverage. (Subcommittee on Labor
Standards)

102-113 Hearing on the Effectiveness of Education for Deaf Stu-
dents at the Local and State Level. (Subcommittee on
Select Education)

102-114 Hearings on Reauthorization of the Office of Educational
Research and Improvement (OERI). (Subcommittee on
Select Education)

102-115 Hearing on H.R. 2773, H.R. 4919, and H.R. 5386. (Sub-
committee on Labor-Management Relations)

102-116 Hearing on H.R. 5730, The Lead Exposure Reduction Act
of 1992. (Subcommittee on Elementary, Secondary, and
Vocational Education)

102-117 Hearing on Sexual Harassment in Nontraditional Occupa-
tions. (Subcommittee on Employment Opportunities)

102-118 Indian School Equalization Program. (Jointly by Sub-
committee on Elementary, Secondary, and Vocational Ed-
ucation, and the Senate Select Committee on Indian
Affairs)

102-119 Field Hearing on Child Abuse. (Subcommittee on Select
Education)

102-120 Hearings on the Reauthorization of the Juvenile Justice and
Delinquency Prevention Act of 1974. (Subcommittee on
Human Resources)

102-121 Hearing on the Reauthorization of the Juvenile Justice and
Delinquency Prevention Act of 1974. (Subcommittee on
Human Resources)

102-122 Hearing on Fair Labor Standards Act. (Subcommittee on
Labor Standards)

102-123 Field Hearing on Rehabilitation Services and Education of
the Deaf Programs. (Subcommittee on Select Education)

102-124 Hearing on U.S. General Accounting Office Report on the
Reorganization of the Administration on Aging. (Sub-
committee on Human Resources)

102-125 Hearings on the Reauthorization of the Juvenile Justice and
Delinquency Prevention Act of 1974. (Subcommittee on
Human Resources)

102-126 Hearing on School-To-Work Transition. (Subcommittee
on Elementary, Secondary, and Vocational Education)

102-127 Hearing on the Expansion of the Job Corps Program.
(Subcommittee on Employment Opportunities)

102-128 Hearing on H.R. 4011, Minimum Wage Rates in American
Samoa. (Subcommittee on Labor Standards)

102-129 Joint Field Hearing to Address Proposed North American
Free Trade Agreement with Mexico and Canada, and H.R.
3878, the American Jobs Protection Act. (Jointly by the
Full Committee, and the Committee on Interior and Insular
Affairs)

102-130 Oversight Field Hearing on the Occupational Safety and
Health Administration's Ability to Enforce Worker Safety
on Bridges. (Subcommittee on Health and Safety)

102-131 Hearing on Corporal Punishment. (Subcommittee on Se-
lect Education)

102-132 Hearing on Babies Without Homes: Babies Abandoned
at Birth. (Subcommittee on Select Education)

102-133 Hearing to Review Community Development Corpo-
rations. (Subcommittee on Human Resources)

102-134 Hearing on the Reauthorization of the Juvenile Justice and
Delinquency Prevention Act. (Subcommittee on Human
Resources)

102-135 Hearing on H.R. 1664, Corporate Whistleblower Pro-
tection. (Subcommittee on Labor-Management Relations)

102-136 Oversight Hearing on the Even Start Program. (Subcom-
mittee on Elementary, Secondary, and Vocational Educa-
tion)
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PRINTED HEARINGS—Continued

102-137 Hearing on Innovative Approaches for Teaching Disad-
vantaged Students. (Subcommittee on Elementary, Sec-
ondary, and Vocational Education)

102-138 Oversight Hearing on ERISA and Cutbacks in Health
Benefits. (Subcommittee on Labor-Management Re-
lations)
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COMMITTEE PRINTS

102-A Legislative History of Public Law 101-336, The Americans
with Disabilities Act, Volume 1. Prepared for the Com-
mittee on Education and Labor, 101st Congress, 2d Ses-
sion. December1990.

102-B Legislative History of Public Law 101-336, The Americans
with Disabilities Act, Volume 2. Prepared for the Com-
mittee on Education and Labor, 101st Congress, 2d Ses-
sion. December1990.

102-C Legislative History of Public Law 101-336, The Americans
with Disabilities Act, Volume 3. Prepared for the Com-
mittee on Education and Labor, 101st Congress, 2d Ses-
sion. December1990.

102-D Compilation of the Domestic Volunteer Service Act of
1973, As Amended Through December 31, 1990. Prepared
for the Subcommittee on Human Resources and the Sub-
committee on Select Education of the Committee on Edu-
cation and Labor, 102d Congress, 1st Session. April 12,
1991.

102-E A Compilation of Federal Education Laws, Volume III,
Higher Education, As Amended Through December 31,
1990. Prepared for the use of the Committee on Education
and Labor, 102d Congress, 1st Session. March 1991.

102-F Views and Estimates of the Committee on Education and
Labor together with Minority and Individual Views on the
Budget of the United States for Fiscal Year 1992, submit-
ted pursuant to section 301 of the Congressional Budget
Act of 1974, 102d Congress, 1st Session. March 1991.

102-G A Compilation of Federal Education Laws, Volume V, As
Amended Through December 31, 1990. Prepared for the
use of the Committee on Education and Labor, 102d Con-
gress, 1st Session. April 1991.

102-H A Compilation of Federal Education Laws, Volume I,
General Provisions, As Amended Through May 31, 1991.
Prepared for the use of the Committee on Education and
Labor, 102d Congress, 1st Session. June 1991.

102-I A Compilation of Federal Education Laws, Volume IV,
Vocational Education, Job Training, Rehabilitation and
Related Statutes, As Amended Through December 31,
1990. Prepared for the use of the Committee on Education
and Labor, 102d Congress, 1st Session. June 1991.

102-J Report on the Use of Temporary Foreign Workers in the
Florida Sugar Cane Industry. Prepared for the Committee
on Education and Labor, 102d Congress, 1st Session. July
1991.

102-K A Compilation of Federal Education Laws, Volume II,
Elementary and Secondary Education, Individuals With
Disabilities, and Related Programs, As Amended Through
December 31, 1990. Prepared for the use of the Commit-
tee on Education and Labor, 102d Congress, 1st Session.
July 1991.

102-L A Compilation of Federal Labor Laws, Employee Retire-
ment Income Security Act of 1974 (With Reorganization
Plan No. 4 of 1978 and Other Selected Provisions), As
Amended Through May 1, 1991. Prepared for the use of
the Committee on Education and Labor, 102d Congress,
1st Session. August 1991.

102-M Education 2005: The Role of Research and Development
in an Overwhelming Campaign for Education in America.
Prepared for the Subcommittee on Select Education of the
Committee on Education and Labor, 102d Congress, 1st
Session. August1991.

102-N The Tragedy at Imperial Food Products. Committee on
Education and Labor, 102d Congress, 1st Session. De-
cember 1991.

102-O A Report on Shortchanging Children: The Impact of Fis-
cal Inequity on the Education of Students at Risk prepared
by William L. Taylor and Dianne M. Piche for the Com-
mittee on Education and Labor, 102d Congress, 1st Ses-
sion. December1991.

102-P Views and Estimates of the Committee on Education and
Labor together with Minority and Individual Views on the
Budget of the United States for Fiscal Year 1993, submit-
ted pursuant to section 301 of the Congressional Budget
Act of 1974, 102d Congress, 2d Session. February 1992.
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COMMITTEE PRINTS—Continued

102-R Compilation of the National Foundation on the Arts and
the Humanities Act of 1965; Museum Services Act; Arts
and Artifacts Indemnity Act, As Amended Through De-
cember 31, 1991. Prepared for the Committee on Educa-
tion and Labor, 102d Congress, 2d Session. August 4,
1992.
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COMMITTEE PROCEEDINGS PURSUANT TO THE CONGRESSIONAL BUDGET
ACT

March 13, 1991. Report on the Committee's views and estimates,
pursuant to section 301 of the Congressional Budget Act of 1974,
transmitted to Budget Committee. (Committee Print, Serial No.
102-F, March 1991)

March 19, 1991. Report of the Committee on Education and Labor
pursuant to section 302(b) of the Congressional Budget Act of 1974,
as amended.(House Report 102-24)

September 23, 1991. Report of the Committee on Education and Labor
pursuant to section 602(b) of the Congressional Budget Act of 1974,
as amended.Report on the Subdivision of Budget Totals for Fiscal
Year 1992. (House Report 102-213)

February 18, 1992. Report on the Committee's views and estimates,
pursuant to section 301 of the Congressional Budget Act of 1974,
transmitted to Budget Committee. (Committee Print, Serial No.
102-P, February 1992)
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BILLS AND RESOLUTIONS CONSIDERED BY COMMITTEE

NUMBER AND
DATE

OF
INTRODUCTION

SPONSOR TITLE REPORTED
BY COMMITTEE

PASSED
HOUSE

PASSED
SENATE

DATE
APPROVED

AND
PUBLIC LAW

H.R. 1
Jan. 3, 1991
(See S. 1745)

Mr. Brooks, for
himself and oth-
ers

Civil Rights and Women's
Equity in Employment
Act of 1991

Apr. 24, 1991
(H. Rept.
102-40, Pt. 1)

June 5, 1991

H.R. 2
Jan. 3, 1991
*S. 5

Mr. Clay, for him-
self and others

Family and Medical Leave
Act of 1992

June 27, 1991
(H. Rept.
102-135, Pt. 1)

Nov. 13, 1991
(S. 5 passed in
lieu with text of
H.R. 2) (Conf.
Rept.
 102-816
Sept. 10, 1992)
(Veto override
failed to pass
House Sept. 30,
1992)

Oct. 2, 1991
(Conf. Rept.
Aug. 11, 1992)
(Veto override
passed Senate
Sept. 24, 1992)

September 22, 1992
Vetoed by President

H.R. 5
Jan. 3, 1991

Mr. Clay, for him-
self and others

To amend the National
Labor Relations Act and
the Railway Labor Act to
prevent discrimination
based on participation in
labor disputes

June 27, 1991
(H. Rept.
102-57, Pt. 3)

July 17, 1991

H.R. 500
Jan. 11 1991

Mr. Annunzio, for
himself and oth-
ers

Christopher Columbus
Coin and Fellowship Act

(Not reported by
Committee)

July 31, 1991

H.R. 656
Jan. 28, 1991
(See S. 272)

Mr. Brown, for
himself and oth-
ers

High Performance Com-
puting Act of 1991

May 22, 1991
(H. Rept.
102-66, Pt. 2)

July 11, 1991 Sept. 11, 1991

H.R. 751
Jan. 30, 1991

Mr. Sawyer, for
himself and oth-
ers

National Literacy Act of
1991

Mar. 18, 1991
(H. Rept.
102-23)

Mar. 19, 1991
July 11, 1991

June 26, 1991
July 15, 1991

July 25, 1991
Public Law 102-73

H.R. 776
Feb. 4, 1991

Mr. Sharp, for
himself and oth-
ers

National Energy Efficiency
Act of 1992

(Not referred to
Committee)

May 27, 1992
(Conf. Rept.
 102-1018
Oct. 5, 1992)

July 30, 1992
(Conf. Rept.
Oct. 8, 1992)

October 24, 1992
Public Law 102-486

H.R. 1063
Feb. 21, 1991

Mr. Gaydos, for
himself and oth-
ers

Construction Safety,
Health and Education
Improvement Act of
1991

July 9, 1992 (H.
Rept. 102-662)

H.R. 1126
Feb. 27, 1991

Mr. Clay, for him-
self and others

To extend the coverage of
certain Federal labor laws
to foreign flagships

Oct. 2, 1992 (H.
Rept. 102-984,
Pt. 1)

H.R. 1218
Feb. 28, 1991

Mr. Williams, for
himself and oth-
ers

Privacy for Consumers and
Workers Act

Oct. 5, 1992 (H.
Rept. 102-1024)

*  Denotes Bill Number Passed
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PASSED
SENATE
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H.R. 1285
Mar. 6, 1991

Mr. Ford of
Michigan, for
himself and oth-
ers

Higher Education Techni-
cal Amendments of 1991

(No report
 filed)

Mar. 19, 1991 Mar. 21, 1991 April 9, 1991
Public Law 102-26

H.R. 1602
Mar. 22, 1991

Mr. Berman, for
himself and oth-
ers

Health Insurance Claims
Fairness Act of 1992

Oct. 5, 1992 (H.
Rept. 102-1023)

H.R. 1637
Mar. 22, 1991

Mr. Murphy, for
himself and oth-
ers

Black Lung Benefits Res-
toration Act of 1991

Sept. 21, 1992
(H. Rept.
102-882)

Oct. 1, 1992

H.R. 1987
Apr. 23, 1991

Mr. Murphy, for
himself and oth-
ers

To amend the Act of
March 3, 1931 (known
as the Davis-Bacon Act),
to revise the standard for
coverage under that Act

Sept. 29, 1992
(H. Rept.
102-956)

H.R. 2031
Apr. 23, 1991

Mr. Williams, for
himself and oth-
ers

Rural Telephone Cooper-
ative Associations
ERISA Amendments Act
of 1991

July 15, 1991
(H. Rept.
102-150)

July 16, 1991 July 24, 1991 August 14, 1991
Public Law 102-89

H.R. 2038
April 24, 1991

Mr. McCurdy Intelligence Authorization
Act, Fiscal Year 1992

(Not referred to
Committee)

June 11, 1991
(Conf. Rept.
 102-327
Nov. 20, 1991)

Oct. 16, 1991
(Conf. Rept.
Nov. 20, 1991)

December 4, 1991
Public Law 102-183

H.R. 2100
Apr. 25, 1991

Mr. Aspin, for
himself and oth-
ers

National Defense Authori-
zation Act for Fiscal
Years 1992 and 1993

(Not referred to
Committee)

May 22, 1991
(Conf. Rept.
 102-311
Nov. 18, 1991)

Aug. 2, 1991
(Conf. Rept.
Nov. 22, 1991)

December 5, 1991
Public Law 102-190

H.R. 2127
Apr. 29, 1991

Mr. Owens of New
York, for himself
and others

Rehabilitation Act Amend-
ments of 1991

(No report
 filed)

May 20, 1991 May 21, 1991 June 6, 1991
Public Law 102-52

H.R. 2312
May 14, 1991

Mr. Kildee To make certain technical
and conforming amend-
ments to the Follow
Through Act and the
Head Start Transition
Project Act

May 23, 1991
(H. Rept.
102-76)

June 3, 1991 Aug. 2, 1991

H.R. 2313
May 14, 1991

Mr. Kildee, for
himself and oth-
ers

National Dropout Pre-
vention Act of 1991

May 23, 1991
(H. Rept.
102-77)

June 3, 1991
Aug. 1, 1991

July 30, 1991 August 17, 1991
Public Law 102-103

H.R. 2435
May 22, 1991
*S. 64

Mr. Kildee, for
himself and oth-
ers

Education Council Act of
1991

June 10, 1991
(H. Rept.
102-104)

June 10, 1991
(Conf. Rept.
 102-110
June 13, 1991)

Apr. 17, 1991
(Conf. Rept.
June 14, 1991)

June 27, 1991
Public Law 102-62

H.R. 2720
June 20, 1991
(See S. 838)

Mr. Owens of New
York

Child Abuse Programs,
Adoption Opportunities,
and Family Violence
Prevention Extension Act
of 1991

(No report filed) July 9, 1991 Jan. 24, 1992

H.R. 2722
June 20, 1991
*S. 1532

Mr. Payne of New
Jersey, for him-
self and others

Abandoned Infants Assist-
ance Act Amendments of
1991

Sept. 19, 1991
(H. Rept.
102-209, Pt. 1)

Nov. 19, 1991
Nov. 27, 1991

Oct. 29, 1991
Nov. 26, 1991

December 12, 1991
Public Law 102-236

* Denotes Bill Number Passed
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H.R. 2782
June 26, 1991

Mr. Berman, for
himself and oth-
ers

To amend the Employee
Retirement Income Secu-
rity Act of 1974 to pro-
vide that such Act does
not preempt certain State
laws

July 1, 1992 (H.
Rept. 102-644)

Aug. 4, 1992

H.R. 2837
July 9, 1991

Mr. Stenholm Milk Inventory Manage-
ment Act of 1991

Oct. 17, 1991
(H. Rept.
102-173, Pt. 2)

H.R. 2936
July 17, 1991

Mr. Price, for
himself and oth-
ers

Technical Education and
Training Act of 1991

(Not reported by
Committee)

Aug. 10, 1992.

H.R. 2967
July 23, 1991

Mr. Martinez, for
himself and oth-
ers

Older Americans Act
Amendments of 1991

Sept. 11, 1991
(H. Rept.
102-199)

Sept. 12, 1991
April 9, 1992
Sept. 22, 1992

Nov. 12, 1991
Sept. 15, 1992

September 30, 1992
Public Law 102-375

H.R. 3033
July 25, 1991

Mr. Perkins, for
himself and oth-
ers

Job Training Reform
Amendments

Oct. 7, 1991 (H.
Rept. 102-240)

Oct. 9, 1991
(Conf. Rept.
 102-811
Aug. 11, 1992)

April 30, 1992
(Conf. Rept.
Aug. 7, 1992)

September 7, 1992
Public Law 102-367

H.R. 3034
July 25, 1991

Mr. Jefferson, for
himself and Mr.
Owens of New
York

Temporary Child Care for
Children with Disabilities
Education Act Amend-
ments of 1991

(No report filed) Sept. 11, 1991

H.R. 3053
July 25, 1991
(See S. 1106)

Mr. Owens of New
York, for himself
and others

Individuals with Disabili-
ties Education Act
Amendments of 1991

Sept. 11, 1991
(H. Rept.
102-198)

Sept. 11, 1991
(S. 1106 passed
in lieu with text
of H.R. 3053)

H.R. 3057
July 25, 1991

Mr. Serrano, for
himself and Mr.
Owens of New
York

Drug Free Schools and
Communities Act
Amendments of 1991

(No report filed) Sept. 11, 1991

H.R. 3083
July 29, 1991

Mr. Ford of
Michigan, for
himself and Mr.
Coleman of
Missouri

Student Loan Marketing
Association Financial
Safety and Soundness
Act of 1991

Sept. 13, 1991
(H. Rept.
102-203)

H.R. 3160
July 9, 1992

Mr. Ford of
Michigan, for
himself and oth-
ers

Comprehensive Occupa-
tional Safety and Health
Reform Act

July 9, 1992 (H.
Rept. 102-663,
Pt. 1)

H.R. 3259
Aug. 2, 1991

Mr. Martinez To authorize appropri-
ations for drug abuse ed-
ucation and prevention
programs relating to
youth gangs and to runa-
way and homeless youth

Sept. 26, 1991
(H. Rept.
102-222)

Sept. 30, 1991 Oct. 2, 1991 October 18, 1991
Public Law 102-132

H.R. 3320
Sept. 12, 1991

Mr. Kildee, for
himself and oth-
ers

Neighborhood Schools Im-
provement Act

Nov. 7, 1991 (H.
Rept. 102-294)

H.R. 3371
Sept. 23, 1991

Mr. Brooks, for
himself and oth-
ers

Omnibus Crime Control
Act of 1991

Oct. 9, 1991
(Committee dis-
charged)

Oct. 22, 1991
(Conf. Rept.
 102-405
Nov. 27, 1991)

Nov. 21, 1991

* Denotes Bill Number Passed
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H.R. 3475
Oct. 2, 1991

Mrs. Morella, for
herself and others

Women in Apprenticeship
Occupations and Nontra-
ditional Occupations Act

(Not reported by
Committee)

Sept. 29, 1992 Oct. 7, 1992 October 27, 1992
Public Law 102-530

H.R. 3476
Oct. 2, 1991

Mrs. Morella, for
herself and others

Commission on the Ad-
vancement of Women in
the Science and Engi-
neering Work Forces Act

(Not reported by
Committee)

Sept. 29, 1992

H.R. 3553
Oct. 11, 1991
*S. 1150

Mr. Ford of
Michigan, for
himself and oth-
ers

Higher Education Amend-
ments of 1992

Feb. 27, 1992
(H. Rept.
102-447)

Mar. 26, 1992
(S. 1150 passed
in lieu with text
of H.R. 3553)
(Conf. Rept.
 102-630
July 8, 1992)

Feb. 21, 1992
(Conf. Rept.
June 30, 1992)

July 23, 1992
Public Law 102-325

H.R. 3575
Oct. 17, 1991

Mr. Rostenkowski,
for himself and
Mr. Downey

Federal Supplemental
Compensation Act of
1991

(Not referred to
Committee)

Nov. 14, 1991 Nov. 15, 1991 November 15, 1991
Public Law 102-164

H.R. 3603
Oct. 22, 1991

Mr. Downey, for
himself and oth-
ers

Family Preservation Act
of 1992

July 31, 1992
(H. Rept.
102-684, Pt. 2)

Aug. 6, 1992

H.R. 3711
Nov. 5, 1991

Mr. Kildee, for
himself and oth-
ers

WIC Farmers' Market Nu-
trition Act of 1992

May 28, 1992
(H. Rept.
102-540, Pt. 1)

June 22, 1992 June 23, 1992 July 2, 1992
Public Law 102-314

H.R. 3932
Nov. 26, 1991

Mr. Sisisky To improve the operational
efficiency of the James
Madison Memorial Fel-
lowship Foundation

(Not reported by
Committee)

Nov. 26, 1991 Nov. 26, 1991 December 11, 1991
Public Law 102-221

H.R. 4014
Nov. 26, 1991

Mr. Owens of New
York, for himself
and others

Educational Research, De-
velopment, and Dissem-
ination Excellence Act

Aug. 12, 1992
(H. Rept.
102-845)

Sept. 22, 1992

H.R. 4323
Feb. 26, 1992
*S. 2

Mr. Kildee, for
himself and oth-
ers

Neighborhood Schools Im-
provement Act

July 23, 1992
(H. Rept.
102-691)

Aug. 12, 1992
(S. 2 passed in
lieu with text of
H.R. 4323)
(Conf. Rept.
 102-916
Sept. 30, 1992)

Jan. 28, 1992

H.R. 4712
Mar. 31, 1992
(See S. 838)

Mr. Owens of New
York

Child Abuse, Domestic
Violence, Adoption and
Family Services Act of
1992

(Not reported by
Committee)

Apr. 7, 1992 (S.
838 passed in
lieu with text of
H.R. 4712)

H.R. 5006
Apr. 29, 1992

Mr. Aspin by re-
quest, and Mr.
Dickinson

Department of Defense
Authorization Act of
1992

(Not referred to
Committee)

June 5, 1992
(Conf. Rept.
 102-966
Oct. 3, 1992)

Sept. 19, 1992
(Conf. Rept.
Oct. 5, 1992)

October 23, 1992
Public Law 102-484

H.R. 5194
May 18, 1992

Mr. Martinez, for
himself and oth-
ers

Juvenile Justice and Delin-
quency Prevention
Amendments of 1992

July 29, 1992
(H. Rept.
102-756)

Aug. 3, 1992
Oct. 2, 1992

Sept. 25, 1992
Oct. 7, 1992

November 4, 1992
Public Law 102-586

H.R. 5334
June 5, 1992

Mr. Gonzalez Housing and Community
Development Act of
1992

(Not referred to
Committee)

Aug. 5, 1992
(Conf. Rept.
 102-1017
Oct. 5, 1992)

Sept. 10, 1992
(Conf. Rept.
Oct. 8, 1992)

October 28, 1992
Public Law 102-550
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H.R. 5482
June 24, 1992

Mr. Owens of New
York

Rehabilitation Act Amend-
ments of 1992

Aug. 10, 1992
(H. Rept.
102-822)

Aug. 10, 1992
(Conf. Rept.
 102-973
Oct. 2, 1992)

Aug. 12, 1992
(Conf. Rept.
Oct. 5, 1992)

October 29, 1992
Public Law 102-569

H.R. 5483
June 24, 1992

Mr. Owens of New
York

Education of the Deaf Act
Amendments of 1992

Aug. 10, 1992
(H. Rept.
102-818)

Aug. 10, 1992
Oct. 6, 1992

Oct. 5, 1992 October 16, 1992
Public Law 102-421

H.R. 5560
July 7, 1992

Mr. Kildee, for
himself and oth-
ers

A bill to extend for one
year the National Com-
mission on Time and
Learning

(Committee dis-
charged)

July 8, 1992 Aug. 7, 1992 August 26, 1992
Public Law 102-359

H.R. 5630
July 21, 1992

Mr. Martinez, for
himself and oth-
ers

Head Start Improvement
Act of 1992

July 31, 1992
(H. Rept.
102-763)

Aug. 3, 1992 Sept. 24, 1992 October 7, 1992
Public Law 102-401

H.R. 5730
July 31, 1992

Mr. Swift, for
himself and Mr.
Waxman

Lead Exposure Reduction
Act of 1992

Sept. 22, 1992
(H. Rept.
102-852, Pt. 2)

H.R. 5925
Sept. 10, 1992

Mr. Ford of
Michigan, for
himself and oth-
ers

EEOC Education, Techni-
cal Assistance, and
Training Revolving Fund
Act of 1992

(Not reported by
Committee)

Sept. 16, 1992 Oct. 2, 1992 October 14, 1992
Public Law 102-411

H.R. 6049
Sept. 28, 1992

Mr. Owens of New
York

Congressional Award Act
of Amendments of 1992

(Not reported by
Committee)

Oct. 2, 1992 Oct. 7, 1992 October 23, 1992
Public Law 102-457

H.Con.Res. 161
June 3, 1991

Mr. Weiss, for
himself and oth-
ers

Expressing the sense of the
Congress that the Ameri-
can public should ob-
serve the 100th
anniversary of
moviemaking and recog-
nize the contributions of
the American Film Insti-
tute in advocating and
preserving the art of film

(Not reported by
Committee)

Nov. 12, 1991 Nov. 15, 1991

H.Con.Res. 302
Apr. 1, 1992

Mr. Hall of Ohio,
for himself and
others

Expressing the sense of the
Congress regarding com-
munities making the
transition to “Hunger-
Free” status

June 25, 1992
(H. Rept.
102-616, Pt. 1)

July 28, 1992 Oct. 5, 1992

H.J.Res. 279
June 20, 1991

Mr. Coleman of
Missouri for
himself and oth-
ers

To declare it to be the
policy of the United
States that there should
be a renewed and sus-
tained commitment by
the Federal Government
and the American people
to the importance of adult
education

(No report filed) July 9, 1991 July 11, 1991 July 26, 1991
Public Law 102-74

H.Res. 201
July 23, 1991

Mr. Weiss, for
himself and oth-
ers

Expressing the sense of the
House of Representatives
that the people of the
United States should rec-
ognize “An Artistic
Discovery”, the Congres-
sional High School Art
Competition

(Not reported by
Committee)

Nov. 18, 1991
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H.Res. 284
July 23, 1991

Mr. Weiss, for
himself and oth-
ers

Expressing the sense of the
House of Representatives
that there is a need for a
comprehensive, coordi-
nated strategy to help the
United States achieve its
goal of being the strong-
est Nation on Earth eco-
nomically and militarily,
so that it remain the
greatest Nation in support
of human dignity, free-
dom, and democratic
ideals

(Not reported by
Committee)

Nov. 25, 1991

H.Res. 524
July 22, 1992

Mr. Bateman, for
himself and oth-
ers

Expressing the sense of the
House of Representatives
to commend and con-
gratulate the College of
William and Mary in
Virginia on the occasion
of the 300th anniversary
of its founding

(No report filed) Oct. 6, 1992

S. 272
Jan. 24, 1991

Mr. Gore, for him-
self and others

High-Performance Com-
puting Act of 1991

(Not referred to
Committee)

Nov. 20, 1991 Sept. 11, 1991
Nov. 22, 1991

December 9, 1991
Public Law 102-194

S. 367
Feb. 6, 1991

Mr. Metzenbaum,
for himself and
others

Nontraditional Employ-
ment for Women Act

(Not referred to
Committee)

Nov. 27, 1991 Nov. 26, 1991 December 12, 1991
Public Law 102-235

S. 379
Feb. 19, 1991

Mr. Kennedy, for
himself and Mr.
Hatch

National and Community
Service Technical
Amendments Act of 1991

Feb. 26, 1991
(Committee dis-
charged)

Feb. 26, 1991 Feb. 6, 1991 March 12, 1991
Public Law 102-10

S. 838
Apr. 17, 1991

Mr. Dodd, for
himself and oth-
ers

Child Abuse, Domestic
Violence, Adoption and
Family Services Act of
1992

Apr. 7, 1992
(Committee dis-
charged)

Apr. 7, 1992 Apr. 9, 1992 May 28, 1992
Public Law 102-295

S. 1106
May 21, 1991

Mr. Harkin, for
himself and oth-
ers

Individuals with Disabili-
ties Education Act
Amendments of 1991

Sept. 11, 1991
(Committee dis-
charged)

Sept. 11, 1991 June 24, 1991
Sept. 16, 1991

October 7, 1991
Public Law 102-119

S. 1176
May 23, 1991
(See S. 2184)

Mr. DeConcini, for
himself and oth-
ers

Morris K. Udall Scholar-
ship and Excellence in
National Environmental
and Native American
Public Policy Act of
1992

(Not referred to
Committee)

Nov. 25, 1991 Nov. 21, 1991 December 9, 1991
Presented to President

S. 1593
July 30, 1991

Mr. Pell, for him-
self and others

National Commission on
Libraries and Information
Science Act Amendments
of 1991

Aug. 1, 1991
(Committee dis-
charged)

Aug. 1, 1991 July 30, 1991 August 14, 1991
Public Law 102-95

S. 1745
Sept. 24, 1991

Mr. Danforth, for
himself and oth-
ers

Civil Rights Act of 1991 (Not referred to
Committee)

Nov. 7, 1991 Oct. 30, 1991 November 21, 1991
Public Law 102-166

S. 1848
Oct. 22, 1991

Mr. Kennedy, for
himself and oth-
ers

Dropout Prevention Tech-
nical Correction Amend-
ment of 1991

(Not referred to
Committee)

Nov. 1, 1991 Oct. 25, 1991 November 13, 1991
Public Law 102-159
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S. 2044
Nov. 25, 1991

Mr. Inouye, for
himself and oth-
ers

Native American Lan-
guages Act

(Not reported by
Committee)

Oct. 2, 1992 Oct. 5, 1992 October 26, 1992
Public Law 102-524

S. 2184
February 4, 1992

Mr. DeConcini, for
himself and oth-
ers

Morris K. Udall Scholar-
ship and Excellence in
National Environmental
Policy Act of 1992

(Not referred to
Committee)

Mar. 3, 1992 Feb. 4, 1992 March 19, 1992
Public Law 102-259

S. 2759
May 20, 1992

Mr. Leahy, for
himself and oth-
ers

Homeless Children Nutri-
tion Improvement Act of
1992

July 1, 1992 (H.
Rept. 102-645)

July 28, 1994 July 29, 1994 August 14, 1992
Public Law 102-342

S. 2875
June 18, 1992

Mr. Leahy Children's Nutrition As-
sistance Act of 1992

(Not referred to
Committee)

Oct. 6, 1992 Oct. 5, 1992 October 24, 1992
Public Law 102-512

S. 2917
June 30, 1992

Mr. Cochran To amend the National
School Lunch Act to au-
thorize the Secretary of
Agriculture to provide fi-
nancial and other assist-
ance to the University of
Mississippi, in cooper-
ation with the University
of Southern Mississippi,
to establish and maintain
a food service manage-
ment institute

(Not referred to
Committee)

July 28, 1992 July 2, 1992 August 7, 1992
Public Law 102-337

S. 3007
July 22, 1992

Mr. Graham, for
himself and oth-
ers

To authorize financial as-
sistance for the con-
struction and
maintenance of the Mary
McLeod Bethune Memo-
rial Fine Arts Center

(Not reported by
Committee)

Sept. 29, 1992 July 22, 1992 October 16, 1992
Public Law 102-423

S. 3134
Aug. 5, 1992

Mr. Kennedy, for
himself and oth-
ers

Ready to Learn Act (Not referred to
Committee)

Oct. 6, 1992 Oct. 1, 1992
Oct. 7, 1992

October 27, 1992
Public Law 102-545

S. 3175
Aug. 11, 1992

Mr. Kennedy National and Community
Service Technical
Amendment Act of 1992

(Not reported by
Committee)

Sept. 16, 1992 Aug. 12, 1992 October 5, 1992
Public Law 102-384

S.Con.Res. 81
Nov. 26, 1991

Ms. Mikulski, for
herself and others

Expressing the sense of the
Congress regarding vi-
sionary art as a national
treasure and regarding
the American Visionary
Art Museum as a national
repository and educa-
tional center for visionary
art

Aug. 12, 1992
(Committee dis-
charged)

Aug. 12, 1992 July 2, 1992
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SUBJECT INDEX OF BILLS AND RESOLUTIONS
REFERRED TO COMMITTEE

ADULT EDUCATION

To improve American competitiveness through grants for workplace literacy programs.
H.R. 263 (Mrs. Lloyd).

ELEMENTARY AND SECONDARY EDUCATION

IMPACT AID

To provide for the payment of impact aid to certain school districts.
H.R. 38 (Mr. Quillen).

MISCELLANEOUS

To provide Federal financial assistance to facilitate the establishment of alliances between local education agencies and the
private sector to increase the use of resources of the private and nonprofit sectors in the provision of elementary and sec-
ondary education, and for other purposes.

H.R. 264 (Mrs. Lloyd).

Declaring the sense of Congress regarding periods of silence in the public schools.
H. Con. Res. 11 (Mr. Neal of North Carolina).

SCHOOL LUNCH AND CHILD NUTRITION

To amend the Child Nutrition Act of 1966 and the National School Lunch Act to extend certain authorities contained in such
Acts through the fiscal year 1995.

H.R. 24 (Mr. Hawkins).

VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

To amend the Carl D. Perkins Vocational Education Act to extend the authorities contained in such Act through the fiscal year
1995.

H.R. 7 (Mr. Hawkins).
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OTHER MATTER REFERRED TO COMMITTEE

Department of Agriculture
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